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THAT rVORY LOOK
YOUNG AMERICA HAS IT... YOU CAN HAVE IT

IN 7 DAYS !

a perfect sn
Look . . . large-size Ivory in

the new twin-cake design now

snaps into 2 perfect toilet-size

cakes—one for your bath,

one for your complexion.

99,00% PURE... IT FLOATS
®

Isn't this little pixy irresistible with her perky

hat and That Ivory Look? It’s a radiant

look that can be yours through the magic

of Ivory’s mildness. Gentle enough

for baby’s skin, pure, mild Ivory is

first choice with doctors for yours, too.

Be irresistible yourself . . . remember the

milder your soap, the prettier your skin, and

Ivory has a mildness all its own. So change to

regular care with Ivory and in just 7 days you’ll

see the difference. Your skin will have that

dewy-fresh look . . . That Ivory Look.

MORE DOCTORS ADVISE IVORY THAN ANY OTHER SOAP!
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The doctor’s deodorant discovery

that now safely stops odor 24 hours a day

/Underarm comparison tests made
by doctors proved a deodorant mfAout
M-3 stopped odor only a few hours—
while New Mum with M-3 stopped

odor a full 24 hours !

You’re serene. You’re sure of yourself. You’re bandbox perfect from the skin out.

And you stay that way night and day with New Mum Cream.

Because New Mum now contains M-3 (hexachlorophene) which clings to

your skin— keeps on stopping perspiration odor 24 hours a day.

So safe you can use it daily— won’t irritate normal skin or damage fabrics.

^ GuoroDteed by 'A

ANOTHER FINE PRODUCT OF BRISTOL-MYERS ^ood Housekeeping 1

^**'^j* ADwitmp

91 KIND TO YOUR SKIN AND CLOTHES
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Yours... as a

BMy
Bonus

when you send in

the top of a

HOLD'BOB
BOBBY PIN CARD

The

World’s

Best

Bobby Pin

Gayla hold-bob with Flexi-Grip, the

world’s best bobby pin, offers you a

Beauty Bonus of sheer, luxurious, 60

gauge, 15 denier nylons at savings of

over one-half. You can get a set of

three of these leg-flattering nylons by

sending only $1.00 with the top of a

Gayla hold-bob bobby pin card or

Gayla Hair Net envelope. Insist on

Gayla hold-bob, the bobby pin more
women prefer over all others, and

send for these beautifully fitting, long

wearing nylons today!
e im O.K.I.

GAYLORD PRODUCTS, INCORPORATED, DEPT. T-7

1918 Prairie Ave., Chicago 16, iti.

Please send, postpaid. sets (a pair and a spare) of
nylons as checkea below. Enclosed is SI.00 (no stamps)
plus the top of a G lyia UOLD-BOB Bobby Pin Car<L or a
Gayla Hair Net Envelope* for each seto (The top ofa 25c
card entitles you to order 2 sets.)

Cilor: Morning Mist Desirt Sand French Rost
(tiarlili Taopt) (Brosnith Balsa) (Rosy Hut)

Sib: nsvi 0 9 0 9V4 DIO DlO'/i Dll
Short Medium along Sell Seam Dart Seam

NAME
ADDRESS

(Please Print]

riTV STATE
This offer good only in continental United States.
Hawaii and Alaska. Offer subject to State and LfCwaJ

requirements and may be withdrawn without notice.

! MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY!
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AFLAME WITH GENIUS AND DESIRE, Vincent Van Gogh wished, like other men, to be loved, to

be famous. But his genius— his demon— drove him into a life of incredible violence. His search

for a wife was frustrated by his own frenzy. People called him a madman. His paintings were laughed at.

Today they are priceless—acclaimed as the work of an incomparably great artist. This truly extraordinary

motion picture tells the story of his tumultuous life. . . .from the frank and revealing novel,“Lust For Life.”

if ^ if

KIRK DOUGLAS in
|

LIFE

PAMELA BROWN with i

From M-G-M in CinemaScope and MetroLolor starring

co-starring ANTHONY Q,UINN - JAMES DONALD
EVERETT SLOANE • Screen Play by NORMAN CORWIN • Based on the Novel by Irving Stone

Directed by VINCENTE MINNELLI • Produced by JOHN HOUSEMAN • An M-G-M Picture

P
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Glamorous new idea in hair sprays

!

Only Helene Curtis Spray Net has it...

refillable aerosol

CASTS
OF CURRENT PICTURES

ANIMAL WORLD, THE—Warners. Directed by
Irwin Allen: Documentary.

AS LONG YOXJ*RE NEAR ME—Warners. Directed
by Harald Braun: Eve Berger, Maria Schell; Frank
Toman, O. W. Fischer; Mona Arendt, Brigitte
Homey; Steven Berger, Hardy Kruger; Paul, Ma-
thias Wieman; Bentz, Paul Bildt.

BHOWANI JUNCT10N~U-G-U. Directed by
George Cukor: Victoria Jones, Ava Gardner; Col.
Rodney Savage, Stewart Granger; Patrick Taylor,
Bill Travers; Surabhai, Abraham Sofaer; Ranjit
Kasel, Francis Matthews; Gornndastvami, Marne

i

Maitland; Ghanshyam, Peter Tiling; Thomas Jones,
[Edward Chapman; The Sadani, Freda Jackson; Lt.

Graham McDaniel, Lionel Jeffries; Ted Dunphy,
Alan Tilvern.

Beautiful new way to carry the spray
that trains your hair to stay

Now, take spray net with you . . . re-do your

hair wherever you are! Purse/Spray is the

only refillable aerosol dispenser in the world.

No bigger than a lipstick . . . sprays like your

SPRAY NET at home. In black and gold, a

beautiful accessory.

Purse/Spray comes with its own special

refiller of Helene Curtis ultra spray net
... a new right-for-everybody formula with

a fresh new fragrance and Helene Curtis’ own
“control” ingredient that trains your hair to

stay curled. Only spray net has it!

FOR USE AT HOME, you’ll always want
SPRAY NET in its own spray container. Now
in three hair-training formulas . . . regular,

SUPER SOFT, and the new ultra.

NEW purse/spray (holds days of sprays ai each refilling)

AND Ul_TRA SPRAY NET REFILUER
(holds months of sprays)

value ^ I 8 5
Special introductory price O N UY phs lax

FILL IT YOURSELF

TAKE IT WITH YOU

USE IT WHEREVER
YOU GO

CATERED AFFAIR, THE—M-G-M. Directed by
Richard Brooks: Mrs. Tom Hurley, Bette Davis;
Tom Hurley, Ernest Borgnine; Jane Hurley, Debbie
Reynolds; Uncle Jack Conlon, Barry Fitzgerald;
Ralph Halloran, Rod Taylor; Mr. Halloran, Robert
Simon; Mrs. Halloran, Madge Kennedy; Mrs. Raf-
ferty, Dorothy Stickney; Mrs. Casey, Carol Veazie; I

Alice, Joan Camden; Eddie Hurley, Ray Stricklyn;
|

Sam Loiter, Jay Adler; Hotel Caterer, Dan Tobin; I

Bill, Paul Denton; Mrs. Musso, Augusta Merighi.

CROWDED PARADISE—Tudor. Directed by Fred
Pressburger: George Heath, Hume Cronyn; Louise
Heath, Nancy Kelly; Mr. Dias, Frank Silvera; Fe-
licia Diaz. Enid Rudd; Juan Figueroa, Mario Alcalde.

CRIME IN THE STREETS~A.A. Directed by
Donald Siegel: Ben Wagner, James Whitmore;
Frankie Dane, John Cassavetes; Baby Gioia, Sal
Mineo; Lau Macklin, Mark Rydell; Maria Gioia,
Denise Alexander; Mrs. Dane, Virginia Gregg; Mr.
Gioia, Will Kuluva; Richie Dane, Peter Votrian; Mr.
McAllister, Malcolm Atterbury; Blockbuster, Dan
Terranova; The Fighter, Peter Miller; Glasses, Steve
Rowland; Benny, Ray Stricklyn; Lenny, James Ogg;
Phil, Robert Alexander; Herky, Duke Mitchell; Red-
top, Richard Curtis; Chuck. Doyle Baker.

D-DAY THE SIXTH OF JUNE—2f)th. Directed by
Henry Koster: Brad Parker, Robert Taylor; John
Wynter, Richard Todd; Valerie, Dana Wynter; Colo-
nel Timmer, Edmond O’Brien; Brigadier Russell, John
Williams; Raymond Boyce, Jerry Paris; Dan Stcnick,
Robert Gist; David Archer, Richard Stapley; Major
Mills, Ross Elliott; Col. Harkens, Alex Finlayson;
Coat Room Attendant, Cyril Delevanti; Georgina,
Marie Brown; Mala. Rama Bai; Arkinson, Dabbs
Greer; Major McEiven, Geoffrey Steele; Capt. Wall-
er, George Felling; Lieutenant at Party, Conrad Feia;
Sgt. Brooks, Boyd “Red” Morgan; Grainger, Richard
Aherne; Mrs. Hamilton. Victoria Ward; Siizcttc, Pa-
tricia McMahon; Lt. Col. Cantrell, John Damler;
General Bolthouse, Thomas B. Henry; General Pike,
Damien O’Flynn; General Millensbeck, Ren Wright;
Corporal, Queenie Leonard; American War Corre-
spondent, Howard Price; Taxi Dnz/cr, Reggie Dvorak;
Lt. Clayford Binns, Chet Marshall; Sgt. Herbert,
Parley Baer; Lance Corp. Bailey, Ashley Cowan;
Waitress, June Mitchell; Palmer, Grant Scott; Pa-
ducci, Mickey Scott; Puchani, Joe Garcie; Randall,
Paul Glass.

FOREIGN /VTR/GCE—U. A. Directed by Sheldon
Reynolds: Bishop. Robert Mitchum; Dominique,
Genevieve Page; Brita, Ingrid Tulean; Spring, Fred-
erick O’Brady; Sandoc, Gene Deckers; Mrs. Lind-
quist, Inga Tidblad; Tony, John Padovano; Mamv-
heim, Frederick Schrecker; Jones, Lauritz Falk;
Brown, Peter Copley; Smith, Ralph Brown; Dr. Thi-
bault, George Hubert; Bistro Owner, Jim Gerald;
Baum, Nil Sperber; Danemore, Jean Galland; Starky,
John Starck; Dodo, Gilbert Robin; Charwoman, Val-
entine Camax; Charles, Robert Le Beal; Information
Desk Clerk, Albert Simmons.

GREAT LOCOMOTIVE CHASE, Disney.
Directed by Francis D. Lyon: James J. Andrews,
Fess Parker; William A. Fuller,, Jeffrey Hunter;
William Campbell, Jeff York; William Pittenger,
John Lupton; Robert Buff urn, Eddie Firestone; Ai>
thony Mitrphy, Kenneth Tobey; Marion A. Ross, Don
Megowan; Jacob Parrott, Claude Jarman, Jr.; Wil-
liam Bensinger, Harry Carey, Jr.; J. A. Wilson,
Lennie Geer; William Knight, George Robotham;
Wilson Brown, Stan Jones; John Wollam, Marc
Hamilton; John M. Scott, John Wiley; Pete Bracken,
Slim Pickens; Alex, Morgan Woodward; A Sioitch-
man, W. S. Bearden; Jess McIntyre, Harvey Hester;
Henry Haney, Douglas Bleckley.

4
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It’s all hearti Bob Hope,
one of the greatest

of all comic performers,

in a picture that tops
“The Seven Little Foys" in

tenderness, warmth
and feeling! Based

on the terrific

Broadway play,

it’s about a boy
and his dog, a guy

who’d failed and
a girl who loved

him enough to

turn him into a
nationally famed

cartoonist!

Sings..
- and

I Ma ^
I ' swings

f^lT THE
i^OAO TO
dreamland-
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...PUTS YOUR BEST FACE FORWARD!
The world takes you at face value—
especially in business and social sit-

uations. More often than not, you feel

the way you look. So that’s why it is

so important for you to discover and

use UTOL, the miracle antibiotic skin

cream that is the fastest known rem-

edy for pimples, acne, or other exter-

nally caused skin blemishes. UTOL—
an investment in your appearance and

peace of mind!

Hides as it heals

major skin blemishes

!

Flesh-toned UTOL provides an im-

mediate cover-up for embarrassing

skin ei’uptions. Gives you new confi-

dence and comfort at first touch while

the antiseptic healing activity goes on
underneath. UTOL hides while it

heals . . . really works for you!

^ ^ ^

Here’s How Utol

Works— Faster!

Here’s the ONLY antibiotic skin
cream! UTOL, with the magic of

antibiotic Tyrothricin, kills the skin

bacteria that usually cause skin blem-
ishes. It contains a powerful soothing

anesthetic that stops irritating itch—

and the need to scratch. Laboratory
and field tests prove—UTOL dries up
pimples and the common skin erup-

tions and clears the skin in as little

as 10 days!

CASTS
OF CURRENT PICTURES

continued

CRANE^20Xh. Directed by Philip Dunne:
Hilda Crane, Jean Simmons; Russell Burns, Guy
Madison; Jacques De Lisle, Jean Pierre Aumont;
M)S. Crane, Judith Evelyn; Mrs. Burns, Evelyn
\arden; Nell Bromley, Pep:gy Knudsen; Dink, Gregg
Palmer; Dr. Francis, Richard Garrick; Mr. Small,
Jim Haysvard; Cab Driver, Sandee Marriot; Caterer,
Don Shelton; Maid, Helen Mayon; Clara. Blossom
Rock; Minister. Jay Jostyn.

RiSS BEFORE D YING, A— L’.A. Directed by Gerd
Oswald: Bud Corliss, Robert Wagner; Gordon Grant.
Jeffrey Hunter; Ellen Kingship, Virginia Leith;
Dorothy Kingship, Joanne Woodward: Mrs. Corliss,
IVIary Astor; Leo Kingship, George Macready;
Diviaht Powell, Robert Quarry; Chesser, Howard
Petrie; Butler, Bill Walker; Annabellc. Molly Mc-
Cart; Medical Student, Marlene Felton.

LEA! HER SAINT, THE—Paramount. Directed by
Alvin Ganzer ; Father Gil Allen, John Derek; Gus
McAuliffe, Paul Douglas; Pearl Gorman. Jody Law-
rance; Tony Lorenzo, Cesar Romero: Tom Kelly.
Richard Shannon; Bishop Hardtke. Thomas B.
Henry; Father Ritchie. Ernest Truex.

MAN WHO KNEW TOO MUCH, TH/:—Para-
mount. Directed by Alfred Hitchcock: Ben McKenna.
James Stewart; Jo McKenna, Doris Day: Mrs. Dray-
ton, Brenda de Banzie; Mr. Drayton, Bernard Miles;
Buchanan, Ralph Truman; Louis Bernard, Daniel
Gelin; Ambassador, Mogens Wieth; Val Parnell.
Ala.i Mowbray; Jan Peterson. Hillary Brooke; Hank
McKenna, Christopher Olsen; Rien-Assassin, Reggie
Nalder; Asst. Mgr., Richard Wattis; Woburn, Noel
Willman; Helen Parnell, Alix Talton; Cindy Fon^
tainc, Carolyn Jones; Police Inspector, Yves'Brain-
ville; Arab, Abdelhaq Chraibi

;
Edna, Betty Bask-

comb; Chauffeur, Leo Gordon; English Handyman.
Patrick Aherne; French Police. Louis Mcrciei% An-
thony Warde; Detective. Lewis Martin.

MAVERICK QUEEN. THE—'Keiiublic. Directed by
Joe Kane: Kit Baiiion, Barbara Stanwyck; Jeff.
Barry Sullivan; Sundance. Scott Brady; Lucy Lee,
Mary Murphy; Jamie, Wallace Ford; Butch Cassidy.
Howard Petrie; A^ Stranger. Jim Travis; Malone,
Emile Meyer; Sheriff Wilson, Walter Sande; Mnncie,
George Keymas; Loudmouth, John Doucette; Pete
Callaher. Taylor Holmes; McMillan. Pierre Watkin.

OUTSIDE THE. LAW— L'-I. Directed by Jack Ar-
nold: Johnny Salvo, Ray Danton; Maria Craven.
Leigh Snowden; Don Kastner, Grant Williams; Alec
Conrad, Onslow Stevens; Maury Saxon. Judson
Pratt; Phil Sclnvartz, Jack Kruschen; Harris, Floyd
Simmons; Philip Bormann, Raymond Bailey; Milo
Barker, Mel Welles; Parker, Arthur Hanson; Red-
ding, Vernon Rich.

QUINCANNON, FRONTIER SCOUT—V.K. Di-
rected by Lesley Selander: Linus Quincannon, Tony
Martin; Maylene Mason, Peggie Castle; Lt. Burke,
John Bromfield; Lt. Hostedder, John Smith; Capt.
Bell, Ron Randell; Sgt. Calvin. John Doucette; Col.
Conover, Morris Ankrum; Blackfoot Sam, Peter Ma-
makos; Iron Wolf, Ed Hashim.

SAFARI—Columbia. Directed by Terence Young:
Kpi, \’ictor Mature; Linda, Janet Leigh; Brian
Sinden, John Justin; Sir Vincent Brampton, Roland
Culver; Roy Shaw, Liam Redmond; Jeroge, Earl
Cameron; Jerusalem, Orlando Martins; Odongo,
Juma; Kakoro, Lionel Ngakane; O'Keefe, Harry
Quashie; Renegade, Slim Harris; Chief Massai, Cy
Grant; Charley, John Wynn; Blake, Arthur I.^ove-

grove; Aunty May. Estelle Brody: Kenny, Christo-
pher Warbey; Wambui, John Harrison; Kikuyu.
Glyn Lawson; African, Frank Singuineau; Police
Inspector, Charles Hayes; Special Man Man. Barth-
olomew Sketch; District Commissioner

.

John Cook:
Henderson, Bob Isaacs.

STAR IN THE DUST-V-l. Directed by Charle.s
Haas: Bill Jorden, John Agar; Ellen Ballard, Mamie
Van Doren; Sam Hall, Richard Boone; George Bal-
lard, Leif Erickson; Nellie Mason. Coleen Gray:
Orval Jones, James Gleason; Nan Hogan, Randy
Stuart.

ZANZABUKV— Republic. Directed by Lewis Cot-
low: Documentary.

^^‘Many doctors, nurses, and
beauty specialists have endorsed
UTOL as the quickest, most ef-

fective skin medication in stand-

ard treatment for Contact
Dermatitis.

Ill UTOL
35 "

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE Your mon-
ey back in full if UTOL, available in

leading drugstores everywhere, does
not in every way live up to every
claim made for it.

A Product of

McKesson & robbins
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Co-starred

with him are

;BAS>£HA?tT
as the young,

romantic

rover and

lEOG:ekn
as the

vengeful

Starbuck

This is

OB^GojerJPmCjc
as the fiery

man -with out -a-woman

This is the

motion picture

so crowded
with exciting

achievements
that it is

Impossibie to

list them all

!

Gregory Peck’s
mighty

portrayal

is certainly

one of them.

and

ORSon;

as Father Mapple

COLOR byXECHNICOLOR
SCREEN PLAY BY

BAY BRADBURY AND JOHN HUSTON

A MOULIN PICTURE. DIRECTED BY JOHN HUSTON • PRESENTED BY WARNER BROS.

In a year of

so many
wonderful

screen

advances
the mightiest

leap forward

of all is

WARNER BROS’,

presentation

of the

JOHK
HirsToiv

production of

Herman Melville's

P
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WHAT
SHOULD

Q My parents were killed in an automo-
bile accident when I was four, and I

was raised by my mother’s sister and her
husband.

I am now seventeen and every day be-

comes harder for me. I love my foster-

father, and he and I get along just fine.

Any time I want to talk to someone I can
go to him. There is one exception. I can’t

talk to him about my foster-mother (my
aunt). She is his wife, so he has to stand

up for her.

I never enjoy coming home any more
because my foster-mother yells at me. If

I sit down she says I am wrinkling the up-

holstery, and if I stand up she says I make
her nervous. If I am in my room reading,

she says I always have my nose stuck in a

book and that I’m no company at all. If I

stick around, she wants to know what I’m
snooping over her shoulder for. Once in a

while I have tried to explain that no mat-
ter what I do, it seems to he wrong, and
then she slaps me.
My father wants me to stay at home and

go on to college, hut to tell the truth I’d

rather go right to my summer job and start

out from there. Maybe, after a bit, 1 could
get transferred to some other city and
maybe work my way through another col-

lege. I would hate to hurt my father this

way, but I don’t think I can stand my
foster-mother’s bad temper much longer.

I know she’s nervous and high-strung, and
I know that I’m not perfect, but she just

makes me so miserable that I'm not being
the kind of person I want to be. How can
I explain this to my father?

Peter D.

\ It isn't necessary for you to explain

this situation to your foster-father,

Peter. In years to come, I am certain you
will learn that he has always understood
more about this situation than you realize.

Now, there is a trick to coping with a
problem like yours. It is the technique of
passiveness. Don’t try to give affection,

don’t try, to be congenial, but at the same
time, don’t hold back gratitude. Let your
foster-mother say, do, or behave as she
likes; give way as if you were made of
sponge rubber.

At an early age, I was touring with a
vaudeville troupe in an amusing comedy
skit with three other players. The older

Spring Byington stars in

Desilu's December Bride,

as seen on CBS-TV, Mon-
days at 9:30 P.M. EOT

Your letters answered by Spring Byington

DO*?

man in the cast had the temper of a
wounded rattlesnake. Handsome, talented,

charming, he could be like St. George one
moment, a flock of dragons the next. When
making a tour of the New England states,

we were invited to spend a weekend with
his widowed mother at their beautiful farm.
One morning, this man went hunting, and,

after he returned, gameless from the hunt,

he strode up and down the room, ranting

and raving about things that had been or

had not been done about the property.

After a brief silence, his mother said, look-

ing out the window, “/ do believe that’s

the Browns’ team and wagon coming up
the road.” Her son became more thunder-
ous than ever, but eventually ran out of
breath, at which point his mother turned

from the window with a happy smile, and
said, “It is the Browns. How nice for you
people to meet them.”

In other words, family fights should be
conducted as a duel with cream puffs at

forty paces.

Q I am just past eighteen and I am ter-

ribly in love, but I have made a serious

mistake and as a result I may never see my
sweetheart again.

We were planning to be married next

October, and 1 was already getting together

the equipment for a small apartment.
One night in February, we went to a

party given by my friends. It was the first

time Zig had met these people, so naturally

I wanted him to make a good impression.

Instead of that, he deliberately provoked an
argument with one of the boys and before it

was over he knocked this fellow down and
tipped over a table. It was simply terrible,

and so uncalled for that I couldn’t under-

stand it. I told Zig I never wanted to see

him again. Of course, I was furious and
embarrassed and spoke without thinking.

When I didn’t hear from him after a few
weeks, I got in touch with a friend of his

and asked how I could persuade Zig to

come back and talk it over. This friend

said, “If you’re in your right mind, you’ll

let the thing drop right here and forget

him. He’s been married for two years.”

I don’t know whether to believe this

story or not. Why would he propose to me
and go apartment-hunting if he didn’t mean

what he had said? I just feel that I must
get in touch with him and apologize for
what I said that night. I have never met
anyone else who is quite like him.
Do you think I should get in touch with

some of his other friends and try to get his

new address and telephone number?
Holly S.

A I am quite ready to believe. Holly, that

you were in love with this man and
trusted in what you believed to be his love

for you. But, candidly, I don’t think you are
seeing all the picture, and I am seeing even
less as a result. However, it appears to me
that your “fiance” deliberately provoked
the fight in order to escape from his en-

gagement to you without telling you the

truth. I suspect that you acted exactly as

he hoped you would.

I think that, for your own peace of mind,
you should determine definitely whether
this man is married or not, but I’m afraid

it would be unwise to attempt to extract

the truth from him personally. Surely, the

facts can be secured in some way that ivill

explain his position without your getting

in touch with him.

I recommend an indirect course because
there is another unpretty aspect to the sit-

uation. It may be that if you make the over-

tures and apologize to him, he will be glad

to “come back to you”—but only on his

terms, and those terms are likely to lead to

far more heartache than you now suffer.

I imagine you have heard your mother
say, “Coming events cast their shadows
before them.” If you will look upon this

man as a mere shadow, cast before the man
you will eventually meet, love and marry,

the idea should help to ease your present

unhappiness. Who would want to marry a

mere shadow in haste when a few months
or years of waiting would bring the true

man into your life?

Q I have completed a series of courses

in commercial drawing, dress design,

and illustration. I have designed a number
of garments for the women of my family,

and the results have been flattering and

much envied by their friends.

I am a combat veteran of thirty, and

Continued on page 12



Important Milestones in Modern Medicine: J79g—Triumph Over Contagious Diseases. First inoculation by Dr. Jenner.

J848—Triumph Over Pain. Dr. Morton’s discovery of ether. J929—Triumph Over Bacterial Infections. Fleming discovers penicillin.

I
Now— 1956—Procter & Gamble proudly announces . . .

TRIUMPH
OVER

TOOTH DECAY
Crest Toothpaste with Fluoristan

strengthens tooth enamel to lock out decay from within

Fluoiistan is Procter & Gamble’s exclusive stannous fluoride formula— proven the greatest decay-preventive in any toothpaste

Miracle of the Towns With-

out Toothaches. For years,

children in certain towns were

virtually without cavities.

Nature’s decay-preventive, fluo-

ride, was in their drinking water!

Scienee Long Tried to Cap-
ture Fluoride in a toothpaste.

At last, after years of research,

university scientists discovered

Fluoristan — the greatest decay-

preventive in any toothpaste.

Fluoristan Makes Possible

Crest. Without Fluoristan, you

cannot get ma.ximum protection

against tooth decay with a tooth-

paste. Protects teeth of adults

and children, six and over.

Dentists Tested Crest for

three years on 5,673 people. No
toothpaste can end all decay,

but Crest set records of decay

prevention never approached hy

any other tooth paste.

IMPORTANT
Crest with Fluoristan is the only toothpaste ever developed

that makes possible a major reduction in tooth decay for every-

one, everywhere, by strengthening tooth enamel. Thereby,
Crest marks a turning point in man’s age-old struggle against

this almost universal disease.

Instead of waiting helplessly for cavities to strike. Crest now
makes it possible for you to build strong defenses against decay

within teeth ... to fortify teeth so that they turn back the

destructive attacks of decay (as opposed to the old-fashioned

method of brushing a temporary coating of protection on the

surface of teeth). With Crest, your family approaches the

long dreamed-of day of healthy, decay-free teeth. NO OTHER TOOTHPASTE PREVENTS DECAY LIKE CREST!

©in.-jG. The Pi-ncter & fiamble Co.



Curls lanolin softness

right into your hair!



the only all-lanolized

home permanent
• Lanolin waving lotion

• Lanolin-treated end papers

• Lanolin neutralizer

Never before a home permanent like this ! Never before could you curl

lanolin-softness right into your hair at every step! For DuBarry now

brings you the first and only all-lanolized home permanent!

No wonder your hair looks born beautiful! No wonder it has all the

sheen, the softness, the gentle springiness of naturally curly hair! You

never, never see that frizzy “just-permanented” look, even

on the first day. Yet curls are so strong, so lasting— you can’t lose

them unless you cut them off

!

Simplest Wave Ever

DuBarry is fast, sure, easy. All you do is wind, wave, neutralize.

No test curls. No “head steamer” towel wrap. No dip and drip waiting.

You’re done in minutes, you’re set for months!

P. S. DuBarry smells nice, too— no eye-stinging ammonia fumes.

So, for lanolin-soft curls with that born beautiful look— get the new

DuBarry. In Gentle, Regular, Super. Also, DuBarry Perfect Pin-Curl

Permanent. Each, $1.75 plus tax in fine department and drug stores.

Hudnut Sales Co. Inc.



Tan Safely...

beautifully!

...wonderful new Squibb

product. Son 'n' Svrf.

Comes os lotion, cream or

handy spray, actually

FILTERS OUT dangerous

burning rays, helps you

to a gorgeous golden

tan. Non-greasy

and will not stain.

Sun

Surf
The answer to the burning question I*

SQ.U1BB quality...

the priceless ingredient

Sun
'n'

Surf
Squibb
Sunburn
Cream

SUNTAN
lotion

WHAT SHOUI^n I E)0‘.*

continued

was based in Paris for a time after the

fracas of 1939-1945. I was impressed by
tlie fact that the designing business there

was male-dominated and was big business,

and I decided right then to qualify myself
for the profession in the U.S.

It struck me that American women were
far more beautiful than the so-called chic

women of Paris; also that the average
American woman had a better figure to

decorate and more money to spend on that

decoration than the average European
woman.
Now that I have qualified myself for

this profession, I should like to be associ-

ated with one of the motion picture studios

or one of the California designers, but 1

am finding it difficult to secure an entree.

I’m married and the father of one son
and one daughter, so I have only a limited

time to make the necessary contacts. I am
prepared to exert myself and I believe I

ave designing talent and business acumen.
How then, does a fellow get staited if lie

does not have the capital with A’hich to

launch himself?

Tom a.

A / am very much in sympathy with
your ambition to get into the dress

designing business, Mr. A. I am always
more interested in what men think of both

my professional and my personal wardrobe
than I am in the comments of other women
for a reason which interests me very much:
/ find that other women usually admire
what they feel they, too, could wear, and
are indifferent to a style, a color, a treat-

ment which their taste would discard. Con-
trariwise, men are interested in the garment
of the moment on the woman of the mo-
ment; their opinions are pure, in that there

is no ego-complication in them.
In your case, I think your first considera-

tion must be that you have a family to

support; therefore you must approach your
profession with income primarily in mind.
That means that you must get into the

volume market, where sales are made by

the thousands. You need to develop your
sense of what “Everywoman” wants in he

closet, how much she will pay for it, ana
how you can satisfy both her clothes-hunger

and her pocketbook. The best reheaisal

stage for acquiring this professional percep-

tion is the vast American wholesale gar-

ment industry.

Ordinarily, motion picture and TV
studios are interested in designers who
have already perfected their craft to a

high degree and have earned reputations

in the commercial field. Incidentally, many
of these talented designers, when venturing

into the custom field, have found that they

could not afford the high art of dressing

a few fastidious customers, but must go
into the wholesale field on a grand scale

in order to clothe their own families.

I do wish you every success because your
letter leads me to believe that you have
the training and the qualifications for a

satisfying career.

Q Mine is a problem which many girls

have, but never get a chance to talk

about. I am sixteen, a sophomore in high

school and live with my mother who has

been divorced for fourteen years. My si.s-

ter is eighteen and is going to college. It

is not easy for my mother to send a daugh-

ter to college on what she earns, and my
sister doesn't appreciate it.

To give you an idea: instead of staying

at school over weekends, my sister takes

every chance to ride down with friends,

Continued
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Lady Esther
Sheer Flattery

Creme Make-Up

at ^ Cwt be.

eloje-(ip coj^iWr

6ncw'SKIN-HARM0NVsii«b
blend perfectly with natural skin tones

Stunning pink and French Gray case

79^ plus tax

price slightly higher in Canada

SHEER FLATTERY
Creme Make-Up ©iyS6 by Lady Esther, Div.

A piece of paper can show you quicker than anything else how good
your make-up is. Smears, streaks, lines, pores show up on paper at a

glance—the way they show up on your skin at close range. And you
can see for yourself how much, much smoother Lady Esther’s

new Sheer Flattery is than other make-ups tested.

Sheer Flattery is a new sheerer than sheer, creamier creme make-up that
smooths on so easily . . . smooths over every blemish so evenly, you can

be absolutely confident that the closer he looks the lovelier you’ll look.

No other make-up—cream, liquid, or cake—can give you such
wonderful close-up confidence in your complexion as Lady Esther’s

new Sheer Flattery! Just look at the paper test! It shows the difference!

WHAT SHOULD I DO*?
continued

tlien Mother has to pay her fare hack on
the train or the hus. I think my sister keeps
coming home because she is afraid the
liome is going to get out of Iier power. One
week I changed around all the furniture
in our room, and it looked much better.
I even papered one wall and put up some
pictures done by artistic kids at school
• I made and stained the frames myself and
got an A on the work). Well, you should
have heard my sister when she saw that
room. She took down the pictures and
when I made a fuss she hit me across the
face and drove me out of the room. Then
she put all the furniture back the way it

had been and told me that the next time
I changed anything Fd really get it.

Another thing is the closet. She has used
up about three-fourths of the space with
things she never wears. All her good things
are at school, but if I push the stuff into
the hack of the closet so there is some
room for me, she cries and carries on.

I don’t talk this over with my mother
because when there has been a ruckus in

the past, Mother has just said, “Oh, give
her her own w'ay. Don’t argue. You know
how she is.”

Well, I do know, and I don't like it.

Can you tell me what to do about it?

.Stei.i.a M.

A Isn’t it time for you to decide exactly
what you are afraid of, Stella? To

evaluate what is important to you as a per-

son? Fear has its place in our lives, of
course; it keeps us from walking in front

of trucks and trying to pet lions, hut it

should never be permitted to set up an
adult pattern of submission to coercion.
You have precisely as much right to re-

arrange the room to please yourself when
your sister is away as she has to maintain
an arrangement she likes when she is at

home. Naturally, you shouldn’t expect to

have your way all the time, and neither
should your sister—but that is her problem.

This division of opinion between your
sister and yourself need not lead to open
conflict. You could keep the room the way
you like it when she is away, rearrange
it for her homecoming. It goes without say-

ing that there should be no mention of this

routine, a course of action which might be
called mild diplomacy.
At all times you should be aware of what

you are doing, which is this: you are strik-

ing a balance. No person can achieve true

success along with the feeling of being a

fulfilled personality, until he has learned
to preserve his own individuality while, at

the same time, he is getting along with
other people.

I may as well admit—and it will come
as no surprise to you—that there are some
who never master this knack, but I think
you can. Don’t you?

Q Because you are a mother yourself,

Fm sure you will understand my
mother’s ambitions for me and not criti-

cize her as some of the members of our
family are inclined to do.

You see, I fell in love when I was only

eighteen and immediately wanted to get

married. My mother begged me to wait,

but I was certain there would never be
anybody like Jerry. Actually, there never
has been, and there never will be. He is

an absolute darling, and so unselfish and
kind. 1 love him dearly, and our two little

boys are absolute angels. I couldn’t be hap-

pier in my family life.

This is what has hajjpened: My mother
has received an unexpected inheritance.

Continued



They keep you chie in the water...and sleekwhen youland”
Kleinert’s Sava-Wave Sw im Caps have the

IMagic Inner Rim that keeps water OUT!

They’re GUARANTEED watertight. . .and

guaranteed to start w'ave after w'ave of com-

pliments rolling your way! Side-show

(above, left), SE69. Cap with pearl-centered
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watercolor colors. ()tlier caps horn $1.00.
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HALO leaves hair

Cleaner
Softer

Brighter
'(90-

Halo— unlike most shampoos

—

contains no greasy oils or soap to leave
dulling, dirt-catching film!

Clear, liquid Halo bursts into rain-soft lather
in any kind of water. Cleans thoroughly,

quickly, then rinses completely, carrying away
dirt and dusty-looking dandruff.

Brings out all of yoiu- hair’s bright,

shining beauty with each shampoo.
Get safe, gentle Halo today!

f*

Halo Glorifies Your Hair—Naturally!

WHAT SHOULD I DO?
continued

quite a large amount of money, and slu
wants to give me a chance in the world
beyond wliat Jerry will ever be able to
provide. She wants to take me to Hollywood
and give me training, because she believes
I would have an excellent chance for a
screen career.

Jerry objects, feeling that my place is

with my husband and our sons, and I must
say that most of the family—even my
mother’s relatives—agree with him. Mother
says Jerry is merely jealous, and that he
wants to keep my beauty and talent his
jiersonal possession instead of sharing me
with the world.

I feel that I am right in the middle of
this dispute, and I m terribly torn. I love
Jerry and want to make him happy. On
the other hand, if I could succeed in Holly-
wood, we could have a very different life
which he could share with me.
What do you think are the chances for

a girl of twenty-five who is willing to work
like a slave, and who was said to have
exceptional looks and talent during her
high school days?

Helena P.

A Authentic, breathtaking beauties are
a dime a dozen in Hollywood, Mrs.

P. Salesgirls, waitresses, receptionists, and
secretaries are often so pretty that visitors
to Southern California remark upon the
general loveliness of the feminine scene. In
rnany cases they are girls who didn’t real-
ize that nine out of ten of the most suc-
cessful actresses in motion pictures are not
great beauties at all, but possess an inde-
finable quality which makes it possible for
them to elicit an emotional response from
an audience.

You say you are “willing to work like
a slave,” but this statement suggests a
stevedore’s or a sandhog’s profession rather
than the^ delicate, perceptive, highly-trained
occupation of acting. There is an epigram
in Hollywood that goes like this: “Over-
Tiight successes have had ten years of train-
ing.” Are you willing to invest the next ten
years in preparing yourself for a series of
exacting roles which may supply a sense
of accomplishment and a comfortable liv-

ing, but which may never supply the fame
and affluence which you seem to take for
granted?

I must confess that I am not at all in
sympathy ivith your mother’s point of view.
She appears to be thinking, not of your
present and future good at all, but of her
position as the mother of a famous beauty.
It is as if she had fashioned a sumptuous
lace tablecloth and wanted to exhibit it

at the fair; having produced beauty, she
wants to make certain the indifferent world
knows about it.

If you are restless and want to try for
a career of some kind, why don’t you take
a modeling course, or work as a photog-
rapher’s model: since you live quite near
a large^ city, this would not represent a
separation

_

from your husband and your
sons, and it would give you some idea of
what a career girl’s life is. I might add,
in closing, that most career girls would
envy you the married and maternal happi-
ness which you seem to value so lightly.

Q My weight has always been a very
discouraging matter to me. I weigh

202 pounds, I am 41 years old, and I am
5 feet 6 inches tall. I have three children,
one married, one in college and one in
high school, and I know that at times all

of them have been ashamed of their tubby
mother. Especially when they see some of
my pictures taken when I weighed 118.16



I have dieted and have proved to myself

that I can take off fifty pounds, but then

something upsets me and I go on eating

binges and put on everything I have lost.

No will power.

I decided that it would be a good idea

to form a club to be called “Eaters Anony-
mous.” If a group of us collaborated on

menus and encouraged one another to check

calories, and to be firm, I think it might

be an incentive.

However, my problem is how to acquire

the members for this club. I can’t tell the

friends who are fat that they are fat, and
invite them to join. In addition to the

I

membership difficulty, there is another
' worry; when women get together in the

afternoon, one of the things we look for-

ward to is the refreshment to be served.

I suppose I’m about to say a stupid thing,

but wouldn’t it be possible to make dieting

glamorous? Isn’t there some way to pre-

pare a perfectly delicious, unusual dessert

that isn’t fattening? It just seems to me
that actresses must have solved this prob-

lem, so I’m coming for help to one of the

best, in my opinion.

(Mrs.) Ferine T.

i
A I sympathize with you, Mrs. T., be-

cause yours is a very definite—and
widespread—problem; the idea of the club

i

is interesting, but before I discuss it. I’d

;
like to suggest a new angle of approach.

Doctors now are pretty well convinced

\

that, unless an individual suffers from an
I authentic glandular imbalance—which can
be determined by an easy test—overeating

is a symptom of boredom.
Psychologists have known for at least

a generation, and philosophers have stressed

the same opinion since Plato’s time, that

in any conflict between will and imagina-

ji
tion, will is certain to be defeated. When

Ij
you say in your letter that you have no

li will power, you are only confiding that you
are exactly like every other human being.

Even in your plan for a club, your imagina-
tion is preparing to defeat you; it is con-

• luring up dreams of the color of a dessert,

its fragrance, its texture, its flavor. Your
will power has already lost the battle, so

you—caught between the two warring ele-

ments of personality—seek to remove the

calories.

The reason actresses remain .slender is

that they employ their imaginations to pre-

sent alluring images of themselves in a

I certain gown, in a certain photographic
* pose, in a certain role. Discipline is neces-

sary, of course, because all of us Ike at

least a few fattening things, but when dis-

cipline works with imagination instead of
against it, there is no real problem.
You must take a lesson from the Holly-

wood routine: become enthusiastic about
things to do, things to wear, the response

of children, friends, and your own reaction
to your mirrored self. At this point, the

club idea would have merit if it could be
made up of women who wanted to study
ceramics, or raise money for a community
youth center, or refinish furniture. In
brief, turn your full attention upon doing
or learning something that has always in-

terested you, do it full steam, and you’ll

grow slender in the process if you really

want to be slender.

Do you have a problem which seems to

have no solution? Would you like the

advice of Spring Byington? If so, ad-

dress your letters to her, in care of Box
3095, Beverly Hills, California. If your
problem is of general interest. Miss
Byington will consider answering it in

this column. All names will be held

confidential.

'—’rrrm'
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IN AN EXCITING,

NEW KIND OF ROIE!

...as reckless

Ben Matthews,

the Gambling Man
who staked his life

on the love of

the River Lady

they called

"Zoe”!

WILLIAM DEMAREST • WILLIAM GARGAN
PETER VAN EYCK • MINOR WATSON

Directed by RUDOLPH MATE • Screenplay by EARL FELTON • Produced by STANLEY RUBIN
’’
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If you’re a fair-skinned blond or redhead,

you can tan faster if you take it slowly

Not. a girl to play with fire, blond Barbara Ruick has her own way of tanning without first going through the burn and peel stage

P
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The Lady’s

Not For

Burning

BY HARRIET SEGMAN

# Unlike many fair-skinned blonds, lovely Barbara Ruick
has little trouble acquiring a sunny, golden tan. She
starts with ten minute sessions, morning and afternoon,
working up to two half-hour sessions by the end of a
week. She is extra careful between 10 A.M. and 3 P.M, And
she doesn t let herself be fooled by an overcast sky.
It s not the heat of the sun, she knows, that can frizzle

your skin, it’s the ultraviolet rays. These “burn”
rays are strongest at midday when the sun is high and
their intensity is increased by mist or low hanging
clouds. Because the sun can fry you badly right through
them, don’t be lulled into a false sense of security

!

Barbara speeds up her tanning by applying several coats of
suntan lotion, allowing time to dry thoroughly between
coats. That way, her fair skin can be exposed to the sun
for longer periods without burning. Because she’s found
that skin needs far less time to tan after a cold dip, she
always gets in a quick swim before lying down to toast.

And even after she’s acquired her tan, she never risks

exposure without suntan lotion. And never spends more
than four hours at a time under the sun. She never forgets

that w^hen she’s out in the sun, she’s playing with fire.



Richard Hudnuf 3-monfh test proves

NEW PIN-QUICK OUTLASTS
ANY OTHER PINCURL PERMANENT

3 MONTHS AGO TODAY
“From the first time I combed my Pin-Quick wave Fve
had the soft, casual curls I adore,” says vivacious model,

Sandra Dee. “Pin-Quick’s easy— like setting your hair!

Fast, too! I dried it in minutes with a dryer.” (And see

that lovely lanolin shine in Sandra’s Pin-Quick curls!)

“Imagine!” exclaims Sandra. “After all these months and

all those shampoos, my Pin-Quick wave is stiU lovely. My
curls are like new—so soft and springy. That’s Pin-Quick

for you! It’s really permanent!” And here’s the answer:

Pin-Quick’s Magic Curl Control locks curls in to last.

Richard Hudnuf guarantees

Pin-Quick to last ionger

than any other pincurl permanent

---or your money back! Ip®®
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The story of Grace Kelly’s wedding by Alyce Canfield

THE ROCKY ROAD TO PARADISE

Behind the nightmare of publicity, two

lovers waited for that solemn

moment that made them man and wife

Their Serene Highnesses, Prince Rainier and Princess Grace at the
buffet luncheon which was served at the palace, following the cere-
mony. In background is the imposing seven-tiered wedding cake

P
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9 Two people in love plan to marry. They want their

wedding to be sacred and beautiful. This is neither
unusual nor unrealistic; it happens every day, every-

where, and it always will. But recently, when the
two people in love happened to be Grace Kelly, the
movie queen of America, and Rainier Grimaldi, the
reigning Prince of Monaco, their marriage became
one of the most extraordinary, explosive events of our
time—from the astounding fact that an American
actress was marrying a foreign ruler, to the fantastic,

world-wide newscoverage and the frantic attempts to
maintain order in the midst of international confusion.

At precisely 10:11 a.m. in Monaco, on Thursday,
April 19, Grace Kelly entered the sun-drenched
Cathedral of St. Nicholas, situated high above the
Mediterranean Sea. In her flowing white and ivory
gown of taffeta and lace, and her 125-year-old rose-
point lace veil, she was a picture of flawless loveli-

ness as she floated slowly down the aisle on the arm
of her father, John B. Kelly, and took her place beside
Prince Rainier.

Watching this solemn ceremony in awed silence
were some 600 guests of the Kelly and Grimaldi
families, the oSicial representatives of 25 nations,
plus 100 representatives of the press—reporters, tele-

vision and newsreel cameramen. Throughout Europe,
millions of people were watching via television.

When the ceremony ended. Princess Gracia Patricia
gave a little sigh of joy. Then she and the Prince,
both unsmiling, walked down the aisle and out of
the cathedral, while trumpets blared, drums rolled,
cannons boomed and jet planes roared overhead. Out-
side, thousands upon thousands of well-wishers lined
the narrow, winding streets of Monaco and wildly
cheered the couple as they drove by. Shouts of “Vive
le Prince!” “Vive la Princesse!” thundered across the
tiny principality.

Then the grand procession advanced to the palace
for a gala reception for the 500 official guests. Deli-
cacies of all kinds were graciously served and con-
sumed, including thousands of bottles of champagne,
bushels of caviar, and a gigantic seven-tiered wedding

Continued

Father Francis Tucker, Prince Rainier’s chaplain,

listens to the words that made Grace Kelly, movie
star and Philadelphia heiress. Princess of Monaco



A DANGEROUS
BOY. .

.

A FATAL MOMENT!

But who is the more

ruthless? The killer . .

.

or the newsmen and women

who risk jobs, loves, lives .

.

to be the first to find him

!

Suspense as startling

as a strangled

scream!

A FOOLISH
GIRL...

starring OANA ANDREWS/RHONOA FLEMING

GEORGE SANDERS/ HOWARD OyFE/EHOMAS MITCHELL

VINCENT PRICE/SALLY FORREST/LOHN BARRYMORE, Lr.

JAMES CRAIG and IDA LOPINO

K Directed by FRITZ LANG * Screenplay by CASEY ROBINSON

\T/ Produced by BERT FRIEDLOB'- M..sic‘by.HERSCHEL BURKE GILBERT
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PERIODIC PAIN

V.

It’s downright foolish to suffer in

silence every month. Let Midol's

3- way action bring you complete

relief from functional menstrual

distress. Just take a Midol tablet

with a glass of water . . . that's

all. Midol relieves cramps, eases

headache and chases the“blues.’'

“WHAT WOMEN WANT TO KNOW”
a 24-page book explaining menstruation is

yours, FREE. Write Dept. B-76, Box 280,
New York 18, N. Y. (Sent in plain wrapper).

WITH

MIDOL

All Drugstores

have Midol

Bride and groom wave to crowds from palace balcony

THE ROCKY ROAD TO PARADISE
continued

In contrast to the utter lavishness

and grandeur of the wedding and re-

ception, the bride and groom spent the

afternoon at a soccer match. Then,
shortly after 5 p.m., they boarded their

honeymoon yacht, Deo Juvante II, and
disappeared into the sunset.

After it was all over, it still seemed
hard to believe that Grace Kelly was
now Princess Grace of Monaco, wife of
the absolute ruler of the smallest state

in the world. And, looking back over

the events of the preceding weeks, it

truly seemed like a fantastic dream.
From the moment Grace disem-

barked in Monaco, on April 12, the

excitement and festivities continued
without pause. Without a douht, the

major reverberations were evoked by
the press—some 1500 of them—who
clawed and clamored with the greatest

of uneasiness as they tried to record
every motion, every utterance of the

celebrated couple.

While editorial tempers rose, and a

few over-eager members of the press

were forced to cool their heels in the

Monaco jail, thousands of other visitors

and guests managed to enjoy the round
of celebrations, as did the couple—to

a certain extent. At all times, Grace
remained outwardly calm and un-

ruffled. a stunning picture of regal

poise and dignity—and truly a woman
in love. As one close observer re-

marked: “Her eyes follow the Prince
at all times. She gives out an aura of

love that almost bends to him
physically. And when she speaks to

him. there is a breathless quality in

her voice, a kind of vibration.”

The Prince, however, showed signs

of strain, partially because he was
kept so busy, running everything
from the guest lists at all affairs to

the censoring of photographs.

They did manage to have a few
moments of peace and privacy. The
night after Grace’s arrival in Monaco.

she and the Prince dined alone at the

palace. The following night, at a

champagne dinner given by Grace’s
father at the Monte Carlo Casino,
they enjoyed dancing cheek-to-cheek.

That afternoon, along with Grace’s
parents, they had driven to the Prince’s
villa in near-by Cap Ferrat where,
after lunch, they took a stroll in the
garden and were seen embracing and
kissing, like any devoted sweethearts.

For days, the wedding gifts had
been streaming in, faster than they
could be opened and registered. Even
before the wedding days, the value of

gifts received had topped $1,000,000.
To add to the significance of it all.

M-G-M was filming all the proceedings,
while a friend of Grace’s, producer
Gant Gaither, had been assigned to

document the occasion in book form.

And throughout the little land, there

was dancing in the streets, champagne
parties, fireworks, ballets by Paris
and London troupes. Indeed, it was
extra, extra extraordinary.

And then it was all over. “The
Greatest Wedding Ever” was a thing

of the past, and the Prince and
Princess, aboard their yacht on the

Mediterranean, shared their love in

welcome solitude.

What will life be like for Grace, now
that she is a reigning sovereign? And
what are the true facts behind their

meeting and falling in love? Is the

Prince still in love with the Erench
actress, Giselle Pascall, as rumored?
The best way to discover the real

truth was by talking to Reverend
Francis Tucker, the Prince’s chaplain,

who brought the two together.

When asked why they married.

Father Tucker smiled and said, “They
married because they were in love. Al-

though they only had met once, before
they saw each other again in the

States, they had what I like to call a

mental telepathy for each other. They

Continued



Whats New

in Colgate Dental Cream tha^

MISSING-MISSINGMISS
in every other leading toothpaste?

It's GARDOL! ^
And no other toothpaste helps

> protect so many people

. so effectively and so safely

I against both bad breath

and tooth decay !

—

Colgate’s with Gardol is safe! Safe for

children of all ages—even toddlers under

six. Safe to use in all water areas! No
other leading toothpaste* can give you
long-lasting Gardol protection, with such

complete safety for every member ofyour
family! No other company can match
Colgate’s 79 years of dentifrice research

!

Cleons Your Breath
While It

Guards Your Teeth

Unlike other leading toothpastes,

Colgate Dental Cream forms an invisible,

protective shield around your teeth that

fights tooth decay all day . . . with just one
brushing! Your dentist will tell you how
often you should brush your teeth. But re-

member! One Colgate brushing fights de-

cay-causing bacteria 12 hours—or more!

Colgate’s with Gardol helps stop bad
breath all day for most people with just

one brushing! Instantly sweeps away bac-

teria that cause bad breath originating in

the mouth . .
.
gives you a cleaner, fresher

breath all day! And Colgate’s famous
flavor is preferred by men, women and
children the world over!

SAFE for Children of All Ages!

SAFE to Use in All Water Areas!

Cannot stain or discolor teeth!



Don’t

be

home-bound

when
you

should

be

beach bound!

The lame excuses, theyou-run-along'sznA

count-me-out'

s

are as dated as the flapper

dress. Today’s smart girls never let time-

of-the-month interfere with a beach
party. They rely on Tampax internal

sanitary protection.

You know, of course, that you can go
swimming with Tampax. But you don’t
have to, if you don’t feel like it! The
main advantage of Tampax is that it’s

completely invisible under either a wet
or a dry bathing suit. You can simply sit

on the beach, and no one will guess
your secret.

Tampax has many other advantages
that keep you feeling secure. It pre-

vents odor from forming. Never chafes

or irritates. Is easy to dispose of. In fact,

inevery way, it’s nicer, daintier, more fas-

tidious. Get your choice of 3 absorbencies

(Regular, Super, Junior) at any drug or

notion counter. Tampax Incorporated,

Palmer, Mass.

Feel

confident

in a

bathing

suit

THE ROCKY ROAD TO PARADIS
continued

weren’t exchanging letters or anything
like that, but they were thinking of
each other. All the Prince could talk
about from the time they met was
Grace.

“I did not know the Kellys,” Father
Tucker continued, “but I made some
inquiries. The more we learned of
Grace, the more the Prince was con-
vinced she was the right girl. As for
her, I think she hoped—but, of
course, never dared to expect—that
the Prince would fall in love with her.
She was very much in love with him
from the very beginning.”
What about Giselle Pascall? The

newspapers had reported that Reverend
Tucker had preached a shocking ser-

mon in Monaco the Sunday before the
wedding. He was supposed to have said
that the Prince had denied his true
love for the sake of his people.

“I was misquoted,” said Father
Tucker, without rancor. “I had heard
a lot of gloomy forecasts about this
marriage. There was a general feeling
that it wouldn’t last. My sermon was
that, instead of gossiping about this
royal marriage, the people of Monaco
should look into their own hearts and
their own marriages. I reminded them
that the Prince hud given up a young
man’s love when he gave up Giselle,
He gave her up three years ago.

“I was wrongly credited with bre
ing them up. This was not so. Onci
even asked the Prince, ‘Why don’t

3

marry the woman you love?’ But
knew he could not because his advist

as well as the people of Monaco, w
against her. Not because she is an
tress—for Grace Kelly was an actr

—but because her background was 1

well-known here. The rumor was tl

she could not have children. Tod
people are saying Giselle married
few months ago and is now going
have a child. She married, but it

not true that she is going to have
child.

“I don’t think he cast her aside
she gave him up,” said Father Tucki
“I think they just drifted apart.”
How about the rumor that the Prin

came to America for a rich wife, ai

of Grace’s two-million dollar dowry?
“The first thing John Kelly told mt

said Father Tucker, “was no dowr
But, of course, it was wise for tl

Prince to marry an American. It w:

bring new blood to the royal line,

think, too, that the principality wi

benefit from the attention that has bef

focused on Monaco.”
It was no secret that the press ha

felt it had been treated unfairly an

had considered the edicts from tl

palace harsh, {Continued on page 93

Sketch of front of gown.
M-G-M designer Helen Rose
used 450 yards of silk

and lace in her creation

Grace’s white and ivory gown of faille taffeta

lace, with 125-year-old rose-point lace veil, will be
permanent exhibition at Philadelphia Museum of Art



stays married to your lips . .

.

goes on true-color, stays true-color always

The instant you touch your lips with VIV, the deep-glowing

color comes alive, becomes a part of you . . . for keeps. For

everlovin’, ever-vivid VIV . . . the lipstick that softly

caresses your lips with color, stays wedded to your

V lips, ever-true, day and night, for always. You

know this color won’t forsake you, won’t stray,

^
won’t fade, for this is the one-and-only

ever-lovin’ VIV. . . and it’s made by Toni.

12 eveMrue shades

VIV-Soft Touch,
new 24-hour type

$1.25 plus tax

VIV - Regular,
creamv non -smear

$1.10 plus tax



Start enjoying this new safe way to feminine daintiness

Only the
, unbemn

has a “compact” shape

and the exclusive MICRO-TWIN Head

This side for

shaving

under arms

This side for

shaving legs

close, clean and

oh, so smooth

Enjoy new freedom
from nicks and cuts this safe,

gentle, quick way
ONLY the Lady Sunbeam has a shaving head
with one edge especially ground to shave the
legs, and the other edge especially ground for un-
derarm use. It is small as a compact. Ends muss
and fuss, nicks and cuts of soap and blade. The
Lady Sunbeam’s gentle, sure performance elim-
inates underarm irritation caused by blade shav-
ing and gives you a new easy way to keep neat,
fresh, dainty. Wonderful at home or for traveling.

Small as a compact— and fast, fj. 0 /

sure, convenient— the perfect

summertime companion.
ELECTRIC

Only $1495

By makers of (^iitbeont Shavemaster, Toaster, Mixmoster, Frypon. D Sunbeam Corporation. 195C
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For fuller reviews, see I’hotopi.av for the monlli
indirale.l. Full reviews this month are on paj-e 34.

ALEXANDER THE GREAT-U.A.; Gin-
emaSeope, Tevhni,«|„,-; Riel, i„ pageantry and
sweeping battles. Rirhar.l Rurton, as the Greek
prinee out to ron.pier his worhi. is mauhed hy
Fredric Marih, as his hliistering father. Glaire
RIoom plays his one love. ( F) June

^Y'y' anything goes—

P

aramount; Vista-
^ ision. Technicolor: Amiable musical depenilent
on star-power. Stage partners Bing Crosby and Don-
ald O Connor are at odds because one wants Mitzi
Gaynor for their leading lady, while the other roots
for Jeanmaire. (F) jyjay

backlash—U-I, Technicolor: Adult
Western, well acted. Richard Widmark and Donna
Reed take to the trail to solve a mystery following
an Apache massacre. Bill Gamphell and John Mc°-
Intire supply menace. (F) ]VJay

iR'k^k' birds and the bees, the—

P

ara,
mount: VistaV ision, Tei hnicolor : Gentle comedy,
neatly tailored for George Gohel. Heir to a for-
tune. he's the prey of card shark David Niven, with
Mitzi Gaynor as pretty bait. (F) June

BOLD AND THE BRAVE, THE—RKO:
Movingly personal story of GPs in Italy, with a
remarkable performance hy Mickey Rooney. Wen-
dell Corey and Don Taylor also score, Don as a
self-righteous soldier in love with a tarnished Ital-
ian girl (Nicole Matirey). (A) May

CONQUEROR. THE-RKO; CinemaScope,
lechnicolor: Epic of ain ient» wars, full of spectacle
and violence. John Wayne’s a Mongol chieftain, to
lie known as Genghis Khan, and Susan Hayward's
a fiery princess. (F) April

k^lc^ DAY OF FURY, A-U-I: Unusual oater.
learning for the bad old days. Dale Robertson
makes a law-abiding town wide-open again, tries
to end Mara Corday’s reform, too. ( F) June

DOCTOR AT SEA-Rank, Republic; Tech-
nicolor: In an easygoing British comedy, Dirk
Bogarde plays a ship’s doctor, with James Robert-
son Justice as the hot-tempered captain, Brigitte
Bardot as a passenger. (F) April

GABY—M-G-M; CinemaScope, Eastman
Color: Leslie Caron and John Kerr charmingly
interpret the romance of a French ballerina and a
GI. War brings them together in London, but puts
their love to bitter trial. (A) June

GOOD-BYE, MY LADY—Warners: Sen-
timent. humor mix engagingly in a story of South-
ern swamplands. Young Brandon de Wilde cap-
tures and trains a stray dog, then faces a hard de-
cision, aided hy uncle Walter Brennan. (F) June

k^k' GREAT DAY IN THE MORNING—RKO;
SnperScope, Technicolor: Vigorous action yarn of
the pre-Civil War West. Southerner Boh Stack
ignores the coming conflict to seek gold, court
Virginia Mayo and Ruth Roman. (F) June

HARDER THEY FALL. THE-Cohimhia:
Tough, fast attack on the fight game. Humphrey
Bogart's hired by crooke 1 promoter Rod Steiger to
imhlicize the fixed triumphs of an innocent yoiiii"
giant (Mike Lane). As Bogart’s wife, Jan Sterling
desiiises his job. (F) June

VVW HELEN KELLER IN HER STORY—de-
Rochemont: True, heart-touching life of the deaf,
blind child who became one of the greatest—and



(.OOP y'vAin A—ADULTS F— I \Mn

Iiappiest—women of our time. <F) Reviewed
under title “The Uncompiere*!.” September, 1954

y^V'V^ JUBAL—Columbia; CinemaSrojie, Techni-

color: Stroti" drama, set in obi Wyomiii". Going
to work on Ernest Borgnines ranch, (ilenn Ford

is p'trsued by F^rnest's wife (Valerie Frencli) and
haled hy lier exdover ( Rod Steiger) . Felicia Farr s

a sweel pioneer girl. (A) June

MIRACLE IN THE RAIN—Warners:
Ten;!er wartime romaixe of a New York spinster

(jane Wyman) ami a GI (Van Jolinson ) . will)

Eileen Heckarl as a devote*! friend. (F) April

RACK. THE—M-G-M: Deeply uinler-

stamiing close-up of an oflicer on trial for collabo-

rulion in a Korean prison camp. Fine a(*ting by

Paul Newman, as the <lefen*lant. Walter Pi*b'eon.

his father, Anne Francis, his sister-in-law, Edmoinl
O'Brien, *lefense attorney. (A) June

V'V'V^V' RICHARD III—London. Lojjert; Vista-

Vis *)n. Technicolor: Dazzling movie version of

Shakespeare's play. Laurence Olivier's work as

the vdlain who mur*lers his way to the throne is

brilliant, surprisingly humorous. Claire Bbjom
is h s unhappy bride: John Gielginl, his brother:

Ralph Richardson, a confeilerate. ( F) April

ROCK AROUND THE CLOCK—Columbia:
Feast for rock n* roll fans. Manager Johnny
Johnston helps Bill Haley and his Comets to fame,

falls for dancer Lisa Gaye. (F) June

SEARCHERS, THE—Warners: Vista-

Vision. Te< hnicolor : Soli«l. realistic saga of Iixiian-

fighting days. John Wayne, Jell Hunter spen

yea s see'.ing two girls (Natalie Wood's one of

them) kidnapped by Comainhes. (F) June

SERENADE—Warners. Warnercolor: Mario
i.Miza makes a comeba<k in the highly einotiona’

story of an opera singer nearly ruined by his i)a-

troness (Joan Fontaine), but saved by a Mexi«an
girl (Sarita Montiel). (A) May

l/i/ SEVEN WONDERS OF THE WORLD—
Stan’ey Warner Cinerama: Cinerama. Technicolor:

Narrate*! by Lowell Thomas, the thir*l super-wide-

s*reeu travelogue ranges from the Taj Mahal to

St. Peter’s, from Japan to the Alps. Some slow spots,

but plenty of spectacle. (F) May

i/i/ STEEL JUNGLE, THE—Warners: Perry
Lopez is sympathetic as a street-bre*l young convict.

clingMig to the crooks’ code against the persuasions
of wife Beverly Garlan*!, warden Walter Abel,

psychiatrist Kenneth Tobey. (A) May

STRANGER AT MY DOOR—Repuld ic:

Appea'ing Western, actionful an*l inspirational,

ab’y acte*l by Skip Homeier. as a young *iesi)erado,

Mac*lonald Carey, as a preacher bent on saving his

soul, Pat Me*iina, as Carey’s wife. (F) June

SWAN, THE-M-G-M; CinemaSi'ope, East-

man Color: In a quaint, eye-soolliinj: romance,
princess Grace Kelly chooses between prince Alec
Guinness an<l tutor Louis Jourilan. ( F> June

TRIBUTE TO A BAD MAN—M-G-M

:

CinemaScope, Eastman Color: James Cagney's vig-

orous acting sparks a big Western. He's a randier
whose rutblessness ami ilistrust keep his sweetheart
( Irene Papas) from happiness. As a tenderfoot,
Don Dubbins plays narrator. ( A) May

V''/V'V' 23 PACES TO BAKER STREET—2(lth

;

CinemaScope, De Luxe Color: First-rate mystery.
As a blind playwright. Van Johnson regains zest in

living by turning sleuth to prevent a crime in Lon-
don. With Vera Miles. (F) June

Only with

Lady Esther

can you

And, oh, how much prettier you will be when you powder your face

with Lady Esther Face Powder. No other powder has ever

been able to duplicate its smooth, natural-looking finish,

its long, long clinging quality, the radiant glow

it gives your complexion!

Try it—today! A pretty girl, a pretty woman makes
hearts skip and sing, so powder yourself

prettier with Lady Esther Face Powder.
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The one and only after-shaving (underarm) deodorant, and anti-perspirant.

-i’

...And then Fresh Stick ! Imagine !

The only

anti-perspirant

you can use

any time . .

.

even after

shaving.

riRESH scientists discovered
it— the new patented in-

gredient combination that
made all this possible. It’s ob-
tainable only in New Fresh Stick.

New Fresh Stick gets under-
arms dry, really dry, in seconds
. . . ends all danger of perspira-
tion and odor. And still it’s

safe for normal skin. In addition,
it’s the only one that goes on dry,
invisibly, without any greasy or
runny messiness.

In New Fresh Stick you use this

highly effective formula full
strength. It’s so gentle, you can
shave your underarms first and
use it immediately. Something
every other anti-perspirant cau-
tions you against. In fact. New
Fresh Stick helps guard against
after-shave infection. It’s actu-
ally antiseptic.

Ever hear of anything like it?

It s the newest — and greatest for
daylong protection.

»s o regjsferec/ frademark of Pharma-Craff Corporafion



Beau Scott Marlowe likes Nat Wood’s

new “Sarita Montiel cloche” hairdo!

Rita Moreno likes Bob Fagner’s danc-

ing—and Brando’s long-distance line

INSIDE STUFF
Cal York’s Gossip of Hollywood

Love in Bloom: Exercising a woman’s

privilege of changing her mind, Natalie

Wood has forsaken “old” men of forty!

The cause of it all: twenty-two-year-old

Scott Marlowe. Nat first saw the excit-

ing new actor on TV, then she happened

to sit next to him at a preview of “Bad

Seed.” Scott was with a mutual friend,

who introduced them, and they’ve been

together ever since. Scott, who studied

at the Actors’ Studio, possesses the same

electric talent as Marlon Brando, Cliff

Robertson and James Dean. Hollywood

had its eagle eye on Scott—but Natalie

saw him first!

Dad's Day: Here’s a switch. Stewart

Granger’s and Jean Simmons’ married

friends gave them not one, but two

showers. The dolls presented baby

clothes for the wee one expected in

August, and the guys gave trees to Stew

for his new yard! . . . Dan Duryea says

he will never forget his twenty-fifth

wedding anniversary. “Because,” grins

Dan, “my son did the dishes!” ... We
love this one about Ernest Borgnine’s

four-year-old daughter, Nancy. When
the neighborhood children asked her

famous father for his autograph, Nancy

wanted to get into the act, too. So she

went and asked their fathers for auto-

graphs!

Oddities: Of all people, they’re con-

sidering sweet and gentle Ann Blyth to

portray the sultry, sensuous Helen Mor-

gan, who sobbed while she sat on a

piano and sang! . . . When Alan Ladd’s

daughter, Carol Lee, went back to work,

she took a job on the famous actor’s

production staff in preference to becom-

ing an actress. . . . Mail addressed to

Bridey Murphy, c/o Audie Murphy, is

actually being delivered to him! . . .

While the audience wept over Debbie

Reynolds at the preview of “The Ca-

tered Affair,” Deb sat in the back row

of the Beverly Theatre munching a box

of popcorn!

Memories Are Made Of This: Robert

Wagner will never forget Spencer

Tracy’s kindness and help while they

were making “The Mountain.” The gold

St. Bernard medal (the patron saint of

mountain-climbers) Spence wears on a

chain around his neck was a gift from

appreciative Bob. . . . Doris Day’s birth-

day and wedding anniversary happen to

fall on the same date. On location at

Carmel-by-the-Sea, shooting “Julie,”

Marty Melcher gave his best girl seven

presents. Six of them commemorated

their happy years together. The seventh,

Marty wrote on the enclosed card, he

gave “just because you were born, dear

Doris.”

Father Time: Russ Tamblyn and Ven-

etia Stevenson have an amusing prob-

lem. She is still a teenager, while Russ

is only twenty-one and, when they dine

out on Saturday night, the waiters take

one look and refuse to serve wine to

this “old” married couple! . . . And
seventeen-year-old Sal Mineo had an

embarrassing moment when he invited

a young lady out for dinner. The amaz-

ing new actor forgot his folding money,

and the law prohibits him from writing

a check until he is twenty-one. So Sal

Continued

in eye beauty

!

Look prettier—through
curly lashes in just

seconds—with the new
soft-cushton

PROFESSIONAL

EYELASH CURLER
naturally,

it's the best .

.

gold plated

Molded Cushion refill, only |U^

^1

You must try the wonderful new

' AUTOMATIC
EYEBROW PENCIL
never needs sharpening

—spring-locked crayon
can’t fall out . . .

Velvet Black, Dark or

Light Brown, and now in

Dove Grey or Auburn . . .

39<;: for two long-last ing refills

Tweeze with ease-with the new silvery

Jlaij(muw
EYEBROW TWEEZERS
designed with a grip that

can’t slip—straight
or slant edge . .

. 29*

Last but not least—the world-famous

' MASCARA
for long, dark, velvety
lashes—Solid Form in

gorgeous gold-plated
vanity case— or Cream
Form in smart kit

SPECIALISTS IN EYE BEAUTY
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Amazing
stick deodorant!

j keeps

skin

and clothes

safe

from
acid-damage!

The remarkable non-acid formula

of Tussy Stick Deodorant stops

odor instantly . . . without acid

damage to underarms and fabrics!

It’s neaUto-use^ has convenient

push-up container. Cools hot underarms

as it stops odor with wonder-working

hexachlorophene! Yet, unlike other

deodorants with acid-action,

Tussy’s amazing non-acid formula

won’t irritate normal skin!

Keeps even the most

delicate fabrics safe from

acid-damage! $1 plus tax

TUSSY
stick deodorant

INSIDE STUFF

had to call his agent, who dashed over

and “bailed” him out!

Purple Heart: Who says Grace Kelly
is cold and unfeeling? Here’s an un-
told story that reveals her true nature.

Because she had to complete her trous-

seau, Grace flew to New York before
her wedding gown had been finished. It

arrived a few days later in an uncrush-
able metal box, and when the Princess
opened it, she burst into tears. Thought-
ful M-G-M designer, Helen Rose, had
taken the time to have notes of instruc-

tion translated into French. Then she
pinned them on the gown so that Grace’s
maids in Monaco would make no mis-

take when dressing her for the wedding!

Friend In Need: Shirley Jones and
Barbara Ruick became fast friends

when they shared an apartment in Hol-
lywood. Then Barbara divorced Bob
Horton and hit a low spell. Shirley and
singer Jack Cassidy are so in love, they

made Barbara fly to New York to meet
all their eligible bachelor friends! . . .

Jane Russell saw a heartless hit-and-run

driver leave a puppy in the street. She
put the injured animal in her car and
rushed it to the hospital. The vet on
duty had such great screen possibilities,

Jane has arranged for husband Bob
Waterfield to screen-test him. And
that’s how contracts are born!

Hearts And Flowers: Aldo Ray is tr

ing to play Cupid for Tab Hunte
which couldn’t be more ironic. Aldo ar

Jeff Donnell have separated again, b'

right up to the last, Aldo kept invitir

Tab over for dinner. And invariab;

there was a nice young lady there fi

Tab to meet! . . . Anita Ekberg’s 1

ance, Anthony Steel, is protecting h'

interests while in Europe for a fill

commitment. Tony left a standing ordt

for yellow roses with a local florist, an
he also gifted his shapely sweetheai
with a huge boxer dog. No fool he. Mi
Steel!

Words of Wisdom: Hollywood mai
riage casualties have been mountin,
with frightening speed, so we poin

with pride to the Gordon MacRaes
They were married on May 21, 194
and today, fifteen years later, still ac

like newlyweds. “As far as we are con
cerned,” says Gordon, “there is m
magic formula for a happy marriage
We try to live by a few simple rules

and one in particular is very important
Like all married people, we’ve had dis

agreements. But we’ve made it a poini

to never stop speaking overnight. Bj

starting the day peacefully, it usuall>

ends up the same way!”

Between You and Cal: Their personal

press agents report that Rita Moreno,

Continued
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f HOLLYWOOD DISCOVERYi A non-drying spray-set with
•

TvO Oct^ t

New SUPER-SOFT

isMSbit-hiet
the spray*set

with lanolin esters!

starring in

‘THE FIRST TRAVELING
SALESLADY”

An RKO Radio Picture.

Print by Technicolor.

THERE ARE 2
SUPER-SOFT— gentle

control for loose, casual

hair-do’s. Contains no

lacquer at all. Spray it

on regularly when you

comb your hair.

LUSTRE-NETS
REGULAR— extra con-

trol for hard-to-manage

hair, or curly hair-do’s.

No lacquered look, no

lacquer odor. Sets pin-

curls in hair when dry.

514 oz.—a full ounce more . . . Only $1.25 plus tax
By the makers of Lustre-Creme Shampoo

Keeps hair in place the Hollywood way— without stiffness or

stickiness! New Super-Soft LUSTRE-NET is the softest way

imaginable to keep waves and curls in place— for it

contains not one single drop of lacquer!

Helps prevent dryness! Super-Soft LUSTRE-NET contains

lanolin esters to discourage dryness, preserve softness.

Quick-sets hair-do’s . . . ends sleeping on pins!

Set pin-curls in damp or dry hair. Then spray with

Super-Soft LUSTRE-NET. Curls and waves dry in

a jiffy, brush out soft and shining. Makes any
pin-curl style set

faster, manage
easier, last longer

!

recommended by Top Hollywood Movie Stars



p

New sunshine yellow

shampoo

puts sunny

sparkle in hair!

silkier. . . softer. . . easier to manage
Brunette? Blonde? Redhead?
You’ll thrill when you see how your
hair responds to the conditioning
benefits of new shampoo plus egg !

It’s just what your hair needs— for
new life and luster, for rich silky
softness. You’ll love the “feel” of
your hair—the way it manages.

That’s the magic conditioning touch
of SHAMPOO PLUS egg! This new
kind of shampoo cleans cleaner,
rinses super fast. It’s the one really
different shampoo . . . from its sun-
shine yellow color to the lilting

sunny sparkle it puts in your hair!
Try it once, you’ll use it always.

Economical 29c, 59c, $1.

shampoo
plus egg 2%

INSIDE STUFF continued

Monroe missed plane to Phoenix, but
the press waited for “Bus Stop” star

Charlotte Austin. Anna Kashfi and
Josanne Berenger all received phone
calls from Marlon Brando while he was
in Tokyo. No comment! . . . Elizabeth
Taylor’s dieting problem took on a new
twist when her “Raintree County” cos-

tumes were designed for a ten-pound
loss of weight. Now lovely Liz has to

recount the calories she’s already count-
ing. . . . Wise and wary Frank Sinatra
wouldn’t commit himself, but most of
Hollywood believes he’ll reconcile with
Ava Gardner while he’s in Spain mak-
ing “The Pride and the Passion.”

Down Romance Lane: Ben Cooper’s
flipped for the girl who looks like her
name. She’s flower-faced Lili Gentle
from Birmingham. Alabama, and she
is under contract to 20th Century-Fox.
Poor moonstruck Ben is beside himself:

Lili’s only sixteen, so her homework
comes first and dates take second place.

. . . They insist it isn’t serious, but
Richard Egan gifted Dorothy Malone
with a gold medallion when they fin-

ished “Tension at Table Rock” . . .

Gene Nelson, who would jump through
hoops for Piper Laurie, is putting her
horse over jumps in equestrian shows
out San Fernando Valley way.

Destiny's Daughter: Obviously, Mari-

lyn Monroe can do no wrong; she had
an entourage of helpers on the “Bus
Stop” set. When director Josh Logan
would suddenly throw her an unre-

hearsed line, it stopped her cold. Mari-

lyn held up production when she was
hospitalized with the usual bronchial

infection which attacks when she works.

But one fact remains : Those who have

seen film clips of “Bus Stop” say she is

simply great as the shopworn night-club

doll. Incidentally, remember when she

missed the plane to Phoenix? “I was
only fifteen minutes late,” she said in

all seriousness, “and they didn’t wait!”

Around The Town: She sells sea shells,

which means Mitzi Gaynor’s jewelled
shell earrings are being copied by every

continued on page 11732



bhe s the belle ot the beach . . . even

waves seem to snuggle closer. She’s the

girl with the eye-stopping figure, slim

waist, smooth hips, flat tummy. She’s

the girl you think it’s impossible to be

. .
.
(but you’re wrong.^ She’s the girl

who never slips into bathing suit, dress,

slacks or shorts, without first slipping

into a Playtex® Living Panty Brief

of figure-slimming Fabricon.^

The bra in the picture is the Playtex Living Bra!

From morn to dawn, revealing summer fashiens need a Playtex Panty Brief.'

Shorts are long on flattery

with a Playtex Panty Brief

of Fabricon ! Amazing“hold-
in” power...without a seam,

stitch or bone to show thru.'

Any view of you is super-

slim, thanks to your Playtex

of super-slimming Fabricon
... a miracle blend of downy-
soft cotton and latex.'

Wise night owls (any size) slip

into a Living® Panty Brief—

and take on a glamorous fig-

ure in seconds . . . thanks to

Fabricon’s “hold-in” power.'

There’s a Playtex® Panty Brief for Every Figure!

Playtex Lightweight for wonderful control $4.50

Playtex Magic-Controller*

“finger” panels for most control $6.95

Playtex, known everywhere as the girdle in the SLIM tube

©1956 by International Latex Corp. . . PLAYTEX PARK . . Dover Del In Canada; Playtex Ltd. . . PLAYTEX PARK . . Arnprior, Ont. .u. s., foreign pat, and pats, pending

P
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EXCELLENT V'V'V 'ERV COOD GOOD •/ FAIR

LET’S GO TO THE MOVIES
WITH JANET GRAVES

BETTE DAVIS

Watching daughter Debbie try on the wedding dress, Bette reaches wistfully for the romance she’s missed

BEST ACTING

Doris and Jimmy listen tensely for a

beloved voice as they near their goal

The Mitn Who Knetv Too Much
paramount; VISTAVISION, TECHNICOLOR

V'V'V'V Alfred Hitchcock and James Stew-

art. director-star team of “Rear Window,”
take on a new’ partner in this fast-paced

thriller. With only two songs to sing, Doris

Day proves a winner in the melodrama
department, too. Jimmy’s the man of the

title, an American doctor vacationing in

Morocco with wife Doris and their son

(Christopher Olsen). He happens to wit-

ness the murder of a French secret agent

and to hear his dying words. These offer

a clue to a plot against the life of a

foreign dignitary visiting London, and
Chris is kidnapped to insure his father’s

silence. So Doris and Jimmy head for

England on a double mission: to rescue

their son, to prevent an assassination. As
the kidnappers, Bernard Miles and Brenda
de Banzie add more suspense. family

The Catered Affair

V'V'V'V In a story of endearingly every-

day people. Bette Davis surprises even het

long-time admirers, and Debbie Reynolds

tackles her first serious role with com-

mendable sincerity. Glamour goes out the

window as Bette adapts voice, figure and

walk to the role of a Bronx housewife. Be-

lieving her own marriage loveless, she tries

to make up for the lack by insisting on a

lavish wedding for her daughter. The
affair she envisions is ’way beyond the

means of husband Ernest Borgnine, a cab-

bie who was just about to realize his

dream of becoming a driver-owner. Debbie

and Rod Taylor, appealingly earnest as

her fiance, had cherished more modes!

plans, but she’s quickly caught up in the

excitement. And Barry Fitzgerald, as hei

uncle, long-time boarder in the cramped
flat, is a laughable meddler. familv

ContinueA
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PALMOLIVE SOAP CAN GIVE YOU A

cohpGe^Of^
GETS HIDDEN DIRT THAT ORDINARY CLEANSING METHODS MISS !

Dirt left on face after ordinary cleansing! Rub yourface hard

I, with a cotton pad after ordinary casual cleansing with any soap or

cold cream. You'll see that you didn't remove deep-down dirt

and make-up. "Ordinary-clean" is just superficially clean!

Beautifully clean after 60>$ecend Palmolive facial! Rub

, yourface the same way after 60-second massage with Palmolive.

Pad is still snowy-white! "Palmolive-clean" is deep-down clean.

Your skin is free of clinging dirt that casual cleansing misses.

can work so thoroughly yet so gently

!

Palmolive beauty care cleans eleaner, cleans deeper, without irritation

!

Doctors have proved that Palmolive beauty care can give you a

cleaner, fresher complexion the very first time you use it ! That’s because

Palmolive care gets your skin deep-down clean by removing the hidden,

clinging dirt that casual methods miss.

Here’s the easy method: Just massage your face with Palmolive’s rich,

gentle lather for 60 seconds, morning and night. Rinse and pat dry.

It’s that simple? But remember . . . only a soap that is truly mild can

cleanse thoroughly without leaving your face feeling drawn and
uncomfortable. That’s why Palmolive’s mildness is so important to you.

j5(yi\ Try mild Palmolive Soap today for new complexion beauty

!

DOCTORS PROVE PALMOLIVE'S BEAUTY RESULTS! L

p
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LEX’S GO TO THE MOVIES continued

Can
you

trust

your
douche?
Of course you douche— regularly

—

for that sense of internal cleanliness,

internal daintiness, that only a douche

can give you. But are you relying on

makeshift additives with no real cleans-

ing power? Are you?

Try '^^Lysol”. Just a teaspoonful, added

to the douche water, spreads into all

the folds and crevices to give you com-
plete assurance of personal cleanliness.

Rapidly, efficiently, “Lysol” kills odor-

producing bacteria on contact—acts as

an “internal deodorant.” Yet the new,

gentler “Lysol” is bland, harmless to

delicate feminine tissues.

Once you use “Lysol”, you’ll be
amazed at how much fresher and cleaner

you feel. All nagging doubts and uncer-

tainties vanish; you know there's no
possibility of “embarrassing odor.”

Join the millions of women, mar-

ried and unmarried, who share this sense

of “social” security; who use “Lysol” reg-

ularly . . . after menstruation ... or when
confronted by the problem of extra

secretions ... or just to be

surer of feminine dainti-

ness. Get “Lysol” brand
disinfectant today! . . .

Write for free booklet on
medically-approved meth-

ods of douching. (Sent in

plain envelope.
)
Send name

and address to “Lysol”,

Bloomfield, N. J., Dept.

PP-567.

Also available in Canada

The serene love shared by Richard and
Dana faces the test of wartime parting

D-Day the Sixth of June 20th;

CINEMASCOPE, DE LUXE COLOR

V'V'V'V Though it’s set within the frame

of the Normandy invasion, this is not so

much a war picture as a love story, a

tender triangle involving Dana Wynter,

Robert Taylor and Richard Todd. Todd’s

role is the briefest, but he makes it count,

playing an English officer who says good-

bye to Dana to head for North Africa.

After a time of lonely waiting, Dana
meets Bob, an American officer. They’re

honest with each other, talking freely

about the lover overseas, the wife, in the

U.S. But they drift into love. Then Dick

returns, and Bob finds himself attack-

ing the Normandy beach in a unit under

his rival’s command. In contrast to the

uncomplicated leading characters is Ed-

mond O’Brien’s arresting portrayal of an

ambitious officer. adult

Bhowani Junction m-g-m; cinema-
SCOPE, EASTMAN COLOR

Eilmed in Pakistan, the movie

version of the best-seller pairs Ava Gard-

ner and Stewart Granger in a romance as

charged with emotion and color as the

teeming Indian landscapes. Like her

childhood sweetheart (Bill Travers), Ava

is half English, half Indian, torn be-

tween her heritages. As a British colonel,

due to leave the country soon, Stewart

Granger works with the native govern-

ment in an effort to keep order, while

Communist-backed elements try to bring

on chaos. Through an incident of violence,

Ava is embroiled with both sides in the

struggle. Her performance is creditable,

but striking photography accounts for

most of the picture’s impact. adult

The Great Locomotive Chase
BUENA vista; CINEMASCOPE, TECHNICOLOR

Wild adventure and the tragic

realities of the Civil War combine in an

action movie with a fresh and picturesque

air. Based on fact, it gives Fess Parker

a real-life role interestingly unlike Davy
Crockett. Fess is a Union spy, believed by

the South to be a gallant blockade-runner.

He leads a group of Union soldiers (in

civvies) on a raid deep into Dixie. There
they steal a train, in order to blow up
railroad bridges on the return trip. Fess

has a worthy adversary in Jeffrey Hunter,

as the earnest young conductor, who takes

off with engineer Kenneth Tobey in stub-

born pursuit of their train. Outstanding

among the soldiers are hotheaded Jeff

York and scholarly John Lupton. family

A Kiss Before Dying u.a.; cinema-

scope, DE LUXE COLO;i

V'V'V Given an unusual assignment as a

fortune-hunter and callous killer. Bob
Wagner still can use his familiar boyish

mannerisms, cleverly hiding his guilt

from the other people of the story. The
murder of his pregnant sweetheart

(Joanne Woodward) looks to the police

like a suicide case. But her sister (Vir-

ginia Leith) is determined to find the

man responsible for Joanne’s plight

—

and death. The dangerous quest makes
good suspense fare. Also on hand are Jeff

Hunter, as a professor helping Virginia,

George Macready, as the two girls’ wealthy

father, Mary Astor, as Bob’s mother, adult

Safari Columbia; cinema-
scope, TECHNICOLOR

VV''/ Hungry wild beasts, Mau Mau
terrorists and intimate human antago-

nisms keep the thrills moving along

merrily in this Africa-filmed melodrama
of a strange safari. Victor Mature, great

white hunter, has a bitterly personal

reason for tracking down the Mau Mau
leader. Roland Culver, arrogant British

nobleman, wants Vic to concentrate on
trailing a lion of fabled savagery. Janet

Leigh, Culver’s hard-drinking, ex-chorine

fiancee, has little to do but wander into

perilous situations and show off varied

costumes (mostly scanty). John Justin

seems to be along just for the ride, but

an exciting ride it is. family

The Leather Saint paramount,
VISTAVISION

V'V'V' Religion and prizefighting combine

quaintly in this gentle film. As a young

minister, John Derek uses fistic skills

learned in college to earn money sorely

needed for a children’s hospital. In half

of his double life, he puzzles manager

Paul Douglas by his refusal to hurt his

opponents—except with the knockout

punch. He also arouses the professional

interest of promoter Cesar Romero and

the personal interest of Romero’s girl

(Jody Lawrance). Meantime, Derek’s

church superior (Ernest Truex) happily

accepts the proceeds without questioning

the source. family

Continued



designed by

Get the lovely PINK T. N.T. scarf shown
here designed by Anne Fogarty I Imported
pure silk crepe; 35 inches square; hand-rolled

edges! Guaranteed $3 value, it's yours for

$1 plus tab or card marked Scarf Offer on
PINK T. N. T. lipstick or polish. Moil with

name and address to Cutex, Box 110, N. Y.

46, N. Y, In Canada: Cutex, Box 1171, Sta-

tion “O," St. Laurent, Montreal. Allow 3

weeks delivery. Expires Sept. 30, 1956.

Beautiful Dynamite for Lips and Fingertips

Gay as fireworks! Exciting as a carnival! "PINK T. N.T."

is a radiant, rocketing new pink, sparked with a touch

of blue. It's the hottest color that ever hit town . . .

surefire ammunition for disarming your favorite masculine

target! Get "PINK T. N.T." today and start the new

season off with a beautiful bang!

C C) T E X.
WORLD’S LARGEST SELLING MANICURE AIDS

NEW! CUTEX SATIN CLING LIPSTICK

Here's the new 24-hour-type lipstick by Cutex!

Gives your lips round-the-clock color with no drying

after-effect, 79«!. SHEER LANOLIN LIPSTICK, 59f.

For matching fingertips, chip-resistant CUTEX,

longest wearing polish of all! Also, glamorous,

iridescent PEARL CUTEX.



See? It’s like washing your hair

in naturally so ft rainwater

Rainwater-soft siuls ! New White Rain gives you floods of suds, soft

as softest rainwater. Rainwater-clean rinsing, too . . . all dulling film

disap])ears in a twinkling!

MOVIES
continued

As Long as You’re ISear Me warners

V'VV German-made but with dialogue in

I

English, this distinctive drama interweaves
two stories: of a marriage, of the making
ol a movie. As a director who has drawn
too far away from ordinary people's lives,

0. W. Fischer finds a way hack. He drafts

a shy young extra (Maria Schell) to act

out her own life on the screen. Delighted
at her good luck, she is soon disillusioned.

Reliving the terror of bombings is a gruel-

ing experience. Yet, after a day as a star,

she hates to return each evening to the
slum home she shares with her factory-

worker husband (Hardy Kruger), who is

jealous of her new associations—with rea-

son. The plots finally converge. adult

The Maverick Queen republic; natur-
AMA. TRUCOI.OR

,

In an actionful Western, Barbara
Stanwyck plays a hard-bitten dame who
works secretly with a cattle-rustling gang

until love blurs her allegiances. Barry
Sullivan is the gallant stranger responsi-
ble, a detective who promotes himself into
the gang by plotting a successful train
robbery for them. Also involved are Scott
Brady, as an unshaven bandit, who turns
vengeful when Barbara casts him off, and
.Mary Muri)hy, as a lady ranch-owner vic-

timized by the rustlers. family

Rainwater-soft results ! You comb out hair that’s sunshine-bright . . .

soft as a summer cloud, 'tet all your sunny curls just naturally spring

hack into place!

Croivded Paradise tudor

V'V' Here is a touching film, as long as it

focuses on the very real problem of young
sweethearts: Enid Rudd, as a New Yorker
of Puerto Rican parentage; Mario Al-
calde, as a Puerto Rican newly arrived in

the U. S. metropolis. Frank Silvera is

equally believable as the girl’s loving
yet disapproving father. Though Hume
Cronyn and Nancy Kelly perform credit-

ably as the half-crazed janitor of the apart-
ment house and his blind wife, their situa-

tion has little to do with the lovers’ simple,
affecting worries. adult

The Animal World warners, technicolor

With some use of cartoon technique,
but more of authentic nature shots, this

ambitious film sets out to trace the de-

velopment of living creatures on the earth.

It ranges from microscopic water organ-
isms to gigantic dinosaurs. Eventually it

strays into a general survey of present-day
beasts, giving the edge to the often-photo-

graphed but always fascinating menagerie
of Africa. FAMILY

Zanzabuku republic, trucolorW Concentrating entirely on Africa, this

nature movie also has trouble getting its

variety of exciting shots into organized

form. Beginning with an expedition to trap

animals for zoos, it turns aside to glance

at tribal customs, returning to capture

—

just on film—more creatures roaming the

beautiful landscapes below the snows of

Kilimanjaro. family

Continued on page 92



The realest suntan that ever smoothed on with a pufF!

Bronze Antfelo

!)•)

Love to look toosted-golden ...

but cool as a julep? Read this!

Don't smother your face in

heavy, greasy make-ups that

will streak and run!

Do smooth on the one summer
make-up that’s all sun—and no shine!

Luscious Angel Face in deep, vel-

vety “Bronze Angel.” C-o-o-1

!

Don't expect chalky, dry pow-
ders—loose or solid—to cling

smooth to a shiny nose!

Do glamorize your tan in 5 seconds

with “Bronze Angel.” Never shiny

or drying and it clings! Because it’s

made with Vaporized Beauty Oils!

Don't say “I wear nothing but

my tan all summer!”— unless

you live in No Man’s Land.

Do give come hither smoothness to

your face with “Bronze Angel.”

It’s sunlit perfection! And by moon-

light, a wonderful soft glow. Choose

the make-up more girls use than any

other—Angel Face by Pond’s!

Travel light with Angel Face!

'f Just one make-up to pack

Now in 3 slim, sleek cases!

.
' The new pinli “Date” Case,

T/'K'
•

just 79(1*. the new blue

. vanity, 59(1*. .

.

and this

;
glamorous ivory-and-golden

' Mirror Case, ^ *plus tax hy Ponds





• This is the name of a motion picture which you simply must not miss.

You may have already seen the original version on your TV screens nearly

a year ago. But, even so, the movie version is truly one of the most

exciting screenplays you will encounter. As a teenager, you will be

pitting your own honorable “breaking point” against Paul Newman s on

the screen. As a mother or father, you will find yourself measuring

your own standards against those which this youiig man had a right to

demand of his parents. The villain of this motion picture story is not

the enemy as much as is our own human weaknesses, and the hero of the

film is our own human strengths. Don’t let the fact that the action

centers around the trial of an American soldier for giving aid and com-

fort to the enemy in Korea keep you from classifying this as “just another

war picture.” “The Rack” is far more than that—it is a living, pulsating

drama of our own troubles, triumphs and times.

THE EDITORS
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Kim, caught up on the merry-go-round

of stardom, with its crammed hours,

is no longer thrown off-guard by ques-

tions about love—and beau Mac Krim.

As for Mac, she’s still his best girl

fr

t was a lovely day in Los Angeles. A soft breeze was

blowing, and there wasn’t a trace of smog. Kim Novak
came out of the restaurant, having just concluded a

luncheon interview, and walked down to the corner of

Gower and Sunset Boulevard. She stood waiting for the

light to change.

“Kim. Hello.”

Kim turned to face a tall and slender girl with long

dark hair. She looked very familiar.

There she was,

hanging on for dear life,

Dont lose your grip, girl,'

Kim told herself.

She didn't have to worry.

This wonderful new person

she'd found

had everything under control

IN ALL THE EXCITEMENT

KIM FOUND
42



BY DON ALLEN

“Hi,” Kim said, flashing her familiar friendly smile.

“Do you remember me?” the girl asked. “1 used to

live at the Studio Club.”

“Oh, sure. Of course. How are you?”

“Look, Kim,” the girl said. “I have a friend who’s

a producer on radio. He has this show that goes on the

air three times a week. . .
.”

Kim listened intently. The story was a little involved.

What it boiled down to was that the girl wanted Kim to

make a guest appearance on her friend’s radio show.

“Gee, I wish I could,” Kim said, and smiled. “But it’s

impossible. All these things have to be cleared through

my studio.”

“Oh?” The girl’s eyebrows registered disappointment

and a trace of disbelief.

“I’m sorry, I really am,” Kim said. “But that’s the way
it is. Now that I have a contract, the studio makes all

those decisions for me. And {Continued on page 114)

Kiiii Novak is next in "The Eddie Duchin .Story"



A BOY FOR HUY...

A GIRL FOR HER...



BY DOROTHY MANNING

Jean Simmons is in “Hilda C'rane” • Stewart Granger, in "Bhowani Junction”

You could hear Jimmy clear across the Atlantie Ocean

when Jean told him the happy news!

THEY’RE EXRECTIISIG

A LIN/IIMG DOLL
• “When Dr. Krohn told me I was going to have

a baby,” says Jean Simmons, “I floated out of his office

like a sleepwalker. And when, driving home, I’d

reached a more rational state, I said to myself,

‘Jeannie, old girl, one thing you’re not going to do

is tell a living soul—not for months and months.’

Nobody, but Jimmy.” (Jimmy is husband Stewart

Granger's given name.)

“So,” continued Jean, her high-voltage eyes suddenly

merry, “I opened the door, and there were Jamie

and Lindsay—Jimmy’s children who came over from

England to live with us permanently—playing

with the poodles, Old Beau and Young Bess; the

Tibetan water spaniel, Me-Too; and the twin

Siamese cats, both called Traybert because

we can’t tell which is which.

“No sooner had I said {Continued on page 84)

Jimmy’s home now and in command—of Jean’s diet,

plans for the nursery, preparations for the big event



9 Men who venture out to the beach this year will be

swinuning in dangerous waters—if they don't want to find

themselves deep in a romance! Because today's mermaids,

judging by this crop of Hollywood sea sirens, are practically

irresistible. A warning for the girls, though. The new swim-

suits, in vivid cottons, lastex and knitted sheaths, bring out a

gal's best lines—but they also reveal the bulges. So if you
want to lure the lads, trim those lines, lassies. Because it's

the shape you're in that will decide whether you'll shine

in the sun or solo in the shade!

• Mitzi Gaynor is in "The Birds and
the Bees"

• Victoria Shaw, in "The Eddie Duchin
Story"

• Myrna Hansen, in "Raintree County'

• Mara Corday, in "A Day of Fury"

• Cyd Charisse, in "Meet Me in

Las Vegas"

• Martha Hyer, in

"Kelly and Me"

Mitzi Gaynor; When she appears, with one accord.

The cry goes up, "Man overboard!"

5'6'', 116 LBS., 36" BUST, 2IV2" WAIST, 33" HIPS

MITZl'S PRINT SWIMSUIT ENSEMBLE BY EDDY GEORGE

Victoria Shaw: With lines like these who needs bait?

All she has to do is relax—and wait!

5'6", 115 LBS., 36" BUST, 23" waist, 361/2" hips

VICTORIA WEARS COLE'S "rIBBONAIRE" SWIMSUIT
46



Mora Corday: Provocative in print, this dork-eyed dish

Threatens to disturb more than mere fish!

S'SV'z", 120 LBS., 36" BUST, 23Vi" waist, 35" hips

MARA WEARS JANTZEn'S "JAMAICAN RIPTIDE" SHEATH

Myma Hansen: Who cares if it's cooler in the shade?

It's more fim to sun with this mermaid

5'6", 123 LBS., 39" BUST, 23" waist, 34" hips

myrma's swim sheath by sea nymph

AHOY
Cyd Charisse: In dazzling suit and mad chap
Cyd steals the summer seaside show

5'6'', 115 LBS., 35" BUST, 23" waist, -34" hips

CYD'S brilliant-studded suit by rose marie REID

%

' 4a .t Martha Hyer: A golden goddess, sheathed in white;

The temperature soars when she's in sight

5’6", 120 LBS., 36Vi" bust, 23" waist, 36" hips

MARTHA'S SWIMSUIT IS CATALINA'S "bRITE SPRITE"
47



Agent Dick Clayton is Tab’s clos-

est friend, helped guide him to

the top. But even Dick can’t pre-

dict what Tab’s decision will be

Tab and Natalie Wood co-star in '‘Burning Hills"

I

Tab wanted love on his own terms. Now he must make a choice. It will

be a decision that will affect his future as a star

• One might wonder if Tab Hunter, Warner

Brothers’ star and one of Hollywood’s most

popular young actors, ever heard the story

about the fond parents who sent a telegram

to their son, who was contemplating marriage.

The message read: “We rejoice in the news

that you are to be married and wish to con-

gratulate you on your wise and admirable

choice. Our heartfelt congratulations. Mother

and Dad. P.S. Your mother just left the room.

Stay single, you blithering idiot.”

Whether or not this incident ever came to

Tab’s attention, the fact remains that he is

still discouragingly single. Only recently has

there been any indication that this condition

may change in the forseeable future.

This young actor with the disarming smile

and captivating good looks does an amazing

amount of thinking. And he is very outspoken

on the subject of personal independence. He
expresses his views frankly and sincerely. To
Tab, a conviction {Continued on page 94)

Tab enjoys the company of friends like Natalie

Wood, resents being nudged into a romance

TAB HUNTER;

caught
in that

TENDER
TRAP?

BY HYATT DOWISllSG
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Liz Taylor, as a woman who knows at last the answer

to the question, “How does it feel to be beautiful?"

Kli/aheth Taylor is in "Giant'’ and "Kaintree County"

• The brother of the Caliph of Morocco was

giving a ball, the elegance of which could be

matched only by an M-G-M Technicolored spec-

tacle. But, in spite of all this, the eyes of the

guests were fixed upon a visitor from America

. . . Elizabeth Taylor, who had accompanied her

husband to Morocco on a picture location.

The crowd watched as Michael Wilding and

the vision of beauty who is his wife moved onto

the dance floor. Then other men bore down upon

the couple to claim a dance with Mrs. Wilding.

“What they say is true,” murmured one dignitary

awaiting his turn. “No one could be more

exquisite.”

The music played on and the dancers re-

sponded and the multitude encircling Mrs. Wil-

ding grew larger. As is the custom in Morocco,

partner after partner cut in by taking hold of her

arm. Before long, her arm began to ache, but

her smile remained gracious. Two steps, change

partners . . . three steps, change partners. She

was whirled around and around the room. Some-

where in the confusion, she lost a diamond ear-

ring. She never found it. The jeweled brooch

that she was wearing came unclasped and fell to

the floor. The jewels were recovered, but the

brooch was crushed.

Hectic as it was, the Moroccan tribute might

have been considered a triumph by any girl. It

might also have been taken for granted by many.

Yet, as the Wildings left the ball later in the eve-

ning, Elizabeth smiled at Michael and said, “How
nice of them to be so attentive to a stranger.”

To those who know her, the reaction was a

typical one. And those who know her best are

also aware that the price she has paid for her

I

Continued
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SHE BEAT

Today, Liz has a serenity that amazes everyone. “It’s made her warmer, more outgoing.” And she never looked lovelier

beauty cannot be measured by material things—a miss-

ing earring, a crushed brooch.

Scores of her fans might find it difficult to believe

that, for Elizabeth, the price has been higher. To most,

she is a star who represents a dream—the one that

came true. Countless young girls slip into the world

of make-believe as she brings it to the movie screen.

In the dim theatre, the glare of reality is left outside

and for a time seems far away. A teenager’s painful

shyness can be lost, if only briefly; today’s misunder-

standings will be easier to return to, after a short

respite; disappointments are momentarily forgotten.

But, let Van Johnson describe a telling scene that

occurred just five short years ago;
“
‘The Big Hangover’ was the first picture we did

together,” Van recalls. Although Elizabeth was play-

ing a twenty-five-year-old woman, she w'as really only

seventeen years old.

“She was still going to school when we were mak-

ing the picture,” Van continues, “getting ready for her

final high school exams. One day when I passed her

dressing room, there she was with a school book in

her hand, but gazing at the ceiling with a tragic look.
“
‘Hey, sugar,’ I said, ‘what’s wrong?’

“
‘Oh, Van, I’m so depressed,’ she sighed. ‘I just

feel as if I’d like to die today.’

“You couldn’t laugh; you remember too well how it

was when you were having growing pains yourself.

‘Do me a favor, honey?’ I said. ‘Just get up and take a

look in the mirror, will you?’ {Continued on page 108 )
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A beautiful child and entrancing teenager, yet Liz faced the

barrier of beauty even then. Even with friends, above, at

left, she was somehow different. New girls eyed her with

suspicion, envy. Liz longed for dates—but the boys, awed
by her beauty, found it impossible to be casual with her as

they were with other girls. She married Nicky Hilton in a
dream of love. It was a brief, disillusioning experience

i

Mike Wilding was not a man to be dazzled by beauty. With
real love, Liz became the woman she’d always wanted to be—wife, mother, actress. The barrier was down, forever!

Arriving on “Giant” location, Liz was snapped by late James
Dean {back to camera). “The Texas location was tough—hot

and dusty,” said the producer, “but Liz took it best of all”
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Pat’s attempts to play the accordion

sends Natalie -into protesting

shrieks ! ‘‘That’s 'Love IVle or Leave Me’

he explained. To Nat, digging the

sand out of Pat’s eyes, it sounded

more like the coyote chorus!



16-year-old Pat and IS-year-old Nat

enjoyed each other’s company,

kidded a lot between scenes.

He thinks Nat’s a swell actress.

Pat's no slouch himself, has

inherited acting talent of proud

dad Duke Wayne, who stars in film

Natalie Wood is aiso in "The Burning Hills’_y

. hen “The Searchers" company went on location to Monument

Valley, the outlook looked pretty grim for teenagers Pat Wayne and

Natalie Wood. No corner drugstores or drive-ins— just sand and sun

and long evenings of nothing. It was the end, simply the end, until

director John Ford produced a miracle— character actor Don Borzage.

An accomplished accordionist, Don soon had the joint -er, desert—



Crd CharUse U next in "Designing Woman"



Earl keeps an appointment

with that torchy dancer,

Cyd Charisse. It turns out

to he illuminating!

0 Cyd Charisse may go ’way up in

the movie world, now that M-G-M’s lead-

ing attraction, Grace Kelly, has

become a Princess. And lots of people

are already congratulating Cyd on

her bright new future.

There’s been talk of her taking over

Grace’s role in “Designing Woman,”
and she’s already set for the lead in

“Silk Stockings.”

Cyd will fill the role as well as the

stockings nicely. I made a little

boo-boo when I talked to the beautiful

“new Cyd Charisse” about this

recently.

“What’s that thing in your hair?”

1 asked.

“A streak,” she replied prettily.

“This is the first time I’ve had streaks.”

“A gray streak!” I exclaimed.

Then, realizing I’d said something un-

forgivable, I added, “Oh, you’re too

young for gray hair. Come now!”
“Thank you,” returned Cyd. “It’s a

blond streak.”

“But what does a girl with beautiful

smoky brown-black hair do to get

a blond streak?” I inquired.

(A man runs across more useless

information when he writes about

glamour girls.)

“Sidney thought of it,” Cyd said.

“Sidney who? Cydney Charisse?” I

said, and then threw in a “har har”

in the Jackie Gleason manner just

so she’d know I was joking.

“No, Sidney Guilaroff, the M-G-M
hair stylist who ‘creates’ coiffures

for Grace Kelly and the other stars,”

Cyd explained.

“That’s something I’ve been dying to

find out so I can tell the other

fellows,” I {Continued on page 118)

<
Cyd’s sexy appeal doesn’t make hus-

band Tony Martin jealous. When he
overheard two guys drooling over his

wife in a theatre he leaned over and
congratulated them on their good
taste! Far left, hairdresser Mary Keats
prepares Cyd for new, sexier still shots
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Ernest and Rhoda Borgnine on Academy
Aivards night, “It hadn’t mattered that

/ ivasn’t the doll Hollywood girls are

expected to be. But note the public ex-

pected his wife to be something special”

''
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BY

SYLVIA ASHTOJS

There are more dangerous ways to lose a man,

than to another woman.

Mrs. Borgnine^s revelation of how she faced

her own personal problems

and what she is doing about them

is one of Hollywood's most inspiring stories

Kmest Borgnlne Is next In "The Best Things In Life Are Free”

Always close to his family, Ernie called his dad, sister Mrs.

Velardi in New Haven right after winning the Oscar

• If anybody had told Pharmacist’s Mate First Class Rhoda
Kemins that the sailor lying in her surgical ward at the Brooklyn

Navy Yard would someday make her the wife of an Academy
Award Winner First Class, she would have burst out laughing,

long and loud.

Because to her he was just another serviceman. The wards

were full of sailors in those days of World War II. They came and

went. Rhoda was generally too busy nursing them, writing

their letters, or just playing sister to them, to take any single

one seriously. If she’d known then that he would go into the

theatre as an actor, she’d have made it a point to avoid him. Show
business was certainly not the right setting for her!

Ernest Borgnine was the sailor, and Rhoda Kemins, the

plump and cheerful Pharmacist’s Mate did become his wife, six

years later. It would take seven more years—years lean and
hard with struggle, conflict and poverty-—before her husband
was to reach the pinnacle of his {Continued on page 96 )

Oscar winner: Ernest Borgnine as “Marty”

Above, in current “Jubal” and below, with

Debbie Reynolds in “The Catered Affair”
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Guy Madison lassoes favorite reporter Ruth Waterbury on set of “Re-

prisal.” “His shyness fooled people when he first went to Hollywood”

1

Glamour
Happy Marriages

When a marital crash like Jeanne

Crain’s and Paul Brinkman’s comes

along, I really steam when I hear peo-

ple say, “That’s Hollywood marriage

for you.” Sure, it’s one type of non-

working Hollywood marriage. But be-

fore you start thinking Hollywood is

always love’s undertaker, consider some

of the other situations.

For instance, the Charlton Hestons,

and Lydia Heston’s latest birthday

present. Like most husbamds. Chuck
didn’t have the foggiest notion as to

what to give his little woman for her

birthday. He kept fussing and fuming

until the lucky evening when he and

Lydia went to see “The Birds and the

Bees.”

In one scene, aboard ship, Mitzi

Gaynor wore a doll of a suit, made of

a wonderful light wool in a shade that

was like creamy caramel, and collared

and cuffed with dyed fox to match.

At the sight of it on the screen, Lydia

Heston let out a gasp and, bless the

man. Chuck heard her sound of rap-

ture. The next morning, he turned up
at Edith Head’s office at Paramount.
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Ava Gardner, in Spain, made
sure she saw Frank’s movie.

Smart Guy
When I visited the set of “Reprisal”

this month, to see Kathy Grant, I found

myself lassoed by Guy Madison. This

fellow keeps on getting pleasanter and
handsomer as he grows more in love

with his wife Sheila and baby Bridget

and more excited about the new baby.

During the war years, when Guy first

came to Hollywood, a lot of superficial

people thought he wasn’t very smart,

just because he was shy. Now they

know he’s smart, what with his own
producing company, his marriage, his

lovely home. Guy is delighted to have

two leading women of the caliber of

Kathy Grant and Felicia Farr in “Re-

prisal.” but he glows especially over

the fact that his kid brother, Wayne

Mallory, is in the picture, too. “You
wait and see,” Guy insists. “He’s a

much better actor than I am.”

Guy and I got to talking about the

way that Kathy Grant stands. Just as

Grace Kelly turns the simple act of

walking into a thing of beauty, so

Kathy makes standing absolutely eye-

catching. This is probably because she

started out as a ballet dancer, and be-

sides, everything about this subtle girl

is unique—particularly her intelligence.

After talking to her for ten minutes,

you know why she continues to hold

Bing Crosby’s attention. I’m beginning

to think that, if Bing does get -Kathy to

marry him, it will be just one more oc-

casion when he is “Mr. Lucky.”



BY RUTH WATERBURY

Gab of Hollywood

• A second wedding ring for Liz Taylor

• Hollywood glamour history recoiled at Pickfair party

• A Waterbury prediction about Ava and Frankie

Of course, with Edie’s designing salary,

plus the imported fabric and the spe-

cially dyed fox, that suit had set Para-

mount back about $1000. But, for

Chuck, money was no object.

It took Edie only fifteen minutes to

make another sketch of the suit, to fit

Lydia’s proportions. In another five

minutes, she had cabled France for

more wool and had the furriers stirring

their dye vats. Thus, on April 14, on

location in Phoenix with her ever-loving

husband, Lydia Heston was a happier

wife than ever when she got the suit

of her dreams.

Incidentally, Edith Head says that

the most becoming way to wear those

new inverted bowl hats is—to carry

them! In my opinion, the only Holly-

wood belle who can get away with it

And Ruth Waterbury knew he'd

be sure to see her in Spain!

is Dana Wynter. Her trick is to wear

them with solid black, untrimmed, un-

jeweled sheath dresses.

Beverly Hills is one of the few spots

in California where people go walking,

and there’s never an hour of any day
that you won’t run into top stars on
Rodeo Drive out there.

Recently, I encountered Liz Taylor

and Mike Wilding in a jeweler’s shop

on Rodeo. Mike was buying Liz the

most beautiful matching gold bracelet

and earrings in a braided design, as an

Easter present. Then Liz spied a wed-

ding ring—wide, and in a rough gold

design, rather like gold nuggets. As
soon as he knew she wanted it, Mike
grinned and happily bought it for her.

I am terribly fond of Liz, and I have

a lively respect {Continued on page 112)

Reunion in Spain

Complicated as it is, perhaps the

Sinatra-Gardner love is still “for real.”

You’ve probably read that Frankie re-

cently sent Ava a new Cadillac. What
I don’t believe you’ve heard is that

Ava persuaded U.A. to screen “The
Man with the Golden Arm” for her in

Madrid—at 2 a.m., so that no one

would know about it. U.A. did just

that, but they could hardly keep it quiet

since, the next day, Ava went about

everywhere saying, “He can do any-

thing the best!”

By the time you read this. I’ll be in

Spain, where Ava and Frankie will

both be this summer. I’ll wager any-

thing you like that they will get to-

gether. But for how long?

The Charlton Hestons and son Fra'

ser. Chuck wanted the impossible

for his adored Lydia—and got it!

The Tony Curtises with the Dean
Martins. Tony's taking no chances

on being away when Janet needs him

That second, wedding ring Mike
bought for Liz is a symbol of what
this marriage means to both of them
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BY DORA ALBERT

Flaring into sudden violence, following an ugly story in an expose magazine, Jeanne

Crain s ten-year marriage exploded in a divorce court. The cause is here

Jeanne is facing heartbreak realistically. For
the sake of the children, she is not giving in

to grief, will not give up her house or her work

• Probably the most shocking news Hollywood has had

this year came on Good Friday, when front-page headlines

announced that Jeanne Crain was suing Paul Brinkman

for divorce.

Even more shocking than the split-up of this supposedly

ideal couple was the divorce complaint. It said that Paul

Brinkman had “inflicted physical injury and violence”

upon Jeanne, without any provocation on her part.

For the next few days, Jeanne went into seclusion near

San Francisco. Her sister, Rita, who has always been very

close to her, confirmed what the divorce complaint charged.

“Paul beat ber up something terrible the other night,”

she said.

Good Friday was a very black (Continued on page 104)
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Crain

is

next

in
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BY MAXINE ARNOLD

# For Jeff Hunter, the search had only

begun.

A journey to nowhere—that’s what it

must have seemed to the handsome young
star that night, almost two years ago, in

Durango, Mexico.

In his motel room, Jeff packed his bags,

wearily wondering where he had failed,

and why. From next door, the jukebox in

the cantina was flooding the air with Span-

ish love songs, and from somewhere across

the September night there echoed the soft

strum of a guitar.

But the night held no romance for Jeff.

Not too long before, the beautiful girl who
had been his wife had told him their mar-

riage was through.

Now he had finished making “The White
Feather,” and he was going home. But not

to “the early Byrd house” he and Barbara

Rush had saved for so long to buy. That

was no longer his home. And their sturdy

little boy, Chris—who held his father’s

heart in his little hand—would be with him

only half of his waking hours from now on.

Chris sees his daddy often—but Sunday is a special delight. For

then Jeff can be with him all day, doing things a little boy loves

Barbara, Jeff and son Chris when marriage was
perfect. But today, sharing equal custody of Chris, Jeff

knows where and why it failed. Knows that even love

can’t bridge separations
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JEKK HUNTER

He Got Out From

Life had always been a friend to Jeff.

Then, into his marriage and career.

came a stranger. And
suddenly Jeff realized how unprepared

he was—for failure!

Searching for the answers to his own problems,

Jeff has found a deeper happiness,

still greater success in his career

Continued





He Got Oxat From
BeFinci tFe Ball

Hollywood had tabbed Jell’s and

Barbara’s the “perfect marriage” and had

predicted a brilliant career for Jeff. All

his life, in fact, he had been voted the boy

most likely to succeed. His home town

had summed it up on an achievement plaque

they’d presented to him, forecasting,

“Future—Unlimited.”

Now Jeff Hunter was flying back to face

that future. There was no marriage, no

brilliant career, not even any pictures

scheduled for him. It was ceiling zero-

all the way around.

He wondered what his life would have

been like if he had remained Henry

McKinnies and become the college pro-

fessor he’d once planned to be. And he

wondered what Jeff Hunter’s life would be

like from now on. What now?

Life had never conditioned him for

failure in any way. Life had always been

his friend, welcoming him with all its

warmth and smiles. And Jeff had always

given back the same—living and working

and loving with full trust and sincerity.

Those dearest to him had also expected

the ultimate from their only son. “I

always expected perfection from Hank,

says his mother, Edith McKinnies, a wise

and charming woman. “But I wasn’t

conscious of this at the time. What mothers

are? Naturally, I wouldn’t do it again.

It isn’t fair, and I’m sure it put too

great a strain on him.”

Yet, the habit of doing all that was

expected of him, having the strength to

measure up to their faith, was to prove

vital later, when Jeff was grasping for

happiness and still greater success.

Success, in every form, had always

seemed inevitable and easy to come by

from the hour he was born. As a baby,

he had the bluest eyes and the biggest smile

of any in New Orleans’ Jefferson Parish.

He was christened Henry McKinnies, Jr.,

and nicknamed Hank. His happiest New
Orleans memory dates back to when he was

four and, dressed in a clown suit, stood

on Canal Street, holding tight to his

mother’s hand and watching the Mardi

Gras parade. {Continued on page 100)

Continued

Jeff, as }1 -months-old

Hank McKinnies, Jr.

Ane 5: Life at home

centered anottnd him

Age 8: Music was an

early love of Jeff’s

Boy-sized locomotive and cars

were made by dad—really ran

High school ’’steady” dt P^orthwestern, ye/i

was cute Mary Mockly to act ’sort of grew

In Hollywood, the ’’perfection” pat-

tern continued-he zoomed to stardom

Age 14; He always had

some project going!

At 16: A high school

hero and award winner

With parents and Fess

Parker, on location
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Richard Egan is in The Revolt of Mamie Stover” and -Tension at Table Rock.

”

It takes all kinds of people to fill a campus. The thing is, to know if you belong there—and whf’

The Hollywood answer to that all-important question

IS COLLEGE REALLY

it
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John Kerr: “I wouldn’t

recommend it for anyone

ivho wouldn’t enjoywork-

ing hard for a degree”

\1

\Y RICHARD EGAN

9 Editors frequently ask me for my considered

opinion on the virtues of marital bliss, or what are

:he seven sure-fire means by which a damsel can

snare an elusive male. On these and similar topics

[ am no authority. I’ve neither been married nor

nared; therefore, I’m completely unqualified to

2:ive advice.

But, when Photoplay’s Editor asked me to

express my thoughts on “Is College Really Neces-

sary?” I was delighted, because I do have some

knowledge and opinions about this subject. You
see, I was graduated from the University of San

Francisco in 1942 with an A.B. degree in speech

land drama. I also spent three years working for

my Master’s Degree in theatre history and dra-

matic literature at Stanford University.

I As for myself, I know the value of a college

jeducation.

But for you, who may be a junior or senior in

high school, the most important question facing

you at the moment may well be, “After high school,

what?” College? Junior college, vocational

school, on-the-job training, or work?
More than a million boys and girls will graduate

from high school this year. Of these, thousands

have already made up their minds to go to college

and join the some 2,500,000 who are already

enrolled. Many in this group are serious, mature

students whose character, ideals and aims have led

them to the earnest conviction that college leads

the way to a happy, useful and prosperous life.

College is a steppingstone to the careers they’ve

already planned. Others in this group, who are

vague on career plans, have decided to go to

college to be in the spotlight as great football heroes

or because college sounds like fun and their par-

ents can easily afford to send them. They dream
of dates, dances, proms, the bull sessions, late-

snack parties in the dorm and unlimited freedom
away from the watchful eyes of parents.

But there are thousands more who are not sure

whether they want to go, (Continued on page 90)

Jeanne Ci

daughter)

.

you time

self as u

Marilyn Monroe: “I’ll

always be sorry not to

have known warm feel-

ing of belonging that

girls know in college”

The Charlton Hestons:

“Colleges with dramatic

courses seem to turn out

more successful actors

than professional schools”

Jack Lemmon: “College

offers mental discipline

plus the social advan-

tage of learning to get

along with other people”

Fess Parker: “College is

no passkey to success,

but it’s much better than

fighting with one hand
tied behind your back”



new!
new!
new!
hew!

the color won^t come off until you take it off!

no waiting for it to set! no blotting!

it never, never dries your lips

!

the brilliant beauty of high fidelity colors!

BRINGS BRILLIANT NEW BEAUTY to your lips . . .

ecause Hi-Fi does for lipstick color what high fidelity

oes for music . . . creates a whole new scale of clear,

rilliant tones never possible before.

ms BRILLIANT BEAUTY WON'T COME OFF until

)u’re ready to take it off! For Hi-Fi is an altogether

'ew kind of lipstick, radiant with color that stays on
eauti fully not just 24 hours, but even longer.

O 20-MINUTE WAIT FOR IT TO SET! No blotting.

irom the moment you apply Hi-Fi, your lips are ready.

I-FI IS NON-DRYING. Does not draw the lips. Creamy-
ne, it caresses your lips with appealing smoothness,

be dream lipstick only Max Factor could

Max Factor
gives a fresh deliciously moist feeling you will love.

HI-FI IS NON-GREASY . . . glides on cleanly, with deli-

cate precision, and stays put. Hi-Fi is non-waxy. feels

perfectly natural on your lips.

IT ALL BEGAN WITH COLOR TELEVISION. Under the

powerful lights, existing lipsticks dried out. Colors

faded away. So the great TV studios turned to

Max Factor for a new kind of lipstick.

Max Factor answered with Hi-Fi. It brings brilliant

beauty to your lips, set to stay night and day the mo-
ment you apply it ! 9 high fidelity shades—aW new! Get
yours today. Max Factor’s Hi-Fi Lipstick. $1.25 plus tax.

Lipsticl
make come true • now available to the public for the first tii



PHOTOPLAY

STAR

FASHIONS

These fashions available by mail from Gilchrist’s, Dept.

PP, Box 9 12, Boston 2, Mass. State size, add 25* for mailing

British star Yana wearing the wonderful look of summer—ruffed little

hoy shorts in cool chambray denim sparked with white embroidery. S1.98.

The pretty icing is a while cotton and Orion knit blouse, trimmed with

) strokes of embroidered denim. $1.98. Bermuda shorts (not shown), $2.98.

Pepperell's tissue-weight Sanforized denim in sparkling Monaco blue.

[
YANA STARS IN COLUMBIA’S “COCKLESHELL HEROES” AND “ZARAK KHAN”

Valerie French, beautiful Columbia star, wears matching denim in dress-

up separates—a camisole lop, flatteringly pie-cut front and back, and

trimmed at the shoulder with adjustable self buckles. S2.98. It’s paired

with a floating skirt, S3.98. Both are frosted with the same white Schiffli

embroidery. All denim separates, sizes 10-20. Knit blouse, sizes S, M, L.

VALERIE FRENCH IS IN “jUBAL,” “TREASURE OF SECRET MOUNTAIN,” COLUMBIA



YOUNG IDEAS:

PHOTOPLAY

STAR

FASHIONS

A Barbara Ruick in cotton poplin separates

I

teaming brilliant Roman stripes with a wide

I sweep of white. Cool camisole top, about

• $4. Skirt with brass-buckled striped belt,

about $8. Sizes 7-15. By Reid and Reid
Macys, New York, N. Y.

B Yana wears a neatly carved cotton swim-

mer shaped with the easy lines of a playsuit.

It’s massed with giant butterflies, several

poised on the velvet halter strap. Blue,

i green, brown. 32-38. By Par-Form. About $11

May Co., Baltimore, Md,; Foley Bros., Houston.
Tex.; Chas A. Stevens Co., Chicago, III.; Block
<£r Kuhl, Peoria, III.

, C! The beloved cotton knit overshirt, daz-

|J
zling in black and white stripes with a ribbed

\

red yoke and turtleneck. About $6. Valerie

1 French wears it over knit short shorts, about

I .$4. S, M, L. By Phil Rose of California

B. Forman Co., Rochester, N. Y.; Gimbel Bros.,

I

Philadelphia, Pa.

D Valerie’s smart new fashion, the pint-

jj. sized bell-boy jacket—cropped short and

I

I
to the point in red and white cotton poplin,

I
S, M, L. About $6. Cotton twill white shorts,

I’ 8-18. About $5. Both by Amco of Norvelt
||

I

I J. W. Robinson Co., Los Angeles, Cal.

E Barbara Ruick loves the flattery of sharp

j

I
black and white, used here in a poncho over-

^

I
shirt with strategic stripes. About $6. The

i
I white-stitched skinny pants, about $5. Drip

I

’n’ dry cotton poplin. 7-15. By Bobbie Brooks

I

Saks-34th Street, New York, N. Y.

I :

I

F Yana chooses a candy-striped polished

I cotton skirt in delectable lifesaver colors,

i

About $13. The pretty white cotton peasant

blouse has deep lace flounces at the sleeves.

About $6. Sizes 10-16. Both, Nelly de Grab
' K-B, Cleveland, Judd's, Bakersfield, Cal.
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play it cool
continued

Here comes summer with

cool collection of exciting

sun and fun clothes

^ Braided straw belt, literally water-cooled. Dampen it, and its supple

aluminum lining keeps a wilting waistline cool. All colors. By Speyer. $2

Russeks, New York, N,Y.; Gerts, Jamaica, N.Y.; Richard's, Miami, Fla.; Empor-
ium, Madison, Wise,; Lichtenstein's, Corpus Christi, Tex.; Tnnes, Wichita, Kan.

b Giant wedge of delectable pink watermelon shapes a beach bag in

waterproof-lined cotton poplin. Zip-top. Regal Knitwear. About $3.50

The Blum Store, Philadelphia, Pa.; J. W. Robinson, Los Angeles, Cal.; Kauf-
mann’s, Pittsburgh. Pa.

C Fanciful red straw beach bat making merry with appliques of animal

cutouts and a whimsical straw donkey on its peak. By Madcaps. About S4

Bloomingdale's, New York, N.Y.

d Barefoot sandal, its slender straps knotted on a yellow vamp, grey

cushioned wedge. Sudsable twill. By Red Ball Summerettes. About S4.50

Maas Bros., Tampa and St. Petersburg. Fla.
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A

continued

A Sunny Barbara Ruick in a oabana-striped princess tunic with just enough flare to

flatter. It’s back-huttoned, has deep slit sides. Red, khaki, or black and white smooth

cotton poplin. About $9. The brief shorts, about 55. Sizes 8-16. By Rona Sportswear

Boston Store, Milwaukee, Wise.

B Polished cotton shapes Barbara’s sundress that takes to dating like a dream. It’s

splashed with an ink blot print, has a draped top, tuckaway straps. Underneath: a

boned, Pellon-lined bodice. Sizes 10-18. Red or navy on white. By Sacony. About 513

Stem Bros., New York, N. Y.; H. & S. Pogue Co., Cincinnati, O.; Kau/mann's, Pittsburgh, Pa.

C Yana’s swimsuit and jacket ensemble in stand-out Princess Margaret plaid cotton.

The tomboy swimmer frosted with a white pique cord belt and drawstring. Reversible

jacket lined with white terry cloth. Sizes 10-18. Each, about 58. By Lee Beachwear

Gerte Dept. Store, Jamaica, N. Y.; Sibley, Lindsay and Curr Co., Rochester, N. Y.

D Lovely cool confection, Valerie French’s dress in white cobblestone print. Trim

bodice with V’d shoulder ties, a danceable, floating skirt. ABC’s Dri-Smooth cotton

that barely needs an iron. Pink, avocado, aqua. 8-18. By Alex Coleman. About $13

R. E. Cox, Ft. Worth, Tex.; City ot Paris, San Francisco, Cal.

SEE BARBARA Rt'lCK IN 20th’s CINEMASCOPE 55 PRODUCTION, “cAROUSEL’
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becoming
attractions

L. New under the sun: Skol Burn-Aid for

ist relief of sunburn, 11.00.* New “Rich-Tan”

Simula Skol for a carefree tan, i9<t* to 98^.*

ind newly packaged Skolex sun cream to com-

letely protect sensitive skin, 60(J*
; $1.00.*

i. Neat and sweet: Sntton Stick deodorant

ow comes in a dainty new Swivel-Stick blue

lastic case that works like a lipstick. Ef-

sctive, delicately fragrant and easy-to-use;

9^.* In glass jar with push-up tube, 59^.*

j. Don’t just give dandruff the brush-off—get

id of it! Dandricide, diluted with water, is

oured through the hair after shampooing,

lassaged for one minute and rinsed off

—

iking all dandruff with it. 4 oz., $1.00.

). Pink with a wink! There’s nothing demure

bout Pink Fire, Du Barry’s blazing new lip-

tick shade. A rich, glowing pink, comes in

oth Moisturized lipstick, $1.10*, and Color-

ilide lipstick, $1.25.* Harmonizing make-up,

iose Blush Flatter-Face pressed powder com-

act,$1.50*,Flatter-Glo fluid foundation, $1.10.*

!i. Keep it casual: New Super-Soft Lustre-

let, containing no lacquer, keeps loose, easy-

oing hairdos softly in place. For curly

lyles or hard-to-manage hair. Regular Lustre-

let offers more control. Both, 5% oz., $1.25.*

pUia tax

Exquisite Form
gives you

XAPPEAL
( X « aCAMOUR PCUS COMPORT 1

Sure lure for orchids!

You in your $2 (^ircl-^-form Bra!

Even if your figure isn’t exactly like Miss America’s, Circl-O-Form by

Exquisite Form will shape you to a form divine. Choose this famous bra

lightly padded or regular ... it glamour-lifts you gently into beauty curves;

moulds and holds you like magic because of its unique round and round

stitching. You’ll be feeling no strain, either. You see, this deep-plunge bra

has tension-free straps and a breathe-easy front elastic insert for blissful

conifort! So for self-confidence, allure, X* appeal . . . wear Circl-O-Form

from sun-up to moon-down.

Junior A, A, B and C cups

in snowy white broadcloth.

Lightly padded .... $2.50.

Regular bandeau . . . $2.00.

At your favorite store, or write to Dept. P-7. Exquisite Form Brassiere, Inc., 159 Madison Ave.,N.Y.C.for nearest store.



Carry a classic

Clifton...

YOUNG IDEAS:

PERSONALITY

Smart Martha Hyer is also in “Kelly and

thrifty,

nice

it goes evergwhere

with everything!

The Clifton bag—a masterpiece of polished

leatherl Elegantly casual accessory for an

entire wardrobe . . . and your smartest

fashion buy for seasons to come!

Shoulder or underarm models in five

exciting colors. Also reversible styles. Full

groin saddle leather. Leather lining and

compartments; zipper, leather, brass

closures. $2.98 to $21.75.

At Fine Stores Throughout the

U.S.A., Alaska, and Hawaii

For dealer nearest you write;

WESTERN SUPPLY COMPANY
Ardmore, Oklahoma

BY VICJQ RILEY

When Martha Hyer won the lei

opposite Rock Hudson in “Batl

Hymn” she let out a whoop of joy th

could he heard the length of the Ui

versal-International lot.

“This must mean the triangle bit

over for me at last,” she said. Ai

actually, while Martha is one of tl

most beautiful girls in Hollywood, ai

was under contract to both Warn
Bros, and Paramount before she g

to U-I, she hasn’t had the breaks si

deserves. Due to her flower-like fa^

and her flawless figure, she has had

long run of playing roles as “the oth

woman.”
In real life, Martha couldn’t be le

like “the other woman.” While si

doesn’t discuss it much, she has bee

married and divorced. She lives alor

now, in a small, exquisite house whic

she decorated herself. Men fall for h<

in droves. Right now, George Nader
her preferred date, and vice vers

However, she likes her freedom.



Probably this is because she can live

just as she pleases, and is, admittedly,

not domestic in the kitchen sense. Cook-

ing is not for her, but much reading

is. She is mad for all kinds of music,

but prefers the classical, a taste slie

shares with Nader. She is also a painter

of no mean talents, as well as an art

collector. She has both a good eye and

a thrifty knack for picking up good

paintings.

Actually, Martha is thrifty in many

ways. She’s a travel hound and saves
;

lo make long jaunts possible. When-
|

ever she can, she gets herself cast in
!

a foreign locale film, shot on location, i

This way, she got herself to Africa and

the Orient, both of whicli she adores.

As an example of her thrift, she re-
[

cently bought her first car, a Thunder-
;

bird. Her salary is well up in the
j

ui)per hundreds a week, hut Martha has
i

either walked or taken taxis to work
;

until this summer. Further proof of

both her thrift and smartness was

shown when the vogue for Oriental

clothes came in. Martha wasn’t among
those who made a dash for the luxury

shops.

Always very cooperative about pub-
|

licity, Martha became particularly so
!

when U-1 had a premiere coming u()

in San Francisco. Missy Hyer volun-

teered her services, was eagerly ac-

cepted, and besides taking beautiful

bows up there, she hied herself to the

real Chinese shops in that fabulous

city. There she purchased genuine

Oriental robes at half the price the

copies would have cost in Hollywood’s

fashion emporiums. She wears them

constantly at home.

Only thing is, she is seldom at home.

Martha’s that unusual combination ol

a girl whom men pursue but whom
women also want to be best friends with.

Part of her appeal lies in her genuine

friendliness plus her unique ability to

never forget a face or a name. Let

Martha have met you once, in the back

of a crowded elevator hve years previ-

ously, and next time she encounters

you, she not only remembers just who
you are but exactly what you dis-

cussed. When you are as beautiful and

intelligent as Martha, this is a sure

enough way to win many friends and

influence lots of people.

However, her very sensitiveness has

kept her from aggressively promoting

her own career. That’s why “Battle

Hymn’’ is so important to her. She

finally plays as nice a girl as she her-

self is, opposite Mr. Hudson, who him-

self is the old Rock of box-office suc-

cess. The End

“Watchyour skin thrive on

Cashmere Bouquet Soap!”

“Fun-in-the-sun is no fun for your skin! After swimming and sunning be sure

to give your skin 3-way beauty care with Cashmere Bouquet,” says Candy Jones.

Cleans cleaner than creams.

Your skin is so much cleaner

when you beauty-wash with

mild Cashmere Bouquet!

Stimulates with no astrin-

gent sting, when you stroke

Cashmere Bouquet’s mild

lather over your skin.

Softens without lotion stick-

iness. Leaves normal, dry

or oily skin naturally softer,

smoother, lovelier!

Giveyourskin this 5-waybeauty care!

You can forget about greasy cleans-

ing creams, sticky lotions, and

stinging astringents! Because now,

with just a cake of Cashmere

Bouquet Soap, you can give your

skin the beauty care of famous

Conover students. This wonderful

3-way beauty care actually cleans

cleaner than creams . . . stimulates

gently, softens and smooths your

skin, too. Just like using a whole

row of beauty products . . . but so

much quicker and easier. Start to-

day and watch your skin thrive!

p
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Have Perspiration Stains

Ever Ruined Your Dress?

p

NewABRID with PERI^TOF*
Stops Perspiration Stains ond Odor

DRAMATIC STEAMBATH TEST SHOWS HOW

This woman was put in a steambath at 104
degrees. Arrid with Perstop* was rubbed
into her forehead. Fifteen minutes later . . .

Just rub Arrid in — rub perspiration and
odor out. When the cream vanishes you
know you're safe, even on hot, sticky days.

Proved \Vi Times
Effective

as
— 1

Arrid is 1 14 times as effeaive as any other

leading deodorant tested against perspira-

tion and odor as proved by doaors.

. . . she was dripping with perspiration —
but Arrid kept her forehead dry. Arrid will

do the same for your underarms, too.

Used daily, Arrid keeps your clothes safe

from ugly stains, keeps your underarms dry,

soft and sweet.

So don’t be half-safe. Be completely safe.

Use new Arrid with Perstop* to be sure.

43«‘ plus tax.

• Carter Products trademark for sulfonated hydrocarbon surfactants.

YOUNG IDEAS:

RECORDS

W ITH vacations just ahead, most

of us are looking forward to lots

of fun and relaxation. In the

stimmertime, popular records get dated

faster than we can count the new art-

ists—and. we might add, there are

quite a few around. We'll try to keep

you posted on a few numbers worth

collecting and a few artists worth lis-

tening for.

New Faces:
Although a newcomer to the record

world. Dick Kallnian is, at twenty-two,

a veteran entertainer. His first job was

on a daytime TV program. The Zeke

Manners Show. Then Dick was given

one of the leads in the Broadway musi-

cal “Seventeen,” for which he won the

Theatre World Award as the most

promising juvenile of 1952-53. Next,

Dick ajtpeared on several TV shows,

both as a singer and a dramatic actor.

Then he captured another lead in “The
Filth Season.” He left the show after

nine months to concentrate on his first

love, singing. Dick entered the night-

club field equipj)ed with all the essen-

tials for success. For not only does he

have a great singing voice, but he has

an exuberant personality, talent as a

dancer, and a wonderful way of putting

all of these across. He makes an ex-

citing dehut with “The End of a Love

Affair” on the Decca label.

Imagine yourself sitting in a crowded
coffee shop one afternoon, watching a

dark, good-looking young man a couple

of tables away. Suddenly, someone ap-

proaches him. “Hi. Jimmy. I hear you

made a record. Congratulations. Mind
if I play it? 1 understand it’s in the

jukebox.” The young man smiles warm-
ly. “Thanks. Sure, put it on.” His friend

did. and 1 heard a terrific folk artist

singing “Johnny Kollingstone.” I was

so tremendously impressed by both the

song and the young singer. I spoke

to the young man. His name is Jimmy
Gavin and he is twenty years old. He
bears a slight resemblance to the late

James Dean. Jimmy has been singing,

playing the guitar, and collecting folk

ballads tbroughout the country for

many years. He has a lot of talent and,

if you hear this Epic record of “Johnny
Rollingstone”—which, incidentally, he

composed—and agree with me, add it to

your collection.

Old Faces:

Bing Crosby, by no means a new-

comer. has become an entertainment

phenomenon in the years since 1930,

when he turned vocal soloist. Born

May 2, 1904, he was reared in Wash-

ington and attended Gonzaga U. There

he teamed up with A1 Rinker and

formed a seven-piece band. Later, the

duo was booked as a singing act at the

Tent Cafe in Los Angeles. After a
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BY CHRIS DAGGETT

ludeviUe tour, A1 and Bing joined

aul Whiteman in 1927 and with Harry

arris became the Rhythm Boys Trio,

hree years later, the trio was booked

one into the Los Angeles Cocoanut

irove, where Bing’s reputation as a

)loist was built. He began making

lit records and before long was broad-

isting twice nightly over CBS. Next

ime the start of a lengthy film career,

ighlighted by an Academy Award for

is role in Paramount’s “Going My

Vay.” Crosby’s enormous popularity

jas continued unabated for two

iecades. And now with the release of

is new Decca record, “Old Man

liver” and “In a Little Spanish Town”

;
promises to continue.

I
“Her Nibs” (the nickname was be-

towed on her by Garry Moore) Miss

Georgia Gibbs got her first show ex-

lerience by singing at a radio station

a her hometown, Worcester, Massa-

chusetts and commuting on weekends

to Boston to work the Plymouth Thea-

tre by day and the Theatrical Club at

night. Next, she joined the Hudson-

DeLange band, then landed on the Herb

Shriner radio show, later jumping to

the Durante-Moore program. Her first

disc break came in 1944 when she

waxed ^^Shoo Shoo Baby. Her latest

release is “Rock Right” on the Mercury

label.

For Your Collection:

1. A follow-up to their “Lullaby of

Birdland” in French, the Blue Stars

sing- “Speak Low,” on Mercury.

2. Another Decca hit for Bill Haley

from his movie, “Rock Around the

Clock.” Titled “R-O-C-K,” this one

rocks more than any of his previous

hits.

3. Elvis Presley, one of the newer and

brighter stars on the musical horizon,

sings “Heartbreak Hotel.” (RCA Victor)

4. The McGuire Sisters sing “Miss-

ing” on the Coral label. You’ll be

“missing out” if you don t get it.

5. By all means add Jimmy Gavin s

first release for Epic, “Johnny Rolling-

stone,” to your list. Flip side, “Rock

Island. Line,” is a good folk ballad also.

6. Another Epic record is hitting the

top right now; “Cherry Lips,” a new

recording by The Four Coins.

7. Alter Nelson Riddle’s tremendous

hit, “Lisbon Antigua,” comes another

good instrumental. “Port au Prince,”

waxed on Capitol.

8. From the picture of the same name

comes Joni James’ hit of ‘ The Maverick

Queen.” (M-G-M)
9. Tommy Leonetti on Capitol doing

“Wrong.” Don’t be wrong, have it

when the gang comes over.

10.

Georgia Gibbs sings “Rock Right”

on Mercury. “Her Nibs” does it again.

The pretty girl spinning rec-

)rd8 is Barbara Ruick living

1,1 up in Reid & Reid’s cotton

''aille separates—a red and

vhite print rib-tickler jacket,

15, and red pedal pushers, 56.

The handsome portable pho-

BOgraph* has a high-fidelity,

lour-speed record changer,

special amplifying system,

and adjustable tone control.

In a smart two-tone carrying

case. By V-M. About $76.50

• Dimensions: nVi” deep, 15" wide, Sla high (ltd cioseai
P
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TT was surprised when the Jack Lem-
-- mons announced that they had sep-

arated. Of course, Hollywood will be

blamed. . . . Can you imagine the pan-

ning Hollyw'ood would have received if

the Grace Kelly-Prince Rainier wedding

had taken place in movietown instead

of Carnival in Monaco? . . . No matter

how bad tbe dialogue is in a movie, I

prefer it to the conversation of the

couple sitting behind me. ... I believe

they’re wearing out the welcome of

Mister Magoo by having him do too many
commercials on TV. . . . Eleanor Parker

is recognized less by movie fans than any

other important movie star. . . . Robert

Wagner believes in finding his own girl-

friends. ... I know that Kim Novak is

still amazed by ber success. . . . Audrey
Hepburn doesn’t putter around in the

kitchen or profess to be a housekeeper.

Says Audrey: “Actresses who pose for

photographs doing household chores look

ridiculous.” . . . Rita Hayworth does cook

but is not a good cook. “I make great

desserts though,” says Rita. . . . Memo to

Piper Laurie: Gene Nelson was a rah-rah

cheerleader at Santa Monica High School.

. . . Why isn’t Elaine Stewart busy making
movies? . . . I’ll bet that Marlon "Brando

will turn in another fine performance in

“Teahouse of the August Moon.” . . .

Marie Wilson, who started the vogue ;

the current troop of smart dumb blon<

in pictures, asked Jack Schwab, wht

purchasing toothpaste: “Why should tl

large economy size cost more?”
Tony Curtis does a great imperson

tion of Cary Grant, who is his favorr

movie actor, while wife Janet Leigh hi

been happily acting for real in the ro

of prospeetive mother. ... In these da^

of actors becoming producers, it’s n(

unusual to see Curtis, Bob Mitchum an

others behind an office desk in the mord
ing behaving like businessmen. . . . Gu
Madison’s real name is Robert Mosele;

. . . Say. agent Henry Willson must n(

THAT’S HOLUVWOOl) FOR AOU

p

Who wants to cuddle a lion? This one’s purring over making his debut in Anne
Francis’ film “Forbidden Planet” as the sixth lion in the famous M-G-M trademark

Janet Leigh, chatting with Errc

Flynn, is content to stay home an

enjoy her role of mother-to-h

Sid is appealing to you to prove

whether he is right about Joan

Crawford, here with her husband A1
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ijive signed any new actors recently, be-

iiuse there haven’t been any newcomers

^th odd first names. . . . Watch new-

)mer Tony Perkins. He’s on the road to

ardom. . . . Joe E. Lewis, who will be

iprtrayed by Frank Sinatra in “The Joker

, Wild,” says a racetrack is a place

hich costs you money when you’re just

indow-shopping.

I
I’d like to hear a recording of Zsa Zsa

abor and Hal Hayes while they’re on

: date. . . . Rock Hudson makes no secret

E the fact that his favorite movie ac-

jess is Lana Turner. Now that Lana is

I make a movie at U-I, they might be

’he Jack Lemmon break-up sur-

lirised Sid—but he won’t be surprised

if people say Hollywood’s to blame!

teamed. . . . Cyd Charisse and Tony

Martin believe that the fact that they’re

both professionals gives them “some-

thing to talk about and helps the mar-

riage.” ... I’d say that two of the best-

liked actresses on a movie set are Jean

Simmons and Deborah Kerr. I believe a

poll of co-workers would prove me right.

. . . Debra Paget is always pleasant on a

set whether the going is rough or smooth.

. . . Look at the record and you’ll see

Montgomery Clift always makes important

and prestige pictures. . . . To m ,
Mitzi

Gaynor is a picture-stealer and not a

picture-carrier. . . . Donna Reed offers

this advice to beauty contest winners:

BY SIDNEY SKOLSKY

Anita Ekberg with fiance Tony

Steel. Now they are calling

Tony the English Defroster!

“Forget your looks and go to work. Act

anywhere or anytime you get the chance.

Keep on acting if you want to be an

actress.” ... I believe that the only two

performers who were stars in silent pic-

tures and are stars in the talkies are Gary

Cooper and Joan Crawford. If you know

of others, let me know. . . . Fame: When-

ever an actress occupies Greta Garbo s

old dressing room at M-G-M, the studio

immediately sends out publicity about it.

. . . Ava Gardner prefers to sleep in

smooth, soft white silk (men’s) pajamas.

She sleeps with the windows open. . . .

Producer Joe Pasternak talking about

Gene Kelly : “Gene ought to dress better.

He’s always running around in an old pair

of Gunga Dins.”

Bill Holden is always leaving the caps

off toothpaste tubes. . . . Jeff Chandler s

real name is Ira Grossel. He got his screen

name from a character in a movie and

from an actor: Van Johnson was called

Chandler in “Easy to Wed.” and Gerald

Mohr supplied him with Jeff. ... By the

way, Van Johnson washes those red socks

he wears himself. . . . I’d say Vera Miles

is an actress who has started on the road

to stardom. . . . My favorite character.
,

Mike Curtiz, talking about an executive

said: “He believes there are two sides

to every question. His side and the wrong

side.”

I’ve been told George Nader is well-

liked by many actresses because he’s

eligible and he doesn’t kiss and tell. . . .

Robert Taylor is always prompt for ap-

pointments. “It’s just common courtesy

to be on time,” says Taylor. . . . The

Elizabeth Taylor-Mike Wilding modern,

all-glass house on a hilltop features a

tree growing in the living room. The

beautiful portrait of Liz, which also graces

their home, was done by Mike. It proves

he’s an accomplished artist. . . . Sheree

North gets her best opportunity to date

to display her talents in “The Best Things

in Life Are Free,” because in it she does

the hot dances of the 20’s. . . . Doris Day

always looks freshly scrubbed, regardless

of the role she’s playing. . . . Anita Ek-

berg is becoming an actress, improving

in every picture. In the Dean Martin-

Jerry Lewis picture, “Hollywood or

Bust,” she cites that she is the only ac-

tress in town who could play Anita

Ekberg. Incidentally, since Anthony Steel

became engaged to the Swedish Iceberg,

he’s been known as the English Defroster.

. . . When an interviewer asked Frank

Sinatra what he thought of women, his

answer was: “Well, it’s the best the op-

posite sex has to offer.” That’s Hollywood

for you.

George Nader, with Martha Hyer, Julie Adams and Ray Danton, is

the kind of guy the gals like because he doesn’t kiss and tell

!
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Address your letters to Readers Inc., photoplay,

205 E. 42nd Street. New York 17, New York. We
regret that we are unable to return or reply to any letters

not published in this column. If you want to start a fan

club or write to lavorite stars, address them at their studios.

For list of studio addresses, see page 110 .

—

Ed.

SOAP BOX:
Oscar, Oscar, I wish I knew.
Why Susan Hayward didn’t get you.

This makes the fourth time you passed
her hy.

So here I sit wondering why.
Please Mr. Oscar don’t he mad.
But you goofed this year and I’m not glad.
Everybody’s disappointed and I share

their sorrow.

For Susie should have won you for

“I’ll Cry Tomorrow’’

This fan chose Susan

So that’s why I sit here all alone.

Wondering why Susie didn’t take you
home.

For truly her performances are really

great

;

But again you made a hig mistake.

So Oscar, Oscar, I wish I knew.
Why Susan Hayward didn’t get you;
Maybe next year when you’re given away,
I hope you’re not lost like you are today.

Dixie Brugceman
Dayton, Ohio

On “Oscar night” I watched a wonderful
thing take place. In Hollywood, a town
where glamour and paint are too often con-
fused with talent and true beauty, the
tables turned. Two performers received the
highest awards offered in the motion pic-

ture industry, not because of their popu-
larity rating, many marriages, minks or
Cadillacs, but because of two beautiful por-

trayals of warmhearted, real human beings.

For those who have nothing but criticism

for the movie industry, this recognition of

a great actor, Ernest Borgnine, and a su-

perb actress, Anna Magnani, should make
them reconsider. Hollywood can truly be
proud of this year’s Academy Award pres-

entations!

Betsy Schulz
Evanston, Illinois

I recently saw “I’ll Cry Tomorrow” and I

would like to say that I was very disap-

pointed even though the acting was superb.
Lillian Roth’s life story as told through

her novel was truly tremendous. I’m sure
Hollywood could not have imagined a story
with more drama, depth, feeling and just

pure courage. When I finished reading her
story, I admired Lillian Roth and was

happy because she had at last found hap-
piness and contentment.

In the movie, however, too much effort

was concentrated on the sensationalism of

her downfall into skid row. I could not
help but get the feeling throughout the
picture that here was just a spoiled brat.

So much more could have been told. Her
devotion to her third husband’s son ; the
time she wholeheartedly gave to the start-

ing of the A. A. Organization in New Zea-
land and Australia.

Hollywood really missed the boat on this

picture, and this opinion is shared by
many who have read the book. So now I

have two alternatives: I must either stop
reading or stop going to the movies, as I’m
tired of having Hollywood movie-makers
distort wonderful novels.

Helen S. Ghiz
Shrewsbury, Massachusetts

QUESTION BOX:

I wish you would settle an argument be-

tween my husband and me. He says Bing
Crosby has only two sons. I say he has four

sons, none adopted.
Eleanor Nelson
Cedar Falls, Iowa

Bing has four sons, none of whom are
adopted. They are Gary, 23; twins, Phillip

and Dennis, 22, and Lindsay, 18 .

—

Ed.

My husband and I have a new dog and
we cannot think of a name to give him.
Can you please tell me the name of the

dog in the movie, “Back to God’s Country,”
starring Rock Hudson?

Mrs. Melvin Bateson
Wayne, Ohio

The dog’s name was Wapi.—

E

d.

Keith’s coming up fast

Since seeing “The Second Greatest Sex,”

I’ve been hoping to see an article on Keith

Andes, who I thought was wonderful eyen
if his part wasn’t big. I would like to know
how old he is, where he lives, the color of

his eyes and hair.

Marlene Weaver
Camp Hill, Pennsylvania

Keith was born July 12, 1920 in Ocean
City, New Jersey. He had radio and stage

experience before his first important screen

role in “Clash by Night.” He is 6' 2", has

light brown hair and blue eyes. He lives

with his wife and two sons in California.

You can see him in “Away All Boats.”—Ed.

A few of my friends and I have been
arguing about the age of Loretta Young.

I would appreciate it very much if you
would tell me her age—month, day and
year. You would settle a long argument.

Donna Sarron
San Antonio, Texas

January 6, 1914 .

—

Ed.

Could you please settle an argument?
Who played Frank Lovejoy’s son in the

movie, “I Was a Communist for the F.B.L”?
My girlfriend says it was Ben Cooper.

Elizabeth Young
Monroe, Utah

He was played by Ron Hagerty .

—

Ed.

It wasn’t Jack’s voice

I have just seen “Helen of Troy” and en-

joyed it very much. Could you give me
some information on Jack Sernas, the man
who played Paris'! Can you tell me if his

voice was dubbed in?

Nancy Goodman
Springfield, Massachusetts

Jack is 6', weighs 165 lbs. Blond and
blue-eyed, he is married and has one child.

All the voices in the film. Jack’s included,

were dubbed in .

—

Ed.

CASTING:

I have just finished reading the James A.

Michener story, Sayonara, and think that

it would make a marvelous movie if filmed

in color.

For the part of Hana-ogi, the beautiful

Japanese girl, I nominate Ava Gardner.

For the role of “Ace” Gruver, I think

Robert Stack would be excellent.

Linda Ferong
Mountlake Terrace, Washington

I have recently finished reading Captain

of the Medici, by John Pugh. In my opinion

it would make a good, exciting movie, with

Tyrone Power as Captain Pietro Lucca;
Ann Blyth, Lady Maria; Paul Newman,
Ridolfi; Pier Angeli or Marisa Pavan as

Cia; Michael Rennie as Michaelangelo

;

James Mason, Baccio Valori.

Connie E. Russo
Preakness, New Jersey
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(Continued from page 45)

‘Hello’ than I found myself shouting, ‘I’ve

got news for you!’ (This is an expression
the children had picked up and used ad
nauseam.) ‘I’m going to have a baby!’

“ ‘A baby! A baby!’ cried both children.

Then they rushed at me with glad shouts,
knocking me down, and soon children,

cats, yipping dogs were treading on my
stomach, rolling me over and over like a
ball of yarn, pounding me and screaming
for joy.

“When we’d unraveled ourselves,” Jean
added, laughing all over again at the
memory, “I sent a cable to Jimmy. He was
in London, doing added scenes for

‘Bhowani Junction.’ I didn’t dare phone
him because, before he left, we’d had a
solemn discussion on our high-flying bud-
get, what with buying the new house and
all. But Jimmy phoned from London im-
mediately, saying ‘Blast the budget,’ and
we talked and talked. Right then, we de-
cided that our best friends, Elizabeth
Taylor and Michael Wilding, would be
asked to be godparents.

“
‘It will be a girl, I’m sure,’ I told

Jimmy.
“

‘It will be a boy. I’m certain of it,’ he
told me.
“Well, come next August, one of us will

be right.”

Still resolved not to tell anyone else

the exciting news, Jean proceeded the next
morning on the set of “Hilda Crane” to

make with the “I’ve got news for you” bit

to everyone from co-stars Guy Madison
and Jean Pierre Aumont right down the
line to the electricians. Within hours, the
columnists were calling, chiding her for

not giving them “exclusives” about the
baby. “But I didn’t think that was news,”
Jean said, in her little-girl voice. “And,
anyway, how did you know about it?

I’m keeping it a secret for months and
months.”

It was as impossible for Jean to keep
this secret as to stop smiling. Today, no
matter how the conversation starts out, it

winds up with the Blessed Event. “I hope,”
Jean laughs, “that my friends will gag
me if I become too sickly sweet and sen-
timental. I know it’s been said that a bore
is a man who, when you ask him how he
is, tells you. But that goes triple for a
woman who’s going to have a baby. Now,
that’s enough baby talk,” she will say
briskly. And, in a few minutes, mysteri-
ously enough, the conversation is back to

baby talk.

As the beauteous brunette explains,
“When a friend tells me she’s going to

have a baby, I think, ‘Well, that’s joUy
nice, that’s just fine,’ and I’m ready to go
on to some other topic. But when you,
yourself, are being followed by some bird
that could be the stork, then it’s the most
earth-shattering thing. You feel you’re
having the only baby in all the world. You
can’t think of anything else, and suddenly
every day is like Christmas with some-
thing wonderful to look forward to.

There’s a kind of undercurrent of ex-
citement. You feel so special, so complete.
I’d say it all boils down to this: Every
woman should have a baby.”
After she finished “Hilda Crane,” Jean

luxuriated at home for several lazy weeks.
Then one day she returned to the 20th lot

for lunch. Her table in the commissary
was soon surrounded by friends—direc-
tors, actors, executive, extras—for Jean
Simmons has the rare ability to inspire
affection in everyone who knows her.
Months earlier, when she returned to
make her last film before her temporary
retirement, she’d been greeted by a huge
Welcome Home banner. And halfway

They're Expecting a Living Doll

through the shooting she’d been given a
combined birthday party-baby shower by
the crew. “Don’t you have a nice hefty
part for a pregnant lady?” she cajoled
Philip Dunne, the director. “Perhaps a
whole film, set in a maternity ward, and
titled ‘From Here to Maternity.’

”

As reporters well know, you can get in
a rut writing about Jean Simmons be-
cause you always end up telling what a
genuinely gracious, nice girl she is. That
day she looked wonderfully healthy and
happy. Her olive skin had been bronzed
by the sun, her enormous, gold-flecked
hazel eyes were shining, her close-cropped
brown hair jaggedly framed her little-girl

face. She wore a simple, full -skirted pink
cind white checked tissue gingham dress,
with white embroidery outlining the
collar. The back hung loosely; the front
was gathered in by a thin belt. “I bought
it at the Jax sports shop. It’s not a ma-
ternity dress at all,” Jean explained, “and
later I’ll wear it full in front and belted
at the back.”
Jean has no intention of disobeying even

one rule laid down by her obstetrician.
He’d explained to her that diet and weight
control are the two most important fac-
tors in a healthy pregnancy. He noted her
weight was 120 and asked what she con-
sidered her ideal weight. Jean said 115,

Color portrait of Jean Simmons by Pow-
oiny; Mitzi Gaynor by Fraker; Victoria

Shaw, Myrna Hansen by Avery; Mara
Corday, Martha Hyer by Marshutz; Cyd
Charisse by Apger; Tab Hunter by Six;

Elizabeth Taylar by Morris, Stern; Jeff

Hunter by Kahle.

and Dr. Krohn advised her to gain no
more than twenty pounds during her
pregnancy. He promised that if she follows

his diet list and post-pregnancy exercises,

she’ll regain her ideal figure shortly after

the baby is born. Wise Jean’s relation-

ship with her obstetrician resembles that

of obedient child and highly-respected
teacher. “If,” she explains, “I’m a little

over the weight I should be. I’m told about
it, and I cut down before my next visit.”

Jean’s doctor doesn’t believe in formal
exercise during pregnancy, but he did
strongly advise that she continue her
daily swimming and walk as much as pos-
sible every day.
She admits that she never felt better in

her life. She hasn’t had any morning
discomfort at all; she’d been told by
friends that the months would drag, but
they haven’t; she’d been warned about
depressions and irritations over small

things and that she’d develop strange
tastes for exotic foods at 2 a.m. “A few
mornings,” Jean says, “I woke up and I

could swear I smelled fried bread cooking,

just as I had when I was a child in Lon-
don. This is a breakfast dish common
there—large slices of bread popped into

sizzling bacon grease, like an egg. Um, um,
so wonderful. Finally, I told Jimmy and he
said, ‘I’m going to make it for you three
times today. Eat your fill and then you’ll

forget about it. It’s too fattening and not
good for you.’ ” After a day of heavenly

fried bread, Jean was content to follov

her doctor’s diet list.

In past times, when Jimmy would re-

turn from his long and frequent locatior

trips abroad, he’d look at Jean tenderlj

and say: “I see I’ve got to ‘pork’ you U{

a bit,” and proceed to tempt her flagging

appetite with gourmet dishes, for Jimmj
is a noted chef and connoisseur of fint

|

food. But today, the whole Granger clar

is diet-conscious. They adore steaks grillec

on the outdoor barbecue, without sauces
“It’s a crime,” Jimmy says, “to tampei
with the natural flavor of a superb steak.’

Jean agrees, and she agreed also wher
Jimmy noted that Lindsay and Jamie were
gaining too much weight on the rich

American food they adored. So now ice

cream and fancy desserts are taboo, ex-
cept on festive occasions.
Jean feels that her simple, doctor-pre-

scribed diet is a small price to pay for a

healthy, happy pregnancy. “Also, it’s a

good thing I haven’t developed a craving
for cockles and winkles at this time,” she
says. “Because Jimmy would have to fly to

London to get them.” Jean sighed ecstat-
ically. “When I was a kid, I received six-
pence a week as an allowance. And I’d fret

myself silly deciding how I’d spend it—
on winkles or cockles. Do you know
winkles? They’re lovely little shellfish

so tiny you have to dig them out of the
shell with a pin. They’re sold on the
streets in little paper bags just as you get
hot roasted peanuts here. Jimmy says it’s

a very low taste on my part. But then he
loves bubble-and-squeak, which is made
from cold potatoes, boiled cabbage and
bacon fat. Sounds revolting—until you’ve
tasted it. Jimmy’s mad for kippers, too,

although they smell up the whole house
when he grills them.”
Jean took a cigarette from a beautiful

gold cigarette case, another of the thought-
ful gifts her husband had brought her
from abroad. It’s a very old box and
Jimmy found an even older tiny gold
medallion of Catherine de Medici for the
cover. “Eight cigarettes a day—no more,”
Jean explained, “on doctor’s orders. I

mind that a bit more than giving up the
before-dinner cocktail or the glass of

Budweiser in the evening to drink while
listening to a TV announcer extol a rival

beer. (It tastes better that way.) ”

Like any other newly expectant mother,
Jean is lost in the wonderment of her new
role, very happy and yet a bit apprehen-
sive. Will she be frightened the first time
she bathes an infant? How does one know
whether a baby cries to exercise his lungs
or because he is in pain? All these ques-
tions are discussed as Jean and Jimmy
spend quiet evenings together, savoring
the anticipation of parenthood.
Jimmy reassures Jean, for he’s an old

hand at diapering and fixing formulas.
Son Jamie, he remembers, hardly ever
cried, but Lindsay was a bawler. And he
found that holding the baby quite closely,

letting her feel the warmth and security of

a parent, stilled her. Babies, he knows,
needn’t be handled like fragile glass;

they’re tough creatures and very smart.
“Both Jimmy and I feel very strongly

about leaving a baby with a Nanny,”
Jean explains. “Naturally, we’ll have a

nurse while I’m working, but my free-
lance status makes it possible to delay
accepting a picture until I want to. And
I plan to stay with the baby a long time
before I do another film, though Jimmy,
looking thunderous, says, ‘I’ll give you
just one week after the baby is born. Old
Girl, and then, it’s back to the coal mines
for you!’ But he doesn’t mean it. When

(Continued on page 86)
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This

with the purchase of this

52-Piece Service
at the regular price

Love and romance and Lilac Time*— they go

together like moon and June! The shape and

sweeping lines of this lovely new pattern are

young modern at its best.

And now—for a short introductory period

—

you can have 71 pieces of this beautiful pattern

for just $1.00 more than you’d pay for 52 pieces

!

A complete service for 8, in its otin drawer chest

!

It’s the buy of a lifetime ! Every much-used piece

has an overlay of pure silver at vital wear point!

Today—see the silverware that gives you "more
for your silver dollar” . . . new Lilac Time at

your favorite store

!

Trade Marks. Copyright 1956, Oneida Ltd., Oneida, N. Y.

Your "introduction”
to Lilac Time!

This Butter Serving Set, a beau-

tiful covered Butter Dish and
Butter Knife, in this charming
young pattern! For
a short time, you (Plus Fed. tax on dish.)

may have it for just Regular $6.00 value

!

Also available:

76*piece service for 12

$99.75

with 27 extra pieces for only $1

Created in the Design Studios of Oneida Ltd. Silversmiths

Voloe-Packed
tiloc Time Chest
with 52'Piece

service for 8!

8 Knives

8 Forks

8 Teospoons

8 Coffee Spoons

8 Salad Forks

8 Soup Spoons
1 Table Spoon
1 Sugar Spoon
1 Butter Knife

1 Pierced Serving

Spoon

Plus! Drawer Full

more pieces

for only $1 .00!

8 extro Teaspoons

!

8 Butter Spreaders

!

1 Gravy Ladle

!

1 Cold Meat Fork

!

1 Dessert Server

!

71 Pieces in oil!

Open stock price

of these 19 pieces

is $27.00

Big, money-saving
“Coming-Out” Offer

i-
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YOUNG IDEAS:

PHOTOPLAY AMERICAN DESIGNER PATTERNS

portrait

neckline charmer
AMERICAN DESIGNER PATTERN #1183

Framing your summer suntan is this

white-crisped Joseph Halpert design.

Double-breasted bodice is scooped in

front with white-trimmed neckline and

cap sleeves. Pleated skirt is designed

to flare out for extra width at hemline,

making this your most danceable warm
weather, dress. Try organdies, silk

taffeta for dressups, cottons for daytime.

Sizes 10-18. Size 10 or 12 requires

4% yards of 36-inch fabric;

% yard for contrast.

buttoned
and bibbed dress
AMERICAN DESIGNER PATTERN #1208

Versatile is the word for this princess-

line dress created by American designer

Brigance. With its button-in sailor

dickey, it’ll be your breeziest summer
dress. On cooler days, wear it jumper-

style with a blouse. With sleeves added,

it’ll he a favorite this autumn.

Use cottons (the wash’n’wear kind)

or woolens if you’re sewing for fall.

Sizes 10-18. Size 10 or 12 requires

4% yards of 36-inch fabric;

Vz yard for dickey.

These patterns are hand-cut to

Designer measurements. Check the

figures below for your best fit.

BUST 34 35 361/2 38 40

WAIST 24 25 261/2 28 30

HIPS 35 36 371/2 39 41

SIZE 10 12 14 16 18

P

To order Patterns, state number, size and send $1 for each to Spadea Fashions, Inc., P.O. Box 535,
G.P.O., Dept. PP, New York 1, N. Y. For check or money order, add 44. For airmail, add 254 each.

(Continued from page 84)
we hear of Nannies who tell the pareni
when they may visit the baby, we bot
know we’d send such a nurse packinj
With a baby turned over completely to
nurse, it’s just like having an unread boo
in the house, one you never get to knov
Baby smiles and shows his first tooth t
Nanny, waves his arms and says bye-byt
takes ^his first step and topples int
Nanny s arms. All agog, she phone
Mommy at the studio. Mommy wails t
high heaven, feeling cheated, and witl
good reason. Having children does no
make one a mother. Only mothering doe— that is, experiencing a child’s lif
through constant association. That’s wha
I plan for our baby, and that’s why I’n
going to make only one film a year,
think of the baby as ‘she’ all the time. Tv.
even made bets with everybody that I’l

have a girl, and even hope to call he
Tracy. But, really, a boy will be just a,

welcome. All one needs is patience t(

know the answer.”
As lovely Jean Simmons talks, he;

clear hazel eyes have a placid quality, ;

contented quiet. She tells of still anothei
matter under discussion, and that i;

American citizenship. Since the baby wil
be an American, it’s very likely that Jear
and Jimmy will take steps to follow. For
as Jimmy says, “When you have children
common citizenship is terribly important
Children must feel that their parents
loyalties are exactly like their own.”

In Jean’s first days as an expectani
mama, she eagerly sought all the books
she could find on babies, even met Jimmj
on his return from London with a copy ol

Dr. Spock’s famous book on infant care
in her hand. Jimmy gave her his gift—

s

delicate porcelain figurine of mother and
child—and she pressed the book in his
hands. “Not an even exchange,” grinned
Jimmy. Although Jean read all the books
she’d collected, they didn’t help because
they dealt with such far-off subjects as
formulas, colic and the like. Jean wanted
a list of pre-natal symptoms. And wher
she found them, she realized she had none
of them. So the books are stored awaj
now.^^ “I don’t think it’s a good idea, any-
way,” she says, “to know all the gory clin-
ical facts of maternity. I have a doctor
and that’s his job. I know I don’t believe
in Caesarean section unless it’s medically
necessary, and I don’t believe in having a

baby at home. I’ll take the hospital where
everything necessary is at hand. All 1

want is a healthy baby.”
Jean has wanted that for all the five

years of her marriage. While in London
last year, she was a little startled to see
newspaper headlines: “Jean Simmons
Wants Baby.” “I didn’t exactly say it in

headlines,” she giggles, “but when re-
porters had asked me, I told them.” No
one but Jimmy and close friends knew
how much Jean had longed for a child. It

was the only area in her life in which she
felt deprived. Neither Jimmy’s love nor
her own soaring career could fill this

special emptiness deep within her. And
when Liz 'Taylor and other mothers came
to visit her with their children in tow,
Jean could scarcely mask her heartache.
All of that unhappiness has ended now.

The ache was eased somewhat when
Jimmy’s children by his first wife, British
actress Elspeth March, came to live with
the Grangers last fall. They’d visited their
father on school vacations, and had had
frequent reunions while he was in Lon-
don on location. And when Jimmy found
their mother in poor health, he prevailed
on her to allow the children to leave
London. Full of vitality, Jamie is a very
large and healthy eleven-year-old. Daugh-
ter Lindsay Jean is a blue-eyed, golden-

(Continued on page 88 )



A famous laboratory* proves:

HAIR WASHED WITH NEW WOODBURY SHAMPOO

HOLDS CURL BETTER, KEEPS SET LONGER ^

Woodbury’s special “curl-keeping”

ingredient makes the difference

!

The right side of this girl’s head was washed

with New Woodbury Shampoo — the left

with her regular brand. You can see what’s

happened. The left side is limp, straggly.

The Woodbury side is springy, curly, beau-

tifully manageable. Leading shampoos were

tested this way on hundreds of women and

the results were thoroughly checked by

*Good Housekeeping Magazine’s labora-

tory. The tests showed: Hair washed with

Woodbury holds curl better, keeps set longer

—without hair sprays, lacquers, rinses ! New
Woodbury Shampoo can’t dry out your hair

because it contains a special “curl-keeping”

ingredient that protects natural hair oils.

You’d expect a remarkable shampoo like

this to cost more money. But so much Wood-

bury is sold, it can be priced at less than

half as much as other leading shampoos.

Now, for a limited time you can buy Wood-

bury’s big |1 size for the low price of only

59<t. Use it today! You’re guaranteed the

liveliest curls you ever had
— the Li'^tincrpst liair-dnme tdSIingesi nair ao. I Good Housekeeping

'

Money back otherwise.

^QQ
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YOUNG IDEAS;

NEEDLE NEWS

7275—Just one pattern part plus pockets.

Make this handy cobbler apron in jiffy time.

Have it in gay checks or in solid color with

embroidery trim. Misses’ sizes 12-14; 16-

18 included. Pattern, transfer, directions.

600—Attractive cover for any size TV set.

Its pretty grape pattern—smart combina-

tion of filet crochet, regular crochet. Square

25-inches in No. 30 mercerized cotton

;

smaller in No. 50. Larger in crochet or

knitting cotton.

7212—Baby snuggles quickly to sleep ’neath

this protective cover—with little animals

for company in dreamland. Embroidery

transfers, diagrams for quilt 36 x 42 inches.

7163—Cheer up chores with these gay mo-

tifs! Fun to eihbroider on kitchen towels

—

seven colorful designs. Transfer, easy direc-

tions. A set of seven different motifs to em-

broider included.

594—Crochet a graceful bowl, matching

doily beneath. They’re worked together in

contrasting colors! Doily-bowl combination,

or 17-inch doily alone; quick crochet in

jiffy cotton. Starch bowl for stiffness.

7163

I" Send thirty-five cents (in coin) for each pattern to: Photoplay, Needlecraft Service,

P. O. Box 123, Old Chelsea Station, New York 11, New York. Add five cents for each

pattern for first-class mailing. Send an extra twenty-five cents for Needlecraft Catalog,
oo

(Continued from page 86)

haired, equally active tomboy of ten.

“Friends wondered,” says Jean, “how I’d

get on with two vigorous youngsters, my
career and a new baby on the way. It’s

been wonderful. Jamie and Lindsay have
made a quick adjustment to the American
way of life and they treat me like an older
sister and call me ‘Jeannie.’ I’m living my
childhood all over in them. They both
adore blood and thunder, in movies, in

books, just as I did.”

After Jamie and Lindsay arrived, the
Grangers soon realized that their isolated,

mountain crow’s nest, with only two bed-
rooms, was too small and unsuitable for

the expanded family. So they sold it and
all the furniture and bought a six-bed-
room modern house on an acre of wooded
rolling slopes in fashionable Bel-Air.
There is a striking view of the ocean and,
nearer at hand, a handsome tiled swim-
ming pool. And there are children in all

the near-by homes, a fine private school
across the road, a film projector in the
den which can show movies even in

Cinemascope. There is also a complete
wing for Jamie and Lindsay, with pine-
panelled bedrooms, a kitchen, barbecue,
ice-cream bar, where the youngsters can
have friends over for weekends and rough-
house to their hearts’ content.
Jean is thriving on lazy content these

days, even though the house is still un-
dergoing changes and the nursery is yet to

be furnished. The new house was bought
furnished, but Jimmy, a perfectionist

and a man of impeccable taste, is weed-
ing out furniture and replacing it with
custom-built Robsjohn-Gibbings modern
pieces. He’s also occupied with the gardens
and grounds—planting scores of fruit

trees, shrubs and flowers and supervising
the installation of huge boxed shade trees

at strategic spots, just as he made a gar-
den of Eden at the bare mountain top of

their former home.
Indoors, Jimmy has found just the

right backgrounds for his superb art col-

lection—the Augustus John and the Sir

Matthew Smith paintings; the two paint-
ings of Jean in entirely different moods
done by the French artist, Domergue; the
Ming porcelains; magnificent Tang horses;

Rodin and Jacob Epstein sculptures and
Chinese ancient stone figures. Nor has he
forgotten his fabulous collection of African
mounted game trophies and game fish.

“Some of our friends find Jimmy’s deco-
ration overpowering,” confesses Jean,
“but we love it.”

Heretofore, Jean has definitely not loved
the kitchen. “Jimmy’s definition of chaos,”
according to Jean, “is two eggs, one frying
pan—and me. That’s not quite true. But
isn’t it silly for an amateur to cook for an
expert? Jimmy is so gifted in so many
ways. Really, he’s a built-in, do-it-yourself
kit. He used to do most of the cooking and
I’d act as supply sergeant—and. I’m afraid,

also as a thorn in his side. I’d taste every-
thing and offer my opinion: ‘A shade too
much salt.’ ‘Meat’s a tiny bit overcooked.’
That was to keep him down to earth. But
now, with the children, who must have
early dinner, we have a cook in the kitch-
en and Jimmy takes over only on cook’s
night out.

“But I can cook,” Jean adds, hopefully.
“Right now I’m best at cooking up the
pets’ food. At least they can’t tell me if it’s

good or not. But when the baby comes, I

expect to graduate to stirring up Pablum
and sieving the vegetables. And go on to

taking over more duties and home respon-
sibilities.”

Today, Jean Merilyn Simmons Granger
has outgrown her role of “child bride.” A
magnificent actress, well-wishers every-
where believe her greatest role will be
“mother.” The End
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WHY
AMERICA'S

MOST
GLAMOROUS
MODELS

CHOOSE

COLORFUL

Watertight Suction

Band in U.S. Howland
Cap Seals Hair In I

Patented Incurving

V-Ribs Keep Out
Water.

Says Jean Patchett: ‘"You know, U.S. Howland Caps

are endorsed by Florence Chadwick, the famous chan-

nel swimmer — and the gorgeous sparkle on this new

cap makes ME sparkle.”
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Is College Really Necessary?

(Continued from page 69)

need to go, or can afford to go. In this

group are those who have no idea of what
they’d like to do in the future. Then there
are still others—strong-minded little char-
acters who knew as far back as grammar
school that they wanted to be engineers,
or nurses, or lawyers. For example, my
brother Willis, who is a couple of years
older than I, knew what he wanted to do
with his life by the time he was fourteen.
Willis was the leader of our group’s foot-

ball and baseball games and he could use
his fists when he had to. I remember the
day he said, “I intend to study for the
priesthood.” And he did. Today he is

Father Willis Egan, S. J., and is complet-
ing his thesis for a Ph. D. at Loyola Uni-
versity in Los Angeles.

In kindergarten, I played John Alden
in a Thanksgiving pageant. After the per-
formance, when the teacher told my proud
mother that I had a fine voice, that did
it! From then on I was a ham. A couple
of years later, at Jefferson Grammar
School, my teacher, Dorothy Bailly, gave
me the part of an American traveling
salesman in a little opus called “The
Windmills of Holland.” She encouraged
my interest in the theatre. I knew then I

wanted to go to college and study dra-
matics. I took all the drama and literature

courses at St. Ignatius High School and
when, at seventeen, I entered an open
oratorical contest with some 15,000 other
young hopefuls and won both a trip to

Honolulu and a check for $100, I was
more than ever convinced that dramatics
in some form was to be my future career.

To prepare myself, I knew college was
necessary.

But for you—undecided, still faced with
the choice of a future plan for life—I be-
lieve the most important question to ask
yourself is: Do you want to go to college?
Some say no right off. They are the young-
sters who are eager for independence, for

a salary check, even for marriage. They
see little use for high school courses

—

such as Latin, literature, biology, trig-

onometry. “How will Shakespeare help me
in my job, or Latin help me find a hus-
band?” they ask.

Others are wondering what college has
to offer them. In my opinion, college can
be one of the most wonderful experiences
you’ll ever have. It can change your whole
life—broaden your mind, give you self-

confidence, teach you self-discipline, give
you the tools of learning. And while col-

lege is teaching you how to live and to

make your life richer and happier and
more useful, it can also teach you to make
a living. In addition, it can be fun. All this,

if you are college material.
It takes all kinds of people to fill a

campus. There’s the All-Around Student
—good in class, popular and equally in-

terested in extra-curricular activities.

Then there are the Big Man and Big
Woman on Campus—the go-getters and
natural-born politicians who feel social

contacts are the chief thing to be gained
in college. And there are the Greasy
Grinds—those who concentrate on getting

A-averages and Phi Beta Kappa keys, and
are seldom seen outside the classroom or
the library.

So college is not just one road but a
maze of many. A student can train for one
of a number of careers or he can decide
to get a general education—the classic

ideal of the well-educated individual. Of

p
the liberal arts degree a cynic has said:

“It is regrettable, but culture is inedible.”

Not all will agree by any means.
But everyone does agree that college

costs money. Will it be worth all the strug-
gle, both to you and your parents? Before
you decide, it’s a good idea to take stock
of yourself. How good a student are you?
You don’t have to be a “brain” in order
to go to college, but your grades certainly
should be average or better. Some colleges
won’t accept you unless you rank in the
top ten percent or twenty-five percent of

your class. Some insist that you pass Col-
lege Entrance Board examinations.

If you’re vague about a career choice,

don’t worry. You’ll most likely find the
answer after you get to college. Or, if

you are torn between two different ca-
reers, college can help you make a choice.

I’ll confess that for a time I did waver
a little from the idea of becoming an actor.

That was after I’d served four years in

the Army and seriously considered study-
ing law. Getting a toehold in Hollywood
or on Broadway looked pretty bleak to
me. But acting finally won out, because
my whole life had been bound up in it

for as long as I could remember. Besides,
I already had earned my A.B. in drama
and speech. So I enrolled at Stanford and
began working on my Master’s Degree in

theatre arts. For added experience, I at-
tended Northwestern University.
After answering the question of whether

you want to go to college, there is another
question to ask yourself: Do you need to

go to college? This is an age of specializa-

tion and, if you wish to advance in almost
any field, you’ll need specialized training.

Otherwise, you’ll find yourself competing
with people who have had the benefit of
college training.

In debating the whole subject of higher
education, you may begin to wonder: Will
a college education pay off? All cultural
and spiritual considerations aside, a col-
lege diploma does have considerable cash
value. This is borne out by statistics which
show that, although college graduates
come from every type of home and go to

every type of college, they have one trait

in common: they are conspicuously suc-
cessful, from a materialistic point of view.
They hold the best jobs; they make more
money than their non-college friends.

But graduating from college won’t
necessarily mean that you can immediate-
ly step into a fine, high-paying job. Take
my own case, for example. After a pretty
extensive education and after appearing in

dozens of plays, I thought I was ripe for

pictures. But Hollywood didn’t think so.

No one in pictures thought so. And for a
long bleak period I stuck it out, buoyed up
by my own faith and checks from home.

Can you afford to go to college? This is

another important consideration—particu-
larly for parents, who may consider it the
most challenging of all. There are thous-
ands of gifted youngsters who do not go to

college because their parents cannot af-

ford to send them. However, with some
help from parents, plus part-time jobs

and vacation jobs, these youngsters could
have the benefit of a college education.

Today, more than half of all men students
and approximately one-fourth of all

women students are earning either all or
part of their expenses for college.

How do the working student’s grades
compare with the one who gets his money
from home? And, when it comes to salary

checks later, which one will be more suc-
cessful? Statistics show that on both
counts—grades and future earnings—the

working student is equal to the non-
working student.

But it isn’t easy. You can survive it,

and the hard-won triumph will give you
considerable satisfaction. The principal

objection to working concerns the slow
student who must allot many more hours
for study than the quick student. If a
slow student doesn’t plan his work-load
in proportion to his scholastic abilities,

he may find himself robbed of the very
education he is working so hard to obtain.
The second objection is that a working
student must cut down on his extra-cur-
ricular activities. However, this doesn’t
mean he must give them up entirely. I’m
very fond of all kinds of sports—football,
baseball, rowing and tennis. By budgeting
my time, I managed to include a fair share
of them all through school.

I first learned to work, study and play
when I took over my brother’s newspaper
route as a youngster. And when I was
getting my A.B., I worked as a movie
usher and as an office worker and laborer
in the shipyard. I also worked during va-
cations. While I was getting my Master’s
Degree I taught public speaking at San
Francisco University. Looking back today,
I don’t think I missed much of college life

by working.

When you consider that four years of

college may cost anywhere from $4,000 to
$10,000 depending on the school chosen, it

may cause you—and particularly your par-
ents—to pause and wonder. No doubt
you’ll have to give up a great deal to get
that college education. But you will not
regret it.

However, one word of warning. Accept
aid from your family or save enough from
your summer job to see you through your
first semester at college. Do not try to
work during your first term because, in
addition to adjusting to the startling

changes from high school—new people
and new surroundings, more intensive
studies—employment can become trying.

Scholarships and college loan funds
have helped finance thousands of students
through college. You should inquire about
them. Once you have decided that you
can afford a higher education, you are
then faced with the problem of selecting
the type of school. It may be a struggling
little school barely able to afford a new
microscope for the science laboratory,
or it may mean a Big Ten university with
an enrollment of 30,000. Your choice of a
college depends largely on your own per-
sonality. Do you want a big puddle to

swim in? Then pick a big campus. Are you
happier in small, informal groups? Then
you’ll enjoy a small college. A school far

from home means that you’ll have to stand
on your own two feet. It’s a wise idea to

build up a list of colleges that appeal to

you and then make the final decision with
the help of your high school teachers, your
parents and friends. Choose several and
apply in good time, for colleges are over-
crowded and you may have to settle for

second or third choice.

Once you are in college, you’ll have to

choose between loafing and studying. One
bright student told me, “In high school I

was warned that I’d have to work hard
when I went to college, that the competi-
tion would be stiff. College does require a

bit more work, but it isn’t nearly as dif-

ficult as I thought it was going to be. I

learn only enough to get by.”

Should you study hard—or just to coast

along with passing grades? Should you or

shouldn’t you join in a number of allur-

ing outside activities? Next to choosing a

college and a course of study, these are

the questions that most bother the be-
ginning student—and they are often a

cause of joy or regret in later life. For my
part, when I look back over my college

years, I’d do it all again—except that I’d



have studied harder and taken more varied

courses.
When I told a friend the other night

that I was doing this article he said, “I

learned a fair amount in college and had
fun. But if only I’d had a better idea of

what I was doing when I entered college

it would have been so much better. I wish
I’d taken some aptitude tests, as high

school students get today. My high school

teachers didn’t have time to help me; my
folks didn’t know anything about it. I

just sort of picked my college out of a

list and my courses out of a catalog. But
it all turned out luckily.”

His wife, and mother of their three

youngsters, laughed as she said, “Right

now I’d trade History of Civilization for

a cooking and nutrition course. Now, as

a housewife and mother. I’m certain my
education is keeping my interests above
the always present dishpan and diaper
level and, furthermore, it has stimulated
me to study child guidance. I believe that,

even if a girl goes from graduation to the

altar, as I did, a college education is

worthwhile. And particularly, should it

ever become necessary for me to rely

on my own resources, I’m trained for a
profession.”

Maybe, in your particular case, college

isn’t the answer. You might be happier
taking night extension courses or appren-
tice on-the-job training.

If you do not want a full four-year edu-
cation, the junior, two-year college may
be a perfect solution. And if you are in-

terested in the fine or applied arts—ac-
counting, agriculture, business, and the
like—you can receive concentrated train-
ing which will prepare you for a job after

you complete your two years. Or you may
take liberal arts courses and transfer to

a four-year college later. Junior colleges
are particularly suitable for those who
haven’t chosen a vocation and for those
who lack some of the qualifications for
college entrance.

Some of the best college students are
those who first went to work for a year
or so before entering college. For exam-
ple, a young girl, after finishing high
school, gets a job as a receptionist in a
doctor’s office. While there she grows in-
terested in the doctor’s laboratory and
decides to go to college to get her B.S.
When I was teaching public speaking,

there was a goodly number of World War
II veterans who filled the classrooms.
Most of them were truly interested in
learning and worked hard at their studies.
Their incentive developed from their out-
of-school experience and the added ma-
turity of a couple of years. And college
paid off for them.
So—I believe in a college education.

However, that doesn’t mean you can’t
have a happy and successful life without
a higher education. Ilka Chase, well-
known novelist and actress, once said at
a university alumni dinner: “I’m always
happy to be invited to these affairs as I

have never been able to get to college
except as a speaker.”
But for those who do get to college as

students. I believe the best advice is to
listen to all advice and then make your
oion decision. Wise parents help their
children find out about college, then let
Susie or John take over. Choosing a col-
lege, like choosing a mate, should be done
by the ones who are going to embark on
the adventure.
The great question—Is College Really

Necessary?—is really two questions; Do
I have what a college wants? And do I

want what a college has to offer? And, if

you do decide to go, you’ll find that a
college education is not an end in itself
but a means to a higher end. The End
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LET’S GO TO THE MOVIES Continued from page 38
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Star in the Dust u-i, technicolor

VV'V' Since “High Noon,” it’s been the

rule that every Western of any pretensions

must have a ballad written for it. This

unpretentious but briskly effective yarn

reverses the procedure, taking its plot in-

spiration from a well-known old ballad,

“My Name It Is Sam Hall” (also called

“The Gallows Song”). Terry Gilkyson, as

the town bum, at intervals sings an al-

tered (and cleaned-up ) version to serenade

the picture’s doomed Sam. This is Richard

Boone, black-clad, elegantly sinister and

properly sneering. Ranchers who hired his

gun in the local range war plan to free

him on the day set for his execution.

Farmers plan to lynch him. But sheriff

John Agar is determined that he’ll hang
legally at sundown, the appointed hour.

While Mamie Van Doren’s miscast as a

wistful Western heroine, Coleen Gray, as

a seamstress pitifully in love with the

desperado, is one of several interesting

characters in a neatly made film, family

Foreign Intrigue u.a., eastman color

VVV' With tough composure, Robert

Mitchum moves through a satisfyingly in-

tricate mystery film, given extra eye ap-

peal by location trips to various European

sites. Bob has been handling press

relations for a Riviera millionaire. After

a heart attack kills his boss, Bob’s curi-

osity is aroused by several odd questions

he’s asked about the dead man. He knows
nothing of his late employer’s past, but his

own investigations soon reveal that the

fortune was founded on blackmail. And
the blackmail victims turn out to be big

fish indeed. The feminine angle is supplied

by Genevieve Page, handsome and poised

as the money-minded widow, and by In-

grid Tulean, distinctive as a girl Bob
falls in love with during his sleuthing in

Sweden. family

Crime in the Streets a.a.

The well-worn subject of juvenile

delinquency here is freshened up by an

honest approach and strong acting. Known
through many TV plays, youthful John

Cassavetes plays a vicious-tempered slum

kid, who defies his work-weary mother

(Virginia Gregg) and bullies his little

half-brother (Peter Votrian ) . When John

goes from gang fights to plotting a sense-

less murder, his followers back out, ex-

cept for the sensitive and proud Sal Mineo

and the weak-brained Mark Rydell. While

most of the cast is drawn from the original

TV version, James Whitmore steps in to

play a social worker intervening in the

tragic situation. The job of psychoanalysis

he does is implausibly fast, but Whitmore

and Cassavetes make it moving. adult

Hilda Crane 20th; cinema-
SCOPE, TECHNICOLOR

V'/ The most popular feminine stars of

the early ’thirties reveled in the sort of

(

role Jean Simmons now plays; the “mod-

ern” woman who tries to live by a man’s

standards but finds only sorrow. De-

feated by New York, with two broken

marriages and other experiments behind

her, Jean returns to her small college

town. Jean Pierre Aumont, as a dashing

professor who once inspired her school-

girl adulation, has her past in mind and

Practicality, rather than affection, is

the key to Jean’s attitude toward Guy

treats her accordingly. So she takes the

advice of her strait-laced mother (Judith

Evelyn) and marries successful, upstand-

ing Guy Madison. But the opposition of

his domineering mother (Evelyn Varden),

felt even after her death, casts a pall over

the marriage. The two older ladies have

the best of it in the acting department,

with roles of some complexity. adult

Outside the Law n >

V'V This lively crime-busting movie takes

on warmth with its study of the father-

son relationship between Treasury agent

Onslow Stevens and ex-convict Ray Dan-

ton, who holds his old man responsible

for his trouble. In the Army, Ray reluc-

tantly goes on a special assignment to help

Onslow break up a counterfeiting gang.

Leigh Snowden is a girl apparently in-

volved with the gang; Grant Williams, the

chief menace; Jack Kruschen, an amus-

ingly matter-of-fact agent, portrayed in

“Dragnet” style. family

Quincannon, Frontier Scout u.a.,

DE LUXE COLOR

VV Though this horse opera comes duly

equipped with a ballad, Tony Martin has

a non-singing role—and seems somewhat

ill at ease as a Western hero. A scout

and a former Army officer, he’s persuaded

to take on a risky chore for his old outfit:

to track down a stolen shipment of rifles,

now probably in Indian bands. With him

on the trek are Peggie Castle, seeking her

soldier brother, and West Pointer John

Bromfield, new to the frontier. family
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The Rocky Road To Paradise

(Continued from page 24 )

to the point of being ridiculous. The Prince

had been branded spoiled, pampered.
“None of the bad press was the fault of

the Prince,” Father Tucker explained.

“He was badly advised, for he is much too

shy and gentle a person to give out arbi-

trary edicts. You see, the trouble is that

people don’t get to the Prince, himself.

When I first came here as the Prince’s

personal chaplain, I wanted to handle a

certain matter a certain way. I was told,

‘The Palace doesn’t approve,’ and, of

course, by the Palace they meant the

Prince. But, one day, I happened to men-
tion this matter to the Prince. ‘Why don’t

you handle it your way?’ he suggested.

“I was startled. ‘Because I was told Your
Highness didn’t approve.’ He was furious.

You see, he knew nothing of the intrigue

around him. He changed the order im-
mediately, and I proceeded with my plans.”

When asked if he thought the engage-
ment of the Prince and Grace happened
all too suddenly. Father Tucker replied,

“In all, the Prince and Grace had a tbree-
month courtship. I’m an American, you
know, but I don’t believe in couples going
together for three or four years. This
was love at first sight. You have only to

see them together to know this. Of course,

the Prince must always maintain royal
dignity in public.

“He’s a nice boy. Even John Kelly said,

‘You know, he grows on you.’ Mr. and
Mrs. Kelly said goodbye to Grace in the
castle before the Prince and Grace left on
their honeymoon. They trust the Prince
and know he will make Grace happy be-
cause he loves her.

“I believe in the Prince. I believed him
when he made his vows before his people.
I believe in Grace. Her marriage will

last. She would not be a good Catholic
if it didn’t. And she’s a good Catholic.”

Father Tucker contemplated a minute.
“I won’t be in Monaco any longer,” he
said. “I have been recalled to Rome. But
I’ll always be the Prince’s chaplain. This
is something that is conferred on you and
which does not change. I will always be
here when they need me.”
Then, this was fact as compared to

rumor. It was a storybook romance, after
all. They have truly made a love match.
But there is more to this marriage than

that. Now the possessor of some 138 royal
titles—such as Duchess of Balentinois,
Countess of Carlades, Baroness of Buis

—

Grace will have to live up to every one of
them. Some of her official duties will

include running the palace, planning state

functions and private parties, entertaining
foreign emissaries. Then, of course, there
is the all-important matter of her giving
the Prince the heir that will keep Monaco
tax-free, fancy-free and independent.
And what of her movie career? Will

she be able to turn her back forever on
the profession that did so much for her,
and has meant so much to her?

Will she also be able to adjust to the
European, royal way of life? Will she
yearn to return to “my beloved country?”

Will she continue to see Rainier as a

debonair, romantic Prince Charming? Or
will their temperamental and sociological
differences dim their love?

Those who are closest to the Prince
have said of Grace, “She’s the best thing
that ever happened to him.” And what
of Grace? Will this be true for her?
Eventually, the answers to all these

questions will be known. Meanwhile, the
world will be eagerly waiting, watching
and wishing Prince Rainier and Princess
Grace well, on their regal journey to
Paradise. The End
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Tab Hunter: Caught in That Tender Trap?

(Continued from page 48)
is a rock to stand on in the sea of well-
meant advice which often engulfs young,
inexperienced people. Tab thinks young-
sters should find their own ways, without
the constant advice of their elders, and
should they make mistakes, it will do no
permanent harm if they have the intelli-

gence to learn from experience. A free

spirit who likes room to move around in.

Tab hates to be crowded. Like any well-
mannered young man, he will listen to

advice, but he refuses to take it if he
doesn’t agi'ee.

Heretofore, Tab has been most upset
by those who have tried to nudge him
down the path to the altar. It isn’t that
he’s against getting married; he simply
wants to do it in his own way, in his own
good time.

“I think,” says Tab, “my whole attitude
can be summed up by something that
happened when I was in high school. I

was running around with a lovely girl

whom I liked enormously. We were get-
ting along just fine until she began to say,

each night when I left her, ‘Don’t forget
to call me first thing in the morning.’ I

suddenly felt snared—and that was the
end of the affair.”

Although this kind of “nudging” may
have cut short other budding romances in

Tab’s past, there apparently was no trace
of it in his emotional life just a few
months ago. In some sweetly devious
manner (the details are still very ob-
scure), Tab met a girl who is the daugh-
ter of a business tycoon in the East.
Whether young love flared at the first

meeting is not known, nor has her name
been divulged. However, it has been
learned that the mysterious romance is

serious enough to have brought the young
lady in question to Hollywood on at least
one occasion and caused Tab to fly East
twice.

But there seems to be one big obstacle
in their potential trip to the altar. The
young lady’s father, a man of importance
and large affairs, views Hollywood mar-
riages with an unfavorable eye. Conse-
quently, he has decreed that Tab must
give up his movie career and become a
resoectable man of business, presumably
in his own financial structure. This is the
dilemma Tab faces. Will he forsake his
cherished career for love? No one knows.
Dick Clayton, who should know, since he
is Tab's agent and closest friend, says
quite simply, “I wouldn’t bet a nickel
either way.”
On the surface. Tab appears untroubled

as he faces this great decision. He still

insists that love must be nonpossessive.
It should, he says, be an infinitely sweet,
generous emotion that seeks only a mu-
tuality of interests and expression. It

should be tender but never a trap. And,
he wisely asks, if it is possessive before
marriage, what would it be after the knot
is tied? Tab concedes that, in the last

analysis, it is the girl who chooses her
mate, but he declares that this should be
done with subtlety and grace. Men like
to think they are running the show, and
the sensitive, intelligent girl will encour-
age this attitude rather than destroy it.

Any man. Tab believes, is conscious of
his own limitations and inadequacies.
That is why he needs a wife or sweet-
heart who comforts him even when praise
isn’t wholly deserved. It salves his ego
and bolsters his self-confidence. “Imagine
how an actor would feel,” Tab says, “if

after attending a preview of one of his
pictures with his wife, she were to say,

‘You certainly laid an awful custard in

that one.’ He’d want to cut his throat.

On the other hand, if he’s done a good
job, his wife should tell him so. The
guy’s spirits would soar and he’d be a
better artist, thanks to her enthusiasm.”
Independence belongs to women as well

as men, Tab believes. In fact, he admires
girls who know their own minds and
aren’t afraid to speak them—but not to

the extent that they become dominating.
No man, he says, wants a clinging vine,

but neither does he cherish a companion
with a chip on her shoulder. The ideal

girl, according to Tab, is one who com-
bines the delectable qualities of sweet
surrender with intellectual honesty, cour-
age and gentleness. Nor need a girl be
startlingly beautiful. Most physically en-
trancing women. Tab thinks, are too taken
up with their exterior charms to give
much thought to the spirit which must
burn inside of any truly lovely woman.
When asked if he considers himself to

be decidedly independent in spirit. Tab
says, “Yes—within the confines of my
contract.” He cites an incident which
arose when his studio wanted him to do
a certain television show. “I read the
script and knew I was too young for the
part, but my bosses insisted. I worked
three days and they took me out. My
miscasting was obvious.”

Never one to eat humble pie. Tab does,

however, regret his light-hearted attitude
when he first entered pictures. Riding
horses was then more important than al-

most anything else and he regarded act-
ing as nothing more than a mild diver-
sion. His agent Dick Clayton, who had
known Tab since he was twelve, kept
urging him to study, study, study. “It

was only when I began to listen to him,”
Tab says, “that the seriousness and possi-
bilities of a picture career began to be-
come clear in my mind. That was one
bit of advice I’ve always been thankful
I heeded.”

Accused by his associates of a rather
free-wheeling style with various young
actresses. Tab has wended his careless
way through the Hollywood garden of
love “where they say only peaches grow”
and remained singularly unattached.
Many writers, plus a few important col-
umnists, steadfastly predicted that his
friendship with Lori Nelson would lead
to a journey down the middle aisle. But
they only shot their cupid’s arrows into
the sun. The lovely Lori and Tab were
seen together often, then only occasional-
ly. He still takes her out, but more rare-
ly now. Why? The columnists can only
guess, since neither Tab nor Lori has
made any statement.

While making “The Burning Hills” at

Warners’ with Natalie Wood, a pert, eight-
een-year-old with an audacious and
sometimes sharp tongue in her pretty
head. Tab found a personality as inde-
pendent as his own. Natalie has an im-
pish determination to stay in the spot-
light. She and Tab work well together,
but with a kind of guarded alertness,

each watching the other warily as the
scenes unfold. However, this has in no
way lessened their mutual liking and
respect. Indeed, they go out together
occasionally and have a good time.

While Tab is now a dedicated actor, he
admits that taking advice from others
with more experience was the hardest
lesson he had to learn. His first impor-
tant picture, “Island of Desire,” with Lin-
da Darnell, was not a conspicuous success
despite the friendly assist given him by
Linda. She liked 'Tab and saw potential-

ities of which he himself was not yet

aware. But still Tab couldn’t banish from

his mind the feeling that picture-making
was something of a lark.

Dick Clayton tried to convince him that
“life is real, life is earnest,” but Tab only
smiled and went on spending all his spare
time riding the horse he had just bought.
In a later film, “The Return to Treasure
Island,” he was so bad that Clayton
frankly told him it would be seen only
in drive-in theatres. “I’d be ashamed,”
Dick said, “if it appeared anywhere else.”

Even this failed to impress Tab greatly.

It took another year, and a harrowing ex-
perience on a television show, to convince
him that a winning grin and the ability

to make people like him were not enough.
It came about in this fashion: Clayton
lined up a good role for Tab on a TV
program, “The Jim Piersol Story.” On V
being told about it, Tab nodded almost 1
indifferently. That seemed to be that. '

On the last day of rehearsal, however,
the enormous fact that he was to be '

watched, not by hundreds but by millions
of critical people, broke over Tab’s mind
like a thunderclap. Waves of panic
flooded through him and in terror he
turned on Clayton and shouted, “You got
me into this! I’ll never be able to go
through with it. You’re fired!” 1

Clayton, himself a former actor and a I
man of instinctive sympathy and under-
standing, tried his best to reassure him.
“No,” 'Tab moaned. “It’s all your fault.

You should never have put me in such a
spot.”

The hour for the final rehearsal arrived
and Tab, shaking like a leaf in a high '

wind, went through his lines. And then
something happened. Whether it was the

,

inspiration of pure fright or the guiding ‘

hand of his guardian angel. Tab never
knew. But one fact was certain: his in-
terpretation of the role was excellent. a

In spite of Clayton’s enthusiastic assur- f
ance that he had done a fine job. Tab was S
still convinced that Clayton had betrayed |
him. “I don’t beheve you,” he muttered. 1
“And you’re still fired.” i
That night, still trembling. Tab faced

*

the revealing eye of the television Ccimera t

which was sending his every movement
|

into the living rooms of people all over
the nation. But Clayton’s last words,
“You’re good. Remember that,” re-
mained in the back of his mind. An hour ^

later it was over and the director, the
actors and Clayton knew that Tab had »

given a superb performance. He stumbled
|

back into his dressing room, however, still 8

convinced that he had flopped dismally. #

It was only when telegrams began to pour i

in, among them one from Warner Broth- I

ers, that he turned with a weak grin to 1

Clayton and said, “You’re rehired.” S

One of the faults which has troubled
J

Dick Clayton in his dealings with his
|

many-faceted young protege, was Tab’s 'I

complete inability to keep any of the 4

money he earned. “He’d buy fabulous ^
presents for everyone he liked,” Dick says,

|
“his mother, Lori Nelson, me and many 3

others. He was always broke. I finally
J

pointed out to him that James Dean,
jwhom he admired tremendously, had em- 4

ployed a business manager. That did it. ,

A few days later. Tab told me Dean’s ®

manager was now his also. It’s been- !

tough on the boy, though. All his im-
pulses are generous and it’s hard for him
to remain rigidly within an allowance.”

One of the qualities close friends admire i

most in Tab is his unswerving loyalty.
'

For example, recently on the Warners lot

a young actress who Tab believed had the

abilities of a star, was noticeably being

overlooked. Impulsively, Tab went to one

of the top studio brass and staged one of ^
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I his better performances. “This girl, Jan
Chaney, has everything,” he said. “She’s

got a flame inside her and you’d better

give it a chance to burn or some other

studio will.”

That same afternoon, Jan was called up
for an extensive screen test and Tab,

hearing about it, accompanied her per-
sonally to the hairdresser and make-up
artist. “This girl is a friend of mine,” he
said. “Be good to her.”

Tab was born Arthur Gelien in 1931, in

,New York City. Two years later, he,

his mother and three-year-old brother
moved to San Francisco. Mrs. Gelien,

who has always had an important influ-

ence on Tab’s life, supported her sons by
working as a trained nurse and physio-
therapist for the Matson Steamship Line.

In 1946, when he was fifteen. Tab hood-
winked the Coast Guard into accepting

him. While receiving special training at

Groton, Connecticut, he attended plays in

New York City. 'The sight of talented

people on the stage, doing what seemed to

come naturally, excited Tab’s imagination
and prompted his first thoughts of making
the stage his future career.

A year later, the Coast Guard discov-

ered they’d been deceived about his age

and forthwith returned Tab to civilian

life. It was then that he turned his at-

tention to ice skating, of all things. Re-
turning to San Francisco, Tab got a job as

a sheet-metal worker, but devoted most of

his spare time and money to skating.

In 1949, Tab gave up his job as sheet-

metal worker to accept a two-word role

in a film called “The Lawless.” Although
his two words wound up on the cutting-

room floor, his tiny performance brought
him once again to the attention of his old

friend, Dick Clayton who, by this time,

was an actors’ agent. Deciding that Ar-
thur Gelien was no handle for a future

film star, and remembering that his friend

liked riding hunters and jumpers and must
be tabbed something, Clayton and another
agent decided to name him Tab Hunter.

The new handle was productive of noth-
ing but hunger. For two years Tab
worked at various jobs, none even re-

motely related to pictures. His break
finally came when actor Paul Guilfoyle
learned that director Stuart Heisler was
looking for a young actor to play a ship-

wrecked Marine in “Island of Desire.”

Guilfoyle remembered a brief backstage
conversation he’d had months earlier with
a very young actor and thought he might
do. He located Tab and introduced him
to Heisler. The director took one look at

the boy’s eager face and accepted him on
the spot to play opposite Linda Darnell.

“Island of Desire” was followed by others,

including “Gunbelt,” “The Steel Lady”
and “Return to Treasure Island.” Then,
under Clayton’s careful guidance. Tab
was signed by Warner Brothers. Since
then he has made “Battle Cry,” “Track of

the Cat,” “The Sea Chase” and “The
Burning Hills.”

Now, at twenty-four. Tab faces the
most important independent decision he
will probably ever be called upon to

make. It is only natural to speculate on
what his action will be. Will he give up
his career for marriage? Or will he re-
main a dedicated actor?

Almost anyone can find some measure
of happiness in marriage, but only the
chosen few can hitch their wagons to a
star and shine brightly in the movie
world. Still in all, let us remember that
kings have relinquished empires for love
—and Tab, for all his bright and shining
talent, is no king. He is just a boy with
a glorious future. Just how glorious that
future will be, career and marriage-wise,
only time—and Tab—can decide. The End
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"I Was Letting 'Marty' Down!"

(Contimted from page 59)

acting career, and a little gold figure

named “Oscar” would almost upset the
equilibrium of their lives.

Today, Rhoda Borgnine is a happy wom-
an, glowing with pride in her husband’s
great achievement, quietly efficient in the
role of his business manager. She speaks
candidly and without self-consciousness
of their life in Hollywood, her husband’s
zooming career, and of what it will do or
has done to their marriage.
She has made a calm appraisal of her-

self and is determined to, as she puts it,

“fill the bill,” now that they are on top
in his chosen career.

Sitting in the modest living room of

their San Fernando home, Rhoda recalled
that although she had always been a big
girl, and surely too wholesome to be
glamorous, this had never seemed a seri-

ous handicap to her.

“When I was a youngster,” she said. “I

had all the self-confidence in the world. I

was always sure of myself. I knew, even
when I was in high school, just what I

wanted to do. I was going to work at

something where I’d be of service to

people. I had lots of friends. I wasn’t try-
ing to impress anybody, and if I lacked
so-called beauty and wasn’t the willowy
type, it didn’t really disturb me.

“I take after my father. He’s built

sturdy and I’m just like him. We call him
‘The Rock of Gibraltar’—not only because
he’s big in size, but because his heart is

big. No matter what troubled my sister,

brother or myself, we’d take it to Dad and
he’d work it out with us. He did that for

everybody. And he does it to this day.
However, my problem, after Ernie made
the grade, was something Dad couldn’t
help me with. I had to work that out for

myself.
“Our family is very closely knit. We had

a good, full life together and it rubbed off

in our dealings with others. We got along
with everybody, and I was a happy-go-
lucky kid. There was a club on our block
in Brooklyn, just a bunch of kids from
the neighborhood. We called ourselves ‘The
Sterling Street Kids.’ Out of ten members,
I was the only girl. And I didn’t found
the club, I was invited to join.

“Those boys treated me like their sister.

I heard all their troubles, they brought me
all their confidences. It didn’t matter to
them that I wasn’t a glamour girl.

“I had a lot of other friends, too. Not
long ago. I showed Ernie my high school
year book. It’s all scribbled up with dozens
of names. They wrote: ‘To Dimples, Good
Luck’ and ‘Love to Sunshine’—silly things

that kids always write to each other in

year books. The point is, I wasn’t left out
of things. I had my share of puppy-love
crushes, but mostly I was the big sister.

This didn’t bother me. I was too outgoing,
too busy playing basketball and tennis or
going to movies and parties, to do any
worrying.
“Like all girls, I used to dream of my

ideal man. He’d be just like my dad.
Understanding, loving, kind—a solid citi-

zen making a good salary, a man who
wasn’t impressed with what people wore
or how they looked. He only would want
to be sure they were good human beings.

“I was raised in the tradition of the
upper white-collar class, and it suited me.
The kind of life where the husband has
a good business and a steady income
seemed the best possible life to live. That’s
the way it was with my own family and
with all our neighbors. Having a daugh-
ter marry an actor would have made as
much sense to those mothers as having
her jump off the Brooklyn Bridge!”
Rhoda’s pleasant face was suddenly il-

luminated by a wide grin. It was easy to

see why her classmates had called her
“Sunshine” and “Dimples.”
After Rhoda was graduated from high

school, she wanted to study medicine, but
her family dissuaded her, on the premise
that it was too hard a struggle for a girl.

Instead, she took a secretarial course,

passed a Civil Service examination and
spent six months in Washington as a

typist- clerk for the government.
“After the novelty wore off,” Rhoda

says, “I got restless. I still wanted to go
into some sort of service. I tried to en-
list in the Army, but they turned me
down because I was too young. My father

and I talked it over and he finally gave
his consent for me to join the Hospital
Corps of the Navy. I got in without any
trouble and started at last to do the work
that I loved.

“And I sure loved that uniform! You
live in a different world when you’re in

an outfit where everybody dresses alike.

You keep yourself neat and keep your
clothes pressed and properly tailored.

You have the starched, clean-soap, well-
scrubbed look, and that’s it. The word
‘glamour’ doesn’t enter the picture at all.

I was so happy and comfortable in the

uniform, it must have shown. I was even
selected to pose for a poster, designed to

demonstrate how smart we could look!”

Chief Petty Officer Ernest Borgnine had
been sent to the Brooklyn Navy Yard
Hospital for the removal of a spinal cyst.

It was the first time in his ten years in

the Navy he had ever been immobilized.
And, when he first eyed Rhoda bustling
around his ward, he liked what he saw.
The fact that she did not possess the

classic measurements so important to his I

buddies didn’t even register with him.
1

Ernie wasn’t a roistering sailor. He
didn’t gamble. He didn’t drink. He be-
lieved in a wholesome, well-balanced life.

What appealed to him most about Rhoda
was her frankness, her ready sense of
humor, her utter lack of affectation. Dur-
ing his two-month stay in the hospital,
they dated a few times, but it didn’t spell
Romance to Rhoda.

“I think he was too polite, too shy,”
she says now. “He was Marty in a sailor
suit. He seemed kind of lost. When he
was discharged from the hospital, I

thought I’d seen the last of him. As far
as I could figure out, he wasn’t going any-
place. He didn’t know what he’d do when
he got out of service, and there wasn’t
anything he really wanted to do. He had
no idea where he’d settle or anything.
He looked at me with those soft brown
eyes and said he’d get in touch with me
sometime. I said fine. I never dreamed
in a million years that Ernie would turn
up in my life next time—as an actor!

“But that’s just what happened. He
wrote to me from the Barter Theatre in

Virginia, saying he was coming to New
York, and how about a date? I wrote
back and said okay. I liked him a lot and I

was curious to see what he’d be like.

When he showed up, I got the shock of

my life. He was an actor all right! You
couldn’t miss it. He had let his hair
grow and he was wearing a big, showy
polo coat. It startled me, to put it mildly!
And I was scared, too.

“He wasn’t in uniform any more. I was.
We were on different levels and I didn’t

understand his. He finally proposed, but
I couldn’t see it. I could see marrying a
doctor, a lawyer or a businessman. That
would be something concrete; I’d know
how to handle myself in those fields. But
an actor! I just couldn’t see it.

“Somewhere deep down inside of me, I

know now that I was afraid I’d never be
happy in his kind of life because I’d

never be able to compete with all the

glamour. I just wasn’t the type. It wasn’t
until years later that I realized I didn’t

have to compete!
“Ernie was still very polite under all

that garish wardrobe, very gentlemanly,
and very persistent. He wanted to get

married. He was making thirty-five dol-

lars a week and he thought he was living!

I said no as nicely as I could. He was
disappointed but philosophical. I didn’t

know whether I was glad or sorry. Ernie

went back to the Barter Theatre, and ^

threw myself deeper into my work. I

wanted to improve myself all I could, to

better my rank. I worked so hard that I

became very ill.

“I was ordered to bed for a long rest

and treatment. Lying flat on my back in

the hospital, thoughts of Ernie kept

crowding everything else out of my mind.

As soon as I was permitted to sit up, I

wrote him a card. He answered by return

mail and we corresponded until I got weU.
Then he invited me to come to Baltimore

where he was appearing in ‘Hamlet.’

“I worked ’round the clock to get the

time off. Actually, I wasn’t yet ready

for such exertion, and when I got to Bal-

timore I was completely exhausted. I’m

ashamed to admit this, but once in my
theatre seat, I fell fast asleep, and slept

through almost the entire performance!

The little I saw Ernie do was wonderful.

He was a great actor, even then. I thought

he’d be hurt and angry when I confessed
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I had slept through the play, but he
wasn’t. I should have known Ernie couldn’t

get angry over anything as unimportant
as that. He only laughed and thought it

was cute. He was more concerned over

my health and fussed over me like a

mother hen! It occurred to me that with

a man like that, a woman would never

I

have to worry about her ego. I knew
he loved me.
“We were married soon after that, in

1949, and went on the road. I loved it.

I always enjoyed traveling, meeting new
' people, seeing new places. It was fun.

I was in show business, but it wasn’t ex-
actly what I’d expected. There wasn’t

any of the fuss and publicity there is in

movies. The rest of the troupe took me
for granted and we were all friends. A
lot of those people are still our friends.

In a way it was like still being in the

service. We all worked together, caught
the same trains together and ate together.

There was a certain amount of discipline

to it, and I always function well with a
' set plan. The glamour I had been afraid

to compete with just wasn’t there. The
girls didn’t wear anything fussy any
more than I did. We all wore tailored

inconspicuous clothes, comfortable to

travel in. They were no different from
the wardrobe of any average girl who has
to earn a living.”

When the play ended its run and they
returned to New York, there was a change
in the fortunes of the Borgnines. Some-
how Ernie couldn’t find a job, and their

daughter, Nancy, who is now four years

I

old, was on the way.
“I remember we didn’t have a nickel

in the house,” Rhoda says. “I broke open
a piggy bank so we could pay a few bills

and buy some groceries.

“My folks helped out. They never asked
any questions or suggested that my hus-
band get out of the acting profession.

That’s how they are. They accept things

without any fuss. I had made up my mind
that Ernie had it in him to be a success
and we weren’t going to stop trying. They
didn’t interfere.

I “Then one day he came home all ex-
cited. He was going to take a television

job, and the pay was $300 a week! After
the first happy reaction to this news, I

said, ‘Ernie, doing what?’
“ ‘Playing Clarabelle the Clown on the

Howdy Doody Show,’ he said. ‘Just think
I of it, Rhoda! Three hundred a week!’

“I thought of it—for one split second.
But all that clown did was honk a horn!
This would ruin Ernie as an actor for the
rest of his life. The money would have
been wonderful, but it would only have
ended in a blind alley.”

Ernie laughs now, when he remembers
this incident. But he also remembers that
it wasn’t so funny to him then. They
needed money desperately. Ernie’s career
as an actor was engendered because of

an almost casual bit of advice his mother
had given him after he’d left the Navy.
He had been trying all sorts of things,

to find himself, and she had wisely stood
by, waiting for the chance to tell him
what she thought he’d be best suited for.

She asked one day, “Why don’t you try
to become an actor, Ernie? I think you’d

I

be good.”

I
Never having been possessed of any

I
urge in that direction, and overcome with

I an innate modesty, Ernie only laughed.
[;

But that summer, he went with his mother
I to visit her family in Italy. She took
i him to the opera, to the theatres, and
; quietly sowed the seeds which would one
i day bear such sweet fruit.

Until Ernie and Rhoda married, being
( out of work hadn’t been a serious prob-

I

lem. It only meant that he’d had to

I
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pound the pavements a bit longer, pull

his belt a bit tighter, and wait it out. But
it was different now. He was a husband
and father. As head of a household, you
couldn’t just go with the tide. So that

job of playing a clown looked mighty good
to Ernest Borgnine. He wanted to take it

for a while, to get them out of their finan-

cial difficulties. But Rhoda wouldn’t have
it. So he kept on looking.
They spent a lot of time with Rhode’s

people in Brooklyn, during that period.

Going there for dinner with “the folks”

was the high point in their social life.

High point? It was their entire social

life! And it helped them to forget their

worries for a while.
It took seven long years, but Ernie

finally made it, just as Rhoda had
been sure he would, from the minute she
decided to marry him. He went from bit

parts in television to small parts in plays,

then a leading role in “Harvey.” One
part led to another, until he was tapped
for the part of Fatso in “From Here to

Eternity.”
That was the turning-point in the life

of the Borgnines. From that sprang the
Hollywood success they know today.
And with it was born the threat to

Rhoda Borgnine’s self-confidence.
They bought their first home—an un-

pretentious bungalow about three-quar-
ters of an hour’s drive from the studios

—

and settled down to what they thought
would be a simple pattern of living in
their own place at last. They renewed
some old friendships and acquired a few
new ones. Then came “Marty.”
When the kudos started to pour in be-

cause of Ernie’s magnificent portrayal, a
subtle change began to take place in their
lives—so subtle, so indefinable, that
neither of them was aware of it at first.

Gradually they came to realize that little

irritations, little differences of opinion
would crop up between tbem, and one or
the other would be burt or disturbed.
This had never happened to them before.
That’s when Rhoda undertook a serious
appraisal of their marriage. She wanted
to be sure she was doing the right thing.

After a lot of thought, she decided that
she’d have to change—and make some
changes in their living. But that in itself

was a frightening prospect.
Because on the surface at least, things

were as they had always been. At least

that’s how they seemed to Ernie. He
couldn’t see that their lives were different
and required a slightly altered approach.
“You see,” explained Rhoda, “Ernie

himself hadn’t changed. I tried to make
him understand that we must make some
concessions because of his success. He
hadn’t the slightest idea of what I was

talking about! He just couldn’t see it.

“I decided I’d have to work things out
for myself. I read magazines about good
grooming, I tried fixing my hair a differ-

ent way, I got some clothes I thought
.fitted the picture of a successful movie
star’s wife. I listened to advice from a lot

of people. Naturally, everybody told me
something different. I listened to them
all. What I didn’t realize was that people
think from their own personal point of

view and it doesn’t fit anybody but them-
selves.

“I made a lot of mistakes. It irritated

and upset me that I couldn’t trust my
own judgment any more. I knew it was
affecting my disposition.”

Rhoda leaned back and smiled rue-
fully. She straightened her neat tailored

collar and looked out of the window, as
she continued, as if thinking out loud.
“There’s one thing about being big. Peo-
ple think you’ve just got to be good-
natured all the time. They don’t believe
that you can be sensitive, easily hurt.

“Take Ernie. He’s a big man. But he’s

not so easygoing as you may think. He
likes to have his clothes arranged just so.

At night, he wants to sit in the same
chair, in the same place, and watch tele-

vision. He’s not too fond of going out.

He’s sensitive to changes of any kind

—

especially in our family life.

“That’s why I couldn’t point-blank
bring up this subject of getting more
glamour into my appearance. I didn’t

want to upset him. I wanted more than
anything to think things out for myself,
to get us back to normal, but I just didn’t
know how. I didn’t know what ‘normal’
was for us, any more.
“After Ernie was nominated for the

Oscar, all kinds of awards started to come
in. We had to go to New York for one
of them. I was thrilled about that. It

gave me a big lift. I was homesick, I was
lonely for the folks. I needed them.”
At that reunion, Rhoda and her family

talked for hours. Slowly, her inner
strength returned. Her sister had voiced
the very things Rhoda herself had known
all along—that she would never be a
glamour girl, but that there were lots of
things she could do: sensible, intelligently

thought-out things that would make her
happier, restore her faltering sense of

well-being. For the first time in months,
Rhoda Borgnine felt strong and sure of
herself. But it took an evening in the
theatre, to crystallize her new resolve.

“Ernie and I went to see a play,” she
recalls. “I was happy and excited about
being in New York again, going to the
theatre, rubbing shoulders with people
who didn’t gasp when they saw Ernie.

It was like old times. I’d forgotten for

the moment that the memory I expected
to relive was from before ‘Marty.’
“As we walked down the aisle, I could

feel the people staring at us. A thousand
eyes bored into my back. All the self-

confidence I had built up during that
talk at home nearly disappeared. I heard
their whispers: ‘There’s Ernest Borgnine.
There goes Marty!’ Ernie heard them,
too. He squeezed my hand. I knew he
was thinking that, at last, the years of

hard work, of struggle, were finally pay-
ing off. But he didn’t hear the whispers
I imagined: ‘Is that his wife? She doesn’t
look as if she’s married to a big star!’

“Let’s face it— I didn’t. They expected
a movie star’s wife to be glamorous, dis-

tinguished. I was letting them down. I

had a job to do, and I wasn’t doing it. I

should be wearing a mink coat. I should
look well-dressed and fashionable. No
matter that I wasn’t slim and sleek; I

should have looked expensive. They ex-
pected it of me. That was part of my
job, and to them, I had failed.

“I didn’t see that play. I watched it all

right, but I didn’t see or hear a thing. All
I did through that whole performance,
was probe into my mind. I couldn’t figure

it out. ’What was happening? And why
should it throw me? I was the same per-
son, wasn’t I? But, of course, I knew that

wasn’t true. I wasn’t the same person
at all. I was the wife of an important
public figure—and I wasn’t the wife his

public expected me to be.”

Upon their return to Hollywood, after

that bitter-sweet trip to New York, Rhoda
did a lot more thinking. She made up
her mind that somehow, she’d have to

carry her share of the responsibility for

their new position in life. She had to

convince her husband that in order to

remain unchanged inwardly—which is

what he wanted—she’d have to change
her outward appearance.
“To Ernie,” Rhoda explained, “acting is

his business and he wants to do it right.

He’s not temperamental in the accepted
sense of the word. He’s on top because
he knows his business. I convinced him
that until now it hadn’t mattered that I

wasn’t the doll Hollywood girls are ex-
pected to be. But now it did. Now the
public expected his wife to be special.

“ ‘When I appear in public with you,
Ernie,’ I said, ‘I want to look stylish, be-
cause that’s what your public expects.

That’s good for your business.’
”

And as simply as that, Rhoda Borgnine
started her own self-improvement pro-
gram. She enrolled in a reducing course.

She’s on a diet; she’s got a new wardrobe.
“They’re expensive,” she points out,

“but they’re worth it. I got the mink
coat, too. Ernie gave it to me for Christ-
mas. It’s not important to me in itself,

but I’m glad I’ve got it because in Holly-
wood it’s almost a necessity.

“Ernie and I know just where we’re
going. We both feel that we are maturing,
settling into our marriage without a lot

of the wrangling and readjustment that a

lot of other people in our position go
through. I’m not satisfied with my per-

sonal appearance yet, but I’ll get there,

slowly but surely. I’m not trying to com-
pete with the glamour girls on the mad
Hollywood merry-go-round. I’m just

keeping faith with Ernie’s public—and
with what I demand of myself.”

Maturity and wisdom indeed were
manifest in what she said next: “A lot of

people ask me if I’m jealous when Ernie

makes love to another woman in pictures.

I tell them that I never go to the studio

to watch, but it isn’t because I’m jealous.

If Ernie were a doctor or a lawyer or

worked in a factory, I wouldn’t go to his

place of business to watch him work,
would I? And I know that, to him, mak-
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ing love in a play or a picture is work.

I’ve got nothing to be jealous about.

Ernie just isn’t that kind of a man. I

don’t want to lose my husband any more
than any woman does. But what so many
of them don’t realize, is that there are

more dangerous ways to lose a man than

to another woman.
“If Ernie were in any other business,

I’d feel the same way—about fitting the

picture, I mean. If I couldn’t afford the

things I’m fortunate enough to have now,

I’d look for less' expensive outfits. The
important thing for any woman who
doesn’t fit the average conception of

beauty is to remember to forget the styl-

ish-stout attitude! If a woman thinks

young, it shows in her face. It reflects

itself in everything she does. Beauty in

itself isn’t important; it’s the whole frame

of thought that counts. If a woman thinks

she’s overweight, she is overweight, even
if she’s thin as a rail! But if she needs
dieting, she should face it squarely and
do the job!

“I myself am guided by my doctor. I

think it’s wise to get a professional ap-
praisal and then follow orders. It doesn’t

have to cost a lot of money. All a big

girl has to bear in mind is that until her
weight comes down to where she wants
it—and even forever after that—keep
away from loud clothes, heavy make-up
and flashy jewelry. The simpler the gen-
eral effect, the smarter she’ll appear.

“And never let go of that self-confi-

dence! I’m Ernie’s business manager now.
Unless I can keep faith with myself, I

won’t be able to do a good job. But I

am doing a good job now, and it brings

us together. I help him study his parts.

To me, it’s all very important. I just try

to do the best I can with what I’ve got

—

and I’ve got my peace of mind back again!”

If Rhoda had been decked with dia-

monds at this point, she couldn’t have
sparkled more as she talked of her ac-
tivity, her usefulness, her future plans.

“There’s another big job I’m trying to

do for Ernie,” she continued. “He’s the

kind of man who isn’t happy unless he’s

working. He gets moody unless there’s

something to do. When he can’t stay in

the house another minute, he goes down
the street to a friend of his who runs a
gasoline station. Believe it or not, he
helps^ service the cars! I’ve got to teach
my husband how to relax, how to enjoy
life. I don’t want him to become a mem-
ber of the Hollywood Ulcers Club!”

Teaching Ernest Borgnine how to relax
goes hand in hand with Rhoda’s personal
betterment program. Recently, she gave
him a set of golf clubs. She’ll go along
to the links with him, and help use them!
That’s another way she plans to cement
their togetherness—and keep them hath in

good physical condition.

Rhoda sighed. “It’s a big struggle,” she
said. “When there’s a good income, mar-
ried couples get into the habit of spend-
ing money on expensive gifts. They think
money takes care of everything. They
forget that it’s more important and more
gratifying to give of themselves.

“Ernie and I are trying never to forget
that. I’m still young enough, romantic
enough, and in love enough, to want the
little things that mean so much to any
wife. And, underneath all his touchiness
about my self-improvement program, I

know Ernie’s pleased. He’s accepted the
idea. We’re really partners now, and I’m
doing everything in my power to see it

through.”

With an easy grace, Mrs. Borgnine rose
and saw me to the door. She certainly
didn’t resemble a Hollywood doll in any
sense, but she carried herself with a kind
of regal bearing and a dignity that many
a Hollywood doll might envy! The End
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He Got Out from Behind the 8 Boll

(Continued from page 67)

Through ability—and likability—Hank
McKinnies was destined early to lead his

own parade. Never, however, from any
sense of fevered dedication. Just by con-
stantly doing his best, as a scholar, artist

and athlete. Later on, this was to puzzle
other actors; they couldn’t understand how
he could be so well-adjusted and be an
actor. Nor could they understand why
he wanted to act, since he had none of their

own fevered approach. As a friend in

one summer stock company put it, “Hank,
you’ll never make an actor. You’re just

too darn normal.”
But this was his goal—to be a well-

rounded success; to excel in all he tried; to

be liked by all he met; to measure up in

every way humanly possible.

And his parents gave him every assist.

He knew only harmony at home. As Jeff

says today, “I was blessed; my parents are
two very devoted people.” For his mother,
a former English instructor, and for Henry,
Sr., sales engineer for industrial refriger-

ation, life centered around their son.

“Hank always had some project going,
and his dad was always helping him,” his

mother recalls now. One j^ar his father,

whose hobby is miniature trains, made him
a real sharp boy-sized locomotive, com-
plete with a motor and two passenger
cars. It seated six children, and it was
always filled. When the church had an
outdoor fair. Hank raised more money
than anybody, selling nickel rides on his

train.

Throughout his school years in White-
fish Bay, a suburb of Milwaukee, Hank's
parents never pushed him toward any par-
ticular trade. “Above all,” says his mother
now, “we wanted him to be a fine person.”

“1 didn’t get into too many fights, to be
honest,” Jeff says now. But he seldom
provoked any. He was well -liked, and
later on he was too husky. Besides, since
early childhood he’d been taught it wasn’t
gentlemanly to use force. However, in the
second grade there was one boy who
wouldn’t stop bullying him, so Hank “let

the boy have it.” He came home tired,

disheveled and winner by a nose.

However, his urge for self-expression,
by more peaceful means, was always
strong. “We had a pretty big back yard,”
he recalls, “and I was always putting on a
carnival or circus. I had a puppet show,
too, and I used to do magic tricks.” He
was most adept at making his Christmas
money disappear buying magic equip-
ment. Then one day he met a boy who
turned out to be an expert magician and,
as his mother laughingly recalls, “Hank
gave the boy all of his gear, everything he
had. And he’s never done a magic trick
since.”

Like any boy. Hank went to the movies.
He particularly liked Western stars and
character actors. “I loved ‘Stagecoach,’
and I was a real fan of John Wayne’s,” he
says. Of course, he never dreamed then
that the day would come when he would
be co-starring with Wayne. But then,
there was never any stardust about acting
for Hank McKinnies, no burning dream
to be a movie star.

Hank’s first stage appearance was indi-
rectly his mother’s idea, and sort of a fam-
ily emergency. Mrs. McKinnies was on
the board of directors of the North Shore
Children’s Theatre group. All the mem-
ber communities put on shows and gave
exchange performances. “The talented

p
ones would have the leads, then we’d bring
in our children for spear-carrying or
whatever needed to be done,” Mrs. Mc-
Kinnies recalls. Once, when the White-

fish Bay group was stuck for somebody
to play a sixty-year-old man, one of the
members suggested, “Why don’t you get
Hank up here and make him do this?”
And Hank did.

Not long after this, their community
decided to organize a radio group. The
Children’s Theatre Of The Air, and they
needed some adults to read certain parts.

A friend asked Mrs. McKinnies if she
would like to read. No, she said, she
would not. Then she was startled to hear
her son break in with, “I’d like to try.”

“This was the first I’d ever known of

Hank being interested in radio—aside from
listening to I Love A Mystery,” she says.

“They were holding try-outs in the high
school auditorium. Hank was too young
to drive a car, so his dad took him over.
They got there late and had to sit in the
very back of the auditorium. There must
have been two hundred people there, all

reading for the same thing. By the time
the director got to Hank, the boy had
heard so many ahead of him, he knew the
reading by heart.”

Hank loved radio and continued to work
professionally in a wartime series. Those
Who Serve. At first, as his mother recalls,

“Hank was the soldier who called ‘Nurse!
Nurse!’—but he got paid.”

Soon Hank entered the “Junior Achieve-
ment” program fostered by the Milwaukee
city fathers to encourage youth activ-

ities in various fields. The motto: “Future
—Unlimited.” This seemed to be the story
of Hank McKinnies’ life then.
The record shows he was president of

his class, president of the student body,
football hero, recipient of the Citizenship
Award and of a scholarship to Northwest-
ern University. Nor was romance neglected.
His “steady” was a lovely dark-eyed girl

named Mary Mockly. As Jeff says, “I’ve

always gone for brunettes.”

Whatever the activity then, the score was
the same. He played halfback and end
on Whitefish Bay’s Blue Devils team, and
was co-captain the year they won the
championship. In Hank’s sophomore year,

he suffered a football injury which might
have kept him off the screen, but didn’t.

His nose was broken in seven places, and
there was danger the cartilage would col-

lapse forever.

“You’ll have to play with a faceguard if

you ever play football again,” specialists

told him. But Hank’s concern wasn’t the
shape of his nose but rather the shape
of the team and whether he was failing

them. He used the faceguard—and typi-

cally, another injury (a broken arch),
which could have knocked him out of the
line-up, happened during the last game
of his last season, when they’d already
won the championship.
During the war, serving his hitch in the

Navy, Hank McKinnies studied radar. He
asked for sea duty and was assigned to

the OGU—Out-going Unit—fully expect-
ing to sail with the fleet to Japan. Instead,

he was sent to the Ninth Naval District at

Great Lakes.
In the fall of 1946, several months after

his discharge. Hank entered Northwestern
on a scholarship and the GI Bill. His col-

lege record reflected the familiar pattern
of perfection. He pledged Phi Delta Theta,
became president of the fraternity, and was
graduated in three years.

If only Hank had failed somewhere

—

anywhere—he would have been better

prepared for the setbacks he was to suffer

later on. And he would not have blamed
himself for “failing.”

Throughout college. Hank worked for

his meals, “hashing at the Chi Omega

sorority house,” as he puts it. “It was a
little shocking at first to see the glamour
girls coming down early in the morning
without make-up, but I got to be real fond
of them and felt real brotherly and pro-
tective toward them,” he says now, with
an unprotective grin. He further aug-
mented his funds by doing some modeling.
While at Northwestern, Hank couldn’t

decide whether to be an actor or teach
English literature “on a college level.” But
the desire to act “sort of grew.” He played
Peggy Dow’s father, an old New England
sea captain, in “Years Ago.” During the
summers, he worked with Northwestern’s
stock company. “I played nine different

character parts with nine different noses,”
he laughs. “That’s the good thing about
having a small nose—a small broken nose.
You can always put another on top of it.”

When he graduated from Northwestern,
Hank turned down a job teaching at a
small university, deciding momentarily to

get his Master’s Degree in radio at U. C.
L. A. “Chicago was becoming a desert for

radio then,” he recalls. “I had another
year left on my GI Bill, and I wanted to

come to California. I don’t know what I

would have done about teaching, if nothing
had happened in Hollywood.”
But many things happened—and soon.

Hank’s life had never prepared him for

some of them. The pattern of perfection
was to be broken and, for the first time, he
was to experience a feeling he’d striven

so hard never to know—rejection. And
he was to take even the smallest of fail-

ures to heart.

Hollywood discovered him when he met
Estelle Harman, then in charge of the
Actors’ Training Program at U.C.L.A. The
famous drama coach was about to direct

the university’s presentation of “All My
Sons,” and suggested, “How about coming
over and reading for the part of Chris?

“Hank wasn’t . even a stage major,”
Estelle Harman says now. “He was a

radio major, and he was a little reluctant

to audition. But finally he agreed to

come. He read against some good people,

but Hank was able to imderstand even at

first reading that Chris wasn’t only an
angry boy, but a tormented boy. He gave
the part emotional dimension.”

Hank trained long and hard for that

part. “When I first met him,” says Estelle,

“he was overweight and very casual about
his clothes. He had the habit, like a little

boy, of piling everything into his back
pocket. I kept feeling that someday I’d

probably find a whole fishing tackle back
there, and I was always having him back up
to me and emptying his pockets out in a

big heap,” she smiles. “I would clip

out pictures from Esquire and say, ‘Now
this is how I want you to look.’ I talked

to him about a diet—one of those green-
salad-and-no-dressing type of things.

“Hank really stuck to the diet,” Estelle

continues, “and the weight just melted
off him. The suit he’d planned to wear in

‘All My Sons’ was flopping in the back by
the time of the play, and it had to be tail-

ored very quickly for opening night. He’d
lost so much weight, the bone structure in

his face showed through, and with his suit

tailored to fit, this was a Hank with much
commercial appeal. And with camera ap-

peal.”

Although once that door opens, Estelle

Harman emphasizes, good looks can be a

disadvantage. “Being so handsome can be

a handicap for an actor like Jeff. When
Hollywood discovers he’s not only one of

the handsomest, but one of the finer young
actors,” she says warmly now, “there will

be Academy Award material.”



' Milton Lewis, Paramount talent scout,

' was convinced about Hank from the be-
ginning, too. On opening night of “All

My Sons,” after the first act, Lewis was
backstage inviting Hank to read at the

;
studio.

But for all the applause, the raves, and
the fact that a major studio was talking

about a screen test for him. Hank’s night

of triumph was shadowed by a bad review
in the school paper, written by a student
who knew nothing about drama. As a

college friend of Hank’s recalls, “A fresh-

man journalism student covered the play.

He didn’t like Hank’s interpretation and
said so. And no matter how much every-
body else praised his performance. Hank
treated that freshman’s review like a con-
sensus of all the top New York critics.”

But Hollywood’s consensus was soon to

be heard, and that summer day in 1950,

when Hank McKinnies walked through
the gates of Paramount studios, was to

change his whole life. He read in the
“fish bowl”—so-called because of the one-
way glass: “They can see you, but you
can’t see them.” Afterward, Milt Lewis
told him, “We want to option you to make
a test.” And at the same moment. Hank’s
eyes were “optioning” a very pretty dark-
haired girl who’d walked into the office.

“Barbara Rush, meet Hank McKinnies,”
Lewis introduced them, explaining he’d
also discovered Barbara at the Pasadena
Playhouse, and that she was one of the
studio’s star-hopefuls. Although he couldn’t
know it, Lewis was then “casting” one of

Hollywood’s , nicest love stories.

Milton Lewis was enthusiastic about
Jeff’s future. From the first he’d recog-
nized in him “that indefinable quality

—

they call it star-magic, many things. Ac-
tually it’s indefinable. We used an in-
tensely dramatic scene from ‘All My Sons’
for Jeff’s test, and I got Ed Begley, the
original father from the New York cast,

to play in the scene with him,” Lewis re-
calls. “Jeff gave a fine performance. He
showed great depth and virility. In my
opinion, he can do more dramatic things
than he’s ever done on the screen. If they
give him something really good to do, he’ll

knock the heck out of it.”

However, there was nothing else he could
do for Hank at Paramount then. It was
a great test, and the studio was excited
about it, but Henry Ginsberg, who was
then in charge of studio operations, was
in New York, and no decision could be
made until he returned. Hank sweated
out the days, then the weeks. Finally, one
Saturday morning, he called his agent from
a phone booth in the Theatre Arts build-
ing and found the studio head was back.
The answer was “No.” Ginsberg had issued
a studio directive: “No more newcomers
are being signed.”

“You don’t shoot yourself,” Jeff says
now. “I was disappointed, sure. But I still

could have finished getting my M.A. and
probably taught someplace.” Actually, he
hadn’t seemed too worried about his future
then. There was just a sense of failure,

of not being wanted, not measuring up.
The following Saturday—“same phone

booth”—Jeff called his agent and got a jub-
ilant, “You’ve made it. Hank! You now
have a contract, and you will be leaving
for New York right away!” Darryl Zanuck
had bought him after seeing Paramount’s
test, and Hank was to leave on location for
“Fourteen Hours.”

“It was just a bit part, but I had more in
the picture than the Princess of Monaco,”
Jeff says laughingly now. “Yes, Grace
Kelly was in it, too.” His hometown paper,
however, blazoned, “The Movies Discover
Our Henry.” And the picture was billed
as starring, “Whitefish Bay’s Own Jeffrey
Hunter.”
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In no time at all, Jeff zoomed to leading
man—on and off the screen. On Decem-
ber 1, 1950, six months after they met,
Jeff and Barbara Rush were married in

St. Christopher’s Episcopal Church in

Boulder City, Nevada. They had only two
days for a honeymoon in Las Vegas be-
cause Barbie had to report back on loca-

tion in Sedona, Arizona. Originally, they
had planned to be married the following
June, but Jeff had learned he would be
out of the country on location for “The
Frogmen” then.
This was to be the story of their married

lives—two scripts passing in the night.

To Hollywood, theirs seemed like the
perfect marriage. Two intelligent and
equally talented wonderful people who
would show the world how to be happily
married and have two sparkling careers.
Barbara Rush was as pretty as Jeff Hun-
ter was handsome. Like him, she had
led a comparatively charmed life—no
struggles, no starvation. She’d had her
share of scholarships, too. However, there
was one difference. Barbara’s father had
died when she was sixteen, and she’d had
to make the decisions for their family. She
also had the determined dream to succeed.
Before their marriage they’d discussed

possible career conflicts. But, as Jeff says
now, “Actually, all we could do was theor-
ize about the future on any problems.
That’s all any young people can do. You
don’t know, you can’t know, what to ex-
pect. We’d signed to do pictures, and we
felt we could go along and work it out.”

Perhaps, if Barbie had been different and
less talented ... if Jeff had been more
dominating and less of a gentleman ... if

there had been fewer separations. . . .

At the time, Jeff had said, “Separations
are bad. We know this. But we understand
each other’s careers, we know their re-
quirements. We hope to be able to work it

out. If not, then we’ll make some other ad-
justment. But I want Barbie to have a
career just as long as we can work it out.”

Jeff and Barbie were both winners in
Photoplay’s “Choose Your Stars” contest
that first year, and Jeff was as thrilled for
Barbara as for himself. Theirs seemed a
perfect union. They loved to study scripts
together. They painted the dining room of
their modest Hollywood apartment to-
gether. They played duets on the piano and
were so grateful the landlady was in show
business and didn’t mind the noise.
They talked of saving toward their first

home. And much of the time they talked
long distance via telephone. In fact, they
were separated the first summer of their
marriage. Barbara had an opportunity to
work in summer stock with an important
group in the East, and Jeff was kept busy
before the cameras.
“This is the last time we’ll do this,” a

lonely Jeff had said then. “Nine weeks is

just too long. But I didn’t want Barbie
to miss this. It’s such good experience for
her.”

But this was far from the last time, for
either of them.

Jeff worried until the final hours
whether he could be with Barbara when
their son, Christopher, was born. He was
scheduled to leave for England and Malta
on location for 20th’s “Sailor of the King.”
He was so happy when the studio post-
poned his departure for a week so he could
be there when the baby came.

Jeff had tried to be rational about father-
hood, but at the final hour he acted the
same as every father-to-be he’d ever seen
on the screen. He rushed into the nursery
with Barbara’s mother to see his first-born.
“He’s a little darling!” Barbara cooed. Jeff,
however, was a little shocked. “Is he?” he

P asked anxiously. As Barbara laughed later,
“Hank thought the baby looked terrible

—

wrinkled and red and with one of his little

ears lower than the other. Hank was afraid

he might be like Dumbo. He didn’t know,
of course, that almost all babies look like

that.”

And there was no time to await develop-
ments. “Well, I’ll see you in the movies,”
Jeff said to Barbara a few days later, kiss-
ing her goodbye and heading for the air-

port. In London, a lonely Jeff kept looking
for theatres where one of her pictures was
showing, so he could watch her on the
screen. Meanwhile, Barbie, a distinct ama-
teur with a camera, flooded him with pic-
tures, so he could watch his son grow.
“You’re too far away,” Jeff would write
back. “Please focus the baby!”

Jeff returned from Malta loaded with
gifts for his son. Stuffed animals from
Italy, a Swiss music box, little uniformed
Bobbies from London.
During the months that followed, Jeff

couldn’t be pried from his son’s side. Bar-
bara was working much of the time, and
Jeff was up each morn at seven, feeding
Chris. He changed him, took sunbaths with
him, played “duets” on the piano with him.

Jeff and Barbara finally bought their

own home, a two-story gabled Byrd home
in Studio City. They furnished it in Early
American and settled down, after a fashion.

INTRODUCING
Paul Newman

Sal Mineo

Cliff Robertson
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But there were more separations, and the
strain of their two careers was beginning
to take its toll. Tensions which might have
healed normally just didn’t have the time
or opportunity.
As Jeff says quietly now, “Barbara and

I just basically disagreed on practically
everything. We rarely ever fought—we
just disagreed.

“I think we would have had a much bet-
ter chance without two careers,” Jeff says
with conviction. “There are just too many
divergent factors involved in two careers.

And long separations never help anybody’s
marriage. Love is basically a communica-
tion between two people, and it’s necessary
for them to be together physically as well
as in name.”
Barbara’s career began making demands

on her. At Universal-International, en-
thusiastic executives were building her as
an important young dramatic star. She was
given a part in “Magnificent Obsession,”
with Jane Wyman and Rock Hudson. Fol-
lowing that she was sent on location to

Ireland for three months, co-starring with
Rock Hudson in “Captain Lightfoot.” Jeff

hoped to be loaned out for a picture in

England, but this didn’t materialize. In-
stead, he went into Robert Jacks’ “The
White Feather,” and went on location to

Durango, Mexico.
When Barbara returned from Ireland,

she flew to Mexico to see Jeff. On her re-
turn, she announced they were separating.

There was shock and sadness among those
who knew them. There was also the feel-

ing among some other young stars that the
same bell which tolled for Jeff and Bar-
bara might also be tolling for them—and
for their hope of combining marriage and
a career.

And, despite their past difficulties, there
was no doubt that the bell was tolling

heavily for Jeff, and that he was deeply
disturbed. This was a sense of failure

which was really tough to accept.

It was certainly no part of life’s plan foi

Hank McKinnies. What had happened tc

him?
During the final days of shooting in

Mexico, far enough from Hollywood to

weigh and think and wonder, Jeff did a lot

of thinking. His career seemed to be fail- >

ing fast, too. He’d started out with such •

promise, and now he was virtually at a I

stand-still. Some plum parts had passed
him by, including the lead in “Prince Val-
iant,” on which Jeff had set his heart—
and which, according to studio rumor, had i

been virtually his.

“I was disappointed about that one,” Jeff

acknowledges now. “It had been mentioned
for me in the beginning, and I felt I could
really do the part. Then it didn’t go
through. They wanted a ‘young Prince
Valiant.’ But then, of course,” he says
philosophically, “this happens every day.”
Although few knew it, Jeff seriously

considered leaving Hollywood then. He
thought about Henry McKinnies and won-
dered what his life would have been like
if he had taught English literature in col-
lege, instead of being a motion picture star.

“This happens when you go for some
time without working,” Jeff says now.
“After ‘White Feather,’ I had no immediate
pictures scheduled. Barbara and I were
getting a divorce. Nothing seemed to be
coming up. I wasn’t thinking of leaving my
studio— it’s important having a major
studio behind you. It was just that I was
restless, and nothing seemed to be hap-
pening.”
Then he was signed to make “A Kiss

Before Dying.” This came as a gay tonic
when Jeff could use a laugh. They shot the
picture at the University of Arizona in

Tucson, and the sorority and fraternity
kids swarmed Jeff, inviting him to their

dances and various college functions. In

the evening Jeff would play the piano,
surrounded by crowds of collegians singing

up a storm.
In searching for the answers, Jeff was

to find the key to tomorrow and a sense
of fulfillment he’d never had in the Deep
South—in Clayton, Georgia, where he went
on location for Walt Disney’s “The Great
Locomotive Chase.”
The mood of the people, the tendency to

take time to live—and to live more fully,

more richly—had a calming, steadying in-

fluence on Jeff.

The townspeople of Clayton worked on
the picture, and on the set one day Jeff

met an inspiring man, who was working
as an extra. A “devoted humanitarian,” a
brilliant man, and a student of life—cul-

turally and spiritually. Jeff visited the
man’s home, and they had long talks be-
tween scenes, there in the Georgia coun-
tryside. All of which proved invigorating

and uplifting for Jeff, just when he needed
it most.
“They take time to live there,” Jeff says

quietly. “Time to live and pursue many
things.”

Today, Jeff’s all-around living is re-

flected on the mailbox of his smart, modern
Brentwood apartment, which reads, “Jeff

Hunter, Hunter Enterprises, Henry Mc-
Kinnies.” And he’s pursuing many things.

With his friend and business partner.

Bill Hayes, Jeff’s producing documentaries
such as “'The Living Swamp,” which won
an award. He and Bill are also expanding
into feature-length productions in Central

America, and Jeff has an eye on Siam.
They’ve organized “Executive Business
Management,” with star-clients like Rita

Moreno, Ben Cooper, and Jeffrey Hunter.

But, as Jeff says, “I don’t want to become
too cornered with interests that will inter-

fere with my personal life and not give me
time for self-expression. Time to act, and
read, and enjoy music.”
As for his motion -picture career, Jeff’s

so successful he’s competing with himself



on screens throughout the land. He’s been
< getting bravos from critics everywhere for

the best role of his career, as a quarter-
breed Indian in “The Searchers,” in which
he co-stars with John Wayne. He got the

part because director John Ford saw his

performance in a picture called “The Three
Young Texans,” not one of his proudest
credits by far. “That was the only thing
Pappy had ever seen me in on the screen,”

says Jeff.

So who is to say what constitutes a pic-

ture worth making, says Jeff, philosophi-
cally. “I’ve been very lucky actually, and
my salary has gone up with every option.

“And the field is opening up now. I have
a new contract which allows me to make

I one picture a year at the studio with our
own company.” Jeff was on loan-out to

U-I, to co-star with Fred MacMurray in

“Gun for a Coward,” and he recently did
I a fine off-beat Western characterization in
I 20th’s “The Proud Ones.”

But above all, Jeff’s pattern for living

fully now means spending as much time
as he can with Christopher, his sturdy

! little four-year-old.
No star-bachelor lives in Jeff’s smart

Brentwood apartment with the lush tropi-
- cal foliage. A devoted father lives there.
I And there, too, in plain view, is a boy-

I

sized shiny red tractor with a trailer
I wagon. It gets a busy work-out, too, when
Chris is around.

,
Jeff has equal custody of Chris. “There’s

no time schedule for being with him

—

,

that’s the way Barbara and I wanted it.

' It’s very flexible. I can go see him any
time, and I have him with me on Sundays.

! I take him to little-boy land—whatever he
j

wants to do. We go to the beach, or to the
kiddie carnivals, or go fly kites, or to

' ‘Busyland’—Chris’s pronunciation for Dis-

I

neyland.”
Jeff never keeps Chris overnight, be-

lieving it better for his sense of security
i and happiness to sleep in his own bed.

Chris is not yet really aware of his di-

I

vided life. He hasn’t yet asked the usually-
dreaded, “Why don’t you live at home,

? Daddy?” As Jeff says, “He’s never asked

I

me anything about not sleeping at home.
And I try to get over there as much as I

;
can, spend as much time with him as I

can.

“Chris is a well-adjusted child. He’s very
happy and very healthy. And he expresses
himself very well for a four-year-old.”

j

Thus far, it has been a little hard for the

I

former scholar of Whitefish Bay High to
keep up with Chris. One night recently,
Jeff phoned Chris to chat with him. “What
did you do last night?” he asked him. “I
was home watching Venus,” Chris told
him. “Venus jumped over the moon.”
“Venus jumped over the moon!” his

father says laughingly now. “Holy smoke!”
Jeff is determined that Chris will have

every educational opportunity, “so he will
start out in life with an appreciation for
art and music and all these things for his
own enjoyment.”
And Jeff plans to remarry. “Oh, yes. I’ll

get married again, definitely. I want a
home and all that marriage means. I want
to travel, and I want my wife to come with
me.” And when he does marry again, “I
don t want to combine careers and mar-
riage. As a general rule, one career is
wiser in marriage, I believe. Of course,
there are always exceptions, but—

”

But Jeff can accept philosophically now
the fact that his marriage wasn’t that ex-
ception. But beyond this, beyond today,
he is leaving the future to the prophets.

I m past the stage where you try to pro-
ject yourself too far into the future. I’m
trying to live life a day at a time now.
To live every day fully and enjoy it.”

Living every day this way, Jeff knows
at last, adds up to that future unlimited.

The End
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necessary. We supply everything you need FREE. This is your big chance to earn $40, $50,
$60 regularly, in spare time. Rush your name and address today, for FREE money-making
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OLD LEG TROUBLE
Easy to use Viscose Applications may
heal many old leg sores due to venous
congestion of varicose veins, leg swell-
ing or injuries. Send today for aFREE
BOOK and No-Cost-For-Trial-plan.

R. G. VISCOSE COMPANY
140 N. Dearborn Street* Chicago 2 , Illinois

High School Course
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I
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New Way to Remove Dandruff
New concentrated DANDRICIDE RINSE releases anti-dandruff

action no ordinary tonic or shampoo can duplicate

DANDRUFF MUST GO OR MONEY BACK!

WHY HAVE DANDRUFF ? Tonight, you can
have a cleaner scalp, healthier looking hair,
gleaming with a soft clean sheen!

With new Dandricide, loose itchy dandruff is

removed instantly with a unique anti-dandruff,
scalp conditioning rinse action!

Old fashioned dandruff “tonics” or shampoos
may merely dissolve dandruff scales, only to have
them return in a few days. New Dandricide rinses
loose dandruff OUT . . . really cleans the scalp
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Because it’s concentrated, you get 12 Dandricide
rinses in a $1.00 bottle. Just mix with water as
directed, rinse and that’s all ! Get Dandricide at
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Stamped by Scandal!

(Continued from page 62)
and gloomy Friday indeed for Hollywood.
Louella Parsons wrote, “If anyone had

asked me to name the happiest couple in

town, I would have named Paul and
Jeanne.”
Another reporter, who is a veteran of

the Hollywood scene, told me, “My mouth
is still open. I thought I couldn’t be sur-
prised by any divorce in Hollywood, but
this one has me absolutely flabbergasted.”

It would have had me flabbergasted, too,

except for the fact that a week before the
announcement was made, I had a good
look at Jeanne Crain’s eyes.

Ironically, we had planned to talk about
her supposedly happy marriage. Jeanne
arrived for the interview in her press
agent’s office looking more beautiful than
I have ever seen her in the ten years I

have known her. She was wearing a cocoa-
colored Irene suit, with a chic, Parisian
scarf in two shades of brown. The smart
brown pumps she was wearing completed
the picture of her as a stunning woman.
She talked with seeming calmness, but

her eyes betrayed her. I have never seen
them look more tormented. I wondered
what could possibly be causing Jeanne
such unhappiness. Always before this,

there had been a bubbly quality about
her. But on this particular day she was
about as effervescent as champagne that
was opened two weeks ago. She was very
courteous and charming, but my woman’s
intuition told me that inside she was feel-

ing just about as placid as a trapped chip-
munk.
At the time I thought, “No matter what

Jeanne says, this marriage can’t be as
happy as we’ve all been led to believe. But
I suppose she will work it out somehow.”
Trying to accoxmt for the misery re-

flected in her eyes, I attributed it to the
recent story in a scandal magazine claim-
ing that Paul had pursued other girls.

I asked Jeanne if she had gotten over
feeling hurt when unpleasant stories

appeared about her and Paul. In the first

few months of their marriage, such stories

used to make her miserable. But they had
been mild in comparison with what the
expose magazine had recently printed
about Paul.
“Such stories never cease to hurt,” said

Jeanne. “You know that not only you
and your husband are reading them, but
that everybody else is also reading them.
Many people think, ‘Where there’s smoke,
there’s fire.’

”

Jeanne’s suffering, when she read the
unsavory article, can easily be imagined.
However, trouble had st’arted in the

Brinkman household before the article

was printed. The scandal magazine helped
to light the fuse to a situation full of ex-
plosives. “People say that the break-up
was sudden,” a friend of Jeanne’s told me.
“They speak as if it came like a bolt of
lightning. Well, it didn’t. It has been
coming on for a long time. Jeanne wanted
desperately to hold onto this marriage. As
a Catholic, she would never lightly seek
a divorce. No ordinary circumstances
would make her ask for one. But just
as the divorce complaint says, Paul in-
flicted ‘physical injury and violence’ that
damaged her health and caused her mental
anguish.”
Other friends ask, “What possessed

Paul? What has happened to him? Jeanne
and he were madly in love when they
married. Now, ten years and four chil-

dren later, they are miserable.” They find

p
it hard to explain what went wrong.
For the past ten years, Jeanne has faced

every problem valiantly. There were many
problems, but to her marriage is a sac-

rament, not an arrangement to be ended
lightly because of problems.
The problems were always there, but

Jeanne was capable of making almost any
sacrifice to hold her marriage together.
“Paul and I are complete opposites,”

Jeanne has told me. “He’s an extrovert

—

sociable and outgoing. He makes friends
in seconds. I have to know people a long
time to feel comfortable with them. I hate
large crowds. Paul loves to spend hours
talking casually with a lot of people. I

don’t see much point to it. I like a sociable
evening with friends who care about you.”
When Paul and Jeanne first fell in love,

they knew their temperaments were very
different. But it didn’t worry them, they
felt their love could bridge any gulf.

When Jeanne first met Paul, she was a
simple, uncomplicated eighteen-year-old
beauty. He was twenty-five. She thought
the sun rose and set on Paul. He felt the
same way about Jeanne.
For two years he courted her, against

the wishes of her mother, who didn’t
approve of Paul as a prospective husband
for Jeanne. Because of her mother’s op-
position, Jeanne eloped with Paul on
December 31, 1945.

F or at least the first five years of their
marriage, Jeanne and Paul were really
happy. They appeared to want the same
things out of life—a home of their own,
and most important, a nice, large family.
Paul had wanted to be an actor, but

when he realized that he wasn’t getting
very far, he was smart enough to give it

up and try for a business career. When they
married, he was a radio manufacturer.
Jeanne was eager to see him succeed.
However, they both agreed that salaries
paid to movie stars are among life’s freaks.
At this time, Paul neither expected nor
hoped to equal Jeanne’s salary. He also
liked the fact that Jeanne didn’t get
twisted into knots because of her movie
work. She used to talk of it as if it were
a hobby.

“It’s wonderful for a woman to have a
hobby,” Paul once said to me. “Jeaime
doesn’t act for a livelihood but because
she enjoys it.”

In those early years, Jeanne and Paul
often seemed to be floating on a cloud.
When they would leave town for a brief
vacation, the hotel bellboys where they
stopped would frequently point them out
as honeymooners. This happened even
after they had been married for five years.

In those years, almost everything Paul
did or said seemed wonderful to Jeanne.
He basked in her admiration and love,

and she in his adoration.

I remember how thrilled she was when
they first moved into their home in the
Outpost Estates. Jeanne couldn’t stop talk-

ing about the wonderful way in which
Paul was planning their home. It was he
who designed the electric gate, planned
the waterfall, decided how the house
should be built.

“At the time, I had very few definite

ideas of my own,” Jeanne says today.
Just before the break-up, Paul and

Jeanne were visiting some friends. “Five
years ago,” said Paul, “Jeanne thought
everything I did was right.”

“But Paul, I’m smarter now,” Jeanne
replied.

It was supposed to be a joke. Perhaps it

fell a little flat, because the truth is that
Jeanne has changed. She is no longer the
worshipping girl she was five years ago.
All the things she and Paul dreamed
about—the travels, safaris to Africa, the
house full of children—have come true.

But she and Paul discovered that you can

get everything you dream about and still

be miserable.
What kind of frustration and unhappi-

ness must a man suffer to change from a
tender, protective husband to one accused
of beating his wife? So far, Paul has not
uttered a word in explanation or self-

defense.
The fact that he is frustrated and bitter

inside may seem incredible to countless
men, who can think of nothing more won-
derful than to be married to a beautiful
girl like Jeanne.
However, being married to any female

movie star creates a certain amount of

frustration. She is usually the center of

attention, and her non-actor husband is

often treated by the outside world as
though he hardly existed. So long as she
builds up his ego and leads him to believe
that he is the most handsome, desirable
and wonderful man she has ever known,
some frustration is bearable. It is only
when this feeling on her part dies, that
the frustration becomes unendurable.
The adjustments in the early years of

their marriage always seemed minor ones.

So Jeanne had a cockeyed way of letting

biUs pile up in stacks on her desk. When
Paul discovered her vague attitude about
money, he persuaded her that they needed
a business manager. When she discovered
that he was habitually late for all appoint-
ments, she forgave him, because she knew
that he was a born optimist, and always
tried to crowd every hour with three
hours’ worth of work.
Jeanne hoped and prayed for a family of

four children. God answered her prayers.
Paul seemed as happy in his role as a
father as Jeanne in hers as one of Holly-
wood’s prettiest mothers.
What more could anyone want?
Our greatest psychologists tell us that

one of the indisputable cravings of the
human soul is to feel important, and to be
recognized as important.
Paul did his best to become important

in business. First, in the radio business,

then in the furniture manufacturing busi-
ness he achieved modest success. But he
wanted to impress not only the world, but
his beautiful wife as well.

Sometimes, when someone made a mis-
take or let him down at the plant he
owned, Paul’s temper would flare up.

Jeanne, too, has a temper of sorts. Hers
was usually directed against inanimate
objects. Instead of being angry at Paul,

she’d get angry at a dish or a glass or a
broom. But inside she was rather tense,

for in addition to her movie work, she was
coping with dozens of household problems.
Jeanne has been an excellent wife and

mother. However, there were times when
she expected a little too much from her-
self. At one time she found her life be-
coming a series of petty errands for her
family. Because she tried to be such an
extremely efficient wife, it was very hard
on her nerves.
One night, she met Paul at the door

with a series of problems.
“But Jeanne,” he said, “these things

aren’t important. What’s upsetting you?”
She wept then, and told him how hard

she had tried to be the efficient, perfect

housekeeper she felt he and the children

needed.
“But that’s not the real you,” he said.

“I married a girl who loves bubble baths,

flowers in her hair, Guerlain’s Blue Hour
perfume, and a sentimental song called

‘Liebestraum.’ That’s the girl I want to

come home to every night.”

Jeanne tried earnestly to become that

girl again. But she could no more bring

back the past than Paul could. The years,



instead of -bringing them closer together,

were accentuating the differences be-

tween them.
“Everyone is unique and has his own

personality,” Jeanne told me. “A marriage

has its own personality, too.”

As Paul and Jeanne changed, the per-

sonality of their marriage changed, too.

They were seeing the world together

—

i Africa and Europe, and all the places they

: had dreamed about—and they always
came back with new ideas. But unfortu-

nately, they were utterly different ideas.

I

Jeanne loved Europe and its easy-paced
life. She feels that the Europeans know
how to savor life.

Paul wanted a different kind of life. He
wanted the thrill of excitement and ad-
venture. He wanted to work hard when he
worked, play hard when he played.

He’d always loved hunting, and he grew
to love it more and more. From the very
beginning, Jeanne looked a bit askance at

his desire to hunt. But as she told me, “I

enjoyed wild pheasant and duck dinners
he had hunted, so I couldn’t very well say
anything.”
When Jeanne went to Africa a few years

ago to make “Duel in the Jungle,” Paul
went with her, and spent most of his time

I

hunting big game.
Jeanne didn’t try to stop him. Possibly,

Paul was a bit miffed because she never
exclaimed quite as much about his prow-

j

ess as he would have liked. He wanted
i
people, and especially Jeanne, to look

; upon him as an important, exciting person.
Paul ordered all his trophies mounted

and sent to their home in the Outpost
Estates. Among them were a huge black

! Cape buffalo, a giant sable antelope with
t huge horns, and a water buck with a
large head. Proudly, Paul hung the huge
buffalo head over the fireplace in the living

!

room. He planned to hang the other tro-
phies there, too.

!

Jeanne, who likes a pleasant, orderly

I

home, was rather horrified.

“The room immediately took on some
of the appearance of a hunting lodge,”

!;
she told me. “Some of his men friends

I

would come in and exclaim over the tro-
phies. But most of the women who came

I
into the house shuddered, as I did, at the

i sight of that enormous buffalo’s head.”

J eanne didn’t want to upset Paul by
telling him what she really thought of
the animal heads. As tactfully as possible,
she suggested that they would make won-
derful conversation pieces hanging in the
office of his factory.

So the heads went there, and stayed

I

until he sold the factory. By that time,
' Paul and Jeanne had bought a new house.
Jeanne thought the heads as revolting as
ever, when Paul brought them back to

:

grace the new home, but she handled the
situation as best she could, persuading
Paul to put them in the den.

Well, no marriage breaks up because
the wife doesn’t like her husband’s hunt-
ing trophies in their home. Such argu-
rnents only pointed up some of the
differences between Jeanne and Paul

—

differences which were growing more
acute all the time.

While the world talked of their won-
derfully happy marriage, Jeanne kept her
thoughts to herself. An introvert by nature,
she hadn’t the slightest intention of let-
ting the world peek into the private life of
the Brinkmans. Perhaps, at times, she was
even afraid to look too deeply into that
private life herself.

The first crisis came about a year ago.
Before that, there had been many differ-
ences between them, many flare-ups.
When things are deeply wrong between
two people, they will often argue about
trivialities. Jeanne, for instance loathed the
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Mercedes-Benz which Paul had brought
back from Europe.
Jeanne felt it was primarily a racing

car, and most impractical for a large

family. She tried to be a good sport about
it, but she didn’t enjoy riding in it, par-
ticularly when Paul drove her to formal
affairs in it. It’s easy enough to climb in

and out of this kind of car if you’re wear-
ing pants, but difficult when you’re wear-
ing a dress, especially a formal gown.
Jeanne finally reached the point where

she couldn’t laugh about it any more.
They bickered about it for months, before
Paul finally sold it and bought a Buick
convertible instead. Still, Paul thought
Jeanne was selfish and snobbish for not
enjoying the Mercedes-Benz, while Jeanne
thought Paul was childish, selfish and in-

considerate in insisting on keeping it.

Neither seemed to understand the other’s

point of view.
The Mercedes-Benz and the animal

heads aren’t significant in themselves.
They were just little things which showed
the way the marriage was drifting.

About a year ago, Jeanne really became
frightened about the way things were go-
ing. Paul was coming home later and later

at night. As she knew, this was because he
had become so completely absorbed in his

business that nothing else seemed to

matter much to him. She felt that this

absolute absorption with things away from
his home and family was unhealthy.

“Let’s live a little,’’ she begged him.
“Let’s go to South America for fun.”
Paul didn’t want to go. He reminded

her of how hectic the last few days before
a trip are.

She had to work on him before he’d
agree to make the trip. “As awful as the
last few days before the trip are,” she
pointed out, “this all falls by the wayside
when the trip actually begins.”
After they got to South America, it was

Paul who didn’t want to come back. They
spent the better part of a week at a huge
cattle ranch. Paul, interested in the cattle

business, asked innumerable questions,
while Jeanne stood by, rather bored.
Every day they rode horseback. It was

terribly hot, and Jeanne began to wonder
why she had ever suggested the trip.

But Paul couldn’t get enough of South
America. He decided that they simply
must fly 1500 miles to the Matte Grosso
—a dense forest in South America.
To Paul, it was the most thrilling ex-

perience of his life. He went hunting for
wild boars in the jungle. As for Jeanne,
she couldn’t even bear being close to
where Paul stood, aiming his rifle at the
groups of wild boars (there were often
150 to 200 in a group).
Jeanne stood apart, far off in a small

clearing, her green eyes fixed with fear
and horror on Paul. Thrilled with this new
experience in hunting, he had no time to

worry about Jeanne’s feelings.

How many hours, she wondered, had
they spent in this dark forest, hundreds
of miles from civilization? Would this day
never end?
Back in Hollywood, Paul happily re-

counted his thrilling experiences hunting
wild boars, and told his friends that some-
day soon he would go hunting for tigers

in India.

But Jeanne, who had never really un-
derstood the thrill of hunting, hated those
extra days in South America. Her fear for

Paul’s safety was mixed with feelings of
horror at the thought of animals suffering.

When she got home to Hollywood, she
fingered again the beautiful diamond cross
Paul had given her on their ninth anni-
versary. It was made out of a rose cut
diamond—about nine carats of diamond.
The stone is about 200 years old, and from
the moment Paul first gave it to her,
Jeanne often wondered about the other
women to whom it had belonged.

In her own mind, she made up stories

about those women. Some days, when she
felt happy, the stories were gay, trium-
phant stories about happy loves sealed by
a diamond engagement ring. But as time
went on, the stories that crowded into

her mind became sadder and sadder.
Jeanne didn’t want to think so nega-

tively about Paul’s beautiful gift. But
when she was unhappy, it didn’t seem
possible that the other women who had
worn the diamond could have been very
happy either.

In her own mind, Jeanne blamed some of

their difficulties on the house in which
they lived. In the same spirit in which
she used to become angry at some in-

animate object, she now used the house
as a symbol of her frustration.

When they originally built the house,
they had built it for permanence, believing
it would be possible to add extra rooms.
Paul still liked the house. He had poured

a lot of young dreams and ideas into it.

Jeanne thought that they had long ago

outgrown that original honeymoon house.
Traveling in Europe, she had learned to
love the Italian villas, and wanted that
kind of home.
Her wishes prevailed. After all, as she

pointed out, there is a practical side to
life. In the old house, they all seemed to
be getting into each other’s way. Each of
the six members of the family had a
different personality. Jeanne argued that
if they bought a new house with plenty of
rooms, each of them would have room to
express himself or herself.

“The house was just too small for all of
us,” she told me. “I can still remember two
and a half years ago, Paul, Jr., our eldest
son, weeping because the babies had got
into his toy soldiers, smashed and ruined
them.
“Every day, the house was growing more

and more wrong for us. The crisis de-
veloped about a year ago. I felt we should
all have a chance to spread out in a new
home. Paul wanted things to stay the way
they were.”
While Jeanne was making “The Fastest

Gun Alive” at M-G-M, she and Paul and
the children moved into their new home,
a Mediterranean, pink-beige two-story
home in Beverly Hills. It has twenty-one
rooms.

Ironically, the house that Jeanne wanted
so badly has brought her anything but
happiness. This was to be the home in
which the new Jeanne, mature enough to
have ideas of her own, would have a
chance to express them. She particularly
wanted to express her personality in
decorating the bedroom, because she be-
lieves that room should be a woman’s
domain.

In the old house, the bedroom was part
glass with an old brick fireplace with wood
paneling above it. The background colors
were gray and coral. The bed was up-
holstered in tufted leather. Paul thought
it was just great.

In their new home, Jeanne chose the
classic simplicity of ivory and brushed
brass for the bedroom. She had a lot of
ideas about the way the decorating and
furnishing of the house was to be done.
No one knows to what extent Paul was

hurt by the fact that his wife, who once
listened so patiently to every idea of his,

now wanted to have her own way about
several things. Jeanne tried to be tactful.

For instance, there was an antique door
which Paul wanted to use as the front
door of their new home. Jeanne and her
decorator thought that it should be made
into a coffee table with a glass top.

Paul thought the idea was ridiculous,

but Jeanne figured out a way in which
the decorator could win Paul over. She
pointed out that as a coffee table, the door
would be unique. She said that nobody,
but nobody, would have a coffee table like

theirs, and the idea apparently appealed
to Paul.
But there were graver issues. Paul had

sold his aircraft parts business for an ex-
cellent profit—Jeanne says it was $400,000

—and time and money were both hang-
ing heavy on his hands.
Usually, Paul could find an outlet for

his aggressive instincts in business or in

hunting. But it wasn’t the hunting season,

and he was temporarily out of business.
. He tried to run Jeanne, the house, the
children. “Paul is better at organizing than
most people,” said Jeanne. “Since he is

better at it most of the time, he thinks he
is better at it all the time. He wanted to

organize everything, including the chil-

dren’s schedule. I felt that I could handle
that better than he could, since I’m more
familiar with the problems of getting the

children ready for school, and to the bus
on time.”

Since Jeanne was determined to make
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a success of her marriage, she and Paul
would normally have ironed out all these

problems, just as they had done in the

past. After all, only last December 31st,

they had celebrated their tenth wedding
anniversary with their dear friends, the

Tex Feldmans, and Paul had given Jeanne
a pale emerald ring, because, he said, the

color of the stone matched her eyes.

Jeanne figured that this tenth wedding
anniversary was a kind of milestone. Cer-
tainly they were out of the honeymoon
phase of their marriage. They were more
mature now and could handle their prob-
lems like adults.

Then life handed her a blow which very
few of us could take. The first blow was
the article in the scandal magazine, deal-
ing with what they claimed were Paul’s
amours.
Jeanne was terribly hurt, and terribly

ashamed. She could hardly meet the eyes
of friends, let alone strangers. She tried to

defend Paul. “What did they expect him
to do,” she said, “stay home and twiddle
his thumbs during the two months I was
in Europe making a picture? He went out
with other men. Sometimes, one of the
other men had a date along. Then some
people would call Paul up and make un-
pleasant insinuations.”
However, the article appeared on the

newsstands early last March, and from that
time on, the marriage of Paul and Jeanne
grew very shaky. During that month,
some restraining influence seems to have
disappeared from Paul’s make-up. Per-
haps he thought he saw contempt in
Jeanne’s eyes. Perhaps she asked him if

any part of the article was true.
From then on, the small, unimportant,

easily ironed-out bickerings between Paul
and his wife became increasingly bitter.

They reached their climax when Paul
“inflicted physical injury and violence”
on Jeanne.
Jeanne says in her divorce complaint

that he beat her up without provocation.
But who knows how much he may have
been goaded by the ugly article, the
sneers of acquaintances, the look of patient
martyrdom in Jeanne’s eyes?
No one can condone what Paul did, but

if it hadn’t been for that maddening article,
would he have thrown restraint to the
winds and struck the woman he had loved
so deeply?
Jeanne is taking the tragedy of the

break-up in a realistic way. Completely
heartbroken, she realizes that for the
sake of her children, she mustn’t give in
to her grief.

Faced with Jeanne’s heartbreak, most
women put a “For Sale” sign on the house
where their marriage has collapsed. But
Jeanne isn’t running away from that house
or from anything.
Within a week after the break-up, she

told her press agent she would keep an
appointment to pose for Karsh, the bril-
liant photographer. She told her studio
she was ready to come back to work.
The girl who was once so vague about

everything has become a definite, mature
woman. The girl who never took off her
wedding ring because of superstition no
longer lives on a trapeze suspended be-
tween regrets about the past and dreamy
hopes of the future.
Hollywood’s greatest procrastinator had

to stop procrastinating about her marriage.
She now knows exactly what she wants
out of life—her work, her children, and
peace of mind.
She will find that peace of mind, not by

flitting rapidly from Paul’s arms to those
of another man, but by facing her re-
sponsibilities—taking care of the children,
and going back to work.
Jeanne has learned to live in the present,

and she is facing it bravely. The End
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She Beat the Barrier of Beauty

(Continued from page 52)

“I don’t know, even then, if she could
see in that mirror what is evident to those
of us who know her,” says Van. “Beauty,
yes, but so much more than beauty. There
was girlhood with every facet on tap, and
there was the promise of womanhood with
all the instinct, emotion and intellect to

assure it.”

Elizabeth, however, to the people in a
movie audience, has always been the girl

on the screen who has no problems that

cannot be solved in ninety or a hundred
minutes, depending on the length of the
picture. She knows exactly what to say
and when to say it. And even if she could
find no words, she would need none be-
cause her features are perfection. Every-
thing will go well for her. And why not?

Off-screen, she is equally as lovely. And
she is successful, famous, wealthy, happy.
She is the belle of the ball, to be admired
and envied. And people say, “No wonder.
Look at that face.”

To so many, beauty represents not only
a goal, but a solution as well. “If only I

were beautiful,” sighs a teenager. “Then
people would see me as I really am.”
But would they? How many would

look beyond the eyes—almost deep vio-
let in color, fringed with dark, incredibly
long lashes—beyond the perfectly formed
mouth, the clear white complexion, be-
yond the picture to the girl herself? And
how many would stare as if at a painting
and inquire, “How does it feel to be the
most gorgeous creature alive?”

It was a long time before Elizabeth
found the words to give the answer to
that oft-asked question. When she was
small, she would blush and turn away
and murmur, “I don’t know.”
“But you are. . .

.”

“People say that to everybody. . .

.”

Recently, the question was asked again,
by an inquiring reporter.
“Are you married?” Elizabeth asked

the reporter, turning the tables.
“Why, yes,” replied the scribe.
“Tell me about your husband,” sug-

gested Elizabeth.
“He’s a pretty wonderful fellow,”

grinned the lady. “I may be prejudiced,
but I’d say that he’s about the kindest
man in the world—and the most thought-
ful. And he’s a pretty terrific father. . .

.”

“Is he handsome?” asked Elizabeth.
“Come to think of it, he is,” said the

reporter. “He’s darned handsome, but—

”

Elizabeth smiled shyly. “But appear-
ance isn’t the most important quality
about a person.”
The writer caught her smile, and the

point she was making. “Questions like
mine must give you a great deal of trou-
ble,” she said. “Consider it withdrawn!
Frankly, I don’t know how you’ve been
able to take it for a lifetime!”
“Elizabeth has always been beautiful,”

her mother wrote when her daughter was
nineteen. “When she was a very tiny
little baby, she was, I thought, divinely
beautiful. Other people, however, thought
her ‘plain,’ with her long, straight black
hair, big blue eyes. I think they didn’t
quite know how to take a baby that
looked like that because then, as now,
there was a spiritual, a Madonna quality
about Elizabeth.

“Elizabeth, too, knows beauty can be a
handicap. I’ve heard her say more than
once: ‘Oh, I’ll be so glad when people
stop writing about how beautiful I am and
start writing, instead—I hope—of how
well I can act.’

“Now she is nineteen,” her mother
added then, “maturing in her work as well
as in her personal life. Perhaps when she
attains this maturity, all the unhappiness
she has had, all the heartaches, will have
been worthwhile, will enrich her.”
As a child, Elizabeth was shy, sweet

and protective. Whenever her brother
Howard, who was three years older than
she, was caught at a prank, Elizabeth was
there to plead for him. “He’s sorry, hon-
estly he is.” Her brother’s silences could
be stubborn ones. “Howard, please say
you’re sorry.”
However, she was never lacking in in-

genuity. M^en she and Howard went into
the lemonade business and their sidewalk
stand failed to stop traffic, Elizabeth sim-
ply skipped out into the street. She
brought the cars to a halt long enough
for her brother to make a sale or two and
their business began to boom. The ven-
ture came to an abrupt end when Eliza-
beth stopped the wrong car. Their mother
was behind the wheel and was quite
properly horrified.

Her motion picture career began with
much less effort, for in the years of grow-
ing up, Elizabeth had become the family
beauty.
When she was ten, a friend of the family
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suggested that the Taylors take Elizabeth*
to M-G-M. When they walked into the*
producer’s office and introduced them-
selves, the producer took one long look at
Elizabeth, excused himself and rushed <1

from the room. He returned, accompanied a
by a half-dozen other executives. They, I
too, stood and looked at Elizabeth. 1
No one asked her to read lines or sing

or dance or display any evidence of tal-
ent. They simply stared and then scur-

|
ried to find a contract for her to sign.
Of those days, her mother says now:

“If I could wave a wand and make them *

young again. These are the well-worn
words which come to the lips of every Ij

mother. They come to mine. If I had it f
to do over again, Elizabeth would not be

||
in pictures. I would not allow it. I think
she has had so many heartaches she
might not have had if she’d been just a r

girl at home. But, as is the way, I think, 1|

with parents of our generation, we always
listened to both of our children, and when i

Elizabeth wanted to be in pictures and
begged so hard, we gave in, mistakenly.”

;

“Elizabeth was never one of those im-
possible movie brats,” says William Tuttle,
head of the make-up department at
M-G-M. Tuttle can still picture her as .

the child who appeared in the department
with her pet chipmunk, Nibbles, on her »

shoulder. “I never had the impression *1

that Elizabeth was overtrained or that
every move was studied,” Tuttle con-
tinues. “She was a very natural child.
And she seemed to have a lot of the same
quality that Judy Garland and Mickey
Rooney have. I’d call it heart.

“Of course, the first thing I noticed was
her beauty. But when I began to work
with her, I became increasingly less con-
scious of it. I thought of her as a warm,
sweet, nice little girl.

“Another thing I recall,” Tuttle adds, “is

wondering, when she first came to the
studio, just what would happen to her
when she reached the awkward age. But
she never did.”

Elizabeth was fifteen when she appeared
in a movie called “A Date with Judy.”
Moviegoers and critics alike came, saw
and were captivated. Not by her dramatic
ability, however, but by her exquisite
beauty. One evening, as she curled up
on the couch to study a script, she looked
up at her mother. “Know when the most
wonderful time will be?” she sighed.
“When I get good parts and they say I

was good in them—not just that I was pret-
ty. If you feel you’ve done a good job ...
well, I guess you’ve sort of earned the .

praise and it means something. But I

didn’t make my face.”

“Beauty, I believe,” her mother ex-
plains, “can be a great drawback. A han-
dicap. If you are beautiful, it brings a lot

of wrong thinking down on you. People
think you are spoiled, lack brains, are

I

vain, superficial. You are also constantly
on exhibition.

“Elizabeth has never liked this exhibi-
tion. Once, in Paris, when she was about
thirteen,” Mrs. Taylor recalls, “we were .

shopping and a crowd of people gathered
’round, came close up to Elizabeth, poked
at her with their fingers as at a china
doll. And all the while Elizabeth stood

’

there, at bay, cornered, miserable. After ?

we got away, she said: ‘I wonder if people i

who come close to you like that have the h
same feelings that you have? I don’t be- J[

lieve they have or they would know how 4
they embarrass you.’ ”

.])

Elizabeth’s features were a gift; she had C
nothing to do with them. And as happens
to so many beauties, the girl behind the

face had begun the familiar cry: “Look®
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at me, the real me—at what I can accom-
plish, the kind of a person I am inside.”

Some did look. “I met Elizabeth one

evening after she and her mother had
returned from a trip to England,” says

one of her childhood friends. “The Tay-
lors knew my folks and Elizabeth and
Mrs. Taylor came over for dinner.

“I’d heard of Elizabeth, some time be-

fore. My brother had come home from
Griffith Park one day and he was raving

about how he’d just met the most ex-
quisite creature he’d ever seen.

“When the Taylors came to call, I met
one of the most refreshing girls I’ve ever

known. Elizabeth was so honest and
straightforward, and yet there was a shy-

ness about her. One couldn’t help but
like her.

“She had so few girlfriends. She’d had
no opportunity to meet many, and she

seemed to need someone. We became
very close.

“Another trait I noticed long ago, one
that she’s retained,” her friend continues,

“is her lack of malice toward anyone.
She wouldn’t and she doesn’t gossip. If

the conversation is going that way, she
never enters into it. She seems to find

no fault with anyone, but she’s quick to

find it in herself. And as for her social

life, she still prefers to stay with little

groups that she knows very well.”

As a youngster, Elizabeth could go to

parties given by her friends and enjoy
herself. But whenever new girls were
included in the gathering, things went
amiss. Some would gush over her, others

would eye her with suspicion or envy,
still others ignored her completely. There
seemed no happy medium with strangers,

and when Elizabeth got home, she’d re-

port sadly, “Well, I did it again. Just
stood around with egg on my face.”

Yet she was a typical teenager. She
begged to wear lipstick. (“Mother, do you
want me to be a square?”) More than
anything else she longed for a black for-

mal and a closetful of peasant blouses.
(“Everybody has them.”) And there was
the matter of costume jewelry—-the more
the better, or so she thought, for a time.

One evening, the Taylors were hosting
a group at their club. Mrs. Taylor, wish-
ing to be on hand to greet early arrivals,

left the house before Elizabeth was
dressed. The party was already in prog-
ress when she next saw her daughter.
Elizabeth was making an entrance, a mass
of pearls. There were pearls in her hair,

along with two false braids, pearls around
her neck, pearls dangling from her ears.

Her date had showered her with orchids
and she wore them all. From her man-
ner, it was obvious that she felt like a
queen, and her mother sent up a silent
prayer. “Please, don’t let anyone laugh
at her. It would break her heart.”

The following day, mother and daugh-
ter had a talk about simplicity of dress.
“Don’t you think that perhaps you over-
did it?” asked Mrs. Taylor.

“Well,” said Elizabeth, taking mental
inventory, “maybe.”
She longed for dates—but somehow the

boys didn’t rush to beat down the Taylors’
front door with the enthusiasm one might
imagine. Her brother Howard brought
home his school chums and she did a few
things with them. But, when it came to
actual dates, Howard was reluctant to
give aid. When the time came for a girl-
invites-boy dance, Elizabeth approached
him with a request. “Would you ask
around and find out which boys have
dates and see if there are any who don’t?”
“Why don’t you ask?” Howard replied.

“It would be so embarrassing to be
turned down,” she wailed.

Howard assumed a pained brotherly
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expression. “I can’t go around quizzing
every guy in school,” he told her. “You
take your chances like everybody else.”

And she did.

“She was so lovely that the fellows
just couldn’t be as casual with her as
with other girls,” says a friend who re-
members that period. “And poor Eliza-
beth couldn’t understand it.”

For a time, Elizabeth had a crush on
her friend’s brother. “Why won’t he ask
me for a date?” she’d want to know.

Finally, her friend approached brother.
“Can’t you take her out sometime and be
nice to her?”
Thus began a heart-to-heart talk.

“Sure, I could take her out. But how
could a guy be casual with a girl like

that? Elizabeth’s the kind of girl any man
could fall in love with in a hurry. And
she’s still a kid. Would you want a child
bride for a sister-in-law?” he finished
with a grin.

For his explanation, brother got a couch
pillow thrown at his head. But his sister

understood, and she didn’t ask again.

Elizabeth was destined to be classified

a heartbreaker soon enough. When she
was seventeen, two friends from M-G-M
brought the West Point football star,

Glenn Davis, to the Taylor home in

Malibu for the day. Elizabeth liked him
better than any boy she had ever known.
When Glenn went to Korea, she wore his
gold football on a chain around her neck.
When he returned, she was on hand to

meet him. “I was devoted to him,” she
said later. “It was a phase. I got over it.”

Every girl has a right to a romantic
phase—unless she’s Elizabeth Taylor and
one phase is followed by another. There
was Bill Pawley, to whom she was en-
gaged. Many a girl has broken an en-
gagement, but few break-ups have been
accompanied by so much publicity.
Then there was Nicky Hilton. They

were young, too young, attractive, both
had been given everything their hearts
desired. And now, they decided, they
wanted one another. They dated for eight
months, to be certain. And on May 6,

1950, Elizabeth walked down the aisle

with the happily-ever-after dream of
every girl. Perhaps it was only a dream
that each of them had loved. At any rate,

it soon tumbled. Seven months later,

confused and disillusioned, Elizabeth filed

suit for divorce.
Her face grew thin; it was still beauti-

ful, but it was haunted by bewilderment.
“Look at me, the real me,” the child had
pleaded. But who was the real Elizabeth
Taylor? What kind of a person was she?
She thought she had known. Now she
wondered if anyone ever really knew.
“I thought I was mature enough to cope
with marriage,” she said. “I wasn’t.”

She returned to her parents’ home for
a brief time, then she decided to find an
apartment of her own. She was no longer
a child, but she was not yet a woman.
“It’s time I grew up,” she admitted. “I
never knew responsibility and I can’t
learn it under someone else’s wing. If I

make mistakes. I’ll learn something from
those, too.”

She didn’t want to be entirely alone, so
she set out to look for a secretary-com-
panion. Her agent’s secretary volunteered
to call a friend, Peggy Rutledge. “Would
you like to work for Elizabeth Taylor?”
Peggy was asked.

“I don’t know,” came the reply. “Is she
a nice person?”

“I think you’ll like her,” said the sec-
retary. “Come and meet her.”

Peggy went to the agent’s office for the
interview. When she and Elizabeth had
been introduced, the agent and his Girl
Friday left them alone together. There

was a lengthy silence before Elizabeth
spoke up. “I don’t know what to say,”

she began.
“I don’t either,” said Peggy. “I’ve never

done this before.”

There was another pause. “Can you
make coffee?” asked Elizabeth.

Peggy grinned. “If I’d known you at all

I’d have brought a thermos from home to

see if I could qualify.”

“Why don’t you go look for an apart-
ment for us,” said Elizabeth. “When you
find something you like, let me know and
I’ll come see it.”

An apartment found, they moved in.

They stayed until the following July,

when they went to England where Eliza-

beth was to make “Ivanhoe.”
“A couple of days after our arrival,”

remembers Peggy, “a man by the name
of Michael Wilding called. Elizabeth didn’t

want to go out with him by herself and
asked if I’d like to come along.

“We went to dinner at a place very
much like an American restaurant, then
afterwards on to a place for dancing.
Elizabeth and Michael had met before,

but at the time he’d thought she was
entirely too young for him. It was soon
pretty obvious that he was in the process
of changing his mind. They danced until

six in the morning on that first date—and
Michael doesn’t especially like to dance.
“They had several dates, then Michael

left for a vacation in the south of France.
He telephoned her from there.”

Elizabeth was glowing when she hung
up the telephone. “There isn’t a phone
where he’s staying,” she reported. “He
had to go miles to make the call. Oh,
Peggy, wasn’t it sweet of him?” She
glowed some more, and settled down to

wait for Michael’s return.

“By the time she left England,” says
Peggy, “she was madly in love with him.”
Elizabeth had arrived in England, rest-

less and unhappy. She left a different girl.

“I was always searching for something,
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and I never knew quite what,” she said

later. “But now I know. It was love.

Real love.”

Elizabeth had to grow up for Michael
Wilding. She had to find herself. In

doing so, she found a serenity that amazes
her husband and her friends. “It’s made
her warmer,” they say. “More outgoing.”

She also found courage—and she used
it well when her eyesight was threatened
by a steel sliver that flew from a wind
machine on one of the sets. There were
two operations. She knew she might lose

the sight of one eye. “Everyone else was
frantic,” says her friend, designer Helen
Rose. “Elizabeth knew the danger, but
she took it so calmly—as if it were simply
a mild ailment, and everything would
surely come out all right.”

She found the ability to laugh at her-
self and at the jibes of others. She was
the first to laugh when, at a party, some-
one eyed the maternity dress she’d worn
to several events and meowed, “Is that
all you have to wear? It’s really getting

to be a uniform, my dear.”

She found new interests—books, in-

terior decoration. “Michael’s always given
me a free hand when it comes to decorat-
ing our homes,” she says. “I let the
colors run riot in the first one, and he
never said a word. Eventually, I learned
and our new home is far more subdued

—

and more attractive.”

She’s found contentment in her home,
in puttering around the kitchen occasion-
ally or, better yet, looking on as Michael
prepares a meal. Michael’s meals are
never dull, and they’re real productions.
He’s been known, in a moment of des-
peration, to call the author of his favorite
cookbook, to clear up a culinary point
that puzzles him. But he turns to his wife
as an authority on identification of kitchen
utensils, when on such a project as split-

pea soup. “Elizabeth, what does a sieve
look like?” She told him. “How do I get
the peas through it?”

In the four years she’s been married
to Michael, Elizabeth’s career has taken
on a new purpose. Before, she cared
about so few of her roles. Now she wants
to prove herself with each new part.

“I’ve never seen anyone work so hard,”
said producer Henry Ginsberg on the set
of “Giant.” “The Texas location was a
rough one. It was hot, dusty. The players
got up before dawn to go into make-up
and make the drive out to the set. And
they didn’t come back until dark. We
thought if anyone would fold it would be
a fragile girl like Elizabeth. But she took
it best of all and never missed a night
of studying the rushes.”

Since the birth of her two sons

—

Michael, Jr., in January, 1953, and Chris-
topher, in April, 1955—Elizabeth’s life has
taken on new purpose. “She’s a natural
mother,” say her friends. “When little

Mike was born, you’d have thought she’d
already had six kids.”

Making pictures on location has occa-
sionally taken Elizabeth away, but eve-
nings always finds her by the telephone

—

as one evening in Texas. “Chris wasn’t
talking at the time,” she recalls, “but
Mike, Jr., was making up for his brother’s
speechlessness. ‘When are you coming
back? Are you coming on a plane? I

love you. Mommy. I miss you . . . pretty
Mommy.’
“Michael, you were coaching him,”

Elizabeth accused her husband when he
took the receiver from his son’s hand.
But “pretty Mommy” wore a smile that

was something to behold. And she’d never
looked lovelier. For her husband, and
now her oldest son, had taught her a les-
son she was fortunate to learn. Elizabeth
is loved for what she is—wife and mother—not for what she looks like. The End
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ability to shrink hemorrhoids and to relieve

pain — without surgery.
In case after case, while gently relieving

pain, actual reduction (shrinkage) took
place.
Most amazing of all — results were so

thorough that sufferers made astonishing
statements like “Piles have ceased to be a
problem! ”

The secret is a new healing substance
(Bio-Dyne*) — discovery of a world-famous
research institute.

This substance is now available in sup-
pository or ointment form under the name
Preparation H.* Ask for it at all drug count-
ers—money back guarantee. ‘Reg. U. 8. Pat. Off.
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which
PERMANENT DARKENER

FOR LASHES AND BROWS applied

• NOT A DYE!
• One appiieation fasts 4 to S weeks!

“Dark-Eyes" Is the perfect way to make eye-

lashes and brows completely natural looking.

Accepted by Boards of Health all over Amer-
ica. No caution lobel required. “Dark-Eyes"
is NOT A MASCARA! Eliminates the bother

of doily eye make-up. It is PERMANENT,
SWIMPROOF, SMUDGEPROOF,
TEARPROOF, ond SMEARPROOFI

Ideal to "‘touch-up" those first

gray hairsi

$1.00 (plus tax! at leading drug,

dept, and variety chain storey

‘DARK-EYES” COMPANY. Dept, p.76
3319 W. Carroll Ave., Chicago 24, III.

I enclose 25< (coin or stamps—tox incivded) tor TRIAL SIZE

PACKAGE of "Dark-Eyes" with directions.

check coior: Q Bfock Q Brown

hJamm __

Address.

Ta««n

our Child's Photo
when uted tor odvertiting

Thousands of dollars paid by advertisers for
‘ * ' children’s photos for calendars, magazines;

( age 6 mo. to 1 8 yrs. ) Inis child among the lucky on«;
your child has same chance. Send ONE small photo. Print

child's & parents* name & address on back, returned 30 days
with judges' report. No obligation. (Established 1943)
SPOTLITE, Dept. AG, 1611 N. LaBrea, Hollywood, Cal.

mmm
Folks with bronchial asthma are missing won-
derful relief from discomfort by not using Dr.

R. Schiffmann’s ASTHMADOR, The medicated
fumes of this famous inhalant help check con-

gestion, make breathing easier. Get Asthmador
in powder, cigarette or pipe mix form at your
druggist’s today!ASTHMADOR
Happy IsThe Day
When Backache
Goes Away . . .

.

Nagging backache, headache, or muscular aches and
pains may come on with over-exertion, emotional up-
sets or day to day stress and strain. And folks who
eat and drink unwisely sometimes suflEer miid bladder
irritation.-.withthatrestless, uncomfortable feeling.

If you are miserable and worn out because of
these discomforts, Doan’s Pills often help by their

pain relieving action, by their soothing effect to ease
bladder irritation, and by their mild diuretic action
through the kidneys— tending to increase the output
of the 16 miles of kidney tubes.

So if nagging backache makes you feel dragged-out,
miserable, with restless, sleepless nights, don’t wait,

try Doan’s Pills, get the same happy relief millions
have enjoyed for over 60 years. Ask for new, large,

economy size and save money. Get Doan’s Pills today

!

Glamour Gab

(Continued from page 61)
for Mike. Another of the stock arguments
about Hollywood marriages is that they
can’t survive when the wife’s career is

more brilliant than the husband’s. This
one has, and I think it always will.

Liz said to me that day, “Someday I’ll be
old and my face won’t be anything a cam-
era will care for. Much as I appreciate
Mike and my children now. I’ll be more
than grateful to them then. I’ll know I

haven’t missed the great things in life for

something as unimportant as a career.”

Tony Curtis has lost his head over his

own success. That is, he’s really crazy
about his new private office, now that he’s

become his own independent producer.
Meet him anywhere and he murmurs, a la

Mae West, “Come up and see my office

sometime.”
Janet did the decorating. It’s mostly in

oyster white—the carpet, draperies, and
the telephone—yet thoroughly masculine.
It’s located in the Hecht-Lancaster build-
ing, and Tony will release his pictures
through them, because he had such a
happy time making “Trapeze” for them.
Take my word for it, “Trapeze” reveals a
new and even greater Tony. I think it will

be one of the biggest smash successes of

the past few years.

Nevertheless, Tony has notified all con-
cerned that he will do nothing for nobody,
no how, for the week before and after

June 18. That’s when Janet expects their

baby. “There’s no money in the world
worth my being away from Janet at that

time,” says Tony, glowing with love and
anticipation.

Glamaur Gatherings
Happiest party ever given in Hollywood

in the opinion of its oldest residents was
the “Marty” party after the Academy
Awards. At most Hollywood gatherings,
the top producers gather with the other
top producers, the top stars with other
top stars. But this wasn’t true this par-
ticular evening. Nobody had been asked
for “policy” reasons. If you weren’t an
old and good friend of the Hecht-Lan-
caster-Borgnine faction, you didn’t get in,

and if you were, you did—even if you
were a janitor or sweeper at the Hecht-
Lancaster offices, as a couple of the guests
were.

There were some wonderfully dressed
women there, such as Kim Novak, in a
beautiful printed taffeta outfit which was
absolutely backless to her waistline. There
were scads of handsome men, such as
Jimmy Stewart and Gary Cooper. But it

was Ernest Borgnine’s smile that lighted
up the whole room. He sat with his arm
around Mrs. Borgnine—whose figure can’t

be remotely compared with Marilyn Mon-
roe’s—and he beamed, not only with love
of the whole world, but definitely of his
wife, to whom he had paid such a charm-
ing tribute when he won his Oscar.
After having a few drinks, somebody

dared to make a hint to Ernie that it

might be nice if Mrs. Borgnine would re-
duce. Ernie just eyed him with that hon-
est glance of his and said, “I’m the kind of

a guy who likes to sit home every night
and drink beer. If Rhoda was one of
those thin chicks, she’d start reforming
me. Everything’s perfect with us.”

I didn’t think it was a happy party, the
large gathering at Mary Pickford’s stately

home, Pickfair, for the silent-screen stars.

There was something all wrong about get-
ting together people who kept saying,

“Well, I haven’t seen you in twenty years.”

Particularly when all that time they have
been within a very few miles of each other.

of Hollywood

Just about all the old stars were there

—

from Clara Kimball Young, Viola Dana
and her sister, Shirley Mason, Ken May-
nard, Harold Lloyd, and Buster Keaton up
to Jack Oakie and Bill “Hopalong” Boyd.
It never rains in California in late spring,

but that Sunday a torrent decended, and
the party had to move indoors. The Pick-

fair spaciousness absorbed five hundred
guests with complete ease and Mary and
Buddy Rogers were wonderful hosts.

I kept wondering, though, what made
some guests look so much younger than

the others, since all of them must be ap-

proximately the same age. Partly a mat-
ter of health, I suppose, but granting that,

I finally decided it was a matter of style.

Clara Kimball Young, for instance, al-

though overweight, still looked beautiful.

She was full of laughter and grace.

The same was true of Irene Rich, there

with her talented daughter, Frances. She
was beautifully gowned and groomed, her
hair naturally silvered, and her conver-
sation was of the present, not the dim
past. Irene makes no pretentions to

youth, but she possesses it. Recently she

married again, a debonaire, fabulously

rich man, and her home in Santa Barbara
is one of the most beautiful in a commun-
ity that specializes in beautiful estates.

As I was leaving, a waiter handed me a

copy of the guest list, and I was amused
to note that it said “Louise Fazenda and
husband” were among those present.

Louise, who had presided over the tea

table, is the wife of Hal Wallis, who is

merely the producer of “The Rose Tattoo,”

the Dean Martin-Jerry Lewis comedies,

and the like. In the more than twenty
years that he and Louise have been mar-
ried, I’ll bet this is the first time that Hal
has been anonymous.

There’s seldom a Hollywood party that

doesn’t have some kind of theme. When
Hollywoodians get together, they crave
amusement. Thus, at the first party Dean
and Jeanne Martin gave after making the

whole town—and I hope themselves—hap-

py by reconciling, the after-dinner fun
centered around a hypnotist. (The Bridey
Murphy influence at work.)
Tony and Janet Curtis were among the

guests, and Tony was the first to volun-
teer to be hypnotized. No sooner had he
said it than he was stretched out in

space with nothing to hold him up except
just his head on the back of one tall chair

and his feet on another. Janet, who
feared being hypnotized because of its

possibly endangering her unborn baby,
screamed when Valerie Allan accepted the

hypnotist’s challenge to stand her pretty

self plunk on Tony’s unsupported middle.
Even that didn’t disturb Tony—which is

probably the only time in his life that he
wasn’t aware of a lovely girl being near
him.

After the hypnotist woke up Tony, he
next tried hypnotizing Dean Martin. All

Dean did was fall fast asleep. “That’s no
art,” snorted Tony. “The trick with this

relaxed character is to keep him awake.”

Tender Triumph
The Jimmy Dean stories continue to

come to light. I think the following one
about Jimmy, Pier Angeli and Vic Da-
mone is one of the most touching—and a

tribute to all three of them.
To understand it, you have to realize

that there are numerous people in Holly-
wood who sincerely believe that Jimmy
might still be alive if he had married Pier.

He adored her so that, if she had become
his wife, she might have tamed his wild-

ness.

On the other hand, friends of Pier's
.



think her mother had been right in dis-

couraging this romance, arguing that Pier

would have been nothing but miserable

married to a genius. Of course, at the

time he was dating Pier, few people had
Jimmy spotted as a genius; “East of

Eden” hadn’t yet been released.

When Pier married Vic Damone, Jimmy
parked across from the church on his

motorcycle and watched, and he was ob-
viously heartbroken. From that day on,

his conduct became more and more reck-

less. He defied everything, and by the

time he was making “Giant,” he was pret-

ty close to impossible.

When Pier heard reports of this, she

felt guilty. It was then her worshipping
husband, Vic Damone, decided to see if

he couldn’t straighten things out a little

for her and for Jimmy, whom he had
never met. So when Pier was sent out

of town on location, Vic began haunting
the spots where he knew Jimmy was seen.

Finally one night, his vigil at a small Hol-
lywood restaurant was rewarded when
Jimmy came thundering into the parking
lot on his motorcycle.
Vic got out of his car and walked to-

ward Jimmy, meaning to introduce him-
self and then talk to him. But before he
could say a word, he saw that Jimmy,
peering from behind his thick glasses, had
recognized him.
Without preliminaries, Jimmy said, “Is

she happy?”
“Yes,” said Vic, “and she wants you to

be happy, too.”

“You going to keep on making her
happy?”
“For all my life,” Vic said.

With that, Jimmy broke into tears and
jumped back onto his motorcycle. “Give
her my love,” he said, and went thunder-
ing away. Neither Vic nor Pier ever saw
him again.

One World for Two
When Audrey Hepburn was born, the

fairy godmothers must have hovered over
her cradle in clusters like grapes. For
she walks in enchantment, this one, and
her great fortune is to have found a hus-
band like Mel Ferrer, who is as deeply
romantic as she.

Last summer when I was in Rome, I ran
into Audrey and Mel in the swank,
crowded Hotel Excelsior, and they both
promptly asked me to dinner. They took
me to their honeymoon farm, far down the
Appian Way, where Caesar’s army had
marched so many centuries ago. And

what kind of a completely peaceful, beau-
tiful farm do you think Mel had discov-
ered for his bride? A flower farm, so help
me, and there they were in a setting of

continuous perfume and enchanting
moonlight. That evening, almost as soon
as we had finished eating, Mel sent Au-
drey to bed. “Darling, you need your
rest,” he said. Before she went, how-
ever, she insisted upon fixing some warm
milk for him to drink later, to fatten him.
Now back in Hollywood, Audrey wor-

ries about Mel, who has just finished four

films in a row, and who is again too thin.

Mel, in turn, worried about her working
in “Funny Face,” going to the studio

mornings by taxicab or hired limousine.

So recently he bought her a white Thun-
derbird. I live on the kind of a country
road where an amateur driver can safely

experiment. That’s how I happened to see

Mel teaching, Audrey learning—and
neither of them getting much of any-
where, between their stopping to pick
wildflowers and to kiss one another.

Bob's Golfing Goof
When Dottie Lamour opened at the

Statler Hotel in Los Angeles, Bob Hope
attended with a big party, laughed the

most, applauded the loudest, and finally

got into the act to help put it across for

this really super-swell gal.

Bob’s so often the greatest friend in

such ways. Fame hasn’t spoiled him. His
heart is always warm, and his humor is

spontaneous.
That evening, for instance, being aware

that this is an election year, Bob was tell-

ing about his first meeting four years ago
with President Eisenhower. He’d gone
to Washington for the Press Correspond-
ents’ dinner and got the invitation to play
in a golf foursome with Ike.

“Trying to tee off with the President of

the United States looking on is a nervous
thing,” Bob said. “I goofed so completely
that the Prez and I had to pay off to a
couple of top-ranking senators. So the
next night at the Correspondents’ dinner
when I was, to put it mildly, laying them
in the aisles, Ike leaned over, looked me
in the eye and said, ‘You’re not this fun-
ny on the golf course.’

”

I asked Bob whether his kids thought
he was funny, too, and in which medium
they preferred him—movies, or TV, or
what.
“They prefer me in the accounting de-

partment,” Bob said, “writing out blank
checks in their names.” The End

Drifting Apart . .

.

Another marriage might have been wrecked if

it hadn’t been for radio’s “My True Story.” For this

is the program that shows you how real-life people

have averted tragedy in their own lives. When you

tune in to these stories—which are right from the

files of “True Story Magazine”—you may easily

recognize* your friends . . . your neighbors . . . even

your own loved ones. So be sure to listen.

TUNE IN

“MY TRUE STORY”
American Broadcasting Stations

Don’t miss this double length prize story—Read “You’re In-

human” in July TRUE STORY magazine—at newsstands now!

New! Clearasil Medication

STARVES
PIMPIES
SKIN-COLORED.. . hidespimples while if works

Doctors’ clinical tests prove this new-type medi-

cation especially for pimples really works. In

skin specialists' tests on 202 patients, 9 out of

every 10 cases were cleared up or definitely im-

proved while using clearasil.

Amazing starving action, clearasil actu-

ally starves pimples because it helps remove the

oils that pimples "feed” on. And clearasil s

antiseptic action stops the growth of bacteria

that can cause and spread pimples. Skin-colored

to hide pimples and end embarrassment. Grease-

less, stainless . . .
pleasant to leave on day and

night for uninterrupted medication.

America’s largest-selling specific pimple

medication ... because clearasil has helped so

many boys, girls and adults. GUARANTEED
to work for you as it did in doctors tests or

money back. Only 69^ and 98^. At all druggists-

Get clearasil today.

Cleai'asil^ Guaranteed by
^Good Housekeeping 1

AByiBIlStP

Now also available in Canada

1000
FREE

PICTURES OF

MOVIE & T.V. STARS 50i^
Scene from latest Picture &
5 Movie Stars ongum stamps

lUCKr STARS G P 0 Box 738 N.Y. I. N.Y. Dept- M

A. Bra-Nu Half Push-Up Swim Pads gives a high, firm,

rounded bustline. Sizes A, B, Cup l50 pair

B. Bra-Nu Full Swim Pad — Contour shaped for perfect

fit. Pads slip into pocket of swim suit.

Sizes A, B Cup 2.75 pair

PPD. State style No., and cup size. No C.O.O., please.

Dept. PH-1

DDA MU DDAMR 511 No. La Cienega Blvd.
DKA-llU DKHnU Hollywood 48, California
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Kim Found Someone New
Beautiful LIPS

Liquid Liptone can't smear!
kissable! Instantly gives to
lips heavenly color that
really can't smear. Makes
the sweetest kiss because
it leaves no mark on him.
If you wear Cream Lipstick
brush on CLEAR (colorless) Liq-

uid Liptone over your lip make-up to

smearproof. But whether you use
Liquid or Cream Lipstick, be sure it's

Princess Pot.You'll allure in romance- $1.00
hued lip color; really stays onl plus tax

LIQUID LIPTONE
PRINCESS PAT, 2709 S.WEILS ST. CHICAGO U, ILL.

ADVICE TO WOMEN WHO
CAN’T MAKE ENDS MEET

Here’s a big opportunity for women who can use a few
extra dollars regularly to help pay bills, buy new clothes,
etc. Act now and you will discover amazing new way to
earn extra dollars regularly in your spare time as, magazine
subscription representative. Easy to do. No experience nec-
essary. No obligation. Send name and address today^ for
FREE money-making information: Macfadden Publications,
205 E. 42 Street, New York 17, N. Y.

HIGH PAYING OPPORTUNITIES
Work In fabulous So. America, The Islands,
Africa, U. S. A., or other foreign countries. All

Trades. Labor. Clerical, Drivers. Mechanics.
Engineers, etc. Many benefits. Tax-free earn-
ings. Chance to travel. Fare paid if hired.
Make and save a fortune. Application forms.
Opportunities for women also.

For information Write Dept. 94V
NATIONAL EMPLOYMENT INFORMATION

1020 Broad, Newark, N. J.

lARGE SIZE PHOTO OF YOUR FAVORITE

MOVIE STAR
FREE! FREE!

ALSO FREE a handsome catalog con-
taining names of 670 STARS, includ-
ing various pictui^s. Send 25c (to
cover handling) for jour 2 favorite
STARS Plus how to get ADDRESS
and BIRTHDAY lists.

STUDIO OF STARS BOX 1278
Studio G>7. Studio City. California

Se/I Biggest Bargains in CHRISTMAS CARDS

$ g From 100 *1 Boxes

QUICK anilcm
While they last, get fine Christmas and Every-
day Assortments at factory closeout prices I $1

boxes as low as 35c; lovely $1.25 assortments
only 50c. Friends buy on sight, pay you biggest

profits. No experience needed. Over200brandnew
Assortments—the latest in TALL cards. Name-
Imprinted Cards and Stationery. Gifts and Novelties. Get
Assortments on approval: Imprints Album, Color Catalog
and Bargain list FREE. Mail coupon or postcard NOW!

235 South Wabash Ave.. Chicago 4. III. I
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IT’S GREAT TO CLEAR YOUR SKIN

PSORIASIS
*tlie ugly scaly skin trouble

,!7«^DERMOIL
Enjoy the thrill of a smooth
clear skin! DERMOIL

formula used by many doctors. Amazing
results reported for over 22 years! No
matter how long you have suffered, write

for Free Book on Psoriasis with "Before
and After” photos of results, and
SEND 10c for generous trial bottle.

Satisfaction in 2 weeks or money
back. Sold by all Druggists.

LAKE LABORATORIES, Dept. 2104
Box 392S Strathmoor Station, Detroit 27, Mich.

(Continued from page 43)
besides

—
” she smiled, somewhat wist-

fully, “I just don’t have the time. You
see, they keep me pretty busy.”
As she walked back to the studio, Kim

wondered if her friend believed her. She
sincerely hoped so. She didn’t want to

appear stuck-up or too busy for old
friends. But what else could she do?
She had told the simple truth, even if it

did sound a little thin.

Kim reached into her pocket and pulled
out a dog-eared piece of yellow paper.
On it was her day’s schedule, jotted down
in her personal scrawl:

9:00 A.M. Studio—hair appointment.
(Don’t let them trim it in back)

10:30 A.M. Studio—wardrobe fitting.

(Would that lavender gown do for

television?)
Noon. Naples Cafe—publicity inter-
view and lunch. (Keep calories
down! Watch it, girl!)

2:00 p.M. Beverly Hills—photo sit-

ting; sweaters and skirts. (Better
take shorts, too)

3:15 p.M. Dentist appointment.
(Ouch!)

4:00 p.M. French lesson. (Allons-y!
Les femmes et les enfants d’abord!)

5:00 p.M. Driving lesson.

(Beep! Beep!)
8:00 p.m. Studio — Batomi’s drama

class.

“Golly!” Kim said to herself. “I’m
booked up every hour on the hour!”
When Kim arrived at the studio, the

girl at the reception desk said, “Kim! Mr.
Horwits has been looking everywhere for

you! It’s about your boat reservations for
the Cannes Film Festival.”

“Okay,” Kim said without breaking her
stride. “Be there in a second. Right aft-

er I powder my nose.”
She disappeared through an inner door.

Then she opened it again and stuck her
head out. “Marje, honey, will you call a
cab for me? Tell them I’ll be ready in

ten minutes.”
Later, in the cab headed for Beverly

Hills, Kim leaned her head back and
closed her eyes. A few years ago she had
been plain, gawky Marilyn Novak. Now
she was Kim Novak, and of course she
wasn’t plain any more.

A few years ago she had reveled in ex-
travagant dreams of someday becoming a

glamorous movie star in Hollywood. And
now here she was, with stardom right at

her fingertips. And all the rest of it, too
—the lights and glamour, the beautiful
gowns, wonderful people. Everything was
just perfect. Or was it?

There was one thing that hadn’t worked
out according to her original cloud-nine
plan. In her dreams, Kim had envisioned
everything being conducted with an easy-
going, even-paced calm, with everyone
speaking in carefully modulated and ex-
tremely pear-shaped tones. Thus, she had
not been entirely prepared for the tugging
and shouting that sometimes serves as a
background during the making of a movie.
And all the confusion! It was bewilder-
ing, to say the very least.

The hard work was fine. Kim under-
stood that, and she was prepared for it.

When a new girl goes up against such
veterans as Bill Holden, Frank Sinatra,

Rosalind Russell and Tyrone Power in

her first movies, some extra-curricular
effort is to be expected of her. This Kim
gave, and gladly. Of course, there were
a few times when shedding some tears

helped ease the pressure of high tension
and fraying nerve ends. But when the
tumult was all over, and the picture was

“in the can,” she had envisioned long re- s

cuperative weeks in the mountains or at :

Palm Springs. But this definitely was not
what happened. s

“Between pictures we get ready for the

next one,” she was told at the front of-

fice. “Or we hit the road and help to sell j

the one that’s already out.”

Hitting the road, it developed, meant
personal appearances in the theatres of a

dozen or more cities. It meant a barrage
of popping flash bulbs amid autograph
parties and television appearances. And
a seemingly endless round of publicity in-

terviews with members of the press.

Well, okay. If she had to do it, she
would.

“Fine, darling,” they told her. “That’s
our girl. We’ll order the plane tickets

right away.”
“No!” she said, putting her lovely foot

down for the first time in quite a while.
“No planes. They make my ears hurt.

And besides, I don’t like flying. Get the
tickets for the train.”

Traveling East on the train, Kim caught
up on her sleep. She got ten hours a
night and sometimes twelve, which was
heavenly. She read Thomas Wolfe’s You
Can’t Go Home Again. She indulged in

a favorite pastime—philosophizing about
life. And she wondered about the people
she could see from the windows of her
train. “What do you suppose they do for

a living?” she said to her companion,
Muriel Roberts. “Do they have children?
Do they like dogs? Do they go to the
movies? Are they happy?”

In Chicago, Cleveland, Toronto, Mon-
treal and Philadelphia, Kim met the peo-
ple, talked to them, and signed auto-
graphs by the hour. Was it fun? “It was
exciting!” Kim said later. “And wonder-
ful! It was a big thrill to be received
with such warmth and friendliness.

Everywhere I stopped they seemed to

know all about me. And the nice part
was that they were rooting for me and
seemed to believe in me. That made me
feel good. It was really something.”
But that night, when she crawled into

her hotel bed, Kim was so tired her bones
ached.

In New York, she lived in a luxurious
studio-owned suite on the 19th floor of

the Sherry-Netherlands Hotel. “Well, get
me!” she said, as she floated in comic
grandeur through its nine rooms and three
baths.
Almost every night she went to the the-

atre. “I guess the studio felt that seeing
the Broadway plays would be good train-

ing for me,” Kim explained. “That was
just great with me. I saw practically
every show in town. I loved ‘Janus’ and
‘The Lark’ and ‘No Time for Sergeants.’
But I most enjoyed ‘The Great Sebas-
tians,’ with Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fon-
tanne. Their timing was simply marvel-
ous. It was like a liberal education in

acting to watch their performance.”
Meanwhile, Kim’s days were crammed

full of appointments that soon began to fit

a definite pattern. The telephone rang
with the morning call at 8 a.m. “Okay,
okay,” Kim said, prying her eyes open.
She stretched and wriggled her toes.

“Well, here we go again!”

A quick shower, then breakfast, which
is always the same for Kim: large orange
juice, half a grapefruit, and coffee. And,
soon after that, the first interviewer of

the day arrived.

“Are you on a diet?” asked the news-
man, noting the low-calorie content of her
morning repast.

“Well, of course,” Kim said. “I
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my sweets and starches down to a mini-

mum. Doesn’t everyone these days?”
The second interview was scheduled

for noon, usually over lunch at Armando’s
or Sardi’s. These celebrity spots could

have been fun for Kim, except that she

dways had to concentrate on the ques-

tions and answers.
“Is it true. Miss Novak,” asked the in-

quiring reporter, “that you always sleep

with your head pointed north and your
toes pointed south?”

“Well, no,” Kim answered. “I don’t

think I point in any direction. You see,

I usually scrouge up into a sort of lump
or ball. And I wear pajama tops, in case

you plan to ask.”

i The afternoons were devoted to posing

j

for pictures. Kim lugged her model-type
“swag bag” to one of the big commercial
studios and sat for color shots or cover
portraits. Or she journeyed around town
while a magazine photographer snapped
candids of her. Then she rushed back to

the hotel for a quick shower and a change
of clothes to be ready for a 5 p.m. meeting
with a columnist or a radio reporter.

Inevitably, the interviews fell into a

pattern, too. Most of Kim’s questioners
wanted to know how she got her start in

the movies. So she told them the story

of the days preceding her studio con-
tract when she opened and closed refrig-

i erator doors in a touring appliance show,
!' and bore the unlikely name of “Miss Deep
Freeze.” And she told them about her
meeting with agent Louis Shurr and Co-
lumbia executive Max Arnow, who ar-
ranged the screen test that led to a long-
term contract.

Some reporters asked foolish questions.

“Do you bite your fingernails. Miss No-
vak?” To which Kim good-naturedly re-
plied, “No, I’m the nervous type, but I’m
not that nervous. Anyway, as I told you,
I’m on a diet.”

Often there were questions about her
romance with Mac Krim. He has been

I

her constant escort for months, and has
!' told anyone who cared to ask, “She’s my
I

best girl.” But Kim had learned to shrug
off romance questions with noncommittal
answers.
On a few occasions she got the phony

oh-the-wonder-of-it-all treatment. One
inquiry went like this: “How does it feel
to wake up in the morning and look in
the mirror and be so beautiful?” This drew
a very short reply. Kim was infuriated.
“I hate being patronized that way!” she
said later. “I really resent it when they
use that dumb-blond approach. It’s not
very flattering.”

One morning, an interview was reduced
to a shambles by an uninvited guest. Kim
looked very fetching in a light blue sweat-
er and black toreador pants as she sat in
a big chair, relaxed and happy, with her
bare feet tucked up under her. Then
suddenly she leaped into the air.

“E-e-e-k!” she exclaimed, dancing on
the table top. “A mouse!”
Muriel Roberts and the interviewer

tried to treat the incident calmly. They
had seen no rodents, they stoutly main-

• tained. Possibly it w,as all Kim’s imagi-
nation.

Kim refused to be shushed. “He was
right there!” she pointed frantically, “He
was tiptoeing under that chair and wag-
gling his ears! And he snickered at me!”
An assistant manager was summoned.

“This is ridiculous,” he proclaimed. “You
must be mistaken. In all my years of
service at the Sherry-Netherlands we
have never had a mouse.”

“Well, you’ve got one now,” Kim stated
i flatly. “So don’t just stand there. Call
out the Marines!”
Some bellboys, plus several members of

the engineering department next came to

the rescue. They carried mops, brooms,
rolled-up newspapers, pails of sand and
ammonia bombs. They deployed their

forces and the suite was scrutinized inch
by inch. After a long interval of waiting
and suspense, a thudding Pow! emanated
from one of the bathrooms.
The assistant manager appeared. “The

crisis has been met, Miss Novak,” he an-
nounced. “The enemy has been destroyed.
He was about two inches long. You may
come down now and relax.”
And so the day was won. Everyone

departed—including the interviewer. He
didn’t get much of a story that morning,
unless he wrote one about, “The Mouse
Who Came to Breakfast with Kim Novak.”

That incident, of course, was an excep-
tion. Most interviews were quite orderly
and successful, and most of the reporters
were serious, hard-working people who
wanted to write provocative stories about
this bright, new, Hollywood star. And
Kim gave them their stories.

“Look,” she told them. “I’m still new
at all this. It’s sort of bewildering at

times. I like to talk about myself, but
it’s still not too easy to go into intimate
details about some of the unhappy phases
of my childhood. I was really a scared
kid. I had all the frustrations and in-
securities in the book. I thought I was
unattractive, and I guess I was. And
when the other kids taunted and mocked
me it hurt. The hurt went deep, and I

didn’t get over it easily.

“Oh, I don’t think I have any emotional
blocks about this. Not really. Possibly
I do have some scars. But they’re pretty
well healed over. And,” she grinned,
“you probably can’t notice them when I’m
all dressed up and have my make-up on.
Because I’ve grown up. I’ve matured,
mentally as well as physically. I’ve
learned to cope with my problems and
live with them to the extent that they no
longer bother me. I’ve triumphed over
them, if you want to use such an all-in-
clusive phrase.
“But at the same time,” Kim added, “the

good things haven’t been so easy to han-
dle. So, in effect, the good things have
become problems. And if that sounds
like a paradox, it is.”

Kim grinned, but her eyes revealed a
thin veil of uncertainty. “Am I getting
through to you? I hope so. Anyway, I’ll

keep trying.

“You see, it all happened so fast. One
minute I was on the outside looking in.

I used to read magazine stories about
Hollywood stars, and wonder how it

would be to have a story written about
me. I did some powerful wishing in
those days, but still it all seemed pretty
remote. You know how a kid will wish
for a pony or an expensive dollhouse
without ever really expecting the wish
to come true? Well, that’s the way it was
with me and Hollywood. Then—boing!
It happened. And here we are.”

She made a funny face. “But where
are we? On a sort of perpetual merry-
go-round, with everything flashing by so
fast it makes me a little dizzy. The faces
of the people watching me are kind of
blurry, too. But there it is just the same,
with the brass ring hanging there, sort
of tantalizing, waiting to be grabbed, and
me hanging on for dear life, giving myself
a constant fight talk. ‘Don’t lose your
grip, girl!’ I keep telling myself. ‘Don’t
fall off the merry-go-round!’ ”

At this point, Kim paused to catch her
breath. If the interviewer had more
questions, she tried to give the answers.

“No, I don’t smoke or drink. It’s not a
moral question; it’s just because I don’t
enjoy these things. Oh, I take a few sips
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of sparkling wine or champagne on very
special occasions, but I don’t make a habit

of it.

“And I’ve tried smoking. When I was
at Wright Junior College in Chicago, I

belonged to a sorority. Alpha Beta Mu,
which had very strict rules. The fresh-

man pledges couldn’t wear lipstick or
have dates with boys or smoke. Natural-
ly this was a challenge I couldn’t ignore,

so I bummed a cigarette—from one of the

other pledges. After I lighted it, I took
a deep inhale, just like the boys did. For
about a minute I felt pretty smart. Then
I began to get dizzy and the room started

going around. Lordy, was I sick! Then,
on top of that, they caught me. And
since I had broken the rules, they paddled
me. They also pointed out that since I

didn’t really smoke, this was an extra
belligerency on my part. So they paddled
me some more, and a whole ’ot harder.
Ever since then I have never had any de-
sire to smoke.”
After five crowded weeks in New York,

Kim headed west again for Hollywood.
She looked forward to her quiet room at

the Studio Club and a chance to relax
and catch her breath. But it didn’t work
out that way. She had barely unpacked
her bag when the phone began to ring.

The studio had filled her days with ap-
pointments for this, that and a dozen
other things.

Kim fought back some quick, bright
tears and said, “Okay, I’ll be there. Yes,
I’ll be on time.” So the music was still

playing, and the merry-go-round didn’t

stop for even a moment.
On this very morning she had kept her

appointments with the hairdresser, the
head of wardrobe, and her publicity
luncheon at the Naples Cafe. The maga-
zine writer who showed up was tall, with
a long nose and quizzical eyebrows.

“I don’t really have a story angle, Kim,”
he said. “But our readers are tremend-
ously interested in you and your career.

They want to know what’s going on in

your life, what’s happening to you.”
Kim nodded brightly and smiled.

“That’s wonderful! I’m awfully flattered

by all this, and I’ll try to give you any
kind of story you want. But I think
you’ll have to dig for this one. At this

point I’m a little talked out.”

“Do you think you have changed since
you came to Hollywood?”
“Have I changed?” Kim’s eyes widened.

“I don’t have to hesitate for the answer
to that one. I’ve changed plenty. That
is, I’ve learned plenty. I think I’ve grown
and developed. And I now know quite a

lot about emotions and how to portray
them on the screen—which is the es-
sence of all acting. At the same time. I’ve

learned how to control my own personal
emotions. Not too long ago I was upset
by the least little thing. I used to fly all

apart. But now I’ve learned to take my
problems in stride. I know that I can’t
always have things my own way, and so I

adjust. I swim with the stream when it

seems advisable and sensible. And life is

happier that way.
“I’m still not perfect. I’m miles and

miles away from perfection. But I’ve

taken several steps in the right direction
and that’s a change, a definite form of
progress for me.
“But I’m still scared part of the time.

Maybe that’ll go away someday. Maybe
I’ll be able to go to Romanoff’s for lunch
and sweep down those stairs with every-
one turning around to look at me and not
be scared. But maybe not. It could be
that being scared is part of living—and,
of course, a part of dying. But I try not
to think of things like that.

“I remember once reading about Helen
Hayes, who says she is always scared just

before she goes on for a performance.*
And after all these years. So if a great
actress like Helen Hayes is scared in

front of an audience, I guess it’s nothing
for me to be ashamed of.”

Kim took a drink of water. Her eyes
were serious.

“A few years ago, I used to wonder just

where I was supposed to fit in, in this

world. I’m inclined to be introspective.

I used to search my thoughts and ask my-
self, ‘Who are you? What are you sup-
posed to be? Why are you here?’ And
of course there was only a big silence

after that, because I didn’t have any of

the answers. Then I came to Hollywood,
and I found something to work for.

“At first I was only a face in front of

the camera and a body that wore clothes.

Somehow the face was photogenic; the
camera was kind to it. And so I made a

couple of pictures and got along pretty
well.

“But then I began to discover that there
was a real person behind that face. Some-
one I hadn’t really known before. I dis-

covered a new capacity within myself. It

was like finding a brand-new personality.

A whole new world opened up to me. It

was wonderful!
“Since then so many people have been

kind to me and helped me. I couldn’t
have done anything without them. My
last three pictures, ‘Picnic,’ ‘The Man
with the Golden Arm,’ and ‘The Eddie
Duchin Story,’ have been good ones. This
has helped me tremendously. My career,

as they say out here, has zoomed. I have
been very lucky, no doubt of that.”
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“What about the future?” the writer

asked.
Kim shrugged. “The future is . . . well,

the future. I have plans, yes. I want to

travel and see all of Europe. And of

course I want more good movie roles. I

want to improve as an actress. But I don’t

want to look too far ahead. This new
person I have discovered within me is

very exciting. And so I just want to live

each day as it happens.”
“What about love? What about you

and Mac Krim?”
Kim’s eyes widened again. “I don’t

know. I’ve been too busy to think

about it.”

“Will you marry him? Next week?

1

I

(

a

I

i

i

I

I

Next month?”
“I can’t say,” Kim said. “I really don’t

know. Too many things are happening
right now.”

After that, Kim’s day went off accord-

ing to her schedule. This included a

photo sitting, dental appointment, French
lesson, driving lesson, and four hours in

Batomi Schneider’s drama class.

Bone-tired, Kim was in bed soon after

midnight. She stretched out deliciously,

her thoughts filled with the events of the

day. She thought about her luncheon in-

terview and the writer with the quizzical

eyebrows who didn’t have an angle for

his story. “Maybe,” she thought, “he

could call it ‘Girl on a Merry-Go-
Round.’

”

She also thought about Mac Krim, and
of the questions the writer had asked

about him. That suggested another pos-

sible title: “Is Kim Too Busy for Love?”
“Is she?” Kim asked herself. She smiled,

because she knew she didn’t yet have the

answer to that one. Then, with the smile

on her lips, she closed her eyes and went
sound asleep. The End



INSIDE STUFF Continued from page 32

gal who sees them. . . . Pat Wayne spent

his hard-earned movie money on two
presents. One, a wedding present for his

older sister, Toni. The other, for dad John
Wayne’s fifth child and Pat’s new half-

sister, who bears the odd name of

Aissa! . . . Charlton “Legs” Heston, shop-

ping in shorts, upset housewives (who
loved it!) at the Farmers’ Market. . . .

Jane Wyman tried on various wigs at her

favorite beauty salon. Object: she wants

a new hairdo “when mine grows out.” . . .

Deborah Kerr’s car looked like a Tour-
nament of Roses float, because it was be-

loved Debbie’s first day of shooting on
“Tea and Sympathy.”

Magic Land: Here’s another reason why
we love Hollywood. Once upon a time, a

struggling truck driver by the name of

Roy Fitzgerald wrote to Lana Turner and
asked for an autographed photograph. He
got it, too. Time marched on, and so did

the truck driver, who became Rock Hud-
son. Recently, Lana Turner re-negotiated

her M-G-M contract, and her first outside

picture will be made at U-I, which is

Rock’s studio. Lana instantly asked for

Rock as her leading man! Jennifer Jones
also wants him, for the remake of “Fare-
well to Arms.” Then, too. Rock still plans
to produce his own pictures. Too bad he
isn’t twins! In spite of it all. Rock is still

planning to take wife Phyllis to Europe
this summer and, if U-I tries to squeeze
in another picture beforehand, he insists

that he’ll take a suspension from the
studio.

Reflected Glory: Practically every aspir-
ing young actress is vying for the Studio
Club room which will be vacated by Kim
Novak when she returns from Europe.
The optimistic girls believe the beautiful
blond’s stardust may brush off on them.
. . . Excited Susan Hayward attended the
Cannes Film Festival, as did Kim Novak,
and here’s an untold story that makes her
human, indeed! Susie lost the Oscar this

year, but still gave a win-or-lose party
and was never in better form. However,
in the wee small hours, when only a few
intimate friends were still around, Susie
finally gave in to her disappointment and
cried her eyes out!

Immortal Star: Fabulous and heartrend-
ing was the audience reaction to James
Dean at a sneak preview of “Giant.” To-
day, even the untimely death of the great
Rudolph Valentino is paled by comparison
to the fervor of Dean followers. Well
aware of this, the TV networks are reviv-
ing shows that were filmed before Jim-
my’s star ascended. One of the many he
impressed deeply is Nick Ray, director of
“Rebel Without a Cause,” who is writing
a book about Jimmy, in tribute to his
memory. And, according to Winton Dean,
Jimmy’s father, he’s received many let-
ters offering huge sums for the horse his
son loved, which is still stabled in Santa
Barbara. In the face of such genuine de-
votion, it’s sad that some ambitious young
Hollywoodites are ruthlessly exploiting
their friendship that never existed with
the late actor.

News, All Kinds: Good news for Janet
Leigh and Tony Curtis, who bought an oil
well, backed a new play, and dabbled in
the stock market. All are paying off! . . .

Heartwarming news for Ray Anthony and
Mamie Van Doren, who finally named
their newcomer Perry, “just because we
like it.” . . . Heartbreaking news (for local
wolves) that Jeanne Crain won’t date any-
one until she’s divorced from Paul Brink-
I

kr'

man. . . . Surprising news that “The Swan”
played to half-empty houses opening day,

which proves that too much of anything

—

even Grace Kelly—isn’t good!

Believe It Or Not: George Nader’s proud
parents have never been inside a Holly-
wood studio. They prefer to live incon-
spicuously in near-by Glendale, and insist

on paying at the box office to see their

famous son on the screen. ... Of all peo-
ple, Audrey Hepburn has been bitten by
the bongo drum bug! She tried them out
at a party given by Rosalind Russell, and
her off-beat rhythm fascinated the Bill

Holdens, the Van Johnsons, and the Gary
Coopers. . . . Hugh O’Brian, who has a
terrific sense of humor, especially about
himself, is penning a poignant piece! The
title: “"rhe Girls Who’ve Brushed Me Off.”

Popular Hugh has dated everyone from
Anita Ekberg to Zsa Zsa Gabor, so he
should have quite a story to tell about the
ladies!

Humorously Yours: As you undoubtedly
know, Gina Lollobrigida angrily charged
that Hollywood censors retouched pictures
of her famous curves so much that, “My
figure looks like Gary Cooper.” So some
joker decided to send a fake photo to big
Coop. On Gina’s beautiful body, he su-
per-imposed Gary’s smiling face! . . . Jeff

Chandler is looking for a new home with
enough space around it for a swimming
pool. “Just to be different,” says Jeff, “I

think I’ll build it in the shape of Lib-
erace!”

Bitter End: William Holden’s series of

shots preceding his trip to Moscow and
the Orient darn near killed him! For a
full week, even when he went to parties,

he had to eat his meals off the mantle-
piece. It was very funny to everyone

—

but Bill. . . . Audie Murphy says it was
one of the most painful moments of his
life when his son Terry started nursery
school. “When the bus picked up Terry
and drove away,” laughs the celebrated
war hero, “Pam and I just stood there in
numb silence. We felt like we were los-
ing him forever!”

It's The Truth: That Jeffrey Hunter was
the first person to congratulate Barbara
Rush when his own studio signed her to a
term deal. They wouldn’t mind making
a picture together, but only a change of
two ' hearts could effect a reconciliation.
. . . That Jacques Sernas (he’s spelling it

the original way again) has been dating a
beautiful woman who isn’t his wife. Act-
ually, she’s his youthful-looking mother-
in-law who’s paying her first visit to
Hollywood. . . . That Lana Turner received
a non-exclusive deal with M-G-M be-
cause she prefers to branch out—and not
because the studio has lost interest in her
lack of draw at the box office.

Last Laughs: Paramount may have over-
looked Pat Crowley’s talent, but Martin
and Lewis didn’t. When Shirley Mac-
Laine, who’s expecting a baby, had to be
replaced in “Hollywood or Bust,” the joy
boys remembered Pat’s fine trouping in
“Money from Home” and so tabbed her to
take Shirley’s place. Pat got the job at
double the salary the studio paid her be-
fore. . . . Worried as he was because Dale
Evans was hospitalized with pneumonia,
Roy Rogers had to laugh. When the cele-
brated Western star asked to spend the
night in a room adjoining Dale’s, a pixie
nurse inquired: “Should we put in twin
beds, just in case Trigger wants to stay,

too!”
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The Sexiest Girl in Town!

(Continued from page 57)
said. “Just how a stylist creates a woman’s
coiffure. How does he?”
Miss Charisse and I were having this

enlightening conversation at the Hotel
Plaza in New York. She took a small sip

of her drink before launching into the tale.

“Well,” Cyd began, “Sidney sets the
styles. He looks at your hair from all an-
gles, and maybe for one suit he’ll comb
your hair three different ways.
“He always sets it the first time. That’s

‘creating.’ Then the next morning, Vir-
ginia Darcy, who’s just a wonderful hair-
dresser with a wonderful personality,
takes over and follows the styles Sidney
has created. She’s the hairdresser that
Grace Kelly took along to her wedding.”
Cyd patted her hair down nervously the

way women often do.
“Mine is kinda messy right now,” she

apologized. “Neither Sidney nor Virginia
did this to my hair. Nature—the wind and
the rain—did it!”

“I still haven’t found out about the blond
streak,” I mentioned.
“Oh, yes!” Cyd said. “Sidney said that

since my hair is so dark, a little blond
streak would give it a little highlight. It

would make it seem as though a little light

was shining in the top of my hair. Give it

a little life. And it did!” Cyd added gaily.

“In the picture,” she referred to her lat-

est, “Meet Me in Las Vegas,” produced by
Joe Pasternak, “you couldn’t tell there
was any streak in my hair at all. But,
when I was on television, I heard a couple
people say ‘Why, she has a gray streak in

her hair!’ It isn’t a gray streak, it’s blond.”
“I know it perfectly well!” I replied,

guiltily.

But this is all part of the lovely new Cyd
Charisse who came into being when pro-
ducer Joe Pasternak had “Meet Me in Las
Vegas” written especially for her. Her
handsome husband, singing star Tony
Martin, while sitting in a theatre watching
her picture, saw and heard a couple of
males in front of him drooling over his
wife. Later, when they recognized him, he
congratulated them on their good taste.

“Is Tony angry or jealous about this

sexy quality that the picture gave you?” I

asked.
“No, I’m afraid not,” smiled Cyd.
“He was sitting in the theatre behind

these two fellows who were talking about
me, making kind of fresh remarks. When
he found out they were talking about me,
he listened closer. When the lights went
up and they saw it was Tony, they were
embarrassed.
“Tony just said, ‘Well, I’m glad it was

one of us that was talking like that.’
”

'This “new Cyd Charisse” finds herself
being called upon now to pose for sexier-
looking pictures.

Arriving for one picture-sitting in New
York, wearing a tight-fitting dress and a
mink coat, she was greeted by a photog-
rapher who asked, “Where are the suits?”
“What suits?” she asked right back.
“The bathing suits!” exclaimed the lens-

man.
“I don’t want to do bathing suits all the

time,” she pouted.
“We don’t call them bathing suits,”

pointed out the photog. “We call them
‘beach fashions.’

”

“Yeah, but they’re still bathing suits.”

“Yeah, and you still look good in them!”
Still she rebelled.

“When you reach a point where you’re
not the one they ask to pose in a bathing
suit, you’ll wish for the good old days like

these,” a studio spokesman said to Cyd.

So she gave in. And she was good-
humored about it.
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“It’s funny,” she said. “When you pose
somewhere in a bathing suit that has been
lent to you for the picture, they often give
you the bathing suit afterward. But when
you pose in a mink coat that they’ve lent

you for the picture, they never give you
the mink coat.

“You never know, though. Maybe some-
day somebody will say, ‘By the way, keep
this coat if you want to.’ Probably not to
me, though!”

Actually, Cyd’s a serious gal who con-
cerns herself with doing the proper thing,
with studying foreign languages, and with
the upbringing of her sons, Tony, Jr., 5,

and Nicky, 13.

She calls her husband “Big T.” Tony Jr.

is “Little T.”
“Little T is at the age where he no long-

er likes being called the baby,” Cyd says.
“When I tell him, ‘You’ll always be my
baby,’ he won’t buy that.”

while in New York, Cyd spent a lot of
time in a famous toy store buying Little T
a train that he could drive around the
house.
“You can lose your mind and your sal-

ary in that store!” she complained cheer-
fully afterward.

It happened that Cyd was the mystery

summer heat
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Enjoy cool reading and relaxation with
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Jimmy Stewart

Deborah Kerr
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guest on What’s My Line? the Sunday
night after Fred Allen’s death. She wor-
ried about the danger of doing sornething

that might be construed as being in bad
taste.

“For me to have plugged a picture in

front of millions of people grieving for

Fred Allen would have been horrible

taste,” she said. “Nor did I want to play

any jokes with my voice that night. I told

them, ‘I’ll be there, but if you want to do
a tribute to Fred and forget me, it’ll sure-

ly be okay with me.’
”

As it turned out, Cyd didn’t have to

mention the picture, because John Daly
did. The panelists guessed her identity

readily. Bennett Cerf said, “Where’ve you
been, Cyd? I knew you were in town, and
I’ve been waiting for you to show up for

three weeks.”
Between pictures, Cyd travels consid-

erably with Big T when he’s appearing in

night clubs.

keeping it a secret that she was going to

be the mystery guest on What’s My Line?

was quite a problem, because it seemed
that dozens of people wanted to entertain

them that Sunday night.

When somebody asked Tony, “What are

you doing Sunday night?” he managed to

answer: “Well, we can’t do anything that

night. Cyd’s busy.”
And if the invitation was extended to

Cyd, she would say, “Tony’s busy.”

Over the years, Cyd has studied French
diligently, but she found on a visit to

Florida with Tony that she hadn’t learned
it well enough.
Three French hairdressers converged on

her one day with greetings from Joe Pas-
ternak, whom they said they’d just met in

Hollywood. They kissed her hand and
babbled gallantries and in general were
extremely chic and continental. They told
her they had been assigned to do Grace
Kelly’s hair at the wedding and would
also, do the coiffures of the bridesmaids.

“'They talked a great deal about ‘Miss
Kellee’ and ‘ze salon,’ but that was about
all the English they spoke.”
“So Xvhat did they want with you?”
“I never found out—because I couldn’t

figure out with my poor pidgin French
what they were saying.”

(Miss Kelly, it developed, hadn’t en-
gaged them at all. Maybe they just wanted
a better look at Miss Charisse.)
“One thing that worries me,” Cyd re-

marked, “is where this sexier Cyd Char-
isse stops.”

“Never mind where it stops,” replied this

columnist. “Just be sure that it starts!”

Cyd saw no danger of it not continuing
now that Joe Pasternak has proved that
she has the quality. For several years now,
Joe has been assuring me and every other
columnist who would listen that we’d
discover one day that Cyd was not only
a terrific actress, but a “real sexboat” as
well.

In “Meet Me in Las Vegas,” Cyd’s S.A.

—

and that doesn’t stand for South America
—was brought in forcefully but seemingly
accidentally.

“It isn’t a strip-tease that I do,” Cyd in-
sisted. “I’m a ballet dancer, very prim and
very proper.

“I’m a ballerina that’s not very used to
drinking and I get a little high. I see Dan
Dailey going for the girls who strip so she
—I mean I—get up and do the same thing!”

In “Designing Woman,” with Jimmy
Stewart, she is supposed to play a girl-
friend of Jimmy’s. She’s a dancer and they
go to Florida where he meets Grace Kelly.
It becomes a triangle.

“It being Florida, there’s plenty of
chance for bathing suit shots,” Cyd said
wearily.

“You mean beach fashion shots,” I said.
“I do not!” Cyd practically shrieked. “I

mean bathing suit shots!”
With Her Serene Highness’ future im-

certain now as far as movies are con-
cerned, it’s been suggested by enthusiasts
for Cyd that she take over the Grace Kelly
role in “Designing Woman” if Grace de-
cides not to come back.
“The story’s about a dress designer, that

was to be played by Grace Kelly,” an
M-G-M spokesman said. “We could prob-
ably just change the story around and
have the dancer be the one who breaks up
the romance and makes it a triangle.”

However, the studio made it clear that,
if there’s any chance of Her Serene High-
ness getting back to work within a year,
everybody’s willing to wait.
After all, how many chances do you get

to have a real Princess emoting on the
screen nowadays?
So Tula Ellice Finklea—that’s Cyd’s real

name—is uncertain just now whether she’s
going to be the new Grace Kelly or the
new Cyd Charisse. In any event, she’s go-
ing to be a crisp, crackling new package
of some kind, but the Hollywood Set hopes
she won’t change her warm, friendly, sin-
cere personality. Because they have many
a nice story they tell about her, and fre-
quently they add, “That’s the kind of a
gal this gal is!” The End
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A GENTLE, FRAGRANT SPRAY THAT HOLDS HAIR
SOFTLY, BEAUTIFULLY IN PLACE FOR HOURS

Breck Hair Set Mist is a fragrant spray which delicately holds your hair softly in

place for hours. After combing, a few brief sprays keep the hair beautifully arranged.

When freshening, a damp comb renews your waves - no respraying is necessary.

Breck Hair Set Mist also provides a quick, easy way to make lasting pin curls.

Fragrant as a bouquet, Breck Hair Set Mist contains lanolin, which leaves the hair

soft to touch and brings out the natural lustre and beauty of your hair.

Available at Beauty Shops, Drug Stores, Department Stores and wherever cosmetics are sold. 4^2 oz. $1.25; 11 oz. $2.00. Plus tax.



at last !

A LIQUID SHAMPOO
thats EXTRA RICH !

Absolutely unique, emerald-clear new Liquid Prell is extra rich . . .

that’s why it leaves your hair looking ‘Radiantly Alive’. And your hair

falls into place so easily, yet feels delightfully soft and silky. Truly a

luxurious shampoo. Liquid Prell bursts instantly into mounds of richer,

more effective lather. Try it today. There’s radiant beauty in every drop!

JUST POUR LIQUID PRELL . . . and you'll see the glorious difference!

Never too thin or watery — never too messy or wasteful — like so

many ordinary liquid shampoos. Never too thick, with a “filming”

ingredient that can dull hair like many cream shampoos. Extra-

Rich Liquid Prell has just the right consistency. It won’t run and

it never leaves a dulling film.

And you'll love

PRELL CONCENTRATE—
leaves hair extra clean . .

.

extra radiant!

Not a cream — not a liquid—
but a clear shampoo

concentrate tliat contains more

cleansing ingredients, ounce

for ounce, than any other

type of shampoo! That’s why

Prell Concentrate leaves

your hair extra clean,

extra radiant!

CREATED BY PROCTER & GAMBLE
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Tli£tt Xvory look
so clear. . . so fresh.. . . so easily yours

An adorable winner . . . this tiny tennis

player with That Ivory Look! And this look

of freshness can he yours through the

magic of Ivory’s mildness. Gentle enough

for baby’s skin, doctors advise pure,

mild Ivory Soap for yours, too.

You’ll be a winner . . . when you

make Ivory your beauty soap. The milder

your soap, the prettier your skin, and

Ivory has a mildness all its own. And from the

magic of this mildness comes that

clearer, fresher look—That Ivory Look.

. a perfect snap

!

Look . . . large-size Ivory in

the new twin-cake design

snaps into 2 perfect toilet-size

cakes—one for your bath,

one for your complexion.

More doctors advise Ivory than any other soap



The doctor’s deodorant discovery

that now safely stops odor 24 hours a day

Underarm comparison tests made
by doctors proved a deodorant without

M-3 stopped odor only a few hours—
while New Mum with M-3 stopped

odor a full 24 hours!

You’re serene. You’re sure of yourself. You’re bandbox perfect from the skin out.

And you stay that way night and day with INew Mum Cream.

Because New Mum now contains M-3 (hexachlorophene) which clings to

your skin — keeps on stopping perspiration odor 24 hours a day.

So safe you can use it daily— won’t irritate normal skin or damage fabrics.

ANOTHER FINE PRODUCT OF BRISTOL-MYERS
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"a pair and a spare"

60 gauge, 15 denier

Yours-as a

Deauiy Donus
when you send in the top ofa

VALUE FOR

hold-bob"
BOBBY PIN CARD

p

Gayla HOLD-BOB with Flexi-Grip, the

wotld’s best bobby pin, offers you a

Beauty Bonus of sheer, luxurious, 60

gauge, 15 denier nylons at savings of

over one-half. You can get a set of three

of these leg-flattering nylons by sending

only $1.00 with the top of a Gayla HOLD-

BOB bobby pin card or Gayla Hair Net

envelope. Insist on Gayla hold-bob, the

bobby pin more women prefer over all

others, and send for these beautifully

fitting, long wearing nylons today!

CAYIORD PRODUCTS,

INCORPORATED, DEPT.T-8

1918 Prairie Ave., Chicago 16, III.

.‘he top of a Gay a hold-bobme top Ol tt \tayits nv/^J*BOD DOO

la Hair Net Envelope, for each set. (The top ox a^
1 entitles you to order 2 sets.)

^

r; a Morning Mist ° ?Rm?hw)
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(Please Print)
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STARRING

Paul Newman
with Everett Sloane

Screen Play by Ernest Lehman

Directed by Robert Wise

Pier Angeli
Eileen Heckart • Sal Mineo
Based on the Autobiography of Rocky Graziano

Written with Rowland Barber

Produced by Charles Schnee
An M-G-M Picture
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HOLLYWOOD DISCOVERY! CASTS ' ‘

OF CURRENT PICTURES
A non-drying spray-set with

'\o atA i

the spray-set with lanolin esters!

DAKOTA^ /iVC/£)C;Vr—Republic. Directed l"
Lewis K. Foster: Amy Clarke, Linda Darnell; John
Aaiuicr, Dale Robertson; Carter Hamilton, John
Lund: Senator Blakely, Ward Bond; Minstrel, Regis
Tooiney; Frank Banner, Skip Honieicr.

|

FARTH VS. THIS FLYIXG Colum- ^
l)ia. Directed by Fred F. Sears: Dr. Russell
Marz'in, Hugh Marlowe; Carol Marvin, Joan Taylori
.Major Hucjlin, Donald Curtis; General llanley, Mori
ris Ankruni; Frofessor Ranter, John Zareniba.

BODY DUCHIN STORY, r/Y£—Columbia. Db,
reeled by (Jeorge Sidney: Eddy Dnchin, Tyrone
I’owcr; Marjorie Oelrichs, Kim Novak; Chiqnita,^
N’ictoria Shaw; Lou Sherwood, James Whitmorei^
Peter Dnchin (12 years), Rex Thompson; Peter.
Diichin (5 years), Mickey Maga; Mr. Wadsworth,
Shepperd Strudwick; Mrs. Wadsworth, Frieda Ines-

cort; Mrs. Dnchin, Gloria Holden; Leo Reisman,
Larry Keating; Mr. Dnchin, John Mylong.

INVITATION TO THE DANCE—U-G-U. Di-

rected by Gene Kelly: CIRCUS : the Lover, Igor
^’ouskevitch ; the Loved, Claire Sombert; the Clown,
(ilene Kelly; SINBAD THE SAILOR: Schehera-
zadc, Carol Haney; the Genic, David Kasday; Stn-

bad. Gene Kelly: RING AROUND THE ROSY:.
Gene Kelly, Igor Vouskevitch, Tommy Rail, Ta-
mara Toumanova, Diana Adams, Belita.

KILLING, THE—U.A. Directed by Stanley Ku-
brick: Johnny Clay, Sterling Hayden; Fay, Coleen
Gray; Val Cannon, Vince Edwards; Marvin Unger,
Jay C. Flippen; Sherry Pcatty, Marie Windsor;
Randy Kcnnan, Ted DeCorsia; George Pcatty, Elisha

Cook; Mike O’Reilly, Joe Sawyer.

LAST TEN DAYS, THE—Columbia. Directed by
G. W. Pabst: Hitler, Albin Skoda; Captain Wnest,
Oskar Werner; E^'a Braun, Lotte Tobisch.

MOBY DICK—Warners. Directed by John Huston:
Ahab, Gregory Peck; Ishmael, Ricliard Basehart;
Starbuck, Leo Genn: Capt. Boomer, James R. Justice;
Stubb. Harry Andrews; Man.x'man, Bernard Miles;
Qncequcg, Friedrich Ledebur: Father Mapplc, Or-
son Welles; Carpenter. Noel Purcel.

PROUD AND PROFANE, 7’H/:— Paramount. Di-

rected by George Seaton: Lt. Col. Colin Black,
William Holden; Lee Ashley, Deborah Kerr; Kate
Connors, Thelma Ritter; Eddie IVodcik, Dewey
Martin; Chaplain, William Redfield.

PROUD ONES. THE—20th. Directed by Robert
D. Webb: Robert Ryan; Sally, Virginia Mayo;
Thad, Jeffrey Hunter; Honest John Barrett, Robert
Middleton; Jake, Walter Brennan; Jim Dexter,
Arthur O’Connell.

RAWHIDE YEARS. THE—UA. Directed by
Rudolph Mate: Ben Matthews, Tony Curtis; Zoe,
Colleen Miller; Rick Harper, Arthur Kennedy;
Brand Comfort, William Demarest; Marshal Som-
mers, William Gargan; Antoine, Peter Van Eyck.

REBEL IN TOWN—U.A. Directed by Alfred
Werker: John Willoughby, John Payne; Nora Wil-
loughby, Ruth Roman; Bedloe Mason, J. Carrol
Naish: Gray Mason. Ben Cooper; IVcsley Mason,
John Smith: Frank Mason. Ben Johnson; Adam Rus-
sell. JUmes Griffith; Grandmaw Ansfadt, Mary Ad-
ams; Pctcy Willoughby

,

Bobl)y Clark.

REVOLT OF MAMIE STOVER, THE—20th. Di-
rected by Raoul Walsh: Mamie Stover, Jane Russell;
Jim, Richard Figan: Annalce. Joan T.eslie; Bertha
Parch man, Agnes Moorehead: Jackie, Jorja Curt-
right; Harry Adkins, Michael Pate.

RIFIFI—l^.M.P.O. Directed by Jules Dassin: Tony
Stephanois. Jean Servais; Jo. Carl Mohner; Mario,
Robert Manuel; Cesar, Perlo Vita; Mado, Marie
Sabouret; Louise, Janine Darcey.

Keeps hair in place the Hollywood way

—

without stiffness or stickiness, contains

no lacquer. Leaves hair soft, shining!

Actually helps prevent dryness— helps

preserve softness with lanolin esters!

Quick-sets pin-curls in damp or

dry hair . . . ends sleeping

on pins!

Any pin-curl style

sets faster, manages

easier, lasts longer!

THERE ARE

LUSTRE-NETS

SUPER-SOFT—gentle control for

loose, casual hair-do’s. Spray

on after combing.

REGULAR—extra control for hard-to-

manage hair, or curly hair-do’s.

SVi oz.—a full ounce more . . . Only

$1.25 plus tax. By the makers of
Lustre-Creme Shampoo

qetKiJij
recommended by Top Hollywood Movie Stars

ROSANNA—Fine Arts. Directed by Emilio Fernan-
dez: Rosanna, Rossana Podesta; Antonio, Crox Al-

varado, Jose Luis, Armando Silvestre.

SOMEBODY UP THERE LIKES A/£—M-G-M.
Directed by Robert Wise: Rocky Graziano, Paul
Newman: Norma Unger Graziano, Pier Angeli; Irv-

ing Cohen. Everett Sloane; Mrs. Barbclla, Eileen
Heckart; Romolo, Sal Mineo; Nick Barbell^, Harold :

J. Stone; Frankie Peppo, Robert Loggia.

THAT CERTAIN Paramount. Direct-
ed by Norman Panama and Melvin Frank: Francis X.
Dig nan, Bob Hope; Dunreath Henry. Eva Marie
Saint: Larry Larkin. George Sanders; Gussic. Pearl
Bailey; Joe Wickes, David Lewis; Al Capp, Himself;
Norman Taylor, Jerry Mathers.

TOY TIGER—T’ T. Directed by Jerry Hopper: Rick
j

Todd, Jeff Chandler; Gwen Taylor. Laraine Day;
|

Timmic Harkinson, Tim Hovey; James, Cecil Kella- !

way; John. Richard Haydn.

TRAPEZE—U.A. Directed by Carpi Reed; Mike
Ribblc, Burt Lancaster; Tino Orsini, Tony Curtis;

_
1

J.oh. Gina Lollobrigida ; Rosa, Katy Jurado; BouglB .

one, Thomas Gomez; Max, the Dwarf, Johnny Puleo;-*j

John Ringling North, Minor Watson. 4
4



THE GREATEST LOVE F STORY TO COME

OUT OF THE WAR...

MOST BRILLIANT

DRAMA THAT

IN THE HEART OF A

TWO OF TODAY’S

STARS IN A

PROBES DEEP

WOMAN IN LOVE!

Paramount presents

WILLIAM

HOLDEN
as Colin Black... whose hea:rt

was the color of his name

DEBORAH

KERR
as Lee Ashley . . . destroyer

.
of one man, almost

destroyed by another

The producer-director-star team
ithatifgave you “Country Girl” and

‘‘The Bridges atToko-Ri” surpasses

its previous triumphs!

in A PERLBERG-SEATON PRODUCTION

The Proud a/7£/Profane
co-starringTHELMA RITTER * DEWEY MARTIN with WILLIAM REDFIELD

Produced by William Perlberg • Written for the Screen and Directed by George Seaton

Based on a Novel by Lucy Herndon Crockett
P
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FEEL CAREFREE

ON THE

HOHEST DAYS
(EVEN AT "PROBLEM TIMES")

Hot weather’s bad enough. But when
you have to wear a clinging external pad,

a twisting belt, you feel three times as

hot! Bring your boiling point down to

normal by changing to Tampax. Internal

sanitary protecrion is so comfortable, so

unobtrusive, that you aren’t even aware
you’re wearing it. You’re free from em-
barrassing odor, free from chafing— and
you perspire far less. How long can you
go on deliberately making yourself un-

comfortable when Tampax is so sure, so

secure, so available?

invented by a doctor—
now used by millions of women

NO BELTS

NO PINS

NOPAOS

NO ODOR

Perhaps the only thing that’s holding
you back is a nagging doubt or two.

Then know that literally mil-

lions of women have used

billions of Tampax— that it was
invented by a doctor for the

welfare of all women, married

or unmarried, active or not. It’s con-
venient to carry— easy to dispose of.

Don't go through another hot Summer
feeling even hotter. Get Tampax now
and enjoy every normal activity— even
swimming. Choice of 3 absorbencies

(Regular, Super, Junior) at all drug and
notion counters. Tampax Incorporated,
Palmer, Mass.

Address your letters to Readers liic., photoplay, ^Hi
205 E. 42nd Street, New York 17, New York. ' We !

regret that we are unable to return or reply to any letters S
not published in this column. If you want to start a fan ! :

club or write to favorite stars, address them at their sttidios^fL I

1 *

READERS irVC — i

SOAP BOX:

I went to a movie one cold, rainy day.
But wlien I left the theatre it wasn't that
way

;

Everything seemed to be simply divine
And I was dancing on cloud number nine.
I was in a trance, hut this wasn't so queer,
’Cause the reason I flipped is perfectly

clear

;

The name of the film that I saw was “The
Swan”

And two words on the marquee were “Louis
Jourdan.”

Marti Gunzuurg
Beverly Hills, California

He made the day divine

For thirty years I've been a real movie
enthusiast, hut tonight I’m so mad at the

movie industry I feel that I must say so.

“The Last Hunt" was just about the last

straw—hut I'll go hack a little with my
complaints:

When I went to .see “Frack of the Cat,”

1 went because I like Robert Mitehum,
Diana Lynn and Teresa Wright. But 1

found that the only ajiparent purpose, of

the picture was to take CinemaScope inside

the grave, which was about the only ]dace

it hadn't been before.

Others have already expressed how they

feel about spending their time and money
on something like “Not As a .Stranger." My
main regret in connection with this film

was that I took someone along with me
who doesn't get to go to movies often, and
it would have been a help to find one mo-
ment's entertainment in it.

Although we live within a few blocks of

several good movie theatres, we went seven

miles out of our way to one where “Five
Against the House” was playing, so that

my little nephew could see Guy Madison,
who is quite a hero to the kiddies. I thought
it was not only unfit for children, but won-
dered how it passed the censors at all.

"The Man From Laramie” sounded nice

from the title, and it starred an old favor-

ite, .lames Stewart. It turned out to be the

most brutal and pointless and unentertain-

ing Western I had ever seen.

Tonight “The Last Hunt” was worse
than a mere disappointment—it was an in-

sult to the movie-going public, and, I think,
a disgrace to our country. What kind of

'

movie officials expected people drawn into

a theatre by names like Robert Taylor and
Stewart Granger to be amused by the ac-'

tual slaughter of countless buffalo while*
their young stood by calling pitifully? I

One more comment about tonight: The'
word “damn” was used four times, or pos-^

sibly more, since we left before the pro-!

gram was over. It was in “The Last Hunt”,
twice, and once each in scenes advertising'
“Picnic” and “Count Three and Pray.” Has
the industry forgotten that movie theatres!
are full of kids? I don’t think the word -

“damn” has been used on the screen in 1

1

good taste or toward arti.stic achievement*?
since Rhett Butler walked out on Scarlettl
O'Hara. 4
A few' words about the Academy Awards,'

too. The public interest in .lames Dean's, .

|ierfnrmance in “Fast of Fden” was tie- - -

mendous, and Hollywood knew' it. Holly-
wood seems just a little bit shallow when
we read, in advance of the Awards, that

Susan Hayward probably won’t win an
Oscar because of her personal difficulties;]

and afterwards, that “Marty” cost 1300,000,
|and 1400,000 worth of advertising went into'

cinching its Oscars? (I know it had merit
and won an award in France, but I under-
stand “East of Eden” won one in Japan '

—and to the fans it would be nice to think i

the Awards are won on merit alone.)
I remain very much a movie fan, but one

who thinks the industry has been asking
for a spanking. e

Lina Farley j

Memphis, Tennessee

QUESTION BOX:

If Rock Hudson has a twin brother, I

have just seen him in the movie, “Outside
the Law.” The actor who played Harris
looks enough like Rock to pass for his

double. Can you tell me who he is, and if

they are related?

Frances White'
Brooklyn, New York

Floyd is Rock’s double, says fan

No, they are not related. Harris ivas

played by Floyd .Simmons, who is a new-
'

comer to Hollywood, under contract to U-1.
'

Rock’s own studio. He hails from Charlotte. •

North Carolina, where he was born .AprilM

10. 1925. A former top athlete, Floyd f.'iJ

6'1", 190 tbs., has brown eyes, dark brownm
hair, fie is also in “Away All Boats.”—Eu.'H

Coiifiiiuerl on page 10m



IN THE COMPLETE GRANDEUR OF

Cinemascope

MORE THAN YOUR EYES HAVE EVER SEEN!
COLOR by DE LUXE

5 YEARS ON BROADWAY
— and now the fabulous A
stage success becomes

even more wonderful

in the amazing

CinemaScope

"THE KING AND I" in CINEMA-

SCOPE 55 brings you • New life-

like realism • Greater depth and

k scope • Over-all clarity of focus

• Increased sense, of audience

participation • No matter

P^^^where you sit in the theatre

you are assured of the

ultimate in viewing

Produced by Directed by Screenplay by

- RIIA MORENO
•

Music by

Martin Benson • Rex Thompson • Terry Saunders

Book and Lyrics by Choreography by

CKMES BMCKEn- WALTER LANG • ERNEST LEHMAN • RICHARD RODGERS aJSCAR HAMMERSTEIN IMEROME RODDINS
From Iheir musical play based on "Anna And The King Of Siam" by Margaret landon

4
;
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AUDIE MURPHY brings his

Greatest Screen Excitement
in the role of Indian Agent John Clum!

he carried no gun... no fear in his

heart yet backed by the love of two
women and the strength of his Faith ..

.

he faced

Geronimo's

last

desperate

thrust. .

!

CINE]MaSc<H>£ • TECHNICOLOR

ANNE BANCROFT • PAT CROWLEY
withCHARLES DRAKE •TOMMY RALL'JAY SILVERHEELS

oifltcito ev JESSE HlSfiS • mmim ey EIE OOUD ano JACI^ SHEft • PfiODucto fly MftON ROSEiERG

COMING SOON TO YOUR FAVORITE THEATRE

very special

home

Linda’s gift to Msgr. Carroll-Abbing and

Mother Ramacciotti : music for orphans

• “Ciao, Signora Linda!” the girls

would cry out, waving to Linda Darnell

each time she passed. Going to or

from her villa in Italy, she was
touched by the ragged children out-

side their tumbledown cottage. So she

investigated and found they were

the “daughters” of a little old lady.

Marguerite de Colmar—“a saint if I

ever saw one,” says Linda. For thirty

years. Mile, de Colmar had cared

for orphans and later postwar waifs

of Italy. Now she and her current

brood were about to be evicted from

the only home she could manage.

Linda went into action. Then engaged

to the wealthy Philip Liebman, she

asked him for a wedding gift, “a

home—a very special home.” As soon

as she’d explained its purpose, he

wrote a check. The children would

have a better house—but Linda’s

vision went beyond that. She talked

with Msgr. Carroll-Abbing, founder of

the Boys’ Towns of Italy, and the

plan broadened into a future of Girls’

Towns. Now the marriage of Linda

and Philip is over, but her thought-

fulness and his generosity have a last-

ing result: the very special home,

where former waifs live in new com-

fort. Across the ocean, her thoughts

still go out to them. With extra

incentive for earning money, she’s

been busier than ever recently:

Republic’s “Dakota Incident,” TV and

theatre appearances, “Drango,”

with Jeff Chandler. But someday she’ll

go back, to hear “her” girls say

again, “Ciao. Signora Linda!”
^8



New from
>. --a^.tmakes your hair look

born beautiful!

DuBarry

-;-..v-aaS®

The only gjl-lonolized

home permanent
• lanolin waving lotion

• lanolin-freated end papers
• lanolin neutralizer

Never before a home permanent like DuBarry! Actually curls

lanolin-softness right into your hair at every step! For only

DuBarry is lanolized all ways. Curls are softer, silkier, shinier—yet
so strong and lasting you can’t lose them unless you cut them oft

!

And it’s the simplest wave ever ! Just wind, wave, neutralize !

No test curls or drip-drying. No eye-stinging ammonia fumes. You’re

done in minutes . . . set for months with soft curls that look

born beautiful! Only at fine drug and department stores.

Perfect Home Permanent
(Gentle, Regular, Super)

or Perfect Pin-Curl Permanent
Each $1.75 plus tax



1 . Is your feminine daintiness ^
well protected at all times /

2 . Can the rush of nervous ^
perspiration be controlled £

3 . Is there a sure way to put an ^
end to ugly perspiration stains ^

4 . Is one bath a day really enough

for an active girl like you

GiVis who Know
-fhe answers use Anid

-fo be sure/
You owe it to yourself to get 100% on

this test. It’s a cinch you will, too, if you’re

smart enough to use Arrid daily.

For Arrid is the most effective deodor-

ant your money can buy. Doctors prove

that Arrid is 1 Vl times as effective against

perspiration and odor as all leading deo-

dorants tested.

Why? Only Arrid is formulated with

the magic new ingredient Perstop.* That’s

why more people have used and are using

Arrid to protect against odor and perspi-

ration than any other deodorant.

What’s in it for you? Just this!

^ Rub Arrid in — and you rub perspira-

<«*»tion and odor out. When the cream

vanishes you know you’re safe. And ap-

proachable any hour of the day or night.

Tropical heat-wave weather included

!

/O Arrid protects you against all kinds

^••of unexpected perspiration. It keeps

you dry even when anxiety or excitement

cause your glands to gush perspiration.

^ Arrid, used daily, keeps your clothes

safe from ugly stains. It keeps your

underarms so dry, soft and sweet there’s

never a hint that the situation’s getting

warm. Not even on hot, sticky days.

^ Arrid's "rubbed-in" protection starts

*/• on contact — keeps you shower-bath

fragrant up to 24 hours. Rub it in right

after your daily bath and you can forget

about perspiration and odor. No wonder
gals "in the know” are steady Arrid users.

Don't be half safe.

Be completely safe.

Use Arrid . .

.

to be sure.

43 < plus tax.

10
4 Carter Products trademark for sulfonated hydrocarbon surfactants.

READERS INC.
(Continued from page 8)

What girl played the part of Anna in the

picture “Anna”? Does she have blond hair?

Please give me some information about her
as I want to settle an argument.

Anita Stewart
Corner Brook Nfld., Canada

Anna was played by Silvana Mangano.
She has red-brown hair and brown eyes,

was Miss Rome of 1946 and was a model
before making her first movie, “Bitter Rice.”

She is married to producer Dino De Lau-
rentiis and has two small daughters. Her
latest picture is “Ulysses.”

—

Ed.

What is Debra Paget’s real name?
Susan Lacey
Indianapolis, Indiana

Debralee Griffin .

—

Ed.

A few years back there was a good movie
called, “'The Greatest Show on Earth.” It

starred Betty Hutton, Cornel Wilde and
Dorothy Lamour. There was one other star.

My father says it was Celeste Holm and I

say it was Lauren Bacall. Please straighten

us out. ,

Bernadette Hall
Baltimore, Maryland

You are both wrong. It was Gloria
Grahame. Charlton Heston and James Stew-
art also starred .

—

Ed.

I have always wanted to know who
played Jean Simmons’ husband in the

movie “Desiree.”

Jeanenne Grammer
Dallas, Texas

Michael Rennie.—^d.

Could you please tell me if Dean Martin
and Tony Martin are brothers?
My brother says they are, I say no. Who

is correct?

Carol Komboukos
Aberdeen, Washington

You are.

—

Ed.

Recently, I read an article in a magazine
which stated that Jayne Mansfield was in

“Rebel Without a Cause.” I saw the pic-

ture twice, but did not see her. Could you
please set me straight? If she was in it,

what part did she play?

Sandra Meyer
St. Louis, Missouri

She was not in the picture .

—

Ed.

Please tell me who the dreamy guy was
who played Crunch in “Rebel Without a
Cause.” My girlfriend said he was Perry
Lopez; I disagree. Who is right?

Jeanine Strain
Terre Haute, Indiana

You are. Crunch was played by a young
actor named Frank Mazzola .

—

Ed.

I would be very grateful if you could
give me some information concerning the

movie, “Tap Roots.” Susan Hayward starred

as Morna; William Lundigan as Clay Me-
Ivor; Boris Karloff as Tishomingo; but who
played the part of Keith Alexander"! We
would all like to know who he was, and
what has happened to him. Your help will

be greatly appreciated.

Joe T. Middleton
Kansas City, Missouri

That was Van Heflin under the brunette
make-up. He's now his own sandy-haired

self in “Patterns.”—Ed.

I have just seen Cornell Borchers in

“Never Say Goodbye” with Rock Hudson.
Could you please give me some information

on her and tell me if she is staying in the

U.S. permanently?
Erna Mae Binder
Green Bay, Wisconsin

Continued



stays married to your lips...

goes on true-color, stays true-color always

The instant you touch your lips with VIV, the deep-glowing

color comes alive, becomes a part of you . . . for keeps. For

everlovin’, ever-vivid VIV . . . the lipstick that softly

caresses your lips with color, staijs wedded to your

lips, ever-true, day and night, for always. You

know this color won’t forsake you, won’t stray,

won’t fade, for this is the one-and-only

ever-lovin’ VIV. . . and it’s made by Toni.

12 ever-froe shades

VIV-Soft Touch,
new 24 -hour type

$1.25 plus tax

VIV — Regular,
creamy non -smear

$1.10 plus tax

© THE GILLETTE CO



HALO leaves hair

Cleaner
Sofiter

Brighter
Omf I^A£/Zd(^,A&<tpc^

Halo—unlike most shampoos

—

contains no greasy oils or soap to leave

dulling, dirt-catching film!

Clear, liquid Halo bursts into rain-soft lather

in any kind of water. Cleans thoroughly,

quickly, then rinses completely, carrying away
dirt and dusty-looking dandruff.

Brings out all of your hair’s bright,

shining beauty with each shampoo.

Get safe, gentle Halo today!

Halo Glorifies Your Hair—Naturally

!

1
READERS INC.

(Continued)

Blond and hlue-eyed Cornell was born

in Heydekrug, Germany. She is 5'7", weighs
120 lbs. Divorced, she is the mother of a

jour-year-old son. Her next film will be
“Istanbul” with Errol Flynn. Since she
recently signed a long-term contract with
Universal-International, she’ll be spending
a good part of her time in this country.—Ed.

Could you please tell me if the music
from the movie “Forhidden Planet” has
been recorded? It’s really weird and ex-

citing.

Peggy Erickson
Orange, Massachusetts

The sound track of this movie has not

been recorded. The special effects were
created only for the picture .

—

Ed.

Would you please tell me the name of

the sigh guy who played Greg in the movie,

"Inside Detroit.”

Betty Jameson
Wilhraham, Massachusetts

His name is Mark Damon.—Ed.

1 have just seen “Carousel.” It was won-
derful. Could you please tell me who played
Louise, and the name of her dancing part-

ner.

Diana Hall
Toledo, Ohio

Louise was played by Susan Luckey.
Jacques D’Amboise was her partner.

—

Ed.

CASTING:

I think The Angry Mountain by Ham-
mond Innes would make a wonderful movie
with the following cast: Dick Farrell, Rich-

ard Egan; Doctor Sansevino, Jack Palance;
Mister Maxwell, Robert Sterling; Hilda
Tucek, Jennifer Jones; Jan Tucek, Jeff

Morrow.
Tommy Wilerson
Boaz, Alabama

My Brother’s Keeper by Marcia Daven-
port is an excellent novel. I’m sure it would
make a wonderful movie with Burt Lan-
caster as Seymour Holt; Gina Lollobrigida

as Renata Tosi; Robert Wagner as Randall
Holt; Joan Fontaine as Lily and Gladys
Cooper as Grandma Holt,

P. PlEDRA
Havana, Cuba

Charles Dickens’ A Tale of Two Cities

would make a good movie, I think, with
Marlon Brando as Sydney Carton; Paul
Newman as Charles Darnay

;

Pier Angeli
as Lucie; and Hope Emerson as Madame
De Farge.

Mary Crawford
Weston, West Virginia

As a point of interest, this was a movie
in 1935, with Ronald Coleman playing

Sydney Carton and, Donald (Foods, Eliza-

beth Allan and Blanche Yurka as the other
leading characters .

—

Ed.

After reading a book called Freckles by
Gene Stratton Porter, 1 am compelled to

write this plea to the U-1 studios to make
the picture for the pleasure of many movie-
goers. 1 am sure it will appeal to almost

anyone from six to sixty. Hollywood has
the only guy who will ever fit the role of

Freckles—that’s Audie Murphy. Audie has
all the qualities needed to play this part

—

he would barely have to act his role. With
Audie Murphy as Freckles and someone
like Julie Harris as Angel, I’m confident

that this picture would be a great hit.

Norma Argo
Napa, California

I12
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stork Derby: Debbie Reynolds, who had to

finish “Tammy” at U-I and “Bundle of Joy”

at RKO while she still was “photographic,”

was watched over carefully by Eddie Fisher.

When cooperative Deb wanted to give up

her Sundays for publicity pictures and

interviews, that did it ! Eddie turned off the

phone, placed a “do not disturb” sign on the

front door, and insisted that his little

mother-to-be have complete rest and quiet. . . .

Stewart Granger may be on film location

in Europe when Tracey (“Whether it’s a

I boy or a girl!”) is born in Hollywood. In the

1 meantime, Jean Simmons’ doctors wouldn’t

,
allow her to take a trip to New Mexico, where

the Grangers now own a hundred and two

acres of land. Therefore, Stewart took

movies of their T4J cattle ranch so Jean could

see what their future home looks like.

Switcheroos: Susan Hayward lost out in

Hollywood’s Oscar derby, but won the best
' actress award at the Cannes Film Festival.

When she cabled the happy news to her

Hollywood pals, she signed the messages Susan

Magnani! . . . For once Hollywood didn’t

I

wait until it was too late to pay tribute,

this time to Jean Hersholt. The town held a

dinner in honor of “the man who has done

I

so much for our great industry” just a few

weeks before he took his final bow.

II

Hee-haws: Anita Ekberg, on her way to

Europe to marry Anthony Steel, told off New
York photographers. “You wait until I lean

a certain way, and then you snap too much.”

The lensmen replied : “Only because you have

too much to snap at, Anita!” Apparently,

Italian cameramen felt the same way, for a

I few days later, Anita and Tony’s

wedding caused a near riot in the normally

1
peaceful city of Florence. . . . Ann Sheridan

gave the set of “The Opposite Sex” cause

Continued on page 16

IXSIDE
STUFF
Cal York’s Gossip of Hollywood

Susan Hayward lost Oscar but not her

sense of humor, as she proved in cable

to pals about winning the best actress

award at recent Cannes Film Festival

Netv York lens lads had a “snappy”

comeback when Anita Ekberg, on her

way to marry Anthony Steel, snapped
at them for taking cheesecake shots

P
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SENSATIONAL

HAMMOND-DOUBLEDAY WORLD
ATLAS. Big 9Vs" by 12Va" book.
Covers U. S., Canada, all foreign

countries. 90 maps, 32 full-page,

full-color! 154 photos plus 94 pages
of useful facts about the world’s
peoples, customs, resources, indus-

tries, governments, etc.

COLUMBIA-VIKING DESK EN-
CYCLOPEDIA. New 2-volume
edition, 1,440 pages, 31.000 ar-

ticles, 1,250,000 words. Up-to-
date and authoritative answers to

thousands of questions in all fields

of knowledge. Illustrated. (Set

counts as
^7 05
In OrlB.

^ 1

—
' ' ^^^sa«i-Yoi.Eti.

THESE LOVERS FLED AWAY
Howard Spring. "His best nov-

el !"

—

Ladies’ Home Journal. A
magnificent love story spanning
three generations, with a vivid

gallery of characters.

ANNIVERSARY
rf SPECIAL! .

NATURE'S WONDERS IN FULL
COLOR. Thrill to 462 amaz-
ing close-up photos of animal
life, insects, birds, flowers,
trees, etc. with fascinating and
informative stories I Big new
7" by 10" book.

STORY OF AMERICA
IN PICTURES. New
1956 edition, 488 pages,

nearly 500 pictures,
vivid text. Whole his-

tory of our land, in-

cluding President Eisen-

hower, Geneva, etc.
ANNIVERSARY

SPECIAL! .

ANNIVERSARY
gr SPECIAL! ,

THORNDIKE - BARN-
HART DICTIONARY
(CONCISE). 1956edi-
tion, 70,000 entries,

600 pictures, 544
pages, easy pronuncia-
tion guide, sections on
letter writing, gram-
mar, etc.

THE USA IN COLOR
Editors of Holiday maga-
zine take you on a fabulous
'

’picture-tout’ ’ of America’s
scenic wonders and vaca-

tionlands in nearly 200
FULL COLOR photos and
paintings that are truly

breathtaking ! Big 8"^ by
10" volume.

I THE TREASURE OF
I PLEASANT VALLEY
- Franife Yerfey. Rousing

tale of the Gold Rush,
and of an adventurer

/ in love with two "un-
ij touchable” females—
p a ravishing blonde and
J a dark-eyed half-breed!

OUTLINE OF HISTORY
H. G. Wells. New 2 -vol-

ume edition, 1,312 pages,

200 maps, pictures. Whole
story of man from earliest

times to our day. One of

the most acclaimed works
of the century ! (Set counts

as one hook)

ANNIVERSARY
-r SPECIAL! ,

NOT AS A STRANGER
Morton Thompson. Big
best-seller about a young
doctor and the women in

his life. 700 exciting pages— tense with drama and
human emotions I GONE WITH THE WIND

Margaret Mitchell. Beautiful

Scarlett O’Hara and adven-
turous Rhett Butler live again

in this complete new edition

of an American classic

!

MAIL COUPON

MODERN FAMILY COOK
BOOK—Meta Given. New
edition of the most useful

cook book ever published !

1,137 recipes. 640 pages,

many pictures, 16 in color!

UP TO *22.95 VALUE
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FROM AMERICA’S BIGGEST BOOK CLUB!

Sellers
in Publishers' Editions

whenlen you join me uoiiar uook uiud ana agree

to take as few as 6 best-selling novels out

of the 24 to be offered within a year

Ihly Sl**fiQMlOli£d/, MiJb^U!y--ffouJt^^ Std*Uf

Tu/0 Woni^My lny

TENDER VICTORY
Taylor Caldwell.
New romantic best-

seller! An exciting

story of a young
minister and the girl

who stood by him
against the assaults

of small town "re-

spectability.”

BEYOND DESIRE — Pierre LaMure.
New smash-hit by the author of Mou-
lin Rouge. The rapturous, music-

haunted story of young Mendelssohn,
and the two women who adored him
— Maria, fiery Italian opera star, and
Cecile, lovely daughter of a village

$3.95
Pub.Ed

$3.95
in Pub.Ed

$3.75
In Pub.Ed.

THE GOLDEN JOUR-
NEY — Agnes Sligh
Turnbull. What hap-
pens when state boss

James Kirkland "buys”
a husband for his only
daughter—with a prom-
ise to make him his po-
litical heir? "Full of
color. . . surprise twists.

’ ’

—New York Times.

$5.95
in Pub.Ed.

NEW CREATIVE HOME DECO-
RATING. Complete guide to color,

furniture, windows, walls, acces-

sories, etc. for every room. 658
pictures, 128 model rooms, 38 in

color! Big TVs" by 10'4" book.

Act Now to Get This Fabulous Book Package for

Take advantage of this 25th

Anniversary celebration of

the Dollar Book Club! Join now
and receive the biggest bargain
ever offered to new members.

Select any 3 of the big-value

books shown for only $1.
Choose from best-sellers by top
authors ... beautiful library
volumes. . .big illustrated books
. . . many newly offered for this

special event! Just think — a

total value of up to $22.95 in

publishers’ editions for just $1.

As a Member, You Save
up to 75% on New Books!

Imagine — best-seller selections

costing up to $3.95 in publishers’

editions come to Club members for
only $1 each! Over the years the
biggest hits by Ernest Hemingway,
W. Somerset Maugham, Thomas
B. Costain, Daphne du Maurier,

Frank Yerby and others, have come
to Club members at this low $1
price. Occasionally, extra-value

selections at $1.49 are offered. All
are full-size, hard-bound books.
Other desirable volumes, too, are

offered at savings up to 75% ! But
you buy only the books you want—
and you don’t have to take one
every month. Take as jew as six $1
selections a year!

Send No Money— Mail Coupon!
Receive any 3 books in this offer

for only $1, plus a small shipping
charge. Two books are your gift

for joining, and one is your first

selection. Thereafter, you will re-

ceive the Club’s Bulletin, which
describes forthcoming selections.

No-Risk Guarantee: If not de-

lighted with your introductory

Three-Book bargain package, re-

turn all books and membership
will be cancelled. Act now to ac-

cept this wonderful offer!

DOUBLEDAY ONE DOLLAR BOOK CLUB, GARDEN CITY. NEW YORK

MAIL THIS COUPON
Doubieday One Dollar Book Club, Dept. 8-TWP Garden City, New York

Enroll me as a Dollar Book Club member. Send me at once as

my gift books and first selection the 3 books checked below and
bill me only $1 FOR ALL 3, plus a small shipping charge.

Beyond Desire
Columbia-Viking Encyclopedia (set)

The Golden Journey
Gone With the Wind
Hammond-Doubleday World Atlas
Modern Family Cook Book
Nature's Wonders in Full Color
New Creative Home Decorating

Not As a Stranger
O The Outline of History (set)

Story of America in Pictures
Tender Victory
These Lovers Fled Away
Thorndike- Barnhart

Dictionary (Concise)
D Treasure of Pleasant Valley
O The U.S.A. in Color

Also send my first issue of The Bulletin, telling me about the new
forthcoming one-dollar book selections and other bargains for
members. I may notify you in advance if I do not wish the follow-
ing month’s selections. I do not have to accept a book every month— only six a year. I pay nothing except $1 for each selection I

accept, plus a small shipping charge (unless I choose an extra-
value seleaion). NO-RISK GUARANTEE: If not delighted return all

books in T days and membership will be cancelled.

Mr. Please

Mrs Print

Miss

Address

City
& Zone State

In Canada, selection price $1.10 phis shipping: address Doubleday Book
Club. 105 Bond Street. Toronto 2. Offer good in U.S.A. and Canada only.
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INSIDE STEFFI
continued from page 13

to laugh when she presented a birth-

day cake to Ann Miller. On it was in-

scribed in frosted letters: “Twenty-

seven my foot!” Only it didn’t say

footl . . . During an interview. Jeff

Chandler was asked if he takes acting

lessons. “Yes. I do,” Jeff dead-panned.

“I watch Bill Holden and James Dean
on the screen!”

Hollywood Salutes: Rock Hudson,

John Kerr and Dick Davalos. They
actually were close friends of James
Dean, hut out of respect for his mem-
ory and love of privacy, they have

refused to author stories about the late

star. . . . Ann Blyth. who develo])ed

laryngitis at the last minute and

couldn’t sing at a benefit. But she still

insisted on appearing and giving ticket

holders a good look at her pretty face.

. . . Mrs. Clark Gable, who refused

to play a part in the King’s next pic-

ture “A King and Four Queens.”

Why? “Because,” laughs the beau-

tiful Kay, “I have no talent!”

The Facts Ma'am: Contrary to reports,

Marilyn Monroe didn’t move out on

her good friends, the Milton Greenes.

But she did move in with her coach,

Paula Strasberg. The Greenes have a

little boy. and sometimes little boys

make big noises. Marilyn adores little

Joshua but ber doctor ordered more

rest and quiet, so she had to make the

temporary move.

Date With Fate: James Dean’s sudden

death right after finishing “Giant” was

a great shock to Elizabeth Taylor, who
had worked with him. So you can

Continued

Ann Blyth. City of Hope voted her one

of six“Hollywoo(l Mothers of the Year'’
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Germs are ihe major cause of bad breath . . .

no tooth paste kills germs like Listerine, instantly, by millions.

Tlie most common cause of bad breath is

the fermentation of proteins wliich are

always present in the moutli. So, the

more you reduce germs in the mouth, the

longer your breath stays sweeter.

Listerine Antiseptic kills germs on contact!

Listerine Antiseptic kills germs by millions

on contact. Filteen minutes after gargling with

Listerine, germs on tooth, mouth and throat

surfaces were reduced up to 96.7%; one hour

afterward as much as 80%. Listerine

averaged four times better in stopping

bad breath than tooth pastes tested.

Listerine Antiseptic acts on many surfaces.

Listerine acts antiseptically on many

surfaces . . . the teeth, mouth, throat. It kills

disease-producing germs as well as many types

of odor-[iroducing gei'tns. No tootii paste

offers proof like this of killing germs

that cause bad breath.

THE MOST WIDELY

USED ANTISEPTIC

IN THE WORLD
P

fit
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INISIDE STUFF
continued

Cary Grant and wife Betsy. His

film deal gave Frankie the blues

The Jeff Chandlers. His inter-

viewer got an unexpected answer!

imagine how she felt when Mont-

gomery Clift, who plays opposite her

in “Raintree County,” crashed into a

power pole and suffered serious head

injuries and a broken nose. The acci-

dent occurred after a dinner party at

the Michael Wildings, on the steep,

winding road leading from their Bene-

dict Canyon home. Riding in the am-

bulance with Monty, Liz prayed hard

the whole way. Later, she was relieved

to learn he won’t be scarred for life.

Here And There: Shirley Jones hopes

Hollywood will call her back for a

strong dramatic role. She’s preparing

for it by studying with coach Marty

Welch. . . . Hollywood did its share of

wondering about whether Frank Sina-

tra would walk out on “The Pride and

the Passion.” being filmed in Spain.

The rumor still persists that Frank is

unhappy because co-star Cary Grant

has a better deal. . . . New-mother

Janet Leigh had to render first aid to

Tony Curtis. “Not because of my deli-

cate condition,” Janet explained.

“Tony’s brother Bobby was making his

debut with Jose Ferrer in ‘The Great

Man,’ and Tony went to pieces.” Bob-

by (he changed his name to Robert

Reed) came through with flying

colors!

Lovers Knot: Natalie Wood got the sur-

prise of her sweet young life when
she returned from her Hawaiian vaca-

tion. Scott Marlowe flew to San Fran-

cisco and was waiting with open arms

when Nat’s boat docked. Since meet-

ing six months ago, this inseparable

pair disagrees on only one subject

—

publicity. Scott refuses to cash in on

Nat’s name, which is why you seldom

see them photographed together.

Wedding Belles: Before five hundred

pairs of eyes, John Wayne gave his

daughter, Mary Antonia, in marriage

at the Blessed Sacrament Church. At I
the reception held in the Beverly Hills

Hotel, few people knew that Duke had
special men guarding the costly dis-

play of wedding gifts which filled an

entire room! . . . Dana Wynter must 1

know the secret word ! Unlike Lana I
Turner. Joan Crawford, Dorothy La- ?

mour. Ginger Rogers, Jane Wyman r

and Ann Sheridan—to name a few—-
*

who once were wooed by Greg Baut- "i

zer, the popular, handsome attorney

proposed to Dana! She’ll give up her I

career, she says, when they marry— ^

which is bound to bring loud protests '

from 20th, who has her under contract. 5

According To Rumor: Sal Mineo turned

down a straight fifteen-year contract at

M-G-M, and you can’t hardly get that

kind in Hollywood any more! . . . The
Ray Dantons are ecstatically happy
over their good news. Julie Adams is

taking time off until she has her first

baby in November, but she plans to

resume her career after she and Ray
become parents. . . . M-G-M is con-

vinced that Grace Kelly won’t return

to make “Designing Woman.” The
studio would ...Icome Audrey Hep-
burn who owes them a picture, as a

happy replacement. Co-star James
Stewart echoes their sentiments! . . .

Mitzi Gaynor must be slipping. She

and Jack Bean will celebrate their

second wedding anniversary in a few

months and, to date, no one has ever

printed that they’re going to have a

baby

!

Storm Warnings: The heart trouble

that hospitalized Jerry Lewis and the

sudden death of beloved Louis Cal-

hern shocked Hollywood actors into

having immediate medical check-ups.

From now on they plan to lower the

boom on those exhausting work

Continued on page 105
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THE EDDY DUCHIN STORY /^eame THIS IS THE

PERSONAL STORY OF A MAN MILLIONS KNEW ONLY BY HIS MUSIC-“MUSIC BY DUCHTN”!

THIS TELLS HOW HE HIT IT RICH... AND LONELY. HOW HE FOUND HIS DREAM

GIRL AND LOST /*4<^||P^HIS DREAM. AND HOW A LOVELY WOMAN AND A LITTLE

SONG TO HIS LIPS AND HIS FINGERTIPS ONCE AGAINlBOY BROUGHTTHE

in a love story

your heart will long

JAMES WHITMORE -SHEPPERD STRUDWICK

A COLUMBIA PICTURE

C INE rviAScO ^

CO-STARRING

REX THOMPSON
AND INTRODUCING

VICTORIA SHAW
PRODUCED BY JERRY WALD • DIRECTED BY GEORGE SIDNEY

SCREEN PLAY BY
SAMUEL TAYLOR

STORY BY PIANO RECORDINGS BY
LEO KATCHER • carmen cavallaro

ASSOCIATE PRODUCER JONIE TAPS
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Your letters answered by

Spring Byington

WHAT
SHOULD
I DO*?

p

Q I have been married just four months.
My husband, Jim, and I get along

fine except for one thing—his friend. Bob,
who practically lives with us.

Because my husband works such long

hours, about the only time I have him all

to myself is over the weekend, and then

Jim says, “Let’s call up Bob and see if he

wants to go to a movie with us.”

Bob doesn’t have a steady girlfriend,

so he always seems ready to go along

with us. Then he and Jim carry on a

long conversation about football, base-

ball, basketball, boxing or some such sub-

ject that doesn’t interest me at all.

Sometimes I have said I didn’t want to

go to a movie, I’d rather stay at home. Then
Jim phones Bob and tells him that we
aren’t doing anything much, and “Why
don’t you shag yourself over and break the

monotony?”
Am I being selfish, or is my husband?

Whose fault is it that we have an argument
over Bob every weekend? Am 1 right about
married people needing to be by them-

selves, or is this silly, as my husband says?

Mrs. Wanda E.

\ Let’s come to grips with the problem,

Mrs. E., by admitting at once that

there are many men in this world who don’t

enjoy the company of women separately or

in a group. There are men so centered in

masculinity and masculine pursuits, that

they are unable to regard with any degree

of seriousness the interests of womankind.
/ conclude from your letter that you have
married such a man.

It would appear to me that you can
select one of two alternatives: Either you
must decide that your marriage to this par-

ticular man was a mistake and terminate

it. or you must prepare to live his life, in-

structing yourself in such things as football,

baseball, basketball, and boxing, so that

you will be able to share his leisure-hour

interests and talk with him on his level.

It is likely that your husband seeks out

his friend whenever possible because he is

comfortable with him and because they

share the same interests. Perhaps he is un-

comfortable with you because he feels that

you have no meeting ground, except that

of emotion. No one can be madly in love

twenty-four hours each day, so those hours

not assigned to love must be taken up in

comradeship.
Why not learn to be a good comrade, as

well as a wife?

Q I want you to like me, l)ut I don’t

think you are going to, after you
have read this letter.

To put it simply: I don’t tell the truth.

Not that I lie about others, but only about
myself. I’m twenty-four and should have
better sense, but when I meet new people,

something comes over me that I can’t

control.

I’m working in a large city, but I man-
age twice a year to get back home to the

small town in which I grew up. I take the

train when I go for my long vacation and
1 fly for the occasional long weekends. Nat-

urally, I nearly always meet somebody on
the train or the plane, and I build up a

fascinating background for myself.

Even in the office I have given my co-

workers the impression that my family is

extremely wealthy (they are hard-working
farm people who have been fortunate dur-

ing the last few good crop years).

I don’t know why I do it. Every time

I have turned in a fine “snow job,” I have
vowed that I’d never do it again. I know

that it’s a small world and I’m going to

get caught one of these days. 1
Can you tell me what’s wrong with me? ^

Ethel J.

A 7 suspect. Miss J., that there are

at least two reasons for your flights f
of fancy. First, you are probably suffering

from a form of snobbery, yet you are bright

enough to realize that snobbery has gone
out of fashion. To prove this fact you have
only to read the biographies of some of the

great entertainment figures. In bygone
times, it was standard practice to create

a story that an exotic new actress (born
in Wagon Mound, Arizona, for instance)

was of mixed Siamese and French blood
and that she had grown up in a convent
in Spain. Noivadays, the citizens of Wagon
Mound—proud of their native daughter—
would vigorously protest the legend.

Your second problem is that you are not
interested enough in yourself as an unique
individual—which, of course, you are—and
in your own particular life and abilities,

to regard yourself as worthwhile without
embellishment. Your first concern should
be to improve your abilities—dancing, skat-

ing, sewing, or writing fiction instead of

talking it—to the extent that your perform-
ance gives you status in your own opinion.

Make it a point to get to know the potential

of your own being, and you will be able

to abandon forever the Walter Mitty side

of your nature.

Q I am nineteen, and I have been go-

ing with J.D. for three years.

When I graduated from high school, I

was able to get a good secretarial job in

a large organization, but J.D. made my
life so miserable that I had to quit. He was
sure I spent my day flirting with the men
in the office, which was pretty silly because
most of them were old enough to be my
father.

Now I work in an office in which there

is only one other girl, plus the lady who
owns the business, but J.D. still says I prob-

ably make friends with callers. When we
go on a date during the week I suggest

that we get home early, not only because
I work, but also because he has to get up
early. He tells me that I am in such a

hurry because I have another date. About
thirty minutes after we have said good
night, he telephones to see if I am still

at home.
Not only that, he doesn’t even want me

to talk to girls. Whenever a girlfriend tele-

phones when J.D. is at the house, he says

the girl wouldn’t be so friendly if sbe and
I weren’t going out on dates together.

Do you think a boy who acts like that

is really in love and ready for marriage,

even if he is twenty-three?

Laurie G.

A I believe you and your family should
take this situation very seriously.

Miss G. This boy’s jealousy, as you have
described it, would impress any thinking

person as abnormal. Certainly every im-

aginative, intelligent man sometimes suf-

fers an occasional twinge of jealousy over

a girl, but this lad’s behavior is beyond
excuse.

Of course, his suspicion stems from a

tremendous sense of insecurity in his re-

lationship with the world in general. He
has packaged all his problems and has

labeled them with your name.
A psychologist would be able to get to

the root of this boy’s troubles, but your
description of him leads me to believe that

Continued
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SATIN’SET...a curls best friend!

GENEROUS SIZE \ 35

*PLUS TAX

Ends nightly pin-ups ... even in muggy summer weather!

Now... in just 5 extra seconds with 'SATIN- SET’

you can set pin-curls that last twice as long!

Keeping your eurls set in summer takes more than an ordinary hair spray. You

need the Pin-Curl Spray-Set
—

'Satin-Set —and only Revlon has it! This is the

spray that makes pin-curls last twice as long, even on sticky days. Just 5 extra

seconds with 'Satin-Set’ does it! And rememher, 'Satin-Set’ contains Revlon’s

own Lanolite to keep your hair soft and shining. Be sure you get 'Satin-Set’

this summer . . . and end nightly pin-ups. © 1986 REVLON. tNC.
I

Just pin and spray for curls that stay.

lacquer! Holds hair softly in place.



This new golden richer shampoo WHAT SHOULD I DO?

makes your hair obey . .

.

Makes it instantly

easy to manage . . . because Pamper

can^t dry your hair. You see —

Pamper is so very, very gentle . . .

so MUCH RICHER,
SO MUCH THICKER

YOU CAN FEEL
THE DIFFERENCE

eoLOEN

hampoo.

Gentle as a Lamb

he would resist bitterly anyone's attempt to

persuade him to seek projessional help. Per-

haps you can help him by drawing him out,

by encouraging him to talk about his child-

hood. Little by little he will unfold the rea-

sons for his own sense of futility and his

conviction that human beings are not to be

trusted.

However, much as 1 know this boy needs

help. I must admit that if you were my
daughter, I would send you to visit a rela-

tive or friend, indefinitely.

There are some problems in this world

for which flight is the only solution.

Q I would like to know if it is possil)le

to he in love at the age of thirteen.

I have been told many times that I am
very mature for my years, both mentally

and physically, and when I was in 7B. I

had the fortunate experience of being

skipped into 8R. One of my teachers for

that term is whom this letter is about, for

I have a crush on him. I'll refer to him

as Mr. X.

Mr. X is not what you would call a movie

type, and like most teachers he has no

considerable financial status. Still, there is

something about him which draws my at-

tention, and he feels the same about me.

Now that I am in 9th grade, our friendship

has gone further than is usual between

teacher and pupil. I have learned to hide

nothing from him, as I am free to go to

him with any problem or any confidence,

knowing I will get understanding and belli.

Mr. X has taken me out for sodas alter

school, and once while I was rehearsing

piano in our school auditorium in prepara-

tion for an operetta, he slipped his arms

around me and kissed me. It was working

with Mr. X in school shows, going with

him on all-day geology class trips and talk-

ing with him after school, that made me
realize I like him more than I ever thought

I could.

I have not deprived myself of dates with

hoys my own age, or having fun with the

gang, yet when I should he having fun 1

find myself thinking of Mr. X and wishing

I were out with him.

That is why I would like to have you tell

me whether or not I am too young to under-

stand the full meaning of loving and being

loved.

Fiona B.

A At thirteen, Fiona, you are too young

to be in love, but you are not too

young to have a mirror image of the “full

meaning of loving and being loved,” as you

so concisely express it.

In this world there may be thousands of

individual men, each of whom—if you met
that particular individual—would summon
from you the precise response this teacher

has evoked.

Frankly, I think you are exceptionally

mature for your years. Now, / want you to

think about this: / think your teacher is

very young for his years. Why? Because,

if he were as well developed—mentally,

emotionally, and spiritually—as you are, in

comparative years, he would consider you

an attractive youngster, but his intense in-

terest would be centered upon a woman
nearer his own age. He would let you know,
since you are obviously sensitive, that he

was taking an impersonal, adult interest in

you as a student. He would avoid the soda

dates after school, the clandestine kisses.

However, I must regard this as essentially

a “building” experience for you, because



continued

it will surely have taught you—once you

have thought it over—the difference be-

tween the counterfeiting of love, and the

authentic coin.

Q Tliis is an old, old story, I guess, but

no matter how old it is. I’m not much

helped hy its being an antique problem.

There are four sisters in our family, and

I am tlie youngest. I will soon he sixteen;

my three older sisters are nineteen, twenty,

and twenty-three. They are very, very pret-

ty, and so they are very popular. T didn’t

miss out on the family good looks, so I

think T could he popular, too, except for

one thing.

Our father has been dead nearly fourteen

i

years, and our mother has devoted herself

! to us. I love my mother very much, so I

don’t like to have her staying at home
alone night after night. I know my sisters

appreciate what she has done just as much
as 1 do, hut they sort of take it for granted

that they can go ahead and make their

own plans because I will he at home. T have

said that I didn’t especially want to go on

dates because I’m sure that Mom would tell

me to run along and enjoy myself. Well,

I couldn't enjoy myself, thinking that she

was lonely, and not one of my sisters has

ever said, “I’ll stay at home tonight; you

go out to a movie with the gang.”

I'd like to have a little freedom without

i
creating a family ruckus, Init most of all

without giving Mom the feeling that she

I

is imposing upon somebody to stay at home

j

with her. I have confidence in your being

I able to help me.
Karen C.

i

' A /’m going to make a sincere attempt

to help you, Karen, hut I suppose I

should warn you in advance that my advice

i may hurt a little, at first.

I believe you are standing in the golden

spotlight of your own approval. Some small

voice deep inside you is saying, “You are

the good daughter; you are the devoted,

\

the worthwhile person.”

I don't think you should take this atti-

tude, because you are running the risk of
conditioning your mother so that she may
never he able to tap her own personality

I resources at all. At sixteen, it isn't always
' easy to realize that a devoted member of

the family may be interfering with a moth-
er's independence, and may be making it

extremely difficult for her to get the most
out of her mature years.

As the mother of two grown daughters.
I know that 1 could have been spoiled, that

\

/ could have been turned into a dependent,
clinging, self-pitying type (almost anyone

I can be, you know), if my daughters had
martyred themselves to the idea that 1

!
might be lonely or in need of constant at-

I

tendon.

I find that, because my daughters lived
their own lives and established their own
homes and their own families, I have a
much busier, happier, more productive, and
satisfying life than would have been the
case otherwise. I'm eternally glad / wasn't
coddled, and / think your own mother

;
might well share my sentiments.

Q My husband and I are at our wits’
end over a boy who is going with our

eighteen-year-old daughter. Helen is about
to finish high school, and plans to go to
an airline school. She has been an A stu-
dent, has been active in school affairs, and

Continued
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DEBORAH KERR co-starring in M-G-M's “TEA AND SYMPATHY’’in Cinemascope and Metrocolor WHAT SlIOLI^D I HO'?

Woodbury

powder -and -found

p
'

In elegant ivory-and-gold mirrored cose

—

to take with you in your purse, $1. IPr/cesp/usi

Puf] on this complete make-up iti a split min-

ute and get compliments all day. Woodbury

Dream Stuff gives your complexion the radi-

ance of living color . . , the smoothness of

flawless skin like Deborah Kerr’s! Flatters

like a jxtw der . . . clings because of its fabu-

lous built-in foundation ingredient. And
never, never dries skin. Five dreamy new

shades that stay color-true. Neat,

too — no loose jjtnvder to spill

!

In enchanting blue-and-gold

box, sweet for your dressing

table, only 49c.

continued

is siirli a sweet and wonderful girl in al-

most every way.
Our worry is over this hoy’s determina-

tion to get engaged to Helen. He is just

nineteen, works duritig the summer on his

uncle’s farm, during the winter at a filling

station in town. He has his own car, which
he says he huilt, and he hrags about how
fast he can drive it. He doesn’t seem to

have any ambition except to race automo-
biles. When we ask him about college, be
says that is for nice boys with clean finger-

nails.

He walks like a question mark, wouldn’t
think of standing up when a lady enters

the room, and calls otir daughter “my old

bag.” In our opinion, be is a complete no-

body.

Our daugbfer? Of course, that’s the prob-

lem. Sbe gets starry-eyed when he roars

into the driveway, and she sort of drifts out

of the house when the two of them are

going anywhere. I’ve tried to tell her what
life would be like with such a boy, but

she just smiles dreamily and pats my cheek.

I simply don't know what to do next.

Helen’s father and 1 will appreciate your
views on the subject.

(Mrs.) Grace P.

A / would like to say something in be-

half of the lad of whom you disap-

prove. Mrs. P. Since he has chosen your

daughter as the object of his affection, it

would seem reasonable to assume that,

gauche and rude as he seems, he actually

aspires to a higher level than that on which
he was reared. He may be sensitive, fine-

grained, and ambitious, although like many
boys of that type he seems to work over-

time to disguise the fact.

However, I suspect that any discussion

of him may be regarded as academic exer-

cise. A little patience on your part will see

your daughter safely enrolled in stewardess’

school, then her horizons will enlarge tre-

mendously.
In essence, the appeal this boy now rep-

resents to her is similar to the appeal of

airline experience. Speed is romantic. These

youngsters of ours belong to the jet age;

they’ve come to regard flying as casually as

we consider driving an automobile.

Once your daughter is in school, you

might make it a point to invite her new
friends, particularly professional pilots, to

a party at your home. Your daughter will

soon understand the enormity of the re-

sponsibility accepted by anyone who man-

ages four motors, and her drag-race boy-

friend behind one small motor will seem
like very small potatoes, indeed.

Don’t forget that, at this stage of your

daughter’s development, it may be neces-

sary for her to patronize you. She has un-

doubtedly reached a plateau of superiority

from which she must view you with an af-

fectionate pity. Give her this brief suprem-

acy; all too soon she will marry one of her

pilots and become, herself, that “pitiable”

object, a parent.

Do you have a problem ivhich seems to

have no solution? Would you like the

advice of Spring Byington? If so, ad-

dress your letters to her, in care of Box

3095, Beverly Hills, California. If your

problem is of general interest. Miss

Byington ivill consider ansuering it in

this column. All names ivill be held

confidential.
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Helene CurLis has the exclusive new "conlror’ in^redienl.

And it’s in all Helene Curtis Spray Net— Regular, Super Sofl, and new Ultra.

Helene Curtis Spray Net actually

trains your hair

!
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Use Helene Curtis spray net to set springier, bouncier pin-
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.
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hair spray that actually trains your hair to stay curled!

train your hair with

spray net'

new!

refillable aerosol

purse/spray

Fill it yourself. Take it

with you. New Purse/
Spray, glamourous in

black and gold, comes
with its own special re-

filler of new ULTRA SPRAY

NET. Holds days of sprays

at every filling. With re-

filler, $3.25 value . .

.

special

introductory

oX 5 1 85
plus tax

Only Helene Curtis

SPRA Y NET has it

!
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THAT’S HOLLYWOOD FOR YOLT
BY SIDNEY SKOLSKY

P

ingly open. “Except, of course,” says Deborah, “when I’m

changing costumes.” . . . On the set of “The Best Things

in Life Are Free,” my favorite character, Mike Curtiz, told

workmen; “Please, fellows, try to make noise quietly.”

I believe Cyd Charisse and Tony Martin, who were begin-

ning to look like each other, don’t any more. . . . Every

new actress who is signed by M-G-M spends most of her

evenings during the first few months in a projection room
looking at old Garbo pictures. ... I like Shelley Winters.

Go on, say anything you want about me. ... I can’t get

over the vast number of actors who have turned producers.

The latest (at this writing) is Jane Powell. Somehow Janie

Powell doesn’t resemble a producer to me! . . . Durable is

the word for Barbara Stanwyck; reliable is another word
for her. She’s quite a person! ... I liked “Oklahoma!” and

“Carousel” and even “Meet Me in Las Vegas,” but the best

musical I ever saw still is “Forty-second Street.” ... In

these days when “The Method” is so popular, Spencer

Tracy informed me: “I’m not a method actor. What I try to

do is play a part honestly; how it reacts on me.” These were

refreshing words to hear. ... I wish John Huston would

get back to making movies like “The Maltese Falcon,”

which wasn’t so important but so good! . . . Bob Wagner
admits he has yet to earn the right for stardom. “Star is

tossed around too easily in this business,” said Wagner. “I

still have a lot to learn about my job.” . . . Red Skelton

said it : “I know a Texan who couldn’t put a TV set in his

Cadillac, so now he’s booking acts to appear in it.”

Frank Sinatra is an exciting performer whether he is sing-

ing or acting. . . . These days everyone is taking a legitimate

play or movie and making a musical out of it. Just to be

different, I’d like to see someone take a musical hit and

make a legitimate play or movie out of it. ... I know Piper

Laurie and Gene Nelson are romantic, but I think the combo
should be Gene Nelson and Lori Nelson. This would allow

Lori to get married without changing her last name.

I can’t imagine Eddie Fisher as a father, but I can

imagine Debbie Reynolds as a mother. . . . Description of

Ernest Borgnine: There is always a smile on his face, even

when it isn’t there. . . . I’m told Cary Grant believes in

hypnotism and that’s how he gave up smoking cigarettes.

. . . Doris Day, in her recent movies, proves that she knows

something about such things as lust and sex. And she’s

more popular and valuable than ever. . . . Rock Hudson ad-

mits he decided to be a movie actor after he saw Jon Hall

take a spectacular high dive from a ship’s mast. “I told

Hall this when I met him,” says Rock, “and he told me
a stunt man had done the dive!” That’s Hollywood for you.

Russ Tamblyn and his

Venetia. Nobody could

miss seeing how very

much in love they are

If Lori Nelson (here

with Larry Pennell)

took Sid’s suggestion,

she wouldn’t have to

change her last name!

I wonder if Marlon Brando is tired of the many actors

who copy him and try to look like him. Or, has he grown

accustomed to their faces and method? . . . Jayne Mans-

field, who played bit roles in movies, became a movie star

by appearing as a movie star on the Broadway stage in

“Will Success Spoil Rock Hunter?” ... I never see a blond

and think it’s the real thing. Furthermore, I don’t believe

men expect blonds to be naturals. . . . Why do I always ex-

pect Susan Hayward to flare up, and am pleased when she

smiles at me—which she usually does! ... I liked “The

Harder They Fall,” but the best prizefight movie I ever saw

is still “The Set-up.” . . . Ann Blyth could be sexier than

she is on the screen if she wanted to be. . . . Suggestion for

a photo layout: pictures of all the celebrities James Stewart

has portrayed on the screen. ... I believe TV would be

better if you could mark your place and return to it later.

. . . Cornel Wilde is domestic and can do housework. “I do

a lot of sweeping while wielding a broom or a vacuum,” he

told me. ... I wasn’t on the Johnnie Ray bandwagon when
he was the current popular singer, so don’t expect me to be

an Elvis Presley fan. So sue me! . . . Mitzi Gaynor insists

she has an instinctive feeling about people, and declares: “I

go a lot by the nature of a handshake.”

I always find Joan Crawford entertaining, regardless of

the movie she’s in. ... I can’t recall ever seeing Russ

Tamblyn in a movie, although I know he was in “Seven

Brides for Seven Brothers” which I viewed and liked. . . .

Deborah Kerr’s portable dressing room is always welcom-

Cute Janie Powell may
be a movie producer

—

but she still has that

star look for Sidney
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Ml DAY U)NG...FOR EVERY SUMMER ACTIVITY/

Cycle all day in style and coniforl / Playtex

Living lira rounds lonr curves perfectly/

’td'ixclusive criss-

cross clastic front

dips low, holds

the separation.

*Exclusive bias-cut

clastic side panels

self-adjust to

your every motion.

^Elastic back sets

low, won’t ride up.

Elastic front

band stays smooth.

To score on form, wear Playtex white Bandeau.

Elastic side panels assure heavenly comfort /

PlAYIEX BRA'

Won't shift/ slide or ride ever / Glorious for sports . . . and glori-

fies your fashions/ No other bra allows such complete freedom for

action. All-elastic body self-adjusts to your every motion; never hinds,

never rides up. Sculptured nylon cups stay high, round . . .

divide divinely, support superbly.^ As flattering for dates

as for daytime activities. In wonderfully washable white or

non-run black. Sizes 32A to 40C, $3.95. D-Cups slightly

higher. In the Playtex package at your favorite store.

Also see the High Style Bra in “party -pretty” cotton.

Jf'Tiite. Only $2.95.

There's sure allure with your Living® Bra.

Wonderful under all your summer fashions/

©1956 by International Latex Corporation . . PLAYTEX PARK . . Dover Del In Canada: Playtex Ltd. . . PLAYTEX PARK . . Arnprior, Ont. '*U. S. pat. l''orcIyn pats, pendinp.



EXCELLKNT VERY GOOD COOP </ FAIR

LET’S GO TO THE MOVIES
WITH JANET GRAVES

As they receive press acclaim, Burt, Gina and Tony know what explosive personal problems threaten their trapeze act’s triumph

Honeymoon days for Kim and Ty are set

to music that has a champagne sparkle

The Eddy Diichin Story COIAi MBIA :

CINEM VSeOF’E. TECHNICOLOR

V'V'V'/' More than just a success story, the

film biography of the late bandleader is

an affecting close-up of a man, his first

love, his second and his son. Tyrone

Power ably handles both the light mo-

ments of the young pianist’s rise to fame

and the tender or tragic moments of his

private life. His marital happiness with a

lovely socialite, appealingly portrayed by

Kim Novak, ends abruptly when she dies

after giving him a son. Crushed and em-

bittered, Ty turns away from the child;

but his sense of fatherhood revives during

wartime Navy service. In his efforts to

win over the stranger who is his young

son (Rex Thompson), he’s aided by an

English girl, the handsome, vibrant Vic-

toria Sbaw. The frequent musical inter-

ludes are graceful, thanks to Ty’s finger-

ing, Carmen Cavallaro’s piano. family

Trupeze u.a.; cinemascope, de luxe color

V'V'V'V' In a circus drama drenched with

color and tingling with suspense, a high-

powered star trio teams smoothly. Once

famous as a “flyer,” until crippled by a

fall, Burt Lancaster is persuaded to re-

turn to the trapeze as Tony Curtis’ catcher.

Tony does the best work of his career as

the eager newcomer, deceived by the amo-
'

rous approaches of Gina Lollobrigida. And
;

Gina proves herself not only a beauty but
j

an accomplished actress, equally con- •

vincing as she connives to get into the \

trapeze act and as she falls in love with !

Burt. Acting strength is added by Katy
|

Jurado, as a bareback rider, Thomas 1

Gomez, as the circus owner, and Johnny
|

Puleo, as a cheery dwarf. But it’s Carol A

Reed’s direction that keeps the tension 1

taut and the excitement of the circus con- 4

stantly alive, in sight and sound, family J

Continued jl
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New! BOBBI-
U

with Casual Curlets”

and breeze-fresh lotion

gives you a longer lasting ,

softly feminine wave
A stron ger wave tlian ordinary pin -curl permanents

a softer wave than rod-type permanents

Specially created for casual hair styles

See how casual a bobbi wave can be! You know it

will outlast any other pin-curl permanent because each

curl is set stronger from the very beginning with bobbi’s

new “Casual Curlets.” Use Curlets between perma-

nents, too — for a longer-lasting set after your shampoo.

Everything you need for the prettiest, longest-lasting

casual hairdo ever! Fabulous new easy-set “Casual

Curlets”. . . of pretty pink plastic . . . simpler than

metal pins! New breeze-fresh, petal-pink lotion, so

pleasant to use! No separate neutralizer, no reset-

ting. OnlyBOBBi makes a pin-curl permanent so easy

!

Pin-curls made with BOBBl’s
new “Casual Curlets”. . .

smooth, firm, no loose ends, no

crimp marks as with metal pins.

Specially designed for a stronger,

longer-lasting casual wave

!

New “Casual Curlets” are 7
ways better !

1. Easier, faster than metal pins.

2. So pretty— shell-pink plastic-

yon won’t want to hide ’em

!

3. Can’t rust or discolor hair.

4. One Cnrlet holds tight for bet-

ter, stronger waves—you never

need two for a curl

!

5. Can’t slip.

6. No unsightly crimp marks.

7. Curlets are curved — shaped to

your head for comfort.

All-new BOBBI in a bright blue box
Each package complete with 55 "Casual

Curlets” and 6 neckline curlers.

P
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LET’S GO TO THE MOVIES continued

UliSI acting: PAUL NEWMAN
Everett Sloane and Sal see Paul’s misdeeds catch up with him

Somebody Up There Likes Me m-c-m

Row'dy, fast-paced, sympathetic, humorous, the story of

Rocky Graziano gets a vigorous lift from the performance of

Paul Newman as the fighter. Leading a teen-age gang on New
York’s East Side, he shows fantastic disregard for law and order.

Drafted after years in reform school and jail, he takes the same

attitude toward Army rules and lands in Leavenworth, dishonor-

ably discharged. But here an instructor teaches him to put his

store of hatred to use. and after his release he turns to the ring,

taking success with laughable lack of modesty. Then his ()ast

catches up with him. Other [terformances are fine, too: Pier

Angeli, as his understanding wife; Everett Sloane. his manager;
Eileen Heckart and Harold J. Stone, his jtarents; Sal Mineo,

a slum pal not so “lucky” as Paul. family

Eva approves Bob’s talent, but wishes he had as much backbone

That Certain Feeling PARAMOUNT; VISTAVISION, TECHNICOLOR

VW Bob Hope here gets another chance to prove that he can

not only clown adeptly but project a warmly human personality

from the screen. Eva Marie Saint, glamorized unrecognizably

far from her “On the Waterfront” appearance, keeps comic step

with him. And George Sanders contrasts admirably with the pair,

playing a thoroughgoing phony. A prosperous cartoonist, George

has found that his boy-and-dog comic strip is failing. Eva comes

to the rescue by drafting Bob to do a ghosting job on it. But there’s

a joker in the deal : Bob is Eva’s ex-husband, and she’s about

to become George’s fourth wife. As Sanders’ sardonic maid.

Pearl Bailey meddles amusingly. Little Jerry Mathers is an

p
orphan taken into Sanders’ home for publicity reasons. It’s all

light, lively, lots of fun. family

30

Trouble to come haunts the outing Bill’s planned for Deboral
i

The Proud and Profane paramount; vistavision. technicoloi

'/'/'v' Against the heartbreaking background of South Pacific

war, a romance between oddly matched personalities goes its

rocky way. William Holden once more shows versatility, as a

tough lieutenant colonel in the U. S. Marines, coolly practical

in his treatment of his men—and women. Opposite him is

Deborah Kerr, as a sensitive Red Cross girl, a war widow mor- i

bidly curious about the circumstances of her husband’s death.

A touching secondary plot involves wonderful Thelma Ritter,

as Deborah’s matter-of-fact boss, a former social worker, and

Dewey Martin, a kid from Thelma’s old neighborhood, now a

!

marine. Theirs is, in effect, a mother-and-son relationship, more

moving than the love story of Deborah and Bill, whose char-
j

acters aren't fully explored. adult

Continued

Jl
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EXCELLENT VERY GOOD GOOD ^ FA

On crossed barpoons, Greg makes Leo Genu join in a weird vo

Moby Dick WARNERS, TECHNICOLC

VVV'V' With Gregory Peck in the towering role of Captain Ahal

Melville’s classic novel of New England’s great whaling

returns strikingly to screen life under Jo!m Huston’s direct

Just as able is Richard Basehart. in the less arresting role of th

newcomer to whaling, through whose eyes we see this strang

voyage. Peck’s scars and missing leg attest to his first battl

with the fabulous white whale. Moby Dick. So he is bent o

revenge, and his mania infects bis crew, men of almost all th

races of the earth. But Leo (ienn. as his sensible, strongly rt

ligious first mate, is opposed to the crazy searclt across tir

wide oceans. As a whaling-town preacher, Orson Welles im

pressively delivers a sermon that sets the poetic tone carriei

out in the photography’s muted colors. famil



You can t see what’s happening
underneath your make-up!

But you can be sure invisible

skin bacteria won’t spoil your

complexion— if you wash

with Dial Soap!

Ordinary good soaps wash away dirt and make-up. But
they leave thousands of skin bacteria. You can't see or feel
them. But when you put on fresh make-up, these bacteria are
free to spread surface blemishes underneath.

But daily washing with Dial Soap not only removes dirt
and make-up but clears away up to 95% of blemish-spreading
bacteria! Ihen Dial keeps on working— underneath your
make-up! So your complexion is protected all day!

What s Dial s secret? It’s AT-7— the most effective bac-
teria remover known! So before you make-up — wash up
with mild, gentle Dial Soap.

complexion—even under make-up!
p

P.S. Dial Shampoo gives you that diamond sparkle look!
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LET’S GO TO TME MOVIES continued

The Last Ten Days COLUMBIA

/V'/y' A stark, impressive German film

( with titles in English ) brings back the

final days of Hitler and his incredible

gang, holed up snugly in their Berlin

bunker while the victorious American and

Russian armies thunder across Germany.

Albin Skoda does an excellent job as the

dictator, putting across both the man’s

obvious madness and the compelling force

that made a nation follow him to its ruin.

As Eva Braun, Lotte Tobisch is properly

colorless and submissive, the Nazi ideal

of womanhood. Other leaders and the

despairing generals are also well portrayed.

But few moviegoers could stand spend-

ing an hour and a half with these crea-

tures alone. A welcome note of sanity is

introduced with the fictitious—but plaus-

ible—character of a young German offi-

cer sent to the bunker to beg help for

surrounded troops. Saluted by American
audiences for his work in “Decision Be-

fore Dawn,” the towheaded, attractive

Oskar Werner is even more persuasive

here, as a combat-weary soldier who
realizes with growing fury what evil he

has been serving. family

Rebel in Town u.a.

'/V'y' Though guns and knives flash, this

frontier story is concerned more with the

sad aftermath of war. The half-accidental

death of a small boy sets off its strong

plot. As his father, Union vet John Payne
nourishes wartime hatred. As a displaced

Southerner, wandering westward with his

father (J. Carrol Naish) and brothers,

Ben Cooper feels a family responsibility,

since trigger-happy John Smith fired the

fatal shot. Bereaved mother Ruth Roman
shares Ben’s longing for justice and
peace. family

Earth vs. the Flying Saucers COLUMBIA

'/'/V This neatly presented, straightaway

science-fiction thriller achieves some con-

viction, because it shows science—on
Earth, that is—just one short jump be-

yond where it is right now. The desert

experimental station where newlyweds
Hugh Marlowe and Joan Taylor work has
already succeeded in sending unmanned
satellites high into Earth’s outer atmos-

phere. But these devices have mysterious-

ly been disappearing. Hugh and Joan
begin unraveling the puzzle when they get

a good, close look at a flying saucer. These
space ships are full of impressive gadg-
etry, both exterior and interior. Their
crews have peaceable intentions, but nerv-

ous humanity doesn’t get the message,
and in the following warfare it looks bad
for us backward Earthmen. family

The Proud Ones 20th: cinemascope,
DF. LUXE COLOR

p V'yv' Sheriff Robert Ryan really has his

hands full in this sprawling, brawling
Western. He must keep ruthless Robert

32

Middleton from taking over the town. Be-

cause an injury has left Ryan subject to

attacks of blindness, he must depend on

his newly hired young deputy, Jeff

Hunter. And Jeff believes that Ryan once

shot an unarmed man—Jeff’s father. Be-

cause Ryan once quit a risky law-enforce-

ment job. to please his sweetheart (Vir-

ginia Mayo), Middleton believes the

sheriff must be yellow. Something hap-

pening every minute! family

The Killing u.a.

V'y'v' As intricately planned as the rob-

bery it recounts, this compact crime

vignette holds the interest steadily. Just

out of jail. Sterling Hayden sets up in

businesslike style a scheme to make off

with a race track’s proceeds. He thinks

he has his confederates well under con-

trol: amiable Jay C. Flippen; crooked

cop Ted DeCorsia; timid soul Elisha

Cook, whose selfish wife (Marie Wind-

sor) much prefers brutish young Vince

Edwards. But human elements upset

Hayden’s getaway with Coleen Gray.

'

family

U.M.P.O.

V'y'V Seems crooks in France have simi-

lar problems, according to this tough, wry

suspense tale. (Fewer English titles than

usual are needed, since many scenes are

straight action, without dialogue.) An
ex-con, Jean Servais is persuaded by a

young friend (Carl Mohner) to play master

mind in the elaborate looting of a jewelry

store. But, along with two cheerful Italian

confederates, they find their scheme

wrecked by their domestic lives. Though
detectives obey the advice ‘'^Cherchez la

femme” apparently crooks should stick

to business and stay away from les

femmes. adult

Dakota Incident republic, trucolor

v'y'v' For most of this tightly constructed

Western, the leading characters are

trapped in a gully, besieged by Indians.

Bandit Dale Robertson dominates the

group: singer Linda Darnell; Regis

Toomey. her accompanist; John Lund,

bank cashier accused of a robbery that

Dale committed; Whit Bissell, a mild

prospector; Ward Bond, a senator con-

vinced that the Indians can be subdued

by peaceful means. Interplay of char-

acter adds substance to the thrills, family

Rosanna fine arts

V'V'V' Known chiefly as movies’ Helen of

Troy, Rossana Podesta is even more eye-

filling in a slow-moving, beautifully pho-

tographed drama, shot in Mexico. She

shares the beach hide-out of two young

criminals (Crox Alvarado, Armando Sil-

vestre). Supposedly she is Crox’s girl, but

the attraction arising between Rossana

and Armando makes violence inevitable.

Seascapes and the sweep of drying fish-

nets provide a series of exquisite pictures, !

but the film gets a little silly when it
|

lingers over scantily clad Rossana. adult '

The Revolt of Mamie Stover 20th;
CINEMASCOPE, DE LUXE COLOR

'/V'y' Jane Russell does a spirited job in

a story that has both corny and realistic

aspects. A dame more interested in money
than in morals, she earns lots of the green

stuff as a “hostess” in a Honolulu dive

run by hard-bitten Agnes Moorehead.

Though Jane falls in love with writer i

Richard Egan and wins him away from ;

his respectable fiancee (Joan Leslie), his

campaign to reform her is a difficult one.

To Jane, the catastrophe of Pearl Har-

bor means a chance for vigorous war
profiteering, in real estate. A couple of

gay songs enliven the unsavory proceed-

ings. ADULT

The Rawhide Years u-i, technicolor

v'v'V' Turning Western hero, Tony Curtis

gets an assist from Arthur Kennedy, as

an unexplained but pleasantly unpre-

dictable character, a smiling scoundrel

who sides sometimes with Tony, some-

times with the bad guys. Tony’s a gambler

fleeing an unjust murder charge and try-

ing to expose the real killer. This, it

turns out, is influential Peter Van Eyck.

While waiting for Tony to get out of the i

woods, his girlfriend (sweet-faced Colleen

Miller) has blandly accepted Van Eyck’s
i

protection. But this odd situation is broad-

mindedly brushed aside. family

Invitation to the Dance
M-C-M, TECHNICOLO"

y'V'y' Making an enjoyable experiment in

movie-making. Gene Kelly presents a film
'

without dialogue, telling its three stories

entirely in terms of dancing. First, he’s a

sad clown, yearning for a circus lovely

(Claire Sombert) but losing out to Igor

Youskevitch (whose great ballet talent is

too little used here). Then Gene’s a

soldier in the most amusing sequence,

which follows a bracelet from owner to

owner until it returns to the disillusioned

original owner. Finally, he’s a sailor in

Bagdad, introduced by a genie into a car-

toon world where he dances romantically

with a harem beauty, fearfully with a i

pair of palace guards. family

Toy Tiger U-I, TECHNICOLOR

Vv' A hit in “The Private War of Major

Benson,” little Tim Hovey proves his

acting poise again in this sentimental

comedy. He’s a lonely kid, stashed away

in boarding school by his widowed

mother, career woman Laraine Day. To

impress his schoolmates, he tells them his

dad is a mighty explorer and big-game

hunter. Almost cornered in the lie, Tim

drafts artist Jeff Chandler to impersonate

this imaginary hero, with the comic and

romantic results you’d expect. family
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DORIS OAV
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SHE: "Don’t you think Doris Day is simply wonderful?” HE: "Sure I do—and so are you!”

^aZVqa

06 o 'Mvit

To that man in your life, you’re as

attractive as any movie star. Now
could there be a better reason for

wanting to.look your best always? One

simple way to look lovelier is to have

a radiant complexion—the kind Doris

Day has. And her skin care . . . daily

Lux care . . . can do as much for you

!

Like 9 out of 10 Hollywood stars,

Miss Day always uses new Lux.

New Lux lather has a beneficial cos-

metic action on your complexion . . .

actually helps your skin maintain the

proper moisture balance. It’s moisture

balance, you know, that helps keep

your complexion fresh and glowing.

i/0 fijtoJIjuL

... to protect its cosmetic lather,

dazzling whiteness, wonderful

fragrance. Only new Lux gives

you both cosmetic lather and new
Reynolds gold foil protection.

You don’t have to be. a movie
star to have a movie star’s com-

plexion—that’s the beauty of

new Lux in Gold Foil!

.f:v'

I

. . . she sings, she dances, she’s fresh

and lively looking—with a complexion

to match. Miss Day says new Lux care deserves

the praise for that radiant, glowing skin

!



See? It’s like washing your hair

in naturally soft rainwater

Rainwater-soft suds ! New White Rain gives you floods of suds, soft

as softest rainwater. Rainwater-clean rinsing, too ... all dulling film

disappears in a twinkling!

For fuller reviews, see Photoplay for the month
indicated. Current full reviews—see contents page.

V'V'VV' ALEXANDER THE GREAT—U.A.; Cin-

emaScope, Technicolor: Rich in pageantry and

sweeping battles. Richard Burton, as the Greek
prince out to conquer his world, is matched by

Fredric March, as his blustering father. Claire

Bloom plays his one love. (F) June

ANIMAL WORLD, THE—Warners, Techni-

color: Often fascinating though hazily organized

documentary, covering microscopic creatures, dino-

saurs (in cartoon), the menagerie of present-day

Africa. (F) July

AS LONG AS YOU’RE NEAR ME—War-

ners: Distinctive German film, with dialogue in

English. Director O. W. Fischer hires Marla Schell

to act out her own sad life in a movie, thereby

endangering her marriage. (A) July

V'V'/V BHOWANI JUNCTION—M-G-M; Cin-

emaScope, Eastman Color: Emotion-charged story

of strife in India. Ava Gardner’s embroiled in it,

hesitating between Bill Travers—like herself, half

English, half Indian—and British officer Stewart

Granger. Fine photography. (A) July

V''/y BIRDS AND THE BEES, THE—Para-

mount; VistaVision, Technicolor: Gentle comedy,

neatly tailored for George Gobel. Heir to a for-

tune, he’s the prey of card shark David Niven, with

Mitzi Gaynor as pretty bait. (F) June

Rainwater-soft results ! You comb out hair that’s sunshine-bright . . .

soft as a summer cloud. Yet all your sunny curls just naturally spring

back into place!

'/V'V'/ CATERED AFFAIR, THE—M-G-M: A
visit with an endearingly everyday family, excel-

lently portrayed. Housewife Bette Davis insists on

a big wedding for daughter Debbie Reynolds,

though pop Ernest Borgnine, a cab driver, can’t

afford it. (F) July

CRIME IN THE STREETS—A.A.: An hon-

est approach freshens the juvenile-delinquency

theme. Unhappy, vicious-lempered John Cassavetes

drafts Sal Mineo to aid in a murder plan. James

Whitmore’s a wise social worker. (A) July

CROWDED PARADISE—Tudor: Enid Rudd
and Mario Alcalde are young lovers in a touching

study of New York’s Puerto Ricans. A subplot fea-

tures Hume Cronyn, Nancy Kelly. (A) July

DAY OF FURY, A—U-I: Unusual oater.

Yearning for the bad old days. Dale Robertson

makes a law-abiding town wide-open again, tries

to end Mara Corday’s reform, too. (F) June

V'V'VV' D-DAY THE SIXTH OF JUNE—20th;

CinemaScope, De Luxe Color: Tender love story,

set in wartime England, makes a sympathetic tri-

angle of English Dana Wynter and Richard Todd

and American Robert Taylor. Edmond O’Brien’s

impressive as an ambitious officer. (A) July

V'V'V' FOREIGN INTRIGUE—U.A., Eastman Col-

or: Real European locales add flavor to a satisfying

mystery, as Bob Mitchum seeks out his late boss’s

blackmail victims. (F) July

GOOD-BYE, MY LADY—Warners: Sen-

timent, humor mix engagingly in a story of South-

ern swamplands. Young Brandon de Wilde cap-

tures and trains a stray dog, then faces a hard de-

cision, aided by uncle Walter Brennan. (F) June

GREAT DAY IN THE MORNING—RKO;
SuperScope, Technicolor: Vigorous action yarn of

the pre-()ivil War West. Southerner Bob Stack

ignores the coming conflict to seek gold, court

Virginia Mayo and Ruth Roman. (F) June
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V'V'V'/ GREAT LOCOMOTIVE CHASE, THE—
Buena Vista; CinemaSeope, Technicolor: Pictur-

esque, fact-based adventure sends Union spy Fess

Parker on a daring raid into Dixie, with Jeffrey

Hunter as a gallant enemy. (F) July

JUBAL—-Columbia; CinemaSeope, Techni-

color: Strong drama, set in old Wyoming. Going

to work on Ernest Borgnine’s ranch, Glenn Ford
is pursued by Ernest’s wife (Valerie French) and
hated by her ex-lover (Rod Steiger). Felicia Farr’s

a sweet pioneer girl. (A) June

KISS BEFORE DYING, A—U.A.; Cinema-

Scope, De Luxe Color: Good suspense fare. As a

fortune-hunter. Bob Wagner almost gets away with

the murder of Joanne Woodward, until her sister

(Virginia Leith) starts investigating. (A) July

1/1/1/ LEATHER SAINT, THE—Paramount:
Pleasant story of a minister (John Derek) who
secretly takes up prizefighting to earn money for

a children’s hospital. Paul Douglas is his manager;

Jody Lawrance, a flashy dame. (F) July

l/l/l/l/ MAN WHO KNEW TOO MUCH, THE—
Paramount; VistaVision, Technicolor: Fast Hitch-

cock thriller. Tourists in Morocco, James Stewart

and Doris Day learn of a murder plan, and their

son’s kidnapped to silence them. (F) July

1/1/ MAVERICK QUEEN, THE—Republic, Natu-

rama, TruColor: In an actionful Western, love for

detective Barry Sullivan makes Barbara Stanwyck
turn on her cattle-rustling pals. (F) July

1/1/ OUTSIDE THE LAW—U-I: Lively crime-

busting film. Ex-con Ray Danton helps his hated

father, T-man Onslow Stevens, break up a counter-

feiting gang. (F) July

l/l/l/l/ RACK, THE—M-G-M: Deeply under-
standing close-up of an officer on trial for collabo-

ration in a Korean prison camp. Fine acting by
Paul Newman, as the defendant, Walter Pidgeon,

his father, Anne Francis, his sister-in-law, Edmond
O’Brien, defense attorney. (A) June

SAFARI—Columbia; CinemaSeope, Tech-
nicolor: Mau Mans, wild beasts and tangled emo-
tions keep the excitement going as white hunter
Vic Mature hits the trail with rich Roland Culver
and Janet Leigh, Culver’s fiancee. (F) July

SEARCHERS, THE—Warners; Vista-

Vision, Technicolor: Solid, realistic saga of Indian-

fighting days. John Wayne, Jeff Hunter spend
years seeking two girls (Natalie Wood’s one of

them) kidnapped by Comanches. (F) June

1/1/ SEVEN WONDERS OF THE WORLD—
Stanley Warner Cinerama; Cinerama, Technicolor:
Narrated by Lowell Thomas, the third super-wide-

screen travelogue ranges from the Taj Mahal to

St. Peter’s, from Japan to the Alps. Some slow spots,

but plenty of spectacle. (F) May

1/1/1/ STAR IN THE DUST—U-I: Briskly effec-

tive Western. Sheriff John Agar’s set on hanging
killer Richard Boone legally, though escape and
lynching plots are afoot. (F) July

1/1/1/ STRANGER AT MY DOOR—Republic:
Appealing Western, actionful and Inspirational,

ably acted by Skip Homeier, as a young desperado,
Macdonald Carey, as a preacher bent on saving his

soul, Pat Medina, as Carey’s wife. (F) June

'/V'V'V' 23 PACES TO BAKER STREET—20th;
CinemaSeope, De Luxe Color: First-rate mystery.
As a blind playwright. Van Johnson regains zest in

living by turning sleuth to prevent a crime in Lon-
,
don. With Vera Miles. (F) June

ok hit lioii Cm. bt
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A piece of paper can show you quicker than anything else how goo(d

your make-up is. Smears, streaks, lines, pores show up on paper at a

glance—the way they show up on your skin at close range. And you

can see for yourself how much, much smoother Lady Esther’s

new Sheer Flattery is than other make-ups tested.

Sheer Flattery is a new sheerer than sheer, creamier creme make-up that

smooths on so easily . . . smooths over every blemish so evenly, you can

be absolutely confident that the closer he looks the lovelier you’ll look.

No other make-up—cream, liquid, or cake—can give you such

wonderful close-up confidence in your complexion as Lady Esther’s

new Sheer Flattery! Just look at the paper test! It shows the difference!

Creme Make-Up ©1956 by Lady Esther, Div.
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Important Milestones in Modem Medicine: 1796—Triumph Over Contagious Diseases. First inoculation by Dr. Jenner.j

184^TriumpIi Over Fain. DrThlorton's demonstration of ether. 1929—Triumph Over Bacterial Infections. Fleming discovers penicillin.

Now— 1956—Procter & Gamble proudly announces . . .

TRIUMPH
OVER

TOOTH DECAY
Crest Toothpaste with Fluoristan strengthens teeth themselves.

You brush Crest on... it actually goes in... and locks decay out

Fluoristan is Procter h Gamble's exclusive stannous fluoride formula

— proven the greatest decay-preventive in any toothpaste.

Miracle of the Towns With-

out Toothaches. For years,

children in certain towns were

virtually without cavities.

Nature’s decay-preventive, fluo-

ride, was in their drinking water!

Science Long Tried to Cap-
ture Fluoride in a toothpaste.

At last, after years of research,

university scientists discovered

Fluoristan— the greatest decay-

preventive in any toothpaste.

Fluoristan Makes Possible

Crest. Without Fluoristan, you

cannot get maximum protection

against tooth decay with a tooth-

paste. Protects teeth of adults

and children, six and over.

Dentists Tested Crest for

three years with 5,673 people.

No toothpaste can end all decay,

but Crest set records of decay

prevention never approached hy

any other toothpaste.

IMPORTANT
Crest with Fluoristan is the only toothpaste ever developed

that makes possible a major reduction in tooth decay for every-

one, everywhere, by strengthening tooth enamel. Thereby,

Crest marks a turning point in man’s age-old struggle against

this almost universal disease.

You brush Crest on ... it actually goes in , and locks decay

out. Each time you brush Crest on your teeth, Fluoristan

builds new resistance to decay into tooth enamel. In this way.
Crest actually fortifies and strengthens teeth to lock out cavi-

ties— the only toothpaste proved to do so. With Crest, your

family approaches the long dreamed-of day of healthy, decay-

free teeth.

Fluoristan is

a trademark for
Procter & Gamble’s
exclusive fluoride
tooth decay figrhter

NO OTHER TOOTHPASTE PREVENTS DECAY LIKE CREST!

© 1956, The Procter & Gamble Co,
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ilamour Gab of Hollywood
BY

RUTH WATERBURY

inonly Clift co-stars

with Liz Taylor
and Eva Marie Saint

in M-G-M's ‘‘Raintree County,
Did he wait too long
to come back?

Clift Has Competition

Now that Montgomery Clift is back for “Raintree County,”

at M-G-M, plus four other pictures after that as fast as they

can be made, I figure it’s time to reveal that this artistic rebel

wouldn’t have been eating for the last year or so if it hadn’t

been for Frank Sinatra’s generosity.

For many months, Monty was offered practically every young
man’s role that came along. But he thought they were unworthy

and turned them all down. Right or wrong, artistic integrity

that takes you to the point of starvation has to be saluted.

Nevertheless, Monty may be sorry in the long run. For, as

a fine young actor, he is no longer in a class by himself. All

of a sudden, Hollywood has found itself with a fascinating crop

of young leading men, all of them discovered through TV.

Continued



Glamour Gab Mad Fads

It all started with “The Rose Tattoo.” Now
gals like Anita Ekberg are wearing roses in the

darndest places! They're decals and you can

plant them on wrists or wear them as anklets

Here’s something that should tickle the girls—
super-sized butterfly earrings. They’re cute, hut

Debra Paget should think twice about going out-

doors. A sudden breeze, and she’d be soaring!

Vera Miles’ mad fad is these “plus four” shorts.

They’re an abbreviated version of the baggy

golf knickers Pop used to wear. His buttoned

just below the knees—Vera’s version is cooler

Leslie Caron took a page out of the newspaper,

gave it a French twist and voild—a saucy sun

hat! A girl could have a lot of fun this way,

like using the comic section—for the laughs!



s
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New fads for the femmes . . . Monroe confuses |i

the press . . . entertaining ideas for parties . . .

\\

Take the word of one who has been

' around for as long as I have: This

ij group is unlike any Hollywood has

ever had before. They’re more intel-

i|' ligent, more poised, more sincere. So,

heed my prophecy.

ji I’ve seen some footage on “Tea and

T Sympathy,” and young John Kerr will

he a big star after this and “Gaby.” I

also saw two reels of “The Friendly

Persuasion,” and I think handsome

Tony Perkins will be a sensation in it.

John and Tony, by the way, are the

closest of friends. Both are New York-

ers, and both grew up in show business.

John is the son of the comedienne.

iJune Walker, while Tony is the son

of Osgood Perkins, a light-comedy

i] master. .Both boys are charming, witty

||and shy, and both are devoted to live

I TV as a means of learning their pro-

,
fession. Neither of them is money-mad,

I

but they’re aware of it just the same.

Besides John and Tony, there is Paul

Newman, who is absolutely great in

“Somebody Up There Likes Me” (see

page 46 for a full-length story on

I

Paul), as well as Bill Travers, the

English boy who plays in “Bhowani

Junction” and stands out like the

Union Jack on a frosty morning.

All in all, female moviegoers can

expect a pleasant summer and fall.

Fashion Follies

In the fun season of midsummer,
Hollywood girls blossom out with the

craziest fads. Take Mamie Van Doren,

for instance, who’s been busy getting

that curvy figure of hers back from

maternity. Mamie told me that she is

so glad to be able to look down and
see her feet again that she’s glamorized

them. How? With sequins on her toe

Anita Ekberg appears in “War and Peace,”

“Zarak Khan” and "Back from Eternity”

;

Debra Paget is next in "The Ten Commandments”

;

Vera Miles is appearing in “The Searchers,”

“.Autumn Leaves” and “23 Paces to Baker Street”;

Leslie Caron appeared last in “Gaby”

i

the Lancasters’ answer to gossip spreaders

nails—so help me—and cute they are,

too. scattered on with a lavish hand

while the nail polish is still wet.

Lex Barker is making Lana Turner

more and more domestic and happy.

Can you imagine the original madcap

Lana coming up with the bright idea

of wearing gloves with cuffs that match

the dress she’s wearing? Lana buys

shorty white cotton gloves with cuffs,

then snips enough material from the

underside of the hem of her dress to

cover the cuffs. Cute!

Less domestic, more romantic Piper

Laurie has a doll of an idea, too. When
the tanning season started, she cut

Gene Nelson’s initials out of adhesive,

stuck them just above her wrist. So

now, on her pretty brown right arm,

there is this white monogram, con-

stantly reminding her of the man she

loves. Piper is deeply changed with

this love, the most serious in her al-

ways romantic young life. Gene, too,

seems to be quieter and more sincere

than he’s ever been before. Wedding
bells for them wouldn’t surprise me
in the least.

When Cyd Charisse flew to Win-

chester. Virginia, for one day to be

queen of the apple blossom festival

there, she wore her hair pin-curled in

the new bobbypins that are covered

with artificial flowers. This made her

head look as though covered with a

little flowered turban. Just before land-

ing, of course, she combed her hair

out into its usual perfect grooming.

But isn’t this a neat traveling trick?

Most big-city shops carry these new,

flowered bobbypins, but in case you

can’t find them in your town, you can

easily make yourself some.

Recently, I saw Barbara Stanwyck,

who seldom wears anything off-screen

except sweaters and skirts, no matter

how formal the date, wearing the utter

end in evening sweaters. It was white

cashmere, with a tuxedo collar, straight

to her waist, of patina fox, which just

matched her salt-and-pepper hair.

Angel-faced Ann Blyth, attending

the same little {Continued on page 80)

June Allysons decision to lighten

the drama in ^'The Opposite Sex”

gets the nod from Ruth Waterbury

No shaggy-dog routine for Jeff Rich-

ards. His wife Vicki is making sure

he keeps that “well-groomed” tag!

Norma and Burt Lancaster have a

system. When it’s work, he goes alone.

When it’s fun—she’s his partner!



By sheree North Thcj Called me uTi ^^ovemight’’ success.

Take my word for it, thirteen years—hungry,

frightened years of dancing—make one

long, lonesome, heartbreaking night

i
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• When Photoplay asked me to write about the

years I spent with a purse thinner than a slice of

ham in a drugstore sandwich, I felt like saying,

“Folks, you’ve come to the right person.” Because,

until 20th Century-Fox signed me to a seven-year

contract, being broke had been the story of my
life.

I don’t have to search very far back in my mem-
ories for times when the absence of money almost

overwhelmed me. Almost—but not quite. For

poverty, which can be a frightful, degrading ex-

perience, does either of two things to you—it calls

out all your resources and strains your ingenuity

to the utmost, or it causes you to sink under a

load of self-pity.

I well remember four years ago, when I was
nineteen, in New York for the first time, and almost

ready to sink. It was Christmas Day and I was
propped up in bed sick with the flu, wearing two
sweaters and my bathrobe to keep from shivering.

I was staying at a third-rate hotel off Broadway
at 54th Street. Dirty wet snow and freezing rain

glazed the window. But the {Continued on page 106)

ICith Dan Dailey, Ernest Borg-

nine, Gordon MacRae in com-

edy dance routine for “The
Best Things in Life Are Free.”

“I don't fool myself—musicals

are what I do best. And I like

that nice paycheck coming in

every week. But Tm realistic

enough to know dancers don’t

last forever—that’s why I want

to have money in the bank”
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One of movie’s hottest

young stars, Sal Mineo will

never go Hollywood. He’s

too gone on the Bronx

!

• “Fantastic!”

Sal Mineo doesn’t know how
else to describe it. He was thinking

of that night in 1955, when he

happened to be driving about

Hollywood in his ’49 Mercury.

Passing the Pantages Theatre, he

noticed the crowds outside and

the celebrities pulling up in their

Cadillacs. Then he realized—it

must be the night of the Academy
Awards. He wasn’t sure what the

Awards were. He only knew you

needed a gilt pasteboard ticket to

get past the doors, and he didn’t

have one.

“I remember wondering what it

would be like,” Sal recalls, “to be

in there—to be one of them.”

And then, one year later, the

fantastic thing happened. Last

March, Sal was not only one of

the lucky ones with a gilt paste-

board ticket, he was right up there

on the stage itself. For his

performance as James Dean’s side-

kick in “Rebel Without a

Cause,” {Continued on page lb)

Sal studies with teacher Mary
Lowe on M-G-M lot. He wants to

go on to college, “to study

playwrighting and directing”
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Sal is also in "Giant,” a George Stevens production
of Edna Ferber's novel, to be released
by Warner Bros., and '‘Criine in the Streets"

At preem, with actress Gigi

Perreau. He usually finds a crowd

of girl fans waiting for him

fPith Paul Newman (Rocky Graziano)

and Everett Sloane, in rear,

in “Somebody Up There Likes Me”





f

Sheltered in a noble and happy Russian
household of 1805, Audrey Hepburn has

few defenses against Vittorio Gassman

• With its searching study of eternal humai

emotions, with its mighty background of Na
poleon’s onslaught on Russia, Tolstoy’s Wai

and Peace has often won acclaim as the great

est novel ever written. Now the Ponti DeLau
rentiis production for Paramount makes ai

imposing bid for the same distinction in th<

movie field. In four months’ shooting, costing

nearly $6,000,000, ranging Italy from Rome tc

the Alps, a cast headed by Audrey Hepburn
Henry Fonda and Mel Ferrer has given th(

unforgettable people of the story a new life

As Gassman’s sister, Anita Ekberg alsc 1*^

is corrupt, selfish, intent on luxury ^

Brutal reality smashes into lives liki

Audrey’s when Russian forces con

Napoleon’s and Moscow is



A

PHOTOPLAY

SNEAK

PREVIEW

n her own gracious society, Audrey has

%et the embittered Mel Ferrer (below)

Inder the impact of war, Audrey begins

0 emerge from her teen-age dream, and

! grown woman tends Mel’s wounds

Intimately linked with all the charac-

ters of “War and Peace” is Henry Fon-

da. He’s Audrey’s childhood friend and

loving confidant. He knows Mel as a

close comrade. He is Anita’s husband
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Five months after he left drama school,

Paul was in stage hit “Picnic,” then went

into star role in “The Silver Chalice”

Membership in The Actors’ Studio

is hard to get. But Paul got in

—on somebody else’s audition!

Because he plans to return East for a

play, Paul’s wife, children remained

on Long Island. But he misses them

SOMEBODY UP THERE LIKES HIM
• For an intensely restless, active man, Paul New-

man was standing very still. He re-read the card

that he held in his hand. His face still wore the look

of astonishment that had come with the first read-

ing. “You’d better sit down,” he told his pretty

blond wife, Jackie. Then he added, “On second

thought, maybe Vd better sit down.”

He sank into the nearest chair, as Jackie asked.

“Paul . . . what in the world?”

Paul was staring into space with the dumb-

founded air of a fellow who has just received an

Academy Award. “I’ve been accepted as a member
of The Actors’ Studio,” he said.

It was Jackie’s turn to be stunned. “On one audi-

tion?”

“On one audition,” he repeated. “Jackie, it’s

crazy. The audition wasn’t even mine!”

According to all rules, tradition, and logic, what

had happened to Paul Newman was pretty incredi-

ble. Each year. The Actors’ Studio auditions some
two thousand aspirants. About fifty of these are

asked to return for a {Continued on page 86)

A sporting goods salesman,

Paul Newman took a big

gamble when he decided

to become an actor.

But luck is a lady

who likes to gamble too!





As usual, Magoo is about to give his an

to the tire, instead of his date. Bi

widow Stygnie has been out with him b

fore. He’ll get around to her some timt

A fun contest for you.

Fill in the last line of our limerh

send in a first name for Mister

and you may be a winner!

ENTRY BLANK

Write a last line for this jingle:

That lovable little coot named Magoo
Has no first name and that simply

won’t do;

With all his screen fame
It seems such a shame

Fill in the following coupon and mail with your entry to:

^AME MISTER MAGOO CONTEST

P. 0. Box 1858

Grand Central Station, New York 17, N. Y.

(fill in line to rhyme with "do”)

example:

Let’s find Mister Magoo a first monicker
true!

YOUR NAME

STREET

CITY ZONE
My choice for Mister Magoo’s first

name is STATE
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PRIZES

First Prize

Second Prize

Third Prize

75
Runner-up Prizes

A Bell & Howell No. 2S2 Monterey 8 mm.
motion picture camera—value $49.95

A Westinghouse Portable Radio to keep

you tuned in all day—value $30.00

4 Rosemary Clooney and Duke Ellington

“Blue Rose” Columbia Record Albums

An original drawing, size 11x14, ac-

tually used in a Mister Magoo cartoon

(His latest is “Magoo Beats the Heat”)

• He has no sex appeal, he’s spindly-legged, blind as

a bat and just as batty. But he’s made royal head-

lines with a princess and captured the hearts of

millions who have seen him as UPA Pictures’ best-

loved cartoon character. Now the lovable old coot

Magoo’s so nearsighted he thinks he’s watching TV—instead

he’s turned on the washing machine. It happens all the

time. Once he mistook a bear for his fur-coated nephew!

needs a first name, by Gadfrey! So, as his fellow-

UPA star, Gerald McBoing-Boing says, “Boing!”

Which, interpreted, means—get going, kids! You’ll

have lots of fun—and just look at those prizes!

For contest rules, see page 86

1

Magoo takes a dim view of newfangled inventions, but the

new Rock ’n Roll records? Man, they’re the greatest. He’s

heard this one’s a smash. It will be. It’s a china plate!



MY
PRINCESS

Jack and Mitzi. “Her picture of life is a smiling thing’

Jack appreciates Milzi’s

enthusiasm for her work

—

but he still hasn't gotten

used to her singing at 5 a.m.l

\

• The first time I dated Mitzi Gaynor, to whom
I have now been married for twenty delightful months,

I thought she was a very pretty girl, a fun girl.

As a bachelor, I liked the idea of being seen with such

an attractive girl. 1 was sure she would be great

to take to a concert, theatre, night club or

even a hamburger stand.

We didn’t fall in love at first sight. The idea

of falling in love then was as remote from my
thoughts as a trip to the moon.

At the time, Mitzi was being presented on the

screen as a gay, yum yum, gamin type, a merry

madcap. Yum yum she certainly is, and even today

my favorite nicknames for her are “Yum” and

“Yummy.”
But, on my first date with this effervescent girl,

how could I dream that there was another side to

her? How could I dream that one day I would want

to share life’s saddest moments, as well as its

merriest, with her?

At the time, I was working very hard at a talent

agency. (Since then I’ve gone into public relations

work for industrial firms, with my partner, Bob

Rose. ) I wasn’t seeking any serious female

entanglements in my life. Any future dates with Mitzi,

I was sure, would be strictly for laughs, for both of us.

When I phoned her about a week later, she

flabbergasted me by saying, “What kind of a fellow

are you, anyway?”
“What do you mean?” [Continued on page 101)
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yum Yum

/ was fascinated when I

met her, dazed when I dated

her, bewildered since I

married her—and bothered

that I didn^t propose sooner

!

BY JACK BEAN

Mitzi Gaynor has pet names for everyone,

calls George Gobel “Hotsi,” his name in

their picture, “The Birds and the Bees”

Her mother, Mrs. Pauline Gerber, visits

Mitzi on the set. A former dancer, Mrs.

Gerber now runs a Hollywood flower shop
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HE LEAVES HIS HEAR'
IIM ROIVIE By Maria Russo

“Each year / think I love my
wife more” says Rossano. He
and Lidia, above, celebrated fif-

teenth anniversary with a second

wedding ceremony. Below, with

her mother (glasses), his mother,

his sister Franca and her son

HandsomeRossano Brazzi has the world

of women at his feet But here’s the

reason why this Romeo will never roam

• The bride and groom kneeling solemnly and reverently

before the ancient Italian altar of San lacopini Church in

Florence were not young. A casual observer might even

have wondered how the handsome man, with his electric-

blue eyes, lean jaw and striking gray hair, had escaped the

marital knot before this.

As the couple, followed by family and friends, emerged

arm in arm from the somber shadows of the medieval

church into the bright Florentine sunshine, cheers of

“Auguri, Auguri, Brazzi!” (meaning “Good luck”) greeted

them from the crowd bunched outside.

Rossano Brazzi grinned happily and waved at his home-

town fans, then he and his wife climbed into their car and

drove slowly along the banks of the tawny Arno River to

his mother’s home. There, in the warm, intimate atmosphere

of a tightly woven Italian family circle, Rossano and Lidia

Brazzi celebrated a momentous day.

This event took place a few months ago. On that day,

the fifteenth anniversary of their marriage, Rossano and

Lidia were married for the second (Continued on page 82)

Keenly interested in sports,

a formidable boxer, Rossano

is equally popular with men

The small apartment in Rome
is filled with fine antiques 1
and valuable Italian paintings X

n



Brazzi

Costello’*

I expert cook, his sauce for

icken is featured item on
tnu of a restaurant in Rome

Because he “drives too fast,”

Rossano, a keen racing fan,

now has man to drive his car

IFhen Lidia teases him about

women fans, he roars angrily,

“/ have everything / want!”
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Victoria Shaw hops it over from Australia

with no acting experience, no money to speak of and no friends to greet

her. And what happens? The...

By Beverly Ott

MAKES

Small and dainty, Vic looks as if

she’d never done anything more en-

ergetic than balance a teacup. But
in Australia, she hunted kangaroos!



! • Victoria Shaw looked at the engagement ring on the third

finger of her left hand and sighed happily. “Mrs. Smith,”

she tried the name. “Victoria Smith . . . Mrs. Roger Smith . .
.”

1 It seemed almost too incredible to believe, this good

I
fortune of hers. She had come to the United States a stranger

i

from halfway around the world. Within a week, she was

on her way to movie fame. Within months, she had fallen in

love. Now she was to become a bride. And all because of a

dream that had nothing to do with motion pictures or marriage.

i| As a youngster in Sydney, Australia, Victoria used to

||
return home from an afternoon at the movies and play out the

11
whole film in front of the mirror in her bedroom. On one

I

such occasion, she turned around and discovered her family

I

standing in the doorway. Numerically speaking they made
quite an audience—Mother, Dad, {Continued on page 98)

A top model in Australia, Vic had never

given acting much thought. More than
anything else, she wanted to go to the

U. S. “The idea of acting dawned later”

America, the land of opportunity, didn’t

leave out romance. At drama school, Vic

met actor Roger Smith. “We both knew
we’d neither of us date anyone else again.”

They’re engaged, plan to marry this fall

1

Victoria is sure nothing will be as nerve-

racking as her first role in “The Eddy
Duchin Story,” when she had to play an

emotional scene with Ty Power on a New
York street. A mob had come to watch!



A man of few words, Jim found his

vocal chords paralyzed when he

proposed to wife Gloria, below!

But he's not so silent when he has

to discipline twin daughters Kelly

and Judy, left. He’s a firm, but fair

parent, is quick-tempered when he

thinks his authority is being flouted.

He’s also a dad who enjoys going

on picnic outings with his family

Jim’s movie.

"The Spirit of

St. Louis." is

a Leland Hayward-

Billy Wilder

production to be

released by

Warner Bros.

He can^t croon and he’i

• When, some months ago, the nai

tion’s moviegoers and film distributor

decided that Hollywood’s new box

office champion was a lanky, middfi

aged Boy Scout director named Jame
Maitland Stewart. Hollywood was de

lighted. It appeared that now, indeed

the unobtrusive were beginning to in

herit the movie world.

For James Stewart—long-time heii

apparent but never king—can scarce!;

be likened to the handsome or many
muscled or debonair buckos who here

tofore have occupied the throne. Hi



got the kids in his corner? Drawling Jim Stewart!\( lo lover boy. But who’s

i

I

as, for example, little in common with

111
i’ony Curtis, Bob Wagner or Tab

|j
[unter.

Jl ,

Characteristically, Jim received the

jj
ews that he was box-office king at

, ,

ome one evening, while mulling over

jj
problem. The problem was: What

5,
rice extravagance? Jim was sitting in

le den of the Stewart home in Bev-

|i
rly Hills, deep in thought. He kept

unning his hands through his hair

—

i„
iffiich has turned quite white but at

|,(

|be moment was a shade of orange,

I

' aving been dyed for his role as Charles

I

Lindbergh in “The Spirit of St. Louis.”

Quite understandably, this particular

shade revolted Jim, and it temporarily

dissuaded him from appearing in pub-

lic any more than necessary.

The den is the Stewarts’ favorite

gathering place, and Jim was at per-

fect ease as he considered the inanity

of spending money hand over fist. On
the subject Jim’s (not Jimmy, please)

reasoning runs like this:

You can drive only one car at a time.

Moreover, taken one at a time, cars

can have no more than four wheels and

one engine. One car is apt to be as

good as another. Therefore, with all

due respect to the Mercedes-Benz, why
a Mercedes-Benz? The Stewarts have

a car apiece—an Oldsmobile and a

Ford station wagon—which they have

long deemed sufficient.

Similarly, Jim feels a man would

look silly wearing one suit over another,

purely to demonstrate that his ward-

robe is expensive and over-stocked. Jim
doesn’t have many suits. He has many
dollars—a subject he prefers not to

dwell on—but not many suits. How-

Continued
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At a meeting of the Boy Scouts in Santa Maria. Jim’s a member
of Los Angeles Area Council of Boy Scouts, really works at it

Jim took the picture, above, of speed-flyer friend Joe De Bona,

Gloria, twins Kelly and Judy, Glorieds sons Ronald and Mike.

Below, Jim and Gloria with friends Mr. and Mrs. F. Kirk Johnson

in Italy. Jim’s friendliness has endeared him to his fans abroad

Has success changed Ji

ever, the suits he has are very, very

good. So are his favorite cashmere

jackets, which he wears until leather

pads have to be applied to the fraying

elbows—and eventually leather pads

for the leather pads. But never in his

life has Hollywood’s current king (a

name he would vehemently oppose be-

ing called) stinted on quality. For in-

stance, the bronze heads of their four

children, which last Christmas were

among the gifts he gave his wife, Gloria,

were masterpieces. So have been the

furs he has draped across Gloria’s

shoulders. And the termites currently

residing at the Stewarts’ 36-year-old

dream house are superb specimens.

The bronze heads are forever; the furs

of a lasting luster; the termites thriv-

ing on a diet of choicest mahogany.
“There are no bargains,” Jim main-

tains. “You get what you pay for. But

extravagance is hard to figure.” r

Nevertheless, winning one of the top

J
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f “SLIM” PICKIN’
,

Continued

i
still hates phonies, is tolerant of bores, finds extravagance hard to figure!

Scene from “The Spirit of St. Louis”

when Jim, as Lindbergh, lands in France.

Jim’s quite a pilot, too, rose from Air

Force private to colonel in World War II

With Doris Day in dramatic scene from

“The Man Who Knew Too Much.” Jim’s

slated to do “Designing Woman” with

Grace Kelly—if the princess can make it!

' motion picture accolades, while cer-

, tainly not a bargain, did come as a

welcome dividend. It climaxed Jim’s

:
hardest-working and most rewarding

year, which included such top-notch

! films as “The Far Country,” “Strategic

Air Command,” and “The Man from

Laramie.” Jim had a comment to make
about becoming box-office king. He said,

“Well!” And grinned. This is fairly

eloquent for Jim. On another occasion

i
he might have said, “Wull,” and then

;
paused, as if thinking out the rest of

the sentence.

He was extremely pleased about

I
being named Mr. Big; any actor would
be. But Jim, without ever consciously

I

working for it, has nevertheless waited

.
a long time—more than twenty years.

I There is no reason to believe it was

i
ever one of his major ambitions. Per-

;

haps it never occurred to him that an
: actor whose screen personality is es-

: sentially timid and reserved would pull

j

i

in many more votes than the crooners,

the comics, the lovers, and the cow-

licked extroverts. Established stardom,

yes. He’s had that for most of his

screen career. He’s also received the

incidental rewards (especially if you

think of a seven-figure fortune as inci-

dental ) . But the box-office champion-

ship came as a joyful jolt.

In spite of all that has come his way,

Jim continues to be what he has been

for so long. To his friends, he’s a thor-

oughly simple, uncomplicated man. To
casual acquaintances, he seems some-

what intricate and contradictory. He
really is a member of the executive

board of the Los Angeles Area Coun-

cil of the Boy Scouts, covering five

western states and Hawaii. And he

really works at it. He’s also a church-

going Presbyterian; the family doesn’t

miss a Sunday at church unless im-

peded by illness or minor disaster. As
a family man, Jim is a fair but firm

Watching Jim’s famous kissing scene

with Grace Kelly in “Rear Win-

dow,” Gloria exclaimed, “She went

over him like a vacuum cleaner!”

disciplinarian of the children, quick-

tempered on occasion, especially when
he thinks his authority is being directly

flouted. He is also a dedicated pic-

nicker and fisherman, a golfer of fair

talents, and he [Continued on page 96)
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The sights and sounds of the Brooklyn waterfront

bring back memories—of strange lands, bombings at

sea, his exciting war years in the Navy. “The sea

gets so much in your blood you cant give it up”

With date Anne Allen, friends W'ilson and Roberta
Ashley. Marriage is still on the far horizon for

Cliff, who thinks he should settle down before

proposing. Below, tvith Joan Crawford in “Autumn
Leaves.” “A glamorous star without the trimmings”



T

A teenage yen to see the world

started Cliff Robertson traveling.

The Dean of his college

prompted him to act,

A tornado decided his future!

wood and throughout the country, to

look his way with great interest. And,

not only is he worth watching, hut

there is much about this adventurous

fellow worth knowing.

Calling Cliff adventurous is putting

it mildly. During his young life, he

has seen most of the world, a great

deal of war action, and at various times

has been a lobster fisherman, news-

paperman, newscaster, seaman, waiter,

stevedore, bodyguard and private de-

tective !

Although he was born and raised in

La Jolla, California, it might as well

have been a million miles, rather than
a hundred, from Hollywood for all it

helped toward getting him into show
business. His (Continued on page 92)





A lady and a cockeyed

I

optimist—it took

I
^^Eternity^ to show

Hollywood the way

Deborah Kerr meant to go

BY RADIE HARRIS

• It was nine Thanksgivings ago that I first met Deborah Kerr,

and ever since I’ve been thankful for a friendship that has grown

deeper with each passing year.

It isn’t easy to have a close relationship with a film star. In the

first place, “to have a friend, one must be one,” and most actresses

are too preoccupied with themselves to devote the time and effort

necessary in any “give-and-take” relationship. Then, too, most

actresses-—aware of the hangers-on, who breed off success—are

suspicious of new faces. They’re also too single-minded in the

pursuit of a career, to allow anyone not connected with their work

to intrude in their private world. {Continued on page 89)

The house Deborah calls home. With
its magnificent old trees, breath-

taking view of the Pacific, it is one

of the loveliest homes in Hollywood

Deb's treasures—-husband Anthony
Bartley, daughters Francesca Anne
and Melanie fane. Deb and Tony
have been wed eleven happy years

fames Hart, Sarah Siddons Society

prexy, presents Deb with award as

top actress of the year for her role

on stage in “Tea and Sympathy'
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Rita Moreno is a gay senorita who
loves stoles. On warm evenings, one

lets it slip to reveal a creamy shoulder
—si? So, when she found an Elna portable

sewing machine could produce the

exotic designs she loves, Rita was happy.

Stole she’s making has a long fringe.

These new machines are marvelous, no?

Rita is ill

The Vagabond Kit

Victoria ia in “The Eddy Duchin Story"

Victoria Shaw. An ex-model,

she appreciates the detailed elegance

of custom-made clothes. So she’s

getting a big thrill out of hearing

friends rave over her dainty organdy

blouse with its intricate stitching

down the front and on the sleeves. Because
she dood it all—on her machine!



Pat's currently in "The Hills of San Carlo".leanne is in "The Fastest Gun Alive"'le is in "The Rack"

line Francis models a crisp

hta-like silk for summer evenings,

t all that rustling doesn’t mean dollars.

line made the dress herself,

ichine-stitching joins velvet bands to

j; taffeta. As a finishing touch, she

\ded velvet fringe to the stole,

lesto—another do-it-yourself dream!

[

S

Jeanne Crain. No wonder little Jeanine’s

wearing that broad smile. She’s

going to a party and if she isn’t the

belle of the ball we’ll eat those flowers

Mom embroidered. You’d never guess

they’re machine-stitched, would you?
Some little boy’s going to be mighty

dazzled by this Crain creation!

Pat Crowley is the hostess with

the mostess in this crisp organdy

cocktail apron. Insets of white are

machine-stitched in gray. “Easy as

playing a record,” says Pat, who’s become
a designing woman since she bought her

new sewing machine. The gay ffoivers

grew out of Pat’s vivid imagination!

The local ladies of Hollywood are on a do-it-yourself

kick. The guys were in stitches until they saw what

the gals were producing—some of the dreamiest

clothes items in town. With the aid of a sewing machine

that turns out fancy stitches with a custom-made look,

glamour gals are dazzling their guys with home-made

stoles, dresses, cocktail aprons and such. Even the

young set’s wearing something out of mama’s do-it-yourself

kit. So when you hear that hum along movie-town

streets—-it’s the Hollywood Sewing Bee buzzing!

'The clothes items mentioned on these pages were made on the

Elna sewing machine from the Necchi'Elna Sewing Machine Co.
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MAKE-UP

NEW
HIGH FIDELITY
SKIN TONES

NEVER
BEFORE
POSSIBLE

MAX r*ACTCm

Name.
PLEASE PRINT

Street. City..

Send in this coupon for “Try Size” Hi>Fi, enough for at ie1
TEN make-ups for only 2S4! You will also Aceive FREE 1 1

Factor’s new book “YOU AT YOUR LOVEUEST.”
Max Factor, P. O. Box 941, Hollywood 28, California.
PleEiae send me my shade in the special "Try Size” Hi-Fi Fl
Make-Up. I enclose 26f. My natural skin tone is (check ol

fair ivory medium ruddy olive l|
(pink&white) (creamy) (neutral) (rosy) (golden)

Zone State..

MAX FACTOR'S NEW FLUID
Hi-Fi ends the “made up” iook once and for ail ! Because Max Factor, the make-up
master, has achieved in Hi-Fi a whole new range of high fidelity shades never
possible before.

Hi-Fi does for color what high fidelity does for music! Reproduces perfect natural
skin tones that blend perfectly, naturally, with your own skin and stay soft and
pretty, in bright sunlight or glaring artificial light.

Fluid Hi-Fi goes on like a dream . . . easily, quickly . . . veils fiaws and heightens your
own true beauty with fresh, lovely color.

You’ll love the sheer-satin texture of Hi-Fi . . . the way it smooths and softens your
skin. It never streaks or smears.

You’ll love the Hi-Fi look . . . and the way it makes him look at you ! It all began with
color TV. Glaring lights of color television made existing make-ups appear hard,
unflattering. So the great TV studios called on Max Factor, who developed for their

exclusive use a new color principle in a make-up that stays smooth and radiant under
the most glaring light. And now Max Factor has created a new make-up for your
use, based on the same new color principle. Hi-Fi Fluid Make-Up!

It’s the new idea, the young idea, the one make-up that makes you look just natu-
rally lovely—day and night, in any light! Choose from six highly flattering, high
fidelity shades in Hi-Fi Fluid Make-Up today. $1.75 plus tax at your favorite cos-

metics counters. FluidRouge in new high fidelity colors $1.26 plus tax.



The torso is more so in this dreamy dress,

left, with a new flaring trumpet flounce.

Keynotes are a white linen collar, cascading

dotted tie. By Nardis of Dallas. About S35

Fabric: Washable blend of Pima cotton, silk.

Black, brown. Button-off collar. Sizes 8-18

Fashion hit: a pretty back view. The sleek

dress, right, has Empire bodice underscored

with plaid taffeta that ends in a swoosh

under the low back. By Mr. Mort. About $35

Fabric : Crompton-Richmond velveteen. Camel

or black with Tartan taffeta. Juniors’ 5-15

Turn a pretty baek
with JBarbara Wtuiek

plaid streamer

Tike Valerie French,
flash a flaring

pleated flounce
To buy fashions, see stores listed on pafie 88
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. Focus
on the necMine

tike Karen Steele^s

pretty plaid

Step into the spotlight

in Photoplay’s

first fall fashions

r*

hike Terry Mtoore,

star the little

cropped jacket look

and you’ll he

ji

i'

1

68

the star of your crowd

%S|

KAREN STEELE WILL RE SEEN IN U.A.’s “tHE SHARKFICHTERS’

A slender silhouette in muted plaid, topped with the fluff of a

huge hlaek organdy bow and frosted with a white spun-linen collar.

The clever addition is a foldover clutch handbag in matching plaid

for the girl who likes new ideas. By Parade. About $25 complete

Fabric: Washable worsted-type cotton in Olive Watch plaid (green,

black, gray). .Sizes 10-18. The shiny black patent pumps by Capezio

SEE TERRY AlOORE STARRING IN 20tH’s ‘"THE DAY THE CENTURY ENDED”

Newest star of the fall season, the brief jacket ensemble. Here, a

sleek sheath, its bateau neckline paved with black velveteen. The

Empire-handed jacket, going to proper fashion length, has same

velveteen inking at the notched collar. By Sandra Sage. Under $30

Fabric: Crease-resistant cotton tweed with the textured look of

wool. Gray tweed with black velveteen only. Junior sizes 5-15



movie star
continued

Boost a wardrobe
with Barbara Batches
three-part fashion

Be gag as ^
Valerie French in

brass-buttonedplaid

BARBARA RUICK STARS IN 20th’s CINEMASCOPE 55 ‘'CAROUSEL’'

A fashion in three parts to fire the imagination, wear a dozen ways.

Black, beltless sheath has scooped neck, pretty Empire bodice. Over

it, a sleeveless white pique vestee. Then a notch-collared bolero in

red and black plaid with half-belt back. By Miss Cane. About $35

Fabric: M. & IF. Thomas washable, crease-resistant cotton. Black

and Royal Stewart plaid only. Sizes 8-16. Patent pumps by Capezio

VALERIE FRENCH IS IN “SECRET OF TREASURE MOUNTAIN,” COLUMBIA

Lighthearted plaid in black and desert gold shapes a whirling dress

with flattering notched collar, a double-breasted front panel agleam

with rows of brass buttons. BeloAv, an enormous floating skirt of

artfully handled impressed pleats. By Dorothy Hubbs. About $25

Fabric: Woilman Mills' breezeweight washable cotton and silk

blend in plaids of blue, red or desert gold with black. Sizes 10-16

To buy fashions, see stores listed on page 8S



YOUNG IDEAS:

PHOTOPLAY STAR FASHIONS

Flatter yourmelt
frith Terry Jtoore*»

touch of linyerte

how to

Stop the ahotr
in Xieoie Maurey^a

harlequin ocerblouae

look like

a movie stai

continued

Hit of your wardrobe might well be this casual, cutaway overblouse,

left, designed in the harlequin manner. It’s back-buttoned, tops a

slick black sheath crisped with a white linen collar, knotted tie

in colors of the blouse. By Betty Carol for Mam’selle. About 135

Fabric: Smooth fall-weight washable cotton broadcloth in black with

toast and dove gray harlequin panels only. In junior sizes 5-75

Latest love of the fashion world—the delicate touch of a lingerie

frill, feminizing almost everything. Above right, a sheath filled

in with ruffled, lace-edged organdy, buttoning out. Cuffs, pockets

are bound in shiny make-believe patent. By .Junior Accent. Under $40

Fabric: Diagonally ribbed cotton twill in a year-round weight. Black,

taupe or pearl gray with white organdy. In junior sizes 5-15

70
To buy fashions, see stores on page 88
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YOUNG IDEAS:

RECORDS

BY CHRIS DAGGETT

what’s

spinning ?

Prettiest music lover we know is Valerie French. The music we’re

talking about comes from an exciting new high-fidelity console

encasing phonograph and radio, its modern lines belieing elegant

sound. The phonograph is three-speed, all automatic. Radio, AM and

FM. By Olympic. About $149.95. Valerie’s all decked out in separates

of tweed-textured cotton. The blouse with high-line tab, linen collar,

about $9. Swirling skirt, Pellon-lined, about $13, by Rona Sportswear

Fabric: LoomskilUs tweed-printed cotton in brown, blue,

gray, green with color-coordinated linen collar. Sizes 8-16

Now that summer’s heat is upon us, while we drink all

the cool drinks we can find in the house, we’ll have time to

sit down and read our favorite magazine (Photoplay, of

course). We turn the dial to our favorite radio station, and

we hear one of Elvis Presley’s newest discs from his new

album titled, “Elvis Presley.” This album includes such

teen favorites as “Tutti-Frutti” and “Blue Suede Shoes,”

which reflect some of the wild excitement this young man
has caused in personal appearances. Only 21, Elvis was

born in Tupelo, Mississippi, but now makes his home in

Memphis, Tennessee. In the short space of a year, he has

won all the trade-paper polls as “most promising new artist,”

has acquired two Cadillacs—one pink and one yellow—

a

station wagon and a motorcycle, and his father has retired

at the age of 39. Presley has been smashing box-office

records in theatres throughout the South and Southwest,

and his recent appearances on CBS-Television’s Stage Show
stimulated an unprecedented amount of mail, Elvis has be-

come, almost overnight, one of the most promising person-

alities to enter the music field for some time.

On Vik, a new label, there are a couple of items worth

noting: The new Eddy Duchin album, and the new Richard

Maltby album. The inimitable keyboard style of Eddy
Duchin gave eloquent expression to the dancing hearts of

the nation during the thirties, in such smart, long-departed

dance meccas as the Central Park Casino. Duchin’s unique

talent, which struck a responsive chord with all dancers and

admirers of deft and sophisticated keyboard artistry in that

era, has lived on through his recordings. The new Colum-

bia film, “The Eddy Duchin Story,” starring Tyrone Power
in the title role, commemorates his career. Also, Vik brings

back the wonderful sounds produced by the magic fingers

of this superb pianist in the album, “The Fabulous Eddy
Duchin,” which provides the listener with the very best of

his repertoire. Typical of his light touch and sophisticated

appeal are the “oldies” included in the album which have
proved as lasting as the artistry of Duchin, himself. “1

Cover the Waterfront,” “111 Wind,” “Too Marvelous for

Words,” “One Hundred Years from Today,” “Pennies from
Heaven,” and “Lights Out” are a few of the standards

featured.

Every few years, there appears on the scene a new dance
maestro who, by sheer innate skill and musicianship, grad-

ually establishes a new legend in pop music annals. AJthough
Richard Maltby’s Vik recordings have graced the dance

For Where to Buy fashions, see page 8S



YOUNG IDEAS:

NEEDLE NEWS
what’s spinning

7156—Graceful cape has your favorite

eight-gore flare—so flattering to every fig-

ure. Embroidery transfers, pattern, direc-

tions for cape to fit small or medium sizes.

7036—Look neat, smart all summer in this

lovely new maternity top. Novel neckline;

pockets sparked with gay iron-on designs

in combinations of blue, yellow, green.

Maternity misses’ sizes 10-12; 14-16 also.

957—Brighten kitchen towels with these

gay motifs. Seven little cherubs to em-

broider—a cheery aid for each day of the

week. Set of seven different embroidery

transfers, each design about 6 x 6Y2 inches.

799—Graceful flower design in filet crochet

—a lovely decoration, protection for furni-

ture. Use it as a chair-set; buffet cover,

too. Filet crochet chairback 13 x 16 inches,

armrest 6 x 12 inches, in No. 50 mercerized

cotton. Chart, directions included.

507—Lifelike roses in color sparkle on this

stunning oval doily. Doily 32 x 15 inches

in No. 30 mercerized cotton; smaller in

No. 50 cotton.

Send twenty-five cents (in coin) for each pattern to: Photoplay, Needlecraft Service,

P.O. Box 123, Old Chelsea Station, New York 11, New York. Add five cents for each

pattern for first-class mailing. Send extra twenty-five cents for Needlecraft Catalog.

world for only two years, his smoot ^
styling and originality already hav

given him a firm foothold, with a jitD

ever-widening audience. Now with h ir

first album, **Make Mine Maltby, tl 0

maestro demonstrates the seasone ^
charm and provocative appeal whic

have previously distinguished othe '

Maltby releases such as “St. Lou *

Blues Mambo” and “Book of Love.” ®

former arranger and composer of hi i'"

band instrumentals, Maltby’s sui «

touch and imaginative approach ai '

widely demonstrated in this albur *

which combines some of his past hi

with several new favorites, rangir 1
*

from “Stardust Mambo” to “Jumpir
^

Trumpets.”

If you haven’t got Frankie Laim

latest album for Columbia, “Jazz Spe

tacular,” you’d better get a copy befo

they’re all gone. Featuring Buck Cla

ton’s trumpet, this hit album finds tl

happy Mr. Laine singing at his best

Frankie was born in Chicago, Mari

30, 1913. He began his singing care

with a combo composed of Jess Stac:

Vic Abba, Frank Teschmaker, ai

LeRoy Buck. In 1937, Frankie replaoj

Perry Como as vocalist with Fred

Carlone’s band in Cleveland, then we

on as a soloist on radio, first as a st

singer at Station WINS, in New Yoi

and later at NBC. Shortly after t

war, he teamed up with pianist-sor

writer Carl Fischer, with whom Franl)

penned, “We’ll Be Together Again.”

the same time, he built up his vocal :

with Fischer’s aid. Frankie attracted 1

good deal of attention while singing ;

Billy Berg’s nitery in Hollywood, a I

soon after recorded his first hit, “Thaj

My Desire.” By 1947, he was starrij

in night clubs, theatres and on recor,

He has also appeared in such pictu.

as “Make Believe Ballroom,” “Wl

You’re Smiling,” and “Sunny Side

the Street.”

Two very sharp cats “dig ’ a I

cinating chick in a lively new Columll

jazz melodrama, “Cat Meets Chicj

The cats are trumpet player Buck Cl j]
•

ton and vocalist Jimmy Rushing; i|||

chick is vibrant singer Ada Moo;‘

and the theme is “girl meets boy” ^
jazz classics. Buck “speaks via ftiW

pet, while Ada and Jimmy do H .

vocals. Buck Clayton, star of marnsj

jumping record, is a Count Basie bjJj

alumnus who can also be heard A

Columbia’s “Jazz Spectacular,” Yfll

Frankie Laine. He also appeared A

the film “The Benny Goodman Stoi“

fimpiy Rushing is also a Basie ah

lus, and his vocals contributed grejfi

o the band’s success. Ada Moore '•

Deared last season in the Broadway it

nusical, “House of Flowers,” as -vU
Tty



YOUNG IDEAS;

^

ontinued

!

i'ompanying band are such stellar side-

aen as drummer Jo Jones, bassist Milt

Jinton, trombonist Dickie Wells, and

'lianist Sir Charles Thompson. All the

rrangements were done by Buck

llayton.

( A striking photo decorates the cover

if Chris Connor’s newest album. The

iv'arm backgrounds for this collection

iif tunes (including “Anything Goes,”

Something to Live For,” “When the

Wind Was Green,” “Everytime”) came

Prom the talented pens of Ralph Burns

'md John Lewis. This “swinging side”

ys on the Atlantic label.

The wonderful Joni James is cast in

he role of “Little Girl Blue” as she

fings twelve top ballads with a blue

jeeling. It’s Joni at her best in some

iiif her finest performances on wax to

ilate. Some of the standards found in

jhis M-G-M album are, “Little Girl

bue,” “It’s the Talk of the Town,”

‘These Foolish Things,” and “Autumn

-..eaves.”

d'or Your Collection

:

,
If you have all ten, you’re in the

l,.wing. If you have eight, you’ve missed

ji step. Only six and you’ve missed the

j)eat completely.

[. Capitol records has done it once

inore—with Tennessee Ernie Ford’s

|ielp of course. Ernie sings “Roving

Rambler”; it’s another that will hit

he top.

.1. Gogi Grant’s melodic voice rings out

oud and clear in his rendition of

S’Wayward Wind.” (Era)

,1. Don Cherry turns in a pair of likely

iuccessors to his recording of “Band

.)f Gold.” In “I’m Still a King to You”

ijind the flip side “Wild Cherry,” Don
gives all he’s got. On Columbia records,

k “Theme from Picnic” and “Moon-

glow” by Morris Stoloff on Decca, gets

mu into a nice romantic mood.
'). Carmen McRae, another Decca art-

st, sings “Star Eyes” and “Tonight

de’s Out to Break Another Heart.”

). Since Vic Damone has switched

from Mercury to Columbia, he has

J

. ecorded the lovely ballad called “The
Street Where You Live,” from the

i Broadway hit musical, “My Fair Lady.”

ri J. The Ames Brothers on RCA Victor,

Using “If You Want to See Mamie Every
ft Night,” from the 20th picture “The

1) Revolt of Mamie Stover.”

J| 1. Peggy Lee’s great style is put to use

iiDn an old standard, “They Can’t Take
^Irhat Away from Me,” and “Joey, Joey,

rfoey.” (Decca)

al.)). Mercury’s Patti Page sings “You
(ttioo Can Be a Dreamer,” a haunting

(juallad.

Jo. Be sure to watch for Harry Bela-

I 'Rente’s newest album, containing ca-

litjjypso music and lots of it. (Victor)

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Across

1. Junction”

7. Starlet named after Craw-

ford (initials)

9, Vehicle important in “It

Happened One Night” and

“The Man Who Knew Too
Much”

12. “The Old Bucket”
13. She was Diane (initials)

15, Star of “The Last Wagon”
17. He was “Tennessee’s Part-

ner” (initials)

18. Many a lady spy

19. TV’s Oscar

20. “The Bold and the Brave”
saluted the --

21. Seen in “The Girl Rush”
( initials)

22. Newcomer in “The Scarlet

Hour” (initials)

23. Sinatra's old bandleader

25. Burt's - - Tall Men'’

26. “What’s ---?” (song)

28. “On the Threshold of

Space” was his final film

29. Neither “The Swan” - - -

“Hilda Crane” stars a bird

31. Cagney’s latest heroine

33. They long to walk up to

that - - • on Oscar Night

34. Knights in “Richard III”

didn't get this billing

35. He’s “Alexander the

Great” (initials)

37.

Around noontime, shoot-

ing stops for - - - -

40. Cartoon studio

42. A villain’s look

44.

Male player's profession

46. Anna Alberghetti

47. “ Foolish Things”

(song)

48. Star of “Come Next
Spring”

49. “The Heart,” early

Richard Todd film

50. “The Price of Fear” would
have no plot if that car had

run out of • - •

51. DeMille. Hitchcock, etc.

56. Wife of “The Man in the

Gray Flannel Suit”

57. Who’s the top star?

61.

“ in Paris” (song)

64. Star of “The Proud Ones”
66. What film editors do

67. “No, - Much'’ (song)

68. Foster, TV hero

71. Danny Kaye’s <laughter

72. 192()'s sex appeal

73. - on Frisco Bay”
74. Locale of “Miracle in the

Rain” ( initials)

75. Fairbanks, - was the

sileiits’ adventure king

Down
1. Debbie's screen dad

2. “The They Fall”

3. Print the take that's - •

4. Locale of “The Searchers”

5. “ Part of the

Forest”

6. Source of “Helen of Troy”

7. People of Fairmount.

Indiana, called him this

8. Coward on “D-Day”
9. Fernando Lamas’ birth-

place

10. “The Birds and the Bees”

get that - • • too

11. “I've Got You Lender My
- . . ( song)

14. Dan Dailey vehicle. 1953

15. Popular TV bandleader

16. “World in - - Corner”

24. Big shot in “The Houston
Story'’ ( initials)

25. Cagney's latest paid many
to a bad man

27.

“Mohawk,” “Comanche'’

30.

Boat crews making “Moby
Dick” had to know how to

handle an • • •

32. Murdered man’s son in

“Bad Day at Black Rock”

36.

Phil or Macdonald
38. Star’s daughter, named

for him
39. Grant or Grayson
41. Pa Kettle's manners would

never suit Emily - • • •

43. Horse-opera hero, last in

“A Lawless Street”

45. Action-movie ilimax

46. Great Italian actress

52. “Meet Me • • Las Vegas”

53. “ Without a Cause”

54. Big boss in “Patterns”

( initials)

55. Last name of 22 Across

56. Joanne Dru’s husband (in-

itials)

58. “- - in the Hole”

59. Good movies have long

60. Bette Davis’ “The - - - -”

62. “• - - o’ Gold”

63. Mean guy in “The Last

Hunt” ( initials)

64. Half-breed in the same

movie ( initials)

65. “• * • thing Goes”

69. Star of “The Revolt of

Mamie Stover” (initials)

70. Mother of 38 down
( initials)

71. Heroine of “Backlash”

( initials)
P

.<4/isit;ers to Crossivord Puzzle on page 103
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BEAUTY

right on her toes!
BY HARRIET SEGMAN

• If, like lovely Rita Moreno, you can’t resist this‘

summer’s exciting backless, toeless, practically i’

shoeless shoes, better be sure that you, too, can )

put your best foot forward. To soften rough skin-'

on heels and sides of feet, scrub with a stiff brush

and dry briskly with a rough towel. Smooth cal-

luses by rubbing gently in a circular motion

with a soapy pumice stone. After bathing, dry feet

thoroughly and massage with hand lotion. If

bunions, corns or calluses don’t respond to simple

remedies, skip the bathroom surgery and see a

podiatrist. For toenails that sparkle in chipless

perfection for a week to ten days, take the time

to give yourself a full-dress pedicure. Clip nails

straight across—rounded corners encourage in-

grown toenails. Soak feet in warm soapy water

for about three minutes. Dry with towel, pushing

cuticle back gently. Work around sides and

base of nail with an orangewood stick, wrapped

in a wisp of cotton and moistened with cuticle

remover. If loosened cuticle does not roll right off]

when pushed back with towel, cover each nail for

two minutes with a cotton ball soaked in cuticle

remover. Before applying polish, wipe nails with I

polish remover to remove all traces of oil or

moisture. Polish adheres best to a whistle-clean

surface. For longer wear, apply three coats,

waiting between coats until nails are slick to a|

light touch. For a smooth surface, apply with

light, quick strokes, first across base of nail, then

up each side. Fill in center last. Be sure there

is enough polish on brush to flow easily onto nailj

and provide good coverage. After each coat wipe

off a hairline edge at the tips of nails, to help

prevent chipping. A folded facial tissue, wover|

between your toes, will keep polish from smear-

ing while it dries. You can speed up drying time

with a squirt of aerosol spray. To be footloose

as well as fancy, treat your feet, each

night, to a refreshing spray under the bathtub

tap, using hot and cold water alternately.

Either barefoot for sports or wearing this yeafs

practically barefoot dress-up shoes,

Rita Moreno always puts her best foot forward



EVER
SHAMPOO
YOUR HAIR

without putting back the life shampooing and hot summer

sun tate out! Restore {|^, luster, manageability instantly I

If you always hate to shampoo your hair because it flies all

o\er your head and looks terrible for days, in summer

j
^ you’ve got a double problem

!

1

1
Not only does shampooing make your hair too dry, but

I
% the hot summer sun further damages it and dries it out.

% So what happens? After shampooing your hair, you have
‘ to wait days and days for the natural beauty oils to come
back. Chances are . . . just when your hair begins to look and

' act alive, you need a shampoo again

!

I

’ You have a real problem!

i
Let’s face the facts: At this time of year, isn’t your hair so

dry most of the time that you can’t do a thing with it?

i
Well, why don’t you do something about this?

You aren’t the only one who has this problem. Millions of
' women hate to shampoo their hair in summer for exactly the

same reason. That’s why Helene Curtis invented suave.
And look what it does.

The instant you finish washing and drying your hair, rub
a little SUAVE over your palms, and stroke through your hair

i
thoroughly. Then brush and arrange your hair . . . and look

I

a.f the amazing difference

!

Suddenly your hair combs, sets and arranges like magic!
It’s manageable! No wild wisps. Dryness is gone!

A miracle has happened!

Your hair is silky soft, bursting with highlights . . . with
the prettiest, healthiest-looking glow you ever saw

!

And it stays wonderfully in place, without the slightest

oily look or feel

!

That’s the miracle of Helene Curtis’ beauty discovery

—

greaseless lanolin—now in new suave ... a hairdressing so

wonderful that it makes your hair soft, beautiful, radiant and
manageable in 20 seconds after shampoo, even in summer!

So do as Helene Curtis tells you

“No matter if you are 16 or 60, don’t ever shampoo your hair

again without using suave to restore the beauty oils you
have just washed out. Do this, and I promise you your hair

will look so radiantly beautiful, so satin-soft, so eager to

wave, you’ll get compliments galore!’’

Start using suave today! Choose the famous liquid or

the new creme suave, whichever type you prefer. At any
cosmetic counter.



Man, That Mineo's the Most!

(Continued from page 42)

the seventeen-year-old actor had been
nominated for best male supporting actor.

“I didn’t get an Oscar,” Sal points out,

“but I did get a giraffe. I keep it in my
car.” Then, suddenly aware of lifted eye-
brows, he explains: “It’s a toy giraffe.

Some girl sent it as a consolation prize.”

As Sal describes the big night, however,
he scarcely sounds in need of consolation.

“It’s a lucky thing I didn’t win,” he con-
fesses. “It was such a relief when Jack
Lemmon got it. The whole month before,
I was in a daze. I didn’t know exactly
what the Awards were or what they
meant. All I knew was—they were im-
portant. Back home, my sister, Sarina,

had a place all saved for my Oscar. ‘Don’t

put your heart on it,’ I warned her. Then,
it got so I couldn’t write home at all.

“I took my mother to the Awards,” he
continues. “People kept asking: ‘Who’s
your date?’ And when I told them, ‘My
mother,’ they all thought this was the most
wonderful thing.” Sal shakes his head,
still amazed by the whole affair. “Mother
was so excited, I thought any minute she
would cry. Then afterwards, when I

didn’t get it, each of us thought the other
needed comforting. I didn’t mind for my-
self—I just thought she did. And Moth-
er didn’t mind for herself—she thought I

did. But then people started coming up
and congratulating us. They said it was
an honor just being nominated. ‘Look
forward to the next movie,’ they told me.
‘That’s the important thing.’

”

Back home, however, Sal’s sister was
not so philosophical about it. “What do
they know in Hollywood?” Sarina said.

In Hollywood, all they know is that Sal
Mineo is one of the nicest, most refreshing
kids ever to hit the film colony. With six
big pictures to his credit and everyone
“looking forward to his next movie,” he
is still as modest and unspoiled as the
day he arrived.

It’s no accident, either. “I’m never go-
ing to let this business change me,” Sal
insists. “I’m never—you know the old
saying—‘going Hollywood.’ ”

And as he talks about himself—tells

something about his life before breaking
into pictures—it’s not hard to understand
why. Sal will never “go Hollywood” for
the simple reason that he’s too “gone” on
the Bronx. That’s his real home, the
Bronx section of New York. And the big
thing around the Mineo household isn’t

Sal’s film career—it’s caskets!

“Yes, my father’s a casket-maker.” Sal
says it dead-pan, then steals a sidelong
glance to watch the effect on his audience.
Apparently, it’s always effective, and he
can’t keep from smiling. “Oh, we don’t
have anything to do with the bodies or
anything,” he adds quickly. “We just
make and sell caskets.”

The important point is the we, for the
Universal Casket Company has always
been a family business. But then, any-
thing that happens to any one of the
Mineos is family business. They live to-
gether, they work together. And any-
thing they have, they share together.
Critics who have been amazed at Sal’s

acting, wondering where he gets a per-
ception so far beyond his years, can find
the answer right in the Bronx. For the
Mineos are real people, and the thing
they have most of—the thing they share
so freely with each other—is life itself.

Salvatore Mineo is not only Sal’s real
name, it’s his father’s, too.

p
“My father was born in Sicily,” Sal says,

launching into the family history like

someone telling his favorite story. “He
used to carve miniature animals in ivory

and wood. That’s a big business in Italy,

but not in America. He came here when
he was sixteen and, for two years, he
could only get odd jobs, doing all kinds
of dirty work.
“Then he met my mother. She was

born in New York of Neapolitan parent-
age. He tried to date her, but she
wouldn’t go out with him—not unless he
could speak English. When my father
finally took her out, she was amazed at

how quickly he had learned the language.
‘Here’s a guy with ambition,’ she felt.”

She not only married him, she helped
him realize these ambitions. It was Jos-
ephine Mineo’s suggestion that her hus-
band go into cabinet-making. She was
the one who gave him the courage to turn
down a tempting offer with a furniture
company and hold out till he got the right
job, with the Bronx Casket Company.
“My father was so good,” Sal says

proudly, “they made him a foreman. Only,
it wasn’t the usual foreman’s job, just
overseeing others. My father worked like

a dog—even nights. It was my mother,
though, who really made him. ‘Here you
are,’ she told him, ‘working like a dog for
others. You should be working for your-
self, and for your children.’

“My father didn’t have a dime,” Sal
continues, “but friends insisted on putting
up the money to back him. So he went
into business with my uncle.”
Today, the Universal Casket Company

consists of two buildings, one a factory, the
other a casket showroom. And all those
friends who put up money have long
since been paid back. But Sal can still

remember what it was like for his father
in those early days.
“The first five years were the toughest,”

he recalls. “I never saw a man age so
fast. He and my uncle used to do all the
work themselves—hauling lumber, mak-
ing the caskets, painting them, even de-
livering them. My mother used to go
down every day. And, as soon as they
were big enough, my two older brothers,
Mike and Victor, worked at the company.”

Sal had to stay home. His job was
baby-sitting for Sarina, his younger sister.

“I guess that’s why I’m so close to her,”
he says. “I took care of her—everything
from feeding to good-night stories. Sure,
I wanted to be out playing with the other
kids, but we all had to help out.”

Nevertheless, he managed to get in his
share of swimming and baseball. “Like
every other kid,” he confesses, “I wanted
to grow up to be Phil Rizzuto.”
And even watching Sarina was fun.

“Every weekend,” he recalls, “I used to get
a salary of fifty cents. You know what
I’d do with it? I’d go down to the candy
store and get some soda, ice cream and

EXCLUSIVE!

the untold story of

JAMES DEAN

as revealed by one of his closest

friends. A memorable story, in

three parts, beginning in
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On sale August 7

jelly beans. Then I’d go home and we’d
have a party—Sarina and I, and our two
cats. Smoky and Tiger.”
Somehow, although “they were broke

and every cent had to go into the busi-
ness,” Mr. and Mrs. Mineo managed to see
that none of their children ever wanted
for anything, “even if they had to deprive
themselves.” And all of their sons re-
ceived exactly the same treatment. When
one of the boys wanted a bike, all three
got them. Today, Sal still can’t figure
out how his parents managed it, but when
he needed money to start his career

—

somehow, they raised it. And, somehow,
they raised the money that enabled all

their children to get the education they
themselves could never afford.

“I’ve been a roving man,” Sal declares,
referring to the number of schools he went
to. In the Bronx, he attended St. Mary’s,
Holy Family, and Public School 72. After
going on the stage, he went to the Lodge
Private School for young professionals.

“I had a lot of ambition to do some-
thing,” Sal remembers, “but I didn’t know
just what.” His brothers Mike and Victor
knew that they wanted to study business
administration in college, so they could
help expand the Universal Casket Com-
pany. Even Sarina knew that she wanted
to be her father’s private secretary. Only
Sal was uncertain. He knew he had a
talent—but what was it?

He was eleven when he found out. An
agent for Cheryl Crawford, the Broadway
producer, noticed him in a dancing class

because “he looks Italian.” Sal was tak-
en to an audition, along with fifteen other
boys, and asked to say: “The goat is in

the yard.” He said it, and the next thing
he knew, he was in Chicago—playing Sal-
vatore in the stage version of “The Rose
Tattoo.”

After the Tennessee Williams’ play, Sal
did some summer stock. Then Oscar
Hammerstein signed him to understudy
the role of the crown prince in the Broad-
way musical, “The King and I.” When
the boy who originated the part outgrew
it, Sal took over and played it for a year.

Sal’s first film was “Six Bridges to
Cross,” in which he played Tony Curtis as
a boy. It was a good start, and Sal be-
gan receiving offers to do bit parts. Mrs.
Mineo advised him to turn them down,
just as she had once advised his father to
hold out for the right job. It was a big
gamble, but “if you don’t get good parts,”
she said, “I’d rather see you home.”
The gamble paid off. Sal has gotten

good parts—in “The Private War of Major
Benson,” “Rebel Without a Cause,”
“Giant,” “Crime in the Streets,” and final-

ly, as Rocky Graziano’s pal in “Somebody
Up There Likes Me.”
“Rebel Without a Cause” is Sal’s favor-

ite picture. “It wasn’t just the part,” he
says, “it was the people I worked with.”
But he is proudest of his role as Angel
Ohregon III, in “Giant,” the George Stevens
production of Edna Berber’s novel. “I

was only sixteen when I made the picture,

but they had me playing an eighteen-
year-old.” He was also old enough to try

playing angles.

“In the picture,” he recalls, “I’m a Mex-
ican. I go off to war, a soldier, and then
I come back a hero—in a casket.” Nat-
urally, but to no avail, Sal tried to talk

Warners into using a Universal Casket.

What with all this picture-making, Sal

spends more time on the West Coast than
the East. He still thinks of the Brpnx as

home, however, and the trip to Holly-
wood as just commuting.
Which reminds him: “Some people

(Continued on page 78)



v»eHT UP ^

MAN OVERBOARD ... for a

great cigarette ... for the taste

only a Lucky can give you.

Luckies taste better because

they’re made of fine tobacco

. . . light, naturally good-tast-

irtg tobacco that’s TOASTED

to taste even better. You’ll

say a Lucky is the best-tast>

ing cigarette you ever smoked.

LUCKIES
TASTE BETTER

to taste better!

CLEANER, FRESHER, SMOOTHER!

'uexim.©A. T. Co. PRODUCT OF AMERICA’S LEADING MANUFACTURER OF CIGARETTES



BECOMING ATTRACTIONS

Built for comfort and for speed; new Bobbi

pin-curl permanent with pink plastic pins. Only

one pin needed per curl. Shaped to fit head,

they grip hair firmly and leave no “crimp”

marks. Also new fresh-smelling lotion. $2.00.*

To coddle as well as clean your hair, new

Lanolin Plus Liquid shampoo. Gentle as well as

quick-lathering, it contains a generous supply

of absorbable lanolin, leaves hair soft, shiny

and manageable. 6 oz., $1.00*; 16 oz., $2.25.*

Por the lollipop set, Tussy’s new Budding

Beauty Playhouse colognes in doll house pack-

age. The delicate, little-girl fragrances are

called “Pink,” a tea rose scent, “Blue,” lilac,

and “Yellow,” a slightly spicy floral. $1.25.*

Cologne cruise: Revlon's Sea Isle eau de

colognes, lighthearted fragrances to splash

on lavishly. In milk glass bottles capped with

champagne corks. Scents are “Antibes,” “Al-

giers,” “Trinidad,” “Majorca.” Each, $3.00.*

Decorator's note: “Yes” tissues now come

in a handsome gold and white striped boudoir

package to harmonize with pretty bath and

bedroom accessories. When opened, all printed

** copy is removed. Box of 300, 25^; 400, 33^.

* plus tax
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think it’s unbelievable. They’re surprised

that I still live in the Bronx. They expect
me to live in Manhattan. And they’re

stunned when they still see me riding

around in a ’49 Mercury instead of a Cad-
illac. Even out in Hollywood, they can’t

understand why I live with a private fam-
ily instead of in a big hotel or apartment
house.”

In Hollywood, Sal has a resident guard-
ian; he is B. H. Hoene, an instructor in

the Pullman Company.
“He has a wonderful family,” Sal says.

“I get rid of all my corny jokes on them.
Every day, once I’m through at the studio,

that’s where I go. They’ve a son and
daughter, eighteen and nineteen, and I

go out with their friends, not just with the

show business crowd.”
As for his car, Sal’s very proud of it,

having worked on it himself.

“I got a week and a half off in between
pictures,” he recalls, “and I got a bug.
I took my old car and stripped all the
chrome off—this way it’s a custom job

—

then I added rear radio antennas, hoods
over the headlights, tail lights, and put
skirts on it.” He even took off the letters

of the make, plugged up the hole, and
substituted his own brand name

—

Rum-
Crier! “Then I had it painted a wild
color—midnight blue.”
He looks at you frankly. “Crazy?” he

asks. But Sal doesn’t mean crazy-wild,
for he’s not out to break any speed rec-
ords. In fact, he’s an honorary member
of the Kirb Krushers, a car club that
“throws you out if you so much as get a
ticket.” When it comes to driving, Sal
only has one ambition.

“At the next big premiere,” he says,

“you know what I’d like to do? Instead
of driving up in a studio Cadillac, I’d like

to drive up in a hot rod.” Delighted with
the idea, he tries to make you visualize it

as clearly as he does. Imitating a loud-
speaker, he announces: “Here we have
Mr. Mineo’s car.” Then he makes like a
crazy, souped-up automobile horn. Laugh-
ing, he can’t help sighing, “Oh, it’s a lot

of fun!”

But then, everything is a lot of fun for
Sal. “I get a kick out of going to drive-
ins—all kinds. I like bowling and pool.

No, you better make that billiards; peo-
ple might not understand. I don’t play
pool in pool halls. As for baseball, I guess
I grew out of it. Now it’s water-skiing.
I can spend four or five hours at it. When
I’m through, I can’t walk. And yet, I

have a ball.”

Sal’s enthusiasm for water-skiing dates
back to his Broadway days, when he was
playing in “The King and I.” Yul Bryn-
ner, who played the king, rented a home
in Connecticut, on Long Island sound, and
Sal used to visit him every weekend.
“He showed me the basic principles of

water-skiing right on the pier,” Sal re-
calls, “then told me to get on skis. When
he saw how much I liked it, he gave me
a pair of my own.” Sal remembers return-
ing home with the skis and crying out:

“Look, Ma, now we have to get a boat!”

But Yul Brynner, who plays another
king in Cecil B. DeMille’s forthcoming
“The Ten Commandments,” also inspired

Sal with another of his enthusiasms—di-

recting.

“Here he was,” Sal says, “the star of the

biggest musical on Broadway, and he was
directing television shows on the side. In

fact, he directed me in my first lead on
television, in an Omnibus show.”

Thus, while everything is “a ball” to

Sal, he has his serious side, too. “First, I

want to be a good actor,” he insists. “And
then, if I’m good enough, maybe people
will give me the opportunity to direct.”

He also has two other ambitions. One
is to go to college to study playwrighting
and directing and also “meet thousands of

kids out of the business. I like to be with
i

a regular bunch and sort of live my own
life.” The other ambition is to gain

weight.
“I saw a kinescope of myself,” he con-

fesses. “My head and face were older

than my body. I figure if I can put on
fifteen pounds, then maybe I can play

in an Indian movie—or do one of those

Sabu things. I’ve started a campaign
I’m now drinking ginger ale mixed with
cream. That’s supposed to put flab on,

you know. I hope to go from 121 to 138

pounds.”
Whenever he is home, Sal eats “all the i

spaghetti and fattening Italian foods” his

mother can cook. The only mystery is,

when does she get the time? For Jose-
phine Mineo, like the rest of the family, isi

doing all she can to help Sal go further
in his career.

“I’d be lost without them,” he admits.
“There are a lot of things I can’t handle,

My schedule, for one thing. Mother keeps
it for me, handing me a list each day.

‘This is what you’re to do tomorrow,’ she
says.”

In order to make out that list, however,
and keep it as short as possible, Mrs. I

Mineo has to spend most of the day by
the telephone, evaluating all the calls

that come in. Not all of the phone calls

are business. Many are fans asking to

speak to Sal. But there are as many
adults among the fans as teenagers. They
feel that Sal is like their own son. And
Mrs. Mineo, understanding this, hasn’t the

heart to change the phone number. These
are the people who have helped make her
son a success, and she feels as responsi-
ble to them as Sal does.

He has had to hire two secretaries just

to handle the requests for photoPranhs.
This, too, is a family enterprise, with his

two older brothers helping him pack the

photographs in cartons, loading them in

a car, and driving them down to the post
office. And then there’s the fan mail.

“I like to read every letter,” Sal says.

“And I try to answer them all.”

But the one who has been affected most
by Sal’s success is his sister, Sarina.
Suddenly, she has found herself sur-
rounded by more girlfriends than she
knows what to do with. By some coinci-
dence, they seem to prefer visiting her
when Sal is in town. And sometimes,
when the pressure becomes too great, she
has to produce her famous brother at par-
ties. At such times, the girls are allowed
to look—but they mustn’t touch. Sarina’s
brothers sometimes wonder why she just

doesn’t charge admission.

But, although the Mineos all help one
another, there’s one thing Sal must handle
alone—and that’s “his women.” When he
arrives at the airport, for instance, there

is invariably a crowd of girls waiting.
Each one wants a handkerchief or some
article of clothing. And Sal is well aware,
from his own experience, that “if I give!

a hanky to one girl, it isn’t fair to the !

others, and pretty soon I’d have no clothes

on at all.”

Then there’s that girl in the Bronx who
wants Sal to take her to a prom. “1

wouldn’t mind,” Sal admits, a bit wist-
fully. “In fact, I’d like to. Only, it wouldn’t
be fair to the other girls.”

If his brothers Mike and Victor groan I

inwardly at this, it’s because they know
Sal is making it twice as hard on himself.

It’s hard enough being “fair” with one wom-
an, let alone hundreds. But they agree

with their kid brother. “It’s fantastic!”

They don’t know how else to describe it.

The End
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0lamour 0ab of Hollywood

(Continued from page 39)
church in the Valley where she wor-
shipped as a teenager, wore a Paris outfit
that you sewing-wise girls could copy.
Ann has a matching sweater and skirt set:

the sweater is cashmere, the skirt pure
silk, both of the most heavenly blue. Dotted
all over the sweater are bunches of arti-
ficial forget-me-nots. All over the skirt
are tiny blue velvet bows. Couldn’t be
more feminine, just like Annie.

Marilyn's Old Look

Marilyn Monroe, never noted for her
grooming, off-screen, has turned out

big-hunk-of-man type. However, with the
new crop of artistic and thin lads in town,
Jeff loomed up so positively masculine to
the preview audience, he’s now got five
pictures lined up.

“B.T.” Gable is what his wife Vicki
calls Jeff—meaning “Better Than.”

They Make Sense

When Burt Lancaster appeared at the
Academy Awards without his wife Norma,
the Hollywood rumor factory, as usual,
misunderstood. Then, matters became more
confused when Norma turned up at the
Awards party afterward and danced every

Married couples please copy the Fernan-
do Lamases’ recipe for looking wonderful

Friends who visit Doris Day leave their

calling cards on her new friendship walk

worse than ever since she returned from
her year’s stay in New York. Her studio
is horrified but helpless when, day after
day, she arrives and leaves the lot, her
hair hanging lank and uncombed, her face
guiltless of make-up, her outfit usually a
tight black skirt, a tighter black sweater.
On the whole, the press adores Marilyn,
and I am no exception. I think she is the
most exciting female on the screen, bar
none. I know she has a superior educated
mind, which she slyly tries to hide, and
her personal honesty and integrity are the
finest. But this sloppiness of hers is too
much. Dear Marilyn, the natural glamour
you possess is a rare gift that you shouldn’t
carelessly cast aside. Have a heart for
those of us for whom you can make life
so very colorful.

He's a Smoothie

If I were the king of Hollywood, I’d
crack down on the ungroomed boys as
much as the ungroomed girls. The only
fellow in the young crowd I know who is
always perfectly groomed is Jeff Richards.
He’s loud sometimes, sure, in the checked-
coat division, but not too often. He always
has his hair slicked back, a big grin on
that broad, healthy face of his, and the

p
welcoming hand is always outstretched.

It’s been paying off for Jeff, too. The
role he was given in “The Opposite Sex”

80
originally nothing much more than a

dance with her tall, handsome husband.
Norma and Burt weren’t a bit confused,

because it is their rule never to mix busi-
ness and pleasure. The Academy Awards,
to them, was business. Dancing is fun.
Burt’s theory is: A couple that shares
work is sharing a calculated risk, but the
couple that shares fun is setting up a fund
of mutual happiness.

Hostesses With the Mostess

Mrs. Charles Brackett, wife of the pro-
ducer, wanting to jazz up a buffet table,
got a live white rabbit. Then, in an an-
tique shop, she found a tall, beautiful
Victorian birdcage. Putting the rabbit
in the cage, she surrounded him with
lettuce and flowers. Then the buffet
food was put on the table around him.
It was tremendously effective, and the
rabbit, nibbling away, had a ball—nib-
bling its own lettuce and roses, naturally.
At a recent party, Mrs. Walter Lang,

wife of the director of the sensational
“King and I,” provided great fun by sim-
ply having scads of musical instruments
scattered aroimd her playroom. Said in-
struments ranged from bongo drums to
mouth organs, and the idea was to see
which guests could compose the best or-
chestra. You haven’t lived till you’ve seen
Clifton Webb trying to do an Andre
Kostelanetz while sawing away on a
dollar-store violin.

Doris Day has borrowed an idea frc
music-man Jimmy Van Heusen, whi
you can borrow from both of them, if y,

friends. It’s
friendship walk. Very fascinating if y
are building a new home. Nothing wro:
with it either if your house is old.
Doris came across this friendship wa

at Jimmy Van Heusen ’s place in Pal
Springs, and as a conversation piece, i

the end. Jimmy had the cement for t
path around his place made in vario
colors—pink, green, tulip yellow and tl
like. (This is a cinch. You, or yo)
builder, just mix in any color you wa
with your cement.) Then you invite yoi
most particular friends to come calling'
in Jimmy s case, Doris and another sing,
named Frank Sinatra. When they arri\
you have them put their footprints ai
handprints in the wet cement, then aut
graph them with a good, stout stick whii
you have provided. Or, if the ceme;,
has already set, you mix up a small ne
batch, smear some across, and there yt
are, sweet flattery for your friends, swe
memories for you. And the walk c:
grow and grow. Dodo is now putting su(
a path around her North Hollywoc
house.
However, if you do this, I hope yc

don t have any such moment as happen*
years ago, at Grauman’s Chinese Theat:
in Hollywood, where this cement-aut(
graphing, hand-and-foot-setting starte
The most glamorous girl of that year wi
doing this bit. She wore a very, vei
low-cut gown and, just as she bent ovi
with her hands and feet firmly plante
the gown let her down. The numeroi
gentlemen present were so startled thf
didn’t know vvhat was the polite thing
do until a quick-witted Grauman’s ushi
snatched a hanging off the theatre wal
and wrapped it around the blushir,
blond.

Glamour Gatherings
&|

Hollywood is steadily getting more eu!
gant. The sort of dime-store glitter

''

has always had is being replaced by
more jewel-like quality, and nothir
proves it better than this year’s partly
Take a character like Bob Mitchuf

In the short interval after he had r*

turned from European and Cuban pictui
locations and was about to head for En|
land for another, he and his tall, beautifi
wife, Dorothy, gave a dinner-dance in tl

Crown Room at Romanoff’s. Bob use
to make a big thing of being a diamonc
in-the-really-rough. He’d do anythir,
to shock you.
He was almost a shock the night of h|

dinner-dance, so handsome was he in hj
very correct dinner jacket, and so tru
charming. And those words also apply ’

the party—handsome, correct and chami
ing. There was a lovely trick used on tl

tables: very thin, very tall lighted candk
standing among very low, very colorfi
flowers. Freddie Karger and his coml
supplied the music, which was fine, to
since everybody knows Freddie, partiev:
larly since his marriage and divorce froi
Jane Wyman.
The best couple to watch on the danc

floor were June Allyson and Jack Leir*
mon flawlessly going through steps thi

would have felled Arthur Murray. Joanr
Dru, there alone because John Irelar
was detained with his tennis club i

Phoenix, looked like a fan waltzing-
mean a real fanning fan. The bodice I'

her low-cut gown was black, the skirt il

mass of deep white ruffles. When she di

the mambo with Dean Martin, she hel



full skirt high in her right hand, so

the ruffles cascaded sweetly down.
Ssula and Bob Taylor were a brilliant

y in black-and-white also, Ursula,

,
her dark hair, in all white chiffon,

gown was high-necked, but subtle as

s—for, while it ended in a little pearl

r tight around her lovely throat, the

on from the waistline in the back and
the very deep decolletage in the

was of the sheerest. Bob was very

y, telling about the changes made
is life since the arrival of his son,

y. Seems that every night at exactly

I'.M., Bob has always had one highball.

1 it turned out that Terry likes to eat

X exactly, too. So the Taylor men

[

finally come to terms: Terry sits on
end of the couch before the fireplace

his milk, while Pa sits on the other
with his Scotch.

iazily enough, at the Mitchum party,

fas two men who stole the fashion
light—and two more different men
couldn’t find: Rory Calhoun and Paul
§las. Rory drew all eyes, wearing an
jing shirt with cross-wise tucks about
hch deep, set off by gray pearl studs,

j

drew gasps by using the gold lor-

jte wife Jan had given him. It was
ir-thin and could fold up to vest-
et size—but a lorgnette, just like

iidma’s, it indubitably was, and it

Grandma’s one better by having a
Tit red tassle at the end of it.

^ere were about a hundred people at

^Mitchum party and next day, at Pro-

I

r Charles Brackett’s soiree, it seemed
iough they had all arrived there, plus
! wonderful others, such as Deborah

pf,
Clifton Webb, the Van Heflins. But

lyes were held by Arlene Dahl, who
cut her hair very short, and is more
tiful than ever.

dinner, Fernando Lamas sat next
le and I noticed that he, too, looked
handsome. I asked him why. He
“It’s all because Arlene and I have

six months together in Europe, where
were no pressures on us. ‘That gave

[lime to share happiness together, to
lime acquainted during the weeks on
[(when, after our work, we saw no one
j'lPt one another. This let us fall more
ly in love than ever.”

V To Be Very, Very Popular

Ir his independent picture, Audie
iphy decided he’d like to get Natalie

Crazily enough, the film is based
[he book. The Wood’s Colt. Nat was
Relighted with the script as Audie was
jlihted with his interview with her.

1
11 get in touch with Warners about

aing you,” Audie said,

h, no, don’t do that,” said brainy
a lie. “Let me tell them I want to be
i
Jur picture. You see, if you approach

in they’ll put my price up. But if I
> 0 them, you’ll get me at a bargain.”
yhis method, did Mr. Murphy become
i'of the vast band of Wood admirers.

I'v To Be Very, Very Smart

3 “The Opposite Sex,” musical-comedy
a Dolores Gray, decided to prove she
•>1 be dramatic and get by without
ng. Whereupon, in the very same
my own favorite cutie-pie, June

Ison, decided that she’d cut back to

p
ng, as she had done in her very first

tire. In fact, she’s even going to sing
uyery same tune. You see, Junie knows
Mis dramatic, top box-office. But she
s knows that a perfectly straight role,

the one she has in “The Opposite
will be very much animated by this
of musical comedy. The End
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He Leaves His Heart in Rome

(Continued from page 52)
time, duplicating the marital services
which had first imited them fifteen years
before in Rome. Then, young, stubborn,
and very much in love, they had ignored
the objections of both their families and
had married without parental consent.
No one from their families came to that

first wedding ceremony, and the young
couple began their married life in the
lonely gloom of parental disapproval.
How different was this second ceremony!

The Pope himself had sent the Brazzis a
special benediction. Everyone from both
their families, including Rossano’s widowed
mother, his brother and sister, Lidia’s
parents, and all their in-laws—nieces,
nephews, aunts and uncles—were there to
drink to their health and wish them well.
“My wife’s family, who are titled, first

objected to me because I didn’t come from
nobility,” explains Rossano. “They thought
Lidia should have married the stuffy
lawyer she was engaged to before I came
along.”

“Rossano’s family thought an early mar-
riage might hurt his career. Besides, every-
one thought we were both too young and
headstrong,” is Lidia Brazzi’s explanation.
Anyway, that was all in the turbulent

past, and both families now enjoy a close
relationship. In fact, Lidia’s parents make
the Brazzi apartment in Rome their winter
headquarters.
The span of fifteen years, which had

witnessed the shift in family sentiments,
had also marked a few changes in Ros-
sano’s professional life. After more than a
decade of success in Italy, this veteran of
80 pictures and numerous plays has found
himself, at the age of 39, suddenly “dis-
covered” by Hollywood as a romantic
screen lover, the epitome of continental
charm and Latin gallantry.
Hundreds of perfumed letters, throbbing

with daring declarations of love and long-
ing, pour in daily at Rossano’s apartment
in Rome. Most of them come from Amer-
ica. One woman, the mother of three chil-
dren, was inspired to pen him the follow-
ing verse: “God made wine, God made
cheese, God made Rossano for me to
squeeze.” Another sent him a solid gold
watch.

W hen Rossano was in New York last

year for the premiere of “Summertime,” a
magnificent Cadillac was delivered to his
hotel, with a note—and five pictures of
herself—from a fan living in Chicago, who
invited him to visit her in the Windy City.
The invitation was generously, if re-
luctantly, extended to his wife also. Twenty
fans in Japan have asked Rossano to come
to their country—at their expense—and
spend a day in each one’s home.
Rossano reacts with gratitude but cau-

tion to all these overtures and demonstra-
tions from his fans. “Life would mean
very little, if there were no women,” he
purrs. “I admit I have a great liking for
them.” Then he wisely adds, “But re-
member, I have been happily married for
fifteen years, and each year I think I love
my wife more.”
The roving, caressing eye, which has

become the Brazzi trademark, goes well
with his movie cloak of Casanova, but
off-screen Rossano is a deeply devoted hus-
band. His wife, Lidia, a buxom, jovial,

blue-eyed bundle of energy and charm, is

the solid foundation of strength and under-
standing on which Rossano has built his
life. Although their relationship is oc-

p
casionally beset by raging arguments, for
each has a violent temper, Rossano could
not visualize life without Lidia.

“Of all the women I have met, both on

the screen and off,” he says, “I still think
my wife is the most interesting.”

In addition to her witty and bright per-
sonality, Lidia Brazzi has a rare under-
standing of the demands of Rossano’s
career. She never interferes with his plans,
never questions his appointments, is al-

ways there when he needs her. Sometimes,
however, she feels that her presence may
be a drawback in his professional life, so
she keeps in the background as much as
possible. This is at her own insistence.

“I have been to a studio to watch Ros-
sano work only once, and that was enough
for me,” she says, her eyes twinkling in
good humor. “It was several years ago,
here in Rome, and Rossano was making a
picture with Alida Valli. As I started to
go on the set, an assistant director ap-
proached me and, with an embarrassed
air, explained that Rossano was in the
midst of a love scene with Miss Valli. It

had never quite hit me with such violence
before that making love to other women
was a part of Rossano’s work. I smiled
and whispered to the assistant, ‘Don’t tell

him that I’ve come here. I’ll wait for him
in the car.’ I’ve never visited a set since.”

We were sitting in the tastefully fur-
nished Brazzi apartment in Rome. While
chatting fluently in her gently accented
English, Lidia kept one ear cocked toward
the door in the event she was needed by
Rossano, who was resting after a slight
case of flu. She had just recovered from
a serious bout of the same sickness, in
time to take care of Rossano.

“It is very easy to be Rossano’s wife,”
Lidia said gaily. “He is such a good boy.
We have many fights, of course, but it is

impossible to stay angry with him very
long. When he screams, sometimes I scream
louder than he does.
“When he sulks, I am quiet. I say noth-

ing. Once we had a terrible quarrel. We
had to stop it because we were expecting
guests for lunch. At the table, I served
everyone except Rossano. I spoke to every-
one, but not a word to him. I kept this up
for two days. I laughed and sang, as I

always do around the house, but I never
addressed a word to him.
“Finally he couldn’t stand it any longer.

‘Why don’t you talk to me?’ he pleaded
like a little boy. How could I stay angry
with him?” she smiled.

Lidia learned very early in their mar-
ried life that generous portions of trust
and confidence are the basic ingredients
for a happy marriage. Rossano has been
attractive to women ever since he was
eight and his father boxed his ears for
flirting with a girl of twenty. Lidia soon
realized that, if she was not going to be
haunted by doubts and fears every minute
he was out of her sight, she had to have
faith in him.
“When Rossano goes off to work, I say,

‘Goodbye, take care of yourself, work hard.’
I never ask him what time he will be
home; I don’t call the studio if he isn’t

back at his normal time; I don’t try to

control him. I realize that actors often have
obligations outside their home. Sometimes
he says, ‘I’ll be home about midnight.’
‘Okay,’ I say.

“But maybe he comes earlier than he had
planned. During our entire married life, I

have never had the sensation that he was
involved with another woman.”
Sometimes, to tease him, Lidia says,

“Poor Rossano, poor man, don’t you wish
you were free?”
Then Rossano gets angry and cries,

“Don’t say such things! I’m happy. I have
everything I want.”
Lidia has put on about eighty pounds

since her marriage, but she is not M
conscious about her weight. She lov ,1
dance and is as light as a feather orH
feet. Not in defiance, but because she B
them, she usually wears low-cut drcjgl.

which emphasize her ample bosom,d
stead of skipping over the subject,®
jokes about her stoutness. When Roi n

occasionally chides her and suggests
she reduce, she answers indignantly,
should I? You are the beauty of the i
ily, not me. Leave me alone.”
Actually, Lidia has made several svn

human efforts to cut down her we|
and she is a delicate eater. As she

;
*

“This is my nature, what can I do?”
But not for an instant does she a

self-conscious or submerged when i ^

group. She overcomes her lack of si
ness with her charm and personality

Lidia usually accompanies Rossan(|
his film engagements outside of Rome.i
rare times they take a plane, they tm
together.
The only time they have ever been ia

for any length of time was last year a

ing Rossano’s personal appearance toil
America for the opening of “Siunmertia
“Forty-eight days,” Lidia sighed. “Iti

our longest separation since our marriij
During that trip, Rossano phonqd 1|

in Rome every night. He would rec
his adventures in the various citie:

had visited. He went to tea with ten n^

paperwomen in Boston, and before he 1 h

it, was accompanying them on a nig
club tour that lasted until four in:

morning. But before he hopped into

;

he called Lidia to tell her all about itf

Lidia is Rossano’s severest critic,

analyzes aU his performances with a

cerning eye, and admits ruefully tha

has made more bad movies than good <

“Summertime” is still her favorite !

She knew Rossano was good, but ii|(

expected him to be the sensation he
came. Rossano, too, had been some'

I

amazed at his success.
“They have seen nothing yet,” he (

“I shall surprise everyone with my
|

pictures. I am going to do much bel?

Rossano’s assurance in himself is
(

based on over-confidence, but as he i

it, “I’ve found the gimmick. I know i

what is expected of me—a contim
|

manner and accent, with the emphasii
sex appeal.

“I cannot compete with American r

formers as an actor,” he adds. “The: i

the language difficulty. I speak EnglisI
course, but to interpret a role in a ere:?

manner, one must understand the nu I

of each word. That I cannot do, so I :(

express myself with my hands and t

my eyes, in my own fashion.”
It is perfectly natural that Ross: i

satisfaction over his recent good forti

is tinged with a note of triumph. “I 3

it had happened years ago,” he says, ^

it could have so easily. When I first '3

to Hollywood, in 1949, I wanted to 1

romantic roles, but no producer thol
I could be convincing.”

Rossano almost shudders in horror \l

he thinks of the year he and Lidia sj

in Hollywood. He prefers to forget abo 1

He thought it would be the big breal

his life, but it proved to be nothing ii

than heartbreaking.

David Selznick, impressed by RossjJ

reputation as the Latin Errol Flynn

'

usually arrived in my co-star’s arms <

leaping over high walls and rampar
’

brought him to Hollywood in 1949.

“For a long time,” Rossano recall

'

sat around and did nothing. There i

nothing for me at the studio, so fu



!;nick lent me to M-G-M. I must ex-

In that my English was not very good

i;hose days. They handed me a script

I a teacher to coach me in my lines. I

> ned them and repeated them mechani-

iy, but I had no idea what I was saying.

began to get suspicious that all was

I well when make-up men began trying

Swigs and beards. ‘What are they doing

jhie?’ I said to myself. ‘Did I come to

I erica to play the part of an old man?’ ”

i he picture was already rolling when
iisano realized that he had been cast as

'ifessor Bhaer, the middle-aged German
ilsic teacher in the re-make of “Little

^men.” But it was too late. All he could

(iwas heartily agree with Selznick, who
i|ir said to an M-G-M executive, “I lent

i Brazzi, but without beard or glasses.”

Ithough Rossano had a disillusioning

ifessional experience in Hollywood, both

Sand Lidia fell in love with the corn-

pity and its way of life. They made
|iy friends, and it was not unusual for

pn to entertain as many as seventy-five

tple several times a week at mammoth
p^hetti dinners.

! ut even their friends and a busy social

J could not compensate for Rossano’s
i.appiness over his work. Lidia realized

pi and cheerfully endorsed his decision
plijsk for his release. Refusing the title

fc!(
in “The Life of Valentino,” he sailed

^ie, a sad and disillusioned man.
i|Mter my return to Italy, I had a rough

i?
getting parts,” says Rossano. “Every-

I thought I had flopped in Hollywood
rl that that was the reason I had come
(le. They figured if Hollywood didn’t

rlit me, they wanted no part of me
i er.”

ip he tried his hand at producing, but
( lost most of his personal fortune in

I" ill-fated films. Then, gradually, he

began to regain his former position as
Italy’s top male star. It was at this time that

Jean Negulesco convinced him to accept
the role of the penniless lawyer in “Three
Coins in the Fountain.”

“It was a small part,” says Rossano, “and
I realized it. I had already refused several
Hollywood pictures because I didn’t want
to be burned again. But I felt that this

one was the second cheince I had been
hoping for.”

Rossano had no sooner finished “Three
Coins” when he was offered the part of

the count in “The Barefoot Contessa.”
Again he hesitated. “The physical handi-
cap of the character was an unattractive
factor,” he explains. “Despite his charm, he
was certainly not a likable person. But it

was a challenge.”
The dent Rossano made in the hearts

of the female movie-going public is proof
of how well he met the challenge. The
nightmare of his shaggy-beard days in

Hollywood was fading into a fuzzy memory,
and with “Summertime” he was definitely

established as one of the leading romantic
heart throbs of the day.
Now, Rossano has a contract with Uni-

versal-International, which provides for

three pictures in the next three years,

and gives him the right to outside com-
mitments. Recently, he finished the English
production (for United Artists release) of
Graham Greene’s “Losers Take All.” It’s

a comedy set in Monte Carlo, and also stars

Glynis Johns. This summer, he will make
his first U-I film, “Interlude.”
Rossano and Lidia will have only a few

weeks’ vacation in their favorite resort
spot in the south of Italy before he is due
in London for the lead opposite Joan Craw-
ford in Columbia’s “Esther Costello.”
That will bring him well into 1957. By

then, Rossano hopes, a shooting date will

have been set for “South Pacific.” He is

Rodgers and Hammerstein’s favorite candi-
date for the male lead, and he makes no
bones about his fervent desire to play it.

Rossano has a fine trained baritone voice,
but he’s never had a chance to sing on
the screen. He is now studying under
Rome’s finest singing teacher, who was so
impressed with his voice that he offered
Rossano a month’s lessons free of charge.
“You can put Sinatra to shame,” the pro-
fessor told him recently.
Rossano’s success and newly awakened

international fame has not changed his
way of living. His small apartment on
Rome’s swank Via Sistina, is still crowded
with relatives and friends who drop in at
all times of the day and evening.
The Brazzis are warm and hospitable

hosts, and they rarely sit down to lunch
without sharing it with some member of

the family. The only concession they are
making to Rossano’s new contract is a
Hollywood-type villa, complete with tennis
court and swimming pool, which they are
building on the outskirts of Rome. And,
for what promises to be frequent visits

to Hollywood, Rossano is planning to buy
a home in Beverly Hills. But he will al-
ways make his permanent residence in the
Italian capital, and he invests his savings
in property and factories in Florence.

“I do not forget that I am Italian,” he
says.

Rossano, the son of a wealthy leather
manufacturer, was born in the ancient
university city of Bologna. When he was
very young, his family moved to Florence,
and there he grew up with his younger
brother, Oscar, and his baby sister. Franca.
At an early age, he decided to become

a lawyer, but he was equally as interested
in amateur dramatics and sports. At thir-
teen, he toured Italy in a musical comedy;
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YOUNG IDEAS:

PHOTOPLAY AMERICAN DESIGNER PATTERNS

buttoned-bodice charmer
AMERICAN DESIGNER PATTERN #1244

Adding curves to your bodice is this clev-

erly bias-cut, simple-to-sew Harvey Berin

dress that takes you everywhere in style.

With its straight, buttoned panel, the bodice

creates a beautiful effect made in plaids or

stripes. Focusing interest on the neckline

is a dark organdy bow tied under a white

collar. Skirt is slim with center back

pleat. For fall (and year ’round), use

the new heavier textured cottons.

Sizes 10-18. Size 12 requires

3Vs yards of 39-inch fabric for

dress with % length sleeves.

This pattern is hand-cut to

Designer measurements. Check the

figures below for your best fit.

BUST 34 35 36y2 38 40

WAIST 24 25 26y2 28 30

HIPS 35 36 37y2 39 41

SIZE 10 12 14 16 18

smooth-line flatterer
AMERICAN DESIGNER PATTERN #1226

Especially designed to show off a pretty

young figure, this Sylvan Rich original

slims above the waistline, falls into a

soft flare below. Eye-catching rickrack

trims dart-shaped bodice that's pie-cut to

flatter graceful shoulders. Softly gathered

tapered skirt and zip-back make it a

simple dress to sew in time for fall. Use

flowing silk or one of the new jerseys, sub

stituting satin for a different trim.

Sizes 10-18. Size 12 requires SVs

yards of 36-inch fabric.

This pattern is hand-cut to

Designer measurements. Check the

figures below for your best fit.

BUST 34 35 361/2 38 40

WAIST 24 26 271/2 29 31

HIPS 35 36 37% 39 41

SIZE 10 12 14 16 18

To order Patterns, state number, size and send $1 for each to Spadea Fashions, Inc., P.O. Box 535,

G.P.O., Dept. PP. New York I, N. Y. For check or money order, add 4if. For airmail, add 25<f each.

at seventeen, he was amateur b<

champion of Italy, as well as a chan
tennis player. At eighteen, while a sti

at the San Marco University at Floii

(where he received his law doctorate
won a prize as the best actor.

It was about this time that he met ,

Bertolini, member of an aristocratic Fl(

tine family. They were both studen
the university, Rossano in law. Lid:

literature, but their first glimpse of
other was at a drama school they
attending.
One day in class, Lidia’s girlfi

nudged her and whispered, “There’s Bi
Isn’t he handsome?”

Lidia recalls today that she wasn’t i

impressed. Later, she saw him in a si

play and thought he did a fine job.

went backstage and told him so.

They didn’t meet again until se"'

weeks later. Lidi^ was traveling by
to a village near Florence where or
the school plays was to be presented,
girlfriend pointed to Rossano who
standing in the corridor, watching 1

intently. Lidia remembers that he wc
high-necked Russian blouse and lo

very dashing, but pretending not to bii

terested, she commented to her fr

“This one has a stupid face.”
She saw Rossano again at the 1

where the school troupe was staying
was frantically going through his i

case looking for a shirt. “He lookei

miserable, and the suitcase was in su
mess,” Lidia recalls today. “His me,
hadn’t had time to pack it for him,
he had done it himself. We began to
and we talked the rest of the evening
“We must get married,” Rossano sail

most immediately. Lidia was engage
the time, but she broke it off. They
together for two years, in spite of
stant family opposition, before they dee'

to go off to Rome and get married.
“You can change your mind,” Lidia

to tell Rossano at regular intervals up
the day of their wedding. “It’s not
late. You might be sorry one day.”

“I will never regret it,” Rossano sai

the time, and he still says it today.

Rossano’s parents didn’t approve of

getting married, but they were even i

opposed to his abandoning law in favi

the stage. He spent three months divi

his time between the court room and
hearsal halls, imtil one day he decids
concentrate on swaying audiences, n
than juries, with his rich voice.

His first important stage role was ir

Italian version of “Strange Interlude,”
he received fine notices. For two year
and Lidia played in the same company
Rossano was seriously interested

breaking into movies, but an unsucce
screen test had left him discouraged,
night he and Lidia were sitting in the
Castellino, a theatrical hangout, whi
friend came over to their table.

“Hey, Rossano, there’s a big movie
rector over there. He wants to talk to 3

Rossano got up and went over to tal

him. After a few minutes he came
and said glumly to Lidia, “It’s for yoi

Lidia didn’t want to take the part th'

rector was offering her. She hated ac

all she wanted to do was stay at 1

and take care of Rossano, but he urged
“We need the money,” he reasoned.

Lidia worked for one day in a bit

It was enough to convince her thatj

wanted no part of movies. Sometimes
when Rossano returns home from
studio, tired and listless, and Lidia ir

upon going out, saying, “Oh, you can
that tired,” Rossano reminds her of

day. “Don’t you remember how weary
were, how you said your feet felt as if

had been glued to vour shoes? Well, t

I
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' I feel.” Then, of course, she relents.

Dssano received his first real break in

cture. called, “The Trial and Death of

t.-ates.” After that it was easy going, and

E became the most sought-after male

i in Italy. Then Selznick saw him in

tick Eagle” and signed him.

I is first trip to Hollywood may have
rved a disillusioning experience in many
s, but it was there that Lidia learned

' to cook. “I had nothing else to do all

” she says, “so I practiced different

.an dishes.”

idia is Rossano’s favorite cook, and the

Wt he enters their apartment he can
|by the aromas coming from the kitchen

ther Lidia has cooked the day’s meal
;elf. The dish he prefers above all is

'a’s own recipe for Tortinelli, a type of

oli, made with meat and cheese, and
ed with broth. Like most Italians,

^ano has a keen interest in food, and
h expert cook himself. He recently in-

ted a sauce for chicken, and a well-
wn Roman restaurant is featuring it on
nenu as Poletto a la Brazzi.

ossano is essentially a homebody, and
dkes nothing better than an evening at

'le playing bridge or canasta with
*ids. “Lidia is a better player than I

he says, “but I will never admit it to

l”
But Lidia loves to go out, so when

^ano is not working, the Brazzis are
iiful first-nighters and frequent night-
pbers.

lie couple’s deepest sorrow is that they

I’ no children, and they pour their love

{

affection on animals of all kinds. They
5 two French poodles, which they
ght in Hollywood, and a Spanish
jdow. A less conventional member of

^
family is their little rabbit, which
sano acquired three years ago, while
ocation in Spain. He had just put his
iheon basket into his car when he saw

a gray streak headed for the basket. He
put his coat over it, wondering what kind
of creature, he had captured. It was a wild
rabbit, and it has been, a member of the
Brazzi family ever since.

Perhaps the main reason for Rossano’s
appeal to women, both on screen and off,

is his suave virility. He can kiss a woman’s
hand with elegance, but he is also a for-
midable opponent in a boxing ring. He is

an expert skier—he and Lidia spend most
winter weekends at the ski resort of
Terminillo, aru hour’s drive from Rome

—

a keen soccer and tennis fan, and is pas-
sionately interested in racing. “I don’t
drive any more,” he says. “I drive too fast,

and am much too nervous.”
Rossano’s interest in sports does not pre-

vent him from also being a serious student
of languages and music. He knows Latin
and Greek, as well as five modern tongues.
He adds to his vast record collection by
exchanging, with his American fans, books
on Italian art for the newest discs. In mod-
ern music, George Gershwin is his idol.

Although he loves his work and is rest-
less when he has nothing to do, Rossano
wants to limit his pictures to two a year.
As Lidia says, “There must be time to en-
joy life. Money—after all, what is it? If

you have enough to do what you want,
that is all that is important. I am no hap-
pier now that Rossano can give me a mink
coat and diamonds than I was when he
was earning 100 lire a day.”
Lidia stopped suddenly in the midst of

her thoughts and glanced toward the bed-
room door. It opened slowly, and Rossano,
fetchingly handsome in a Scotch plaid
bathrobe, stood there rubbing his eyes.
“Ah, the beauty is up,” Lidia smiled at

him affectionately, and began humming a
song happily. Her whole attitude changed
now that Rossano was in her presence.
“Cicci, how is the. cold?” she asked him

anxiously. (“Cicci,” an untranslatable
term used, between lovers, is Rossano’s
and Lidia’s nickname for each other.)

“Better, much better,” Rossano answered,
stifling a sneeze.
“Poor boy,” Lidia sighed, looking at her

husband sympathetically. Then, her words
changed as rapidly as her thoughts, and
she said, “Now, what is more correct in
English for Noze di Rame, fifteenth wed-
ding aniversary—is it copper or brass?”
Before I had a chance to answer, she

shook her finger playfully at her husband,
and said, “If only he would speak English
with me, I wouldru’t have to ask these
things.”

“If I speak English with you, I will
forget how to speak it properly,” Rossano
answered with dignity.
“Ah,” said Lidia, “I will look it up in the

dictionary. But, no, why should I bother?
Who cares anyway for our fifteenth wed-
ding anniversary?”
“What do you mean?” cried Rossano.

“I care, that’s who cares!”
It was obvious tiny clouds were gather-

ing for a minor storm in the Brazzi house-
hold. It was time for me to go.

Rossano said goodbye warmly and
prudently avoided the drafty hall. Des-
pite my vehement protests about the cold,
Lidia insisted upon accompanying me to
the outside door. From inside came wafts
of sound which resembled Rossano’s voice.

“Lidia, you just got out of bed with the
flu. Don’t stay in that drafty hall! You
will catch cold again, and I’m the one who
has to pay the doctor bills.” The voice got
fainter and fainter. Lidia glanced at me,
winked slyly, and said with a happy smile,
“Let him scream.”
As the elevator drifted slowly down, I

could hear the strains of what had now
become a duet, without music. All was well
in the Brazzi household. The End
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Somebody Up There Likes Him

{Continued from page 46)
second audition. From this number, fif-

teen or twenty are selected for member-
ship.

Paul had a friend who had passed her
first studio audition and was scheduled
for a second. However, shortly before the
all-important date, the boy with whom
she was to play her scene had been called
out of town. So she’d asked Paul to fill

in.

Paul willingly obliged and, when the
audition was over, went on his way. He
was too new to New York to even think
of the impossible. Someday, he hoped,
he’d have an audition of his own. . . .

But now the card of acceptance was in
his hand. He glanced at it again. “The
only way I can figure it is that they
made a mistake. They must have thought
I’d been there before. And even then it

doesn’t make sense . .
.’’ his voice trailed

away in puzzlement.
“It makes sense to me,” Jackie replied.
Today, his success is equally logical to

his wife, although Paul still shakes his
head when he thinks of his good fortune.
“I’ve been lucky,” he says. “I’ve always
sort of fallen into things.”
To Paul, the Actors’ Studio bid could

hardly have come at a better time. Fresh
from the Yale School of Drama, he was
being given concrete proof that he had
taken the right step when he had decided
upon acting as a profession.
The decision had been a difficult one.

A little over a year before, he had been
running his family’s sporting goods busi-
ness in Cleveland, Ohio. It had meant a
comfortable income, security for a young
man, his wife and their infant son, Scott,
who is now five. Yet, Paul had been dis-
satisfied. “I figured I had to do some-
thing else,” he says today. “It wasn’t that
there was so much theatre in my blood

—

there just didn’t seem to be any sporting
goods in my blood.”
Paul was born in Cleveland and, as he

recalls, “started fooling around in the
theatre when I was in grammar school.
Then I did some things at the Cleveland
Playhouse, which had a children’s group.”
As Paul grew older, he had no conscious

intention of taking acting seriously, al-
though he continued to be interested in
dramatics. After he was graduated from
high school, he enrolled in Kenyon Col-
lege, to major in economics. The war in-
terrupted his education for four years,
but when he returned to Kenyon, he still

had economics in mind—or so he thought.
“I guess I became a familiar face around

the department in charge of changing
majors,” he says now. “Next, I decided
to major in English. And finally, drama.”

Outside the classroom, Paul was active
in football, basketball, boxing and swim-
ming. He still retains his interest in sports,

and particularly enjoys swimming and
horseback riding. He once managed a golf
range, and thereupon decided to learn the
sport himself. He still plays when he has
the opportunity.
After finally choosing drama as his

major, Paul stayed with it and, several
hours after he received his degree, in

1949, he was on his way to Wisconsin to
join the Williams Bay stock group. Fol-
lowing this, he won a scholarship to ap-
pear with the Woodstock Players in Wood-
stock, Illinois.

One play that stands out in his collec-
tion of special memories is “John Loves
Mary.” “What else were they doing in
stock in 1949?” he grins.

But there was another, more important
reason. She was blond, brown-eyed and
very, very pretty. Her name was Jackie
Witte, he learned, and she was also in the
production. They rehearsed together, off-

stage as well as on, and eventually a com-
pany wit began to call the play, “Paul
Loves Jackie.” The feeling was quite
mutual and they were married that year.
A short time after their wedding, Paul’s

father died and Paul and his bride re-
turned to Cleveland to assume the re-
sponsibility of the family business. He
stayed with it for nearly twelve months

—

and each month he became more uncer-
tain. “I have to do something else,” he
told Jackie. “I’m going to try acting.”
He enrolled in the Yale School of Drama

and studied there for a year. After that,
the Newmans set out to tackle New York,
fully aware of the odds against them. “I
got some television work at first,” Paul
remembers. “After that, I was admitted
to The Actors’ Studio.” As for his regard
for that esteemed organization, Paul says,
“The Studio is responsible for any pro-
gress I’ve made.”
Exactly five months after his departure

from Yale, Paul was signed to understudy
Ralph Meeker and to play the newsboy
in “Picnic.” “They’d given the role of
Ralph’s college friend to another actor,”
Paul recalls. “When it didn’t work out,
they let me play the part for three days.”
Then another actor was hired and Paul
returned to his job as understudy.

Still another actor came into the cast,

and left it. Paul was caUed upon again.
He rehearsed for five uncertain days. On

the fifth, he was summoned for a coriJ
ence. “A few people are coming
the Theatre Guild tonight,” he was 4
“If it’s all right with them and the ^
ducers, you’ll stay in the role.”

Paul was elated—until the perform ce

hour grew near. “A few people!” he

smiles. “There were fifty. Among tine

Elia Kazan and Tennessee William
]

was so terrified and so wound up wh
j

saw them walk in that I gave a perfc i.

ance the likes of which I never gav(a
Broadway.” He played the college c n

for fourteen months.
As luck would have it, Paul left “a

nic” at the time when Warner BrotB
was searching for an actor to portray*
character of Basil in “The Silver Chall
Upon seeing Paul, the studio execula
were in agreement. “He looks like B 1

Give him the fuU treatment.”
The full treatment included a sen

test with one of Warners’ top stars, I-

ginia Mayo. Paul won the role an j
contract.

|
Following the completion of “Chal|

he returned to Broadway for the si
production of “The Desperate Hours.'

I

ran for seven months and, even to3
Paul can hardly believe this particl
stroke of good fortune. “I’ve done d
two plays and I was on Broadway i

over two years,” he says. “Heaven ij

knows the number of actors who’ve li

in seven or eight or ten shows and 1|

never had a hit!”

Paul “fell” back into motion picti
when he returned to California to do
televised version of “Our Town.” At

'

time, one of his friends, writer Stevi
Stern, was nearing completion on a

script of “The Rack.” The problem i!

leading man was uppermost in the m’
of everyone connected with the film'

The part was that of a former war ]

who is accused of collaborating with
enemy and is brought to trial by
Army. A great portion of the picture i

to take place in a courtroom. *

“To say that we were worried al

finding a lead would be putting it mile
says Arthur Loew Jr., who produced
Rack.” “There were to be long stret'

of time in the courtroom—involving
most solo scenes for the star. When
actor has to talk and talk and talk, it

be the most boring thing in the w
and drive everyone out of the the;

We had to find someone who could !

the audience.”
Writer Stern was insistent. “Newms 3

the boy for the part,” he kept repea''

“He could do it to perfection.”

“I’d like to talk to him,” said the wi"

Loew.
An introduction was arranged and L

soon realized that Paul was his man.
came to have a tremendous grasp of

character,” says the producer. “Stern -

the director and I had been working
the script for so long that, for a whil
was difficult to be non-objective. Thei
the end, we found we’d become too
jective. Paul brought in a fresh appr(
with his comments and criticisms. By
time he got to the set, he had mac
deep and penetrating study of the cl:

acter and the problems involved.”

As Paul, himself, says, “There ar*

many kinds of emotions and experie
and attitudes in understanding a cha'

ter To have all of them would be
luck. Those you don’t have, you hav
find.”

Paul’s own service experiences ha<

no way resembled those of the man
was to portray. He’d enlisted in the ^

in 1942. and was sent to Yale on the I

XAME MISTER MAGOO CONTEST RULES

1. Write or print in the coupon provided
on page 48—or on a reasonable facsimile
thereof—your last line of the jingle. Your
last line must rhyme with “do.” Then fill
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Magoo. In the space provided, fill in, too,

your complete name and address and mail
your entry to: Name Mister Magoo Con-
test, P. O. Box 1858, Grand Central Sta-
tion, New York 17, N. Y. By filling out
this coupon, each entrant agrees to ac-

cept the decisions of the judges as final.

2. All entries must be postmarked not
later than midnight, August 15, 1956.
3. Anyone living in the continental United
States may enter this contest except em-
ployees, and their relatives, of Macfad-

den Publications, UPA Pictures, Inc.,

and Columbia Pictures Corp., and the
advertising agencies of all three.
4. Each entry must be the original work
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or her name. Joint entries not accepted.
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rogram. However, he was dropped from
le Naval Air Officers Training Unit be-

luse of color blindness. Later, he served

ir three years in the Pacific as a radio-

lan third class in naval torpedo planes.

For “The Rack,” he had to find the

."eater part of the characterization out-

de of himself. To do this, he read news-
iper reports about turncoats and their

datives. He went through magazine
:ter magazine for articles on the sub-
let. He held almost nightly conferences
ith members of the cast or production
afE of the picture, hashing out reactions.

Paul knew the conflicting emotions that

)me to men in battle, and that fear is

Liman, even in the bravest. But what of

le war between captor and prisoner?
^hat makes a man turn traitor? How
uch can a man take before he reaches
le breaking point?
Paul came to feel a deep sympathy for

le man he was portraying. Although
le soldier’s actions, his weaknesses, could

. Dt be justified, he, himself, deserved to

ij understood . . . and perhaps his story
light save others from a similar fate.

That Paul was successful in his char-
;terization was evidenced by the reac-

. on of some three hundred members of
le audience who filled in preview cards

jj;
the picture’s first showing. These were

"lunted and read in the theatre man-
l^er’s office. “What’s the reaction to
raul?” asked Arthur Loew.
Another studio official pointed to sev-

! al piles of neatly stacked cards. “Those
uy he’s outstanding,” he replied. He
'len nodded to the remaining piles. “And
jiose say he’s better than outstanding.”

1 aul Newman’s motion picture career
as really on the way. However, despite
ame Fortune’s generosity, Paul has
iund one drawback. When he is in
follywood making a movie, his family
Imains at home on Long Island, New
lork. “It’s a problem that confronts any-
J ie trying to do stage and television work
r the East and pictures on the West
ioast,” he says. “We_ have three children
}' )w—Scott, Susan and Stephanie. Kids
: ;ed a home, roots. You can’t keep shuf-
ng them around all the time, much as

j^)U miss them when you’re away. I just

Jy
not to stay away any longer than I

' n help. I’m hoping to do a new play
' is fall. Then the only commuting I’ll

If! doing is to and from Long Island.”
In California, Paul lives in an apart-

'ent, and particularly enjoys visiting
! lends who have children. “He’s wonder-
, 1 with kids,” says Margaret Smith, a
I fend who handles his fan mail. “At
laristmas time he gave my sons boxing
oves and one of those punching bag
its on a stand. When he’s in town, he’ll
op in and give them lessons on how to
ad with the left and cross with the
ght.”

Paul likes nothing better than to have
inner with his friends and he’s noted
r being willing to help with the dishes

—

^

ovided he’s allowed to wash them.

I

therwise, there’s an argument.

[

When they know he’s coming, his hosts
i variably have a large hunk of celery
[id vinegar and oil on hand. The Paul
jewman Celery Salad is steadily gaining
me in Hollywood. If he’s dining at
meone’s home he steps into the kitchen

l id prepares the dish himself. When he
Ijies to a restaurant, he prefers to order
le ingredients and mix his own dressing.
'This can lead to complications, and it
IS. One evening, Paul asked the waiter

j

r a bowl of chopped celery, with oil
id vinegar on the side. By mistake the
an in the kitchen mixed and added the
<essing. When it arrived, Paul said noth-
g. He simply picked up the bowl,

I

OPPORTUNITIES

FOR EVERYBODY
Publisher't Classified Department (Trademark)

For classified advertising rates, write to William It Sfewarf, 9 South Clinton Street, Chicago 6 (Wom.~Aug.) 6

FEMALE HELP WANTEDOF INTEREST TO WOMEN
$350 FOR YOUR child’s photo, all ages, if used for advertising.
May also qualify for Free Camera. Send photo for approval.
Print child's-mother’s, name-address on back. Returned two
weeks. Advertisers, 6000-YV Sunset, Los Angeles 28.

COMPLETE YOUR HIGH School at home in spare time
with 59-year-old school. Texts furnished. No classes. Diploma.
Information booklet free. American School, Dept. XC74,
Drexel at 58th, Chicago 37, Illinois.

SUCCESS—AT LAST true spare time self employment. Our
members choose from over 50 opportunities—guaranteed.
Write for detai ls: Maxwell, Dept. T2-7. Wooster, Ohio.
MAKE SPARE TIME money preparing and mailing sales
literature. Adams Surveys, 3513C Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles,
26, California.

EARN $40 WEEKLY Sewing Babywearl No house selling I

Send stamped addressed envelope. Babywear, Warsaw 1, Ind.

NATIONAL FIRM NEEDS HomeworkersI No Selling I

Guaranteed Pay. Genmerco, Box 142-W, Dorchester 24, Mass .

MAKE MONEY CLIPPING Newspaper Items For Publish-
ersl Write, Newscraft, PW-983-E. M a in, Columbus 5, Ohio.
SEW OUR READY cut aprons at home, spare time. Easy,
Profita^e. Hanky Aprons, Ft. Smith 3, Ark.

$30.00 WEEKLY MAKING Roses. Look, Smell real. Studio
Company, Greenville 12, Pa.

PROFITABLE HOME BUSINESS. Make Fast-Selling che-
nile monkey trees. Literature free. Velva, Bohemia 32, N. Y.

MONEY MAKING OPPORTUNITIES
WE NEED REPRESENTATIVES . . . "$327.00 first month,’*
reports W. F. G. Waco, Texas. Earn $200.00 to $400.00
monthly . . . proven plan for your own business . . . full or part
ti me. No investment ... no inventory . . . free information
without obligation. Write; Dept. S102, Opportunities Un-
l imited, 482 Main Street, Malden, Massachusetts.
$5,199.90 WAS PAID to John Betts in few weeks. Grow
Mushrooms. Cellar, shed. Spare, full time, year round. Wo

&
ay $3.50 lb. Free Book, Mushrooms, Dept. 164, 2954 Admiral
7ay, Seattle, Wash.
STUFFING—MAILING ENVELOPES. Our instructions tell

how. Dept. G-8. Education Publishers, 4043 St. Clair, Clevo-
I and 3, Ohio.

GUARANTEED HOMEWORKI IMMEDIATE Commis-
sions! Everything FurnishedI Hirsch, 1301-12 Hoe Ave.,
New York City 59.

$40.00 WEEKLY POSSIBLE mailing circulars for advertisers.
Complete instructions—25c. Siwaslian, 431 7-F Gleane,
Elmhurst 73, N.Y.

$35 Weekly preparing envelopes. Instructions $1.Re-
fundable. Adservice, Spring Valley 151, New York.

EXTRA MONEY PREPARING Mailing Postcards, Gul, 2419
Thomas, Chicago 22, Illinois.

MAKE YOUR TYPEWRITER Earn Money. Send $1.00.
Hughes, 7004 Diversey, Chicago 35.

LADIES: PREPARE MAIL postcards, easy profitable Alfred
Hasemann, Beecher, Illinois.

OPERATE RESTAURANT OR diner. Free booklet reveals
plan. Write Restaurant Arts, MO-58, Fremont, Ohio.

MONEY FOR YOURSELF. Earn easily $50-$250 Spare Time.
No experience needed. Sell exclusive Elmira Xmas cards, gift

wrappings. Samples on approval. Special Bonus: Free box
cards, 50% profit offer, selling hints. Hurryl Elmira Greeting
Co., 101 Clinton, Elmira, N.Y.

SALESMEN WANTED
CHRISTMAS CARDSI MAKE Big Moneyl Sell Name Im-
printed genuine Parchment "Personals” only 3c each. 600
other fast selling gifts, greetings Samples on approval.
Arrow,*513FF 4th Ave. So., Minneapolis, Minn.

PERSONAL
BORROWING BY MAIL. Loans $100 to $600 to employed
men and women. Easy, quick. Completely confidential. No
endorsers.' Repay in convenient monthly payments. Details
free in plain envelope. Give occupation. State Finance Co.,
323 Securities Bldg., Dept. A-69, Omaha 2, Nebraska.

WOMEN—$35-$50 Dally, Showing apparel for Children,
Adults. Party Plan sensationi Experience unnecessary. Isabel
Sharrow made $258—11 days sparetimel Free Outfit. Beeline
Fashions, Bensenville 598, Illinois.

BEAUTY DEMONSTRATORS—TO $5 hour demonstrating
Famous Hollywood Cosmetics, your neighborhood. For free
samples, details, write Studio Girl, Glendale, Calif., Dept.
1668C.

$2.00 HOURLY POSSIBLE doing light assembly work at
home. Experience unnecessary. Crown Industries, 8507-B
West Third, Los Angeles 48, Calif.

HOME SEWERS WANTED I Earn extra cash making readi-
cut ties, experience unnecessary. No selling. We instruct.
Jud-San, 518 E. 105, Dept. G-1, Cleveland 8, Ohio.

HOMEWORKERS. MAKE hand-made moccasins. Good pay.
Experience unnecessary. California Handicrafts, Los Angeles
46, California.

HOME SEWING. READY-Cut Rap-Around. Profitable. Easy.
Free instructions. Hollywood Manufacturing, Dept. C, Holly-
wood 46, California.

IF YOU WANT to earn money fast. I’ll send you Free Sample
Stocking of newest Stretch DuPont Nylons to sell at only $1
a pair. American Mills, Dept. 500, Indianapolis 7, Ind.

FASCINATING WORK AT Homel No sellingl We pay you I

Truart, Box 710, Pasadena, Calif.

EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
be a hotel Hostess. Enjoy your worki Fascinating positions

in hotels, motels, clubs as Hostess, Executive Housekeeper,
Manager, Social or Food Director. Lewis Training quickly
qualifies you at home or through resident classes in Washing-
ton. Lewis National Placement Service Free. Write for Free
Book. 40th Year. Course Approved for All Veteran Training.
Lewis Hotel Training School, Sta. BM-2901, Washington
7, D.C.

HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA at home. Licensed teachers.
Approved materials. Southern States Academy, Box 144W
Station E, Atlanta, Georgia.

FOREIGN & U.S.A. JOB LISTINGS

HIGH PAYING JOBS. All types. Foreign, U.S. Chance to

travel. Fare paid. Application forms. For information Write
Section 95B. National, 1020 Broad, Newark, N.J.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
EARN AT HOME everything furnished. Details Free, Crea-
tion’s Box 386, Austin, Texas.

DO-IT-YOURSELF
LEARN ART METALCRAFT and jewelry making. Complete.
inexpensive, home training course now available. Special tools
and materials furnished. Write for free booklet. Interstate
Training Service, Dept. L-72, Portland 13, Oregon.

HOME SEWERS WANTED
SEW BABY SHOES at home. No canvassing. $40.00 weekly
possible. Write: Tiny-Tot, Galllpolis 19, Ohio.

SEW APRONS AT home for stores. Write; Adco, Bastrop,
Louisiana.

MALE & FEMALE HELP WANTED
EARN EXTRA MONEY selling Advertising Book Matches.
Free sample kit furnished. Matchcorp, Dept. WP-28, Chicago
32, Illinois.

LOANS BY MAIL
BORROW $50 TO $500. Employed men and women over 25,
eligible. Confidential—no co-signers—no inquiries of employ-
ers or friends. Repay in monthly payments to fit your income.
Supervised by State of Nebraska. Loan application sent free
in plain envelope. Give occupation. American Loan Plan,
City National Bldg., Dept. WD-8, Omaha, Nebraska.

AGENTS WANTED
60% PROFIT COSMETICS. $25 Day Up. Hire others.
Samples, details. Studio Girl Hollywood, Glendale, Calif..

Dept. 1668H.

SHORTHANE) IN

Famous SPEEDWRITING shorthand. 120
words per minute. No symbols, no

1

machines: uses ABC’s. Easiest to
learn, write and transcribe. Low cost.
Over 350,000 graduates. For business
and Civil Service. Typing available. '

6
WEEKSttiiu oeivice. lypiiig avaiiaoie.

33r(l year. Write for FREE booklet to:

MAKE $S0-$60 A WEEK
You can learn at home in spare time.
Choice of careers: practical nurse,
nursing aide, hospital attendant, infant
nurse, nurse-companion, doctor's office,

etc. Course endorsed by physicians.
57th year. Equipment included. Men,
women. 18 to 60. High school not re

quired. Easy tuition payments. Trial plan. Write toda.v
CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING

Dept. 468, 25 East Jackson Blvd., Chicago 4, III.

Please send free booklet and 16 sample lesson pages.
Name^
City^ Sitntp. _ A HP.

New Way to Remove Dandruff
New concentrated DANDRICIDE RINSE releases anti-dandruff

. action no ordinary tonic or shampoo can duplicate

DANDRUFF MUST GO OR MONEY

Old fashioned dandruff "tonics** or shampoos
may merely dissolve dandruff scales, only to have
them return in a few days. New Dandricide rinses
loose dandruff OUT . . . really cleans the scalp
. . . fights the fast return of unsightly, itchy dan-
druff as no tonic or shampoo can

!

WHY HAVE DANDRUFF ? Tonight, you can
have a cleaner scalp, healthier looking hair,
gleaming with a soft clean sheen!

With new Dandricide. loose itchy dandruff is

removed instantly with a unique anti-dandruff,
scalp conditioning rinse action!

Concentrated to last longer! Easy to use!
Because it’s concentrated, you get 12 Dandricide
rinses in a $1.00 bottle. Just mix with water as
directed, rinse and that’s all! Get Dandricide at
drug and department stores, beauty and barber
shops.

P
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WHERE TO BUY
To buy Photoplay fashions shown on pages

67-70, see stores listed below with telephone

numbers included for easy ordering,

Dorothy linbbs dress
CINCINNATI, o.—Lillian’s (AV 1-0684)

LEWISTON, ME.—Ward’s (4-7371)

SAN ANTONIO, TEX.—Wolff & Marx (CA 6-4261)

w. PALM BEACH, FLA.—Norman’s (TE 3-4523)

Junior Accent dress
BIRMINGHAM, ALA.—Blach’s (4-3551)

HOUSTON, TEX.—Sakowitz Bros. (CA 5-6441)

MEMPHIS, TENN.—Gerber’s (JA 5-3333)

Miss Cane ensemble
CHICAGO, ILL.—Brarason’s (WH 3-1322)

EVANSTON, ILL.—Bramson’s (GR 5-0001)

EVERGREEN PLAZA, ILL.—B ramson’s ( GA 4-7470)

NASHVILLE, TENN.—Rich, Schwartz

and Joseph (AL 6-2547)

OAK PARK, ILL.—Bramson’s (EU 3-2800)

Mr. Mort dress
BUFFALO, N. Y.

—

L. L. Berger (MO 5300)

COLORADO SPRINGS, COLO.—Lorna Lockwood’s

(ME 4-2716)

FORT WORTH, TEX.—Meacham’s (ED 5-9531)

TERRE HAUTE, IND.—Meis Bros. (CR 3394)

WATERBURY, CONN.—Ann’s Style Shop

(PL 4-2340)

Parade dress
BALTIMORE, MD.—Hochschild-Kohn

(LE 9-1166)

SPOKANE, WASH.—The Crescent Midway
Shop (MA 2341)

Rona separates
NEW YORK, N. Y.—Arnold Constable

(MU 5-2300)

Sandra Sage ensemble
CINCINNATI, o.—Henry Harris (PA 1-7110)

HOUSTON, TEX.—Walter Pyes’ Hollywood

Shop (CA 3-4353)

want a

movie star

figure?

Here’s the way to a fabulous figure for

the star-inspired fashions you’ll wear all

summer. This lightweight panty brief in

Fabricon (cotton and latex) tucks in your

tummy, whittles your waist, has no seams

or hones to mar a smooth look. Dries in a

wink. By Playtex. Extra-small to large.

Pink or white. $4.50. With garters, $4.95.

At fine stores everywhere

walked into the men’s room and pro-
ceeded to rinse off the celery. He was
not unaware of the puzzled .stares that
greeted him. “Don’t mind me,” he said
in a serious tone. “I’m just the chef and
we’re a little crowded in the kitchen.”
With that, he turned off the faucet,

drained the celery and marched back to

his table. Then he placed another order
for oil and vinegar.
Such situations have always come quite

naturally to Paul. When he tackles
a project—celery salad, dishwashing or
what-have-you—something is bound to

happen. For instance, while in college
he ran a school laundry for a time. One
day, several students arrived with large
baskets of weekly wash. This was not
unusual—except that beneath the cloth-
ing lay a number of cans of beer.

Naturally, the group concluded, a way
had to be found to chill the beer. It was
only logical that they fill one of the wash-
ing machines with ice, and it worked like

a charm. But this social aspect of laundry
life ended when college authorities dis-
covered and verbally took a dim view of
the matter. Thereafter, the foam in the
laundry was strictly from suds.

In the Navy, all Paul needed was a
spare moment to be mistaken as a
mechanic. One day, an officer, on his way
past, ordered him to warm up the engine
of one of the planes. Being a radioman,
this wasn’t in Paul’s line. He was still

standing there when the officer rushed
past again and stopped long enough to
hand him a paper. “Sign it,” he com-
manded.
“What is it?” asked Paul.
It was a statement stating that the

plane was in good condition and ready
to fly. “I can’t sign this,” said Paul.
The officer glared. “Haven’t you warmed

up the engine?”
“Look,” said Paul, “I’m no mechanic.

I haven’t the slightest idea whether the
plane can fly or swim or anything else.”

With that he hastily took his leave.

In addition to his celery salad, Paul is

known for his love of popcorn. “Go to a
movie with Paul,” says a friend, “and
you go with a bag of homemade popcorn
—one of those huge grocery store variety
bags.”

Usually, Paul spends his Hollywood
weekends horseback riding in (Griffith

Park. He learned to ride during his first

stay in California, and he’s enjoyed it

ever since. One weekend, however, he
gave up riding in favor of sailing, a deci-
sion he eventually regretted.

Paul and Arthur Loew chartered a
schooner, complete with crew, and planned
to make their way to Catalina Island,
which is about twenty-five miles off the
Los Angeles shore. “We picked a great
day,” Paul remembers. “It usually takes
four hours to make the trip, but that day
there was a wind from the west. We
bucked it for seven and a half hours.

“For a while we thought we’d missed
the island and figured we’d be sighting
Hawaii in a few weeks. Coming back was
better, timewise. With the wind behind
us we got into Los Angeles in three and
a half hours. We also ripped three sails,”

he says thoughtfully. The following week-
end he was back in Griffith Park.
Paul likes nothing better than the great

outdoors. He’d rather have a picnic at
the beach on the spur of the moment
than go to the most lavish party in the
world. Socially, he prefers the sit-on-the-
floor type soirees at someone’s home.
Paul spent one of Hollywood’s most

festive evenings at a friend’s house, sit-

ting on the floor. It was Academy Award
night and he’d been invited to watch the
show on television He missed the first

portion, however, because he’d voIvS
teered to bring dessert, and had
trouble finding a bakery. After sm houfl
search, he’d driven up to a Frosty Freni
place and settled for four quarts of thT
fanciest ice cream.

After he finally arrived, Paul sat hL(
self down on the floor in front of the '

set, with a dish of pretzels. As the pn.
entations proceeded, he enthusiastica ' I

applauded and argued with the group tl^

had gathered to watch.
[

Paul is as determined to keep his proif

ises as he is to prove a point if question .

And he’ll go to great lengths. Whi
working on “The Silver Chalice,” he

i

into a friendly disagreement with 1

associate producer about the name of'

fellow who once played third base :

Cleveland—if, indeed, he had ever playj

for Cleveland. “Would you care to ph)
a small bet?” inquired the producer.

|

“I would,” replied Paul.
“Then ten cents says I’m right.”

Paul won the bet—at a loss of fc

dollars and ninety cents. He simply a,

journed to the nearest bookshop and pi
chased a five-dollar sports almanac. ?

presented it to the producer with his n
gards, pocketed the dime and went aw
whistling.

If there’s a challenge, Paul Newir
will meet it. And large or small, hi

tackle it with the same degree of enei
and enthusiasm. Nevertheless, he’s apt
toss it all off with the remark, “Thir
have always come easily for me. Son
times, too easily.”

Which makes his friend, Tony Zji

smile. “Sure,” says Tony. “Easy the hj

way.” Tony, a former middleweight be
ing champion, was a technical advisor
Paul’s newest film, “Somebody Up Thi
Likes Me.” '*

Made-up as Rocky Graziano, whom
portrays in the picture, Paul’s face v'

often a checkerboard of bruises a

bandages, not all of which were false. “I

broken nose is mine,” he explains. “Hj
pened when I was playing football

!

school. Actually, it happened twice.” ''

Paul had boxed in college and in
Navy, but he still had a lot to learn

g
his portrayal of Graziano. i

As he went into training, Zale carefu'

looked on, noticed as Paul thoughtful
studied the still pictures taken on the i

listened as he moaned, “My left he

isn’t in the right position. The toes ;

pointed the wrong way.”
Then, too, there was the matter of i

sorbing the combinations of punches,
movies, punches are pulled to av
mutilating the actors. Long accustomed
the real thing, Zale had to concentrate
holding back. “Get the combinatii
down,” he warned Paul. “I might for

and let you have it.”

However, the day arrived when P
overlooked one of them. A few mome
later, Tony was picking him up off

floor. “He came right back for moi;

says Zale. “He’s a worker, this one.”

Paul’s schedule during the picture
eluded more than the learning of lir

He spent eight days with Graziano, tall

to the fighter’s friends. They went

,

fights together and spent a considera'
amount of time in Stillman’s Gym. T1

Paul went into training. Often his woi
day would begin around dawn and (

as late as eight in the evening.

The results are now on film, which \

soon be released. And they’re alret

saying that next year Paul will be go
formal to the Academy Award presen
tions—as a nominee. There is proba
only one person in Hollywood who wo
consider this feat incredible. His name
Paul Newman. The 1



The Lady Dared

r
'

(Continued from page 63)

But Deborah isn’t like most actresses.

,ie’s that rare person, who in all phases
'f her life—marriage, motherhood, career

'id friendships—is successful and con-
|nted.

She doesn’t give the impression of being
glamour queen. She has had only one
isband, Anthony Bartley, and she has
;en happily married to him for eleven
iars. She has lived in the same house,

ith the same household staff, since she
rived in Hollywood, nine years ago. She

iis never rated a glance from a scandal
I'agazine for one good reason—there is

ji skeleton in her closet. She has never
ne on a press junket, attended a film

stival, or prompted publicity for her-
If via mad hats, Bikini bathing suits

jjd tight-fitting sweaters. She has had
any disappointments and setbacks in her
limb to the envious pinnacle she has
fceved, but she has never wasted a mo-
lent in regret. Marilyn Monroe, Anita

i

'.berg and Jayne Mansfield get more fan
4il than Deborah does, but she’s won 13
'/ards as “best actress” on both the stage
d screen. Although Paulette Goddard
id Sonja Henie have more fabulous
jvels, Deborah has two that no money
(1 buy—her nine^year-old daughter,
Celanie Jane, and her six-year-old,
lancesca Anne. Her friends aren’t con-
1 ed to the motion picture colony in
([illywood, the Sardi set in New York,
•c the Caprice crowd in London. In
Ijlm Beach last Christmas, she, Tony and
t; children occupied the Tony Puhtzer
lest house. In Detroit, the Henry Fords
pertained for them. In England, they
iTe week-end guests of Nancy and Lord

S

tor at Cliveden. Lord Beaverbrook’s
inddaughter. Lady Jane Campbell, is

ny’s godchild. His father is Sir Charles
rtley. But neither Tony nor Deborah

a; social snobs.
t leborah’s first paycheck was ten shil-
^gs. Today, she is one of the top-
saried stars in Hollywood and on Broad-
y[|y. But she has never been blase about
Vldly goods. On her last birthday,
liy gifted her with a Van Cleef and
/pels gold compact, and she was so ex-
Cid, you would have thought it was the
f^pe diamond! Women trust her, men
anire her, and no one envies her her
sicess, because Deborah has earned it

—

b| a dedication to whatever job she un-
djtakes; by never stepping on anyone in
h own climb up the ladder; by being a
J) n trouper; by having the lasting trade-
tirk of every great star . . . talent.
1 t is this talent that has won for her in
tl past year three roles that only an
airess of her versatility could portray

—

il.s. Anna in her first musical, 20th’s
le King and I”; a Red Cross nurse in

P amount’s “The Proud and Profane”;
^1 the wife of an English professor in a
b' s’ prep school in M-G-M’s “Tea and
Snpathy.” This last part she created
01 the Broadway stage and for it she

' SMed the most prized awards in the
tlatre—the Donaldson Award, the Va-
ny Drama Critics Poll, and the Sarah
51 ions Award.
.'eborah (no one who really knows her

iiimately ever calls her Debbie) has a
,W osophy of life which has guided her
K)ugh the rough shoals of a career that
If.ti’t

^

been as smooth-sailing as it is
!><'. “I believe that life is a pendulum,”
|b says, “and that everything goes along
EC a period of time in one cycle and then
Mpges to another phase. This happens to
®iy people. And at the time you are in
Sertain cycle you may not quite realize
tb; a whole series of events has followed

Now—SO easy to be
a blonde again!

Actually simpler than setting your hair!

If your hair was born to be blonde—
and isn’t—or if you’re a brownette

with blonde ambitions, Light and

Bright by Richard Hudnut is for

you. It’s a home hair-lightener de-

signed to bring out all the hidden

gold in your hair . . . make yoil as

blonde as you were born to be.

Light and Bright is so simple and
easy to use; simpler, in fact, than

setting your hair. No messy mixing.

No complicated testing. No worri-

some timing. And Light and Bright

gives you genuine “color control”!

Light and Bright works so gently,

so gradually, you don’t have to

worry about getting too blonde too

fast. Each time you use Light and
Bright your hair gets a little lighter,

a little brighter. When you reach

just the color you want, you stop.

Light and Bright contains no am-
monia. It’s formulated with a special

built-in conditioner. Wonderful, the

way Light and Bright makes you a

true, natural-looking blonde again

. , . with lovely shining-soft hair! And
once this gentle home brightener

has brought to light your real

blondeness that mousey look is

gone for keeps. Your new golden

look won’t wash out, won’t fade.

Guaranteed by Good Housekeeping.

Get a bottle today—be a blonde

beauty tomorrow. Only $1.50 plus

tax for Light and
Bright at cosmetic UodSekeepiiW

counters.

Advertisement

SHEETS, TOASTERS,
TOWELS, MIXERS,etc.

GIVEN TO YOU -FREE!
Take your choice of hundreds of nationally adver-
tised products: Cannon Sheets and Towels, Dormeyer
Mixers, Toastmaster Toasters, Bates Bedspreads,
Westinghouse Vacuum Cleaners — curtains, wearing
apparel, silverware, furniture, watches, cameras '

—

yours without cost ! Yon don’t pay a cent for anything.

Send for FREE Color Catalog
You can have any of the fine mer-
chandise shown in our beautiful,
big Catalog: $50.00 — $100.00
worth—or more—simply by being
Secretary of a Popular Club you
help your friends form. It’s fun

!

Thousands are refurnishing and
redecorating their homes this new,
easy way—without spending any
money. You can, too!

to Buy — Nothing to Sell!

Mail the coupon or write for the Free 276-Page Full
Color Catalog and select the merchandise you want.
See how easily you can get it without a penny of
cost. No obligation—write today.

,
Popular Club Plan, Dept. J916

I Lynbrook, New York |
Please send me FREE CATALOG of nationally ad-
vertised merchandise and tell me how I may get I

I
anything I want without cost.

I Name

I Address

ity Zone ... . State

I

I

I

€4-
PERMANENT DARKENER t!s1o

FOR LASHES AND BROWS applied

* A beautiful TINTl

• ONE APPLICATION LASTS 4-5 WEEKS!

Takes fust seconds to apply . . . stays on

4 to 5 weeksi “Dark-Eyes" is the perfect

way to make eyelashes and brows com-

pletely natural looking . . . and it will not

harden or break themi “Dark-Eyes" is NOT
A MASCARA! Will not stick to eyelash

( curler. Eliminates the bother of daily eye

make-up. It is PERAAANENT,
SWIMPROOF, SMUDGEPROOF,
TEARPROOF, and SMEAR-
PROOFl
$1.00 (plus tax) el leading drug,
dept, end variety thain stores.

“DARK-EVES" COMPANY, Dept. P-86
{

3319 W. Carroll Ave.» Chicago 24, UK I

I enclose 25< (coin or siofnpsMox included) for TRIAL SIZ£ I

FACKACE of *'Dark-Eyes" with directions. !

cheek color: Black Q Brown |

Name_
Address.

Town....



through in the same vein. Then, when
the cycle changes, you can look back and
see that a certain phase has completed
itself. For a two-year period now, I have
been in a wonderful cycle. I’m indeed for-
tunate that the pendulum is swinging
favorably in my direction now, and I’m
thoroughly enjoying the wonderful things
that are coming my way.”

I have known Deborah during most of
these cycles, ever since she first sailed
into New York harbor, in November of
1947. That there is a “destiny that shapes
our lives” was proven the very night of
her arrival. A mutual friend, who had
crossed on the Queen Elizabeth with the
Bartleys, called me and suggested that we
make up a party of four and help enter-
tain these “bundles from Britain” on their
one night in town, before they took off

for Hollywood. I invited them to join me
at the Waldorf to hear a singer, who had
skyrocketed to fantastic heights. Would
Deborah and Tony like to hear Frank
Sinatra, too? They would adore it, since
they were great fans of his, having heard
his records in England, and it would be
such a thrill to see him now “in person.”
So, off we went to the Empire Room, and
as Frankie crooned his love songs to the
elite of Park Avenue and Deborah deco-
rated the ringside with her delicate
beauty, little did either of them dream
that seven years later they would meet
again in “From Here to Eternity,” the
picture that was to change the whole
future of both their careers!
That was the first cycle. Cycle Number

Two came in Hollywood, several months
later. Catching up with Deborah and
Tony again in their Pacific Palisades home
was like catching up with life-long
friends, a feeling I have never lost, no
matter how long the absences between
our reunions. Outwardly, I noted a few
changes in Deborah. Her flowing red
hair that she had worn shoulder-length
was now a short bob. She had put on
some excess poundage, ordinarily fatal to

a film star, but a delight to Deborah. She
was expecting the first Bartley heir, who
turned out to be an enchanting daughter,
Melanie Jane. Deborah’s peaches-and-
cream complexion, which seems to be the
reward for English dampness, hadn’t been
ruined by the hot California sun (princi-
pally because she never sits in it without
a big hat to protect her delicate skin).
But from within, she radiated the same
natural charm and modesty that had en-
deared her to me in New York.

“Is Hollywood anything like you imag-
ined it would be?” I asked as we lingered
over the dinner table.

“Yes and no,” was Deborah’s reply. “It’s

as fabulous as we expected. The luxury
of living, especially all those divine, mod-
ern conveniences like refrigerators, wash-
ing machines and every electrical gadget,
are like magic toys to us Britishers. And
the supermarkets, bulging with all sorts

of food, are unbelievable, after our strict

rationing all through the war years. An-
other great difference between Holly-
wood and England is that people over
here are so very much more friendly to
strangers. It is wonderful and bewilder-
ing at the same time. For instance, we
are always getting invitations to parties
from hosts and hostesses that we have
never even met, and we are warned if we
don’t accept, we will be considered high-
hat. In London, a man’s home is his
castle, and he only invites those into it

whom he considers close friends. I’ve

also been told that, as a newcomer to
Hollywood, I should be seen in public
restaurants like Romanoff’s, Chasen’s and
The Macombo, because it will get me into
the columns—which would be helpful to
my career. Tony and I love our home, so
it seems silly to dash out to a crowded
restaurant when we can dine in the com-
fort of our own fireside, with chums like
Dinah Shore and George Montgomery,
who have become our greatest pals here.
And, then, there’s one more ‘pearl of wis-
dom’ I’ve been given from my Hollywood
advisers. When word slipped out that we
were ‘blessed eventing,’ as you so quaintly
put it over here, I was quickly admon-
ished not to tell Louella before Hedda, and
vice versa. Back home, when you’re ex-
pecting a visit from the stork, you con-
fide in your parents and most intimate
friends, but you wouldn’t dream of call-

ing a columnist. Over here, it seems the
definition of a modern parent is ‘someone
who knows she is having a baby before
Walter Winchell does!’ Frankly, we’re so
bewildered by all this advice, we don’t
know what to do. Do you think that fol-

lowing this accepted Hollywood behavior
pattern really helps a career?”
“Frankly,” I replied, “I think you can

go to every Hollywood party, be seen in

every Hollywood restaurant, give every
columnist an exclusive story and, in the
final analysis, the only thing that matters
is what’s up there on the screen!”

“Bless you for saying that!” Deborah
exclaimed. “That confirms exactly how

Tony and I have both felt all al(

Unfortunately for Deborah’s cycle
ing the next few years, “what’s up 1

on the screen”—with the exceptioi
“Eldward My Son” which won hei
Academy Award nomination—didn’t i

ter very much. In British films. Deb
had had an impressive record of
standing pictures, and it was on
strength of this that Metro-Gold^
Mayer persuaded the late Gabriel Pe
who had Deboraih under personal cont
to part with her for the “persuasive”
of $250,000! Amazingly enough, once
arrived in Hollywood, Metro didn’t i

to realize what valuable property
had acquired. They put Deboral
namby-pamby colorless roles that
her no opportunity to showcase her
perb dramatic talent. For some ine:

cable reason, the fact that she w
“lady” was supposed to rob her of
sex appeal. This, of course, was in

pre-Grace Kelly days! And so, whih
Marilyn Monroe type of sextacular aj

was being given the build-up, Det
was relegated to costume spectac
like “Prisoner of Zenda,” “Quo Yt
and “Julius Caesar.”

Naturally, she felt frustrated and st

fied, but she never complained or bei

embittered. “I’m just a cockeyed opt
so I felt if I were patient enough,
cycle was bound to change!” Det
once told me, in recalling those dark

It was during this period that Del
and Tony flew back to London to

!

off their daughter Melanie to her d’

grandparents and relatives. Deborah
always be grateful that she made
visit when she did. The following I

her beloved mother, who had comej
scathed through the blitz all during
terrifying war years, was tragically li

in a motor accident.

On this trans-Atlantic crossing, Dell

didn’t have Melanie’s English “Naj

along. She wanted to take advanta;|

this Summer Sabbatical to give Me;

her undivided attention. Deborah d<i

play at being Mother when the
:i

suits her, it’s her favorite role. I’ve‘

her turn down invitations to the
|

spectacular social gatherings, to stay 1

and baby-sit. When she was the j

of Broadway, in “Tea and Sympathy,'
seasons ago, she could never be lurec<
cocktail party, because she had early'

ner every night with the children,
lowed by a reading session or r,

playing. Melanie, who looks like Det;
is a pixie and a born ham. It is sfl

predict that she will not only actj
will write her own roles, too. Her f|

of imagination are staggering in oil

young! Francesca, who is nickniJI-.

“Frankie,” bears an amazing resemh^
to her father; she’s almost a minijii

replica of Tony. Unlike many childr»
Hollywood parents, Melanie and FriB
have had the advantage of security,

the security that comes with n*
estates, emerald swimming pools, |

chauffeured cars, but the security of ]

rooted and permanent affection,

have only had one set of parents)
have never heard an angry wore
changed between them. They have I

in the same house since they were
have had the same “Nanny” to take

of them. They breathe an atmos
that exudes serene and gracious 1

1

They know that their mother is an a 1

and when they go out with her jJ

stare, and sometimes take their pic

but they accept this with the same mi
of-factness they accept their father-

as a CBS executive.
i

Deborah, unlike some Hollywooci
mothers, has no objections if her

'

dren want to follow in her footstep;

Her Stolen Moment of Sin . .

.

The radio program "My True Story" gilds no
lilies. It deals frankly with the emotions of real

people—their loves and passions, their hates

and fears. Listening to these stories you may
recognize some of the problems that are

holding happiness back from you. So be
sure to listen. Every story is taken right

from the files of True Story Magazine.

TUNE IN EVERY MORNING TO

My True Story
AMERICAN BROADCASTING STATIONS

She had trapped him and would pay for it.

Read "HATE MARRIAGE" in August TRUE
STORY magazine, at newsstands now.



it’s what they want to do, why not?

ly I’ll give them the same advice I

e to all aspiring actresses: Be terribly

lest with yourself and find out from
neone whose opinion you respect

1
ether you have anything worth devel-

ng for the stage or screen. If you have,

I’t hang around waiting for a job, but
anything to exercise that talent, so that

en the breaks come, you’ll be prepared,

iding yourself on top without that

aipment will pull you down the ladder

ter than you got up there. The days
/e ended when the Lana Turners were
covered at a soda fountain and just a
itty face and figure got you a contract.

8 stars of tomorrow are hard-working,
nest youngsters, like Susan Strasberg,

in Kerr, Don Dubbins, and Tony Per-
is!” At the mention of the last three
prs, Deborah’s blue eyes danced in ex-

I

;ment. “All three of them played with

j

in ‘Tea and Sympathy.’ And now

I

m has recreated his role in the film
j 'sion, Tony has a contract with Para-
i
unt, and Don with Metro.”

i'

ter her triumphant success in “From
‘ Ve to Eternity,” Deborah could have
tten her own ticket at any studio. But

^

I'ing the shooting, she had read the
*
jy

script of “Tea and Sympathy.” She
I |?w that leaving Hollywood when she

J
5 such a hot property and gamble on

’

' vagaries of Broadway might be a
' rific risk. On the other hand, it might
' ive a very strategic move. She de-
^d to take the gamble. Her good luck

J

le was still with her: All nine of the
“ t-string New York drama critics em-
* ced her as their newest Valentine.
! 11 never forget Deborah’s playing in
‘*

iia and Sympathy.” I was at the open-
’|l night in New York and the closing
' pt in Los Angeles. And in between,
ile Deborah was emoting at the Ethel

el l-rymore Theatre, her husband Tony
H I would go see another show, then
3 k her up later, for a full report over
l*li supper. We always arrived just in

e to stand in back of the theatre and
i:ch the final, climactic scene, and the

f lienee reaction was always the same.
! Ii could hear a pin drop in those agon-
flr.gly tender moments, and then as the
! tain fell, the applause would break
yiji a thunderstorm. Afterward, in her
Missing room, there was always a parade
Ij [backstage visitors. One evening after
Hi ire Trevor, Esther Williams, Charles
t ighten and Claudette Colbert had left,

sliorah laughingly exclaimed, “I’ve seen
Si ire people from Hollywood in my dress-
ct' room than in all the years I lived

I rel

oi. is a human frailty that most stage
^'esses pray for success and then get
nljled to death if they have a long run.
inilfiy also hate to tour. But again,
teorah is an exception. She played
Fiila and Sympathy” for a whole season
jjBroadway and then toured with it for
ti'ther season. It was an exhausting
Ktt, and some nights she didn’t think she
)l|ild have the strength to go on, but

r always did and never once let down
iiti audience or the rest of the company
)r(| giving an indifferent performance,
vebryone adored her, from the ushers out
rent, to the backstage crew, to the en-
ilaii cast. I know because I saw it with
10* own eyes at a Sunday brunch that
1 lloorah hosted for the whole gang dur-
ii| their L.A. engagement. The only
ijitsiders” invited were Jean Simmons

pitf myself. On the closing night at the
numore Theatre, the company manager

3

1e a speech to the audience—the first
e a thing like this had ever happened
the history of the theatre. He said

erft in all his veteran years, he had never
epi'Wn any star so untemperamental, un-
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spoiled and unaffected as Deborah. Then,
on behalf of the company, he presented
her with a silver frame inscribed: “D.K.
First Lady of the Theatre. May you al-

ways remain supreme. With love from
the ‘Tea and Sympathy’ Company.” It is

one of Deborah’s most prized possessions
along with her Degas print, given her by
director Elia Kazan; her Durer engraving,
a gift from John Kerr; and the pen and
ink portrait of her as Laura in “Tea smd
Sympathy,” sketched by Bill Holden.
Rarely does a star who has created a

role on the stage get the chance to re-
create it on the screen. Usually, the
Front Office gives the command, “Get
someone like Nancy Kelly or Deborah
Kerr.” But since, nowadays, “what
Deborah wants, Deborah gets,” she in-

herited the same role for the film version,

along with John Kerr and Lief Ericson
of the original cast.

Before reporting for “Tea and Sym-
pathy,” Deborah came to New York for a
shopping whirl, and over a luncheon gab-
fest, we caught up where we had left off

in Hollywood last summer, just before
she’d left on location to the Virgin Islands
for “The Proud and Profane.”

“Join the movies and see the world,
that’s me!” said Deborah. “But I don’t
recommend San Juan in the summer.
It’s exotic and colorful, but humid and
mosquito-ridden. The kids. Bill Holden’s
and mine, had a ball, though. They went
sailing every day while we slaved in the
midday sun. But everything has its com-
pensations. I think it’s a fine picture, and
it brought Bill and Ardis Holden into our
lives. We number them among our clos-

est friends now. I’ve also fallen in love
since you last saw me.”

In answer to my startled look, Deborah
hastened to explain, “with ‘The King and
I.’ Funny, when I saw ‘The King and I’

in London several years ago, I never
dreamed that I would someday play Mrs.
Anna on the screen. What an absolutely
heavenly part it is, so fairytale in its

quality, yet so real—and so full of chang-
ing moods. I sing two of the numbers

myself, ‘Getting to Know You’ and ‘Shall

I Tell You What I Think of You?’ The
rest of the Rodgers and Hammerstein
score is beyond my vocal range now, so
I just start them and when it comes to
the high notes, Marni Nixon, a glorious
singer, takes over. But the dubbing is

so perfect, I’ve almost convinced myself
that I sing all the numbers. Actually, I

never worked so hard on any picture or
enjoyed myself so much. I hope to do
another musical one of these days, but
I’m afraid I’m spoiled. Mrs. Anna, to me,
is what Scarlett O’Hara was to Vivien
Leigh. Where can I ever find another
role to equal it?”

“In the right cycle,” was my reply.
“Remember?”
Deborah laughed. “You’re so right!

For the present. I’m not looking for any-
thing except a long summer holiday in

London with Tony and the children. As
you know, Tony’s new job keeps him in

London most of the year. Of course, every
time we separate, the rumors start fly-

ing that we are getting divorced. At first,

it used to upset me, because in England,
where military or marine service is so
customary, a British wife adjusts herself
to separaUons, with no fuss or gossip
from the local busybodies. Tony’s career
and success is vital to his happiness and
mine. He knew when we were married
that acting was to be part of the life that
he would share with me, and he wouldn’t
dream of asking me to give it up. Nor
would I expect him to sacrifice any op-
portunity to further his career no matter
where it took him, because I was only
concerned with my own loneliness or
malicious rumors. If there’s a mutual trust
in any marital relationship, it will sur-
vive. If there isn’t, it is destined for an
unhappy ending. Happiness isn’t a ques-
tion of geography; it’s what people bring
to it anywhere. We have attained it

wherever we happen to be at the time.
Maybe it’s because we’re lucky enough
to be two well-adjusted people. So, thank
goodness, are Melanie and Frankie.”
“But if you had to narrow your choice

(Continued from page 61)

parents had been Texas ranchers, and they
died before Cliff was two years old. After
that, he was brought up by his beloved
grandmother.
“She is a remarkable woman,” Cliff says

appreciatively. “She’d already raised her
own family, but she came out from Denver
and took up nursing to bring up two other
grandchildren, too, when their mother
died of tuberculosis. Grandma gave us a
houseful of happiness, and she’ll always
be in my heart.”
During his school days. Cliff alternated

between wanting to become a flier and a
sailor. It was to be a long, eventful time
before he finally decided on acting. “I was
in high school plays,” he says, “because I

was always interested in dramatics. But
I’d never have been allowed to think of

acting as a future. Grandma was conven-
tional,” he grins. “She felt it was fine just

as a hobby.” Nevertheless, she was pleased
and proud about Cliff’s being president of

the high school dramatic club for three
years, as she was about all his efforts to

get ahead.
Always a restless youngster. Cliff recalls,

“I couldn’t wait to see more of the world.
I wasn’t rebellious—merely independent.”

p
At the end of his junior year, he asserted
his independence and decided to hitchhike
to Dallas to try out for the summer theatre
there.

Adventure Loving Man

“When I told Grandma my plan,” says
Cliff, “she surprised me by replying, ‘Well,

Clifford, you use your own good judgment’!
Her trust was the best gift she could have
given me. A woman should let a boy try
to become a man.”

Cliff had earned enough money work-
ing after school to pay for his busfare to

Dallas, plus twenty dollars extra “to last

until I talked myself into a job at the
theatre.” At least, that’s the way he
had planned it. However, he recalls rue-
fully, “When the bus stopped in a little

town in New Mexico, I lost my money
gambling. They shouldn’t let kids gamble,
but they do in some places.” As if this

weren’t bad enough. Cliff then proceeded
to cash in the remainder of his bus ticket

—to gamble some more. “I promptly lost

the rest of my money,” he confesses, “ex-
cept for twenty cents I’d saved for food.”

The first thing to do, he told himself,

was to be practical. But, with just twenty
cents—how? “I knew that carrots were
healthy and very cheap, so I bought a big
bunch to survive on. Then I headed for

the freight yard to camp out until I figured

how to get out of the mess.”
Of course, he was too independent

—

and pioud—to ask his grandmother to

“bail him out.” Then he thought of a
friend, Emmett Blake, who worked on a
newspaper in Maryland. “I sent him a
collect wire, asking for a loan of twelve

down to one spot,” I asked, “where wof
you most prefer to live?”
“Hollywood, I guess, because it’s easi

to maintain a happier family life wh
making pictures than on the stage. Wh
I’m filming, I get an occasional day (

to spend at home, and now with the m
five-day week schedule, it’s so wonde
ful to have long weekends with the ch
dren, at the beach or Palm Springs,
just lazying at home together around t

pool. I adore our house, and it nev
looked so good to me as when I cai

back to it after living out of trunlj

sleeping in strange beds, all during t

road tour of ‘Tea and Sympathy.’ ”

To me, their house which is a home,
the loveliest of all the stars’ homes I ha
visited in Hollywood. Located in Paci
Palisades, on a high bluff, it looks like

villa on the Mediterranean, with its Spa
ish tile roof and its breathtaking thre

i.i

sided view of the Pacific. The livi (

room and loggia are decorated in lii

green, cocoa and white. The sitting roc

is in pearl gray, yellow and go
Deborah’s bedroom is in Wedgewood bl

and white, with white sofas, accented wi‘

coral and turquoise pillows. The wh(
sprawling house reflects Deborah’s a I

Tony’s own sunny warmth. i

Deborah doesn’t have much time ii

hobbies, but she has managed to coll^

a priceless assortment of antique chil

during her travels—teacups and pots i

Worcester, Lowestoff, Dresden, Sevres;!
complete Ironstone miniature tea set; al
one of the rare and prized Crown Derlf
among the 200 sets made for Queen Eli

abeth’s Coronation. ’1

And although she, herself, is as frag!

as this china, Deborah is unbreakable
determination, courage, integrity and i

the lasting things of life. These qualitj
have brought her to the present pinnaiii

of her career, and the pendulum will co!

tinue to swing in the future, to bless Ijl

with continued success and happineT
Next March, when she romps off with
Academy Award, remember you read
here first] The I i

dollars,” Cliff says. “Those were
longest two and a half days I’ve a

:

lived. I still can’t look at raw carrots!

Cliff haunted the Western Union off ,

waiting for a reply from Emmett Bla^
all the while nibbling on his dwindle
supply of carrots. When the money caii»

he proceeded on his way to Dallas.

There, he recalls, “I hung arovmd
little theatre until they couldn’t say i|

They were doing Shakespeare, and I mi
the fastest changes in my life, play

p

three supporting roles, when they put .a

‘The Merchant of Venice.’ I’ve been aj

to hurry ever since,” he grins. ",

By the end of the summer. Cliff HI

earned enough to return home by tri"

In order to see more of the country,

routed his way via Colorado and J i

Francisco. Once again, he contracl
gambling fever. “You’d think I’d h:5

learned my lesson,” he smiles, “bull

hadn’t. I threw away my cash in a ! t

machine and had to send another wire I

Emmett from Denver, asking him to s(

j

me ten dollars.”

While waiting for Emmett to resi

him a second time. Cliff didn’t want
waste time. Recalling Richard Hallib

ton’s exciting travel tales, which he 1

read with great envy, it occurred to C

that climbing Pikes Peak would be a w<

derful adventure. It was an adventi i|!

but terrifying is a better word for



• “I hitchhiked directly to the foot of the
''

lountain,” he relates. “It was pretty cool

•hen I got there at six that evening, and
was wearing only a cloth jacket. But I

it down in a hot-dog stand for an hour
nd warmed up. It was twenty-eight
dies up the mountain by auto, and nine

y cable car or the trail. It was dark at

wen, when I started up through the

oods. At 2 A.M. I was still climbing, but
Dt at a brisk space. It was icy, alrnost

eezing, and I remember stumbling side-

ards and nearly falling over a cliff. When
pulled myself together I began climbing

lain. At 5:30 a.m. the sun rose over
le Rockies; that was a magnificent sight.

ve never in my life been so miserable

om the cold, but the tremendous thrill

ade it worthwhile.
“There was one last steep grade before
reached the top at 7 a.m.,” Cliff goes on.

hadn’t eaten the day before, and every-
(le was merrily stuffing themselves in the

r(ffee shop—the smell was marvelous. I

li'id fifteen cents in my pocket, and when
jtfound coffee and a doughnut cost twenty-
f/e cents, I spent my last fifteen cents

Sr ; the coffee alone. One good reason
jllped me to get by on it,” Cliff adds. “I

jranted to climb that mountain.”

lichen he returned to Denver, still not
living had anything to eat, the money
Ibm Emmett hadn’t arrived. Cold and
pingry, he tramped the streets all day,

i

en he went into the railroad station to

t warm. “I was so bushed,” Cliff re-

11s, “I crawled into an empty baggage
pT in the freight yard to sleep. I woke
'Jn suddenly with awful hunger cramps,
lyelled for help, but there was no an-
p'er.”

iSFinally, the next day, the money ar-
l/ed, and Cliff continued on his trip as
!]anned. In San Francisco, he spent a

i

’lole day on the waterfront in wide-eyed
ilicination. Then, since he had a week
It before school started, he decided to

‘)ok around Hollywood.”
lust the sight of the movie studios in-
tgued him, and he spent a long time
.Siring at each and every one of them. “I

(n’t recall seeing any important stars,”

'tiff says.

: During his senior year in high school,
(iff was accepted to Antioch College, in
!(iio. “I wanted to go there because my
i end Emmett had liked it.” To earn
imey for his fare and some new clothes,
1 became a lobster fisherman. “I had
t ittle boat,” he explains, “and every day
4 A.M. I’d go out and set my lobster

t ps. After school, I sold the lobsters.”
dowever, once graduation day had

I3sed, the restless desire to travel once
Iciin took hold of Cliff and he decided
t postpone college for a year. Another
fend. Bill Meanly, agreed to be his
t.veling buddy.
‘When I said I was going to sea,” Cliff

I ;alls, “the other guys thought I was
\iacky. They wondered who I knew to
f it. I got a big laundry bag, which
iimed like a sea bag to me. You have to
1 brave when you claim you’re going
t do a thing. I didn’t even know how
>11 got a job on a boat,” he grins, “but I

‘

'v s afraid to chicken out.
When Bill came to pick me up in his

C', I said goodbye to Grandma and Bill
al Norma, my cousins who were like
r.' brother and sister. I had to keep
a:ing myself, ‘Am I actual^ doing this?’
We drove to San Francisco like the

vid. When we got there we didn’t
low the procedure, but we soon learned
V needed papers. I was too young, so
I lad to write home for permission. Next
V had to join the union. Then they put
t on a list, and we’d check daily at
Slors’ Hall.
After six weeks of this, Bill got signed

k—
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onto a Danish freighter on which no Eng-
lish was spoken. ‘Well, buddy,’ he said,

‘this is it!’ I thought, ‘Oh, my gosh, how
am I going to make out?”’
True to tradition. Cliff managed, and

soon he was signed onto an old freighter
which was going to the Philippines. “I

was signed on as an ordinary seaman.
Nothing appeared more romantic to me
than heading out through the Golden
Gate.
“There were two other young fellows

in the crew: Joe Bananas, a big blond;
and Lipsky, from the South Side of Chi-
cago. Both were rough, but good-hearted.”
Naturally, since Cliff was around, there

was bound to be some excitement, and
the first round came when they had
nearly reached the Philippines. “I was
coming off my watch,” says Cliff, “and I

was attracted by a plane coming toward
us. As it came closer, I saw its bomb bay
open. I couldn’t believe it when it be-
gan to bomb us!”
As the shrapnel began to fly. Cliff raced

below deck to rouse Joe Bananas from
his bunk. “Since we weren’t at war,”
says Cliff, “and didn’t know Pearl Harbor
had just been bombed, Joe was stubborn.
‘We’re being attacked!’ I shouted. ‘I mean
it!’

“Then I grabbed my life preserver and
my camera—whijch was empty, of course
—as another bc^b, sent more shrapnel
shrieking. Joe feally got the message
—he had nothing on when he tore up those
stairs and into a lifeboat!”

The freighter was left to sink, but,

says Cliff, “They hadn’t hit us directly,

so we were able to make it to port—Zam-
boango.”
In spite of the damage, the ship sailed

on. “We spent a month getting to Aus-
tralia,” Cliff recalls. “Manila was at war,
so we camouflauged the ship and moved
under wraps at night, hiding days. There
are thousands of small islands around
there. When we got to Australia, they
gave us a big celebration—only we
weren’t permitted off the ship!”

The freighter moved on to New Zea-
land, where Cliff decided to look for an-
other kind of adventure. “I had a bug
about flying,” he says. “A pal of mine
had joined the R.A.F. in England, so I

decided to join the New Zealand Air
Force then and there. I jumped ship for

a week to try to get into action, but the
Air Force said my eyes were too weak.”
So he returned to his ship. “I had a

thrilling voyage back,” Cliff recalls.

“Twelve thousand miles of zigzagging, be-
cause we had no arms and it was ru-
mored that the Japs were lurking all the
way. Everybody swore we wouldn’t make
it, and it was even reported that our ship
was lost. Back home. Grandma was the
only one who wouldn’t believe the news.
‘I know Cliff’s alive!’ she insisted. When
I finally got back, the guys around town
greeted me with, ‘Hey, you’re dead!’

”

Cliff remained home for four days, just
long enough to pack his things for An-
tioch College. And, although he attended
for only a year, it proved to be the most
decisive time of his life.

“Antioch was great,” he says. “It’s a
progressive school, where you study for

a while, then work for a while; they feel

so many people prepare for what they
find they don’t like, so they try to pre-
vent this. I asked to be a special student,
one who works at a full-time job all

along.”
Permission granted. Cliff got a job in

near-by Springfield. First he was a copy
boy on a newspaper, then radio editor. “I

was fired for hobnobbing with the radio
stations, so I went to work as a local news-
caster.”

At school. Cliff became great friends
with the dean. “He was the first person

who was positive I should be an actor,”
says Cliff. “They gave a fantastic test
there, a comprehensive which lasted eight
hours a day for a week. Then Dean Pil-
lard talked to me about the results. He
began a three-hour session with me by
telling me things about myself that no one
had ever mentioned. ‘You’re lucky,’ he
concluded. ‘You’re capable of doing what
you want to do, so go ahead and become
an actor. Don’t worry any more about
what people will say!’

“You know,” says Cliff seriously, “Dean
Pillard’s saying I had the basic talent has
kept me plugging away ever since. I swore
not to listen to anyone who said I couldn’t
do it.”

However, thoughts about acting were
temporarily put aside while Cliff went to
war. When he enlisted in the Navy, his
previous sea experience led to his being
assigned to the Maritime Service. “I was
sent to Catalina as an instructor; a lot

of the fellows couldn’t even swim. But
I wanted action, and I finally got it as an
able seaman.” Two years of war later.

Cliff was ordered to New London for fur-
ther training. As a third mate, he was
sent back to the South Pacific. And later,

when he participated in the invasion of
Italy, and in dangerous North Atlantic
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crossings at the peak of the war, he never
received a scratch. Today, he still quali-

fies as a third mate and is a lieutenant

j. g. in the Naval Reserve.
“After the war,” Cliff goes on, “I spent

eight more months at sea on a combined
cargo-passenger ship that went to the

West Indies. 1 bided my time, because
I wanted to make enough money to tide

me over when I later took a crack at the
stage. I was happy at sea—never got
seasick once—but it can get so much in

your blood you’ll never give it up. I vowed
I’d not go back to sea once I’d left it.

Later, when I was almost down and out
in New York, I lived near the water-
front, and the sea havmted me.”

It was 1946 and he had taken a job as

a waiter. It lasted for five days. “I was
going nuts trying to take care of the

crowd,” says Cliff. “A prissy headwaiter
kept flitting about, goading me to be
quicker. I’d already learned to hurry,

so when he didn’t knock it off I finally

threw my whole tray of desserts on the

floor. All the people laughed. I walked
into the kitchen and out the back door. I

never went back.”
When nothing else clicked. Cliff landed

work as a longshoreman, loading ships.

It was tough work, but it didn’t do his

physique any harm.
Then, gradually, he began inching his

way into show business. “When I was
twenty-two,” he recalls, “I worked with
Jack Lemmon at a music hall on Third

Avenue. They were presenting ‘',|

Drunkard,’ the old-time melodrama. J
was the roving master of ceremonies, i

after I did my bit I doubled as bus be

After that came some summer stock
small towns throughout New Engla
Back in Manhattan in the winter, C

managed to get parts on radio once ii

while. Then came some TV roles,

always, when the rent was due, th

was a scramble. When constant trips

casting offices resulted in nothing
rejections. Cliff worked as a bodygu;
then as a private detective. After a y
of scraping by, he got his first dec
break, in the road company of “Mi>
Roberts.” He toured with the show
two years, which landed him in quit
few cities he’d otherwise have missed.
By the time he was twenty-five, (

was back in New York, aching to act

Broadway. Instead, he found him
doing more and more in radio and t<

vision. Then, since he had never atten
a dramatic school, he decided to try

get into the famous Actors’ Studio. i

“It took me two and a half years
even get up nerve enough to try o
says Cliff. “I didn’t want to fail if I *

plied.” He finally auditioned, along v

a hundred other hopefuls. At the enc
the year there were thirty-seven final:

three of whom were finally accepted
students. Cliff was one of them.

Cliff ultimately debuted on Broad;
because he never stopped studying
working. Between plays he scored
more than a hundred of the best
dramatic shows on TV. After he m
his Broadway appearance, with H(
Hayes in “The Wisteria ’Trees,” he
ceived the movie bid that he felt,:

last, was the right one. He’d recer

offers from Hollywood for five years, i

after talking to actors who’d worked
films he decided to consider each c

cautiously. He also relied on his '

stinct. He wanted to possess a sense

values that wouldn’t be warped. “I

that professionally and emotionally
wasn’t mature enough to try the movi
he says of his postponing previous bids

While acting in “The Wisteria Tre

Cliff was spotted as a possible for a
in “Picnic.” Columbia gave him a so
test in New York for it. At the s

time, he was standing by to replace
t

Gazzara in the lead of the hit play,
‘

on a Hot Tin Roof.”
“I didn’t know what to do,” Cliff s!

“so I decided to check directly with
Kazan, who was going to give me

,

big break on the stage. He happen©
be in Greece. I phoned him long-disti

—after all, if you’re going to do so

thing, do it! ‘Well, kid,’ he answered
you’re back from Hollywood in e

weeks, I can get a replacement for ||
till then.’ ” JWhen Cliff reached the Kansas IoceM
for the picture, a tornado delayed M
shooting schedule and he couldn’t rejB

in time for the play. So he staye(2-

Hollywood and became a star there I

stead.

“I expected work in Hollywood t(fc

different. I figured I’d have to learn

relearn for the movies,” Cliff says. “Ev
one’s been tremendously kind. I d i

know anything about the camera. I

the change, though. What’s surprised

is the great talent I’ve encountered 1

I’ve met writers, directors, and ac

who have extraordinary ability, and
skill is not being misused. They’re
parked on a shelf. Hollywood heJ
healthier working atmosphere than iH
ticipated.” J

Cliff has been in excellent compEiny.B
Holden sat up many an evening onB
“Picnic” location, generously giving

advice. Rosalind Russell, an ace exaiB
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a stage and movie star, discussed the
ipects of working in both mediums. And
I* found Kim Novak one of the hardest-
orking girls he’s ever known.
Cliff played his role of the fellow who
id everything handed to him so con-
ncingly, he was cast next opposite Joan
irawford in “Autumn Leaves.” In strik-

g contrast, he plays a husband who is

|i upset he goes violently berserk.
“Joan couldn’t have been more helpful

I
either the test or in making the pic-

l.re,” says Cliff. “She’s the most glam-
rous of stars, yet she dared something
itirely different for her because it’s a
jiallenge. As an average secretary, in

lutumn Leaves,’ she has none of her
tual luxury, wears only what any work-
ig girl can afford. She’s still glamorous
ithout all the trimmings, demonstrating
at you don’t need a lot of money to be
pll-groomed.”
Cliff has been particularly impressed
\ the team spirit shown on movie sets,

’here’s a pride,” he says, “in doing your
!St in Hollywood that is an inspiration!”

|0W under long-term contract to Co-
fnbia. Cliff will make two films a year,
ith the studio having an option for a
jird. He can do one outside film of his

ra choice each year, and all the TV
id stage plays he wishes that don’t con-
ct. After two years, he’ll be allowed
whole year off* He can make any deals
i
the salary he may draw then, or he
n travel. “I’d like to combine stage,
reen, and TV, because,” he grins, “act-

|g
isn’t like marriage—professionally,

u can have three loves at once!”
This eligible candidate for marriage-
pe love has also studied singing, danc-
jg,

boxing, and riding since he’s come to
)llywood. And he’s delighted by movie
l/e scenes, explaining, “On the stage,
gses are faked; but the movie camera
mes so close, they can’t be faked.”
iCliff is an individualist, but not an ex-
bitionist. In Hollywood, he’s been liv-

g in a garage apartment until he’s more
irmanently settled. His place is forever
need of a feminine hand. “I have no

nse of organization,” he admits. “I
n’t get around to the little things. I’ve
pt my apartment in New York. In one
irner of it there is a can of paint I bought
ir years ago that’s still unopened. Next
the paint there’s the rug I bought

ree years ago, still wrapped up.”
Cliff’s friends, who are not all in show
siness, agree a wife could have a won-
rful .time with him, in many ways. Thus
t, however, romance has added up to no

|

)re than taking a girl out for a quiet
mer and the movies. “I don’t go for
cessive beauty,” he says frankly. Par-
1 to blonds, he doesn’t care for artificial

ike-up. Nor does he want his social
le arranged so he’ll be seen only with
portant names.
Cliff has gone with a lot of girls, but
s never proposed because of his acute
ise of responsibility. “I just couldn’t
ord to marry while I’ve been so uncer-
n about myself. In this precarious
siness, I believe it would be better to
irry someone who understands all its

falls, but who isn’t involved personally.”
Mded to his unaffected and home-
dng traits. Cliff shows a definite fond-
ss for sports. He plays termis, skis,
es to ballgames, and fishes. He also

i 's a passion for sailing—as you may have
J Irmised—and he someday wants to make
ri clear across the Pacific alone!
I Cliff isn’t just lucky. It’s taken him
il'ie years, and he started from the very

ttom. But now his struggles are be-
nt

lid him and, although he has long since
01
1 the sea, it seems certain that there’s

oj
|ly clear sailing ahead for this talented,

.fl
tventure-loving young man. The End
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(Continued from page 59)

likes to play the accordion occasionally.
When Jim speaks, his twangy, nasal

speech is deliberate and thoughtful. He is

careful with words—but not miserly.

He really isn’t untalkative, despite the
early phases of his courtship of Gloria,
when he found his vocal chords paralyzed.
It’s just that he has no use for idle chatter.

He likes sense and taste to be integral
parts of all conversations. This is a trait

which has been known to severely un-
nerve interviewers, as happened recently.
One question asked by a reporter had not
been a very good one and Jim, as is his

custom, answered it by saying nothing.
The silence grew painful, though not to
Jim—he was simply thinking. Finally, he
said what he thought: “That’s sorta silly,

isn’t it?” It was.
Jim, himself, lost verbal control on only

one notable occasion, and that was the
first time he met Charles Lindbergh, a
man as shy and withdrawn as Mr. Stewart.
It happened at Romanoff’s (the only place
Jim likes to eat lunch out) two years ago,
and for once Jim found himself out-
silenced. Actually, he had good reason to
be awestruck, for Lindbergh had been his
boyhood idol. However, Jim realized the
mute impasse had to be cracked, and so he
cracked it. Still finding himself alone on
the platform, so to speak, he began bab-
bling. To this day, he has little idea of
what he said. Probably Lindbergh hasn’t
either. Nevertheless, they have a great
deal of respect for each other.

Jim has been charged—if “charge” it is

—with being a personality rather than an
actor. In show business jargon, this means
that he does not submerge himself in any
given role to the extent that the audience
is apt to forget they are watching James
Stewart. This observation is probably an
unjust one, because although Jim’s man-
nerisms are his, so are anyone else’s theirs,

and twenty years of constantly putting
them on exhibition as an actor have in-
evitably made his traits well known to
the public.

But that he deliberately injects his per-
sonality into a part can be disproved by
noting his early preparations for the
portrayal of Lindbergh. Jim spent many
long hours watching all the available
newsreel—some 50,000 feet—of his hero.
He studied Lindbergh’s walk, the carriage
of his head, his smallest meinnerisms, un-
til he knew them cold. Thus, if he appears
again to be James Stewart in “The Spirit

of St. Louis”—it will have to be because
Lindbergh is imitating himl

As a matter of fact, Jim very nearly
didn’t get the Lindbergh role. It took two
years for it to happen, and then it hap-
pened in two minutes. Leland Hayward,
the producer of the picture and one of
Jim’s closest friends, was pretty convinced
he wanted an unknown for the part. Well,
he had considered Jim but, rather pri-
vately, thought he was too old for the
part. Then, too, Hayward hadn’t the
slightest idea whether Jim would be in-
terested, and professional ethics had pre-
vented Jim from saying so. But, just as
privately, Jim wanted the part badly. As
a boy, not only had he worshipped Lind-
bergh, but in May of 1927, when Lindbergh
had taken off for Paris, Jim—clerking in
his father’s hardware store in Indiana,
Pennsylvania—had placed his self-built
model of The Spirit of St. Louis in the
store window and periodically posted
bulletins of Lindbergh’s flight,

p
Now, one night twenty-seven years

later, things came to a head. The James
Stewarts and the Leland Haywards, along
with Jim’s father, Alexander Stewart, and

his new bride, were dining at Chasen’s
(where the Stewarts prefer to have dinner
out) . The Lindbergh picture was men-
tioned and Jim’s father, who’s never be-
lieved in holding back, stood up and
announced to Hayward and the restaurant
at large that his son, and only his son,
should portray the great man for posterity.
While Jim felt like swooning from sheer
embarrassment, Hayward was impressed.
Alexander Stewart is an impressive gen-
tleman, and pretty soon the matter was
sewed up.
While making “The Spirit of St. Louis”

was exciting, Jim also found it extremely
arduous, since he appears throughout most
of the picture. Also, for endless stretches,
while sitting in a cockpit or cabin, he was
forced to convey emotion only through
facial expressions (as he had to in “Stra-
tegic Air Command”). It’s a ticklish job of
acting, as well as fatiguing. Then, too, he
had to put up with that reddish hair. So
much touching up was necessary, Jim fi-

nally remarked: “Now I know what a
woman goes through!”
Although he has never completely lost

some of his small-town ways, nor fully

taken on the highly polished airs of the
movie world, Jim has always displayed a
keen business sense. The description of
the late Wendell Willkie as “the barefoot
boy from Wall Street” aptly applies to
Jim, too, for he knows how to make him-
self a pretty good deal.
Take, for example, his recent negotia-

tions with M-G-M. They approached Jim
about making “Designing Woman.” This
was before they had decided to put Grace
Kelly in the picture, too—and, of course,
before she had contemplated becoming
Princess of Monaco. Jim, according to all

reports, said he’d sign if he could have
Grace Kelly—to which Metro hastily
agreed—both, he went on, in “Designing
Woman” and on loan-out for whatever
picture he decided to do next. Before any-
one knew it, Metro had agreed again

—

then they went about for days muttering,
“What happened?” The barefoot boy from
Princeton had scored again.

Gloria Stewart is also an admirer of

Grace Kelly’s screen abilities. In fact.

once she was fairly dazzled by them. I
ferring to the famous kissing scene Gr;
did with Jim in “Rear Window,” M
Stewart said, “She went over him lik(

vacuum cleaner!”
Jim has seldom subjected himself

making personal appearances—not becai
he dislikes being in the spotlight, but I

cause he refuses to be personally e

ploited. However, his strong feeling ab(

good international relationships, plus
intense curiosity about other countri
prompted him to agree, during a rec(

trip to Japan, to appear at a Tokyo thea
during the run of one of his pictures. A
to his credit, Jim was still cheerful af

being informed that his appearances woi
begin at 8: 30 in the morning, the tii

Tokyo movie houses open. After eve

show that day, Jim followed his sere

image onstage— an experience wh:
would dismay even veteran vaudevillia

Apparently, this created a great deal

good will among the Japanese. Soon af

Jim’s appearance, movieman T. Ise
j

Tokyo wrote to an official at Paramoui
“Never before,” the letter read, “has a
star of any country brought such wc
derful results than the recent visit h(

of Mr. and Mrs. James Stewart. Not oi

from our business standpoint for ‘R(

Window,’ but from the standpoint
people’s diplomacy, the tremendous a

heartwarming results given by their v;

have been immensely gratifying.
^

“As various episodes which impress
Mr. and Mrs. Stewart eloquently she

the sincere welcome and good will sho'

by the Japanese fans were unusually e!

thusiastic. They, in turn, were so warn
(responsive to) the great heart shown
Mr. and Mrs. Stewart that the results

their recent visit have become so gri

and so fruitful as have never been w
nessed before, for which I wish to expri

my heartfelt gratitude.”
Forwarding a copy of this letter to Ji

the Paramount executive added: “D(
Jimmy: The above was not inspired by r

but is purely spontaneous. Thanks
million.”
Assuming top rank at the box off

hasn’t changed Jim much except that

/

Mention his “family” and Jim’s eyes light up—and out come those snapshot

Above with Gloria’s sons Mike and Ronald, Gloria, their twins Kelly and Ju



is made him even more happy and grate-

1 to all those who made it possible,

herwise, he’s the same-as-ever James
ewart. He still likes his sport coats

rfectly tailored, his food cooked to per-

t,:tion—even though he still doesn’t eat

1= of it. (He absolutely cannot gain weight,

(ice ordered to a hospital for fattening-

I

I treatment, at a studio’s request, Jim
/ in one place for ten days and gorged
mself on the chubbiest diet science had
(vised. Result; He lost five pounds.) He
;11 carries the leather script-holder

jjisalind Russell gave him in 1937, when

!

ey made “No Time for Comedy,’’ and he
jabably always will. He still has no use
• phonies, and is tolerant of bores.

[t could be said, then, that after twenty
jars in Hollywood, James Stewart is, in

nny respects, the same as he was as a

fy, growing up in Indiana, Pennsylvania.

i always loved planes, and spent much
tie building models. Today, he owns
pull-sized one. Naturally, it’s a good
rne and, although Jim doesn’t own an
iline, he could probably afford to buy
b;. And he’s still a camera bug. In

f t, his home overflows with photo-
pphic equipment.
j'im was a fair-to-middlin’ artist at

uircersburg Prep School, and later, at

P,nceton, he showed promise of becoming
^ine architect. But after graduation, he
t(k an artistic detour and stepped into

ping.

im’s war record is still noteworthy. He
fliiv on twenty-five bombing missions and
he from private to full colonel in the
Any Air Force during World War II.

,
AS with many actors, however, his

siitch in the Air Corps took a big hunk
j of the middle of Jim’s picture career.

Bu he returned from the war to become
teer and better than ever. He also dis-

ilered the various career benefits of the
Astern. A well-made Westeim always
k,ps handsome dividends—especially if its

ffl' happens to own part of the picture,

pi a part of a picture is what Jim can
II does command. Besides, he likes to

bee Westerns and says of them, “They
rli the true literature of this medium, its

i^atest natural form.”
he Stewarts have two sons by Gloria’s

biner marriage and twin daughters of
hr own. Ronald is 12, Michael, 10, and
hy and Kelly are 5. Although it took
l|| forty-one years to join the marriage
ill, he has more than made up for lost

. Whenever he speaks of his “family,”
I eyes light up and he’s apt to pull out
(e snapshots for proud display. And he
'icularly enjoys being told that his

daughters resemble him.
Dth Jim and Gloria prefer quiet eve-
^s at home or with close friends, in
rast to “doing the town.” Jim readily
its he hates being separated from his
ly, even for a short time, which was
ently necessary during the past year,
ing “The Man Who Knew Too Much,”
Doris Day, took him to North Africa
England, then back to this country,
two days after he finished the Alfred

hcock thriller, Jim was off again, to

i s, to start filming “The Spirit of St.

s.” Gloria always accompanies Jim on
breign locations and always, at home
broad, her vivacious, witty person-
perfectly complements Jim’s reserved,
ghtful manner.
becoming box-office king had been his
it could be said that Jim had a long
But Jim has never sought it; it just
to him. Rather, his aim in life has
to do his work right, to live decently
n peace.

Hollywood is mighty pleased with
is ,ew “king,” &nd hopes he will reign

long time. And there doesn’t seem to
fe speck on the horizon that says Jim
1° f’ The End
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Crazy Kid Makes Good!

(Continued from page 55)
brother Reginald, sisters Marie Louise and
Margaret. But the fact that they were
laughing was disconcerting. That partic-
ular afternoon’s fare had not been a
comedy.
Victoria didn’t follow the usual custom,

that of holding her head high and an-
noimcing that someday she’d show them
. . . someday she would be a great actress.

She just looked sheepish and silently
vowed to keep the bedroom door closed
from then on.
She’d never given acting much thought,

at least not as a career. Her dream was
of a different nature. More than any-
thing else she wanted to go to the United
States. “I seem to have been born with
the United States in mind,” she says to-
day. “The idea of acting dawned upon
me much later.”

The idea was somewhat of a revolution-
ary one when it did dawn. None of the
Shaws had ever considered entering show
business. “I seem to be the family black-
sheep,” Victoria said soon after her arrival
in Hollywood. “Marie Louise is married
and has several children. Margaret, who’s
eighteen, is a secretary. And Frances, six,

is just starting school.
“Sometimes I envy their attitude, Marie

Louise’s and Margaret’s,” she went on.
“I believe in getting married and having
a lot of children.”

1

It was only last year, in July, that
twenty-year-old Victoria packed her bags
and flew from Australia to California.
And the land of opportunity did not dis-
appoint her. The following week she be-
came a movie star—starring, no less, with
Tyrone Power and Kim Novak, in “The
Eddy Duchin Story.” She also resolved
that for the time being she would be a
career girl, the dedicated kind.
So she enrolled in Benno Schneider’s

drama class and studied long hours with
other dedicated young people, among them
one Roger Smith. Roger, too, was a new-
comer who had been signed by Columbia
Studios. Eventually they were assigned
a scene together, the beach scene from
“From Here to Eternity.” “We really ought
to go out on the beach and practice
sometime,” Roger said jokingly.

Victoria laughed. “'Then how about
Disneyland?” he asked her. Victoria ac-
cepted the date.

It was like an evening in Wonderland.
They took in all of the rides, but there
was still time for conversation. Victoria
learned that Roger had once made a living
singing and playing the guitar in night
clubs. She discovered that he’d spent

fib

two years in the Navy in Honolulu ai

had met James Cagney there. “If

ever come to Hollywood, look me uj
Cagney had said.

“But when I arrived, I couldn’t
him,” Roger told Victoria. “He was
the East.”

Roger had taken a singing job and th
had studied at the Warner Brothers’ stuc
school for a month. Following this, h(

been signed by Columbia and enrolled
the Schneider class. “The greatest thr
that ever happened to me,” he smil
down at her.
As the evening progressed, Victoria a

Roger realized that something was ha
pening to both of them. “We didn’t h
about it,” says Victoria. “But we be
knew that neither of us would ever ag£

date anyone else.”

A short time later, Victoria wrote to 1

family for permission to become engagi
“Fd been telling them about Roger in i

letters,” she says. “And he had be
writing to them. So they felt as if th

already knew him and were very hap
for us. We set May 25 as our official e

gagement date. It was my twenty-fi
birthday. We’ll be married in October
November.”

It takes one glance at Victoria’s radi:

face for her friends to say that somec
should put the Victoria Shaw story
screenplay form. “It would make an a
fully happy picture,” says one of

chums.
Yet many overlook the fact that th

was an element of risk involved in ]

flight to the United States, not to ment
great deal of soul-searching. Uj

leaving her home last year, Victoria
alized that there would be no friends
greet her, to introduce her to the
quite different country. There would

|

no one she could count on for help sho
she need it so many miles from Austra
The only person she knew in the St,

was a near-stranger—someone who !

said the familiar, “If you come to
f

States, call me.”
Victoria had been Australia’s top mo

still she had no idea as to whether l|

might have an ounce of talent,

financial status allowed her exactly tlj

months to make the grade in an indui

that often demands years of struggle '

fore success. After carefully weighing
matter, however, she decided to take
chances. “What can I lose?” she as

herself.

Soon she had an answer. For one th^

there was her luggage. It was misplc|

in Honolulu. She’d left Australia o
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:d, rainy day, wearing a woolen dress.

U spent three sweltering days in the

jne outfit before the suitcases arrived,

'hen, too, there was her confidence. It

3 ;an to slip away as she stepped from

i plane at Los Angeles, and gazed out

iin the sea of casual Californians. Her
5*t thought was a stricken, “No one looks

i? anyone at home.”
n Sydney, people dress to the teeth,

‘n to see others off on a trip. In Cali-

ijnia, there were women in shorts, men
thing around in blue jeans and T-
ilrts. And the children—most of the

fie tykes seemed to have their heads
Jrn, a style which Victoria later learned

galled a crewcut. “At the time, I couldn’t

t'-e felt more out of place if I’d had a

pg through my nose,” she says today.

I^hat else could she lose? As she pro-

itded into town, she realized her courage

j

i fading fast. The Sydney bank man-
j* had recommended a hotel in down-

c'n Los Angeles. At home, the city was

I

place where one shopped rather than
|d. And here was Los Angeles, such a

a;e city. She was frightened at the

‘lught of taking up residence smack in

fmiddle of it.

i^ce in her hotel room, Victoria sat

bung out the window, down at the hustle

ir bustle of it all, and listening to the

i(;e. “I was so petrified that I didn’t go
lljfor two days,” she recalls. “I went to

h' hotel drugstore and restaurant, but
fUldn’t bring myself to go out onto the
tet.”

linally, she reached for a telephone
fiictory and found the number of Mack
d!ar, press agent to Bob Hope. She’d
n,, him in Australia when Bing Crosby’s
Jljirite cohort had made personal ap-
fei'ances there.

'"ictoria had been among the models
mged for the show, and one night be-
o: going on she’d happened to run into

/r'Jar backstage. He’d been shopping for

fcjfamily and was shuddering about the
p.H cost of gifts. “Why, you’ve been to the
yiag places,” Victoria declared as she
fed his story. “And you’ve paid too
irh—quite unnecessarily.”
i,ie’d offered to take Millar to the right
kes and handle the complicated money
Kiange. And the following day they’d
|i)ut on a tour.

.3W, sitting in her hotel room, she
[red as she remembered all of the ques-
ioj she’d put to the poor man, how she’d
uzed him about Hollywood—“What it

K.like, how one got on there.”
\illar had patiently answered every
uy. “And if you ever come over, look
le up,” he had added with a grateful
tne, from behind his armload of bundles.
Mybe I can return this favor.”'

Ijiw Victoria picked up the telephone,
•cned and put it down again. Would it

s. too presumptuous to call him? She
ucsd at her four walls and sighed. “Well,

je trip turns out to be nothing more
"K; a vacation, this is a cowardly way
>;iend it,” she told herself and she gave
rt)perator the number,
lllar seemed delighted to hear from
eland promptly invited her to lunch.
iSlie meal progressed, they talked of her
ll^ces in motion pictures. “I did a pic-
a once,” she confessed. “When I was
•x en. One of those villain-and-the-
fV things. It was a terrible film.”

the same, Millar suggested that they
" by to see Louis Shurr, Bob Hope’s

:, and Operation Stardom was under-
.

To Victoria, it was confusing to say
tsMleast. As press agent Millar intro-
U‘d her to the agent Shurr, Victoria
ismded in her crisp accent, “How do
No?”

..-S’Urr said nothing for a moment. Then
e xclaimed, “Chiquita!”

“Victoria,” Miss Shaw corrected politely.

Anyone could make a mistake.
“Chiquita!” Shurr said again. Victoria

took a step toward the door and then
froze. “Don’t move,” the man was almost
shouting.
She glanced at Millar. Surely this

couldn’t be an agency. An asylum, per-
haps? But Millar was taking it calmly
as Shurr began to roar into the phone,
“We’ve found Chiquita!”
The lady from Australia was ready to

return there. “I thought there must be
some girl around town named Chiquita
who’d stolen something ... or some-
thing

—
” she describes her reaction, still

in a bit of a daze.
However, the telephone call was to an

executive at Columbia Studios. Victoria

met him the following day and he told her
^that she was to make a screen test. The
Very next week she was sent to New
York to begin her first American film

role, portraying Eddy Duchin’s second
wife, an English girl named Chiquita.

All this and the States, too. Victoria
could hardly believe her good fortune. En
route, she watched the countryside go
by. Arizona, New Mexico—so different

from the Australian plains where the
grass often grows six feet high after a
rain. She saw cars speeding along wide
highways and she wondered what Ameri-
can motorists would do if confronted by
a kangaroo. At home, on country roads
—even on the main ones—you drove slow-
ly to avoid hitting them. You never knew
when a kangaroo might suddenly jump
down out of a tree into the path of the
car. “And then New York,” she still

shakes her head in wonder. “Imagine
building a city on an island!”

Then, too, she mused upon her arrival,

this business of being a visiting movie star

wasn’t quite what she’d expected. Some-
how, in her mind’s eye, she’d conjured up
a picture of a lavish hotel suite, break-
fasting in bed in a filmy negligee—a bed,
incidentally, with satin sheets. And natur-
ally there would be dozens of roses every
day.

As she mused, Victoria sat in a tiny

hotel room, writing letters home, getting

up now and again to turn the air-condi-
tioning unit closer to zero. And from
the warmth of her flannel pajamas she
vowed that she would go shopping for a
cooler wardrobe the minute she had a
spare minute.
Autographs? In New York, she gave

them all the time. “Miss Kelly,” they
asked. “Will you sign my book?”
“But I’m not Grace Kelly.”
“Aw, who’re you trying to kid?”
She envisioned the comparative privacy

of a small movie set. However, Victoria
made her debut on the largest set in the
world. New York City. She’d known
nerve-racking times before, in the course
of her work as a model. In Australia,
models travel to many towns to appear
in parades. And it seemed that every time
Victoria climbed aboard a plane some-
thing was destined to happen. For in-

stance, there was the crash landing in a

farmer’s field. “We sat for hours in a
hundred and five degree temperature
waiting to be rescued. And I’m afraid we
completely ruined the farmer’s crops
when we came down,” she can now say
matter-of-factly.
Another time, while cruising over the

mountains of New Zealand, the plane in

which she was riding was struck by light-

ning and a piece was ripped out of the
side. “It seemed we barely managed to

stay together long enough to find the air-

port,” she remembers.
For that matter, she could never forget

being assigned to pose in a sundress and
having the photographer place a Koala on

comes
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her shoulder. A Koala is a deceptive little

animal—it looks like a miniature panda,
but has the claws of a full-grown tiger . .

or so those claws felt as they dug into
Victoria’s skin. “We got the pictures, but
I had scars on my shoulders for weeks,”
she says.

Still, she’s convinced that nothing could
be as nerve-racking as her first day of
outdoor shooting on “The Eddy Duchin
Story.”
There were thousands of people peer-

ing over the tops of the buildings, hang-
ing out of windows, standing behind a
section roped off for the action. Victoria
and Tyrone Power were to play an ex-
tremely emotional scene along the prome-
nade by the East River.
The first try wasn’t so bad, she admits,

because she was facing the river instead
of the crowd. However, the second time,
she found herself face to face with what
seemed like a million eyes, and above the
roar of the traffic she heard a hundred
voices whispering, “Look. There’s Tyrone
Power!”

She, too, was conscious of Tyrone. What
would this Hollywood veteran think of

such an inexperienced newcomer? How
could she look at all those faces and go
through with the scene? Yet what could
she say? The situation was almost impos-
sible for her, but somehow she managed.
And when they had finished, Ty put his
arm around her shoulder. “You were
great,” he said and there was admiration
in his voice, not to mention a touch of

awe. “I could never have done the scene
looking at that mob. As a matter of fact,”

he added, “that’s why I turned you
around!”
After a while, Victoria learned to take

the lights, cameras and action in her
stride. Hollywood, too. Except for Holly-
wood movies and movie stars, that is.

Even now that she knows how pictures
are made, she goes to the sad ones and
weeps buckets. And when she’s seen a
science-fiction feature, she’s almost cow-
ardly about heading home.
She reads every fan magazine in print.

“I read about everybody,” she says. Not
since England’s Jean Simmons arrived
on these shores with an autograph book
in her hand has there been such a star-

fan. “If I could do anything with auto-
graphs, I’m sure I’d ask for them,” says
Victoria. “Oh, I know I’m not supposed to

be impressed. But I was in church last

Sunday and Ann Blyth walked in looking
so divine at eight in the morning, I could
hardly take my eyes off her. And the time
I went to the movies and saw Julie Adams
and Ray Danton in the same row, I’m
afraid I nearly fell into their laps from
staring.”

At parties, Victoria promises herS'B
that she will not stare at celebrities. “BB
I forget,” she says. .1
At the Photoplay Gold Medal AwarJ

Dinner, she stepped into the powder rocj
and was about to apply some lipstick whfl
someone nudged her. “Your lipstick,” seIJ
the lady gently. “You have it aimed
your chin.” B

Victoria was too busy eyeing Jarlj
Leigh, who was freshening her make-
a few mirrors away, to take proper ai

“When director George Sidney gave
party at Romanoff’s I hardly knew a sou
she says. “A studio executive introduc
me to most of the people in the room, b
I still felt a bit uneasy. And do you km
who did the most to put me at ease? 2

Zsa and Eva Gabor! I’d always wonder
what they’d be like. They were so chan
ing to me, made me feel as if I really b
longed there.”
One of her biggest thrills was meeti

Joe DiMaggio in New York. “I didn’t d;

him,” she says. “We were just in the sai

crowd. But I’m sure that walking dm
the street with the Mayor couldn’t ha
been more exciting than walking dof
the street with Joe DiMaggio.
“Everyone stopped him to say hello.

didn’t know most of the people. A corr
newsboy called to him and Joe went OLj

to talk with him, too. Then we reached
traffic signal and stood waiting for f

lights to change. A huge bus came aloi

the driver spotted Joe and went straif

through the red light. Brakes went i

people were howling and screaming. Tht
was a near riot. What an institution tl

man is in this country!” she finishes.

But she blushes slightly when she i

calls failing to recognize still anotl
American institution. The error was
embarrassing one. Soon after her arri\'

she interrupted a conversation to inqu
about the subject matter. “Who,” si

asked “is Davy Crockett?”
j

She quickly learned. And if it’s a

consolation to Walt Disney, Victo
counts Disneyland among her favoi
places. “It’s so exciting to grownups,” ij

smiles. “Imagine what it would be like,

see it as a child!”

Born on May 25, 1935, Victoria spi

a great portion of her own childhood
a sheep station. During the war, 1

family moved there from Sydney. I

father, a captain in the Australian arr

is in charge of the army health syst

throughout the eastern Australian sta'

“As a result of this,” she says, “we alw;

had an army of tortoises, snakes £

guinea pigs around.”
Victoria attended a convent until ;

was fifteen. Upon graduation, she si

hadn’t decided what she wanted to do w

)
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[sr life and, during her first six months
f f/ay from school, she held a variety of

1 )bs. For a time she was a salesgirl. Next
le worked in an insurance office, then

. the office of a dry-cleaning establish-

ent.

However, during her schooldays, Vic-

•ria had always pleaded with her mother
I take her to see the local parades. In

ustralia, models are comparable to

merican movie stars, and Victoria wor-
lipped them from afar. And so one day
le went in to see a woman who ran a

odeling school. “Girls at home all begin

odeling when they’re fifteen or sixteen,”

le says. “Consequently, I enrolled right

vay.”
The following year, she was voted
\rtists’ Model of the Year” and she be-
une the most photographed model in

i|er coimtry. Few realized that the young-
ijer had a business head that would come
I'ose to revolutionizing the modeling busi-

'jss. “The pay is nothing like that in

merica,” Victoria explains. “And there
“ as no scale. Newcomers were getting as

i 'uch as more experienced girls. So even-
(^lally I simply upped my fees. It started a

"1 >mmotion, because then came the ‘I’m as

|)od as she is’ reaction, and everyone
; Ise began to raise their fees, too.”

Victoria’s appearance is also deceiving.
; ’nail, delicate, with the lady-like air of

iji'race Kelly, she looks as if she has never
^fme anything more energetic than balance
: teacup. Then, before you know it, she

^^unches into a tale about the time she
iinted kangaroos. “They’re so plentiful

)U don’t have to have a license,” she says,

.tod when I made my one picture over
Pere, we’d take rifles and go out on the
'ains at night.

:r“Kangaroos roam in herds and you have
^ hit them from quite a ways off. You
!ver go in close to shoot them as they
L'ht to defend themselves.
[“You have to hit them at the base of the
line or through the temple to kill them,”
[e continues. “It’s after they’re down that
•lU have to make certain they’re dead so
!ey won’t suffer. It can be dangerous
(Cause if they’re only slightly wounded
ey can crush you with their front paws.

n i

They grow to seven feet tall, you know.”
Victoria also speaks glowingly of deep-

sea diving and spear fishing, interests she
shares with her fiance. “The girl is fear-
less,” says Roger.
“Except when I’m standing beside a

kitchen stove,” says Victoria. “Then I’m
terrified.”

Before her engagement, Victoria claimed
that even water was lumpy when she
removed it from the burner. “I’m im-
proving,” she says. “I do manage break-
fast, but it’s still fairly terrible! I hope by
the time we’re married I’ll be able to cook
sufficiently to keep Roger alive.”

Roger offers encouragement by dropping
in for dinner and beaming at the meals
she prepares—in addition to eating them.
“He’s the one who’s fearless,” she grins.

Victoria much prefers cleaning and
ironing to cooking. At present, her house-
keeping is relatively simple since home is

a small, one-bedroom apartment in Holly-
wood. Also a part of her life these days is

a monkey!
Victoria’s heart goes out to anyone

who is lonely—even monkeys. She was
visiting a pet shop one day with some
friends and noticed this forlorn little fel-

low sitting in his cage. She learned that a

previous owner had left him there, and
she felt there was nothing to do but take
him home. “He’s just like a baby,” she
says. “It’s like having a child in the house.”
However, Victoria fears for her guests.

“I have to warn them not to pick him up.
He bites. But if you sit down, in a few
minutes he’ll be on your lap. I suppose he
prefers to select his own friends.”

Victoria is looking forward to marrying
“and having a lot of children. I hope I’ll

be able to do one picture a year and spend
the rest of the time attending to my home.
And,” she adds, grinning at Roger, “I be-
lieve in the man being the boss, which
most people seem to forget over here.”
After their marriage, Victoria and Roger

will move into the home they are now
building in Tarzana. And although her
studio has great plans for her, “Home will

come first,” beams the star-struck, love-
struck future Mrs. Smith of the U.S.A.

The End

i

j!
My Princess Yum Yum

(Continued from page 50)
?“You didn’t call me to say you enjoyed
Sir date or anything. Did you dislike me?
I'dn’t you know I wanted to hear from
lU?”

Brother! I’d never heard a woman talk

||ke that.

reporter recently asked me if Mitzi
I
i s any eccentricities, like sleeping with

-jie light on. Personally, I think her two
neatest eccentricities are being honest and
lijicere. In Hollywood, these two traits are
'lit only xinusual, they’re downright odd.

> I think I must have begun falling in love
i ’ th Mitzi during that first telephone
- inversation. I got myself out of the dog-

1 use by explaining I had been out of
iivn for a few days. But I was fascinated,
i’hat kind of a girl was this, anyway? I

-fked my dazed self. Could anyone alive
! this honest?
Just as that phone conversation gave

'

i; the first real clue as to what Mitzi is

He, so sixty percent of what I learned
tout her, was learned on the phone. She

- MS dating other fellows then, and I was
Mrking nights, so I would talk to her at
idnight, when she got home from a date

-'I'th some other fellow. We would have an
lur of conversation, during which we
cicussed everything, including our re-

->? active philosophies of life.

In a way, ours was a strange courtship.

I had so little time in which to date Mitzi
'

at first. At 5 p.m. I’d make a quick dash
to her home, usually exiting before 5:30,
so that I just barely missed whoever her
current date was.
“Wouldn’t it be possible for me to see

more of you?” I asked her one day.
“I was wondering how long it would be

before you would get around to asking me
that,” she said, beaming. Again that hon-
esty! What a woman!
Shortly afterwards, Mitzi had an attack

of appendicitis. For our courtship, this was
a perfect arrangement. She couldn’t go
out.

Of course, all her beaux came to her
hospital room, but a very sympathetic
nurse threw everyone but me out at 9
each night. So amid the mixed fragrances
of flowers and antiseptics, we got to know
each other.

Being cautious, we went with each other
for twenty-one months before we married.
Frankly, I was afraid of the perils of being
married to a glamour girl. Also, I felt that
I must have a successful career of my own
before I could ask Mitzi to marry me. I

didn’t feel I could propose until the public
relations concern of Bean and Rose was
nicely established.
As a wife, Mitzi’s greatest virtue and her

greatest fault continues to be the devas-
tating honesty which first attracted me to
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DON’T RUIN YOUR CHANCES
because of unsightly teeth. Give your

teeth the Hollywood glamour look . . .

with lodent No. 2. Smoke Smudge and

Surface Stains disappear after only

a few brushings. See your teeth glow

with radiant whiteness. lodent No. 2 is

made by a Dentist. It is guaranteed

to be safe and effective by Good
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I her. And devastating it occasionally is.

Mitzi feels that a marriage relationship
should be able to stand honesty. Some-
times it’s hard to take.

For example, suppose we’re with a
group of friends and I’m recounting an
incident. She lets me tell the whole story

—

for who likes to be interrupted?—then
when I’m finished, she says, “Honey, it

didn’t really happen in Carmel. It hap-
pened in Monterey.”
She doesn’t do it to stab me or to de-

flate me, she just likes accuracy. Not that
Mitzi is completely accurate herself, but
she tries to be.

She asks my opinion about everything,
from whether a certain dress is becoming
to the way a scene should be done. But
she doesn’t ask just to defer to me as a
husband.
She says she values and respects my

opinions. But she doesn’t always follow
them! She doesn’t believe that anyone can
possibly be right all the time—not her
director, not myself, and not herself.
Since no one’s opinions are always correct,
she would feel foolish following anyone’s
slavishly.

Once we were going to a big gathering,
at which there would be present a group
of important businessmen and their wives.
Twirling around in a dark purple wool
dress with a matching coat, Mitzi asked
me, “How do you like my outfit?”

“Fine,” I said, “but I think a lot of the
women there will be wearing hats. It’s

just a suggestion, but don’t you think you
might wear one?”
That particular evening Mitzi didn’t feel

like wearing a hat. But finally, she gave in.

When we arrived at the party, she was
swept about a hundred feet away from
me. There were about 200 women present,
and about 198 were wearing hats. Mitzi
winked at me, a wink which said, “You
were right.”

On the other hand, when she had a
recording to make for “The Birds and the
Bees,” she asked me how I thought she
should record a particular number. She
also asked a musician on the set the same
question. Each of us gave our opinion.
When we had finished, she told me, with
that flawless Mitzi honesty, “I agree with
the musician, darling.”
Not that Mitzi is undiplomatic. If a

casual acquaintance asked her, “How do
you like this tie?” she wouldn’t say, “Oh.
it’s horrible,” even if she thought so.

She IS never critical in the early hours
of the morning. She feels that the day
should always start right, with zest and
fun. She believes that if you start the day
on a blue note, you may go through the
rest of the day feeling blue. She always
wakes up, sunny side up.

I’m amazed by her because much of the
time, when she’s working on a picture,
she will wake up at 5 a.m.—which is a
feat for anyone. Even Mitzi would rather
sleep till 8, like the rest of us. But she has
such verve. She looks forward to going to
the movie studio. She loves a regular
schedule.
The minute the alarm goes off, she

shoots out of bed like a cannon—and
starts singing.

Sleepily, I try to shush her. “Maybe the
neighbors won’t like you singing so early.”

“If they don’t like it now, they’ll never
like it,” she says cheerfully. And she
goes on singing.

For breakfast, she has a small glass of

orange juice, two eggs, either poached,
scrambled or boiled, half a glass of milk.
Sometimes she has bacon. It is a protein-
laden meal; which she needs for energy.

Throughout the day she has boundless
reserve. She gives all of herself, then col-
lapses happily.

She loves work, thinks movie work i-

great fun, and the harder she works, th

more fun she thinks it is.

Mitzi’s picture of life is a smiling thinj

but periodically she is unhappy. She i'

sometimes moody within herself, but sh
never shows her moodiness to othe
people.
When her father needed a serious op

eration, she was worried, a little quie
and kept to herself a bit. I said to her, “]

something I’ve done bothering you?”
“No,” she said, “it has nothing to d

with you, really.”

On the set, she appeared almost as ga
and effervescent as ever. She gives all c

herself to her movie scenes and leave
the moody part of herself at home.
She can throw off a mood, when th

need arises, as easily as other women sli

off a dress. Even if Mitzi has an argumei
with someone before a scene—she wi
argue for what she believes in—she walk
into the scene the next moment, com
pletely free of any resentment or broodinj
She is very sentimental. She hates to t

surprised herself, but gets fun out <

continually surprising others.
She will say to me, “Your birthday

in two days. I’m going to give a littl

party for you, just a couple of intimat
friends.”

The day of the party, you find out th:,

she has invited forty people. Someho\
she manages to make them all feel ;

home.
,

She will go to endless trouble to sui

prise and please me, or anyone she love
Nothing is too much work for Mitzi whe
she wants to surprise you.
She loves to buy gifts. She has given ni

gifts for every occasion except Mothei
Day. I’ve received gifts from Mitzi on m
birthday, Washington’s birthday, Lincoln
birthday, Valentine’s Day, our yearly ar

niversary, and all the monthly ann
versaries.

She spends a lot of time choosing gifi

Mitzi would never be guilty of giving
phonograph record to someone who’s toi

deaf or costume jewelry to someone wl
wouldn’t wear it. Her gifts are careful
chosen.
One of the most appreciated (by m(

and unusual gifts Mitzi has given me is

long, bone English shoehorn. She kno'
that when I wake up in the morning, I'

still drowsy, and I’m averse to reachii]

down to put on my shoes. I can barely s

them, that early in the morning. Knowii
all this, Mitzi figured out that the sho
horn would help a lot. Who but Mr
would ever think of giving a shoeho
as a gift?

Delightful as Mitzi is, it took time
get accustomed to some of her quirl

And no doubt, it was tough for her to £

accustomed to some of mine.
Mitzi is probably the Number 1 rac

fan in the United States. No matter wk
chores she’s doing at home, she likes

have a radio on at the same time. We ha
radios in the kitchen, bathroom, d(

living room., and in the master bedroo

When she’s not working in films. Mi
listens to every daytime drama on the s

Is Stella Dallas going to her daughte
wedding? Is John’s backstage wife goi

to marry Larry? Mitzi wouldn’t think
missing an episode in any daytime drar

All day long, when she’s not working
the studio, she has all five radios goii

all tuned in to the same program. This

in case someone phones. If she steps ii

the room where the phone is, she would
want to miss the latest episode in the 1

of any radio heroine. Somehow, e\

while she’s talking on the phone, i

manages to keep one ear cocked to i

sounds pouring out from the radio.
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' This was one fact about Mitzi of which
wasn’t completely aware, when we were

irst married. So, shortly after our mar-
'iage, I came home one night, to be
'reeted by Mitzi with great exuberance.
’

It had been a tough day at the office, and
: was delighted by the sight and sound of

ny bride. But not by the voice on the

adio! I couldn’t hear myself think above
hat din.

“Yummy,” I said, “can’t you turn off

he radio in the kitchen? It’s piercing my
eardrums.”
She obligingly turned it off.

A second later, I noticed that the very
;ame voice was coming from the bathroom.
Ln fact, the voice seemed to be coming
rom everywhere! That was when I dis-

covered my bride’s predilection for having
ave radios on at a time,

j

I think she still likes to have them on,

all five of them, when I’m not at home.
But she obligingly turns them all off when
she’s expecting me.
; Not that I have anything against radio.

1 like to listen to certain programs when
we can concentrate on them. But I can
ilisten to only one thing at a time. Mitzi

I aan do four or five things at once, and all

kgainst this background of blaring radios.

Another problem that came up be-
tween Mitzi and me was the question of

What is a messy drawer.
Mitzi is a great housekeeper. She loves

:leaning closets and drawers. I have my
Dwn system of putting away things. The
system may not be entirely logical, but I

can always remember in which drawer I

have placed something.
' One morning, I couldn’t find my cologne,
ft probably wasn’t put away in an orderly
fashion, but I remembered where I had
iput it, and looked there for it. I couldn’t
lifind il

I
“Where in the world’s the cologne?” I

ijasked.

“Just pull the drawer out,” said Mitzi.

‘The colognes are where your handker-
chiefs used to be.”
“But why, Mitzi?”

I “It’s more orderly that way.”
It probably is, but I could find what I

wanted more easily under my own sloppy
[System. At least, that’s what I thought at

first. Now, Mitzi practically has me con-
verted to her ideas on the arrangement of
'drawers.

I’ve heard a lot of people try to de-
scribe my wife, but it’s difficult, since
she’s at least three different people.
For instance, if she is being inter-

viewed by a reporter, she knows she’s

expected to perform, and she will give the
best story she can. She won’t show any
temperament, even if she is asked ex-
asperating questions, as reporters some-
times ask, to stimulate conversation.
Then, when she’s on the set talking to a

director, she’s doing business, and she’s

Mitzi Gaynor, the business woman.
At home, she’s still another woman.

There’s a very nice comedy writer who
lives next door to us. He’s bright and
witty, but a little shy. He first met Mitzi
sitting in the sun near the swimming pool,

being beautiful in the sun—which, of

course, is no effort at all for Mitzi. They
got to talking.

Several times they met at the swim-
ming pool, and always Mitzi was her
beautiful, immaculate self in a gorgeous
bathing suit or sun suit.

One evening, when she met me at the
door, she said, “Jack’s a nice fellow and
very intelligent. Why don’t you ask him
to come up?”
So I did. I didn’t tell him we were going

out later that evening. Mitzi whooped
open the door when he came. There
wasn’t a bit of make-up on her face. It

had all been washed clean, and her hair
was in curlers.

Jack looked startled. “Mitzi!” he said.

“What’s this? You knew your husband
had invited me to drop in, didn’t you? Is

it all right to come in?”
Mitzi smiled her serenest smile and said,

“Of course.”
Later, Jack said that he had never been

more complimented than by Mitzi’s will-
ingness to greet him when her hair was
in curlers. “This girl is really a friend of
mine,” he said. “I was completely un-
prepared to find her so relaxed at home.
I’m tired of people who are always formal,
always set, always prepared.”

I know that there are writers who have
hinted that there will be a domestic dirge
in any family if the husband ever sees his

wife with her hair in curlers. But I feel

that if Mitzi couldn’t be relaxed around
me, ours wouldn’t be much of a marriage,

j

And any marriage that would break up
over such a trivial cause wouldn’t be my
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“I now have

peace of mind in

my married iife!”

says Mrs. E. Rosen who now
uses ZONITE to douche!

SAFE! Most women—both married and

about- to-be-married—wonder about
douching for feminine hygiene. Mrs. Rosen

did, and she only found peace of mind

when she heard about the importance of

following the proper method of douching

with a fountain syringe, using an effective

yet safe solution— like zonite.

EFFECTIVE! No other type liquid anti-

septic-germicide for the douche of all those

tested is 50 powerfully effective yet so safe

to body tissues as zonite.

HEALTHFUL! zoNiTE completely deodor-

izes, promptly washes away germs and

odor-causing waste substances. A nurse

once advised Mrs. Rosen that if any ab-

normal condition exists, she should see her

doctor. She said he would probably recoiu-

mend that she continue to use zonite.

DAINTY! You, too, can be one of the mod-

ern women who welcome the “peace of

mind" and daintiness that zonite gives

them after monthly periods and other

times. You can use zonite as directed, as

often as needed, without the slightest risk

of injury. Costs only pennies per douche.

use

Guaranteed by ‘

.Good Housekeeping

AovtniisiD

DNITE
so safe yet

so effective!mm PICTURES OF

MOVIE & T V. STARS 50/
I .Scene from latest Picture 6?
I 5 MovieStars ongum stamps
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In just 6 short weeks—ond with the help of my GOLDEN BLONDE
HAIR— I captured my guy . . . for good! I wouldn't soy it was

ENTIRELY the result of my ll-minute BLONDEX Beauty Both, but

that shining, radiant color surely ottrocted him and held him, too.

BLONDEX, the new “lotion” shampoo, specially for blondes, is

made at home FRESH os you need it. Quickly whipping into a

creamy, billowy lather, Blondex instantly removes the dull, dingy

film that makes hair dark, old-looking, brings out light, lustrous

shine and sparkling highlights men love. Get BLONDEX today at

10^, drug or department stores.
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MAKE BIG MONEY
Full or Part Time!

I I
High Commissions!

I I
No Experience!

Q No Age Requirements!

Free Sales Kit!

I I
No Investment!

I I
No Obligation!

Rush your name and address today for
amazing new sales kit. It’s absolutely FREE.
Gives you startling information. Tells you
how to make big money fast and often by
helping us take orders for magazine sub-
scriptions. It’s easy! No experience needed!
Become our personal magazine represen-
tative in your community. Free kit works
like magic to put dollars into your pocket!
You don’ts invest a penny of your money
now or any time. We supply everything
you need free. Act now.

Paste coupon below on post
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cash is yours for the asking!
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TWO LOVELY RINGS
Beautiful Engagement and
Wedding ring to match in

J
1 /40 10-K R.G.P., set with
sparkling brilliants. Yours
for selling $2.00 worth of

famed Rosebud Products.

Orders Rosebud Salve oi

8 Tholene Camphor Oint*

ment to sell at 25c a box Or
4 Rosebud Perfume to sell at

50c a bottle. Order 4 Rosebud,
4 Tholene or 2 Perfume for 1 ring.

ROSEBUD PERFUME CO. Box 49 WOOOSBORO. MARYLAND

Now She Shops

'Xash And Carry”
Without Painful Backache

Nagging backache, headache, or muscular aches and
pains may come on with over-exertion, emotional up-
sets or day to day stress and strain. And folks who
eat and drink unwisely sometimes suffer mild bladder
irritation. . .with that restless, uncomfortable feeling.

If you are miserable and worn out because of
these discomforts, Doan’s Pills often help by their

pain relieving action, by their soothing effect to ease
bladder irritation, and by their mild diuretic action
through the kidneys— tending to increase the output
of the 15 miles of kidney tubes.
So if nagging backache makes you feel dragged-out,

miserable, with restless, sleepless nights, don’t wait,
try Doan’s Pills, get the same happy relief millions
have enjoyed for over 60 years. Ask for new. large,

economy size and save money.Get Doan’s Pills today !

idea of matrimony nor Mitzi’s, either.

I’m delighted that Mitzi has no inhibi-
tions with me. Whenever we meet, after

being parted for a few hours, she throws
her arms around me, completely without
inhibition, no matter who’s around.
When she gets home later than I, she

has a special rap on the door. It’s very
rhythmic, and sounds exactly like a Bay
Rum commercial. Then, even though it’s

been only four hours since I last saw her,
she’s as effusive as if she hadn’t seen me
for three weeks.
She greets everyone she likes with ex-

uberance. She adds a diminutive and
affectionate “i” or “ie” to the narhes of
almost all her friends. She calls George
Gobel “Hotsi” because that was his name
in their picture, “The Birds and the Bees.”
She calls Paul Jones, “Paulie,” Donald
O’Connor, “Donnie,” Jeanmaire, “Zizi.”

Like most affectionate women, Mitzi
loves pets. Her preference is for a real
dog, not a lap dog. Until recently, she
always had a dog. Now there’s no room
in our apartment for one, but I’m sure
that when we buy a house, she’ll get a
dog immediately. She’s also had spurts
of being interested in tropical fish. She
doesn’t care much for birds, though she’s
not afraid of them. There are very few
things Mitzi really fears.

I have heard that she is terribly afraid
of heights. Recently, when we were in
Reno on vacation, she was chosen Snow
Queen. As such, one of her duties was to
take a ride on a ski lift.

We got on this thing, and suddenly we
were seventy feet up in the air. I’m not
supposed to be afraid of heights, but when
I saw how high up we were, I turned
pale.

“What’s the matter with you?” Mitzi
said. She was looking over the side, wav-
ing at the people behind her, and having a
wonderful time. She was just as relaxed
as if she’d been standing on the ground
instead of being wafted into the air.

So is my wife afraid of heights? All I

can say is that Mitzi is certain things in
certain situations. Up there on the ski
lift, fear never entered her heart. But me
—well, I was scared to death that she was
going to slip off any minute!

M itzi can be very superstitious. She
never puts a hat on a bed, never walks
under a ladder, never talks about a deal
until it’s signed and delivered, never says
who her next co-star is going to be until
he’s signed. She will never start anything
of great consequence when the minute
hand of the clock is on the down sweep.
She always starts everything on an up-
beat.

If the director asks if she can be on the
set at 9; 25, she says it will take her about
five minutes longer. She manages to ap-
pear on the set exactly at 9:31 a.m., when
the minute hand of the clock is definitely
going upward.

Still, she can be flexible about some of
her superstitions. Once when she broke a
mirror, I said, “I think it’s ridiculous to
believe you’re going to embrace seven
years of hard luck because of one broken
ten-cent mirror.”

She smiled up at me. “Yes, it is pretty
ridiculous, isn’t it?” she admitted. Im-
mediately, she put the superstition out
of her mind. That’s what I call an ac-
commodating superstition.

Both Mitzi and I have tempers. How-
ever, she has a thermostat she uses on my
temper. When I explode, she says, “Why
not relax about this?” Of course, when
her thermostat doesn’t work, we have an
argument.
When I’m moody or worried, she’s very

thoughtful. “Can I get you anything?”
she asks. “Is there anything I can help

you with? Or would you like a littleB
peace and solitude? What is best for you?-H
There is a great deal of give and takeI

in our marriage. When Mitzi has to go tcl
work early, I wake up with the birds, too,fl

and make her breakfast for her. M
On the other hand, she delights inj I

keeping the house spotless—with the help, 1

of a cleaning woman just once a week— J

and in creating exotic dishes for dinner.
]When we are expecting friends, she williJ

make a big roast beef, goulash or fish I

dish with sauterne, and bedeck the'

whole thing with mushrooms.
People will ask incredulously, looking at

Mitzi, who appears to have just stepped ij

out of a bandbox, “Did you make this?”H
She will bask in this. She loves the sun- ,

shine of approval, and spreads it gen-
,

erously, whenever she can, without being
dishonest.

j

Some people who don’t know Mitzi very
|

;

well have intimated she’s a madcap. She-
is witty, there is plenty of sparkle about
her, but I don’t see her as a madcap. I see-
her as a very sensitive, bright, searchingji
person, who is curious about everything. i

She will take nothing for granted. She !

wants to know the whys and wherefores'!
of everything.
After she saw Frank Sinatra in “The I

Man with the Golden Arm,” she was
so impressed by his characterization of

Frankie Machine that she asked everyone
she met who had seen the picture, whati
they thought was the significance of the
character.
She wanted to know, “Why was- he'

dependent? Why did he depend so muchs
on Kim Novak?”
She also wanted to know not only the

motivation of all the characters played by-
the stars in the film, but how the actors
produced the effects they did.

Yummy feels as if she used to pass over,
things, take them more or less for granted,;
and now she is looking into everything in

a very searching way. Originally a very
sensitive girl, she has become more in-

tuitive about people than ever before,
due to this searching attitude of mind.
Once when we entertained a large group

at our home, I noticed she wasn’t circulat-'

ing with a lot of people. I felt she should
be talking to everyone, acting the part of

hostess, and I told her so,

“Why do you feel that’s so important?”
she asked me.

I gave her eleven fast reasons.
She listened to them all very politely,

then said, “There are four people at the

party who know no one. I have been try-

ing to shepherd them around so they’ll

get to know the others.”
Instinctively, Mitzi had sought out thej

people who needed her most. Pretty soon;

everyone knew everyone at the party. Her
fine feminine instincts had led her to do;

just the right thing. 1

Sometimes, looking at my lovely wife, 1

think back to the evening I first proposed!
to her. I had always hoped to make thal

proposal under very romantic, glamorousj
circumstances. I had rehearsed the wordS;
I would say, with the moon gleaming over-'

head in a sky dotted with stars. i

Then one night Mitzi and I went out
for dinner.

The dinner was horrible. The service

was impossible. The waiter spilled things

all over the table, and even on Mitzi’s lap.

In the middle of all this confusion, I said

to Mitzi, “I’d like to marry you.”
She beamed back at me. “Wonderful,"

she said.

And in that one word she summed up
everything. In spite of the adjustments,
the problems, the five radios, our mar-
riage has been just that—wonderful.

The EIni
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N§1DE STUFF Continued from page 18

’
'
hedules. ... A good way to get clob-

. Itred is to mention Rock Hudson’s so-

illed marital problems. “For five

' ;ars,” says Rock grimly, “the gossips

ied to force me into marriage. And
)W after a few happy months they’re

:

ying to split us up.” Tongues first

arted to wag when Rock walked out
i a night spot and left Phyllis at a

ble with friends. “I had an early

orning call,” Rock explains, “but there

ias no reason why Phyllis’ fun had to

e spoiled, too!”

jail And Farewell: Jacques Sernas,

sappointed because of lack of work,
jcided to return to Europe. Confident

iat he’d lost his French accent, Jacques
fsted for “Tammy,” opposite Debbie
eynolds. But alas, Leslie Nielsen got

lie role. Discouraged Jacques loves

lollywood, but there are no jobs for

^m. He’ll continue to perfect his Eng-
sh, and we predict Hollywood will

[/entually bring him back—at double
[is salary!

liiding High: Tab Hunter rode his own
brse in “The Burning Hills,” and it was a

roud moment when he collected “Swiz-

i

estick’s” paycheck. “Swizz earned
i;ven hundred and forty dollars, and
lat ain’t hay,” beams Tab, “but it will

e!” When he started “The Girl He Left
ehind,” the studio tried to talk Tab

iudrey Hepburn gets an encourag-

ng ivord from co-star Fred Astaire,

't top with daughter Ava. With no
i'lovies ahead, Jacques Sernas re-

amed to Europe ivith wife—but
'Ot for long! Van Johnson’s trib-

f'te made tough Jim Cagney blush!

out of wearing a close-cropped haircut.

“But if I’m playing a GI, I should look
like a GI,” Tab protested. “Your fans
won’t like it,” said the studio. “But the
Army wilU” replied Tab—and he stuck
to his guns.

Perfectionists: There’s a reason why
top people are tops. Take for example
Marlon Brando, who learned a speech
in Japanese for a local press conference
in Japan. The rest of the cast of “Tea-
house of the August Moon” just stood
around with that well-known egg on
their faces! . . . And Audrey Hepburn,
making “Funny Face” with Fred
Astaire, begged him to rehearse their

musical numbers on a Sunday. “I’ve

never danced for the camera before”
explained little Audrey, “and when you
dance with the master, the most you can
hope for is to come off looking second
best!” Fred says she has exactly nothing
to worry about.

Most Wanted Man: Ask any Hollywood
hostess and she’ll tell you that Bob
Wagner is the best-mannered male
guest at a party. Nancy Sinatra hos-
tessed an evening of fun recently and
she invited Bob, who without being
asked, served drinks and saw that
everyone was comfortable and happy.
The next day, Nancy received a note of

thanks and ten dozen red carnations.
What a welcome relief from the dun-
garee-sweat shirt type!

Star Dust: Van Johnson, who always
eats his lunch in his dressing room, is

Hollywood’s number one fan. At U-I,
making “Kelly and Me,” Van heard
that Jimmy Cagney was in the com-
missary and rushed over to meet his

screen idol. When they were intro-

duced Van charmingly dropped to his

knees and salaamed the “master.”
Tough guy Cagney actually blushed as

he grinned his appreciation.

The Great Healer: Time takes care of

everything. After the Barbara Stan-
wyck-Robert Taylor marriage back-
fired, the mere mention of his name up-
set her. But recently, when she made
a movie at M-G-M, Barbara laughed all

through lunch with Bob, in the studio
commissary. . . . About this time last

year, when Dewey Martin was in the
Virgin Islands making “The Proud and
Profane,” he whispered sweet nothings
to Bill Holden’s eighteen-year-old
daughter, Virginia. Now Dewey’s mar-
ried to the sultry singer, thirty-three-
year-old Peggy Lee. Permission granted
to write your own comment!

Any girl can

be popular
A winning personality begins with

the confidence you develop when
your job is fun and your associates

stinmlate you. And tbe nice pay-

checks you earn as a skilled Compt-
ometer* operator help a girl dress

and look her best in the office or

on dates.

Start an exciting future today by

enrolling for a short easy course at

your nearby Comptometer School.

Low tuition. Free lifetime place-

ment service throughout the world.

No age restriction. Day or night

classes. Mail the coupon for the

success story.

^^Comptometer is a registered trade mark

free

Comptometer
School Division

FELT & TARRANT
MFG. CO.

IS
Dept. E, 1703 N. Paulina St., Chicago22, III.

Please send my free copy of
"Your Invitation to Success"

Name
Adare%-_

C/fy State

Telephore

High school c/oss of 19

WANT EXTRA CASH?
Lots of extra money can be yours regularly by helping us
take ortlers for magazine suliscriptions. Write for FREE
information. No obligation whatever.

PHOTOPLAY, 205 E. 42 St., N.Y. 17, N.Y,

YOU’D NEVER KNOW I HAD

/c. n SORIA5IS
As hundreds of thousands of users
have learned, Siroil tends to re-
move psoriasis crusts and
scales on outer layer of skin.
Light applications help control
recurring lesions. Siroil doesn’t

stain clothing or bed linens.
Offered on two -weeks- satisfac-

tion -or -money -refunded basis.

23 years of successful results.

Write for free booklet.
*S. D. means Skin Disorder.

tA-

DRUG STORES
SIROIL LABORATORIES, INC.

1 Dept. M.83, Santa Monica. Calif.

1

Please send me your free booklet on Psoriasis.

"1

1 NAME

1 STREET
Please Print

! TOWN
L 1
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I Can’t Get Rid of

1 Dark or Discolored Skin,

Freckles, Skin Spots?’

HERE’S HELP! Mercolized Wax Cream
7 NIGHT PLAN Lightens,
Beautifies Skin WhileYou Sleep
Just follow the famous Mercolized Wax
Cream 7 Night Plan to a whiter, smoother,
lovelier skin. Smooth rich, luxurious Mer-
coiized Wax Cream on your face or arms
just before retiring each night for one week.

You'll begin to see results almost
at once . . . lightens dark skin,
blotches, spots, freckles as if by
magic! This is not a cover up cos-
metic: Mercolized Wax Cream
works UNDER the skin surface.
Beautiful women have used this

time-tested plan for over 40 years — you’ll

love it’s fast, sure, longer lasting results!
Mercolized Wax Cream is sold on 100% guar-
antee or money back. Start using it now

!

MERCOLIZED WAX CREAM
At All Drug and Cosmetic Counters

Lightens dark

skin and ugly

spots almost

overnight.

iFiN'^^HIGHSCHOOLniW^
No classes to attend. Easy spare-time train-

'

ing covers big choice of subjects. Friendly)
instructors; standard texts. Full credit for)

previous schooling. Diploma awarded.
Write now for FREE catalog!

WAYNE SCHOOL Catalog HH-37
2527 Sheffield Ave./ Chicago 1 4/ Illinois^

Photo of Your Favorite

MOVIE STAR
Big Borgoint . . . NOT smell pocket size, but tAAGfA,
ACTUAL POATAAfT. Also FREE' Beoutiful Cotolog FREE'

FREE I Tells how to'^get HOME ADDRESSES, BIRTHDAYS,
ond PHOTOS of STARS HOMES. Send only '5* for

hondiing 1 3 oNotos lor 25c) . Rush to:

HOLLYWOOD FILM STAR CENTER
Box 2309. Dept. B-8 Hollywood 28. Californio

BB/m
AT YOUR DRUGGIST

MOSSO'S

Jnsecf
Bites!

Neglected bites from non-
poisonous insects may cause
dangerous infection. Be wise.

Use OIL-O-SOL. Soothes, cools,

comforts, eases pain.

OIL-O-SOL
HOME SEWERS WANTED!

I

EARN S40 WEEKLY Sewing Babywear
—Little Girls’ Dresses, Aprons, lacing

Leather Moccasins! No house to house
selling! Rush self-addressed, stamped
envelope today, to:

BABYWEAR, WARSAW 15, INDIANA

KILLTHE HAIR ROOT
Destroy unwonted hair PERAAANENTLY. Use con*

venrently at home. When you hove reod oui

instruction book carefully and learned to use

te new Mohler Epilator sofely and efficiently, i

'^then you con remove unwanted hoir FOREVER. /

VMONEY-BACK GUARANTEE (Our 76th

MAHLERS, INC.. Dept 606-K PROVIDENCE 15, R. I.

Com Pain Stopped

hst
Out Come
Corns in

a Hurry!
Dr. Scholl’s Zino-pads not only give fast nerve-deep

relief from pain, but also remove corns one of the
quickest ways known to medical science. Try them!

DTSchollsZino-pads

Poverty's Child i

{Continued from page 41)

view wasn’t marred, since there was only

a brick wall to see anyway. My little

daughter, Dawn, was 3000 miles away, and
her only Christmas present from me was a

long, loving letter. I was $8.52 from being
flat broke. The producers of the Broadway
musical, “Hazel Flagg,” had decided to

omit the dance Td come from Hollywood
to do. When they’d asked me not to report

for rehearsal, I’d hit bottom. Now, tears

of loneliness for Dawn trickled down my
cheeks. Taxi horns sounded outside; in-

side, the quiet was broken only by a boiling

coffeepot.

My roommate, Chris Carter, who’d come
with me from Hollywood, opened the door,

shaking the wet snow from her coat.

“Well, I got the yogurt and the coffee,” she

said. “And now for our Christmas din-

ner.” In the electric coffeepot, plugged
into a light socket, were two potatoes.

Chris stabbed at them with a fork.

“They’re done,” she said, fishing them out.

From a suitcase she got two plates and
cups, then she spread a towel on the
dresser for a tablecloth. “Now, I’ll make
the coffee,” she went on. “Gee, I hope we
don’t blow the fuses again until the coffee

is finished.” From a dresser drawer Chris
extracted two stale rolls, sprinkled them
with water and put them on the radiator

to soften. Then she opened the window
to retrieve the yogurt bottle filled with
Jello, which she’d made by the simple ex-
pedient of adding hot tap water to the
powder and leaving it out on the window
sill overnight.
The phone rang. It was a friend in the

“Hazel Flagg” cast, calling to say that

the producers had finally decided to leave
my dance in. Jubilantly, Chris and I

drew up chairs to the dresser. I sur-
veyed the dinner, murmuring, “Well, no
rich wine sauces to give us the gout.” And
just as the coffee bubbled in the pot

—

bang—the fuse blew and our light went
out.

I began to hum, “There’s no business
like show business . .

!” and Chris and I

doubled up with laughter while angry
hotel guests in the hall yelled, “Hey, what’s
with the lights? They’re out again!” Al-
most every night at dinnertime they went
out—thanks to our contraband coffeepot.
Fortunately, Chris and I had the saving

grace of laughter, which helped us through
those rough days. My dance—a burlesque
of Salome and the Seven Veils—received
wonderful notices, and from then on that
wolf outside the door fled to greener
pastures. My name went up in lights and
my picture was put on posters. It was
exciting, but after the show I still had to

soak my aching feet. The papers called
me an overnight success. Take my word
for it, thirteen years—hungry, frightened
years of dancing—make one long, lone-
some, heartbreaking night.
But before that, Chris—a luscious, off-

beat, red-headed character—and I had
learned to make do. We had utilized all

our courage and mainly our battered
senses of humor to keep our heads up
during that gloomy period in New York.
I hadn’t wanted to leave Hollywood when
Robert Alton, the choreographer, had
asked me to give up the safety of my
$42.50 hoofing job at the Macayo, a little

night spot, and try my luck in New York.
I fought against leaving my little girl

again, and in fact, I’d about decided I was
a failure at the work I’d loved and been
studying since I was six. I was ready to
turn in my tap shoes for a typewriter.
Toward that end. I’d been saving a little

each week to take a secretarial course. I

even had the promise of a job at Hughes

Aircraft and planned to change my nam
to something less flamboyant than Shere
North.
But Robert Alton kept telling me wha

a great future I’d have on Broadway i

I succeeded, so finally I agreed to go, i

Chris could go along as my understudy
By the time I’d left two weeks boan
money with the mother of a choru
friend to care for Dawn, bought a chea;

suitcase, golashes, a thin, full-length gra;

coat for $12 at Lemer’s (which wa
laughable against the icy winter in Nev
York), I found I had just enough for trail

fare and expenses to last a week unti

payday in New York. In the matter of .

winter coat, Chris was worse off than
1;

She’d found a remodeled old mouton coa

at a rummage sale and considered hersel

rather chic in it. But the first time sh

wore it in the rain, it smelled like a Chi
cago meat-packing house, and poor Chri
had to shell out $15 from her dwindlin,

supply for another coat.

And dwindle the money did. W
thought we were a couple of hep charac
ters when it came to show business, am
we expected to go on rehearsal salar,

right away. When we discovered it wouL
be five weeks before we got paid—am
then only $30 a week—the news rocked Ui

like a small -sized atom bomb. In addi
tion to that, the job meant so much to usl

we couldn’t risk being late for rehearsa
So the first morning we took a cab. 1

seemed like a long ride, and the fare wa
$1.50. Tired after we were through, w,

didn’t feel like a long walk, so we took ,

cab back to the hotel. Fare: $2. It wa
only by accident, that days later, w
learned we were only two blocks frot

City Center and that the cabbies ha|

played us for suckers, with trips throug
Central Park and back.
We didn’t want to tell anyone hot

broke we were, so we made a game out c

merely existing. Since we only had sum
mer dresses, we wore Levis under ou
coats to keep warm. In California, Levi!

are fine, but not in New York. So we’
roll them up, put on high heels and go f

a cheap restaurant for breakfast. Natural
ly, we couldn’t take our coats off. We’
case the tables to see which one had th'

biggest pile of rolls in a basket, the
order coffee and a ten-cent bowl of musl
And while Chris made up to the waite
like mad, I’d stuff my purse and blous
with the rolls. They’d dry out in th

hotel room, so when we’d get hungry we’
pour water on them, then put them on th

radiator.
''

To this day, I believe we kept froi

starving only because Chris had a lot <

boyfriends back in Hollywood. Whe
they wrote, saying they’d like to send h(

a gift, she’d tell them what she real!

needed was an electric coffeepot or a h(

plate or a broiler. All this gear we’d kee
in a suitcase, away from the watchful ej

of the hotel maid. When we went 1

Philadelphia for the tryouts, we had 1;

lug all this stuff with us. And by th:

time Chris had even promoted a set i

Revere ware. For radiator cooking, ye

Following a year on Broadway, I got'*

spot in the film, “Living it Up,” then, c

TV, an appearance on the Bing Crosl
show, and finally a film contract. Aft(

that, I went around with an expression t

permanent surprise at money coming i[

each and every week. I wasn’t cast in

film for a whole year, and that made ii:

solvency seem even more remarkable.
‘

was the first time I’d ever had a vacatkj
with pay.

My immediate objective was to learn c

about insurance—from education fun<

I
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ir Dawn to accident policies and an-
anities—and to invest my spare cash in

lem. That was the direct result of long
jars of insecurity—of wondering where
oney for baby food for Dawn and bean
oney for myself was coming from. One
id result of my new financial status was
lat I was constantly hungry, and I be-
in to put on weight. I’d come back from
three-hour dancing lesson, open the

;
ell-stocked refrigerator, and eat every-
ling in sight. Partly, it was nervous jit-

;rs at the thought of acting in pictures
I'ith experts, and partly it was trying to

ake up for all those hungry years.

; Like so many others, I was a Depression
aby, born in a fourth-floor apartment in

le shabbiest end of Hollywood. Added
# that, my father walked out before I

I

as born. I’ve never seen him or even a
cture of him. We moved from apart-
ent to apartment when we couldn’t pay
ae rent. There was Mother, Grandmoth-
!' Shoard (with a Scottish accent as thick
( the oatmeal porridge she fed us), Janet,

ly half-sister, Don, my half-brother, and
I
changing cast of hard-up relatives,

jmetimes we were on relief; sometimes,
i addition to the oatmeal, we managed a
!mb stew. I recall that, when childhood
Urts brought tears. Grandma never said,
jlere’s a nickel to buy some candy.” In-
ead, but not frequently, she’d say, “Come

Color portrait of Anita Ekberg, Debra
Paget by Fraker; Vera Miles by War-
ners; Leslie Caron by Bull; Sal Mineo
by Arthur; stills from "War and Peace"

by Paramount; Paul Newman by Avery;

Deborah Kerr by Mitchell; Victoria

Shaw, Rita Moreno by Marshutz.

the kitchen and I’ll boil you a nice

|:g.” That was real luxury.
Mother worked alternately as a practical

iirse, floorwaxer in office buildings, and
a pearl-bead stringer and jewelry ap-

aiser when she could find that type of

|Drk. In her harassed struggle to sup-
lirt us (and this is the saddest thing
lOut poverty), she didn’t have time to

other me. And my older brother and
iter were out fighting their own battles,

earned my first dollar when I was five,

Iping mother string pearls. I figured I’d

en paid for having fun. I soon found
it the second dollar was work. But I

idn’t mind helping to keep a dancing
jidio clean so I could have lessons. Nor
|i I mind long walks or hitchhiking to
|t to the studio for my lessons. When I

'IS eleven, an uncle taught me to drive
I 3 truck, and soon I was earning fifty

lots helping some boys park cars at the
liristian Science Church on Sundays be-
Ire I went in for the services. Later, I

tlped park cars at Ciro’s and the old
locadero’s for a dollar and a hamburger,
lithout money, you grow up fast.

By the time I was thirteen, I considered
vself a professional dancer, ready to get
Riob, dancing in the chorus at the Greek
ijieatre during the summer season. The
aild labor law enforcers wouldn’t have
breed with me, so I lied about my age,
piped my sister’s high-heeled pumps,
tiffed my bodice with cotton, and bought
jfake hair fall. When you grow up fast,
jiu learn to use your wits. As soon as

the summer was over and I was out of a
dancing job, I lined up at the unemploy-
ment office, getting enough money to con-
tinue going to school. At fifteen, I eloped
to Las Vegas, hoping to give up the strug-
gle to support myself. But a year and a
half later, I had a daughter to support and
no husband. Marriage is obviously not
for children.

I went back to dancing at the less im-
portant night clubs. I took the baby with
me because I couldn’t afford a baby-sitter.

Someone has said, “The poor would never
be able to live at all if it wasn’t for the
poor.” Knowing what it is to be broke
tends to humanize you, to make you
responsive to the needs of others. The
girls backstage were wonderful to Dawn

—

and me. With just enough money to see
them through the week, not knowing if

they’d be working the next week or not,
those girls had developed a compassion
for the struggles and hurts of others. I,

myself, didn’t escape this desire to heln.
If we had a dollar we’d give a needy
friend fifty cents of it. When Chris was
out of a job, I’d be breadwinner for both
of us, and she did the same for me.

I hope I never lose this desire to help
others—whether it’s with money for a
needed operation or illness; help in finding
a job, watching a performance and bring-
ing it to the attention of the right people;
solving some problem; or just a sympath-
etic ear when marriage problems are
overwhelming. Sometimes, just a good
dinner or an understanding letter or phone
call can work wonders.
For these are the things that poverty

teaches you—the things a child brought
up in self-centered luxury doesn’t learn
unless there are wise parents. And that’s
why, though I hope Dawn never has to
make her way unaided, I still don’t want
to spoil her. Just the other day I asked
her if I might borrow her little record
player so the group who come to my
dressing room to rest during lunch hour
could have some soothing music. I could
have bought another record player; how-
ever, I wanted Dawn to understand what
sharing meant. That’s also why Dawn
doesn’t get an allowance, but she does get
paid for keeping the den in order. I don’t
want her to have to learn the value of
money by parking cars at Ciro’s during
her teens, but I do want her to learn the
value of money.
Although I thought I’d learned the value

of money, I found that I was frittering
away a good part of my salary on non-
essentials. The answer was getting a busi-
ness manager—a hard-hearted man who
has put me on a strict budget. If I ask
for money to buy new draperies he says,
“Why don’t you make them yourself? My
wife does. Why put a lot of money into
draperies for a rented house, when you
plan to buy or build your own home?” He
was right—after I thought it over a
while—and I did make them. They’ll nev-
er get me admitted to the interior dec-
orators’ union, but they’re adequate. And,
if ever I get a sudden mad yen for an
electric blender or some such, I find it

easier to save out of the household money
and buy it than to go through a session
with our business manager.

I m a realist who only believes in cash
in hand. Since my salary checks go di-
rectly to my business manager, they’ve
lost their meaning to me. Consequently,
when an agent offers me a hi-fi set or an
assortment of French perfume in payment
for a TV appearance, I’m inclined to grab
it. If he offers a check. I’m not- so in-
terested^—though I could buy a number
of hi-fi’s and enough perfume to bathe
in with the check.
Suddenly finding yourself with more

income than you’ve ever dreamt of isn’t

Amazing
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an easy thing to assimilate. The history

of Hollywood is filled with tragic stories

of stars who earned tremendous sums and,
once past their acting days, found them-
selves in sorry financial state. And there
are top film personalities today, drawing
huge salaries, who are dreadfully in debt
both to Uncle Sam and others. They can’t

seem to remember that, after taxes, they
are not going to receive the figure on their

salary checks, but anywhere from fifty to

ninety percent less than that sum. You
can’t buy a closet of Dior gowns, a fleet

of Cadillacs, an assortment of houses on
ten percent of your earnings—unless
you’re Rockefeller.
My husband. Bud Freeman, and I are

certain that we’ll never go into debt; we’re
not the type who tries to impress the
Joneses. Personally, security means too
much to me, because I can still remember
how my feet hurt when I bought my first

high-heel pumps. Having only three dol-
lars to spend, I went to a shoe outlet
store on Hollywood Boulevard. All I

could find in my size were a dreadfully
narrow pair—4 A’s. I bought them any-
how, and danced away the night on my
first date at the Cocoanut Grove. Ah,
youth.
Years of being broke make you not only

realistic but sometimes too cautious,
afraid to leave the nest of a small security
and try your wings. So opportunities pass
and memories become bitter. And injus-
tices can rankle deep and corrode when
money is involved. I remember when I

was dancing in a night club for $42.50.

The management was supposed to furnish
new costumes, but didn’t. The ones we
had were in tatters and we’d spend hours
keeping them in repair. There’s a union
that prohibits that, and once I was caught
mending my costume and fined $50. It

seemed that such work should have been
done by a wardrobe mistress, but we
didn’t have one. Did the management
repay me? That’s a laugh! Two weeks
later, they were going to fine us $50 each
again for wearing our own shoes. The
ones the management bought us didn’t
fit and were falling apart. I solved that
crisis by quitting.

It’s no wonder, then, that money had
real meaning for me. With my new con-
tract, the thing I wanted most of all was
a home for my little girl. She and I had

never had one. But again caution over-
came this natural desire and I rented a

rundown cottage thirty miles out in the

Valley where rents were cheap. I drove
a beat-up 1949 car with holes in the roof,

I lugged the laundry to the laundromat,
I watched the ads for Thursday grocery
specials and shopped around, I saved plas-

tic bags and string and continued to use
kitchen matches (my own patented cigar-

ette lighters) . It was hard for me to spend
money on myself. My clothes came from
Ohrbach’s, where one serves oneself and
saves; I bought a little straw skimmer at

the drugstore for sixty- nine cents.

And so I was much amused when I read
in the columns: “Sheree North in an ex-
pensive cocktail suit and chic hat at Giro’s

last night.” That expensive cocktail suit

was $39.50, and the hat cost $5.95. I’d

learned to know values and style from
constantly reading fashion magazines, and
from my model girlfriends, who buy basic
simplicity and good fabrics, avoiding loud
colors, fripperies and high style.

Although I love and can afford clothes,

I find that today I don’t need an extensive
wardrobe. At the studio I wear rehearsal
leotards and tennis shoes. At home I

wear toreador pants and blouses. And if

I must attend premieres or make out-of-
town appearances, the studio furnishes the
clothing—too fancy. I’ll admit, for my own
personal taste.

The odd thing. I’ve found, is that since
I don’t have to count my pennies. I’ve

become more subdued in my appearance.
I don’t have to bleach my hair platinum,
cover my face with make-up, or wear re-
vealing dresses in order to get a job in a
night club. I can be myself. And that
means letting my hair go back to its nat-
ural brown and grow out—sans perma-
nent—except when I’m in a picture. Then,
it seems, gentlemen still prefer frizzy
blonds. I like to pull my hair severely
back from my face in a chignon and wear
smart little hats. I’ve always loved se-
verely tailored, simple suits, and now I

wear them. I dislike costume jewelry,
bright colors and too-fancy shoes. Col-
umnists are amazed; they call me the new
Sheree. I’ve found a wonderful Chinese
girl who makes me a few basic dresses,

well -fitting, and that’s all I need for the
infrequent occasions when Bud and I go
out in the evening. He doesn’t care for

night clubs. As for me, they give me the

shakes; I’ve had it from the other end of

the room.

Frankly, I suppose that I don’t feel like

a film star. And, knowing me, I never
will. I’m giving a lot of thought to my
career and I’d like to have some integrity

about my work. But I don’t fool myself.

I know that girls like me are hired mainly
for their legs and faces—visual aids to

entertainment. What’s more, we’re darn
well paid. I know that musicals are what
I can do best. And I like that nice pay-
check coming in every week. Whether
you emote like mad or just do something
nice and fluffy, the color of the money is

just as green. And it sure beats working
in the chorus line. I’m realistic enough
to know that a dancer doesn’t last for-

ever. That’s why I want money in the

bank, and a home of our own someday
when we’ve saved enough for it.

Maybe financial security has meant toe

much to me; I don’t know. Maybe il

would be better to have a more spiritua,

attitude. Philosophers have long held that

the “best things in life are free”—which
by the way, is the title of my new picture

—and millions of gags have been writter

about money not being everything. I ad-

mit all that is true. The only thing i;

that, to appreciate the best things, you’ve
got to have a little peace of mind, and yoi
can’t have it when the rent is overdue
and baby needs new shoes and even the

butterflies in your stomach are starving

In my youth, I was exposed to the re-

ligious beliefs—that one is surrounded be

abundance; that worry over material sub-
stance is incorrect thinking; that every-
thing one needs for the good life is a

hanel. I must say this hasn’t worked fo

me. But I’ve seen it work beautifully fo

those who can and do believe, waitinj
quietly for God’s good to manifest itself ii

their lives. But I couldn’t do that. I Ha(

to scramble around, taking every hones
job I could get—from waitress to model t

dancer. Jobs sometimes as far away a
Texas or Mexico or Las Vegas, whic!
meant leaving my daughter, against all m;
deepest instincts.

And, although I’ve read many books o

positive thinking, I can’t completely sub
scribe to that method of meeting life’

problems. For some people it works won
derfully. They take the positive ap
proach, regard only the good, the pin
side of every situation, and reap th

benefits of the magic of believing. Bi
that’s not for me. I want to protect my
self by considering the negative side, toi

anticipating what I’ll do if the bottoi
drops out of things.

I don’t want that to happen to m
career. That’s why I take daily dramati
singing and dancing lessons. Symphor
musicians on vacation carry their ir

struments all over, because if they cea.‘

practicing for even a day they get out -

condition. It’s the same way with
dancer. My teacher is rather drastic; si

just doesn’t believe your muscles wor
stretch to a certain point and then wj
beyond it. It’s torture—but for a go(
cause. When I’m working, I carefully tal

my professional make-up off before I
|

home because I want Dawn and Bud
see me looking fairly normal. Then, wh(
I get home, I have a nice long talk wi^
Dawn about what happened at school ai,

at the playground, next a session in n'

bathtub with my Whirlpool which tak'

out all the kinks in my body, then T.

ready for a hearty dinner (I’m on a pe
petual-motion diet). If Bud asks me he-

I feel, I say, “Oh, just medium hysterica

But the real truth is that I feel woi[

derful . . . because I’ve had it bad—

b

today I’ve got it real good. The Ei
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“THE PROUD AND THE PROFANE”
A Paraiuouiil I'icluro in \’i.sta\ isioii.

“Yes, I use Lustre-Creme

Shampoo,” says Deljorah Kerr.

It’s the favorite of 4 out of 5 top
Hollywood movie stars!

It never dries your hair! Lustre-

Creme Shampoo is blessed with

lanolin . . . foams into rich lather,

even in hardest water . . . Iea\es

hair so easy to manage.

It beautifies! For soft, bright, fra-

grantly clean hair— without special

after-rin.ses—choose the shamjioo of

.Vmeriea's most glamorous women.
I se the lavorite of Hollywood movie
stars— Lust re-( 'reme Shampoo.

y-m^uSods.

Lustre - Creme

Shampoo...



^^WINSTON

V “Take it from me,” says “photographer” Bob Cummings,

star of The Bob Cummings Show on CBS-TV, “this filter

cigarette really tastes like a cigarette!” The exclusive Winston

filter lets the flavor come through, smooth and rich-tasting.

Make your next pack Winston, and enjoy Alter smoking!

R.

Switch to WINSTON America's best-selling, best-tasting filter cigarette!

America's favorite filter smoke

!

SAYS BOB CUIVIIVIINGS
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at last

!

A UQUID SHAMPOO
thats EXTRA RICH ! 4

JUST POUR IT. .

.

^4.

and you’ll see the glorious difference!

Never thin and watery like some

liquid shampoos . . . never thick, with

a “filming” ingredient that can

dull hair like others. Extra-Rich

Liquid Prell has just the right

consistency— won’t run and

never leaves a dulling film!

And you'll love PRELL CONCENTRATE-
ledves hair extra clean . . . extra radiant!

Not a cream—not a liquid—but a clear shampoo

concentrate that contains more cleansing in-

gredients, ounce for ounce, than any other tvpe

of shampoo! Tliat’s why Prell Concentrate

lea\es hair extra clean, extra radiant!

it's liquid

PRELL

Only new Liquid Prell has this
j

imifjue, extra-rich formula . . . |

that’s why only Liquid Prell '

leaves your hair looking
j

‘Radiantly Alive’! And how 1

vou’ll love its mounds of i

richer, more effective lather . . f

the w'ay Liquid Prell leaves ;;

your hail' whisper-soft yet 3

so obedient. Treat yourself ^

to this luxurious shampoo I

today— there’s radiant beauty

in every drop! J
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‘Whatever became of the girl

I married?”
Tney say one partner in every marriage is more in love than the

other. And in the Millers’ case, everyone had thought it was she.

Then, almost overnight, her affection seemed to cool. She didn’t

want his kisses—she avoided his embrace. Poor John! He never

even suspected that his breath might be to blame.

Why risk offending? Listerine stops bad breath (halitosis) instantly.

The most common cause of bad breath is

germs . . . Listerine kills germs by millions

By far the most common cause of bad breath is germs—germs that

ferment protein always present in the mouth. Research proves

that, the more you reduce these germs, the longer your breath stays

sweeter. And Listerine Antiseptic kills germs on contact— by millions.

No tooth paste or non-antiseptic mouthwash
kills germs the way Listerine does

Non-antiseptic tooth pastes, mouthwashes and “breath fresheners’’

can't kill germs the way Listerine does. You need an antiseptic to

kill germs. Listerine IS an antiseptic—and that’s why it stops bad

breath four times better than any tooth paste. Gargle with Listerine

full-strength to keep breath fresher, longer.

pLISTERINE ANTISEPTIC
. . stops bad breath 4 times better than any tooth paste

1



Dete comes out

A nice girl but not glamorous, until . .

.

First, she darkens and silkens colorless

lashes and brows with a touch of rich

Kurlene eyelash

cream every night.

Kurlene®
tube 50c* jar $1.00*

Second, Debbie shapes uneven eyebrows.

With gentle Twissors, the only tweezers

with scissor handles, she plucks wayward

Third, Debbie’s undramatic eyes become
bright, sparkling. She uses Kurlash eye-

lash curler to give a bewitching curve to

her lashes . . . new
beauty to her eyes.

Kurlash® $1.00

See what Debbie’s eye beauty plan can
do for you! Kurlash products at your
local department, drug or variety store.

The

Company, Inc., Rochester 4, N.Y.

{Also available in Canada)
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A NEW HIGH IN THE MOVIE SKY

M-G-M PRESENTS IN VISTAVISION AND TECHNICOLOR
A SOL C. SIEGEL PRODUCTION

starring

IBING CROSBY- GRACE KELLY-FRANK SINATRA
in the hilarious low-down on high life

co-starring

CELESTE HOLM JOHN LUND ' LOUIS CALHERN - SIDNEY BLACKMER

I

and LOUIS ARMSTRONG and his band • Music and Lyrics by COLE PORTER
creen Play by JOHN PATRICK • Based on a Play by Philip Barry • Music Supervised and Adapted by JOHNNY GREEN and SAUL CHAPLIN

[

Color by TECHNICOLOR • Directed by CHARLES WALTERS • An M-G-M Picture



THE GREATEST NOVEL EVER WRITTEN NOW COMES
ALIVE ON THE MOTION PICTURE SCREEN!
A work of such emotional intensity and truth

has never been seen before! And arrayed against

the awesome panorama of the world in arms ...

three of the greatest love stories ever told!



PARAMOUNT PRESENTS

AUDREY HEPBURN

HENRY FONDA

aponti-DeLAURENtiis production

Co-starring

VITTORIO 6ASSMAN
i'

i

HERBERT LOM - OSCAR HOMOLKA - ANHA EB
HELMUT DANTINE • BARRY JONES • ANNA MARIA FERRERO • MILLY VITALE • JEREMY BRETT and

JOHN MILLS

Produced by DINO DeLAURENTIIS Directed by KING VIDOR
Based on the novel “War And Peace" by LEO TOLSTOY

Color by TECHNICOLOR



Go without worry—without fear or favor.

Go in complete comfort, by plane, train

or automobile. Go wherever you wish

—

do whatever you want— pay no heed to

“time of the month”—use Tampax!

Tampax is the best contribution to a

relaxed vacation since the invention of

shorts. For honestly, you aren’t even

aware that you’re wearing Tampax!

The compressed cotton of which it’s

made is so perfectly designed (by a doctor,

at that) that many Tampax users insist

they tend to forget about time-of-the-

month completely. Certainly no normal

activity is barred to you— not even swim-

ming. Tampax is completely invisible

under a beach-dry or sopping wet, fresh-

from-the-pool swim suit!

Above all, Tampax is cool—the coolest

sanitary protection you can wear because

it’s worn internally. It prevents odor from
forming. It eliminates belts, pins and
chafing pads. It’s so designed that the

wearer’s hands need not touch it at any

time. And when it comes to the disposal

problem, Tampax even faces up to the

unruly plumbing that so often exists at

vacation resorts. You’re never embar-

rassed with Tampax.

Choice of 3 absorbencies (Regular,

Super, Junior) at any drug or notion

counter. Take Tampax on your vacation!

Tampax Incorporated, Palmer, Mass.

CASTS OF CURRENT PICTURES

AUTUMN' LEAVES—Columbia. Directed by Rob-

ert Aldrich: Milly, Joan Crawford; Burt Hatison,

Cliff Robertson; Virginia, Vera Miles; Mr. Hanson,
lajrne Greene; Lia, Ruth Donnelly; Dr. Couzzcns,

Sheppherd Strudwick; Mr. Wctherby, Selmer Jack-

son; Nurse Evans, Maxine Cooper; Waitress, Mar-
jorie Rennett; Mr. Ramsey, Frank Gerstle; Colonel

Hillyer, Leonard Mudie; Dr. Masterson, Maurice
Manson; Desk Clerk, Bob Hopkins.

AWAY ALL BOATS—V-l. Directed by Joseph

Pevney: Captain Jcbediali S. Hawks, Jeff Chandler;

Lt. Dave MacDougall, George Nader; Nadine Mac-
Dougall, Julie Adams; Commander Qnigley, Lex
Barker; Doctor Bell, Keith Andes; Lt. Fraser,

Richard Boone; Ensign Kruger, William Reynolds;

Lt. Mike O’Bannion, Charles McGraw; Alvick, Jock

Mahoney; Old Man, John Meintire; Chief "Pappy”
Moran, Frank Faylen; Lt. j.g. Sherwood, Grant
Williams; Lt. j.g. Robinson, Floyd Simmons; Ensign
Twitchell, Don Keefer; Lt. Randall, Sam Gilman.

BLACK SLEEP, THE—U.A. Directed by Reginald

Le Borg: Sir Joel Cadman, Basil Rathbone; Odo,

Akim Tamiroff; Mungo, Lon Chaney; Borg, John
Carradine; Casimir, Bela Lugosi; Dr. Gordon Ram-
say, Herbert Rudley; iMitrie, Patricia Blake;

Daphne, Phyllis Stanley; Curry, Tor Johnson;

Nancy, Sally Yarnell; K-6, George Sawaya; Miss
Daly, Claire Carleton; Investigative-Sergeant Steel,

Peter Gordon; Angelina, Louanna Gardner; 1st

Bobby, Clive Morgan; Scotland Yard Detective,

John Sheffield.

BRAVE ONE, THE—RKO. Directed by Irving

Rapper: Leonardo, Michel Ray; Rafael Rosillo,

Rodolfo Hoyos; Maria, Elsa Cardenas; Doti Ale-

jandro, Carlos Navarro; Marion Randall, Joi Lans-

ing; Fermin Rivera, Fermin Rivera; 'Salvador,

George Trevino; Manuel, Carlos Fernandez.

CONFIDENTIAL REPORT—FiXmorsa. Directed by

Orson Welles: Gregory Arkadin, Orson Welles;

Burgomil Trebitsch, Michael Redgrave; Mily, Pa-

tricia Medina; Jakob Zouk, Akim Tamiroff; The
Professor, Mischa Auer; Sophie, Katina Paxinou;

Marquis of Rutleigh, Jack Watling; Bracco, Gre-

goire Aslan: Thadeus, Peter Van Eyck; Baroness

Nagel, Suzanne Flon; Oskar, O’Brady; The Blonde,

Tamara Shane; Raina, Paola Mori; Guy Van Strat-

ten, Robert Arden.

CONGO CROSSING—V-I. Directed by Joseph Pev-

ney: Louise, Virginia Mayo; Carr, George Nader;

Arragas, Peter Lorre; O'Connell, Michael Pate;

Gorman, Rex Ingram; Rittner, Tonio Selwart;

Amelia, Kathryn Givney.

FASTEST GUN ALIVE, THE—-M-G-M. Directed

by Russell Rouse: George Temple, Glenn Ford; Dora
Temple, Jeanne Crain; Vinnie Harold, Broderick

Crawford; Eric Doolittle, Russ Tamblyn; Harvey
Maxwell, Allyn Joslyn; Lou Glover, Leif Erickson;

Taylor Swope, John Dehner; Dink Wells, Noah
Beery; Kevin McGovern, J. M. Kerrigan; Brian

Tibbs, Rhys Williams; Rose Tibbs, Virginia Gregg;

Frank Stringer, Chubby Johnson; Ben Buddy, John

Doucette; Lars Toomey, William “Bill” Phillips;

Bobby Tibbs, Chris Olsen; Sheriff Bill Toledo, Paul

Birch; Joe Fenwick, Florenz Ames; Reverend,

Joseph Sweeney.

FRANCIS IN THE HAUNTED HOUSE—V-I.

Directed by Charles Lamont: David Prescott,

Mickey Rooney; Lorna, Virginia Welles; Neil

Fraser, Paul Cavanagh; Lt. Hopkins, David Jans-

sen; Lorna Ann, Mary Ellen Kay.

Lord, Grace Kelly; Mike Connor, Frank Sina
Liz Imbric, Celeste Holm; George Kittredge, J
Lund; Uncle Willie, Louis Calhern; Seth L
Sidney Blackmer; Himself, Louis Armstrong; 71

Seth Lord, Margalo Gillraore; Caroline Lord, L;

Reed; Dexter-Haven’s Butler, Gordon Richa
Lord's Butler, Richard Garrick.

j

HUK!—U.A. Directed by John Barnwell: C

Dickson, George Montgomery; Cindy Rogers, W
Freeman; Bart Rogers, John Baer; Steven Rog
James Bell; Major Balatbat, Teddy Benive
Kalak, Mario Barri; Pinote, Ben Perez.

KING AND I, THE—20th. Directed by We
Lang: Anna, Deborah Kerr; The King, Yul B
ner; Tuptim, Rita Moreno; Kralahome, Martin 1

son; Lady Thiang, Terry Saunders; Louis Le
wetis, Rex Thompson; Lun Tha, Carlos Ri'

Prince Chulalongkorn, Patrick Adiarte; Br\

Ambassador, Alan Mowbray; Ramsay, Geof
Toone; Eliza, Yuriko; Simon Legree, Marion J

Keeper of the Dogs, Robert Banas; Uncle Thoi

Dusty Worrall; Specialty Dancer, Gemze de La;

Twins, Thomas Bonilla, Dennis Bonilla; Ange
Ballet, Michiko Iseri; Ship’s Captain, Charles Ir\

Interpreter, Leonard Strong; Siamese Girl, I;i

James; Amazons, Jadin Wong, Jean Wong; W:
ping Guards, Fuji, Weaver Levy; High Pr
William Yip; Messenger, Eddie Luke; Guesi

Palace, Joseph Smith.

PARDNERS—Paramount. Directed by Norj

Taurog: Slim, Dean Martin; Wade, Jerry Le
Carol Kingsley, Lori Nelson; Pete Rio, Jeff I

row; Dolly Riley, Jackie Loughery; Dan He
John Baragrey; (Mrs.) Matilda Kingsley, A|

Moorehead; Whitey, Lon Chaney; Hawkins J
ler), Milton Frome; Chauffextr, Richard Ahe
Gus, Lee Van Cleef; Carol’s Cowhand, Stuart 1

dall; Sahnn, Scott Douglas; Pete, Jack Elam; She

Bob Steele; Red, Mickey Finn; Smith, Dou
Spencer; Footman, Philip Tonge.

PHANTOM HORSE—Daiei. Directed by

Shima: Yukie, Ayako Wakao; Jiro, Yuko
Iwatare; Ichiro, Akihiko Yusa; Toki Onishi, Yos

Kitahara; Yasnke Shiraishi, Bontaro Miyake; Ht
mura, Koreya Senda; Hyogoro Onishi, Ei

Yanagi.

RUN FOR THE SUN—U.A. Directed by
Boulting: Mike Latimer, Richard Widm
Browne, Trevor Howard; Katy Connors, Jane Gr
Van Anders, Peter Van Eyck; Jan, Carlos Henr

SANTIAGO—Warners. Directed by Gordon D
las: Cash Adams, Alan Ladd; Isabella, Ros

Podesta; Clay Pike, Lloyd Nolan; Sidewheel, (

Wills; Trasker, Paul Fix; Digger, L. Q. Jo

Jingo, Frank de Kova; Sam, Don Blackman; Z

Royal Dano; Dutch, Clegg Hoyt; Josef M
Ernest Sarracino; Juanito, Francisco Ruiz.

SEVEN MEN FROM NOW—Warners. Dirt

by Budd Boetticher: Stride, Randolph Scott; Ai

Gail Russell; Masters, Lee Marvin; Greer, W:

Reed: Bodeen, John Larch; Clete, Donald Ba

Henchman, Fred Graham; Clint, John Barratj

Jed, John Phillips; Mason, Chuck Rober

Fowler, Steve Mitchell; Senorita, Pamela Dun
Cavalry Lieutenant, Stuart Whitman.

STRADA, LA—Ponti-De Laurentiis. Directee

Federico Fellini: Zampano, Anthony Quinn; ‘

somina, Giulietta Masina; The Fool, Richard I' ^

hart; Colombaiom, Aldo Silvani.

HIGH SOCIETY—U-G-M. Directed by Charles

Walters: C. K. De.rter-Haveu

.

Bing Crosby; Tracy

UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS—V.A^ *

rected by Winston Jones: Dociinicutary.



The ^Burning Question:

Answer:

FROM VV^\RNER Bros, in C--IN
VALLACE • Based on the Novel by LOUIS L'AMOUR

iA/\AScOPe and WarnerColor
Produced by RICHARD WHORF • Directed by STUART HEISLER

Don’t call them kids not anymore! Shy Trace Jordan,
half-shamed and half-proud, and the mixed-up teen-age
runaway girl! There’d be talk--there’d be terror--
but for the first time there ’d be love!

p
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SOAP BOX:
After reading Ernst Jacobi’s write-up about

Oreste in your June issue, I thought I’d

send this letter to express my appreciation.

It was a perfect delight to see such a well-

rounded and detailed spread about this up
and coming young tenor. I liked it especially

since it brought back to me happy memo-
ries of my earlier life in sunny Malta.

Oreste is a wonderful lad and I am sure
that America will like him.

Paul C. Spiteri

Detroit, Michigan

A new role for Kim

Address your letters to Readers Inc., photoplay,

205 E. 42nd Street, New York 17, New York. We
regret that we are unable to return or reply to any letters

not published in this column. If you want to start a fan

club or write to favorite stars, >. address them at their studios.

For list of studio addresses, \ see page 111 .

—

Ed.

rvc...
XS-'

I’m just hoping that she will return be-

cause she is one of the greatest and most
beautiful actresses we have today.

Marilyn King
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Be sure to see October Photoplay, in

which Ingrid Bergman discusses her return

to this country.

—

Ed.

I would appreciate your printing this

letter in Readers Inc. so that I may tell the

fans about the Jimmy Dean Lest We Forget
Club which I have started.

The aim of the club is to do good deeds
in the memory of Jimmy Dean. We plan to

serve shut-ins, veterans’ hospitals and polio

victims.

A free 4x4 photograph of Jim will be
given to all members. Those wishing to

join should write to: Chaw Mark, Drawer
30, Staunton, Illinois.

Chaw Mank
Staunton, Illinois

QUESTION BOX;
I recently went to see “The Eddy Duchin

Story’’ with a friend of mine. She says
that Tyrone Power did play the piano, I say
he did not. Who is right ‘r*

Jerry Jane Adams
Houston, Texas

You are. Carmen Cavallaro played the

piano for Ty .

—

Ed.

I have just seen “Battle Cry” and would
like to know the name of the actress who
played Aldo Ray’s wife. My neighbor says

she was Dorothy Malone, I say she wasn’t.

Who is right?

Valerie Berzeron
White Castle, Louisiana

You are. Nancy Olson played Aldo’s wife;

Dorothy Malone played Elaine.—

E

d.

Will you please tell me the names of the

three leading actresses in the movie, “Three
Coins in the Fountain”?

Mrs. V. H. Hallinc
St. Joseph, Missouri

Dorothy McGuire, Maggie MacNamara and

Jean Peters .

—

Ed.

I bet we would really have a perfect at-

tendance record in school if our faculty-

members were: Principal, Jeff Chandler;
Secretary, Kim Novak; Dean of Girls, Ann
Blyth; Algebra, Marlon Brando; English,

Grace Kelly; Biology, Tony Curtis; French,

Zsa Zsa Gabor; Latin, Rita Moreno; Gym,
Debbie Reynolds; Chorus, Eddie Fisher;

Cosmetology, Jane Russell; Speech and
Drama, Marilyn Monroe; Coach, Rock Hud-
son.

We know we wouldn’t miss a single day.

Ann Bryant and Patricia Hendry
Florence, South Carolina

I was pleased and surprised by the letter

in the June issue of Photoplay protesting

the stereotype role in which Indians are

always cast in Western movies. We go to

the movies, too, and it is rather boring to

see our race continually depicted as villains.

I, for one, have lost my taste for the ordinary

Westerns because of this. I was inclined to

believe that your magazine, or any other

magazine, rarely received a letter protesting

this matter from one of us. Therefore, I felt

the above-mentioned letter rated a word of

appreciation from an Indian.

Patricia Anderson
Lawrence, Kansas

I just read an article stating that Ingrid

Bergman is a bit reluctant to return to the

United States because of what people, espe-

cially women’s clubs, will say.

I, for one, think that Miss Bergman would
be welcomed back very warm-heartedly
and I’m sure there are millions of people

who love her and agree with me. Of course,

there will be a few who will never approve
of what she did and will always hold it

against her.

Could you please tell me who played the

part of the Indian girl -opposite Clark Gable
in “Across the Wide Missouri”?

Gertrude Welty
Elbert, Golorado

Her name is Maria Elena Marques .

—

Ed.

On the way to stardom

Would you please print something about

James MacArthur?
I saw him some time ago in “Deal a Blow,”

on TV’s Climax and haven’t seen or heard

much of him since. He’s absolutely great and
so cute, too ! I bet that if you get a pic-

ture and something about him in Photoplay,
he’ll turn into something big.

Pat Gorbett
New York, New York

You’ll be seeing a lot of James in the

future. The seventeen-year-old son of actress

Helen Hayes has been signed to make sev-

eral pictures with RKO. The first of these,

“The Young Stranger,” is based on the TV
play that you mention .

—

Ed.

Here’s handsome Roger

A few months ago I saw the picture

“Diane” with Lana Turner and Roger Moore.

I wonder if you could please give some infor-

mation about him with his picture. I think

he did a marvelous job in “Diane” and would

like to see and hear more about him.

Jo Jo Adams
New York, New York

Roger was born October 14, in London,

England. He is 6’2", weighs 175 lbs., has light

brown hair and blue eyes. He married Doro-

thy Squires in 1953. Among his early roles in

America, he played Eleanor Parker’s brothei

in “Interrupted Melody.”

—

Ed.

I thought I saw Barbara Britton in “Guys

and Dolls.” Was she in that picture?

Barbara Wynn
Phoenix, Arizona

No, she was not. Barbara is currently in

“The Spoilers .”

—

Ed.

How about some facts and figures on Louis

Jourdan? I have just seen him in the movie

“The Swan,” and admired him very much.
D. E. Spencer
Moncton, N. B., Canada

Black-haired, brown-eyed Louis was born

Louis Gendre in Marseille, France, June 19

He is 6', weighs 170 lbs. He has been mar

ried to Berte Frederique (called Quique)

since 1944. They have a four-year-old son

Louis, Jr. “The Paradine Case” introduceo

Louis to American audiences and he ha:

since appeared in a number of movies, amoni

them “Madame Bovary” and “Three Coin:

in the Fountain.” He will be seen next in

“Julie .”

—

Ed.
Continued on page 12
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INTRODUCE NEW LARGE NOW

Hazel Bishop
... a sliade for every liair color

JUST SEND 4 WRAPPERS
FROM NEW EARGE-SIZE IVORY

Today, more than ever, your beauty care

with pure, mild Ivory Soap is a perfect

snap ! For the first time. Large Ivory snaps

apart into 2 perfect toilet-size cakes

—

one for your complexion and one for your
bath. Now it’s easier than ever to make that

fresh, clear look—That Ivory Look—yours.

And to celebrate Ivory’s new Twin-Cake,
here’s a gift for you—a 79^ Hazel Bishop

Once-a-Day lipstick for just 4 special Large
Ivory wrappers. It’s the amazing lipstick

you can put on in the morning and
be sure your lips stay radiant ’til night.

You’ll love its swivel case, too! So mail in

your coupon now . . . supplies are limited.

PROCTER & GAMBLE, DEPT. 22B
Cincinnati, Ohio

Enclosed are 4 special Large Ivory wrappers.

Please send me free Hazel Bishop Lipstiek.

My hair color is: Blonde Q Brunette

Q Brownette Q Red Q Grey •

NAME - 5

ADDRESS

CITY

ZONE STATE

Offer good only in continental U. S. A.^

including Alaska and Hawaii. Offer expires

Jan. 31sty 1957. Allow 3 weeks for delivery.



Look, it’s here! The first and onh

Richard Hudnut’s NEW SILICONED PIN-QUICJ

Weather can’t weaken it! Water can’t wash it out
!

Guaranteed to last longer! 5 times faster, start to finish



jWeatherproof Pin-Curl Permanent
,ou know how ordinary pin-curl permanents are: they

'art to fade from the first shampoo, wilt on the first

,imp day. But Pin-Quick curls are locked in to last

j}l you cut them off. You can get a softer, casual pin-curl

jave that can’t weaken in wet weather. Can’t wash
iit. With miracle-working Silicone, Pin-Quick helps

ep your hair soft, lustrous, far easier to manage!

nd Pin-Quick’s new Lano-Clear Wave Lotion makes
;riger lasting curls, while it protects them with lanolin.

jn-Quick’s 5 times faster, too. Unlike other pin-curl

gmanents, you can dry it safely in minutes with a

yer or in the sun. See how beautiful a wave can be

—

ten it’s New Weatherproof Pin-Quick ! plus tax

5 times faster! Dries in the sun or with a dryer in minutes.

RICHARD HUDNUT GUARANTEES NEW PIN-QUICK TO LAST LONGER
THAN ANY OTHER PTN.rilRT
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new... a has

du!

Ordinary dry pressed powder
“soaks up” moisture from your skin and
changes color— just as it “soaks up”
these water drops . . . and discolors

New "Stay-Fresh" Angel Face

won’t soak up moisture and darken.

Because Angel Face is triple creamed—
proofed against moisture discoloration!

Won't streak...

READERS INC.

Recently I saw the movie, “Come Next
Spring.” Could you please tell me who
played the part of Bob?

Jean Anderson
Springfield, Minnesota

Bob was played by Rad Fulton .

—

Ed.

Can you tell me something about John
Smith? I’d like to know his age, height,
color of eyes and hair, and whether he is

married.

What is his latest movie?
Bobbi Jean Gaston
Highland Heights, Kentucky

Blond and blue-eyed John was born
March 6, 1931, in Los Angeles, California.

He is 6'2^", weighs 185 lbs, is unmarried.
He is currently in “Quincannon, Frontier
Scout” and is making “Mark of the

Apache.”

—

Ed.

Ever since I saw Leslie Caron in “Lili”

and “Daddy Long Legs,” I have admired
her. Could you please tell me something
about her?

I would also like to know who her co-

stars were in “Lili.”

Renate Fiedler
Merrick, New York

Leslie was born in Paris, France, on July

1, 1932. She is 5'3V^", has brown hair and
blue eyes. “An American in Paris” was her

first picture. Jean Pierre Aumont and Mel
Ferrer were her co-stars in “Lili.” Leslie is

new appearing in “Gaby.”

—

Ed.

Could you please settle an argument?
My friend says that Clark Gable and Bar-
bara Stanwyck played the leading roles in

“The Egg and I.” I say Fred MacMurray
and Claudette Colbert did. Who is right?

Roy Craley
Nevisdale, Kentucky

You are.

—

Ed.

I have a question I wish you would clear

up for me. My husband claims that Rod
Cameron is originally from York County in

Pennsylvania. I do not agree with this.

Will you please tell us who is right?

Mamie Ragusa
York, Pennsylvania

You are. Rod was born in Calgary, Al-

berta, Canada .

—

Ed.

I have seen “East of Eden” several times

and think it is wonderful, although each
time I saw the picture I was more im-

pressed by the musical background. I

would like to know the title and composer
of that music and, if it has been recorded,

what record label I may find it on.

Gretia J. Evans
Priddy, Texas

The music from “East of Eden” was
composed by Victor Young and has been
recorded on the Decca label.—Ed.

My girlfriend says that Tony Curtis

played in “Beneath the 12-Mile Reef,” and
I say that Tab Hunter did. Could you tell

me which one of us is correct? Can you
also tell me the leading lady?

Jeanette Laird
Tampa, Florida

Neither of you is right; it was Bob Wag-
ner. The leading lady was played by Terry

Moore .

—

Ed.

I have just seen the movie, “Count
Three and Pray,” and thought it was sim-

ply wonderful. Joanne Woodward, who
played ’Lissy, is one of the best actresses I

have seen in a long time. I don’t believe I

have ever heard of her before. Could you

please give me some information on her?
Mary Beth Andrews
Evanston. Illinois

won'+ discolor from

skin moisfure because

IS TRIPLE CREAMED

All-new— the "Date Case"! It’s pink! It’s square! With
mirror, puff, 79^.* Other lovely Angel Face cases—

KOA * All Q “gtc..7-Prf.cV.” cLin tnnpgl *n1iis tav

/ Never before— a powder and
foundation in one so radiantly fresh as

all-new Angel Face by Pond’s. Hours

after you apply it, new trifle-creamed

Angel Face looks as if you’d just smoothed

it on! There’s no dry, caked look. No
discoloring in the “damp” areas of your

face. In only 5 seconds, Angel Face gives

you a complete “Stay Fresh” make-up!

Perfect to carry— it can’t sfilll



continued from page 8

Joanne was born in Thomasville, Georgia^

February 27, 1930. She is just under 5'5",

weighs 108 lbs., has blond hair and green

eyes. “Count Three and Pray” was her first

picture. She is under contract to 20th Cen-

tury-Fox .

—

Ed.

Could you please tell me if Dean Martin
and Perry Como are brothers? Many peo-

ple I have talked to say they are, and
many say they aren’t.

Beverly Roberts
Whitesboro, New York

Dean and Perry are not related .

—

Ed.

I have just seen “Rebel Without a

Cause” for the thirteenth time and can
truly say that this is the best picture I

have ever seen. I would like to know who
played the parts of Crunch and Moose.

Sue Brede
Johnstown, Pennsylvania

Crunch was played by Frank Mazzola.
Nick Adams played Moose.—

E

d.

Would you please tell me who the ac-

tress was who played opposite Ray Milland
in the movie, “Golden Earrings”? She
played the part of a gypsy.

Lynette Bourque
Gonzales, Louisiana

Marlene Dietrich played opposite Ray as

the gypsy woman, Lydia.—En.

CASTING

Our English class has just finished read-

ing Silas Marner by George Eliot, and we
think this would make a great movie. In

the leading roles we would like Alastair

Sim as Silas Marner-, William Holden as

Godfrey Cass-, Barbara Rush as Nancy
Lammeter; June Allyson as Dolly Win-
throp: Pat Crowley as Eppie Marner-, and
Dick Davalos as Aaron Winthrop.

Natalie Jankow
Westbury, New York

I have just read Song of the Voyageur,
a wonderful book by Beverly Butler. It

would make a sensational movie with

Susan Hayward as Diane Aubert: Jack
Balance, Jean Cormier-, Alan Ladd, Nathan
Jeffers; Barbara Stanwyck, Nancy Cor-

mier; Bobby Driscoll, Emile; and Edward
G. Robinson as Andre Cormier.

Laverne Lucas
Raywick, Kentucky

!

The Rich Are Not Proud, by Mary Doug-
las Greig, would make a very good movie.
I would like to see Diana Lynn as Diane;
Janet Leigh as Lois; Tab Hunter as Peter;
Jeff Richards as Mark; and Michael Ren-
nie as Fenton.

.Judy McQuisten
Wheatland, Wyoming

Cleans cleaner than creams.

Your skin is so much cleaner

when you use Cashmere
Bouquet! No cream film!

Stimulates with no astrin-

gent sting, when you stroke

Cashmere Bouquet’s mild
lather over your skin.

Softens without lotion stick-

iness. Leaves normal, dry
or oily skin naturally softer

and smoother!

I think Taylor Caldwell’s wonderful
novel, Tender Victory, would make an ex-

cellent movie with the following cast:

Charlton Heston, Reverend John Fletcher;
Kim Novak, Lorry Summerfield; Agnes
Moorehead, Mrs. Burnsdale; Ward Bond,
Dr. Alfred McManas

;

Richard Egan,
Father John Kanty.

Ellen Jane Waller
Columbia, Pennsylvania

I

I have just read the book Sawdust in

I

His Shoes, a wonderful story about a cir-

j

cus. I think that Sal Mineo would be ter-

. rific as Joe Lang, a sixteen-year-old boy
with a chip on his shoulder.

Martha Matteson
Chatham, Massachusetts

Giveyourskin this 3-waybmutymre
You can forget about greasy cleans-

ing creams, sticky lotions, and

stinging astringents! Because now,

with just a cake of Cashmere
Bouquet Soap, you can give your

skin the beauty care of famous

Conover students. This wonderful

3-way beauty care actually deans

deaner than creams . . . stimulates

gently, softens and smooths your

/

p

BEAUTY DIRECTOR,

CONOVER SCHOOL, NEW YORK

“Watchyour shin thrive on

Cashmere Bouquet Soapf

Always on the go— but you needn’t forego beauty care. “It’s so easy to give

your skin 3-way beauty care with Cashmere Bouquet,” says Candy Jones.

row of beauty products . . • but so

much quicker and easier. Start to-

day and watch your skin thrive!
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Your letters answered by

Spring Byington

WHAT
SHOULD
I HO?

Q I am a man of twenty-four and I

have already been divorced twice.

Now there is another girl who wants to

marry me. I don’t want you to get the idea

that I'm conceited, but the truth is that

both of my wives did the proposing, just

as my new girlfriend has taken the initia-

tive.

I was married the first time when I was
nineteen, the second time when I was
twenty-two. Both marriages lasted about a

year. The complaint of both my wives was
the same—that I seemed to be two different

men; one when I went out, and one around

the house.

When I go out, I try to make a party or

a date a big success. I tbink of things to do

and places to go and I try to put my best

foot forward. When I am around my own
home, or in an apartment I am sharing

with a wife, I don’t have a lot to say. I’ve

always been like that according to my
mother. She says I charge my batteries

by turning off my bright lights when I

figure I don’t need them.

I've tried to explain my problem to this

girl who wants to marry me now, but she

says it won’t make any difference to her.

Do you think a guy like me could ever make
a girl happy? I’d hate to be a three-time

loser—it’s bad enough to have fouled up
the lives of two girls already.

Phelps N.

A You seem to be apologetic about

your natural inclination to inter-

sperse great activity with extreme lassitude,

Phelps. I should like to point out that one

of the most vital characteristics of show-

business people is their ability to turn off

magnetic power as if it were water from
a faucet.

Years ago, I had a maid who had worked

for a celebrated comedian and his wife.

“The thing that amazed me” she con-

fided one day, “was discovering that this

funny man, this idol of millions, was actu-

ally an exhausted businessman when he

came home at night.”

To your key question as to whether a

fellow like you could ever make a girl

happy, the answer is an emphatic yes. One
stipulation should be made; the girl should

understand your nature through an under-

standing of herself.

She should have an intense interest of

her own, perhaps painting, music, or writing,

or interior decorating. It should be necessary

for her, in her work, to dedicate every

ounce of her vitality to some task, and then

to “fall back and regroup.” Such a girl

could understand your natural inclination

to give your all in a social situation, but to

allow the reserve of stamina to be “re-

charged” between times of great output

of vitality.

Perhaps your present girlfriend is that

person; perhaps not. In any case, it seems

to me that you should remember that when
a man asks a girl to marry him, he runs

the risk of getting “no” for an answer. By
the same token, a girl who asks a man to

marry her should be fortified against the

negative.

The one invited into matrimony always

retains the veto, a vital fact for you {who

seem to be soft-hearted and sympathetic)

to remember.

Q I had an aunt who used to advise

me bitterly, “Marry an only child

who is an orphan, dear, then you can be

reasonably certain of happiness.” Every-

one used to laugh at this tart observation,

but I’m coming to believe that she had

something, at that. My particular problem;
is my brotber-in-law, Mike. He is my hus-

band Gary’s younger brother, younger by,

nine years, the baby of the family— really

the baby.

Gary is steady and hard-working, and
I’m working too. We are paying off a car

and a small house, and making some
progress, but Mike is no help at all. He;
will hold a job for perhaps a month, then!

get into an argument, leave his home town
(about seventy-five miles from here) and
move in on us. He has to sleep on the

living-room sofa, and he is usually still

asleep when Gary and I leave in the

morning. When we come home the house'

is a mess: every ashtray filled, dirty dishes

j

in the sink, the covers still on the sofa,;

newspapers over the floor and damp towels

on tbe bathroom floor.
'

During the two years Gary and I have
been married, Mike has moved in seven:

times, and I’m getting sick and tired of it.

So far I have been gay and pleasant about

it, but we had a letter today from Mike
saying that his new job isn’t going so well,

hours too long, boss an old bear, etc. I

know the signs now. Can you tell me how
I can get rid of this nuisance without hurt-

ing my husband’s feelings? Gary is so good-'

hearted and so clan-minded that he really

doesn’t mind. Besides, Mike has always

been the pet of the family, the curly-headed,'

kidding, irresponsible type who is irresis-

tible to everyone—but me, and I don’t

want him around.
Gladys 0.'

i

A You have my complete sympathy
in this predicament, Mrs. 0., be-

cause I can’t think of an individual type

who can inspire more irritation than the

irresistible charmer. Such a person has

positive genius for making everyone else

look like a complete heel.

There is one way to foil him; accept him

as the child he is, emotionally and in-

tellectually, and treat him ivarmly, pleas-

antly, but firmly. Tell yourself repeatedly.

“He is a problem I can and will solve

what I must try to teach him is responsi-

bility.”

If he were a child of ten or twelve, you

would awaken him in time for him to join

you and your husband for breakfast. This

you should do, no matter how much you

would like to have a few minutes alom
with your husband.

Don’t be cross if it takes him a few min
utes to wake up. Naturally, he is going h
want to sleep in the morning, hut you

must not allow it—very bad for his morab
and for his training in responsibility. Pul

off the covers if necessary, play the radio f

necessary, but insist—gaily—upon his hav

ing breakfast with you when breakfast i

ready.

Afterward, give him definite tasks, suci

as, “Help me with the dishes, dear, am
then fold up your sheets and blankets am
place them neatly.”

You will have to start gradually at first

but keep adding to the tasks. Ask him U

empty all the ashtrays, dust, and perhap

do some marketing for you. Ask him U

clean the bathroom thoroughly after hi

shower.
Never, never lose your temper. If he fail

to cooperate, say sweetly, “Today you for

got to wash the dishes after your nooi

snack, but I’m certain you’ll remember to

morrow.

If the home isn’t too comfortable you

uninvited guest won’t linger, and if h

does linger, and does learn, he might b

of some help to you. I hope so.
|



Q I am going to a private school and
“live in” because my parents are not

married any more. There has been a lot

of gossip about our family, and that’s

where my trouble begins.

You see, my father set up a trust fund
for me. I get a certain amount every month
for school and to cover all the things my
father thought I would need. All the kids

know it, and so when they run short of

money they come to me to borrow. Then,
too, during recreation hour, when we are

allowed to walk to the corner, it seems I

am supposed to buy the candy bars or

Cokes for anybody who forgot her money,
and you’d be surprised how this mounts
up. You understand that this is always
asked for as a loan “until Monday” or

something like that, and it’s usually some
silly amount like a dime or a quarter.

The point is, nobody ever pays me back.

I’ve never asked except once and that was
for the money a girl borrowed to buy a

belt (13.95). When I said that three weeks
had gone by and she hadn’t paid me back,

she said, “You’ve got silver fingers from
hanging onto money so tight. Everybody
knows you’ve got it so why not be nice

enough to give a little?”

How can I keep my friends, but still not

feel that they like me for my allowance?
Eileen L.

A Yours is a problem as old as man-
'll kind, Eileen. Perhaps it is just as

well for you to meet it at a comparatively

young age so that you will know how to

deal with it.

First of all, it is the responsibility of all

who are fortunate to help those who have

suffered misfortune. On the other hand, a

person can give too much—give everything

—and then find themselves with nothing,

thus becoming a burden to others.

Your first act should be to set up a budg-

et for yourself, preferably with the aid of

your father. You should review your nor-

mal expenses, and allow for them. You
should set up a fund for the purchase of

clothing, for traveling, for whatever ex-

penses occur with predictable regularity.

Deducting that total from your monthly in-

come, you will find that there is a small

reserve. You should set aside a certain sum
of that reserve, and mark it mentally, “For
gifts.”

But—never lend a penny. If you are

asked for a loan, give it instead, and ex-

plain that you do not expect to be repaid,

you are not lending the money, you are

donating it. And when the sum you have
set aside for donations is gone, say so. Be
regretful, but firm, and explain that you
won’t have money in your gift fund until

the next month.
Never forget for a moment that permit-

ting people to take advantage of you in the

lending department is worse for the bor-

rower than for the lender. It sets up an
expectation of being given something for
nothing, and that notion can only lead to,

at minimum, disillusion, and at maximum,
destruction. Don’t be a party to it.

Q I am what you might call a semi-
invalid. In other words, I have a

nervous condition that has the doctors
stumped. I have been married for twenty-
three years, and in that time I have had five

children and lost all but one.

My life would fill a book—nothing but
birth, sickness, and death. The sickness
has stayed on, and now all my husband and
I have ever been able to save has gone to

doctors and hospitals—no end to it. The
doctors say go away to the country, but how

Continued
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“Yes, I use Lusfre-Creme

Shampoo,” says Debra Paget.
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WHAT SHOULD I DO?

can I? My husband’s work is here and he
needs me, as little as I can do. At least I

am here when he gets home.
At first he used to say, “Honey, if only I

could buy you a small house somewhere out
lof the city, with a little garden with fresh
air and sun.” Now he knows that can never
be because he had a heart attack not long
ago, but is now back at work making very
little, but making something.

But sometimes I wonder why things have
to happen to people like me. Do you know
of any real good nerve doctor who lives in

my area and who might be able to cure me?
OviETA E.

A Did you, as a child, Mrs. E., ever

learn to ride a bicycle? As an adult,

did you learn to drive a car? Do you real-

ize that, in operating any vehicle, you go in

the direction in which you are looking?
Since you have obviously had a lifetime

of medical care, why not try an experiment
somewhat beyond the realm of what is nor-

mally regarded as medicine? Why not focus
your attention upon health?
Look at the trees in your area. Look at

the parks near your home. Remind your-

self of how long the trees have grown there,

through all kinds of weather, strong and se-

cure and full of belief, in sunshine and rain.

Watch children play and watch animals—
dogs, or cats, or squirrels frisking through
the trees—and remark to yourself about
how filled with health they are.

After such a day, look at yourself in the

mirror. I believe that you will find your
eyes brighter, your skin softer and more
glowing, and your head held higher.

One other suggestion; Each of us is

gifted, each in his own way. Find your gift.

So far in your life you have had no time to

explore your own abilities, yet you may be
able to do any number of exciting, interest-

ing things which will bring you profit,

pleasure, your husband’s pride, and the ad-

miration of your neighbors.

Q I am thirteen and I am having trou-

ble with my best girlfriend. For a

long time we used to be just alike in every-

thing. We always bought our clothes to-

gether so that we could dress alike and usu-

ally we called in the morning before school

to find out what we were going to wear.

We liked the same music and thought the

same boys were real cool. We had one of

the nicest friendships that any two girls

could have.

Now she is changing. She wants to be

different, or as she puts it, “individual.”

She has given away some of her clothing

like mine, and I must say some things went
to girls I don’t want to look like.

If I say I like a particular TV program,
she thinks it’s square, and if I have an idea

for a Saturday matinee she says the movie
is juvenile. Our conversations usually end
with me bursting into tears and her calling

me a neurotic juvenile.

Do you think I should give up this girl

as my mother suggests, or should I keep on

trying to find out what has gone wrong?
Brandi H.

A Bless your heart, Brandi. It is dis-

couraging to find that a friend who
has been intensely congenial suddenly has

ceased to be a source of pleasure. But this

experience is an essential, though heart- ,

breaking, part of growing up.
|

Let us face the fact that each of us de-

velops in different directions, and at differ-

ent speeds. It is up to you to be what you

are without apology, and certainly without

trying to follow the pattern set by someone
else. You must feel that you have a right
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5 you, and that your girlfriend has a
to be herself, if your paths no longer

vide, that’s a fact that must be faced,
lok around and you will find that you
lot alone, as you seem to feel you are.

imbtedly there are any number of girls

mr own class who share your present
\ests and tastes. And if you will think

: a bit, you will realize that your ideas

: changed and are changing constantly,

[id new friends who satisfy your atti-

j

at this particular time, and be pre-

\l to continue this sort of growth all

j:
life.

I

time goes by, you will probably meet
'd and misplaced friend for the second
and you will have the very precious

\ience of finding that the old friend
Town in the same direction you have
i and shares many of your adult view-
s. That new friend who is also an old
I will be one of the delights of your

i I am planning to be married this

li
fall, and I should like to know what

t;l be appropriate to wear. You see, al-

)ih I am only twenty-four, I am a di-

Iki. I can’t be married in my church,

k

liy fiance has an uncle who is a judge,
|e has agreed to perform the ceremony

r'l home.
filiertainly would appreciate your sug-

|ig an outfit and the color of the ac-

I'ies I should wear. Also, is there a
dional gift to give the groom?
i. mother would rather we went away
gy and got married in some wedding
pi, but I ran away to marry my first

lad and I think that was the beginning
ijong list of mistakes that I don’t care
t eat, so your suggestions will be very
fe; appreciated.

[
Natalie S.

t Since a marriage is a partnership,
;i Natalie, wouldn’t it be a good idea
li t it as such, and find out from your
lid-to-be what he would like to see

\

ear at the wedding? You probably
i now what his favorite color is and
Hr he finds you most attractive in a
fit gown, in a sheath, or in a suit. It

be easy for you to dress for your
ig in such a manner as to please him.

,
ar as conventions are concerned, you

'.'ear almost anything except the tra-

.1 :/ white satin. As for a gift for your
h convention doesn’t dictate. The gift

P be dictated by your own intuition as
Kit he /vould cherish. His personal
tii/ which you should be well aware,
fjie the controlling factor in your se-
ll, of course.

\flly, may I extend my sincere wish

I

It will be very happy, and may I say

E

'cond marriages are often intensely
because, after a mistake, a sensible
has learned a great deal about him-

. herself, and has become adult to

great deal (before marriage) about
il'pes, dreams, and needs of the one
V a second partner.

'YOU have a problem which seems to
- no solution? Would you like the
ce of Spring Byington? If so, ad-

's your letters to her, in care of Box
, Beverly Hills, California. If your
'lem is of general interest. Miss
^igton will consider answering it in

'^

column. All names will be held
ridentiaL
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on after combing.
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manage hair, or curly hair-do’s.

5)4 oz.—a full ounce more . . . Only
$1.25 plus tax. By the makers of
Lustre-Creme Shampoo
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Dana Wynter was last in “D-Day the Sixth of June."
Her next is “Something of Value “
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Wedding hells rang on ears still stunned

by the marriage of Dana and Greg. Hoiv du

she capture the heart of this confirmed

bachelor? And how does she plan to keep it

BY RADIE HARRIS

'Ir'Ti

Excerpt of Dana*s letter

'to the author, vcho was

instrumental in getting

her and Greg together

m

On June 10, in London, I received the following

cable: being married tonight 8 p.m. churce
THE WAYFARER CARMEL. OUR LOVE, DANA AND GRI

This message held a very special meaning. It

a gesture of friendship made to me by Dana
Wynter and Greg Bautzer, who had promised

me that, even though I was 6000 miles awa

they would disclose the exciting news of tl

marriage before it hit the front pages.

Why did they include me among their small c

of intimate friends to whom they cabled this

happy announcement? And how did this tweni

four-year-old English girl, a comparative newc(

to Hollywood, capture filmdom’s most eligible

bachelor? To learn the answer, one must turn

back Jhe calendar to a little over a year age

and the setting to Beverly Hills, California.

I was just rushing out of the Beverly Hills Hot

where a tall, dark and handsome chauffeur m
Tyrone Power was waiting for me, when
I ran into another handsome hero, Greg Bautzi

noted Hollywood lawyer. I don’t remember ’

I met Greg for the first time; it seems to me
always known him, and admired him. Greg is th

epitome of a gay cavalier. He has all the in-

stinctive qualities of a gentleman. Whereas, th(

days, most “guys” dating “dolls” will phone

the office at the last minute and say, “Darling,

I’ve been delayed. Will you grab a cab

meet me in the lobby?”, Greg will phone and

“Can I send my car for you?” Or, if he’s going

to be delayed even five minutes, he’ll have
Conti

Younger than Greg, but wise beyond her years, Dana ki

instinctively the things that would interest him. To Greg, ]

haps weary of glamour, Dana was a refreshing surpn
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secretary call and explain that he’s on his

way. I once asked one of the many wom-
en who have been in love with Greg what
was the outstanding quality that had made
her so enamored of him. Without hesita-
tion, she replied, “He makes a woman feel

like a woman!”
This glamour queen has since married,

as have most of the other women in Greg’s
romantic life, for the simple reason that
they despaired of ever landing him.
Please don’t ask me what made me hear

the strains of “Lohengrin” when I stopped
to talk to Greg that summer day in Bev-
erly Hills, but suddenly I heard myself
say, “Greg, I’ve got just the girl for you.
I met her in London two years ago. She’s
twenty-three, her father is a prominent
surgeon in Rhodesia, she was a medical
student at the University there, but went
back to London and started on a film
career. She’s under contract to 20th and
is co-starring with Dick Egan in ‘The
View from Pompey’s Head.’ And finally

and most important, she’s unattached. Why
don’t you give her a ring?”
Greg confessed that he had already

taken inventory of her when they had met
at a large cocktail party. She was with
another date, so he’d not “purswooed” her
any further. However, he added, he would
follow my suggestion.
Not long after that, I had lunch with

Dana and extolled Greg’s virtues to her.
But to my utter amazement. Miss Wynter
froze to the idea. Since Hollywood is worse
than a small village when it comes to gos-
sip, it hadn’t taken long for Dana’s ‘best

friends’ to alert her that Greg was the
most eligible bachelor in town. But she
was also warned that, like all her prede-
cessors, she couldn’t fail to succumb to his
charms and wind up with a broken heart.
Dana had heeded these warnings and de-
termined to steer clear of Mr. Bautzer.

Naturally, with a man like Greg—sb
used to women’s shameless pursuit of him

—

Dana’s stand-off attitude only increased
his desire to meet this unique femme fa-
tale. He flooded her with calls from Palm
Springs, New York, Paris, Rome—wher-
ever his affairs as a prominent lawyer took
him. But still no date.

The following November, after finishing
“The View from Pompey’s Head,” Dana
was sent to New York for a big, advance-
publicity campaign. Over a luncheon gab-
fest she told me of Greg’s pursuit and her
defense tactics. I told her I thought she
was being very foolish. “You must accept
people in their relationship to you,” I

said, “and not be influenced by what you
hear about them from other people. If you
go out with Greg once, and then decide
that you don’t want to become emotionally
involved, that’s up to you. But why put
up this barrier before you’ve even met?”

I know I sounded like Greg pleading one
of his own cases in court, but I sincerely
believed that these two :would click.

Realizing that I had no personal motive
except the sincere gesture of friendship,
Dana assured me that when she returned
to Hollywood—if and when Greg did call

—

she would take my advice and see him.
Scarcely a month later, I received a

note from Dana that made me wonderfully
happy. It read in part: “You’re right, Ra-
die, my love is a Dream Prince and I wish
everyone in the world could be even one

tenth as happy as I—I love him dearly
(

have you to thank for it.”

Greg was equally ecstatic. “She’s
most wonderful thing that’s happenec
my life!” he exclaimed when we had cci

tails together a few weeks later in 1

York, during one of his business t
Since Dana had come into his life, C

wasn’t interested in anyone else. Of coi
it didn’t take long for this budding r

mance to hit all the gossip columns. ./I

when the possibility of marriage
|

hinted, it was greeted with the u
j

skepticism. Remember, Greg was a m
firmed bachelor! But isn’t every ma
confirmed bachelor—until the right wo
comes along? In Greg’s case, it was
only a question of the right woman
the right timing. Dana came into his

at a period when he no longer wanted
protection of “safety in numbers.”
had his fill of playing the field; he ^
ready for a wife, a home, and a fam
what are the qualities in Dana

j

made her qualify for a role that so n;

other glamorous women had failec

achieve? Although she’s about twi

years Greg’s junior, Dana is extrei

adult for her years—as most British

are, especially those who, like Dana, |:

up in the thick of World War II. Als
England, it is a man’s world: the avc|
Britisher is lord and master in his

house, and his wife ungrudgingly c

to his “whim” of iron. Greg, on the (i

hand, was used to glamorous stars v:

private little egos meant more to

than anything or anyone else. Thus, ’i

Dana said to him, “Let’s talk about
now, darling”—and, by that, didn’t ij

“How did you like my last pictun
Greg was greatly surprised—and relii

And, when Dana told him that after

were married, she would give up'

promising career because he was to b’

only career, he knew this was it! I

Dana’s contract with 20th Century:
still has six years to run. When Dam
nounced that she was planning to i

it came as a big blow to the studio,

had big plans for her, especially afte

glowing reaction to her performani
“D-Day the Sixth of June.” Dana’s n
ment, however, is not irrevocable. “I

of those rare and exceptional parts

Scarlett O’Hara or Eliza Doolittle si

turn up. I’d be a fool not to accep
Dana told me two weeks before
marriage. “But just to play any ole

wouldn’t be worth sacrificing the
that I could and should be spending
Greg. His legal affairs keep him com
ly on the move, and if he has to sud
take off for New York or Europe, Ij

to be free to go with him. I also w<
be free for him here in California—tc

tennis with him at Palm Springs, to

the normal routine of breakfasting
him in the morning and dining witl

at night, instead of being tied up !

studio. I want to help him relax fro

pressures that are constantly being
on his time. Greg can’t say no to anj
whether it’s an important client or a

al acquaintance, and people knowin;
take advantage of him. He’s lived in

most of his life. I want to make
home for him now that he’s bought h
two homes for us to share together.!

is a bungalow (Continued on pag<



See how casual a bobbi wave can be! You know it

kill outlast any other pin-curl permanent because each

i

;url is set stronger from the very beginning with BOBBi’s

lew “Casual Curlets.” Use Curlets between perma-

lents, too — for a longer-lasting set after your shampoo.

Everything you need for the prettiest, longest-lasting

casual hairdo ever! Fabulous new easy-set “Casual

Curlets”. . . of pretty pink plastic . . . simpler than

metal pins! New breeze-fresh, petal-pink lotion, so

pleasant to use! No separate neutralizer, no reset-

ting. OnlyBOBBi makes a pin-curl permanent so easy

!

Pin-curls made with BOBBi’s
new “Casual Curlets’’. . .

smooth, firm, no loose ends, no
crimp marks as with metal pins.

Specially designed for a stronger,

longer-lasting casual wave

!

New “Casual Curlets” are 7
ways better

!

1. Easier, faster than metal pins.

2. So pretty— shell-pink plastic—

you won’t want to hide ’em !

3. Can’t rust or discolor hair.

4. One Curlet holds tight for bet-

ter, stronger waves—you never

need two for a curl

!

5. Can’t slip.

6. No unsightly crimp marks.

7. Curlets are curved — shaped to

your head for comfort.

All-new BOBBI in a bright blue box
Each package complete with 55 “Casual
Curlets” and 6 neckline curlers.
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Glamour Gab

of Hollywood

Ruth makes a surprising discovery about Ingrid [here ivith Rossellini, friend)

BY RUTH WATERBURY

I’ve certainly been “roughing” it this

month. I had to spend several weeks
in Paris, in one of those Parisian hotels

where your bedroom leads on to a bal-

cony that overlooks the glittering city;

I had to eat those fabulous French
meals; and, everywhere I went I saw
people such as Ingrid Bergman, Audrey
Hepburn. Ava Gardner, Gina Lollo-

brigida, Fred Astaire, and Anthony
Quinn.

Ingrid—Has It Been Worth It?

Let’s take Ingrid Bergman first, for

there’s one question every woman must
want to ask her—but which can’t be

asked of her, if you have any heart.

Question : Has the price she paid for

Rossellini’s love been worth it?

My answer, based on my observa-

tions of this beautiful woman: I’m sure

it’s been worth it—for two reasons.

Here’s one of them. The first night

I was in Paris, Anatole Litvak, director

of “Anastasia,” asked me to a cocktail

party. There were only about twenty

guests, just the cast and crew of

“Anastasia,” including Ingrid, Yul
Brynner, and Akim Tamiroff.

I had not seen Ingrid for more than
six years. With the exception of Greg
Bautzer, her lawyer, few people in

Hollywood have. So it was magical to

look at her, against the red plush an-

tiquity of a little Paris bistro, glowing
like a white diamond. As always, she

was dressed with the utmost simplicity,

her golden hair drawn simply back,

with no make-up except lipstick on her

lovely face.

In the old Hollywood days, Ingrid

used to be shy and reserved, around
women at least. Now she bubbles over

with talk and laughter. She told me
about her son, of whom she is most
proud, and about her twin daughters.

She spoke about the Italians whom she

thinks know more about the sheer zest

of living than any other race. She
spoke about the theatre, for which she

has developed a great enthusiasm. That
night, in fact, she was planning to see

a stage production of “War and Peace,”

performed by some Germans. She told

me that Rossellini was joining her the

next night in Paris, bringing their c

dren with him.

Throughout the party, Ingrid
laughing, radiant, no longer a wor
on guard, as she always seemed to

in Hollywood.
I

On Location In Paris

The next night, on location for

first scene of “Anastasia,” it pou
rain. The scene was being shot on
beautiful Pont Alexandre HI. wl
bridges the Seine. The rain actu.

helped the plot, since the scene

tured the lonely Princess Anasti

being saved from suicide by the cl

acter portrayed by Yul Brynner.
Ingrid stood halfway across

bridge, where she would first be
“

covered” by the camera. Bryn
waited farther down, in a car. The ]

kept falling and the atmosphere
came more miserable, but Bergmj
warmth seemed to radiate more
more. It was obvious that she was d(

ly happy, almost ecstatic, over be

in such an important picture.

During all this, carefully out;

camera range, Rossellini stood leap

against a light pole. Nobody seeii

to be aware of him. except me
couldn’t help wondering how Ros
lini felt—he who was the great il

when he married Ingrid; he who
supposed to be the Italian film-mal

genius; he the great lover, the domiiij

male. Maybe the question that

can’t ask Ingrid should really be
rected to Rossellini. Has it been w(

it? What do you think his reply wc
be?

I

Whereas the day-after-day rain

Paris didn’t interfere with the “Ai

tasia” shooting, it forced the “Fu
Face” company to devise scenes

weren’t in the script. One day, ou
Chantilly, a Paris suburb, Audrey I

burn and Fred Astaire were suppc

to play a love scene beside a small 1

The lake is on the grounds of

Chateau of the White Queen. Wall
among the gardens, wearing a Giver,

Audrey Hepburn, Fred Astair

Paris for filming of “Funny Fi

The weather didn't coopei



ews about Bergman . . .

va and Frankie in Spain .

ary Grant takes Madrid

Treat your eyes to

Spain, ivith“The Pride and the Passion”

t, Ruth found Cary Grant had become a

'ist attraction! Right rear, Sinatra

n, with the rain beating the fra-

it blossoms into the ground, Audrey
:ed like a princess.

'fter an hour in the rain, the com-

y had to give in to the elements. It

decided to revise the scene and
)t it in Paris in front of the Louvre.

1 Astaire, as the demon young ( !

)

';ographer, was to be photographing
model, Audrey, holding a big bunch
talloons.

udrey and Fred went through their

era paces in the best good humor,
ite the downpour. Fred, incident-

says that all he wants is work and
; work, because this is the only
he can briefly forget his grief over
loss of his wife.

le light of the dark day began fail-

however, before the shooting could
inished. So the call went out for

same place the next morning. As
would have it, the next morning,

6un blazed out. Audrey and Fred
1 in the same spot—but under
icial shadows, dripping beneath
raindrops splashed on them by
s from every angle,
hile in Chantilly the day before, we

Continued
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new..

in 5 lovely y iridescenty jewel- tone shades ^1

Sapphire Blue -k Amber Brown -h Emerald Green -k Blue Pearl Grey -k Turquoise

Beautiful Gold-Tone Swivel Case

Fashion dictates that your eyes should be your most important

feature—and you can bring out the color and clear look of your eyes

by giving them a flattering background of eye shadow. It’s so easy

with the new Maybelline Eye Shadow Stick. The shadow can be the

merest whisper, if you so desire—but if you wish a more dramatic

effect, especially for evening wear, simply intensify the color.

Maybelline Automatic Eyebrow Pencil I

Never needs sharpening—the only spring-locked crayon that

can’t fall out—gives soft feather-touch. Natural-tone shades:

Velvet Black, Dark Brown, Light Brown, Dove Grey
or Auburn. Exquisite turquoise and gold-tone case.

39i for two long-lasting refills

Maybelline Solid or Cream Mascara
The finest and smoothest mascara for long, velvety-dark

lashes in seconds. Solid Form in gorgeous gold-tone

vanity case ... or Cream Form in smart carry-kit.

Maybelline Professional Eyelash Curler

Special soft-cushion method works gentler, quicker,

easier. Gold-tone. It’s the finest precision-

curler made. Cushion Refill, only 100.

Maybelline Precision Eyebrow Tweezers
Tweeze with ease — these silvery tweezers are designed with

the “grip that can’t slip.” Straight or slant-edge.

Choice of smart women the world over



It was more than her beauty that fascinated Ruth
when she met Gina Lollobrigida in Paris. Above,

Gina, her husband Dr. Skofic, producer Harold Hecht

Glamour

of Hollywood

Continued

At party hostessed by Mrs. Julius Cahn, center,

Danny Kaye receives award from Nicaraguan Am-
bassador Sevilla-Sacasa for his UNESCO film

r

stopped for lunch at a little restaurant.

Such a time Audrey and Mel Ferrer

had, each making sure that the other

was eating. Mel thinks Audrey doesn’t

eat enough and she’s sure he doesn’t.

So there they sit, so bemused with tak-

ing care of one another that neither eats

barely a bite. It is enchanting to see

a couple so completely lost in each
other as these two are in the second
year of their marriage.

Designing Men
All this movie-making in Paris has

presented the first challenge to our
top Hollywood dress designers, Edith
Head and Helen Rose. Until now, they

have been supreme, but for “The Little

Hut,” Ava Gardner had no less than
fourteen outfits made by Dior, while

Audrey Hepburn had all her things for

“Funny Face” made by Givenchy—and
none other than Balenciaga designed
the middy blouse and skirt that Ingrid
Bergman wears in “Anastasia.”

I saw the sketches of Dior’s designs

for Ava, and they are unbelievably

beautiful, chic and breathtaking. They
are so lovely that Ava agreed to make
“The Little Hut” largely because of

them—although the script is a dilly

and playing opposite Stewart Granger

and David Niven isn’t painful, either.

As for Givenchy’s creations for Audrey
Hepburn, I think they’re a crime. Al-

though Audrey’s beauty and sweet-

ness still stand out, Givenchy’s angu-
larity tries to make women look like

yardsticks, long and flat. His may be
the last word in chic, but to me it is

not the first syllable in allure.

Curves, Cash and Conquest

On the set of “Notre Dame de Paris,”

which is a re-make of “The Hunchback
of Notre Dame,” I saw Gina Lollo-

brigida in a piece of burlap that cov-

ered her from neck to toe, but still

didn’t conceal her curves. They could

lower this dazzler into a pitch-black

mine at midnight and you’d still know
she wasn’t a boy.

Last year in Paris, when Gina was
making “Trapeze,” I found her very re-

served and most formal. But this year,

as she capered about between shots, I

decided she had either been shy before

or had learned that on the set of an
American-made picture you become
very friendly. I believe it’s a bit of

both, but mostly the latter. Because
here is a tearing beauty with a tre-

mendous brain. As Robert Hakim, who
is producing “Notre Dame de Paris,”

said, “U. S. Steel should be as well run

a corporation as is the corporation ol

Lollobrigida.”

Gina’s corporation is run by Gina
and her husband. Dr. Milko Skofic.

Here is a couple, quietly but com-
pletely in love, who understand each
other absolutely. Already, from their

50% ownership of “The Most Beauti-

ful Woman in the World,” they are se-

cure for life. And Gina is a mere
twenty-eight.

After spending seven hours a day

shooting “Notre Dame de Paris” in two

languages that are foreign to her-—

French and English—Gina spent two

more hours a day on singing lessons

and three hours on ballet. There’s no

stopping people like that, when they

have talent, too. Gina’s got it, in every

sense. I think she’s terrific.

Return of the Hunchback
Anthony Quinn is the hunchback in

the film with Gina. His make-up for the

picture is so fantastic that it took three

hours every morning to get it on and

two hours to get it off. He had lead

soles on his shoes to make him walk

heavily, a brace around his body tc

pull him out of shape, a twenty-five-

pound “hump” on his back, and one

of his eyes was blacked-out with putty

Since the French shooting day runs

from 12:30 to 7 p.m., Tony got to the

studio at 9:30 a.m. and left at nine

in the evening. During the on-and-of

make-up sessions, he, too, studiec

French. He had to, since the picture

was made in French and English. Oi

Saturdays and Sundays, Tony studies

painting with two different instructors

He let me see a few of his landscape:

and they really are knockouts.

On Location in Spain

In Madrid, where “The Pride am
the Passion,” starring Cary Grant

Frank Sinatra and Sophia Loren, wa

being filmed, the mere presence o

Her Serene Highness, Princess Grao

of Monaco, stole the show from th

other stars.

With her usual effortlessness, the ex

Miss Kelly captured all Madrid jus

by being ber flawless super-self. I sat

it happen at a bull fight on my firs

weekend in the capital of Spain.

Sophia Loren is the greatest star i

Europe today—even more so tha

Gina Lollobrigida, although I thin

Gina will stay on top longer. Sophi

deserves to be a star. She is a spe(

tacular beauty, with naturally curl

gold-red hair, large topaz eyes and

luscious mouth. She is five-feet nin

with a 23-inch waist and 38 bust an

hips. She will be twenty-two in Sej

tember.

Before the camera, Sophia is a sei

sitive, stormy actress. Cary Grant tol

me he believes that, now she has bee

signed to a contract with Paramoun
she can become one of the greatest <

stars. Stanley (Continued on page 115



Hair with the fresh youngHALO look

— for clear, liquid Halo . . . unlike most shampoos . . . contains no

greasy oils or soap. Nothing to Interfere with

cleaning action or dull your hair with heavy, dlrt-catchlng film.

Mild, gentle Halo leaves hair softer, brighter . .

.

whistle clean!



DISCOVERED
a new, down-deep-in-the-skin clean feeling

This is a new, never-bcfore kind of feeling. It could come only from a new,

never-bcfore kind of cleanser. Not from any soap . . . too drying. Not Irom any

cream... too thick and slow and greasy. Not likely even Irom ol\\er li(]uid cleansers.

Proof? New tJergens Deep Cleanser was preferred 2 fo 1 in a recent

hidden-name test among hundreds of women.

The fact is that this new Deep Cleanser, by the makers of Jergens Lotion, has

up to 4 times as many cleansing ingredients as traditional cleansing creams ... to

help it search deeper for clogging dirt and make-up ... to help you tissue them
away more (juickly, more gently, more thoroughly.

And because every single cleansing ingredient in Jergens Deep Cleanser is

also a recognized skin softener, it leaves your face softer, smoother, clearer. Agree

. . . or double your money back, .lust 39c and 69c plus tax.



EXCELLENT VEnV GOOD V'V' GOOD FAIR

^ET’S GO TO THE MOVIES
WITH JANET GRAVES

acting: YUL BRYNNER, DEBORAH KERR

landed in Siam, with son Rex Thompson, Dehorah realizes what she’s getting into when she sees Yul with slave Rita

King and I 20th;

CINEMASCOPE, DE LUXE COLOR

Here’s the most strongly plotted

exquisitely scored of all Rodgers and

imerstein musicals, recorded on film

^1 its spirit intact and its visual splen-

•i expanded. Yul Brynner, unique as a

tonality, authoritative as an actor and
iier, has made the part of the king his

V. But Deborah Kerr, new to her role,

^|;hes him, as the proud English

slolteacher arrived in 1862 Siam to in-

|lE;t the king’s numerous children—and,

l-iirns out, some of his wives, too. The
feious romantic element is taken care of

^lita Moreno as an unwilling addition

^tie harem, and Carlos Rivas, as her
|r, the pair who must “kiss in a
iJow.” Much more meaningful is the
tr love, indicated subtly but force-

rising to a tingling climax with
iiill We Dance?” FAMII.Y

The Fastest Gun Alive m-g-m

Vv'VV A compelling air of mystery sur-

rounds the man intensely portrayed by

Glenn Ford in this fascinating drama of

the frontier. You think he’s that familiar

figure the retired gunfighter, who can’t

stay retired. But you’re wrong. And his

true history unfolds as the people of a

small Western town change their opinion

of him. Glenn has been there for some
years, living quietly with wife Jeanne

Crain, when the account of a killing

rouses him to show his townsmen that

he isn’t just a mild storekeeper. He’s “the

fastest gun alive.” Outlaw Broderick

Crawford is homicidally jealous of any

man who claims that distinction. In the

mounting suspense, all minor roles are

sharply defined, though Russ Tamblyn’s
is confined to a sprightly dance sequence,

with only brief scenes elsewhere. family
The old, deadly urge that overtakes
Glenn fills his wife, Jeanne, with terror P

Continued
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LET’S GO TO THE MOVIES continued

As Keith cares for Jeff, the captain, George assumes command

EXCELLENT VERY GOOD GOOD |

Bing and John react differently to a Kelly-Sinatra esc

Awtty All Boats u-i; vistamsion, technicolor

'/'/'/V The physical realities of modern warfare at sea come

smashing home to all of us in this impressive saga of a World
War II attack transport, captained by Jeff Chandler. In his role

as the shrewd, hard-bitten, lonely skipper, Jeff must whip an

oddly assorted crew into shape to put the little landing craft

ashore on fanatically defended Pacific islands. First officer

Lex Barker seems a frivolous type. Officer George Nader, with

practical merchant-marine experience, yearns homeward toward

his wife (Julie Adams). Ship’s doctor Keith Andes and officer

Richard Boone are others deeply involved in the story’s action.

But the ship herself is the heroine, and. as the crew does, you

find yourself more and more concerned about her fate, deter-

mined to see her come through safely. family

Dining with Rossana, Alan lets Lloyd know how unwelcome he is

High Society m-c-m; vistavision,

V''/'VV' It’s sheer, relaxing pleasure to see the

sonalities of this romantic comedy serve up pure

ment in easy professional style. A musical re-make of

Philadelphia Story” (with the locale moved to Newport,

it happily casts Grace Kelly in Katharine Hepburn’s

of the perfection-demanding goddess who’s brought

earth with a satisfying thump. But Grace’s co-stars

play away from her with their deft comedy and

Crosby is her former husband, also a blueblood but a

ful and unassuming one. Frank Sinatra is a breezy

writer, sent to cover Grace’s wedding to John Lund, a

less stuffed-shirt type. As Frank’s photographer-partner.

Holm’s charming. Louis Armstrong adds fine jazz.

Jerry with a sheriff’s star? Lori and Dean have their

Santiago warners, warnercolor

A roistering adventure yarn gives Alan Ladd a worthy

adversary, the able Lloyd Nolan, and a luscious lady-love, Ros-

sana Podesta. The time is just before the Spanish-American

War, as Cuba fights alone for independence. Alan has his

familiar part of the seeming cynic, just out for the money (a

stint he took over from Bogart). As rival gun-runners, he and
the unscrupulous Nolan reluctantly team up to make sure

that each gets the cash, after they’ve accomplished the dangerous

task of delivering their guns to the rebels. As a courageous

revolutionary leader, Rossana commands the devotion of her

people—but draws more personal attentions from the two
Americans. Sturdy support comes from Chill Wills, skipper

of the old stern-wheeler carrying the vital cargo. family

Pardners paramount; vistavision, tech I

VVV That grand old movie institution the horse opeil

a ribbing from Martin and Lewis—but so gentle a lill

that it’s sure to survive. Sons of brave pioneers who d

gether in a battle against outlaws. Dean and Jerry hav

separate ways. Dean’s a real cowboy, a rodeo rider, but
j

a timid rich boy, brought up in New York, dreaming w ’

of his heroic heritage. When Dean and his ranch-owner

heart (Lori Nelson) leave after a visit to the big town'

busts loose from mom Agnes Moorehead’s apron strin

takes off with Dean. Well, those outlaws have descendani

still terrorizing the plains in 1910. With Jackie Lougl:

Jerry’s dance-hall gal, Jeff Morrow and John Baragrey i

regular) as bad guys, the doings are plenty lively.

28
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BARTHOLOMEW HOUSE INC.

DEPT. WG-9-56

205 EAST 42 ST., NEW YORK 17, N. Y.

SIRS:

I ENCLOSE 254 . PLEASE RUSH THE ELVIS PRESLEY ALBUM
TO ME.

NAME . .

.

ADDRESS

.

CITY

PLEASE PRINT

STATE

Don’t miss this entertainment-filledi

picture-filled,

thrilling story of the fantastic

success of Elvis Presley—Just 2Si.

the hottest

newcomer
since the
atom bomb

NOW HIS LIFE STORY
ever 100 pictures

I
—if your newsdealer has sold out, send 2SC

I now, today, with this coupon.
r

resley

p
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LET’S GO TO TH

1 . Is your feminine daintiness

well protected at all times

3 . Is there a sure way to put an

end to ugly perspiration stains0

2 . Can the rush of nervous ^
perspiration be controlled i

4 . Is one bath a day really enough

for an active girl like you ^

Girls wlio Know
fhe answers use Anid

-to be sure/
You owe it to yourself to get 100% on

this test. It’s a cinch you will, too, if you’re

smart enough to use Arrid daily.

For Arrid is the most effective deodor-

ant your money can buy. Doctors prove

that Arrid is 1 V2 times as effective against

perspiration and odor as all leading deo-

dorants tested.

Why? Only Arrid is formulated with

the magic new ingredient Perstop.* That’s

why more people have used and are using

Arrid to protect against odor and perspi-

ration than any other deodorant.

What’s in it for you? Just this!

yf Rob Arrid in — and you rub perspira-

-^•tion and odor out. When the cream

vanishes you know you’re safe. And ap-

proachable any hour of the day or night.

Tropical heat-wave weather included 1

/O Arrid protects you against all kinds

^••of unexpected perspiration. It keeps

you dry even when anxiety or excitement

cause your glands to gush perspiration.

Arrid, used doily, keeps your clothes

'^•safe from ugly stains. It keeps your

underarms so dry, soft and sweet there’s

never a hint that the situation’s getting

warm. Not even on hot, sticky days.

yf Arrid's "rubbed-in" protection starts

on contact — keeps you shower-bath

fragrant up to 24 hours. Rub it in right

after your daily bath and you can forget

about perspiration and odor. No wonder
gals "in the know’’ are steady Arrid users.

Don't be half safe.

Be completely safe.

Use Arrid . .

.

to be sure.

43 < plus fax.

*Carter Products trademark for Bulfonated hydrocarbon surfactants.

Lett Strada trans-i

The flamboyant, shabby people

the road {la strada) touch your heart

this fine Italian movie (titles in Englis

Its two American stars, Anthony Quinn £

Richard Basehart, are both excellent,

the picture belongs to a funny-faced, 1

able little Italian actress, Giulietta Masi
A simple-minded, sweet-natured girl, si

practically sold by her impoverished me
er to the brutish Quinn, a traveling stre

man. She’s a natural-born clown, so

enjoys her work as his partner, at f;

and carnivals. But his rough treatm

drives her to leave him. Then she recei

some odd but understanding advice fi

Basehart, a gentle-hearted wire-walker

a carnival. a.

Seven Men from Now
WARNERS, WARNERcf

V'V'^ Solidly plotted and crisply
]

sented, this is a reliable Randolph Si

Western, with Lee Marvin furnishing;

tra suspense as a dangerous character

may be either ally or adversary. Ranij

an ex-sheriff in bitter pursuit of sej

bandits who killed his wife during a h

up. Going through Indian country, he ji

forces with chance trail acquaintan(j

Marvin and an uncouth sidekick; (

Russell and her weakling husband (Wa
Reed), a pioneer couple. Corpses hit

dirt with satisfying frequency as Ra,

catches up with his quarry. The tu

over the bandits’ loot sparks the vigoi,

climax. fa

Confidential Report theatrical &

WV' As mixed-up a melodrama as yo

ever likely to see, this film still has

delightful flair for the grotesque thai

Orson Welles’ trademark. Shot in Eur

it casts writer-director-star Welles £

multi-millionaire of mysterious or

Newcomer Robert Arden, a good-loo

young man singularly sloppy in ma
and speech, plays an American advent

who accepts a strange assignment :

Welles. The rich old man wants to fine

what happened in his own life befon

a youth, he had an attack of amn
Though Arden has a girl—Patricia

dina, as money-minded as he is—he’ii

tracted to Welles’ daughter (Paola J

Mrs. Welles off-screen). Among the v

types Arden encounters during his

ardous sleuthing, Katina Paxinou is

standing, as a woman out of Wi
hidden past. 1

nuhi U.A., EASTMAN

Thanks to Philippine-Americai

operation and location shooting, this a

film combines steady excitement an'

teresting, authentic backgrounds. Re
30



MOVIES continued

i

g to the Philippines in 1952, tough-
nded George Montgomery wants only to

II his plantation and get out. But ex-

eetheart Mona Freeman, her neurotic

shand (John Baer) and her unselfish

fher-in-law (James Bell) love the is-

ids and their people. They’re willing to

ntinue the fight against the Huks, guer-

las who attack both Americans and
aceable Filipinos. George, of course, is

awn into the battle. family

Jie Brave One
*' I!KO; CINEMASCOPE, TECHNICOLOK

i:

Colorful locales—Mexico this time

—

i again a prime attraction, in a pleasing
y-and-animal story. Except for Michel

I'y,
appealing child actor seen earlier in

ihe Divided Heart,” the cast is Mexican,
n of a poor tenant farmer, Michel ten-

rly raises a handsome bull calf, refusing
face the fact that this is a fighting bull.

" spite of all his efforts, his pet finally is

It into the ring. This is a stunning se-

?nce. with the gruesome aspects played
Wn and the matador’s artistry played up.
jal fans jamming the huge Mexico City
ama add spectacle. family

jlJl for the Slin si pehscope, technicolor

The decisive presence and acting skill

three stars have to carry this rather
and aimless thriller, and they

succeed in giving it moments of ten-

The plot gets belatedly under way
novelist Richard Widmark and mag-
writer Jane Greer, flying over the

flight, Dick and Jane Greei
must take time for a jungle snooze

dean jungles in his private plane, are
ed down. They’re given shelter at the

plantation of Trevor Howard, an
Jishman who says he’s an archaeolo-
• But he and his two henchmen are
ously sinister types, and it’s soon ap-
-nt that Dick and Jane are held pris-

Dick’s discovery of his host’s true
itity means that he and Jane must flee
itheir lives.ag, * FAMILY

Continued
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New sunshine yellow

shampoo

puts sunny

sparkle in hair!

LETS OO TO THJ
Unidentified Flying Objects u

Not science-fiction, but in gener
a documentary, this conscientious fi]

gives the known facts and credible obs(

vations about “flying saucers.” Most sei

ice personnel portray themselves, but i

porter Tom Towers plays newsman Albe
Chopp, skeptic whose work with Air For
information services finally keeps hi

from sneering at reported sightings

“UFO's.” There are no faked close-ups

saucers. Instead, we have two short fib

of strange moving lights. Service researj

has determined that neither film includi

trickery. fami

Autumn Leaves columi

Pitching hard for dramatic powi

this excerpt from a psychiatrist’s ca

Cliff Robertson’s unbridled rage beg
to show Joan her husband’s true nati

book does achieve some punch. Howey
it’s hard to accept handsome Joan Cri,

ford as a manless spinster. Newcomer C

Robertson makes a commendable tryj

the young man she marries on short

quaintance. only to discover that

father (Lome Greene) and ex-wife (V

Miles) have driven him to the verge ofi

sanity. So Joan faces a decision. Her h

band’s mind is at stake. But if his met

health is restored, he may no longer n

her. The solution includes some unnei;

sarily gruesome details. ai

Phantom Horse harrisox, eastman ci

W In this leisurely-paced, sentime.

Japanese movie (with English titles),'

a race horse that needs psychiatric cai

and gets it, from a sympathetic yo

veterinary. Ayako Wakao is the little

who regards the horse as his own, tho

his horse-breeding family must eventu.

sell it. A forest fire, a stable fire and s

confusingly presented races gene

thrills. Only a few glimpses of ex

sights and customs in Japan set the

ture apart from its American equivah

silkier. . . softer. . . easier to manage
Brunette? Blonde? Redhead?
You’ll thrill when you see how your
hair responds to the conditioning

benefits of new shampoo plus egg !

It’s just what your hair needs—for

new life and luster, for rich silky

softness. You’ll love the “feel” of

your hair—the way it manages.*

Tiiat’s the magic conditioning touch
of SHAMPOO PLUS EGG ! This new
kind of shampoo cleans cleaner,
rinses super fast. It’s the one really

different shampoo . . . from its sun-
shine yellow color to the lilting

sunny sparkle it puts in your hair!

Try it once, you’ll use it always.
Economical 29^, 59i, $1.

shampoo
plus egg*

SAVE 30C I Special

Regular i s oz. $1.69 size ^
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iOVIES continued

'•ancis in the Hfiunted House u-i

Chill Wills’ raucous voice still issues

jm the talking mule’s muzzle; hut, Don-

i O’Connor having excused himself from

e series, Mickey Rooney takes over as

ancis’ dopey human pal. At the mule’s

ompting, he gets in wrong with the cops

reporting a murder before the body’s

en found. In love with heiress Virginia

dies, Mickey investigates shenanigans

her eerie old mansion and plays the

eerful patsy in a lot of winningly old-

ihioned slapstick. f\mily

ie Black Sleep u.a.

A congress of movie monsters cavorts

ough this all-out horror item. Basil

thbone’s our old friend the mad scien-

t, a brain surgeon experimenting on

ing people. Lon Chaney, Bela Lugosi

1 John Carradine are among his guinea

s. As a doctor in Basil’s clutches, Her-

t Rudley has the task of getting him-

f and pretty Patricia Blake out of there,

e make-up department has a high old

le with the surgeon’s victims. For a few

ches of welcome if grisly comic relief,

re’s Akim Tamiroff, as a tattoo artist

0 keeps the madman’s lab stocked with

nan supplies. adult

ngo Crossing I'-l, TECHNICOLOR

r At one point in this adventure tale,

[ginia Mayo complains that she has no
la what’s going on or who’s up to what,

d the audience will sympathize, while

ling the to-do agreeably unpretentious,

olaygirl involved in a murder case, Vir-

th a bottle as a weapon, Virginia is
to charge poor George with robbery

a seeks refuge in a miserable African
n, hide-out for a wildly assorted crew
fugitives from justice. The only re-

liable character on hand is George
iler, surveyor who isn’t sure why he’s
:i sent to survey this particular area,
soon as he discovers the reason, his
is in danger. family

Pond's

deep cleansings make a

lovely difference...

. .when yohr

e

close enough to kiss

!

New ultraviolet

photographs prove

Pond’s Cold Cream

removes dirt that other cleansers

only “skim over”

1. A “patch” of make-up and dirt is applied.

In ultraviolet light, it looks white.

2 . Then the test “patch” is

vigorously washed. Skin

feels tingling clean • . .

3 . But, even after brisk washing,

ultraviolet light shows deep-

down dirt still there!

4 . Proof—Pond’s cleanses deep.

Riglit through stubborn dirt.

Pond’s cleanses a clear path I

For a “young** potyder base

— Pond’s Vanishing Cream

No other cleanser

cleanses more deeply,

removes make-up

more completely—

0]NX>’S Cold. Creajcn.



THAT S

IIOLUYWOOO
FOR AOU

BY SIDNEY SKOLSKY

George Nader and Martha Hyer. Sorry,

Sidney—the girls won’t agree with you

!

Lex, with Lana, deejay George Sanders,

isn’t the only Barker in the business

Tab and those other guys better check
with each other about Natalie’s dates

P

34

No doubt about the name of “Marty’s” best girl in real life—it’s Rhod

I understand Rock Hudson is often

called Rock ’n’ Roll Hudson by his

wife, Phyllis. ... It seems every blond

is trying to look like Marilyn Monroe,
except Marilyn Monroe. . . . I’m weary
of reading bachelor stories about

George Nader. . . . Theme Song for the

Greg Bautzer-Dana Wynter marriage;

A Man Chases A Girl Until She
Catches Him. . . . Frank Sinatra’s ap-

proach to friendship is animal loyal. . . .

Acknowledged: Elizabeth Taylor is

beautiful—but Joan Crawford creates

more excitement when she enters a

room. . . . Natalie Wood stayed home
one night last month. It seems Ray-

mond Burr thought she had a date with

Tab Hunter who thought she had a

date with Nick Adams who thought she

had a date with Nick Ray who was out

of town. . . . When they come out with

an inside confidential scandal yarn

about Ann Blyth, I’ll say I’ve heard

everything. . . . Tony Curtis told it:

A movie star is somebody just like the

boy next door, if you live in Beverly

Hills.

Rhonda Fleming’s a doll who should

be doing better than she is. ... I want
to give credit to Burt Lancaster who is

an admirer of other people with talent

and a distributor of credit. That’s why
the firm is now called Hecht, Hill and
Lancaster. . . . Most people remember
Marty and his pal, Angie (“What do

you feel like doing tonight?”), but do

you know the name of Marty’s girl-

friend, played by Betsy Blair? . . . Di-

mitri Tiomkin describing Hollywood:

“The actors are as American as apple

pie and the actresses are as American
as cheesecake.”

I admit Jeanne Crain and Paul Brink-

man had me fooled. I thought they

were too busy with each other to be

busy elsewhere. . . . Starlet Dani Crayne
reminds me of Lana Turner, and Leigh

Snowden reminds me of Leigh Snow-
den. ... I saw Kirk Douglas in “Cham-
pion” on TV, and he sure had a skinny

chest. Kirk would have to fight in a

heavier division today. . . . Whene'
I meet Ernest Borgnine, I think he

carrying his Oscar under his coat. . .

can tell the difference between I

Barker, Jess Barker and Fess Park

I can also tell the difference betwf

Tab Hunter, Jeffrey Hunter and Rt

Hunter. But I do get a bit confui

between Dale Robertson and Cliff R‘

ertson. Dick Powell and Jane Pov
give me no trouble at all. . . . Red SI

ton tells of the producer who sa

“Maybe I don’t know what I’m talk

about, but if I did know what .

talking about I’d be right.”

Kim Novak has her moods <

mood. ... I can remember all the t

back when Jane Russell was com
ered the greatest. But now Jane’s 1

the four-minute mile: the record

been broken by many. . . . The m
of Marty’s girlfriend is Clara.

wouldn’t ask you a question and
give the answer. . . . Barbara Stanw

has never been known to have an ai

ment with a director during product

“I do all of my arguing before the

ture starts,” says Barbara. . . . Will

Holden, asked if he knew a cer

bragging producer, replied: “I k.'

him very well. I caught him in a ti

once.”

I can’t believe Stewart Granger wc

even holler at adorable Jean Simm
. . . Debra Paget is behaving like

old-time movie star, even if she :

one. Debra must have read back is:

of this movie magazine. . . . Don’l

surprised if Elvis Presley surprises

by tossing away his guitar, his ol

tionable motions, and becomes a m
star. . . . Acknowledged : Ralph F

ardson is a great actor. But C

Gable is more exciting to watch

the screen. . . . Now that Edmund
dom and Linda Christian have '

other, they don’t appear satisfied.

My favorite character Mike Curtiz

he liked a certain actress “because

is a perfect combination of impe

tions.” That’s Hollywood for you.



At last an all-day lipstick that never has that

flat, heen-on-since-morning look! Fahulous new inner glow lipstick

glows with soft, shimmering color—and it glows on and on and on!

It’s so brilliant, so long-lasting, so glowingly new and different you’ll

never use any other lipstick again

!

INNER GLOW actually puts a dew-soft, transparent color-guard on your

lips! It’s the new secret of lips that stay velvety-soft and moist— of

radiance that lasts without a letdown all the livelong day! PLUS TAX

7 INNER GLOW COLORS

RHYTHM-IN-RED— blue-red

PINK PLUM-deep pink

LOOK-OUT RED-true-red

PINK-A-BOO— rosy pink

TROPIC SUN—golden red

PEACH-OF-A-PINK— rosy coral

CORAL— bright coral

CASHMERE BOUQUET COSMETICS...'



See? It’s like washing your hair

in jiaturallY soft rainivater

Rainwater-soft sut’s ! New White Rain gives you floods of suds, soft

as softest rainwater. Rainwater-clean rinsing, too ... all dulling fdm

disappears in a twinkling!

Rainwater-soft results ! You comb out hair that’s sunshine-bright . . .

soft as a summer cloud. Yet all your sunny curls just naturally spring

back into place!

N

For fuller reviews, see Photoplay for the month

indicated. Current full reviews—see contents pa«e.

ANIM\L WORLD. THE—Warners. Techni-

color; Often fascinatinj: though hazily organized

documentary, covering microscopic creatures, dino-

saurs (in cartoon), the menagerie of jiresent- 'ly

Africa. (F) July

i/f/i/ AS LONG AS YOLTRE NEAR ME—War-

ners: Distinctive German fdm. with dialogue in

English. Director O. W. Fischer hires Maria Schell

to act out her own sad life in a movie, thereby

enilangering her marriage. (,A) July

'/'/'/V BHOWANI JUNCTION—M-G-M; Cin-

emaScope. Eastman Color: Emotion-charged story

of strife in Iinlia. .Ava Gardner’s embroiled in it,

hesitating between Bill Travers—like herself, half

English, half Indian—and British officer Stewart

Granger. Fine photography. (A) July

CATERED AFFAIR. THE—M-G-M: A
visit with an endearingly everyday family, excel-

lently portrayed. Housewife Bette Davis insists on

a big weihling for daughter Debbie Reynolds,

though pop Ernest Borgnine, a cab driver, can't

afford it. ( F) July

l/f/i/ CRIME IN THE STREETS—A.A.: An hon-

est approach freshens the juvenile-delinquency

theme. Lhihappy. vicious-tempered John Cassavetes

drafts Sal Mineo to aid in a murder plan. James
Whitmore's a wise social worker. (.A) July

CROWDED PARADISE—Tudor: Enid Rudd
and Mario Alcalde are young lovers in a touching

study of New A’ork's Puerto Ricans. A subplot fea-

tures Hume Cronyn, Nancy Kelly. (.A) July

DAKOTA INCIDENT—Republic, Tru-

color: Tightly constructed Western. Among an iso-

lated group besieged by Indians are bandit Dale

Robertson, singer Linda Darnell. (F) .August

V'V'V'V' D-DAY THE SIXTH OF JUNE—2nth;

CinemaScope. De Luxe Color: Tender love story,

set in wartime England, makes a sympathetic tri-

angle of English Dana Wynter and Richard Todd
and American Robert Taylor. Edmond O’Brien’s

impressive as an ambitious officer. (A) July

EARTH VS. THE ELYING SAUCERS—
Cohiinhia: Neat science-fiction thriller. The un-

manned satellites that newlyweds Hugh Marlowe
and Joan Taylor work at launching are blasted

by space ships—with unknown purpose. (F) August

V'V'V'/ EDDY DUCHIN STORY, THE—Colum-
bia: CinemaScope, Technicolor: Affecting and
graceful musical biography casts Ty Power as the

pianist and handleader: Kim Novak, his first wife:

Victoria Shaw, his second. (F) August

GREAT LOCOMOTIVE CHASE, THE—
Buena Vista; CinemaScope, Technicolor: Pictur-

esque, fact-based adventure sends L^nion spy Fess

Parker on a daring raid into Dixie, with Jeffrey

Hunter as a gallant enemy. ( F) July

INVITATION TO THE DANCE—M-G-M.
Technicolor: Wordless, charming, all-dance film.

Gene Kelly leads a gifted troupe in three tales

—

wistful, comic, and whimsical. (F) August

V'Vv' KILLING, THE—U.A.: Compact, tough

crime vignette. Sterling Hayden’s intricate scheme
for a race-track robbery is upset by accomplices'

personal problems, siitli as a cheating wife (Marie
Windsor). (F) August

Use New White Rain Shampoo tonight . .

.

Tomorrow your hair ivill be sunshine bright!



y'/' GOOD ^^FAIR A—ADULTS F—FA MILA'

KISS BEFORE DYING, A—U.A.; Cinema-
Scope, De Luxe Color: Good suspense fare. As a

fortune-hunter. Boh Wagner almost gets away with
the murder of Joanne Woodward, until her sister

(Virginia Leith) starts investigating. (A) July

I/)/)/ LEATHER SAINT, THE—Paramount

:

Pleasant story of a minister (John Derek) who
secretly takes up prizefighting to earn money for

a children’s hospital. Paul Douglas is his manager;
Jody Lawrance, a flashy dame. (F) July

Vv'v'v' man who knew too much, the—
Paramount; VistaVision, Technicolor: Fast Hitch-
cock thriller. Tourists in Morocco. James Stewart
and Doris Day learn of a murder plan, and their

son’s kidnapped to silence them. ( F) July

)/)/ MAVERICK QUEEN, THE—Republic, Natu-
rama. TruColor: In an actionful Western, love for

detective Barry Sullivan makes Barbara Stanwyck
turn on her cattle-rustling pals. (F) July

V''^V'V MOBY DICK—Warners, Technicolor:
Impressive version of Melville’s classic. Gregory
Peck is the whaling-ship captain on a crazy search
for the whale that crippled him. Richard Base-
hart, Leo Genn are also fine. (F) August

OUTSIDE THE LAW-U-I: Lively crime-
busting film. Ex-con Ray Danton helps his hated
father, T-man Onslow Stevens, break up a counter-
feiting gang. (F) July

I//"!/ PROUD AND PROFANE. THE—Para-
mount; VistaVision, Technicolor: Trouhletl war-
time romance of a hardened Marine Corps officer

(William Holden) and a Red Cross girl (Deborah
Kerr), in the Pacific. Thelma Ritter, Dewey Mar-
tin make a subplot more touching. (A) August

V)/)/ PROLTD ONES, THE—2flth; CinemaScope,
De Luxe Color: Sheriff Boh Ryan has rough going
in a lusty Western. Virginia Mayo’s his girl; Jeff

Hunter, his deputy. ( F) August

)/)/)/ RAWHIDE YEARS. THE—U-I, Techni-
color: Rambling, amiable Western. Wanted for

murder, Tony Curtis seeks the real killer; Colleen
Miller ivaits impatiently. (F) August

REBEL IN TOWN—U.A.: Strong drama
of the post-Civil War frontier. Ben Cooper is a

Southerner in danger; John Payne, a Reh-hater;
Ruth Roman, Payne’s gentle wife. (F) August

S/V'^V' SAFARI—Columbia; CinemaScope, Tech-
nicolor: Mau Mans, wild beasts and tangled emo-
tions keep the excitement going as white hunter
Vic Mature hits the trail with rich Roland Culver
and Janet Leigh, Culver’s fiancee. (F) July

V'/W SOMEBODY UP THERE LIKES ME—
M-G-M: In a rowdy, sympathetic, humorous movie
biography, Paul Newman’s first-rate as scape-

grace fighter Rocky Graziano, helped to reform by
Pier Angeli. Sal Mineo’s a slum pal. (F) August

STAR IN THE DUST—U-I: Briskly effec-

tive Western. Sheriff John Agar’s set on hanging
killer Richard Boone legally, though escape and
lynching plots are afoot. (F) July

I/)/)/ THAT CERTAIN FEELING—Paramount;
VistaVision, Technicolor: Bob Hope’s funny and
likable as a timid artist urged by Eva Marie
Saint to tell off boss George Sanders. (F) August

TRAPEZE—U.A.; CinemaScope, Techni-
color: Brilliant, absorbing circus drama. As a

has-been “flyer,” Burt Lancaster returns to be
Tony Curtis’ catcher. Gina Lollobrigida uses her
wiles to get into their act. (F) August

A piece of paper can show you quicker than anything else how good

your make-up is. Smears, streaks, lines, pores show up on paper at a

glance—the way they show up on your skin at close range. And you
can see for yourself how much, much smoother Lady Esther’s

new Sheer Flattery is than other make-ups tested.

Sheer Flattery is a new sheerer than sheer, creamier creme make-up that

smooths on so easily . . . smooths over every blemish so evenly, you can

be absolutely confident that the closer he looks the lovelier you’ll look.

No other make-up—cream, liquid, or cake—can give you such

wonderful close-up confidence in your complexion as Lady Esther’s

new Sheer Flattery! Just look at the paper test! It shows the difference!

6 new'SKIN'HARMONirshades
blend perfectly with natural skin tones

Stunning pink and French Gray ea^e

79^ plus tax

price slightly

Creme Make-Up ©1956 by Lady Esther, Div.



V ...and you can prove it with a Palmolive bar!

qmiA (5^
^ Hidden dirt is a beauty thief!

Rub your face hard with a cotton

pad after ordinary^ casual cleansing with

your regular soap orface cream. See the

ugly smudge the pad picks up? That's

deep'doivn dirt that casual cleansing

misses . . . dirt that hides the fresh,

natural prettiness ofyour complexion.

Beautifully clean after 60-

second Palmolive facial! Rub
yourface the same way ivith a cotton pad
after a 60'Second massage with Palmolive

Soap. Pad is still snowy-white . . . prov-

ing that Palmolive care cleans deeper,

cleans cleaner, cleans prettier! And mild

Palmolive won't irritate skin.

and wonderful for bath, 1

l^ew complexion beauty in just one minute? Yes, fair lady, yes! Because Palmolive care removes

beauty-robbing hidden dirt that casual cleansing misses. And only a soap as mild as Palmolive can cleanse so



FKCOTOFLi^Y
EXOLXJSIV'E

ieginning an -u-nforgettalole story, never toefore tolcL atjont Jimmy IDean

Tliere "weis st Bosr.
BY 'wmniA.iy^ bast

/ knew him

for such a short time-

just six years.

But that was all

the time Jimmy

had left to live

• On September 30, 1955, the world was

informed that the short but incredible

career of James Dean had come to a

tragic end on a lonely northern Cali-

fornia highway. One year prior to that

date James Dean was a comparatively

obscure actor and was hardly known to

the public. Now, almost one year after

his death, he stands on the threshold of

immortality.

James Dean’s life was by all means
filled with excitement and turbulence. It

is the fascinating tale of a young man
who propelled himself violently through

a few short years, in search of fulfillment,

love, and understanding. It is a legend

filled with the profundity and gentleness

that was the boy himself.

Jimmy was my closest and most con-

stant friend during the six years before

his death. Most of that time we shared

the living expenses involved in the strug-

gle to gain recognition in the theatre,

and we were seldom out of touch with

Continued

39



Portrait

by

Jacques

Benbassat

He ivas rrty crazy roommate—moody, unpredictable, \

not yet sure of what he had, not yet ready for

the role destiny had chosen for him

Jimmy and Bill’s mother when

she visited hoys’ apartment.

She found them flat broke

from paying high rent, bought

food and cooked for 'them.

And teas deeply touched when

Jimmy gave her his picture

signed”To my second mother”

One of Jimmy’s dates was

Beverly Wills, Joan Davis’

daughter. She shared his

love of sports (he was star

athlete in high school), intro-

duced him to young stars

like Debbie Reynolds, left,

with Jimmy, Bill and dates

It

>

i

each other. In my peculiar position of

having known him so long and having

shared so many experiences with him, I

find it hard- to comprehend the full sig-

nificance of what happened to the school

chum I came to call my friend. Just three

years ago he was just my crazy room-

mate who, like all the kids we knew, was

trying to make a mark for himself. He

was known only to a limited group of

people and his name meant nothing to

the man on the street. Now, there isn’t

a day that goes by that I don’t hear his

name on the lips of some stranger pass-

ing on the street, that I don’t hear stories

of how many of his fans are still writing

letters of devotion to the Hollywood col-

umnists, that 1 don’t see his picture in

the window of some store in a small town,

that I don’t see his name headlining the

double feature at a neighborhood movie

house, that I don’t feel the strong and

Editor’s Note: William Bast, a native

of Milwaukee, Wisconsin, is now a TV
script writer who makes his home in

New York City. He was majoring in

Theatre Arts, with the aim of becoming

an actor, when he met James Dean.

memorable impression he made on the

people who knew him, worked with him,

or admired him. I still find it hard to

believe that they are all referring to the

same Jimmy Dean I knew so well. Per-

haps, I often think, they are referring to

the Jimmy Dean they came to know only

briefly, only partially, on the screen, on

a sound stage, or in a rehearsal hall. And

perhaps, I wonder, it isn’t the same

Jimmy Dean at all.

In 1949, the Theatre Arts Department

of the University of California at Los

Angeles was a busy place. Stage produc-

tions were at a peak. The acting, it

seemed, had never been so fine. World

War II had ended a few years before and

the departmental heads were enthusi-

astically utilizing the more mature tal-

ents of the many recently returned GIs.

Unfortunately, the younger students who

hadn’t participated in the war, and who

hadn’t as yet matured, were being side-

stepped. The gap of years between the

regular students and those on the GI Bill

created cliques within the drama depart-

ment.

In this atmosphere, the slouched, un-

impressive figure of James Dean drew no

attention. The sandy-haired boy, com-

With date Jeanetta Lewis at

a Sigma Nu dance. It was

while he ivas at UCLA that

Jimmy met actor James Whit-

more, the man whose acting

know-how sparked the flame

that was later to burn so

brightly—but all. too briefly

pletely withdrawn behind his horn-

rimmed glasses, was a new student who

had just transferred from Santa Monica

City College. His major was Law and

his minor was Theatre Arts. He had bees

pledged to Sigma Nu fraternity and was

“living in” near the campus. He had

some knowledge of motion picture pro

jectors and, with the help of the campus

employment agency, was able to bear the

financial burden of fraternity and college

life by acting as projectionist for classes

using visual education. His clothes were

few and modest, and his manner was

mild and unnoticeable. He did not min

gle freely and, as a result, did not be

come a part of any particular clique. I

was impossible for him to make friends

with these people who were so impressee

with their own self-importance, as h(

later put it. So he withdrew from the so

ciety of the Theatre Arts Department an(

tried very hard to fit in with his fratemit;

brothers. Jimmy was not happy a

UCLA.
The department was doing a produc

tion of “Macbeth.” Somehow, Jimm

had been cast in the role of young Princ

Malcolm. One night, during a late rt

hearsal, I was (Continued on page 98)



jsixxi^s cieein’s last and most dramatic role:



• The search for happiness, like the search for truth,

is a lonely one. No one can tell us when we’ve found

it, and few of our friends agree with us when we raise

our voices to shout exultantly, “This is it!”

Audrey Hepburn is no exception. Following her

searching heart, consulting that heart and not her head,

as all true lovers do, Audrey found her happiness in

a most unlikely place—or so said her friends, and
her critics, warning her against Mel Ferrer. Not that

they had anything against him—they didn’t. As a

man, as an actor, as a person, they tossed Mel their

accolades and their approval. [Continued on page 113)

Two years ago her work, her dancing, her career were enough. Until love

touched her life. And then she knew how lonely she had really been

“Happiness in love has turned her

inside out,'’ say fellow co-workers.

Above, she chats gaily with Fred

Astaire, co-star in “Funny Face”

At top, rehearsing for dance scene

with Henry Fonda (below) in “War
and Peace.” Mel appears in film,

too. “We loved working together”

“Being together, helping each other,

working together as Mel and /

have been doing—that’s the wonder-

ful part of marriage,” says Audrey



Above, in costume for “Funny Face.”

The little girl aura is still on
her, but the pixie hairdo has gone.

Today, it’s longer, softly feminine

BY

JOHN MAYNARD

Someday,- when careers permit,

Mel and Audrey want a villa by

the sea in California. But until

then, “Wherever Mel is, is home!”



An inn in Ireland is the basis

for Rock’s future home plans.

It had. “big, deep chairs where

a fellow could stretch out and

take it easy.” And any home
that Rock builds will be on a

hill, “with lots of trees and

shrubs around.” Also flowers

and a rock garden to keep na-

ture-loving Rock busy outdoors

Rock is in Warners’ ’’Giant” and U*i's
"Written on llie Wind”



Phyllis goes along with Rock’s decorating ideas, but he

had to make some changes in his bachelor house, where

they’ll live until they can build their dream home. ‘‘‘It

took me a week to put up enough shelves for her,” he kids

Usually it's the missus

who plans the home.

But here's a switch-

it's Mister Hudson

who's gone house-happy

!

• “As far back as I can remember,” Rock

Hudson mused aloud one day, “I have lived in

other people’s houses—never in a place I

could call my own. But now, at last I have

my own house, a place where I feel I can put

down roots, where I can belong.”

But, exciting as that home and that time was

to be, there was a second installment due on

the story. An installment even Rock didn’t

dream was in the cards for him on that spring

day in 1955, when he was so excited and so

enthusiastic about the first house he was
ever to own. Sure, he knew that someday he’d

marry. It was as much a part of his plan for the

future as having a home of his own, of

traveling extensively, or someday, he hoped,

having children.

At the time, however. Rock’s thoughts were
still concentrated almost wholly upon his

career. And the girl in his life, at the time,

was script girl Betty Abbott. They were just

good friends, but publicity had blown it up,

as Rock angrily said, “into a ‘thing.’ ” Because
of this, all talk about his personal life came
to an end—as far as publication was
concerned. People even said that Rock had
pretty much settled down to his bachelor life

in the ranch-type house high on a hill.

Then, seemingly out of the blue and out of

nowhere, came his friendship with lovely

and charming Phyllis Gates, who was once
the secretary of Rock’s agent, Henry Willson.
By that time, however, Phyllis had been
promoted to Henry’s Willson’s associate,

reading manuscripts (Continued on page 102)

BY FREDDA DUDLEY BALLING

1

r
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*SMART STXJDENT

Rita Moreno’s going to school

and liking it. And though

she still loves her bongo drums,

she’s getting real serious about Strauss

!

• For once, Rita Moreno was glad that her car was

a ’52 Ford, had a dent in one fender and needed wash-

ing. She parked it on a side street, got out and

walked across the UCLA campus. Then, at the foot

of the steps leading into the lecture building, she felt a

sudden twinge of panic. What was she doing here?

Rita Moreno, of all people, taking a course in Humani-
ties? She wasn’t even sure what the word meant!

All she knew, from the catalogue, was that the course

was to guide her through some of the world’s great

literature, from Moliere to Hemingway, and that this

was something about which she’d lately developed tre-

mendous curiosity. She was going to read Candide.

War and Peace, and a lot of {Continued on page 106)

By Ernst Jacobi

Not until the role of Tuptim in

“The King and I” did Rita’s Hol-

lywood career shift into high

gear. Now she’s making up for all

the things she missed during the

years of struggle to reach the top

Fun-loving Rita can’t explain what made her a cam-
pus cutie. “I don’t know what hit me!” she says.

But it isn’t because she’s in love. “I wish it

were. In all my life I’ve only been in love once”
Kita is also in "Tlie Vagalwnd King"
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is/LSLcXe Of
BY MAXINE ARNOLD

• They’ve written their own story of a i

riage, Sue and Alan Ladd. Written it on

photographs, taken fourteen years apart,

faces in those photographs have changed

the passing of the years. But the words, and

meaning of the words, remain unchanged.

“For My Wife—from whom I will nevei

apart, come what may—” Alan had scraf

this on the picture of him as an Army corf

and had angled it so that a lonely Sue c

read it, first thing in the morning and thcj

thing at night before going to bed.
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‘When two people click . . Alan says simply.

But it takes more than love to make a marriage.

It takes the years of growing closer together

Alan Ladd is in "Santiago"

“Alan’s always doing something unexpected!” grins Sue, who wasn’t too sur-

prised to find herself suddenly in the hardware business with Alan. But though

he values Sue’s opinion, they don’t always agree. Alan, below with David and
Alana, thinks Sue’s a “soft touch” as a parent. She thinks he’s inclined to be

too strict with the kids. “We both have strong wills, but we thrash things out!”

ourteen years later, a photograph on the

shed piano top in the Ladds’ new, picturesque

n Springs home bears the same, almost un-

ligible scrawl—a scrawl that Sue reads with

heart: “Forever—come what may. . .

nd forever, come what may, is the heart-

ning story of the Alan Ladds. It’s all the

?s marriage—their marriage—is made of,

all the pictures, the pages, that live between

words . . . and the years. So many pictures,

fell remembered.

Alan and Sue went into movie production “to build a secure

future for our children.” Below, with Edmond O’Brien, star

of “A Cry in the Night” produced by the Ladds’ Jaguar unit



Burt Lancaster can talk about his brood but

he wont be able, to get a word in now that

Janet, and Tony have their baby—a 6-lb. girl

Fans corner Perry Lopez and Anna Maria
Alberghetti. She’s thrilled over getting Susan

Strasberg role in play, “Diary of Anne Frank”

O F

They're Either Too Young Or Too Old: Someone goofed when

it was itemed that Twentieth Century-Fox was fuming about

Robert Wagner’s dates with Nora Eddington Flynn Haymes. The

reason, supposedly, was because Nora is older than Bob, and

too sophisticated. “Baloney!” muses R.J. My studio tells

me what to do in front of the camera, but away from it

—

I’m on my own!” ... It didn’t take Marlon Brando long to

realize he was back in Hollywood. When he returned from

Japan, where he was making “The Teahouse of the August

Moon.” he checked into the Chateau Marmont and occupied

Greta Ga*bo’s old apartment. Marlon unpacked, then went

out to lie in the sun. Natalie Wood happened to be by the

pool, visiting friends, and she and Marlon exchanged a

few words. The next morning, a local columnist listed the

pair as “the hottest romance in town!” So far, Nat and

Marlon aren’t even lukewarm!

News And Views: Luscious Kim Novak took Europe by storm

and vice versa. But back in the States, her boyfriend Mac

Elaine Aiken and Tony Perkins, both from

New York, pair off-screen and on—they co-

star in first picture “The Lonely Man”
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Mac Krim’s still in the picture—but so is

dashing Count Mario Bandini. A new romance

for Kim Novak—or just one of those flings?

If' hy all the whispering? It seems to be a

secret between Pier and Vic. It can’t be

those stork rumors—Vic looks too unhappy!

\

I



A sparkling Debbie and Eddie returned from Nassau va-

cation, following finish of their movie “Bundle of Joy.”

They'll be welcoming their own bundle of foy in November

Krim received an awful ribbing when Kim announced
that she loved having her hand kissed by the countless

counts—especially Count Bandini—who pursued her!

. . . In Fairmount, Indiana, James Dean’s family and
friends beat Hollywood to the punch. They announced
the establishment of a Foundation Memorial, which will

provide financial assistance to young professional artists

of proven ability. We hope Jimmy’s warm heart knows,

for he was always doing the same thing when he was still

with us. . . . Doris Day was just taking off to plug her

latest picture, “Julie,” made by her own company, when
she had to be rushed to the hospital. It was a king-size

relief for the Marty Melchers when only minor surgery

was necessary for Dodo. . . . Blond and bosomy Jayne

Mansfield, who has her own way of busting into print,

had her close-to-exposed heart set on playing the life

story of Jean Harlow. But Jayne is due for a big dis-

appointment. Another famous blond named Marilyn

Monroe will play the part, after she finishes “The Sleep-

ing Prince ” in England, with Sir Laurence Olivier—and

has some time off for a honeymoon with playwright

Arthur Miller.

Change Of Heart: When they changed the title of

“The Maverick” to “Three Violent People,” it was rather

ironic. For some unexplained reason, Charlton Heston

didn’t want tall, handsome Tom Tryon in the picture.

£01

Then, too, Anne Baxter rarely spoke to any of the cast

when they were not on-camera. Eventually, however,

Heston was so impressed with Tryon’s death scene, he

fought to get Tom close-ups. Then, to top it off, Annie
had a change of heart. It all ended up, as the saying goes,

“just one big happy family!”

Stranger In Town: Hollywood needed the talents of Don
Murray, who plays Marilyn Monroe’s impetuous cowboy

lover in “Bus Stop.” A forceful type who worked with

religious groups during the war years, Don now has an

ideal set-up with Twentieth: two pictures a year, with

Don Murray gets Marilyn M-M-Monroe in his first movie,

“Bus Stop.” But it took him five years to get Hope
Lange, who also has a part in the film, to say “I do!”

A love-pat from wife Lydia and a pat on the back fo)

Chuck Heston, who was big enough to admit he’d beet

wrong about a fellow-actor in “Three Violent People'



Fateful Decision: Personable Pat Wayne hasn’t lost his

Wge to join the priesthood. However, he’s only sixteen,

,and it’s such a serious step his wise parents are glad that

he’s delaying his final decision. In the meantime, here’s

coming. But he smiled again when U-I loaned him to

M-G-M for “Something of Value.” Dissatisfied with recent

roles on his home lot. Rock and his Phyllis made plans

for their African jaunt with (Continued on page 90)

Merry Doris Day and serious Jeff Chandler make a per-

suasive pair at auction held at benefit party at Ciro’s.

Proceeds from star-inspired affair went to Share, Inc.

IPhen Shirley MacLaine and hubby Steve Parker went to

Japan, she thought she had the “flu.” It turned out to

ve a baby—due September. Note Steve’s new mustache!

roud pop John Wayne fixes daughter Toni’s veil at wed-

ji ing reception at Beverly Hills Hotel. She’s daughter

Groom is law student Don La Cavay previous marriage.

IP-

time in between to do plays. He recently married Hope
Lange, who is also in “Bus Stop”

—
“but it took her five

c years to say yes !
” Don loves Hollywood and is touched

by everyone’s eagerness to help him. Between his lusty

film scenes with Marilyn, he could always be found, en-

grossed in a reed-covered book. Curious, La Monroe asked

ihim the title. “The Bible,” Don replied.

Continued

the lowdown on Pat’s new contract with C. V. Whitney,

who produced “The Searchers.” It permits him to choose

leading ladies and okay scripts, provides that his acting

chores won’t interfere with his studies at Loyola College,

and allows for time off for football practice. The brain

who agented the deal? Pat’s proud pop, John Wayne!

Last Laugh: On Rock Hudson, an unhappy face isn’t be-



At 14—here's the kid stories pic-

ture as poor, a young hoodlum!

He was poor—so he had a charge account!

He was always feuding with the cops—
so they gave him a testimonial!

Ifs things like this that made us go after

tru-tli

1
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His gang remembers Frank as “a

scrawny kid with a wide grin and
a heart as big as himself.” Above,

center, with Tony Maccagnano
and Billy Roemer (Frank’s par-

ticular pal). “Frank and Billy

had a workshop that was the envy

of the other kids—they’d build

model planes for the gang and
win ' first prizes in contests”

Frank Sinatra is also in "Johnny Concho"
and "High Society"

Four of the girls in Frank’s ok

gang—Margaret Carney, Tessu
Morris, Marie Roemer and Agne:

Carney. Says Agnes: “Marie wa^

Frankie’s first girl. You’d havi

thought she’d handed him tht

world on a silver platter fust b)

agreeing to be his ‘steady’!’

JFith co-star Sophia Loren in “Th
Pride and the Passion.” “We ge

a funny feeling when we go to ou.

local movie and see Frank or

the screen. We remember hou

many times he sat there with us’

A.



Fans, like old friends, remain faith-

ful. For years, one fan has been

sending Frank a white carnation and^

letter wishing him luck when he ap-

pears on a radio or. now, a TV show

r

iL.

• The summer dusk lay soft over the

city of Hoboken. Supper was over and
from the few tall apartment buildings

and the many red-brick row houses, the

kids drifted out to enjoy twilight hour.

The boys, proud of their voluntarily

washed ears and slicked-down hair,

whistled to their friends for a game of

stick ball. The girls, having dishes to

do and pin curls to comb out, were
slower. It was almost dark when they

arrived, wearing their fresh cotton

dresses and all the lipstick their moth-

ers would allow.

As darkness deepened, they clustered

on their favorite steps. A slender lad

had a uke; others played kazoos. All

of them had the urge to sing. “Always”
followed “Let Me Call You Sweetheart,”

and “Remember” was paired with “Star-

dust.” On and on they sang, bewitched
by the night and their own music.

BY HELEN BOLSTAD

Parents, too, came out to hear them,

for in this neighborhood everyone loved

music and in this group there were at

least four remarkably good voices (later

professional) to weave the thread of

melody. But for one particular listener,

all charm was lost. From an upper

window came a roar, “Shut up, you

kids!” and down plunged a pailful of

cold water. Mr. Dunn, who worked the

midnight shift {Continued on page 109)
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She shocked Britain. She shocked America. She even shocked Earl. And



Joan Collins is in "The
Opposite Sex" and "Seawife"

“/ want my next marriage to be forever and ever. I hate

being one of those girls with four or five husbands!”

the shocking thing is—he loved it!

t’s fallen in love—and hard—with Arthur Loew, Jr., at

with newlyweds Ric Marlow and Marjorie Hellen

bouncy and very honest, Joan makes no bones about her

in England. “I guess / had the worst reputation

acting of any person on the screen,” she grins. So she

to America where she thought she’d be appreciated!

• The first time I ever saw Joan Collins, she was on

the way'to the airport with Arthur Loew, Jr., and the

last time I saw her she was on the way to the airport

with Arthur Loew, Jr.

That’s a lot of airport and a lot of Arthur Loew, Jr.

But that’s Joan’s life lately—saying goodbye to

Arthur Loew, Jr. and flying somewhere such as

Jamaica, England or Hollywood to make a picture.

However^ much as I like Mr. Loew and his nice sense

of humor, I was glad to have him out of my sight for

a spell while I studied this green-eyed, dark-haired.

BY EARL WILSON

23-year-old English-accented glamour gal close up.

“I’m down in the lobby,” I said, on the hotel phone,

on one of the days when we had appointments.

“Do you want me to come down?” Joan asked.

“Why don’t I come up?” I replied.

“Oh?” She sounded a little scared.

“I mean, if we’re going to take some pictures of

you.”

“All right!”

When I got there, the door of her room was open.

I rapped gently, anyway, {Continued on page 88)



Win A
Grand Prize

PLUS MANY OTHER EXCITING PRIZES

PHOTOPLAY’S
Cut-out
Picture
Puzzle
Contest

A FASCINATING FUN-GAME
FOR EVERYONE

Contest Rules

1 . In four issues—September, October, November and December

—

Photoplay will publish cut-out puzzle pictures of well-known movie

actors and actresses. Eight cut-out puzzle pictures will appear in each

issue. Each picture will consist of the hair and forehead of one player,

the eyes and nose of another, and the mouth of a third. When these

are cut apart and properly re assembled, the contestant should have

eight complete portraits.

2 . Clues to the identity of the players are given at the bottom of each

picture page. The.se are numbered to correspond with the number on

each section of the cut-out puzzle picture. Each page of pictures has

its own set of clues. Do not lose these clues—they are important in

identifying the players.

3. In addition to accuracy in assembling and identifying the cut-out

puzzle pictures, neatness and originality of presentation will be con-

sidered by the judges. All thirty-two cut-out puzzle pictures must be

cut apart, assembled, pasted together with the correct name of the

player hand-written or typed below. Failure to do this will disqualify

the entry.

4 . DO NOT SEND IN ANY PUZZLES UNTIL YOU HAVE COM-
PLETED THE ENTIRE SET OF THIRTY-TWO PICTURES. Partial

entries will not be accepted. This contest ends midnight, December 15,

1956. All entries received from the time the fourth set of pictures

appears, in December Photoplay, to midnight, December 15, will be

considered by the judges. No responsibility for mail delays or losses

will be assumed by Photoplay. .Send your entry as soon as possible

after the last set of cut-out puzzle pictures is published in the December
issue, which will appear on the newsstands on or about November 6.

5 . Entries should be mailed to: CUT-OUT PICTURE PUZZLE CON-
TEST, Photoplay Magazine, Box 1647, Grand Central Station, New
York 17, N. Y. You may submit as many entries as you wish, but]

he sure that your full name and address are attached to each entry, i

In case of a tie, duplicate prizes will be awarded.

6. The decision of the judges will be final. All entries will become
tbe property of Macfadden Publications, Inc. No correspondence will

be entered into concerning entries.

7 . This contest is open to everyone except employees, and their rela-

tives, of Macfadden Publications, its subsidiaries or advertising agen-

cies. Winners’ names will be published in April, 1957, Photoplay.



r
This is one contest you can’t afford to miss

This will be the easiest money you’ve ever made

Start Now! Contest will last four months

7 . The hair flamed to sudden life opposite a fiery actress

8 . The eyes idayed mean parts but she’s an angel

9 . The mouth is a singer with two fairy godfathers

10 . The hair belongs to a common name in the phone book

11 . The eyes’ dark charm won her a Latin lover

12 . The mouth dieted for love of the man she married

Turn page for more cut-out puzzles

1 . The hair learned a dreamhouse can sometimes be a nightmaie

2 . The eyes are never still, recently tripped to the altar

3 . The mouth was marooned with an older woman
4. The hair belonged to a nimble-footed gob

5 . The eyes are married to a gal who’s a duck!

6 . The. mouth is humming a lullaby

Clues:
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Here are some of the
fabulous runner-up prizes! 1

rOWLE 6" STERLING
ilLVER BOWL
fnlaid tvitk transparent

ireen enamel, the iridescent

' iffect of the enamel on sil-

[

ler is enchanting. A prize

you will always treasure

lUCIEN PICCARD
WRISTWATCH

' Superbly styled and fabu-

lously beautiful, the

bracelet, of lustrous cul-

‘.ured pearls, and watch

ire set in white precious

metal palladium. With
this on your wrist you’ll

be the belle of the ball!

POND'S TRAVEL CASE AND
SUE BRETT TRAVEL DRESS

Case contains year’s sup-

ply of Pond’s famed beauty
' products. Dress is wool and
nylon, sizes 10-18. In

this dress and with this

case you’ll have the cared-

for beauty look of the girl

who travels in style

LANE CEDAR CHEST

M lovely addition to the

home, a dreamy storage

space for linens, bridal

trousseaus. In Blond Oak
Modern with brass trim

MOHAWK "COLLING-
WOOD" CARPET AND
FOAMSET CARPET CUSHION
Size 12' X 18', the winner

will have choice of one of

six exciting colors. The
smart Nordic Texture design

and rich, all-wool pile will

give your room the look of

beauty and make you feel as

' if you’re walking on air!

!

CHEST OF GORHAM STERLING
SILVER SERVICE FOR 8

A prize to cherish for

generations to come—a lux-

ury setting for your table.

Winner may choose one of 18

currently advertised patterns

REGINA ELECTRIKBROOM
Revolutionary new home
cleaner, it puts cheer in-

to chores, does multiple

jobs. Easy to handle, it’s

light, makes cleaning a breeze

MORSE PORTABLE SUPER-

FOTOMATIC SEWING
MACHINE
An exciting prize for the

girl ivho sews, its 14 rain-

bow discs enable even a be-

ginner to create stitches

with a professional look
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More prizes
will be shown
next month

In the December issue o

Photoplay, which will contain th

fourth and final set of cut-oi

puzzle pictures, we will publish

coupon. On it you will fill in yoi

name and address and indical

which prize you would like to r

ceive if you are a runner-up. Th

gives you two chances to win

prize—the Grand Prize, or a runne

up prize of your choice. Some (

the wonderful runner-up prizes ai

shown on this page. Addition

prizes will be shown in subsequei

issues of Photoplay. For comple

list of prizes, see page 118 in th

issue. Keep list for future refereno

Remember, do not send in yoi

entry until you have the complei

set of puzzle pictures from all fou

issues assembled. Otherwise, yo

will be disqualified from the coi

test. And remember, too, that ori|

inality of presentation counts.

If you like a challenge, this is i

And it will pay off with the bigge

prizes ever offered by any mov
magazine. All set? Get ready—GC



Photoplay’s Cut-out Picture Puzzle Contest
Continued

Clues:

13 . The hair’s a gifted mimic, her dancing’s real George

14 . The eyes are still on a merry-go-round

15 . The mouth made its debut on a radio show

16 . The hair conquered a broken back to become a star

17 . The eyes are a shapely lass who puts a kick in show business'

18 . The mouth has 2 sisters but she’s minutes younger than one

19 . The hair, cropped short, took a leap into space

20 . The eyes love sports but no particular gal yet

21 . The mouth’s wife has him under her spell

22 . The hair’s boyish and blond, thinks screen name silly

23 . The eyes married a gal on a fungle trek

24 . The mouth was one of a lucky number of grooms

See next month’s issue for more puzzles



BY ISATALIE WOOD

• Maybe it was because everybody had spring fever, or maybe
it was because I had been a good girl and made five pictures

in a row without a single day off. Anyhow, my studio, Warner
Brothers, decided last spring that I should have a vacation.

I was ecstatic. Two whole weeks off! You can do a lot in

two weeks. And I had never been anywhere—anywhere out of

the country, that is. So Mother and I read foreign-travel fold-

ers voraciously. Finally, w'e decided on Hawaii.

No sooner had we decided, it seemed, than we were on our

way. I finished my work in “The Burning Hills” on a Friday

night, and by early Saturday morning Mother and I were on

a transpacific airliner on our way to [Continued on page 91)

CS-oodlDye . .

.

But not forever. The leis floating

in the water ivere a promise—
that Td be back

Wc came back on the SS Lurline. Here I’m play-

ing shuffleboard with tour director Jimmie Hunt

Mother and / at the Hawaiian party. / wore

my new Tiger sarong, won first prize. Below,

Lei Aloha Cunningham shows me how to hula.

She’s a dancer. We became great friends



natalie
wooci

and "The Burning Hills"
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A PHOTOPLAY SNEAK PREVIEW

On location above Chamonix, France, Robert Wagner

and Spencer Tracy were given careful coaching by ex-

pert climbers, so that their breathtaking film assault

on the mountain would look convincing in close-ups



• The peak of Mont Blanc, in "The Mountain,"

is a killer. It has clainred the lives of climbers

and air travelers; it threatens the lives of the

brothers portrayed by Spencer Tracy and Bob

Wagner. Through the Paramount movie, filmed in

VistaVision and Technicolor in the French Alps,

you feel that you yourself are facing the ter-

rors of its looming cliffs and crags. But the

suspense of the story goes deeper than physical

action. Teamed earlier in the highly success-

ful “Broken Lance," Tracy and Wagner are here

locked in an emotional conflict as loaded with

potential disaster as their ascent of the moun-

tain. And you find yourself as deeply involved in

this battle between human goodness and human

meanness as in the clash of man against nature.

On the map, Tracy marks far-off India. From there

came the airliner that has now crashed in the Alps

Bob and Spencer make the hazardous climb upon the

urging of the younger man— who is greedy for loot
The feat they undertake in “The Mountain" is no mere

athletic stunt. It is a vital mission. But each of the

two men is driven by a different motive, and the col-

lision between their aims results in powerful drama

Unexpectedly, they find a survivor, a badly hurt

Hindu lady (Anna Kashfi). Spencer dedicates him-

self to the task of saving her life. If he succeeds,

Wagner's robbery will eventually be exposed



BY
DAN
SENSENEY

On set of “The Mountain” with i

author Henri Troyat and wife

and co-star Bob Wagner. Young

actors like Bob idolize Spence,

will talk for hours of his un-

failing patience and helpfulness



Long ago, a nervous young man faced his audience—
and nearly wrecked the show

!

His name was Spencer Tracy. And he was sure

he’d never become an actor

THE VIig'rrA-G-E YE-A-RS

As Portuguese fisherman

j

in “Captains Courageous”
As the priest in “Boys
Totvn” with Mickey Rooney

In “Bad Day at Black
Rock” with Anne Francis

With Felipe Pazos in
“The Old Man andtheSea”

j# A good many years ago, a young man
ivho wanted desperately to be an actor got

himself a job with a stock company in an
Eastern city. It wasn’t much of a job, but
Ihen the young man wasn’t much of an actor

W the time. He was given little parts

—

^alk-ons, one- and two-line bits. T^ether he
did them well or poorly would be hard to tell

low, because nobody then was paying much
ittention to a fellow named Spencer Tracy.

Except maybe the star of the company,
ictress Selena Royle. She thought the young
nan had talent, and the time came when
he pleaded with the director to give him
1 chance in a much larger part, one which
rdinarily would have been filled by a more
irmly established actor. Because Miss Royle
ms a star, the director agreed, but not
nthout misgivings. Those misgivings were
tioroughly justified. The young actor,

ervous and trying too hard, forgot his lines

n opening night, missed cues, and bollixed
ip the play to a truly remarkable extent.

' The director promptly fired him, and
i'pencer Tracy departed for New York that
ame night, feeling like a whipped puppy and
onvinced that he would never be an actor,

ortunately, time was to prove he was as
Tong as could be. (Continued on page 116)

I

Above, in 1940, with daughter Susie, son John. Born hard of hearing,
John was inspiration for his mother’s founding of John Tracy School.
Below, with wife Louise, in 1952. Right, Spence and Susie today



Anne Francis. For wearing on fun days, cold days

and sun days, the classical cardigan’s her favorite.

And with such a doll in it, to brighten each fun minute,

it’s no wonder that most guys still favor it

Joan Collins. With casual grace, she sets a smart pace,

in sweater both fiery and bold.

And we guarantee when spied by some he,

she won’t be left out in the cold

Anne Francis is in “'rhe Rack" • Barbara Rush, in "Bigger than Life" and ''Flight to Hong Kong"
Joan Collins, in "The Opposite Sex"

Barbara Rush. In her demure turtle-

neck, this knockout in knit

proves a gal’s sex appeal

doesn’t depend on the fit!

Cardigan by Catalina

Jantzen's "Ace of Diamonds" sweater

Sweater by Rovi
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• We won’t say the tight-fitting sweater-girl look

has gone forever. But if you’re really hep to what’s

new, you’ll let yourself go for the newest in sweater

lines—casual, straight and boldly eye-catching.

And don’t say the guys won’t go for them. Men are

funny critters. They may whistle at the line-huggers

but they’ll melt over your modern knit knockouts.

These hep glamour gals have fallen hard for the new
heavy ribbed knits, the colorful Italian-inspired

sweaters with matching skirts, gloves and hoods.

Sweater by Catalina

what better way to go out and play
than in this sweater hooded and bold!

Nicola Michaels. In muted stripes of gray and white,

she tempts that elusive him.

Oh, pray tell us mister, how can you resister—
this lady so glamorous and trim

U

wfartinelli is in "Four Girls in Town” « Joanne Gilbert, in "The Great Man”
Nicola MichaelS|in "The Power and the Prize"

Sweater by Sebastian

Elsa Martinelli. Nautical but nice
in her middy-style sweater,
she’d start a storm at sea
or a mutiny to get her!



uu ENL
with

CREME
PUFF

your search ended!

No “patched-up” look-no caking-no orangey streaks! Here’s
only compact make-up that gives you a fresh, young look all c

Now you can be flawlessly beauti-

ful all day . . . with Creme Puff*

by Max Factor. This exclusive

blend of powder plus creamiest

base is specially created to give

your complexion a lasting fresh-

ness ... a youthful glow that will

never fade, shade or streak! Just

a touch-up keeps you looking

radiantly beautiful ... all day!

RefiUable Ivory Compact (shown) 1.25

Refillable Golden-tone Compact . 2.25

Refill, in metal case with puff . . 85 ^
ALL PRICES PLUS TAX

CREME PUFF

use it instead of powder

It’s better— clings for hours!
Creme Puff is sheerest powder
plus creamiest base — in one
velvety disc. Veils your complex-
ion in soft, exquisite color.

use it as a quick

It’s better—never turns o

Creme Puff never cakes,

or looks “patched-up.”
touch-up over any m
brightens you instantly!

use it as a light make-up

It’s better— always looks fresh!
Creme Puff covers flaws and im-
perfections instantly ! Gives your
complexion a deep glow. You look

“beautiful from within”!
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PHOTOPLAY STAR FASHIONS
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!

Stepping out ©four fall notebook, two bri^t new fashions. Left, lovely

Phyllis Kirk weayii^ the popular short cropped jacket ensemble. Under-
neath, a square-necked sheath. The jacket is bellboy-buttoned, lined in

,iputed plaid. By Sue Brett. Camel wool flanneL Sizes 5-15. About $23

Pretty Jackie Loughery, at right, in handsome new separates starring

a bloason top drawsfaring-gathered above a stalk slim skirt. Top has
black knit collar, coin-buttoned tab closing. Fabric is a window-pane
wool plaid in new grayed-green with black. By Sporteens. 8-18. $17.95
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Pretty Phyllis Kirk sports separates in wonderful, wearable con

roy. The topover is a vivid print with turtleneck yoke, cuffs, swea

band of black wool knit. $10.95. Slim ankle pants button to mid-ci

$8.95. By Koret of California. 8-18. Crompton-Richmond cordui

Lovely Joan Collins in newsy stripes of olive, black, white shapin i

heavily ribbed cotton knit jacket. It’s lined in sand poplin, cloij

with gilt tumbuckles. About $20. The long tapered pants in^



orothy Malone

carries a classic

Clifton...

it goes everywhere

with everything!

Constant companion to Dorothy
Malone’s (and your own) busy ward-
robe . . . the classic Clifton. Not just

a bag but a fabulous accessory that

echoes the theme of each season’s
fashion ... grows more handsome
with each year’s wear.

Shoulder or underarm models in five

exciting colors. Also reversible styles.

Fullgrain saddle leather. Leather lining

and compartments; zippers, leather,

brass closures. $2.98 to $21."75

co-starring in

“TENSION AT TABLE ROCK” HAND TOOLtD BAGS

An RKO Radio Picture in Color

Tuipoi it- t-uic h «= a a, ac^uta

For dealer nearest you, write

WESTERN SUPPLY COMPANY

I

I



Ann Miller

co-starring in MG M’s

*'The Opposite Sex”
in Cinemascope

and Color

Hermine Cantor

(fashion edilur of PHOTOHl.A Y)

and Ann Miller

Monaco • Smart
pump with royal

medallion to grace

its toe— fit for a

princess' wardrobe.

Marilyn • Sleek
pump with smooth

lines and smartly

guarded toe, and

note the clever bow.

Miami • Sling pump
for traveling in style

—with smart, airy

exposure fore 'n aft.

Hialeah • Thoroughbred suit

shoe with racy lines for fall in

Santa Anita • Smart spectator

with a winning style, available

Palace • Courtly pump fit for a

queen, crowned with sparkling



Exciting things are happening in fashion for fall, and some

of the brightest new ideas come to you in shoes, basic start

for any smart outfit. You’ll see a fresh approach to styling

in both daytime and dress-up shoes. And ah! . . . those won-

derful new leathers and materials that are just as soft and

comfy as they’re glamorous. Here's a collection of smart

new shoes by Trim Tred that win our “wardrobe award’’

for stepping out this fall ... in style!

Ann • Exquisitely simple is

the best way to describe this

smart new pump with styl-

ing imported from Italy—

a

must in every wardrobe.

Kismet • Smart sling pump des-

tined to a life of casual comfort,

Glamour • This trim new sweater

pump has a gay little heel that makes

it a right smart figure of a shoe. ^Sioux • One of a smart new

tribe of gored gay mocs by

Trim Tred.

La Jolla • Clever little shoe with a

flair for casual living and a neat way
of feeling just as good as it looks.

Coordinated

bags, too!

A vailable at fine shoe stores everywhere $6.95 to $12.95

(some styles higher)

specially styled for theVegas • Daringly nude pump with a passion for em-

bracing the foot, and showing off its gold-flecked jewels.



BELGIMERE SWEATERS are full-fashioned, sensuously

shaped to your shape in the knitting. They smile through endless sud

their original proportions. In lovely "Hushed Hues“ that enhance the f

plexion! "Merry Making," $10.95. Blend-Mate skirt, $12.95.

I

YOUNG IDEAS:

PHOTOPLAY STAR FASHI<

Beautiful Joan Collins stars the new loo

coordinated separates. Elegant draped

effect here is repeated on the Wyner

jersey raglan blouse, the Hockanum m
wear flannel skirt. Frank Smith for Ma
Bros. Sizes 8-16. Camel or gray. Under



Skippies

Beautiful example of the Skippies touch . . .

Pantie No. 815. Light Nylon elastic net with

tummy-trimming front panel . . . waist-whittling

'iVi” band. White. S.M.L. (Also available as

Girdle No. 915.) $5.00. Shown with "Life Ro-

mance" Bra No. 566 in shape-holding White

cotton. Sizes 32A to 38C. $2.00

Picture you at any campus or

career moment . . . beautiful

and poised because you look your

very best. All tbanks to Skippies

slimming start . . . comfort in fash-

ion—American Modern. For

Skippies brings out the best in your

figure . . . without bones, bulk or

squeeze. Just gentle elastic coaxes

you comfortably into naturally

beautiful line. No wonder more

girls wear Skippies than any

other girdle or pantie. See why.

Be fitted at your nicest store.

Dress by Mr. Mort

iOLUNS SOON IK M-C-H’s “the opposite sex” THE FORMFIT COMPANY CHICAGO NEW YORK CANADIAN PLANT, TORONTO
77



Get the "Nicer Necessities” at your local

ben fRANKUN STORES

And what’s especially nice about all these products?

With each one, you can be sure your comfort . . . and

taste have been considered. Because they were all

created by the makers of Modess, especially for you.

NEW DESIGN MODESS...
with the fabric covering that’s soft

as a whisper yet marvelously strong

and absorbent. Available in Regular,

Junior and Super sizes.

Box of 12 ... . 39c 2 for 77c

MODESS BELTS . . .

so comfortable and unexpectedly lux-

urious! The perfect-fitting style, 39<

MEDS TAMPONS . . .

Designed for freedom ! So safe, so sure

... for Meds have the applicator that

can’t come apart. Available in Regu-

lar, Junior, Super.

Box of 10 39c 2 for 77c

COETS . . .

The perfect cosmetic accessory ! These

handy cotton squares do everything—
from powdering to removing make-up,

creams and nail polish

!

Box of 40 23c 2 for 4-5C

.j*’-

_
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YOUNG IDEAS:

SEE JACKIE LOUGHERY STARRING IN PARAMOUNX’S
“PARDNERS” • PHYLLIS KIRK’s IN U.A/S “jOHNNY

CONCHO” AND RKO’S “BACK FROM ETERNITY”

PHOTOPLAY STAR FASHIONS

ALL DRAWINGS

BY

MIYO ENDO

/ y

<*u^. y T

^tt.

Right, the season’s pet sweater look, carried out in Jackie Loughery’s

divinely knit dress. Contrast piped, it has elasticized waist, self belt

with detachable tab for your favorite medallion. All colors. By Jant-

zen. In Kharafleece, a downy Vicara and wool blend. 10-18. 127.95

Far right, Phyllis Kirk favors knit-trimmed tweed in a smooth prin-

cess dress with soft unpressed pleated skirt. Dropped yoke forms

raglan sleeves, the boat neck filled in with a white rib-knit turtle-

neck dickie matching the cuffs. By Joan Miller. Juniors’ 7-15. 119.95

To buy fashions and accessories, see stores page 101
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To show off your new fall figure, wear a dress like Jackie
Loughery’s, top, shaping up as this year’s big silhouette. In
black sheer wool, the beltless sheath has a braid-edged scooped

neck. The little cropped jacket is in striped boucle wool. By
McArthur, Ltd. 10-18. Jacket striped in black with rust, purple,
or green. About .f29.95. Black suede sandals, Vegas by Trim Tred

For Where to Buy, see stores listed on page 101
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RECORDS

PRETTY JACKIE LOUGHERY, NOW STARRING WITH MARTIN AND LEWIS IN PARAMOUNt’S ‘‘pARDNERS”

what’s spinning?
BY CHRIS DAGGETT

^hile many of us are out riding in

family car, we might well heed

new zany traffic song. This wild

nber, titled “Transfusion” and

orded for Dot records, is sung by a

billed as Nervous Norvus. His real

he is Jimmy Drake, and he lives in

kland, California. Jimmy writes and

gs his own material, which he has

isistently sent on tape to a Holly-

pd disc jockey named Red Blanch-

i. When Red received “Transfusion”

j the flip side, “Dig,” he forwarded

im to Randy Wood, president of Dot

bords, who immediately issued the

jord. We predict that it will be one

the biggest hits in a long time.

Jarry Belafonte, generally recog-

ed as a singer of traditional songs,

i recorded a new album, “Calypso,”

ich features songs based on melodies

jthe English-speaking islands of the

ribbean. Harry became interested in

i songs early in his career, when he

5 playing jazz spots throughout the

intry. This was a medium, he felt, in

ich he could utilize voice, dramatic

ining, and understanding of the

lerican folk idiom. He opened with

new repertoire at New York’s Vil-

e Vanguard, was an immediate

cess, and has since appeared as a

c singer on radio and TV, in movies

1 in the theatre. Although only

nty-eight years old, Belafonte’s

ied experience and sense of integrity

e already provided him with a

turity necessary for an album such

“Calypso.” The numbers included

ige from brassy gaiety to wistful

ness, and Belafonte keenly projects

irrepressible rhythm of these West
lian people.

•lot since “Tennessee Waltz” have we
ird anything as good as Patti Page’s

rest release, “Allegheny Moon,” for

rcury. Patti got her start as a hill-

y singer on Station KTUL, in Okla-
jna, where she was heard by Jack
jsl, then the manager of the Jimmy
band. With Rael as her personal

nager, Patti sang with a band, then
yed clubs in Milwaukee and Chicago
ore landing a spot on Don McNeill’s
\^.akfast Club show. Soon afterward

( started recording a long chain of

it sellers which, in turn, have en-

[ed her to branch out as a theatre

and night-club headliner and as the

star of her own TV series.

Bill Haley and his Comets have done

it again with “Buddy, Buddy.” Ever

since 1952, the Comets have had in-

creasing success with their rock ’n’ roll

specialties. First they became head-

liners at theatres, then in night clubs

(the older generation isn’t as square

as we sometimes think), and finally

a movie. Now with their new Decca

disc, we feel they’ll soar even higher.

RCA Victor has released a third

album of “traveling music,” called

“High Fi and Wide,” which features

The Three Suns. The Three Suns,

two brothers and their cousin, have a

facility for producing exciting sounds,

and in this new album, they have a

field day getting a whole new set of

sounds out of some old-time tunes.

For Your Collection:

1. By all means don’t forget to get

Bill Haley’s “Buddy, Buddy.” (Decca)

2. On Mercury, Rusty Draper belts

out another smash. This one’s called

“Rock and Roll Ruby.” Flip side is a

love ballad called “House of Cards.”

3. RCA Victor seems to have all the

hits these days. Perry Como’s newest

release is titled “Glendora.”

4. A new rock ’n’ roll by Chuck Berry

on the Chess label, “Roll Over Bee-

thoven.” It’s hot.

5. On Mercury, The Platters singing

“My Prayer” from their new album.

Mercury wasn’t planning to release

any singles from the album, but thous-

ands of requests from dealers prompted

the company to issue this great side.

6. A smash on both the rock ’n’ roll

and pops lists means a best-seller any

day. On the Atlantic label, Clyde Mc-

Phatter singing “Treasure of Love.”

7. Elvis Presley does it again ! This will

be his biggest yet. “I Want You, I Need
You, I Love You.” (RCA Victor)

8. Columbia’s Vic Damone gives a great

rendition of “On the Street Where
You Live.”

9. A Capitol recording star for most of

his career, Nat “King” Cole lends a

magic to all the numbers he sings. His

latest is “My Dream Sonata.”

10. Watch for the new Joni James
album, “Little Girl Blue.” Joni lends a

wistful, sweet voice to all her songs.

Complete Selection

499.^99
At your favorite store, or write;

HUSSCO SHOE COMPANY, Honesdate, Pa.

In Canada: Canada West Shoe Co., Winnipeg

Elvis Presley I

Read the Fabulous Story about

this Sensational performer who
has Rocked the Nation

"PCcu

ROCK ’n’ ROLL
Evil? Menace? or Good
for the Young at Heart?

all in the SEPT, issue of

TV RADIO MIRROR
at your newsstand Now
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Piper still enjoys dating ac-

tors, but she’s no longer glassy-

eyed with boys in other fields

“Too concerned with myself'

my career, I let Mom do the i»8

things I should have done’ hf

Through sorrow. Piper learned something every girl should know.

That to excel in anything, one must grow—in all directions

P The late Leonard Goldstein’s wisdom and friendship “made
me aware of how unaware I was of everything but me!”

• “It is strange,” said Piper Laurie gravely, “that

death, which closes the eyes of those you love, opens

your own eyes. As—in a way that I’ll explain later

—

it has mine. But first I’ll try to tell you what has hap-

pened to me, and how it happened, and why.

“When I was young,” twenty-four-year-old Piper

smiled, “the only thing in the world I wanted or care(

about was to be an actress—a great one. Nothing

was too much to sacrifice for this—sleep, peace of mind

hobbies, home life, dates, love itself.

“Once I’d set my sights on being an actress, every-

thing I’d previously cared about went by the board.

For instance. I’d done quite a bit of painting, and en

joyed doing it, but when I decided all my efforts were '

to be channeled in one direction, I dropped painting.

“Throughout my childhood and early teens, I read

a great deal. I read widely and, for my age, quite

deep and serious books. But [Continued on page 85,

Ji .
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YOUNG IDEAS:

BEAUTY

"^Almost any mouth can be made to appear

beautiful,” says William Tuttle, Chief of

M-G-M’s Make-up Department. ^‘But it takes

more than a fast pass with a tube of lipstick”

Ava Gardner stars in M-G-M's "The Little Hut”

Ava Gardner's seductively curving lips owe their beauty not

only to perfect shape, but to harmony ivith the rest of her face

P

hollywood

lip tips

BY HARRIET SEGMAN
Maybe you weren’t lucky enough to be born, like

,

Gardner, with a perfect mouth. But you can create th

impression with make-up—and no one need be the v’

The trick, explains William Tuttle, chief make-up advisoi

to M-G-M’s bevy of beauties, is to draw lips that harmv
with the rest of your features.

“Every face,” he says, “has its own pattern of lines

curves. Imagine, if you can, Lana Turner’s full, roun

lips on Katharine Hepburn’s slim, angular face! Or
versa!” For a face that is slender and high-cheekbone(

like Hepburn’s or Joan Crawford’s, with almond-shaped i

and a long, straight nose, skip all suggestion of roundne:

Bill advises. Points of cupid’s bow should be sharp or d

straight across and squared-off. If, like Lana, or A
Miller, you have round eyes, a small, round nose and cu|

cheeks, your mouth should be round, too, and softly curvir

A point that’s often overlooked, except by professiona

he says, is the position of the lips in relation to the nos»'

and chin. Ideally, the opening of the mouth should be one

of the way down from nose to chin. If mouth opening is

low, upper lip should be built up; too high, fullness si

be added to lower lip line. i

If nature was stingy. Bill suggests making points of ci

bow higher and closer together to create the impression o

fuller lips. To make a too-narrow mouth appear broader 1

corner to corner, build out and extend portions near corn

of both upper and lower lips. The overly generous mout

be made to appear thinner by spreading points of cup

bow and drawing center of lower lip straight across—

n

curves. If mouth is too broad from corner to corner,

center, only, of upper lip and drop center of lower lip.

Drooping corners, a flaw common to almost every pair of

creates an unhappy expression, adds years to the facej

gets worse with the years. Best way to counter-act the dr(

is to smile! It’s a good idea, too, to build up the corni

the upper lip slightly, to give a faint suggestion of an uptu

To keep your artwork looking natural, cover moutl

with foundation and face powder before applying lipstic

If the natural line is pronounced and corrective lines go i
\

it, the ridge will be less apparent if you use a darker shj

of lipstick for the outline, blending gradually into a li

shade toward mouth opening. Of course, you’ll use a lipsi

brush for a sharp, clear outline. And in making all cha

draw only the tiniest fraction of an inch above or belo,

the natural lips. You’ll find that just a hairline diffei .

provides all the change you need.
_!
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almost missed

)wing up” continued

I envisioned myself as starborne

—

!
3e!—I began to devote all my reading

'ays, scripts, fan magazines, the movie
)ns in the newspapers.
5 a little girl, I used to love cooking
ly family. But after I started work-
1 pictures, I ate at odd hours, usual-
myself—with a script propped up in

of me—and I lost my interest in

ng, as well as eating,

didn’t have many clothes, and it

n’t have mattered less. The money I

; have spent on clothes went for

atic and dancing lessons,

hen I dated, and I dated quite a lot,

3 mostly because I felt I had to keep
ith other young starlets who were
the same. Or because I wanted to

iken to certain night clubs to see

rmers in whom I was interested. I

nber the first time I ever went to a

club. Buster was my date’s name
|ie invited me (he thought it was his

to go to Slapsie Maxie’s. Dean
in and Jerry Lewis were headlining
3or show there, and when I saw them
; so impressed, I fell madly in love
both of them! Poor Buster didn’t

a very enjoyable evening. I’m
|ied to say, because I don’t think I

i;wo words to him!
L example of the strictly one-track
ny mind was working is that I went
with ‘The Girl Who Eats Flowers’
what had become of my sense of

r?) which was dreamed up by the
sity department at U-I soon after I

1 my contract with them. I was told

I

to eat flowers for lunch for three
running, while cameras clicked and
;ers swarmed. And so, determined
) let the studio down, when salads

denia petals were served me, I ate

Since I was assured that the flower-
1 gimmick would land me smack in

enter of the Hollywood spotlight

—

', above all places on the earth I

longed to be—I would have eaten

,

of poison ivy, if obliged!

addition to cooperating by eating
s (I haven’t tasted a petal since)
osing for all sorts of Miss So-and-
eesecake pictures, I studied the very
!ff my scripts, worked my head off

e sets, and saw all the best pictures
and over again, studying the star

mances as if they were textbooks!
I wasn’t working on a picture, my

te ‘pastime’ was getting together
some of the other kids at U-I who
free at the same time, and playing
; from some pictures I’d admired,
ten I first started to go out on per-
appearance tours—throughout this

y, to Mexico, and later to Korea
apan—my attitude was that of The
is. I mean by this that I didn’t really
lything but myself, didn’t think of
ng except how I looked, how I felt,

I would wear, what kind of an im-
m I was making, what the reaction
would be. When I was obliged to

,
/ith people who had nothing to do

I

ihow business, it was a burden. I’m
ed to say it, but frankly, it bored

1
ind, although I didn’t realize it, I

1 danger.
P® neone said recently, ‘Looking in a
kl

!• all the time, talking and thinking
.themselves all the time, blind to all

ut self—this is the actors’ vanity.’
lit is. And it is the kind of vanity to
none of us—in the acting profes-

it any rate—is immune.

PHOTOPLAY PATTERNS

4781—Juniors! Sew this dream dress in jiffy-

time! It has lowered princess waistline, your

favorite whirling skirt. Jr. Miss sizes 11-17. Size

13 dress takes 4% yards of 39-inch fabric.

9169—The slim, trim look is beautifully

achieved by this stunning sheath! Unusual

face-framing neckline features standaway col-

lar, buttons, a deep yoke. Sizes 10-18. Size 16

printed pattern takes 3% yards, 39-inch.

9178—Sew-very-easy, flattering two-piecer with

princess tunic bodice, clever trim of buttons

and bow ! Misses’ sizes 12-20. Size 16 takes

4% yards, 35-inch fabric; yard contrast.

Send thirty-five cents {in coin) for each pattern to: Photoplay Patterns, P. O. Box 133,

Old Chelsea Station, New York 11, N. Y. Add 5^ per pattern for first-class mailing.

P
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NEEDLE NEWS
I almost miss

617—Graceful cape in easy shell-stitch

combined with pineapple design. Directions

for sizes small, medium, large included.

Use 3-ply fingering yarn or mercerized

crochet and knitting cotton.

557—A beautiful 9-inch doll and her

clothes—all in one pattern! Included are

two dresses, blouse, jumper, pajamas, ski

suit, playset. Pattern has 9-inch doll trans-

fer and clothes patterns, too.

7179—Less than a day to crochet each of

these pretty little doilies. Three different

crochet designs (8-inch square, 8-inch

round, 7^/2 x 14-inch oval) in No. 50

mercerized cotton; larger in string.

7Q19—She’ll be the prettiest scholar of all

in this middy dress with the embroidered

anchor and stars. So crisp and fresh—make

another version in plaid ’n’ plain. Child’s

sizes 2-10. Tissue pattern; transfer of

eighteen embroidery motifs. State size.

7280—Brighten kitchen towels with these

colorful “bird” motifs. Set of seven differ-

ent motifs—gay and easy to embroider.

Transfers, instructions included.

P Send twenty-five cents (in coin) for each pattern to: Photoplay, Needlecraft Service,

P. O. Box 123, Old Chelsea Station, New York 11, New York. Add five cents for each

pattern for first-class mailing. Send an additional 25^ for Needlecraft Catalog.
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“It is dangerous, because Ae one

mind, the focus on self, limits you
tionally. It shrinks your horizon dov

the tiny atom that is you. It sttmts

growth. It is especially dangerous

actors who must be close to, must ui

stand other people—all kinds of

people—if they are to get tmder the

and into the hearts of the people

portray on stage and screen.

“I was afflicted with this blind-tc

else-but-self vanity,” Piper confessed

hazel eyes widening, “until my eyes

opened.
“I wish I could sound dramatic by

ing that they were opened suddenly,

moment of revelation, by one greal

perience, such as falling in love on

or meeting death face to face. But I

because it didn’t happen that way.

“I don’t even know for siure wl

stopped looking in the mirror,”

smiled, “all the time! But I suspect

after I got to know Leonard Goldsteii

producer, who died two summers
Then I became aware of how unavi

was of—well, of everything but me
fore I really knew Leonard, I was c

one of his pictures at U-I, then an

Then he left the studio, but we cont

to spend all the free or social time w
together. No matter what I say

Leonard, it sormds a little trite. And
ing I could say would be enough. H
always there to take care of me, 1

that I was happy. He helped me durir

the different times I had various

This was the first, the deepest, and

friendship I ever had. For five years

ard was responsible for opening my
and my heart.

“Actually, it was a cumulative t

combination of the many thi

li

learned from Leonard, experience

meeting people all over the work
made me realize there are other

than acting in the world. In Korea
Japan, I saw homes that had been b

and were being patiently rebufit.

poverty, real poverty: people livir

animals, without decent food, v

baths, sweltering in summer, freez

winter. And I remember feeling as

when I thought that I would soon b

in my pretty flowered bedroom, wi '

air coming through the window, nr

fruit on the bed-table.
“Looking back, I would say it Wc

my first trip to Korea at Christma

in 1951, that my values began to

my horizons began to widen.
“For not long after I got back fr(

trip, I went on tom- again throe

Northwest, and something happen
would not have happened before, j

thing, you may think, but indicat:

“We’d been on tour for two solid

going every minute of the day am
not eating properly, or sleeping

The last week found us in Boise

where, for the first time, we took

sit down to lunch. No sooner had
however, when there was a knock

door and about twenty kids came i

ing around, wanting autographs,

taneously, the house detective aj

shooed the kids away, and told

stay away. Five minutes later, th

another knock on the door and oi

girl—I’ll call her Annie—^was

there, tears in her eyes, no shoes

feet, a grubby little package held

her chest. She’d got away, she sa

the ‘de-tek-a-tive.’ She’d never

movie star, she said, and she’d hi

all the way from Post Falls, wl

lived (a distance, we later lea



;rowing u j3 cunlinued

)me fifteen miles) in order to see me.
he’d brought me a present—a ceramic
3W with a cactus growing in it!

“On any previous occasion such as this,

would have been flattered, even touched,
at still preoccupied with my own fatigue
id with concern for how I would look on
stage the next day. I would have offered
le girl a soda, said ‘Thank you’ and then
loodbye.’ But this wasn’t any ‘previous
:casion.’ I put my arms around Annie,
laxed her to stop crying, and gave her
inch. Later, we drove her to Post Falls,

ropped her at her house, then went on to

le next town for dinner. But all during
nner I kept thinking about Annie, about
iw excited she’d been at the prospect of

jlling her folks she’d met a movie star,

id something, for some reason, kept
igging at me. So, after dinner, we drove
ick to Annie’s house and went in. I’m
glad we did, because her folks hadn’t

ilieved her when she told them she’d
et ‘a movie star.’ They thought she’d
;ade up the whole story. Making up a
pry was, in their minds, the same as
lling a lie. Telling a lie was a sin for
liich the sinner must be punished, so
nnie was being punished. Then, when

p
came and I met her mother and father,

I

gave them back their faith in their
tie girl.

“It gave me something, too. There were
ilf a dozen children in the family and
ne of them wore shoes. The house was
ry small—a shack, really, with none of

e conveniences, very primitive. But
ere was self-respect there, and rever-
|ce for what is right, and love and hap-
less.

After that, the people in the towns and
ies I visited looked different to me. But
py hadn’t changed— I had. I was seeing
ism for the first time—not as a faceless
Dwd, an audience whose principal func-
in it was to applaud me—but as men,
imen and children whose lives, and jobs
d needs I was eager to learn about.
‘Once a real interest in other people
ied me away from my preoccupation
jth myself, I began to change, to mellow,
realize that acting cannot feed on itself

fine, but must be fed.

‘I began to paint again, and to read,
jid the subject matter of the books I

Ught, and still buy now, ranges far and
del I’ve books about skiing, skin diving,
ilitical matters, art, economics.
‘I also renewed my interest in cooking,
preparation for the day when I will be
md soon, I hope—a housewife!
‘Then, too, I began to realize that when
u think only of yourself and of your
irk, you leave so many things for other
ople to do—such as picking up after
a, cleaning your room, fetching and
"rying for you. This is a ‘queen complex,’
bland assumption that all others are
ur ladies - and - gentlemen - in - waiting!
is kind of complex was afflicting me

—

d those close to me. But not any more.
‘Once my focus shifted from myself, I

s no longer embarrassed if I turned up
a party not as formally dressed as other
Is. Or, if I was dressed to the nines, and
’ date called for me in a b4at-up Ford,
didn’t bother me. It was fun!
'One 'thing I’ve certainly found out
ce the ‘eye-opening’ is the way I’ve
anged, how I’ve changed, about dating.
When I was in high school, practically
first question girls asked about a date

ei s, ‘Is he cute?’ He might have been
It id, considerate, a brain and fun, or he
« ght have been a silent monster. But if

la was cute, and the other girls thought
too, that was enough! {Continued)
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“Now, whether a date is cute and meas-
ures up, physically, to my girlfriends’

dates, is one of the last things that enters

my mind. Naturally, I notice a person’s

appearance, but now it is more of an after-

thought than anything else.

“Certainly, now, I wouldn’t be as incon-
siderate as I was with poor Buster (and
others!), and I don’t get schoolgirl crushes
any longer. I still like to see, and am curi-

ous about, certain shows and certain per-
formers, but now the primary interest is

with whom I am going to spend the eve-
ning. I would no longer enjoy a show un-
less someone I liked very much was
enjoying it with me.
“Nor is a fellow’s profession of first im-

portance any longer. I still go out with ac-
tors and performers such as George Nader
and Gene Nelson. I still enjoy being with
actors, still like to ‘talk shop,’ but I am no
longer glassy-eyed if the ‘shop’ being
talked about is not mine!

“I also date boys who are not actors, and
I can honestly say that I would enjoy dat-
ing fellows, whether they were plumbers,
postmen, Marlon Brandos, acrobats, or
whatever, for now it is the fellow himself
—not the way he looks, or what he does
for a living—that matters to me.
“As for the kind of man I hope to marry
—when, and if, I am asked—to list any

(Continued from page 57)

and Joan sang out gaily: “Come on in!”

Such confusion, such ringing of the

telephones! It was obvious that success

had suddenly caught up with and over-
taken Joan Collins. She might have ex-
pected show business would be good to

her, since her grandmother had been a
chorus girl, her aunt a London variety

star, and her father. Will Collins, is now
a prominent London theatrical agent.

Joan had made the grade by daring to

leave merry old England and coming to

the United States, where she hoped people
would appreciate her more. Not that they
disliked her there, but she didn’t impress
them as much of an actress.

“Didn’t impress them!” As Joan tells

it, “In England, I guess I had the worst
reputation for acting of any person on
the screen. The critics massacred me.
They said I generally displayed my two
bad expressions and gave my usual bad
performance.
“Any time a script called for a bad girl

or a girl who’d been done wrong by, I

got the part. It was so boring. Besides,

I thought I was miscast.”
Well, maybe they did dislike her—at

least her acting.

So Joan took John Bull by the horns.
Refusing to continue being laugh fodder
for the critics, she got the J. Arthur Rank
studios to peddle her contract to 20th
Century-Fox. Then she hied herself to

Hollywood. It’s a nice self, too. She’s a
38-23-36, pert and bouncy—and very
honest.

“I hadn’t done a picture in England in

nine months,” she says, “so I decided
life was too short.

“Besides, I thought I’d love the re-
laxed kind of life in America, especially

Hollywood. I guess it’s because I’m kind
of easygoing.”
But now, two years later, she is far

from relaxed, for success has set in. How-
ever, at twenty-three she has managed
to get herself involved pretty well in
all sorts of problems that she’ll probably

p look back on with amusement.
She has fallen in love—hard—and ac-

cepted a white mink stole from Arthur
Loew, Jr. (whose father is one of the

specifications sounds like picking out a
car, and I don’t think of my future hus-
band in terms of automatic gear-shifts,

brakes and horsepower! In other words, I

do not have an Ideal Man in mind. I’ve

outgrown the Prince Charming on the
White Charger dreamworld. Actually, it’s

impossible, in my opinion, to list specific

qualities you want in a person until you
find the person, and if he has enough of
the qualities you admire and like and
some, being human, that you don’t like,

then you make your lists, compare them,
and say ‘Yes’ or ‘No.’

”

When asked if there was anyone special
in her life at present—Gene Nelson, for
instance—Piper preferred to change the
subject. Returning to the matter of her
“growing up,” she again thought of her
dearest friend, Leonard Goldstein. “Since
the great blow and shock of Leonard’s
death,” said Piper, “my eyes have opened
—all the way. For, when something as im-
portant as this, over which you have no
control, happens to you, you do grow up.

“Curiously, I’m stronger now, I think,,

than I have ever been. When, after Leon-
ard’s death, I had to go back to work on
‘Ain’t Misbehavin’,’ I was afraid I’d never
get through it. But I did, and I came out
of it knowing that I have a great deal more
strength than I thought I had.

Shock Trouper

heads of M-G-M) as a birthday present.
She wore it to see “My Fair Lady” with
—yep, Arthur Loew, Jr.

But, in the midst of falling in love with
Arthur Loew, Jr., she was also in the
process of divorcing the husband she
married when she was very young and
inexperienced.
His name is Maxwell Reed and he was

quite a British movie star when Joan was
still in school. He was tall, handsome,
British, and all that. Joan had a crush on
him—from afar—and had his -picture on
her desk even before they’d ever met.
When she was nineteen and still study-

ing at London’s Royal Academy of Dra-
matic Arts, Joan married him.
“Don’t do it,” they told her—all her

friends, relatives, parents, self-appointed
advisers.

“The age difference, you know,” they
mentioned. “Besides, you don’t know any-
thing about life yet.”

Cocky, stubborn and impulsive, Joan
told everybody, “I’m in love with him,
and I’ll learn about life from him.”
And now Joan was lamenting to me

that she had made a bitter mistake and
that she only wished she had been will-
ing to accept the advice of some of her
elders, because a good marriage was im-
portant and she felt a decent attitude
toward its conventions has to be main-
tained.

It was quite apparent now, that the
guy in her life was Arthur Loew, Jr.

—

although for a time after coming to
America she dated Sydney Chaplin.
Her husband, however, had come along

to the United States and had sued her
for $125 a month separate maintenance

—

equivalent to asking her to pay him
alimony.
That made Joan thoroughly indignant.

She felt like a wronged wife. Here she
was, struggling to make good in pictures,
torn emotionally because her marriage
was ended, and at the same time defend-
ing a suit for separate maintenance. She
was caught up in a sequence of events
that would have been trying for a person
much older and more experienced. Be-
sides, of course, it was costly.

Then there was the additional thought

“I’ve never been afraid of hard )ii

but two years ago I would not have |e<

able to stand the pressure, the rusl
long hours I have now. It would a\

thrown me. But now it wouldn’t. Ipl
ably because I am so wrapped up in
I am doing. In other words, the wo
important—not Piper Laurie!

“I have always tried to do the best
in anything I attempt—painting, w:
poetry, riding a bike, cooking, as w<
acting—and I always shall. And I al

shall, I hope, be an actress—but not
a capital ‘A’! For now I know then
other great things to do in the work
sides acting, other great things to b(

sides an actress. A housewife, a me lie

Beauty and fulfillment, greatness, to|

small and humble ways of life, doinj|tl

little things you have to do every la

working at any job, however modes
j

i

long as you have self-respect—and *v

“Now I know that—unless sonpi
comes up to me and says, ‘I was goii

shoot my wife last night, then I saw^c
in “Kelly and Me” and didn’t’—

I

never again believe,” Piper laughed,
acting is a substitute for life, or for

“So now, with my eyes wide open,
set my sights, and channeled my 1

anew. I want to be, above all, a Pi

happy human being!” ThEjPi

f

of her next marriage, to Arthur Loev|j
Joan’s divorce wouldn’t be finalfi

another year. By then—well, young
Loew is quite a catch for almost li

beautiful gal. And he’s been pursuectl
several in his time. L
Joan tried to look at it sensibly. Ti

a girl who’s made a mistake like Ilk

with one marriage,” she admitted top
“the year’s waiting time is a good tljh

It gives us time to curb our impukre
ness!” iL

At various intervals during our p
versation, Joan had dashed into anc|
room and changed into a bathing sui I
some pictures . . . talked on the pi!

to some fans waiting downstairs . . .1

discussed her latest film.

The name of the picture is “Sea%\!

and Joan portrays a young nun whi
on a shipwrecked raft with two men

^

try to make love to her.

“I’m on the raft with these men, tr,

to keep order,” Joan explained. “I’m
trying to fight off this strong feelii

have for Richard Burton. He is cj

Biscuit in the picture. Don’t ask me 'i

I’ve only read a synopsis so far. T
evidently isn’t any script yet.”

“What do you wear on this raft
j

inquired.

“I think just a kind of calico slip,

see, as I understand it, we get e

wrecked in the middle of the night v
I’m getting ready to go to bed.”

“How do you make out with the!

mance that is boiling up within you?”
“Well, I want to fall in love, but

religious feelings are stronger, and I i

the final vows at the end.”

So we can all breathe easier about
,

In a sense, this role is a big triu

for Joan: she’d been called back to 1

land to do it—and she’s not playing
usual bad girl. Maybe the English j

will be impressed. It had already soft(

its attitude about her after she’d (

“The Girl in the Red Velvet Swing.”
then another picture was coming
“The Opposite Sex,” in which she .

a bath—the same bath Joan Craw
took in the original movie version Cc

“The Women.”
Bathtub fashions haven’t changed

i



all the years since. Mi.=s Collins, like her

predecessors, wears bubbles.

“What did you think of Diana Dors

igetting all that publicity at Cannes?” I

asked her.

I
“I think anybody can get their picture

in any paper they want if they do all

[kinds of sexy stuff.”

• What about “Will Success Spoil Rock
,Hunter?”—the Broadway show in which
Jayne Mansfield got so much publicity?'

“I can’t stand dirt on the stage!” she

jretorted. “They were too obviously mak-
[ing cracks all the time about Jayne Mans-
>3eld’s bosom. That’s not theatre!”

I

Pointing out that she had been on the

ptage since she was a child, Joan told

jne: “I go to the theatre every night when
[’m in New York, and my ambition is

:o have my picture hang in Sardi’s.”

(That’s the theatrical hangout where all

;lie great stars’ caricatures line the walls.)

I

What did she want to do?
She told me that she’d like to do “The

jtory of Esther Costello,” which is about

\ deaf-blind girl of fourteen who is

aken around the world and exploited,

)stensibly to get money for the deaf. It

s a very serious acting role, and it ap-
)ealed to Joan.
“What would you like to do with your

ife?”

4 “Td love to keep on acting as long as

can,” she said. “Eventually, I'd like to

:et married. I don’t want to live any-
ifhere permanently. Maybe a year here,

few months in England, a year in

ft/Iarrakech.”

‘Do you literally mean Marrakech?” I

sked, thinking of the city in French
lorocco which is famous for gambling

'|art of the year and so hot that the

asino’s closed the rest of the year.

“Literally, no,” Joan conceded. “I just

ion’t want to live anywhere.”

^
“What do you think about all the low

“'eckline pictures in America?”
“I think there is too much emphasis
laced on one's—you know . .

.”

‘

“Busts?”
“Yes!”
“But you said you weren’t against those

P^ictures.”

| “I’m not. But I hate the kind of cheese-
jake pictures girls do—such as at Thanks-

giving cutting a turkey, or at Christmas
'"'ressed up in a Santa Claus Bikini. I

“ jon’t mind ordinary bathing suit pictures,

llthough I’m getting kind of old for them,
1‘^lctually.”

I!'
“At twenty-three?” I said.

™ “I’m glad you don’t think so!”

Concerning marriage, Joan said quietly,

L'li've made one mistake and I would not
Mant to get married again unless I

ecided it was forever and ever and ever.

hate to be one of those girls with four
five husbands!”

I mentioned to her that since her arrival
^1 this country, she hadn’t had a lot of

i^iitors. Sydney Chaplin and Arthur Loew,
are the only ones she’d dated, as

ir as I could see.

Why only two?
“It just happened I didn’t want to date
ly others!”

I, for one, hope that by now Joan is

jry, very popular in England, although
suppose this can’t be accomplished in-
antly. As she pointed out to me, when
le went back on one trip, the press
ople called. One said it was too bad
i)w she’d gone Hollywood; she wore so
uch make-up you couldn’t get through
e Cosmetic Curtain. Another said it

as a pity that she came to meet the
iglish press without any make-up on!
What’s a girl to do, sighed Joan. But

" ® le didn’t look very worried. This girl

the stuff of which shock troops are
"S^lade! The End

:ra*i
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Arthur and Marilyn Miller. They beat the

press to the preacher on Friday, June 29th

Jeff Chandler’s charmed circle—
wife Marge, daughters Jamie, Dana

high glee. Phyllis left before Rock and
stopped off to see her family in Monte-
video, Minnesota. Rock followed a few
days later and, he confesses, “shook in my
boots” over the prospect of meeting his
new relatives. He tried to sneak into
town quietly, but the entire population
turned out to greet him. Did the rela-
tives like him? Foolish question.

Great Expectations: The Eddie Fishers
plan to buy or build in Beverly Hills, so
we predict that his TV show will emanate
from Hollywood. While making “Bundle
of Joy” at RKO, commuting to Santa Mo-
nica proved to be too rough on Debbie, so
she and Eddie lived in a studio dressing-
room suite. Eddie loved riding his bi-
cycle around the lot late at night when the
studio was still, but expectant Debbie was
“grounded” for the duration.

Romance, Hollywood Style: “My whole
life is going to change in the near future,”
Marilyn Monroe told Bob Wagner when

p
she sold him her big black Cadillac. What
she meant was that she was planning to
marry Arthur Miller—which she did, no
less than twice, on June 29 and July 1. For

continued from page 53

days, they had been haunted by the press
but, true to their word, they tied the
knot in private—much to all the news-
hounds’ extreme chagrin. . . . Tab Hun-
ter and Lori Nelson have been dating
everyone hut each other for a year. So
now it’s been announced that they’ve de-
cided “to call the whole thing off!”

Father's Daze: Nurses in the maternity
ward didn’t know whether to kiss or kill

Tony Curtis. Every morning at 6 a.m. the
new daddy arrived at the hospital, before
going on to work. His face pressed against
the glass enclosure, Tony swallowed base-
balls as he watched his new-born daugh-
ter, Kelly Lee. “Doesn’t my daughter
look a little like Winston Churchill?”
beaming Tony kidded a nurse. “They all

look like Churchill at first!” she answered.

Behind The Smile: Marlon Brando wore a
weird set of uppers and lowers for his
role in “Viva Zapata!”, and he repeats the
act as the Oriental in “Teahouse of the
August Moon.” Smiling grimly through
the false network, Marlon mused: “And
I’m the one who spent a small fortune to

make my own teeth photographic!”

1

Silent Prayer: Clark Gable, ideally happy
for the first time since Carole Lombard
died, took an adjoining room when his
beautiful wife Kay was hospitalized with
a heart condition. Clark is so devoted to

Kay’s two children by her previous mar-
riage, he’d love to adopt them. “Kay is

my life,” Clark says simply.

Wishful Thinking: Barbara Stanwyck’s
friends—and she’s got a million of ’em— I

hope she and Sterling Hayden become
more than a screen team while making
“Love Story.” Sterling’s done a mirac-
ulous job raising his four children; Bar-

f}

bara’s lonely, her warm heart overflows
with love—and they all need each other.

!b

J
Rover Boys: Martin without Lewis is like

Sears without Roebuck! Everyone had a

different version of the boys’ professional
parting, but producer Hal Wallis, who
holds their contract, insists it’s only for

one picture. We know that ambitious^'*

Jerry likes to work fifty-two weeks a
year, while Dean likes to work less, play'''^

golf more and live longer. In union there'll®

is strength. Abbott and Costello learned"®

their lesson the time they split up. Both-*;

Martin and Lewis are terrifically talented,; ;

but “Pardners” belong together. “

Ke

It's The Woman Who Pays: Anita Ekberg;lii

and Joan Collins know it’s the woman i

who pays, but for different reasons. Hon-iel

eymooning in Florence with actor An-iia

thony Steel, who couldn’t get any lire; nr

Anita had to shell out for most of the hotel rk

bill with good old American dollars that d

are good anywhere! ... It cost British- li

born Joan Collins $6750 for the privilege, 1

of divorcing actor Maxwell Reed. Orig- fe

inally the handsome fellow had requestedlly!

$1250 a month alimony! . . . Jeff Richards
had been married only five months when
he and his school-teacher bride separated
Jeff has a strong jaw, which is why hcsi

isn’t talking about it to anyone. . . . Or m

the other hand. Dale Robertson and Marj
Murphy have been shouting their happi-
ness to the world at long last. Their on-

again, off-again romance floundered foi

five years before finally leading them tc,

the altar!

Cling, But Don't Clutch: Note to Holly-
wood glamour gals who have failed t<

latch on to handsome Richard Egan. Ht

doesn’t like possessive women—anothei

reason why Pat Hardy has been his num-
ber one date. . . . When Gene Nelsoi

walked into an NBC party, Helen Wescot
was on his arm. Later, when Ben Coope;
kept cutting in. Gene switched over h
Lori Nelson. Personal to Piper Laurie
Where were you?

Pa

isai

; b

Down Lullaby Lane: The excited Gregor;

Pecks managed to keep their secret fo

four months. But when they announcei
the stork was on its way, champagn
corks popped like the Fourth of July. . .

Fortunately for the Robert Stacks, the;

hadn’t yet okayed blueprints for their ne\

house when Sir Stork sent his callin

card. Now a nursery has been added t

the house plans.

!)el

11

ibou

Stranger Than Fiction: In this case there'

fire, but no smoke! Liz Taylor was suf

fering from sinus, and Monty Clift wa
convalescing from his serious auto acci

dent. So Michael Wilding packed ther,

off to Carmel for a change of scenery. N ™-

one raised an eyebrow or said a won
Hollywood, we thinks, is mellowing!

ter

ali

HOI

.

fer'
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‘Aloha Means Goodbye

(Continued from page 62)

romantic, magic islands of Hawaii,

lere wasn’t anything very romantic
jt our departure. My father took us to

plane and waved us off. Then. Mother
I settled dowh to read. Nobody on
plane paid any attention to me—may-
because I looked so studious. I was
ling Thus Spake Zarathustra, by
zsche. I had brought along a lot of

r books, several on psychology by
1

Jung; Band of Angels, by Robert
n Warren; Thames Williamsons’ Woods
; and even The First Six Les-
in Acting, by Boleslavsky, which

:t Marlowe had given me as a going-

y present. But, early as it was, and
1 as I was, I was just in the mood for

zsche.

le time difference between Hawaii
the mainland makes the flight seem
derfully short. Miraculously soon the

was pink from the setting sun and
were coming down at Honolulu,
iiwaiian dancers greeted us, and be-
fed us with our first leis, made of

jer ' blossoms. We felt strange and
Iderful, since we had left home such

eiort time ago. Not so strange, however,
dl; the photographers who took our pic-

ii
s. (On Warner Brothers Pictures, like

1
British Empire, it seems, the sun

;r sets.)

e had a little car, a Yellow Hornet,

{ ing for us, and we drove to The Reef,

n, hotel we had chosen because the

i. el folders said it was the most in-

i' ial.

e, jir room opened on to a lovely terrace
elj'looking a beautiful garden. We had
)l dinner there, watched the dancing,
1
-! listened to the singing from down be-
|e We loved it, but at the same time
’felt out of' it—we were homesick al-

:ii'y!

ii e left our coffee cooling in the cups
a placed two phone calls. Mother talked
i ly father and told him how much she
le ed him, and I called Scott Marlowe,
Itm I’ve been seeing quite a lot, and
rjf him the same thing.
U

the first few days, that homesick
“'hg lingered. We did all the standard
l®'gs—toured the island and admired
Pali, saw Hanaua Bay, and the Blow
:. We walked a lot, which became

f i a chore because I was wearing too-
j' n clothes and high-heeled shoes. It

my first—and I expect my last—ex-
“mce as a sight-seeing tourist. Every-
re we went we were given flowers,
itiful, fragrant leis. We also bought
traditional cocoanut hats and had our

*'ires taken in them.
.“'cause a student from the University
'^'lawaii, Dentler Erdman, was helping
studio photographer, we visited the
DUS during lunch time and talked

It the students. They had all seen
™|)el Without a Cause,” and they’d all
® I it. Of course, they wanted to know
qbout Jimmy Dean.

' om there we went to a Japanese tea-
e, where we sat on the floor with

' shoes off, wore kimonos and toyed
, the strange, exotic food.
* ter all our touring about, I was tired
a little letdown.

j ,11 I really wanted to do,” I told
j ler that night, “was rest, and read,
“ he in the sun.” And, I added, “I guess
hot so much a sight-seer as a people-

£[

jj

Dther laughed and said, “From now
ve’ll rest. If the photographers want
more pictures of you, they can come
le beach to get them.”
^_D£xhunaminfi T ^nt fir.t

this woman
of fashion

was a

natural blonde

but. .

.

She dyed her hair blue.

Because at that special moment

blazing bright hair was fashion. So the women

of Athens, though naturally blonde, colored their hair almost

any brilliant shade because— even then— they realized that nothing

is more magnetic than fashion. This Greek beauty knew what Mark

Twain pointed out, centuries later, that a beautiful woman is

always more beautiful in fashion than out of it.

And now, it is Noreen, who knows

all the subtleties of today's

great fashion for bright

hair. Makes colors that

are as natural as the

most beautiful hair that

ever lured... 14 of them,

several definitely for you.

You take this step in the right

direction without a moment’s hesitation

because Noreen Color Hair Rinse washes out just as

quickly as it goes on, costs next to nothing.

With Noreen, you make the marvelous change-over

from unfashionable dullness to fashionable

hair color— in seconds. Do— do it today.

COLOR
HAIR
RINSE

At cosmetic counters

everywhere, also

professionolly

applied in

Beauty Solons.

Send for free litero*

ture "What Noreen

con do for me."

Write to Noreen,

450 Lincoln Street,

Denver 3, Colorodo,

Dept. T1
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on a

Greyhound Expense Paid Tour

Go where it’s gay— with hotel accom-

modations, special sightseeing, all travel

included in one low price!

Many Fall Favorites to choose from!

ESCORTED TOURS

Meet interesting new
people on these per-
sonally-escorted trips
aboard your own
'private”Greyhound.
COLONIAL VIRGINIA
5 days—from
Washington, D.C. $93.60

FLORIDA
13 days—from
New York City . $190.95

NEW ENGLAND CIRCLE
7 days—from Albany, N.Y. $137.75

Go anywhere in America on

PERSONALIZED TOURS
If you prefer to travel “on your
own,” individual Tours like these
also include hotels, travel, sight-
seeing !

NEW YORK CITY
For example, from Boston
4 days $51.00

CALIFORNIA
For example, from Chicago
14 days $118.20
Prices subject to change. U.S. tax extra

FREE! COLORFUL GREYHOUND TOUR FOLDER

Greyhound Tour Dept., 71 W.Lake St., Chicago 1, III,

I'd like to visit (piace):..

Name

Address

City & State

GREYHOUND

to wear my new bathing suit and my first

chance to lie on the beautiful white beach.
I expected to be alone on the beach. I

didn’t know anybody at the hotel except
Cathy Crosby, and she couldn’t go out
in the sun because she stmbums terribly.

So I took my beach towel and a pile of

books and prepared to spend the day in
splendid solitude. That was at about ten
o’clock. An hour later, I was straddling a
pontoon of one of the catamarans, riding
the waves. At one o’clock, I was having
lunch on the beach with a dozen or so
beach boys. At three, I was on a surf-
board heading out to sea and admiring
the coral reefs so clearly visible on the
ocean bottom. An hour later, someone
was saving me—as a matter of fact, four
or five boys were saving me. That ocean
bottom was deceptive. I was out in very
deep water and had never ridden a surf-
board in my life. But even being saved
was fun.

This was definitely more like it!

Some of the people I met that afternoon
urged Mother and me to abandon our
hotel room terrace and have dinner with
them at a restaurant they all raved about.
The Queen’s Surf.
We agreed, but I told them I’d have to

go shopping first. Somebody back home
had told me it would be cold in Hawaii
in the spring and I had brought all the
wrong clothes.

Late the next afternoon, I tore myself
away from the beach and drove to the
Royal Hawaiian, where I had been told

the best dress shops were.
I walked into the lobby only to be told,

politely but firmly, that I would have to

leave. I was wearing shorts. When I ex-
plained that I had come to shop they let

me duck into Pauline Lake’s and then
into Betty Higgins’ where—this is for the
girls—I went stark raving mad and
bought everything!

I had never seen such beautiful clothes.

I bought tea-timers, and muu-muus, and
robes and sarongs, particularly a Tiger
sarong. (This in honor of my friend, Nick
Adams, who calls me Tiger.) I went too-
too sophisticated and bought a black sari

and a wonderful Indian stole, hand-
woven with fabulous gold and silver

threads.
Then I was ready for The Queen’s Surf.

Mother and I went there that evening.

I will never forget that night because of

two new friends I met there.

The Queen’s Surf is a beautiful place,

set in a grove of palm trees. The dinner
was exquisite and the entertainment . . .

that’s where my new friends came i

When the first floor show began I sa
them. One was Mahi Beamer, an H:
waiian boy, descendant of the oldest pun
Hawaiian family in Honolulu. Ma
sings in a high, clear voice—almost S'

prano—all the songs which have becor
identified with the island. His closii

number is always “My Island Love Sonj
He sings it beautifully, and he should
his grandmother wrote it.

Co-starred with Mahi was a dancer, L
Aloha Cunningham, who is also Hawaiie
(The Cunningham was contributed by
American husband from whom she h
been divorced.) I had seen hula dance
before, not only in Hawaii, but at home
but I had never seen anything like I

Aloha, so graceful, dignified, and regal.

As an old people-knower, I decid
that these were people I very mu
wanted to know. I wrote a note, inviti

them to our table, and asked the wail
to take it to them. They came over, loo
ing very dignified, almost aloof.

They must decline my invitation, thj

told me, since they had two more sho'

to do. Mother and I stayed through be,

of them. It was wonderful, but I f;

disappointed. I really wanted to kne
them.
Two days later, I had my chance. I w

walking on the beach with one of t

college boys I had met, and we ran ir

Mahi and Lei Aloha.
Mahi put out his hand and smiled V€|

warmly. He’s twenty -five, but loc

about eighteen, and is very handsome ai

very charming.
“We’re preparing for a luau tonight,”

told us. “Won’t you join us?”
We did, of course, and went with th

to the restaurant. After the preparatit;

for the feast were complete, we gatheilfl

around the piano and sang all the wc
derful, romantic songs of the islands,

was a perfect preparation for my fi

luau.
Mother and I went to The Queen’s SI

early that night and sat on the floor 1

side the festive tables. We ate everyth!
To our amazement, we discovered t

we loved the poi and the raw salmon—
the Hawaiian food. (Probably because
now had Hawaiian friends.)

!

Again Mahi and Lei Aloha did th

shows that night, and again we stayed

see all of them. After that, I spent ev
night at The Queen’s Surf and each nij

after the last show, I went with Mahi
Lei Aloha to all sorts of truly Hawai
out-of-the-way places that very

MyMotherBrokeUp
My Marriage . .

.

Listening to the radio program “My True Story”

will not only be interesting and exciting for you,

but sooner or later you’re very likely to hear a

story that may have some connection with your

life—or the life of someone you know. For these

are stories about real people, taken right from the

files of True Story Magazine. Be sure to listen.

TUNE IN EVERY MORNING TO

MY TRUE STORY
American Broadcasting Stations

“Devil’s work,” dad said, “no good can come of it.” Read “Neither Girl Nor Boy” in Septei

TRUE STORY magazine—at newsstands now. £



jourists are fortunate enough to see.

' From then on the time, which had

[ragged at first, simply flew. There just

weren’t enough hours left to do all the

Ihings we wanted to do.
' All too soon, the morning dawned when
dother and I had to board the SS Lur-

ine and sail for home. It was a thrilling

eave-taking, and somewhat sad—which
vas rather ironic. When we’d first ar-

rived we’d been homesick—now we were

‘;ad to be leaving! -•

Everybody came to see us off—all the

-.ids I had met at the University, all the

hoys I had swum with and surfed and
ailed with and, most importantly, Mahi
ind Lei Aloha. Mahi sang and Lei

danced, and all the people—even many
ve didn’t even know—kissed us goodbye
'nd piled us up to our eyes in leis. It

vas all unforgettable, but most of all, I

Pvill remember Mahi and Lei; they will

i'

lways be two of my closest and dearest

iriends.

r Finally, Mother and I made our way
i;o the gangplank and aboard the ship.

‘Everybody on shore was waving and cry-

ing, and so were we. Standing at the

^ail, we waved and cried some more. The
hand played and we waved and cried.

I’he ship’s whistles blared, and we waved
pd cried again. Slowly the big liner

tased out into the channel. Still waving
[nd crying, I started throwing my leis

into the water, watching as the beach
lioys came swimming out to get them.
Vhen we couldn’t see them any more, I

/ent to our stateroom, collapsed on the

'ed—and cried some more.

I
After all the excitement of our last few

lays on the island and the colorful send-
Iff, the crossing seemed rather unevent-
lul, although there was plenty to do

—

bore swimming and sunning, shuffle-

oard, miniature horse races (Mother was
bckier at betting than I was) . Part of

le time the weather was unfriendly; then
i/e kept pretty much to our stateroom or
'elaxed in our deck chairs. (Some sailors

jie weren’t!)
i One night, there was an Hawaiian party.
I wore my new Tiger sarong and won first

'rize. One day I took a try at trap shoot-
ig from the bow of the ship. For this

; 0 prizes, but a stiff shoulder.
' Mostly, for the five days I rested, and
ead—no Nietzsche now, but romantic
lings like Sayonara. Much of the time
just sat and remembered the beauty of
le islands, and the warm hospitality of
iiy new friends.

After we docked in San Francisco, we
"lent two days with my married sister,

eddy, and her family. We showed them
,11 our pictures and told all our tall tales,

hen we flew on to Los Angeles, where
ly father and Scott Marlowe met us at
le airport.

Seeing their handsome, welcoming faces
u'minded us: We had been homesick in
awaii—at first. Now, although it was
onderful to be back, I was already
omesick for Hawaii! The End

Everybody wants to know about:

INGRID BERGMAN
Will she—can she—come back?

•

MARILYN MONROE
Has she found happiness at last?

You’ll find the answers in

OCTOBER PHOTOPLAY

On sale September 6

#

Stdtcm

makes you

certain. ••

and glamorous, too!

Is your deodorant just a duty? Sutton

glorifies you as it guards! Applies without

messing your fingers. Imparts a fragrance that’s

pure magic. Checks perspiration, banishes

odor—beautifully and in no uncertain terms!

That’s the story with Sutton

:

short, but so sweet. Try it and see.

IN TWO DAINTY STICK STYLES:

Sutton Swivel-Stick in blue plastic case that

works like a lipstick

Sutton Stick with handy push-up tube, in

blue jar

69
’

59
’

plus

tax

plus

tax
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DEODORANT
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Make«50-^75-M00
AGAIN AND AGAIN

New 1956
4-STYLE

CHRISTMAS CARD
assortment-
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Square and Petite Cards

all in 1 box
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Christmas Assortment of
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SLIM CARDS
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SPARKLING

Christmas Cards

New 1956 Christmas
Assortment of

SLIM CARDS WITH
GOLD & SILVER
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.Good Housekeeping
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ALL OCCASION
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74 SAMPLES
Name Imprinted

Christmas Cards, Stationery

just for writing us!

SELL AMAZING VALUES
Just take easy orders in spare
time. New ideas in greeting
card boxed assortments, gift

wrappings, home & gift items,
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sonal Christmas Cards bring
profits to 1 00%plus cash bonus.

Start a Greeting Card & Gift Shop At Home
FREE Full Color Illustrated Catalog

MAKE FRIENDLY SOCIAL CALLS
Show women's, children's, men's novelties. Have
cash for new clothes, furnishings, your group
treasury. No experience needed. It’s easy-fun!

NEW FUND RAISING and PARTY PLANS

Make up to $1 .00 per box!

ONE MONEY MAKER SAYS;
“/ have been selling your cards for almost
two years arid I have made enough money
to buy a lot of thitigs 1 have wanted.”—Diane Carey of Illinois

Write today for FREE TRIAL Outfit of

EVERYTHING YOU NEED to get started

SEND NO MONEY
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ture boxes on approval. If out-
fit does not make money for you
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New England Art Publishers
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I North Abington 921, Mass.
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All the Things Marriage Is Made Of

{Continued from page 49)

the two of them leaving a studio casting

office, so discouraged, and Sue breaking
into tears, crying, “They’ve got to see
what you can do!”
Another is of them standing, hand in

hand, like excited children, that first time
in New York’s Times Square, their hearts
full, looking up at the marquee of the
Paramount Theatre blazing out their tri-

umph: “Starring ALAN LADD.”
There’s the day a weary-voiced Sue

told Alan, “I can’t marry you.”
Then the camera of memory focuses

on a hospital room, and on a white-faced
Alan who hadn’t slept in three days.
Three days and three nights of sitting

there beside Sue, being there if she
should waken, silently but fiercely will-

ing her his strength. . . .

These, for Sue and Alan Ladd, are the
things a marriage is made of—and theirs

is the story of two people who have lived

almost as one, who have always been so
married that, as Alan has said, “Sue knows
me better than I know myself. You know,
sometimes it frightens me. I start to say
something—and Sue says it first.”

It was that way from the beginning.
Never “me,” always “we.” The screen’s
new heart-throb, the romantic “gat guy”
with the steely eyes and the black-velvet
voice, was almost a third party to them.
As Alan explained it, “Susie and I—well,

we think of Alan Ladd as somebody
apart. When something seems right, we
say, ‘That would be very good for him.’

”

Susie and I. There was no separating
them from the start, regardless of those
who might try. And there were those
who did try—careless spreaders of the
careless word that, for any but people
like Sue and Alan, could have been the
dynamite that might have blown their
world to bits.

And go even farther back, if you will

—

go ’way back, and realize the difficulties

a girl with Sue’s background might have
had, trying to understand a guy with
Alan’s background. A man more vain
could have resented her success—and re-
sented the occasional reminders of what
she contributed to his success. Two peo-
ple less in love could have been influenced
by studio brass, who predicted marriage
would mean the death of Alan’s career.
And their years together, living and
working almost as one, could have stran-
gled another marriage, less strong.

Pretty brown-eyed Sue Carol was the
only daughter of a wealthy Chicago real-
tor. Her life had been filled with finish-

ing schools and summer vacations in

California and Switzerland. Without even
caring too much, she’d become a success-
ful star-ingenue in movies. But Sue has
said of this: “Alan’s career has always
meant a lot more to me than mine ever
did. I was just out there—and somebody
said I was the type.” Later, she became
a successful agent, with plush offices on
the Sunset Strip. Everywhere she turned
she found herself touched by success.

For Alan, life had been hard and hun-
gry. He was a graduate of the school of

hard knocks, and he had the scars to

prove it. Leaving his Arkansas birth-
place when he was eight, he had migrated
west with his mother and stepfather—an
unemployed painter—in a wheezing ja-

lopy that broke down all along the way.
Alan scrounged around, learning what he
could, when and how he could. But
nothing could kill his restless desire to be
somebody, to belong somewhere, to find

his place in life and prove he belonged

ment and discouragement, he developed a

toughness that could hide the hunger in-

side him—but not the hope.
He picked apricots and he fried ham-

burgers at drive-ins. He worked as e

grip at Warner Brothers, rigging scaffold-:

ing high up on the sound stages, to light

the magic of which, someday, he silentlj

vowed, he would be a part. He strugglec
for five years to be an actor. By th«

time he met Sue, his silky, deep voice hac
opened the door for him in radio. CBS
wanted to talk to him about signing

with them. But the break he wanted ir

pictures would never come for him, h<

was sure, the day he opened one mor(
door and walked into another life.

Nor had Sue Carol known exactly wha
to expect that day. She had been in-i

trigued by the performance of an un-
known actor on a radio show, and shi

had phoned, asking him to come see her
But, she thought as she waited, he wai^

probably paunchy, with thinning hair.

Remembering now, the fellow in thi

blue sport shirt and white sweater anc

his pretty Sue, so chic in pink, look a

each other in their Palm Springs livinj

room and grin. i||

“Alan was wearing a long white poll

coat,” Sue recalls. “He was very tan am
blond and handsome—and he said hi

wasn’t in pictures! I couldn’t see why.”
“Why don’t you let the public decide?

Sue had asked him then. As far as h
was concerned, Alan said, Hollywood hai

already decided. And he knew he couli

work in radio.

But the next day, driving along th

Sunset Strip to keep his CBS appoint
ment, Alan had stopped at Sue’s offic

and gone in. “I walked into her offic

to tell Sue I wasn’t going to sign with her

I’d had no intention of signing when
said, ‘Where’s your contract?’ I don
know why I signed,” Alan says nov
But then, he always had an instinctiv

heart and a quick, experienced eye. Ths
much, at least, life had given him.
But nothing about his life had ever pre

pared him for faith and understandin
like Sue’s. From the very beginning, sh

fought with all her heart and know-hov
determined to get him his chance. As sh

explains now, “Alan was always so muc^
more appreciative than the other peop!
our agency had—and for the smallei
thing you could get for him, an intei

view, a bit part, anything.” >

And the public, which was to be tl

final judge?
“The public had no choice,” Alan smili

now. “Susie just wouldn’t give up. h
matter what a studio casting direct<

wanted, I was always ‘just the typ(

They’d ask her if I could sing and dance-
and Sue would just blink those big brow
eyes and say, ‘Yes, he can!’

”

“But the funny thing was,” says Su
“Alan really could sing. They ju

wouldn’t give him the chance. Alar,
voice has a terrific quality. He would 1

great in musicals now.”
Yes, in Sue’s opinion he could—he can-,

do anything. And he frequently did.

“I was a ski instructor in a movie
20th Century-Fox,” Alan recalls, “and
would spend all day putting on my sk

and going up and down. About the san.

time. Sue got me an interview for

commercial film. It was for an insu

ance company and they wanted someboc
to age from 18 to 80. She told them ;

was just the type.

“That night when I was through skiin

I went over to see them. They sat n



I

ip and wrinkled it and put on spirit gum.
Then they yanked the gum off, leaving

;he ‘wrinkles’ there. One guy stood back
md asked the other, ‘Well, what do you
;hink?’ Then they did the whole bit

jgain, putting on the spirit gum and
ranking it off until my face felt like raw
lamburger. But I got the part. I’d work
lights there until 3:00 a.m., get three

lours’ sleep, and be back on my skis

igain over at Fox.
“I went to Chicago for another commer-

:ial film,” Alan continues. ‘‘I got $500 a

veek and I got to wear a dinner jacket

md carve a turkey. It was fine expe-
ience—and I learned how to carve.”

But there were other, leaner weeks
luring those first few years, when there

vasn’t any turkey. Days when it seemed
(,s if all the faith and talent combined

—

11 their teamwork—wasn’t going to get

Uan his chance.
‘ “When we least expect it, a part will

l
ump up,” Sue assured Alan then. “You’ll

ee.” It was always darkest before dawn,
||he told him, running through all the
|lomforting bromides used to bolster bat-
isred spirits and egos. But leaving a
.tudio one day. Sue burst into tears,

iseling she was failing Alan. “We’d
lissed quite a few jobs then,” she recalls.

And that day Alan snapped me out of it.”

And finally, sure enough, the dawn
ley’d waited for came. After some
:3venty bit parts on the screen, Alan gave
performance in “Joan of Paris” at RKO
lat ,led to a test for the part of the cool-
liggered, cat-loving killer. Raven, in

This Gun for Hire.” The part that would
ijiake Alan Ladd a star.

After this one picture, Alan was the fans’

lol and Hollywood’s heralded new star,

ffth security in sight, he asked Sue to
larry him. “I guess I fell in love with
«ue that first day I walked into her office,

saw her—and that was it. When two
,3ople click,” Alan says simply, “that’s it.”

' Then a shocked Alan heard Sue say
le couldn’t marry him. Unknown to

.
Ian, studio executives had gone to Sue
ith long faces and said marriage would

: idanger Alan’s whole future—the future
' ae had fought so hard for. When Alan
und this out, he went to the studio
•ass and blew his top, reminding them
re was the reason he even had a career,

I id adding pointedly that, unless he mar-
1 ed her, there would be no career.

hey were married twice—the first time
hile Alan was on location in Mexico.
Jut you don’t feel very married in
exico.” So they had a religious cere-
ony in Santa Ana later on, “a very sweet

[ arriage, with just a few close friends
ere.” And Dixie and Bing Crosby

t aned them their Rancho Santa Fe home
f

r their honeymoon.

;

They lived in Sue’s comfortable old
I ick home in the older section of Holly-
pod, until Alan could build the elegant

i luse he planned to give her. And from
J
e beginning they proved the studio

I'onomists wrong. The fans took both
• idds to heart, loving Sue all the more,

I cause she was so important to Alan.
‘ It took World War II to separate them,
an enlisted three months before their
jst-born, Alana, arrived. He was the
Ittest property in Hollywood, king of
le box office, and leading every fan poll,
h’d starved and struggled all his life to
I somebody, and some professional
iimrners were quick to say, “Kid, no-
ddy will remember you. You’ll have to
-irt all over again.”
The brick house waited for him, the

I

hy you can feel a house waiting for a
jjin to come home. And the house began
(breathe again when a bronzed figure in
^^^^^^th^u^^th^door^clutchi^?

CANDIDS

1.

Lana Turner
2. Betty Grable
3. Ava Gardner
4. Clark Gable
5. Alan Ladd
6. Tyrone Power
7. Gregory Peck
8. Rita Hayworth
9. Esther Williams

11. Elizabeth Taylor
14. Cornel Wilde
15. Frank Sinatra
18. Rory Calhoun
19. Peter Lawford
21. Bob Mitchum
22. Burt Lancaster
23. Bing Crosby
25. Dale Evans
27. June Allyson
3 1 . Glenn Ford
33. Gene Autry
34. Roy Rogers
35. Sunset Carson
50. Diana Lynn
51. Doris Day
52. Montgomery Clift

53. RichardWidmark
54. Mona Freeman
56. Perry Como
57. Bill Holden
65. Jane Powell
66. Gordon MacRae
67. Ann Blyth
68. Jeanne Crain
69. Jane Russell
74. John Wayne
75. Yvonne de Carlo

78. Audie Murphy
84. Janet Leigh
86. Farley Granger
88. Tony Martin
91. John Derek
92. Guy Madison
94. Mario Lanza
97. Kirk Douglas

103. Scott Brady
105. Vic Damone
106. Shelley Winters
107. Richard Todd
109. Dean Martin
110. Jerry Lewis
111. Howard Keel
112. Susan Hayward
113. Barbara Stanwyck
117. Terry Moore
121. Tony Curtis
124. Gail Davis
127. Piper Laurie
128. Debbie Reynolds
135. Jeff Chandler
136. Rock Hudson
137. Stewart Granger
139. Debra Paget
140. Dale Robertson
141. Marilyn Monroe
142. Leslie Caron
143. Pier Angeli
144. Mitzi Gaynor
145. Marlon Brando
146. Aldo Ray
147. Tab Hunter
148. Robert Wagner
149. Russ Tamblyn
150. Jeff Hunter

k
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152. Marge and Gow-
er Champion

153. Fernando Lamas
161. Lori Nelson
174. Rita Gam
175. Charlton Heston
176. Steve Cochran
177. Richard Burton
179. Julius La Rosa
180. Lucille Ball

181. Eve Arden
182. Jack Webb
185. Richard Egan
187. Jeff Richards
190. Pax Crowley
191. Robert Taylor
192. Jean Simmons
194. Audrey Hepburn
198. Gale Storm
199. Dinah Shore
200. Barry Nelson

202. George Nader
205. Ann Sothern
206. David Brian
207. Eddie Fisher

209. Liberate
211. Bob Francis

212. Grace Kelly
213. James Dean
214. Sheree North
215. Kim Novak
216. Richard Davalos
217. Julie Adams
218. Eva Marie Saint

219. Natalie Wood
220. Dewey Martin

221. Joan Collins

222. Jayne Mansfield

223. Sal Mineo
224. Shirley Jones

225. Elvis Presley
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BECAUSE
you are a woman,

Protect your beauty? Of course you

do—with everything from daily baths to

special creams and lotions—just as you

play it up with the right dress, the per-

fect hat, the prettiest shade of lipstick.

You’d hardly be a woman if you didn’t!

Protect your daintiness, too! I'as-

tidious women make a “Lysol” douche

a regular part of their beautv routine. In-

ternal cleanliness is as important to them

as any other kind . . . and “Lvsol” is their

safeguard against even the possibility of

“embarrassing odor.”

A ^^Lysol” douche protects your
daintiness because it kills bacteria

rapidly on contact— the very bacteria

that are a primarv cause of “embarrassing

odor.” Its cleansing and deodorizing ac-

tion spreads into folds and crevices—to

give complete iiifcniai cJcanlincss.

Enjoy this lasting sense of security

— douche with “Lv.sol”. Get a bottle of

new, mild-fornuila “Lysol”

brand disinfectant. You

owe it to yourself!

Write for free booklet on

medically-approved meth-

ods of douching. (Sent in

plain envelope.) Send name

and address to “Lysol”,

Bloomfield, N. J.,
Dept.

PP-569.

Sue in one arm and his first three-day
pass in the other.

Marriage, for Alan, too, is made of

other war-time memories.
“Like Susie coming up to Walla Walla,

Washington, when I was stationed at the
B-17 base there. She took a little room
in a hotel. One night when I got back
from the base, Susie had gone to the dime
store and picked up a tall vase, and a
little pot she planted with Philodendron

—

things like that. She soon made it home.
“One of the sergeants’ wives had an

apartment, and Sue would go over there
and prepare the food,” Alan goes on. “She
used to gather up all the meat ration

points and make a picnic in the park for

a lot of guys from the base and their

wives. I was getting $68.50 a month. We
were running a house in town, we had
Carol Lee, Laddie and Alana to care for,

and I thought I was going overseas any
minute. Nobody knew what would happen
—and I don’t think ham sandwiches and
potato salad ever tasted as good.”
As it happened, instead of going to

Guadalcanal with a film unit, Alan was
assigned to the Motion Picture Unit in

Hollywood. When he was discharged, he
still led all the stars in fan mail. Although
Sue had stopped representing him as an
agent when they were married, they con-
tinued as a team in any thinking about
Alan’s future.

To any who have implied Sue domi-
nated his motion-picture career, Alan has
always said, “Sue’s influence has always
been that of a wife, a sweetheart, and a

best friend. I’ve always had the greatest
respect for her opinion. She knows the
business and she’s wonderful to talk to.

We weigh decisions, thrash things out.”

They strengthen and complement each
other. Alan’s the impulsive one, the hot-
idea man who’s always making with the
plans, while Sue usually handles the
paper work and tries to make the pieces
fit. “We're both impulsive,” she smiles. “I

just say, ‘Let’s think about it first.’
”

“Sue’s more practical—except with me,”
says Alan. “I may get hair-brained ideas
and she’ll go along with me. But one thing
I’ll say about Susie, when I get it all

fouled up and get in a corner, she’ll pull

me out of it.”

“That’s one thing we argue about,” adds
Sue. “Alan has such terrific ideas, and
I’m always saying, ‘It can’t be done.’ And
he’s usually right— it can.”

Sue has often given Alan the confidence
he’s had to have, the faith his life had
denied him. She is calmer by temperament
than Alan, who goes from ’way up to

ditch-down. She often just voices what
Alan wants done, saving him the lengthy
telephoning he dislikes and all the more
boring details.

As Sue says, “Alan frets about little

things, but if something big comes up he’s

wonderful. In a crisis, Alan’s always so

calm and collected.”

Not, however in one crisis. Not during
those three nightmare days and nights

when doctors thought Sue wouldn't pull

through. “When all I could do was sit in

the corner of Susie’s room feeling so help-
less, just staring into space,” Alan says
slowly now.

Complications had developed during
pregnancy, and during those critical hours,

one of the hospital staff informed Alan
that they might not only lose the baby,
“but sometimes we lose the mother, too.”

A shocked Alan looked at Sue, and he
could tell by her eyes she had heard.
White-lipped with anger and with his own
fear, Alan’s last words as they wheeled
Sue to the delivery room were in the

grim low steely voice usually reserved

They brought her back, along with
healthy, lusty-lunged son, David Al;
And his father began building the elegj
French Normandie house in Holm
Hills that he’d been building in his mi
for Sue ever since they were marrii
Alan haunted the place, making an eaj
hand for the carpenters. And at ni{

many times, he and Sue would ts

flashlights and make the rounds, watchi
their house grow.
But as an equally impulsive Fate tirr

it, he was also soon buying a ranch, a

taking the Ladds really outdoors
—

’w

out. “I went to a ranch to help a frie

move a piece of furniture into a cai

taker’s house. I looked across the val
and loved it, and we bought the pli

twenty minutes later.”

And so Sue, who cared little abl-
ranches or roughing it, was soon pione^
ing. There was only a lean-to and a gar;
on the property, and as usual Alan I

long-range plans to be executed i

mediately.
“Sue, let’s make a room out of one

the stalls in the garage,” he suggestec
“Don't be foolish, Alan. We couldn’t

that,” she said, even as she began bui
ing there.

“And we can make a kitchen out
the porch,” Alan continued.

“It just won’t work,” said Sue, who ;

mittedly is less talented for visualiz
the impossible, before it’s accomplish
Alan kept inching more space for m|

rooms until Sue had said, “Now where
we put the car? Don’t tell me—in

barn.” Which they did.

“One thing about our marriage,
never been dull!” Sue laughs now.
For example, says Alan, “Some y<

later, we’re in Palm Springs. I’m getl

a hamburger in the drugstore and S'

over looking at some magazines. It’i.

pretty day, the sun’s shining, the <1

full of sparkle, and I’m asking the waitr
‘Any property available in the vicinitj!

“The best real estate man in to\

sitting next to you,” the waitress sai

They looked at three houses, and /i

fell in love with the third one. A
turesque pink and charcoal modern
wanders around in a relaxed way,
with glass walls. “I made a deposit “

much smaller figure than they war '

never really dreaming we’d get it.”

is, not until he noticed the house nun’ '•

was 323, the same as their house in tc
“

“Sue, lookl We’ll get the house,” he
confidently.

And they did. “Now all we need is
•

more bedrooms,” Alan said thoughtf
“Who’s the builder of this property?' “j

asked the real estate man. “Td liki

talk to him.”
The builder. Bob Higgins, a tall f

headed Irishman with a warm smile,
gone to school with Alan at North H<: V
wood High. Bringing each other u] \
date, Higgins said he’d always wante
build houses, and Alan said, wit
familiar glint in his eye, “I’ve though t
like to be in the hardware business.’

And so, before long they were pari, t

in The Higgins—Ladd Hardware, buil *•

a jewel of a modern store on 1 U

Springs’ main street. They have a i
trade with builders throughout |i

flourishing desert area, and their r

star-customers include Gregory 1 !

Lucille Ball, Frank Sinatra and (

Gable. Sue personally supervises and
the buying for their imported toys
partment and explores wholesale h(

for the smartest lines of dishes and g
ware. Alan’s department? “Guns, I g
I ordered them and set up the departi
And tools—I’ve always gone for ther

Thi.s late.st venture, ha.sed like all 1



ventures on the solid bedrock of their
marriage, is already a great success.
Continued success, however, has in no

j- way changed the rhythm of their life to-
gether. Alan has always made Sue feel her
importance in his life. “In any crowd,
wherever we are,” Sue says fondly, “Alan

;

always makes me feel like the most im-
1
portant gal in the room. And he always

-|
tries to make me feel important to his
business, that my opinion means so much

[

to him.”
Not that they always agree—far from it.

“We both have strong wills,” Sue says

j j|

frankly, “but we thrash things out. Some-
" times I’ll convince Alan; sometimes he’ll

convince me.”
I If you ask them to name the most im-
1

;
portant attribute in making theirs a strong
marriage, Sue says, “Companionship

—

being considerate of each other.” “Hon-
• esty,” says Alan. “Sometimes we hurt each

! other, and we’ve gotten hurt. But at least
[ we’re honest with each other.”

Sometimes, like newlyweds, they’ll sit
1 and talk the sun up, planning for the
future of their family—Carol Lee, who

( works for their own Jaguar Productions;

jj
Laddie, a fine-looking husky freshman at

I

f
jUSC; Alana, 13; and David, a very busy 9.

Like any parents, Alan and Sue have
their own individual views on how to
raise their family. Sue believes Alan is
inclined to be too strict, while Alan is
equally convinced that Susie’s a soft
touch “and just too lenient with them.”

I don t think I’m too lenient,” counters
fi Sue. “We make them earn their allow-

I

ances, and I don’t think that spoils them.
Laddie gets. Mteen dollars a week, but he
has to buy his lunches and gasoline out of
that, and he has to earn it by weeding the
hill and property around our house in
town. Alana, who gets two dollars a week,
keeps her own room in order.”

yj,
Alan makes “the rounds of the house

f.jevery evening” and hears all the prob-
lems of the family, but their daughters

. are Sue’s department, generally speaking

)

Alan admittedly isn’t too effective in deal-
ping with the girls’ problems. As he said to
j

Sue recently, “You know, I think I’m
;
scared of girls. I just don’t know how to
talk to them.”
One evening recently, Alan and Sue

were running a movie at home for the
lamily. Thirteen-year-old Alana had in-
jiVited a boyfriend over and during the
'jCourse of the picture, Alan saw the boy
J

put his arm around her. He left the room
^.and called out to Sue in a loud voice to
'accompany him. He was white and shaken

Did you see that?” he thundered.
Yes, I did. But it’s better that it hap-

j

pens here at home,” Sue said, trying to
'

him. Now don’t you say anything.”
,

They went back inside and Alan tried
aot to say anything. But, noting the boy’s
irm remained around his daughter, Alan
anally could stand it no longer. “Are you

j

mjoying the picture?” he asked Alana
pointedly.

J
Yes, Daddy,” she sighed happily.

1
Across the room. Sue smiled at her hus-

|,

3and with the ancient wisdom of women
ind Alan understood—or thought he did’

y\nd later, walking across the moonlight-
i

;overed grounds of the house that love

i
found Sue’s and held

it hard. They spoke no words—there were
10 words to say except the ones they’d

^jepeated so often: “I love you.”
! The struggling young actor had said it

(
. the lonely corporal had written it . . .

1

he desperately worried young husband
;

eated beside his wife’s hospital bed had
irayed it . . . and the successful producer,

f
"^ners top box-office draw named Alan

f .add, said it, too, on that night when they
j
:new, as always, that marriage—their

.. carriage—is forever. The End
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There Was a Boy

{Continued from page 40)

introduced to him in the Green Room

—

which, in theatre circles, is a gathering
place backstage, sort of a reception room
where actors get together before or after a
show. As I recall, Jimmy made no impres-
sion on me at all. He was quiet, almost
sullen, and seemed to resent the fact that
he had been asked to work in the show.
When “Macbeth” opened and started its

two-week run, the reviews in Spotlight,

the Theatre Arts Department’s newspaper,
were not kind. As for Jimmy’s perform-
ance, it said only, “Malcolm (James Dean)
failed to show any growth, cmd would have
made a hollow king.” It was true that
Jimmy’s acting was not good. His Indiana
twang made Shakespeare’s immortal lines

sound more like they had been written by
Mark Twain and were being delivered by
Herb Shriner. It was obvious that James
Dean was not one of UCLA’s outstanding
acting talents. As a matter of fact, it seemed
that it would have been wise for some close

friend to advise him to forget any theatri-
cal aspirations. No, indeed, James Dean
just didn’t have it—not then, at any rate.

Among some of the more dedicated ac-
tors on campus, there was a feeling that
UCLA was not providing enough in the
way of acting guidance and training. The
regular classes were considered totally in-

adequate, in the light of the upsurge of a

“new school” of acting that was emanating
from far-off New York. I had briefly met
James Whitmore, who had just won an
Academy Award nomination for his acting
in “Battleground.” Noting the dissatisfac-

tion on campus, it occurred to me that

Whitmore, a graduate of the Actor’s Wing
in New York, might be able to solve our
problem.
Whitmore, himself, had found that Holly-

wood was completely lacking any type of

acting school in which he could continue
his studies and was, as a result, greatly
interested in such a project. He suggested
that I invite eight or nine people from
UCLA whom I felt would be seriously in-

terested in pursuing their drama studies

more intensely. He insisted, however, that

we were not to consider him a teacher, but
merely someone who was there to guide us
and learn with us. As carefully as pos-
sible, I selected the students whom I felt

would most appreciate and benefit from
this advance training.

During the UCLA run of “Macbeth,” a

Hollywood agent saw Jimmy and ap-
proached him with the proposition of

representing him. The idea of an honest-
to-goodness agent, regardless of how un-
important he was, believing he had a

potential, so flattered Jimmy’s ego that he
decided it was an actor’s life for him from
then on. This new dedication, coupled with
the fact that Jimmy and I had become good
friends, convinced me that he should be
invited to join the Whitmore class.

Jimmy completed the group of nine. We
began to meet several times a week in a
room above the Brentwood Country Mart.
’The first meeting found us all tense and
anxious. An air of quiet excitement hung
over the group. We were about to hear
the magic words that would reveal to us
the secret of acting. It didn’t take Whit-
more long to dispel all that nonsense and
plunge us headlong into serious and in-

tense study. So, listening attentively, and
reading faithfully from our copies of Stan-
islavsky’s A?i Actor Prepares, we waited
for something to happen.

About this time, Jimmy confided to me
that he was finding it increasingly difficult

to tolerate his fraternity brothers. It seems

I
provincial attitude that there was definiteb
something wrong with anyone who was in-

terested in the theatre. Considering Jim-'

my’s hyper-sensitivity to the subject, i

was no wonder that he was rubbed th'

wrong way by the jibes of a fraternit,

brother one night during a stag part}
Jimmy took the snide remarks as an insul

and the affair ended in a fist fight. It wa
with mutual sentiments that Jimmy an
his fraternity brothers parted companj
Since both of us were then in search c

living quarters, we decided to combin
forces and find a place together.
Eventually, we found a three-rooi

apartment which had been constructed o
top of an apartment building near th

beach in Santa Monica. It was artfull

done—a place, we felt sure, where buddin
young artists could grow. Although it wj
too expensive for our limited budgets, w
were unable to resist its charm, and so v
moved in.

“The Penthouse,” as we called it, was thi

scene of Jimmy’s intellectual awakenin
Living in such close quarters, it didn’t tal

me long to discover that my friend w;|

greatly lacking in plain old everyds
knowledge. It was amazing how little 1

actually knew about art, literature, musi
history, politics, and the like. I think
was the excitement over the Whitmore ac
ing group and his new agent that mac
Jimmy want to start learning more abo
everything. He wanted to be complete
prepared for anything life might preset

He had often expressed a desire to gro
intellectually, to broaden his scope of ui

derstanding, but had never actually startc

on an all-out campaign.
We would read, sometimes to each othc

then we’d discuss what we had read wi;

other members of the group or with frienc

Sometimes, with our girls, we would re;

from Stanislavsky, Henry Miller, or Kei
neth Patchen. Jimmy tried very hard
perfect his diction by reading aloud frc

various plays, acting out every part hit

self. He kept a dictionary at hand to lo

up any word he didn’t know.
So it went for several months.

Those were the lean months. Jimmy h

no income, and I was barely able to sera

together enough for food and rent frorr

part-time job as an usher at CBS. Son:

how we managed, in spite of the fact tl

our combined resources rarely exceed
$30 a week. Each month, when rent ti)

rolled around, there was a scramble
gather together the few dollars that peo]

owed to either of us and to borrow wh;
ever we were lacking.

When we first moved in, the electric

had not been turned on and we were fore

to use candlelight for several nights. Ho
ever, the effect was so pleasing, we c

cided to dedicate at least one night a wc
exclusively to the use of candles. Thus
had the inspirational effect of candlelii

and, at the same time, saved on our eL

tricity. Sometimes on “Lightless Frida}

a group of us would lounge around
apartment, listening to classical music £

learning to identify the selections. I

mood was warm and friendly, and th I

was always the feeling that something i

portant was happening to every one of :

Food was very often a serious probli i

I remember once, shortly after we 1

paid the rent and we were both flat bre i

sitting down to a dinner consisting of <(

oatmeal mixed to taste with mayonne i

or jam. One successful scheme we usee I

keep from starving was to invite seve

friends up for dinner, then pool the 1

pennies we all had, and prepare rice

SDaghett^dishes^Time^wer^hard.



unately we were able to keep laughing

least most of the time,

owever, Jimmy was subject to frequent

ods of depression and would slip off

I a silent mood at least once a day. Dur-
these periods, I found it impossible to

imunicate with him, and I soon learned

gnore him or avoid him completely,

letimes he would sit quietly thinking

hours; other times he would read or

N, making only occasional grunting

'es when a question was put to him.

y often he would take long walks late

light, mostly to the amusement pier in

ice, a few miles away, where he would
ch and study the people. But, in-

ably, he would snap to after a few
rs and never acknowledge the fact that

iiad caused anyone concern or offense,

my’s moods ended as abruptly as they

ted.

must have been an act of God that

le my mother decide to pay me a visit

at this time. When she arrived from
jEast, we invited her to stay with us

iur modest quarters. Her arrival was
a ray of heavenly sunlight. As soon

he saw our barren larder, she headed
I the local supermarket where she

ght everything in sight. She cooked
'ptuous meals for us and saw to it

the apartment was clean,

mmy liked Mother at first, but soon he
jme uncomfortable. He was always
Jiarrassed when people did things for

;. He disliked the feeling of obligation

i goes with the acceptance of a favor,

jknew he was in no position to repay
with tokens of kindness or appreci-

n. He hadn’t matured enough to realize

her payment came in the form of

ng him well-fed, clean, and happy.
'ne rainy day. Mother decided to stay
clean the apartment, and fix a fine

ler for that evening. Jimmy also re-

mained in the apartment the whole day.
When I returned from work that evening,
I found Mother in tears. Jimmy, it seems,
had spent the entire day working sullenly

on a mobile he was constructing. He had
not spoken to her all day and had only
grunted in response to her questions and
attempts at conversation. It was all very
upsetting for Mother, who didn’t even
know what the crazy thing was Jimmy
had been building. She had not experi-
enced his moods before and was under
the impression that she had offended him.
Jimmy didn’t seem to feel remiss, nor did
he apologize. Instead, he slumped into his

chair at dinner and shoveled her care-
fully prepared meal into his mouth with
boorish abandon. During the remainder
of her visit. Mother avoided staying in the
apartment alone with Jimmy.
When she left, we drove her to the

depot. While she was checking her lug-
gage, Jimmy disappeared for a few mo-
ments. When he returned, he presented
her with a box of candy, for Mother’s Day,
which he had bought with his last dollar.

Included with the gift was a photograph
of himself which she had admired. He
had signed the picture; “To my second
mother—Love, Jimmy.” Knowing that his

mother had died when Jimmy was only
nine. Mother was deeply touched, although
somewhat confused by his seemingly
sudden switch in attitude. It wasn’t until

a few years later, when I explained that
it was simply Jimmy’s nature to be moody
and that he had really liked her very
much, that she understood. Neither of us
knew then that she was to be the first

in a series of “second mothers” for Jimmy.
Up to that point, the only job Jimmy’s

agent had been able to get him was a
television commercial in which he danced
around a jukebox with a girl and another
boy. He got $30 for that first professional

job, and didn’t talk much about it. The
money didn’t last long and, after several
weeks of waiting and hoping for something
else to come up, Jimmy took the situation
into his own hands. He went back to the
studio where the TV commercial had been
filmed and asked if there was anything
else on the fire in which they could use
him. He read for them and was assigned
a role in a full-length television feature.
He was to play young John, the Baptist, in
an Easter film called, “Hill Number One.”
About a week before he was to start

the film, while in the Whitmore class,

Jimmy suddenly seemed to get the mes-
sage—the “golden secret”—which, I feel,

started him on the road to becoming a true
artist. Jimmy and I were doing an im-
promptu scene, set up by Whitmore.
Secretly, Whitmore told me I was to play
a jeweler who had repaired a watch
Jimmy had brought in and I had since
learned that the watch was stolen. It was
my job to detain Jimmy until the police
could arrive. Jimmy was told, without my
knowledge, that he must get the watch
at any cost and catch a train out of town
in ten minutes in order to avoid being
caught by the police.

We tried the scene several times, but
it was flat and uninteresting. Each time,
either I gave the watch to Jimmy, or he
left without it, neither of us putting up
much of a fight. Whitmore finally stopped
us and talked about the singleness of
purpose in a scene such as this and how
one could achieve that attitude through
intense concentration. He spoke of a
type of concentration we had never
imagined possible. His explanation seemed
to hit Jimmy right where it was sup-
posed to.

We tried the scene again. At first, the
noticeable change that came over Jimmy
was almost frightening. With grim deter-

l
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PRAYER

A beautiful item of jewelry
that your friends will admire
Lord's Prayer artfully engraved
on lovely Gold Pin that you will alwoys wear with
great pride and de^ otion

K.eOLD PLATED

YOU GET FREE BIBLE
With every order You Get World's
tiniest BIBLE 224 pages, only 1 x IVe
in clearly printed —you'll carry if

wherever you go— it will amaze
your friends ORDER NOW — Only
SI eoch Pin & FREE BIBLE (tax inci )

Give a set to o loved one or friend
-they will bless you! 3 sets only
$2 75 MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE!
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mination he set himself to the desperate
task of getting that watch Nothing else

in the world mattered to him The more he
insisted, the more I refused. The more de-
manding and insulting he became, the

more emphatic I became in my refusal.

The fist fight that resulted had to be
broken up by Whitmore and the others.

When it was over, Jimmy and I were
both amazed, and we felt refreshed, as

though we had just been given a shock
treatment. From that moment on, every-
thing he heard, everything he read, every-
thing he did seemed to have new meaning
for Jimmy. Until then he had understood
everything, but now he was able to apply
it. For the first time, acting made sense
to him.

Jimmy carried this newly acquired
understanding with him into the filming of

“Hill Number One ” When the picture was
released on television Easter weekend, the

reviews of his acting were filled with
praise. His agent had contacted several

producers and asked them to watch the
film. They were impressed with Jimmy,
but, as is so often the case, that was as

far as it went. Jimmy had hoped for

more than praise and he was terribly dis-

appointed when the jobs didn’t start roll-

ing in. After all, he insisted, shouldn’t an
actor who has proven his worth be em-
ployed? He still had to learn that this is

one of the most heartbreaking aspects of

the acting profession.

Before long, Jimmy was out of money
again and needed a job. I was still work-
ing as an usher at CBS in Hollywood
and, after much persuasion, I was able to

convince my boss to hire Jimmy. Although
he had taught sports at a small military

academy near Los Angeles one summer,
Jimmy found it impossible to conform to

the regimentation of an usher’s life. He
resented wearing the uniform—the “mon-
key suit,’’ as he called it—and refused to

take the directives of the head ushers
with appropriate seriousness. As a result,

unprecedented as it was at CBS, Jimmy
was released after one short week, during
which he had managed to provoke the
wrath of every one of his superiors. After
that, I just smiled blandly when they
would sneeringly refer to him as “your
friend. Dean.” Having committed the un-
pardonable sin of introducing the cor-
ruptive influence of James Dean into the
orderly, well-organized pattern of the CBS
machine, I had to remain constantly on
guard, lest I make another dreadful mis-
take. Jimmy accepted his dubious noto-
riety with devilish glee and gracefully
lapsed into a status of being unemployed.
He began dating Beverly Wills, daughter

of the noted commedienne, Joan Davis. I

had introduced them at CBS, where
Beverly was acting on the radio show.
Junior Miss. They soon found that they
had a great deal in common, mostly their

love for sports, and started spending much
time together. Beverly introduced Jimmy
to the world of young Hollywood, where
he found new interests and excitement in

meeting and getting to know up-and-com-
ing stars like Debbie Reynolds. However,
there was one serious flaw in the relation-

ship, Beverly’s mother. Jimmy’s lack of

social grace and his candid frankness un-
nerved Joan Davis so much, there was
constant friction between them. It soon be-
came apparent that Jimmy’s relationship
with Beverly was destined to be short-
lived.

Going with a girl like Beverly made
money more important to Jimmy. He was
forced to take a part-time job parking cars

in the lot next to CBS. Since his hours
were irregular and flexible, he was able to

search for acting jobs on the side. Most
of the CBS radio directors and producers
parked their cars in the lot, and Jimmy

soon got to know them. Eventually,
(

or two of them discovered he was
actor and decided to give him a chance

j
their shows. He did a few bit parts

|

several dramatic radio shows and e\

got a walk-on in one Alan Young >

show. He also arranged for intervie

at the major studios, through a friend w.
had done some bit roles in movies, s

managed to snare bit parts in “Sailor 1

;

ware,” starring Martin and Lewis; “I

Anybody Seen My Gal?” starring R(
Hudson; and “Fixed Bayonets,” starr

Richard Basehart.
In spite of the jobs he seemed to

getting. Jimmy was dissatisfied and i

patient. The 'Whitmore classes had
journed for the summer, he had brol

off with Beverly, and he was becom
increasingly restless. His personal

1

didn’t seem to have any order. He H

recently met several established actj

and directors, such as David Wayne si

Bud Boetticher, whom he found int

lectually stimulating. Their strong
fluence on Jimmy prompted him to dej

even deeper into the realms of the s

stract and the esoteric. What he fou
made him eager for more and grea,

sources of truth and wisdom. Holly w(i'

Recently, the James Dean Memo-
rial Foundation was established in

memory oj the late actor. One of its

snain objectives is to provide educa-.

tional and financial assistance to

young people and organizations to-

ward the furtherance oj the dra-

matic, musical and literary arts and

sciences. Anyone interested in this

worthy organization can contact:

The James Dean Memorial Founda-;

tion. Inc., Hotel Excelsior, Suite 208,

‘

45 West 81 St.. New York. N. Y.

didn’t hold the answer for him and

knew it He wanted to soar, but he die

know how.
A great boredom set in. Through so

of his newly acquired friends, Jimmy \i

introduced to the plush life on Sun

Strip. He had little to do but loll aroi

the pool at the Sunset Plaza where so

friends of his were staying and m;

clever talk with the “Strip Set.”

It would be completely wrong, howe'

to say that Jimmy did not grow dur

this period. He was an attentive liste

and had a tenacious memory. He picl

up a great deal from the people with wh
he was associating,^ and he made il

point to study in detail any subjects tl

discussed which were unfamiliar to h

In an amazingly short time he bec£

well-versed in the subjects of modern I

contemporary literature, and progress!

classical music. But, the shallow veneei

Strip life eventually wore thin, and
[

boredom grew and grew. There was m
than this waiting fior James Desm £

somewhere in the back of his mind,|j

knew it. That was the reason he m
the decision that was to change the [

^

tern of his life so radically.

Next month. Bill Bast will tell '

Jimmy Dean's move to New York, of I

intense struggle to find acting jobs, N

netc, influential people he met, and i

little-known facts behind the events U I

ing up to the biggest break of his car
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STAR FASHIONS

Jantzen knit dress
,

CINCINNATI, o.—Mabley & Carew

j

DENVER, COLO.—Denver Dry Goods

I

DETROIT, MICH.—Crowley Milner

j

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.—Wm. H. Block
' NEW YORK, N. Y.—Arnold Constable

PORTLAND, ORE.—Lipman WoHe & Co.

Koret of California separates
GRAND JUNCTION, COLO.—The Vogue

;i LOS ANGELES, CAL.—Mullen and Bluett

I
Masket Brothers separates
BOSTON, MASS.—Charles Sumner

: EVANSTON, ILL.—Edgar A. Stevens

U HIGHLAND PARK, ILL.—Edgar A. Stevens

I
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.—Roy H. Bjorkman

r McArthur, Ltd. ensemble
ALBANY, N. Y.—John G. Myers Co.

SANTA BARBARA, CAL.

—

PoSt and Rail

Baar and Beards hood
BOSTON, MASS.—Filene’s

BUFFALO, N. Y.—William Hengerer Co.

NEW YORK, N. Y.—Franklin Simon

Exmoor cardigan
BOSTON, MASS.—Filene’s

CHICAGO, ILL.—The Fair

PHILADELPHIA, PA.—Lit BrOS.

B[ansen gloves
BOSTON, MASS.—Jordan Marsh
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—The Emporium

Oomphies shoes
NASHVILLE, TENN.—The Harvey Co.

Flexnit girdle

j

NEWARK, N. J.

—

Kresge-Newark
WASHINGTON, D. c.

—

Woodward & Lotlirop

I Formaid bra
J BOSTON, MASS.

—

Jordan Marsh
BROOKLYN, N. Y.—Namm-Loeser’s
BUFFALO, N. Y.—Hens & Kelly

CHICAGO, ILL.—Chas. A. Stevens

MALDEN, MASS.—Jordan Marsh
I NEWARK, N. J.—Hahne & Co.

I

Formfit girdle
TOLEDO, o.—Lasalle and Koch

Hollywood V-ette bra
CHICAGO, ILL.—Mandel Bros.

I
LOS ANGELES, CAL.—The Broadway
NEW YORK, N. Y.—Franklin Simon
SEATTLE, WASH.—Best’s Apparel

Jantzen bra and girtlle

BROOKLYN, N. Y.—Abraham & Straus

HATTIESBURG, MISS.—Belk-Whitley Co. (girdle

only)
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.—Dayton Co. (bra only)

PHILADELPHIA, PA.—John Wanamaker (bra

only)

Color porlroit of James Dean by Avery;

Rock Hudson by Esiabrook, Ornitz; Rita

Moreno by Powohy (dress by Jax of Bev-

erly Hills); Natalie Wood by Six; stills

from "The Mountain" by Paramount; Anne
Francis, Barbara Rush by Marshufz; Joan
Collins by Rockfie/d Studio.

k

OPPORTUNITIES

FOR EVERYBODY
Publisher's Classified Department (Trademark)

For clastified advertiting rates, write to William P. Stewart, 9 South Clinton Street, Chicago 6 (Women-SeptemberJ 6

FEMALE HELP WANTED
NEW HOME CLUB Plan SensationI Style Shows—Chil-
dren's, Adults’ apparel easily earns $20.00-40.00 evenings.
Prizes, Gifts, fun I Experience unnecessary. Complete outfit
furnished. Beeline Fashions. Bensenville 607, Illinois.

BEAUTY DEMONSTRATORS—TO $5 hour demonstrating
Famous Hollywood Cosmetics, your neighborhood. For free
samples, details write Studio Girl, Glendale, Calif., Dept.1669C.
IF YOU WANT to earn money fast. I’ll send you Free Sample
Stocking of newest Stretch DuPont Nylons to sell at only $1
a pair. Ame rican Mills, Dept. 501, Indianapolis 7, Ind.

$2.00 HOURLY POSSIBLE doing light assembly work at
home. Experience unnecessary. Crown Industries, 8507-B
West Thi rd, Los Angeles 48, Calif.

HOMEWORKERS. MAKE hand-made moccasins. Good pay.
Experience unnecessary. California Handicrafts, Los Angeles
46, California.

FASCINATING WORK AT Homel No sellingl We pay you I

Truart, Box 710, Pasadena, Calif.

HOMEWORKERS WANTED PAINTING novelties. No sell-
i ng. N. Roland, R.D. 1, Vincentown, N. J.

$30.00 WEEKLY MAKING Roses. Look. Smell real. Studio
Company, Greenville 12, Pa.

HOME SEWING. READY-Cut Rap-Around. Profitable. Free
i nstructions. Hollywood Manufacturing, Hollywood 46, Calif.

MONEY MAKING OPPORTUNITIES
STUFFING—MAILING ENVELOPES. Our instructions tell

how. Dept. G-9, Education Publishers, 4043 St. Clair, Cleve-
l and 3, Ohio.

GUARANTEED HOMEWORK! IMMEDIATE Commis-
sions! Everything FurnishedI Hirsch, 1301-12 Hoe Ave.,
New York City 59.

$40.00 WEEKLY POSSIBLE mailing circulars for advertisers.
Complete instructions—25c. Siwaslian, 431 7-F Gleane,
Elmhurst 73, N. Y.

SELL NAMES, INCLUDING births. Instructions $1.00 re-
funded first list. Armengol Co., Drawer 300, Laredo 1, Texas.

LADIES; PROFITABLE HOMEWORK preparing mailing
postcards. Alfred Hasemann, Beecher, Illinois.

EXTRA MONEY PREPARING Mailing Postcards, Gul, 1815
S. Meyers, Lombard, Illinois.

MAKE YOUR TYPEWRITER Earn Money. Send $1.00.
Hughes, 7004 Diversey, Chicago 35.

AGENTS WANTED
RUN SPARE-TIME Greeting Card and Gift Shop at home.
Show friends samples of our new 1956 Christmas and All-
Occasion Greeting Cards and Gifts. Take their orders and
earn to 100% profit. No experience necessary. Costs nothing
to try. Write today for samples on approval. Regal Greetings,
Dept. 96, Ferndale, Michigan.

60% PROFIT COSMETICS. $25 Day Up. Hire others. Sam-
p^e^s^^etails. Studio Girl Hollywood, Glendale, Calif,, Dept.

NEW BATHROOM DEODORIZER. Hangs on wall. Banishes
odors bathroom, kitchen. Lightning seller. Samples sent on
trial. Kristee Co., Dept. 143, Akron 8, Ohio.

MALE & FEMALE HELP WANTED
EARN EXTRA MONEY selling Advertising Book Matches.
Free sample kit furnished. Matchcorp, Dept. WP-29 Chicago
32 Illinois.

HOME SEWERS WANTED
SEW BABY SHOES at home. No canvassing. $40.00 weekly
possible. Write: Tiny-Tot, Gallipolis 19, Ohio.

DO-IT-YOURSELF

LEARN ART METALCRAFT and jewelry making. Complete,
inexpensive, home training course now available Special tools
and materials furnished. Write for free booklet. Interstate
Training Service, Dept. L-72, Portland 13, Oregon.

FOREIGN & U.S.A. JOB LISTINGS

HIGH PAYING JOBS. All types. Foreign, U.S. Chance to
travel. Fare paid. Application forms. For information Write
Section 95B, National, 1020 Broad , Newark, N. J.

WORK AT HOME
$5 00 DAILY, MAKING scented Orchids. Free Sample
Boycan, Sharon 7, Penna.

INSTRUCTION
FINISH HIGH SCHOOL at home, spare time. No classes.
Diploma awarded. Write tor Free catalog Wayne School.
Catalog HCH-36, 2527 Sheffield, Chicago 14.

OF INTEREST TO WOMEN
FREE—BIG NEW Wholesale Catalog! Up to 50% saving for

you, family, friends on nationally-known gifts, jewelry, toys,

appliances. Christmas card^ etc. Also make money selling
parttimel Write: Evergreen Studios, Box 846-P, Chicago 42, III.

WHOLESALE CATALOG I 30-80% DiscountsI Appliances,
Musical Instruments, Typewriters, Tools, Watches, Jewelry,
Cameras, Housewares, etc. Consolidated Distributors, 7-28
Henry, Paterson 15, New Jersey.

$350 FOR YOUR child’s photo, ail ages, if used for advertising.
May also qualify for Free Camera. Send photo for approval.
Print child’s-mother’s, name-address on back. Returned two
weeks. Advertisers, 6(100-YW Sunset, Los Angeles 28.

COMPLETE YOUR HIGH School at home in spare time
with 59-year-old school. Texts furnished. No classes. Diploma.
Information booklet free. American School, Dept. X674,
Drexel at 58th, Chicago 37, Illinois.

$350 FOR YOUR Child’s picture (all ages). Thousands paid

by advertisers. Send one small picture. Returned with judges’
report. Print child’s and parents' name on back. Spotlight,

1611 No. La Brea, Hollywood, Calif.

MAKE SPARE TIME money preparing and mailing sales
literature. Adams Surveys, 3513C Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles,
26, California.

DRESSES 24c; SHOES 39c; Men’s suits $4.95; trousers
$1.20. Better used clothing. Free Catalog. Transworld, 164-A
Christopher, Brookly n 12, N. Y.

$200. MONTHLY POSSIBLE, Sewing Babywearl No house
selling! Send stamped, addressed envelope. Babywear, War-
saw 1, Indiana.

PART TIME—WOMEN needed by several National Com-
panies. Our instructions tell how. Dunbar, Dept. G-9, 4130
Mark Terrace, (Cleveland, Ohio.

MAKE MONEY WRITING Your Story for Television. Dart-
Duncan, 5540 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.

MAKE MONEY CLIPPING Newspaper Items for Publish-
ers! Write, Newscraft, PW-983-E. Main, Columbus 5, Oh io.

PROFITABLE HOME BUSINESS. Make Fast-Selling che-
nile monkey trees. Literature free. Velva, Bohemia 32, N. Y .

NATIONAL FIRM NEEDS Homeworkers! No Selling!

Guaranteed Pay. Genmerco, Box 142-W, Dorchester 24, Mass.

SEW OUR READY cut aprons at home, spare time. Easy,
Profitable. Hanky Aprons, Ft. Smith 3, Ark.

“HOMEWORK" SEWING, CLIPPING Newspaper items.
Mailing. Creation's, 386, Austin, Texas.

EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
DENTAL NURSING. PREPARE at home for big pay career.

Chairside duties, reception, laboratory, Personality Develop-
ment. Free Book. Wayne School, Lab. BA-15, 2521 Sheffield,

Chicago 14.

"HOW TO MAKE Money With Simple Cartoons"—A book
everyone who likes to draw should have. It is free; no obliga-

tion. Simply address Cartoonists' Exchange, Dept. 689, Pleas-
ant Hill, Ohio.

HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA at home. Licensed teachers.
Approved materials. Southern States Academy, Box 144W
Station E, Atlanta, Georgia.

SALESMEN WANTED
CHRISTMAS CARDS! MAKE Big Money! Sell Name Im
printed genuine Parchment "Personals” only 3c each I 600
other fast selling gift^ greetings. Samples on approval.
Arrow, 513GG 4th Ave. So., Minneapolis, Minn.

NURSING SCHOOLS
EASILY MAKE $65 Week as Practical Nurse. Learn quickly
at homel No high school necessary, no age limit. Write today
for free booklet, lessons. Post Graduate School of Nursing,
21E96 Auditorium Bldg., Chicago.

LOANS BY MAIL
BORROW $50 to $500. Employed men and women over 25,
eligible. Confidential—no co-signers—no inquiries of employ-
ers or friends. Repay in monthly payments to fit your income.
Supervised by State of Nebraska. Loan application sent free
in plain envelope. Give occupation. American Loan Plan,
City National Bldg., Dept. WD-9, Omaha, Nebraska.

PERSONAL
BORROWING BY MAIL. Loans $100 to $600 to employed
men and women. Easy, quick. Completely confidential. No
endorsers. Repay in convenient monthly payments. Details
free in plain envelope. Give occupation State Finance Co.,
323 Securities Bldg., Dept. B-69, Omaha 2, Nebraska.

m tbomcHiL
Zef For Quick Relief

Ask your Druggist for

nEilT’C lOOIH DROPS

vElll 9 1
y PDUIIICE

POFMS WANTEDFor musical settlnsr . . . SendV your Poems today for FREE
EXAIillNATIONt Any subject. Immediate consideration.

CROWN MUSIC CO., 1476-L Broadway, New York 36, N.Y.

New Way to Remove Dandruff
New concentrated DANORICIDE RINSE releases anti-dandruff

action no ordinary tonic or shampoo can duplicate

WHY HAVE DANDRUFF ? Tonight, you can
have a cleaner scalp, healthier looking hair,

gleaming with a soft clean sheen!

With new Dandricide, loose itchy dandruff is

removed instantly with a unique anti-dandruff,

scalp conditioning rinse action!

Old fashioned dandruff "tonics” or shampoos
may merely dissolve dandruff scales, only to have
them return in a few days. New Dandricide rinses

loose dandruff OUT . . . really cleans the sealp

. . . fights the fast return of unsightly, itchy dan-
druff as no tonic or shampoo can!

Concentrated to last longer! Easy to usel

Because it’s concentrated, you get 12 Dandricide
rinses in a $1.00 bottle. Just mix with water as
directed, rinse and that's all! Get Dandricide at

drug and department stores, beauty and barber
shops.

DANDRUFF MUST GO OR MONEY

p
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New! Clearasil Medication

STARVES
PIMPLES
SKIN-COLORED.. . bides pimples while it works

Doctors prove tliis new-type greaseless inetiica-

tioii especially for pimples really works. In skin

specialists’ tests on 202 patients, 9 out of every

10 cases were cleared up or definitely improved

wliile using ciKARASii,.

3 MEDICAL ACTIONS WORK FAST

1 . PENETRATES PIMPLES . . . kcra-

lolylle acliun softens and dissolves

infected skin tissue . . . |>erinits

medication to penetrate to any

Ivu’er pimple infection.

2. ISOLATES PIMPLES . . . antiseptic

action of this new-type medication

stops growtii of bacteria that can

cause and spread pimples.

3. -STARVES’ PIMPLES . . . CLEAR-

asil’s famous dry-up action

‘starves’ pimples because it helps

to remove the oils that pimples

“feed” on.

ENDS EMBARRASSMENT because skin-color hides

Itimples amazingly. Guaranteed to work for you as in

doctors’ tests, or money back, (iet clearasii. today;

only 69i at all drug counters (economy size 9St}.

Pimple Medication

FOR EASIEST EXTRA MONEY

Sell NEW EXCLUSIVE 25 lor

TAIL CHRISTMAS cards!

. Quickest Way to Make *7S^
EXCLUSIVE “Gold Luxury” Assortment pays
you big 75c profit on every $1 .25 box—$76.00 on
100. Make more with other Christmas EXCLU-
SIVES:—big selection Name-Imprinted Cards;
TALL Card. 21 in $1 box: 4-in-l “Simply Colos-
sal” Box; Gift WRAPS BY-THE-YARD, 66
ft. roll; sensational new Gift Novelties; over
250 money-makers. You make highest profits
plus EXTRA CASH BONUS. Money-back
Guarantee aesures you up to 20c more profit per
box. KXTRA SAM FLES AT 10c, other BUrprises. ^ Guoraoteed by
Send coupon for Free Trial samples NUW. VGood Housekeeping

CARDINAL CRAFTSMEN
-! 1400 Slate Ane., Dept. K ?9, Cincinnati 14, Ohio

Please send money- making kit of 6 boxen on
approval, FREE Personalized Samples and
F REE offers.

Name..
FREEOFFERf,
POP UP TOASTER i

Adtir^ee

Salt & Pepper Set
' .

for prompt action

I

-
I

Planning a Heavenly Love Nest

(Continued from page 45)

and handling promising young writers

and talented older ones. For Rock, she
was everything he’d ever thought or said

he wanted in a wife—quiet, intelligent,

with a keen sense of humor and the
ability to separate Rock, the movie star,

from Rock the serious and shy young man
who can stand almost anything but phoni-
ness, or the thought that someone might
be cultivating his friendship because it

could be advantageous.
Phyllis Gates was without affectation of

any sort. She liked serious talk, serious

books and serious conversation. Rock
knew she wanted nothing from him but
his companionship, the fun of being with
him. When that fact dawned — really

dawned—Rock was lost. From that time
on, his second home, his dream house,
was on its way. And because our homes
always tell—or rather, reveal—so much
about us, it was fun to wander through
Rock’s abode and guess things about him
of which even Rock, perhaps, was not
aware.
Rock’s house, naturally, is situated upon

high ground. A fellow who has reached
up and out for things all his life, who
has wanted to have an uninterrupted view
of whatever world he found himself in.

Rock seems to insist on gaining the same
feeling from a house.
Another Hudson requirement for ideal

living seems to be a closeness to nature.
Trees, shrubs, bushes, vines, and flowers
are native to him, and at least two epi-
sodes in his past are directly related to

Rock’s love of horticulture.

Rock recalls that one of the happiest
periods of his life was the summer of his
eleventh year when he was “a very rich
man.” He was living with his grandmother,
an indulgent woman who considered it nor-
mal for a growing lad to roll out of bed
at 5:30 each morning, eat everything in

sight, and then shag out to the golf

course where he was a caddy. He earned
seventy-five cents, plus tips, for eighteen
holes, and usually he was able to complete
a thirty-six-hole tour before noon. He
also earned the reputation as the caddy
most likely to retrieve a lost ball in the
woods. But he regarded his fame lightly;

it was all too easy. After a few weeks, he
was as much at home in the thicket as
a rabbit in a lettuce patch.

A few years later. Rock’s love for the

lofty forest was satisfied by daily summer
trips to a spot in Winnetka, Illinois (his

home stamping-ground), called Fentress’

Pool, which was located in a ravine off

Sheridan Road. The pool was bordered by
lilac bushes, weeping willows, wild berry
bushes, ferns and lichen. Situated in one
of the largest weeping willows was a
diving board, completely obscured from
below by a phalanx of branches. The
result was that a diver, springing off the

board toward the shimmering pool be-
low, looked like a slim white bird de-
scending from a passing summer cloud.

Those were the years in which Rock
developed his love for nature. And it

was inevitable that the house he finally

chose to buy was perched high on a
Hollywood hill and was surrounded by
magnificent oaks and other California

trees and shrubs. Rock fell in love with
his six-room New England-style farm-
house at first sight.

Soon after he moved in. Rock put his

green thumb to work and started clearing

the courtyard behind the house. It was
then he discovered that a mass of vines
had overgrown and almost completely
hidden a thriving rock garden. So he

pruned the vines, thinned the underbrus
and planted petunias and shrubs.
Having temporarily satisfied his garde

ing desires. Rock moved on to oth
household matters. He made great pla
for turning the garage into a playroc
and building another garage on the low
level of his lot. Then, in the space nt

occupied by the driveway, which is

gradually ascending ramp, he planned
have a swimming pool installed.

But, when he outlined this dream to

series of contractors, each di$cu$$ion 1

came more di$couraging than the la

Rock finally concluded that he was
paying enough income tax. “If I were pa
ing twice as much tax,” he mused, “I’d

in a bracket in which I could afford
swimming pool, and a pool house, a

a system for heating them both.”

While still planning for the pool Et

rumpus room. Rock moved one of :

most precious possessions—his electrifi

player piano—into the rear storage ar

of the garage. Eventually, he decided,!

would serve as a center for the ligl

hearted, unpretentious parties he likes

much. The piano had been a twenf
fourth birthday gift to Rock from

^

parents and a group of studio pals, a

it had been the focal point around wh'
Rock’s Avenida del Sol house had bd
decorated. The word “decorated” is u.‘!

very loosely in this instance, because
!

del Sol house was notable for a dc'

best described as Early Ad Lib w.

Philodendron Rampant.
Now the player piano is still gather

dust in the back of the garage, serv
as an emblem of enjoyment in the past <•

as a token of a plan for the future.
!

no means has Rock forsaken his notion'

someday being master of a den-rumpi
pool house.

Rock’s idea of the residence super
as he now eagerly tells his bride, Phy
—was born during the making of “Capt'
Lightfoot,” in Ireland. Many of the 1

events in that picture took place in an i

atmospheric inn. The front door of 1,

inn opened into a huge entry with
beamed ceiling, and the first view of

room revealed a large stone fireplace

an alcove. On both sides of this alee

were staircases leading to the second st

and onto a corridor which looked dc
on the entry below.

^

To the right of the entry was a liv,

room with another stone fireplace. 1

room was carpeted with a flaming-j
rug, and most of the furniture was
bolstered in vivid Stewart plaids and
leathers. “Big and deep and comfort;!

with hassocks in front so that a guy co

stretch out and take it easy,” is the t

comfort-loving Rock describes them.

To the left of the entry was a pan(i

dining room with a few hunting pri

above the plate rail. The furniture l

polished cherry, well-aged, and the ch
had down-stuffed cushions.

The kitchen, being a period establi'

ment, had none of today’s efficient eqi
ment, except for a bricked fireplat-

which could be transformed into a mod>
built-in ov’en and companion barbecu
and a round table and captain’s chairs'

stove-side conviviality. But above
the room had an air of cozy well-being

“Someday,” Rock promised himself e

time he saw the inn, in person or

film, “I’m going to use that plan a

basis for my home. Someday.” *

After Rock finished “Captain Lightfc

he toured Europe. This experience ad

new ideas to his mental folio of the ful

Hudson House. In France and Italy,!



jd as many art galleries as possible,

ng up a clear-cut “I know what I like,

her it’s Art or not” taste,

ow I want some oils on my walls,” he
a buddy. “Mainly things that appeal

e, because the landscape brings back
riences that I have enjoyed.”
ter on, while working in “All That
^en Allows,” Rock added another idea,

ttended a Hollywood party one night,

itated to the den where a rousing bull

on was in progress, and caught sight

four-masted model schooner on the
;el. It reminded him of the first such
;1 he had ever seen in his life: it

been displayed in the mansion which
ed the first formal film party Rock
ever attended. He had been very

g at the time, unsure and shy, and
ad felt like a glob of rosy Jello amid
elegant surroundings and his glam-

^ fellow guests.

had spent most of the evening, hands
:d behind him, visually examining the
Stic model and discussing its charac-
oics with anyone who joined him at

ireplace. He learned that night how
41y the great can be—and how in-

ted they were in ship models. “Some-
j’ he promised himself, “I’ll have one,
There may come a time when I’ll

I

a guest whose arms have grown too

I

for his coat, and whose legs have
fown his trousers, and who needs a
of conversation.”

ms to be left out of a house often
il as much about its occupant as
ables to be included. Rock has al-

i said, “There are three things that
never going to have in any house of
; doilies, antimacassars, and heavy
eries with fringe. Neverl"

k’s dislike for these decorations was
iloped at an early age. He was only
t six when he was taken by his
dmother to visit one of her intimate
ds. The hostess was a woman of

IS and her house reflected the taste
lie early 30’s.

ere were starched, hand-crocheted
es everywhere, and all the chairs
led hand-crocheted or hand-em-
lered “collar and cuff sets.” The
ows wore blinds, casement curtains,
either brocaded satin or double-

1 velvet draperies. “When I hid be-
them,” Rock recalls, “I could smell

lust.”

I loathed the house. Clocks ticked,
ds creaked, musty odors wafted
aghout as if the air had been dis-
sd by an invisible passing presence.
'Rock had to “be a little gentleman.”
lad to “sit still and look at a book.”
lad to “let Grandmother visit with her
id.” He was not to ask for something
at even when he felt his stomach
(bing his backbone,
le Christmas while his grandmother
ted,” Rock sidled off his chair and
led into the drawing room to study
tree. There he spied an ornament he

1 never seen before. It had fallen from
jwer branch and was nestled in the
in batting surrounding the tree. Get-

{

down on his hands and knees. Rock
ed along the floor until he could, he
ght, replace the bauble, then return
vantage point for viewing his good

. As he tried to back away exactly
e had slid in, a branch snagged him
he tipped over the entire tree with a
de-shattering crash,

om that day to this, the sight of a
r, an antimacassar, or a heavily

-

led window reminds Rock of his
lintry gone awry.

|) doilies, antimacassars, or draperies.

il these things taken into considera-

I

how does the Hudson Honeymoon

Beautiful Album of

Latest Personalized

Christmas CardsBig Selection

of Low-Priced

GIFTS

On Just 40 Exclusive
SUPER-36 DELUXE
CHRISTMAICARD

ASSORTMENTS .

MAI OVUFQ R SAM PL ESI

Think of it! You make $1.25 cash on every
Super- 36 Deluxe Assortment, Big box of

exclusive, quality Christmas Cards sells fast

at our bargain price. Eaisy to sell 50 boxes
to your friends. That’s all you do to get a
magnificent imported brown-dyed Marmot

.

Fur Stole for yourself on ourBONUS offer!

Extra Profits Come Easy!
Have plenty of extra money to spend from big
profits on the rest of our huge line. Over 200 un-
usual fast-selling items. Latest SLIM Cards and other
Assortments at $1 and up. Personalized Stationery, Gifts
and Novelties. Sensational selling Regal Deluxe SUms
Personal Christmas Cards pay you $1.00 profit per box!
3 beautiful Albums of Name-Imprinted Cards, includ-

ing an All-ReUgious, add to your eEanings.

Costs Nothing To Get Started!
No experience needed. Just send the coupon. You’ll

get newest Assortments on Free Trial. List of Bar-
gains, Fur Stole Offer, new Color Cata-
logs, amazing Catalog Shopping Plan,
and Album of Imprint Samples included

FREE. Mail coupon TODAY

!

Amazing
BONUS OFFER!/

Luxurious
'

FUR STOLE
Yours for Selling

r Only 50 Boxes!

:CLUB GROUPS!

:

• Send lor details •
• of our easy fund- •

, raising offer! •
••••••••••••

§B boxes FOR J
While They Las^

IImIDWEST card CO., Dept. 520-S
II 1113 Washineton Ave., St. Louis 1, Mo.

|| Please send new money-making assortments on
pproval including FREE Album, Fur Offer and

Il
.uU information.

Il

Il Name.

MIDWEST CARD COMPANY
1113 Wash inglon Ave., Dept. 520-S, Sf. Louis 1, Mo.

Your child's photo may qualify for

1<’RKE CATVIl'JRA—also earn $350 if

used for advertising. BIG DilMAND
for photos of infants to 18 yrs. Send
ONE small photo for approval. Print
child’s and mother's name, address
on hack. Returned two weeks. NO
OBLIGATION.
ADVERTISERS PHOTOS

6000-HWSunset, Holly wood28, Calif.

SAVE MONEY-Shop by Mail! FREEcata
log pictures hundreds of exclusive iria
ternity fashions. World’s Largest, Complete
Selection, Dresses, Suits, Mix & Match Sep-
arates, Sportswear, Girdles, Lingerie; $2.98
to 922.9B,Catalog mailed in plain envelope.

C R AWFORD’S
Dept, 35, BOlSWornall.KansasCity 14,Mo.

Oraw fnO
You may win a $375°°

Scholarship in Professional Art

Prize: A complete art course — free

training for a career in advertising art

or illustrating— plus a drawing outfit

and valuable art textbooks!
Demand for trained artists is in-

creasing. Try for this free art course.
You’re trained by professional artists.

You get individual coaching, personal
guidance.

Scholarship is offered by world’s
largest home study art school. Many
of its graduates are highly paid art-

ists today.

ART INSTRUCTION, INC. ‘STUDIO 8396

500 South 4th Street • Minneapolis 15, Minnesota

Please enter my attached drawing in your "Draw Me”
contest. (PLEASE PRINT)

Nome AGE

Addres$-

City _Zone_

Occupofion_

_Counfy_

Siate-

Phone-

DRAW THIS GIRL’S HEAD
5 inches high. Use pencil. All
drawings for September 1956
contest must be received by
September 30. None returned.
Winner notified. Amateurs
only. Our students not eligi-

ble . . Mail drawing today!
P
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“My marriage is

happier now than
when I was a bride!”

says Mrs. C. L. Kellogg who now
uses ZONITE to douche!

SAFE! Many married women, as well as

brides-to-be, wonder about douching for

feminine hygiene. Such a woman was Mrs.

Kellogg who, years after her days as a

bride, later learned about the importance

of following the proper method of douch-

ing with a fountain syringe, using an effec-

tive yet safe solution— like zonite.

EFFECTIVE! No other type liquid anti-

septic-germicide for the douche of all those

tested is so powerfully effective yet so safe

to body tissues as zonite.

HEALTHFUL! zonite completely deodor-

izes, promptly washes away germs and

odor-causing waste substances. A nurse

once advised Mrs. Kellogg that if any

abnormal condition e.xists, she should see

her doctor. She said he would probably

recommend that she contin ue to use zonite.

DAINTY! You, too, can be one of the mod-

ern women who welcome the “peace of

mind” and daintiness that zonite gives

them after monthly periods and other

times. You can use zonite as directed, as

often as needed, without the slightest risk

of injury. Costs only pennies per douche.

i

use

fv Gnoranteed by *v

^Good Housekeeping so safe yet

so effective

Clear up your
pimples FAST***
leave no scars

Don’t handle, tug or pick those

“hickiesl" Pimples, blackheads

easily infect . . . leave lifetime

scars. Clear up those pimples and

blackheads—oh so gently, safely

and cover them while you’re

clearing them) with Pompeian
Milk Cream— pink magic proved

in the laboratory t9 possess a

greater "zone of inhibition’’ than

all the leading medications tested I

It’s the milk—chemists say—that
makes PC 11—the hexachloro-

phene—so far more effective in

starving skin bacteria that cloud

your complexion.

TRriT..PROVeir..TRIAl TUBC 25c

Send 25c for a trial tube. Watch
your skin grow healthier again.

Pompeian Corp., Balto. 24, Md.,

Dept. PY-9. Or get Pompeian
Milk Cream from
your druggist tonight.

PEIAN
MILK CREAM

House stack up in relation to the Ideal?

The best way to answer that is to point

out that, for months before they set a

date for their marriage. Rock and Phyllis

spent every free moment looking for a
house to buy, lease, or rent. They wanted
one that would include the chief desires

of each of them. No luck. With each pass-
ing month. Rock’s bachelor quarters be-
gan to look better and better.

“We’re going to have to build to get

exactly what we want,” Phyllis finally,

and wearily, decided.
Thinking of the size of the house they

wanted and the possibilities of the future.

Rock agreed, adding, “We ought to wait
a while. There’s plenty of room for us
right now, but. . .

.”

The present Hudson Haven covers ap-
proximately two thousand feet and is

divided up into an entry hall, living room,
dining room, a kitchen that—of all the
rooms in the house—most nearly seems
ideal, two bedrooms and a bath. Outside,
the house is flanked by a double garage
at one end and a tree-sheltered patio at

the other. The living room, though spa-
cious, is cozy and features a beamed
ceiling, fireplace and windowed dining
alcove. In the kitchen there is a break-
fast nook, a barbecue with an electric

revolving spit, and, to one side, a walk-
in bar with shutters which open out into
the living room. The master bedroom has
an extra door which leads out to the
shaded patio. The other bedroom presently
serves as a den.
One of the most impressive pieces of

furniture in the house, isn’t in the house
—at the present time, that is. Just before
Rock started to make “Battle Hymn,” he
and his bride decided that the wood
throughout the house should be cherry
whenever possible. For the bedroom they
ordered a double dresser, which was
built according to Rock’s specifications
and therefore on the massive side.

Once it was installed. Rock and Phyllis
stood side by side and studied the result.

“I had the impression,” Rock admits, “that
the dresser end of the room was slowly
sinking into the hillside.”

“It’s too large for the room, isn’t it?”

Phyllis said sadly.

So, the following Sunday, Rock and a
friend covered the dresser with craft

paper and moved it into the garage.
However, the cherry wood hi-fi cabinet

in the entryway proved to be perfect, a

did the lamp tables on which Phyllis pr
the whisky-keg lamps Rock had brougl
home from England.
On the wall between the wide window

that overlook the Hudsons’ private fores
Rock hung one of the three oil painting
of Venetian scenes that he and Phyll:

spied in Mexico City while on the;

honeymoon. “Venice is one of the plac«
I’m going to take you to some time soon
Rock had said.

“We’d better have the scene to remin
you regularly,” said his wife with a grh
The second painting has been hung i

the entryway, and the third in the den.
The carpeting throughout the Hudso

house is bisque-colored, the living-rooi
walls are cream, the bedroom walls ai

pale turquoise. The living-room sofa
done in an off-white fabric of an ir

teresting texture, and the accent coloi

are creamy turquoise and mint, picked u
in a huge hassock placed beside the firfi

place, in throw cushions on the sofa, an!

in the plaid-covered fireside chair.
^

AU the windows are obscured by mo\
able shutters, a concession to Rock’s dis

like for flouncy window treatment th:

hasn’t been entirely successful. “Too muc!
bother to open, close and fiddle wili

until you get the right amoimt of light!

he laments. “There must be some oth<|

answer.”
:

Aside from the fact that the only firt

place in the house is brick and th^

there is no swimming pool outside. Roc
discovered another serious lack; no gla
shelves whatsoever had been installci

for a lady’s perfume collection. “It took
week to put up enough shelves fc

PhyUis,” is Rock’s way of kidding hi

wife.

“Who gave me most of the collection'!

is Phyllis’ retort. “Besides, who has take
up all our drawer space with the stock !

gloves he brought back from Italy?”

“We need more storage space, tha'

for sure,” Rock concedes. “And a big d(

with a model ship on the mantel, and
huge bedroom to accommodate that doul
dresser, and . .

.”

Naturally, the Hudsons will have
build. And you can be sure their futui

love nest will be high on a hilltop, do
to the stars, where they will be able
put down roots in the ground while keO;
ing their dreams in the clouds. The E

ANSWERS TO CROSSWORD PUZZLE ON PAGE 87

Across

1. “Pardners”
8. U-I
9. High

13. One
14. events

16. Pedro (Armendariz)
17. Dix
18. Ladies
19. spoon
20. Ethel (Merman)
22. sperm
24. lad

25. “Saadia”
26. E S (Elaine Stewart)

27. Fly
30. No
31. Rue
32. outs

33. R C (Rosemary Clooney)
34. R L (Richard Long)
36. Ria (Langham)
37. Mel (Ferrer)

39. Last

40. Steve

42. poet
44. omen
45. Mindy
46. worn

47. R E (Richard Egan)
48. Power (Tyrone)
52. Sea
54. Rebel
57. Richard (Roone)
59. do
60. Dean (James)
62. Ardis (Ankerson)
64. Aldo (Ray)
66. E B (Ernest Borgnine)
67. Sal (Mineo)
69. Van (Johnson)
71. spy
72. R B (Richard Basehart)
73. Elly (Eleanor Powell)
74. ETO (European Theatre

of Operations)

Down
1. Podesta (Rossana)
2. Anita (Ekberg)
3. Rex Harrison
4. Nellie (Bly)

5. Eva (Marie Saint)

6. Reds
7. snipe

8. U. S. S. R.
9. hep

10. Idol

11. groans (“The Old
Groaner”)

,

12. “Hondo”

16. PS* (Phil Silvers)

21. educated
23. M F (Mel Ferrer)
28. Lori’s (Nelson)
29. Yul (Brynner)
35. Glenn (Ford)
36. rapier

37. memo
38. Every
41. Toward
43. type
45. Mr.
49. older
50. era
51. rinse

52. Shall

53. ear
55. Eddy (Duchin)
56. boo
58. dive '

61. Ebb I

63. Sat

64. As
65. L P (Louella Parsons)

68. A L (Alan Ladd)
70. N 0 (Nancy Olson)
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Wynter Victorious

(Continued from page 20)

n Palm Springs, the other is an enchant-

ng house in Bel Air, where we’re literally,

IS well as figuratively, sitting on top of

he world!”

“Had you ever thought about marrying

n American before you met Greg?” I

/anted to know.
Dana hesitated a moment and then said.

Let me answer that by saying I’ve always
ked American men, and although I never

ad a mental image of the ‘Dream Prince’

I

would someday marry. I’ve always been
’Attracted to outdoor, athletic, physically

t men like Greg. But even in my wildest

nagination, I never hoped to find anyone
s kind, considerate and generous as he is.

esides the two houses, he’s already given

le a black mink coat, with gold lame
jning, a sable stole, a Jaguar, and many
ther extravagant gifts. But it isn’t only

is generosity with his pocketbook but
ith his heart that endears him to me. It’s

hat he gives of himself to everybody,
like all busy people—and his law practice

feeps him working around the clock—he
Iways manages to find time for the small-

st as well as the biggest courtesies. Last

'fiay, when I flew back to Rhodesia, Greg
ad planned to come with me to meet
ly parents and ask their consent to our

‘ Carriage. But at the last minute some im-
’fartant board meetings kept him in New
drk. So, when my plane landed in Paris,

iere he was to greet me—on the trans-
iantic phone—and at every other stop

h route and back. On my return to Hol-
fwood, after only a nine-day visit with

y family—whom Greg invited to be our
rst house guests once we were settled in

'it Bel Air home—Greg had arranged to

elcome me ‘home’ with a three-piece
ring orchestra, which serenaded me
ith our favorite song, ‘I’ve Grown Ac-
iistomed to Her Face.’ But then, Radie,
don’t have to tell you that ‘I’m in Love
ith a Wonderful Guy,’ when you pre-
cted it would happen!”
Now, I’ll take out my crystal ball again
id predict that Greg will go on being
ccustomed to her face” until the end of

ne. For behind that beautiful face is the
ain of an actress, clever enough to know

E^at having one’s name in electric lights

n be very rewarding, but when the fuse
ows out, and you are left alone, you
ive nothing.

I’ve known Dana since her struggling
lys in London. When she came to New
jrk to try her luck on the Broadway
ige, I was among the handful of friends
her opening night in “Black-Eyed

isan,” a play with Vincent Price that
an Dana good notices, but folded after a
?ek. I saw her go on to Hollywood, still

(daunted, with high hopes of a contract
U-I. I watched her come back, after

r screen test had been turned down, de-
mined that if London, Hollywood and
oadway didn’t want her, she’d make
'em come to her. So she went into tele-
don. She played a dramatic role on the
ibert Montgomery show, and it worked!
illywood beckoned again—this time 20th,
th a seven-year contract.

A.nd now that she’s traveled so far and
s finally arrived, Dana is willing to for-
^e her career to travel much further as
adored wife—and mother (Greg loves

ildren and Dana wants a Greg, Jr. as
m as possible) . Because she is so wise,
ina knows that “all is ephemeral—fame
d the famous as well,” but true love
ts forever. Which explains how she
ored everyone by winning Hollywood’s
)st eligible bachelor, and why, for Greg,
2 will always remain the Wynter of his
litent. The End

^ ^ i-"?! A

The new
deodorant
that deals
with ihe}f:’

s

cquse7-^^.2';&
ilf'

NO MATTER HOW ACTIVE YOU ARE-New Yodora's exclusive

antibiotic Pertexol stops odor safely around the clock.

New Yodora is not just a chemical cover-up
— its exclusive antibiotic action combined with
other potent ingredients stops the growth of
axillary skin bacteria which cause odor.

Join the parade of active men and women
who have discovered the miracle antibiotic
action of New Yodora. It is longer-lasting,

fragrant deodorant protection.

Don’t gamble with irritating chemical de-
odorants when you can insure yourself with
New Yodora!

ANTIBIOTIC
Guaranteed by

L Good Housekeeping .

Ask your druggist— he's the man to see about any drug

or cosmetic need

!

dora
A PRODUCT OF McKESSON & ROBBINS

EXCITING NEW COLLECTION!
For the first time—sensational pictures
of your favorite movie and TV stars!

A super-dupcr offer!

CD EC Home addresses of over 165
stars and birthdays of 300

with order of your favorite stars!

Send 25^ fo
DeLUXE PHOTO SERVICE, Dept. 855
Box 947, Church St. Annex. N.Y. 8, N.Y,

SIMULATED DIAMOND LADIES'
Engagement and Wedding Rings

ONLY $100 set
• -v

I qi 2 rings
^You'll love these rings—the simu-
lated diamonds look like a “ntillion
dollars” and sparkle with many
stones. SEND NO MONEY. Pay
po.stman only $1 plus postage
for both lings. If you send $1
cash with order we pay all postage.
GUARANTEE: Wear rings 10 days.
If not pleased return foi' refund.
White oi' yellow gold color effect
or sterling silver mountings.

HAREM CO.. Dept. A141
30 Church St.. New York 7. N. Y.

TURN “so-so” hair glamour-

bright and see how exciting

life can be! With Marchand's

Golden Hair Wash, you can

lighten just a shade or go

dashing, dazzling blonde —
safely, easily at home. Or add

sunny highlights, gleam dark

hair with bronze. Golden Hair

Wash, complete in one pack-

age, has been the favorite

home hair lightener for over

50 years. Lightens arm and
leg hair, too.

Never a dull moment

when you’re bright BLONDE
Be a gay blonde charmer—today!

At drugstores

everywhere

75c and $1.00

plus tax

MiBCHA!^ D^SSGOIIDEN^HAl R iWASH
p
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Mail Coupon
below

TODAY

Latest Tall fashions styled

to fit well and priced no
higher than regular misses*

size fashions. Sizes 10 to 20.

Printed Cotton long-torso

Dress, $3.79! Others $3.69

up. Also coats, sportswear,

shoes and lingerie.

A _L

[Please send me FREE Tall Girls Style Book (T-16)

Over Five-Seven Shops

Dept. T-16

465 Fifth Avenue,

New York 17, N. Y

I

I

Name

I Address

! Post Office State

r^^HIGHSCHOOLniW
No classes to attend. Easy spare-time train-

ing covers big choice of subjects. Friendly!

instructors; standard texts. Full credit for!

previous schooling. Diploma awarde(i.|
Write now for FREE catalogi

WAYNE SCHOOL Catalog HH-38
2527 Sheffield Ave.. Chicago 14, Illinois j

P
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I Can’t Get Rid of

[Dark or Discolored Skin,

Freckles, SkinSpots?'

HERE’S HELP! Mercolized Wax Cream
7 NIGHT PLAN Lightens*
Beautifies Skin WhileYou Sleep
Just follow the famous Mercolized Wax
Cream 7 Night Plan to a whiter, smoother,
lovelier skin. Smooth rich, luxurious Mer-
colized Wax Cream on your face or arms
just before retiring each night for one week.— You’ll begin to see results almost

at once . . . lightens dark skin,
blotche^ spots, freckles as if by
magic! This is not acoverup cos-
metic: Mercolized Wax Cream
works UNDER the skin surface.
Beautiful women have used this

time-tested plan for over 40 years — you’ll
love it’s fast, sure, longer lasting results 1

Mercolized Wax Cream is sold on 100% guar-
antee or money back. Start using it now !

MERCOLIZED WAX CREAM
At All Drug and Cosmetic Counters

Lightens oarK

skin and ugly

spots almost

overnight.

Hep-Cat

(Continued from page 47)

other books she’d always heard about but
never had enough courage to tackle by
herself.

“I don’t know what hit me,” she says
now, her big brown eyes sparkling.

“Heaven knows I’m not an intellectual. I

always used to be at the bottom of my
class, and at fifteen, in my freshman year,

I quit high school. All I ever lived for in

those days was dancing and a career in

show business. But lately I’ve become
very curious about a lot of the things I

missed. I have no idea what brought this

on, but. I’m very glad it happened.”
A peppery little number who sparkles

with animation, Rita likes a good time,

loves to laugh, and would rather dance
than eat. She never puts up a false front

or any kind of pretense; she doesn’t go in

for brooding, soul-searching, or trying to

fathom the meaning of life. But recently
she decided that she was in a rut and
made up her mind to get something more
out of life.

Besides going to school and liking it,

Rita’s developed a taste for serious music,
having a special fondness for the music of

Richard Strauss. After being deathly afraid

of stoves most of her life—for no reason
she can remember—she’s learned to cook,
and specializes in fancy dishes such as
Chicken Tetrazzini and Sole Marguery,
with all the trimmings. She’s also acquired
a business manager and seriously intends
to save money at last. And, after sharing
an apartment with two girlfriends for

seven years, Rita rented one of her own
when one of the girls moved to New York.
“It was time we split up,” she says. “We
were getting too dependent on each other.”
Whatever caused this sudden burst of

initiative, it is not the result of being in

love. “I wish it were,” says Rita regret-
fully. “In all my life I’ve only been in

love once. It happened a couple of years
ago and it lasted for eight months, the
longest I’ve ever gone with anybody. He
sent me flowers and put romantic little

notes in my mailbox. Maybe that’s corny,
but I liked it. I want to be in love again.
There’s so much I want to do but most of

all I want to be a woman—a real woman.”
Rita won’t say with whom she was in

love and, in case you’re wondering, it

probably wasn’t Marlon Brando. However,
Marlon is one subject Rita won’t discuss,

except to express her enormous admira-
tion for him. “Marlon doesn’t like it to

have his friends talk about him,” she ex-
plains. “He considers it an invasion of his

privacy, and I respect his feelings on that
matter. All I can say is that he’s one of the
gentlest and kindest persons I’ve ever
known, and,” she adds emphatically, “all

the other things that have been written
about him are so much tommyrot.”
Whether or not Rita was, or still is, in

love with Marlon, her “mental awaken-
ing” may well be a delayed reaction to

being exposed to his stimulating mind and
tremendous vitality. Nobody ever becomes
friends with Marlon without undergoing
some changes. For instance, he got Rita
interested in the bongo drums, which she
now plays Kke an expert. And there may
have been other influences, which took a
little longer to seep through and take hold.

Rita says that she “wants to be a woman,”
which is reminiscent of Marlon’s statement
that his aim is “to be a human being.”

But, above all, Rita’s new slant on life

is probably the result of her recent, long-
overdue taste of solid success. For the
recent changes in her coincide roughly
with her work in “The King and I,” in
which she portrays Tuptim, the beautiful

Sage Hen
1

slave girl who is involved in a tragic love
story. According to reliable reports, Rita’s

role in this film will lead her to stardom^
“She can’t miss,” says Walter Lang, who
directed “The King and I.”

|

Rita had wanted the part badly but,

afraid to risk heartbreaking disappoint-
ment, she hadn’t allowed herself to hope
for it. She knew she could handle the role

and make the most of it. But she also

knew that nobody at 20th Century-Fox,
where she was under contract, was serious-
ly considering her for it, even though
she’d made test after test with a number
of candidates for the second male lead, as

an accommodation for her studio. For one
test, in order to help a Spanish singer whc
didn’t know English, she had rehearsed
all one Sunday, expecting nothing for

herself in return.
Then one afternoon last September, the

studio called her and said they wantec
to see her right away. Rita had a date wit!
her mother to take her to dinner and ;

movie. “I’m sorry I’m going to be late

Mommy,” she told Mrs. Moreno. “Wait fo

me. I’ll be there as soon as I can.”
When Rita finally arrived, she was ver;

casual. “Well, Mommy, I got it,” she said

“Got what?” Mrs. Moreno asked.
“The part of Tuptim. In ‘The King an'

I.’”

Whereupon Mrs. Moreno almost faintec

“The way Rita announced the news you’
have thought she’d just bought herself
new pair of bedroom slippers,” she re

calls. “She showed absolutely no emotioi
I was the one who broke down.”
But for Rita, who normally has enoug

fire to light up a city block, her calm he
a lot more significance than any amount i

exuberance could have had. “I wasr
teasing,” she says. “This meant so muc
to me I probably was too numb to fe

anything.”

Getting that part was the final rewa
of more than twenty years of hard wo
and high hopes, a span of time coverii

most of Rita’s life. She’d been discourag
often, yet at no time had she ever let

of the dream that someday she’d be a I

star in Hollywood.
“It’s all she ever wanted to be,” sa

Mrs. Moreno today. “Rita was a little ha
when she was still in her baby carria:;

vamping everybody in sight with her V

brown eyes. And she had a way of won
ing herself into the hearts of a crowd I

fore she knew much about dancing. t

had it from the start, by whatever naj
you want to call ‘it.’ Rita was born to j

in show business, and she could never *

happy away from it.” ) b

Rita started dancing almost as soon!
she was able to toddle, performing for

mother’s Puerto Rican relatives

friends at the drop of a castanet. 1

showed so much natural talent that wl
she was only four her mother was pjf^

suaded to take her to Paco Cansiif

dancing school for an interview. Paco, \u

is an uncle of Rita Hayworth, was r

chanted with the little girl and urged H

Moreno to let Rita study dancing. Paj
for dancing lessons was a big sacrifice

|)

Rita’s parents, but Paco also showed jife

faith in her talent by letting Rita atti('

classes every day, instead of once a wtlv
for which he got paid, and by devotirl

great deal of special attention to jijti

:

youngster. “Maybe Paco’s interest W£n"
entirely unselfish,” laughs Rita. “Whr
was five and made my debut with hir ji

a Spanish dance at a Greenwich Vil

club, I already was a perfect match
him in size. Paco is the shortest man «
ever known—but also one of the n

lO



and the most fiery. He helped me a lot.”

From the moment she started her lessons

with Paco, dancing became Rita’s whole
life. After working out at the dance studio

all afternoon, she’d go home and dance
some more, showing her mother the new
steps she’d learned. Before long she was

i
asked to dance at benefits and celebrations.

I This paid for her lessons, and it also

j
helped toward the household expenses.

' There were quite a few of these dates

during the following years. Some were in

Brooklyn, some in the Bronx, some in

Queens, which added up to many hours
in drafty subways, long waits for buses on
windy street corners, and shivery walks
through slush and snow. Rita didn’t mind;
she was happiest when she could be be-
fore an audience. But it was hard on her
mother, who always accompanied her.

When she was ten, Rita’s dancing school

opened a Little Theatre in Macy’s Toy
Department, and Rita performed with the

children’s group. During the next three

years, she chalked up a total of 770 per-

formances. At the same time, she also

worked in experimental TV, entertained

at USO clubs, appeared on the radio, did

commercials in Spanish, as well as dub-
bing-in films for export to Spanish speak-
ing countries.

Although Rita was born in Puerto Rico,

Ishe and her mother moved to New York
when Rita was an infant. Consequently,
her Spanish was far from perfect. But
this never worried her. One of her earliest

auditions involved reading one of Mar-
garet O’Brien’s parts in Spanish. It was a

i difficult, highly emotional scene, but Rita
read it with such authority that the di-

rector decided it was easier to improve
her accent than someone else’s acting
ability. Subsequently, she was the Spanish
voice of Elizabeth Taylor and Peggy Ann

cj Garner.
li: At thirteen, Rita appeared in her first

: Broadway play, “Skydrift.” The play lasted

only one week, after which Rita returned
iiito dancing. When she was fifteen, she was
111 engaged as a dancer at New York’s famous
ii Leon & Eddie’s. This job also lasted only
>( for a week, because Rita couldn’t persuade
ithe authorities that she was twenty-one
b and entitled to a work permit. She then
tried her luck at a smaller establishment

3
I in the Bronx. After a while, Rita decided
ijito give up her studies at New York City’s

,I
Professional Children’s School and accept

Ij
bookings out of town.

•rr For the next couple of years, she danced
bjin night clubs from Montclair, New Jersey
s|to Montreal, Canada. Despite the frequent

jb loneliness of her life and its occasional
tawdriness, Rita rather enjoyed this phase.
“I was kind of proud to be on my own,”
she says. “I think almost any kid my age
would have been. It was fun. And I learned
a lot—about a lot of things.”

One subject Rita inevitably learned a
§lot about was men. Young, beautiful, un-
l^attached, a night-club entertainer, a girl

who was unavoidably lonely, she was con-
sidered fair game by every roving male. It

fook someone with Rita’s sharp wits and
common sense to retain her integrity and

jjstay out of trouble. “There isn’t a line or
an approach I haven’t heard,” she says. “I
didn’t really mind, as long as I wasn’t
fooled by it and could take care of my-

(t|Self. As a matter of fact, what I really
^resent now is the absence of a line. A lot
of men just don’t seem to bother with it

any more. They seem to think it’s enough
to wave their Cadillacs at a girl. I’m no
prude, certainly not—I never made any

ypretense of being one—but I do appreciate
jlia certain amount of finesse.”

After Rita came back from her first

series of out-of-town engagements, her
thother persuaded her to take a secre-
tarial course in typing and shorthand. “I
i.
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by Marguerite Dearness
Holyoke, Mass.

“With SPEEDWRITING short-
hand, it took only six weeks
of study and I was taking dic-
tation as fast as some of my
friends who have been strug-
gling for many months with
other types of shorthand. One
week after finishing the course,
I received a raise in salary with
the promise of another in the
near future.”

No "Foreign Language" of Symbols—with
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the SPEEDWRITING way at home or through class-
room instruction in schools in over 400 cities in U.S.,
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Hy-Test Work Shoes; and Official Boy Scout and Girl Scout Shoes.
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EASY SPARE^TIME MONEY
showing EXCLUSIVE Novelties,

Stationery, Greeting Cards

Just your name and address on coupon
brings—absolutely FREE—this beauti-
ful Jeweled Pen—PLUS our ’'Wonder
Box"* displaying Stationery, Novelties,
Gift Wraps and 3 Boxes of Unusual
Cards on approval. We also include
Special Plan that shows how to make
good money in spare time. Jeweled Pen
is FREE, whether you return ’’Wonder
Box** or not. Send for it now while ^ "
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hand-colored in oil and mounted
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mailing each enlargement. Original returned. We
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used in our advertising. Act NOW!

Offer limited to U.S.A. only

HOLLYWOOD FILM STUDIOS, Dept. F-262
7021 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38, Calif.

SHEETS, TOASTERS,
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GIVEN TO YOU FREE!
Hundreds of famous, na-
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to choose from—furniture,
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verware, china, draperies.
You get $50.00 — $100.00
and more in merchandise
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Popular Club you help your
friends form. It’s easy ! It’s

fun ! Nothing to sell, noth-
ing to buy. Write today.

I
Popular Club Plan, Dept. J918, Lynbrook, N. Y.

I
Send Big FREE 276-Page FULL-COLOR Catalog
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was worried about Rita,” says Mrs. Mor-
eno. “I knew she was a sensible girl, but
I was worried about what this kind of life

might do to her and where it might lead.”
Rita agreed to give it a try, but it lasted

only a couple of weeks. When her agent
called to say that he had another engage-
ment for her, the temptation was too strong
for her to resist. She packed up her books,
closed the typewriter and went back to
dancing.

Shortly before her eighteenth birthday—

•

right in line with her ambition—Rita got
her first part in a picture. Titled “So
Young, So Bad,” the film was about re-
form schools and was shot in New York.
When it was finished, Rita went into re-
hearsals for a musical, “Signor Chi-
cago,” with the late Guy Kibbee. Also at
this time, she was contacted by an M-G-M
talent scout who told her that Louis B.
Mayer—then head of the studio—was in
town and would like to interview her.
Rita arrived at Mr. Mayer’s hotel suite

the next day, prepared to stay the usual
twenty to thirty minutes. But he was so
charmed by her that their talk stretched
into the late afternoon. Rita finally had to
take the unprecedented step of terminating
the interview herself because she didn’t
want to miss rehearsal. Mr. Mayer under-
stood; he also had her signed to a stock
contract the following day.
But in Hollywood, Rita’s career seemed

to bog down. Hollywood is the kind of

town where everybody either moves up

—

or down, and for a number of years, Rita
wasn’t going up. In fact, it was quite a
struggle to' keep from hitting bottom. Al-
though she went to work two days after
she reported to the Culver City lot, and
made four pictures during her first year
there, her contract wasn’t renewed at
option time. She was idle for nine long
months before she got another job.

After several years and a series of un-
distinguished pictures, Rita was signed to
another contract, this time by 20th Cen-
tury-Fox. From this point on, her career
slowly started to gather momentum, but
not until “The King and I”—more than
six years after her optimistic arrival in
the film capital—did it shift into high gear.

It’s no wonder then, that Rita feels as
though she has emerged from the wilder-
ness and has been blossoming out in all

directions at once. For as her dream is

coming within reach, Rita is becoming
aware of all she’s missed while pursuing
it. “I wasn’t happy as a child,” she says
emphatically. “I didn’t mind going on the
road at fifteen, but I don’t look back with
any regrets on all the years before then.”

The cloud over Rita’s childhood wasn’t
the result of any of the usual things, such
as neglect, lack of affection or poverty.
She had a stepfather, whom she called
her “papu,” and she always got along very
well with him. There wasn’t much money,
but Rita never went cold or hungry, and
her mother, a skilled seamstress who still

alters all of Rita’s clothes, took great
pride in seeing her little girl nicely
dressed. And she certainly gave Rita—an
only child until well into her teens—as
much love, care and companionship as
any mother could. They’re still very close,

and see each other several times a week.
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But with it all, Rita was a shy ar.i

lonely child. She was sickly, caught enc
less colds, and was painfully thin. A sol:

tary little figure, she was forever the out
sider, always on the fringe of the othe
children’s fun.

Rita’s shyness was increased by the fa(

that she had talent. When other childre
were playing games, having fun, Rita w;
in dancing school working on her routine ^ I

It was what she wanted to do, but it kej
her from developing friendships. And th

fact that she was good and performed prcljrta
fessionally only widened the gulf betwee"
her and other children. They approache
her self-consciously.

Later, when she was invited to schoi
or birthday parties, or later still to dance
some last-minute call for her profession;
services always seemed to interfere. “I re

member one school dance 4 really wante
to attend,” Rita recalls. “A boy I had
crush on finally had asked me to go wit
him, and I was very excited about i [‘5

Mother had made me a beautiful dress fc^
j| jt

the occasion. But as the big night ap
jg,

proached I was getting increasingly nerv*^
ous about the whole thing. Then, on th
afternoon before the dance, my ager
called and said that he had an importar
date for me that night. By that time 1’*^

become so jittery about my real date thj

I was glad I had an excuse to break it,

Today, Rita has happily outgrown a
traces of shyness and considers herse:;

“very well adjusted.” She’s bright, cheer
[,i

ful, and vivacious, talks well and listen

easily, is extremely popular, likes me
and has lots of dates. Wherever she goe;,

someone in the crowd is bound to rise an^
embrace her affectionately. “Rita has hun
dreds of friends,” says one 20th Century
Fox executive. “Everybody likes her. An
the nice part is that there isn’t anythin,

^

phony about her friendliness. She’s a geri a
uinely warm and outgoing girl.”

Though she has a hard time waking u
in the morning, Rita usually starts to sin

while she’s in the shower, keeps the hi-

going most of the day, and usually wind
up with a session on the bongo drumi'

“I had to get a ground-floor apartment,
she grins. “Nobody could stand living be
low me.”

Rita’s exuberance is extremely catchinf
but the one who’s caught it worst is he*-
half-brother, Dennis, who is seven. H
adores his sister, and Rita is wild abou
him. Someday she hopes to have lots Cj

children of her own, but meanwhile Den,
nis is an excellent substitute. Rita love

to buy him presents, take him to amuse T
ment parks and treat him to giant banan™

'

splits. On Dennis’ insistence, she’s als

been teaching him the Mexican Hat Danci
but she’s leery about giving him too muc:|

encouragement. “Dennis begs me to le

him ‘do just one show business,’ ” Rit

smiles, “but I tell him there’s plenty c

time for that later on. There’s no need fo

him, too, to have to catch up on things i:

his twenties. I want him to have a norma.i

happy childhood.”
J|

The nice part about Rita is that, evei

without “a normal, happy childhood,” she’

turned into such a radiant, healthy, well

adjusted young woman. But then, Rita’

exceptional. She’s quite a girl. The En
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THE TRUTH IS OUT!
John Derek reveals the startling reasons for ending his marriage

George Nader frankly tells how to catch a husband

Bob Wagner has made some amazing changes, privately and publicly
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The Truth about Frankie's Gang

(Continued from page 55)

t the local firehouse, had his own way
|f getting those three more hours of sleep

b which he felt entitled,

i
The showers may have dampened their

iothes, but never their spirits. Now, more
tan twenty-five years later, one of the

rowd says, “Nothing could stop us sing-

ig, We’d just run across the street and
;art all over again. But I’ve often thought,
Wouldn’t Mr. Dunn have been surprised

!
he could have known that one of the

ids he doused would become famous

—

rank Sinatra.”
' “No more surprised than he would have
een if he could see some of those stories

Bople now write about Frank when he
'as a kid,” retorts another member. “So
;e waked up a fireman—and it later comes
it that he was always fighting the cops,

he only trouble I remember—if you can
ill it trouble—was the time we turned on
le fire hydrant and ran through the water
1 our bathing suits. The cop on our beat
lund our clothes and took them to the

ation house. We had to go after them,
id boy, did we get it from our folks!”

Not too long ago, a retired policeman
ime to Mrs. Martin Sinatra and said,

Vhere do they get this stuff about
rankie? That little fellow of yours never
ive us any trouble. All of us liked him—
hat little we saw of him.”
The men and women who knew young
rank Sinatra strongly resent the many
ories, appearing in even some of the most
spected magazines, which picture Frank
an apprentice hoodlum. Remembering
m as “a scrawny lad with a wide grin
id a heart as big as himself,” they won-
!r if some writers aren’t getting Frank’s
lyhood mixed up with the plot of “On
e Waterfront,” filmed in Hoboken.

[oboken, they will admit, has garnered
> share of headlines. It is a mile-square
ty just across the Hudson from lower
lanhattan, and ships from all parts of the
orld anchor there. However, Frank Si-
itra’s friends would like people to know
lat any violence which broke out on the
icks never touched him.
“Frankie a fighter?” says Terry Bart-
jtta Carmody, now the wife of Hoboken’s
ty administrator. “The only time I ever
Iw Frankie fight was when he caught a
uple of boys tormenting a dog.”

“He never needed to fight,” says Terry’s
3ter, Lee Bartletta Amorino, who until

cently combined a career as a legal

cretary with her full-time job as a wife
id mother. “Everyone liked him and the
natra house was a second home to all

us. And manners—-that boy was loaded.”

Because Mrs. Amorino treasures these
lemories, she decided to do something

t
iout the many erroneous reports. She
"ote a letter to Photoplay citing facts of

.;ank’s childhood. “I know,” she wrote,
'-'’his was part of my life, too.”

I Thanks to the help she gave, this re-
;) rter was also able to talk to a few of

J,e other old friends—Mrs. Carmody, Tony
iSlaccagnano, now the owner of a dairy,

’JJmiel Hannagan and his wife, Agnes,
1th employees of Hoboken firms, and
lially to the woman who should best
liow what actually happened during those
irmative years, Frank’s mother.
iWith a mother’s loving patience, Mrs.
faatra explained why—even when they
Ive all been hurt by false statements-

—

^ey have never lashed back at those who
i'lblished them. “I’ll admit I was terribly
Lset by one particular article which ran

Kii a magazine which is supposed to be

*
urate,” she said. “When Frank phoned
that week, I said, ‘Frankie, this time

I’m going to write a letter.’ Well, Frank
reminded me, ‘Mama, you know the time
I got so mad at a guy I was going to tell

him off?’
”

Dolly Sinatra well remembered. She had
calmed that particular case of teen-age
sputters by suggesting Frank take a tip

from a politician they both knew. “When
someone prints lies about that man,” she
advised, “he never issues a contradiction.
That would be just what the opposition
wants him to do. That would keep the fire

going. So he waits for a chance to let

people find out something good about him
instead. You try it too, Frankie. You’ll
find out silence is golden.”
Frank never forgot. Now, when it was

her turn to sputter, he replied, “Remember
how you told me silence is golden? Mama,
please take your own advice.”
Mrs. Sinatra heeded and never wrote the

letter, but when Frank’s old crowd chose
to tell Photoplay the true story, she arose
from a sickbed to verify facts and add
those vivid details which only a mother
can recall. “The stories about Frankie
running with a tough gang concern our
friends, too,” she said. “They don’t want
their children to believe them. They were
all such wonderful kids and they’ve grown
up to be such fine men and women.”
Frank, too, cherishes their friendship.

“The first thing he does when he comes
home,” she said, “is to ask about them.
Not just the men and women you met, but
all the others—Billy and Marie Roemer,
the Schreiber boys, Billy Bradley, Hilma
Paulsen, and many more.”
One of the most effective ways these

long-time friends have of setting the rec-
ord straight is to conduct a tour of the
old neighborhood. The Carmodys, the Han-
nagans, Tony Maccagnano and a number
of the others still live there. Many of the
people who grew up in the area have re-
modeled the substantial old houses to suit

today’s convenience. It’s still home to them.
Lee Amorino, who was this renorter’s

guide, now lives in near-by Ridgefield,

New Jersey, but returns often to visit

family and friends.

She pointed out her house and those the
Sinatras had, a few blocks farther on.

“The higher you went in the numbered
blocks, in our day, you were just a teeny
bit ritzier. None of us had money to burn,
but we weren’t poor, either. We were just

middle-class people living ordinary lives.”

The center of the community is Church
Square, a pleasant park where slides and
swings surround a bandstand. Along one
side of the square is the beautiful St.

Mary’s Roman Catholic Church, together
with its hospital, its schools, its orphanage
and the residences of the priests and nuns.
Onr the opposite side is Demarest High
School which Frankie attended. On the
side nearest their homes is a library, a

vocational school and a private school.

Leading from it are the streets where the
Sinatras lived. They were first at 705
Park, then bought the eight-room red-
brick row house at 841 Garden.
Both Martin and Dolly came from large,

happy Italian families. Martin was the
handsome, husky young man who achieved
some local recognition as a boxer, tended
bar a bit, then joined the Hoboken fire

department. When he retired last spring,

he had attained the rank of captain.

Dolly, tiny, pretty, bright-eyed and
volatile, became a practical nurse. “My
mother took care of Frankie whenever I

was working. That boy was never alone,”

she says.

It was her love of people, however,
which opened up a new career for Dolly.

“When Women’s Rights came in and we
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got the vote, Mayor Griffin sent for me.

Because I knew everyone and spoke prac-

tically every Italian dialect there is, he

asked me to become the leader of the

Ninth District. It’s one of the largest dis-

tricts in the city.”

Energetic Dolly has reason to remember
every step of it. She covered her district

so thoroughly she was credited with swing-

ing it from Republican to Democratic.

The next mayor, Bernard N. McFeeley,

had an additional task for her. The official

title was that of interpreter to the munici-

pal court. Speaking of it, Dolly now says,

“Actual interpreting took very little of my
time. Sometimes, when I had

^

appeared

in court only twice in a week. I’d tell the

mayor I felt ashamed to accept my check.

Then he’d remind me of all the other

things I was called on to do.”

The “other things”—-all unofficial, but

important—might be described as being

social worker, welfare agent, parole officer,

family relations counselor and little mother

to the community. Whenever there was

trouble in a family—hunger, sickness,

minor infractions of the law—Dolly, being

unofficial, could often win a confidence and

find a solution faster than the “authorities.”

She knew how to counsel, comfort, rebuke

or find help. There were no office hours for

this sort of task. Her phone could ring at

midnight, a frightened woman might knock

at her door at four a.m., or a teenager

might just drop in for a bit of advice.

Many of her dollars went to tide over

someone in need. Some magazines have

dismissed all this by saying, “Mrs. Sinatra

was in politics.” Her younger neighbors

affectionately offer a more intimate view.

“In the Thirties,” Agnes Harmagan re-

members, “after we finished high school,

there were no jobs to be had, but the

mother of one of the girls pushed her out

of the house every morning at eight o’clock

to look for work. She’d stop to get me,

and then, because neither of us knew what

to do, we’d go see Mrs. Sinatra. She’d give

us a cup of coffee and cheer us up. Some-

times she’d know of some temporary job

where we might earn a little money. We
could always count on Mrs'. Sinatra.

“The Sinatras were always open-handed

and hospitable,” says Lee Amorino. “We
knew that any time we asked, Dolly would

let us gather in their home for an evening.’

5i)

girlish gossip sessions, so somebody sneakei

up, locked the door and hid the key.'

When the girls found out they weri

trapped, so much commotion ensued, thi

culprit lacked the nerve to confess an(

open the door. Two hours later, the girl

were still shouting. Tony Maccagnano says

“It was Frankie’s particular pal, Bill;

Roemer, who figured out what to do. H
always was mechanical. So he pulled th

pins out of the hinges and he and Franki

lifted the door right out.”

Frankie and Billy maintained a worksho /al

which was the envy of all the other kid

K
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All of the old friends speak of those

evenings, and especially the two extra

added attractions—Frank’s radio and Pops

cooking.
,

“Pops” was Martin Sinatras father who
had come to live with Martin and Dolly

after his wife died. “With both of Frankie s

parents going to business,” Lee Amorino

remembers, “his grandfather was the one

who kept an eye on him, and on us, too,

for that matter. He was a fine, gentle old

man. He and Frankie were very close.

“Not just Frankie,” Mrs. Sinatra says,

“but all the children in the crowd became

Pops’ whole life. When they were coming

in for an evening, I’d get cold cuts, cake

and cream soda, but that wasn t enough

to suit Pops. He’d always cook up a batch

of spaghetti—and could those kids eat it.

“He was our chaperone and a more

lovable one you couldn t want, says Lee.

“We’d sit around and listen to the radio.

Rudy Vallee, Russ Columbo and Bmg
Crosby were our idols. And we’d dance—

the Charleston, the Black Bottom, the

Lindy Hop. Frankie’s radio was something

special. It looked like a small grand piano.”

One of their parties still brings chuckles

to members of the old crowd. The Han-

nagans speak of it as the time the girls

got locked in the bathroom.

One of the boys thought it quite a prank,

Agnes explains. “My sister Margaret and

Hilma Paulsen got into one of those long.

bugs,” says Tony. “Frankie and Billy bui

the best model planes of all of us. The

were always winning first prize in contes

the merchants put on.”

Such a prize brought Frank his fir

plane ride. “He came in all excited,” Doll

Sinatra recalls, “and said, ‘You be sure

look up, Mama. I’ll wave to you.’ And, c

you know, I was just as ignorant aboi

flying as he was. I went outdoors ar

craned my neck, expecting I’d be able

see him. It was about that time that \

began planning for Frank to go to colie

and become an aviation engineer.”

While their early teens had been car;

free, the Thirties drew the kids even clos

together. The deepening Depression p

bald spots on many a family’s budget, a

the kids often pooled their wealth. Afl

a stick ball game,” Dan Hannagan r

members, “we’d pitch in whatever mon
we had to buy three-penny lemon ice.

was the same with movies. No one w

ever left out just because he didn’t ha;

the price of admission.”

“I get a funny feeling, now,” says Agn
“when we go to one of our theatres a|

see Frankie up there on the screen. I ii -

member how many times he sat in tht
j,

same seats beside us.”

Frankie had a bit more money than so

of the rest of the kids and was alw;

generous. Agnes cites an instance wi

that generosity took an unexpected tu

“One of the boys had been having a pre

rough time, but he finally earned a Ih

money and Frankie decided it was ti

he had some better clothes.”

Frankie and friend repaired to Geismt

a men’s shop where, even then, young

Sinatra had a charge account. His cn

would supplement the other lad s c;

Frank wanted the boy to look real sh»

“It’s the only time I’ve known Frar

to go wrong about clothes, says Ag,

“Trousers with checkerboard waistba

were the rage. Frankie could have w

them, but not this other fellow Frm.

also insisted he get some pointed she

Dan takes up the story: 111 nr

forget seeing those two come down

street. By the time they reached Sixth

Washington, those pinching shoes had

come unbearable. So there was F^ar

looking miserable and embarrassed, '

our other friend, in those silly chec)

board pants, was limping along, carr

his shiny new shoes. You never saw

sadder guys!”

Mrs. Sinatra was responsible for the i

elegant of their outings. All the cr

loved to swim and usually, havmg

price of admission but lacking carfare,

piled into Schreibers’ truck and went

neighborhood pool or to Palisades 1

But to a political rally at Rye Beach,

went in style.

“Mrs. Sinatra had a taxi call tor

says Agnes, “and she sent a man aloi'

carry the big picnic basket. I supposi

also watched out for us, but we r

thought of that. We were too busy V

big shots. Although we usually didn t «

the money for films and developing w^

take pictures on that outing. She]

cherished the snapshots all these y'



I'.wo of them are included at the beginning
5f this story.

Marie Roemer, pictured on page 54, was
L^rank’s first girl. Lee Amorino recalls that

:he was called on to play amateur Dorothy
jDix. “I was a bit older and inclined to feel

qike Frank’s big sister, so he asked me
tiow to win Marie’s attention. I tried to

fielp him out, to the best of my sixteen-
|/ear-old knowledge. When we got around
E\4arie to the extent that she accepted a

birthstone ring he bought her for St.

i/alentine’s Day, you’d have thought she
lad handed Frank the world on a silver

blatter, just by agreeing to go steady.”
!i Dates, of course, called for a car. and
he crowd’s first automobile was a sensa-
don. “That was a corporation,” laughs Dan
lannagan.’ “It cost a total of twenty dol-
ars and we all owned shares. Billy Roemer
tayed up all one night working on it.”

!
The paint job, too, was a joint project,

Ind Frank was thrilled beyond words with
t. “It’s a dreamboat. Mama,” he reported.
' “Dreamboat!” says Mrs. Sinatra today.
It was a nightmare. Every wheel was a

t
ifferent color, it had no top, and there
'ere wisecracks scrawled all over it. When
le parked it in front of the door, I made
|im take it away. I was afraid the neigh-
'Ors would think I had gone crazy.”

I

Frankie held the only driver’s license

hd, one day, with him at the wheel, as
hany of the kids as could pile in set out
or Atlantic City. The motor may have
|een smooth, but the brakes were smooth-
r. At Elizabeth, New Jersey, a stoplight

irned red in Frank’s face and he crashed
ito the car ahead. No one was hurt, but
n SOS was sent to Martin Sinatra.

“Boy, was he mad,” says Tony. “He had
bat car pushed onto a vacant lot right on
bat corner where the crack-up happened,
te set fire to it and wouldn’t leave until it

'as all burned up. We sure mourned the
I'ork that went into that motor.”

I
Dan Hannagan, who was employed in the
lock room of a New York publisher, was
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responsible for getting Frank his first job.

He spent the summer as a clerk.
That marked the end of Frank’s formal

education. The story has been printed
that Frank was expelled from Demarest
High School for “general devilishness.”
This, Dolly Sinatra asserts, is not true.

“When fall came, he just refused to go
back to school.”

Still cherishing the dream that he would
become an aviation engineer, the Sinatras
were much troubled. “We talked it over
with a professor,” says Mrs. Sinatra, “but
to our surprise, he agreed with Frank. He
told us that if we insisted on sending
Frank to engineering school, we’d be wast-
ing our money, Frank’s time, and the
school’s facilities. He pointed out that glee
club was all Frank cared about.”
Dolly Sinatra was particularly reluctant

to accept the decision. Frank compromised
by going to work for The Jersey Observer,
first on one of their delivery trucks, then
as a sports reporter.
Terry Carmody holds a fond recollec-

tion of Frank Sinatra, newspaperman, age
approximately seventeen. “I was just
enough younger to think Frank was a hero.
He had a brown corduroy jacket, a pork-
pie hat, that bow tie of course, and then
he added a pipe. He had no tobacco in it,

but it became his favorite prop.”

Interesting as it was, sports reporting
could not compete with singing, and Frank
soon found that a public-address system
his mother had given him provided an open
sesame. “It had a mike and speakers and a
case covered with some sparkling stuff,”

Tony recalls. “Those things were rare in

those days, so when Frankie would let a
band use his p.a., the leader would usually
let him sing—for free, of course.”
Because Tony sometimes joined in those

songs, he felt he had a right to be critical

when Frank did his first radio program.
“I heard him on WAAT and the next time
I saw him, I said, ‘You’d better quit. Boy,
you were terrible.’

”

Tony wasn’t the only one who thought
so. Dolly Sinatra will never forget the
day that Frank came in, anxious and un-
happy. “Mama,” he' said, “there’s an open-
ing at the Rustic Cabin.”

Dolly, who had her own ideas of what
her son’s future should be, replied, “Open-
ing, closing, it’s all the same to me.”
“But the bandleader doesn’t like me.”
“That’s just fine,” said Dolly. “I won’t

have you staying out until all hours, sing-
ing in one of those night clubs.”

Her objection was the final crusher.
“Frankie just looked at me,” she says,

“and he didn’t say a word. He took his

dog. Girlie, in his arms and he went up
to his room. Then I heard him sobbing.”
To have her grown-up, happy-hearted

son cry was too much for the devoted
Dolly. “I stood it for a couple of hours, and
I suppose I realized then, for the first time,
what singing really meant to Frankie. So
I got on the phone and I called Harry
Steeper, who then was president of the
New Jersey musicians and now is James
Petrillo’s assistant. I said, ‘What can we
do? Frankie wants to sing at the Rustic
Cabin and the bandleader doesn’t like him.’
Well, Harry had heard Frankie sing, and
he must have noticed the start of that
quality which Frankie later learned to
bring out so effectively. So Harry said he’d
fix that—that I was to tell Frankie he was
as good as hired. That’s how it happened.
So many people claim to have started
Frankie professionally, but the truth is it

was actually Harry Steeper.”

The engagement at the Rustic Cabin
brought Frank’s first break with the old
crowd. “We would have liked to go hear
him every night,” says Dan Hannagan,
“but the prices there were too steep.”
Tony has his own reason to recall an-
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other memorable day in Frank’s life. “I
j

had a milk route, the truck broke down
and I was having a horrible time trying
to carry milk bottle crates in a rumble

I

seat. It was just daylight when along the
I

street came Frankie. I asked him what he
j

was doing out so late and he said he had
just cut a record with Tommy Dorsey.
That must have been his first hit, T’ll

Never Smile Again.’
”

At the same time, they all could have
sung, with feeling, “Wedding Bells Are
Breaking Up That Old Gang of Mine,” for

Frankie had met and fallen in love with
Nancy Barbato.
“Everyone,” says Agnes, “expected that

Dan and I, who had been going steady all

through high school, would be the first to

marry, but it turned out to be Frankie.”
Their days of close association were

over. Some went on to school, some found
jobs, some married. Different interests

gave a different direction to their lives.

But they were to learn that Frankie,
though famous, was still their friend. In

the midst of the screaming riot of bobby-
soxers who—during his first big engage-
ment at the New York Paramount—over-
flowed into Times Square, Frankie saw to

it that old friends from Hoboken had a
clear path through the swooners.

All members of the old crowd,have their

favorite stories of similar visits through
the years. Terry Carmody remembers when
she and her husband, Daniel, chose not to

do an I-knew-him-when act while at a
New York night club. Frankie, however,
spied them in the audience and came rac-
ing over to their table.

Tony tells a particularly charming
story. A neighbor’s daughter had been ill,

and because the youngster adored Frank,
Tony thought it would give her a boost
toward health if she could see him. Warm-
hearted Tony went to the trouble of get-

ting a night-club manager’s permission to

bring the young girl to see the show. He
promised her he would get her Frankie’s
autograph. When Frank learned about the
little party, he came to the table and sat

with her until time for the next perform-
ance. “She was so thrilled and excited,”

says Tony, “she just trembled.”
Not too long ago, Dan and Agnes Han-

nagan went over to Manhattan to watch
Frankie do a television show. An usher
was insisting it was impossible for them
to go backstage to say hello when Dolly
Sinatra discovered them. “She threw her
arms around me,” says Agnes, “told the

usher to take us on stage, and we ended
up being guests at Frankie’s birthday
party.”

Frank’s generosity in appearing at bene-
fits in Hoboken also endears him to his

old friends. “If he’s in New York and we
have something going on,” says Terry
Carmody, “we know that if he can manage
it, he will be over.”

The path to fame is always a lonely one
and, in Frank Sinatra’s life, it has often

been turbulent. Yet through the years, he
has continued to earn, and give, both af-

fection and loyalty. Those who have known
him the longest still love him the best.

Tony sums it up. “Come to think of it, I

know of only one thing Frankie has ever
said he would do that he didn’t. Last time
I saw him, he noticed I was getting kind
of bald on top. So he yelled out, ‘Hey,

Tony, when I get back to Hollywood, I’m
going to get you a rug—a hairpiece. I’ll

put your curly locks right back on your
head.’ That’s the only thing I’ve ever
known him to forget, but at that, it might
be a little inconvenient. How could I get

my head to Hollywood for a fitting when
I’m kind of busy using it right here in

Hoboken?”
The defense for Frank’s youth rests.

The End
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Audrey's Harvest of the Heart

(Continued from page 42)
It was only for Audrey. “He’s too old for
her,” they said, though the difference in
their ages is not really great. “He has too
much influence over her,” they sounded
their ominous warning. “He’ll resent it

when her career outstrips his,” the gloom-
sayers and the doom-sayers predicted,
carrying this one step farther. And, all the
time, they were trying to analyze what
cannot and could not be analyzed—which
is, simply, the fundamental appeal that at-
tracts one human being to another, re-
gardless of the seemingly insurmountable
harriers which must be overcome before
love can find fulfillment.
Audrey once said of herself that her

greatest asset is her discontent,

j

It was a professional reference, of course,
imeaning that she always refused to be
wholly satisfied with her work. But, hear-
ing of this, a friend and admirer com-
mented: “Discontent is also her greatest
personal liability.”

This comment was made several years
ago, before Mel Ferrer had appeared on
the scene, and it was not entirely untrue

—

then. Discontent was not the precise word,
but it was a distant cousin. It is truer to
say that, when Audrey Hepburn left Para-
mount after making “Sabrina,” she had
not yet found herself, found the woman
she was to become. Her life was singu-
larly intense and one-dimensional. She
oved her work, as she loves it now, and
i:hat ruled out discontent and its various
implications. But she didn’t have much
aside from her work; she was living for
;\udrey Hepburn’s career. Today, she still

akes that career with utmost seriousness.
3ut it constitutes only one dimension in
|ier life. The perspective has shifted and
videned since she fell in love and mar-
j'ied. In the process, Audrey became a
Ivoman. The change may be indescribable,
)ut that hasn’t stopped her friends from
rying to describe it.

“I’ll tell you,” said one of them recently.
Two years ago, she was a pixie. You
idn’t know but what she’d suddenly
limb a tree or hurdle a hedge or just
anish in a spiral of smoke. Now you’re
easonably sure she’ll eat a ham sand-
wich and go to a ball game—or what-
ver.”

Said another: “We’ve always loved her
ere on this lot. But, before she met Mel,
jou sensed something—maybe it was un-
appiness or insecurity. I’m not really sure,
iut there was a sort of fragility of tem-
lerament; you handled her with care,
low—well, what I’m trying to say is, now
know her. She’s an entirely different

person since her marriage to Mel.”
“I hate to labor a word like this,” said

a third friend. “But this girl is transfixed.
Happiness in love has turned her inside
out.”

Now let’s hear what Audrey herself has
to say on the subject.
Having completed “War and Peace” in

Italy, Audrey was back in Hollywood, but
only long enough to make some scenes for
“Funny Face,” with Fred Astaire. Then
she would be on her way to France to
finish the film.

Audrey sat in her period dressing room,
wearing slacks and eating fruit salad and
sliced cold meat. No endive. Never in her
life will she again eat endive. As a child
during World War II, she once survived
for days on nothing but endive. Just the
thought of it now turns her stomach.
When asked about the change in her,

Audrey grew thoughtful and said, “I want
to be agreeable, but I want to be accurate,
too. Perhaps the words used are too neat.
I mean, if I was discontented, I wasn’t
aware of it then. I was very busy. But
looking back, perhaps it was so. I never
had any conscious feeling of insecurity,
but I suppose many insecure people are
that way. I—I don’t think now that I was
a whole woman then. No woman is, with-
out love. I was dedicated. My work, my
dance lessons, terrific application— I

thought this was enough. Now I know it

wasn’t. Mel has meant—well, everything.”
Here there seemed to lay the seeds

of conflict. In other words, if Mel so
wished it, would Audrey forsake her ca-
reer?
She considered the question for some

time. “If you’ll forgive me,” she said
finally, “it’s not a fair question. It sets up
an issue I don’t think would ever arise.

“If Mel,” she said, “put it to me that it

was of the most vital concern to him that
I retire—yes, I would. But it would make
me

^

very unhappy. As I say, though, I

can’t imagine his doing it. Oh, perhaps if

—

if something drastic happened, something
I can’t even conceive of, at the moment.
But Mel knows what my work means to
me. He likes for me to work if it makes
me happy. We work together. Some
author once said, a writer’s only salvation
is to write. It’s that way with us, too,
perhaps. The question upsets me a little,

because I think I know where it comes
from. All this talk, especially in New
York, that Mel is a kind of Svengali to my
Trilby, dominating my career. It’s so
ridiculous and so unfair to Mel. He ad-
vises me, yes, and sometimes I advise him.
Isn’t it that way with all couples? We
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LEARN AT HOME
Practical nurses are needed in every
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.

patients appreciate their cheerful, ex-
pert care. You can learn practical

nursing at home in spare time. Course
endorsed by physicians. 57th yr. Earn
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want to help each other, it’s one of the
wonderful things of marriage. But domi-
nating—oh, no!”
Audrey and Mel were married in Switz-

erland, in September, 1954, not long after

the Broadway run of “Ondine,” in which
he was her co-star. The news raised the
eyebrows of many right up to the hair-
line, and a few were muttering “Svengali”
before the honeymoon even started. But
they were wrong. “They” are wrong so
often, it might be wondered sometimes
why “they” even bother to come to bat.

The Ferrers honeymooned in Europe and
were ecstatically happy. They lived on an
Italian farm for a while and, while Audrey
made “Funny Face,” they rented a beach
house at Malibu, which they both loved.

Since they have yet to own a home of

their own, they are tireless house renters.

“We’d love to own one,” says Audrey.
“But not yet. We go wherever our careers
take us, where the good roles are to be
found. It would be silly to buy a home and
then spend a year or more away from it.

But we have a villa in mind like the one
we had in Italy, and one day we’re going
to have it—perhaps perched on a Cali-

fornia hillside near the ocean.”
But, as she says, not yet. First there are

pictures to be made, in Paris, maybe
Rome, maybe London. So for the present,

Hollywood is just another way station, and
the villa by the sea a somewhat remote
dream.
“Anyway,” Audrey continued, “some-

times things get printed and there’s noth-
ing you can do about it. After all, you
don’t complain when the words are praise,

so it should work both ways. But now
and then—oh, I don’t know. For instance,

today I’m having lunch in my dressing
room. Well, I usually do—have lunch in

my dressing room, I mean. Being alone. I

re-charge my batteries. Anyway, I thought
I was bping a good girl, giving my all to

the picture this way. But then one of the
columnists—and one I thought I got along
with—wrote a line about what goes with
snooty Audrey Hepburn, not eating in the
commissary. I never thought of it that
way. So now do I have to begin eating in

the commissary just to pacify this colum-
nist? I’m afraid it would be cowardly of

me. He’s committed me to a course of

action.”

Returning to the subject of love,

Audrey’s eyes grew tender as she said,

“For me, the growth has been in the
giving and the strength in the sense of

protection. I’m not alone any more. Don’t
make that sound pathetic. I never minded

Iftei
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being alone. But I’d mind it now. I d
know it then; I do now: no one shoul
alone. But when I was last here, in Hi
wood, my every movement was
Audrey Hepburn, and in a way that m
you ingrown. Now I know what it is

how else can I say it?—live for ano
It has an archaic sound, but that’s ho
is. I’ve been restless, but that’s ove
didn’t know exactly where or wh
wanted to be. Now I do. Wherever M^
I’m home.”
And, in truth, home has been an eh

project for Audrey. Her life reads a !

like an improbable operetta—but a
serious one. She was born in Brus
Belgium, in 1929. Her father, J. A. I

burn-Rustdh, was Anglo-Irish. Her me
is of Dutch nobility.

Audrey was tomboyish as a child, I

animals and had no regard for c

(‘^hey never seemed real to me.”)
1939, her parents were divorced, and V;

the war came Audrey went to stay at I
hem in Holland. It was there, one da
1940, that she fell in love with ballet, j

.seeing a performance of the famed Sad_^
Wells. She went home that night d«

mined to be a ballerina. The next day
Nazis invaded.
Arnhem in those years was a grim

fantastic place for a child to be. Au
learned ballet and sometimes carried
derground messages in her shoes,
attitude toward the Nazis was, of coi

far from amiable; her English was c

pletely fluent. She was hungry muc
the time. But she came out of it all ini
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piece.

For three years after the war, she stu
in Amsterdam, then in London under b
director Marie Rambert, who once sai

her: “She was a wonderful learner. Hi

had wanted to persevere in ballet,

might have become an outstanding ba
ina.” Lack of perseverence is not i

narily one of Audrey’s weaknesses,
then she had a feeling that time was
ning out. She was in a hurry. The se

had begun in earnest.

She got chorus girl and night-club
such as in the London company of

“

Button Shoes.” But all the time
studied, too. Then fate, that literary

venience, took her to Monte Carlo f

bit part in a picture, and there she
spotted by Colette, the famed and
spected French authoress. Anita Loos
playwright, had just then complete
dramatization of Colette’s book, Gigi.

lette took just one look at Audrey I

burn and said: “Voila!” Miss Loos ag:
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Notre Dame
exclusively on
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Beginning September 22, the rugged 10-game

schedule of "The Fighting Irish" will be broadcast

exclusively over the 543 -station MUTUAL NET- K,

WORK—"THE NETWORK FOR SPORTS"



When it opened on Broadway, “Gigi”

j
rned out to be less than a roaring hit,

”*it Audrey Hepburn in the title role was
e event of the season. She also shook
Sllywood observers to the marrow.
After Audrey’s first appearance before a
mera. Paramount director William Wy-
• said, “She was absolutely delicious.”
A top Paramount executive agreed with
m, adding, “We were fascinated.”
And so striking was her impact, after
Oman Holiday,” that Billy Wilder was
)ved to .observe: “This girl, single-
nded, may make bosoms a thing of the
St.”

Audrey Hepburn, however, the twenty-
/en-year-old cosmopolite, who looks like
,ery girl and like no girl (“She doesn’t
sn look like Audrey Hepburn,” a friend
ce remarked), is not inclined to ponder
r own stature.

‘Now and then,” she did concede one day
:ently, “it staggers you a little. So
ny people pointing cameras, especially

j

Europe. And now and then, you find
‘arself out of your depth. The questions
ill the way from what do I think of
e or how does it feel to be a star, to

Jlirmous ones, even political, with as
*ny prongs as a pitchfork. Here I am, an
locent little actress trying to do a job,
1 it seems that my opinion on policy in
' Middle East is worth something. I

I’t say I don’t have an opinion, but I

ibt its worth.”
/Taking “Funny Face,” Audrey Hepburn
s a busy girl. Dancing with Fred
aire is not for idlers. But Audrey loved

every minute of it. The ballerina bit, it

appears, was not wasted.
Nor have her years of searching been in

vain. At one time, according to intimates,
Audrey was extremely shy. Now she is

gay and more confident.
Once, after her name had gone up in

New York lights over “Gigi,” Audrey
gazed at the marquee like a little girl.

Then suddenly she said: “Oh, dear, and I

still have to learn how to act.” If she has
such misgivings now, she doesn’t mention
them.
Audrey is by no means brash, and the

little girl aura is still a part of her. But
it’s quite plain to see that Audrey Hep-
burn has come to terms with herself.
In what can be loosely called the old

days, Audrey Hepburn would go home to
her apartment after work, still in a state
of nervous concentration. She would be
alone, and she would want it to be to-
morrow, because her work was her ful-
fillment. And when she stopped and was
alone again, there would be a sense of
desolation and, occasionally, even a feel-
ing of fright.

But now on this sunny day, she was
going to wind up the afternoon and point
her car west toward the sea, then north
to Malibu. If she got there early enough,
she would do the shopping. Then—home.
Mel would be waiting there, he and the
beach house and the sea. There was no
need to wish for tomorrow, because the
missing parts have fallen into place. The
search for Audrey Hepburn is over. At
least, for now. . . . The End

Glamour Gab of Hollywood

(Continued from page 24)
iimer, producer-director of “The Pride
II the Passion,” echoed Cary’s sentiments.

' believe Sophia will be great in Ameri-
pictures, because she has the qualities
ays sought in stars. She has the same
m, friendly playfulness Lana Turner
when she first started in movies, that

irilyn Monroe now has. She has the
ie overwhelming sex appeal that was
young Joan Crawford’s, unbelievably
ibined with the sweetness of an Ann
th. And she has the most melodious
J?h you ever heard.

ft( evertheless, at the bull fight in Madrid,
icess Grace was awarded all the bulls’

.), which is the highest of honors in this
iSfnge sport.

he presence of two such luminaries at
-})ull fight was enough to throw all

Irid into a tizzy, anyhow. But unspoiled
gjhia had made the mistake of sitting in
7 Dx with her publicity man, while Her
f ;ne Highness was—in a Latin country

Spain—not only accompanied by her
band, but one who is a reigning prince.

,

!irl who has achieved such eminence
' ;rves the bulls’ ears.

Spain, delays are as common as
lets, and Frank Sinatra fussed and

led over every one of them. But Cary
nt had a wonderful time with his
S Betsy. Cary has a bubbling enthusi-
for Spain, the Spaniards, the food, the

t wines. And, anyhow, he’s a lover
ife.

lus, when I drove some thirty miles
lide Madrid to El Escorial, the vast
lastery built by Philippe II in 1562, I
id Cary laughing in the sun. Some of
scenes in “The Pride and the Passion”
e shot in this architectural wonder. On

;

particular morning, they had been
)ting down among the tombs, where all
three of the kings of Spain are buried,
guide, with a group of tourists, had

come along between shots, explaining the
sights. He pointed to the left and said,
“Here are Carlos V and the three Philip-
pes.” He pointed right and said, “Here are
Ferdinand and Isabella.” Then he looked
in the center and said, “And here is Mr.
Grant.”

Banked Fires?

Frank Sinatra and Ava Gardner ran
into each other at an elegant Madrid
restaurant called The Commodore and
disappointed everyone by not being the
least bit dramatic about it. Each was with
a different party of friends and they both
greeted each other with just the right note
of pleased politeness, neither too cordial
nor too cool. If they ever saw each other
alone in Spain, there’s no proving it.

There’s no proving anything about Ava in
Madrid, anyway. She lives in a house far
out in the country, and the beat of fla-
menco music and dancing is usually heard
there all night. During the day, she is
completely invisible.

Danny Dood It

It v^as Danny Kaye, in Spain with his
UNESCO film on children, who really
shocked the Madrelanos, as the citizens
of Madrid are called. Although Danny has
worked eagerly and tirelessly for UNESCO,
the Madrelanos couldn’t excuse his air of
extreme informality. They are such formal
people, they even wear gloves when going
to market, and they were deeply offended
by Mr. Kaye when he turned up for an
audience with General Franco. Danny
was wearing sandals, a sport coat and
sport shirt with no tie, and was in need
of a haircut.
Franco kept him waiting for three hours—which cooling off period the Madrelanos

felt Danny richly deserved. The End

POSITIVELY THE lARCCST P/CT(flt£ COUiCTtOtt
EVER OFFERED!!

JUST IMAGINE! One entire giant picture collection

of TWO THOUSAND (2,000) big, beautiful, glossy prints

for only $1.00. Yes, that is absolutely right.

$1.00 is all you need to receive this giant collection

that includes every top personality of Stage, Screen,

Radio and TV. This offer must necessarily be

limited so get your order in NOW! Your picture

collection will be shipped immediately, postpaid.

AU-STAR PIX. Dept. 551
J 124 No. La Brea Ave. Hollywood 38, Calif.

WE DON’T KNOW HOW LONG THIS OFFER Will
LAST... SO DON'T DEWV-flCT NOW!

ALL-STAR PIX, Oepl. 551
1124 No. La Brea Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif.

Rush me the giant picture collection of 2000 glossy prints

for which I enclose $1.00.

Check Cash Money Order

Name

Address

City— Zone. Slate

.

HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS PAID...
each month by advertisers for boys & girls

pictures (6 mo. to 18 yrs.l for TV, Calendar &
Magazine ads. Your child has same opportu-
nity. Send ONE ID small photo for approval.
Print Childs and mothers name and address
on back. Returned in 20 days with report.

NO OBLIGATION. ^
LLYWOOD SPOTLITE. Dept. Al
I No. La Brea. Hollywood, Calif

SellBluest Bargains in CHRISTMAS CARDS
From 100 $1 Boxes

QUICKand EASY
While they last, get fine Christmas and Every-
day Assortments at factory closeout prices I |l
boxes as low as 36c; lovely $1.25 assortments

only 60c. Friends buy on sight, pay you biggest
profits. No experience needed. Over200 brand new
Assortments—the latest in TALL cards. Name-
Imprinted Cards and Stationery, Gifts and Novelties. Get
Assortments on approval; Imprints Album. Color Catalocr
and Bargain list FREE. Mail coupon or postcard NOW

I

BOULEVARD ART PUBLISHERS, Dept. 559 M
23S South Wabash Ave.. Chicago 4. III.

Full Address..

Shrinks Hemorrhoids

New Way Without Surgery
Science Finds Healing Substance That
Relieves Pain— Shrinks Hemorrhoids

For the first time science has found a
new healing substance with the astonishing
ability to shrink hemorrhoids and to relieve
pain — without surgery.

In case after case, while gently relieving
pain, actual reduction (shrinkage) took
place.
Most amazing of all — results were so

thorough that sufferers made astonishing
statements like “Piles have ceased to be a
problem!”
The secret is a new healing substance

(Bio-Dyne*) — discovery of a world-famous
research institute.

This substance is now available in sup-
pository or ointment form under the name
Preparation H.* Ask for it at all drug count-
ers—money back guarantee. *Reg. u. s. Pat. otf.
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ENJOY.yA PERMANENT,
BIG PAY CAREER as a

PRACTICAL
MURSE

EARN AT HOME WHILE LEARNING
FREE SAMPLE LESSON shows how easily you con

become a professionally trained practical nurse

by home study in a short time. NO HIGH

SCHOOL NEEDED. No age limit.

FOR FREE LESSON and

FULL INFORMATION

Post Graduate Hospital

School of Nursing

9D96 Auditorium Bldg.

Chicago 5, Illinois

Name

Address

City State.

NOW! Save Up to 50%
on Nationally Advertised Gitts

Dept. 46

Use this big, ncTP FREE CATA-
LOG to buy all kinds bf gifts

end merchandise for yourself,
family, friends, neighbors. Ter-
rific saving on blg-name Items.
Also, make money spare time
taking orders from othersl

EVERGREEN STUDIOS
Vox 846 CHICAGO 42. III.

YOU CAN FLY NEXT MONTH!
Airline job interviews guaranteed free! '

Day, nieht classes. Choice of 2 schools—
Minneapolis or Mexico City. Free Catalog. --

McConnell airline schools
1030 Nicollet Ave.. Rm. P-96. Minneapolis, Minn.

Xaine Age

Address 'Fsl.
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(Continued from page 67)

Twenty years later—give or take a few

—Selena Royle, no longer a star, went to

Hollywood to play a small part in an

M-G-M picture. One day, she mentioned

to a co-worker, an M-G-M contract play-

er, that she’d once known Spencer Tracy.

“But he wouldn’t remember me after all

this time,” she added.
“Let’s go over to his sound stage and

see,” urged the acquaintance. Reluctantly,

Miss Royle consented.

It happened that they entered the sound

stage while Spence was rehearsing a dif-

ficult scene. They stood quietly among the

thirty or forty assorted technicians, prop

men, script girls, and sub-sub assistants

who clutter up the sidelines of every

active set. Spence, absorbed in his work,

didn’t even glance in their direction. Then,

after a few moments, he seemed to become
aware of something a bit unusual. He
looked up, frowning, narrowing his eyes

against the light. Suddenly he yelled.

“Selena!” Rushing off the set, he grabbed

both Selena’s hands, then threw his arms
around her in a bear-hug. “By golly, it’s

wonderful to see you! How are you?”
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This little incident illustrates Spencer

Tracy’s phenomenal memory, but it also

illustrates something more—his loyalty to

a friend. Not the casual, easy kind of loy-

alty, which would have permitted him to

continue rehearsing until the director

called a break, then stroll over and greet

Miss Royle with smiling, poised friendli-

ness; but the dynamic, positive kind which

made him forget everything except that

a person whom he’d been fond of a long

time ago was standing there.

Loyalty—and also humility. For it was
Spence, not Selena Royle, who a few

minutes later proceeded to tell all within

hearing how she had gone out on a limb

to give him his first big acting chance, and

how disastrously he had bungled it.

“I wondered,” he said, “what had ever

given me the idea I could act.” He paused

and looked thoughtful. “Still wonder that,

sometimes,” said the man who has twice

won an Academy Award for the excellence

of his acting.

Nor was he being falsely modest. There

is not one ounce of phoniness in Spencer

Tracy. He simply and sincerely does not

have, and never has had, a high opinion

of his own abilities. Time and again he has

pleaded not to be cast in this or that role

because he was convinced it was beyond

him as an actor. “Who’ll believe I’m a

Portuguese fisherman?” he demanded
when M-G-M wanted him to play Manuel
in “Captains Courageous.” “With this Irish

mug? And I can’t learn that accent—I’d

mess up the whole picture!” Later, when
he was offered the role of Father Flanagan

in “Boys Town,” his reaction was even

more violent. “Me, a priest?” The Irish

mug twisted as if in pain. “Why—it would

be sacrilegious!”

However, he did play Manuel and Father

Flanagan. Those were two roles for which

he received Oscars.

Spence had been under contract to

M-G-M for twenty years—longer than any

other star on the lot—but this year he de-

cided to become a free lance, as have so

many other stars. As far back as 1952,

having read The Mountain, by Henry
Troyat, and Ernest Hemingway’s The Old

Man and the Sea, Spence had asked

M-G-M to buy the stories for him, but to

no avail. So, after he became a free lance,

he arranged with Paramount about filming

“The Mountain,” and with Leland Hay-
ward about producing “The Old Man and
the Sea.” “The Mountain” will be released

this fall, and “The Old Man and
Sea,” which is now being filmed in Cu
will be released early next year.

On his last birthday, April 5, Spe
was fifty-six. He doesn’t mind reveal

his age, nor does he make any attempi F"
appear younger than his years. AL M''

with his professional humility, Spence
a complete lack of personal vanity. Lpj^

ago he declared, “I’m not the romai

type, and—” he added, sticking out F
;

square jaw and popping eyes, “I can pr ®

it!” No make-up artist has ever been
mitted to pretty him up for a picture. li>f“j

less his role demands it for purposesF'’

realism, Spence wears no make-up at™’
before the camera. His hair, once a br:p“

red, is silver now, and the lines stripP’

his forehead and raying out from the (F
ners of his quizzical blue eyes are def!

than they used to be. Only his freckles
'

unchanged. P'
Spence was born and brought upF

Milwaukee, Wisconsin, where he
thought less of being an actor than rf™
youngsters do today. His father was 1

j

F
sales manager for a motor truck compi®
and the Tracys were “not rich, not pF"
just comfortable.” Spence thought, wFi^

he was in his teens, that he’d like to Ifs”

doctor, but first there was the little mEf®!'

of World War I to be settled. He arp'’’^

.
friend. Bill O’Brien, managed to enlis|l>f

the Navy, although they were both uif™

the minimum age limit, and served

months before the war ended. P”’

That out of the way, Spence entp-

Ripon College as a pre-medical stuclF

During his freshman year he went ouiF
the debating team—and that was the P
ginning of the end as far as his me< *’

plans were concerned. “The dran

coach watched me debating,” he says

“and spotted the ham in me. He gave Spf

a good part in a play, and from theitnipi

I was a goner. I decided I wanted t and

an actor; I’ve never changed my mini: Be,!

Since he was going to be an aiiiisi

Spence saw no point in studying mediliea.'

and in the middle of his third terilF

Ripon he left college and went to en

York, where he enrolled in the Ame: et«-

Academy of Dramatic Arts. In the mi ®:

time, his boyhood chum. Bill O’BrienJ

also been bitten by the acting bug,i®

they took a furnished room together,'

F

had changed his first name to Pat by P:

and in the years since he hasn’t Wai

too badly in the acting line either. te

The boys had a lot of fun and a 1 Bal

heartbreaks—just as other boys (and
j
fe

equally determined to be actors are h; »er

today. “We had one advantage, tho

Spence says soberly, “that youngster

day don’t. Stock companies, outside of i*e

York. Places where we could learn hi F
act, doing a different part in a diff^ F
play every week—and still earn enou 'to

live on. Hardly any stock companie Et

now. A kid either gets a job on Broa ( io

and, if he’s lucky, keeps it and doe San

same thing six nights and two matin as;

week for a year or so—or he gets

couraged and hungry and goes back ]: itn;

Of course, there’s radio and T'V—thej Ij;

some.” t

Spence’s first stock engagement wa liB

as mentioned, conspicuously successf\‘ *7

his second try, he did better. He was ft'

by a company in White Plains, New ' iB

to play juvenile leads. And, as if (E

weren’t sufficient proof that fortune tt-

on his side, in the company there ' It;

beautiful young actress named 1 L:

Treadwell. F
They played love scenes on stag« Ik

very soon they were playing then St

stage as well. By the time the
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li’lains season was over, Spence had pro-
posed and Louise had accepted. They were
narried on July 28, 1923, and they’ve

,;tayed married ever since, through the

lean years and the fat ones.

Perhaps one reason for the success of

heir marriage is that it has been kept
feparate from Spence’s career. In a town
vhere a star’s private life is considered
public property, Spencer and Louise Tracy
|iave avoided the spotlight and shielded

heir home and home life from prying eyes,

[t is no secret that their happiness was
parly shadowed by the hearing deficiency

if their first child, John, who is now
|hirty-one, but it is something Spence
lever talks about for publication. Neither
s it any secret that he and Louise founded
he John Tracy School for the training of

ither children similarly handicapped. But
gain this is a fact which is never allowed

|0 serve as an excuse for any publicity
onnected with Spencer Tracy, the star.

Today, Spence is quietly proud of all his

on has accomplished, despite his handi-
ap. John was graduated from college with
Lonors, is carving out his own career as a
artoonist, is happily married and the
ather of a three-year-old son.

Spence and his wife have the kind of
/arm, affectionate relationship you find

etween two people who have shared both
appiness and sorrow—who understand
ach other completely and have found their
jiay to a mature, undemanding love. When
jiOuise Treadwell became Louise Tracy,
he gave up her own acting ambitions,
f^illingly and entirely. John was born when
he and Spence had been married a year.
I’heir second child, Suzy, was born in

p32, after success on the stage had brought
{pence to Hollywood and greater success,
[.ouise’s part in that success was to pro-
!ide a home, a haven. A charming, dig-
|ified woman, she now spends most of her

a yme at the Tracy ranch near Encino, com-
;
;ig into town only rarely,

w 1
Spence has a far more difficult, seeking

e bmperament than his wife’s. He loves the
t anch, which he likes to believe is a real
n ne. It isn’t. Real ranches don’t lose money;
;
,iis one does, mainly because its owner’s

i [leas of ranching are strictly his own.
nipence has acres of rich pasture in which
)
e refuses to plant money-making crops

le
ecause he needs them to support the race

It
orses and polo ponies he has acquired at

I)
ifferent times and never sold. He can’t

5 ,

ear to sell them, because if he did they
;[
{light have to go to work. He also raises

y
irkeys and chickens, all of which die of

1

Id age because Spence can’t bear to have
iiem killed or sent to market.

I

But, since there has always been a

jl
xeak of restlessness in Spence, he could

ti
ever be happy as a full-time gentleman

10
irmer. He needs the stimulation of people

ei
nd activity and new scenes. So, while he

ol
working on a picture, he lives from

liilonday to Friday in a small, comfortable
lij
dllywood apartment, spending only his

ooi eekends at the ranch.

lie He is bored by gaudy night spots, but
0 ) e loves good food and knows which
lof ijstaurants serve the best. He has a great
tir iiany friends, most of them connected with
it! le film industry. Among the closest are
kl umphrey Bogart and Lauren Bacall,

lej tewart Granger and Jean Simmons, Leo
urocher and Laraine Day, Garson Kanin

,,, id Ruth Gordon, directors George Cukor
4 ad William Wyler, executive Benny Thau,
,js

lent Bert Allenberg, Clifton Webb, Rich-
,

1,
'd Burton, Ernest Hemingway—and the

11
dest friend of all, Pat O’Brien. It is no

i, „(
;cident that all these people are witty

j,

ad entertaining conversationalists. Spence
i
m’t abide dullness, in himself or otliers.

Several years ago, he took up oil paint-
,,
ig as a hobby, but he is not one of those

if
nateur painters who shows his efforts at

le
'

,

.k

the drop of a hint. Only his family and a
few very close friends have ever seen a
completed Tracy landscape. He is even
reticent about the fact that he paints at all.

While on location at Lone Pine, Califor-
nia, making “Bad Day at Black Rock,”
Spence disappeared one morning when
some scenes in which he didn’t appear were
scheduled for shooting. No one knew
where he had gone. Finally, he was dis-
covered at Whitney Point, a spot on the
mountainside commanding a magnificent
view which he was trying to paint.

“Why didn’t you tell me you were go-
ing up there?” asked the studio publicity
man assigned to the company. “I’d have
sent a photographer up to get some shots
of you painting.”

“That’s why,” Spence said, with a grin.

It’s not that he isn’t cooperative. Simply,
some things are his own property, not to

be exploited for the sake of publicity.

Spence can be stubborn about such
things—about anything that he feels con-
flicts with his integrity as a person or as
an actor. He has a temper which has
earned the awed respect of front-office

brass. But it’s notable that less exalted
studio workers—grips, wardrobe men, bit

players—speak more of his kindness than
of his temper.
Younger actors he has worked with,

especially, idolize him. People like Jean
Simmons, Bob Wagner, Van Johnson, will

tell you by the hour of his patience and
helpfulness at times when they were un-
sure of themselves.

If there is time between pictures, Spence
likes to take a trip of some kind. For in-
stance, as soon as “The Mountain” was
finished, he took off for Paris, along with
Robert Wagner and Barbara Darrow. As-
suming the role of tourist-guide, Spence
showed them what he calls “My Paris”

—

the little cafes, the art galleries, the color-
ful side streets.

Spence and Bob Wagner had worked to-

gether before, in “Broken Lance,” and
while shooting “The Mountain” they be-
came even closer friends. Bob has long
idolized Spence, and apparently the “mas-
ter” has a high regard for his young
“protege,” for it was Spence who picked
Bob to play opposite him and insisted that

he get co-star billing.

“The Mountain” is an exciting, breath-
taking picture. It tells the story of many
conflicts—between right and wrong, kind-
ness and greed, younger and older brother,
and most of all, between man and moun-
tain.

Most of the picture deals with the ascent
and descent of the famous and hazardous
Mont Blanc. In order to prepare for the
rigors ahead, Spence and Bob arrived in

the village of Chamonix, France—which
lies within the shadow of Mont Blanc

—

three weeks ahead of schedule. For days
they worked with Alpine guides, practiced
climbing over snow and ice, jumping over
crevasses, climbing steep, craggy cliffs.

Charles Balmat, one of the most famous
Alpine guides, was in charge of training
the men. “You can always tell an Ameri-
can in the Alps,” says Balmat. “They al-

ways want to get to the top in fifteen min-
utes. You can’t do that in the Alps.”

Throughout all the arduous training and
filming, Spence kept up with the pace set

by the guides. He was in constant danger,
and at no time during the climb did he

—

or anyone else—feel safe. The first day of

climbing, the weather was calm and beau-
tiful. As they proceeded on their way,
everyone felt good and confidently ex-
claimed, “This is a cinch!” Then, just a
short way up the mountain, they sudden-
ly found therriselves in the midst of what
Charles Balmat called “the worst stoi'm
Chamonix has ever had.” As lightning
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and thunder crashed all around them,
Balmat shouted, “Drop everything and run
for your lives!” But where can you run
when you’re scaling a mountain? And even
if they had known where to run, the storm
was so bad, they couldn’t see two feet

ahead. They did manage to crawl back,
finally, but in the process one of the por-
ters was struck by lightning.

The people of Chamonix were delighted
to have “The Mountain” company visit

their town, and in honor of the occasion
they gave numerous parties. Although
Spence led a comparatively quiet life

while on location, he did attend some of

the parties and, understandably, captured
the hearts of the townspeople. Before long
he became known as the Pied Piper of

Chamonix, because he frequently strolled

down the main street, handing out candy
to the children who gathered around him.
One of the unpleasant aspects of making

“The Mountain” was having to start work
before dawn—unpleasant to everyone, that
is, but Spence. He has never needed rnuch
sleep—about four hours a night does him
nicely—and is always awake by six a.m.,

at the latest, whether or not he is work-
ing on a picture. Similarly, in the evening
he is still likely to be bright-eyed and
eager when everyone else in the party is

beginning to droop. This may be partly

due to the fact that he drinks nothing
stronger than coffee—gallons of it. There
was a time when this was not so—when,
in fact, Spencer Tracy seemed bent on
earning himself the reputation as a hard
man with a bottle. Seven years ago, with-
out fanfare, he went on the wagon and
has remained there ever since.

No matter what time he goes to bed, I

Spence reads for an hour or so before
falling asleep. Then, as soon as he wakes
up, he brews a big pot of coffee, which he
drinks while he reads some more. He reads
fiction, history, biography, and every book |

about the theatre he can lay his hands on.
;

He doesn’t own a television set. He and
Ernest Hemingway made a pact several .

years ago that as long as there are still
|

words being printed on paper, neither of :

them will buy a television set.

“I wouldn’t want one anyway,” Spence 1

says. “I’ve got no self-control around i

television. I take a trip to New York, I

bring along a stack of books I want to J

read, I plan on seeing a few plays and a
'

few friends. There’s a television set in 1

my hotel room, and I snap it on. So what ,

happens? At two in the morning I wake .li

up and find I’m still sitting there.”

Speaking of Hemingway, he and Spence i

have recently had the opportunity to ex- >:

tend their friendship into a working rela- >

tionship, during the filming of “The Old ;l

Man and the Sea,” on location in Cuba. As ^

in “The Mountain” the chief conflict is be- i|

tween man and mountain, so this story is

about man’s struggle with the sea and its

inhabitants. It tells of a poor, elderly j

Cuban fisherman who catches an unbe- i

lievably large marlin but, by the time he 1

brings it into port—after all kinds of strug- i

gles—there is little left but the skeleton, g

The role of the old fisherman is a tremen- I

dously difficult and taxing one, and Spence
carries the story almost single-handedly, i

Not the least of the problems involved

in filming “The Old Man and the Sea,”

was catching a huge enough fish. Along i

with several others, Ernest Hemingway I

tried his experienced hand at it. And,
while he was attempting to make the big-

gest catch of his fishing life, Spence was
busy preparing for the role that could

snare him the unprecedented honor of an

actor’s life—the Oscar for the third time.

It is a strong possibility and, if it does

become a fact, it will be the richest har-

vest Spencer Tracy could reap in these,

his rewarding vintage years. The End
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N.ew complexion beauty in just one minute? Yes, fair lady, yes! Because Palmolive care removes

beauty-robbing hidden dirt that casual cleansing misses. And only a soap as mild as Palmolive can cleanse so
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soap or face cream. See the ugly

smudge the pad picks up? That's

deep-down dirt that casual cleans-

ing misses . . . dirt that hides the

prettiness of your complexion.

Beautifully clean after 60-

second Palmolive facial!

Ruh yourface the same tvay with a

cotton pad after a 60-second mas-

sage with Palmolive Soap. Pad is

stdl snowy-white . . .
proving that

Palmolive care cleans deeper., cleans

cleaner., cleans prettier! And mild

Palmolive won't irritate your skin.



The doctor’s deodorant discovery

that now safely stops odor 24 hours a day

Underarm comparition tests made
by doctors proved a deodorant without

M-3 stopped odor only a few hours—
while New Mum with M-o stopped

odor a full 24 hours!

You’re serene. You’re sure of yourself. You’re bandbox perfect from tbe skin out.

And you slay that way night and day with New Mum Cream.

Because New Mum now contains M-3 (hexachlorophene) which clings to

your skin — keeps on stopping perspiration odor 24 hours a day.

So safe you can use it daily— won’t irritate normal skin or damage fabrics.

xjSSt*'

^ Guaranteed by ^V*fCERIIFIED ^ p
ANOTHER FINE PRODUCT OF BRISTOL-MYERS tCood Housekeeping jSl KIND TO YOUR SKIN AND CLOTHES
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deodorant

COLOGNE with

APRIL SHOWERS
fragrance

p

2

Wrap yourself in the fragrant cloud that

says, “Darling! You’re home!”. . . that’s

April Showers Cologne. It contains a new

kind of deodorant that eliminates body

odors, leaving only the springtime scent of

April Showers. Use it tip to toe . . . such

heavenly luxury for onlyy^

(59*
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EVEN THE MOST
DARING STORY
can be brought to the screen

when done with courage,

honesty and good taste.

Where

does a

woman V

sympathy

and

her

indiscretion,

begin f

‘Years from now,” Laura was saying softly, “when
you talk about this— and you will— be kind.

.

M-G~M presents in CinemaScope and Metrocolor

Tea and Symnathy
straight from the famed stage hit!

.

starring the players who created the Broadway roles

Deborah Kerr John Kerr
with

Leif Erickson • Edward Andrews

based on the play by
lay by Hobert Anderson* Robert Anderson * directed by Vincente Minnelli * produced by PandroS. Berman m-g m

An
picture

SEE IT FROM THE BEGINNING FOR GREATER ENJOYMENT



...chapping soon begins

Yes, even mild soaps and detergents

leave an alkaline film on skin ... a

fdin that remains after liands come
from dishwater. This alkali is a major

cause of chapjiing.

TIua Neo) Lotiou.

Stops chappw^

...before it starts!

New-formula Angel Skin neutralizes

irritating alkali . . . before it harms

your hands! Angel Skin sinks in at

once . . . never leaves hands sticky,

Sol lens deep down.

P

•fliAUk flt£ • • •

fdLOdniffhit

by POND’S

25(1, m
plus lax

Lotion or

Hand Cream

^amp in a Mack and gold rooi

Nice girl Margia Dean wants to make good as a bad g

e “I want to be a vamp!” Margia

Dean says eagerly. “Like Theda Bara

in the silents. I smoke cigarettes in a

long black holder. My living room is

done in black and gold, with a coffee

table that I decorated with junk jewelry

and desert rocks. I love Oriental food

ami music. On the sound-track, my
voice sounds like Ava Gardner’s. I

Ijoughl some blouses at a little shop in

Paris, and in Rome I bought black,

lace-trimmed shoes—and each time they

told me Ava had made the same selec-

tions. My great-grandfather on my
father’s side was a Turkish pasha.”

All right, Margia, it’s a good pitch.

You just might get away with it—ex-

cept that there’s too much honesty in

your eyes, too much solid experience in

your acting background (countless TV
shows and a couple of dozen movies,

including last year’s “Shock!” and
20th’s upcoming “Stagecoach to Fury”).

And you’re too much your mother’s

daughter.

Mrs. Skliris (the real family name)
was widowed young, in San Francisco,

with three little girls to bring up. “She
was always busy making ends meet,”

Margia says fondly. “I don’t remember
her worrying, but she always managed
to have food on the table and to have

])retty party dresses for us, even if she

had to sit up all night sewing.”

When they were old enough, the g
worked, too. Margia began her st

career as a child actress—and th

“vamp” ambitions appeared very ea

One evening when sbe was fourteen,

stealthily borrowed older sister Soph

best dress and a pair of Mother’s hi

heeled shoes. She swept her long 1

l)ack into a chignon, put on what
considered appropriate make-up <

sneaked off with a girlfriend to

public dance. But a policewoman

duty there wasn’t fooled a bit by

youngsters’ glamour garb.

“She kicked us out,” Margia
calls, frankly laughing at herself. Ai

that, she learned to confine her pi

acting to the job. But roles weren’t e

to find. Between theatrical stints, IVI

gia turned cosmetics model or

clerk. More rewarding now, her tale

are still varied. In “Frontier Gambit
sbe was both singer and lyric-wri'

tossing off words for a number tit

“Your Fleart Belongs to Her,” clevt

fashioning it to fit the plot and

character she played. i

Maybe, Margia, you’d make the gn *

in the same league with Theda t

Ava. But. with your looks and gt c

sense, with the warm, natural pers

ality that comes bubbling up out of ]

as you talk, we have a hunch yov ^

make it anyway—just as yourself. !

4



Produced and Directed by

Edward dmytryk
[Screenplay by RANALD MacDOUOALL
[Based on the novel by Henn Troyat

[Color by TECHNICOLOR

THE MOUNTAIN
... to a man she was all challenge and

desire . . . there she was like a woman —

/ waiting to be conquered.

THE MOUNTAIN
... to a woman it was the obstacle

to all love . . ; the rival whose attractions

and excitements she could

never match !

THE MOUNTAIN
All the scope, the splendor, the

full majesty of the Alps . . . as it could

only be captured in

YISTAVISIOM

SPENCER TRACY
ROBERT WA6NER
THE MOUNTAIN

Co-Sfamng

CLAIRE TREVOR



There's more to Diana Dors than meets the

eye, says Sidney. She's got brains, too!

Marlon Brando, Japan's Siro Kido. and Glenn

Ford, back from '‘Teahouse" location shooting

So happy: Tony Curtis and Janet Leigh

celebrate the birth of Kelly, their first child

r

\

THAT’S
HOLLYWOOD
FOR YOU
BY SIDNEY SKOLSKY

1 prefer to see Marlon Brando as Marlon Brando instead of a great

make-up job, as witness “Teahouse of the August Moon.” ... By the

way. Paul Newman looks and acts like Marlon when he’s shopping for

groceries in the Tliriftimart—and you know a guy isn’t trying then. . . .

Eddie Fisher bubbles like carbonated water. . . . Doris Day told me that

she seldom goes to her own movies and hadn’t seen herself in “Love Me
or Leave Me” yet. I told Doris to hurry and see herself in this movie;

she'd like it and herself. . . . Elvis Presley looks like the type of fellow

you’d find “.Standing on the Corner, Watching All the Girls Go By.” . .

.

With me it’s all right if Martin and Lewis go their separate ways. . . .

British Diana Dors is more like an American girl who got herself an

English accent. Diana is a smart cliick who knows the score, and how to

keei) it. . . . Asked about a certain actor who is difficult and likes to have

his own way, .lane Wyman replied: “I can describe him best as the kind

of a fellow who writes his diary a week in advance.”

Zsa Zsa Gabor considers herself naked if she isn’t wearing jewelry.

. . . I think Kim Novak improves as an actress in every picture. She’s

getting so good she could use her real name. Marilyn. . . . Because of

the song “On the Street Where You Live,” the show “My Fair Lady” has

done more for Vic Damone than it has for members of the cast. . . . Tony
Curtis, married to Janet Leigh, has become a philosopher. Says Tony:

“My marriage is fine. I’ve discovered the only way to get along with a

woman is to let her think she has her own way. And the only way to do

this is to let her have it.”

I've been told Gina Lollobrigida knows what she’s got as well as any
man does. ... If you’d like to see what Yul Brynner looks like with hair,

tune in your TV set when an oldie, “Port of New York,” is playing the

channels. . . . Shelley Winters is a ballet fan and explains it, saying:

“I guess I just like to see people on their toes.” ... I know Grace Kelly

is supposed to be ice. But there’s dry ice, you know, which looks cool

hut burns if you touch it. . . . Phil Silvers’ real name was Phil Silver-

smith. He changed it to Silver, hut everyone kept calling him Silvers.

(Keep reading. You'll never know what the next line will tell you.

Sometimes I’m surprised.) ... I liked it when the trademarks of the

major movie companies meant something. Leo the Lion roared and the

preview audience would applaud. But this was a few years ago when
movie studios had a stable of exclusive stars and there wasn’t a horde of

independent producers. . . . Tony Perkins often walks barefooted from

the Chateau Marmont to Schwabs, a good six blocks along Sunset Blvd.

Michael Rennie has more dates than any actor in town, and he isn’t a

bachelor yet. . . . Rita Moreno’s career is coming on strong. “When I

go out on an interview,” says Rita, “I usually wear my pointy sweater.”

... I continue to be amazed by the fact that movies continue to break

records of movies which broke records, yet in another press release a

movie company will announce they aren’t making money. . . . Mamie
Van Doren, dressed as if she were on her way to a premiere, was seen

browsing in Marian Hunter’s bookshop. ... I forgot who said it, I only

know I read it: Hollywood, the most regularly bitten of hands that feed.

I’ll say for Anita Ekberg that she doesn’t believe in keeping secrets

or hiding anything. . . . Great example of the Hollywood Cinderella

story: John Wayne started his film career as a grip at Fox studios.

Recently Wayne signed a contract with that studio to make six pictures

for them at $250,000 a picture. . . . Well, I found out what was new
about “The New Marilyn Monroe.” A husband. . . . My good friend Tom
Jenk, observing a famous dog and a famous mule on a movie set, re-

marked: “This is a town where only the animals get along like human
beings.” That’s Hollywood for you.

1
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A hidden
shame
out In

the open
and the most

" terrifying

rock-bottom

ever hit

for love!

This very sensational picture asks the very
sensational question:

”how does a girl get this bad?”

Talk all you want
about the man

and the woman--
BUT PLEASE DON’T

TELL ABOUT
THE GIRL I

WAKIMER BROS. PRESENT THE 2 -YEAR- RUN STAGE HIT WITH ITS ORIGINAL PRIZE -WINNING CAST

NANCY KELiy.
AND INTRODUCING

PAnVMctOIIMACK . HENRY JONES • EVELYN VAROEN • A MERVYN LeROY PRODUCTION • Directed by MERVYN UROY
Screen Play by JOHN LEE MAHIN • Based upon the play 'The Bad Seed' by MAXWELL ANDERSON and the novel by WILLIAM MARCH, mus.c by *lex Nonm . A WARNER BROS. Picture



Your letters answered by

Spring Byington

WHAT
SHOULD
I DO?

p

Q My trouble is that I'm shy—too shy

for my own good. My parents have

spent good money on me for dancing and
other lessons so that, as my grandmother

says, “You will have many strings on your

how.” But it doesn't do any good. I am
always the wallflower of the group. It is

pure torture to go to dancing class, and I

loathe the monthly parties because I feel

so shy.

The kids think I don’t want to make
friends and that I am a snob because I

don't join in their fun. I want to join in,

but I simply can't bring myself around to

doing so.

1 am a freshman in high school and I

certainly don't want to go through the rest

of school like this. The teens are supposed
to be the most important time of a person’s

life, and I feel that I’m not getting much
out of my teens.

I hope you can help me shed this shy-

ness.

Connie R.

A / have all the sympathy in the world

for you, Connie, because / suffered

from this same difficulty when I was a

youngster. However, 1 had been taught that

there is a cure for everything, so I set

about finding one to end my intense shy-

ness. Here is what I soon learned: every-

one is far more interested in himself than

in anyone else on the earth. Just when the

shy person is convinced that everyone in a

room is wondering why he or she is so

silent, the exact opposite is true. All the

others are worrying about themselves,

thinking about themselves and the impres-

sion they are creating. As Ben Franklin
once said, “We put ourselves out to interest

in the market of affection, hoping to re-

ceive a dividend.” In brief, you must invest

yourself.

Here is the way to do it. Start by listen-

ing to others instead of thinking about
yourself. Find out what people talk about,

what your friends' interests are. Then study
those topics so that you, too, have a wide
knowledge of, say, hi-fi, sports, TV pro-

grams, movies, science-fiction (a particu-

larly good conversational topic).

Also, work at doing something really

well, whether it is dancing, skating, play-

ing a musical instrument, or whatever. Ex-
cel in a hobby. This takes a great deal of

self-discipline, but if you are sincere in

wanting to rid yourself of shyness, the

work will pay off now and in the future.

Many of the most popular people in school

are liked because of youthful liveliness,

but in a few years these people have
learned little and have nothing to say. On
the contrary, if you work at it, you can be-

come a fascinating personality because of

your study and your consequent conversa-

tional scope.

Q I am nineteen and considered not

too bad-looking. However, when I

was twelve, I suffered an aecident that ren-

dered my left arm useless and made it nec-

essary to wear a heavy and awkward de-

vice on my left leg.

Naturally, I can’t dance and walking is

difficult and tiresome. In themselves, I

don't mind my handicaps too much. I have
a rather good job which requires intellec-

tual ability rather than physical prowess.

I like my job and am treated like an equal

at the office.

However, I am lonely. I can’t do any of

the things that girls enjoy. Perhaps that

isn’t expressed very well because there are

many activities in which 1 cnn -lartTipate

(I am an excellent swimmer even though
my handicap is obvious when I wear swim
trunks). What I mean is that I’m not what
girls imagine a dream man should be.

Do you have any suggestions for me to

follow that will make girls think of me as

a good companion in all respects not re-

quiring great physical skill? I shall appre-
ciate any advice you can give me on get-

ting along well with the opposite sex.

Dave M.

A First of all, Dave, let’s discuss your
statement that you are not what girls

imagine a “dream man” to be. For some
strange reason, most human beings are al-

ways trying to imitate each other, yet it is

usually the people who are individual and
slightly different whom ive regard as “out-

standing” and in whom we become deeply
interested. The ideal of “beauty” varies

with individual taste and is very suscepti-

ble to changing fashion and racial attitude.

Go to the beach some day and watch the

passing parade. It is likely that the individ-

ual furthest from your own particular con-

cept of “beauty” may be the most worth-

while person to be seen.

Obviously, then, you must change your
own standards and attitudes. You must be
able to say to yourself, “I accept myself ex-

actly as I am, knowing that my physical

condition is not the crux of my situation,

hut that the living spirit within me is what
is seen by those to whom I wish to appeal.”

Finally, when you say that you wish to

get along “well with the opposite sex,”

what you really mean is that you hope to

find a mate whom you will love and who
will return that love completely. In motion
pictures, romance is done up in every love-

ly detail. The hero is ivhat some people re-

gard as “handsome,” the heroine is “beau-
tiful.” But this particular show of beauty
is only the camera’s way of explaining an
inner fact of delight felt by two people in

love. The truth is that most successful

marriages are made up of two people who
are beautiful only in the eyes of one an-

other.

If you will believe and practice what has
been said here, you may confidently ex-

pect the fulfillment of yourself as a suc-

cessful human being.

Q I am an airline hostess and have
been flying slightly more than four

years. My life is a very happy one, inas-

much as my position and my social activi-

ties are concerned.

It is my home life that is unhappy and
has been as long as I can remember. As a

result, I have been living away from home,
although I visit my mother regularly. Each
time I have to brace myself, because I

know what is coming. Her first question is,

“Have you found a nice man so you are

going to get married?”
Mother feels that I am too particular

about men and much too independent. She
says that love isn’t essential, that a girl

falls in love after she is married, but the

important thing is to find security when
one is young. If Mother’s marriage had
been a successful or a happy one on that

basis, I could understand her attitude, but

she has lived without love, and even with-

out understanding affection or sympathetic

interest of any kind from my father.

It’s true that she has sacrificed to see

that I was well-educated, and I try to pro-

vide certain luxuries for her, but she

doesn’t really appreciate what I do. "The
way to please me is to get married,” she

says.

Continued

I
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new... has

Ordinary dry pressed powder “soaks up” moisture New "Stay-Fresh" Angel Face won’t soak tip moisture,

from your skin and changes color— just as it “soaks up” won’t discolor. Because Angel Face is triple creamed—
these water drops . . . and discolors proofed against streaking from skin moisture!

Won't streak...

won't discolor from skin moisture

because

is TRIPLE CREAMED

Never before— a powder and foundation in one so

radiantly fresh as all-new Angel Face by Pond's. 1 lours

after you apply it, new triple-creatued Angel Face looks

as if you’d just smoothed it on! There’s no dry, caked

look. No discoloring around “damp” areas of your face.

In 5 seconds, Angel Face gives you a complete

“Stay Fresh” make-up! Perfect to carry— can’t spill!

All-new— the "Date Case"! It’s pink! It’s square! It’s a darling!

With mirror and puff, 79<j'.* Other lovely Angel Face cases— $1’*^
. . . 59<l‘.*

All in 8 beautiftd new “Stay-Fresh” skin tones! *plus tax



WHAT SHOULD I DO‘?
continued

Ooooo so smooth ! Only

Cutex has such a beautiful line

of fashion colors: feminine

pinks, soft corals, radiant reds!

All in the nail polish that

sparkles so brilliantly, lasts so WHY PAY MORE? Cutex
with Enamelon outwears nail

much longer, costs you less!

At your favorite Cutex counter.

polishes that cost over twice

the price! Gives your nails a

lasting lustre . . . defies

chipping and peeling!

In the safe, Spillpruf bottle,

29(* and 15^.

p

WORLD’S LARGEST SELLING MANICURE AIDS

Make a date to use

CUTEX SHEER LANOLIN
LIPSTICK, 594 and 294
So smooth and creamy, so lasting.

I have been wondering if there is some-
thing I can say to her that will explain my
attitude—which is that I don’t want to

duplicate her life but find love first, then
marry—and which will eliminate the strife

between us.

Marie E.

A Although the jolloiving anecdote
concerns a situation somewhat dif-

ferent from that troubling you. Miss E., I

believe there is some advantage to be

gained from telling it. Some time ago, I

found one of my daughters clinging to a

point of view that / felt was not going to

contribute to her eventual happiness, and
I mentioned it to her. A few weeks later 1

mentioned it again. A few weeks later,

again. I had no idea I was nagging; I felt

only that I must show a mother’s normal
concern.

Then one afternoon she said to me in a

sweet tone, “Now, Mother, you have al-

ready discussed that subfeet with me and
I have taken your comment seriously. But
/ have to work this out in my own way, so

I don’t want to discuss it again. If you
do bring it up. I’m going to have to walk
out of the room.” And she smiled at me
affectionately.

I think that the same gentle reminder
might work in your mother’s case. You are

an adult, you are self-supporting. You im-

press me as being level-headed and com-
petent. I agree with you that your mother’s

attitude is incorrect.

Her belief that one must find “security

when one is young” is highly debatable.

What, exactly, is security? What are the

values that contribute to it, and how does

one hold on to them for life? Does any-

one really have security?

The entire question of security is too in-

volved for discussion, and too tricky for

solution, so your best interests will be

served by simply refusing—in a sweet,

courteous, but firm tone—to permit any
discussion of marriage to occur between
you and your mother.

Q l am twenty and have a fourteen-

month-old son and am expecting an-

other child in about a month. My husband
divorced me six months ago. At present I

am living with my parents, but after I have

the new baby and return to work, I want to

live with my girlfriend. We have been the

best of companions for five years. She has

three children and is divorced also.

Would I be doing the right thing to

move in with my girlfriend? Here is the

situation at home: My folks are crazy

about my son and they have been wonder-
ful during my trouble. However, we're

crowded at home, and we have frequent

disagreements. When I want to go out. they

take the attitude that I shouldn’t because

of the boy. I have no real privacy. I want

to get out and be my own boss, have my
own responsibilities.

Plenty of people say that my girlfriend

and I will hate each other within six weeks
because of a division of housework and
rare of the children. But she and I are

determiued to make a go of it.

I certainly would appreciate your opin-

ion on this situation.

Quineixa D.

A I think it would be a good idea,

Mrs. D., to clarify your thinking on

this housing problem by writing down your

honest concept of this situation. By filling

out two lists—one labeled Advantages of

Living with My Family, and the other

10



Look! The First Weatherproof Rn-curl Ihrmanent

Richanl Hudnufs NEW SIUCONED PIN - QUICK
vVnA "WK ( I ./ h-

'

Forget the troubles you’ve had with ordinary pin-curl

permanents— starting to droop from the first shampoo

...wilting on the first damp day!

Exciting new Pin-Quick really works! Richard

Hudnut guarantees it! Curls are locked in to stay— last

and last till you cut them off! Weather can’t weaken it

...water can’t wash it out! Miracle-working Silicone in

Pin-Quick helps keep your hair soft, lustrous, far easier

to manage. See how beautifully soft your pin-curl wave

can be with New Weatherproof Pin-Quick. *1
^Vustax

5 TIMES

DRIES IN SUN...

OR WITH

IN MINUTES!

RICHARD HUDNUT GUARANTEES PIN-QUICK
TO LAST LONGER THAN ANY OTHER PIN-CURL

PERMANENT-OR YOUR MONEY BACK!



WHAT SHOULD I DO?
continued
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face cream
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©1956, Lady Esther,

u
%kk-lil()

See your skin look cleaner, finer,

clearer, smoother in just 10 days!

• Ordinary skin cleansers were never made
for modern make-ups!

New-formula Lady Esther 4-Purpose Face Cream
is the modern cream especially blended

to clean, soften, refine, and protect

your complexion from the clogging, drying,

aging effects of make-up!

Try it tonight—cream or liquid.

Then sleep tight with a radiantly clean skin

safe from "make-up damage."

u r pose

headed Disadvantages of Living with My
Family, you might be surprised at the re-

sult.

Vnder Advantages, 7 think you might
note: Happiness of grandparents with son;

hapiuness of the boy; security for the new
baby; essential security for myself; family

surroundings to give me an attractive and
conventional atmosphere in which to meet
a possible second husband.

Under Disadvantages, I imagine you
might list: Lack of privacy; lack of unin-

hibited .social life; interference of grand-

parents in rearing of children.

I might complicate the quandary by add-
ing that neither housing plan which you
.suggested would appear to be entirely .sat-

isfactory. Certainly your parents have
reared their family, are entitled to some of

the leisure fruits of maturity. Certainly you
are entitled to bring up your children ac-

cording to your highest hopes.

/ am inclined to agree with “lots of peo-

ple” who think you and your friend might
soon find yourselves involved in disagree-

ment. Of course, I am eager to concede
that individuals alter cases, but the fact

remains that five small children in one
household will fray even the most resilient

nerves, and that those who .suffer most from
the stresses and strains of their elders are

the children.

If you were my daughter, I should feel

that, since you had not been able to accept

the responsibilities of your first marriage,

you should remain at home until you had
matured. Please dont interpret this as

criticism. It’s fust that some girls grow up
faster than others, and age has nothing
whatsoever to do with one’s abilities to

manage life’s difficulties with wisdom.

Q l’ve always been big for my age, and
older in thought and feeling than

most boys in high school. I’m eighteen,

six-feet-two, have played football, have

gone out for track, and I’m doing okay
with the books.

I know what I’m going to do with my
life, but I’m not discussing it right now.
Better to fool around about some things

instead of giving the impression that

Squaresville is my next stop.

Now, ril get to the point: I like a girl

who is, I should estimate, about twenty-one
or twenty-two, which would make her three

or four years older than I am. She’s no
Ava Gardner, but she is nice-looking, she
has a cute way about her, and I admire her

for the work she is doing.

I want to date this girl but I don’t know
how to go about asking her. Do you think

she would consider me a fresh kid? That's

what I don’t want.
I never have any trouble getting dates

around school (I’m not bragging), but you
know how it is—everybody knows every-

body. How could I ask this girl lor a date

without making her smile and think some-
body would call her a baby-sitter?

Gary I.

A lt is obvious, from your letter, Gary.
that you are very mature for your

years. For that reason, it is likely that the

girls in your class at school fail to provide

you with the intellectual challenge that is

so much a part of a friendship. It seems to

me that becoming pals with a slightly older

girl might prove to be highly rewarding.

Your method of approach might be this:

Since you undoubtedly know something
about this girl’s interests (you mentioned
your admiration of the work she is doing),

Continued on page 16
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accept no substitute for “postage stamp”
“postage stamp" is no bigger than a glove, acts like

a glove on your body, doing an all-over smoothing job

besides treating your waist right all day long ... is

knitted by a patented technique in nylon and Lastex®,

weighs practically nothing ... only Jantzen can make it.

whitest white and lovely pastels ... girdle (B-5)

or panty-girdle (b-s) 3.95. Jantzen “forever uplift”

shaper with

a gloving touch

bras 2.50 to 7.50. (prices in U. S. A.)

Jantzen Inc • Foundations and Brassieres • 261 Madison Avenue • NewYork



Here is the glow of a naturally flawless young complexion !

One touch of Revlon 'Touch-and-Glow’ and heavenly things happen! Dry skin looks dewy;

dull skin glows with young color. Look closely . . .
your complexion never bloomed

like this! Ami how artfully this licpiid make-up hides lines and shadows—without maskiness!

Aohody hi oil's you wear it .. . but you! Never caky or drying, Touch-and-Clow’

with Lanolite softens and moisturizes ... to help your skin keep its young, Haw less look.

8 true complexion shades: Natural, Light, Creamy Ivory, Misty Rose, Cream Beige, Rachel, Suntan, Dark Dark,



your complexion comes olive... you're lovely with

The Liquid Make-Up. ..nobody knows you wear... but you!



Hair with the
’W^AT SHOULD I DO*?

[Continued from page 12)

fresh young HALO look

p

/C4 O^icO'^iXS^

Whistle

Clean
— for clear, liquid Halo

. . . unlike most shampoos . . . contains no

greasy oils or soap. Nothing to

interfere with cleaning action or dull your

hair with heavy, dirt-catchmg film.

Mild, gentle Halo leaves

hair softer, brighter . . . whistle clean!

you might ask her advice and guidance in

planning for your own {erjually mysteri-

ous) plans for the future.

Afterward, out of gratitude, it would be
entirely proper for you to invite her to have
luncheon with you. If, after two or three

meetings, you still feel that the friendship

would be mutually rewarding, / see no rea-

son why you shouldn't ask her for an
evening date.

From the girl's standpoint, this icould be
a particularly graceful way in which to

start the friendship because, if she were
asked about her dates with you. she would
be able to say, "W'e’re both interested in

hi-fi and I helped him start his record col-

lection,” or something similar.

Fd like to know how this turns out.

I am almost nineteen years old and
the eldest of six children. Now that

I have graduated from high school I feel

that I should get out on my own as soon

as possible.

For some time I have been thinking seri-

ously of becoming a WAC. My father is

opposed to the idea and says it is no
place for a young girl who has been
properly brought up. His feeling is un-

doubtedly influenced by the fact that

everyone hears rumors about how much
the WAC changes girls.

However, 1 have been brought up to

know right from wrong and I feel certain

that at my age I am not going to be
turned from my ideals. I think that the

WAC would help me in at least two ways;
by giving me further training in business,

and by giving me the opportunity to meet
new people.

Also, 1 broke my engagement several

months ago, and I am very much at loose

ends. Would you suggest that I join up,

or that I try to find some sort of work in

our home town?
Harriet A.

A I know that there are many times,

Harriet, when the concern of par-

ents is a burden. However, it is wonderful
to have parents who rare, deeply and
sincerely, what happens to you.

I note that your father is opposed only
to your choice of a career, not to the fact

that you want to become self-supporting.

That being the case, I should think he
might be inclined to accept reliable in-

formation about the WAC with an open
mind. Surely there must be WAC recruit-

ing officers visiting in your city occasional-

ly. If you could prevail upon your father

to meet such representatives of the group
he might change his mind.

Also, I should think it would be a good
idea for you to write to WAC headquar-
ters in W ashington, D. C.. asking fur

copies of all published material about the

W AC. In writing for information, it might
also be a good idea for you to mention
your father's objections to your joining the

Corps, and ask frankly, for statistics to

refute the mean gossip.

Do you have a problem ivhich seems to

have no solution? Would you like the

advice of Spring Byington? If so, ad-

dress your letters to her, in care of Box
SO'lS, Beverly Hills, California. If your

problem is of general interest. Miss

Byington ivill consider answering it in

this column. All names will be held

confidential.
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Cal York’s

Gossip

of Hollywood

MSIDE

rs Are Flying: Elizabeth Taylor,

ad 44-year-old Michael Wilding

( furious when magazine writers

ioned their “happy” marriage, and

is luently tabooed all interviews. Now
lust eat their words! Their separa-

ame as no surprise to Hollywood,

; revived that old and ridiculous

; about Liz being secretly in love

I he Wildings’ good friend, Mont-

l y Clift. Once upon a time, she

Iso supposed to have been in love

I Rock Hudson, but he fooled the

i;s and married Phyllis Gates,

t then, the Wildings and the Hud-
9 lave become the best of friends,

louncing her separation, Liz said:

' reason for our decision is much
usonal to discuss.”

!' Expectations: Recently, in Holly-
•i news from the Stork Department
t all previous records. Within one
1 Lana Turner and Lex Barker
<nced they were expecting their

Continued

\ iylor and Mike JFilding make what
their last public appearance together.

Y-four hours after attending this gay
re, they announced their separation

<6

r I
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There’s one risk

you never should take...

It’s the risk of ‘^‘embarrassing odor”
—the risk that is controlled bv the proper

method of douching. Millions of confi-

dent women have disco\'ered this, and

douche regularly with “Lysol”.

p

18

“Lysol” guards you from any possi-

bility of offending—because it’s more

than a cleanser, more than a deodorant

—it’s an active germ-killer. Spreading

into folds and crevices, it kills on contact,

the very bacteria that (if unchecked)

would cause “embarrassing odor’’. Just

a teaspoonful of “Lysol” brand disinfec-

tant, added to your douche, gives you

assurance of complete cleanliness.

Trust to “Lysol” and relax! Dis-

cover the marvelous freedom that comes

when you’re sure of yourself! Be happier,

more confident—ready for the new peo-

ple and pleasant, gay happenings that

you want in your life!

Write for free booklet
on medically-approved

methods of douching with

new, mild-formula “Lysol”

brand disinfectant. (Sent

in plain envelope.) Send

name and address to

“Lysol”, Bloomfield, N.
J.,

Dept. PP-5610.

Sheila and Guy Madison

have plenty to smile about—
in general, Guy’s big career;

in particular, a new daughter

Bye-bye bachelorhood? Loi;

as if Richard Egan, a lot

time holdout, has found
‘

kind of girl” in Pat Ha

i ISI ^5 I IFF“ Continued

first, as did the Rory Calhouns; the

Guy Madisons became proud parents

for a second time; in Paris, Olivia de

Havilland gave birth to a baby girl;

and. in England, Sir Stork left a “mes-

sage” for the Laurence Oliviers. . . .

Lana and Lex (everyone said this mar-

riage wouldn’t last!) hope it’s a boy.

So did Guy and Sheila Madison—who
got their second girl! They named her

Erin Patricia. Olivia, so happy with

Erench journalist Pierre Galante, named
her wee one Giselle. After waiting eight

hopeful years, Rory and Lita Calhoun
started adoption proceedings—then, as

it often happens, the stork cooperated!
And Vivien Leigh and Sir Laurence,
after sixteen years of marriage (some
of them quite tempestuous!), are
finally free from rumors that ran the

gamut of exaggeration.

Date With Fate: Ironic, isn’t it, that

two major studios would like to film

“The Life of James Dean”! The fabu-

lous young actor was just beginning to

live when he came to a tragic end.

Story rights would have to be cleared

by his estate. Those concerned have

already had an overdose of publicity.

Love And Marriage: Years ago, wl

Cal first knew the then unkno

Richard Egan, he said, “If I ever mai

the girl will have to ‘love’ my brotl i

too.” Knowing the exemplary Eat i

Willis Egan, it’s easy to understc I

Richard’s brotherly reverence, and

looks as if Pat Hardy is the girl vi

fills the bill. During Father Ega

recent visit to Hollywood, the thi

some were inseparable. Pat, who forn|

ly shared an apartment with IV

Wynn, played opposite Jimmy D'

r

on TV. But being married to Dick i

a good reason for ending her can [

Wedding Belles: Leslie Caron’s ,i

nounced intention of marrying Bril 1

theatrical producer, Peter Hall, has

studio wondering and worrying, (j

unhappy marriage, plus a lonely :

in Hollywood, may easily influence

enchanting mademoiselle to forsake

town. . . . On the other hand, Shii

Jones’ long-expected marriage to j|

Cassidy is good news. Both love Hoij

wood and hope to make movies togetlfl

For Men Only: Tony Perkins, the f;

est-rising young star in Hollywood, i

Contini



MATIONAl BOOK CLUB*S

CASH
PRIZES

NAME OF ##CONTEST!
Do you enjoy the fun, excitement

and thrills of solving picture puz-
zles? Sure you do . . . everybody does

. especially when your skill can brin^ you as much
525,000 in cold cash. And right now is your chance
share in the action, the challenge, and . . . yes . . .

> cash awards, too ... of one of the greatest puzzle
atests ever run in the United States ! It’s the sensa-

nal new National Contest Book Club Puzzle Con-
t, just getting under way . . . with 200 great cash
zes totaling $40,000!
just think what you could do with prize money like

that ... all yours in a lump sum ! It could buy you a beautiful new
home . . . free and clear ! A stunning new car, a boat, a luxury vaca-
tion cruise around the world ! It could pay for a college education
for your youngsters, or make your own retirement
easier. It could give you a start in your own business.
It could bring you the wonderful security that comes
with a big, solid bank account! Enter now, and you
may be a prize winner of any of 200 big cash prizes
that must be paid. Enter now and make yourself
eligible to win a fabulous $2,500.00 promptness
bonus along with first prize of $22,500—a grand
total of $25,000.00.

VIS SAMPLE PUZZLE IS ALL WORKED OUT FOR YOU
SEE HOW MUCH FUN IT IS TO SOLVE I

This sample puzzle, as all our puzzles, has 3
clues to help you reach the answer. First,
study the cartoon. Here it shows one man say-
ing MARK, and the other mentions the word
POLE. The letter "O” is shown twice. What
else can the answer be but MARCO POLO?
Below the cartoon, 4 names are listed as your
second clue. Among them is MARCO POLO
so you know your answer is right. For the
third clue, look at the bottom portion of the
puzzle. You will see that various objeas and
letters of the alphabet are portrayed. Identify
each of the objects and add or subtract the
letters as indicated. First there is a POT.
You are told to subtract the letter T, then
you add the word CLOCK which is the next
pictured object. Then, you subtract the let-

ters C C K. By correctly adding and subtract
the letters POLOing you are left with

spells the correct LAST NAME.
This

1st
AS MUCH AS

^25,000.00
PLUS 200 BIG CASH
AWARDS, SUCH AS:

2nd Prize $5,000.00
3rd

4th

5th

Prize 2,500.00

Prize 1,500.00

Prize 1,000.00

6th thru 10th ea. 200.00

Plus 190 additional
Cash Prizes

The Correct Answer Is ONE Of These Names of Famel

Marco Polo Betsy Ross Genghis Khan Frank Buck

-T + -CCK

= P O L O

PRIZES
IN 2
FROM

L. Grand Total $40,000.00 —
PAID PROMPTLY

YEARS $133,000.00 AWARDED
NATIONAL PUZZLE CONTESTS

ilERE IS YOUR FIRST PUZZLE!
Ufrlfe Your Answer In Coupon Below (at right) Mall It NOWI

National Puzzle Contests have offered $133,000.00 in prizes within the
short space of 2 years! That’s a whale of a lot of money! But now the
National Contest Book Club . . . with prizes of an additional $40,000 . . . will
raise that grand total to $173,000.00! If you are 18 years of age or older
and live in the U. S., Canada or a U. S. Possession, you are eligible to
enter this fabulous contest. It is sponsored by the National Contest Book
Club, Inc. All judging will be conducted in an impartial, impersonal man-
ner to assure absolute equality of opportunity to all. All contestants will
receive exact information on the outcome of the contest . . . including names
of all winners, plus correct puzzle solutions. All prizes will be paid
promptly, in full. All cash prizes ate held in escrow at the BANKERS
TRU^ COMPANY, N. Y.

To All Puzzle Entrants

The Puzzle Encyclopedia
Everyone who enters the National
Contest Book Club Puzzle Contest re-

ceives this fascinating Puzzle Ent^clo-
pedia. Contains hundreds of quizzes,
riddles, puzzles. Will give you many,
many enjoyable hours.

Write Your Answer In Coupon Below.
We Send Complete Contest Details Immediately..

“Give Yourself A Chance To Win i

$2,500.00 PROMPTNESS AWARD
|

MAIL COUPON TODAY

I

The Correct Answer Is ONE Of These Names of Fame!

BiilySunday Robert Fulton GCottonMather GlraRemson

Notional Contest Book Club, Inc.

509 Fifth Ave., Dept. 131, N. Y. C. IF, N. Y.

My Answer to Puzzle No. 1 is:

(PLEASE PRINT)

-PR + ABBREVIATION FOR
NORTH DAKOTA

I want full particulars about The National Contest Book Ciub's $40,000
“Name of Fame" Contest. Please mail me FREE the Official Entry Forms,
Rules and First Series of Puzzles.

-TR = Name-

ATIONAL CONTEST BOOK CLUB, INC
9 Fitth Avenue, Dept. 13 1 New York City 17, N. Y.

Address-

Clty _Zone_ -State.

JC
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Professionally. Tab Hunter hasn’t been getting

some of the roles he’d like, but socially Re’s

been doing fine, stepping out with Jan Chaney

INSIDE STDI
Com

Expectant parents Debbie and Eddie Fisher

ed too hard on their first film together, “B

of Joy.” Doctors ordered Debbie to bed for

In Europe, honeymooning Anita Ekberg and An-

thony Steel prompted numerous headlines, but on

arrival back in the States, they went unnoticed

cording to Gary Cooper, gave us a

private showing of his original ward-

robe. It features corduroy suits in all

colors with four high-waisted buttons,

narrow lapels, and uncreased trousers

which make his long legs look like

stove pipes. Unmarried, twenty-three-

year-old Tony “lifted” the idea from

the costumes he wears in “The Friendly

Persuasion.”

Song Of Life: For Debbie Reynolds and

Eddie Fisher, the first year of marriage

liasn’t been the hardest—but it has

been filled with adjustments. Following

a hospital check-up, doctors told Eddie
lie must eat carefully, slowly and reg-

ularly if he wants to live a long life.

Since her mother stopped making her

clothes, Debbie’s dressing less like a

teenager and looks smarter—which

Eddie loves. Their one bone of conten-

tion, if any, is the lack of time and op-

portunity to be alone. Popular singers

are invariably surrounded by a group
of hangers-on. Pier Angeli and Cyd
Charisse discovered this about their

husbands, but gradually remedied the

situation. Debbie’s bright and capable,

too. She’ll work it out and no one will

be hurt.

Po iting Pigeon: Tab Hunter’s personal

life is as bright as a brass b t

thanks to cute Jan Chaney. But!

fessionally speaking. Tab is deepl i

couraged. He starred in “TheJ
Piersall” story on TV and received

sational notices. He begged his i t

to buy it for him and make a r l

While Warners deliberated, Paraf

quietly nabbed the story for

Perkins.

Reformed Redhead: Susan Ha;-

has taken a new lease on life, aij

her it’s most becoming. Gone is;

chip-on-the-sboulder she wore li

corsage. “It sounds corny,” co;

Susan, “but I used to be shy a

people. The reception I received I

Cannes Film Festival changed m
spective.” Mostly out-of-town f

attended Susie’s recent birthday ,

Handsome disc jockey. Bill Bal

was Susie’s date again, but “We’r

friends,” they insisted. Now when
we heard that one before?

I

Talent vs. Beauty: Anita Ekberg
long blond hair hanging loosely

her back, prettied herself on the

before landing at the Los Angeh
port. Also on the plane was tl

comparable Shirley Booth. Whe
plane landed, swarms of came

Coni20
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HOLLYWOOD DISCOVERY! a non-drying spray-set with

'MO cd^ cdm [

“My hair always looks its best

— thanks to Lustre-Net!” says

|co-starring in “A CRY IN THE NIGHT’’
A Jaguar Production presented

by Warner Bros.

4ew SUPER-SOFT the spray-set with lanolin esters

i

'Seps hair in place the Hollywood way— without stiffness or
I'ickiness! New Super-Soft LUSTRE-NET is the softest way
laginable to keep waves and curls in place— for it

•ntains not one single drop of lacquer!

jsips prevent dryness! Super-Soft LUSTRE-NET
; mtains lanolin esters to discourage dryness,
reserve softness.

(uick-sets hair-do’s . . . ends sleeping on pins!

li't pin-curls in damp or dry hair. Then spray
• th Super-Soft LUSTRE-NET. Curls and

,
, Makes any pin-curl

: ives dry in a ]iny, brush out style set faster, manage
tft and shining. easier, last longer!

THERE ARE
' SUPER-SOFT— gentle control

for loose, casual hair-do’s.

Contains no lacquer at all.

Spray it on regularly when
you comb your hair.

LUSTRE-NETS
REGULAR— extra control for

hard-to-manage hair, or curly

hair-do's. No lacquered look,

no lacquer odor. Sets pin-

curls in hair when dry.

5^A oz.~afull ounce more . . . Only $1.25 plus tax
By the makers of Lustre-Creme Shampoo

recommended by Top Hollywood Movie Stars
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England’s Marilyn Monroe, Diana Dors, and her

husband, Dennis Hamilton, are enjoying Holly-

wood so much they might even buy a home there

To everyone’s relief, Jeanne Crain and Paul

Brinkman plan a “quiet” divorce. Meanwhile.

Jeanne steps out—with business acquaintance;-

INSIDE STDFR Continued

converged—and all but engulfed the

great Miss Booth! Anita and her hus-

band, Anthony Steel, were completely

ignored by the lens lads and received

their biggest greeting from a white

miniature poodle waiting with a friend.

It can happen here!

Hollywood Merry-Go-Round; Nothing

could make Doris Day any happier,

she says, than having another baby.

Unfortunately, however, the rumor

isn’t true. Marriage to Marty Melcher

has given Dodo confidence and emo-

tional security she never had before.

She and Marty both agree that a baby

is all they need to complete their bond

of happiness. . . A little thing like

criticism won’t dampen Ernest Borg-

nine’s enthusiasm or lessen his grati-

tude. Some folks say he’s been over-

doing the humility bit since winning

the Oscar. Anyone knowing Ernie is

well aware that there isn’t a phony

bone in his body. . . Obviously, Jeanne

Crain believes there’s safety in numbers.

She never appears in public with less

than two or three escorts. Incidentally,

Hollywood was relieved when she soft-

ened some of her pre-divorce charges

against Paul Brinkman. Such things

not only affect individuals—in this case

her children—but they also reflect in-

advertently on the whole motion-picture

industry.

Oh, that Elvis! On stage or visiting patients

in a Memphis hospital, Elvis Presley holds

his audiences, young and old, spellbound

Bosom Friends: The welcome party

RKO and George Gobel threw for Brit-

ish bombshell Diana Dors brought out

necklines that plunged all the way

to Hollywood and Vine! Now, no one

could ever hate Georgie-Porgie, but

some well-stacked Hollywood blonds

are pouting at him. They can t under-

stand why he should carry coals to

Newcastle. In this case, import Eng-

land’s Marilyn Monroe to play op-

posite him in “I Married a Woman.”

Maybe George goes for British accents!

Today's Target: All of Hollywood, in

eluding Paramount, which holds hif

contract, was glued to TV sets whei

Steve Allen promised to de-gyrate Elvi;

“The Pelvis” Presley. Allen kept hii

promise, and the torso-tossing singini

sensation certainly was subdued! Min

us the suggestive exhibitionism. Holly

wood feels, Presley has little to offer

Only time—and his forthcoming firs

movie which is scheduled to start pre

duction late this year—will tell th

story.
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ONLY 5 COULD COME BACK
He'D decide because
He held the gun—

. . . who would you pick ?

BILL—even the threat of the Jivaro

headhunters couldn’t touch him . .

.

was it too late for him to care?

RENA-a drifter, with many men
in her past . . . but since the plane

crashed she wanted something more.

LOUISE—amoney-hungry girl who
found that everyone was equal in

2 million square miles of jungle.

JOE—on the surface he had high

ideals and big ideas . . . would
he crack as the drums grew louder?

MARTHA and HENRY— all the ELLIS—he had more money than

good years they’d had together gave morals but it did him no good when
them strength to face the worst. only courage counted.

RKO Radio Pictures presents

ROBERT RYAN ANITA EKBERG ROD STEIGER

BACKmOMETERNHY
PHYLLIS KIRK KEITH ANDES • GENE BARRY

With FRED CLARK • BEULAH BONDI

JESSE WHITE

RKO
RADIOW

Produced and Directed by JOHN FARROW Screen Play by JONATHAN LATIMER • Music by FRANZ WAXMAN

p
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EXCELLENT VERY GOOD GOOD ^ FAIR

LET’S GO TO THE MOVIES
WITH JANET GRAVES

Faced with sullen rebellion, Dick tells Stephanie Griffin and Nick Adams that they must both work if they want to survix

BEST acting: kirk DOUGLAS

Kirk’s courtship of Jeanette Sterke ends
with this abrupt, humiliating refusal

Last jor Life m-g-m; cinema-
scope, METROCOLOR

The turbulent life of the Dutch
painter Vincent Van Gogh becomes the

theme of a beautiful movie. Kirk Douglas’

impassioned performance is equal to all

demands, whether his Van Gogh is seen

as a mining-town preacher, as a man des-

perately hungry for affection, or as a

painter whose unappreciated talent brings

him fulfillment and anguish. Anthony
Quinn gives balance to the story with his

portrayal of the swashbuckling Gauguin,

whose friendship with Van Gogh finishes

in tragedy. James Donald is the ever loyal

brother, Theo Van Gogh, and Pamela
Brown does a realistic job as a street drab.

In rich tones, the France of the late 19th

Century Impressionists is re-created, from

Paris to the countryside burningly alive in

Van Gogh’s pictures. adult

The Last Wason 20th; cinej

SCOPE, DE LUXE COI

V\/v'v' In a cracking good Western, Ric

ard Widmark sets a brisk pace for 1

youthful, attractive supporting cast. Mosi

newcomers, they meet the challenge £

mirably. The plot finds a fresh angle

the plight of a wagon train’s survive

after an Apache massacre. Except f:

Widmark, a captive murderer, they’re

very young: courageous Felicia Fai

Tommy Rettig, her little brother; lovi

and mean-tempered Stephanie Griffin; 1

hated, half-Indian half-sister, Susan Kol

er; sulky Nick Adams; stalwart R

Stricklyn. Because Widmark has lived w
Comanches, Stephanie and Nick distr

him. But his experience and leaders!

are the youngsters’ only hope in t

Apache-haunted wilderness (Arizona’s m
nificent red-rock country). fam

Continu



does more for your hair

than brushing

100 strokes a day!
nc

No jars

THE NEW. HAIRDRESSING IN SPRAY FORM

Available wherever cosmetics are sold

large size $1.25
iant economy size $1 .82 plus (ax

Used and recommended by
professional beauticians everywhere

Spray on this greaseless hairdressing

after shampoos—after permanents—

and whenever your hair is dull or dry

You know what brushing does. Now give your

hair the same beautiful results a quicker,

easier way. Spray on LANOLIN DISCOVERY
—a few quick brush strokes, and this new
kind of hairdressing conditions every hair right

down to the scalp. Instantly your hair looks

youthfully alive with bright sparkling highlights.

Makes your hair naturally soft

easy-to-manage

naturally shiny.. . TODAY



LET’S GO TO THE MOVIES continued

BEST acting: JUDY HOLLIDAY

Judy, Arthur O’Connell, Neva Patterson and Paul taste victory

The Solid Gold Cadillac COLUMBIA

WW Big business and Judy Holliday are an absurd com-

bination, and the mixture explodes into a delightful comedy,

full of crackling lines and hilarious situations. Holding a

very small block of shares in a very large corporation, Judy

takes it into her head to attend a stockholders’ meeting. After

boss Paul Douglas’ resignation to accept a government job,

the board of directors—a quartet of crooks led by John Wil-

liams and Fred Clark—is set to loot the company. But Judy’s

shrewd questions embarrass the four so that they try to shut

her up by hiring her—a decision they come to regret bitterly.

Judy’s romantic pursuit of Paul is handled lightly, while Neva
Patterson and Arthur O’Connell share a secondary love

interest, playing a pair of shy fellow employees. family

Thanks to Ray, Claude Rains and Maureen will get a Jolt

Forewarned about soldiers’ wiles, Olivia eyes John guarded!

The Ambassador's Daushter cinem;
SCOPE, TECHNICOLO

VV'W Here’s the sort of delicious romantic comedy tha

Hollywood’s apparently forgotten how to make in recent years

Bright, easygoing, it puts a group of charming people—includ

ing Olivia de Havilland, John Forsythe, Myrna Loy, Adolph

Menjou and the late Edward Arnold—through lively paces i

the lovely city of Paris. Senator Adolphe, with wife Myrne

has gone there to investigate the conduct of GFs, criticize^

in some reports. Though John’s normally a well-behave

young soldier, he proceeds to get into a series of scrapes, al

because he’s fallen in love with Olivia. She’s the daughter c

U.S. Ambassador Arnold, but John believes she’s a Frenc

fashion model. Slyly, she goes along with the gag, suspectin

him of dishonorable intentions. famii

Hiding out in an abandoned mine. Tab has Natalie as his al

l/isbon republic; naturama, trucolor

WV Ray Milland has himself a royal good time as both star

and director of this gay melodrama, and moviegoers are likely

to share his amusement. The popular tune “Lisbon Antigua”

threads through a story as colorful as the scenes of the Portu-

guese capital, where the picture was shot. As an American

who uses his power yacht for a little mild smuggling, Ray is

hired by big-shot smuggler Claude Rains, a wealthy man of

mystery, for a strange and dangerous chore. Involved in it is

Maureen O’Hara, handsome and spirited as the wife of an

elderly multi-millionaire who’s held captive by Reds. She

seems like a nice girl, and luscious Yvonne Furneaux, one

of Rains’ houseful of beauties, seems like a wench. But sur-

prises turn up as both gals make a pitch for Ray. adult

The Burning Hills warners, warnercol

Wy Tab Hunter and Natalie Wood team appealingly in th

suspenseful horse opera. Tab’s brother is murdered when tl

two start ranching in an area ruled by the overbearing R;

Teal. Stalking the killers (among them. Skip Homeier, as tl

big rancher’s swaggering son). Tab approaches Teal direct

and wounds him, in self-defense, before escaping. Then il

our hero who’s the object of a search. Also wounded, ht

given refuge near the home of Natalie, cast as a half-Mexici

girl whose family has been among Teal’s victims. Edua

Franz has a cryptic role as a part-Indian guide hired to hu

Tab down. This he does with professional zeal, though he h

no sympathy with Teal’s aims. In riding scenes, Tab sho'

his skill, with his own horse, Swizzlestick. fami

Continui26



IdreamedIwent whistle-stopping

m my Maidenform bra^
e/®

Fm a sure winner because Fin on the right track ! My platform : a vote for me is a vote for Maidenform.

No wonder Fm the people’s choice for the figure of the year! The dream of a bra: new Maidenform

Pre-Lude*— the bra with the contour-hand that gives yon an entirely new kind of under-and-up

up-lift to make the most of every curve you own. In ivhiie emhroidered broadcloth. A,B and C cups, 2.00. Prices

slightly higher in Canada. *R£G. U. E. PAT. OFF, C MAIDEN FORM BRASSIERE CO., INC., N. Y. I6

H
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Pond’s

deep cleansings make a

lovely difference ...

. .M^hen youre

close enough to Mss

!

New ultraviolet

photographs prove

Pond’s Cold Cream

removes dirt that other cle

only “skim over”

1 . A “patch’’ of make-up and dirt is applied.

In ultraviolet light, it looks white.

2 . Then the test “patch” is

vigorously washed. Skin

feels tingling clean . . .

3 . But, even after brisk washing,

ultraviolet light shows deep-

down dirt still there!

4 . Proof—Pond’s cleanses deep.

Right through stubborn dirt,

Pond’s cleanses a clear path!

For a “young” poWer base

— Pond’s Vanishing Cream

No other cleanser

cleanses more deeply,

removes make-up

more completely—

JPOIN’D’S Cold- CreSim.

MOVIES
continued

Secrets of the Reef mari
TRI-ART COl

s/WV Dazzling to the eye, planned wi

nice regard for drama and humor, as w.

as information, this excellent documenta
takes you into the fantastic and viole

world under the sea. The creatures tli

live and forage for food (each othe

around a Florida coral reef come to t

screen almost as individual personalitii

though the narration is sensible and she

on whimsy. For once, the octopus emerg
as a sympathetic character, waving tent

cles gracefully in its courtship, battlii

the giant moray eel. Even more remar

able are the close-ups of tiny creature

seahorses (you actually see the male g;

ing birth to its young), little crabs th
^

decorate themselves with coral for camo I

flage. A fine musical score accents tl I

excitement, beauty and amusing momei
that give the film distinction. kami]

Private's Progress i

^

V)/)/ The chuckles ripple along steadi
,

as the British give their own wartime am
^

an all-out ribbing. Open-faced, mild-ma
o

nered. well-intentioned. Ian Carmichael s

snatched from college to become a hoj {

lessly incompetent soldier. He gets i 8

structions in the art of goofing off fro

Richard Attenborough, who clowns deft

as a cheerful and utterly dishonest Coc

ney. And Ian’s uncle (Dennis Price),

high-ranking officer, maneuvers the inn

cent lad into a really tricky situatio

Price leads a group of Nazi-uniformi

British soldiers, including Ian. on a ra

just behind German lines. They’re to n
cue a castleful of art treasures that

German general has stolen from all ov

Europe. Dennis and Dick plan to li

erate one truckload for themselves, to

sold at a nice profit. The story bonne

along in slap-hap[)y. slightly disorganiz'

style, drawing lots of laughs. fami

Storm Center coi.umi

V''/V' Good acting, with Bette Davis in ti

lead, and a serious iiurjiose give this to

ical drama a degree of interest. As

librarian in a New England town, Bel

is deeply devoted to her work. Thou|

she’s a strong-minded, outspoken, stu

born woman, she is generally loved ai

respected—until she suddenly finds me

of the town’s leading citizens array

against her. She has refused to take
:

book favoring communism off tbe libra i

shelves, though she has only contempt f

its outlook and quality. The brawl thal

set off affects the romance between Ki

Hunter. Bette’s assistant, and politicii

Brian Keith. Paul Kelly’s sympathetic

an old friend of Bette’s, and Joe Mantt

(Marty's pal) is an average guy who d

trusts book-l’arnin’. But the players ha

not too much chance, for the writers’ ze

to get an idea across makes the sto

more of a tract than a study of real pe

Contiitui
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Hair dull... no shine?

Even the dullest hair really sparkles

with new suave! Try it. See your hair

glitter with twinkling highlights. And
oh how silky, how soft and lovely!

SUAVE gives hair that “healthy-looking

glow,” not oily shine . . . because it’s

greaseless.

pr hair problem ?

Hair too dry? Unruly after shampoo?
The instant you apply suave Hair-
dressing with its amazing greaseless
lanolin, dryness is gone! suave puts
life back into your hair. Makes it silky

soft; bursting with highlights, eager to

wave . . . and so manageable, so exciting

to feel!

Never shampoo your hair without
putting back the beauty-oils that sham-
pooing takes out. Use suave every time
to restore beauty instantly! Makes
hair silky . . . manageable, eager to

wave. Keeps hair in place without
oily film.

After home permanents or too much
sun, your hair will drink up suave.
Apply liberally every day—and see

satin-softness, life and sparkle return.

You’ll be amazed how pretty, how
caressable your hair can look!

Your hair does so much for your popu-
larity! Don’t be a “tangle mop.” A
kiss of suave daily makes your hair

behave without a struggle. Keeps it

perfect! Gives hair that sparkly
sophisticated look. You’ll love what it

does for your hair.

HELENE CURTIS

HAIRDRESSING & conditioner

Contains amazing greaseless lanolin

Choose
Liquid c

new Cret

59<t
and $1

>uave

^Trodcmork

P
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1 . Is your feminine daintiness

well protected at all times

Is there a sure way to put an ^
end to ugly perspiration stains ^

4 .

Can the rush of nervous

perspiration be controlled i

Is one bath a day really enough

for an active girl like you

Gii^s who Know
Ihe answers use Anid

-•to be sure/
You owe It to yourself to get 100% on

this test. It's a cinch you will, too, if you’re

smart enough to use Arrid daily.

For Arrid is the most effective deodor-

ant your money can buy. Doctors prove

that Arrid is 1 Vi times as effective against

perspiration and odor as all leading deo-

dorants tested.

Why.^ Only Arrid is formulated with

the magic new ingredient Perstop.* That's

why more people have used and are using

Arrid to protect against odor and perspi-

ration than any other deodorant.

What's in it for you? Just this!

Rub Arrid in — and you rub perspira-

-^•tion and odor out. When the cream

vanishes you know you re safe. And ap-

proachable any hour of the day or night.

Tropical heat-wave weather included

!

/y Arrid protects you against all kinds

^**of unexpected perspiration. It keeps

you dry even when anxiety or excitement

cause your glands to gush perspiration.

^ Arrid, used doily, keeps your clothes

safe from ugly stains. It keeps your

underarms so dry, soft and sweet there’s

never a hint that the situation’s getting

warm. Not even on hot, sticky days.

^ Arrid's "rubbed-in" protection starts

on contact— keeps you shower-bath

fragrant up to 24 hours. Rub it in right

after your daily bath and you can forget

about perspiration and odor. No wonder
gals 'in the know” are steady Arrid users.

Don't be half safe.

Be completely safe.

Use Arrid . .

.

to be sure.

43 < plus tax.

30
*Carter Products trademark for sulfonated hydrocarbon surfactants.

MOVIES
continued

pie, and the solution is pat and uncon-

vincing. At least, the picture is sure to

rouse plenty of hot arguments with its

blunt approach. family

Though both their lives are endangered,
Bob and Ursula have time to fall in love

U.A.; CINEMASCOrE,
Hutldido DE LUXE COLOB

V'/V' A vigorous adventure yarn plunges

Robert Mitchum and Ursula Thiess into;

the midst of Mexico’s 1916 revolution.;

Bob’s role is a familiar one—the soldier’

of fortune more absorbed in excitement

and money than in any cause. So he’s

allied only by chance with Gilbert Roland,

dashing and decisive as a revolutionary

leader and true patriot. Ursula’s the dis-

illusioned wife of Zachary Scott, a gun-

runner trying to deliver his wares to the

rebels’ enemy. Though a strong attraction

quickly springs up between Ursula and

Bob, the emphasis is less on romance than

on roaring action, fights with guns, gren-

ades, explosives. famili!;

i

Thp First Traveling Saleslady kkoi

TF.CHMCOLOT

Featuring a grouj) of amiable types,

|

this featherweight farce romps toward the

turn of the century with gags of that mo
;

ment. Blithe and pretty, Ginger Rogers

plays a businesswoman on the road to sell

barbed wire—an unpopular item on the

unfenced ranges. Carol Channing (star oi

the stage’s “Gentlemen Prefer Blondes”)

uses a likable personality and a neat flail

for comedy in the role of Ginger’s romance

minded assistant. Trying to take Ginger’:

mind off her career are three suitors

Eastern tycoon David Brian; Texas catth

baron James Arness; Barry Nelson, wh<

keeps meeting the ladies while trying t(

drive his horseless carriage across thi

country. It’s a disarmingly good-humoret

story, but it looks rather like a musica

without music (except for the title tune

played during the credits, and one ditt;

from Carol). famil;

Conliniiei.
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IaIucIl (M. ofikse guoks foMam k tk k&s lA/lMS YOUR. VOTE ?

1. MRS. DALE CARNEGIE,
author of "Don’t Grow Old-
Grow Up": "Every woman who
is figure-conscious will love

the way the new Playtex Girdle
flatters her figure — as I do.
A Playtex Girdle has the same
amazing ‘hold-in’ power six
months later as on the day you
bought it.”

6. MOLLIE PARNIS, brilliant

fashion designer: "The Living

Bra is the prettiest you can
buy-and gives the prettiest

curves. Both the nylon-and-
marquisette cups lined in cot-

ton, and the all-cotton cups lift

and lure, round and raise into

that high but natural look
women love!"

9. JUSTINE PARKER, lovely

star of many TV dramas: "The
Playtex Living Bra in Long
Line is for me — all the won-
derful all-elastic exclusive
features plus an elastic
magic -midriff’ that smooths
inches away sleekly and surely

for the long, lean look of to-

day’s fashions.”

5. FRAN WARREN, popular
RKO-Unique recording star:

"The Playtex Living Bra is the
only bra with an all-elastic

frame that never shifts, rides

or slides no matter how active

you are. The low-anchored
elastic back always stays put
-won’t annoy you by creeping
up ever.'”

10. GRACE DOWNS, Dean of

Grace Downs Air Career School

:

"No other bra in the world has
bias-cut elastic side panels
that self-adjust to your every

motion, hold you firmly without
cutting. You get heavenly com-
fort day into night with the
Playtex Living Bra. Once you
wear it-no other bra will do.”

2. HANNAH TROY, leading
American fashion designer-.
"Playtex is the only girdle I

know that’s completely Invis-

ible under the most revealing
clothes-holds in superbly
without that ‘corseted’ look —
another big reason why more
women wear Playtex than any
other girdle in the world!”

CAROLYN HUGHES, beau-
tiful fashion model and cover
girl: ’‘To me, the most exciting

exclusive of the Playtex Living

Bra is the elastic criss-cross

front. I love the way it dips

down deep, gives such stun-

ning separation and uplift. No
other bra gives such lovely

natural lines.”

7. JUNE EARING, champion
swimmer and Aquashow star:
"No other girdle with such
wonderful ‘hold-ln’ power is as
flexible, supple, and comfort-
able as Playtex -because only
Playtex Is made of Fabricon.
It's the only girdle you can ski

in, swim in -and look glamor-
ous in when dancing.”

— — , jf the (riot-

ous) Kean Sisters comedy
team: “Playtex Lightweight
has more ‘hold-in’ power with
less weight than any other
girdle I've ever worn-and it

costs only $4.95. Actually
gives more support and more
comfort than girdles that cost
me three times as much.”

4. KATHRYN
of TV’s Arthur Murray Party:
“Dancers need figure fontrol,
too, but must have complete
freedom of motion. That’s why
Playtex Girdles are perfect

-

wonderful ‘hold-in’ power with-

out a seam or bone, so flexible

even a grandmother like me
can bend in comfort.”

41
Nothing to Buy/ Enter This Exciting PLAYTEX Contest Now/ You May Win

•T# • • CASH
Just Teii Us Which One of the Above Statements interests You Most/

OFFICIAL RULES

THESE PLAYTEX FACTS WILL HELP YOU WINf

^Exclusive elastic bias* ^Exclusive criss-cross ^sSculptured cups
cut panels and all-elastic elastic front dips give high, rounded

back . . . doesn’t low, holds the uplift ... a perfect
shift, slide or ride. separation. "sweater” silhouette

1,016 PRIZES WORTH $40,000/

1st PRIZE: $10,000 CASH

2nd-3rd4th:

MINK COATS worth $5,000 each

5th thru 16th:

MINK STOLES worth $1,000 each

plus 1,000 Playtex Living Bras worth $3.95 each
(Values sfottd Incivd* tOX fedtrol excisv lox.J

Just read what these “Women in the

News” say about the features of Playtex®

Girdles and Bras. Vote for one state-

ment that interests you most about

either the Playtex Girdle or Playtex

Bra. Simply complete the following

phrase in 25 words or less—“I vote for

Statement No. —because
” Enter as often as you wish.

Additional free OflScial Entry Blanks
available at your favorite store. What
you write can earn you $10,000.

1. Simply fill out an OfiBcial Entry Blank, or
write on one side of a plain piece of paper.
Send as many entries as you wish, to Playtex,
R O. Box 480, New York 46, New York.
2. Entries must be postmarked no later than
Oct. 27, 1956, and must be received by Nov.
5, 1956.

3. Any woman in the United States or its ter-

ritories is eligible to enter, except officers and
employees (and members of their families) of

the corporation, any of its divisions, or its

advertising agencies. This contest is subject
to all federal, state, and local laws and regu-
lations.

4. All entries become the property of Inter-

national Latex Corp., Playtex Park, Dover,
Del., the sponsors of this contest; none will be
returned. All entries must be original work
of contestants submitted in own names. The
contest will be judged by an independent
judging organization on the basis of sincerity,

originality of thought, and appropriateness to

the product. Decisions of the judges will be
final. In the event of ties, duplicate prizes will

be awarded.

5. Winners notified personally or by mail.
List of winners available by requesting same
and enclosing a stamped, self-addressed enve-
lope with your entry.

Additional free Official Entry Blanks available at your favorite store.

To: PLAYTEX, P. O. BOX 480, NEW YORK 46, N. Y.

"I vote for statement # because
Complete in 25 words or less)

MADE OF FABRICON, a wonderful new girdle material of
downy soft cotton and latex that gives more "hold-in” power
with greater comfort. Air conditioned with tiny air dots —
and Magic-Controller also has a non-roll top that stays up with-
out a stay.

Name

Address

City Zone State

Remember: You may get a Playtex Living® Braf as a prize. Your bra size.

© 1966 by International Latex Corporation • • PLAYTEX PARK • • Oover Del tu. S, pat. Foreign pats, pending. * 17 . S., foreign pat. and pats, pending.

n
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Sfy/e 124, high-waisted Sorong ol light nylon power net and

embroidered nylon marquisette. White, black or pink. Sizes 25 to 34. $13.50. Other styles

she’s wearing a

the criss-cross girdle that walks and won’t ride up

Sarong is completely different from any other girdle — and you'll feel the

difference immediately! There is nothing like a Sarong to fashion your figure

with new shapeliness, to make comfort your personal and permanent

possession. Sarong is so wonderfully different! Its patented, hidden

construction lifts and flattens your tummy youthfully. Its exclusive patented

criss-cross feature lets you walk, stand and sit with day-long comfort. From

the moment you slip it on — you'll see and feel your figure improve. Why not

plan to have a Sarong fitted to your figure.

sarong
the potented girdle

with the criss-cross front

‘"sarong is the registered trademark

of Sarong, Inc. for its girdles.”

Free! Sarong’s new booklet "Facts About Figures".

Write Sarong, Inc., Department P-1, 200 Madison Avenue, New York 16, N. Y.

MOVIES
continued

Barbara’s touched to see how concernec
Jimmy is over Betty Lou Keim’s troubli

These Wilder Years

i/Vt/ Though he’s bucking an essential!'

nn.symi)athctic assignment. James Cagne;

gives another of iiis solid performance

in tiiis emotional drama. He’s a wealth

man trying to find the illegitimate soi

he refused to acknowledge twenty year

earlier. But Barbara Stanwyck, dedicate'

manager of the institution where the chik

was born and given out for adoption, rt

fuses to break her covenant of secrecj

Newcomer Betty Lou Keim affectingly po

trays a teenager at the home, dreadin

the prospect of giving up th# baby she

to bear. And Walter Pidgeon has som

good, wry lines as the lawyer Cagney birr

to force Barbara’s band. adui

Simon and Laura rank, u-

VISTAVISION, TECHNIC01.(

VW A breezy British comedy centers ii

fire on the chatty husband-and-wife typ

of TV program. Trouble is, the marrie

jdayers chosen—pompous Peter Finch an

gorgeous Kay Kendall—have been feui

ing for years and are on the verge '

breakup. But they’ve also been uner

])loyed for some time, so they agree to 1

lovebirds—before the cameras only. Win
TV invades their handsome modern bom
butler Maurice Denham and maid Tho
Hird turn into a pair of hams as temper

mental as their employers. fa

Walk the Proud Land u-i; cinf.^i

SCOPE, TECHNICOl l

i/i/l/ In this pleasant Western, And
Murphy plays a real-life character, Jol

P. Clum, gentle Easterner who takes ov

as agent on an Apache reservation. F

struggle to substitute fairness for force

dealing with the Indians has become

popular theme in recent horse operas, h

Andie goes about the job earnestly. An
Bancroft is the Indian girl who serves

hi.s housekeeper and falls in love wi

Coil tin It
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New! BOBBI-

ivith Casual Curlets”

md breeze -fresh lotion

^ives you a longer lasting ,

softly feminine wave
A stron ger wave than ordinary pin -curl permanents

a softer wave than rod-type permanents

Specially created for casual hair styles

j

ee how casual a bobbi wave can be! You know it

^l,

ill outlast any other pin-curl permanent because each

,
trl is set stronger from the very beginning with bobbi's

»i ew “Casual Curlets.” Use Curlets between perma-

I" mts, too — for a longer-lasting set after your shampoo.

Everything you need for the prettiest, longest-lasting

casual hairdo ever! Fabulous new easy-set “Casual

Curlets”. . . of pretty pink plastic . . . simpler than

metal pins! New breeze-fresh, petal-pink lotion, so

pleasant to use! No separate neutralizer, no reset-

ting. OnlyBOBBi makes a pin-curl permanent so easy

!

Pin-curls made with BOBBl’s
new “Casual Curlets” . . .

sniootli, firm, no loose ends, no

crimp marks as with metal pins.

Sjtecially designed for a stronger,

longer-lasting casual wave!

New “Casual Curlets” are 7
ways better

!

1. Easier, faster than metal pins.

2. So pretty— shell-pink plastic—

you won’t want to hide ’em

!

3. Can't rust or discolor hair.

4. One Curlet holds tight for bet-

ter, stronger waves—you never

need two for a curl

!

5. Can’t slip.

6. No unsightly crimp marks.

7. Curlets are curved— shaped to

your head for comfort.

All-new BOBBI in a bright blue box
Each package complete with 55 “Casual

Curlets” and 6 neckline curlers.

p
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Actual photo of Mollie Ann Bourn, Claymont, Delaware. Right side washed with

New Woodbury, left side with another popular shampoo. See the difference!

A famous laboratory* proves:

HAIR WASHED WITH NEW
WOODBURY SHAMPOO HOLDS

CURL BETTER, KEEPS SET LONGER
New Woodbury Shampoo’s special “curl-

keeping”ingredieiit makes the difference I

See what happened—when the right side of

this girl’s head was washed with

New Woodbury Shampoo— the

left with her regular brand.

The left side is limp, straggly.

The Woodbury side is springy,

curly, beautifully manageable!

Leading shampoos were tested on

hundreds of women, and results

checked by 'AGood Housekeep-

ing Magazine’s laboratory.

Tests showed : Hair washed with

Woodbury holds curl better,

keeps set /onger— without hair

sprays, lacquers, rinses!

It can’t dry out your hair because New
Woodbury Shampoo contains a special

“curl-keeping” ingredient that protects

natural hair oils.

Costs less, too! You’d expect a re-

markable shampoo like this to

cost more money. But so much
Woodbury is sold, it can be

priced at less than half as much
as other leading shampoos.

Use New Woodbury today! A gener-

ous bottle costs only 39<f. You’re

guaranteed the prettiest, live-

liest curls you’ve ever had —
the lastingest

hair-do. Money
back otherwise!

IMOVIES
continued

After a set-to, Audie’s assured that he
has faithful friends in Charles and Anne

him; Pat Crowley, the home-town girl

who arrives to become his bride; Charles

Drake, a bluff ex-soldier who is Audie’s

loyal assistant. familJ

s

Bigger than Life 20th; cinema

SCOPE, DE LUXE COLOl

Vv' Also suggested by a true story, this

James Mason starrer strays pretty fai

from plausibility. As a teacher who has

to take a spare-time job to support wife

Barbara Rush and son Christopher Olsen

Mason suddenly falls ill. Cortisone is re

quired to save his life, but the drug has'

strange effects on his personality. First d

he becomes cheerful and unreasonably

|

extravagant ; then his mood turns to vio”

lent whims and a sense of great menta

power; finally, as he manages to get mors

of the drug than his doctor had prescribed

he veers toward homicidal mania. Thi;

development naturally creates a situa

tion loaded with suspense, but Mason a!

a madman doesn’t seem related in any de

gree to his character as established a

the beginning of the film. famil

Raw Edge u-i, technicolo

VV What are Westerns coming to whei

had guys spend more time chasing dame;

than shooting at good guys? That’s thi

situation Rory Calhoun rides into. Her

bert Rudley. who rules the local range

has decreed that any unattached femali

belongs to the first man who claims her

Mara Corday. Indian widow of Rory/

murdered brother, has been so claimed

And Rudley’s own wife, comely Yvonn'i,

DeCarlo, would make a fine, accessibl

widow, according to two of his own bench

men. Neville Brand and Emile Meyer, am

gambler Rex Reason. For a while, i

looks as if Rex is on the side of virtuf

secretly allied with Rory in opposin'

Rudley’s brutal domination. But the gan"

bier has unscrupulous reasons for wishini

the tyrant’s death. famil
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Vo Other Leading Toothpaste

YOUR

BREATHaiNis GLEANS CLEANS

MS GUARDS guards
YOUR

TEETH

Like Colgate Dental Cream

!

Because No Other Leading Toothpaste

Contains GARDOL

TO GIVE YOU LONG-LASTING PROTECTION

AGAINST BOTH BAD BREATH AND TOOTH DECAY,

. . .With Just One Brushing!

MAKES TEETH WHITER ~ CANNOT STAIN OR DISCOLOR!

'^THE TOP THREE BRANDS AFTER COLGATE'S.

Cleans Your Breath “ Guards Your Teeth

Unlike other leading tooth-
pastes, Colgate’s forms an in-

visible, protective shield around
your teeth that fights decay all

day . . . with just one brushing!

Ask your dentist how often to

brush your teeth. But remember!
One Colgate brushing fights de-

cay-causing bacteria 12 hours
—or more!

Colgate’s with Gardol helps

stop bad breath all day for most
people with just one brushing!
Instantly sweeps away bacteria

that cause bad breath originating

in the mouth! No other leading

toothpaste* cleans your breath
while it guards your teeth like

Colgate Dental Cream with
Gardol

!

O A 17 17 for Children of All Ages!

0^1 L to Use in All Water Areas!

p
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America's largest-selling pimple medication

Only 69^, economy size 98^ ... at all druggists

1
111

V
'

V
'V''^ excellent W'Y very coc

yy GOOD y fair a—adults F—FAMIL

BRIEF
REVIEWS

For fuller reviews, see Photoplay for the monll

indicated. Full reviews this month are on page 2

yy AUTUMN LEAVES—Columbia: Psychiatn

drama with some punch. Spinster Joan Crawfor

marries young Cliff Robertson, only to find he

on the verge of mental breakdown. (A) Septembt

yyyy away all boats—U-I; VlstaVisioi

Technicolor: Imposing action movie of World Wi
11. Jeff Chandler’s the lonely skipper of a Pacif

attack transport, with George Nader and Keit

Andes as officers. (F) Septembi

yyyy bhowani junction—m-g-M; cii

emaScope. Eastman Color: Emotion-charged stor

of strife in India, Ava Gardner’s embroiled in i

hesitating between Bill Travers—like herself, ha

English, half Indian—and British officer Stewai

Granger. Fine photography. (A) Jul

yyyy catered affair, the—m-g-M:
visit with an endearingly everyday family, excej

lently portrayed. Housewife Bette Davis insists 0

a big wedding for daughter Debbie Reynold;

though pop Ernest Borgnine, a cab driver, can

afford it. (F) Jul

yyy confidential report—

t

& V: wii

ly mixed-up but delightfully grotesque melodram
filmed by Orson Welles in Europe. Adventun
Robert Arden and girlfriend Pat Medina learn

tycoon Welles' mysterious past. (A) Septemb(

i/i/ CONGO CROSSING—U-I, Technicolor: Fie

ing to a miserable African town to escape a murd(

involvement, Virginia Mayo finds jungle adventui

with surveyor George Nader. (F) Septemb;

DAKOTA INCIDENT—Republic, Tr

color: Tightly constructed Western. Among an is

lated group besieged by Indians are bandit Da

Robertson, singer Linda Darnell. (F) Augu

EARTH VS. THE FLYING SAUCERS
Columbia: Neat science-fiction thriller. The u

manned satellites that newlyweds Hugh Marloi

and Joan Taylor work at launching are blasti

by space ships—with unknown purpose. (F) Augi

yyyy eddy duchin story, the—

C

oim

bia; CinemaScope, Technicolor: Affecting ai

graceful musical biography casts Ty Power as t

pianist and bandleader: Kim Novak, his first wif

Victoria Shaw, his second. (F) Augi

yyyy fastest gun alive, the—m-g-h

Fascinating frontier drama. When Glenn Ford,

a mild storekeeper, reveals his skill with a gi

(against wife Jeanne Crain’s wishes), danger di|

cends, with a surprise finale. (F) Septemb

FRANCIS IN THE HAUNTED HOUSE.
U-I: Taking over as the talking mule’s dopey pi

Mickey Rooney gets into a murder mystery ai;

winningly old-style slapstick. (F) Septemb

yyyy great locomotive chase, THE
Buena Vista; CinemaScope, Technicolor: Pictu

esque, fact-based adventure sends Union spy Fi

Parker on a daring raid into Dixie, with Jeffn

Hunter as a gallant enemy. (F) Ji

yyyy high society—M-G-M; VistaVisii

Technicolor: Sparkling musical remake of “T|

Philadelphia Story,” with Grace Kelly as the p|

fection-demanding society babe, Bing Crosby as 1

ex, Frank Sinatra as a reporter. (F) Septcmr

yyy HUKI—U.A., Eastman Color: Real Phil

pine backgrounds add interest to the excitement

the fight against guerrillas. George Montgomer
Continued on page

Never Again . . . need pimples

ruin romance!

Only an active teen-ager knows the

heartache and misery pimples can cause

. . . the agonies of self-consciousness

and embarrassment . . . the broken

dates, the parties missed, which mean
so much.

What wonderful news, then, that

there is now a really effective, scien-

tific medication, especially for pimples.

CLEARASIL has been proved effective

beyond question in clinical tests by

doctors, in nation-wide usage tests by

nurses and in actual daily use by

millions. Whether you have just oc-

casional pimples or a serious condition

take action against them the modern

Clearasil way: In skin specialists' tests

on 202 patients, 9 out of every 10 cases

were cleared up or definitely improved

ivhile using CLEARASIL.

‘Starves’ Pimples

CLEARASIL’s famous dry-up action

‘starves’ pimples by helping to remove

the oils that pimples “feed” on.

CLEARASIL’s antiseptic action stops

growth of bacteria that can cause and

spread pimples. And, CLEARASIL’s kera-

tolytic action softens and dissolves

infected skin tissue, lets medication

penetrate to lower pimple infection.

Encourages new, smooth, healthy

skin growth.

SKIN-COLORED . . . hides pimples while it works

CLEARASIL ends embarrass-

ment immediately. It is

greaseless, stainless, pleas-

ant to leave on day and

night for uninterrupted

medication. CLEARASIL is

guaranteed to work for you

as it did in doctors’ tests

or money back.

Special Offer: Send name, address and 15^ in coin or stamps for generous trial

size to Box 12 MP, Eastco, Inc., White Plains, N. Y. Offer expires Nov. 30, 1956.
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NEW! n Helene Curtis has the exclusive new "control” ingredient.

And it’s in all Helene Curtis Spray Net Regular, Super Soft, and new Ultra.

Helene Curtis Spray Net actually

trains your hair

!

The most exciting thing that’s happened since the permanent wave.

trains ivliile it sets pincurls. trains while it holds your wave..

SOFT

l^prai
I net'

Hpray
net

I

REGULAR " - - ^

.
AND SUPER SOFT
69<, *1.25, *1.89
plus tax

Now, SPRAY NET actually trains your hair to stay curled—thanks

to Helene Curtis’ new “control” ingredient. And no ordinary hair

spray has it!

Use Helene Curtis spray net to set springier, bouncier pin-

curls—to hold your hair softly in place. Gradually . . . excitingly . .

.

your hair gets the habit of curling—your wave remembers its place!

This exciting training won’t happen overnight—but it will happen!

Soon your hair needs only gentle reminder-sprays between shampoos.

No matter what hair spray you’re using now, there’s a delight-

ful surprise waiting when you try spray net with the new “control”

ingredient. It’s non-sticky, non-stiffening, enriched with lanolin.

But the big difference—the wonderful plus; spray net is the

hair spray that actually trains your hair to stay curled!

train your hair with

spray net*

new!

roJilhMe aerosol

purse/spray

Fill it yourself. Take it

with you. New Purse/
Spray, glamourous in

black and gold, holds

days of sprays at every

filling. Available in com-
bination with new ultra
spray net, it’s a $3.25

value . . .

special

introductory

cX 5 I 85
plus tax

Only Helene Curtis

SPRA Y NET has it

!
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Now Lovable captures the secret of sculptured

beauty for you—in bras precisely moulded
and styled to the human figure.

What a wonderful idea to design and create

on women, for women! That’s how Lovable’s

"body-sculptured” bras give you a living,

breathing, natural roundness

... a fitting uplift that you can
and should have!

Above: "DUALIFT”
in fine cotton, $1.50

Left: Famous "RINGLET”
in cotton or nylon, $1.50

Both individually packaged

EXCELLENT

GOOD FAU
VERY*

A—ADULTS F—FAM

Continued

persuaded to join former sweetheart Mona Frect

in the battle. (F) Seplenil

INVITATION TO THE DANCE—M-C
Technicolor; Wordless, charming, all-dance fi

Gene Kelly leads a gifted troupe in three tali

wistful, comic, and whimsical. ( F) Au;

KILLING. THE—U.A.: Compact, to

crime vignette. Sterling Hayden’s intricate sch

for a race-track robbery is upset by accompli

personal problems, such as a cheating wife (Mi

Windsor). (F) Au|

ZZZZ IvING AND I, THE—20th ; CinemaSc.

De Luxe Color: Solid story, exquisite music, sp

did acting by Yul Brynner as the Siamese I

and Deborah Kerr as the English instructres

his kids and wives. ( F) Sepleir

ZZZZ MOBY DICK—Warners, Technico

Impressive version of Melville’s classic. Grej

Peck is the whaling-ship captain on a crazy se;

for the whale that crippled him. Richard B

hart, Leo Genn are also fine. (F) Au

ZZZ PARDNERS—Paramount; VistaVis'

Technicolor: Martin and Lewis give horse op

a ribbing as they battle outlaws together. I

is a cowboy; Jerry, a rich hoy; Lori Nelson

Jackie Loughery are their gals. (F) Septen

PROUD AND PROFANE. THE-Fi
mount; VistaVision. Technicolor: Troubled

time romance of a hardened Marine Corps of|

(William Holden) and a Red Cross girl (Debit

Kerr), in the Pacific. Thelma Ritter, Dewey
tin make a subplot more touching. (A) Auif

RAWHIDE YEARS, THE—U-I, Teci

color: Rambling, amiable Western. WantedI
murder, Tony Curtis seeks the real killer; Coll

Miller waits impatiently. (F) Au

REBEL IN TOWN—U.A.: Strong di

of the post-Civil War frontier. Ben Cooper
j

Southerner in danger; John Payne, a Reb-h:

Ruth Roman. Payne’s gentle wife. ( F) Au:

1/1/1/ SANTIAGO—Warners, Warnercolor: ]

lering adventure yarn of Cuba's war for indc

deuce. Alan Ladd and Lloyd Nolan are 1

gun-runners supplying arms for rebels led by

cious Rossana Podesta. ( F) Septet

1/1/1/ SEVEN MEN FROM NOW—Warners,

nercolor; Crisp Randolph Scott Western. Tra

outlaws who killed his wife, he meets tough:

Marvin, pioneer Gail Russell. (F) Septet

ZZZZ SOMEBODY UP THERE LIKES V

M-G-M; In a rowdy, sympathetic, humorous n'

biography, Paul Newman’s first-rate as

grace fighter Rocky Graziano, helped to reforil

Pier Angeli. Sal Mineo’s a slum pal. ( F) Ati

ZZZZ STRADA, LA (“The Road”)—.!-,
Lux: Beautiful Italian film (titles in Engl

with Anthony Quinn as a traveling strong t

Giulietta Masina. his gentle partner; Ric

Basehart, a wise clown. (A) Septei

1/1/1/ THAT CERTAIN FEFLING—Paramc
VistaVision, Technicolor: Bob Hope’s funny

likable as a timid artist urged by Eva Marie !

to tell off boss George Sanders. ( F) At

ZZZZ TRAPEZE—U.A.; CinemaScope, Te

color: Brilliant, absorbing circus drama,

has-been “flyer,’’ Burt Lancaster returns t

Tony Curtis’ catcher. Gina Lollohrigida use;

wiles to get into their act. (F) Ai
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Light up
a Lucky

ifs light-up time!

ALL YOU COULD HOPE FOR.
A Lucky gives you the one thing

you want in a cigarette: better taste! Luckies

are made of fine tobacco — mild, good-tasting

tobacco that’s TOASTED to taste even better.

Have you tried a Lucky lately? You’ll say it’s the

best-tasting cigarette you ever smoked 1

irs TOASTEI
to taste better

AMERICA’S LEADING MANUFACTURER OF CIGARETTES

resher, S.
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READERS INC...
t'
;1 ^ lOI

Address your letters to Readers Inc., photoplay,

205 E. 42nd Street, New York 17, Neiv York. We
regret that we are unable to return or reply to any letters

not published in this column. If you want to start a fan

club or write to favorite stars, address them at their studios.

For list of studio addresses, see page 90 .

—

Ed.

SOAP BOX:

Since the days of Mary Pickford, Henry
B. Walthall and Charles Ray, I have been
one of the motion picture industry’s best

customers. Last night I went to see “The
Last Hunt” and came away furious. I re-

ceived my August Photoplay today and
have just glanced through it and read the

letter of Lina Farley. I heartily agree with

what she writes but she doesn’t go far

enough. If I had a son in high school who
couldn't write better dialogue or direct- a

better show than was done for “The Last

Hunt,” I'd be mighty discouraged as to his

intelligence. If I ever saw a more senseless,

boring movie I cannot remember it. I have
never walked out on a picture in my life

(I always hope the poor ones will get bet-

ter) but I came close to doing so last night.

A few nights ago I went to see “The Year-

ling,” re-released. This is a truly wonderful
picture and I enjoyed it even more that

the first time I saw it. It is hard to believe

that both pictures could come from the

same industry.

For a long time 1 have been wondering
why nine out of ten Western movies are

apparently written and directed by morons.

They use rifles, revolvers and dynamite
which were not invented until years after

the time of the picture. In “Winchester 73,”

the riflemen could hit a dime pitched in

the air, yet at the end of the film fired at

least thirty shots at each other with half

their bodies exposed and not a shot reached
its mark. In another Western, a pioneer

cabin was shown in full blaze, yet next

morning tbe framework of the house still

stood straight and complete. I wondered
what city fire company arrived to put out

the fire.

If it does not do better, the industry is

going to lose one of its best customers—me.
Alfred S. Brand
Culpeper, Virginia

That letter from Lina Farley in the Aug-
ust issue of Photoplay made me boiling

mad! So Hollywood puts out some bad
movies. (I don’t particularly agree with the

movies she named.) How many bad novels

are written each year, how many bad plays

are produced? Nothing is perfect in this

world—why should Hollywood be singled

out and condemned for its failures?

And so what if a few “damns” creep into

the movies from time to time? People use
that word all the time in real life, and chil-

dren certainly hear it.

If Lina Farley expects Hollywood to pro-

duce Pollyanna-type movies, she had better

find some other form of entertainment until

she can face the realities and imperfections

of life.

Jo Derricott
Berkeley, California

This is to authorize Miss Judy Ellis, 8966
Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 46, California, as

the president of my only official fan club.

Robert Stack
Hollywood, California

When is someone going to sit up and no-

tice Jacques Sernas, who did such an ex-

cellent job of acting in “Jump into Hell”
and “Helen of Troy”? I understand he re-

cently returned to Europe. Wake up, Holly-

wood! You sure must have been asleep to

let so good a catch get past you. Please

bring Jacques Sernas back . . . soon!

A. Gae
Miami, Florida

I can’t help laughing at the English when
they say that Diana Dors is their reply to

your Marilyn Monroe. The more pictures

I see of Miss Dors, the more I realize how
beautiful Miss Monroe is.

How can any of Marilyn Monroe’s imi-

tators compare with her own unique self?

Impossible

!

I am neither American nor English, so I

think my opinion is quite fair.

Etienne Montsou
London, England

I am an ardent Corey Allen fan. I admit
that I’ve seen him in only one movie and
on television just a few times, but what I’ve

seen really looks promising. Corey is quite

versatile and seems to possess that natural

type of acting ability that just reaches out

to you. With this and his good looks, I am

sure that, given one right break, he would
go straight to the top.

B. J. Roberts
Decatur, Illinois

QUESTION BOX:

I have recently seen Lori Nelson in sev-

eral movies and thought her acting was
superb. Could you tell me something about

her?
Carol Williams
Parkersburg, West Virginia

Blond and blue-eyed Lori won Photo-
play’s Choose Your Stars’ poll in 1952. Born
in Santa Fe. New Mexico, August 15, 1933,

she is weighs 108 lbs. Lori’s latest

picture is “Pardners .”

—

Ed.

Can you please give me some information

on Sarita Monteil? I saw her recently in

“Vera Cruz” and “Serenade,” and she was
excellent in both pictures. She is also as

pretty as she is talented.

Jack Hunter
West Palm Beach, Florida

Sarita was born in Granada, Spain,

March 10, 1932. Brown-haired, with green-

brown eyes, she is 5’6”, weighs 117 lbs. Be-

fore making her American film debut in

“Vera Cruz” Sarita appeared in a number
of Spanish and Mexican movies. Her next

picture is RKO’s “Run of the Arrow.”—Ed.

A number of years back I saw a movie
called “Anna and the King of Siam.” Now
there is a new motion picture, “The King
and 1.” Would you kindly tell me if this

is the same picture with new stars, or an

entirely different picture?

I believe Ingrid Bergman starred in the

old picture. I am very anxious to know the

answer to this.

Mrs. Judith Ourso
Donaldsville, Louisiana

Irene Dunne played Anna in the 1946

movie, “Anna and the King of Siam,” based

on Margaret Landon’s biography of the

same name. Ingrid Bergman was not in the

picture. Deborah Kerr is the current Anna
in “The King and I,” which is a musical

version of the same story.—Ed.

Would you please print a picture of Tim
Considine who played in “The Private War
of Major Benson”? He is so-o-o cute!

Carolyn Giesler

Omaha, Nebraska

We have been having some arguments at

school as to whether there were two movies

made called “Gone with the Wind,” or

three—and who played in them. I say there

were two movies. My girlfriend says there

were three, because she remembers Susan

Hayward playing the part of Scarlett. I

don’t think she did. Am I right?

Sandra Richardson
St. Louis, Missouri

You are right about Susan not playing

Scarlett, although she was tested for the

part. Vivien Leigh has been the only Scar-:

lett O’Hara. “Gone with the Wind” was

made once, by M-G-M in 1941.—Ed.

*

Corey has a natural talent; Lori’s winning lots of fans; Tim is one cute fellow
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Could you please give me some intorma-

on that wonderful Steve Cochran. I think

he’s the most!
JuDi Stiner
Russiaville, Indiana

Steve is 6'!", weighs 175 pounds, and
hails from Eureka, California, where he was
born May 25. He has brown hair, green

eyes. and. is still a bachelor. En.

I have just read Jubilee Trail, by Gwen
Bristow, and recognized it as a picture I

have seen within the last two years. Can
you please tell me the name of the picture

and who played in it?

Anita Jascor
Hillside, New Jersey

The picture bears the same title as the

hook. The cast includes: Joan Leslie as

Garnet; Vera Ralston, Florinda Grove;
John Russell, Oliver Hale; Forrest Tucker,
John Ives; Ray Middleton, Charles Hale;
Pat O’Brien, Texas.

—

Ed.

I have just seen James Dean in “Rebel
Without a Cause” for the eighth time. The
theme music was very pretty, and I’m
hoping you can tell me what it was. Has it

ever been recorded?
Carol Ann Sutton
Morristown, New Jersey

There were several popular and classical

selections throughout the picture, but the
main theme, which has been recorded by
M-G-M, is “Secret Doorway” a vocal.—En.

Some say he is fifty-five years old, others

say he is sixty. I guess a really good actor

never shows his age, because for fifteen

years he has been my favorite actor. He is

Humphrey Bogart.

Roy C. Baldwin
New York, New York

He is actually 56 .

—

Ed.

I am wondering if you can give me the

title of a movie that was shown over ten

years ago. It was the story of the Bronte
sisters. I think John Garfield played the

part of the brother. I can’t remember who
played the sisters. Can you brief me on
this?

Mary Chapman
Rockville, Indiana

Going back—ten years to he exact. Warn-
er Brothers made it. “Devotion” is the title.

The stars: Olivia De Havilland, Ida Lupino.
Haney Coleman, Paul Henreid, Arthur
Kennedy .

—

Ed.

Would you please settle an argument.
l\ly brother says Elizabeth Taylor was mar-
ried to Glenn Davis, and I say she wasn't.

Janet Wirgard
Gridley, Illinois

She wasn’t. She married Conrad Nicholas
Hilton, Jr. on May 6, 1950. They were di-

vorced in 1952. In February, 1952, she

married Michael Wilding .

—

Ed.

Will you please tell me if the picture,

“Love Is a Many-Splendored Thing,” was
taken from a book? If so, what was the

name of it?

Dorothy Hartman
Indianapolis, Indiana

The name of the novel that the picture

was based on is A Many-Splendored Thing,
by authoress Han Suyin. ft was published
in 1952.—Ed.

I would like to know Debra Paget's
height, weight and age, also where she was
horn and her address, if you please.

Dana Winters
Medina, New York

Continued

At last an all-day lipstick that just won’t

get that flat look—a lipstick that stays fresh

and glowing even when it’s been on all day.

Fabulous new inner glow lipstick glows on
and on—with soft, shimmering color!

INNER GLOW actually puts a dew-soft, trans-

parent color-guard on your lips! It’s the

new secret of lips that stay velvety-soft and
moist— of radiance that lasts without a

letdown all the livelong day! PLUS "^AX

CASHMERE BOUQUET COSMETICS..

7 INNER GLOW COLORS

RHYTHM-IN-RED-blue-red

PINK PLUM-deep pink

LOOK-OUT RED—true-red

PINK-A-BOO— rosy pink

TROPIC SUN—golden red

PEACH-OF-A-PINK— rosy coral

CORAL—bright coral

p
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M.G.M.'s"RAINTREE COUNTYELIZABETH TAYLOR co starring

Elizabeth Taylor look!

Yours with ...

dbury

powder-and-foundation in compact form

p

With a mere touch of its puff. Dream Stuff

gives your complexion the radiance of living color

. . . the smooth, soft look of very young skin like

Elizabeth Taylor’s. Clings like a foundation . . .

flatters like a powder . . . slays C(dor-true. Never

streaks or dry-cracks. It’s the fabulous all-in-one

make-ui) busy women can apply in a s|)lit-

minute — and get com|)liments all day!

Neat, too — no loose [rowder to spill!

In pretty biue-and-gold box, 49c7
1' '^e dreamy new shades.

In smart ivory-and-gold mirrored

compact, $1 .00.

Woodbury make-up glow .

.

. liquid magic smooths

your skin — makes you pretty ... covers tiny flaws. In

squeeze bottle. 5 perfect shades, 59c. (all prices plus tax)

RKADKRS IXC.
( Continued)

Debra Paget was born in Denver. Colo-
rado. on .iugust 19. 1933. She has red-gold
hair, blue-green eyes, is 5'2", and weighs
104 pounds. .S/ie is single and can be
reached through her studio. 20th Century-
Fox. in Beverly Hills, California .

—

Ed.

I just read an article on British aetress

,\nn Todd, and T was wondering if she is

any relation to Richard Todd?
Kate Grant
Erie, Pennsylvania

No .

—

Ed.

I just saw the picture, “It's a Dog's
Life,” and I wonder if you can tell me
who spoke for the dog, W ildfire?

Meryl Ratner
Far Rockaway, New York

Vic Morrow.—En.

I would like to know if the citizens of

Hollywood attend or are permitted to at-

tend Hollywood premieres.

Kathy Shepard
Gloversville, New York

1 e5, if they have an invitation.—Ed.

Have just seen “Diane” and would like to

know some vital statistics on Roger Moore,
who played Prince and later King Henri H.
Resides being outstandingly handsome, he

is a fine actor.

Scott Nelson
Seattle, Washington

Roger Moore was born in London, Eng-
land, on October 14. He is 6'2", weighs 175
pounds, has light-brown hair and blue eyes.

He made his Broadway debut in “A Pin to

See the Peepshow” and his movie debut in

“The Last Time / Saw Paris.” He is mar-
ried to Dorothy Squires, one of England’s
favorite singers. His hobbies include song-
writing, painting, horseback riding and
swimming.—Ed.

CASTING:

I have just finished reading A Thing of

Beauty, by A. .1. Cronin. It is a wonderful
story about an English artist.

Here is my idea of a good cast: Gary
Cooper as Stephen Desmondes

;

Joan Col-

lins as Emmy-, and Marisa Pavan as Jenny.

,1. Davis
Palmdale, California

I believe that several movies have been
made from Jack Loiiclon's novel. The Sea
It olf. hut never one in color.

1 would like to see it made in color rvith

.lohn Wayne as W'olf Larson; Jean Peters

as Maud Brewster: Lex Barker as John-

son; and Danny Kaye as Humphrey Van

It eyden.

Arthur Stockman
Longmont, Colorado

.4s a point of interest. The Sea Wolf
has been made into a picture four times:

In 1920, by Paramount, as a silent film; in

1925. by Ince-Triangle, as a silent: in 1930.

by 20th Century-Fox ; and in 1941. by

II arners.—Ed.

1 have just read a wonderful hook hy

Margaret M. Craig called Marsha.

1 think it would make a -wonderfid movie

with this cast: Marsha Ifhitney, Natalie

Wood; Diane W hitney, Kim Novak; Steve

Holliday, Robert Wagner; Mrs. Whitney.

Barbara Stanwyck; Mr. Whitney. Fred

Clark; Katherine Holliday, Jo Van Fleet.

Renate Fiedler
New York, New York
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Lipstick.
These top New York models make a

lovely habit of this spectacular new lip-

stick by Dorothy Gray—Sheer Velvet.

One application gives ripe-red richness

all day, all night. “Lasts longer than any

I've used” say 7 out of 10 women who
chose Sheer Velvet in a national test. Slips

on like velvet, contains softening ingre-

dients to guard against a dry puckery

feel. Also by Dorothy Gray—Super Stay

and Creamy Regular types, 14 shades .|1 .2,5

You can get Dorothy Gray products in Canada,

For beauty the modern way. . . Dorotliy Gray
The famous fasliion models:

1 . Nancy Berg

2. Georgia HamiUon
3. Alice Bruno
4. Ann Gunning
5. Mlary J-an€ Russell

6. Dolores Parker

7. Ann KLlem

The famous Dorothy Gray shades:

Right Red—Siren—Queen’s Taste

—

Figurine Look—Portrait Pink

—

Really Pink—Tangerine and

seven others.



f
Important Milestones in Modern Medicine: 1796 —Triumph Over Contagious Diseases. First inoculation ty Dr. Jenner.'

1846 —Triumph Over Pain. Dr. Morton’s demonstration of ether. 1929 —Triumph Over Bacterial Infections. Fleming discovers penicillin.

Now— 1956—Procter & Gamble proudly announces . . .

TRIUMPH
OVER

TOOTH DECAY
Crest Toothpaste with Fluoristan strengthens teeth themselves.

You brush Crest on... it actually goes in... and locks decay^
Fluoristan® is Procter <b Gamble’s exclusive stannous fluoride formula

— proven the greatest decay-preventive in any toothpaste.

Miracle of the Towns With-

out Toothaches. For years,

children in certain towns were

virtually without cavities.

Nature’s decay-preventive, fluo-

ride, was in their drinking water!

Science Long Tried to Cap-
ture Fluoride in a toothpaste.

At last, after years of research,

university scientists discovered

Fluoristan — the greatest decay-

preventive in any toothpaste.

Fluoristan Makes Possible

Crest. Without Fluoristan, you

cannot get maximum protection

against tooth decay with a tooth-

paste. Protects teeth of adults

and children, six and over.

Dentists Tested Crest for

three years with 5,673 people.

No toothpaste can end all decay,

but Crest set records of decay

prevention never approached hy

any other toothpaste.

IMPORTANT
Crest with Fluoristan is the only toothpaste ever developed

that makes possible a major reduction in tooth decay for every-

one, everywhere, by strengthening tooth enamel . Thereby,

Crest marks a turning point in man’s age-old struggle against

this almost universal disease.

You brush Crest on ... it actually goes in . . . and locks decay

out. Each time you brush Crest on your teeth, Fluoristan

builds new resistance to decay into tooth enamel. In this way.

Crest actually fortifies and strengthens teeth to lock out cavi-

ties— the only toothpaste proved to do so. With Crest, your

family approaches the long dreamed-of day of healthy, decay-

free teeth. NO OTHER TOOTHPASTE PREVENTS DECAY LIKE CREST!

1 ThP Proctor & Cnmhio Co.
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Page B

CAL YORK PREDICTS-

Dream Girl: Kim Novak who never forgets

people who were nice to me” sent little notes 1

Europe written in her favorite purple ink. 1

again in New York Kim called to say hello.

did you bring Mac Krim?” we asked. “A mu

cigarette lighter that plays ‘Smoke Gets In
^

Eyes” she answered. Mac, who would have preh

one that plays Lohengrin’s “Here Comes The Br

quietly flew to New York to meet Kim. He flew

to Hollywood again with the $64,000 question

answered.

Brief Encounter: Erank Sinatra in Spain mcl

“The Pride and The Passion,” did catch up with

Gardner. Result, no fireworks — no nuttin’.

Frankie was ecstatic over the Flamenco dance

the Zambra Club, went there nightly to see then

you can bet Hollywood will be seeing them t



BY MARY n'ORTn^^'GT0^’ JOSES

shall come if they tvant me, * said higrid Bergman.

Behind those words is a tvorld of headlines, tragedy'^

and courage. Here*s the story of tvhy Ingrid mar come home

# Rarely has a wonuut of sensitivity and intelligence paid such a costly price for Sever once has Ingrid veered
happiness as Ingrid Bergman, who, in the summer of 1948. left husband, home and from the path she had chosen
Ilolty\\ood career to become first, a target for sensational headlines throughout the “*0 share her fife and great

world, and then the wife of Italian producer-director, Roberto Rossellini. How talents tvith Rossellini, for
often she must have pondered the words of the great Italian writer, D’Annunzio: tehom she had defied the world

'Love is a terrible weapon, worse than the bomb. It burns, destroys, leaves noth-
ing behind it.’’

But there are exceptions, even to the words of the poets. Ingrid Bergman’s spirit

was strengthened “iiot broken— by the most bitter of life’s tests. The fruits of her
love often may have tasted bitter-sweet I who but she know's how' many moments
of regret and remorse she has lived?), but by sheer force of character and a
stubborn faith in the rightness of her actions, she has emerged victorious.

Continued



Continued

Rumors still haunt Ingrid. Though there was

a reason for arriving at Cannes Film

Festival alone (here with friends), she knew
denials of marital rift would fall on deaf ears!

“If / could no longer act, I think / should

stop breathing,” says Ingrid. As Anastasia,

directed by Anatole Litvak, she faces American
cameras for the first time in eight years

But all that is in the past. It is the present and the

future which now occupy Ingrid Bergman’s thoughts and

plans. After six years of making films exclusively with

her husband, Roberto Rossellini—in which she played

everything from a fisherman’s wife to an unbalanced

neurotic—she has returned to the international fold.

As the tortured woman who tries to prove she is

Anastasia, the youngest daughter of the last Czar of

Russia, Ingrid is starring in her first American film

since she left Hollywood in 1948. “Anastasia” has been

adapted from the successful Broadway play, and Twen-

tieth Century-Fox’s new production head. Buddy Adler,

paid $400,000 for it—indicating how much he thinks of it.

Most of “Anastasia” was {Continued on page 87)
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In her apartment in Rome, where the symbols

of past triumphs mingle with the mementoes
of the present. Her happy marriage is

another triumph—over adversity and gossip

Robertino, the twins, Isabella and Ingrid,

travel with parents whenever possible. When
they can’t go along, Rossellini and Ingrid
call them evenings. He even insists on daily

wires from them, telling what they are doing!

At Cannes party with Susan Hayward. Holly-

wood visitors, seeing her for the first

time in months, comment on her looks, the

happiness that rings out in her laughter
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it was during his early

years in New York that

Jimmy Dean found some

the answers to the self-doubts

that tortured him. it

)as there that he started

on the road that led

to fame—and tragedy

Janies Dean appears in "Giant,” a George

Stevens Prod, for Warner Bros., co-star-

ring with Rock Hudson, Elizabeth Taylor

PART II

What has gone before: In the first installment of this absorbing

story. Bill Bast, who was James Dean’s close friend and roommate,
told how Jimmy came to UCLA and became seriously interested in

acting. He showed that Jimmy was a restless, searching youth, eager

to improve his mind as well as his acting ability, and revealed how
Jimmy’s early association with Hollywood made him decide to move
to New York to pursue his acting career. But, even though Jimmy
made progress, the thread of loneliness was ever-present, connecting

the past with the present, sowing the seeds of his personal tragedy.

Late in 1951, equipped with only a few radio, TV, and movie

credits, his meager belongings, a pocketful of change, and a short

list of future contacts, James Dean slipped quietly out of Hollywood

and headed for New York. He had barely started his career, and

Continued

In New York, Jimmy proved he

could make friends with young
actors who, like himself, were

struggling to get a foothold in

theatre, TV. At top, on the Mu-
seum of Modern Art penthouse with

Bob Heller, Leonard Rosenman, Bill

Gunn, Israel Citkowitz. Left,

with Marty Landau. Below, re-

hearsing for “Woman of Trachis”



TTaere -was a Boy...
Continued

Slowlyf things began coming his way. Slowly, Jimmy began to believe happines.^

had only begun to develop his mind. But his mental appetite

had been whetted, and he was off to a strange new place where
he felt he would find much nourishment for both his career

and his mind.

The first few months in New York were mildly successful

ones for Jimmy. He utilized his handful of contacts and,

through them, was able to secure several bit parts on radio

and TV programs. Jane Deacy, then of the Louis Shurr office,

became his new agent, and in a realistic way she made his

future look promising. Slowly, Jimmy found new friends

among the actors who hung out at Cromwell’s drugstore in

the RCA building and at Walgreen’s in the Paramount build-

ing. Financially, things seemed to be in order, to the extent

that he even bought himself a new suit, the first in years. Like

his new' suit, New York fit Jimmy {Continued on page 103)
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Here’s Why I Love Hollywood

Upon my return to Hollywood, after

a two-month vacation, the town’s gla-

mour was almost overwhelming—and
tremendously welcome. By this I mean,

for example, seeing June Allyson tear-

ing down Wilshire Boulevard in her

pink convertible, she wearing a pink

dress which exactly matched the car.

her two laughing youngsters beside her,

done up in the same shade of pink. Or

Jeff Richards’ borrowing Humphrey
Bogart’s yacht to sail to Honolulu to

mend his broken heart over his broken

marriage. Or going to the party John

Huston gave after the premiere of

“Moby Dick” at the Mocambo, where

Natalie Wood’s heart may belong to

Scott Marlowe {this month) hut she

won’t let love interfere with career

every woman was beautiful and every

man handsome, and the center of all

eyes was Gregory Peck, the star of

“Moby Dick,” and his chic, chic wife,

Rita Hayworth, making “Fire Down Be-

low” after long absence from screen,

had co-workers glowing with praise
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n Hollywood
lilt on a second honeymoon . . . Clark Sable and Kay—^the best is yet to be

The Bob Mitchums look serious here

—but when he says, “Who calls act-

ing work?”, don’t take him seriously

A welcome-home sight to Ruth were
June, Ricky and Pam {with Dick
Powell) in pink car, pink clothes!

Veronique. And what should I see, just

a few days later, but Greg—not in eve-

ning dress, but in the most casual slacks

—at the Father and Soil game given

by the Little League baseball set. Greg
was with his two sons—and with them,

Greta Peck, his first wife.

Crazy . . . and wonderful, for just the

week before returning home I’d certain-

ly not been having any drab old time,

either. That week I had been on the

tropical island of Tobago, in the Carib-

bean, where the climate is a constant

80 degrees, day and night, summer and
winter, where the sea is pure emerald
against the {Continued on page 110)

Behind Clark’s long hospital vigU

when Kay was ill is a story of a man’s
devotion — and a woman’s wisdom

Tears and cheers greeted John Kerr
after seeing him in Bob Anderson’s
“Tea and Sympathy” with Deb Kerr

Peck at bat with the “Little League”
set, is different guy to the one who
adorns the Smart Set with Veronique
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“It is better," says Pier, “if a

husband never knows how his

wife manages to look pretty

Reared in an atmosphere of love, son

Perry is a happy baby. Below, with Aunt
Marisa and Uncle Jean Pierre Aumont



find behold— thi^ i| my belooed

“For he is mine and I am his.” This is the song in Pier Angeli’s heart . . . this

is the way to keep a husband—and a lover • BY LAURA LANE

• It was a very big confession and, as she

made it, Pier Angeli looked more than ever like

an enchanting little girl.

“Just the other day,” she admitted, clapping

a hand over her mouth in brand-new

consternation at the memory of the marital

crime she had committed, “I have done the

most awful thing. A letter came for my
husband, but it is in handwriting, not

typewritten, and I think the name is ‘Mrs.

Vic Damone’ until I open it. And then,” her

tone lowered dramatically as she looked about

her as though to be sure no one could

overhear this dread confession, “I realize that

I have opened a letter meant for my husband.

I go straight to Vic and I say, ‘I am so ,

sorry, Vic—but see what I have done—I have

opened your letter.’ ” Another pause, and
then, sorrowfully, “My husband, he does not

say anything. He just looks at me. And I

feel so bad—I cannot tell you how I feel

—

because my husband and I, we do not do
things like that. Vic is {Continued on page 100)

“Married people should be not only

lovers, but good friends as well, with a deep
respect for one another’s privacy”

Pier Angeli is in '’Somebody L’p There Likes Me’ and "Port Afrique’
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When Bob Wagner took the plunge

into a new type of role

it was his way of telling Hollywood

they’d got the wrong man

HE

FLIPPED

DREAM
• In the darkened, ominously quiet projection

room, the screen came to sudden, noisy life.

“Spencer Tracy and Robert Wagner in ‘The

Mountain.’ ” There it was, in bright, gigantic

letters.

The young man whose classic profile is

known to millions of moviegoers turned and

twisted and slumped restlessly in his chair as

he stared at the screen. Watching him, you found

yourself remembering the first time you saw
Bob Wagner, in nia very first interview. He
was the kid who was solid stardust from head
to toe, impatiently [Continued on page 94)

tagged as glamour boy!

BY MAXINE ARNOLD

Few approved Bob's decision to play the heel in “A Kiss Before
Dying," with Virginia Leith. But Spencer Tracy told him.
Do your job-—give it everything you've got" when Bob played

role of Spence's tough younger brother in “The Mountain”
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THE WOMM md

Children, like the Milton Greenes’ son Josh,

adore Marilyn, instinctively know she loves them

In the past, the legend has robbed

the woman of friends, love,

peace of mind. Will the struggle

between Marilyn s two selves

go on? Will it be a struggle

to the death—of one? And tvhich one

ivill win? The woman—or the legend?

BY DOROTHY MANNING

• Once upon a time there were two women.
Both of them were very beautiful, and both of

them wanted, more than anything in the world,

to be loved. One of these women took a child-

like delight in the fact that she had a beautiful

face and body. She was to become famous for

such remarks as, “What do I sleep in? Why.
Chanel No. 5.” and “I never suntan because I

love feeling blond all over.”

The other woman, equally beautiful, was more
or less fascinated by the dizzying climb to suc-

cess of the first woman who, in two brief years,

became the symbol of sex to millions of her

admirers, and an almost equal number of her

detractors. This young woman was shy, hesitant,

reserved—and terribly lonely.

Both of these women were named, first, Norma
Jean Baker, which later became Marilyn Mon-
roe. And the latest thing this “two-in-one” wo-

man did to become just a simple, uncomplicated

person, seeking above all else, to love and be

loved, was to change her name once more, this

time to Marilyn Monroe Miller, wife of the

famous playwright, Arthur Miller. Before then.

Marrying Arthur Miller in his faith revealed how
much the woman yearns to triumph over the legend

Continued



Marilyn Monroe
and Don Murray
in “Bus Stop"
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she had made other bold steps toward

blending these two personalities into one,

once by marrying Joe DiMaggio and

another time by breaking with her studio

and leaving Hollywood.

Thus was born the story of Marilyn

Monroe. It has become the story of a

woman vs. a legend, with an equal num-
ber of admirers in each camp. There

are those who know her hardly at all, who
think that the legend—with its fame, its

wealth, its admirers and its mink coats

—would be rather foolish to try to settle

for being a woman. And there are others

who know the woman well, who hope

with all their hearts that this time

—

when she has just been granted, so to

speak, her third reprieve, her third

chance at happiness—the woman will

realize that her greatest enemy and the

greatest threat to her happiness is this

Frankenstein-like legend which has over-

shadowed and almost obscured the woman.
The final step on this road to becom-

ing known as a woman and an actress

first and a symbol of sex last and least

will be. of course, when the woman also

becomes a mother—because Marilyn

has often expressed to friends her wish

to have children. And anyone wonder-

ing or doubting how sincere is this wish,

or speculating as to how good a mother
Marilyn will make, would have been

interested in a little incident that took

place in Phoenix, {Continued on page 96)
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Quiet road leading to the Patrick Visiting farm when pictures wi

Cotes-Preedy home in Ascot, which taken was June Cunningham, Ei

Marilyn leased for four months lish star who looks like Monr

ff'aiting to welcome new glam-

our mistress are owners^ pets,

Miss Pads and cat Miss Tibbs

Mahogany staircase leading to i

stairs hall. Owners' staff of 5e|

ants will take care of Mari.

In these exclusive photographs, PHOTOPLAY talk

June, in master bedroom where

Marilyn will sleep. Blue wisteria

covers walls outside the house

Marilyn's bathroom leading
f\

the master bedroom. House sj

nine bedrooms, four bathroc • !



Continued

Photographs by Black Star
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At Tibbs Farm. Marilyn will have Royal neighbors— Windsor Castle is

only four miles away. The country road near by leads directly to

the .dscot Royal Enclosure entrance to England's famous racecourse

you into the English house that

One of the guestrooms. All have
' breathtaking view of velvety lawns,

1 gardens aglow with English flowers

Marilyn Monroe had hoped

Dining room. A “wonderful cook

from the Channel Isles” will help

Marilyn plan her dinner menus

to make her first home

The Aga Khan rented house for

Ascot week. Visitor here is owners’

guest, Hon. Mrs. John Coventry



Win A
Grand Prize

of

PLUS MANY OTHER EXCITING PRIZES

Second Set of PHOTOPLAY’S

Clues
25 The hair is a matinee idol

26 The eyes’ fish story is the biggest

27 The mouth is a torchy baritone

28 The hair set a new wave length

29 The eyes belong to a sexy sister in a movie

30 The mouth was once wed to a diminutive comedian



THERE’S STILL TIME to enter this exciting contest. But— to be a win-

ner you must have a complete set of puzzle pictures. So if you missed

the September issue, order a copy NOW

Contest Rules

1. In four issues— September, Ortober, November and December
— Photoplay is publishing cut-out puzzle pictures of well-knovm

movie actors and actresses. Eight cut-out puzzle pictures appear

in each issue. Each picture consists of the hair and forehead of

one player, the eyes and nose of another, and the mouth of a

third. When these are cut apart and properly re-assembled, the

contestant should have eight complete portraits.

2. Clues to the identity of the players are given at the bottom of

each picture page. These are numbered to correspond with the

number on each section of the cut-out puzzle picture. Each page

of pictures has its own set of clues. Do not lose these clues— they

ire important in identifying the players.

I. In addition to accuracy in assembling and identifying the cut-

out puzzle pictures, neatness and originality of presentation will

ioe considered by the judges. All thirty-two cut-out puzzle pictures

oust be cut apart, assembled, pasted together with the correct

lame of the player hand-written or typed below. Failure to do
! his will disqualify the entry.

: 1. DO NOT SEND IN ANY PUZZLES UNTIL YOU HAVE COMPLETED THE
f
;ntire set of thirty-two pictures. Partial entries will not be

accepted. This contest ends midnight, December 15, 1956. All

entries received from the time the fourth set of pictures appears,

in December Photoplay, to midnight, December 15, will be con-

sidered by the judges. No responsibility for mail delays or losses

will be assumed by Photoplay. Send your entry as soon as pos-

sible after the last set of cut-out puzzle pictures is published in

the December issue, which will appear on the newsstands on or
about November 6.

5. Entries should be mailed to: CUT-OUT PICTURE PUZZLE
CONTEST, Photoplay Magazine, Box 1647, Grand Central Sta-

tion, New York 17, N.Y. You may submit as many entries as you
wish, but be sure that your full name and address are attached
to each entry. In ease of a tie, duplicate prizes will be awarded.

6. The decision of the judges will be final. All entries will be-

come the property of Macfadden Publications, Inc. No corre-

spondence will be entered into concerning entries.

7. This contest is open to everyone except employees, and their

relatives, of Macfadden Publications, Inc., its subsidiaries or its

advertising agencies. Winners’ names will be published in the
April, 1957, issue of Photoplay.
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Aotr is a glamour boy with villainous intentions

eyes are brown, has one sister

mouth won a pair of silver spurs

34 Other stars dyed, but not this hair

35 The eyes are still married to a famous star

36 The mouth is a woman with designs

[‘ut-Out Picture Puzzle Contest

i Turn page for more cut-out puzzles
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Picture Puzzles Continued

37 The hair's best girl is a teenager

38 The eyes are movie-struck on older stars

39 The mouth fought the brave bulls

40 The hair likes long hair and crew-cut men

41 The eyes are bigger than her face

42 The mouth was the heroine in a shipwreck

Here are some of the fabulous runner-up

Lady Burton

Gift set

For the fastidious gal

—a streamlined jewel

case in saddle cowhide

over steel, with match-

ing leather French

purse and Key-Tainer

Ultrallte Medallion

Samsonite luggage

For smart traveling—
beauty case and wardrobe

in lightweight magnesium.

In 2-tone colors, they’re

a prize you’ll prize!

Plymouth of Boston

man's raincoat

Be the best-dressed man

in this Made-in-England

coat of fine Egyptian

yarn, with black and

gold stripe lining. 34

to 46; black or oyster

Meyer Stoll Inc.

"Kerniie" original

For the look that

lingers—on you—a black

ribbed zibelene sheath

coat with reversed

top panel. Sizes 8-18

Trim Tred Wardrobe
of smart shoes

A wardrobe of shoes fit for a prin-

cess! In smart patents, calf,

suede and exciting colors ( winner

will be given a choice) , these

will keep you stepping out in style



43 The hair took a famous vacation in Rome
44 The eyes always look for trouble

45 The mouth is better known by his initials

46 The hair is a barefoot girl who went to India

47 The eyes' real name is a gem

48 The mouth speaks Dutch. French and English

•prizes you may win. Now let’s get going!

December Photoplay will contain

he fourth and final set of cut-out

juzzle pictures and a coupon on

ivhich to fill in your name and ad-

dress—plus the prize you would like

0 receive if you are a runner-up.

Ph gives you two chances to win a

jrize—the Grand Prize, or a runner-

[ip prize of your choice. For a com-

pete list of prizes, see page 115.

On pages 62 through 65, you will

ind the second set of cut-out puzzle

i)ictures. If you missed the first set,

uinted in September Photoplay,
ou can obtain a copy of that issue

>y sending your request, with thirty

ients, to; Back Issue Dept., Macfad-
len Publications, Inc., 205 East 42
it., New York 17, N. Y.

Remember, do not send in your
ntry until you have the complete
et of puzzle pictures assembled
rom all four issues. Otherwise, you
rill be disqualified from this con-

est. Remember, too, that originality

if presentation counts, so get your
tnagination working!

Underwood Deluxe Quiet-Tab

portable typewriter

You’ll be dreaming up

things to type on this

beauty with its lovely

Suntan and Copper 2-tone

color styling, modern

streamlined improvements

r
i

RCA Victor

"Personal" TV set

The view is wonderful!

The smallest TV made,

with 36" sq. screen,

built-in antenna, f

removable stand. Cabinet '

has handle for carrying,

comes in red, gray,

ivory or ebony

Motico Asphalt Tile

(324 square feet)

When this goes down,

you'll be living in a

dreamhouse! Enough

to cover 3 average-size

rooms, this is just a

sample of the exciting

designs in lush colors

See next month’s issue

for more puzzles
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• Tlie taxi meter was ticking merrily,

but the cab was standing quite still at

the entrance to Universal-International

Studios. The bewildered driver had

turned off the motor, pushed back his

cap and resigned himself to a long

wait.

He had to admit that his passenger

seemed like a girl who had all of her

marbles. Pretty, too. Nevertheless, he

couldn't help wondering what she was

trying to prove. When he’d asked if

she was in movies, she'd said yes.

However, the policeman at the studio

gate was of a different opinion.

At the moment, the studio cop was

on the telephone inside the gatehouse.

‘That’s right,” he was saying. “She

says she's Martha Hyer. It’s just that

she doesn’t loo/c like the Martha Hyer
I’ve seen in pictures. And she has no

identification.”

As he {Continued on page 107)

She was beautiful, talented

and her plan was working—
up to a point.

People knew her name

but -they didnt know which

girl was Martha Hyer!

BY BEVERLY OTT



, a**"

''^Someday, someone will recognize me'’ vowed Martha.
Above, Jack Lemmon, with Photoplay Award that did it



You can take it

I

I

as male gospel, says

[

George Nader—
these five magic

words will have

you altar-bound

!

BY GEORGE NADER

Winner, along with Barbara Rush, June Allyson, of compo
Award, George admits what he really wants to win is a wife!

TeU a GufHe’s M^nderfu

• When I finally marry and become the father of a

daughter, I shall give her a dowry when she first starts

dating. The dowry won’t cost me a penny and the chances

are pretty good that it will enrich her entire life. What
is it going to be? One remark. One simple, little remark

—

namely, “Aren’t you wonderful!”

This, believe me, is all any girl needs to catch a man
—if she learns how to speak the remark properly. It gives

the plainest girl (and these days, no girl is really

“plain” unless she neglects to make the most of herself

)

a big edge, even over the town beauty. Because the trouble

with the town beauty—in your {Continued on page 113)

Two of George’s favorite dates

' are college-educated Martha Hyer,

j
above, and glamour girl Dani

Crayne, at right. Smart, as well as

beautiful, they know nobody is as

interesting to a guy as the girl who
makes him seem interesting to her

George Nader is next in "TTte VnRuarded Moment" and "Four Bright Girl'





When Kim went to Europe she said

she’d think about marrying Mac
Krim, but the dashing Italian . . .

Count Mario Bandini (at top and
above) gave her little time

to think of anyone but the Count!

So, back in America, Kim found her-

self reportedly engaged to Mac
and the Count and saying she was en-

gaged to no one. Will the Count

change her mind? Will Mac?

(

)

*

This is a popular refrain.

And one that finds an echo

in Kim's searching heart

But Kim’s indecision does not ex-

tend to leading men—and “romance'

with Ty Power was pure publicity

She was charmed by Sinatra but sl\

had enough good sense to know
that so were a lot of other girls!

• Kim Novak is a girl who has found herself on the receiving

end of a good many love songs, these days. Some have been sung

in a major key and some in a minor key, and no one but Kim
knows the majors from the minors. But while Kim kept her counsel,

the dashing Count Mario Bandini and serious, quiet Mac Krim
seemed to be the only major contenders for Kim’s undecided

heart. However, many of Kim’s friends were saying that her romance

with the patient Mr. Krim had simmered down to a friendship. The

Count announced that he was planning to visit America, and it was

assumed that he would also visit good friend Kim. Will Kim—who has

often said, “I need to be in love, to know that somebody loves

me”—find that she is indeed in love this time? And in love to stay?

Kim Novak, last in “Tlic Eddy Duchin Story"

i
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1

when does a

husband

think

divorce
is justified?

Has a man the right to demand that a woman be more than a good wife and mother?

That she put him above home and security? Do you agree with John Derek’s highly

controversial reasons for ending his marriage? BY HYATT DOWNING

John Derek is in “The Loves of Omar Khayyam"
and “Showdown Creek"

But when John talks of his children, he reveals

the price he is paying for the freedom he covets

# “If I’d had any maturity,” says John Derek today, “I’d

never have been married in the first place.”

Now that it is all over, John speaks with startling frankness

about his seven-year marriage to Pati Behrs. “In my life-

time,” he says seriously, “I have seen few successful marriages.

Oh, people put up a front of compatibility and understanding

for the world at large to view, but inwardly—at least in most

of the marriages I’m familiar with—^the bitter, venomous little

feuds go on behind shuttered windows, secure from prying

eyes. I think a great many married couples endure rather than

love each other. Take my own parents! My earliest memories

of them are scarred with hate-filled quarrels. They were di-

vorced when 1 was five. Dad never had a good word to say

for Mother, and vice versa. So I started out in life with a pretty

jaundiced view of the institution of matrimony.”

John’s and Pati’s romance never was a hearts-and-flowers

affair. “1 was twenty-one and Pati {Continued on page 92)

J
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cglamour

Left, snre-fire teammates—Barbara Ruick's striped corduroy over-

blouse filled in with a hooded, ribbed cotton knit shirt. They top

sleek black cotton knit ankle pants. Overblouse, 10-16. About $8.

Shirt, S, M, L. $6. Pants, 8-16. $5. By Phil Rose of California

Sweater with an elegant air, in kitten-soft Orion. Pier Angeli,

center, wears it with the separate tie knotted, but it takes on

another look with its convertible collar open. Here, a pretty egg-

shell, and lots of other colors. Sizes 34-40. By Premier. About $11

Right, newest in knits, a handsome white Shetland yarn pullover

winning the sweater game this year. 36-40. $11.95. It’s Joan Vohs’

choice teamed with a flared wrap-around skirt in lightweight wool

blanket cloth. No sissy plaid this. 10-16. $17.95. By Pendleton
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he sidelines...

The stars root

for high score

fashion hits

Left, Pier Angeli’s a stadiam knockout in new green wide-wale

velvety corduroy. Her cropped jacket, buttoned in brass, about $8.

Tapered matching skirt, about $9. Green Paisley cummerbund,

with blouse (not shown), $8. Sizes 7-15. By Sabot of Sportflair

Prints come to sweaters, center, this one a pretty red and green

Paisley design knit right into a white zephyr wool cardigan. Joan

Vohs wears it, too, as a real-gone jacket for dresses and separates.

Comes in other print colors. Sizes 34-40. By Catalina. $16.95 To buy fashions,
see list of stores

on page
Quite a catch! Barbara Ruick, right, in a dolman-sleeved charcoal

Orion pullover, sprinkled with white Angora coin dots at the yoke

and sleeves where they’re most flattering. Above, a mock turtle-

neck. Your choice of colors. Sizes 34-40. By Tish-U-Knit. About $6
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against fashion’s new subtle tones.

You’ll wear subtle, sumptuous colors this

fall . . . dulled-down greens, smoky taupes,

deep, off-beat blues. Colors that cry for a

brilliant stroke in your lipstick. Max Factor

has created the perfect dazzling lipstick

color: Red Contrast. Red Contrast was for-

mulated in Max Factor’s Hi-Fi, an entirely

new kind of lipstick that makes possible in-

.

.

your one bold strok

Red
Contras

i 1

tense high fidelity color that won’t con i

until you take it off. Other blessings

blotting, no waiting for it to set, no dr K

a soft, smooth feel on the lips. Stroke on

Contrast. It’s everything you need for

new Fall colors . . . everything you wa

a lipstick. $1.25 PLUS TAX

FASHIONS CREATED FOR MAX FACTOR BY PAULINE TR

newest fashion shade in Max Factor’s new hi-fi Lipsti
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PHOTOPLAY

STAR

FASHIONS
I

glamour on the sidelines continued

Fashion comes to bat with a new sweater look

“Play ball!” says Barbara Ruick, right, in a sweater

strictly whistle-bait, and stolen directly from the boys.

In lambswool and Angora, it featnres a polo shirt’s bntton-

down collar and tab front, but it’s full-fashioned to fit

a feminine figure. In luscious pastels and a wide choice

of deeper colors. Sizes 34-40. By Hadley. About $19.95

Left, adorable Pier Angeli in a divinely new longish pull-

over, vividly striped in red and white, and knit in a

herringbone rib effect. The turtleneck, sleeves and band

are handsomely sawtoolh-edged. Teen sizes 10-16. Also navy

and white. About $8. Her matching striped baby doll cap

sports a flying pompon. About $2. Both, Regal Knitwear

To buy these fashions, see stores listed on page 9*

ESPECIALLY FOR YOUR SWEATERS . .

.

A brand-new shapemaker for the

new knit fashions here, a lift

for your old favorites. In white

cotton broadcloth, the cups are

covered with a smooth stretch of

Helenca nylon, nary a seam to

mar the line. Lining the cups, a

wisp of foam overlaid with pretty

rosebud print. Also solid pink,

blue, black. Sizes 32-36 A cup, 32-

38 B, 34-40 C. By Lovable. $1.50



glamour on the sidelines..
continued

F.\SHION PHOTOCBAPHS BY

BERT AND STAN ROCKFIELD

Get on the ball this fall with winning knits

Above, star rooter Joan Vohs, appropriately wearing a

rooter jacket in camel wool flannel—long, glim and all

ease. It's spiced with black-striped wool knit trim.

Sizes 10-16. $14.95. Matching slim wrap skirt buttons

to the side. Sizes 10-18. $12.95. Both by White Stag

Pier Angeli, above, loves the smooth look of real

together separates. Her full, clnster-pleated skit

gray and green wool plaid. It’s teamed to a fluffy

blend cardigan in gray, the fringed collar in .m(

ing plaid. Sizes 10-16. By McArthur, Ltd. About $2

Signing the winning ball, left, Barbara Ruick’s qnite a

winner herself in strikingly striped separates of cotton

knit. The charcoal sweater top has lighter gray ribbed

yoke and sleeves. S, M, L. About $5. Matching slim-

line striped skirt, sizes 10-16, about $6. By Smartee

Above right, pretty Joan Vohs proving that swes

can be feminine. This one’s designed particular!;

flatter with matching scalloped lace collar, pearly

tons. The yarn, a downy blend of Vicara and w

In pastels and black. Sizes 34-40. By Jantzen. $1

To buy these fashions, see stores listed on page



Cue for glamour!

Festival. . .new ^2 bra with the wonderful lift!

It’s soft as an off-stage whisper, yet lifts you up

and keeps you up in a new light-touch way. The
special wafer-thin undercup lining is a perfect

prop for your figure . . . shapes you when you wear

it; shapes.the bra when you wash it. And Festival

is so dainty, with its shower of embroidered

flowers, pretty cotton lace edging! Make your

debut in Festival soon! A, B, C cups, $2.

Look for this smart
Festival package at

all fine stores now.

you X^APPEAL
X= glainoui plus comfort)

AT YOUR FAVORITE 9T0RE« OR WRITE DCRT. P*10, EXQUISITE FORM BRASSIERE, INC., 1S9 MADISON AVE., N. Y., FOR NEAREST STORE.



Comfort in fashion—American Modern . . . change-about grace that

brings out your own natural charm. Inspiration . . . Skippies revolu-

tionary styles for the shape beneath. For Skippies sheaths your figure

in gentle, light elastic, coaxing curves into natural line. No wonder the

American woman, best-dressed in the world, prefers Skippies to all

other shape-makers. See for yourself. Be fitted at your nicest store.

ADJUSTABLE LEG BAND . . . newest idea in comfort . . . with 3 adjustments to

fit your leg perfectly! Skippies Pontie No. 851. Lightweight elastic with

panels front and back. 2-inch waistband. S.M.L. $7.95. Ex.L. $8.95. (Also

available as Girdle No. 951. $6.95.) "Life Thrill" Convertible Bra shown.

No. 377 in White cotton. Wired underbust and tiny strips of wafer-thin foam

rubber for the high, natural look. Wear it strap or strapless, 4 ways! $4.00

BECOMING AHRACTION!

Shampoo twosome by Tossy: Bright Tour

Liquid Cream Shampoo (or normal or oily ha

and Bright Touch Deluxe Oil shampoo for di

hair. Both are fast-lathering and leave ha

silky and shining. 6 ox., $1.00; 12 ox., $2,0
j

Help for problem skin and scalp: Shulton'

new Thylox Medicated shampoo for treatmeii

of dandruff and oily scalp and Thylox Med

cated soap and cream for oily skin and acE

blemishes. Shampoo, $1.50; soap, 50^; cream $
|

t

In a light-headed mood? You can become i

blond or just lighten your hair one or tt'

shades with new Roux Creme Hair Lighten

for home use. Depends on how long you leave i

on your hair. Use it, too, to add streaks. 50f

Ar-Ex cream deodorant for those whose ski;

is allergic to other deodorants and antipc

spirants is now packaged in a lightweight, n

breakable, pale blue plastic tube. Especial

handy for travel. Scented or unscented. 60f

All Clear medicated lotion by DuBarry

designed to cover skin blemishes while it hel

to heal them. Antiseptic action also helps

prevent spread of infection. In a medium ski

tone to blend with most complexions. $L<

*pliu I
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RECORDS

BY CHRIS DAGGETT what’s spinning ?

For Where to Buy

lashions, see page 99

With schooldays upon us again, it’s

time to catch up on what our favorites

have been doing during the summer
and what they’ll be doing this fall.

Facts and New Faces:

RCA Victor has recorded the score

from “New Faces of 19.56.’’ Leonard
Sillman, producer of the show, has as-

sembled an international group of per-

formers, headed by T. C. Jones. Jones is

a bald-headed female impersonator who
does terrific take-offs, especially on Tal-

lulah Bankhead. Musical director for

“New Faees” is Jay Blackton, who won
an Oscar for his musical direction of

“Oklahoma!” The first “New Faces”
album was released in 1952, with much
success. Now this new album promises
to be even greater than its predecessor.

“With a little bit of luck,” you may
get to see “My Fair Lady” this year.

In the meantime, you can listen to the

original score on Columbia, starring

Rex Harrison and Julie Andrews. This
album has been outselling ail others

on the commercial market, so if you
haven’t gotten it, we suggest that you
do so immediately! Four of the great

songs from the show have also become
hits as single records. They are: “I’ve

Crown Accustomed to Her Face,” “Get
Me to the Church on Time,” “On the

Street Where You Live,” and “I Could
Have Danced All Night.”

New Albums:

“Ella Fitzgerald Sings the Cole
Porter Song Book” is undoubtedly one
of the best albums to be released in

this or any other decade. This two-
record set on the Verve label combines
two of the greatest talents ever heard.
Ella sings thirty-two of the old master’s
songs, including “Night and Day,”
“You’re the Top,” “Let’s Do It,” and
the touching “Love for Sale.” Ella tack-

les each song as it comes along, and at

all times gives full import to the words.
This is a must.

Joni James, on M-G-M, sings “Let
There Be Love” with delicate winsome-

separates you II wear

Monk's hood top is honey and black striped cor-

duroy with zip front, drawstring bot-

tom. About |8. The skinny black corduroy pants, about |6.

By Queen Casuals. The cool music's played on a new high-fidelity

portable phonograph with automatic changer, a sensational

triple-speaker sound system.

In two-color case. AC. By Zenith. S99.95

ness. Joni has that rare quality which
convinces people that what she is sing-

ing is true. In this album, she sings

such songs as “You’re My Everything,”

“Love Is Here to Stay,” and “The Near-

ness of You,” all of which will fill your
heart with rapture.

For Your Collection:

1. “Casual Love” by The Sixteens on
the Flip label. You should flip over

this one.

2. On M-G-M, Joni James singing “Give

Us This Day.” This is a must if you
go for tender, warm ballads.

3. Perry Como, for RCA Victor, sings

the title song of the movie, “Somebody
Up There Likes Me.” Perry also sings

it in the movie.

4. “I’ll Remember,” on the Ember label,

by The Five Satins. Remember to get

this one.

5. Disc jockeys have been asked to give

this introduction before playing “The
Flying Saucer!”: “This takes place in

a radio station while a disc jockey is

putting on a program. Outside the

studio an actual spaceship is making a

landing on earth.” It's a real crazy

side. (Universal)

6. The Moonglows with “We Go To-

gether,” on the Chess label. Get togeth-

er with it.

7. “Hound Dog” is his latest—Elvis

Presley, of course, singing out for RCA
Victor.

8. The Teenagers have a new one, “I

Promise to Remember.” (Gee)
9. The Crew Cuts do it again with

“Rebel in Town,” from the picture of

the same name. (Mercury)
10. Peggy Lee is featured on Decca,
singing the plaintive “Joey, Joey, Joey,”

from the hit, “The Most Happy Fella.”

P
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The old Jody, she knows, would never have met and niarr,

Bruee Tilton. “/ was too picky and choosy, mistrusted peop

# “I hit bottom because I didn’t know how to get along with

people,” admits blond-haired, green-eyed Jody Lawrance,

who is fast on her way to becoming a star. “1 didn’t under-

stand people and they didn’t understand me. And, once

you gain a certain reputation, in Hollywood or anywhere

else, there’s a chain reaction. Before I knew it, I had

earned that ominous label, ‘uncooperative!’

“Of course,” Jody continues frankly, “there’s a reason

for everything, and I was no exception. But that’s a lame

excuse. You get what you give and, although we can’t

change the world, we can change ourselves—if we honestly

want to change. After six years of struggling to become

a better actress, I started over again. The road hs

was lonely and rough, but it paved the way, I believe, f

all the good things that are happening to me today.”

One of these “good things” is Jody’s new, long-te

contract at Paramount. Others include her new-fou

friends and her peace of mind that has led to an optimis

outlook on life. And, most important, there is Bn
Michael Tilton, an airplane company executive who ii

and married Jody within three whirlwind months.

“Being married to Bruce is the best thing that coi

have happened to me,” says Jody, reflecting on her go

luck. “The timing was perfect, too, because I was I
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SOCIAL PROBLEM

\jody Lawrance Learned from loneliness that a chip on your shoulder

can he a ivall between you and the world you long to share

BY JERRY ASHER

wake
up

licky and choosy before. But now I’ve learned to evaluate

leople. Bruce has given me a feeling of security that I

lever knew. For a girl who, at a party, always used to

lead for a chair in an inconspicuous corner, it’s a won-
Jerful awakening!”

Jody’s first awakening in life occurred in Fort Worth,

Texas, where she was born on October 19, 1930, and
ihristened Josephine Lawrance Goddard. While still a

oung child, she was moved to California and later attended

ieverly Hills High School, then a professional acting

ichool. The fact that she was a child from a broken
ome, may have contributed to {Continued on page 84)

I

Jody Lawrance was last in "The Leather Saint"

Working the graveyard shift as a waitress was tough and

lonely, hut “it gave me time to think, taught me how to get

along with peopled And paved the way back to movie career
83
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PHOTOPLAY PATTERNS

4604

4805 -The smooth, filled lines of this princess

juniper are so flaiiering to wear everywliere.

Misses' sizes 12-20. Size 16 jumper lakes

1% yards, 35-inch faliric. Blouse, 2% yards.

4604 Tliis slim sheaili is adapted from new
har-Kaslcrn la>iiions in a ni<»sl shai)ely way.

Easy to sew, wonderful lo wear! Misses’ sizes

10-18. ;?izc 16 takes 3% yards, 35-inch fabric.

9028 Sew-easy separates add a Irio of smart

styles lo your winter wardrobe. Mix or match

colors, fabrics for many oiilfils. Misses* sizes

10-18. Size 16 blouse takes 2 yards, 39-inch

fabric; jerkin, 1% yards; slim skirt, 2 yards.

4805

Sene/ thirty-five cents (in coin) for each pattern to: PhoTOI'LAY Patterns. P. O. Box
133, Old Chelsea Station. !\etv 1 ork 11, N. Y. Add 5r per pattern for first-class mailing.

Wake Up and Give!
ms

iiin

(Continued from page 83)
the chip-on-the-shoulder attitude wl
she later developed.
“No matter who you are or what

;

do,” she sums it up now, “it’s terri

important to feel needed and wante
especially during those formative ye
Sometimes you grow up and disco
you’ve developed a chip that anyone
spot. This automatically creates a
fensive attitude and, despite all good
tentions, you only succeed in fouling yo
self up. It happened to me while I i

under contract to Columbia Studios.”
Typical of Hollywood, there are num

ous versions of Jody’s unparalleled i

perience. But when she tells the story
it really happened, her expressive face
stinctively mirrors the truth. She moc
lates her voice while her hands rem
motionless in her lap. For a fleeting n
ment a lost look creeps into her eyes
you sense the loneliness that dogged
footsteps along the way. But self-pity ,

no place in Jody’s make-up; she makes'
bid for sympathy, and yet she exudes
wistful, indefinable something that mal
you hope and pray she’ll never be lost

lonely again.

op

ug

I was born independent,” says Joi

“and sometimes this can become a gn
handicap. I must say, however, that i

had to do it all over again I wouldn’t w;
to change anything—except to use grea
tact, wisdom and diplomacy. More th
anything else, I wanted to be a good i

tress, and my heart was filled with ho
when I signed a contract with Columt
“Two years and six pictures later I v

a very confused and disillusioned gi

There was so much to learn about ever
thing! I needed help and felt, instead, tl

I was rapidly heading downhill. A stuc
is like a great machine and the whe^
must keep moving. They threw me ir

pictures such as ‘Mask of the Avenge
‘The Son of Dr. Jekyll,’ ‘Ten Tall Me
and other roles that weren’t within
limitations at the time.

“Publicity-planned romances and dati
cheesecake photographs and phony goss
items all play an important part in buil
ing a Hollywood career,” says Jody kno\
ingly. “If you’re geared for quick adjus
ment, I guess you can take it. But it w
all so new and it made me feel embarrass
and ridiculous. I believed I wasn’t doi:

justice to myself or the studio, and so
fought back.

“Now, in all fairness to studios,” Jo(

adds, “they are in business to make mone:
and they don’t deliberately set out to

you harm. But, I argued, no one benefi
this way, so why force me to do the,

things? Why not do as you’re told, th(

countered, and allow us to be the be
judge of what’s good for you. By the tini

exaggerated stories had made the rounc
they had me pictured as a monster direc *

ing scenes and rewriting scripts! .Jj

“Now a certain amount of kickir

around is good for anyone, I believe, esp(*
[

cially when you’re vulnerable. You leai^
how to sidestep and to respect disciplih
But once you get bruised you do becon
overly sensitive. This helps an actress i

her work, if it doesn’t go too far. With m
it went too far.

“When I reached my lowest level <

despair,” Jody continues, “I asked talei

executive Maxwell Arnow to release irj

from my contract. What he said to m
then was true—that many girls my ag

would have given a right arm for th

opportunity I was throwing away. Bein
reminded of my unorthodox behavic
really hurt, and we didn’t part on friendl

3l
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;ems. Fifteen months later, when Para-
nount announced my new contract, Mr.

\rnow sent me a letter. He was pleased,

le said, that I had justified his faith in me.
This kind gesture gave me a new and
leartwarming slant on the men who run
he picture industry.” The way Jody says

i,t reflects how very important her new
ittitude was to be.

I" “Free from Columbia,” she goes on, “I

;;ook the one course that seemed like the

mswer to my need. Time to study, the

)pportunity to learn how to get along with
people better, and a chance to make a
iving—of sorts. Robb’s restaurant at Bev-
!rly and Santa Monica Boulevards needed
experienced waitresses who looked neat
jmd attractive. When the chips are down
/ou have to bluff your way, but in my
lesperation I couldn’t have picked a

:ougher job. I started working on opening
light—and, needless to say, they quickly
•ealized that I had lied about my qualifi-

eations.”

.
Jody smiles grimly, remembering what

liappened. “I didn’t know the lingo used
n giving orders to the cook, so I held up
he service. And, never having worked in

he business world before, I had little in

iommon with the other waitresses. So
(gain I went in with a chip on my shoul-
ler, and being too sharp, too impatient
ind too intolerant of the customers’ de-
jnands, they were quick to sense my an-
agonism. Naturally, they complained
hout me, and I was called on the carpet,

j

“The customer is always right, they
varned me. If you expect a good tip you
nust grin and take your treatment, good
)r bad. It’s amazing what can happen to

people with hungry stomachs, they added,
fhey lose all sense of proportion and a
vaitress has to accept their abuse and try
o protect her own feelings. She lear'hs

jiow to put on a good act and by looking
jiurt, it invariably makes the complaining
justomer feel he has done her a great in-
ustice.

! “Eventually, I came to realize that, in a
ense, it’s like giving a performance and it

ras excellent training for me.
“It was a lonely life, however, working

he graveyard shift—five p.m. to one a.m.

—

)ut it left my afternoons free for all the
Iramatic coaching I could afford. My
verage pay was twenty-seven dollars a
veek, with five to ten dollars in tips each
light. I know what that money means to a
raitress,” Jody grins, “so let anyone criti-

cize me for over-tipping today! If a girl

lirants to know how to judge a fellow, I

juggest that she watch how he treats
vaitresses. Believe me, it’s a true test of
haracter!”

kfter a year at Robb’s restaurant, Jody
'ccame a waitress at Blum’s candy and ice

ream parlor in Westwood, then switched
3 their famous branch in Beverly Hills.

“By the time I had worked a year at
Hum’s,” says Jody, “I had resigned myself
0 my job, my co-workers and the cus-
omers. It’s such a revelation when you
top thinking, T’m right and everyone else
1 wrong!’ You relax and the pressure
2ssens. Of course, you can get a martyr
lomplex when you feel like a misfit—but
ot if you develop a sense of humor. When
liings got so bad they couldn’t get worse,
learned how to laugh at myself. Once

lou’ve had this experience, you’re saved!

I “Far from being ashamed of waiting on
libles, I was only afraid people would think

I
had failed. Oddly enough, and despite

iiy frustrations, I never felt I was a failure
li the true sense of the word. So I worked
Es Jody Goddard, and no one knew I was
!|n actress. Of course, I wasn’t associating
®/ith people in the picture business, so
agents forgot about me. I had little money
Jr pretty clothes and less time for dates.

7052—Just one yard of 35-inch fabric to

make this pretty apron. A stroke of your iron

and flowers appear in combinations of blue,

green, yellow. Tissue pattern, washable iron-

on transfers. Medium size only.

601—It’s fun to make this Ronald Rairbit

Pajama Bag. Mornings, tots push night togs

through the opening in bunny’s tummy. It's

made of two flat pieces plus round, stuffed

head. Pattern parts, transfers.

7289—Crochet this stunning new doily in

lovely Hower-effect—use it as a centerpiece

in white above a darker cloth. Crochet doily

21-inches in No. 30 mercerized cotton;

smaller one to match.

7308—Crocliet this pretty centerpiece in

favorite pineapple pattern. Doily-bowl com-

bination—worked together in gay contrast

colors. Crochet directions for oval doily-

bowl combination or 10 x 18-inch doily

alone—in heavy jiffy cotton. Starch stiffly.

7393—Beautify your bedroom with these

stunning spread and curtain ensembles. All

easy to make—so lovely! Complete instruc-

tions included for making three different sets

of bedspreads and curtains—in any size.

NEEDLE NEWS

Send twenty-five cents (in coin) for each pattern to: Photoplay, Needlecraft Service,
P. O. Box 123. Old Chelsea Station, New York 11, New York. Add five cents for each
pattern for first-class mailing. Send an additional 25(^ for Needlecraft Catalog.
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YOUNG IDEAS: CROSSWORD PUZZLE
L

Wake Up and Give!

p

Across

1.

“The — Traveling

Saleslady”

6. Tab and Jeff

11. John Wayne is Pat's —
13. Painter Gangiiin on film

14. “— Get By” (song)

15. “The — Mistress
’

16. .4<'tor dad of actor Brian,

who's in “Storm Center”
( init.)

17. “A Cry the Night”
18. Expression that struck

King Till Brynner's fancy

19. Oreste s Villon might he
hooked on this charge now

21. “The Bells of - Mary's"’

22. Prince of a fellow

24. “— of the Round Table”
25. Character men Gardiner

and Owen
26. Sal Mineo's home town
27. June and Dick met on

the —
28. “The Man with the

Golden —

”

30.

Films' LiUian Roth (init.)

33.

“The — of Hollow
Mountain”

35. Ship’s doc in 51 Across
36. He wins Grace, on film

( init.)

37. The height of the he-o'iie's

— dates old films on TV
38. Mrs. Chaplin
40. Cyd's spouse (init.)

41. There's a current —
toward independent pro-

duction

44. Nader first scored as a —
in “Six Briciges to Cross'’

45. He was Judy's “Boy Next

Door" (init.)

46. Star of “Illegal'’ (init.)

47. Game hunted in “Safari”
49. “— Only Hurts for a

Little Whi'e” (song)

51.

“— All Boats”
54. He wins Ginger, on film

55. “— on Wood’’

57.

Male star in “Julie"’

60. A wise star — with his

ilirector

62. He loses (7race. on film

63. Cliff Robertson is — to

movies

65. Charmer doing a comehack
in ' The Anihassador's

Daughter "
( init.)

66. "The Proud ”
67. “The Killer -- Loose"’

68. In "Pardners.” Dean anil

Jerry — Westerns
70. Actress Keyes
71. Lone Ranger's Indian pal

72. Heroine of “The Burning
Hills” (init.)

Down

1. Widmark's girl in “The
Last Wagon ’

2.
“— Dinka Doo”
( song? ??)

3. Dancer seen in "The Fast-

est Gun Alive” (init.)

4. “Rain or
— ’’ (song)

5.
“— You Belong to Me”
( song)

6. Ll-I beauty last seen in

“Red Sundown”
7. Liz's first hn.shand

8. Bandleader famed for

query "‘Is everybody
happy?” (init.)

9.

Penalized (by columnists)
for “backfield in motion”

10. Locationing stars do this

in spare time
11. A — hunted Ben Cooper in

“Rebel in Town”
12. Menace in “The Naked

Jungle” and “Them!”

20.

What some stars won't tell

23.

Marie Wilson’s old role

28. Costello’s partner

29. Como's a top — star

31. "Thai's —” (song)

32. Paul Newman recently

played a real-life —
34. Ladd's Gold Medal-win-

ning role

35. “Summertime'’ star (init.)

39. Jeanette MacDonald's old

team-mate (init.)

40. “Trapeze” star

42. Audie's side-kick in “Walk
the Proud Land”

43. Kim Novak is of

descent

44. “Standing on the —

”

( song)

48.

Modern name for locale of

‘"Son of Sinbad”
50. Called “The Velvet Fog”
52. Last seen in “Come Next

Spring” (init.)

53. Mickey Rooney's real name
54. “— My Time” (song)

55. “Kiss Me, —

”

56. “— 2455, Death Row”
58. “— for Life”

59. “Santiago” villain (init.)

61. In “These Wilder Years,”
Don Dubbins is Cagney’s —

64.

Who'll — the Oscar?

69.

Killer in "’A Kiss Before
Dying” (init.)

Answers to Crossword Puzzle on page 105

lei

ati

(Continued from page 85)
But this lack was compensated b
new hope. At long last I began to be)
I was ready and equipped to handle
acting career.

“what did the future have in store—,
me? How often I asked myself this! ui

Call it fate, faith—or magic. Someb
or something somewhere was watching
for Jody Lawrance! It so happened
she had worked for TV producer Fi
Wisbar before her hectic days at Colun
He was impressed with her talent
promised Jody he would use her a
when the right part came along. Anc
remembered!
Unaware that her career had take

nose dive, Wisbar located Jody’s fa
and left a message with him. Jody go
touch, and was signed for two TV sh(
Director Michael Curtiz, who was seal
ing for a certain girl for a certain pict
happened to see one of these shows. S(
the wheels began whirling again, and i

rest is now local history. Where else cc
it happen but in Hollywood! On
brightest Monday morning of
Lawrance’s life, she was summoned to
Paramount studio.

“I read for the role of Kathie in
‘

Scarlet Hour,’ ” says Jody ecstatic,.

“Mr. Curtiz was very kind and help
The studio wanted me and I was sig
without so much as a screen test. Ye
was scared stiff—in an exciting sort:

way! After ‘The Scarlet Hour’ I did ",

Leather Saint,’ with John Derek, and
this one I really had an acting role.

|

so gratifying to feel ready now and
|

longer frightened and unwanted. Thoi
I still have a long way to go, I am a v
lucky girl.”

jr.

On that fateful Monday when her i

life began for her, Jody tried on her wa
robe, then made the rounds meet
everyone at Paramount. At the end of
day she was an exhausted, starry-e;
girl, but typical of her sense of fair p
is the fact that she showed up for work
Blum’s that night. The very next morn
she was in front of the studio cameras 1

ginning a bright new life. She was
actress. She had made it!

“I couldn’t leave Blum’s short-han(
without some sort of notice—even thoi
it was only a day’s notice,” Jody explai
“But I must say I was walking on cloi
my last night as a waitress. Nothing co'

have touched me, not even my first ac
dent! Wouldn’t you know I’d pick t
time to christen a gentleman custon
with a nice, gooey, chocolate parfait!
was furious and, I must say, you could
blame him. But it still didn’t matter. I j

turned on great salty tears anil gave
Academy Award performance. My act!

was so convincing, his wife became syi

pathetic and took my side. So she t(

her husband what she thought of !

behavior—and how! It was quite a seen
It’s easy to see why, today, everyd

who knows Jody is rooting for her.
Paramount, where they have enthusias
plans for her, they liken her to a “you
Bette Davis.” While Jody is grateful 1

every single thought and gesture, o
particular incident touched her hei
deeply and her eyes sparkle when she te

you about it.

“A few days after I started at Par
mount, the kids I worked with in Blun
Beverly and Westwood stores sent me tv

dozen red roses and wished me luck. Th
don’t have money like that to throw awi
—who knows better than I! If those ki
think this much of me, I hope and pri

that I’ll never let them down.” The Ei86



f Look Homeward, Ingrid

(Continued from page 46 )

ilmed in London, with some location shots

n Paris and Copenhagen. During part of

he time that Ingrid was working in

jondon, Rossellini was in Jamaica, on
dcation for “Seawife,” his first British

ilm (to be released by 20th), which stars

dan Collins and Richard Burton. How-
ver, just before the shooting began, Ros-
ellini bowed out of the picture, because
if script disagreements, and rejoined
ngrid in London.
Recently, in one of her rare interviews,

ngrid talked frankly and honestly about
/hat has happened to her in the past
ight years. As she gazed across the lunch
able in a London restaurant, her spar-
ling, clear eyes radiated health and con-
entment.
Explaining Rossellini’s premature re-
am to London from Jamaica, Ingrid
aid, “My husband is not used to working
a the traditional manner with a finished
cript, as he must in this picture. He pre-
ars to be free to change his story line and
baracterizatons as circumstances and
vents dictate. He uses his camera, rather
lan dialogue, for conversation.

[

“Actors are often impatient with his
[lethods,” she added, smiling mischie-
idusly as she named one star who flew
[ack to Hollywood in a rage after making
I picture with Rossellini. “I, myself, found
rather difficult at first, but I so yearned

)
make Italian pictures when I went to

laly. You see, to him, actors are less

jnportant than the setting.”

Ingrid reviewed her husband’s career
ith the pardonable pride and subjective
iiyalty of a devoted wife. She has .proved
lat loyalty time and time again. For
;ars she refused to consider any of the
any enviable contracts for movies, plays
id TV shows offered her, if it meant
liding her film partnership with Ros-
llini.

'Nevertheless, her steadfast loyalty must
ive been jolted many a time, as their
int efforts met with continual critical

id financial setbacks. But never once,
> word or gesture, did Ingrid veer from
e path she had chosen—to share her
e and her great talents with the man
r whom she had defied the world. . . .

igrid refused the dish of bread and
ok up a forkful of scrambled eggs. “No,
don’t diet,” she said. “I eat whatever
iipcals to me. I will admit this is a bit

relief from the Italian dishes I’m ac-
stomed to. When my husband is with
3, he insists upon eating Italian food. It

esn’t matter in which country we m^y

‘This is the first time we have been
oarated from our children (Robertino,

and the twins, Isabella and Ingrid,
ar) for any length of time,” she went
, “but we could not deprive them of
air summer on the sea. It is so lovely
w at our beach home in Santa Marinella.
ley can swim every day, and they have
3ir dogs and birds to play with and
ep them company. It would have been
fair to bring them to London and Paris
d set them down in a hotel in the
ddle of the summer.
l‘But,” she smiled, “we speak to them
I

the phone almost every evening, and
husband insists that they send us a

iegram every single day, telling us
at they have done. Of course, it is

ficult for young children to think of
nothing different to say that often, and
netimes they forget to wire us. When
it happens, Roberto calls them because
is worried something may have hap-
led to them. Frankly, he calls them

it’s a woman’s privilege

to cliande her mind...
AND THE COLOR
OF HER HAIR’’

says Lilly Dache
Now you can change the eolor of your hair—and change it hack at will! Safely!

Swiftly! Temporarily! Thanks to these marvelous new Creme Color Rinses! Simply

rinse in these harmless, healthful, natural colors. The color lasts till your next

shampoo, and Lumino Creme Rinses actually improve the lustre and eomb-ability

of your hair. 12 heavenly shades to choose from—and Lilly Dache’s personallytrained

experts behind the yY-
— counter help you beeome a new, more exeiting you

!

plus lax

' SAYS: “It’s a woman’s privilege

to highlight her personality

with a new hat and

a new hair color!”

P
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FLAME-GLO

“Kissable Look”

for exciting

Everybody’s talking about Flame-Glo’s

Kissable Look ... the exciting liquid

make-up that stays youthful and silken

smooth. No oily shine, no streaks,

no drying! Fortified with rich lanolin

for extra softness, extra smoothness

that lasts many hours longer!

This new Flame-Glo make-up discovery

helps your complexion, protects skin

from dryness, conceals blemishes. It’s

flower-fresh all day long, with a

radiant silken texture men adore.

In unbreakable squeeze bottle,

so easy to apply . . . won’t spill. Use as

a foundation or instead of loose

powder. Heavenly shades, too!

FLAME-GLO

LIQUID MAKE-UP
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even when we do receive the telegram!”
Ingrid’s smile injected a ray of sun-

light into the gloomy interior of the hotel

restaurant. More stunningly handsome
than ever, her flawless skin untouched
by a trace of make-up, except for a dab of

lipstick, she was the very image of the
Ingrid Bergman of legend, blooming with
health and vigor and natural beauty.
She was slimmer than Hollywood re-

members her, and tastefully dressed in a
Paris-styled gray silk suit and her cus-
tomary flat-heeled shoes. Her nails, cut
short, showed not a hint of tinted polish.

On her left hand, she wore a plain gold
wedding band; on the small finger of her
right hand was a large dinner ring which
matched her necklace. Her silky blond
hair was twisted into a becoming chignon.

Anastasia” is the second movie Ingrid
has made without her husband in the
director’s chair. The first, which she
finished last spring, was “The Red Car-
nation” (to be released by Warners),
directed by Jean Renoir.

It is doubtful that Ingrid would have
agreed to make “The Red Carnation” if

Rossellini hadn’t urged her to do it. “Jean
Renoir and I are old friends,” says Ros-
sellini, “and I think he’s one of the greatest
directors in the world. I told my wife she
couldn’t turn down a chance to make a

picture for him.”
“There was no battle or great struggle

on my part to convince Ingrid to make
‘The Red Carnation’,” Jean Renoir told

me, when I cornered him in his Paris
studio, where he was busily editing the
film. “It resulted from an easy conver-
sation with her and Roberto one day last

summer, when I was visiting them.
“She said to me then, ‘If you find a

story I like. I’ll be delighted to make it.’

So I wrote ‘The Red Carnation,’ a story
about a beautiful, impulsive princess, a

breaker of men’s hearts. Ingrid liked it,

but I thought it was too dramatic. I

thought her first international picture,

after so many years in Italy, should be a
comedy. So I rewrote it, and she liked

the second version, too. It was as simple
as that.”

As soon as Ingrid and Rossellini started
working on separate projects, the rumors
were revived that they would never work
together again. “Nothing is further from
the truth,” said Ingrid, as she sipped her
glass of milk, making a wry face when
she discovered it had been boiled and
was still lukewarm. “Oh, what I wouldn’t
give for a glass of sweet, cool milk as I

had in America,” she sighed.

“Getting back to my husband. Of course,
we’ll make a film together, probably next
year. It might even be a comedy. Roberto
has never directed a comedy befoi'e, but
he knows I so enjoyed making ‘The Red
Carnation,’ he is going to concentrate on
lighter themes.”

Hand-in-hand with the stories about the
Rossellinis’ professional break-up have
been the rumors about a marital split-up.

They have denied this so often, singly and
together, privately and publicly, that they
have just about decided theirs are lone
voices crying in the wilderness. Rossellini,

usually easygoing and affable, hopes to

quash the rumors once and for all by
stating, with great emphasis, “My wife
and I are happy together, professionally

as well as personally. These pictures we
are making apart are just a short interval

in what we hope will be a long life to-

gether, during which we will collaborate

on many more films.”

“This working apart,” says one of the

Rossellinis’ close friends, “is probably the

best thing in the world for their marriage.
It will give them a chance to breathe, each
in a different artistic atmosphere, and to

re-evaluate themselves, artistically as
as personally.”

“Ingrid and Roberto,” says another
timate friend, “were destined to meet
love each other. Of course, they
different in character. He is typic
Italian, volatile and violent, but wit
Latin subtlety. Ingrid is direct
methodical. If confronted with a b
wall, Roberto would get to the other
by going around it. Ingrid would ci

right through. But they are both ari

crats, and they complement each o
perfectly.”

Nevertheless, one of them has onlj
make a public appearance, unaccompai
by the other, and the tongues begin v
ging again. Last spring, at the Car
Film Festival, Ingrid attended a cocli

party alone. 'This, to the gossips, was
disputed proof that she and Rossel
were breaking up. The truth was
Ingrid had arrived by train from Ro
and Rossellini had followed her dowr
his Ferrari racer. Because of the
dren, Ingrid will never fly or accomp
Rossellini in his fast racing cars. But t

are rarely apart for very long.

When costume fittings for “Anastaj [b;

required Ingrid to be in Paris, while E
sellini had to stay in London, she cc

muted back and forth between the
cities every other day. “I’m so used
trains,” she laughs, “I sleep better
them than in my bed.” On the first d;

shooting of “Anastasia” in Paris, R
sellini left pre-production conferences
his own film in London to be at her s

That first turn of the “Anastasia” ce

eras might be called an historic occas:

At least, that seemed to be the opin
of the scores of onlookers, many of tf

big names in Hollywood, who crowded
banks of the Seine that night.

Director Anatole Litvak paced up ;

down the bridge waiting for the rain

subside. Ingrid was finishing her make
in her portable dressing room. The h,

_

gard creature who finally emerged
difficult to recognize as Ingrid Bergm
Make-up had deformed her beaut
face. Her eyes were heavy and dark Vi-j

fatigue, and her skin was drawn
jj||.

matted in a thousand lines. She wore u

ill-fitting old coat and a shapeless sk!^

A knitted shawl clung to her head.
|,

Ingrid chatted gaily with her husbiy
and co-star Yul Brynner until there ilj

a sudden break in the rain. Then Lib^
hurried back to the set and gave fi

instructions to the crew. He turned
ward Ingrid, smiled, and nodded his he|‘

“On set, Ingrid dear,” he said quietly.j

hush fell over the crowd.
Ingrid Bergman, once the wor i

highest-paid actress and often named f

greatest, stepped forward. She was alc^

face to face with an American camera
f'

the first time in eight years.

But she was no longer Ingrid Bergm!
She was Anastasia—sick, alone, alm!|

delirious from weariness and misery.
J

indescribable horror lurked in the sh<“

ows of her eyes. If only she could endP

all. The Seine, melancholy and forbidd ^

in the darkness, beckoned to her. L
swayed almost eagerly toward it. ^

What need was there for dialog.

Words were as superfluous here as ir -

symphony. Ingrid’s eyes and gestures

movements told the story. '

“Cut!” cried Litvak. The scene was oV'

Ingrid walked slowly toward her ch

and sat down. Muffled murmurs sprt

through the mass of spectators, most)

them men and women of the acting wor

“Man, oh, man, what an actress!” mi'

tered a bystander.
Jean Renoir puts it this way: “Ingrid

a born actress. Believe me, there are V6
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of them. She is the only one since
tarbo who can play any role with per-
fct dignity. And she never plays herself,
he analyzes every line and situation, and
len submerges herself so completely into
le personality of the character she por-
ays that she becomes that person.
“For Ingrid, it is life which is all make-
elieve, a big show in which she plays
part,” says Renoir. “But what is real

ir her is not life, but the theatre. There
le does not play a part, she belongs.”
LThe need to mold a character according
’ her own conceptions explains Ingrid’s
^luctance to do any personal research
:i the woman who was Anastasia. “I’ve
lien told there are dozens of books about
j;r,” Ingrid said, “but I don’t want to
ad them. Nor do I want to talk with the
Oman now living in Germany who claims
be Anastasia. It would iust confuse me.

ou see, I am Anastasia.”
This was said without the slightest note
! affectation or over-confidence. It was so
'ry simple—she was Anastasia; she lived
e role each second that she was he-
re the cameras. She knew how Anastasia
'3uld react to a given situation, because
e and Anastasia were one indivisible
'ing.

his unqualified dedication to her art,

primary requisite of a great artist,

s dominated Ingrid’s life since child-
od. “At the age of twelve I already
'ew I would be an actress,” she says.
She was a lonely child in her native
veden. Her mother had died when Ingrid
j(S a baby, her father when she was
lelve. She was shy and awkward and
f-conscious about her height. She found
ace and comfort in books and poems,
d the imaginary characters who peopled
pm became her friends and confidants.
!en, at the age of twelve, she visited a
^atre in Stockholm, and she knew then
jiere her destiny lay.
Tf I could no longer act,” says Ingrid,
(think I should stop breathing.”
The main reason for Ingrid Bergman’s
;atness, both as a woman and an artist,
Wording to Jean Renoir, is her complete
lesty that will make no compromise
:h life or love.

Ingrid cannot lie any more in her work
in she can in life,” says Renoir. “She
as straight as a steel sword. It would
/er occur to her to beat around the
;h. Where others try to compromise
1 pacify, she comes straight out with

I

truth.

I remember her reaction to my film,
ench Can Can,’ which she saw in Paris
i year, ‘Jean,’ she told me, ‘I don’t like
ir picture,’ and she proceeded to tell
why she didn’t like it. How many

iple do you find so frank and direct?

p
didn’t try to soften the blow, she

fee it to me straight. Ingrid has dis-
ff;tion and dignity, but the source of

pre-eminence is her honesty.
L[,Everyone on this earth has a purpose,

a task to perform,” Renoir continues,
be people who serve your coffee and
F.r wine, the dancers in the chorus, I
lo; them, all of them. But Ingrid, now

’re talking about someone very special.” has her own place in this world, a
pl^;e way up there,” and the director
Pfited skyward, “up on a pedestal. Youw, there aren’t many like her; she’s
Ptque.”

iel Ferrer, who appears opposite her in
'^e Red Carnation,” has this to say:
Igrid is one of the few members of a
ivdisappearing race of originals. Mar-
lej! Dietrich, with whom I also had the
?oi fortune of working, is another.
Iri'id, Marlene, Garbo, there is nothing
ni'age about any of them; they belong
•ohemselves. No one else can touch them.

“Ingrid is more than an actress,” Mel
adds, “she is a creator. I have seen her
play one scene in two or three different
ways, and each one was as valid and
logical as the other. She had a fresh
approach because she was doing more
than interpreting, she was creating.

‘ And she loves every minute of work-
ing,” says Mel. “She has an extraordinary
sense of participation; she can’t stand to
leave the set in-between takes, just likes
to stand around and chat with the crew
and remain a part of the production.
She has a great sense of fun. too. Making
the film with her was a round of laughter,
off-screen as well as on.”
“Anastasia” didn’t get under way with-

out Ingrid indulging in a little personal
joke. When Anatole Litvak arrived for
the first night’s shooting, he found a tiny
ladder, all tied with a prettv ribbon, next
to his director’s chair. “Now you can
direct me without having to look up at
me,” five-foot-eight Ingrid laughed. Usu-
ally she plays with her shoes off. “The
Red Carnation,” in which she played
opposite six-footer Ferrer, was one of the
few films during which she was able to
keen them on.

Skipping dessert, Ingrid took a ciga-
rette out of her bag and lit it. “I’m on
vacation when I work,” she said. “When
I’m not working. I’m obliged to lead a
very active social life. Friends are al-
ways calling me to go to tea or shopping,
or to cocktail parties. I have a horror of
social functions. But when I’m not mak-
ing a picture or in a play, I have no
excuse. I must attend them. Now I can
turn them all down without hurting any-
one’s feelings. Oh, it’s wonderful to be
back in harness. I feel as if I had sud-
denly come alive.”

Mel Ferrer, seeing her recently for the
first time in months, commented on her
appearance. “Tell me, Ingrid, how do
you manage to look so young and beauti-
ful?” he asked. “If it’s true,” Ingrid an-
swered with a laugh, “perhaps it’s because
I’m back at work.”
Her taste for activity was being grati-

fied—for, at the same time she was mak-
ing “Anastasia,” she was preparing for
“Tea and Sympathy,” which she will play
in French this fall on the Paris stage.

However, Ingrid figures as more than
just the star of this play. She has helped
with the translation from English into
French, advising on the decor and cos-
tumes, and serving as a general technical
consultant on American customs.
“The translator has been very under-

standing about my suggestions,” she said.
“His first adaptation was too French in
text and slant. American plays have
never been very successful in France,
and I feel that our one chance to bring
this off is to retain an essentially Ameri-
can atmosphere, rather than simply trans-
lating the plot and characters to French
soil. Fortunately, I know American slang
and dress and reactions to certain situa-
tions, so I was able to make some
recommendations.
“Of course,” Ingrid laughed, “it would

help if my French were just a little
better.” Actually, Ingrid speaks French
fluently, with only a hint of the same
Swedish accent she has in Italian and
English. Since her marriage to Rossellini,
she has become an accomplished linguist,
and the entire family converse with each
other in Italian and French, and on occa-
sion, in English.

“I can’t tell you how much this play
means to me, and how badly I want it

to succeed,” Ingrid continued. “The
theatre is very important to me. After
making films for several years, I find it

essential to return to the stage. During

it’s
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the ten years I lived in America, I made
it a rule to do a play every four years. I

need the personal contact with the audi-
ence, the nightly absorption in the role

which excludes all outside influences.

After a year on the stage, I can return,
fresh and stimulated, to the screen.”
Not the least of the advantages of the

theatre is the free time it allows Ingrid
to be with her children. “This winter I

shall have the entire day to spend with
them,” she said. “I’ll put them in a Paris
school, and we shall probably look for an
apartment, although we have no serious
objections to hotel life, except for the in-
convenience of not having a kitchen.
“The children are used to hotels;

they’ve been living in them since they
were babies. As a matter of fact, they are
rather fond of The Raphael in Paris,

where we stayed for many months dur-
ing the shooting of ‘The Red Carnation.’
In their little minds, that hotel has be-
come a Paris landmark, and they are
quite certain that the Eiffel Tower, which
they call the Raphael Tower, is some-
how connected with the hotel. And it is

so very convenient to the children’s play-
ground in the Bois de Boulogne. They
have a grand time there, riding on the
miniature trains and inspecting the zoo.
I don’t really think it matters to children
where they live—in an apartment or in
a hotel—as long as their parents are
there. Being together is what makes a
home.” As she said this, the slightest

trace of seriousness crept into Ingrid’s
voice; until then her tone had been
rather light and bantering.

The rejuvenation of Ingrid’s career has
not changed her basic views. She is first

and primarily Signora Rossellini, wife and
mother, and her career will always take
second place.

“
‘Anastasia’ was originally to have

been made in the spring, so that the chil-
dren could be with me,” she said. “I

don’t know if I would have agreed to it

if I had known we would be separated.
My husband has postponed a trip to India
several times because he can’t bear the
thought of leaving the children.”

Ingrid has worked out a program of
play and study for young Robertino and
the twins, which they follow under the
supervision of a nurse and governess,
whether they are in the Rossellini apart-
ment in Rome’s smart residential Parioli

section, their summer home in Santa
Marinella, or on the road with their
traveling parents. No matter how hectic
her schedule, Ingrid manages to be with
her children a great part of the time.
They never have the impression that they
take second billing to a busy career.

An eye-witness describes a scene which
was a daily occurrence in the Rossellini
hotel apartment in Paris last winter. In-
grid Bergman, her long legs curled under
her, sat in the middle of the floor. Around
her were gathered Robertino, a handsome,
intelligent youngster; the twins, one a
replica of Ingrid, the other just like Ros-
sellini; and Renzo, Rossellini’s son by his
fir.st marriage. As the children laughed
and clapped and shouted, Ingrid deftly
manipulated two puppet dolls and re-
counted in Italian the adventures of the
fierce bandit and the brave policeman.
“More, more. Mother!” cried the chil-

dren in unison.
“No,” said Ingrid, “it is time for your

walk to the Bois, and I must take my
French lesson.”
Adherence to a tightly regulated sched-

ule gives Ingrid leisure hours with her
youngsters and permits her to indulge in
her pet pastimes: the theatre and old-
time movie classics. She is a member of
a Paris cineclub, where she has often led
bull sessions on the art of movie-making;

she is a regular attendant at the UNESCO
showings of silent-movie classics; and
she has seen every play on the Paris and
London boards.
“Theatre-going in Paris can sometimes

be a weary experience,” laughed Ingrid,

“especially for anyone with legs as long
as mine. 'The seats are small, and the space
between aisles very narrow. The other
evening I saw ‘War and Peace’ in German
at the Drama Festival, and I gave up after

three hours. I was squirming all night.”

Putting action to words, Ingrid demon-
strated her ordeal by winding her legs

around the table, then curling them up
behind the chair, and finally, turning
completely around to face her neighbor.
Her chuckle was warm. and spontane-

ous. It invited participation. The other
lunchers turned to look at this magnificent
woman whose gay laughter rang out like

a delicate bell. Everyone recognized her
immediately, but Ingrid paid no attention
to the stares and whispers.

It was time for coffee—and also for the
question. Twentieth Century-Fox made
no bones about wanting Ingrid to make
a trip to America to publicize “Anastasia.”
Would she come?
“Of course, I shall come, if they want

me.” Her answer was as straight-forward
and direct as the gaze that accompanied
it. “Naturally, if it’s in the winter, they’ll

probably have to bring along the whole
Paris ‘Tea and Sympathy’ troupe.” She
smiled good-naturedly, and her smile
broadened to a wide grin, and her eyes
sparkled when she learned that 20th was
planning to release the film in time for

the 1957 Academy Awards. “How won-
derful!” she exclaimed.
There was not a trace of ill-feeling or

bitterness in Ingrid’s voice at the mention
of Hollywood, and the possibility of her
return. And yet, how natural it would
be for her to harbor a bit of resentment
about the way she had been censured.
As one of her associates says, “There is

not a grain of malice in her whole body.”
Hollywood will undoubtedly play an

active role in Ingrid Bergman’s future
projects. Paramount wants her for the
screen adaptation of “The Chalk Garden,”
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the successful Broadway and London hi||

“I had been keeping their offer a deeh <

dark secret,” Ingrid confided, “and their
one day I read about it in an Italia

paper. I contacted the Paramount offic|

and assured them I hadn’t let the cat oiw
of the bag. ‘Oh, no,’ they answered, ‘vtj

released it ourselves.’” t

Ingrid has not yet made up her minf*
about it. With characteristic honesty, si'

explained the reason for her indecisioijl

“I saw the play in London several timetj

and although it is a fine play, I frankljji

don’t think it will make a good movie.” “

Now that Ingrid has shown her wil

ingness to work with others besides Ros‘

sellini, she has been flooded with propc»
sitions for movies and plays. HoweveJ
she hasn’t made up her mind about an;

of them. Jean Renoir admits that 1'

would like to make another picture witj

her, in Hollywood, if possible. Ingrid cor'

fesses she would like to make anothc
film in France, but as she says, “I woull
like this one to be exclusively Frencl^
and not a double version as ‘The ReF,

Carnation’ was.”
Then, of course, there is the projeil

nearest her heart, making a picture will

her husband, which they are likely to

after his return from India. “If he ev«

gets there,” Ingrid commented with I
smile. “He has been invited by the IndiaP
government to do a series of documer''
taries, and he has his heart set on doir;

it. But there was always some reason f(i

;

his postponing: his reluctance to leave tU ij

children; the heavy rains in India. / ’

least, I have one comfort—he won’t I

able to drive fast, as he will have to g|.

in a jeep.” Rossellini, in his usual defiancT ,

of convention, was planning to make tU
entire trip from Europe to India by ca

carrying all his equipment.
“Of course, it is difficult for me to mal ^

many plans at this time,” Ingrid explaine* ;

“I haven’t the faintest idea how ‘Tea ar [

Sympathy’ will turn out. It may clo.j

after the first week—or, if we’re luck F

it may run all season. At any rate, if
!

^

does, it’s going to be a lean winter. TIP
French theatre doesn’t pay very muchij
she chuckled, almost to herself. I

Several years ago, when the Rosse^p
linis presented Honegger’s operatic veil!

sion of “Joan of Arc,” it was a financi

and artistic success everywhere except : i

Ingrid’s native Sweden. The opera w:
j

particularly successful in France, whe:
j

Saint Joan and Ingrid are both revere
j

with almost equal fervor. Queried aboij
any plans to revive the opera, Ingr

j

laughed and saidr “Oh, it was a great ru
j

but I might be too old to play ‘Joan
j

Arc’ by the time I’ll be free from othi )

plans.” Not the least of these “oth
j

plans” is her proposed appearance on I|i

Sullivan’s TV show this fall. •

Not for many years have Ingrid’s peJil

sonal ' and professional prospects been
;

j

bright. After passing through a forest
J

darkness she has emerged onto a path 1

light and hope. i

Ingrid glanced at her watch. “Heaver
it’s getting late,” she said. “I have £

appointment with the fellow who is tran: i

lating ‘Tea and Sympathy.’ I’m afraid I’ '

spending as much time on that as I am < 1

‘Anastasia.’ ”
!

She stood up with a natural grace th

others achieve only under the glare i

kleig lights. Her handshake was fir

and friendly; her smile, warm and sincer !

As she left the room, it was as if a wii

dow had been closed against a gust

fresh, cool air.

Long after Ingrid had left, I found m;|

self still thinking about her, and J

couldn’t help feeling I had spent sever!
hours with a very remarkable woman.

The Ell
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When Does a Husband Think Divorce Is Justified?

(Continued from page 72)

was twenty-three

—

I think,” says John,
“and soon after we met at 20th, where Pati

was under contract, we took off for Las
Vegas and were united in a three-minute
ceremony by a Justice of the Peace. The
guy mumbled, and I didn’t hear a word he
said. But it wasn’t long after that, that I

began to be vaguely conscious of a slight

chafing in the tic that is supposed to bind.

"Love? How should we know?” John
shrugs his shoulders. “Although we went
together for nearly a year, Pati and I

really didn’t know each other. I was a

young punk who’d had too much luck in

my first picture, ‘Knock on Any Door.’

Suddenly, having done very little to de-
serve it, I was a star.

“And Pati? Well, women are different.

They’re born wise, knowing precisely what
they want, which is a home, a husband,
and security. They can honestly love a

man; but emotion, passion, are nearly al-

ways tempered with judgment.
“I don’t mean to imply that I was any

great bargain. But I was young, healthy,

and seemed to have a good enough future.

Oh, I think Pati was much more honest
about the whole thing than I was. I think
she loved me. But I—carried away by an
emotion I didn’t understand, wanting what
I thought I wanted that minute, not to-

morrow

—

I never stopped to ask myself,
‘Am I truly in love?’

“Looking back on it now,” John reflects,

“I see that ours was a marriage doomed
to failure from the moment that Justice
of the Peace said, ‘I now pronounce you
man and wife.’ But Pati, born in Turkey
and reared in France, had a much more
realistic, continental view of marriage. She
was prepared to work at it while I, gov-
erned almost completely by impulse, didn’t

actually know what 1 wanted. Pati was
more mature than I—certainly in an in-

tellectual sense—and she was much better
educated. She also possessed a quicker
mind. She proved this later, when fric-

tion started—she won all the arguments.”
It’s no secret that, during their seven

years of marriage, John and Pati were en-
gaged in battles which, by comparison,
would make some championship boxing
bouts seem like friendly scuffles. Now the

bell of the final round has rung, and the
contestants have retired from the marital
ring spiritually, if not physically, bruised.
Both of them admit defeat. Neither is

happy over the outcome, yet they both
feel that, for them, divorce was the sorry
but only solution, and they have reached
an understanding that was completely lack-
ing in their marriage.
Seated in his bachelor apartment which

has been home for him since last fall, John
leaned forward in his chair, picked up a
magazine on horses and absently thumbed
through it. “Beautiful animal,” he said,

holding up a picture of a stallion, poised
as if ready for flight. “Horses are so much
more understandable than human beings.”

Tossing the magazine back on a table,

John elapsed his hands nervously between
his knees. “I’d like to clear up one thing
right from the start,” he went on. “A lot

of rot has been printed about ‘the other
woman’ in this case. Ursula Andress, the
girl everyone insists on dragging into the
picture, had not one thing to do with the
smash-up of my marriage. I didn’t even
know her at the time Pati and I first

talked about divorce. I met Ursula ac-
cidentally, long after things were over be-
tween Pati and me. Since then we have
become friends, yes. Ursula is a good
companion. She enjoys riding, pistol-

shooting and archery. In fact, she likes

everything I go for. She’s a man’s girl

—

competes with me in outdoor things, but
never to the point of personal rivalry.

“Do I intend to marry Ursula? Certainly
not for a while,” John said emphatically.

“I don’t want to marry anyone. Now that
I’m free, I intend to remain so.”

John Derek’s views on life and marriage
are, to say the least, interesting and un-
usual. He believes that life, for the average
man, is a hard, trouble-ridden journey,
and his one consolation is to enjoy him-
self when the opportunity presents itself.

John has consistently pursued this philos-

ophy. An alert young man with a good
mind, his pleasures have sprung almost
entirely from physical action. For him,
swimming, water-skiing, pistol-shooting,

archery and, best of all, the feel of a good
horse between his legs on a tearing gallop,

is about the peak of human enjoyment.

P

Alone in his bachelor apartment, John has little but memories, and his ^'freedom'’'
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John’s notion of the most ideal existenci
would be to live on a big ranch, well-
stocked with the finest horses, enougl
cattle and crops to make it self-supporting
and two or three good hunting dogs ti

accompany him when the quail and grousi
season opens. And no women withii
shouting distance! Not that John bar
them from his future life. But he want
to be with them only when he feels th>’

need for human companionship.
Today, John maintains, marriage is sur

rounded by legal restraints and wives ari

so conscious of their “rights” that th
breadwinner is in constant danger of be
ing served with a subpoena if he so mud!
as glances at some alluring miss wL'
chances to cross his path. If he happen
to be in a higher income bracket, a wif
can nick him for his bankroll and reduc
him to near-poverty through court actioi'

which gives her a 50-50 cut on everythin
he makes. All this, says John, tends t

create suspicion and distrust in the marits
arrangement. The time will come, he firml;

believes, when men and women, throug!
mutual agreement, will grant each othe
greater freedom and thus emerge as mor
complete individualists and, therefort
more admirable human beings.
Another element which John found com

pletely absent in his own marriage, wa
Pati’s lack of enthusiasm. As an examph
he cites the building of a swimming poc
at his big hill-top house. The pool, h
says, was a dilly—over 60 feet long an
wide enough for an aquatic meet. Whe
it was completed he asked Pati to com
out and look it over while he stood bj

palpitating with eagerness. She glance
at the layout, he said, then murmurec
“Yes, it’s quite beautiful,” and went bac
into the house. “A wife,” John say,

“should show enthusiasm for her hus
band’s projects, even if and when si

may consider them somewhat stupid,
builds up his self-confidence.”
Although he is critical of Pati’s shori

comings, John is not blind to his own. E
freely admits that his gravest faults sprir

from his inability to consider the effec

of his impulsive actions on the famil
economy. “When I want something,” 1

said, “I want it at once, not next week <

next month. By then, if I get it, the shee
has worn off. I’ve exhausted my capacii

to enjoy the thing, whatever it may b
Take the boat I bought. I went to tl

sportsman’s show, saw this little craft Eir

wanted it. I didn’t have any money—T;

always broke, you know—but I found
could buy it on time. The boat was
honey, with a big outboard motor th

would push her through the water
about 32 knots an hour. Well, I bought ;

never thinking of the other bills hangir
over my head, and after I got it in tl

water, I found that the speed she ha
with only one motor, wasn’t fast enough
race with. So I bought another mote
which cost $740, and now she’ll tear aloil

literally standing on her tail. That’s wh
I wanted. Maybe I couldn’t afford it, bJ

I did get a tremendous wallop out of th

little craft, and later I’m going to race he]

“But you see,” he went on, “businesJ

wise that wasn’t a good bet. It was th

sort of thing that made living with n
pretty difficult for Pati. She would econe

mize, go without pretty clothes and nearl

all the little extravagances that mal
women interesting and attractive, in ord

to keep our home shop open. I nev
asked her to do these things; she simp
wanted our house to be well-managed,
run smoothly. She was wifely, an e:

cellent mother to our two children, a coi

servative, while I was an extremist, ji
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spender of money I had yet to earn,

ly who just wanted to be happy in

iwn way. The truth is, I suppose, that

just not suited for marriage. And
and I had not one thing in common,
did her best. I’m certain of that, to

e our marriage work, and maybe I

't try hard enough. But the odd thing

lat now, when it’s all over, we’re
!r friends, more understanding, than
lave been. At first Pati was very bitter

rd Ursula, but now that she realizes

Ursula had nothing to do with our
k-up, she no longer blames her.”

iwever much John’s lack of under-
ling has contributed to the ruin of

jrivate life, he has not let this fault

ence his career as an actor. James
ley, who worked with John in “Run
Jover,” remembers him as an extra-
larily gifted performer who managed
xtract the utmost out of any scene
ilayed. Cecil B. DeMille, who picked
. to play the part of Joshua in his

itic “The Ten Commandments,” did so

use he knew John had the capacity of

ing within himself the emotions
d for in the script,

ch comments seem even more re-
:able in light of the fact that, basic-

John does not like acting. In the
ming of his career, he distrusted the
e picture business intensely. “Mouth-
A^ords written by others, striking at-

es 1 thought were phony, not related

ttural human behavior, disgusted me,”
John. “But after a while I understood
I had the ability to make imagined

Ir, distress or suffering become real

lysel/. This, too, is a kind of phoniness
d I still don’t like it. However, pic-
; offer me the means of getting what
timately want—happiness, the all-

rtant privilege of being myself and

someday owning a ranch where a man can
be as free as he can be.”

John has never had any secret longing
to go on the legitimate stage. “No,” he
says. “All I want now is to be a better

actor with each picture I make. That way,
my income will rise and I will be so much
nearer my goal.”

This goal, however, may be the will-o’-

the-wisp that could fade away over many
horizons yet unseen. A large percentage
of everything John makes will be allotted

to Pati and the children, Russell, six, and
Sean, his three-year-old daughter. John
believes this settlement to be just.

The one aspect of his broken marriage
that still disturbs John is the effect it

might have on the children.

However, he believes that, in the long
run, both Russ and Sean will grow up
more normally than would be possible

under the atmosphere of strain and dis-

sension which existed while he was hope-
lessly attempting to be a normal family
man. “Children are perceptive little crea-
tures,” John says, “and they sense friction

even when parents do their utmost to

hide it. You can’t fool kids, and ours
were beginning to sense the strain. Now
when I go to see them it’s the occasion
for a celebration. Russ and I get in my
car, go for a ride and have dinner out.”

It is when John talks of little Sean,
however, that he reveals the price he is

paying for his new-won freedom. When
Sean comes into the conversation, his

hands move as if trying to grasp a
thought out of air. She is, he says, as
capricious as a breeze, changeable as a
spring day and possessed of an unalter-
able determination to get what she wants,
just like her father. Though she is only
half Russ’ age, she wins all her fights

with him because she goes into them with

a single purpose—to come out on top.

“She’ll even bite if she has to,” John
smiles. “She’s a little terror.”

If Sean is capricious and fickle, she
didn’t get this characteristic from the
neighbors. Emotionally, John is as un-
stable as water. Having exhausted one
love, he now finds himself on the verge of

becoming entangled in another. And
while he states, without reservations, that

marriage does not enter into his plans for

the future, he seems incapable of pursu-
ing a definite unwavering course. Al-
though he earnestly declares that all he
wants from life is happiness, John isn’t

certain in his own mind exactly what
happiness is. Currently he defines it as

living to the fullest, doing what comes
naturally, envisioning the goal of a free-

flown existence on a ranch of his own. “I

just want to live my own life without
hurting anybody,” he says, not realizing,

apparently, that in this complex world
such an ideal has yet to be achieved, in

or out of marriage.
Thus at thirty, with “everything”—wife,

home, successful career, lovely children

—

John Derek felt that, in spite of all the
heartache that might ensue for everyone,
there was no other recourse for him and
Pati but the final surgery of divorce.

Obviously it was not a step he took
lightly, but on the other hand, one may
question John’s definition of marriage, and
his feelings about a wife’s duty to her
husband, and ask whether any wife—no
matter how loving—can live for her hus-
band alone?

Certainly it’s true that no one can live

for himself alone and find happiness. But
perhaps that’s a lesson John Derek is only
now learning, and one on which his future
happiness—eventually in another mar-
riage—will be based. The End
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(Continued from page 57)

dedicated to becoming a top movie star.

“I love this business—the whole thing,”

he’d said then. “I’ve always been a movie
fan anyway, and I know now, this is what
I’ve just got to do.” He’d turned his back
on a safe future in business for a chance
in the magic world of celluloid, and he
was sure he’d never be sorry. “This is a

terrific business,” he’d said, and still says.

“I like the people—they’re terrific, too.

And the way I figure it, if I work hard

—

well, who knows? But time will tell. . .
.”

And time had told—is telling now.
Bob had always been a great fan of

Spencer Tracy’s. Not only of Tracy’s act-

ing, but of the man, himself. He used to

stop by the Riviera Club on his way home
from school every day, and watch Spence
playing polo. And, while still a kid, he’d

stood in Tracy’s footprints in the fore-

court of Grauman’s Chinese Theatre, ex-
citedly trying them for shape and size.

Now, up there on the screen, he was
making his own footprints to fame.
When the lights went on again in the

projection room. Bob was the first one
out the door. “All those people— I had to

get out of there,” is his way of explaining
it. “They all feel they have to say some-
thing. And what are they going to tell

.you? What can they say? Nobody’s go-
ing to tell you what they really think.”

The restlessness apparent in the pro-
jection room does not disappear. A dream
has come true, and now Bob Wagner’s
thoughts are bent on the next dream.
He’s never satisfied. No one can kid him,
for he remembers others who allowed
themselves to be satisfied, and kidded.
“I’m sitting in a dressing room right

now that once belonged to two other
guys. They were big guys—then. You
keep remembering these things.”

Although he’s still the youngster with the
brightest red socks and the breeziest
speech. Bob tells you seriously that just
being in motion pictures “doesn’t gas me
an.v more.” He breaks out with “Holy
Toledo!” from time to time, and it’s

“Happy days in Dixie!” when everything’s
going great. At twenty-six, he is equally
dedicated to the magic stuff dreams are
made of—and to the tough, resourceful
stuff of which actors are made today.

Just to be a movie star is no longer
enough—nor is playing it safe as a per-
sonality, for commercial purposes. Bob
Wagner knows what he wants, and he
knows the complex problems, the inevi-
table delays that stand in his way of get-
ting there. He says, with concern, “To-
day’s market is a commercial market.
You’re only as good as your last picture

—

and the money it makes today. You want
to be an actor—and they tell you that’s
not commercial. Where do I go? I don’t
know. . .

.”

One thing Bob does know: his decisions,
right or wrong, must be his own, however
much he can control them. “To be a
success, one must be an individualist. It’s

up to you to decide, to do your own
thinking.”
Getting co-star billing in “The Moun-

tain” might have gone to his heart, but
not to his head. This, Bob assures you,
was a gift on Spencer Tracy’s part.
“Spence gave me that. He told me be-
fore we started that he wanted to give me
billing. Spence got me in the picture,
too,” Bob enthuses. This is the thing
that really overwhelmed him. “The part’s

p
the thing. I wasn’t concerned about the
billing. I don’t think you can measure
success by that. But I do believe that, if

a man like Tracy asks you to do a part

He "Flipped" on a Dream

in a picture in which he’s personally in-
terested, you can’t be paid a finer com-
pliment. To me, that’s a truer measure
of success than anything else.”

When they started to work in “The
Mountain,” Bob tried to thank Spence,
to tell him how indebted he was to him.
“There’s only one way you can pay me
back,” Tracy told him. “Do your job.

Put everything you’ve got into every
scene—no matter how small it is.”

Inspired by Spence’s faith in him. Bob
had no fear in co-starring with “The Pro,”
as he affectionately calls Tracy, in vir-
tually a two-man picture. “Spence is so
great to work with, so believable, he gives
you confidence. He has a great feeling
for whether something’s right or not, and
I felt if what I was doing in a scene
wasn’t right, Spence would tell me.”

Spencer has told associates that he con-
siders Bob Wagner potentially a very big
star and “the best of the younger group.”
Director Eddie Dmytryk, who also di-
rected Bob in “Broken Lance,” says that
in addition to his physical attributes, his
personality, and proving himself at the
box-office, “he’s developing as an actor at
quite a rate!” Director Walter Lang—who
was the first to realize his potentiality
when he gave Bob the poignant part of
the shell-shocked soldier in “With a Song
in My Heart”—rates his future as “just
unlimited.” And Gerd Oswald, who di-
rected “A Kiss Before Dying,” in which
Bob gave a fine performance in a very
difficult part, heartily agrees.

“There’s a multitude of talent there,”
Gerd Oswald says now. “Bob’s so sensi-
tive and intelligent. You’ve got to reach
him, but once you really get to him—he
goes!”
Although there were skeptics who were

sure Bob would be in over his depth in

“A Kiss Before Dying,” director Oswald
had no doubts whatsoever. Nor did Mona
Freeman, who made the original test with
Bob. As she says, “Bob was pulling for
me to get the part of the pregnant girl in
the picture, and he wanted me to make
the test with him. It was the scene just
before he pushes the girl off the roof,

and he was wonderful. The way he
shoved me off the roof, he was really
frightening!”

Although several other names had been
mentioned for the role, Gerd Oswald in-
sists “the part was always Bob’s. He
wanted to do it, and I had a hunch he
would be great. I’d seen him in ‘Broken
Lance,’ and I’d liked him so much in that.

Bob also had the charm the part de-
manded. The boy had to be up-beat, in
contrast to the down-beat way he treated
people in the picture. He had to be per-
sonable and likable—otherwise he couldn’t
get away with it. Bob proved to be
everything I’d anticipated in the part,”

Oswald adds warmly now.
As for Bob, nobody realized more than

he, the criticism he would be inviting
and the risk he would be taking with his

fan following. And nobody was surer
that he had to take that chance.
The Bob Wagner who’s appearing on

the screen today is no stranger to those
who’ve really known the boy behind the
breezy veneer. They have long been
acquainted with his sensitivity, his
warmth and loyalty—and his lasting
gratitude for any faith and help along
the way.
Richard Widmark is one of those who

know the real Bob Wagner. From the
beginning Widmark was impressed with
the genial eager kid who seemed eter-
nally underfoot and always full of ques-

1
tions. And it was Dick, as Bob has s;

before, who gave him his first close-
on the screen. With a bit part in “1

Halls of Montezuma,” Bob was just c

of many Marines going over the hill I

hind Dick in a scene. Widmark notk
that Bob was going out of camera rar
before he even got in. “Look, kid,”
told him, “slow down, or nobody v
ever see you. Next time take your tb
and follow me.” As an awed Bob si-

later on, “I was between Dick and t

others—and the camera was full on mi
Dick, however, shrugs off any menti;

of his helpfulness. “It’s easy to go <

of your way for people, if you like then'
that is, if I ever did go out of my Wi'

But Bob’s an unusual kid in this businel
You can tell when a kid’s out for a f!

buck—and Bob was never taken in
any of the hoopla. He wants to be a go
actor, and he’ll be a very good acti

He’s such a likable kid.”
|

Not long ago, it was rumored that Wi*
mark had been injured in an accident, i

location in Arizona. Although everyo
tried to reassure Bob the report was r

true and that Dick was fine, he could'
stop worrying.

j

“But I heard it over the radio,” he i|

sisted. “They just said
—

”

“Look, Bob,” they told him, “the pu
licity man just flew back from there. Tal
his word for it, Dick’s perfectly okay.”
But finally. Bob just had to hear it fir;

hand. That night he put through a call
Widmark, in Sedona, Arizona. “It v
10:30 p.M. there and there was no pho|
in the bungalow where Dick was stayiii

The girl had to call him to the offij

phone. He had a very long walk in,” B
laughs now. Widmark’s voice was tir

and thick with sleep. When he realiz
who was calling he became thorougl
alarmed. “What’s the matter. Bob? Wha
wrong?”

“I heard you were in an accident,” B
began lamely.
“No, Bob. I’m really all right. Weed;

all right,” he said warmly, and weari
and wended his way back to bed.

This is the Bob Wagner that childr
in the hospitals he visits know—and th!

really get through to him. Frequent,
without fanfare. Bob visits many childrei

hospitals and the hushed wards in v(

erans’ hospitals that few people ever si

For his role of the emotionally confus
GI in “Between Heaven and Hell,” B
had only to recall the many faces, indelib

etched on his brain, that he has seen
often in veterans’ hospitals.

“But kids can do it to you, too,” he sa

thoughtfully, remembering some w
really have. “The children who are ment
cases, they get you. An adult may sen

that he has a mental problem, but t

kids don’t realize what’s wrong with the:

They’re so happy, and when you s

them, it really cracks you up.”
This is quite an admission for Bob, f

it has never been easy for him to she

emotion, off-screen. And sometimes it

hard for others to get through to him. >

times. Bob is still the boy who went in

motion pictures a few years back, the b,

who seemed somewhat shy and insecui

in spite of his eagerness to shoot for tl

moon. A great deal of that shyness st

exists, as does the star-struck attituc

even though he’s now a star. He w
amazed and impressed, for instance,

the reception he received in Europe.
“Monsieur Robert,” as the French fa

called him, was pretty overwhelmed 1

the fact that he was even recognize

over there. “You know how far tl



f

edium of motion pictures reaches,” Bob

ys now. “You’ve heard from others it’s

at way, but Holy Toledo! You still

m’t believe it. And when you’re swept

) in it, it’s pretty fantastic. One day

was standing in front of the Arc de

iomphe, taking pictures, turning my
mera this way and that figuring out

igles. Suddenly I looked up and found

yself in the middle of a mob of people,

1 with their cameras—taking pictures of

9 . It’s a funny feeling. I can’t really

plain it.”

In Honolulu, it was pretty much the

me story. Recently, when Bob went to

e Islands to do some background shots

r “Between Heaven and Hell,” he was
)ded down with so many leis he felt

-e a walking float. That is, until he met
:i with an old friend from back home,
lother John, a priest who’d taught Bob
len he was attending Saint Monica High
hool. Brother John teaches at St. Louis
dlege in Honolulu now, and Bob im-
Kliately got in touch with him. “When
lalled him up. Brother John wanted me

I come over to the school and speak to

li students. I .was a little embarrassed at

ij idea. I could just imagine them say-
1

;,
‘Look at him—wise guy. Who does he

ink he is?’ But Brother John really broke
‘i ice for me,” Bob grins.

'‘You probably know who this is,” the

est said to the assembled student body,
had him in school. He wasn’t the best
Ident I had—but he pays more taxes

in any student I ever had.”
fhat he does. Yet, if you ask Bob what
ise of fulfillment he’s gotten out of

iat he’s done in motion pictures, he will

1 you sincerely, “None really—yet.” He
bws there are important days of de-
iion ahead of him, just as he knew the
'icial one that’s behind him now—that
Wagner-the-actor versus the proven

personality, and the inevitable risks in-

volved.
“I was criticized by certain fans—and

by some in the business—for taking ‘A Kiss

Before Dying,’” says Bob. “Fans, par-
ticularly American fans, are great hero-
worshippers. They like the flamboyant
type of parts. If youfre—well, gifted with
a certain lucky quality that makes fans
like you, you have a tremendous re-
sponsibility to them. You don’t want to

let them down or spoil any ideas they
may have about you,” Bob says earnestly.

“On the other hand, I felt it was time
for me to do a complete switch on the
screen. And when a role such as ‘A Kiss
Before Dying’ or ‘The Mountain’ comes
along—parts you feel will give you some
sense of satisfaction—then I think you
should take it. Not that I want to do
many heavies. I don’t. I just want good
honest parts.”

In “Between Heaven and Hell,” Bob
has another challenging characterization
in the role of a young emotionally confused
GI who matures in the Army. And coming
up is the title role in the re-make of

“Jesse James,” with Jeff Hunter co-
starred as Frank James. “Lord Vanity”
is another slated for the future. And, to

top it off. Bob recently plunged into the
recording field with his Capitol disc of
“Imagination,” which reveals an appealing
voice together with plenty of the Wagner
personality. Since his only previous ex-
perience consisted of ad-libbing a chorus
over some friendly piano, Bob’s pretty
intrigued and excited about this.

But then, this is true of every phase
of the profession in which he insists he’s
been “so lucky.” As Bob says, his career
is his life. Eventually, he hopes to have
his own production set-up, “and partici-

pate in a picture from the screenplay right
on—all the way through.”

Admittedly, he hasn’t played a game of
golf in seven months, explaining, “I’ve

decided you can’t be a good golfer and be
a good actor.” He’s thought of getting a
fishing boat, “but with the pictures com-
ing up, there wouldn’t be any time to

fish.” And he no longer has any plans for
buying a house. “If you have a house you
can’t just shut it up, you have to use it,”

he says—and where’s the time? Far more
exciting to Bob are the backgrounds and
the changing worlds of the characters he
portrays on the screen.

Recently, Bob signed another year’s
lease on the attractive two-bedroom
apartment near his studio, and he’s even
taken in a couple of roomers. “Birds,”
he says, of the chirping from the chimney
of the flagstone fireplace. “They build
their nests there at this same time every
year.” He has a cleaning woman come in

twice weekly and he’s completely un-
interested in any domestic details.

Marriage still seems as far away as it

was for the boy whose whole heart was
devoted to this exciting new world. As
he would say then, “I want to be success-
ful first. You know, have a future and
really know where I’m going.” And he
earnestly says now, “I don’t want to get
married until I know whether I’ve really
got a future in this business or not.”

Whether he has a future in this business
or not—only Bob Wagner would still

wonder.
“There’s Someone Upstairs who guides

you,” he concludes. “In my belief. He takes
care of your life and He puts you in your
place.”

During the past year, Bob’s “place” has
become the all-important plateau in his

career. He’s had a look into the “Promised
Land,” and the Robert Wagner you know
has dedicated himself to belonging—and
staying—there. The End
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Arizona, during the making of “Bus Stop.”

Seldom has a star worked under greater

stress and strain. For instance, when “mob
scenes” were called for, the mobs (mostly

local people, hired on the spot) mobbed
Marilyn, their cameras poised, instead of

mobbing the rodeo stadium as they were
meant to do. With hoarse voice and short

temper. Director Joshua Logan had to

remind these good people that they were
to do the job for which they were
hired, while the Assistant Director, Milton

Greene, who is Marilyn’s good friend and
vice-president of Marilyn Monroe Produc-
tions, went about the job of separating

the star from her enthusiastic admirers.

To complicate things further, Marilyn

was suffering from the nervousness and
exhaustion which attack her whenever
she’s making a picture. Whenever possible,

she would slip away for a rest from the

noise, the confusion, the desert heat

that beat down unmercifully and was so

intense that make-up began to “blister”

minutes after it had been applied and
had to be removed by make-up men and
applied all over again.

It was during one of these brief re-

spites that the small incident occurred

which reminded the few people who
witnessed it that Marilyn Monroe, the

woman, is as real as the much-publicized
vision of Marilyn, the legend.

She was seated in a canvas-back chair

in the bit of shade she had found out-

side one of the tents that were used for

resting, make-up and hair repair, and so

on. Her legs were stretched out in front

of her, her shoes wearily kicked off. Eyes
closed, she held her aching head in one
hand.
Suddenly, beside her, a small voice

asked timidly, “You are Miss Monroe,
aren’t you?”
The tousled and tired blond head came

up and the famous slow Monroe smile

went on. “Hello,” Marilyn said easily.

“Yes, I’m Miss Monroe. And what’s your
name?”
The little girl shyly advanced another

step. “My father’s a photographer,” she
said. “He’s here to take pictures of you.

But I thought I’d like to come and talk to

you.” And then, anxiously, “You don’t

mind, do you?”
Marilyn reached out her hand and drew

the child closer. “Of course I don’t mind.
But,” she added, “shouldn’t a little girl

your age be in school—or don’t you like

school?”
“Oh, sure, I like it fine—only today’s a

—well, today’s a sort of holiday.”

“I know what you mean,” Marilyn
chuckled. “When I was your age and I

had a chance to go to a movie or watch
one being made, it was always a ‘holiday’

for me, too. But you mustn’t take too
many of them, you know.”
Then the assistant director blew his

whistle and all the many people who
are in constant and personal attendance
upon the star came dashing over to help
her get ready for the next take. And
standing there, watching her go, the
little girl said breathlessly, “Gosh, she’s

—

why she’s just great!”

That’s Marilyn Monroe, the woman.
That’s the woman who looks dreamily off

into the distance and says, “Children,
especially little girls, should always be
told that they’re pretty and that people
love them. If I have a little girl, I’ll always
tell her how pretty she is, and I’ll brush
her hair until it shines, and I’ll never let

^ her alone for a minute.”
That’s the part of Marilyn Monroe that

is still a shy, lonely little girl herself, and

The Woman and the Legend

still unable to believe, completely, in

the legend into which her beauty has
transformed her and from which she has
tried, from time to time, to run away.
One of these disappearing acts occurred

just about two years ago, when she fled

to New York. Her plane ticket, made out

to Zelda Zonk, signified she hadn’t lost

her sense of humor. Disguised in black
wig, dark glasses and rumpled polo coat,

tired and ill, she was unrecognized.
But it wasn’t long before Marilyn Mon-

roe was identified. She announced her-
self a free agent—under contract to no
one. She communed with nature in Con-
necticut part of the time, studied acting,

moved about like a nomad from apart-
ments to hotels and haunted the public

library in Manhattan. The rest of the
time, she caused a sensation at cocktail

parties and charity premieres. Mean-
while, her fan mail dropped from a high
of 10,000 letters a month to less than a
thousand.
Twentieth Century-Fox left Marilyn’s

deserted dressing room with the framed
photo of Joe DiMaggio, the jumble of

make-up, false eyelashes, medicine bot-
tles, boxes of pills, the faint odor of Chanel
No. 5

,
just as it was—a light in the win-

dow for the prodigal’s return. The fatted

calf was a fat role in the movie version
of the Broadway comedy hit, “Bus Stop,”
and an amazing seven-year contract.

The prodigal return^ from her New
York sit-down strike, victorious as a con-
quering hero. True, as of bygone days,

she kept a horde of impatient photogra-
phers and reporters waiting for an hour
after the plane landed while she remained
aboard to do a face and hair job. Her
year-long sabbatical away from Holly-
wood may have taught her many things
but she hadn’t forgotten her traffic-stop-

ping horizontal walk down the plane’s
ramp nor her sure ability to strike a pose
while the photographers asked her to

hold still for just “one more.”
One movie veteran chuckled, “What a

gal! Marilyn’s new $400,000 contract for

Arthur and Marilyn Miller, with Sir

Laurence Olivier and Vivien Leigh,

visit Lord Moore’s mansion in England

(dii

jini

ner

four pictures in seven years is one of tlu

greatest single triumphs ever won by eL
actress against a powerfully entrencheu
major studio. No one believed she’d g.L
away with it, but she won virtualL
everything she demanded. And, remen
ber this, the money is paid to Mariljiff

Monroe Productions and so she’ll get
|fg

keep far more than a salaried actres
(h

Marilyn Monroe may turn out to be ni
y

only the sexiest but the smartest blorry,,

of our time.”
(ut

She also became the most secretivpif

Trying to arrange interviews was hardi|j

than penetrating the Iron Curtain. Irlj),

terest in the “New” Marilyn was tremerL
dous. While she was in New York,
studio executive had remarked, “If sljp

keeps herself on ice another six montl,(i(

she might as well not return, for the pul(.

.

lie is fickle and she’ll be forgotten,

entertainer, as is true of advertised proc||e;

ucts, must be kept before the public
3

they wish to retain its interest.” Marilyjpi

defying that basic advertising principljfj

emerged from her self-imposed retirilji

ment a more important personality thsjj,

ever before. {s;

She moved into a large, handsome if

decorated Early-American house complejj

with swimming pool on Beverly Gh-tj

Boulevard, not far from the glitterh

Beverly Hills Hotel. The house
rented by Milton Greene and his wi:jr|,

Amy, for the duration of “Bus Stop.”
jj

addition to their two-year-old son, JoshV|s(

the Greenes brought their househo|
j

couple. ai

“Some people wondered why Marihjn

had moved in with the Greenes,” a conyte

dant of Marilyn’s explained. “But Maipo

lyn loves to be part of a warm famij,)

circle. She’s lazy, and dislikes doii
3

things for herself, and with her wo u

schedule she hasn’t time for the respoiat

sibilities of running a home. And, mcpi

of all, she hates the loneliness of liviiijs

in hotels which she did for so much
j,,,,

the time. Her apartments always had Dr

sparsely furnished air about them
j

.

though she’d just moved in—even montisr

later. She talked of changes she plannp,

to make but never got around to thep

Nor did she ever hang up her clothes

remove the piles of books and recornjs

lying on the floor. Once she shared
Hollywood apartment with her drama
coach, Natasha Lytess and Natasha’s litji,

daughter, Barbara, for almost a yeb
Marilyn and the child became great paL
The’ same thing happened with t y

Greenes’ little boy, Josh. Marilyn gets
[3

extraordinarily well with children. Soi
jj

cruel cynic has called it a meeting
minds, but that’s far from true.” j

In what ways does the “New” Maril ^

differ from the old? Has she improV;j3

as an actress? What did her holdout
Jj

for her? Under whose influence was s
5,

now operating? For with Marilyn ther j,

always a guiding hand—at the most a

Svengali-like influence; at the least, ^

freer, pseudo father-daughter relatio

ship. 'This dependency, and her need 1
,

5

protection will probably lessen now tl
^

she is married to a man whom she c 1

look up to on every level of life a,
j

learning. Marilyn has always worried ,

decision like a dog worries a bone; £

dreads making decisions because she ca

be sure she’s right. Thus, in many cas

the last person who has her ear, has 1

confidence as well. She hates responi

bility, loves having others take care
|

the parking fines she’s forgotten abo,

pay bills she’s neglected to pay, get 1

packed and ready to travel.

Formerly, for varying periods, 1



ding hand was the late actors’ agent
iinny Hyde, then film executive Joseph
lenk, dramatic coaches Natasha Lytess

;1 the late Michael Chekhov, Joe Di-
ggio, columnist Sidney Skolsky, music
'ch Hal Schaefer, actors’ agents Hugh
*'nch and Charles Feldman, New York
I'yer Frank Delaney. Today a new cast

taken over—Milton Greene and his

e Amy; dramatic coach Paula Stras-

( g and her husband Lee Strasberg, head
the New York Actors’ Studio; Broad-

ly director Josh Logan; agent Lew Was-
iman; lawyer Irving Stein, and even

t ore their marriage, playwright Arthur
ler.

h order to show off the “New” Marilyn
'the press, the studio staged a cocktail

ky at Marilyn’s home. The invita-

is said five o’clock. Milton Greene
I'l his tiny, beautifully dressed wife
bled around but Marilyn didn’t make
'• grand entrance into the living room
til an hour and a half later—proving,
east, that time-wise, she hadn’t changed
all. She immediately disarmed the

'ptical reporters by greeting them
fmly, remembering their names and
tailing the last time she’d spoken with
'm. Her black satin Empire-line sheath
jss was held up with tiny straps, her
T was tousled and shorter than last

'ir, and single-strand cultured pearl
'rings almost reached her shoulders.

was obvious that the months in New
rk had wrought an incredible change
her personality. Gone was the shy,

se, little-girl voice, the slow groping
just the right word, the hesitation in

:wering a question, the throaty, Rus-
n diction of her former coach, Natasha
Itess. In its place was a poised woman
0 could take command of a party. Gay,
axed, less self-conscious, she came up
'a few minutes with sprightlier conver-
ion than most stars can manage in

rrs. But she hadn’t forgotten how to
dulate in black satin, nor to keep her
list lips half open, her melting, blue,
locent eyes heavy-lidded.
)ne male reporter handing her a glass
sherry, protested, “Really, Marilyn,

jse shoulder straps falling all the time,
very distracting.” Marilyn turned the

1 candlepower of her heavily fringed
!S full on him. “I can’t help it,” she
ispered, slipping the slender straps up
lin. “I’ve lost weight. They keep
ning down. This dress swims on me.”
5he had lost weight. She was far less
ipy and flatter across the middle than
merly, although all the necessary
ves remained. She explained that she
le a bike for an hour every morning
ore reporting to the studio, hoped to
ay this way, eating only meat, eggs and
jetables. I can have two glasses of
;rry before dinner but no cocktails and
nustn’t touch any hors d’oeuvres.” She
lly shook her curls at the maid who
jsented a platter of them.
osh Greene, a sturdy, black-haired
age of his photographer-father, wan-
•ed in, called Marilyn “Auntie,” and
iled at her with evident affection. “I
e being with them,” she said of the
eene family. “It’s the first home life

e had in a long time.”
'..ater, I sought out Marilyn in her
Bssing room for more intimate revela-
ns of how she’d changed in her four-
n months away from Hollywood.
Why does everyone ask,” she de-
inded, a little frown wrinkling her
Ik-white brow, “whether or not I’ve
anged? They’ve been asking me that
ne question over and over again. I’m
actly the same person I’ve always been,
lat makes you think I’ve changed?”
‘You’ve won a great victory over the
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studio,” I pointed out. “You’ve formed
your own production company and
studied at the most famous dramatic
school in the country. You’ve associated
with top theatrical personalities and liter-

ary intellectuals. And you’re getting one of

the world’s top actors, Sir Laurence
Olivier, to direct and star opposite you
in ‘The Sleeping Prince.’ You’ve fought
for what you believed in against great

odds, and we’re proud of you.”
“Well,” she hesitated, “maybe you can

say I’ve matured a little, psychologically.
In a sense, everybody undergoes change
all the time—or they’re dead. Some peo-
ple have been unkind. If I say I want to

grow as an actress, they look at my figure.

If I say I want to develop, to learn my
craft, they laugh. Somehow they don’t

expect me to be serious about my work.
I’m more serious about that than any-
thing. But people persist in thinking that
I’ve pretensions of turning into a Bern-
hardt or a Duse—that I want to play
Lady Macbeth. And what they’ll say
when I work with Sir Laurence, I don’t
know.”

In the air was the feeling that Marilyn
was again troubled, shrinking back into

the shadows, anxious, still unsure of her-
self and a little afraid. Thoughtfully,
pensively, she went on to say, “It’s been
said that I received $100,000 a picture be-
fore the new contract went into effect.

But that’s not so. The, main consideration
with me was never money—it was the
right to approve directors, to do only those
roles I could believe in, to make outside
films and eventually, when I’m ready, to

appear in Broadway plays. I just couldn’t
continue as a near-parody of sex. There
has always been a part of me that nobody
really knows about.
“When I was modeling, a long time ago,

I wanted more than anything in the world
for my picture to be on the cover of the
Ladies’ Home Journal. Instead, I was
always on magazine covers with names like

Whiz Bang and Peek. Those were the
kind of movies I made, too. You see what
I mean?”
Then she said, a note of weariness

creeping into her voice, “I’m still not
over a virus infection I caught a long
time ago. I don’t know why I catch every
virus, flu and cold germ that’s around.
Doctors have tried all kinds of tests and
shots and can’t find the answer.”
Marilyn appeared wan, tired and tense.

She wasn’t the same girl who, a little

earlier, had presided over a gay, press
cocktail party. Now she was a strange,

bewildering girl, one whose defenseless-

ness caught at your heart. Was she being
hounded again by the old fears, sparked
by the need of another of those decisions

'IT-

she hates to make? Was she again seein.l

the ghost of the legend looming up oul
of the shadows of the future to menacf
her happiness?

It is rumored that Marilyn personaimill
itiwnpaid for her coaching instruction witiW

Paula Strasberg, wife of Lee Strasbergli

and mother of Susan Strasberg. (

Mrs. Strasberg is a practical, hard (4 f

headed woman, a wit and an intellectuai’d
'

with no illusions about anything. “Somei:i
times I wonder what I’m doing here,” shj*.

said, when I asked her opinion of Mari p
lyn’s acting talents. “I have a son a“i

home, a husband and my daughter, whijw

needs me. Yet I can’t go back to Nev|l
York and leave Marilyn when she say4
she needs me. If I didn’t believe tha|f

Marilyn had real talent, I wouldn’t bijli

here. There’s nothing sadder in th
world than people with big ambitions anc

little talent. She has extraordinary rangi

—nothing she does seems beyond her. Shi

can give a great deal, if she’s allowed to.’.

On the set of “Bus Stop,” there appearet
to be a mutual admiration society be-i

tween Marilyn and director Josh Logan
one of the giants of the modern theatre. ^

“Before I met Marilyn,” Logan ex -1

plained, “I was impressed with the Mon-i

roe legend, the personality. Now I’n

[IJl

IID£

more impressed by the person than thi'

legend. She’s very exciting to work with
She grows as you watch her—not jus!

playing a part, but actually living it.” '

Now, Marilyn is in England, combin-
ing a honeymoon with Arthur Miller witl

making “The Sleeping Prince,” co-star

ring Sir Laurence Olivier. Now, too, thi

questions are beginning to be asked, ques-

tions that only Marilyn can answer: Hov
long will this marriage to an intellectua

such as Arthur Miller last? Will Marilyi,

again find herself posing for publicity pic-'

tures that reveal her as that legendar]|

symbol of sex—the kind of publicity

against which Jo DiMaggio rebelled, anc

against which, perhaps, Arthur Mille:

will also rebel? And, if she has to make ®

a final choice—a clear-cut decision to bi

through forever with the legend—will shi

finally have enough confidence in her-^

self as an actress and in Arthur Miller a:

her husband to be able to turn her bad.

on the kind of role and the kind of posei

which first made her famous?
Going into the home stretch, the legem

and the woman are still pretty mucl;

neck-and-neck. But the people who knov
her best, believe that Marilyn’s new-

found confidence in herself as an actres:

and her new-found love, will probabb,

combine to give her the courage to hi

herself—and just herself—at last.
,

And that, I might add, is somethin!

rather wonderful. The EniB"'-
lot
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WHERE TO BUY
I

PHOTOPLAY

STAR FASHIONS

Catalina sweater
«EW YORK, Y.—Stern Bros.

yiT. PAUL, MINN.—Srhuneman's
loux CITY, lA.—Younker-Davidson's

Jladlcy sweater
ORTLAND, ORE.—Nicholas Ungar
ROYIDENCE, R. I.—Cladding's

fantzen eardijitan
AVENPORT, lA.—M. L. Parker
'beat falls, MONT.— Butirey's
tAMMOND, IND.—Nagdeman's
iEW YORK, N. Y.—Arnold Constable
AN BERNARDINO, CAL.—Libby’s Quality Shop
,EATTLE, WASH.—Rhodes of Seattle
ACOMA, WASH.—Rhodes Bros.

JeArthur Ltd. sweater and skirt
kcKSONviLLE, FLA.—Riverside Gown Shop
IJHNSTOWN, PA.—John Everetts
ORCESTER, MASS.—Vera Green

’cn«lleton sweater and skirt
IICACO, ILL.—Lytlon's
lYTON, o.—Metropolitan Co.
;s MOINES, lA.—Younker Bros.
INNEAPOLIS, MINN.—Dayton Co.
iRTLAND, ORE.—Meier & Frank

.hil Rose of California separates
lAMi, FLA.—Burdinc's
,;w YORK, N. Y.—Russek's
jliLADELPHiA, PA.—Gimbel’s

rentier sweater
NVER, COLO.—Daniels & Fisher
lUSTON, TEX.—Sakowitz Bros.
TTLE ROCK, ARK.—M. M. Cohn Co.
NNEAPOLIS, MINN.—Rothschild-Young-Quiiilan

r. LOUIS, MO.—Stix, Baer & Fuller
ISHINCTON, D. c.—Woodward & Lothrop

egal Knitwear sweater and hat
’arleston, w. va.—The Diamond
ILADELPHIA, PA.—Lit Bros.

nartee knit separates
jMiNGHAM, ALA.—Loveman, Joseph & Loeb
AMI, FLA.—Burdinc's

liortflair ttorduroy separates
k.anta, c.a.—Davison-Paxon
IIy YORK, N. Y.—Bloomingdalc's

i

p.sh-L-Knit sweater
ill WORTH, TEX.—Monnig's
Iyferloo, ia.—James Black Dry Goods

»4hito Stag jacket and skirt
fiTiMORE, MD.—Deutsch Apparel
' ®las, TEX.—Titche-Goettinger
I

f HVILLE, TENN.

—

Harvey’s
ilf TLAND, ORE.—Olds & Ring
1 s r LAKE CITY, UTAH—Auerbach's
SirTLE, wash.—Best’s Apparel

livable sweater bra
' *ANTA, CA.—Rich’s
N ' YORK, N. Y.—Macy’s
'’IHITA, KAN.—Charzel’s

l| een Casuals corduroy separates
(p. 81 )

“iiY, CONN.—Peggy Lee Shop
h
SI WOOD, CONN.—Brodie, Inc.

j

fi ADELPHiA, PA.—Lit Bros.
p<tH BEND, IND.—Robertson's
l*iHINCTON, D. C.—Hecht's

Now—so easy to be

a blonde again!
Actually simpler than setting your hair!

If your hair was born to be blonde—

and isn’t—or if you’re a brownette

with blonde ambitions, Light and

Bright by Richard Hudnut is for

you. It’s a home hair-lightener de-

signed to bring out all the hidden

gold in your hair . . . make you as

blonde as you were born to be.

Light and Bright is so simple and

easy to use; simpler, in fact, than

setting your hair. No messy mixing.

No complicated testing. No worri-

some timing. And Light and Bright

gives you genuine “color control”!

Light and Bright works so gently,

so gradually, you don’t have to

worry about getting too blonde too

fast. Each time you use Light and

Bright your hair gets a little lighter,

a little brighter. When you reach

just the color you want, you stop.

Light and Bright contains no am-

monia. It’s formulated with a special

built-in conditioner. Wonderful, the

way Light and Bright makes you a

true, natural-looking blonde again

. . . with lovely shining-soft hair! And
once this gentle home brightener

has brought to light your real

blondeness that mousey look is

gone for keeps. Your new golden

look won’t wash out, won’t fade.

Guaranteed by Good Housekeeping.

Get a bottle today—be a blonde

beauty tomorrow. Only $1.50 plus

tax for Light and

Bright at cosmetic ^Sekeepiny
counters.

Advertisement

EAT ANYTHING
WITH FALSE TEETH
If you have trouble with plates that
slip, rock and cause sore gums— try
Brimms Plasti-Liner. One applica-
tion makes plates fit snugly without
powder or paste, because Brimms
Plasti-Liner hardens permanently to
yout plate. It relines and refits loose
plates in a way no powder or paste can do. No need
tp pass up your favorite foods. With plates held
firmly by Plasti-Liner, YOU CAN EAT ANYTHING!
Simply lay soft strip of Plasti-Liner on troublesome
upper or lower. Bite and it molds perfectly. Easy
to use, tasteless, odorless, harmless to you and your
plates. Removable as directed. Money back guaran-
tee. At your drug counter. Only $1.50.

BRIMMS PLASTI-LINER
THE PERMANENT DENTURE RELINER

Prize ANGORA KITTEN
REAL
CUD Here s the life-like family pet that’s a real joy
rUlf to own. Full life-size— 18-tnches long with silky

coat of finest pure Angora bunny fur. A wonderful sleepy
time pal for all boys and girls. A homey room decoration
for Sis or Mom. Cute as can be with pink felt ears, em-
broidered nose, sparkling blue glass eyes. Only $2.98 cash
or C.O.D. plus postage. Order today—money back if not
100% delighted.

NIRESK INDUSTRIES Dept. FC-31, Chicago 40,

FREE! NATIONALLY
FAMOUS BRANDS

SHEETS • BEDSPREADS • BLANKETS
CURTAINS • TOWELS • TOASTERS "^

MIXERS • DRESSES • SWEATERS
AND 1,001 OTHER THINGS

without one cent cost
Mail coupon NOW for 264-page FULL COLOR Merchan-
dise Book, chockful of Big Values and Famous National
Brands. Quick as a wink you can start a shop-by-mail
club with a few friends. They pay only $1 a week for $10
order and get Free Gifts worth up to $3.95. YOU don’t
have to buy anything. YOU receive FREE $25, $50. $75
and more in merchandise just for sending in your friends’

orders. Everything you want for yourself, family and
home, you get FREE for a few minutes of your time. It’s

easy. No experience needed. Don’t miss this opportunity.
We serve only EAST of the Mississippi

GRACE HOLMES, Dept. 136 UNION, N. J.

GRACE HOLMES CLUB PLAN
Dept. 136, Union, N. J.

I am interested in receiving Free Mer-
chandise. Send me FREE 264-page
Full-Color Book and also details of
how I can win a Chevrolet.

Name

.

Address

.

City. . .

.

Zone .... State . .
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AT NEWSSTANDS NOW
Don’t miss this picture-filled

fact-filled, thrill-filled, sock-filled

entertainment bargain

ELVIS PRESLEY

Read all there is to know about
him—see him in action—go
through a day of fantastic

excitement and song with the
dynamic newcomer who has
rocked show business
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And Behold—This Is My Beloved

(Continued from page 55)
not really angry with me, of course, he
is just, maybe, a little—surprised. And I

feel so guilty, as if I had been prying.”
Now a confession like this, coming from

a wife—any wife—seemed a rare and
wonderful thing. Coupled with the fact
that in the several years of knowing Pier
Angeli, I had never known her to look
more radiantly happy, younger (she is

twenty-two but she looked like a young
seventeen) or more beautiful, I decided
to pursue this subject a little further.
Because Pier Angeli, after two years of
marriage and the birth of her son. Perry,
is more romantically in love with her
husband than ever. And, judging by the
size of their telephone bills when they’re
apart, Vic is even more wildly in love
with his wife than he was on the day
they exchanged their marriage vows.

And yet, their marriage has had more
problems to overcome than most mar-
riages. Sure, you can say, but illness and
separations and even in-law problems
are a lot easier to cope with when you
have a big income than when you’re an
average young couple faced with similar
problems. Some people may well contend
that a young woman with Pier Angeli’s
financial resources, to say nothing of her
exquisite beauty, shouldn’t have too hard
a time keeping a man in love with her and
keeping her marriage on the high, shining
plane of romance, rather than letting it

settle down onto what all too often is the
drab plateau of a marriage in which a
couple takes one another for granted.
But on the contrary, one of the things

that makes Pier Angeli’s rules for not
letting a romance turn into a marriage so
applicable to any young couple is that
few young women have to work as hard
as a movie star must work, when she’s
working. And lately, with “Somebody Up
There Likes Me” proving to be a box-
office bonanza, and “The Vintage” being
made in Paris and California, Pier is one
of the hardest-working of the young
Hollywood actresses. And, when she and
Vic are forced to be separated by the de-
mands of their careers, she’s as lonely
without her husband as any other young
wife. Likewise, when she and Vic are
together. Pier is as tempted as anyone
to relax completely, mentally and physi-
cally. Anyone who must appear glamorous
and beautifully dressed every minute of
the time she’s with people, even with
close friends, would welcome a chance to
more or less forget how she looked when
she was in the privacy of her own home.

But, “No,” said Pier, putting her size-

four foot down on that suggestion firmly.

“A wife should always change for her
husband in the evening, and she should
have little surprises for him. Maybe she
will change the way she does her hair, or
maybe it will be a new dress or a new,
frilly apron, even. What it is does not
matter. What matters is that he knows
you care enough about him to want to

look your very best for him. This is good
for a man’s ego, any man. It makes him
feel important to the most important
person in his life—his wife.”

Pier confesses to the fact that she loves
clothes and adds, “I am lucky, of course
—this I know. God has been very good to

me. I have been able to be successful in

my work so that I make enough money
to buy the nice clothes I like to have. But
this—to be able to buy expensive clothes

—this is not the important thing. The im-
portant thing is—how shall I say it? Not
to go around half-dressed—coming to the
breakfast table, say, in your pajamas and

a bathrobe with, maybe, your hair still ;

curlers or cold cream on your face. It

better, I think, if a husband never kno\
how his wife always manages to keep hi

hair looking so pretty or her skin ;

smooth, and if she does these things
secret, when he is away. We all ne(
romance in our lives, and if we wish
keep this romance in our marriage,
think we must keep some things a secrf
Some part of ourselves we must keep
ourselves. It is not right that marrk
people feel they must know everythin;
every uttle thing, about one another.”

;

This, for Pier, means never, never
open a letter addressed to her husband.

;

means never saying, at the end of a tefi'

phone conversation, “Who was that? Wh
did he want?” and so on, as so many

i

us are so sorely tempted to do, especial,
when our end of the conversation soun<.
provocative. It means, above all, recoj
nizing the right of each person, even :

the intimacy of a marriage, to a little pa
of himself that he may keep inviolate.
“Married people,” Pier believes, “shou

be not only lovers, but good friends :!

well, with a deep, mutual respect for or
another’s need for privacy. My husbar
turns to me always for help in his care(
and in his life, just as I turn to him. Bi
always it is that we turn to one anothe
not that the other tries to—well, to pr
You know?”
And, indeed, we did know. There ai

probably few of us who do not numbt
among our families or friends those wel
intentioned people whose feelings aj

deeply hurt if every telephone call, ever
message, every date and every letter

|

not immediately made a matter for fami
discussion. Most of us have had at lea^

one woman friend confide, in hurt tone
“I don’t know what’s come over my hu?
band lately. He won’t tell me anythii
any more.” What these good souls real

mean, of course—as any marriage cour
selor would probably be quick to poii

;

,

out—is that they’re hurt, not because the;
j

|

husbands won’t tell them anything, bi

because their husbands, or their teen-aj
^

children, won’t tell them everything. ,

,

«!

h

The marriage of Vic Damone and PitJ
Angeli started off with several strik

against it. Pier’s mother, Mrs. Pierange
wasn’t at all sure that Vic was the rig):

husband for her daughter. Well, hundrei
of thousands of mothers have had simik
doubts about any number of fine, futu:

sons-in-law. Having the fledgling lea'

the nest is always a painful experienc
But Pier, like any other young brid

had to follow the dictates of her heai

and that heart had been given completel
without reservations or doubts of ar,r

'

kind, to Vic. When Mrs. Pierangeli rea

ized that and saw their happiness togethe

she realized that Pier had chosen rightl

Their marriage faced more trials, ar

near-tragedy, the time Pier was serious

injured when a lurching plane, on whit

she was a passenger, threw her forcib ®

against a seat during her pregnane
fracturing her pelvis. For long weeks, si

lay in bed saying to the attending doctor

“My baby—please save my baby!” ar

again, as Pier has said, God was good j

her and her baby was saved. Now a yetfiJ

old. Perry Damone is one of the mo
beautiful babies anyone has ever see

with a mass of light-brown, curling hai

Pier’s enormous dark eyes and Vic’s er

gagingly boyish grin. Born and reared :

this atmosphere of love. Perry has a sunr

disposition. He has already accompanie S,

his mother on one trip overseas and wi i

undoubtedly accompany her and his fath no.



r
m many more journeys in the future.

“But our phone bills!” said Pier of these

leparations. “I am ashamed to tell you how
nuch they are. Every day, Vic calls me
)r I call him, and after we have talked for

in hour and I want to hang up, he says,

What’s wrong, Anna Marie? You’re angry
vith me. You’ve hardly said a thing.’ No
vender,” she chuckled, “I love my hus-
land.”

No wonder, too, that her husband loves

ler. And to be sure that the tingling, bub-
ling excitement they still feel in one an-
ther’s presence never settles, to be sure
bat the bubbles of romance never go out
f the champagne of their marriage. Pier
ot only surprises Vic with some change in

er appearance almost every day they’re

Dgether, she surprises him with a com-
lete change of mood. She is the serious
oung wife who sits up with him, talking
ver their careers, their problems, their

3n, until a rosy dawn has finger-painted
le sky beyond their window. A day
iter, Vic comes home to find a wife who
; a gay and enchanting gamin, who greets
im at the door at eleven o’clock at night,

hen he is exhausted after a TV ap-
earance, and says, “You look much too
krious, Vic. And I—I feel silly tonight. I

on’t know why, but we have been too
jirious too long. Let’s be silly tonight.”

|:
great part of Pier Angeli’s charm is

>.at ability of hers to move swiftly from
ood to mood, with the many emotions

I which she is capable, flitting like va-
ant beams of sunlight across her lovely,

ipressive face. Pier Angeli cares deeply,
,ie cares rather terribly, she cares with
1 of her being about all things, large and
nail. She has no small talk, which you
Iscover after just a few minutes spent
latting with her. Instantly, the talk will
Verve to something solid, if not neces-
rily momentous, but you can have that
^le of her, too, if you wish. The side
at has read good, enriching books and
iS garnered a more than working knowl-
ge of fine art. The side that has been
e fertile soil of an inquiring mind that
's traveled halfway around the world
d back, observing and questioning and
ting in the fruits of many cultures, many
ids and many people.

This is difficult to believe of anyone as
lil and fragile as Pier, but there is

thing frail or fragile about her mind
her will. Before fame and love and

irriage came to her. Pier had her in-
/idual heartaches and tragedies, just
we all have. One of the keenest losses

; suffered was the loss of her father,
whom she was devoted with all the
ensity of which she is capable. In
t, when her beautiful and beautifully
)omed but very long fingernails had to
cut for her role of Rocky Graziano’s

fe in, “Somebody Up There Likes Me,’’
:r was almost in tears.

You would have thought,” she admits
V, “that they were going to cut off,

; my fingernails, but my head, judging
the way I protested. But my father, he
'ays liked a girl to have long fingernails
irovided, of course, they are cared for.

when the director tells me I must have
.
nails cut, I say, ‘No, please! I will wear
ves in the close-up scenes, but please
not make me cut my nails.’ But the
petor makes me realize, of course, that
mnot go through a whole picture wear-
gloves, and so I let them cut my nails,

t,” exhibiting them like a happy child,
u see, now they have grown again!”
[his eagerness to please, to be what
man she loves wants her to be, is

ther reason why the Vic Damone-Pier
?eli marriage is, so far, one to envy.
:re is no doubt at all in anyone’s mind,
uding Vic’s, that if—despite her sen-

m

STOP PAIN INSTANTTY
f^OMBATINFECTION-PROMOTE HEAUNGWITH SOOTHINB

Campho-Phenique
JSE IT

CAM.,0.„N.eEK)
^

fever blisters
COLD SORESjrGUM BOILS

.fe:

USE
for

Not only do fever blisters heal faster, but the same thing hap-
pens when Campho-Phenique is used on cold sores, gum boils.

Wonderfully soothing too, for minor burns, poison ivy, itching

of insect bites. And Campho-Phenique is a highly effective,

pain-relieving antiseptic for minor cuts and scratches from
paring knives, can openers, tin cans, etc. Used on pimples,

Campho-Phenique helps prevent their spread and re-infection.

BE A BEAUTY ADVISOR
I Show You How

Previous experience unnecessary. Make
as much as $5.00 in one hour just advis-
ing friends and neighborson proper use of
famous Studio Girl Hollywood Cosmetics.
Become an expert with only a few hours study.
AH information free. If you send name today
I will also send free samples—no charge now
or at any other time. Send your name to me,
Harry Taylor, President, at address below.

STUDIO^GIRL HOLLYWOOD COSMETICS
DEPT, 38610 GLENDALE 4, CALIFORNIA

LEARN AT HOME
• to be a Nurse’s Aide

• Practical Nurse
• or Infant Nurse

PrepHTc in sipare time for a fascinating, high-pa.v career.

Thousands of men and women, are graduates of

this physician-endorsed course. High'scliool not required.

Eas.v payments: earn as your learn. Trial plan. 57th year.

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. 210, 25 East Jackson Blvd., Chicago 4, III.

Please send me free booklet and 16 sample lesson pages.

I\’anu

Oifu - Sif.ntp. Age

Dangers of

Colon Troubles
FREE BOOK—Explains Related

Chronic Ailments

Avoid
Dangers

Delay

Learn about Colon troubles, Stomach con-
ditions, Piles and other rectal conditions.
Causes, effects and treatment. 130-page book
sent FREE. McCleary Clinic and Hospital,
1023 Elms Blvd., Excelsior Springs 3, Mo.

No Nagging

Backache Means a

Good Night's Sleep
Nagging backache, headache, or muscular aches and
pains may come on with over-exertion, emotional up-
sets or day to day stress and strain. And folks who
eat and drink unwisely sometimes suffer mild bladder
irritation...with that restless, uncomfortable feeling.

If you are miserable and worn out because of
these discomforts, Doan’s Pills often help by their
pain relieving action, by their soothing effect to ease
bladder irritation, and by their mild diuretic action
through the kidneys—tending to increase the output
of the 15 miles of kidney tubes.
So if nagging backache makesyou feel dragged-out,

miserable, with restless, sleepless nights, don’t wait,
try Doan’s Pills, get the same happy relief millions
have enjoyed for over 60 years. Ask for new, large,
economy sizeandsavemoney. Get Doan’s Pills today !

New Way to Remove Dandruff
New concentrated DANDRICIDE RINSE releases anti-dandruff

action no ordinary tonic or shampoo can duplicate

DANDRUFF MUST GO OR MONEY BACK

WHY HAVE DANDRUFF ? Tonight, you can
have a cleaner scalp, healthier looking hair,
gleaming with a soft clean sheen!

With new Dandricide, loose itchy dandruff is

removed instantly with a unique anti-dandruff,
scalp conditioning rinse action

!

Old fashioned dandruff “tonics“ or shampoos
may merely dissolve dandruff scales, only to have
them return in a few days. New Dandricide rinses
loose dandruff OUT . . . really cleans the scalp
. . . fights the fast return of unsightly, itchy dan-
druff as no tonic or shampoo can

!

Concentroted to last longer! Easy to use!
Because it’s concentrated, you get 12 Dandricide
rinses in a .$1.00 bottle. Just mix with water as
directed, rinse and that’s all! Get Dandricide at
drug and department stores, beauty and barber

P
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PERMANENT DARKENER hovwo

FOR LASHES AND BROWS applied

* A beautiful TINT!

• ONE APPLICATION LASTS 4-S WBBKSI

Takes just seconds to apply . . . slays on

4 to 5 weeks! "Dark-Eyes" is the perfect

way to make eyelashes and brows com-

pletely natural looking . . . and it will not

harden or break themi "Dark-Eyes" is NOT
A MASCARA! Will not stick to eyelash

curler. Eliminates the bother of daily eye

make-up. It is PERAAANENT,

SWIMPROOF, SMUDGEPROOF,
TEARPROOF, and SMEAR-
PROOF!
$1.00 (plus lax) at leading drug,

dept, and variety chain stores.

Ue*”'.?

“DARK-EYES" COMPANY, Dept. PI 06
3310 W. Carroll Avo Chicago 24, III.

1 enclose 25< (coin or stomps—lax included) for TRIAL SIZE

PACKAGE of •Oork-Eyei" with directions.

check color: Black Brown

"

Town_ — Slate —

POEMS WANTEDH For musical setting^ - • • Send• W vour Poems todav for FREE
.. . Jbjt . ..

CROWN MUSIC C0.,1476-L Broadway, New York 36, N.Y.

Hair
OFFrace
Lips•••Arms•••Legs

Now Happy! After trying many things, I de-
veloped a simple, inexpensive method to remove
unsightly hair. Its regular use helps thousands
retain admiration, love, happiness. My FREE book ex-

plains method, proves success. Mailed in plain enve-
lope. Also TRIAL OFFER. Write Annette Lanzette,
P.O. Box 4040, Mdse. Mart. Dept. 2,S5.Chicago 54. 111.

Celebrating 35 Years in Business

Atafce Money Like MAGIC!

FREE!
iXCtUSIVB
presentation Book

of 44 samples

Newest idea TALL Christmas Cards.
^Hich, radiant colors glow like magic;
soli like magic. You make $1 on every
box! New and different SOUTHERN
[BEAUTY 21-Card assortment; Reli-
Igious Cards; Photo-Personals; 3-IN-l
Ensembles. Name- Imprinted Christ-

• mas Cards 25 for 51.You make up to 150%
• cash profit. Cash bonus extra! Fast 24-
• hour service. No experience needed. Get
• sample Presentation Book FREE, plus
• assortments on approval. Send couponi

FREEL
$1.95 Southorn

Bollo Ooll^^^
given

promptnoMZ^M,iij
^ ({

\

//\l

SOUTHERN GREETINGS. Dept. P-3f
* 478 N. Hollywood St.. Memphis 12,Tenn.

Ctfv<£ State

timental feelings about her father—Vic
insisted that she have short nails, Pier
would retire to her room, like a little girl,

to regard those long nails sadly and wist-
fully, and then she would pick up a pair
of scissors and minutes later she would
emerge to say, “You see—for you, just
for you I do this.”

In “The Vintage,” the picture she is

making abroad, Pier plays the part of just
such a girl—a tiny gamin, a child with the
heart and soul and understanding of a

woman. She plays the part of a girl who
falls in love with a man much older than
she. He, of course, falls hopelessly in love
with her, but feels that the difference in

their ages is an insurmountable obstacle
to their love and happiness.
“But age,” Pier says, back in her role

of the thoughtful woman again, “has
nothing to do with one’s years. Look at
my sister, Marisa. She is married to a
man much older than she, yet seldom have
I seen two people who are happier or who
are more in love. If a girl knows in her
heart what she wants, then she will be
happy. Not until and not before.”

Pier’s own romance with Vic points this

up, too, as it points up her deep under-
standing of herself. When Vic first asked
her to marry him, when they met in

Germany and he was in the Army, Pier
knew she wasn’t ready for marriage. There
was so much for her to see and do and
be, first, and she must be very sure, she
must know her own heart absolutely.
Everyone knows of her friendship with

Kirk Douglas, of whom she still says, “He
is one of the most wonderful people in
the world. I hope I may always count him
and his lovely wife among my close
friends.” Then came her romance with
the late Jimmy Dean, of which her mother
deeply and even violently disapproved,
because Mrs. Pierangeli did not think
Jimmy adult enough or mature enough
to take on the responsibilities of marriage.
But the end of that romance must have
brought its heartaches, too, and its pangs.
And then, when she and Vic met again in
a small cafe opposite the M-G-M studios,
and they played “our song” on a jukebox,
somehow all the attraction that had been
there before, when she was not quite
ready for love, sprang to life again. Be-
fore they left the cafe, they were engaged.
“When love comes,” Pier says wist-

fully of this, “nothing matters, except
that you are together, that you reach out
and touch the other person ever so lightly.

A touch of a fingertip, perhaps—and for
you, it is as though you had embraced, as
though you had kissed each other.”

To cut through the complexities of life

to the simple truths that bind and direct

our days is a difficult thing for any e
to do, but that is what Pier and Vic ly

to do. To come together at each day’s iid

both as lovers and as friends. Never o
take one another for granted, always o
be deeply touched and stirred again y
the simple miracle of the love that brou it

them together and that gives meaning o
,
each day that dawns.
No one, least of all Pier Angeli, sugg<s

that her marriage is perfect. On the oi-
trary, she will tell you that they hi e
their budget problems, their career pri -

lems; that, like any wife, she works hd
at the job of running her home, runng
her career, and keeping her busbars
love. But then again she will turn to ju
and say, “But life is so short, we mj
make it as perfect as we can, mustn’t wi,”

Late afternoon sunlight spilled throitt
the high windows of the restaurant whig
we had been talking and lunching. Witl^
start, we noticed that the other ding,
had long since left and almost every tadj
but ours was cleared. The headwaiter w ;•

like everyone else, had fallen in Icgr

with Pier the moment he laid eyes upi
her, insisted that we not hurry. But P?
glanced at her watch and said, “Vic vl
be waiting for me. I have been away fni'

him for two hours and already I feel

though I have been away from him t'

years. This,” she sighed, “is silly, I su
pose, but this is the way I feel.”

A little gill just five-feet-one al
weighing one hundred pounds, wearing
beige suit that emphasized her twent
inch waistline, with her shining dark h;

pulled straight back from the pale oi

of her face and worn in a pony tail, s

did not look like a wife and mother. S
looked like what she was—a girl in loi

hurrying to join her beloved. She wor
make a gay and amusing story of h
luncheon interview. She would say, “He
do you think I sounded? Did I sound t

smug, perhaps, because I am so lucl

and so happy?”
No one will ever know Vic’s answer

that as, perhaps, he pulled her down in

his lap, as he said, “You’re such a lit!

girl, Anna Marie, and such a wonder!
woman.”
But any man would envy him. And yi

any woman can make the man she lov

feel as Vic feels about his Anna Marie
that he is her whole world. That is tl

way a man hungers to feel—that ear

night, when he comes home, he is a kii

re-entering his kingdom. Pier Angeli h
found how to make this small, dai

miracle come true.

For this, at least, there is no seer

formula. A single word unlocks the doc

The word, of course, is love. The Ei
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There Was a Boy

(Continued from page 50)

ery well. He was glad he had come East.

I had been offer^ a job in New York,

ut upon my arrival, I found it had been

lied. Since Jimmy was the only person

really knew in town, I contacted him
timediately. Over coffee at Walgreen’s
» briefed me on the New York situation.

'e stopped by Louis Shurr’s office, where
“ introduced me and kidded with the

>ents and office girls. Then he made a

aick phone call and we left to meet
imeone very important.

Jimmy had met Elizabeth (Dizzy)

leridan a month or so before, and was
impletely captivated by her warmth,
larm, and alert mind. Dizzy, the daugh-
r of pianist Frank Sheridan, was a

incer—or, that is, she aspired to be a

jincer. Alone in New York, she had tak-

, a part-time job as usherette at the

liris motion-picture theatre, and was
isting solely on her small salary. Some-
iw, she scraped together enough to

jdy dance, her first love, and on rare

casions to go horseback riding, her sec-

d love. Dizzy had a wonderful sense of

mor and was easy to know. It was un-
rstandable that she and Jimmy got on
well.

That afternoon. Dizzy, Jimmy and I

)k a walk through the zoo in Central
rk, where it was decided that Jimmy
d I should find an apartment to share,

nmy had been staying temporarily with
riend and had been thinking of moving.
Apartment-hunting in New York, as

/ New Yorker will attest, is a fatiguing

ji complex chore. After less than one
Ur of looking, we gave up the struggle

,if compromised by taking a single room
!\;h bath at the Iroquois Hotel on 44th
.f eet. The quarters were cramped, the

I

[it was too high for our pocketbooks,

f
it put an end to a search that could

re gone on for weeks,
leveral members of Jimmy’s special

iCile of friends were living next door at
(}iv York’s famous old theatrical hotel,

Algonquin. Most of the people in the
^up were well established in the theatre
0 TV, and their acceptance of him was
i#y gratifying to Jimmy. Prominent in

J group was composer Alec Wilder, who
|i)te “Songs Were Made to Sing While
IV ’re Young.” Alec had gained Jimmy’s
^ect and admiration and was respon-
Ije for slowly reactivating his interest
ir nusic and literature. Gradually, Jimmy
ban looking to both Alec Wilder and
Riers Bracket, another member of the
gup in whom he had a great deal of
ccfidence, for advice and guidance.
he summer months crept on us and

wi them came the annual theatre and
te vision disease, the summer hiatus. It

is "le time when many of the regular TV
slws go off the air and the theatre be-
coes less active, leaving actors to either
ss^at out hungrily the muggy New York
su mer, or to take jobs in summer stock

companies out of town. Jimmy decided
not to try stock, but to remain in town
and take his chances at getting work.
As the weeks went by and the work

failed to materialize, Jimmy became more
and more depressed. Summer in New
York can be that way when you are not

eating regularly. In an effort to offer him
some relief, Rogers Bracket invited Jimmy
for a weekend at the home of some friends

who lived up the Hudson River. The
thought of a refreshing weekend in the

country appealed to Jimmy, and he ac-

cepted gratefully.

That was the first of several weekends
he was to spend at the home of Lemuel
and Shirley Ayers. Lem Ayers was a

rising young Broadway producer, then
working on plans for a fall production.

Jimmy liked the Ayerses and, during his

visits, he would spend his time puttering

in their garden and listening attentively to

the inside conversations about Lem’s
forthcoming production of N. Richard
Nash’s “See the Jaguar.” As time went
on, the Ayerses came to like the quiet

young man who came for occasional

weekends. They were not aware, how-
ever, that somewhere in the back of

Jimmy’s mind there glimmered a hope,

a dream for the near future, which very
much involved them.

The weekends in the country made the

days between in the city more bearable,

but in spite of the relief, Jimmy’s de-
spondency over the lack of work con-
tinued. He tried to spend his free time
reading and studying. Even in his darkest
hours he remained very active, meeting
and getting to know new people, finding

new and unusual things around New York,
and discovering a little more about him-
self each day.
New York seemed to stimulate Jimmy’s

mind to a point where it was more alert

than it had ever been. One day, during a

period when he had been reading a lot

of modern literature, he asked me to

suggest something in the classic vein to

read. He seemed especially interested in

Greek philosophy and drama, so I sug-
gested he start with Plato. That night he
turned up with a volume of Plato’s works
and began reading a section on Demo-
cratic Education. After an hour or so, he
closed the book and offered to treat me
to a cooling beer at a bar near by. I knew
Jimmy was an expert bluff artist, espe-
cially when he was in a corner, but I

had never seen as vivid an example as I

was about to get.

As chance had it, we ran into a friend
of Jimmy’s at the bar. The man was a
writer for Life magazine and was ap-
parently well-educated. In less than five

minutes, Jimmy had him deep in a dis-
cussion of Plato’s philosophy. Although he
had read a mere twenty pages or so,

Jimmy talked with the authority and
enthusiasm of an expert. I am confident
that when that man left the bar, he was
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How I Learned

SHORTHAND
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SHORTHAND

No Symbols—No Machine
USES ABC's

By Miss Dulcie Kaufman
New York, N. Y.

“Six weeks after enrolling for
Sl’EEDWRITING shorthand, I

could take dictation at the rate of
120 words per minute and tran-
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Placement Service. I was hired for
a secretarial position at a salary
that exceeded any I had earned
previously."
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thoroughly convinced Jimmy was a scho-
lar of Platonic philosophy. However, I had
discovered the secret of Jimmy’s little

game: let the other fellow do most of the
talking and you will learn what he thinks
you already know.
One day in the office of his agent, Jane

Deacy, Jimmy met an intense young actress
named Chris White. Over coffee he learned
that Chris had written a scene with which
she wanted to audition for the famous Ac-
tors’ Studio. They agreed to do the scene
together and began rehearsing immediate-
ly. Often they would come up to our hotel
room and, using my objective criticism

and direction, they shaped the scene with
loving care and caution.

By the time audition day rolled around,
Jimmy and Chris had the scene beauti-
fully molded. Frightened and nervous,
they took their humble offering before
what they considered the mighty High
Priests of their craft. As I recall, they
were two of the fifteen—out of the hun-
dred and fifty who auditioned—who were
accepted into the Studio. Jimmy was then
reputedly the youngest member of The
Actors’ Studio. He was twenty-one, and he
belonged.

Late in August, the Ayerses invited
Jimmy on a ten-day boat cruise to Cape
Cod, stipulating that he was to act as a
member of the crew. Jimmy had long been
interested in boats and eagerly snatched
at the opportunity to learn more about
them. And, indeed, by the time he re-
turned he had absorbed most of the basic
rudiments of boating and navigation. For
weeks thereafter he talked enthusiastic-
ally of boats and boating, but he avoided
discussing the social aspects of the trip.

Out of a growing awareness that he
needed people and had to exist in a world
full of them, Jimmy had begun to de-
velop a knack for complimenting their

egos. This he accomplished by taking a
deep and sincere interest in the things
they liked most. By the time he took the
boat trip he had matured enough to real-
ize that—in order to win the favor of the
others on board—being friendly and gen-
ial, yet remaining true to his own character,
was a simpler and wiser way to enjoy
himself and to be enjoyed. When he re-
turned, it was obvious that all had gone
well and that he was due to hear more
from the Ayerses.

Just before Jimmy left on the boat
trip, we decided to give up our hotel
room and accept the kind offer of a girl

with whom we had studied at UCLA. So,
in Jimmy’s absence, I moved our posses-
sions into the large apartment the girl

had been subletting and was turning over
to us for the remainder of the summer.
The arrangement seemed ideal, but we
had hardly moved in when the people
from whom the girl had been subletting
returned from Europe and demanded their
apartment. Helpless, we were forced to

find a smaller place uptown.
The night before we moved out of the

large apartment we were particularly
broke, due to the advance-rent payment
we had to make on the new place. Jimmy,
Dizzy Sheridan and I had between us
less than a dollar on which to eat. So,
like scavengers, we took all the leftovers
from the refrigerator and made with them
a soupy stew into wliich we dumped a
half-package of stale spaghetti. As we
sat eating the mess, not one of us said a
word.

All in all, that summer in New York
was a torturous one. I had secured a
low-paying job at CBS, but Jimmy was
still suffering from the pressures of being
unemployed. We had taken to pooling the
little I had, the very little Dizzy had, and
the occasional few dollars Jimmy picked

lii

up by taking jobs on TV quiz progr
on which they would throw pies in

face. Still there was barely enough
manage the bare necessities, such as fi

rent, and cigarettes. It was no won
then, that about four o’clock one me
ing over coffee in a hamburger jc

Jimmy, Dizzy and I came to the c

elusion that we’d had it and decided to
away from it all. After a moment’s furl

consideration, we packed a suitcase, g£
ered together the ten dollars we had
tween us (it was payday), and hea
for the bus terminal, where we boar
a bus for New Jersey. Once there,
got off and hitch-hiked the rest of
way to Indiana, where we visited
farm on which Jimmy had been rais

The two wholesome weeks we sp

on the farm brought the kind of re

our tired souls required. The Winsld
Jimmy’s aunt and uncle, opened t!

home and their hearts to us. Mom,
Jimmy called his aunt Hortense, saw
it that we had plenty of delicious hoi
cooked food, and Marcus, his uncle, g
us the run of their serenely beautiful
efficiently clean, modern farm.

Afte

Dt

i;

ipt

ter all the years of seeing Jirr

alone and without a family, it wa;
wonderful thing to watch him touch o

again the gentle roots of his early ye
He discussed the farm and its probl
at great length with Marcus, learning fi

his uncle the complications of farmini
our present economic structure. Mai*^
seemed to beam with silent pride as Jirr

listened attentively, seeing in him for

first time a matured and developed yo'j

man who had, only a few short years
fore, left his household a mere boy.

Hortense was touched by Jimmy’s c^
(q]

passion and concern over her increa
efi

pain from the arthritis that had bej
jo

to gnaw at her hands. To Dizzy and
Jimmy expressed a strong desire to o ip

the Winslows, someday when he made
fortune, the opportunity to move ti'ljy

drier climate where Mom’s arthritis wo
not pain her as much.
Jimmy also spent many hours talh' p

to and explaining things to little Marj
who is his cousin and the youngest of i

Winslow children. Whenever he detecfB!

traces of his own character in Mar
Jimmy would expand with a secret pi

and fond remembrance of his own b

hood days in Fairmont. He tried, in

brief time allotted, to encourage li

Markie in all that he felt was import

Jimmy took us to his old high scl

where, with a bit of his ego showing
the flourish of his own special brand
bravado, he took over for a few days,

dramatics teacher was more than plea

to see him, and turned her classroom o

to the three of us. Jimmy spoke on
art of acting. Dizzy demonstrated mod
dance techniques, and I got in my qu
ter’s worth by talking on TV direct

and writing. None of us was really enoi

of a master of his craft to warrant
display of unabashed authoritative lect

ing, but it was greatly rewarding to

to have those youngsters pay such cl

attention and regard us with so much a

After a year of trying in vain to convi

the New York professional world of

capabilities, it was a wonderful boost

have so many people accept us as masi
of what we were trying to accomplisl

After too short a time, a call from N
York for Jimmy brought our bliss to

end. We had slept well, been fed w
and had been accepted; we could ask

no more. Three grateful, refreshed yoi

people were driven to the highway
deposited there to hitch a ride eight hi

dred miles back to the city, back tq^
task of finding their ways.



Our return brought with it great ex-
itement. Shortly after we got back, Jim-
ly was asked to read for a leading role in

! em Ayers’ fall production of “See the

jaguar.” Jimmy had little hopes of get-

1 ng the part, since another actor, who had
een reading it during the auditions for

le show’s backers, was almost set for the

)le. But it was the dream he’d had in the

ack of his mind all these months, and
e was determined to do his best to make
come true.

His nerves were showing the night he
ent to read. He had no clean shirt, so I

int him one of mine. He was unable to

lanipulate his hands to tie his tie, so

izzy took over for him. We agreed to

:eet him at the Paris Theatre after the

adition. I went to the theatre with Dizzy
iid tried to concentrate on the movie
hile Dizzy worked out her hours. By the

me she got off, Jimmy had not arrived,

I we walked in the direction of the

ace where he had gone to read. We were
ilfway there when we saw him walking
)wn the street toward us. We stopped,
raid to know the answer, and tried to

scern from his expression what had
ippened. His face told the story. No
|ie said a word; we just stood there
ughing and crying like three crazy,

ateful little kids. After many intense
onths of clinging to a slippery handful
[;
faith and hope, the littlest part of a
earn come true can be an exulting ex-
lirience.

All of Jimmy’s hopes were riding on
at play. It was the first time he had
i'en afforded the opportunity to work
jsely with top professional talent, and he
eant to absorb as much as possible. Im-
iediately, he allowed himself to fall

ider the complete influence of his di-
ctor and the star, Arthur Kennedy, and
refully followed their advice. The only
Sculty he encountered was in trying

; sing the folk song Alec Wilder had
mposed for the play. Jimmy was prac-
ally tone-deaf and had to be coached
ery evening by Dizzy or me, until at
!t he almost had it. During the four
;eks of rehearsal, every thought he had,
ery conscious moment was devoted to
5 role. He was determined to make the
jst of this, his first appearance on
.oadway.
jDpening night in New York was espe-

cially tense for him. The out-of-town
reviews of the play had been bad. Most
of the critics panned the script, but they
had been favorable toward Jimmy. His
concern on opening night was, therefore
not as much for his singular success as
it was for the over-all success of the show.
Anyone who saw his performance can

attest that Jimmy did beautifully. He
played a young boy whose mother had
locked him in a smokehouse for many
years in order to spare him from the
cruelty of the outside world, and his

portrayal was filled with sensitivity and
pathos. The whole audience seemed to

respond sympathetically and intensely to
Jimmy’s acting. Backstage after the show,
his dressing room was crowded with
friends and well-wishers. Jimmy’s heart
was filled with pride and gratitude. He
had done well and he knew it.

The New York critics, however, did not
like the script, even though they praised
the acting highly, and the play closed
after only six performances. However, as
a result of his favorable notices, job offers

started coming in for Jimmy almost im-
mediately. The recognition and ensuing
activity took the edge off his disappoint-
ment over the show’s closing. He was
assigned several TV roles and got calls

from the motion-picture studios. One such
call was an offer to fly to Hollywood to

make a screen test. Jimmy declined, in-
sisting that a test could be made in New
York, if they really wanted to test him.
He had no desire to return to Hollywood,
even to make a screen test. Ultimately
the idea for the test was dropped, and
Jimmy continued doing television work
and auditioning for Broadway plays.
Several months went by without any

major incidents. Jimmy continued to work,
a little more regularly now, and studied
even more intensely. He moved back to
the Iroquois where he spent much of his
time reading and learning to play the
recorder, a flute-like instrument. Often
he would sit in the window of his small
room, piping out the sad strains of the
folk tunes Alec Wilder had written for
him to practice. Dizzy had gone off to
dance at some place on Trinidad, and
although Jimmy dated frequently, there
was for a time no one to take her place.
His anxieties were less than they had
been during the past two years, but still

ANSWERS TO CROSSWORD PUZZLE ON PAGE 86

Across

1.

First

6. Hunters
11. pa
13. Anthony (Quinn)
14. I’ll

15. Iron
16. R K (Robert Keith)
17. in

18. etc.

19. “vag” (vagrancy)
21. St.

22. Rainier
24. Knights
25. Reg (Reginald)
26. N. Y.
27. set

28. Arm

30.

S H (Susan Hayward)

33.

Beast
35. Keith (Andes)
36. B C (Bing Crosby)
37. hem
38. Oona (O’Neill)
40. T M (Tony Martin)
41. trend
44. cop

45. T D (Tom Drake)

46. E R (Edward [G.]
Robinson)

47. lion

49. It

51.

Away
54. Barry (Nelson)
55. Knock

57.

Sullivan (Barry)
60. agrees
62. Lund (John)
63. new
65. M L (Myrna Loy)
66. Ones
67. Is

68. rib

70. Evelyn
71. Tonto
72. N W (Natalie Wood)

Down

1. Farr (Felicia)

2. Inka
3. R T (Russ Tamblyn)
4. Shine
5. Tonight
6. Hyer (Martha)
7. Nicky (Hilton)
8. T L (Ted Lewis)

9.

Elvis (Presley)
10. sightsee

11. posse
12. ant

20.

age

23.

Irma (My Friend)
28. Abbott (Bud)
29. recording
31. Him
32. champ
34. Shane
35. K H (Katharine

Hepburn)
39. N E (Nelson Eddy)
40. Tony (Curtis)
42. Drake (Charles)
43. Slav
44. Corner

48.

Iran
50. Torme (Mel)
52. A S (Ann Sheridan)
53. Yule (Joe, Jr.)

54. Bidin’
55. Kate
56. Cell

58. Lust
59. L N (Lloyd Nolan)
61. son

64.

win

69.

B W (Bob Wagner)
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he appeared to be waiting for something.
Shortly after I left New York to write

for a TV show in Hollywood, Jimmy was
cast in “The Immoralist.” I later learned
from him that all had gone well in the
early stages of rehearsal, but that the
experience had ended badly. The out-of-
town opening had proved Jimmy to be a
highlight, but the show to be in need of
rewriting and redirecting. A new director
was brought in to take over and Jimmy’s
part was drastically cut down. He had
always shown a son- like attachment to

any director in whom he had faith and
confidence, but, either deliberately or
imintentionally, this new director abused
his confidence. As Jimmy related it, the
director turned on him one day when he
asked for guidance in his role. The ex-
perience so shattered Jimmy that he left

the rehearsal for several hours.
Because of the cutting of his part and

his disillusionment by the director, Jimmy
gave his quitting notice the night the
show opened in New York. In spite of
the behind-the-scenes difficulties, the re-
views of the show praised Jimmy’s per-
formance highly. Jimmy settled down to
fill out his contract and, once again,
waited.
There is a point in the lives of men

destined to be famous when Fate steps
in and offers the perfect circumstance
or vehicle to help them on their way to
greatness. Once this opportunity has been
afforded him, however, a man must as-
sume the responsibility for following
through and proving his worth. As James
Dean prepared for his moment, another
man—an active man with a power and
greatness of his own—was preparing an-
other of his many projects, a screenplay
which he planned to direct. The lives of

the two men had crossed occasionally,

but briefly. To Elia Kazan, James Dean
was an actor, a member of The Actors’
Studio, another actor to be watched and
catalogued for future reference. To James
Dean, Elia Kazan was a master of his

craft, a champion of his school, a maker
of his destiny.

It would have been normal procedure
for any good agent to submit Jimmy’s
name for a role in Elia Kazan’s produc-
tion of “East of Eden.” But Jane Deacy
isn’t merely any good agent. She is an
intelligent woman with an acute eye for

just the right thing, and when she read
the screenplay for “Eden,” she knew it

was just the right thing for her client,

James Dean. So, in her own style (which
shall remain a professional secret), she

*
gave Fate a gentle nudge and nursed th
situation, convincing all concerned tha
“Eden” was the perfect vehicle fo
Jimmy’s talent. Kazan was familiar wit ^

Jimmy’s work at the Studio and had bee “

impressed by him in “The ImmoraUst. ^

He liked Jimmy and was soon convince
that he would fit the role of Cal in hi
forthcoming production at Warner Broth
ers. Jimmy was signed to do the part, the
Fate stepped back to let him do the rest.
As a boy, Jimmy had had seven

motorcycles. In the years away from h ^

horne in Indiana, he grew to miss th
thrill, the sweet sensation of whizzin ®

along the roads and highways. As h f
pocketbook fattened, he found he ha
enough to warrant the purchase of sue ’

a luxury. New York is hardly the perfed^^i
place for motorcycling, but any place wi
do in a pinch, and Jimmy was in a pincl f
He buzzed around town from appointmei
to appointment, storing the cycle in tl

"

entrance-way of his apartment buildir
when he wasn’t using it. When peop
pointed fingers and called him “Brandc
imitator,” he didn’t hear them. He kne
what his motorcycle meant to him—th(
didn’t.

But, as it is so often with things yc f
love, you get hurt by them. The week 1

was signed to do the role in “Eden
Jimmy took a bad spill on the motorcycl
scraping himself seriously. Kazan h;
several strong words to say about tl

^

incident and concluded by instructii
Jimmy to “stay off that motorcycle.” S:

instead of cycling across the country —
Hollywood as he had planned, Jimmy r(

luctantly stored the motorcycle, packed '

few things, boarded a plane, and bai
farewell to New York, the city he hi
come to love for all it had given him.
As he sat on the plane, watching tl

land betwen New York and Indiana bl

neath him, his dreams of the future wel
strange and unnerving. But they wei
not nearly as fantastic as the reality ip
which he was speeding.

Next mouth. Bill Bast tells about Ji:

my Dean’s triumphant return to Hoi
tvoofl, of his determination to live his oi

life on his own terms, of the people a
events that had a strong influence on hi,

and the real truth behind the rumors thi ~~

he is still alive; or he committed suicit
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The Girl Who Refused to Get Lost

(Continued from page 66)
talked, the girl in the back seat of the
cab restlessly tapped her foot. It was such
an old story by now that she could hardly
be indignant. Occasionally, the idea that
she was a movie star made her laugh. Her
name, she’d found, was always familiar

—

but her face remained unknown.
She couldn’t blame the skeptics. Her

first big break had come with a picture
called “So Big.” Her hair was a reddish
brown at the time. For her next film,

,she’d had to lighten her locks to contrast
;with the coloring of the leading lady. In
j“Lucky Me,” which followed, Doris Day
had held priority as the fair-haired lead
and Martha had become a redhead.

; Then came “Sabrina,” with brunette
Audrey Hepburn. Someone had to dye.
“You’ll be lovely as a blond,” they told
Martha and, according to those who saw
the movie, she was, indeed. But her family
[back in Texas found it necessary to point
her out to some of the neighbors when
‘Sabrina” came their way.
After that, Martha had decided to re-

main a blond. Consequently, she was now
pn route to the hairdressing department to
don the long black wig they’d given her
for her first picture under her new U-I

i
2ontract. That is, provided she could get
into the studio.
She glanced out of the window and saw

the studio cop returning. “Guess you’re
Martha Hyer, all right,” he grinned. “At

Color portrait of Ingrid Bergman by

Depetre from Phil Burchman; Pier Angeli

by Miller; Bob Wagner by Avery (shirt by

Rick Byron Originals); George Nader

Kim Novak, John Derek by Marshufz.

east the Casting Department seems fairly
ure of it.”

“Someday,” Martha vowed as the cab
oiled toward the soundstage, “someday,
omeone is going to recognize me!”
And someone did. In the 1955 Choose

'’our Stars contest, the readers of Photo-
lay voted her a runner-up. To Martha,
t meant that the fans had finally recog-
ized her as a person and as a personality,
ather than a name with a face that could
lever be placed. It meant that movie-
oers were interested in her and believed
1 her future. And it confirmed her own
elief in that future. “The results carried
great deal of weight at the studio,”

lartha says, happily. “Since the contest
ve been given the kind of roles I’ve al-
ways hoped to play at U-1—a meaty part
1 ‘Kelly and Me,’ and another gem op-
osite Rock Hudson in ‘Battle Hymn."
Jid they’re letting me look like me!”
Hollywood can tell you that Martha

Iyer’s current success is also due to talent,
erseverance, work, eternal optimism, and
111 another quality—courage. “Martha’s
robably had as many setbacks as anyone
1 the business,” one of her friends said
?cently. “But she’s always taken them as
)Ssons, absorbed them and put them to
ork for her later. She’s never been afraid
1 take stock of her life and make changes
hen they were necessary. And then, too,”

smiled the friend, “there’s that long-
range plan of hers.”

The setbacks, the taking-stock and the
plan had their beginnings in Fort 'Worth,
Texas, not so many years ago. First there
was a near-tragedy. . . .

Martha has a vivid recollection of the
rainy evening when the school dance
ended at Arlington Heights High and the
kids crowded into their cars to head for
home. She and her date, in the back seat,
struck up a song. Then suddenly the song
was replaced by a screech of brakes, the
skid of tires on wet pavement, screams,
and a crash.

When Martha regained consciousness,
there was pain in her right leg and she
tasted blood on her lips. Her first thought
was about her teeth. She’d just had the
braces removed. After all that, what if

something had happened to her teeth?
She put a hand to her mouth and sighed
with relief. The blood was from her lip
which had been cut.

She tried to look around. The others

—

they were there. As far as she could tell

they seemed all right, though badly shaken
up. People were beginning to crowd
around. They said the car had hit a tele-
phone pole, that an ambulance was on the
way. “What hospital shall we take you
to?” someone asked her.

“Cook County,” was the first that came
to her mind. It was the most beautiful in
the city. Martha had always thought that
if she were ever ill she’d like to go there.
The pain grew sharp . . . someone lifted
her into the ambulance.
At the hospital, Martha and her family

learned that her right leg had been
crushed and twisted. She would be hos-
pitalized for several months and then she
would go home—for a long time.

In school, Martha had been one of the
most active girls in the junior class. She
was a Cadet sponsor. She belonged to
several clubs. Now, for the rest of the year,
she would have to take her classes at home
in bed. It wasn’t so bad at the start.
Friends stopped by in droves. “But as the
novelty wore off and the months went by
I was terribly lonely,” she remembers. “It
gave me a lot of time to think and to grow
up a little. That’s when I began to plan
my life and what I was going to do
with it.”

Martha had never had much to say about
her ambition to act. She hadn’t wanted
to be teased. Yet the thought had been
there since she was a child painstakingly
constructing a stage from the long chest
and the rolls of old wallpaper in the attic.
And she’d always been the one to stage the
productions—thereby assuring herself of
leading roles.

The idea had grown more definite each
Saturday. A Saturday afternoon meant
hamburgers, malts and motion pictures to
the three Hyer girls—Martha, Agnes Ann
and Jean. Their father, an attorney, had
done some legal work for one of the local
theatre managers and the manager had
given the entire family a permanent pass
to the shows. It 'vas fortunate because
their allowances could go for other lux-
uries such as popcorn and candy. But, as
far as Martha was concerned, the play was
the thing.

Summer trips to California had left her
quite certain of her ambition. The family
had visited relatives in Pasadena and
Whittier. They’d gone through several
movie studios, and once they’d even gotten
seats in the bleachers to watch the glamour
of a Hollywood premiere. To Martha,
nothing could have been more exciting.

Thus, as she lay in her bed, recovering
from her accident, she needed a dream to
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hold onto. She needed a goal, a plan.
Martha Hyer was going to be a movie
star if. . . . And there was a king-sized
if. She’d learned that, until the cast was
removed from her leg, the doctor would
not be able to tell whether she would
ever walk again.
“The waiting was terrible,” says Martha

today. “But it did a lot for me in a great
many ways. It made me stop and say to

myself, ‘if I can come out of it and be all

right. I’ll try to remember how fortunate
I am to have my health—no matter what
happens. I can take anything.’

”

When the cast came off, there was a
celebration in the Hyer family. The doctor
announced that Martha would walk

—

eventually. The following fall she went
back to school on crutches.
Upon graduation, Martha took her first

step toward Hollywood—although she went
in the opposite direction, to Virginia. “My
family was able to send all three of us to
college,” she explains. “And Mother and
Dad asked that we graduate. After that,

our lives would be our own.”
Martha entered Fairfax Hall, a well-

known Virginia finishing school for girls,

for two years, then planned to take her
degree at a large university. At Fairfax,
she applied herself, won the school’s Honor
Medal and was valedictorian of her gradu-
ating class.

Healthwise, swimming in the school’s

heated pool had done wonders for her leg.

At the end of her first year in Virginia,
she’d still had a slight limp, so she’d gone
to Johns Hopkins in Baltimore for a
check-up. She was told that an operation
could be performed, but the surgery was
inadvisable. It would leave a bad scar and
there was no assurance that the operation
would be a success. So Martha had con-
tinued swimming in the pool and the leg
had steadily improved. After two years at
Fairfax Hall, the limp had all but dis-
appeared. Today, no trace of it remains.
Upon graduation from Fairfax, Martha

went on to Northwestern University, which
boasts such alumni as Jeff Hunter, Peggy
Dow, Charlton Heston and Lydia Clark.
She entered as a junior, pledged Pi Beta
Phi sorority, and will never forget her first

days as a pledge. The chore assigned her
was that of scrubbing a campus sidewalk
with a toothbrush. “And I worked hard
at it,” she grins. “I was a conformist.”

]VI artha was also a businesswoman. She
found employment in a candy store, she
modeled, she was a baby-sitter. She loved
reading to the babies, although she often
wondered if they appreciated the extent
of her talent. Every so often one of them
would begin to nod and go into a deep
doze. “I still get letters from the mothers
of the children I sat with,” she says. “They
keep me posted on all of the small-fry
activity in Chicago!”
And once again she buckled down to

her studies, winning the speech depart-
ment’s highest award. “Yet I did as so
many other students do,” says Martha. “I

memorized everything. Oh, I could pass
tests with flying colors—but two days later

someone would throw me a question and
I’d go blank and mutter, ‘Don’t ask me!’

“I never really started learning until my
senior year in college,” Martha continues.
“It was only then that I realized the great
and wonderful thing of understanding and
thinking about what I was studying.”
As soon as final exams were over,

Martha was on her way. She bought a
one-way ticket to California out of the
ample fimds she’d saved. “Once I was out
of school,” she explains, “I didn’t want to
ask my family for financial help.” She’d
even acquired a wardrobe for the trip,

purchased with her own money. She was
so anxious to register at the Pasadena
Playhouse, that she didn’t wait for her

diploma. It caught up with her later, via I
the mails, at the Playhouse dormitory. '1

The way Martha saw it, Hollywood could
come to her. However, as she joined the r

other students for her first class, she began
to have her doubts. The instructor had I

prepared a speech for the newcomers.
[“Many of you,” he began, “may be under
'

the illusion that a Cadillac is going to i

drive up and whisk you away to a studio
where you’ll become great stars, immedi-
ately if not sooner.” He paused for a
moment, and the class waited breathlessly.
“If that’s what you think,” he concluded,
“forget it.”

There were classes in the mornings, re-
hearsals during the afternoons, perform-
ances at night. For her initial role, Martha
drew a fine acting part—one that allowed
her to wear what is known in the trade
as a knockout of a wardrobe. “This is it,”

she thought. “I’ll be discovered in no time
at all.”

However, no talent scout appeared dur-
ing the run of the show. “Next time let’s

make certain,” Martha suggested to some
of the other girls in the class.

Together, they pored over every fan
magazine in existence, and devoured the
trade papers for names of agents and any
kind of lead. “We mailed letters and
tickets to every agent and talent scout in

Hollywood,” Martha recalls. “We must
have sent hundreds.”
As a result, she also remembers, “One

showed up. Milt Lewis of Paramount.”
However, it was a start—-even though

nothing came of it other than a request
that she come to the studio for a reading.
Martha complied, then was told that the
studio would get in touch with her at a
later date. So she settled down to wait,

and hope.
In the meantime, Martha’s father, who

had gone into the Army during the war,^

had become Judge Advocate of the 15th
Army. It happened that singer Ella Logan,
doing USO work, stopped by Colonel
Hyer’s office one afternoon. She saw a

picture of Martha on the colonel’s desk.

“My daughter,” he said. “She’s in Cali-

fornia now and very much interested in

the entertainment business.”
“Does she have an agent?” Miss Logan

asked. “I don’t believe so,” replied

Martha’s dad.
“I’d like to help her,” said the singer

“I’ll wire my agent to call her.”

When Miss Logan’s agent called, he

learned that Martha had finished her train-

ing at the Pasadena Playhouse, and thejl

arranged to meet. By this time, the Hyer
cash and spirit had dropped pretty low:

she’d still had no word from Paramoimt'
Martha stopped in at the agent’s office

and had a long talk with him. “If yoii

don’t hear from Paramount soon,” he tolc

her, “call me. I know some people a

RKO.”
So Martha waited some more. But, sincd

even glamour girls must eat, she took i

job selling pots and pans in a store base-

ment. She also did away with the higl

cost of lunches. Ten cents would buy ai

apple and a candy bar, and that would bi

enough for a noonday meal, she concluded
Unfortunately, Martha had chosen ti

invade Hollywood at a time when studii

production had fallen off. Paramount hac

nibbled, but not bitten, at the bait. Al

though Martha read for the talent depart

ment several times, she finally receivei

word that they were not making any screei

tests. The best they could do was offer he

a bit part in a Bob Hope picture. “Let’

try RKO,” the agent suggested one da>

“Meet me there at 10 a.m. tomorrow.”
|

The RKO studio head was a kindly ma
who did his best to put a nervous Marth
at ease. “Tell me about yourself,” he sale

After telling him her life story, MarthI I



paused. “Well,” said the studio head
through the silence, “go on.”

Martha devoted a frantic moment to

frantic thinking. What else was there to

say? If the studio had no need for ac-

tresses, she meekly volunteered, she could
paint scenery. The studio head smiled and
asked her to wait in his outer office. The
minutes dragged by until her agent re-

appeared. “Come in and meet your new
boss,” he said.

When Martha realized she was being
signed to an RKO contract, she said to her-
self, “This is really it. Once you get a
contract, everything’s assured.”
She didn’t realize that a contract is only

the beginning . . . that her first pictures
would be photographs . . . that she was on
her way to becoming the star of the still

gallery. Nevertheless, Martha promptly
became Miss Cooperation. It seemed she
was forever posing—for St. Patrick’s Day
art, Christmas art, Easter art, and Happy
New Year art. “Call Martha,” became the
byword when someone else couldn’t ar-
range to make it for a sitting.

Eventually she made movies. She ap-
peared in ten Westerns. It was hardly
jwhat she’d expected, playing second fiddle
to a horse and a collection of firearms, but
she learned camera angles. She was seen
on film—and, typically, she made the most
of it. Then, when Howard Hughes took
over RKO, her option was dropped.

“It was another bad period in the in-
dustry,” says Martha. “Production was off
again and jobs were anything but plentiful.
I did several films free-lance—one in
Australia, with Jock Mahoney. And after
that, I did a couple of other small ones.
And then I got married.”
Of this period, Martha speaks very spar-

ingly. She married young writer-director
Ray Stahl, son of director John M. Stahl.
They lived in Japan for almost a year and
jMartha made two pictures there. Next
they moved to London for three months
and then to Africa, where they lived for
six months and worked on a British pic-
ture. Martha was completely captivated by
Africa. “Someday I’m going back,” she
ivows. “The Kenya safari was something
I’ll never forget.” All told, she was away
lErom American picture-making for a good
itwo years.

After two years of marriage, Martha and
iter husband decided to separate. “I made
plans to return to the States,” is all she

says in explanation, “to file suit for divorce
and to resume my Hollywood career.”
Her agent had written that there was a

perfect part for her in the Warner Brothers
production of “So Big.” It was a depar-
ture from all her previous roles, when
she’d played ingenues. “So Big” called for
the “other woman” type of role. It was, in

some ways, a drastic change. “But it was
time for a change,” says Martha. “I’d

made one change when I went abroad,
and I’ve never regretted it.”

She wasn’t quite prepared, however, for
the many other changes in store for her.
And she wasn’t very happy about having
to change her appearance with every role

—

especially since the first step toward be-
coming a well-known personality is to
become known, period.
“But the roles were there,” says Martha,

“and they meant more experience.”
The decision paid off. A Universal-In-

ternational executive noted her perform-
ance in “Sabrina” and suggested that
Martha be placed under contract.
After she’d signed with U-I, Martha re-

established herself permanently in Holly-
wood. She rented an apartment in a
Danish-style farmhouse and helped paint
and decorate it. She also began to collect
paintings. “I have several originals which
I prize very highly,” she says. And since
she dabbles in oils on her days off, she
adds, “I also have several Early Hyers.”
Next, Martha bought her first car—

a

black 'Thunderbird—and promptly enrolled
in a driving school. Nowadays, she wheels
through Los Angeles traffic with the great-
est of ease.

“As for my love life,” says Martha, an-
ticipating the question, “at the moment I’m
not romantically inclined. There’s a doc-
tor in San Francisco whom I see from time
to time. And, of course, I hope to marry
again someday. But right now I’m more
interested in my career than anything
else.”

With the release of “Kelly and Me” and
“Battle Hymn,” folks in-the-know are pre-
dicting that Martha Hyer will attain full-
fledged stardom—as a definite, unmistak-
able personality and actress. “Of course,”
Martha grins, recalling the past, “I won’t
really know I’ve arrived until the time
someone else is asked to dye her hair in
order to contrast with mine.”

It seems quite likely to us that such a
time is not too far off. The End
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As hundreds of thousands of users
have learned, Siroil tends to re-

move psoriasis crusts and scales
on outer layer of skin. Light ap-
plications help control recurring
lesions, Siroil doesn’t stain cloth-
ing or bed linens. Offered on two-
weeks- satisfaction -or-money
refunded basis. 2 3 years of suc-
cessful results.

*S. D. means Skin Disorder.

AT AIL DRUG STORES
SEND FOR INTERESTING FREE BOOKLET T0DAV_

^ SIROIL LABORATORIES, INC. ’

Dept. ivt*84, Santa Monica* Calif.

Please send me your free booklet on Psoriasis.

Please Print

STREET.

TOWN.
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30 DAYS
SUPPLY

Sale Hleh Potency Nutritional Formula

VITAMINSj
MINERALS and AMINO ACID

Glamour Gab of Hollywood

25 proven ingredient? — 11 vitamins]

(including blood-building B-12 and

folic acid), II minerals, choline,

inositol and methionine

Yes. we’ll send you this S5.00 sup”
ply free to prove how much health-
ier and peppier you may feel after
a few days' trial! tVe’ll also send
details of an amazing new plan

I

that provides a full

supply of vitamins
every month for
just $2.00! You're
not obligated to
buy from us now

I or ever. Mail cou-
pon now!

VITASAFE CORP.. Dept. 886
43 W. 61st St„ New York 23. N. Y.

Please send free trial vitamins and details
of new Plan which I will accept or reject.
I am not obligated to buy anything.

(I enclose 23c for packing and postage.)

Vitamin A
12.SOO USP Units

VlUrnln D
1.000 USP Units

Vitamin C 7S mg.

Vitamin 8-1 5 mg.
Vitamin B-2 2.S mg.

Vitamin 8-6 O.S mg.
Vitamin 8-12 1 meg.

Niacin Amide 40 mg
Calcium Pan*

totnenate 4 mg.

vitamin E 2 I.U.

Folic Acid O.S mg.

Plus 11 minerals,
cnollne. Inositol

and methionine.

Name.

City. Zone, State
Only one trial supply per family.

HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS PAID...
each month by advertisers for boys & girls

pictures (6 mo. to 18 yrs.) for TV.Calendar &
Magazine ads. Your child has same opportu-

nity. Send ONE (I) small photo for approval.

Print Childs and mothers name and address

on back. Returned in 20 days with report, a

NO OBLIGATION. ^
HOLLYWOOD SPOTLITE, Dept. AS
1611 No. La Brea, Hollywood. Calif.

Dept. 46

NOW! Save Up to 50%
on Nalionally Advertised Gills

Use this big:, new FREE CATA*
LOG to buy all kinds of grifts
and merchandise for yourself,
family, friends, neighbors. Ter-
rific saving on big-name items.
Also, make money spare time
t^ing orders from others!

EVERGREEN STUDIOS
Box S46 CHICAGO 42, 111.

110

I You can make 'Mils and even more every week
in your spare time, by show-

ing America's outstanding

brands of Christmas Cards.
CRESTCARD will send you

4 nationally advertised

lines at the same time.

IT COSTS NOTHING TO
TRY.

Shrinks Hemorrhoids

New Way Without Surgery
Science Finds Healing Substance That
Relieves Pain—Shrinks Hemorrhoids

For the first time science has found a
new healing substance with the astonishing
ability to shrink hemorrhoids and to relieve
pain — without surgery.

In case after case, while gently relieving
pain, actual reduction (shrinkage) took
place.
Most amazing of all — results were so

thorough that sufferers made astonishing
statements like “Piles have ceased to be a
problem! ”

The secret is a new healing substance
(Bio-Dyne'*') — discovery of a world-famous
research institute.

This substance is now available in sup-
pository or ointmerit form under the name
Preparation H.* Ask for it at all drug count-
ers—money back guarantee. *Beg. u. s. Pat. Off.

Happy newlyweds Dana Wynter and Greg Bautzer enjoy a night out at The Mocambij

(Continued from page 53)

deep blue sky, where the palms really

sway and the beaches have white, white
sand, and where Rita Hayworth, Bob
Mitchum and Jack Lemmon were making
“Fire Down Below.”

No One Can Take Her Place
You’ll never find two men more differ-

ent than Bob Mitchum and Jack Lemmon.
But they have one thing in common

—

their praise of Rita Hayworth. Today, she
is more beautiful than ever, and warmer
and sweeter than I’ve known her—and
I’ve known her ever since she was little

Rita Cansino, dancing with her father in

a small Mexican cafe in Tia Juana. Even
then she had charm, but now that charm
is polished, with a jewel-like glow.
Lying on the beach at Tobago, Jack and

Bob were watching Rita as she serenely
went through close-ups for “Fire Down
Below.”
Said Mitchum, with his lazy drawl,

“’W^on't it be awful when the public tires

of us and we have to go to work?”
Jack, who is taking his career pretty

seriously these days, quickly replied,

“Don’t you call acting work?”
Mitchum turned to look at me. “Does

anyone?” he said.

She Knaws What's Gaad—Far Nat
Now that spritely Natalie Wood has

achieved that fabulous age, eighteen. I’m
putting her on a pedestal because, despite
her being in love, she still keeps her
pretty head.

Nat’s in love (this month) with Scott
Marlowe. A nice boy, Scott, and a good
actor, but he takes things very, very seri-

ously—his art, in particular. Scott be-
longs to the solemn, dignified young group
that has been coming to Hollywood from
Broadway.

So, since Natalie is in love (this month)
with Scott, he started trying to influence
her. He tried to talk her into not giving
interviews, not doing picture spreads that
showed her at home, or at the beach, or
just having the kind of simple fun-time
Natalie has all the time, everywhere.
Did Natalie succumb? No. In one

single week she did nine picture sittings,

gave four happy interviews. Does she try

to influence Scott to do likewise? No
again. She’s too brainy for that. She
knows a girl gets nowhere trying to

change a man’s convictions. However,
even while she’s bedazzled with romance,
Natalie knows from her long experience
that performances without publicity are
soon forgotten, and she does want a long
career, which she stands every chance
of attaining.

Still, romance beguiles her, as it doel
all girls of eighteen. Being an actresif

Natalie is trapped into a dream withouj
half trying. At present, she sincerel;|

believes she is in love with Scott. i|

couple of months ago, she just as sincerel:.l

believed she was in love with Raymonl
Burr, who is, incidentally, nearly olf
enough to be her father. My guess i|

that, in a couple of more months, she wil
sincerely believe she is in love witjjf

somebody else.

When Nat went to see “Giant” at

sneak preview recently, she cried so dt

ing Jimmy Dean’s scenes, she coul!i|

barely see them. It’s times like this th:

she is the most real. The wonderfij
young artist in her recognized the genhj
artist that was Jimmy.

If Jimmy had had Natalie’s poise, iaI

wouldn’t all have suffered such a loss.

A King Watches A Queen
Hollywood, no matter where it is, geil

crates glamour, but at home it glisteil

the most. Take, for instance, the storif

behind last month’s headlines of K,-]

Spreckels Gable’s heart attack; of Ro'l
and Phyllis Hudson’s trip to Europe;
Liz Taylor’s new evidence of her lastiij

friendship for Monty Clift; of John Kej
and Paul Newman as the center of eveJ

producer’s conversation; of the split-ij

between Martin and Lewis.
This is the story behind the Gal|

headline: Kay has been in love wik

Clark Gable ever since she was Kay W|
Hams, a particularly beautiful and spritdl

young actress, which was long befC|i|

Clark married Lady Sylvia Ashley Fa:|[

banks Stanley.
Clark was almost in love with Kay—

!j|

almost in love as he was with quite a M
girls—after Carole Lombard’s death aO

before he married Lady Sylvia and af I

he divorced her. In the meantime, Ki

had married Adolph Spreckels, the sua

heir, had children, got her divorce. TlJ

she and Clark came together again, s\

were married in June, 1955.

Kay became Clark’s fifth wife, so f

might well have become just anotljj

marriage—except for the important thiifl

Kay Gable was not only deeply in lol

but wisely. All Gable’s wives have adoj|

him, and no wonder. This is a man, ;

a great lover, and also a completely <

lightful, sensitive human being.

Josephine Dillon, his first wife, saw
great actor in him, helped him to rea

his acting dreams. Rhea Langdon,

second wife, saw the gentleman in k I

and helped to polish him. Vivid, ten^
Carole Lombard communicated her

zest for life to him, and when she



A co-starring team, in many respects,

is like a married couple, and their break-
up is much like a divorce. Jerry and
Dean had been growing apart for some
time, and they weren’t helped one bit by
“pals” on either side, telling each of them
that he was “right.” Jerry’s chums all

applauded him for his ambition, his con-
tinual self-improvement, his zany show-
offness. Dean’s buddies told him that he
was the wise one, relaxing at golf, play-
ing around with friends, while Jerry held
the business conferences and took over
the emcee role at some dull dinner party.
Which one actually was “right” depends

upon whether you regard life as a ball,

as does Dean, or as a battle, as does
Jerry.

So they have parted and will try going
it alone. They are great personalities,

each ol them, with great talents. But it

hardly seems likely that they can earn
apart the money they earned together.
The crazy part is that Dean, the ro-

mantic, needs the money more than
Jerry, because of his alimony situation.

So that may bring him back into the co-
starring “marriage.” And Jerry’s ambi-
tion may bring him back, if he finds he’s

less popular without Dean.
It will be interesting for you and me to

watch for the next chapter.

Two Stars To Wish On
When “Somebody Up There Likes Me”

was previewed in Hollywood’s biggest
theatre, there wasn’t a sound when Paul
Newman’s name was first flashed on
screen. But at the end, when Paul’s name
appeared again, the entire house rocked
with applause.

Paul is destined to be a big star. How-
ever, Hollywood isn’t sure he will be the
biggest of the new crop, for the night
after “Somebody” was previewed, they
sneaked “Tea and Sympathy.” Deborah

i

Kerr was magnificent in it, but it was
|

John Kerr the audience cried over so in-
|

tensely that there wasn’t a dry handker-
chief left in the house. Keep your eye
on John, for he’s going places, too.

A Marriage Is For Keeps
Before Rock Hudson would agree to do

“Something of Value,” which will be shot
almost entirely in Africa, he made M-G-M
promise him a vacation in Europe with his
wife, Phyllis. Rock particularly wanted
his girl to see Rome, the city which he

1^ in that airplane crash, Clark went
Ijmgh weeks of wishing he had died,

^ Yet he is too naturally healthy,

[
itally as well as physically, to stay

i
hat morbid state for too long,

nly Sylvia Gable misunderstood him,

9
Clark misunderstood her. Sylvia

v.ited to be queen of society—Holly-

V d, New York, the international set

—

a Clark would have made the perfect

b'. However, he was too much of a
niral king to do just that. Gable leads

h women; he’s never led.

nart Kay Gable, adoring him, de-
ed to combine the very best features

o il his wives—and she has. She called

h; studio “the office” and never went
ti e—which was what Rhea Langdon had
ii. She listened to every word he

I

ted to discuss concerning his scripts,

I

Jo Dillon. When Clark went to Utah
L“The King and Four Queens” Kay
t along to create laughter and parties
ihim, just as Carole Lombard used to

She made crazy hats for him and his
leading ladies and sent them over to

iset for a laugh. The company had to
up at dawn, but Kay was up earlier,

.g Clark’s breakfast, then later pack-
la lunch for everybody and sending it

tcie set, waiting at home for him with
onderful red-hot supper.
|bly thing she forgot was the strain it

J been on her, only a few months
to lose a baby. And when she went

n to the little town of St. George,
i, and joined the local sewing circle
helped in a quilting bee, she ignored
llong hours she was putting in. Thus
ioverdid and landed in the hospital,

lit that’s when she learned how very
h of a loving husband Clark is. He
ed into the hospital to be beside her.
worked on “The King and Four
5ns” all day, because Kay insisted
1 it, knowing Clark’s strong sense of
'ation toward productions. But eve-
i3, nights, mornings, there he was be-
her, letting her know his love of her.

ly is back home now, almost entirely
Clark is home, too, more at home

S he has ever been in his life.

romedy of Errors?
Biile the story of why Martin and
Sis split up has long been rumored

—

nuch sheer incompatibility—the yarn
t why they may yet get back together
1 hasn’t. been told.

1 Morrotv and Mr, and Mrs. Bill Campbell add color to “Moby Dick” premiere

Goodbye to dull faded hair
in minutes with Marchand’s Rinse

You can have lovely hair! Bring out

natural youthful color, rich sheen.

Blend in gray streaks. Tone down
yellow in white hair. Brownettes,

brunettes, blondes, redheads — 12

glamorous shades made with Govt.-
approved colors, wash out easily.

Rinse your hair in extra beauty with
Marchand’s after each shampoo. At
variety and drugstores everywhere.

^ In 10?, 25? and 39? sizes

SO dumb about

D- Schollslino-pads

Why are Smart

BLONDES

their HAIR?
Only 1 of you in 39 is "Natural". .. So
use this special shampoo between touch*ups to wash
in radiant golden shine, new highlights!

I V\WR RINSE

WANT EXTRA CASH?
Lots of extra money can be yours regularly by helping us
lake orders for magazine subscriptions. Write for FREE
information. No ofiligation whatever.

PHOTOPLAY. 205 E. 42 St., N.Y. 17, N.Y.

Com Pain Stopped

Fast
Out Come
Corns in

a Hurry!
Dr. Scholl’s Zino-pads not only give fast nerve-deep
relief from pain, but also remove corns one of the
quickest ways known to medical science. Try them

!

Has "tooching-up" left yoor hair dull or '*brossy"-looking, brit-

tle and hard to manage? Now, without tints, rinses or that ugly
bleached look, you can safely give your hair the sparkling shine

and radiant, golden highlights thot men love! Called BLONDEX,
this speeial-for-bhndes shampoo contains ANDIUM to shine and
lighten os it shampoos. Try BLONDEX ot home tonight. See how
its creamy, billowy lather washes away the dingy film that
keeps hair dark and dull-looking — uncovers flaHering lightness

and lustre. Fine for children's delicate hair. Get BLONDEX todoy
at lOf, drug and dept, stores.

P
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. DRESSES3
95

ASSORTED in Silk, Wool, CoHen A Rayon . All
SIZES in Good Condition. BUT NO lESS THAN
ZO DRESSES AT THIS BARGAIN PRICE.

MONEY BACK IF NOT SATISFIED

SI .00 Dopetit MUST <omo with ordor. You pay
pettman balanco plus C.O.D., pottago chargo*.

A TRIAl ORDER Will CONVINCE YOU OF
OUR WONDERFUl BARGAINS

MAIL ORDER MART
.199'Sackett St., Bklyn 31, N.Y.

Dept.

TS-10

N*me

Address

City State

Enclosed fmd $1.00 Deposit. I w«il pjy postman COD
balance PLUS posta9 e.

ITEM SIZE PRICE :

^350 voijR Childs Photo
PAID if used for advertising. BIG DK-
MAND for photos of infants and up to

18 yrs. May also qualify for FKEE
(’AMERA. Send ONE small photo for
approval. Print child’s and mother's
name, address on back. Returned two
weeks. NO OBLIGATION.

ADVERTISERS PHOTOS
6000- HX Sunset, Hollywood 28. Calif.

SCHOOLS
No classes to attend. Easy spare-time train- ]

ing covers big choice of subjects. Friendly \

instructors; standard texts. Full credit for\

previous schooling. Diploma awarded.^
Write now for FREE catalog 1

WAYNE SCHOOL Catalog HH-39

j

2527 Sheffield Ave./ ChUogo 14/ Illinois i

MOVIE STAR
Dig Botgoin! . . . NOT smoll pocket 5ize, but lAHG£ft,
ACTUAL fiOUTKAtT. A\ie, FREE' Beouliful Cotolog FREE'
Mony oddilionol pictures oi populor sfors on cover
FREE I Tells ho«v lo gel HOME ADDRESSES. BIRTHDAYS,
ond PHOTOS of STARS HOMES. Send ortly IS< for

hondiing (3 photos tor 25c'. Rush to:

HOLIYWOOD FIIM STAR CENTER
Box 2309. Dept. 6*10 Hollywood 28, Colifornio

fartoonists' exchange
Dept. 5910 Pleasant Hill, Ohio

IT’S GREAT TO CLEAR YOUR SKIN

PSORIASIS
— the ugly scaly skin trouble

c^?»tAfDERMOIL
Enjoy the thrill of a smooth
clear skin! DERMOIL

formula used by many doctors. Amazing
results reported for over 22 years! No
matter how long you have suffered, write

for Free Book on Psoriasis with "Before
and After" photos of results, and
SEND lOc for generous trial bottle.

Satisfaction in 2 weeks or money
back. Sold by all Druggists.

LAKE LABORATORIES, DepTT 2404
Box 3925 Strathmoor Station, Detroit 27. Mich.

loves the most outside of this country.
Rock is the best kind of a traveler. He

steers clear of the luxury hotels, the rich
restaurants, or the kind of bars or parties
that are just like the bars or parties at
home. Rock learns the language of the
people where he’s going, lives in the little

out-of-the-way places so that he can
learn about and understand the country
he is visiting. He’s particularly keen
about Italy.

He’s even keener about keeping his
marriage a romantic one. All that chatter
that he and Phyllis are having more trou-
ble than the average newlyweds during
their first year together is just so much
idle chitchat.

Take my word for it. I know Rock
very well, having known him before he
became famous. He didn’t enter into
marriage lightly. He knew Phyl was the
girl he wanted, and he intends to stay
married—happily married. Rock is very
strong-minded, and so is Phyl, so inevi-
tably they come head-on once in a while.
She wants a fine marriage, too.

Nobody can break up a marriage that
two people don’t want broken up. To
Rock, showing off Europe to his bride is

just another way of his strengthening the
loving bonds between them.

For Monty, A Friend In Need
I can now tell you that, despite all the

brave pronouncements immediately fol-

lowing Montgomery Clift’s automobile
accident, up until mid -July there was
every chance that Monty might never act

again and that the picture, “Raintree
County,” couldn’t be resumed.
This was because Monty’s badly

smashed jaw didn’t set correctly, follow-
ing the corrective surgery. It healed
slowly, functioned even more slowly, and
even after the pain and swelling were
gone, it prevented Monty from speaking
clearly.

For a man who has wanted to be a fine

actor, and nothing save a fine actor, since
the age of thirteen, the mere thought
that a speech defect might ruin his whole
career was horribly depressing.
The one person who never for one

second would let him quite succumb to
this fear was Liz Taylor. Monty’s acci-
dent occurred, as you probably remem-
ber, as he was driving away from Liz and
Mike Wilding’s house. Clift isn’t a good
driver and the road from the Wildings’
is a tricky one. As a matter of fact,

Monty is a real “city boy” and not good

at anything either mechanical or athl
Naturally, Liz and Mike felt some' s<

of responsibility for his accident, tho
it wasn’t in the least their fault,

sides, there has been a great bond
friendship between Liz and Monty i

since they made “A Place in the Sun. t

Liz is a strong character; love
friendships are enduring things with
She not only visited Monty every da;
the hospital, but sometimes, when
going was the blackest for him, sev
times a day. And Monty, remembe
Liz’s calm courage when she faced bl:

ness a couple of years ago, took strei

from her courage and did all the cor
live exercises the doctors demanded.
Monty IS all right now, and “Rain

County” will be completed. And
purely platonic appreciation of Liz
Monty for one another is lovely to see.

Saint In Sweaters
F*roof that the girls from the sol

New York acting group, now mover
Hollywood, can relax a little is prov
by that exquisite actress, Eva iVl

Saint. When she first arrived in He
wood to make “On the Waterfront,”
was convinced that clothes are of

importance to a good performer. In
the sloppier the grooming the bette

the general theory of the Actors’ St
crowd, as witness Marlon Brando
others. As currently witness Mai
Monroe Miller also, alas, for glamour.
Then Eva Marie encountered P

mount and “That Certain Feeling,” Q

the wiles of Edith Head, the designer,!

Nellie Manley, the hairdresser. Ne
been an expert ever since those long
days when she took a dowdy bre
haired German girl and transformed i

into Marlene Dietrich. Edie had t;

stars as diverse as Jane Wyman, }

bara Stanwyck, Jennifer Jones and G
Kelly and turned them into fashion p]

Thus, when Eva Marie told these
ladies that: (a) she didn’t want her^
dolled up; and (b) that, since she

'

playing a secretary, she preferred w
ing nothing but sweaters and skirts, I

and Nellie smilingly agreed. Agreed
obeyed. However, Nellie slicked 1

golden hair tight back, with such art

that her delicate, sensitive face took 1

positive beauty. Edie put her into sv

ers and skirts that had such lure

Eva’s simplest scenes scintillated

sex. Result: Eva Marie ran off wit!
picture, even from Bob Hope. The'

Every Womciii

Wants My Man-
Why do so many marriages go on the rocks?

What makes a woman covet another’s hus-

band? Why do married men “play around’’?

These are some of the questions that are an-

swered hy the radio program “My True Story.”

And they’re not answers that are horn in a

fiction writer’s hrain. For these are stories of

real people—taken right from the files of

True Story Magazine. They make exciting

listening, so he sure to hear them.

TUNE IN EVERY MORNING TO

MY TRUE STORY
American Broadcasting Stations

“The flood was over and I was alive—hut death and tragedy had left me
with shock.” Read “Flood” in October TRUE STORY magazine—at newsstands
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Tell a Guy He's Wonderful

(Continued from page 68)

and in my town, too—is that she re-

s the attitude and wants the man to

Aren’t you wonderful!” to her, every
on the hoiur, like striking a gong.

* girl who is invited to a party where
emme fatale of her set is going to

a bid for the attention of every
le male on the premises would do
,0 practice this bit of dialogue, as well

r own special method for delivering

le might even supplement it with,

me more,” and “How did you ever
of such a brilliant thing?” But how-
she does it, she should keep the con-
tion and the spotlight of her interest

ocus on the man.
0

,
when she listens, she listens active-

itting in just enough admiring ques-
to keep the conversation lively. That’s
makes her so interesting. Take this

Je gospel! Nobody is more interesting

plan than the girl who makes a man
interesting to her.

hear you asking me, then, why that

[little girl next door hasn’t married?

j

for one thing, maybe she doesn’t

to. In these days of all kinds of

hg careers for women, there are a
' them who honestly want to make
mark in the business or professional

I before settling down to the job of

[age. But if a girl wants to get mar-

1.

nd hasn’t succeeded, the chances are
elatives or friends have tried to pro-
a husband for her too openly.
Iways feel embarrassed for the girl

5 situation. We have all been present
casions when this type of promotion
appened. For the man, who is usu-
nnocent of even having flirted with
rl, it’s a rough moment. For the girl,

om this may have happened several
previously, it must be positively

Eying! Of course, if that nice little

sxt door lets a date know, somewhere
en the roast beef and the salad, that
ivorite piece of music is the wedding
1 from “Lohengrin,” there is only
ling a bachelor can do—act as if he
ihard of hearing and escape as soon
tisible.

men are predatory; we love to hunt
catch—our females. I am not claim-
lat it is either right or wrong. We

are born predatory, just as the
•d is born with spots. That witty
itist, G. B. Shaw, may be right when
/s that actually woman pursues man,
s us fall in love, marries us. But if

S true, it works only when a woman
tie enough to make us think we have
it all. The man who feels hunted
un. The man who feels he is the
r will keep on pursuing.
Hollywood, there are altogether too
times when a girl calls up an un-
sd man and asks him over. When
rives, expecting to find a group of
s, he finds they are all alone. The
are low; the girl is dressed to kill,

topic of conversation is what a good
and superb housekeeper she is. This
iver is in the same class with per-
ig the mouse that the cheese in the
is imported. Speaking personally, I
like to have a girl call me, unless
in invitation to some sort of general
bly. For the intimate, tete-a-tete
Df dates, I want to do the telephon-
hat hunter instinct, you see. No man
a maneuvered romance,
here is where the full horror of the
icity romance” hits a Hollywood
|lor. The studio calls and asks you to

»^Hiss Curvaceous Cupcake to the pre-
of “Love’s Last Tumble.” You don’t

know Curvy, but you certainly know who
she is and what she looks like. This
is a seldom understood factor of movie
life: it is just impossible to have a blind
date in Hollywood circles. You know
what is going to hit your eyes; so does
the girl. So, in a sense, you find your-
self in an altogether different situation
than on the usual kind of first date.

If you have heard a lot about the
girl, you wonder how much of it is true.
If you have heard nothing, you wonder
why not. It is never that familiar line,

“You’ll have so much in common.” In
places other than Hollywood, it is usually
true that you will have. People gravitate
to others with similar tastes, and the fact
that a friend wants you to meet a friend
means you must have some mutual likes
and dislikes.

In Hollywood, however, with a “public-
ity romance,” the chances are that all you
and the girl will have in common is that
premiere. Nevertheless, you go along with
it. It’s very likely that you call for your
“date” in a limousine the studio has pro-
vided. If she or the premiere are con-
sidered important enough, the studio may
even have sent her flowers in your name.
Then Miss Cupcake appears, and she is

a real stunner. In any other town, you’d
be bowled over by her, but in Hollywood
you wonder if the dress she is wearing is

her own (and therefore a proof of her
excellent taste), or whether her studio
sent it over with directions from its top
stylist as to just what shoes and jewelry
to wear with it. You know Miss Cupcake
must be wondering the same thing about
your dinner jacket. Thus, in this atmos-
phere of mutual suspicion and unease, you
proceed to the premiere, where you are
photographed looking at one another like
Tristan and Isolde.

In case you think I’m exaggerating, let

me tell you about what happened to a
close friend of mine, who is also a bache-
lor. My friend’s studio requested that he
attend a certain premiere with a certain
most important girl. They had never met
before, but just when they arrived at the
theatre, she kissed him—with fervor—and
the cameras popped. As they walked down
the aisle inside the theatre, she kissed him
again—with more fervor. Then, just before
the lights went down on her picture—and
it was her picture—she kissed him once
more. The cameras caught it every time.

After the show, this genie with the
light-brown hair suggested they do a tour
of the Strip night clubs. My friend knew
what this meant—as does any Hollywood
man escorting an important Hollywood
girl. It means more photographers, plus
several columnists. But how can a man
refuse without being brutal?

In this case, the man didn’t. Every place
they went, the doll kept on giving gen-
erously of her affections, with her best
profile always to the cameras. Some hours
later, when my friend got back to his
apartment, his phone was ringing. It was
a columnist demanding an exclusive on
the wedding date.

So that ended that, which was actually
imfortunate. For this girl is a nice girl,

really, and my friend is the type who
could have liked her very much. Possibly,
they could have fallen in love so com-
pletely they would have married, if it

hadn’t all been so rushed—and if that old
masculine recoil didn’t start acting, the
moment my friend felt he was being
hunted.

Almost the same thing happened to a
prominent beauty who, needless to say,
shall be nameless. She was divorced, and

ANY INSTRUMENT
. . . even if you don't know
a single note of music now!

TMAGINE! Even if you never dreamed you could play . . .

you can soon surprise your friends with your musical
ability. No special “talent” or previous training: needed.
Spend just a few minutes a day—and only a few cents per
lesson. Teach yourself to play piano, guitar, accordion,
whatever instrument you choose. Make amazingly ranid*
progress because you start right out playing real pieces
by note. No boring exercises to do. Over
900,000 people have chosen this easy home
study method.
MAIL COUPON FOR FREE BOOK—Read the
whole fascinating story of this wonderful
method in 36*page illustrated book. For
FREE copy, mail coupon to: U. S. School
of Music. Studio 2010, Port Washington,
N. Y. fSSth successful year.)

U. S. SCHOOL OP MUSIC
Studio 2010, Port Washington, N.Y.

Please send me your 36-page illustrated Free Book.

I’m interested in playing (name instrument)
I do I do NOT—have Instrument now.

Name
(please print)

Address.

Faded

Gray HAIR
New fragrant hair pomade with lanolin will make gray hairs
DISAPPEAR GRADUALLY (no sudden change). Because
change is gradual your friends in a few weeks will never re-

member that you ever had gray hair. Used like a hairdressing
Lasting NATURAL LOOK .. . will not streak or rub off Good
for men & women.

SPECIAL 0FFER2
LECHLER 560>

Return this ad with SI and rece
a regular S2.00 jar prepai

T, Broodwoy, New York

New SCIENTIFIC Formula
removes unwanted hair im-
mediately from lips, chin, face,
arms, and legs. Yes, now you
can actually remove hair
ABOVE and BELOW skin
surface. Not a painful wax.
EDEN Hair Remover is odor-
less, and leaves the skin silky-
smooth and lovely to touch. _ ^We GUARANTEE that we will refund ymir'^
money if after the third application HAIR
GROWS BACK. $2.00 • Triple size $4.00

{ 1 Free when you buy 2)
Enclose cash, check or money order, or we

will send C.O.D. plus 46c postage.

EDEN COSMETICS CORP.
Dept. 722. Box 117, Bay Sta.,Bklyn 35, N.Y.

JOR EASIEST EXTRA MONEY

Sell NEW EXCLUSIVE 25 for HU

TALL CHRISTMAS CARDS

11m— Quickest Way to Make *75^
EXCLUSIVE “CkildLuxary” Assortment pays
you big 76c profit on every $1,25 box—$76. 00 on
100. Make more with other Christmas EXCLU-
SIVES:—big selection Name-Imprinted Cards;
TALL Card, 21 in $1 box; 4-in-l “Simply Colos-
sal'’ Box; Gift WRAPS BY-THE-YARD. 66
ft. roll; sensational new Gift Novelties; over
250 money-makers. You make highest profits
plus EXTRA CASH BONUS. Money-back
Guarantee assures you up to 20c more profit per 'W
box. EXTRA SAMPLES AT lOc, other surprises, /v Guoninteed
Send^oupon for Free Trial samples NOW. [tiooA Housekeeping

n;ARDINAL
1400 state /Ue., Dept. L-29. Cincinnati 14. OMo
Please send money-making kit of 6 boxes on
approval, FREE Personalized Samples and
FREE offers.

EREEOffERri
POP-UP TOASTER i Address -

Salt & Pepper Set

'

lor prompt action
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WANT A

CLEA
SKIN?

Don’t let Greasy Creams rob your beauty ...

Rescue Your Skin with

THE LIQUID FACIAL CLEANSER

Ambrosia's Liquid magic deep
cleansing action floats away
dirt, and clears clogged pores.

60c and $1.00 at cosmetic counters.

Pimples? Blemishes? Oily Skin?

Use AMBROSIA ASTRINGENT
after cleansing.

For generous trial bottles of both Ambrosia
Cleanser and Ambrosia Astringent, send your

name and address (include 25c for postage and
handling) tO: Ambrosia, Dept. P-10, 755 Neptune
Ave., B'kiyn 35, N. Y. (not available in Canada!
Offer expires Dec, 31, 1956.

HOW TO MAKE MONEY!
I am going to show you a simple plan by
which you can pick up enough extra money
every week to help you pay for extra nylons,
blouses, and all the other accessories that
make a girl’s life happier. Just send me your
name and address for FREE information on
how to make money taking magazine sub-
scription orders. No obligation. Photoplay,
205 East 42 St.. New York 17. N. Y.

SWARo^lf
Everybody's doing it!

Beautiful portrait-quality

photos made from your

favorite snapshot or portrait

For Super-Speed service,

send 25c extra

Send picture and money tO;

WALLET PHOTOS. Hillside. NJ. Box Q.|
we pay postage MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

DANCING SHOES— SUPPLIES
Toe $5.95, Pads & Ribbons $1.00; Ballet
$3.29, Tap Shoes With Toe Taps. To Size 3.
$4.95, Larjrer $5.45: Acrobatic $1.39. Crepe
Sole $1.95. Send Shoe Size and Foot Outline.
Leotards $3.85. Sheer or Mesh Opera Hose
$4.95. Mesh Tights $7.45. Hula Skirts $3.25.
Send check or M.O. Add 35c For Postage.

baton—DRUM CORPS SUPPLIES
White Majorette Bootspats. $2.98 postpaid.

SKATING SKIRTS—Complete Catalog 206

QUINCON DANCE SUPPLIES
7 FOSTER ST., Dept. P. QUINCY 69. MASS.

cA,r.
cirinushM^
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FREE SAMN^S
Personal Christmas
Cards, Stationery .

;ell amazing value
EXCLUSIVE CHRISTMAS CAROS

with sender’s name oe .

imprinted-only

IMake $50, $75, $100 extra money!
Show friends new style Christmas, All
Occasion greeting card assortments,
gift wrappings, novelties. Profits to $1
per box plus cash bonus. Write today
for Free Trial outfit of Feature boxes
on approval, FREE 48-page Catalog.

New England Art Publishers
North Abington 1021. Mass.

MEDICAL TABLET DISCOVERY
NEW EFFECTIVE TREATMENT

_ TROPISAN
New Hope for CRUSTS, SCALES

No Messy Oils— Simple, Easy, SAFE TABLET!
Say goodbye to smelly, greasy oils and salves.
TROPISAN, newly discovered medical tablet, gives
welcome relief from itchy scales, patches and
other external symptoms of Psoriasis. TROPISAN
strikes at the internal source—not just the surface
symptoms. Absolutely safe, fast, easy to take. No
mess, no fuss, no unsightly jandages to mar work
or play. TROPISAN—the proven “effective treat-
ment." Every reported case stated that Tropisan
relieved symptoms to some degree with continuous
use. Send $1.00 today for Trial Offer. Address,

TROPJSAN DRUG CO., Dept. TSW9
31 West 47th St., New York 3S, N.Y.

she had set her sights on a particular
movie male, also unmarried. At first, he
was flattered by her continual calling, her
constant attentions, her obvious interest in
him. But it became a little too obvious
when she saw to it that he was invited
to every function she attended and it was
taken for granted he was to be her escort.
For some time, this man had also been

dating a comparatively plain girl, who
didn’t have anything to do with the picture
business. When he Anally realized what
was happening with the beauty, he called
the plain girl. Very shortly thereafter, they
were married—and so far, they are living
happily ever after. However, I do be-
lieve that he and our famous beauty
could have worked out a great married life,

also—if he hadn’t been so high-pressured.
This, of course, is a problem that men

outside of Hollywood don’t encounter—the
fact that you can’t date a girl twice without
it being spotlighted. You can’t see her four
times without being snowed under with
questions—particularly if she is a movie
star or starlet. Then your phone rings con-
stantly and you And yourself murmuring,
inadequately and inanely, that you are
just good friends. You even come to be-
lieve it, yourself. Thus, something that
might have turned out to be the finest

emotion in life gets lost.

These same pressures can also be ap-
plied to any man, anywhere, by eager and
well-intentioned friends and relatives of
“the bride that might have been,” if they’d
let her alone.

Whenever an experience such as the
ones I’ve mentioned threatens to sour me
on marriage, I go visit my friends, Pat and
Gene White, as happy a couple as there
can ever be. I went to school with both of
them, and our attitudes toward one an-
other have never changed. After observing
Pat’s and Gene’s happiness with each
other, I am again reassured about what
I’m seeking.

Someday I’ll find it, too—I hope. And
I hope I wind up as lucky as a writer
friend who recently married, after quite

a hunk of bachelorhood. He had always
gone with the most fabulous beauties, but
the girl he married was by no means in

that category. By comparison, she had
nothing—except that she had the face of

love for him.

I knew him well enough to dare to ask
him about that, and his answer made me
envy him. “Now that I come to think of it,”

he said, “I guess she isn’t so glamorous,
at that. But you know something, George?
She’s got so much warmth, so much heart
and so much sweetness, that to tell you the
truth, I never stopped to think whether
she was a raving beauty or not.”

That’s love. That’s the kind of love I’m
hunting. I’m hunting? Who isn’t—except
those lucky enough to have already found
it!

Meanwhile, I’m taking the Hollywood
bachelor whirl in stride, and what man
could ask for anything more, except more
of more? I feel this way even when old
acquaintances from school point out that,

when I am bid to Miss Important Star’s

dinner party, I am not being asked because
of my non-existent continental charm, or

my devastating wit, or even my importance
as a star. These I-am-nothing-if-not-honest
pals let me know that my main appeal lies

in the fact that I am an unattached man
in a town where there are barely enough
of them to go around.

I agree. I know better than to try to

compete with a Gable in the charm di-

vision or a Holden in the brain depart-
ment. I am content to take up the slack.

I am not at all offended if I get called at

6:45 for a black-tie party that begins that

evening promptly at seven. When I ar-
rive, chances are 99 out of 100 that I will

be seated next to the only unknown
in the room. Before the evening is <

some anxious do-gooder may even ti

play Cupid, using me as the target. V !
the party finally ends, I will be aske
take an unescorted girl home, and she jfl

not be the one who lives at the Bex m
Hills Hotel. No, dear friends, this is Ntt
speaking, and the girl he escorts horriiS

such situations is, inevitably, one
lives just outside of Santa BarbarijJ
San Diego, miles away. Ji

But, as I say, I like it. You learn tl*
you don’t find in the history books. 3
if they ever get around to handing
degrees for this particular kind of kn^
edge, I want to put in my bid right

jj

Because already I have learned se’i
things. I know, for example, that wh||
find myself seated well below the sats
Mrs. Very-Rich-and -Beautiful’s diif®
the girl next to me will turn out tjl
Mrs. Very-Rich-and-Beautiful’s unijj’

ried relative. She’s the one all her relaw
are beginning to worry about. if

People might feel sorry for me at '4’

point, but instead, they are actually i

ing before them a very happy man.i
what I have learned as an unatta
Hollywood male is that Mrs. Very-fiJj
and-Beautiful’s nice little cousin is c|
ally the most interesting girl in the r*
and I will have a better time than an

WHY
ARE THEY CLAMORING FC|

OFF-BEAT CHARACTERS?

You'll iind the answer in

WHY THE "REBEL" CRAZE

IS HERE TO STAY

IN NOVEMBER PHOTOPL.

On sale October 4th

at the party. Why? Because she has t

to get invited there at all.

Let’s get this straight. I do not me:

imply that at a party I knock myselbi

over the least attractive girl in the lat

But one of the things I’ve learned,*
learned well, is that symmetry of fac(iB

form does not necessarily make for d
pathy of soul.

Another big edge that the girl ’k|

less than a ravishing beauty has ovehf

more generously endowed sisters is he

a lady beauty gets spoiled early. Earj i

life, affection starts coming to her as <>il

as it does to a kitten, and with no or

effort on her part. Kittens, however. Iff

up to be cats, and cats are the mosliai

giving of animals. (I know. I’ve got lift;

real ones, that is.) So, too, is the ^
beauty ungiving. She demands youij

miration. She demands that you be dai

enslaved, enthralled. At first you are

second time around you are. But
about the third date, your male eg(

gins to get lonely. You get hungry
ijr,

can’t get a lotword of praise, but you
in edgewise. When she isn’t looking

creep stealthily out by the nearest

Then it’s time to dine with me
friends for a few evenings until, >

tually, you start out once more, f<

like Diogenes with his lamp, lookin

for an honest man (though that’s i

too), but for a girl—beautiful or

from humble circumstances or gran

of which matters not. All that matt

that “she has the face of love for me.’

TH!
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MCTURE PUZZLE PRIZES
See pages 62-65 for full contest details

rhom Chest of Sterling Siiver service for 8

ien Piccard wristwatch

vie enamel and silver bowl

d's Travel case and Sue Brett Travel dress

hawk Carpet and Foamset Carpet cushion

e Cedar Chest

llina Electrikbroom

i

-se Super-Fotomatic sewing machine

ly Manhattan shirt and skirt

kopp sewing machine

mouth of Boston imported man's raincoat

le sports coat (man's)

tico Asphalt Tile to cover floors

f 3 average-size rooms

'isonite luggage (2 pieces)

h Victor "Personai" TV

^ersal Coffeematic, 10-cup, Chrome

,'om Landers, Frary & Clark

1 Tred Shoe wardrobe

y Esther cosmetics

i Viv Tote-Bag

Wear-Ever Hallite Home Set

Cannon Towel Gift Set

Year's supply of Coty's Fragrances

Underwood De Luxe Portable Typewriter

V4-ez. bottle of Schiaparelli "Shocking"

perfume, enough to iast a year

Sportswear from Pendleton Woolen Mills

Lady Buxton Gift Set

Cutex Set case, plus year's supply of

Cutex products

Helene Curtis Gift Assortment

Helene Curtis $25.00 Permanent Wave Certificate

Two pairs of Huskies shoes

10 Breck Gift Sets

Year's supply of Woodbury Shampoo
Holmes & Edwards DeepSilver 34-piece set,

service for 8

3 Catalina sweaters

Revere Ware combination egg-poacher-skillet

G-E Portable Electric Radio

Meyer Stoll Inc. "Kennie" original coat (woman's)

Future with a silver lining—Holmes
& Edwards DeepSilver. A hand-

some chest protects the gleaming beauty

of this 34-piece, service for 8, set

For a smooth beauty. Lady Esther’s

magic 4-Purpose Face Cream,

Sheer Flattery creme make-up and

delicate-as-a-dream face powder

Look like a million, feel like a

million in this hand-tailored sports

coat by Eagle Clothes. In silk

and worsted, choice of size and color

To put glamour in your kitchen—
Hallite Home Set by Wear-Ever with

rich, tarnish-proof copper-colored

covers, decorative leaf hangers

For some lucky lad, two pairs of

Huskies famous shoes
—“School Tie” and

“Swashbuckler.” In the new fall

colors, either suede or leather

RELIEF IF YOUR FALSE TEETH

HURT!. ..SLIPI... DON’T FIT!

NEW ONLY soft, plastic-coaled

DENTAL CUSHIONS AVAILABLE!
Comfort and perfect fit guaranteed

just place pad on plate!

Soothing to gums made sore by loose
plates...thesecushionsgive lasting bless-

ed relief. Loose plates fit tighter. Chew
all kinds of foods. Enjoy comfortable
plates a// thetime! TLasy to use. No pastes,
no powders. Satisfaction or money back.

Send $1.00 for 8 uppers—$1.00 for 10 lowers

Trii-Aid Products Co., Dep’t 396
Box 9398, Pbila. 39, Pa.

^4. nD MATERNITY
STYLE CATALOG

SAVE MONEY-Shop by Mail! FREE cata-
log pictures hundreds of exclusive ma-
ternity fashions. World's Largest. Complete
Selection, Dresses, Suits, Mix & Match Sep-
arates, Sportswear, Girdles^ Lingerie; $2.98
to $22.96.Catalog mailed in plain envelope.

C R AW FO R D*S
Dept. 35, BOlSWomall.KansasCity 14,Mo,

ANY PHOTO ENLARGED
Size S X 10 Inches
on DOUBLE-WEIGHT Paper
Same price for full length or bust
form, groups, laniiscapes, pet ani-
mals. etc., or enlargements of any
part of a group picture. Original is

returned with your enlargement.

SendNoAfoney 3 for $1 50
Just mail photo, negative or snap-
shot (any size) anci receive your enlargement,
guaranteed fadeless. on beautiful double-weight
portrait quality paper. Pay postman 67c mus
postage—or send 69c with order and wo pay post-
age. Take advantage of this amazing offer. Send your photos today.

Professional Art Studios, 544 S. Main, Dept. 36-M, Princeton, Illinois

THIS AD IS

WORTH MONEY!
Let us show you how to moke big money
in your spare time by helping us take

orders for magazine subscriptions. Write

today for FREE money-making informa-

tion: PHOTOPLAY, 205 E. 42nd
St., New York 17, N. Y.

AT LAST! YOUR CHANCE FOR SUCCESS

BE A PRACTICAL NURSE

I
No High School Necessary; No Age Limit

* T Send for sample lesson and nurse's booklet,

[t's FREE . no obligation. Just mail coupon.
See for yourself how easy it is to get BI6 PAY . . ..

gain social prestige and financial independence as

a POST GRADUATE HOSPITAL trained PRACTICAL NURSE.

Learn at home while you earn. Don’t delay.

Send coupon NOW)

• POST GRADUATE HOSPITAL KHOOL OF NURSING

^ 9C106 Auditorium Bldg. Chicago 5, Ml.

• NAME
• ADDRESS

• CITY STATE
••••«••••••••«•••••••••<
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over the
Editor *s shoulder

Colorful Greenwich Village is the

Coast home of Barry Nelson and
Teresa Celli; Kim Hunter and fo

Hollywood actors when they’re in
^

York. Any warm, Indian summer even

you may glimpse Kim Hunter and \

attractive husband and one or botlj

their children taking their siestas in lo ^

chairs on their charming terrace, oi)

Barry Nelson and his wife Teresa

carefully tending their tiny garden. E

is currently in “The First Traveling S

lady,” for RKO. Kim Hunter, who wo

Academy Award for her work in''

Streetcar Named Desire,” can be 'a

currently in Columbia Pictures’ “S:t

Center,” co-starring Bette Davis. More ij(i

more pictures, more stories and comie

coverage on the new, upcoming stan.il

among the things we’re planning for al

Make way for a stranger:
Don Murray’s performance in

Stop,” in which he co-stars with MN i

ceived such rave notices during the s

previews that we made it a point to seej:

while he was honeymooning in New
with bride Hope Lange, who also ha

;

important part in the picture. A tall,

speaking young man who hails origi

from Texas, he told us over tall, j'lj

drinks at the Harwyn Club just wh;

wanted out of life—and by golly, h< J^

it all! So we assigned writer Patt'

Roulf to find out more about this 1

some and talented young actor. Be ir

to read this story of a young man h'

got what he wanted in Photoplay fo

November. See you next month.

Off-stage glimpses of the stars—backstage talk of stories

two- and three-part life stories on your

favorite stars. It’s the first time this has

been done in a fan book. Do let us know
what you think of it, won’t you?

In this corner:
A new contender for the crown of most

promising newcomer is Paul Newman,
star of “Somebody Up There Likes Me.”
When the M-G-M publicity gal set up a

luncheon date for us with Paul, we natur-

ally expected that we’d meet at some
famous place such as Sardi’s—but nothing

of the sort. Paul asked to meet us at a

restaurant over on Eighth Avenue and

Forty-fourth Street called Downey’s,

referred to among its clientele as “the

poor man’s Sardi’s.” This is the haunt

of the Actors’ Studio hopefuls, and boasts

the best and cheapest steak in town.

While we waited for Paul we talked about

him with our charming Irish waitress.

“He’s a great man,” she told us almost

fervently, in a rolling Irish brogue. “You’d
think success might have changed him,

but not a bit of it—he’s the same friendly,

fine fellow we’ve always known.” And
that, of course, gave us an idea for a

story on Paul Newman which you’ll read
in Photoplay soon, because Paul ad-

mitted he had changed—and tells why he
thinks change is necessary—for everyone.

Echoes from eternity

:

Lunching with author Bill Bast, who
wrote the Jimmy Dean life story for us,

we asked him whether he could explain

Jimmy’s strange preoccupation with meta-

physics. “Jimmy searched endlessly for

the truth,” Bill said. “He couldn’t stand

pretense or phoniness of any sort. In this

search for some absolute, he came to be-

lieve that death was the only thing that

had any dignity, and he respected its

finality.” Strange thoughts for a brilliantly

successful young actor, idol of millions, to

be entertaining! In the third and final in-

stallment of Jimmy’s life story, next
month, you will read about the events lead-

ing to his tragic death. And, by the way . .

.

Hollywood in New York:
Greenwich Village, long fabled as the

haunt of actors and writers, is the second
home of an amazing number of young

Help wanted:
P ... If you have a minute, your editor

would very much appreciate knowing how
you like our brand-new idea of running

116

Paul Newman introduces us to a new
restaurant and a new philosophy of life

A story is born:
When we met lovely Pier Angeli for

luncheon at New York’s famous Baroque
restaurant we had no intention of ask-

ing her to give us a story for Photo-
play. She was officially on a well-earned

vacation and second honeymoon with Vic

Damone, to whom she’s been married just

two years. But as we listened to the sound

and sensible things this wisp of a girl had

to say about marriage, we asked her

whether she’d mind saying it in an inter-

view, and gracious and lovely as she is,

she said she wouldn’t mind at all. That’s

Don Murray knew what he wanted
and got it—including Hope Lange

how, “And Behold—This Is My Beloved”

happened to be written for us.





This bubbling baby has That Ivory Look and the magic of Ivory's mildness

can bring it to your complexion, too. Remember, the milder the soap,

the prettier your skin. That's why regular care with pure, mild Ivory

leaves your complexion so clear, so fresh, so appealing. Such a pretty

look—That Ivory Look! Wouldn't you like to have it, too?

9!^ <o( Vr, pure^ . . it floats

Wash your face regularly will

pure, mild Ivory. Mild enougl

for baby's skin—so right fo

your complexion.

More doctors advise Ivory than any other soaf

Ivory Look
so clear. . . so fresh. . . so easily yours



truth behind the .rumors that JIMMY DEAN committed suicid



Your hair behaves

SHASTA
SHAMPOO

Shasta does not strip away nature’s ingredients that g

hair ’’body”! Shasta is different; a luscious cream that d

not scour your hair. Because it cleans so gently ... it actu;

guards your hair against fly-away dryness; leaves it soft, s

soft. It’s sparked with lanolin; lathers in any kind of wa

gives your hair that romantic Shasta sheen!

Now you can shampoo, then comb or set and you re all

No more first-day “wild” hair, drooping curls or flying wi.

With Shasta, your hair behaves the right way right away!
The Procter & Gamble Co.



Go to bed, Stubborn . .

.

. . . stops bad breath

4 times better than any tooth paste

fktKtOCfhO
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LISTERINE
ANTISEPTIC

Last night at the Blakes’, he danced attendance on you. He didn’t

have eyes for anyone else . . . for a while. But when you

said good-night, you’d already lost him. You didn’t

know, and you couldn’t know the reason why. People

with halitosis (bad breath) never do.

The most common cause of bad breath is germs

. . . Listerine kills germs by millions

Why depend on tooth paste alone? Germs are the

most common cause of bad breath . . . they

ferment protein always present in the mouth.

The more you reduce these germs— the longer your

breath stays sweeter. Listerine kills germs

on contact ... by the millions.

Non-antiseptic tooth pastes and

mouthwashes can’t kill germs as

Listerine does. You need an antiseptic

to kill germs. Listerine IS antiseptic

—that’s why it stops bad breath

four times better than any tooth

paste. Gargle Listerine full-strength.

No tooth paste—no non-antiseptic

mouthwash— kills germs

the way Listerine does

p



planned just for you

by Greyhound

!

It’s the perfect picture . . . you in your

favorite sunshine vacation spot, care-

free, gay . . . with your hotel accommo-

dations, special sightseeing, all travel

details personalized for your pleasure

and included in one low price!

Go anywhere in America "on your own"
— choose individual fours tike these:

NEW YORK CITY-4 days from Boston

Big Magic Manhattan $ 51.00

FLORIDA-13 days from Cleveland

Tropical Sun and Miami $115.00

CALIFORNIA-14 days from Chicago
The Golden West and Hollywood $118.20

LAS VEGAS-3 days from Los Angeles

Gay and unforgettable $ 21.31

Many Escorted Tours
to choose from I

Ask about these personally-

escorted trips aboard your

own "private" Greyhound,
with congenial companions!

All prices subject to change.

U. S. tax extra.

IREI! COLORFUL GREYHOUND TOUR FOLDER

Greyhound Tour Dept., 71 W. Lake St.,

Chicago 1, Illinois

I'd like to visit (place) .

Name

Address

. City & State
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M-G-M PRESENTS

DORIS DAY
LOUIS JOURDAN
BARRY SULLIVAN
FRANK LOVEJOY

It will keep you in a

state of delirious

tension as the kisses

of courtship turn

to violence and danger

and Julie flees from

a honeymoon of terror.

An ARWIN Production

Written and Directed by ANDREW L STONE ML Produced by MARTIN MELCHER • An M-G-M Release

P
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OF CURRENT PICTURES

$
in 5 lovely, iridescent, jewel- tone shades ^

Sapphire Blue -k Amber Brown k Emerald Green + Blue Pearl Grey k Turquoise

Beautiful Gold-Tone Swivel Case

Fashion dictates that your eyes should be your most important

feature—and you can bring out the color and clear look of your eyes

by giving them a flattering background of eye shadow. It’s so easy

with the new Maybelline Eye Shadow Stick. The shadow can be the

merest whisper, if you so desire—but if you wish a more dramatic

effect, especially for evening wear, simply intensify the color.

Maybelline Automatic Eyebrow Pencil 79?;

Never needs sharpening—the only spring-locked crayon that

can’t fall out—gives soft feather-touch. Natural-tone shades:

Velvet Black, Dark Brown, Light Brown, Dove Grey

or Auburn. Exquisite turquoise and gold-tone case.

39i for two long-lasting refills

Maybelline Solid or Cream Mascara

The finest and smoothest mascara for long, velvety-dark

lashes in seconds. Solid Form in gorgeous gold-tone

vanity case ... or Cream Form in smart carry-kit.

Maybelline Professional Eyelash Curler

Special soft-cushion method works gentler, quicker,

easier. Gold-tone. It’s the finest precision-

curler made. Cushion Refill, only 10^.

Maybelline Precision Eyebrow Tweezers

Tweeze with ease — these silvery tweezers are designed with

the “grip that can’t slip.” Straight or slant-edge.

Choice of smart women the world over

ATTACK!—U.A. Directed by Robert Aldrich: Lt.

Costa, Jack Palance; Capt. Cooney, Eddie Albert; U.
Woodruff, William Smithers; Col. Bartlett, Lee Mar-
vin; Pfc. Bernstein, Robert Strauss: Pfc. Snowden,
Richard Jaeckel; Sgt. Tolliver, Buddy Ebsen; Short

German, Steven Geray; Tall German, Peter Van
Eyck.

BACK FROM ETERNITY—RKO. Directed by

John Farrow; Bill, Robert Ryan; Rena, Anita Ekberg;

Vasques, Rod Steiger; Louise, Phyllis Kirk; Joe,

Keith Andes; Ellis, Gene Barry; Crimp, Fred Clark;

Martha, Beulah Bondi; Henry, Cameron Prud’-

homrae; Pete, Jesse White; Maria, Adele Mara;
Tommy, Jon Provost.

BEST THINGS IN LIFE ARE FREE, THE—20th.

Directed by Michael Curtiz: Dc Sylva, Gordon Mac-

Rae; Henderson, Dan Dailey; Brozvn, Ernest Borg-

nine; Kitty, Sheree North; Carl, Tommy Noonan;
Manny, Murvyn Vye; Maggie Henderson, Phyllis

Avery; Sheehan, Larry Keating; Fingers. Tony Ga-

lento; Al Jolson, Norman Brooks; Specialty Dancer,

Jacques d’Amboise; Perky Nichols, Roxanne Arlen;

Holly-wood Star, Byron Palmer.

BETWEEN HEAVEN AND HELL—20th. Directed

by Richard Fleischer: Sam Gifford, Robert Wagner;
Jenny, Terry Moore; Waco, Broderick Crawford;
Willie, Buddy Ebsen: Col. Gossens, Robert Keith;

Joe Johnson, Brad Dexter; Terry, Mark Damon;
|

Morgan, Ken Clark; Bernard Meleski, Harvey Lem-
beck; Swanson, Skip Homeier; Kenny, L. Q. Jones; i

Ray Mosby, Tod Andrews; Tom Thumb, Biff Elliot;
1

Raker, Bart Burns; Col. Miles, Frank Gerstle.

BEYOND A REASONABLE DOUBT—RKO. Di-

rected by Fritz I-ang: Tom Garrett, Dana Andrews; i

Susan' Spencer, Joan Fontaine ; /I urti’ii S/’ciicer. Sid- 1

ney Blackmer; Thompson, Philip Bourneuf; Wilson, '

Shepperd Strudwick; Hale. Arthur Franz; Lieut.
.

Kennedy. Edward Binns; Terry, Robin Raymond;
Sally, Barbara Nichols.

BUS STOP—20th. Directed by Joshua I.ogan:
i

Cherie, Marilyn Monroe; Bo, Don INIurray; Virgil,

.\rthur O’Connell; Grace, Betty Field; Vera, Eileen

Heckart; Carl. Robert Bray: Elma, Hope Lange;

Photographer, Hans Conried; Reporter, Casey Adams.

JOHNNY CONCHO—U.A. Directed by Don Me-
j

Guire: Johnny Concho, Frank Sinatra; Barney Clark,

Keenan Wynn; Tallman, William Conrad; Mary
Dark, Phyllis Kirk; Albert Dark, Wallace Ford; !

Sarah Dark, Dorothy Adams; Walker, Christopher
I

Dark: Helgeson, Howard Petrie; Sam Green, Harry
|

Bartell; Judge Tyler, Dan Russ; Sheriff Henderson,

Willis Bouchey; Duke Lang, Robert Osterloh; Pearl

Lang, Jean Byron.

MOUNTAIN, THE—Paramount. Directed by

Edward Dmytryk: Zachary Teller, Spencer Tracy;

Chris Teller, Robert Wagner; Marie, Claire Trevor;

Father Belacchi. William Demarest; Simone, Barbara

Darrow; Rivial, Richard Arlen; Solange, E. G.

Marshall; Hindu Girl, Anna Kashfi; Golos, Richard
i

Garrick; Joseph, Harry Townes; Servos, Stacy Har-
|

ris; Andre, Yves Brainville.

PILLARS OF THE YKF—U-I. Directed by George

Marshall; Sergeant Emmett Bell, Jeff Chandler; Calla
\

Gaxton, Dorothy Malone; Doctor Joseph Holden,
|

Ward Bond; Captain Tom Gaxton, Keith Andp; I

Sergeant Lloyd Carracart, Lee Marvin;
i

Sydney Chaplin; Colonel Edson Stcdlow, Willis
j

Bouchey; Kamiakin, Michael Ansara; Mrs. Anne
|

Avery Olive Carey; Sergeant Dutch Williams,

Charles Horvath; Malachi, Orlando Rodriguez; Lieu-

tenant Winston, Glen Kramer.

PORT AFRIQUE—Coliimliia. Directed by Rudolph

Mate: Ynes, Pier Angeli; Rip Reardon. Phil Carey;

Robert Blackton, Dennis Price: Col. Moiiirac, Eu-

gene Deckers; Nino, James Hayter; Georgette, Maria

Hanson; Diane Blackton, Rachel Gurney.

TEA AND SYMPATHY—U-G-TA. Directed hy Vin-

cente Minnelli: Laura Reynolds, Deborah Kerr; 7c»n

Robinson Lee, John Kerr; Bill Reynolds, Leif Enck-

son; Herb Lee, Edward Andrews: Al, Darryl Hick-

man; Ellie Martin, Norma Crane; Olhe, Dean Jone.s;

Lilly Sears, Jacqueline De Wit.

TEENAGE REBEL—20th Century-Fox. Directed,

by Edmund Goulding: Nancy Fallon, Ginger Rogers;
;

Jay Fallon, Michael Rennie; Dorothy, Betty Lou i

Keim; Grace Hezvitt, Mildred Natwick; /an, Diane I

Jergens; Dick, Warren Berlinger; Wtllamay, Louise'

Beavers.

WAR AND PEACE—Paramount. Directed by King

Vidor; Natasha, Audrey Hepburn; Henj/

Fonda; Audrey, Mel Ferrer; Anatole, Vittorio Gass

man; Platon, John Mills; Napoleon, Herbert ^ni.

General Kutusov, Oscar Homolka;
Ekberg; Dolokhov, Helmut Dantine; Count Rostov,-

Barry Jones; Mary Bolkonsky, Anna Maria Ferrem.

Lise, Milly Vitale; Nicholas Rostov, Jerenty Brett,

Countess Rostov, Lea Seidl; Prince Bolkonsky,

fred Lawson; Petya Rostov, Sean Barrett; k»ra.«» iC'i

Tullio Carminali; Sonya, May Britt; Denisov, Patric
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IJlomewhere at

a secluded U.S.

Air Force Base

lives a picked

handful of

very special

men— the

rocket pilots

of outer

space....

THIS IS THE

STORY OF

ROCKET

PILOT, U.S.A.

-AS PUYED BY

WILLIAM HOLDEN

ic

WRITTEN BY BEIRNE LAY. JR.. ASSOCIATE PRODUCER A TOLUCA PRODUCTION

producedanddirecteobyMERVYN LeROY wSrbros.

Warner Bros. present

“So they call

you a coward

— and pure yellow!

So you’re going to

show the world

by flying right-

out of it!"

WIUUM HOLDEN
IN

warnerColor

LLOYD NOLAN
VIRGINIA LEITH

p
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THE PRETTY TEACHER...

// AND THE

. . now-
after school-

in the

deserted halls,

they faced

each other!

''^nlo€U<i^-^nte/vnationa£

ESTHER WILLIAMS

GEORGE NADER

W^fte

Co-starring the exdting new personality JOHN SAXON

v.,h EDWARD ANDREWS LES TREMAYNE
Directed by HARRY KELLER • Screenplay by HERB MEADOW and LARRY MARCUS • Produced by GORDON KAY

COMING SOON TO YOUR FAVORITE THEATRE

Them as has gets. Cliff learn

Like most artistic people, Cliff Robei

son is singularly unaware of money. F

never knows whether or not he has ar

with him and often finds he’s left his Wc

let at home. Which is how he happem

to find himself in a taxi outside the C

lumbia Pictures building, trying to expla:

to a skeptical driver that he was good f(

the 75c fare if the man would wait.

While the taxi meter clicked away, Cli

hurried into the building and took tl

elevator to the office of the vice presider

Sticking his head in the door, Cliff four

not one but five executives of varying rar

impatiently awaiting him. “Look,” he sa:

embarrassedly, “I’m sorry, but could oi

of you gentlemen lend me a dollar?”

Five faces expressed five degrees of b

wildered incredulity. A star so broke 1

needed a dollar? Five hands extracted fi’

wallets. From each came a bill.

One said, “Here, Cliff, take twenty. Yc

might run short—” Another embarrassc

executive insisted that he take ten. F

one could think of offering him a dolla

“Never mind,” Cliff said, a little de

perately. “My agent is meeting me her

Maybe she’ll have a dollar.”

He turned and raced back. In tl

lobby, his agent met his request for a d(

lar with a lecture on extravagance. Ai

she had only a ten-dollar bill. The C

lumbia publicity representative arrive]

No dollar. But she did have a five.

Cliff said desperately, “Thanks. I’ll S'

if he has change
—

”

He did. By that time the meter regid

tered two dollars. With tip, it came

two fifty. Cliff tried to return the balam

but no one would accept it.

“I couldn’t convince those people th

I really had left my wallet home,” Cl

said later, and then he added, musingl

“You know, it’s a funny thing—I’ve bei^

broke lots of times in my life, as wl

hasn’t, and I couldn’t borrow a dime. B
I

the minute you don’t need it, it just comj

showering down. It’s a lesson, isnt iti
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does more for your hair

than brushing

100 strokes a day!
no messy

hands

A

THE NEW HAIRDRESSING IN SPRAY FORM

No jars

no bottles

Spray on this greaseless hairdressing

after shampoos—after permanents—

and whenever your hair is dull or dry

Available wherever cosmetics are sold

large size $1,25
iant economy size $1.89 plus tax

Used and recommended by
professional beauticians everywhere

You know what brushing does. Now give your
hair the same beautiful results a quicker,

easier way. Spray on LANOLIN DISCOVERY
—a few quick brush strokes, and this new
kind of hairdressing conditions every hair right

down to the scalp. Instantly your hair looks

youthfully alive with bright sparkling highlights.

Makes your hair naturally soft

easy-to-manage

—naturally shiny.. . TODA Y

p
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OUR LITTLE CHICK
WENT TO MARKET

(The stock markef,+ha+ is)

OUR LITTLE CHICK STAYED HOME
( Remember, we didn't say

whose home !

)

OUR LITTLE CHICK
HAD ROAST BEEF

( at the Stork Club, yet !

)

THIS LITTLE CHICK HAD NONE
(this isn’t our chick. Don't

know why she's in the od at all)

BUT OUR LITTLE CHICK WENT
WHEE ! WHEE ! WHEE i

ALL THE WAY HOME IN

A COLUMBIA PICTURE starting

JUDY HOLLIDAYPAUL DOUGLAS
with FRED CLARK • JOHN WILLIAMS • HIRAM SHERMAN

NEVA PATTERSON • RAY COLLINS • ARTHUR O’CONNELL

Screen Play by ABE BURROWS

P From the play by GEORGE S. KAUFMAN & HOWARD TEICHMANN

Produced on the stage by MAX GORDON

Produced by FRED KOHLMAR • Directed by RICHARD QUINE

Address your letters to Readers Inc., Photoplay,

205 E. 42nd Street, New York 17, New York. We
regret that we are unable to return or reply to any letters

not published in this column. If you want to start a fan

club or write to favorite stars, ! address them at their studios

For list of studio addresses, see page 97 .

—

Ed.

READERS INC...

SOAP BOX:

I would like to get up on my soap box
and sing the praises of Hollywood in gen-

eral and Twentieth Century-Fox in partic-

ular. I have just spent two and a half hours

viewing what the advertising men call “a

rich entertainment experience”
—“The Man

in the Gray Flannel Suit.” I read the novel,

and feared that the picture might not come
up to the book, but was very pleased to see

that the casting, the script and production
were beautifully done.

I have been most happy to note that there

is a growing trend in the motion-picture

industry toward producing more intelligent

pictures of good quality. I do not know
who deserves the credit for this improve-
ment. Perhaps it is because the quality of

the stories is better; perhaps because there

is a new group of serious actors and ac-

tresses, with the integrity and talent to turn

in good performances; or perhaps the pro-

ducers have finally realized that the public

will not accept second-rate pictures, but

are discerning men and women, who will

pick and choose the pictures they want to

see.

I do not really know what has caused this

revolution, but I like it— like it! As an
inveterate movie fan, I am pleased to see

that movies in the United States are coming
into their own as a form of art. I see the

dawn of a new Golden Age in Hollywood.
Gone forever are the Garbos and Barry-
mores, hut here to replace them are Marlon
Brando and Marisa Pavan and many more
of the new breed.

A couple of years ago, when Hollywood
was in a slump, the slogan was “Movies

Yul Brynner and Deb Kerr—wonderful!

are better than ever!” Well, it wasn’t true

then, but it is today.

Pamela Purdy
Pikesville, Maryland

I wish to thank you very much for your

wonderful article on Frank Sinatra, “The
Truth about Frank Sinatra’s Gang,” in the

September issue of Photoplay. It’s about

time someone came out with the truth.

Frank is not only respected and supported

by some of the most loyal and faithful fans

on record, but he is also loved and respected

and admired by the industry of which he

is a part. This last statement is emphasized

by the fact that no one who has worked or

been associated with him closely in any wa
has ever had an unkind remark, but onl

praise for him as a great man and entei

tainer. That is why the name of Fran
Sinatra will always be a household wor
with us and why we will remain his fan

“From Here to Eternity.”

Sunny Rose
Venice, Galiforni

I’d like to see how many readers agre

with my thoughts on Ingrid Bergman. Whe
Ingrid left this country a few years ago,

seems everyone was glad to see her go. Br

don’t they realize that people are human-
including Hollywood stars—and Miss Ber{

man? At least she had the courage to fac

people, but it was heartbreaking to hea

that her own country, Sweden, criticize

her so much. Now that she has made
movie, and is thinking of coming back I

America, will we welcome her or treat he

as Sweden did? People of America, let

forgive Ingrid; let’s make her feel at hom
when she gets here; let’s make her feel i

if she belongs!

Rita Hood
Spring Green, Wisconsi

I have never written to a movie magazir

before, but I would like to give cred

where credit is due to a man who certain

hasn’t gotten his share. That man is Mar
Lanza.

I first saw Mario six years ago, and T'

liked him ever since. I feel bad about tl

way certain Hollywood columnists belitt

him for his so-called “conceit and temper

ment.” Mario certainly has a right to be

little conceited—his gift is a wonderf

thing. His voice has brought joy to m
lions of people throughout the world, ar

I believe that many of Photoplay’s reade

will agree with me.
Nancy Gronin
Hartford, Gonnectic

:

Ernest won the Oscar, it’s true.

And so have Marlon and William, too.

But my enthusiasm is starting to sour.

Hasn’t someone overlooked Tyrone Poweiji

Oh, to be as smug as Glift
|{

Would give my ego such a lift.
j

His name in gold some day they’ll carve
f

For turning down roles in order to starvj

Yvonne M. Friday 1

Kansas Gity, Missoiji

I have this very day seen the most glo

ous picture ever to come out of Hollywoc

I refer to “The King and I.” Although I a

just a teenager, I have never enjoyed ir

self more nor have I ever seen a movie
j

compare with this one—the cast, the coli
,

the music and the story.

Deborah Kerr, as always, was wonderfi
j

and the supporting roles were beautiful
j

done—but the outstanding character w
j

Yul Brynner. I cannot praise him enouf
j

Hollywood has found a treasure in hi
j

and I hope he makes many more movies,
j

The magic of Siam was captured in 1 1

Continue I
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this is instant glamour. .. directoire style
this is the season's best miracle ... a bra that gives

you a high-rounded bustline with fullness above

the bra, itself and glamour beyond your wildest

dreams thanks to a magic and revolutionary

featherlight insert* that lifts you, yourself, to

natural loveliness. The name is “curvallure”. .

.

only Jantzen makes it . . . white, pink, blue, black . .

.

bandeau 639 with three-way straps . . . 5.95,

bra-lette evs . . . 15.00, daytime bra 6i9 with

conventional straps (far left), white only

. , . 3.95 ... at most stores. Cprices m u. s. a.>

curvallure
/

Utntztn tnc • Peundatlons and Braee1or99.< Madl&on Avenue 'New yo rk

this

magic insert

does it!

•patent penpInQ



PIER ANGELI, co-starring

in M-G-M's

"Somebody Up There Likes Me"

QA£/^XMt~AlOi/<J^ ^eCL&OTL

VIVIAN BLAINE, co-starring in

"Public Pigeon Number One"

An RKO-Radio Picture.

Color by Technicolor.

CYD CHARISSE, co-starring in

M-G-M’s "Silk Stockings”

JEANNE CRAIN, co-starring

in M-G-M's

"The Fastest Gun Alive”

DORIS DAY, CO si

"Julie”—An Arwin

for M-G-M Release.

ISTame your favorite-cuidyon may wi (

Lustre Creme^35,00(
t

GINGER ROGERS, starring in

"The First Traveling Saleslady"—An

RKO-Radio Picture. Print by Technicolor

If your favorite is a star

not pictured, send in her name

on entry form.

NATALIE WOOD, co starring in

"A Cry in The Night". A Jaguar

Production presented by Warner Bros.

DANA WYNTER, starring in

"The Sixth of June”

A 20th Century-Fox Production.

In Cinemascope. Color by DeLuxe,

MAUREEN O’HARA, starring in

"Everything But The Truth”

A Universal-International Picture

In Eastman Color.

*What are the ANNUAL FAME
The FAME POLL was originated 25 years ago by the

Publishing Company, a leading publisher of

and magazines relating to the motion picture

Each year, FAME magazine conducts a poll among

owners and managers from coast-to-coast to

top Hollywood box office stars.

Last year Grace Kelly was Top Screen Actress

Year in the Fame Poll. Who will get the honor this

Will it be the star whose name you send in on the

form on the next page? If so, you may win

details on opposite page.

JANE POWELL, starring in

"The Girl Most Likely"

An RKO-Radio Picture.

Print by Technicolor

SHEREE NORTH, starring in

"The Best Things In Life Are Free"

A 20lh Century-Fox Production.

In Cinemascope. Color by DeLuxe

DEBBIE REYNOLDS, starring

in "Tammy"
A Universal-International Picture

Print by Technicolor in CinemaScooe

DEBRA PAGET, co-starring in Cecil

B. DeMille's Production of "The Ten

Commandments" A Paramount Picture

in VistaVision. Color by Technicolor

JANE RUSSELL, starring in

"The Revolt of Mamie Stover"

A 20th Century-Fox Production

in Cinemascope. Color by DeLuxe

ANN MILLER, co Starring in

M-G-M's "The Opposite Sex"

In Cinemascope and Metrocolor.

ELIZABETH TAYLOR,

M G M's “Raintree

Filmed in M-G-M Camera 65



/l4a/yu/~7op ^tM4/

INITA EKBERG, co-starring in

"Back from Eternity"

An RKO Radio Picture.

RHONDA FLEMING, co starring in

HAL WALLIS' "Gunfight At The

O.K. Corral". A Paramount Picture in

VistaVision. Color by Technicolor.

GRACE KELLY, co-starring in

"High Society"—A Sol C. Siegel

Production. An M-G M Release in

VistaVision. Color by Technicolor.

DEBORAH KERR, co starring in

M G M's "Tea and Sympathy"

In GinemaScope and Melrocolor.

VIRGINIA MAYO, co starring in

"Buffalo Grass". A Jaguar Production.

Presented by Warner Bros.

Great Bigf Cash, Prize in the

}’s all you do to enter: Study the faces of
Lustre-Creme Girls pictured here. Decide
1 one of these stars (or another of your own
e) you would like to see win the Twenty-
Annual FAME POLL*

-jiV

in her name on the entry form at lower right.

he actress you would like to

ihe 25th Annual FAME Poll

Top Screen Actress of the

imply write the star’s name,
name and address, on the

kes Entry Blank in the lower
id corner. Nothing to buy
ng to pay lor . . . and you
the first prize of $20,000

—

the many other cash prizes.

as many entries as you
use a different entry blank

. (Ask for extra entry blanks

you buy Lustre-Creme, or

send in your entry on a postcard, or

use a plain piece of paper—mailing
each entry form separately.)

Each of the stars shown here uses

Lustre-Creme, Hollywood’s favorite

shampoo. And there’s a good reason
why 4 out of 5 top Hollywood movie
stars prefer it. Because Lustre-Creme
never dries-—it beautihes. It’s blessed
with lanolin—always leaves your hair

star-bright, satin-soft, a joy to man-
age. Use it once—and Hollywood’s
favorite Lustre-Creme Shampoo will

be your favorite, too!

lollywood’s Favorite

stre-Creme Shampoo

FIRST PRIZE . . . ... $20,000
SECOND PRIZE 5,000
5 THIRD PRIZES OF 1,000 each
500 FOURTH PRIZES OF ... . 10 each

Here's all you do:—
1. PRIN'T on the entry form (or on plain paper or postcard) yourname and address plus name of movie star whom you would like to

of ‘I'e Year” in the 25th AnnualFAME rolJ.

Lustre-Creme Sweepstakes, P. O. Box
9, New fork 46, New York.

3. SEND AS MANY ENTRIES AS YOU WANT-hut mail each one
separately.

POSTMARKED on or before November 10
1950, and received not later than November 17, 1956.

carries the name of the star who is designated
lop Screen Actress of the i'ear” by TAME Magazine, your entry

Mill be eligible ior the Sweepstakes Drawing.

All prize-winners will be selected by blindfold drawin- bv ex-
ecutives of Advertising Distributors of America. Only one prize to
a M inner. Judges decisions final.

Top winner will be announced on Colgate-Palmolive TV pro-
gram, Strike It Bich,” December 14. (See local TV listings for
time and station.)

This sweepstakes is open to all residents of the continental United
States, Hawaii and Alaska, except employees and their immediate
families of Colgate-Palmolive Co., its advertising agencies and the
()uigley I ub ishing Co. Void in the State of New Jersey. Subject to
all other federal and State regulations.

(Note: If fame’s "Top Screen Actress of the Year” is named by fewer
persons than there are prizes, all entries will be eligible to participate
in the Lustre-Creme Sweepstakes.)

Shampoo

/

Cream

or Lotion

USE THIS HANDY ENTRY FORM
(Additional forms at your Lustre-Creme dealer.)
LUSTRE-CREME $35,000 MOVIE-STAR SWEEPSTAKES

Mail to: LUSTRE-CREME SWEEPSTAKES T
P. 0. Box 9, New York 46, N. Y.

I would like to see Movie Star

{print in star's name clearly)

named as the "Top Screen Actress of the Year” in the 25th
Annual FAME Poll.

My Name^

Address

City -P.O. Zone- State^
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Lipstick Charm Bracelet ... so pretty to

wear! And such a charming conversation

piece! 5 miniature Cutex Lipsticks in differ-

ent colors, complete with bracelet, $1.50.

READERS INC.
Continued

color of De Luxe, the size of CinemaScope
55. and the music of Rodgers and Hammer-
stein.

In short, I would like to say that “The
King and I” has never been equalled on the
screen, in my opinion, and as long as Hol-
lywood will produce movies of this caliber,

the moviegoing public will see perfection!

in Hollywood.
Mary Beth Edgley^
Troutdale, Oregon

I feel I cannot allow Lina Farley (Read-j

ers Inc., August issue) to go unchallenged.!

In my opinion, as well as the opinion of myi
friends, “Not as a Stranger” was one of thej

best movies ever made. The acting wasj

superb, I thought.

As for the fitness of certain movies foij

children. I have noticed that children be-

come bored with a “too sophisticated” pic-

ture, hut I don’t think it does them any

harm.
I am afraid that Miss Farley just “missec;

the point” of “The Man from Laramie,’

which she called “pointless and unenter

taining.” For me, it was a movie I’ll always

remember.
Her complaint about “The Last Hunt” i:

really the “straw that broke the camel’:

hack.” The so-called slaughter of counties:

buffalo was the annual culling of the herd

The movie company was allowed to usi

them for specimens. Had the movie no

been made, these animals would still havi

been killed (and—I might add—in mud
the same way as it was done in the movie!)

Norann LaRete
Sandpoint, Idah-

I just can’t get my mind off a motio’

picture I saw recently
—“Gaby” with Lesli

Caron and John Kerr. I think Leslie Caro

outdid herself in her part of Gaby. Sh
carried out her emotional scenes with mor
finesse than most actors and actresses wor

years and years to accomplish. She wa

excellent in the cast, too, because she a:

tually went through some of those wa

years, didn’t she? John Kerr also has

l)right future ahead of him. He is youn

and new and seems to “catch your eye

like so many of the newcomers are iinabl

to do. He isn’t just “another” actor—he ht

that quality of totiching the people’s hear

and minds.

SO CREAMY, SO LASTING-
YOUR OWN LIPS WILL CHEER

Creamiest! Cutex Lipstick is so

extra rich in Sheer Lanolin, it

feels far smoother on your lips.

Protects against chapping.
Keeps lips always soft!

Color stays on for hours.
Superior new Cutex formula is

so non-smearing, color stays on

you—off fi/m—even after a kiss!

In a radiant variety of beau-

tiful colors, each in a luxurious

golden case, 59^ and 29(^.

New! 24-hour-type lipstick

— Cutex Satin Cling. For girls

who want 24-hour color with no

drying after-effect, 79^.

Why Pay More?

SHEER LANOLIN LIPSTICK
Matching CUTEX NAIL POLISH,

proven longest-wearing of all

!

29? and 15?.

Anon.
Raleigh, North Carolir

I have just read the latest issue d

Photoplay and it has reaffirmed my beli

in its being the best film magazine on tl

news.stands today. I say this because sin(|

I first began reading the stories, column

reviews, etc. in this magazine, I have nev i

(ome across anything of a malicious -

derogatory nature about anyone in Holl

wood.
I am a teenager who is not “wild,” wl

does not smoke, drink or use narcotic:

Neither do my friends. Neither do .the va

majority of teens. Yet because a few pe.

I)le in our age group find an outlet f

their problems by these methods, the pu

lie is led to believe (usually by sensation

news stories) that we are all delinquer

in one way or several. I feel that the sar

is true of film personalities.

Of course, we know that no one is p<

feet, that marriage sometimes fails, that

few stars have pasts they would like

forget. We also know that anyone wi

enough talent, ambition and a certain ji

definable something besides, and who mak

the top and stays up there, must ha

a toughness and {Continued on page L,
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GENTLE, FRAGRANT SPRAY THAT HOLDS HAIR
OFTLY, BEAGTIFULLA^ IN PLACE FOR HOURS

Breck Hair Set.Mist is a fragrant spray which delicately holds your hair softly in

place for hours. After combing, a few brief sprays keep the hair beautifully arranged.

When freshening, a damp comb renews your waves - no respraying is necessary.

Breck Hair Set Mist also provides a quick, easy way to make lasting pin curls.

Fragrant as a bouquet, Breck Hair Set Mist contains lanolin, which leaves the hair

soft to touch and brings out the natural lustre and beauty of your hair.

Available at Beauty Shops, Drug Stores, Department Stores and wherever cosmetics are sold. 41/2 oz. $1.25; 11 oz. $2.00. Plus tax.
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^ives mu the magnificent luxury^ Futurama !

' l&.S-s . - f. i.i

MW
fabulous Futurama case

with lipstick refill- oniyl

LOOK! JUST CLICK OUT OLD REFILL CLICK IN THE NEW . . . SWIVEL UP AND USE

Your jeweler-designed '^Futurama case goes on forever— all you ever

buy again are Revloji refills! You save 35^ on every lipstick!

Now Revlon makes every other way to buy lipstick

old-fashioned! Now you can have the richness of a

Van Cleef & Arpels jeweler-designed 'Futurama’ case

complete with lipstick for the price of a lipstick alone!

But that’s only the beginning!

Since 'Futurama’ is a permanent case, you don’t

pay the cost of an old-fashioned brass case every time

you buy lipstick. Instead, Revlon passes a real saving

along to you—35^ on every lipstick refill. (Click-in

refills cost only 90^.)

'Futurama’ holds any of tlie three types of Revlon

Lipstick: Lanolite, the non-drying, non-smear type;

Lustrous, the extra-creamy type for sensitive lips; or

Revlon Living Lipstick, the twenty-four-hour type.

Today, start buying your lipstick this new
'Futurama’ way. Remember! For just 1.25, you get

this magnificent jeweler-designed gold-tone 'Futurama’

complete with your choice of any Revlon Lipstick— in

28 fashion-genius shades. Other styles in 'Futurama’

from 2.50 to 37.50.

*ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO TAX

I 19 56 REVLON, INC.
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“Watchyour shin thrive on

Cashmere Bouquet Soap!”

Who’s winning all the attention? J‘It can be you ... if you give your skin

3-way beauty care with Cashmere Bouquet Soap,” says Candy Jones.

Cleans cleaner than creams.

Your skin is so much cleaner

when you use Cashmere
Bouquet! No cream film!

Stimulates with no astrin-

gent sting, as you stroke

Cashmere Bouquet’s mild

lather over your skin.

Softens without lotion stick-

iness. Leaves normal, dry

or oily skin naturally softer,

smoother! No sticky feel!

Giveyourskin this 5-wafbeauty caie!

No more bother with greasy cleans-

ing creams, sticky lotions and

stinging astringents! Now, with

just a cake of Cashmere Bouquet

Soap, you can give your skin the

beauty care of famous Conover

students. This wonderful 3-way

beauty care actually cleans cleaner

than creams . . . stimulates gently

. . . softens and smooths your skin,

too. Just like using a whole row

of beauty products . . . but so

much quicker and easier. Start

today, and watch your skin thrive!

plenty of wonderful qualities. This is what
we like to read about. It makes famous
personalities seem like individuals whom
we would like to know and have as friends:
no longer are they just fares on a movie
screen. I know I am telling you something
you already know hecatise to me this is the
essence of your entire magazine. So I would
like to thank you for the wonderful work
you are doing.

(Miss) Toni Forsyth
Hollywood, California

QUESTION BOX:

Correction: In the September issue of

Readers hic., we erroneously stated that the

music in the picture “East of Eden'’ was
composed by Victor Young. It was com-
posed by Leonard Rosenman.

I saw “Crime in the Streets” a few weeks
ago and I can't understand why Sal Mineo
is getting all the credit. He had so little to

say, and I think a good deal of credit be-

longs to John Cassavetes. He was terrific. I

Please let us have some information on him.
,

Betty Anderson
Northhampton, Massachusetts

John Cassavetes, one of the' nation’s most '

rapidly rising young actors, has been seen
on the Broadway stage, in motion pictures

and on television. He is twenty-five years .

old, a native New Yorker, and married to
'

a young actress, Gena Rowlands. Cassavetes
j

had the role in “Crime in the Streets” that
|

he first created for television.

I recently had an argument about Glenn
Ford with my mother and aunt. They say
that he is dead, and I say he isn’t. Who is

right?

Richard North
Gallipolis, Ohio

You are. Mr. Ford is very much alive,

we’re happy to say.

I want to hear something about Steve
Cochran. I saw him in “Come Next Spring,”
and he was great

!

Elsa Hubbard
Mantua, Ohio

Steve Cochran has been everything from I

a lumberman to a welder since he first be-
;

came interested in dramatics in junior high
school. He was born in Eureka, California,
is six feet one inch tall, dark, handsome—
and an individualist!

;

CASTING

:

I have just finished a book that kept me
on the edge of my seat all the time I was
reading it. It is Storm Fury by Richard
Holden. 1 think it would make a great

movie with John Agar as David Storm-,''

Joan Collins as Karen-, Raymond Massey as
i

Professor Cruikshank; Joel McCrea as

Dwight Heron; and Frank Lovejoy as Dr.

Nicolls. I believe it would he a' real thriller! '

Lou Trent
Deer Park, New York '

One of the best stories about prehistoric ,

monsters is Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s The
Lost W'orld. I think it would make a thrill-

|

ing movie with Clifton Webb as Professor

Challenger, Boris Karloff as Professor Sum-
merlee. Gilbert Roland as Lord John Rox-

ton, Robert Wagner as Edward Malone and

Mara Corday as Gladys.

Arthur Stockman
Longmont, Colorado

,

Veteran moviegoers may recall the silent '•

version of this thriller, with the late Wal-

'

lace Beery as Professor Challenger. But to- '

day’s science-fiction cycle suggests a re-

make is well in order.



Continued from page 12

LOOK ALIKES:

While going through a 1955 Yearbook, I

ran across an article entitled “Poignant and

Brutally Honest.” The story was about a

young actress, Irene Kane. I’ve never seen

this girl in a film, but she looks enough like

Grace Kelly, I think, to be her sister. If

Hollywood is still looking for another Grace
Kelly, I think Irene would fill the bill. What
has become of Miss Kane? Does she look

too much like Miss Kelly, and is that why
she wasn’t brought to light?

Sandi Allen
Laguna Beach, California

In looking through a little booklet, I saw
a picture of Arleen Whelan. She looks so

much like Jane Russell. Do any of your

ather readers think so?
Leon Shumake
Hartsville, South Carolina

I am a faithful reader of Photoplay,
ind would like to submit a picture of Robert
iCoopman. Some people think he looks like

fohn Derek and some think he closely re-

lembles Guy Madison. I would love to get

he opinion of your readers—whom do they

hink he looks like?

Joyce Koopman
Baltimore, Maryland

I have been reading Photoplay for

ears. In your August issue, you published

,
picture of “Rock Hudson’s double.” I

hink my son not only looks like Rock, but

Robert Jerry

e is built like him, and has the same di.s-

osition (from what I have read about him),
[y son’s name is Stephen, but we call him
prry, and I would be so interested in hear-
|ig if your readers agree with me.

Mrs. Stephen Archer
Croyden, New Hampshire

|V MEMORIAM;

. On July 31, 1956, the young actor Robert
Irancis had been dead one year. I’ll never
iTget the hot summer day when I was
Jnumbing through the Indianapolis Times
lid ran across an article saying, “Actor
Irancis Killed in Plane.” At first I couldn't
jilieve it was the same blond-headed kid
|had seen in “Mister Roberts.”

Anon.
Indianapolis, Indiana

1 1 think the wonderful young actor, Robert

j

ancis, who died July 31, 1955, deserves
lention in your column. All his many fans
|>uld appreciate it.

Merle Bozard
Orangeburg, South Carolina

I Here in Hawaii, there are many people
1 10 admired the late Robert Francis very
Itch, and his death was a severe shock to

I

all. We even wrote to his sister, Mrs.
I.exander F. Robins, to express our sym-
|thy, and asked her to send us a photo of
Jr brother. Well never forget him.

Arlene Tanaka
Kahului, Maui, Hawaii

'I'

a woman’s privilege

to change her mind...

AND THE COLOR OF HER HAIR’'

says Lilly Dache
It’s smart to be fickle— about the color of your bair! Be a blonde, be a redhead,

be brunette to suit your whim or the occasion. Simply rinse in exciting new

temporary color, safely, quickly, easily. Shampoo it out when you please. Leaves

your hair colorfully lustrous, truly manageable. Let Lilly Dache’s personally

trained experts at ^ leading department and drug stores help you

choose the color 1 Ij’ that’s really joir . . . from 12 exciting shades!

plus lav

S.IYS " A new hair color,

like a new hat

does something

for you ! ” P
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Angel Skin
" keep-il-handy

"

One for the KITCHEN ! Reach for

Angel Skin after every dishwashing.

Stops chapping— before it starts!

One for the BATHROOM ! Reach

for Angel Skin after every shower. Sinks

in instantly. Softens skin all over.

Regular 98< value
for a limited lime

plu$ tax

Or—choose

Angel Skin Hand Cream
...some miracle formula!

over the

Editor^s shoulder . . •

Stories you’ll want to read—about stars you’d like to meet 11

Author, Author!
We really feel that George Scullin, who’s

writing Kim Novak’s life story exclusively for

Photoplay, should take a bow. Mr. Scullin,

who also authored the Gary Cooper life story

for a national weekly, admitted to us—very

privately—that doing the Kim Novak story was

—well, shall we say “more fun”? At any rate,

Mr. Scullin is one of the few men for whom
Kim has cooked luncheon with her very own

hands, and hers is the first lavender apartment

our author ever visited. For your own glimpse

of Kim’s lavender apartment, be sure to buy

the December issue of Photoplay.

one in Natalie Wood and Tab Hunter. We]-’

talked to Natalie about this when she was in

New ^ ork. Curled up on a sofa in her suiteli

at the Plaza, Natalie thought it over and then|

said, “I guess it’s all right—if the part happensi

to call for it. But team or no team, it’s got to

be a good part.” This brown-haired, brown-

eyed pixie is really all out for her career. Not

even marriage, when it happens, is going to

interfere. We found that out, among other

things, when we put our spies on her trail to

get hold of Natalie’s diary of her first unchap-

eroned trip—which comes to you in December,

Young Man in a Hurry
That describes him, all right. It was less than

a year ago that a young actor named Tony

Perkins dropped by our office to he introduced.

At that time no one had ever heard of this tall,

intense and very likable young man. Eight

months later, when he paid us a second visit,

Tony’s dehut picture, “Friendly Persuasion,”

was to open at Radio City Music Hall and he

was being hailed as a full-fledged star. We’re

delighted to have got in on the ground floor

with Tony, who assured us he’d give Photo-

play anything we want in the way of stories

and interviews, but begged off posing for

Rebels, Arise!
That certainly seems to be the cry to young

actors these days, with more and more of the

“rebel” type moving to center front, led, ol

course, by the king of the rebels, Elvis Presley

That’s why we did a little research on the sub

ject and came up with some reassuring word;

for the older generation in “Why the Rebe

Craze Is Here to Stay.” Now we have some re-

assuring words for the younger generation. Ir

December, Photoplay brings you the first, ex

elusive interview with Elvis in

where he’s making his first movie, “Love M
Tender,” plus pictures of your favorite

in FULL COLOR. Be sure to look for it!

In Hollytvood for his first movie, Elvis took the town

and autograph fans by storm and liked it “just fine”

Tony Perkins doesn’t believe i.

signs unless they say, “Go, boy!
Uni

P«i

“beefcake.” “I'm just not the type,’’ said he

modestly. That's one man’s opinion

!

Lovers, Come Back . . .

A generation ago, the "love team” was always

a sure success at the boxoffice. Janet Gaynor

and Charley Farrell started it in “Seventh

Heaven.” Now, dozens of love teams later,

Warner Brothers have decided that they have

Coming Events
you,

Would you like to win a date with Sal IMineo
;

jlji

The December issue of Photoplay will giv As,

you your chance. This is a complete-in-one-issu

contest, so don’t miss getting your copy of tin
jj,

star-filled, story-filled, picture-filled issue, o -

sale November sixth! And be sure to tell u

what stars you’d like to read about. That s a

’til next time.—I.M.



Ho Other Leading Toothpaste

CUAIIS' CLEANS
YOUR

BREATH

WHILE
IT BUMDS

n FANS

siNUiDS guards
YOUR

TEETH

yT Because

No Other Leading Toothpaste ^

Contains GARDOL

TO GIVE YOU LONG-LASTING

PROTECTION AGAINST BOTH

BAD BREATH AND TOOTH DECAY

^ ...With Just One Brushing! >

MAKES TEETH WHITER— CANNOT STAIN OR DISCOLOR!

GARDOL IS COLGATE'S TRADE-MARK

FOR SODIUM N-LAUROYL SARCOSINATE.

Unlike other leading tooth-
pastes, Colgate’s forms an in-

visible, protective shield around
your teeth that fights decay all

day . . . with just one brushing!
Ask your dentist how often to

brush your teeth. But remember I

One Colgate brushing fights de-
cay-causing bacteria 12 hours
—or more!

Colgate’s with Gardol helps
stop bad breath all day for most
people with just one brushing!
Instantly sweeps away bacteria
that cause bad breath originating

in the mouth ! No other leading
toothpaste* cleans your breath
while it guards your teeth like

Colgate Dental Cream with
Gardol!

THE TOP THREE BRANOJ

AFTER COLGATE'S.

Cleans Your Breath Guards Your Teeth

p
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Close whispers for two who are close in

heart. Lana Turner Barker is risking all

that a woman can to give Lex the child he

wants, and Hollywood admires her courage

Already the Tony Curtis-Janet Leigh baby

has stirred a ruckus in the moviemaking
world. Kelly actually got herself chased

p off her dad’s set for disturbing production!

It couldn’t be, they said. The marriage

of Fernando Lamas and Arlene Dahl was
doomed, they said. That was umpteen years

ago—and see how happy they look now!

20



Cat York^s Gossip of Hollywood

imes MacArthur, son of Helen Hayes, was
'ken to Hollywood's heart as few young-

ers are. Joan Crawford and her husband,
I Steele, were among the welcomers

Big news: Betty Hutton s back before the

cameras! The gal who’s been down so many
times in the recent past is up again, and
Alan, everyone in town are cheering her on

INSIDE STDRR
Bedside Manner: Marlon Brando proved

to be that proverbial friend in need

during Anna Kashfi’s recent bout with

pleurisy. Although medicos posted a

“No Visitors” sign, it did not keep out

the volatile actor, whose flowers, phone

calls and daily visits helped to hasten

dark-eyed Anna’s recovery. That hill-

side house formerly occupied by Mar-
lon was vacant again. So he checked

out of his Chateau Marmont apartment,

and the Don Murrays, who expect Sir

1 Stork, checked in. . . . Still weeping

over her broken marriage, Elizabeth

Taylor departed for “Raintree County”

location in Danville, Kentucky. Hard
to say whether it was the heat or the

emotional pressure set off by her sep-

aration from Mike, but Liz collapsed

and had to be ordered to bed for sev-

eral days. This seems to happen to Liz

every time she makes a picture. Could

it be some deep-seated dislike of pic-

ture-making? Hard to believe. Co-star

Montgomery Clift lavished care and

concern on her, and still-devoted Mi-

chael Wilding cabled red roses from

his own picture-making in Europe.

Memory Lane: Driven by desire to see

James Dean again, Natalie Wood and

Scott Marlowe motored all the way to

Bakersfield when “Giant” was pre-

viewed. During the 112-mile trip back

to Hollywood they sat in silence, too

choked to talk. . . . And hearts went

out to inconsolable Ered Astaire, who
had his toughest line to speak in “Fun-

ny Face.” He had to say, “I have to

meet my wife and kids.” Still suffering

the loss of his real-life wife, Fred broke

up during the first three takes.

Pretty Babies: When Debbie Reynolds

and Eddie Fisher finished “Bundle of

Joy,” they rested for a full week before

giving their first party. Debbie modeled

a maternity bathing suit she designed

herself, and everyone urged her to man-

ufacture them. Eddie, who usually

smokes a pipe, puffed away on cigars.

“Just rehearsing for November first!”

he grinned. ... A tip from Jean Sim-

mons to expectant mothers: “To con-

quer hair-do problems, wear your hair

in a bun crowned with little wreaths of

artificial flowers. I buy my flowers in

the five-and-ten and make the wreaths

myself. They’re practical, they’re fun

and you always look neat.” Jean’s in

“Protection for a Tough Racket.”

"So This Is Hollywood" mused English

import Diana Dors the next morning
Continued f
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PERIODIC PAIN
Midol acts three ways to bring

faster, more complete relief from

menstrual suffering. It relieves

cramps, eases headache and it

chases the “blues”. Sally now

takes Midol at the first sign of

menstrual distress.

Will it be like this again be-

tween jack Lemmon and
'is Cynthia? Martha Hyer
and other friends are bet-

ting on a reconciliation

Splash! went the water in

the Diana Dors and Dennis

Hamilton pool, and Splash!

ivent the headlines across

nation when Dennis blew up

Eva Marie Saint and her

husband, Jeffrey Hayden,

are just one more piece of

evidence that a couple of

careers don’t ruin marriage

\

INSIDE STDRE Continued

after her husband had “ruffled up” a

photographer for having reportedly

pushed Miss Dors, her agent, Louis

Schurr and dress designer Howard

Shoup into a swimming pool. It seems

that Miss Dors’ husband, Dennis Ham-

ilton, doesn’t like to see his wife pushed

around, much less dunked fully clothed

into water. Mr. Hamilton insists the

photographer, Stuart Sawryer, did the

pushing in the hope of getting a good

picture of Miss Dors emerging, soaking

wet. Mr. Hamilton felt that this was

extremely poor behavior on the part of

Mr. Sawyer, considering that the lad

had eaten of the Dors-Hamilton food,

drunk of their liquor and generally en-

joyed their hospitality. Mr. Sawyer was

taken to the hospital with fairly severe

bruises and injuries. Miss Dors took

to her bed with a sprained back, Mr.

Hamilton took to the telephone to de-

fend his action, and their guests, gen-

erally, took to the hills, preferring not

to be quoted. But, as someone re

marked, picking fights—with or with

out provocation—with newspapermen i

something older and wiser stars avoid

sometimes even accepting insults rathe

than permit themselves to be provokei

into making headlines.

More Bounce to the Ounce: That’s Bel

ty Hutton, these happy days. Makin

“Spring Reunion” for United Artists;

Betty’s walking on air over the fac

that she’s been given a strong, dramati

role that really calls for acting as we.

as enthusiasm. After her TV spectaculai

was slightly less than spectacular. Be

ty’s spirits took a nosedive, but the gii

has too much courage and too muc

talent to be defeated for very long.

There’s a Long, Long Trail: Remembe

all the people who said the Arlene Dah[

Fernando Lamas marriage couldn

possibly last? You’ll need a long men
Continut
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The difference is almost startling—

because Palmolive Soft Shampoo is 100%

non-alkaline, agrees with the normal

healthy condition of hair and scalp.

Removes alkaline film that makes

hair look dull and lifeless.

PALMOLIVI^SHAMPOO

i

p
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Pond’s

deep cleansings make a

lovely diflerence . .

.

. . ,-vmett uowit

ci^t e/yiCmaA. yx) \ziU 1

New ultraviolet

photographs prove

Pond’s Cold Cream

removes dirt that other cleansing

only “skims over”

I. A test patch of dirt and make-up is applied. In photo

taken in ultraviolet light, patch shows up white.

2. Then patch is vigorously 3 . Even after brisk washing,

washed. She thinks her skin ultraviolet light shows

is clean, but . . .
stubborn dirt still there!

4 . Proof Pond’s cleanses deep.

Right through imbedded dirt.

Pond’s cleanses a clear pathl

IN3IDE 3TUI=i:

Robert Taylor looks so relaxed and i

peace these days, so happy with h
Ursula, a wise wife and a good motht^

ory, because Fernando and Arlene ha\

weathered plenty of marital storms an

they’re still very much together, vei

much in love, and very, very happy.

Baptism by Fire: Eighteen-year-old sc

of Helen Hayes, James MacArthur, wl

screen debuts in RKO’s “The Your

Stranger,” was invited to his first Holl

wood party his first night in town. Elaii|

Aiken, instructed her guests to appe;;

at her hilltop home in dungarees, wr

bare feet. Bongo drums bongoed unt|

dawn. Natalie Wood, Tom Tryon, See!

Marlowe, Lori Nelson and Sal Min

were just a few of the famous gues

who shook the welkin, if not the neigi

hors’ nerves. New York now seems lif

a quiet little village to young James, i

doubt.

The Saints Be Praised: Eva Marie, ci

tainly, deserved all the praise she g

for her fine work in “That Certain Fe'|

ing,” which co-starred Bob Hope a,’

was her first fling at comedy. She c

joyed every minute of it, and she’s al

enjoying living in Hollywood with h

producer-husband Jeffrey Hayden a

her young son Darrell—so named

that no one could tack a nicknai

onto him. Currently making “Rainti

County” with Elizabeth Taylor a

Montgomery Clift, Eva Marie Saint

!

another actress who has proved th

careers and marriage can be happ

combined when people are old enou

to know what they want.

p

Sheer, non*greasy powi

—Pond’s Vanishing Cream

No other cleanser

removes make-up and dirt

more completely,

leaves your skin so fresh !

JE^OlSTiS Cold- CrearrL

Flash!: Or is it just a ffash-in-the-pa

Anyway, 20th Century-Fox has :

nounced that Elvis Presley will star

“Love Me Tender” along with Ri'

ard Egan, Debra Paget and Nevi

Brand. For a complete report on h

Presley likes Hollywood and vice ver

see the December issue of Photopl/

with his first interview as a film st
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Continued

Intimate Scoop: We hasten to bring you
the first fashion tip from the wardrobe
of Hollywood’s newest glamour girl.

Miss Kelly Lee {not spelled Leigh)

Curtis. When .Janet Leigh, whose figure

is better than ever, if that’s possible,

brought her to the set of “The Eyes of

Father Tomasino,” Missy Kelly stopped
production, much to Tony’s relief, since

he was being “cboked” by Gilbert Ro-
land. Tony’s first-born was the epitome
of female daintiness in a pink organdy
frock with white piping. Also she is

definitely carrying out the Gussie Moran
influence. Kelly’s panties were lace-

trimmed! There was so much oohing
1 and ailing that finally the assistant

I

director pleaded, “Would you put

I

your baby away, Mr. Curtis, please!’’

Sunny Side Up: Donald O’Connor
1 should have a new bride to go with his

'I new house before you read this. To keep

I
Gloria Noble’s tootsies warm he had

I!
the bricks in the patio heated with in-

fra-red rays. His garden is also wired

j

for sound. Donald deserves lasting hap-

II

piness. Here’s hoping this time is it!

|i Flag of Truce: Hollywood may have
its faults but tbe town is quick to for-

give and forget. No one was less coop-

erative than Rita Hayworth, and she

hurt many people along the way. Now

j

she’s making “Fire Down Below” with

I

Robert Mitchum in Trinidad, and
i they’re shouting her praises. Maybe at

,
this late stage she’s seen the light. For
Rita’s sake we hope it’s true.

j

One Man's Family: Robert Taylor is a

very fortunate man—and a smart one
too! His wife, Ursula Thiess, loves to

I

do her own marketing. She also does all

’ her own cooking and takes care of the

I children herself. Bob married because
I he wanted a home and a wife not dedi-

i cated to a career, but he never told
' Ursula not to make pictures. She will

make her own decisions. Nice going.

Green Light: Lana Turner is an Rh
negative blood type, which makes it

difficult and dangerous for her to have
I

children. But doctors assure the Lex
Barkers there will be no complications
when their baby is born in January.
Now if they could just unload that huge
house, their happiness would be com-
plete. British Diana Dors, who adores
Hollywood, decided it s too expensive.

,
Where There's Smoke: Everything and
everyone (including a pixie blond) was
blamed for Jack Lemmon’s marital
breakup. But according to a pal who
dates back to college : “The real villain,
I think, is success. Jack settled down
too soon, before he got certain things
out of his system. I predict that they’ll
reconcile.”

{Continued on page 33)

M’Siiifl’

At last an all-day lipstick that just won’t
get that flat look—a lipstick that stays fresh
and glowing even when it’s been on all day.
Fabulous new inner glow lipstick glows on
and on—with soft, shimmering eolor!

INNER GLOW actually puts a dew-soft, trans-
parent color-guard on your lips! It’s the
new secret of lips that stay velvety-soft and
moist— of radiance that lasts without a
letdown all the livelong day! 79^ plus -ax

7 INNER GLOW COLORS

RHYTHM-IN-RED-bluered

PINK PLUM—deep pink

LOOK-OUT RED—true- red

PINK-A-BOO— rosy pink

TROPIC SUN—golden red

PEACH-OF-A-PINK— rosy coral

CORAL— bright coral

CASHMERE BOUQUET COSMETICS.. p



start enjoying this new safe way to feminine daintiness

has the “compact” shape

exclusive MICRO-TWIN Head

This side for

shaving

under

\ arms
This side for

shaving legs

close, clean

oh, so smooth

Your letters answered by

Spring Byington

Q I am a schoolteacher, not yet thirty.

Recently I inherited a thousand dol-

lars from a kind soul with whom I lived

when I was going to college.

I have received so much “good advice

since my friends and relatives have heard

about the bequest that I am thoroughly

confused. There are always the level heads

who feel that a windfall should he invested;

there are some who think it should be put

in insurance, and some think it would pay

weekend dividends if it became a down

Enjoy new freedom
from nicks and cuts this safe,

gentle, quick way
ONLY the Lady Sunbeam has the "compact

shape and the shaving head with one edge es-

pecially honed to shave the legs, and the other

edge especially honed for underarm use. Ends

muss and fuss, nicks and cuts of soap and blade.

The Lady Sunbeam’s gentle, sure performance

eliminates underarm irritation caused by blade

shaving and gives you a new easy way to keep

neat, fresh, dainty. Your choice of 6 lovely colors.

Small os a compact-and

fast, sure, convenient.

A I enjoyed your letter very much.

Miss D., because—brief as it was

it revealed a sense of the worlds riches

and an eagerness to enjoy some of them.

Vve always agreed with Somerset Maugham,

who once said (I cant quote him exactly,

Vm sorry to say) that money is like a sixth

sense without which one cannot make the

greatest use of the other five.

I wonder if you couldnt solve your own

dilemma by a file card system. Why not

write on each of as many cards as neces-

sary, one thing you would like to do or see

Continued

TURQUOISE
IVORY

PINK - -
^

BLUE CORAL

See Sunbeam Products demonstrated on the Perry Como
Show, NCAA Football Games and Presidential Election

Night, November 6, all on NBC-TV.

BLACK
Also available in Deluxe
white leather zipper

case— slightly higher.

Look for the

MARK OF QUALITY Famous for Sunbeam TOASTER, MIXMASTER, etc.

Spring Byington stars in December Bride, on

RSlTV. Mondays at 9.30 P.M. EDT.Sunbeam Corporation, 1956
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Cleanser

Sheer Velvet's modern, marvel-

ous multi-purpose formula goes

deep down to clean away every

speck ofcity grime, make-up, and

hardened skin secretions which,

if neglected, cause blackheads.

Then works scientifically with

miraculous Bithionol to suppress

skin bacteria that could invade

and aggravate blemishes. Big

extra bonus! SheerVelvet doesn't

dry. . . it velvetizes your skin as it

cleans. Leaves an invisible velvety

film as a base for fresh make-

up. Try it. See if you've ever had

such a complete beauty treat-

ment. . .so fa^ You'll love Sheer

Velvet Cleanser! 6 ounces,' $1.

You can also get Dorothy Gray products

in Oanada.

For beauty the modern way Dorothv Ortiv
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all-new Angel Face has

Ordinary dry pressed powder
“soaks up” moisture from your skin and
changes color— just as it “soaks up”
these water drops— and discolors.

New “Stay-Fresh” Angel Face
won’t “soak up” moisture and darken

because Angel Face is triple creamed—
-proofed against moisture discoloration!

Won’t streak ... won’t discolor
from skin moisture!

Newest, most flattering

powder and foundation in-one

—

So radiantly fresh! Hours after you

apply new triple creamed Angel

Face, your complexion still has a

smooth, delicate, almost ptore-less

look. There’s no dry caking. No
discoloring in the “damp pore”

areas of your face. In just 5 seconds,

Angel Face gives you a complete

“Stay-Fresh” make-up. Perfect to

carry— it can’t spill.

New! The “Date” Case— the very feminine new
pink compact with mirror and puff, 79(1:*. Other

distinctive Angel Face cases— $H. .. 59(1!’^. All in

WHAT SHOULH I DO?
Continued

in your lifetime. Since your particular in
terests are art and the theatre, some of youi
cards would undoubtedly read, “New York’:
Metropolitan Museum of Art,” “Heler.

Hayes in her current play,” “The Lunts ir,

their current play,” “Venice,” “Florence’:

Uffizi Gallery.” and “Shakespearean play:

at .Stratford-on-Avon.”

Some of the cards will belong in om
geographical section, some in another. Natu
rally, at this time, it is likely that you wil
want to do those things nearest at hand
and it shouldn’t be necessary for you U
use up all your inheritance to accomplisl
what should prove to be the first step in

series of wonderful experiences.
Sometimes a windfall like that you havi

described can be used to open many doors
not fust one.

Q I don’t mind telling you I had t(

blow my stack before I got u]

enough steam to sit down like this an(

write to a lady wailing wall, if you’ll ex
cuse the expression.

I blew my stack because my dear littb

wife came home late tonight with the ex

planation that she had been hacktrackin;

through shops all afternoon, trying to find <

blouse that she had hought (price S12.95
and had lost somewhere. She told me,

“

didn’t really need the blouse, but I bough
it because Ruth had bought one and

'

wanted to show her I could buy anythin;

she could buy.”

I showed her a past-due notice that hac

arrived in the mail that day and asked he

what she had done with the money I ha(

given her to pay the light bill. She opene(

those beautiful big blue eyes and said

“Gosh, I’ll just bet that’s the money I use(

for the bridge prize. I thought I seemei

flush in my household account last week.’

Then she said, “By the way, I bought ;

meerschaum pipe for my dad for his birth

day and had it shipped and charged, si

we’ll have to put that in the budget. He’

always wanted a really good pipe, so

know he’ll be tickled.”

The three things, all happening the sam
night, were too m-uch. I yelled and said sh

was bankrupting me and that she couldn’

count her own fingers and get a righ

answer, and I don’t know what all. Sh

went into the bedroom, having hysterics

and locked the door. But something has go

to be done. How do you teacb a wife t

help a guy stay solvent? She worked be

fore we were married—she ought to knot

the score. I just don’t know what to do.

Bob 1

4 Any mother of several children coul

diagnose your problem instantly: Ur,

ortunately, Mr. T .,
your “little wife” i

^responsible and immature, and not to b

rusted with your financial welfare.

I don’t intend these words to be harsl

’he truth is that the world is full of pec

le who never grow up to understand th

onnection between arithmetic and thei

wn happiness.

I gather that you are the sole source o

icome at this time, and that you have n

imily. W'hy wouldn’t it be a good idea fo

our wife to seek employment again, .sine

ou .say she worked before you were mar

<ed? It’s amazing how wise some peopl

an be with their own money, and hoi

pendthrift with that of someone else.

In any case, it would seem sensible fo

ou to pay all the household bills, take ful

nancial responsibility, and then dole ou

minimum sum for your wife’s pin money

realize that such a suggestion inay b^ ^

'



Costume by Tina Leser

the fire-light eolor that

leaves all other reds in the dark!

• Smile and all other smiles flicker out of focus. Nothing can hold a
candle to lips aglow with Light Up Red! This mysterious new
lipstick color hy DuBarry does uncanny things to your eyes, your
skin, your hair- makes your face light up with a soft, dreamy glow!
Light Up Red gives your lips everything! A rare winter-miracle

ingredient that keeps your lips soft, moist and smooth when
other mouths are chapped and dry. A staying power that keeps the
color put day and night.

Smile with this fire-light color on your lips- and set a man’s heart
ahlaze! DuBarry Moisturized Lipstick, $1.10, in Lucite Case, $1.50."

DuBarry Flatter-FacG/ powder
plus foundation, $1.50*

DuBarry Flatter-Glo, fluid

make-up, $1.10*

'



WHAT SHOULD I DO*?

HELEN NEUSHAEFER— ORIGINATOR OF CREME NAIL POLISH

still the only nail polish at any

wife’s irresponsibility. Modern women—
unless they are absolute dopes—have
learned to run their homes along factory

lines, making every penny and every ounce
of energy and every moment of time con-

tribute to the welfare of the home.

Q I don't recall reading a problem
exactly like mine in any of your

letters, yet I feel that it must be universal.

Men today are afraid of marriage. Take
my case; I have dated this boy for eight

years. We started to go steady during our

junior year in high .school, and continued

through my second year of college, then he

went into service.

We agreed at that time that we would he

“just friends,” hut he soon wrote to say

that he missed me so much he wanted to

have an understanding that I was his girl

and that we would get married as soon as

he was out of uniform.

He is now twenty-five and I am twenty-

four. Both of us are launched on our life

careers, hut now he says he can’t face the

responsibility of marriage, he wants to go

on as we did in high school.

I enjoyed your answer to a girl who said

she was available. I realize that this hoy

knows I am “most available, ’ and I realize

that I represent no challenge. However,

prospects of meeting men in my work are

nil. and in general I question the wisdom

of trying to “keep a man guessing,” be-

cause you certainly can’t do that once you

are married—you really have to be “most

available.”

1 have taken my beau to the homes of

marrieil friends, hut he doesn’t seem to

see the contentment and apparent love in

the home: he sees only the responsibility,

the sick children and the TV payments.

I don’t feel that 1 have done justice to

this problem because eight years cannot he j

squeezed into a few lines, but can you think
j

of any way in which all this time can he r

made to have real meaning to this man?
Drucie N.

price containing Plasteen . . . the

miracle chip-proofing ingredient

Beautiful jewel-like

shades plus a new -

formula Iridescent

STILL ONLY 15^ IRIDESCENTS ONLY 20^

AT YOUR FAVORITE VARIETY OR DRUG STORE

Helen Heusneefer
NAIL POLISH and LIPSTIC

K

A Your eloquent statement that “eight

years cannot be squeezed into a few ,

lines’ touched my heart. How well I know
,

that even a book might not do justice to

your quandary. Miss N.

Well, then, let’s say there is nothing we

can do about those years. But isn’t there

quite a hit to be done from this day for-

ward? First of all, why not acquire a fresh

viewpoint? Why not study yourself as a

person, a free and intelligent woman, who

has not met the man she is to marry, but =

who wants to prepare for that man? Nat-

urally. you will want to he as attractive, ,

physically, as possible. Let an expert do
.

something new and challenging about your

hair. Invest in a dress or a suit in a color .

and a design which you haven’t had in

your wardrobe. H hatever you do, don t be '

guided by your idea of what appeals to the',

old love. Remember, you are preparing for
':

a new experience, not an old one warmed ,

over.

Take an interest in a new hobby. Go to .

night .school, or spend your weekends in

some fresh pursuit. Make yourself morel

interesting to yourself. Don’t look specifi-^

rally for romance; rather, see value in

human relations in general so that you find

ways of meeting men in their capacities as

working individuals, and women, loo.

Remember, too. that love can he a habit.

But once you are married to your long-

time sweetheart you might discover that

the instant he stopped being a challenge to

you, he became a bore. There is no law

which says that just because you have been

in love with a man for eight years, you

must marry him. You don’t owe him, any-

f’
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Continued

thing, but you do owe yourself a sweet-

heart who is man enough to want you.

Q I hope you will he able to help me.

My situation is this: I am a divorcee

with two small children, daughters aged

four and six. The man in the case—there’s

always a man, isn’t there?—was married to

one of my very best friends. When I was

married, this other couple u.sed to make up

a foursome with us, and when I was going

through divorce (at my husband’s request),

they were wonderful to me.

About a year ago this couple separated.

1 heard the girl’s side, and I heard the

man’s side, and 1 must say that my sympa-

thies were with the man. Even though there

was a baby on the way (which the wife did

not want, as she told me candidly), they

decided to divorce. 1 began to spend a

great deal of time with the husband, and

there came a time when we agreed that we

must have been in love for a long, long

time without realizing it fully.

When the baby was born it proved to be

a handsome boy who is the image of his

father. The parents reconciled and are now

trying to work out their dilliculties. The

trouble is that the girl still regards me as

one of her best friends and keeps in close

touch. Every time there is tro>d)le between

them I hear her side of it, and then a few

hours later I hear his side of it.

Between keeping up a home, working,

being hopelessly in love with this man and

trying to arbitrate his matrimonial disputes,

I am almost beside myself. Can you see any

way in which I can find some sort of peace

of mind?
Harriet G.

A Yours is a desperately serious prob-

lem, Mrs. G. I can't minimize it in

any way. Certainly what happened was the

fault of no one individual, but rather the

result' of tangled emotional needs.

It would be so ea.sy to moralize in this

rase, to .suggest that you refuse to see this

man, even as your friend’s husband, or that

you take up your two small daughters and

live elsewhere.

However, life is never .so simple. Since

you work, it is obvious that you have found

both a fob and a dependable person to care

for your children during the day—a boon

not to be found in every city.

To refuse to see the man might give your

friendship a status that would cause all

three adults even more pain than the pres-

ent situation does. Finally, let’s not over-

look the fact that—no matter how difficult

your situation—you have the daily thrill

and excitement of being a heroine in a

story such as one might witness on tele-

vision. I think it might cause as much
misery to give up your central position in

this drama as to give up the man.
However, for your own ultimate peace of

mind, it seems to me that you should re-

linquish your role in the play and take a
front seat in the theatre where you can be
a spectator. What you want is a companion
beside you in the audience, a man of your
own, whom you may never find unless you
become the heroine of your own drama in

place of serving as antagonist in the hectic
marriage of two other people.

Do you have a problem which seems to
have no solution? Would you like the
advice of Spring Byington? If so, ad-
dress your letters to her. Box 3095, Bev-
erly Hills, California. If your problem is

of general interest. Miss Byington will try
to answer it in this column. All names will
be held strictly confidential.

DEBORAH KERR co starring in M G M-s“TEA AND SYMPATHY"in Cinemascope and Metrocolor

the Deborah Kerr look! Yours with...

bury

powder- and -foun

Puff on this complete make-up in a split min-

ute and get compliments all day. Woodbury

Dream Stuff gives your complexion the radi-

ance of living color . . . the smoothness of

flawless skin like Deborah Kerr’s! Flatters

like a powder . . . clings because of its fabu-

lous built-in foundation ingredient. And
never, never dries skin. Five dreamy new

shades that stay color-true. Neat,

too - no loose powder to spill
! enOian.ing blue-and-gold

box, sweet for your dressing

table, only 49c.

In elegant Ivory-and-gold mirrored case

—

to take witfi you in your purse, $1. (Prices plus taxi
P



. . . dark hair, dark eyes, womanly grace and

gamin charm ... all part of lovely Audrey’s

appeal. Then there’s her complexion

—

fresh, glowing—and cared for with new Lux!

To him

you're just as

lovely

as a movie star

. . . he’s your special audience ... he

loves to look at you. That’s a wonder-

ful thought ! And here’s another one.

Daily Lux care can do as much to

keep your skin fresh and glowing, as

it does for Audrey Hepburn. Like 9

out of 10 Hollywood stars, lovely

Audrey always uses Lux.

Cosmetic lather

is the secret

New Lux lather has a beneficial

cosmetic action on skin. It actually

helps maintain the proper moisture

balance so essential to a radiant

complexion.

9 out of 10

Hollywood Stars

use —

New Lux is sealed
in Gold Foil

. . . to protect its cosmetic

lather, dazzling whiteness,

wonderful fragrance. You

don't have to he a movie star

to have a movie star’s com-

plexion— that's the beauty of

new Lux in Gold Foil!



iw that Bing's Kathy has become a Cath-

ie convert, friends expect wedding bells

inning ^!umber: Now that Grace Kelly

imalcli is officially a “lady in waiting,”

I can all go back to work. Her heir will

ve Monaco from reverting to French

sssssion. and the people are ecstatic,

ve Bob Hope’s crack: “It’ll be the first

ne the stork dropped a bundle at Monte
rlo!

”

lal Bow; Embarrassing moment for en-

jsiastic Van .Johnson, who always drops

his knees and salaams the “great” ones,

the great Shirley Booth’s dressing room,

lowing her performance in “The Desk
poor Van got a crick in his back and

il'In’t get up again. Incidentally, his role

“Slander” nets him three times what
G-M shelled out when he was under con-

ct to tlie studio! He’s worth every hard-

ned penny of it.

e and Old Blues: Soon after twenty-

)-year-old Kathy Grant was converted
the fifty-two-year-old Bing Crosby’s

irch, he walked into a Beverly Hills

Continued from page 25

Bob Hope cracked a new Kelly foke but

Van Johnson never even cracked a smile

jewelry store. Naturally, every columnist

reported lie had bought the ring. Bing did

buy a ring—which was a birthday present

for his mother. He’ll undoubtedly become
a bridegroom soon. He’s mad about the

girl and vice versa.

That Certain Party: Spencer Tracy, mak-
ing “The Old Man and the Sea” in Cuba,

was burnt to a crisp over those articles

appearing in Cuban newspapers. Unlike
the discreet American press, they weren't

so subtle in referring to Spence’s long-time

friendship with Katharine Hepburn. Katie

happened to be in Havana visiting friends,

at the same time they were shooting the

picture!

We Wonder: If Guy Madison will ever

have anything more to say than “Hello!”
. . . If Dorothy Malone has forgotten that

an actress is expected to look like an ac-

tress. especially in front of the public. On
the other hand. Debra Paget never forgets

for a second and overdoes the bangles bit.

AN OPEN LETTER

TO OUR READERS—OUR ADVERTISERS

Photoplay magazine is

proud to be a member of
tbe Audit Bureau of Circula-
tions, which, this month, is

celebrating its forty-second
year of service to our readers
and to our advertisers.

The Audit Bureau of Circu-
lations, better known as the
ABC, contributes to your en-
joyment of Photoplay.
By studying ABC figures, we
have a guide for the type of
material you prefer— thus
can Iiring you what you want
to read, wlien you want to
read it.

Too, the Audit Bureau of
Circulations makes it possi-

ble for us to measure our
circulation growth, liringing

a sound picture to our adver-
tisers of Photoplay’s tre-

mendous audience. By study-
ing our circulation figures,

the advertiser can know tliat

he is delivering a message
to you through Photoplay’s
pages—a message which, in

turn, will have Ijeen profit-

able for him to tell.

Photoplay joins with the
other 3700 Audit Bureau of
Circulations members in sa-

luting the forty-two years of
self-regulation of our publish-
ing industry.

THE EDITORS

Baths won’t
do it!

but regular

douching will!
Never risk embarrassing odor! The sure,

feminine way to stay certain of your

charms is to douche regularly with new,

mild formula “Lysol” brand disinfec-

tant. Then you’re really internally fresh

and clean! “Lysol” kills on contact the

very cause of odor—bacteria. “Lysol”

gets into folds and crevices . . . assur-

ing you of complete, thorough internal

cleanliness. And yon stay dainty and
nice—because the “Lysol” action lasts!

FABULOUS OFFER!

Feminine Hygiene “Tinykit,” only 50^
with front panel of “Lysol” carton. Kit

includes latex douche bag; scientifically

designed, doctor-approved nozzle; water-

proof case. Dainty, discreet, compact.

It’s no bigger than your hand! Excellent

for home or travel. Use coupon below.

BRAND DISINFECTANT

“Lysol”, P.O. Box 57-C, Mount Vernon, N. Y.

Please send me “Tinykit” in plain wrapper;
enclosed is.oOc^ and front panel of “Lysol”

carton.

Name;

Address:.

Cit>';^ Zone: State:

I
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EXCELLENT VERY GOOD GOOD

LET’S GO TO THE MOVIE
WITH JANET GRAVES

BEST acting: JOHN KERR

Older than John, Deborah brings to this tender moment the wisdom, warmth and womanly compassion he so desperately ne<

Tea and Sympathy m-c-m;

CINEMASCOPE, METROCOLOR

V'V'VV Fine acting and subtle presenta-

tion distinguish this study of the generally

interesting subject of sex. As a sensitive

college student who’s accused of being a

sissy—just because he's different from his

fellows—John Kerr does a triumphant job,

making it clear that this boy is in truth

strongly, humorously and sweetly normal.

Deborah Kerr matches him as his one re-

liable ally, a mature and lovely woman who

is troubled about her marriage. She’s the

wife of instructor Leif Erickson, a hearty,

bone-headed type who slights her to spend

time with his young male charges. Edward

Andrews makes the role of John’s father

pathetically convincing. Darryl Hickman’s

likable as John’s roommate, and Norma
P Crane’s the blowzy girl with whom John

tries to prove his manhood. adult

War and Peace paramount;
VISTAVISION, TECHNICOLOR

V'V'V'V Tolstoy’s novel centers on Rus-

sian aristocrats’ reactions to Napoleon’s

invasion. But Audrey Hepburn and Henry

Eonda, leading a splendid cast, show that

war has the same impact on people any-

where, any time. Beginning as a care-

free teenager, Audrey falls in love with

chilly nobleman Mel Ferrer and is swayed

by the woman-chaser, Vittorio Gassman.

Fonda’s a dreamy intellectual who drifts

into a loveless marriage with voluptuous

Anita Ekberg. But both he and Audrey

grow up under the ravages of war. The

vast battle scenes, with Herbert Lom’s

Napoleon and Oscar Homolka’s stubborn

old Russian general opposing each other,

create some of the most impressive and

beautiful pictures ever seen on the screen.

It’s a rich filmgoing treat. family

Continued
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THIS NEWEST GEMEROY-MANAGED PUZZLE CONTEST
EXAMPLE SOLUTION

-e's tops in entertainment ... as well as a chance to win up to $18,000.00! 600 fabulous prizes in all!

i the best part is that everything you need to work this exciting puzzle is right before you! You don’t
d a dictionary or reference books. The words to use and how to spell them are right on this page!
1 don't depend on the whim of judges; you don’t identify weird pictures; you don’t write any jingles
>ssays. Skill and skill alone will determine the winners. All cash awards are paid promptly and in full

95.000 in cash awards have been given by G. F. Gemeroy within the past 10 years!) if you’ve been
rning to increase your earning power, here is your big chance! Enter
novel and exciting NEW puzzle contest right now. Remember, 600 cash
rds in all. The first prize will not be less than $3,500.00 . . . and this

can be increased to $18,000.00 at the grand prize winner’s option!

WHY THIS AMAZING OFFER?
important campaign is sponsored by the Greek Community of Seattle,
for the purpose of enlisting your financial support for its newly an-

lildin
“ • • -

iced Building Program. Organized in 1921 by Greek-American Veterans
their return home after serving in the Armed Forces of their adopted

try, a Community Center was established in Seattle to serve social and
ral needs. Since that time, the younger element of the Seattle Greek
imunity has increased 400-fold! The trustees of this Community Center,
"rising the most widely known Greek-American citizens of Seattle, find
[possible to maintain progress with the outdated facilities of 35 years

I

A new Community Center to meet the demands of the younger genera-
"is an urgent necessity.

1. F. Gemeroy, America’s foremost Contest man, has been appointed by
pommittee as director of this Fund-Raising Campaign. The Greek Com-
ity of Seattle, Inc., invites your support for this ambitious project
h has for its fundamental purpose the making of American Greeks of
y into better citizens of tomorrow.

A
ERE'S HOW TO WO R K T H E PU ZZL

E

|e letters to spell suitable words in each name section in such a manner
It obtain the highest possible Grand Total. All blank squares must be
1 with letters to spell interlocking words which must be selected from
master List of 30 words. No word may be used twice, and only one

to each square. All words must interlock one with another. Spell
:al (upright) words from top to bottom, and horizontal words from left
;ht. The “key” word SOCRATES and the 8 “key” letters “spotted”
le chart, must remain in Ihe positions shown. To begin, select a 7-Iettcr
;al word that will interlock with the “O” in SOCRATES in which the
etter will be “A.” Look over the Master List and you will discover
ESTONIA must be the word. Your next step is to choose a 5-letter
ontal word in which the 3rd letter will be “A” to interlock with the
in ESTONIA. Likewise, in this same manner, select a vertical 6-letter
whose second letter will interlock with the “E” in ^CRA'TES.
nue this easy procedure to find the remaining 17 interlocking words to
'I blank squares in the puzzle chart.

TO ADD UP YOUR GRAND TOTAL SCORE
letter used in the puzzle has a point value (see letter value chart
puzzle). The 18 interlocking circled letters are given triple (3 times)
After using suitable connecting words to fill all the squares, add up

rand Total value of all the letters used in your entire puzzle solution,
ling the key word “SOCRATES” and the 8 key letters spotted on the
Show this Grand Total in the space provided at the bottom of the
The object is to use words, the total value of whose letters will

ce the highest possible grand total when all arc added together as
1 they were in one long single column. Observe specimen chart above
fiicial Puzzle. Diflerent words are used to illustrate the method to
. When puzzle is finished, fill in your name and address neatly in the
n, and mail it with a $2 donation lo G. F. GEMEROY, Contest
or. Mutual Life Bldg., Seattle, Wash. Residents of United States,
'a, Alaska, Hawaii and Puerto Rico are eligible to enter this contest
'•ast 17 years old.

lEBREAKERS MAILED IMMEDIATELY
contestant who submits a Grand Total to this puzzle within 25 points
highest score is eligible to “move along” to the Semi-Final Tie-

r. The day we receive your solution (if qualified under the 25-point
your Tiebreaker with rules and Master Word List will be sent you.
tiebreaker will be similar to the initial puzzle, but will require more
•ections and a larger Word List. With this Tiebreaker, you receive a
I Optional Offer whereby you may increase your $2 donation, and
up ’ your First Prize from $3,500.00 to as much as $18,000.00! All
ants who achieve Qualifying Scores in the initial and Semi-Final
aker Puzzles are eligible to move up to the “Run-off” finals. Such
ants will not be required to send any added donation unless they
0 do so. It is possible to win a First Prize of $3,500.00 without add-
penny to your original $2 donation. The popular “Qualifying Score
(a feature of Gemeroy-supervised contests) will continue in the Semi-
Tiebreaker. By this plan, if you achieve a score within 60 points of
aximum High for the Semi-Final Tiebreaker, you arc eligible to
'® ,1°, the “Run-off” Tiebreaker. In the event of ties, consecutive
offs (not to exceed 2 more) will be used to determine the 600 Prize
rs. Please mail all letters and donations to G. F. GEMEROY, Conletl
Mutual Life Bldg,, Seotlle 4, Washington.

rOOO.OO GIVEN TO PUZZLE HOBBYISTS
G. F. gemeroy in past 10 YEARS!

MASTER WORD LIST

Berlin Jakarta Pineau
Clark Jenner Saar
Cloy Johnson Salk
Donovan Kimbro Skogil
Estonia Lausche Slavsky
Gandhi Lhasa Sukarno
Graham Mollet Vienna
Hoys Noptes Wogner
Hears! Nehru Yamul
Italy Paris Zurich

[Extra puzzle charts sent free

on request]
L

I
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|names-in-the-news crossword puzzle! HHU
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SEND S2 DONATION TODAY GRAND

TOTAL

Above is my score for this Crossword Puzzle, and enclosed is my $2 donation
for the Greek Community Building Fund. I understand that my Semi-Final
Tiebreaker is to be mailed to me at once provided my answer is within 25 points
of the correct total.

NAME..

ADDRESS..

CITY OR P.O STATE OR PROV.

I
I

111

Send tosh, M.O. or personal check to

G. F. GEMEROY
mutual life bldg., SEATTLE, WASH;

DEADLINE for entries is Jan. 31,
1957. We reserve Ihe option of ex-
tending this deadline by not more
than 90 days.
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New sunshine yellow

4a
f>/us

*npoo

^99

shampoo

puts sunny

sparkle in hair!

silkier. . . softer. . . easier to manage
Brunette? Blonde? Redhead?
You’ll thrill when you see how your

hair responds to the conditioning

benefits of new shampoo plus egg !

It’s just what your hair needs—for

new life and luster, for rich silky

softness. You’ll love the “feel” of

your hair—the way it manages.

That’s the magic conditioning touch

of SHAMPOO PLUS egg! This new
kind of shampoo cleans cleaner,

rinses super fast. It’s the one really

different shampoo . . . from its sun-

shine yellow color to the lilting

sunny sparkle it puts in your hair!

Try it once, you’ll use it always.

Economical 29c, 59c, $1.

shampoo
plus egg*
SUPER FAST RINSING!

MOVIES Continued I

TU M !’ paramount; VISTA.
1 ne IVlounlain vision, technicolof

V'V'V''/ Startling in its impact, this splen-

didly forthright story pits Spencer Tracy

against Robert Wagner in a duel of char-

acter. Spencer is an unsophisticated ex-

mountaineer of the French Alps. He has

raised kid brother Bob with too much
devotion, so that the boy is spoiled and

greedy. After others have tried vainly tc

reach the wreckage of a transport plane

high on a forbidding peak. Bob insists that,

the two of them must make the climb ir

secret. He is intent on stealing valuables'

aboard tbe plane, but bis scheme strikes

an obstacle when a survivor is found. Ovei

Bob’s objections, Spencer is determiner

to save the seriously injured Indian womar
(Anna Kashfi), though she will be living

evidence that the two reached the wreck

With Spencer setting a rugged pace, Bol

also turns in an admirable performance

Claire Trevor lends support as an amiabh

widow. FAMIL'

The Best Things in Life Are Free
20th; cinem/i

SCOPE, DE LUXE COLOi

S/VW A big, rambling, likable musical

teams four appealing stars in a succes.*

saga of tbe 1920’s. It’s based on the asso

ciation of the composing trio De Sylva

Brown and Henderson. Gordon MacRaij

is De Sylva. the ambitious go-getter whosi

drive occasionally leads him to neglec

his partners and loyal girl friend Sherc'

North. Ernest Borgnine is the hotheaded

goodhearted Brown. Dan Dailey is th

easygoing Henderson, domestically cor

tent with wife Phyllis Avery and thei

children. Lively with all the excitemen

of the flapper era, the plot also bring'

in a gangster angle, as big shot Murvyi

Vye tries to move in on the eomposeri.

earnings. The score’s full of pop classic;

such as “Birth of the Blues,” danced i

sexy style by Sheree and Jacques d’Air

boise. FA Mil.

_ _ 20th; ciNEM.jl

Bus atop SCOPE, DE LUXE COLC |

VWV Marilyn Monroe drops most o i

her familiar mannerisms to create a res'!

and endearing character in this touchin i

comedy of love. Don Murray, a welcomi

new face, also scores as a husky younj

rancher who comes to town to compete i

a rodeo and to look for his dream gir

Knowing nothing about women, he dt

cides that Marilyn, a honky-tonk “ente:

tainer,” is an angel. And he sets aboi

courting her with all the subtlety of

cowhand roping a calf. Though her wa

of life has been pretty disreputable, sli

bas retained an innocent heart and

hopeful spirit, and she resents Don’s aj

gressive approach. Arthur O’Connell

sympathetic as the boy’s long-time frien

and fatherly adviser. So is Betty Fieh

as owner of a roadside restaurant whei

the principals are stranded Ijy a snov

storm. Aiiuij

Cotitiiiue]A



DISCOVERED
a new, down-deep-in-the-skin clean feeling

This is a new, never-before kind of feeling. It could come only from a new,
never-before kind of cleanser. Not from any soap . . . too drying. Not from any
cream . . . too thick and slow and greasy. Not likely even from other liquid cleansers.

Proof? New Jergens Deep Cleanser was preferred 2 to 1 in a recent

hidden-name test among hundreds of women.

The fact is that this new Deep Cleanser, by the makers of Jergens Lotion, has
up to 4 times as many cleansing ingredients as traditional cleansing creams ... to

help it search deeper for clogging dirt and make-up ... to help you tissue them
away more quickly, more gently, more thoroughly.

And because every single cleansing ingredient in Jergens Deep Cleanser is

also a recognized skin softener, it leaves your face softer, smoother, clearer. Agree
. . . or double your money back. Just 39c and 69c plus tax.
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1 • How much protection con

you expect of o deodorant •

2 « Do you know how to

"keep cool" in a crisis •

3. Con perspiration stains /p
be removed from clothes •

When is one bath a day

more effective than two •

Girls: When in dotibh

useArHd--lo bfir suns 1

You’re a smart young miss if you know

all the answers. Even smarter if you re-

alize that they add up to the daily use of

Arrid—the most effective deodorant you

can buy

!

Arrid now is fortified with the magic

new ingredient, Perstop.’^ That s why

Arrid is IV2 times as effective as all

leading deodorants tested, and the most

popular deodorant, too

!

j Be sweet and approachable any

hour, day or night. Just rub Arrid

in —you rub perspiration and odor out.

When the cream vanishes, you’re safe.

It's never too hot for comfort

with Arrid. It protects you against

all kinds of unexpected perspiration.

Keeps you dry and comfortable even in 434 plus tax.

* Carter Products trademark for sulfonated hydrocarbon surfactants.

LET’S GO TO THE

a crisis when your glands tend to gush

perspiration.

_ Protect your clothes with Arrid.

Perspiration fo(s fabric, bleaches col-

or out. Even expert dry-cleaners can t

remove these stains. Arrid controls mois-

ture so effectively that your dresses stay

sweet as new..

A second bath isn't necessary

^ with Arrid. One a day will do. Just

towel yourself dry, rub in Arrid, and

you’ll stay soap-and-water fragrant up

to 24 hours. You can count on it

!

Don't be half safe.

Be completely safe.

Use Arrid . . .

to be sure.

Attack ! v.K.

V'V'V' In a slashing, sometimes horrifying

drama of World War II, Jack Palance

and Eddie Albert dominate a strong all-

male cast. Palance is a fighting man who

quickly recognizes the yellow streak be-

neath the braggart manner of his com-

manding officer. Obviously incompetent,

Albert is protected by bis superior, Lee

Marvin, who hopes to profit by Albert’s

influence back in their home town. A
situation similar to “The Caine Mutiny”

arises when the officer’s mental break-

down puts all his men in danger, and a

young lieutenant (William Smithers, an

able newcomer) must take action. The

film’s acting power is further built up by

Robert Strauss, the perennial GI, and

Buddy Ebsen, a reliable noncom. adult

Teenage Rebel 20th, cinemascope

V'V'V Here’s a fresh and heart-catching

treatment of a parent-teenager relationship,

with Ginger Rogers and Betty Lou Keim

as long-estranged mother and daughter.

Now happily married to Michael Rennie,

Ginger is anxious to revive affection during

a visit from Betty Lou, child of her first

marriage. The young girl puts on worldly

airs, and the teenagers next door (Warren

Berlinger and Diane Jergens, also new

and promising) assume at first that she’s

just snooty. Actually, she is a searching,

unhappy person, neglected by her adored

father, who now wants to unload her. The

problem is worked out in heartening, if

rather talky fashion. FAMILY

in

fr

Pi,

Ini

Back from Eternity rko

VW A personable cast livens the

standard situation of a motley group iso-

lated in dangerous circumstances. When

a plane is forced down in the South

American jungle, the heat’s on for pas-

sengers and crew, including: Bob Ryan,

disillusioned pilot; Keith Andes, inex-^

perienced co-pilot; shady lady Anita Ek

berg; egotist Gene Barry and his doubt-

ing fiancee, Phyllis Kirk; political as-

sassin Rod Steiger and his captor, Ered

Clark; gunman Jesse White and his

gangster boss’s little son, Jon Provost;

professor Cameron Prud’homme and his

wife, Beulah Bondi. Headhunters’ threats

add to the suspense. family

1111

; ft

Between Heaven and Hell 20th; if

CINEMASCOPE, DE LUXE COLOI

VW Bob Wagner draws a second juicy
jj

assignment as an Army misfit in the Pa-

cific war. In a brief flashback, with Terry

Moore as his wife, the reason for hi.

trouble is shown; His sheltered life as

plantation owner made him arrogant and

careless of others’ interests. But Bob is

forced to grow up when, for disciplinarj

reasons, he’s sent to a remote, Jap-ravagecl

outpost run by eccentric Broderick Craw

ford. Friendship and understanding an

given to him by Buddy Ebsen. famil-
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rMOVIES Continued

Port Afrique Columbia, technicolor

The vivid locales of French Mo-
rocco add color to a picturesque who-
dunit co-starring Pier Angeli and Phil
Carey. As a world-weary war vet, Phil
returns to Port Afrique just before his

wife is murdered. He finds, too, that his

partner (Dennis Price) has let their im-
porting business fall apart. As a refugee
singing in a night club run by black-
marketeer James Hayter, Pier is involved
in the mystery—and, eventually, in Phil’s

affections. Usually ethereal, she’s en-
ticing in song numbers. adult

. Johnny Concho u.a.

\C'/'V For his Western debut, Frank
Sinatra has chosen an unusual story, with
a “hero” of unexpected complexity. In the
title role, Frank’s a no-good type who
uses the awesome reputation of his gun-
fighter brother to bully the people of a
prairie town, where he lives lazily and
well on credit. He’s despised by one and
all, except Phyllis Kirk, who loves him
and keeps urging him to play the man.
Frank’s reign ends when his brother is

killed and outlaw William Conrad ar-
rives to take over the town. Tension mounts
from that point on, with preacher Keenan
Wynn, an ex-gunslinger, taking a hand in
Frank s fate. The movie’s generally well
done, though extra-fancy talk at times
slows the pace. FAMILY

Pillars of the Shy u-i, technicolor
k'i/' Often seen as a movie Indian, Jeff
Chandler s a paleface cavalryman in an
outdoor action tale of the old Northwest.
He believes in conciliating the local tribes,
but his superiors order more aggressive
measures, which put the Indians back on
the warpath. Romantically, Jeff also has
a problem : He’s in love with Dorothy
Malone, wife of one of his officers, Keith
Andes. The story rises to a climax as the
troopers and some civilians are sur-
rounded, under siege. Ward Bond plays a
missionary, a courageous man of peace;
Sydney Chaplin’s an Indian. family

Beyond a Reasonable Doubt rko
Trying hard for a new plot twist, this

thriller puts its writer hero, Dana Andrews,
on a terrible spot. Publisher Sidney Black-
mer, father of Dana’s fiancee (Joan Fon-
taine), is opposed to capital punishment
and suggests a daring scheme to dramatize
his conviction. To prove that an innocent
man can be convicted of murder, Sidney
aad Dana plant clues that lead to Dana’s
arrest for the mystery slaying of a bur-
lesque queen. Though the publisher keeps
careful records of the frame-up, to be re-
pealed at the strategic moment, a tragedy
hsrupts the plan and leaves Dana stranded
n the death house. It’s an ingenious idea,
aut as the plot clicks along its mechanical

,
ourse, all semblance of reality is crushed
•ut of the story’s people. family

HOLLYWOOD DISCOVERY!

A non-drying spray-set with

“Lustre-Net always keeps

my hair in place!"

says JANE POWELL,
starring in

"THE GIRL
MOST LIKELY"

An RKO-Radio Picture.

Print by Technicolor.

New SUPER-SOFT
the spray-set with lanolin esters!

Keeps hair in place the Hollywood way—
without stiffness or stickiness, contains
no lacquer. Leaves hair soft, shining!
Actually helps prevent dryness—helps
preserve softness with lanolin esters I

Quick-sets pin-curls in damp or
dry hair . . . ends sleeping

on pins!

Any pin-curl style

sets faster, manages
easier, lasts longer!

THERE ARE

LUSTRE-NETS

SUPER-SOFT—gentle control for

loose, casual hair-do’s. Spray
on after combing.

REGULAR—extra control for hard-to-

manage hair, or curly hair-do’s.

5)4 oz.—a full ounce more . . . Only
$1.25 plus tax. By the makers of
Lustre-Creme Shampoo

recommended by Top Hollywood Movie Stars

p
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she was
fashionable

and

absolutely

natural

THIS BEAUTY posed

for the great Botticelli who

painted her as Venus for all the centuries

to envy. She was a lady of the Renaissance who

wore her hair flowing naturally because that was

fashion. And Botticelli put her on canvas just that way

because he knew that a beautiful woman is always

more beautiful In fashion than out of it.

TODAY'S BEAUTY is no beauty if she ignores the fashion

for bright hair because the woman who lives fully in the

present knows that drab hair is dated. So Noreen makes

you the colors that gently catch and hold the light, that

gleam without glore, are utterly convincing.

With no trouble at all you can put Noreen on in just

three minutes and, if you care to, wash it off in

the same time. Only Nareen has the

basic quality of naturalness that

has always charmed and the

brightness that is so excitingly now.

You should try it now.

Send for free literature "What Noreen can

do for me." Address postcard to Noreen,

450 Lincoln Street, Denver 3, Colorado. Dept T-2

COLOR
HAIR
RINSE

at cosmetic counters

every where,

also professionally

applied in

Beauty Salons.

For fuller reviews, see Photoplay for the months

indicated. Full reviews this month are on page 34.

V'V'V''/ AMBASSADOR’S DAUGHTER, THE—
U.A.; CinemaScope, Technicolor: Delicious roman-

tic comedy, shot in Paris. GI John Forsythe falls i

in love with Olivia de Havilland. She’s daughter

of the U. S. ambassador; he thinks she’s a French

model. (F) October
j

AUTUMN LEAVES—Columbia: Psychiatric

drama with some punch. Spinster Joan Crawford

marries young Cliff Robertson, only to find he s

on the verge of mental breakdown. (A) September

V'V'V'V' AWAY ALL BOATS—U-I; VistaVision,
I

Technicolor: Imposing action movie of World War

11. Jeff Chandler’s the lonely skipper of a Pacific .

attack transport, with George Nader and Keith

Andes as officers. (F) September

BANDIDO—U.A.; CinemaScope, De Luxe
|

Color: Vigorous adventure yarn about Mexico’s

1916 revolution. Soldier of fortune Bob Mitchura
|

sides with rebel leader Gilbert Roland; so does !

Ursula Thiess. (F) October .

V'V'V' BURNING HILLS, THE—Warners, War-

nercolor: Tab Hunter and Natalie Wood team ap-
j

pealingly in a suspenseful Western, as victims of a

land-hungry cattle baron, (F) October

V'V'V CONFIDENTIAL REPORT—T & V: Wild- i

ly mixed-up but delightfully grotesque melodrama,

filmed by Orson Welles in Europe. Adventurer
j

Robert Arden and girlfriend Pat Medina learn of
|

tycoon Welles’ mysterious past. (A) September i

V'V'V'V EDDY DUCHIN STORY, THE—Colum-
|

bia; CinemaScope, Technicolor: Affecting and

graceful musical biography casts Ty Power as the

pianist and bandleader; Kim Novak, his first wife; !

Victoria Shaw, his second. (F) August
|

FIRST TRAVELING SALESLADY, THE— =

RKO, Technicolor: Featherweight farce, set at the

turn of the century. With Carol Channing, Ginger :

Rogers tries to sell barbed wire in Texas. Ginger’s 1

courted by auto pioneer Barry Nelson and rancher i

James Arness. (F) October i

VV FRANCIS IN THE HAUNTED HOUSE—
,

U-I: Taking over as the talking mule’s dopey pal, !

Mickey Rooney gets into a murder mystery and
|

winningly old-style slapstick. (F) September
|

VVV'V HIGH SOCIETY—M-G-M; VistaVision,
|

Technicolor: Sparkling musical remake of “The
\

Philadelphia Story,’’ with Grace Kelly as the per-
|

fection-demanding society babe, Bing Crosby as her i

ex, Frank Sinatra as a reporter. ,(F) September
|

VW HUKl—U.A., Eastman Color: Real Philip-;

pine backgrounds add interest to the excitement of •

the fight against guerrillas. George Montgomery s -

persuaded to join former sweetheart Mona Freeman

in the battle. (F) September I

VW INVITATION TO THE DANCE—M-G-M,
Technicolor: Wordless, charming, all-dance film.

!

Gene Kelly leads a gifted troupe in three tales—

f

wistful, comic, and whimsical. (F) Augustj

1

VVVV KING AND I, THE—20th ;
CinemaScope,

De Luxe Color: Solid story, exquisite music, splen-

did acting by Yul Brynner as the Siamese king

and Deborah Kerr as the English instructress to

his kids and wives. (F) September!

VVW last wagon, the—20th; Cinema-|

Scope, De Luxe Color: In a cracking good frontier
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yy <;OOD y fair a—adults F—FAMILY

drama, killer Richard Widniark shepherds a group
of orphaned teenagers (including Felicia Farr,

Nick Adams, Stephanie Griffin) through an Apache-
haniited wilderness. (F) October

yyy Lisbon—

R

epuhllc; Natnrama, Trn-Color:
Gay tongue-in-cheek melodrama, with picturesque

Portuguese hackgroiinds. Ray Milland's hired by
mystery man Claude Rains to rescue Maureen
O'Hara's rich husband. (A) October

yyyy lust for life—M-G-M: CinemaScope,
Metrocolor: Beautiful film about the painter Van
fiogh’s turbulent life. Kirk Douglas gives an im-

pa.ssioned performance in the lead; Tony Quinn's
excellent as Gauguin. (A) October

yyyy MOBY DK'K—Wamers, Technicolor:
Impressive version of Melville's classic. Gregory
Peck is the whaling-shij) captain on a crazy search
for the whale that crippled him. Richard Base-
hart, Leo Genn are also fine. (F) August

yyy PARDNERS—Paramount; VistaVision,
I’echnicolor: Martin and Lewis give horse operas
a ribbing as they battle outlaws together. Dean
is a cowboy; Jerry, a rich hoy; Lori Nelson and
Jackie Loughery are their gals. (F) September

PRIVATE'S PROGRESS—DCA: The Brit-

ish poke hilarious fun at their own wartime Army,
with Ian Carmichael as a gentle, humbling soldier
trapped in a wacky plot. (F) October

SECRETS OF THE REEF—Marine, Tri-
Art Color: Poetic, exciting close-up of undersea
creatures’ actual lives. (F) October

I

yyy seven men from now—

W

amers, War-
nercolor: Crisp Randolph Scott Western. Trailing

j

outlaws who killed his wife, he meets tough Lee

j

Marvin, pioneer Gail Russell. (F) September

: yyyy solid gold Cadillac, the—

C

oium-
hia: Laugh-loaded spoof of big business. Small

II

stockholder Judy Holliilay snoops into the di-

!
rectors’ dealings (they're crooked); pursues Paul
Douglas, the firm's ex-hoss. (F) October

,

yyyy somebody up there likes me-
M-G-M: In a rowdy, sympathetic, humorous movie
biography, Paul Newman's first-rate as scape-
grace fighter Rocky Graziano, helped to reform by
Pier Angeli. Sal Mineo’s a slum pal. (F) August

STORM CENTER—Columbia: Well-acted
but too obviously rigged topical drama. Librarian
Bette Davis upsets her town by refusing to throw
out a pro-Red book. (F) October

yyyy STRADA, la (“The Road-’)—Trans-
Lux: Beautiful Italian film (titles in English),
with Anthony Quinn as a traveling strong man;

I Giiilietta Masina, his gentle partner; Richard
Basehart, a wise clown. (A) September

yyy these wilder years—M-G-M: An emo-
tional film casts James Cagney as a tycoon seeking
the illegitimate son he once disowned. Barbara
Stanwyck runs a home where teenager Betty Lou
Keim awaits a child. (A) October

yyyy trapeze—U.A.; cinemascope, Tecbni-
color: Brilliant, absorbing circus drama. As a
has-been “flyer,'’ Burt Lancaster returns to he
Tony Curtis catcher. Gina Lollobrigida uses her
wiles to get into their act. (F) August

WALK THE PROUD LAND-U-I; Cinema-
Scope, Technicolor: Pleasant, fact-based Western.
Indian agent Audie Murphy tries to treat Apaches
fairly. Pat Crowley’s his Eastern bride; Anne Ban-
croft, an Apache. ( F) October

Puff Magic is new! Puff Magic is different! Puff Magic is

Lady Esther s famous loose face powder lightly pressed in a beautiful
new tortoise shell tone case.

Puff Magic covers every flaw, yet never cakes or streaks
even when you re-powder! That’s because Puff Magic

is lightly pressed powder-pressed just enough to keep it from spilling,

f but not enough to turn it into a heavy, solid cake that gives you
i a heavy “made-up” look. Just a light, light puff of Puff Magic

is all you need to give your skin the most
radiance ever. A stunning purse accessory

in its smart tortoise shell

at your dressing table,
use Lady Esther

loose Face Powder.

$1.00 with mirror and puff

and 59<} plus tax

6 radiant shades



V ...and you can prove it with a Palmolive bar!

Beautifully clean after

'•^60-second Palmolive
facial! Test again after wash-

ing the Palmolive way. Pad

stays snowy-white . . . proving

that mild and gentle Palmolive

care cleans cleaner, deeper . . .

without irritation

!

y Hidden dirt is a beauty

thief! .ifter ordinary,

casual cleansing with your

regular soap orface cream, rub

your face hard with a cotton

pad. Smudge on pad is hidden

dirt you've left behind. It hides

your natural prettiness!

Ji. 1
i

^ .
. J

N.^ , ew complexion beauty in just one minute? Yes, fair lady, yes! Because Palmolive care removes

beauty-robbing hidden dirt that casual cleansing misses. And only a soap as mild as Palmolive can cleanse so

find see vour true complexion beauty come through!



Lavender, love and

black lace—the Kim

Novak story, as

unbelieveahle as fiction

# The girl between the lavender sheets with her ash-blonde head

on a lavender pillow was not sleeping as well as she had been led

to expect. There were noises. She sat up in bed, trying to draw

what comfort she could from familiar lavender objects in unfa-

miliar surroundings, but in the darkness all lavender looked gray.

There came a startling rustle from the dry palm fronds outside

her window. “Man,” she exclaimed, clutching a sheet to her chin,

ContinuedBY GEORGE SCVLLIN



TV.

1
Continued

Wealth, fame, love, all came easily. Maybe too easily

From Fred MacMurray's

blond “Pushover". Kim be-

came Guy Madison's girl in

“Five Against the House”,

then complicated Jack
Lemmon 's life in “Phffft"

‘•if this is fame and its so-called rewards, get

me out of here.”

It was Kim Novak’s first night in her new

apartment; her first night completely alone

in her life.

The next morning the sun came through

lavender curtains to glint on lavender walls,

and all was right with the world. And the

more Miss Novak thought about it, the more

spectacularly right it was. This was her day,

this morning of July 26th (automatically she

noted that 26 was a double 13 ) and it marked

an auspicious turning-point in her life. It was

the day in which the girl who had become a

movie star in spite of herself was to become

a motion picture actress because of herself.

There was a difference, and if to others it

would not be strikingly noticeable, to Miss

Novak it was enormous.

“I felt free, and I felt relaxed,” she re-

calls. “Why, I even felt grown-up, and about

time, too. I'd say. I was twenty-three

—

there’s that number three again—I’d had a

wonderful vacation in Europe, and now I was

back in Hollywood in my own apartment. I

don’t know how to describe it, but I wasn’t

confused any more. I knew now that I wanted

to be an actress.”

That Miss Novak should thus belatedly

recognize her destiny was not so much a mat-

ter of indecisiveness on her part as it was an

indication of the speed in which she had

rocketed to the top. Not even Hollywood,

grown accustomed to strange things, had ever

seen anything like it. Contrary to all the rules

of success as she or anyone else knew them,

she had started at the top and gone up from

there. Starring in six big pictures in two

years, she had become a reigning Hollywood

queen, an internationally famed beauty and

the darling of the Cannes Film Festival

while still thinking of herself as a misplaced

fashion model.

Now she was the girl with the lavender life.

Ahead of her were three more big pictures in

sight, starting with the one in which she

would play the role of Jeanne Eagels, the

famed Broadway star of “Rain.” Around her

were all her lavender possessions, some of

which she could display for the first time.

Even if the nights were lonesome and filled

with strange noises, there was stiU one nice

thing about having her own apartment. At

least she had room to spread out.

In Miss Novak’s life lavender has become

an all-important morale-builder, lavender

being her word to describe rather inclusively

all shades ranging from rich purple to pale

lilac. For the most part, her small objects

like vases, Italian glassware, ashtrays, can-

dlesticks, and even the candles are a deep

purple, as richly hued as Malaga wine. The

larger objects like curtains, sheets, table

cloths, napkins, slip covers, porcelain fix-

tures and the walls themselves are of lighter

hues, the somberness of the blue in purple

yielding to the cheerful uplift of lilac and

pink tones.

The same applies to her personal attire.

Deep purple for her costume jewelry, of

which she uses very little, often doing with-

out even earrings. A purple sweater and

gloves, a lighter purple scarf, and possibly a

pale lavender parasol. On formal occasions,

when she might sheath her regal figure in

severe black, she will still give her spirits an

added fillip by tinting her blond tresses with

lavender or by sprinkling her hair with a few

grains of crushed purple rhinestones.

Just when and how Miss Novak first dis-

covered her pronounced preference for purple

she does not know, (Continued on page 99)
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you'd take him

BY BEVERLY OTT

• He’s a six-foot-two study in contrasts. There’s

a quality of shyness about him, but it’s blended

with an air of quiet confidence. His expression

is generally grave. Yet it can be replaced at

any moment by a friendly, slightly lopsided grin.

He’s parlayed a childhood ambition to act into

a blazing career on stage, television and screen.

Obviously, he’s a competent, well-organized

young man. Yet, when he pushes the commissary

menu aside and explains, “On a picture I eat

only steak and celery and peanuts,’’ you want to

take him home so Mother can hover over him
with meat, potatoes and spinach and insist on

second helpings of apple pie.

That’s Tony Perkins.

One day recently, a Paramount soundstage was
dark except for a cluster of lights beating down
upon a small set in the center. It represented

the interior of a Western shack. Three players

sat at the table silently eating breakfast. “They’re

rehearsing a scene for (Continued on page 114)

He makes even young Elaine Aiken go motherly.

can, lanky and easy to love. You’d give Tony Perkins your heart—then a good meal!
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couldHI

DO 1 HAVE TO
MAKE DECISIONS



r
A

ALL RIGHT-
HERE WE GO . . .

YES . . .

NO . . . MAYBE
NOW WAIT
A MINUTE . . .

Life came to a standstill every

time June Allyson had to make

1 a decision . . . until she made

the biggest decision of her life

BY DEE PHILLIPS

t

• Time was when June Allyson sat beside a ringing tele-

phone, unable to pick it up. How did she know what the

people at the other end of the line would ask her? How
could she be sure she could answer them, make whatever

decision might suddenly be necessary, meet whatever crisis

might come winging across the wires?

Time was, too, when June Allyson was regularly, incur-

ably, hopelessly late for everything. Not because she couldn’t

get there on time, if that was all she had to do. But simply

because at every turn she was met by people who wanted

her to do this, decide that, make a choice on something or

other before she left. And making choices was something

Junie just couldn’t do in a hurry.

And then there was the time, just recently, when Director

Joe Pasternak was perfectly justified ip patting the blonde

Allyson pate paternally and telling the assembled cast and

crew on the set of M-G-M’s “The Opposite Sex,” “When she

looks up at you with a sweet smile and says, T’ll try,’ beware.

That means she doesn’t really want {Continued on page 96)
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The Truth

Behind the Rumors

that James Dean

Committed

Suicide!

52

BY 'WILiLiIA.M BA.ST

^‘Death,^’ Jimmy Dean said, ‘Hs the only thing I

respect. It’s the only thing that has any dignity.”

Strange words for a brilliantly successful young

boy to utter, but the moods that evoked the words

were stranger still. Before you read this third and

final installment of Jimmy’s life story, we suggest

you read the editorial piece on this same page.,

finish the story, and then reach your own condu-

it is difHcuIt if not impossible for

the people who knew and loved

Jimmy Dean to believe that he felt

his search for personal happiness to

be so futile that he might have en-

tertained thoughts of suicide. And
yet, anyone who observed him closely

could not help but be aware of the

black moods that closed down on
him so suddenly, shutting him away
from everyone. During the filming of

“Giant” in Marfa, Texas, dialogue

coach Bob Hinkle said gloomily,

“Some day that guy is going to drive

his car right off a cliff.’'

That was in July, 1955. Less than

three months later, on September

30th, Jimmy’s broken body was being

lifted out of a twisted heap of metal

that had been his German-made
Porsche Spyder racing car.

On the day he was killed, he was

stopped at Bakersfield and handed a

ticket for going sixty-five miles an

hour in a forty- five mile zone. “You’d

better take it easy, son,” he was

warned, “or you’ll never make it to

Salinas.”

sions. Did Jimmy Dean have a premonition of

death? Or was he obsessed with thoughts of dying?

• When 1 left New York to return to Hollywood late in 1953,

Janies Dean presented me with a collection of short stories by

Andre Maurois. The inscription read, “To Bill: While in the

aura of metaphysical whoo-haaas, ebb away your displeasures

on this. May flights of harpies escort your winged trip of ven-

geance.” Since leaving Hollywood almost two years previously,

we had both come to look westward with a vengeful eye. My
turn to revisit the city of make-believe came first, and in a man-
ner of speaking Jimmy envied me for it. Several months later,

when his turn finally did come, Jimmy collected for himself a

whole armada of screaming harpies to {Continued on page 107)

He saw symbols of death everywhere— in



When he stopped for coffee at a

place called Blackwell Corners, he

met Lance Reventlow, son of Barbara

Hutton and, ironically enough, owner

of the light plane in which the late

Bob Francis was killed, also a year

ago. Jimmy boasted of having hit

over 100 miles per hour on the trip

up. It must be remembered that this

was on a public highway. A racing

car is not meant to be driven on the

highways. There is no windshield to

protect the driver, no steel top. The
body is made of lightweight alumi-

num. Driving at such speeds, under

such conditions, might well be called

suicidal.

But the people who knew him well

are still inclined to brush aside as

nonsense any suggestion of suicide.

In the little booths in Googi’s, on the

Strip, where Jimmy was so often a

part of the crowd that gathered for

hamburgers and coffee, they point

DUt that Jimmy had often said, “If

I live to be a hundred I won’t have

time for all the things 1 want to do.”

At Schwab’s Drug Store right next

to Googi’s, wheye Jimmy got his first

aste of what it was like to be famous
-by finding that he was the guy the

tang stuck with the tab for their

lam and eggs in the morning — the

alk of suicide is also dismissed. The
'oung actors on the way up and old

ictors on the way down who line the

ounter each morning at about eleven

’clock all shake their heads and say.

Don’t be silly. What would a guy
ike that want to kill himself for?

l^hy, he had everything. He was on

»p. His agent had him signed up for

ive million dollars’ worth of movies

»r the next two years!”

(Continued on page lllj

pen ditch, in an idea for a picture



BY EARL WILSON

Batting her lovely blue eyes, Terry

Moore convinces her old friend Earl

that all those things never happened . . .

but they’ll probably happen again

• This may surprise you, but Terry Moore

never did any of those things they said she

did. Nope, not one of them. And no one was

more surprised than Terry at the way things

just kept happening to her.

Now I’ve known, liked and rooted for Terry

Moore for a lot of years
—

’way back to the

days when it looked like she might marry

Howard Hughes. I’m still her fan—now more

than ever. My B.W. (Beautiful Wife, you

know) likes her, too, and that makes it final

for me. You know how women are—espe-

cially about other beautiful women.

But everybody knows that for years Terry

Moore’s name was practically synonymous

with headlines. Now that she’s married to a

swell guy named Eugene McGrath, I decided

to track her down and see whether the “new”

Terry might admit she’d been a teeny-weeny

bit publicity-minded in some of those head-

line incidents. You remember . . . Korea and

the ermine Bikini . . . Istanbul and the lifted

skirt picture . . . Las Vegas and the peekaboo-

top gown.

So Terry, Gene and I met at Toots Shor s

in New York for a late dinner and I began

pinning her down. What had I expected?

Apologies? Regrets? A vow never to make

another headline? Well, hardly.

Terry’s voice held a note of reproach as

she said, “I don’t {Continued on page 93)

Husband Gene McGrath has vowed to see to

it Terry's never, never again misunderstood
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continued

BY LAURA LANE

# Back in 1947, a brilliantly talented young actor named

Marlon Brando, appearing in the Broadway production of “A
Streetcar Named Desire,” snarled and slouched his way to

fame, stardom and riches in the role of Stanley Kowalski—and

inaugurated a whole new “rebel” school of acting and actors.

Today, this now-famous school stretches from Broadway to

Hollywood and back again. Hollywood’s top-name stars have

flocked to New York to study at the school which is credited

with producing the most famous of the “rebel” actors, The

Actors’ Studio, though Brando did not study there. And grad-

uates of The Actors’ Studio have, in turn, been carefully ob-

served and screened for anyone even vaguely in the image



Sal Mineo

He lives with his parents when he’s in

the East, raves about his mother’s

cooking, says of his father, “He’s the

kind of father I hope to be some day”

of Brando or the late James Dean. Some

of the roles Sal Mineo has portrayed *
—notably in “Rebel Without a Cause” 4'i

and “Crime in the Streets” for the (

screen, as well as similar roles on TV
—make the young New Yorker another v

prominent member of the group that

appeals to the rebel instinct in young i

audiences. And, of course, the latest ;

to wear the crown is that undisputed

king of rock ’n’ roll, Elvis Presley, who i

is scheduled to make his first movie for

20th Century-Fox this year. People

who have seen his screen test—profes-i

sionals all— are already climbingj

aboard his bandwagon and predicting®

Elvis will be “another Jimmy Dean.”'

Whether or not Elvis Presley will be

another Jimmy Dean is open to ques-

tion, but there is no doubt at all that

he has given a whole new impetus to

the rebel “craze” and given the older

generation a whole new set of worries.;

The question that anxious parents are

pondering is: “Why do our teenagers

worship young stars who, in their movie

roles at least, represent youth—and

human nature—at its worst?” i

One young fan of Elvis Presley camej

up with part of the answer when she:

wrote to a newspaper columnist: “Firstj



W 1
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For the Teen-Age Rebel Craze at its Height,

I

: Paul Newman

He wears T-shirts and shot to fame
1 portraying tough-guy Rotky Grazi-
t ano. but he’s a soft-spoken college
1 grad whose life is work, wife, kids
i

i,

See Next Pag
and foremost, Elvis is like one of us. . . .

He is a little frustrated, unsure, im-
pulsive. ... He is no child, yet he is

still not an adult. . . . He’s sure about
some things but confused about others,
just as we are. To me, Elvis represents
everything that’s uninhibited and un-
conventional. He’s an outlet—an escape
for our feelings. He demonstrates a
wild, free emotion that we teenagers
would like to express but can’t. . .

.”

And the thousands of letters ad-
dressed to Jimmy Dean that still pour
into the mail department of Warner
Brothers’ studio have much the same
thing to say: “You,” the fans write, as
though he were still alive, “are one of
us. When I watched you in ‘East of
Eden’ and ‘Rebel Without a Cause’ I
was seeing myself. . .

.”

Marlon Brando got the same kind of
response from teenagers when he made
The Wild One.” One line of dialogue

that was quoted and re-quoted in towns
and cities and villages was his reply to
the question. Look, kid, what are you
rebelling against?” Snarled Brando,
“What have you got?”
The words found an echo in thou-

sands of blindly rebellious teen-age
hearts, just as did Jimmy Dean’s be-

Elvis Presley

First thing he did with his money was
to buy his mother a car, parents a new
home. Doesn’t drink or smoke, his big

vice is dropping coins in jukeboxes



THE REBEL HEROES Continued

An Exhausted Young Man Is Grateful But Bewildered

His fans want Presley .. . and decide he’s too far away. .. . They pull off his jacket and pull him to

The crowd begged for a souvenirthe remrmnts.Admirers tore off his pants

wildered “Pa—why don’t you love me.

Pa?” cry as he threw his arms about

his father in one of the most poignant

moments of “Eden.” Sal Mineo struck

a similarly responsive chord in “Crime
in the Streets.” Wanting love so des-

perately, feeling so guilty about hurt-

ing his parents, he was still totally un-

able to communicate his needs or un-

derstand theirs. And he turned away

from the father who was trying to help

him with a confused, angry shout that

has probably been heard in every house

in which there is a teen-age son or

daughter: “Aw, lemme alone, can’t

you? Just lemme alone.”

In “Somebody Up There Likes Me”
Paul Newman, fighting the world with

his fists in the role of Rocky Graziano,

again gave teenagers someone with

whom to identify. As a mixed-up ju-

venile delinquent. Rocky felt the world

owed him a living and that he had a ;

right to steal what he couldn’t get
:

otherwise. Nobody loved him or under-,

stood him, so why should anyone expect
]

him to love the world or anyone in it? i

From Brando to Presley, over a span !

of ten years, the demand for this type
;

of actor has {Continued on page 121) i
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A glimpse of him did this

Which this lucky girl got

Presley loves it all, but
idmits it’s rough on him



As old as love itself is love’s eternal triangle. And when it breaks.,

a human heart breaks, too • BY DICK WILLIAMS

Mike and Liz arrived and left the “Moby Uick premiere
^

but in between she spent most of her time with John Huston s young

assistant director, Kevin McClory, who trailed them m and out

• The electric tingle that sets Hollywood Boule-

vard vibrating on the night of a big premiere

had again caught up in its magic glow the im-

mediate vicinity of the RKO Pantages Theatre.

A hollow roar, punctuated by the high, ex-

cited squeals of hundreds of teenagers, went up

from the bleachers crowd banked solidly beneath

the hot, brilliant lights of the marquee as a long,

black limousine pulled up to the curb. It dis-

gorged Michael Wilding first, then radiant Eliza-

beth Taylor in a sleek, form-fitting evening gown,

and finally a handsome, bareheaded young

stranger in tuxedo.

They stepped into the roped-off area reserved

for celebrities and waited their turn to be inter-

viewed by the TV and radio commentators, put-

ting their heads together for an animated chat

while they waited. A buzz went up from the

crowd. Who was Liz’s new friend, in whom she

was so clearly and (Continued on page 87)
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Friends are hoping but not expecting
that sons Chris and Mike, Jr., may
bring Liz and Mike back together

But romance rumors linking her with
Monty Clift blew hotter than ever when
she joined him for “Raintree County”

Later at Mocambo, as Mike table-

hopped with friends, Kevin directed his

eyes and attention at table-partner Liz

h-



Why Gene Tierney can’t come back to Hollywoo^i

My personal nomination for the star who is developing
|

with the greatest good sense is Rock Hudson. Ever since

the day he married the Hollywood whispers have been
i

trying to separate Rock and Phyllis, a situation that

would make most men violently angry. But not Rock. He’s
i

in love with Phyl. She’s in love with him. He wastes no
i

energy in answering people who don’t know what they

are talking about when they say there is trouble between i

them. A couple of small examples of his serenity came up
,

recently at U-I. While Rock was in Africa making
“Something of Value,” a magazine published a story j
that was in itself harmless but with a most misleading i|

Glamour

Gab

of

Hollywood

BY RUTH WATERBURY

W'ife Venetia provides an audience as

Tumblin’ Russ Tamblyn shows off a neat

calf and sets a new evening fashion
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The Walter Wangers say farewell to a house... Natalie Wood and Nick Adams begin to look serious

title on it. The studio was up in arms, thinking par-

ticularly of what he might say when he saw it. All

Rock did was grin and say, “Can’t you guys get me
better titles than this?”

Like all stars. Rock has always had the privilege of

okaying all photographs taken of him and of destroying

the ones he didn’t like. He’d rarely exercised the privilege,

until he got married; now he exercises it only when the

pictures in question include Phyllis. He goes over any

shots of her with great care. “She’s so pretty,” he says.

“I want to be sure the camera does her full justice.”

Proof positive of Rock’s devotion to Phyl was his

taking her to Paris for a week before they went to Africa

for the shooting of “Something.” Rock is mad for Italy,

particularly Rome and Venice, but he hates Paris. Yet^

—

“I never knew a woman who wasn’t crazy about the

place,” he said, “so I guess I have to take my bride

there the first chance I get.”

A Woman Alone

At the party the night “High Society” premiered, it

was touching to see Jeanne Crain, virtually unescorted

and looking so very lonely. The gentleman who had

brought her to the party "was a visiting and very dis-

tinguished New Yorker, very (Continued on page lOi)

(reg has a secret, and so do we—the

*ecks are hoping their first-born will

e a girl, since Greg has three sons

The youngest of the Ladds, David, is

getting pointers from dad Alan on how
to start off right in an acting career

Nick Adams looks bereft at the I

Peter Potter party. Cheer up,
,

Nick, you're tops with Natalie !

ipanese actress Machiko Kyo has eyes

yly for Marlon Brando, obviously. But
ippily wed Glenn Ford doesn't mind

Rock Hudson and his Phyllis go on be-

ing happy while friends and enemies go

on insisting that they can't possibly be

Dean and Jeanne Martin, rec-

onciled, expecting, have plenty

to make George Putnam laugh



PLUS MANY OTHER EXCITING PRIZES

THERE'S STILL TIME to enter this exciting contest. But to be a wii

ner you must have a complete set of puzzle pictures. So iff you misse

the September or October issue, order copies NOW

Contest Rules

1. In four issues—September, October, November and December—
Photoplay is publishing cut*out puzzle pictures of well-known

movie actors and actresses. Eight cut-out puzzle pictures appear

in each issue. Each picture consists of the hair and forehead of

one player, the eyes and nose of another, and the mouth of a

third. When these are cut apart and properly re-assembled, the

contestant should have eight complete portraits.

2. Clues to the identity of the players are given at the bottom of

each picture page. These are numbered to correspond with the

number on each section of the cut-out puzzle picture. Each page

of pictures has its own set of clues. Do not lose these clues-they

are important in identifying the players.

3. In addition to accuracy in assembling and identifying the cut-

out puzzle pictures, neatness and originality of presentation will

be considered by the judges. All thirty-two cut-out puzzle pictures

must be cut apart, assembled, pasted together with the correct

name of the player hand-written or typed below. Failure to do
this will disqualify the entry.

4. DO NOT SEND IN ANY PUZZLES UNTIL YOU HAVE COMPLETED THE
ENTIRE SET OF THIRTY-TWO PICTURES. Partial entries will not he

accepted. This contest ends midnight, December 15, 1956.

entries received from the time the fourth set of pictures appe:

in December Photoplay, to midnight, December 15, will be c

sidered by the judges. No responsibility for mail delays or lot

will be assumed by Photoplay. Send your entry as soon as (

i

sible after the last set of cut-out puzzle pictures is published!

the December issue, which will appear on the newsstands oni

about November 6.

5. Entries should be mailed to: CUT-OUT PICTURE PUZZ
CONTEST, Photoplay Magazine, Box 1647, Grand Central

!

tion. New York 17, N. Y. You may submit as many entries aw
wish, but be sure that your full name and address are attaa

to each entry. In case of a tie, duplicate prizes will be award]

6. The decision of the judges will be final. All entries will <

come the property of Macfadden Publications, Inc. No co i

spondence will be entered into concerning entries.
|

7. This contest is open to everyone except employees, and tl

relatives, of Macfadden Publications, its subsidiaries or adv

tising agencies. The winners’ names will be published in

April, 1957, issue of Photoplay Magazine.

1



Third Set of PHOTOPLAY’S Cut-Out
Picture Puzzle Contest

Clues
49. The hair was a film star in Europe before he was seen here

50. The eyes are married to Susan Morrow’s sister

51 . The mouth was once known as “Singin’ Sam”
52 . The hair won a football scholarship to USC
53 . The eyes’ secret ambition is to be a hit song writer

54. The mouth’s nose was broken twice—and shows it

55 . The hair’s real name is Dawn Bethel

56. The eyes’ first big movie role was three-dimensional

57 . The mouth married her third husband on Thanksgiving Day
58 . The hair’s first film was outlawed for six years

59 . The eyes were secretly married for six months

60 . The mouth has a fast-sounding name

Turn page for more cut-out puzzles



i

Here are
more of

the fabulous
runner-up
prizes!

So let’s go!

rjecember Photoplay will contain^
the fourth and final set of cut-

out puzzle pictures and a coupon on

which to fill in your narne and ad-

dress—plus the prize you would like

to receive if you are a runner-up.

This gives you two chances to win a

prize—the Grand Prize, or a runner-

up prize of your choice. For a com-
plete list of prizes, see page 120.

On pages 66 through 69, you will

find the third set of cut-out puzzle

pictures. If you missed the first or

second set of puzzle pictures, printed

in September and October Photo-
play, you can obtain copies of those

issues by sending your request, with

thirty cents for each issue, to: Back
Issue Dept., Macfadden Publica-

tions, Inc., 205 East 42nd St., New
York 17, N. Y.

Remember, do not send in your
entry until you have the complete
set of puzzle pictures assembled
from all four issues. Otherwise, you
will be disqualified from this con-
test. Remember, too, that originality

of presentation is important, so put
your cleverest display ideas to work

!

PENDLETON WOOLEN
MILLS SPORTSWEAR
The best in style and
comfort! Classic sweater
set—short-sleeved slipover

and long-sleeved cardigan,
sizes 34-42—and reversible

pleated skirt in blue-black-

gray-white plaid, sizes 10-

16. All 100% virgin wool.

DURKOPP SEWING
MACHINE
A wonderful prize for

experts or beginners, this

world-famous machine
sews hundreds of decorative

stitches, perfect for many
needs, easy to operate.

COTY FRAGRANCES
Nothing could be nicer than
a year’s supply—four
generous-sized bottles—
of your favorite perfume,
plus a Coty DeLuxe Lock-
Atomizer. Winner may
choose one of four:
L’Origan, L’Aimant,
Emeraude or Paris.

BRECK GIFT SET

To be awarded to ten lucky
winners. Luxuriously laid

out in a gold foil box, set

includes Breck Shampoo,
Cream Treatment,
Hairdress, Bouquet Hair
Perfume and atomizer,
and Hair Lotion lA.

REVERE WARE
BREAKFAST UNIT

Styled for beauty, built to

last a lifetime—and with

oh, so many uses! Set
includes 8-inch skillet with
cover, plus egg-poacher.

CATALINA SWEATERS
A terrific trio—short-

sleeved red-, white- and
gray-striped slipover, 100%
lamb’s wool; long-sleeved

pinky red cardigan, with
peter pan collar, 75% lamb’s
wool. 15% fur fibre, 10%
nylon; and blazer jacket,

black-, brass-, white- and
charcoal-striped, with
ribbed trim, 100% virgin

wool. Sizes 34-40.

LADY MANHATTAN SHIRT
AND SKIRT

Trim, has the shirtwaist

dress look plus the

versatility of separates. The
black in the perfectly

matched stripes is

complemented with velvet

black trim. Choice of

colors, black and red, toast

or blue, and sizes, 10 to 18.

SCHIAPARELLI
"SHOCKING" PERFUME

A prize to help you stay as

sweet as you are, by one

of the world’s most famous
perfumers. This expensive
%-ounce bottle

will last a whole year.

i
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Picture Puzzles Continued

Clues
^1" i he hair once tried to steal a scene from Spencer Tracy
62. The eyes were born and raised a short way from Hollywood
63. The mouth was an ensign in real life and reel life

64. The hair is Boston born and bred
65. The eyes recently were father of the bride and a new father
66. The mouth’s an ex-Navy man, yet to sail the matrimonial sea

67. The hair has been nominated for an Oscar three times

68. The eyes are the founder of WAIF
69. The mouth is famous for her be-bop language

70. The hair’s “perfect marriage” ended in divorce

71. The eyes portrayed a singer, but didn’t warble a note
72. The mouth had a bone to pick with Christian Dior

See next month’s issue for more puzzles
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It’s a corny old trick, but it works. When

Don’s hundred and eighty pounds are put to

work with Hope’s hundred, bang goes the bag!

Catch a breather and wish you never had to

move again—but love and success are a

heady mixture and Don’s stardom won’t wait

I

RUN
For Don Murray life isnt a breeze.

it’s a whirlwind—that makes a mad, happy lark of marriage.

fame and plane schedules • BY PATTY DE ROVLF

• When Don Murray flew out to Hollywood to become Marilyn Mon-
roe’s leading man in “Bus Stop,” he was a very happy and excited

young fellow. Not because of Marilyn Monroe. Not because of his

big movie break. But because of a cute little lady named Hope Lange.
“ After five years of pleading, reasoning and battling with her,” Don
states, with a proud gleam in his eye, “Hope finally agreed to marry

me.”

But that was only the beginning. These lovebirds-suddenly-in-a-hurry

have had to make up for the five years of {Continued on page 117)
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BY JOHN MAYNARD

Says Kirk of his happiness with second wife Anne Buydens

and son Peter (above), “If I went broke tomorrow Pd still be

the richest guy in the world.” Adding to his new-found

wealth are his older sons, the foy of helping young talents *

• “Horatio Alger,” begins the official biography of the

subject of this article, “that great chronicler of the rags-

to-riches yarn, would have been delighted with the story

of Kirk Douglas, for it is a success story in the best

American tradition.”

And, undoubtedly, he would have. But there was a flaw

in the structure of Mr. Alger’s fables. He regarded attain-

ment—reaching the top of the mountain—as the end. At-

tainment, however, is just as logically a beginning in

itself, and this was the point which prompted Kirk Doug-

las to do some self-analyzing one day recently.

Money, friends, family, money, love, respect, money.

Kirk has them all—but the mixture is wrong. They don’t

go together at all—money and those others. There was

a time when Kirk had no money. And there was a time

when he had the money, the full larder, the view from the

top of the mountain, physically. But, both times, he had

a long way to go for the other things. He couldn’t buy

them. In fact, what can money buy?

It was a fine, spanking Beverly Hills day, and Kirk

sat in his fine, spanking Beverly Hills office, undisputed

master of Bryna Productions, and searched his soul. He

is an articulate and amusing man, who for better or worse

looks not unlike Mephistopheles, but now like a well-fed

and assured Mephistopheles, whereas not many years or,

even months ago, he was desperate, hungry and insecure.

The hunger had nothing to do with what was in his

larder. As a matter of fact, there was plenty there. It

had to do with what was within Kirk and screeching to be

let out. It was needing to be part of the world which did,
|

laughed, loved, gave and received. It was a hunger o i

non^attainment, non-fulfillment, (Continued on page 105

»Top, right. Michael and Joel Douglas: bottom, Mara Corday. Bill Campltell, Tony Curtis
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Kirk Douglas is no exception to the

rule. He, too, thought there was nothing

money couldnH buy— until he found

himself with enough of it to buy any-

thing— except what he wanted
,

?



MARTHA HYER starring in “Showdown at Abilene” • A Universal-International Picture • Print by Technicolor

Hollywood
hits g I Ofo n e

cold wave
the wave of Hollywood stars

martlio iiy»r
and bar

glotone

Miss Hyer’s hairstylist is one of many Hollywood beauty experts who feature Glotone

—the cold wave that contains L-7, a special solubilized lanolin. L-7 solubilized lanolin

replaces natural oils stolen by bright studio lights, sun and wind, and the drying action

of many hair preparations.

Miss Hyer says: “My hairstylist must be right—because Glotone certainly keeps my
identification, hair beautifully waved, soft and easy-to-manage.”

In selecting your salon, choose one that features Glotone.

Go to the

salon with

this window

GIBBS A CO. World’s largest manufacturers and distributors of beauty shop equipment and supplies



PHOTOPLAY STAR FASHIONS

nimGWffl

Election year! On these pages the stars nominate snre-to-win

holiday fashions. Pretty Jackie Longhery, left below, casts her

ballot for shiny black taffeta and snowy white nylon lace paired

off to brilliant effect. Camisole has bateau neck, is ruffled in

tiny tiers. $10.95. It’s mated to a huge new harem pouf skirt by

a bright tucked cummerbund. $17.95. Sizes 5-15. By Ilene Ricky

An unforgettable dress for dancing or floating. Patricia Smith,

below right, elects a blue cloud of nylon chiffon, gathered to

wind the waist, with folds of confection below. Adding glow to

your parties—a halter-neck bodice, bared to reveal a pretty back,

and agleam with iridescent sequins. Also white, red. Misses’ sizes

10-16, juniors’ 9-15. Dance Original by Fred Perlberg. Under $40

To buy party fashions, see stores, information on page 7>3

ELECT

THESE

FASHIO^
CANDIDATES

VOTE



with

CREME
PUFF

our search ended!

No “patched-up” look-no caking-no orangey streaks! Here’s

only compact make-up that gives you a fresh, young look all a

Now you can be flawlessly beauti-

ful all day . . . with Creme Puff*

by Max Factor. This exclusive

blend of powder plus creamiest

base is specially created to give

your complexion a lasting fresh-

ness ... a youthful glow that will

never fade, shade or streak! Just

a touch-up keeps you looking

radiantly beautiful ... all day!

Refillable Ivory Compact (shown) 1.25

Refillable Golden-tone Compact 2.25

Refill, in metal case with puff 85 ^
ALL PRICES PLUS TAX

CREME PUFF
by Max Factor

use it instead of powder

It’s better— clings for hours!

Creme Puff is sheerest powder

plus creamiest base — in one

velvety disc. Veils your complex-

ion in soft, exquisite color.

use it as a light make-up

It’s better— always looks fresh!

Creme Puff covers flaws and im-

perfections instantly ! Gives your

complexion a deep glow. You look

“beautiful from within”!

It’s better—never turns or

Creme Puff never cakes,

or looks “patched-up.”

touch-up over any m£
brightens you instantl;^



YOUNG IDEAS:

PHOTOPLAY STAR FASHIONS

VOTE THE

party

line Continued

ROW A
Satiny leather clutch purse to

accent your prettiest formal. It's

agleam with shiny tabs, opens'to

hold make-up pocket, snapshot

folder, billfold and purse for

“mad” money. Lined in striped

taffeta. A glamorous party-goer

in a rainbow of pastel colors.

By Meeker. $5 plus Federal tax

ROW B
Where are you glowing tonight?

Your dancing legs will glitter

in wispy sheer sandalfoot stock-

ings with delicate threads of gilt

entwined in the seam. Enchant-

ment afoot this party year! Made
also with silvery seams. These,

Gleam Seam by Mojud. $1.65

ROW C
A party slipper for Cinderella—

and you. In velvety black suede

with pleated front, a soaring

heel, open back to enhance a

pretty ankle. The added sparkle

—Jewel-like tips on a tiny knotted

side tie. It comes, too, in brown
or scarlet suede, black patent,

beige kid. By Trim Tred. $9.95

to buy party fashions,

see information, stores

listed on page 113 Jackie Loughery keeps her party line busy with a short shining dress in crisp champagne faille,

rising to a high scooped line in front, deeply V’d behind. It’s gathered in rustling folds for

a full, dancing skirt. Ringing the bodice, a coffee satin Empire band sparked by a jeweled spray

pin on its streamer bow. Other ice cream colors. Sizes 10-16. By Carol Craig. About $17.95



thes insurance that cost

The answer to so many

distress letters to

Photoplay.
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Did underarm perspiration stains ever ruin

one of your dresses? Well, according to the

editors of Photoplay, many letters from

readers bring up this one pressing problem.

What kind of insurance can you get?

Kleinert’s Dress Shields. Properly selected,

they’re guaranteed* to protect your clothes

against underarm perspiration moisture . .

.

and that is something that no deodorant alone

can do, especially in times of stress. Some
deodorants only ileodorize— they do nothing

to check moisture. And NO deodorant com-

pletely stops perspiration moisture.

Any good deodorant will guard you

effectively under normal circumstances. But

Kleinert's Dress Shields aie

GUARANTEED to protect youf

clothes against perspiration

moisture even under the

most unusual circumstances.

They won't let one iota of

moisture reach your pre-

cious clothes, no matter how

long, how hot, or how excit-

ing a day you spend. They

wash in a wink, and won't

lose their protective power.

GUARANTEED CLOTHES INSURANCE FOR A

WHOLE YEAR costs Only a penny a day... with

a basic wardrobe of Kleinert’s Shields (5 dif-

ferent types of shield for as little as $3.63).

It could save you hundreds of dollars. Liter-

ally. And you can buy a single pair of

Kleinert’s Shields for SSt^! So why take

chances? Check the styles on these pages;

buy at least one pair of Kleinert's Guaranteed

Shields today! Shown in mirror. Stay-Rite
W-39

Shields; they hook on like your bra! $1.75.

Available in Canada.

On-and-Off Shields: Pins are attached! 90^

Bra-Form: Bra plus shields! $2.25

* Kleinert’s guarantee to you ; When
Kleinert’s shields have been properly

attached, Kleinert's will not only refund

the purchase price of shields proved

imperfect, but w ill assume responsibility

for any resulting damage to clothes!

GUARANTEED DRESS SHIELDS
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JACKIE LOUCHERY STARS IN PARAMOUNT’S “PARDNERS

Pretty dark horse candidates, very much in the fashion running for

your gay parties ahead. They’re Patricia Smith’s separates in shining,

rustling black taffeta splashed with pale blue flock dots. The tiny

camisole and swishy bouffant skirt, both circled with narrow blue

velvet ribbon ending in baby bows. In sizes 5-15. By Ilene Ricky.

About $17.95. Pat’s twinkling blue satin T-strap sandals, by Capezio

Beating the drum for a sure winner, Jackie Longhery enchants the

party in a swirling dress teaming waltz white with gleaming black.

In pretty cotillion length (longer than short), the gored taffeta

skirt flares from a princess bodice. Banded empire top is delicately

ruched white nylon tulle, twinkling with rhinestones, scalloped to frame

the face. Misses’ sizes 8-20, juniors’ 7-15. By Emma Domb. About $45

I



DRAWINGS BY MiYO ENDO

VOTE
THE

PHOTOCBAPHS BY BEBT

AND STAN BOCKFIELD

SEE PATBICIA SMITH IN “THE SPIBIT OF ST. LOUIS,”

A HAYWABD-WILDEH PBODUCTION FOB WABNEBS

A pink as frothy as cotton candy—Pat Smith’s choice for party time.

In heavenly cotton lace overlaid on taffeta, the princess line flows

from the gently scooped bodice to a flaring, belled skirt. The wide
inset panels of pink satin end in a giant pouf bow at front. In
a choice of delectable holiday colors. Junior sizes 5-15. By Jonny Her-
bert. About 135. Pat’s airy, jewel-heeled dancing slippers by Capezio

To buy party fashions, see stores listed on page II3

SHAPING UP PARTY LINES

Top, tor lightweight but firm control under

pretty party clothes, a smooth-line nylon

and Lastex girdle. Banded top shapes a

tiny waist, longer back perfects the fit.

White, pink, blue, yellow with gay striped

ribbon trim. S, M, L. Jantzenaire. $5.95

Above, a pretty strapless bandeau of elas-

tic with embroidered nylon marquisette

cups. Designed for dancing freedom, with

cnshioned-wire uplift, slightly padded un-

dercups for eye-catching contours. 34 A
to 40 C. White. Living bra by Playtex. $5

Below, for figure-hugging holiday fashions,

a long line bra smoothing the midriff with

Leno elastic. The ribbon-wired cups are

embroidered cotton broadcloth with built-

in foam rubber shape. White. Sizes 32-36 A,

32-38 B, 32-40 C. By Exquisite Form. $5.95



If you consider a short hairdo the unkindest cut of all, you'll want to

YOUNG IDEAS:

BEAUTY

Even at age five, Susie fol-

lowed the family tradition

for long hair set by her

mother, Mexican film star

Lupita Tovar, and her god-

mother, Dolores del Rio.

YOUR
HAIR
IS LONG-
AND YOU
LOVE IT...
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hare Susan Kohner*s top secrets

SUSAN KOHNEB IS IN “XHE LAST WACOn’^

To set the deep, soft waves on top,

Susie makes one large standing pin-

curl on each side. Curls are wound
toward face, around two fingers and
pinned through bottom only, to stand
up. Each curl should be IV2" across.

For dress-up occasions, Susan learned to set

the elegant new bouffant version of the page-
boy quickly and easily with large wire mesh
rollers: two on each side and three rows in

the back. To make it “puff”— and stay that

way— underneath hair needs much back-
combing and a generous squirt of hair spray.

BY HARRIET SEGMAN

• It is not by chance that Susan Kohner
is such a well-tressed beauty. One of the
year’s most promising — and busiest —
young actresses, Susie learned from hair
stylist Victor Vito how to keep her long
hair glamorously soft, smooth and always
in place— without constant fussing! A
man who believes that the test of a good
hairdo is how little attention it needs,
Victor taught Susie, first, how to set long
hair, in minutes (see above). He then
suggested a permanent on the under-
neath layers, to provide needed body and
support for the smooth-flowing top layer.

Because long hair tends to become flat

and stringy quickly, and because freshly
washed hair looks twice as thick and
fluffy, Victor advised a shampoo, fol-

lowed by a creme rinse, every other day.
To avoid roughening the silky smooth-
ness of long hair, Susan was cautioned
not to break off ends when her hair be-
comes tangled while combing or brush-
ing. The professional hair-setting tech-

niques Susan learned are also available
on film for rental to schools, clubs or
other groups. You can write to Victor
Vito, Director, Home Hairdo School, 5
East 57th Street, New York, New York.



what’s spinning?
BY CHRIS DAGGETT

Keep that party mood with this pori-

able high-fidelity phonograph. Built

10 be carried or stay chairside (with

stand added). It encases automatic

record changer, two-speaker system

ill black and white grilled case. En-

core by Pilot. S169.50* Stand, S7.95*

'^Slightly higher west of the Rockies

For a holiday record parly at home, look like a

dreamboat in Jackie Loughery's dress-up separates.

The swirling, full circle skirt in black felt is sparked

with a trio of glittering pussycats. About $1S. The

shoulder-baring blouse in inky black velveteen,

about S9. Misses’ and junior sizes. By Ann Lord
To buy party fashions^ see stores,

information on page 1)3

When the leaves turn to a beautiful

golden red and the wind blows outside

we know it’s fall once more. Time to

relax with our friends at parties and
informal times as well; time to organ-

ize school dances and pick the records

to play in the recreation room. That’s

where we come in.

We suggest you start your collection

with Nat “King” Cole, always a favorite.

Born in Montgomery, Alabama, Nat at-

tended school in Chicago, where he

studied piano and soon got his own
band together, playing local dates.

Later the band toured in vaudeville with

tlie “Shuffle Along” revue, after which

Nat worked as a pianist in night clubs

before forming the King Cole Trio. He
first gained prominence as a piano

player with this group, which consisted

of piano, guitar and bass. Furthest from

anyone’s mind, most of all Nat’s, was
the idea that he would become one of

today’s most popular singers. Nat is

recognized as being without peer in

singing a ballad. Because of this, his

pianistic abilities have been pushed

somewhat into the background. Actu-

ally he is one of the most creative pian-

ists of our time. A Decca album re-

leased not long ago entitled “In the Be-

ginning” will give you an idea of Nat’s

prowess at the keyboard and as a com-

poser. In it are some of the early Cole

hits, such as “Sweet Lorraine,” “Scotch-

in’ with the Soda,” “Babs” (one of his

own compositions), and “This Will

Make You Laugh.” a great ballad re-

introduced in by Carmen McRae.
“Relaxing with Frances Faye,” on the

Bethlehem label, is another husky re-

cital by the hip, rockingly unsentimen-

tal Miss Faye—a performer unique unto

her swinging self. Not a jazz singer but

jazz-flavored, she is fun to hear within

her life-is-just-a-bowl-of-kicks province.

If you are not familiar with the voice

or the singer, give an ear; you may find

yourself in for a whole world of new
styles.

Johnny Green conducts the M-G-M
studio orchestra in music recorded from

the sound track of the Kelly-Guinness-

Jourdan film, “The Swan.” A collection

of frothy waltzes and languorous love

themes, the music is gentle and very

good for reading by. Although Grace

Kelly is not inside this album, this is

apt to be music for daydreaming of her

if you are so inclined.

“Portraits of Italy” is a superior

program mood-music collection. The

song-rich portraits are beautifully per-

formed by Whitehall, conducting the

Symphony Orchestra of Rome. The

tone poems cover such diversely colored

subjects as “The Lakes,” “The Mediter-

ranean,” “Rome at Dawn,” “Sunset on

the Adriatic” and “Venetian Lagoon.”

For light semi-classical music played

with good taste, this group has had few

equals this year.

Except for “A Fine Romance” and

“Gone with the Wind,” Billie Holiday’s

newest album contains previously un-

released numbers from the Hollywood

session in the late summer of 1955

that was one of the most productive for

Billie in recent years. The excellent,

relaxed accompaniment is mainly by the

hotly lyrical Harry Edison, Benny Car-



P
ter. and Barney Kessell. Billie sings

r with an assurance, a hardened-but-still-

soft-at-the-center wit and a control over

her voice that she has sometimes lacked

in the past. Unreservedly recommended.

Odds and Ends

Bethlehem's mammoth set of three

twelve-inch L.P. records of “Porgy and

Bess” was scheduled for release at the

end of August. Watch for this. . .

Each member of Howard Rumsey’s

Lighthouse All-Stars records under his

own name when not wailing in Her-

mosa Beach for you California fans. . .

Pat Boone, our own boy wonder, sings

a special song behind the main title of

the new Gary Cooper film, “The Friend-

ly Persuasion.” It has created a sensa-

tion in Hollywood following sneak pre-

views of the picture. Gossip has it that

Pat will soon be seen rather than heard

in movie theatres all over the country.

Several studios want to put him under

long-term contract. . . The television

I

audiences of 1955-56 swept Lawrence

! Welk to the top of the popularity polls,

proving what many had forgotten, that

good, tuneful music is still an irresist-

ible attraction. . . For you New York-

ers, the Modern Jazz Quartet will open
' at the Music Barn in Lenox on Septem-
' ber the 2nd. Atlantic hopes to do a rec-

I ord session covering their stay there. . .

At the Modern Jazz Room in Chicago this

month are the Jazz Messengers, booked
for September 12th, and Stan Getz for

October 15th. Sounds as if a good time

will be had by all. . . Harry Belafonte

starts a four-week engagement at the

Palmer House on August 16th to run

through October 15th. Following him
will be Dorothy Dandridge. . . In late

October, Alan Freed plans to hit Lon-

don with an all-star rock 'n' roll show
at Albert Hall. While Freed will appear
only in England this fall, he plans to

take his group on an extensive tour

through Europe next summer. . . The
first Apollo awards given to ten sing-

ers, instrumentalists and bandleaders
will be awarded during the Diamond
Jubilee of the record industry, a trade

show to be held in New York’s Coliseum
for ten days starting September 7th.

Winners of the Apollo awards are Kate
Smith, Bing Crosby, Benny Goodman,
Ella Fitzgerald, Perry Como, Frank
Sinatra, Paul Whiteman, Rudy Vallee,

the late A1 Jolson and the late Glenn
Miller. . . Frankie Laine is likely to

play Britain for twenty-one dates start-

ing at the end of September. . . Ella

Fitzgerald recorded “April in Paris”
with the Count Basie band, plus “Every

,

Day” and “Salty Lips” in duet with Joe

,
Williams, all for a Metronome all-star

.
date. . . Watch for the much-awaited
Chet Baker-Caterina Valente side due

X for release soon on the Decca label.
f
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Carry a classic

It goes everywhere

with everything!

The Clifton bag—a masterpiece of polished

leather! Elegantly casual accessory for an

entire wardrobe . . . and your smartest

fashion buy for seasons to come!

Shoulder or underarm models in five

exciting colors. Also reversible styles. Full

gram saddle leather. Leather lining and

compartments; zipper, leather, brass

closures. $2.98 to $21.75.

At Fine Stores Throughout the

U.S.A., Alaska, and Hawaii

For dealer nearest you write:

WESTERN SUPPLY COMPANY
Ardmore, Oklahoma
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Getting bouquets!

Hi-Appeal. . .the new bra with Lattice Allure!

It has that lovely lingerie look; has a daring, baring, satin

ribbon lattice that makes you feel so utterly feminine. And
Hi-Appeal’s high young figure lines give you new pride and

poise. You’ll love the firm fit of the undercup band, eased for

all-day comfort with elastic inserts. Make your next new bra

Hi-Appeal, the bra that gives you a new high in X* appeal!

Luxurious white or black nylon lace bandeau with satin

ribbon lattice, $3.50. Dainty white embroidered $Q00
cotton bandeau with satin ribbon lattice, only ^ D. Nice way lo come clean; Jean Nate’s nev^

“Essentially Yours"’ kit with refreshing “Erie

lion pour le Bain” after-bath rub, talc ant

Frencb-milletl soap in matching fra^rancej

Zipperetl chartreuse kit. S4.50 plus 28^* lax

E. Edwardian Rose is Dorothy Gray’s roman-

tic fall lipstick color. A lush, blooming shade

it comes in all three Dorothy Gray lipsticl

types: Standard indelible formula, Super-Sia;J

and Sheer Velvet. Two sizes, $1.25*, $1.50.*^

Splits tnx
J

becoming
attractions

A. Top tip: New Nestle Colorhne Shampoo-]

with temporary U.S. Government certified color 1

adds sparkling highlights that last from shamf

poo to shampoo. Five shades: Blonde, Brown '

Redhead, Brunette, Silver Grey. 4 oz., 59^. ’j

B. Lady Esther face powder meets its matclj

in new Blemish Sticks, blended to correspont

to each shade. Used together, they concea

small flaws, discolorations, under-eye shad^

ows, so that no one is the wiser. Both, 65^.’^

c. Not for beginners: Max Factor’s new frag

!

ranee, ‘‘Primitif,” is no dainty, floral scent
j

Rich, full-bodied and warmly female, it come

in perfume, 1 oz., $18.00*; Parfum Cologne

$3.00* and $1.75*; and in Spray Mist, $2.50.’



Odd Man Out YOUNG IDEAS: CROSSWORD PUZZLE

(Continued from page 62)
obviously interested? Few had ever seen
him.
The young stranger was Kevin McClory,

an amiable Dubliner in his late twenties
who worked as John Huston’s assistant

director on “Moby Dick.”
Elizabeth was clearly captivated by

the dark-haired Irishman. She talked
vivaciously to him while practically ig-

noring her husband the entire time they
were out front.

“What’s the matter with Liz and Mike?”
a photographer hissed to me. “I can’t even
get them to pose together. They just sort
of stand beside each other, but as if

they weren’t with each other.”
I shook my head. “Another spat,” I said.

But no one that evening, watching the
three of them there together before the
microphones, had any idea that just two
weeks later Elizabeth would announce
her legal separation from Mike—a sepa-
ration often predicted, but always denied
vigorously.
After the “Moby Dick” premiere show-

ing, the celebrities motored on to an after-
theatre supper party at the Mocambo. The
Gregory Pecks brought director John
Huston and Lauren Bacall. (Bogie wasn’t
well enough to go out yet.) The gay throng
included Diana Dors and her husband,
Dennis Hamilton, with Donna Reed and
Tony Owen, Lana Turner and Lex Barker,
Debbie and Eddie Fisher and many others.
Liz and Mike showed up with their young
friend, McClory.
The three were shown to a cozy table

along the leather-upholstered side wall
at the Mocambo. Almost immediately,
Mike bounced away to greet friends at
the next table. But Liz and Kevin kept
their places. They talked a lot to each
other that evening as the merry festivities
and chatter swirled about them.
But if Mike was table-hopping all over

the room, no one gave it any special
thought. He’s a friendly, gregarious sort of
fellow and there were chums present
whom he hadn’t seen in a long time.
And if Liz was overly attentive to the

admiring chap by her side, no one made
too much out of that, either. After all,

it wasn’t the first time she had been to
the Mocambo with McClory. A few weeks
earlier they had surprised ringsiders when
they dropped in one evening for the late
show. They had brought along a priest,
a friend of McClory’s, as a chaperon. They
lexplained that Mike, was working the next
day and had to get up early so he didn’t
want to come along.
It was almost three before the premiere

party broke up and everyone headed for
lome. Liz and Mike dropped McClory off
>t his apartment and proceeded to their
aouse on the hill.

’ No one will ever know what took place
aetween them as they wound quickly
hrough the curving, dark streets of
leverly Hills. No one will know wheth-
:r Mike, bitterly aware of the dififer-

nce in age and interests of his stunning
'oung wife and himself, blew up a flirta-
ion into something important because of
lis own injured feelings.
All the outside world knew was the

leadlines in the morning papers a fort-
ight later. Elizabeth and Michael, “after
areful consideration,” had agreed to an
micable separation on the eve of their
eparate departures for long movie loca-
iOns away from Hollywood.
After four years, Liz’s second marriage,
le one to the gay, blithe Britisher twenty
ears her senior, was tottering.
Again, a torrent of speculation blew
pout Elizabeth Taylor’s beautiful dark
ead. There had been rumors about the

Across

1.

Beauly who's broken with
her British husband

6.

Ann Miller can show off a

shapely —
9. Star of “Between Heaven

and Hell”
12. Nickname for star of “A

Cry in the Night”
13. Deborah Kerr and Mau-

reen O’Hara have red —
15. Teenagers — over Elvis

17. Tab rode his own — in

“The Burning Hills”
19. “You Are — Beautiful”

(song)
20. Male star of “The Oppo-

site Sex”—or Parisienne
23. “Rebel in Town” player

with a very common name

25.

“— in the Streets’’

28. “It — Necessarily So”
( song)

29. “Say It — So” (song)
30. Blond in “Back from Eter-

nity”
31. Blond in “I’ve Lived Be-

fore” (init.)

33. James Dean’s name in

“East of Eden”

35.

Kidnapped girl in “A Cry
in the Night” (init.)

37. Initials of 7 Down
38. “Attack!” takes place in

the — of a European town
41. “— Edge”
43. Astaire’s birthplace
44. Sensational young New

Yorker, next in “Giant”
46. Magnani — the Oscar
47. “Bhowani Junction” star

( init.)

48. Character man in “Toward
the Unknown” (init.)

49. Gal in “Pardners” (init.)

50. Ferrer’s wife in “War and
Peace” (init.)

51. He was a mule’s voice
52. Initials of 1 Across

53. “Attack!” coward (init.)

54. Brave Britisher in “D-Day
the Sixth of June” (init.)

55. Heroine of 41 Across
58. — for —’s sake ( Metro's

motto)
59. Natasha in “War and

Peace" (init.)

61. Jeff’s ship in “Away All
Boats ’ fires many a —

62. Composer in “The Best
Things in Life Are Free”

65. Today, a top star often has
his own producing —

68. Star of “Beyond a Reason-
able Doubt”

70.

Recently, he’s fought
Confederates, river pirates

73. “— My Love” (song)
74. Stanwyck’s ex
75. Career girl in “The Oppo-

site Sex”

Down
1.

“— at Table Rock”
2. Julie or Nick
3. Seen in “The Search for

Bridey Murphy” ( init.)

4. In “The Vagabond King,”
Oreste swears a musical
— to defend Paris

5. “Flying Down to —

”

(song)
7. Call him Pop any day now
8. Rebel in “Bandido” (init.)

9. Widmark makes the young-
sters — the mark in “The
Last Wagon”

10. Heroine of “The Indian
Fighter”

11. Villain in “Lisbon”

14.

Star of “Giant”
16. Tierney’s ex. dated Kelly
18. “Trapeze” star

21. Susan Hayward’s recent
real-life role

22. Said Calhern to Mason in

“Caesar”: “— tu. Brute”
24. Newcomer in “The Scarlet

Hour” ( init.)

26. Jean Peters' guy in “Three
Coins in Fountain” (init.)

27. Stepfather of “Teenage
Rebel” (init.)

32. “Pillars — the Sky”
33. Audie’s bride in “Walk the

Proud Land”
34. Pier’s brother-in-law

36. She thinks she was Bridey
Murphy

37. Star of “The Great Ameri-
can Pastime”

39. Bette Davis' favorite

hetween-films home
40. Real first name of 44

Across
42. “I'm — Old Cowhand”

( song)
44. Composer in “The Best

Things in Life Are Free”
45. “— a Rose’’ (song)
50. Singer Griffin

56. Academy members cast —
to choose Oscar winners

57. Bergman played a — in

“The Bells of St. Mary’s”

58. “— the King’s Men”
59. Pier’s real name
60. Beauty who went with

Boyer to the Casbah
63. — planes fought Nazi

bombers in “D-Day the

Sixth of June”
64. Lon Chaney, — ., was a

great silent star

65. Young stars of “Giant”
must — make-up at the end

66. “ Had My Way”
( song)

67. Miller’s mate, Hutton’s ex
69. “Toward the Unknown”

star (init.)

71. This quality helps make
stars successful

72. Composers’ inspiration

in ‘The Best Things in

Life Are Free” (init.)

73. Don Murray’s role in

“Bus Stop”

Answers to Crossword Puzzle on page 98
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YOUNG IDEAS: PHOTOPLAY PATTERNS

p

4585
4648

Send thirty-five cents (in coin) for each

pattern to: Photoplay Patterns, Box 133,

Old Chelsea Station, New York 11, N. Y.

Add 54 per pattern for Ist-class mailing.

4728—Flattery for the junior figure! Pretty

new standaway neckline, smart yoke topping

a wide, whirling skirt. Jr. Miss sizes 9-17.

Size 13 takes 4% yards of 39-inch fabric.

4585—The season’s newest fashion—a dar-

ling dress with long, dipping torso, jaunty

collar, huge billowing skirt! Misses’ sizes 10-

18. Size 16 takes 5 yards of 39-inch fabric.

4648—Line divine for your figure—The Em-

pire Princess! You'll love the fitted bodice,

smooth slimming lines below that lead to a

mermaid flare. Simple to make. Misses’ sizes

10-18. Size 16 takes 3% yards, 39-inch fabric.

match almost since the day she married
Mike. Now the floodgates were opened.
The stories had bubbled up more than

a year ago when the “Giant” company was
on location on the baking plains of Marfa,
Texas. Word reached Hollywood that co-
stars Elizabeth Taylor and Rock Hudson
were playing their love scenes off as well
as on screen.

Liz and Rock stoutly denied these
stories, but Mike was sufficiently concerned
to fly to Marfa to see what was going on.
Elizabeth succeeded in convincing him
that it was much ado about nothing. A
few days later he returned to Hollywood,

'

glad to escape the fierce summer Texas
heat.

I

There had also been stories about Liz’s'

continuing warm, personal friendship with
Montgomery Clift. When Monty first re-

1

turned to Hollywood to make “Raintree
County,” he lived with the Wildings at

their mutual invitation.

Yet his presence must have posed ai

problem, even if a subconscious one, fori

Mike. How would any balding male in hisj

mid-forties with a gorgeous young wife
like to have a handsome, personable'
young man almost half his age, one who'
worked daily in love scenes with his

wife, living under the same roof? !

Liz has been fond of Clift ever since

she made “A Place in the Sun” with him!
in 1951. But he never paid much atten-
tion to her in those days. She was just

a kid and he had his own heart interest

of the moment, a woman not in pictures.

The studio asked him to take Liz to|

the premiere of “A Place in the Sun.”l

Two days before the opening, Liz called]

the studio worriedly to say that she!

hadn’t yet been invited by Clift. Theyi
had to remind him to invite her!

For the fancy opening the studio rentedi

him a tux, a publicity man loaned him|
his own personal studs and cufflinks and;

gave him five dollars, because Monty was
broke that night.

“What shall I do with her afterwards?”
Clift asked.

|

“Take her anywhere you like,” the'

studio advised him. “Just sign the

checks. We’ll pick up the tabs.”

That was the first night that Liz Taylof
;

and Monty Clift ever went out together '

on a date. Later that year when he mel
her plane at Idlewild Airport in New
York he felt compelled to deny publicljl

that there was any romance betweer'

them.
Whenever the Wildings are in New;

'

York they avail themselves of Monty’f,

apartment at his invitation. They named
him as godfather of their second son
Christopher.
Monty had his bad auto accident las'i

summer following a dinner party ai

Liz and Mike’s. It was a hysterical Li;

who tore down the hill after hearing
of the crash, crept into the sports cai

wreckage and cradled Monty’s head ir

her lap for more than half an hour unti

the delayed ambulance arrived to tak(,

him to the hospital.

How did Wilding feel on this night'

Did he feel that his wife’s anguish waij

for a platonic friend? Or was he himsel

so upset by the accident and the injur}

to his friend that he didn’t notice?

Other riunors have erupted periodical!}

about Liz and Nicky Hilton, ever sincf

their premature, youthful marriagii

crashed in a breakage of choice iUusion.j

after seven tearful months. Many Holly!
woodites believe that Liz has never quit' i

gotten over her infatuation for Nicky, n

Liz was still dating Nicky intermittent

ly a year after their divorce. Month
after she had begun to go with Mike sh'

attended a house party on the Connecticul'

estate of her uncle, Howard Young, witl
^

Nicky as her companion. J
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Last summer they ran into each other
at Santa Anita racetrack one afternoon.
They kissed fondly, reminisced about old
times, and in general had themselves
quite a ball.

But what’s behind the headlines and
rumors? Why did Mike Wilding once
say, “I liked her better when she turned
to me for every decision, when she looked
up to me”? He added, “I hate it now.
Now I follow her aroimd.”
When did Liz stop looking at Mike as

though he were practically a god? And
why? What made her decide her mar-
riage was no good? The answer is a
complicated one. To unravel it, we must
travel back to the days of their first
love for one another.

Elizabeth originally met Michael in
England when she was only sixteen. She
had gone overseas to make “The Conspir-
ators.” It turned out that they were
working in the same studio. At that time
he was still married to actress Kay
Young.
Liz and Mike renewed their friendship

on a subsequent trip to London which
she made following her divorce from
Nicky Hilton. They fell in love with
one another, the still naive, wide-eyed
beauty and the debonair, good-humored
Englishman with the air of having been
everywhere and done everything.
Liz became as starry-eyed about her

romance with Mike as she had once been
' about Hilton.

“It doesn’t matter that Michael is forty

j

and I’m nineteen,” she said. “He’s a mere
I

child at heart. We both love each other
;

very much and we are both going to
work very hard to make it last. This is
no sudden crush.”

j

They were married on February 21,
1952, at Caxton Registry Hall in London in
the midst of a tumultuous mob scene.
Only fourteen people, including his parents,
attended the actual ceremony, but once
outside they were accosted by hundreds
of milling, shouting fans.
In the mad melee which followed, fans

scrambled over the hood and top of
the wedding limousine. It was all that
police could do to get Liz and Mike
through the mob and into the car.
After a short honeymoon in the Swiss

Alps they returned to Mike’s London
flat. For a while it looked as though Liz

i was never going to return to Hollywood.

I

But eventually they were lured back
S

when M-G-M offered Mike a contract, too.
1

Liz and Mike always used to deny
painstakingly the ever-present rumors
about their marriage. Once, on one of their
periodic returns from Europe, they found

i that the gossip mill had been working
I overtime. Liz was furious. “Where do
t these rumors originate?” she rl^manded
to know.
Mike urged her to calm down. “We’ll

! be married long after those silly stories
are forgotten,” he told her.
For all his alleged bossiness with Liz

' before she asserted herself and declared
her own private independence day, I for

1 one have felt that Mike was generally
I kind, gentle and considerate of her.
I Liz did not have a normal childhood.
bhe was pampered and waited upon as

1 only a beautiful girl-child can be. She
I was making movies while still a little girl
i

She grew up in a studio. Her high school-
1
mg was scarcely the average one in its

t scope and I remember at least one occa-
I

Sion when the serious problem arose of
i getting her successfully through her
examinations.

j

Mike waited on her, generally at her
I

I

beck and call. When she was working in

g
iant in Hollywood, she had to be up
iry morning before five. It was Mike
sonally who aroused her, because she

7132—Graceful swan in sparkling white

crochet. Perfect for fruits and flowers. Cro-

chet directions for swan, body about 13x71/^

inches. Use heavy jiffy cotton, starch stiffly.

641—Set of seven potholders—all easy to

make. You’ll want to make them for gifts,

and for your own kitchen. Easy directions,

embroidery and applique transfers included.

^137—You’ll love to embroider this picture-

sampler. Letters are large, easy to read, pic-

tures gay. Picture transfer ISi^xlQl/a inches.

771—Forty-eight colorful birds—each nes-

tling against its own state flower. Pattern
includes diagrams, transfer of all forty-eight

state birds and flowers. Quilt 72x102 inches.

7180—Quick-to-crochet medallion lends it-

self to fine cotton or string. Make small

articles or bedspread. Complete directions.

NEEDLE NEWS

Send twenty-five cents (in coins) for each pattern to: Photoplay, Needlecraft Service,
P.O. Box 123, Old Chelsea Station, New York 11, N. Y, Add five cents for each pattern for
first-class mailing. An additional twenty-five cents will bring you the Needlecraft Catalog.
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didn’t like alarm clocks and would have
gone back to sleep.

After she was up, he would go out in

the kitchen and prepare breakfast, eat

with her and see her off to the studio in

the cool dawn. He did this for months,
although he was not working in a picture

himself then and had no personal need to

arise so early.

In the first years of their marriage,
Mike and Liz never quarreled. They would
disagree, but they had no fights. This
changed in the past two years as Liz began
more and more to assert herself. Her Irish

temper would soar when she no longer
accepted without a word Mike’s decisions
on everything.

In the days when she was on loanout
to Paramount for “A Place in the Sun,”
Liz made friends with one of the girls

in the publicity department. They were
so close that they even used to go shop-
ping together. More than once they would
go into a department store, Liz would
buy a sweater or scarf and then find that

she had no money with her.

“Write me a check,” she’d ask her friend.

“I’ll pay it back tomorrow.”
One day she took her chum into a

swank Beverly Hills auto agency. She
was all excited because she planned to

surprise her mother with a new Cadillac
for her birthday. Of course, she didn’t

have with her the money to buy the car.

So she turned to her friend. “Write me
out a check for $5500,” she commanded
breezily. “I’ll pay you back next week.”

Patiently the pal had to explain that
she could cover Liz’s expenditure on a
sweater, but not on a new Cadillac.
That was all the idea Liz had about

money in those days. But since her mar-
riage she has been learning fast what cash
means. She learned the hard way.
When Mike and she returned to Holly-

wood, she went right to work and he
went right to the real-estate offices. Almost
before you could say Michael Wilding he
had bought them a new mountain-top
home for $75,000. The trouble was that
it needed so much work to make it livable
that another $40,000 or $50,000 had to be
added to the cost.

Elizabeth just didn’t have that kind
of money. Mike and she went down to the
bank and she cashed all her life savings
in bonds—some $47,000 worth—to help pay
for their house debts.

From then on, Elizabeth Taylor started
paying attention to the money spent.

One evening before they announced
their separation, Liz, Mike and I enjoyed a
leisurely dinner at La Rue. We spent
most of our time discussing their mar-
riage.

“I think you have to work at a marriage
to make a go of it,” Mike volunteered.

“I don’t like that word ‘work,’ ” Liz ob-
jected, in her new-found independence.
“Marriage shouldn’t be work. It should
be fun and laughter.”

Liz and Mike had a tremendous amount
of fun and laughter in the early years of
their marriage. Midnight suppers of
onion soup and champagne. Playgoing
sprees in London and New York. Holi-
day flings in Las Vegas, Carmel-by-the-
Sea and on the Continent.

In recent months there has been more
work and less fun, and in Liz’s remark
is one of the keys to their rift.

Elizabeth is exuberant and restless.

Restless for youth, excitement, fun and
partygoing. The sort of things she said
she didn’t need when she married home-
loving pipe-and-slippers-man Wilding.

Their gradually widening rift was
evinced in Liz’s moody, subdued manner.
When she did cheer up it was an arti-
ficial, forced kind of gaiety. She was

not the sparkling, vivacious cut-up of past
years.
There was one notable exception to this

—at the Texas location of “Giant.” De-
spite the heat and discomforts she had a
rollicking time with Rock Hudson, James
Dean and the others of the cast.

Understandably, Liz did not want to dis-

cuss the final break. “I don’t want to

talk about it,” she said with finality. “It’s

too personal.”
But the separation was Elizabeth’s own

idea. Neither Mike nor she has fallen

entirely out of love with one another.
There is still an affection between them
for all their differences. Both hesitate to

take the serious step of divorce.
Elizabeth suggested a separation as a

means of seeing how well they got along
without each other, to see how much
they miss each other and how much they
really care. She also suggested it so that
it would be possible for her to be seen
in public with another man or men with-
out a scandal being made of it. The same
would apply to Mike in any dates he
might have with other women in Europe,
such as old flame Marlene Dietrich, whom
he used to date considerably before Liz.

She may miss Mike more than she thinks,
unless some other man, or hard work, or

Most unbelievable Taylor rumor of all:

Liz and ex ISicky Hilton together again?

a combination of both, take up all of

her time. For she was miserably lonely

many times in the past when their work
kept Michael and her apart for lengthy
periods. She is an affectionate, emotion-
al girl beneath her placid-appearing ex-
terior; she found it difficult in those days,

with Mike away.
Last winter, unable to bear the thought

of another long separation, she accom-
panied him to French Morocco where he
was on location with Anita Ekberg and
Victor Mature for several months of film-

ing of “Zarak.”
The living conditions were dismal, the

heat unrelenting and the food abomin-
able, but Liz stuck it out, save for a swift

trip home to be with the children at

Christmas time. Then she returned to

Africa and Mike’s side.

Liz has changed quite noticeably in

the past year. She is much more ma-
tured in her thinking. She now has a

definite mind of her own on family and
business matters. Consequently, the argu-
ments have multiplied with Mike, for he
was used to being in charge.
“They have had a basic quarrel for

about two years,” said one close friend.

“When Elizabeth married Wilding four
years ago she was just a child. He made
all of her decisions—even in the smallesli
matters. He even taught her to eat snails]

and oysters, something she’d never done.’

In sharp contrast to their first home]
was their second one, the $150,000 glass,|

stone and wood ranchhouse which archi-!
tect George McClain, a family friend, built]

with Elizabeth specifically in mind. There]
is nothing of Mike in it that I have ever
been able to discover on my visits, with
the exception of a small, book-lined
study with a TV set in it.

Even then both Mike and Liz admitted;
that they had quarreled. :

“Who doesn’t?” Liz asked me sharply.
“Every couple has their disagreements
and arguments. It’s a perfectly normal
part of any marriage.”
But minor shortcomings which both

were once able to shrug off as just one
of those things, have bothered them more
of late. Michael has become more and
more irritated at Elizabeth’s perpetual}
lateness for all appointments. She, in

turn, finds his phlegmatic calm bothers her.

An expose magazine article on Paul
Brinkman helped trigger Jeanne Crain’s

i

divorce suit against him. But a similar
]

type article about Michael Wilding ruffled

Elizabeth scarcely at all. Once Michae
gave her the straight of it, she simply
dismissed the entire matter. It had noth-
ing to do with their separation.
The Wildings until the last preserved

«

an air of cameraderie which fooled many:
people. A photographer who spent an
afternoon at their home snapping maga-
zine pictures of Liz two days before they;

announced their separation found them
frolicking barefooted around the front yard
They were singing songs from the score:

of “My Fair Lady” and seemed to have
not a care in the world.
Their last goodbye was neither a tear-

ful nor a sentimental occasion. Liz drove
Mike to the Los Angeles Internationa
Airport in their convertible. She walkec
into the terminal building with him anc
they said their casual goodbyes to the

clicking of news cameras.
Liz, who was wearing a red sweatei

and tight-fitting red matador pants, kep
her arms folded while pictures were
being taken, but Mike dropped a tentative

arm around her shoulder and smilec

rather sadly down at her.

He was off to Europe for three or fouj

months, to make two pictures. First he

flew to Paris, then to the South of France
for a reunion with old friends. Later he

moved on to Sweden to do a picture callec

“Long Live the King” with director Pres-

ton Sturges.
Later this fall he will be in Vienna tc

do a picture with Ann Sheridan. Ironi-

cally, its title is “Lost Love,” a fitting

requiem for his own marriage to Liz.

A day after Mike winged out, Liz, late

as usual, breathlessly showed up at the

airport. Her airliner, already taxiing ou
on the ramp, was brought back so tha

she could get aboard and join the rest o

the “Raintree County” company on its

way to Danville, Kentucky.
Often friends or intimates of a divorc-

ing or separated couple will express c

belief that the pair may get back togethe:

again, but little such optimism mark;

this laroken match. The friends of Li;

and Mike sadly shake their heads.
“They are two such charming, likabli

people, and they still have an affectior

for each other,” they say. “But there i;

too much to overcome. We’re afraid—

terribly afraid—that this is the end of ;

beautiful love affair.” The Eni

SEE: Elizabeth Taylor in “Giant”; Michael Wild

ing in “Zarak.”
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Jeff Chandler talks about politics, but when he’s with wife Marge, he talks about her

THAT'S HOLiUVWOOD
FOR VOL

BY SIDNEY SKOLSKY

of his nose to tilt it and opens his

mouth slightly. Try it. . . . Nobody H
looks better in Technicolor than i|

Maureen O’Hara. . . . I’m looking for- i

ward to seeing “The Spirit of St. Louis”
|-

although I realize Jimmy Stewart is no 1

1

Charles Lindbergh. . . . Harry Kurnitz
:

writes that producers are going as far

back as Beowulf and McGuffey’s i

Reader for subjects to be remade into ,
,

musicals. . . . Alfred Hitchcock claims
j

'

a typical movie star is a fellow who’s j' -

egotistical about the fact that he’s so S

modest.
j

,

June Allyson doesn’t have to dis- li

play cleavage to be sexy to icn. ... ,

I believe U-I has a good movie bet in
|(j.

Carol (Miss Universe) Morris. She has n!

the charm of Grace Kelly, more ki

warmth, and you don’t have to be in- i

formed she’s beautiful. . . . Tab Hunter ’

is to be applauded because he wants to i

be a fine actor. Despite the fact Tab has ;

it made, he is taking private acting i

lessons....! know that Joan Craw- ’

ford sends her pooches to school to i

learn how to act on a movie sound- u

stage before she allows them to ac-

company her to the studio. That s I

Hollywood for you.

I believe Liz Taylor and Mike Wilding

are getting divorced so they can

be good friends. . . . Nobody ever

accused Anita Ekberg of looking like

a boy. ... I admire Audrey Hepburn

because she wouldn’t allow the studio

to straighten her few crooked teeth. . . .

Originally Tony Perkins was a hitch-

hiker. I bet him that he’d learn to drive

a car before I did, and if so he’d have
,

to chauffeur me for a week. . . . Some

blonds are obvious imitations of Mari-

lyn Monroe, while others (Edith Adams,

Judy Holliday and Joyce Jameson) an-

nounce they’re doing an imitation of

MM as a feature of their act. . . . Diana

Dors doesn’t believe she’s the “English

Marilyn Monroe,” but accepts the bill-

ing because it’s good business. . . .

Diana’s husband, Dennis (The Menace)

Hamilton, discarded his last name,

which is Gittens. . . . Zsa Zsa Gabor

didn’t announce her engagement once

during last month. . . . Impossibility:

Paddy Chayefsky writing a Noel

Coward “Private Lives” and Noel doing

a “Marty” Bronx comedy-drama. . . .

I’d like to have a dollar for every bald

fellow who felt better after seeing Yul

Brynner in “The King and 1.” ... By

the way, Tom Jenks wants the Duchess

of Windsor to title her memoirs, “Al-

most the King and 1.” . . . Ava Gard-

ner can cook, too! What more do you

want?
Eddie Eisher has a carbonated grin.

This should please his TV sponsor. . . .

’’ It is difficult, almost impossible, for a

movie to be a sleeper these days. The

exploitation men tell you that their
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offbeat picture is a sleeper from the

first day of filming. ... In a way

Barbara Nichols reminds me of Shelley

Winters, but more often she is all Bar-

bara Nichols. Barbara is a giggler who

is sexy. . . . I’ve never seen an actress

wear a loose pair of toreador pants.

Cyd Charisse is all legs in them. . . .

Kim Novak tells me that the Tucker

Music Shop on Sunset Boulevard has

this sign in the window: “Teen-Age

Spoken Here.”

I wish to report Elvis Presley stood

still in Schwab’s while buying a comb

and nobody recognized him. . . . All

Italian actresses walk with their chests

thrown out, regardless of their bosom

measurements. . . . Mr. Tony Curtis is a

“Somebody Up There Likes Me” char-

acter who turned out to be a movie

star. . . . Judging by actresses in at-

tendance at Santa Anita, Hollywood

Park and Del Mar, horse racing is the

only sport where the woman spectators

equal or outnumber the men. You can

see them all at the track, from Betty

Grable to Dana Wynter. ... If I had

been Jeffrey Hunter, I never would

have allowed Barbara Rush to be the

girl who got away. . . . Tip to starlets:

If you want to sound like Marilyn

merely run up a flight of stairs before

delivering your big speech. . . . Jeff

Chandler says that Estes Kefauver looks

like a Republican, and he’s right. . . .

Hugo Haas does a quick and funny im-

personation of Kim Novak for Greta

Thyssen, Cleo Moore and other blonds

he likes. Hugo puts his finger to the tip ly has Gloria, and can he be Lijidbergh, too?

was a boy 4Husband Tony Steel never thought Anita



f "Why, I Did Not!"

(Continued from page 54)
hunt headlines—they hunt me.” This was
accompanied by a large, wide-eyed glance
from very blue eyes. “In fact,” she con-
tinued, “headlines began happening to me
at the age of five!” And, more reproach-
fully still, “You don’t think I was dream-
ing up publicity stunts for myself at that
age?
“At five,” recounted Terry, pausing in

her attack on a hamburger steak, “I fol-
lowed a lion tamer into a cage of lions in
Los Angeles. He went in to feed the
lions and I followed him in. The biggest
lion made a swipe at me and missed me.
I had no idea of the danger. I just wanted
to play with the pussycat.”
Her husband. Gene, an insurance and

investment specialist who has homes in
Panama City, Panama, Caracas, Vene-
zuela, and Hendersonville, North Caro-
lina, said to Terry, “Tell him about the
press-agent situation.”

“Oh, yes!” exclaimed Terry. “They’ve
always said I have a lot of press agents
working for me. But actually it wasn’t
until my marriage to Gene that I could
afford a press agent.”

“I thought she should have one,” ex-
plained Terry’s dark-haired, businesslike
spouse, “to straighten out some of these

I

misunderstandings.”

i

Then Terry tossed in a thought that may
!

explain a lot of things. “I love adventure,”
she said, “and I go places where things
are happening. Then things happen to me.

But I don’t think I mind. Because I
don’t want to get into a rut. If you white-
wash your life too much, it gets kind of

; gray and it’s not interesting.”

jl

Terry had finished her hamburger,
which had been preceded by honeydew

I melon. Quietly, while the waiter was
removing the plate. Gene ordered more

1

honeydew melon for her. As the waiter
brought it, Terry looked up in surprise
at her bridegroom and said, “How did you
know I wanted more melon?”
As she dug into it, she said, “But out of

everything bad comes some good, and the
headlines have helped in one sense. My

. name’s become so well-known that I’m
i

given opportunities to do roles on TV that
I wouldn’t get otherwise.”
Laughingly, she added, “When some

' quiet little girl is mentioned for a pos-
sible role, people might say, ‘Who ever
heard of her?’

“I guess they couldn’t say that about
me.
After the lion took a swipe at five-year-

old Terry, which got her name in the
paperS’ she began getting publicity as a

u ^
1

actress. Her name also got into
the high-school paper.

I was always in it with something that
was happening to me—although I never
tried to be,” Terry told me. “Finally

: I became the editor so I could keep my
;

name out!”
As a sample of her contention that things

! are always happening to her, Terry cited
I

hCT visit to San Diego a few years ago
when her hotel room caught fire.
“My room was all filled with water

v^en the photographers arrived,” she said
;

That wasn’t my fault, certainly.”

I

“You didn’t set the fire?” I asked iok-
!

ingly.

Terry laughed. “If I had the brains
to dream up all the things that have
happened to me accidentally, I could
make millions of dollars in publicity work
I^eople are always saying, ‘My, how clever

thought of that stunt.’
Clever! Things just happened . . . and

1 can hardly accept any credit or discredit.
;-lVlaybe its because I’ve always said what
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I felt and what I thought. Some people

in our business feel they should clam up

on everything. Well, I don’t clam up. Its

not my personality!”

Her husband was discreetly quiet on

this point. But as our conversation con-

tinued, a curious thing occurred. I asked

Terry again about the celebrated “ermine

Bikini” fiasco in Korea ...

It’s always been her contention—and

I’ve agreed with her—that, first of all, the

bathing suit she wore wasn’t a Bikini.

It was just an ermine-trimmed suit.

Somebody referred to it as a Bikini, and

the name stuck. But when you look

at a picture of the suit, you can see there

was nothing at all to get excited about.

Yet as Terry began talking about the

incident to me, she referred to the bathing

suit as “my ermine Bikini.”

I practically gasped at this, and so did

her husband.
“You just called it a Bikini,” Gene said.

“Oh, I’ve heard it so much, I now say

it myself,” shrugged Terry.

She raced on in the conver-iation and

once again referred to the controversial

garment as “my Bikini.”

This time we both laughingly corrected

her.

“My bathing suit then!” she said, good-

humoredly.
Oh no, Terry insisted, when I brought

it up, it hadn’t received the Bikini name
from her. No, she had never inadvertently

called it that (as she had just now).

“I didn’t even know what a Bikini was
when this all started,” Terry said.

Undoubtedly you recall the headlines

about that and perhaps some of the de-

tails. But let Terry refresh your memory.
“Debbie Reynolds and some of the other

girls had gone to Korea to entertain the

troops, and they thought it was fun to

wear GI (Government Issue) clothes.

“It was fun—for them—but the GIs didn’t

like it so much because they hadn’t seen

girls in a while and they wanted to see

them looking feminine.”

So Terry let it be known in an in-

terview that she was going to wear a GI

trench coat or overalls—but that when she

took it off, she’d be revealed in a bathing

suit. She even h d the speech planned.

“This is the new GI underwear,” she

was going to say.

It did sound funny, and pictures of the

suit were published ahead of the trip

(with Terry in it).

“But when I got on the plane to leave

for Korea, Bill Smith of 20th’s publicity

department—he was once married to Ethel

Merman—came out and said to me, ‘Look,

don’t wear the ermine suit. George Mur-
phy [who was in charge of entertain-

ment for the troops] is getting all sorts of

protests through the mail about you and
your suit demoralizing the boys at the

front.’
”

“Is there anything wrong with that?” Most
people conceded that there wasn’t.

Terry’s clincher to the argument always
is her recollection of what the GIs them-
selves said; “Look, if we’re old enough
to fight a war, aren’t we old enough to

see a girl in a bathing suit?”

Photoplay could not have picked anyone
better informed than I am about the famous
“lifted-skirt incident,” in Istanbul, that

has also haunted Terry. Because I was in

Istanbul at the time—and I suffered a

little bit from it.

’Twas in June, 1955, that a junket took

many of us to Turkey to attend the open-
ing of the fabulous Istanbul Hilton Hotel.

One morning, I came downstairs to hear

everybody in the lobby saying, “Did you
see that Terry Moore picture?”

I hadn’t. Somebody produced a copy
of the Istanbul newspaper Milliyet which
had Terry displayed all over the right side

of the front page.

“They tricked her!” were my first words.

I’m an amateur photographer, and I’ve

been around cameramen for many years.

I know how some of them like to trick

girls into uncomplimentary poses.

I got a cab and went over to see Ercu-
ment Karacan, young publisher of the

Milliyet. He was sorry for all the furor.

He said it was all a horrible mistake and
he wanted to apologize to Terry.

“We want to make peace and clear her

reputation,” he pleaded. “You arrange
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Terry was pretty confused when she got

to Korea. Some of the Army brass wanted
her to wear the suit, and the GIs certainly

wanted her to wear it. “Let’s let the chap-

lains have a look at it,” suggested one of

the generals.

“It’s all right,” said the chaplains.

Hollywood disc jockey Johnny Grant,

who was in charge of the tour, also said,

“It’s okay. I tell you, it’s okay,” as Terry

recalls it.

So Terry wore the suit. The story went
out on the wire. Then some of the Wash-
ington brass got mad and George Murphy
said, “Send her home.” But the brass in

Korea stood by Terry and she finished

out the tour.

It took a long time, though, for Terry

f to live that down. For a while she car-

ried pictures of the suit in her purse, and
when anybody brought up the subject, she

would whip out the pictures and demand:
94

I obtained a copy of the “original, un-
retouched” picture and carried it back to

America with me. Inasmuch as I had
just returned from Istanbul, people all

over Europe asked to see the picture,

which hadn’t been printed in America.
“Here it is,” I would say, producing it

magically from my pocket.

The people who asked to see it would
stare and then they would say: “Is this

all?”

It, too, wasn’t anything to get excited

about—until it had been retouched. Later
on, I learned that Terry was angry at me
for cabling a story home. She protested

that in my story I had said she was “kicked

out of Korea.”
Terry didn’t understand about cable

language, that you generally write short,

incomplete sentences. I’d never even gone
into the Korean incident in my cable.

But somebody in the office had rehashed
Terry’s history and had remembered just

enough about the Bikini to think she’d

been “kicked out of Korea.”
It took us quite a while to settle that.

for us to meet her again and apologize to

her.”

Terry was too busy right then talking

to New York lawyer Florence Shientag,

who happened to be on the trip. She’d been

given sedatives by Dr. Rex Ross, Holly-

wood surgeon who was also on the junket.

Realizing the scandal possibilities of the

story, and considering myself a friend

of Terry’s, I didn’t want to pay any at-

tention to it.

From the hotel lobby I phoned one

American columnist who felt the same
way. “But what about ?” this column-

ist said, naming another columnist on the

trip.

I phoned the second columnist who said,

“I’m going to file a story. It’s news.”

So I cabled one, too, and before long

the story was in all the American news-
papers. The controversial picture, strange-

ly enough, in itself wasn’t bad. But the

editors decided that it didn’t look very

artistic—so they had it retouched. The
retouched version came out looking quite

overexposed—and that’s the one that

got into print.

A Turkish reporter who interviewed

Terry when the picture was taken told

me that he had a hot debate with his bosses

about running the picture. He told them it

was unfair to her. He lost the argument.

A “peace conference” came about, and

Terry was given a negative to burn so the

picture would be out of existence.

But one of the editors of the paper

whispered to me, “We didn’t give her the

real negative.”

Terrible Terry’s never going to play the

Garbo bit about publicity and interviews

—but she was reticent about publicizing

her marriage to Gene McGrath. I can

testify to that from personal experience,

too.

About January 15, 1956, I was in Los
Angeles, on the way to the opening of the

Dallas Hilton Hotel.

“We tried to get Terry Moore to go to

the opening, too,” an official of the chain

told me, “but we couldn’t find her.”

“Couldn’t find her!” I said. “Is Terry

up to something?”
“It’s very strange,” the official said. “We

phoned her father in Hollywood, but he

said he didn’t know how to get in touch

with Terry. He said she was in New
York somewhere staying with a girl named
Peggy, but he couldn’t think of her last

name.”
“That’s odd. What about her mother?”
“He said her mother was with her. We

checked with Celebrity Service and all

that but couldn’t find her.”

When I returned to New York from

Dallas, I heard a rumor that Terry had
been secretly married in Las Vegas on New
Year’s Day.
One source told me “positively,” but all

others that knew Terry denied it or knew
nothing about it. I phoned her father

in Hollywood and he claimed to know
where Terry was—though he wouldn’t tell

me where—but insisted she wasn’t mar-
ried.

Continuing to check on it, I traced Terry

to Panama City.

Yes, she had been seen there that very

day—with Gene McGrath. But, so far

as anybody knew, they weren’t married.

I couldn’t get Terry on the phone. So

I sent a cable. It was returned “unde-

livered.” Terry had checked out of the

hotel in Panama City, leaving no forward-

ing address.

I wrote the story of the probable mar-

riage based on what I knew. A few days

later it was confirmed. Terry and Gene
McGrath had actually slipped out, during

dinner with Eddie Fisher and Debbie

Reynolds in Las Vegas, to get married:

They came back to the dinner table and

didn’t mention it. They didn’t even tell

her father. So, insists Terry, her father

was in complete ignorance of her mar-

riage when he denied the story to me.

The point is, Terry and Gene passed up

a lot of powerful publicity by keeping

their marriage a secret.

A New Year’s Eve wedding in Las Vegas

with Eddie Fisher and Debbie Reynolds

present would have been a tremendous!

story. But Terry and Gene passed it up

The “new Terry” and her bridegroorr;
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idn’t want to start their marriage that
'ay.

Maybe Terry was scared of Las Vegas
little because of her earlier experience
ith the “nude-looking” dress.
Marlene Dietrich had just won world-
ide publicity with a naked-looking
)wn, and now the Hotel Flamingo hoped
erry would go her one better.

“The dress was dyed so the top would
ok nude,” Terry said, “but the dress was
!ry heavy—twenty-six pounds. Since I

as thoroughly covered in the gown, they
•ew some lines here and there on the
ctures so I looked distorted in shape,
id half-naked. I was so furious, I

I

ouldn’t wear the dress again—and I paid
,000 for it!

“I hardly talked to the management
iring the whole engagement, and I

Id them I wouldn’t sign a contract to
back.”

And so there you have it. Terry would
I it all over again—because, as you have
en, she never did anything. Things just
pt happening to her.
Maybe it doesn’t sound believable at
st, but when you check back over the
ddents, you realize she’s got a strong
gument.
In the future, Terry will probably be
;n frequently in pictures because, as
s points out, “I’m one of the few act-
ises under regular contract now at
h.”

jhe recently finished “Between Heaven
d Hell,” based on the book The Day the
ntury Ended.
‘It took me only two weeks,” she says,
lie studio arranged for me to do all my
!nes in a bunch because of my traveling
ledule with Gene.”
'low that she’s trying to live in three
;ices at once, commuting among Hol-
ivood, Caracas, and Panama City, things
.1 surely be happening to Terry again.

saw another sample of how things
jpen to her a few weeks ago. She
)ned me from Washington and said she
s arriving in New York that evening,
lentioned that Dean Martin and Jerry
vis were closing that night at the Copa-
lana and that it would be a rather his-
ic evening.
I’d like to go,” Terry said.
I don’t think you could get a table this

The place has been sold out for
?ks,” I said.
Call Danny Stradella of Danny’s Hide-
'ay,” she suggested. “They always have
able at the Copacabana openings and
sings.”

0 I did. It didn’t look hopeful. Danny
have a table for fourteen people, but
already had eighteen or twenty people
) wanted to go. Poor Terry,
s I arrived at the Copacabana myself,w lines of people who’d been waiting
lany of them good customers who had
n turned away.
Terry’s out of luck tonight,” I told my-

he lights went up, the orchestra played,
and Jerry came out—and there sat

ry Moore and Gene McGrath. Ring-
'. Closer to the show than anybody
in the club.
had an impulse to dash over to them,
V^se there was one other question I
ited to ask. I wanted to ask Gene how
planned to go about keeping things
™ happening to Terry in the future,
then I realized it wasn’t any use. How
a guy keep tlungs from happening
girl to whom things just keep happen-

ayway, they looked too happy. And
aes, I had my story. The End

FOR , Terry Moore in “Between Heaven and
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She Couldn't Say Yes! She Couldn't Say No!

(Continued from page 49)

to and probably won’t.” Mr. Pastern^
had reason to believe he knew his Junie,

because during all the years she had been

under contract to the studio, that was
exactly her behavior pattern. And this

time, too, when his speech was finished,

little Junie looked up at him and smiled

sweetly. No comment.
But the next day, the director began

explaining a scene in which June was to

be high in the saddle. On a horse. As it

happens, June does not like horses and
has a deepseated suspicion that the dislike

is mutual.
‘‘Now, in this scene,” said Mr. Paster-

nak, “you were riding along with the boy.”

"Unh-uh,” interrupted little Junie.

“Yes, honey,” he continued patiently.

“You’re riding along on this horse and—”
“No. I am not riding along on this

liorse. The scene can be done just as well

on the ground, and I will not ride any
horse.”

Tile director stared at her in bewilder-

ment. June had not smiled sweetly and
said, “I’ll try.” She had plain and simply

said, “No.” They locked eyes for a brief

ten seconds before Mr. Pasternak picked

up a pencil to cross out the horseback
scene that would have to be rewritten.

Then he shook his head sadly and began
reconstructing his mental image of June
Allyson. After all these years she had
learned to say no.

Before, I did things that made me
absolutely miserable, just because I

wanted everyone to like me,” June said

later. “I’ve found out the hard way that

you are rarely wrong when you’re com-
pletely honest with yourself. I can listen

and be convinced. I can also say I’m

sorry, you’re absolutely right, when it

turns out that I am wrong. But gee, why
not say a flat no or yes if you feel that

way, instead of wasting all that time and
going through all that misery? I’ve

learned that people like you so much bet-

ter when they know where you stand.

Or, if they don’t like you more, at least

they respect you.”
June’s ability to accentuate the Allyson

viewpoint, firmly and with conviction,

was no overnight achievement. She has
always had the quiet, steadfast encour-

agement of one Richard Powell, but the

decision to break out of the pseudo-
secure mold provided by her husband and
studio had to be her own. For years June
relied on Richard for the answers on
their family, household help, plans and,

yes, even her clothes. At M-G-M she

was given the careful, cotton-batting

treatment befitting a star. Everyone else

decided things. She was a beloved ado-
lescent whose suggestions, questions and
possible rebellions were received with pa-
tience—and a deaf ear.

June started to grow up at the time
that Richard began producing and direct-

ing pictures. Suddenly the inner workings
of the industry—from direction to special

effects—became a fascinating new world,

because she wanted to be able to talk

intelligently to her husband about his

work. She began not only to listen but
to absorb what went on about her. She
saw the intricacies and the myriad of

details involved in the production of a pic-

ture. She started to grow, and with this

initial growth came a desire to become
an individual in every phase of living.

At home she was slowly emerging from
complete dependence on Richard. He
waited and watched, helping where he
could, sometimes jolting her into action,

sometimes easing the wounds incurred in

trial and error. Possibly most important,

he also admitted that she was right when
she made a decision of her own against

his advice. Although he discouraged her
from taking the unsympathetic role of the

wife in “The Shrike,” Richard was the

first to tell June what an excellent job

she had done after she had rebelled and
accepted the part anyway.
He helped in other ways. “One night,”

June remembers, “I came wailing down
the stairs and threw myself on the divan
to cry my heart out. I was waving a

newspaper column that had given me an
especially bad dose of publicity. ‘Why
me?’ I sobbed.”
“Why not you?” asked Richard quietly.

“That stopped me cold,” June admits.

“He was so right. I had reached the point

in my career where an occasional nasty

bit of publicity was considered par for

the course by most stars. But me—

I

wanted to be different, to have everyone
like me. Now I know that’s impossible.”

When M-G-M’s Helen Rose design<il;

her magnificent wardrobe for “The Opp f

site Sex,” June was aghast. The items s1: t

was expected to wear were sheatli )

and straight skirts—and sexy. And Jui
^

peter-pan-collar Allyson had always bei \

timidly stubborn about the simple-tyj.

clothes she prefers. Customarily, si
,

would find a dress she liked and have . >

made up in five different colors. But thi-

year June has decided that Helen Ro
may be right, after all. She just mig^

be ready for a change.
“I remember one day when Esth'l

Williams and I were both in Wardrobe f*
fittings,” June confessed recently. “Esth,T

was trying on a gorgeous bathing s\.5

that I went mad for and raved that:.,)

wanted one just like it. ‘Don’t be sill ' I

Esther quipped. ‘How can you put i|

peter pan collar on it?’ And, you kno.i

she was right? I would have tried.”

Clothes, among other things, come |-

for quite a bit of discussion between Jun
and her Girl Friday, Barbara Salisbu:.

Barbara is secretary, friend, compani<,t

soothsayer and limerick-writer for tn

effervescent Allyson. When not workijv

on a picture, June and Barbara start in
day with many cups of coffee, a disci.-t

sion of the news and an exchange of a7J

hilarious tidbits each of them might haal.

picked up. Hence, Barbara is perhsa
mere aware than most of the decida

change in Mrs. Powell.

“June is so much more prompt noT’

says Barbara. “She used to drive peo ei

mad by always showing up late. It-

there was a reason. She was always 1«^

because she couldn’t say no to anyo*
so she had too much to do. Or
couldn’t say yes, and get it over Wiy
Even simple little decisions weighed «
her until they took on major proportio'»

Subconsciously she managed to distrp
herself until she was never completj !

with any one thing. Lack of confidence!

herself was the reason.”
Barbara paused and thought back o

the last couple of years. “In the p t

June was afraid to take her childi id

Ricky and Pamela, anywhere with-i^L.

their nurse, Mrs. Harvey. Lately, he 4
ever, she and Richard have taken tin

to Palm Springs, the Santa Barbara Hc;«

Show and the Luau for dinner, and J 4
is finally convinced of her ability to c <e

with any situation that might arise. J-i

both Ricky and Pamela are learning .o

respect their mother’s firm ‘No.’ For
of his young life Ricky has managed tO

wheedle June into playing with hiina|

nap time. Now that’s changed. No\ •,

very surprised little boy finds himseliiB

bed, expected to have his nap promi y

'

“Incidentally,” Barbara says, witi a

smile, “Ricky is becoming quite a i

•

sonality. The Powells have a routine ^
is the loveliest part of the day to th i»

Before dinner they sit in front of jw

burning logs in the fireplace and ''in

with the children. While Pam, Ricky id

Richard hold animated conversati is

June picks, punches and sometimes
the cheese delicacies on the coffee tfwS

Quite naturally, from time to time

and Richard get into highly stimulaif

discussions of one of a million subj'ta

On the night I’m thinking of, Richard a
pro and June was con.”

“That’s absolutely ridiculous,” protest

the husky voice of Mother June.
^

“No, it isn’t. It’s perfectly natu 1,

countered her relaxed husband.
“Oh, Richard!” June exclaimed in »

asperation.

“Oh, Daddy,” piped up the tenor t a

of Ricky, “you stay out of this!” ^

J

Lucky and upcoming Jeff Richards had no trouble saying “Yes! uthen June invited

him to listen to some new records in her dressing room on the “Opposite Sex” set
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They were both stopped in their tracks.
When June saw her husband’s expression,
she howled and Richard finally joined in.

Ricky was quite pleased with himself

—

and was only mildly chagrined when his
amused parents straightened up to ex-

f plain why small boys do not tell big dads
to stay out of things.
During this family hour, however, both

Pam and Ricky have an insidious method
)f taking over the conversation, and the
^Dwells admit with due modesty that at
times the youngsters make more sense
han many of the adults who often gather
iround the coffee table before dinner.
The change in June about decisions is

'vonderful to behold. Time was when
he was in a constant state of vacillation,
mt no more. Just a few months ago the
’owell household needed a cook desper-
itely. June was visiting a friend whose
jpok just happened to be leaving and
ould fill in for a few weeks if the Powells
Wanted her. June talked to the woman
jr a few minutes, then up and hired her.
t was a big step forward—no waiting for
dvice from Richard, no seesawing of
Should I or shouldn’t I?” The cook, by
le way, is still a member of the Powell
iienage, and everyone concerned is happy.
'“When I go through the Powells’ lower
3te in ^the morning,” Barbara Salisbury
lys, “it’s like driving into another world.
lUddenly I’m in the peace and quiet of
le country, surrounded by beautiful
ees and the green green that no city
lire can contrive. The house itself has
|;en blended with the 'beauty of nature
hich was 4)ut there to be used. Inside,
|s warm, friendly and full of the feeling
family. There was a time when Richard

Jid George Hall, the decorator, got to-
ther to decide on any possible changes,
me accepting the arrangement with pas-
|/e interest. Last month, however, it was
me who conferred with George on the
vans, curtains, drapes—and she very
finitely wanted a brass headboard in
e master bedroom. After long discus-
ms she took four possible choices to
chard, then they decided together on
lors, textures and whatnot. June taking
- ^itistive is one more significant sign
her desire to become an individual.

TO REACH THE STARS

In most cases your letters will reach
a star if addressed in care of the
studio at which he made his last pic-
ture. If you have no luck there, try
writing to each star individually,
c/o Screen Actors Guild, 7046 Holly-
wood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.

Allied Artists, 4376 .Sunset Drive,
Hollywood 27

Columbia Pictures, 1438 North
Gower Street, Hollywood 28

Samuel Goldwyn Productions,
1041 North Formosa Avenue,
Los Angeles 46

M-G-M Studios, 10202 West
Washington Blvd., Culver City

Paramount Pictures, 5451 Mar-
athon Street, Hollywood 38

RKO Radio Pictures, 780 Gow-
er Street, Hollywood 38

Republic Studios, 4024 Radford
Avenue, North Hollywood

20th Century-Fox, 10201 West
Pico Boulevard, Los Angeles 35

United Artists, 1041 North For-
mosa Avenue, Los Angeles ^6

Universal-International, Uni-
versal City

Warner Brothers Pictures,
4000 West Olive Avenue, Buriiank

NEW Star
Candids

We've added some brand new stars and brand new
pictures. Check the list below for your favorites. All

handsome 4x5 photos, on glossy stock, just right

for framing. Send your order today.

NATALIE WOOD

CANDIDS

1. Lana Turner
2. Betty Grable
3. Ava Gardner
5. Alan Ladd
6. Tyrone Power
7. Gregory Peck
9. Esther Williams

1 1. Elizabeth Taylor
14. Cornel Wilde
15. Frank Sinatra
18. Rory Calhoun
19. Peter Lawford
21. Bob Mitchum
22. Burt Lancaster
23. Bing Crosby
25. Dale Evans
27. June Allyson
33. Gene Autry
34. Roy Rogers
35. Sunset Carson
50. Diana Lynn
5 1 . Doris Day
52. Montgomery Clift
53. Richard Widmark
56. Perry Como
57. Bill Holden
66. Gordon MacRae
67. Ann Blyth
68. Jeanne Crain
69. Jane Russell
74. John Wayne
75. Yvonne de Carlo
78. Audie Murphy
84. Janet Leigh
86. Farley Granger
91. John Derek
92. Guy Madison
94. Mario Lanza
97. Kirk Douglas

103. Scott Brady
105. Vic Damone
106. Shelley Winters
107. Richard Todd
109. Dean Martin
1 10. Jerry Lewis
112. Susan Hayward
117. Terry Moore
121. Tony Curtis
124. Gail Davis
127. Piper Laurie
128. Debbie Reynolds
135. Jeff Chandler
136. Rock Hudson
137. Stewart Granger
139. Debra Paget
140. Dale Robertson
141. Marilyn Monroe
142. Leslie Caron
143. Pier Angeli
144. Mitzi Gaynor
145. Marlon Brando
146. Aldo Ray
147. Tab Hunter
148. Robert Wagner
149. Russ Tamblyn
150. Jeff Hunter
152. Marge and Gow-

er Champion
153. Fernando Lamas
161. Lori Nelson
174. Rita Gam
175. Charlton Heston
176. Steve Cochran
177. Richard Burton
179. Julius La Rosa
180. Lucille Ball
182. Jack Webb
185. Richard Egan

187. Jeff Richards
190. Pat Crowley
191. Robert Taylor
192. Jean Simmons
194. Audrey Hepburn
198. Gale Storm
202. George Nader
205. Ann Sothern
207. Eddie Fisher
209. Liberace
211. Bob Francis
212. Grace Kelly
213. James Dean
214. Sheree North
215. Kim Novak
216. Richard Davalos
217. Julie Adams
218. Eva Marie Saint
219. Natalie Wood
220. Dewey Martin
221. Joan Collins
222. Jayne Mansfield
223. Sal Mineo
224. Shirley Jones

225. Elvis Presley

226. Victoria Shaw
227. Tony Perkins
228. Clint Walker
229. Pat Boone
230. Paul Newman
231. Don Murray
232. Don Cherry
233. Pat Wayne
234. Carroll Baker
235. Anita Ekberg
236. Corey Allen
237. Dana Wynter
238. Diana Dors
239. Judy Busch
240. Patti Page
241. Lawrence Welk
242. Alice Lon
243. Larry Dean
244. Buddy Merrill
245. Hugh O'Brian
246. Jim Arness
247. Sanford Clark

k
FILL IN AND MAIL

COUPON TODAY!

f

WORLD WIDE, DEPT. WG-ll-56
I 12 Main St,, Ossining, N. Y.

I enclose $ for candid
pictures of my favorite stars and have circled
the numbers of the ones you ore to send me
by return mail.

NAME

STREET

CITY

ZONE STATE

Fill out and mail coupon today. Send cash
or money order. 12 pictures for $1 ; 6 for 50c.
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“Don’t, for heaven’s sake,” Barbara adds

suddenly, “think that June has become
grim and determined in an effort to prove

herself. The fun-t^ings and the crazy,

impulsive acts are still with us. Her gig-

gle is still the same. She still makes up
atrocious limericks about friend and foe,

and still makes personal gifts for people

she likes. She has been on an eyeglass-

case kick for the past two years, and she

makes each one with the color or design

most important to her friend. For in-

stance, Fran Bergen’s are always laven-

der. Someone else likes a fish design.

June does magnificent needlepoint and
she has worked some beautiful tapestries.

One is on the living-room wall.

“I should add that her sense of humor
hasn’t changed a bit. We have a horrible

habit of passing notes to each other when
conversation is impossible. One day June
was being interviewed on the advantages

and disadvantages of being married to an

‘older man.’ Richard was shaping up
nicely for the reporter, but the notes that

sailed back and forth between June and
me were strictly non-quotable. The game
reached its peak when I was unable to

resist a particularly facetious thought, and
my next note from June said, ‘Pick up
your check at the lower gate!’ If the re-

porter had got his hands on those notes,

he would have had an infinitely better

article. But fortunately he was unaware
of the subplot going on around him.

“She is still an out-and-out sentimen-
talist,” Barbara continues, “and I don’t

think that will ever change. Any sad

story will produce a freshet of tears; a

letter from a friend or fan makes her
trot off to the nearest box of Kleenex.
Sensitive and highly emotional, June is

always touched by little things, and often

a warm note affects her more than an
expensive gift. Tears aren’t necessarily

indicative of sadness in June—they can
mean anything. Take the day I was work-
ing at the desk in her bedroom. June was
sitting cross-legged on the floor of her
dressing room, listening to a little radio

and happily deciding which sweaters to

keep and which to give away. Five min-
utes later, when I walked in, she was
still sitting on the floor—but with great

big tears rolling down her face.

“Why? Because an old Dick Powell

record was being played on the radio.

The fact that her husband, the father of

her children, had recorded that song be-

fore she ever met him filled her with a

flood of emotion that was only released

by tears. She blew lustily, she wiped her

eyes, she said brusquely, ‘Isn’t that silly?

Bawling over a crazy record!’ Neverthe-
less, she immediately went to the phone
and called Richard at the studio, just to

say hello.”

June’s is the nature of quicksilver, and
more and more she is becoming aware of

traits she never realized she had. Wisely,

she has not discarded those facets which
made her the personality she is. She’s

only adding to and firming up the ones

left weak by a childhood of insecurity

that extended into her adult years. One
of her impulsive habits is to send books
she believes “have something of value” to

all her friends. She herself keeps up with
current literature by reading in bed at

night, she has explained to Richard that

she is improving her mind thusly. Occa-
sionally, he catches her deeply engrossed

in her secret vice—mysteries. “How,” he’ll

ask, “are you improving your mind with

a mystery?”
With great dignity June will respond,

“I’ve already improved my mind with
that book tonight. This one is for me.”
And Richard doesn’t even bat an eye.

This is a kind of feminine logic typical

of his wife, who really is working on self-

improvement.
“This learning to say no can backfire,

too,” June says wryly. “It can be over-
done. One night at bedtime Pam asked
me a question, and I was off on a five-

minute dissertation which, analyzed, meant
‘No, no, no.’ If she tried to interrupt, I

just talked a little louder. Finally she

became very silent and I ran down.
“Then she asked quietly, ‘Are you all

through. Mommy?’ I said that I was, and
she said, ‘May I explain?’

“So I said yes, she could explain. She
did, fully, and I had misinterpreted her

question completely. What could I do?

I apologized and admitted that I had been
wrong. Pam gave me a long, forgiving

look. ‘That’s all right, Mommy,’ she said,

‘but next time, just listen first.’
”

In all of her relationships—with her

husband, her children, her friends, her

CO-workers—June discovers anew that

ANSWERS TO CROSSWORD PUZZLE ON PAGE 87

Across

1. Taylor (Elizabeth)

6. leg

9. Terry (Moore)
12. Ed (Edmond O’Brien)
13. hair
15. drool
17. nag
19. Too
20. Leslie (Nielsen or Caron)
23. Smith (John)
25. Crime
28. Ain’t

29. Isn’t

30. Ekberg (Anita)

31. L S (Leigh Snowden)
33. Cal
35. N W (Natalie Wood)
37. E F (Eddie Fisher)

38. ruins

41. Raw
43. Omaha
44. Mineo (Sal)

46. won
47. A G (Ava Gardner)
48. L N (Lloyd Nolan)
49. L N (Lori Nelson)
50. M V (Milly Vitale)

51. Chill (Wil’s, as Francis)

52. E T (Elizabeth Taylor)

53. E A (Eddie Albert)

54. R T (Richard Todd)
55. Yvonne (De Carlo)

58. Art (Ars Gratia Artis)

59. A H (Audrey Hepburn)
61. salvo

62. Ernest (Borgnine)
65. unit

68. Andrews (Dana)
70. Fess (Parker)
73. Be
74. Fay (Frank)
75. Sheridan (Ann)

Down

1. Tension
2. Adams
3. L H (Louis Hayward)
4. oath

5. Rio
7. Eddie (Fisher)

8. G R ((Gilbert Roland)
9. toe

10. Elsa (Martinelli)

11. Rains (Claude)
14. Rock (Hudson)
16. Oleg (Cassini)

18. Gina (Lollobrigida)

21. Lillian (Roth)

22. et

24. T T (Tom Tryon)

26. R B (Rossano Brazzi)

27. M R (Michael Rennie)

32. ot

33. Crowley (Pat)

34. Aumont (Jean Pierre)

36. Wright (Teresa)

37. Ewell (Tom)
39. NH (New Hampshire)

40. Salvatore

42. an
44. MacRae (Gordon)

45. Only
50. Merv
56. votes

57. nun
58. All

59. Anna (Maria Pierangeli)

60. Hedy (Lamarr)

63. RAF
64. Sr.

65. use

66. If I

67. Ted (Briskin)

69. W H (William Holden)

71. SA (Sex Appeal)

72. S N (Sheree North)

73. Bo

cisionfjlthe simple act of making a decision

slowly erasing the effect of years of inse

curity and lack of confidence. Going froi

studio to studio, being in demand an
kept busy, has helped immeasurabit,
Painful at first, it has now become mere!
another problem to be overcome.

“It’s rough to make changes,” June ac

mits. “It was even rougher when Richai

and I worked together for the first tin

at Columbia, making ‘You Can’t Ru
Away From It.’ With Richard the prc

ducer and director and me starring wi1

Jack Lemmon, I went to the studio feai

ing that 1) somebody might not like m
and 2) they might think Richard wou‘
favor me in the scenes. I needn’t hay
worried about Richard. To him, the seer

is the thing, and he didn’t favor anybod
If it was important to the story that J(

Schmo had the close-up, Joe got tl

close-up.
,

“We never,” June continues, “had lun(

together. We drove to the studio togethi

and our conversation invariably was lin

ited to the children or domestic affair

That was the only time I saw Richar
as my husband, for the day. Even wh(
we saw the day’s rushes, I sat in tl

front row and he sat in the back. At tl

end of the day we’d get back in the C£

picking up our conversation where \

had left off. Discussion of the picture w
left strictly on the premises of the lot.

“Being a wife, of course, I couldn’t he
being proud of the way people felt abo
Richard. He’s wonderful to work wit

and the men idolized him. I don’t think'

ever met a nicer, happier group of peop^

Richard has a mad habit which reliev

tension £ind puts everyone in stitches.

were doing a scene one day when
stalled to rain. Everyone was ready
bite nails. Suddenly over the directo

mike came the dulcet voice of R. Pow«
singing ‘When Irish Eyes Are Smiling
with the flattest high notes I ever heai

It broke us all up. If the director cor

joke, so could we. Richard has a wonde
ful way with people, and the picture
made together was more fim than a

I’ve done. And I honestly don’t think I

prejudiced. Anyone who works with h
will tell you the same thing.”

Along with the abiUty to say no, Ju

has a new awareness of people. She’s 1

ginning to look for the reasons behi

their words and actions. Now her imj

tience is tempered with tolerance. B;

bara Salisbury would say that Jime
more soft, relaxed and outgoing than i

has ever been. Having settled many
the complexities within herself, she 1

more to give to others.

Yet June is the first to realize that !

isn’t the reincarnation of httle-gooc

two-shoes or pure as the driven sn

personality-wise. “The minute you s

wanting to learn, you’re through, yov

dead,” she says. “I know that I’m j|
growing up to my friends. It used to J
that I could never understand why thiiS

had to he or what people had to do. Nl
I’m beginning to understand the ‘wl
behind the reality. Perhaps I should il

that before I was blind, and now I |l

through a mirror darkly. I’m learn ^
to be more patient with people and v,(i

myself. I have always driven me as i|

were a good and faithful servant. N V

I’m not driving all the time. I’m learn g

a lot more than how to say no. The me
I discover of myself, the more I und -

stand about others. And with a d; S

application of faith and prayer, my *

is becoming richer and fuller than I e i

dreamed it could be.” The ] £

don’t miss: June Allyson in “The Opposite 5

and “You Can’t Run Away From It.”
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The Girl with the Lavender Lite

(Continued from page 44)
nd it is probably just as well. The Ro-
lans of 2,000 years ago could have ex-
lained it to her quite simply: “Either you
re born to the purple or you are not.”
Modern psychologists favor a more corn-
lex theory. According to many, a pref-
rence for purple indicates a subconscious
earning for power, an inherited wish for
[le prerogatives of royalty possibly passed
own by some royal ancestor.
However, there is no known royal an-
estor in Miss Novak’s Polish-Czech back-
round and West Chicago birthplace. If

iie nurtures a subconscious yearning for
ower, it has not become evident to any-
ne ever associated with her for as long
s a minute. A friendlier, more coopera-
ve star has never arrived on any studio
)t. On the other hand, there can be no
oubt about the secret strength she draws
om lavender, both in color and scent.

[By way of illustration, there has been
ily one time in her life in which laven-
er was threatened with the loss of some
: its magic quality. That happened last
)ring in France. She had just finished
3r personal appearance at the Cannes
ilm Festival where, on the screen in
i^icnic,” and on the avenue as “Made-
oiselle Keem,” she had all but stolen the
,iow. Now she was off on what was sup-
'')sed to be a relaxing vacation tour,
aced at her disposal by Columbia Pie-
rres was an enormous car driven by a
urteous, English-speaking guide-chauf-
|ur, and with her was her mentor-com-
inion, Muriel Roberts. They came at last

i Grasse, in the heart of the French per-
me country.
i,“I would,” Miss Novak announced.

“like to see how they make perfume.
Especially lavender perfume.”
Though French perfume makers are

intensely secretive about their processes
and guard their formulas with their lives,

for the blond queen of the Cannes festi-

val there was no problem. A factory
manager took the yoimg tourists in tow,
guiding them past banks of flowers from
which women were stripping the petals.

While the manager was explaining to them
how only one drop of essence could be
distilled from pounds of petals, the word
was preceding them. “Mademoiselle
Keem likes lavender.”
But of course. There was a flurry among

the factory girls, and a few minutes later

the deed was done. By the time Miss No-
vak and Miss Roberts returned to their

car, it was a lavender gas chamber. Every
inch of the vehicle had been sprayed, in-
side and out, not excluding the motor,
with essence of lavender, an oil so potent
that only a few drops are needed to scent
a gallon of lavender water.
While the two girls tried to turn their

gasps for air into gasps of delight for the
benefit of their expectant audience, the
mortified chauffeur drove away as rapidly
as good manners would permit, but there
was no escape. As the motor warmed up,
the fumes from it became intense, and as
the sun warmed up the body of the car,

Miss Roberts feared to light a cigarette lest

it ignite an explosion that would blow the
roof off. Nor was that all.

“We took showers in the hotel,” Miss
Novak says with a wince, “and not only
did we still reek of lavender, but now the
whole hotel reeked, too. We sent our
clothes out to be cleaned, but that only

made the whole cleaning plant smell of

lavender. And the car! For the rest of

the trip it not only perfumed us, but it

perfumed all of our guests, some of them
permanently, I’m afraid. As for our poor
chauffeur, I wonder how he explained it

all to his wife.”

That such an experience did not ruin
forever Miss Novak’s appreciation of lav-

ender is proof positive that her addiction
is no affectation, but a deepseated and
hardy thing. It is doubtful that Miss
Novak’s eminence as a Hollywood queen,
often compared to that of Lana Turner,
Rita Hayworth and the late Jean Harlow,
can be attributed to an energetic acquisi-

tion of lavender objects, but lavender and
eminence have gone hand in hand. When
she first arrived in Hollywood as a vaca-
tioning model, known variously as Miss
Deep Freeze and Miss Ice Cubes of 1953,

her authority over the color barely cov-
ered a small lavender monogram on a

white handkerchief.
Had Miss Novak known what a furor

her arrival in Hollywood was to create
within a year, she might have felt com-
pelled to keep an hour-by-hour diary. In

the more than 2,000 press interviews she
has had since, the question most fre-

quently asked her is, “Didn’t Hollywood
terrify you?” followed by, "How did you
go about getting your first movie job?”
These are routine questions asked of all

successful movie stars, and Miss Novak
answers them with an honesty that is al-

most blunt. But therein lies a cause for

confusion; hers is not a routine story.

For instance: “Miss Novak, didn’t Hol-
lywood terrify you?”
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“It was delightful. I had just completed

a cross-country tour for Thor appliances.

I was the model who specialized in dem-
onstrating refrigerators. Another modeh
Peggy Dahl, and I had a whole week off

before going back to Chicago. Do you
what we wanted to do in Hollywood? The
only thing? We wanted to swim in the

Beverly Hills Hotel pool. We stayed there

a whole week with Peggy’s^ mother, and,

like I say, it was wonderful.”

Or take the second question; “Miss

Novak, how did you go about getting

your first movie job?”
“Oh, I never did. I didn’t know the

first thing about acting, or movie studios

or anything like that. I was a model. If

you want to get a job as a model, you

just go to an agency and leave some pic-

tures of yourself, and if they need your

type they call you. That’s all I did. I

wouldn’t know how to get a movie job.

All I do now is worry about losing them.”

On the other hand, add this routine

question: “Miss Novak, how do you like

being a big movie star, famous all over

the world?”
“It’s terrifying. They have me up there

at the top playing opposite Fred Mac-
Murray, or Jack Lemmon, or Frank
Sinatra, or Tyrone Power, and the rest

of the time I’m studying day and night

trying to keep above the bottom of my
acting classes. When I think of how
little I know, and how much I have to

learn—wow!”
She was not terrified by Hollywood,

but she is terrified by Hollywood. She
was not an actress, but she is an actress

—

one of the best; not only by current

standards, but in keeping with the stand-

ards set by a long line of movie queens.

She doesn’t know how to get a movie job,

but she worries about losing them. She is

the boxoffice attraction behind six films

now comfortably passing the fifteen-mil-

lion-dollar mark, Emd she is the student

actress now learning how to act. No,

routine answers to routine questions will

not explain Miss Novak.
Last August no less than sixteen in-

fluential magazines reaching all parts of

the English-speaking world recorded the

story of Miss Novak’s rise. All the

stories bore a startling similarity, and
for what can be considered a startling

reason. They were true.

With relentless frankness Miss Novak
outlined her career, adhering strictly to

the truth and never deviating even for the

sake of a good anecdote. She was told not

to let the facts spoil a good story. Instead,

she leaned so far backward she let some
poor stories spoil the good facts.

In brief, she was born in Chicago, edu-

cated in Chicago, and got as far as her

second year in Wright Junior College be-

fore her interest in boys and the de-

mands for her time as a model overcame
her academic ambitions. She demon-
strated refrigerators across the country,

got a job as a model in Los Angeles, and

it was as a model that she appeared in

her first movie, “The French Line.” Then
things began to happen.
As a proper Chicago girl who had once

clerked in a five-and-ten-cent store. Miss

Novak had moved into her first home
in Hollywood. This was the Hollywood
YWCA, otherwise known as the Studio

Club, a congenial dormitory-sorority type

of residence much favored by girls break-

ing into the movies. Rates were $19.50

a week, which included room and board.

There she had the companionship her ex-

trovert nature required; she had a choice

of sports to work off her enormous en-

ergy; and she had long hours of talking

shop with girls who had studied long and

hard to make acting their career. As the

girls chattered about what studio was
hiring whom—a ballet dancer here, a colo-

ratura soprano there, a girl to play piano

in a Western barroom scene at still an-

other—she quickly came to the conclu-

sion that acting was not for her.

“I don’t believe in trying to fool my-
self,” she says, with her customary frarik-

ness. “I knew exactly what my acting

limitations were. I could open a refriger-

ator door gracefully, and that was it,

period. I could see where a lot of time

might go by before any movie studio

would want a girl to open an icebox.”

Serenely untroubled by the dedicated

ambition that was driving her roommates

to long hours of dramatic lessons, agonized

breathing for tone control, tortured pos-

turing for ballet and rehearsals for parts

that seldom materialized. Miss Novak took

her qualifications as a model to the Caro-

line Leonetti agency and immediately was
comfortably employed as a clothes horse.

By renting a bicycle to save cabfare she

combined economy with exercise.

It follows, then, that the process through

which she entered the motion-picture busi-

ness was equally uncomplicated. One day

RKO needed some models to back up Jane

Russell in a luxury scene for “The French
IJ

Line,” and the casting department, in an

inspired moment, thought maybe real M
models might look more like models than

actresses trained for the part. Kim Novak,

the model, was hired to play Kim Novak,

the model.
“I felt up to it,” she says with no false

modesty. “It was a part I had been

rehearsing for years, and I knew I could

handle it.”

The camera has a sensitive and discrimi-

nating eye. It deals harshly with some,i

kindly with others, but with a highly select

few it falls violently and inexplicably in

love. To observers on the set, including'

the director, all the models went through

their paces with equal poise and ease.

Miss Novak along with the rest. But in thei

rushes it was Miss Novak, and Miss No- i

vak only. The camera had chosen. It I

was a case of instantaneous love.

How agent Louis Schurr came into her^

life, closely followed—through still another

lucky coincidence—by Harry Cohn, presi-

dent of Columbia Pictures and by Max
Amow, the make-or-break man of the

same company, has been told too often tc

need retelling here. Miss Novak pedalled

home that night, found a phone message tc

call Arnow, and politely did so. She had

she was informed, an appointment for

screen test.
^

“I thought it was very nice of them,

she recalls now, and she is still painfullj

embarrassed at the recollection. “I knev

how important it was to the girls arounc

the Club when they were screen-testin}_

for a special part, but I didn’t think o

myself in that position. I thought it wa:

like when you were a model—you know
drop around, leave some photographs, anc

‘We’ll let you know if we can use yor

some day.’ I wasn’t screen-testing for i

part. I was just screen-testing for—well

nothing.”
I

She arrived two hours late. More thai

forty people, including director Richan

Quine, the late Bob Francis, the camera

man, the make-up crew, the script gir

and assorted representatives of all th

other arts and crafts that create a motion

picture scene had been waiting for he

in various stages of patience or im

patience. As the enormity of her offens 1

dawned on her, she became more an

more embarrassed and confused. Whe:

she was handed a scene from the Broad

way play “The Moon Is Blue,” she coul

hardly hold it, let alone read it.

Bob Francis, the tall, handsome acto

who showed so much promise before hi

tragic death, came to her rescue. Gentl

he ran through the lines with her, the!

kiddingly, and finally, when she bega

showing some response, seriously.

“Don’t worry about it,” he assured he

“Good lines make good actresses, and thes

are good lines. You can’t miss.”

But she could. “It was over my heat

I was supposed to read a scene that Bar

bara Bel Geddes had made famous o

Broadway, and I knew I wasn’t her.

didn’t know who I was, or what to do, an

I was just terrible. If Bob hadn’t carrie

me through, I never would have finlshei

I just wanted to hide somewhere.” H(

green eyes are near tears at the recollec

tion. “Poor Bob, he was so considerate

She was bad enough, but she couldn

have been as bad as her tormented recol

lection leads her to believe. At least n<

to hear director Quine tell it.

“We needed a girl to play opposil

Fred MacMurray in ‘Pushover,’ and

wanted somebody new,” is the way Die

explains it. “And Kim—she was Marily

then—had something.” This was no doul

so, but this particular part called for

dramatic actress, and Miss Novak simp)

could not act.
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^Nevertheless, Dick, confronted with his
first big picture and with his whole ca-
reer at stake, persisted in his belief
that Miss Novak was exactly what he
wanted. It was a daring decision, and
he won out.' Miss Novak was notified by
phone that she would start her acting
career as a star.

“You’re kidding,” she said flatly. An-
other ten minutes went into assuring her
that she would indeed play opposite Fred
MacMurray in “Pushover.” She remained
Unconvinced. “But it’s nice of you to
say so, and I’ll come over tomorrow to
isee what part you really have for me.”

. That night as the Studio Club girls gath-
ered in the living room for their customary
exchange of trade gossip. Miss Novak
came out with her story of the “joke”
Columbia was playing on her. There was
moment of shocked silence.
“Jokes like that they should play on

ne yet,” said one girl in her best Bronx
accent. “Marilyn, you dope, don’t you
enow Columbia doesn’t play jokes like
hat? This is for real.”
Miss Novak listened in disbelief as the

hatter rose to an uproar. When it finally
iawned on her that the offer she had heard

to be taken seriously, her eyes

around. There wasn’t a jealous eye in the
crowd. Instead, everyone was delighted
and encouraged. The magic wand had
touched one of their number, and in so
doing had restored to each one the belief
that she was next.
“What a crowd,” sighs Miss Novak to-

day, looking around the apartment in
which she finds too much solitude. “No
wonder I miss them.”
Stardom on her first picture was a tor-

ment that eliminated forever the possibil-
ity that Miss Novak might let her emi-
nence go to her head. “I had never wanted
a movie career,” she says firmly. “If I

had, I would have studied for it, the same
as everyone else. I was never even stage-
struck. To be honest about it, when I

went to Wright Junior College, I wasn’t
interested in the dramatic club. I was
interested in boys. So even when Co-
lumbia gave me a leading part, I didn’t
know if I wanted to be an actress or not.
I just thought of it as a lark, something
to try so I could tell the kids about it

when I got back to Chicago.”

rimmed with tears. Here were girls who
lad worked for years for the chance she
yas being given. They had worked on
Iroadway, on television, in bit parts, and
iome of them in supporting roles. They
lad studied dramatics, dancing, music, the
iyhole realm of creative arts, and they
i/ere still awaiting “the big day.” And now
lie, the blond model whose one contribu-
on to the drama was an ability to open
n icebox, was being raised far over their
eads. Her first reaction was that it
asn’t fair. They had worked so hard,
nd she had done nothing. She looked

Interrupting her story, she goes out
into her lavender kitchen filled with bright
new copperware, where she is checking
out a new automatic grill. “It may be
automatic,” she says, returning, “but you
still have to cook hamburgers in the same
old-fashioned way. Anyway, Fred Mac-
Murray—what a darling—and Mr. Quine
began to convince me that maybe I should
take up acting as a career. Up to that
point I had been thinking, ‘Just let me
finish this picture, and never again.’ Now
I began to think, ‘Now you really want
to be an actress and look what you are
doing—messing up the picture so you’ll
never get another chance.’ Every night
I went home thinking that I’d be fired the

next day. Do you think that was fun?”
She had good reason to feel as she did.

She flubbed scene after scene, and she
knew it as well as anyone. Yet when she
did knock off a take, Dick felt more
than rewarded for the extra film he was
using up.
Then came the critical point. In trans-

oceanic aerial navigation it is known as
“the point of no return,” meaning that
point in the journey in which the air-
craft no longer has enough gasoline to
return, but must go ahead to the opposite
shore. In Dick’s case it came when he
had so much money invested in the film
he could no longer substitute another
leading lady, but had to finish with Miss
Novak. And he was up against what ap-
peared to be an insurmountable problem.
Kim still knew nothing about “the busi-

ness” of acting, yet now she was going
to have to act and no one could help her.
She had to belt Fred on the jaw. That
was all. Just haul off and belt him a good
one.

The trouble was that friendly-as-a-
puppy Miss Novak had never belted a man
in her life, nor had she ever seen it done
except in some half-forgotten movies. Fur-
thermore, Fred was her good friend, the
man who had helped her out of many a
bad spot. Smack him a good one? She
found it a physical impossibility.
But she tried. She got up a half swing,

and a three-quarter swing, and finally
managed to touch his cheek. Dick’s voice
came booming, somewhat desperately, over
the microphone. “The next one’s a take.
All right, quiet everyone. Action! Roll
it!” He watched tensely. The whole set
watched tensely. Miss Novak swung from
the floor, faltered midway, and finally con-
nected with a weak smack. Fred withdrew
his out-thrust, expectant jaw, and relaxed.
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“I guess this calls for once more,” he

said ruefully.

Not once more but a dozen more. And
still there was nothing to print. Fred

had been everywhere from one-quarter

belted to seven-eighths belted, and his jaw

was beginning to swell, but still there was
nothing to show the public.

“Go ahead, hit me,” he pleaded. Get

it over with. This way you’re knocking

me out by degrees.”
Along about the twentieth take a des-

perate and near-hysterical Kim reached

for one, found it, and let it go with a

smack that should go down in history. It

actually rocked Fred back on his heels,

and the cameraman nearly fell from his

perch.
“Print it,” yelled Dick in high glee.

Miss Novak turned and fled from the set.

She was inconsolable. No assurances from

Dick or from Fred himself meant any-

thing. Such statements as “You were
great,” “You were terrific” and “It’s what

we’ve been after all day” fell upon ears

deafened by her own sobbing. She had

slugged her good friend, and far harder

than she had intended.
“But don’t you see, Marilyn, said

Fred. “That was your whole trouble. You
didn’t intend to hit hard in the first place

and that spoiled the picture. In this

business, when the script calls for you to

get slugged, you get slugged. Why, one

time
—

” and he went on to relate the

scores of instances in which he had been

cold-conked by experts. Gradually Miss

Novak’s sobbing subsided.

“But if this is acting,” she said at last,

half defiantly, “I still don’t like it.”

It was a week before she could face

Fred without apologizing all over again.

And then she spent another week, after

she realized the mental and physical tor-

ture she had put him through, apologiz-

ing for not having belted him a good one

in the first place. Acting, she was learn-

ing, was a very confusing business.

say Marilyn then I’m trying to be overly

modest, because they know me now as

Kim, and talk about me that way. It’s a

real problem, believe me.”
_ ^

In spite of her own and the studio s

satisfaction with the name of Kim Novak,

it did enjoy one startling alteration re-

cently. On the boat going to Europe, Miss

Novak met A1 Capp, the famous creator

of Li’l Abner, and such enlightened com-
munities as Dogpatch and Upper Slobovia.

Capp was fascinated, to say the least, by
the blond—slightly tinted with lavender-
locks of the ravishing Miss Novak, and

felt compelled to introduce her to his

comic-strip readers. Lest she burst too

suddenly upon them with all her sex

appeal, he had her first appear enclosed

to the eyes in a fur garment, and only

reluctantly revealed her in all her glory.

The name he pinned on her: Kim Good-
nik.

Says Miss Novak with pleased resigna-

tion, “Well, there aren’t many who can

tell their friends, in all honesty, ‘See you

in the funny papers.’”

That Kim’s fame is not confined to her

own home town or her own country was
amply proved to her and to the world

during that triumphal tour of Europe,

where she danced with Ali Khan, cap-

Kim herself doesn’t really know what i

happened, because she is still in the la-

bored process of catching up with her be-

wildered self. It has not been easy, nor

does her future indicate that it wUl be

any easier. Six pictures adding up to

fifteen million dollars would be hard to

absorb in any business. Rough and tough

executives in steel or automobiles can

only wish they could go before their rough

and tough boards of directors with an

asset like Kim. For a twenty-three-year-

old, late of the five-and-dime, the accom-

plishment borders on dream-like fantasy.

In the meantime, the studio was begin-

ning to realize that Dick Quine was de-

veloping a new and wondrously valuable

piece of property in the girl who was still

going under her christened name of Mar-
ilyn Novak. Possibly a million-dollar

piece of property, in which case a proper

name for the product was as essential as

a good trade name for a new soap flake.

There were a lot of Maril^s in the

business, dating back to the original

Marilyn Miller, after whom another valu-

able piece of property over at 20th Cen-
tury-Fox had just been renamed—another

blond called Marilyn Monroe. The de-

partment-in-charge-of-names got busy.

They found nothing wrong with Novak.

It had a good, middle-European, some-

what Graustarkian ring to it; but the

Marilyn had to go. They came up with

three appellations, Kit, Lynn and Kim,

but they could not come up with a final

decision. Finally the entire studio was
polled, and Kim, with an aptness not

usually connected to a personality by an

impersonal vote, won out overwhelmingly.

Kim Novak she became.
What does she think about her new

name? “I love it. Everything that has

happened to me since I entered the movies

is so new and different that it seems sort

of fitting that I have a new name for it,

too. Kim has a sound that sort of de-

scribes it. Not too fancy, and not too plain.

Just about right, I’d say. I’m even be-

ginning to think of myself as Kim.”
Every once in a while, though, she feels

half-lost between the world of Kim and
that of Marilyn Novak. “I call an old

f girlfriend on the phone, and do I say,

‘This is Kim Novak,’ or do I say, ‘This is

Marilyn Novak’? If I say Kim I’m put-

ting on airs like a movie star, and if I
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tured the heart of the millionaire tomato

king. Count Bandini, and started a small

riot in Rome.
Leaving her hotel with her travelmg

companion, Muriel Roberts, she began ^to

feel a little nervous as she watched the

crowds collecting around her car on the

Via Vittorio Veneto, which is to Rome
what Fifth Avenue is to New York.

“Why are they all staring at me?” Kim
asked Miss Roberts uncomfortably. “It

must be because I’m a blond.”

“I doubt it,” said Miss Roberts, looking

at the growing crowd. “It’s because you

are Kim Novak.”
The crowd kept on growing until it

filled the entire street and began blocking

the side streets. Blue-caped, sword-car-

rying police tried frantically to cope with

the jammed traffic, and ended at last by

rerouting everything including the buses.

Rome had seen nothing like it in many
a year, and Miss Novak, her first alarm

yielding to excited delight when she

caught the spirit of the crowd’s frieridly

adulation, had never seen anything like

it in her life.

The adventure left her awed it not

completely overwhelmed. Everything was

piling up on her so fast. “It’s too much,

she said. “Only a couple of years ago I

was lying in my bed, crying my eyes

out because of my first screen test. I

wasn’t crying because I had flopped as

an actress. I was crying because I had

let down all those nice people. And now
look what’s happened!”

What had she done, really, to deserve

all this? And did she deserve it? For

Miss Novak there was no interlude, no

breathing period, no time to collect her!

thoughts and evaluate what was happen-

ing to her. She was moved into the major

league without ever having played the!

minors. As she puts it, “They had me
cast as a star, and I didn’t know enough

to play an extra.” And when she says it,i

she is not running down extras.

No, when Kim makes a remark like that,

her green eyes cloud over cind the per-|

fectly-profiled face looks thoughtful and

more than thoughthil—a trifle uneasy. It’sJ

the same kind of feeling she has when she

talks about the reading kick she’s on, in-

spired by her discovery of Thomas Wolfel

Among other thought-provoking books.

Mr. Wolfe wrote a fine story called Yoi

Can’t Go Home Again. By this he mean

that there comes a time when people, whih

they may be able to go back physicallj

to the home of their childhood, suddenlj

realize they can never again go back t(

the life they led as children.
.l]

That is what Kim was trying to sa;

when, summing up the many and won-

derful things that have happened to he;,,

in the past two years, she said: ..

“You know, I find a lot of that terribl;

true. I mean, not with my own home, m;

own family. I can always go home ther

and help with the laundry and the cook

ing, and help my sister Arlene with th

diapers and things like that. But hom<

like when I call Chicago my home, ha

changed. Good gosh, I can’t walk alon

State Street any more like I used t<

People stare at me and say, ‘There s Kii

Novak,’ and pretty soon I’m signing auto I

graphs. I like it and everything, bu.

gosh, my window-shopping has turne,,

into a personal appearance. Sometime

I’d like to sink through the sidewalk.

In her heart she still feels a littl:

guilty. She doesn’t really think it’s rigl^

that all this should have happened to h<<

and not to others who, she’s certain, ai

more deserving of such good fortune. Sf

feels it as strongly today as she did tv

years ago, when of all those hardworkir

girls at the Studio Club it was she, Mar

lyn Novak, who was tapped on tl

shoulder for stardom.

But Marilyn Novak had that one tri

mendous, redeeming point that was

come to her salvation. It was what tl

camera saw, what Richard Quine sa^

and a few others. It was a point she a

not even suspect she had until, hi

everything else in her incredible life, si

was called upon to produce it. A
though she produced it in Hollywood,

was back in Chicago’s crowded We

Side that it, like Kim herself, was boi

It was the thing that was to take h

to stardom and it’s the thing that w
probably keep her there--in spite ot an,

thing she mi^t do about it.

Ml

In next month’s installment you’ll me

the men in Kim’s life—from the boys s]|

dated in Chicago to the millionaire Lov

Bandini—and find out what really maK,,

Kim Novak the enigma she is.



Glamour Gab

(Continued -from page 65)

:h married and just in town for his

k, so that you knew Jeanne was
ctly a friend. And since he is very
ular, he was constantly on the floor,

cing, while Jeanne sat there mag-
:ently dressed and registering anima-
l . But sometimes her head drooped,
all the world like a beautiful flower,

he pathos of this is that, except for

swank affair at Romanoff’s, I haven’t
n to a party all month where I

en’t seen Paul Brinkman, whom Jeanne
just divorced at a very high money

; to her, their community property
ig what it is. Paul is definitely a
rmer, definitely handsome and, in a
ety where there are not enough men
»o around, he is a very real catch,

t the Romanoff party, there were
;s Tamblyn in his pioneering dress-up
muda shorts and his Venetia, holding
ds, Jeanne and Dean Martin doing
ibas together, and expertly, Mitzi

mor and Jack Bean never leaving one
ther’s side, Janie Powell and Pat
ney quite lost in one another’s arms,
letia 'Tamblyn all in misty white, Janie
ney enchanting in a lovely green and
;zi, poured into the tightest white
n I ever saw, were all dreams dancing.
none of them looked lovelier than

nne Crain, sitting there, looking so

;ly. Real rough place, this Hollywood,
lantically speaking.

ifly Party
;^alk on the “Buffalo Grass” set at
rner Brothers and you see a pattern
iamily devotion that is startling. This
’he new Alan Ladd picture that will

out some time next winter. Every day
; it was shooting the whole family, as
1 as numerous Ladd friends, were
ays there.

efore the camera was Alan himself
small David Ladd, now a fast nine

irs old. Davie was out of his young
id with delight when they told him he
; d be in his dad’s picture, yet he said
I have much more fun if his pal,

rtie Wrather, was with him. That meant
f
ing Jackie into the film.

|/en though it was vacation time, Los
|ieles has strict laws to protect children
iking in pictures. The court would
'u appointed a social worker to be on
II set with David and Jackie, except
1 Jackie’s mother, who is Bonita Gran-
i

,
said she’d be there every hour they

B;. Bonita’s millionaire husband doesn’t
il to be separated from her except by
Mute work pressure, so that put him
le gathering on the Ladd set most of
time, too.

course. Sue Ladd is always where
is, so Sue was in constant attendance,

IS lly discussing the details of his TV
SI'S, Box 13, with Alan’s business
siager. To complicate it .still more, Susie
in Alan appointed Carol Lee Ladd
bjrson, Sue’s daughter, to be casting
liiitor on the series. Said Carol Lee,
T any actor applying to me for a job
^1 he must be between twenty-four and
“y, very handsome and strictly un-
"sied.” Not being on a man hunt, she
''isjust funning, of course.

‘ d this all together and you see why
day’s shooting on “Buffalo Grass”

a great big family ball.

)^tig Love Department
Italie Wood has by no means made up

“inind about the man in her life, and
should she, at her age? But she

W^honed Nick Adams for a word of
*0f3rt during a downbeat moment—at

of Hollywood

three in the morning—and got it, too.

“Nickie will make some girl a wonderful
husband,” says Natalie, telling the story.

It’s no secret “Nickie” thinks Nat would
make an adorable wife. . . . Nomination
for the most-in-love girl of the month:
Karen Steele. The man? Vic Mature.
Karen’s so much lost in Vic’s star that

she flew all the way across the country
just to have ten minutes with him before
he left for Europe.

Short Takes and Topics
With three sons by his first wife, Greg

Peck is hoping that Veronique is about
to present him with a girl. Perhaps after

her child is born the lovely V. P. will go
in for the movie career she has often

talked about with Greg. . . . Nomination
for the most-in-love wife of the month:
Marisa Pavan. She hangs on Jean
Pierre Aumont’s every word. She never
takes her eyes from his face. Hollywood
wonders how Barbara Stanwyck feels

when she observes this idolization. Once
upon a time Barbara was quite serious
about Jean Pierre. . . . Marlon Brando says
that Machiko Kyo is one of the greatest

actresses he has ever encountered. Ma-
chiko is the Japanese beauty who plays
opposite him in “Teahouse of the August
Moon” and whom you’ll remember if

you saw “Gate of Hell.” All the weeks
Machiko was in Hollywood she learned
to say only one thing. That was “hot
damn,” and she said it every time she
saw Marlon heading her way. . . .

Glamour on Auction
Saddest sight of the Hollywood month

was the hordes of bargain hunters pour-
ing into the once-palatial home of Walter
Wanger and Joan Bennett, which was up
for auction. It wasn’t too many years ago
when Walter Wanger was president of
the Academy and one of Hollywood’s
most influential producers. At the same
time Joan Bennett was one of the prettiest

and most pursued young divorcees, hav-
ing broken up with John Fox, Jr., while
still in her teens, then having married
and divorced Gene Markey. Gene later

married Hedy Lamarr, whom Walter
Wanger had discovered and brought to

America.
When Wanger and Joan married, few

couples had ever started off so romanti-
cally. They were both rich and witty, the
life of all the parties they gave and at-
tended. Yet, somehow, Walter’s pictures
began to be not very successful; and
Joan, often casting her lot with and in

them, found her career hampered, too.

So things began going badly with them,
until that black day that Wanger shot
Joan’s agent in a parking-lot brawl. They
separated after that, then forgave one
another; they are still together.
But their house and their wealth is

gone. Wanger is now not a well man. At
the auction, the mob of strangers was
invited to snatch up and buy anything
and everything, including such touching
items as a gate to their room which had
painted on it the words. “No, no, Steph-
anie”—an injunction addressed to their
lovely little girl as a baby. Other me-
mentoes available for a price were photo-
graphs of Joan and her sisters, Connie
and Barbara, with their famous parents,
Richard Bennett and Adrienne Morrison,
and pictures of Joan and Walter, laughing
together in the sun on some long-ago,
happy day.

Beautiful Lost Lady
Hollywood has seen its share of tragedies,

but never one more needless and touching
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New! Clearasil Medication

STARVES
PIMPLES
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SKIN-COLORED . . . hides pimples while it works.

At last! Science discovers a new-type medi-

cation especially for pimples, that really

works. In skin specialists’ tests on 202

patients, 9 out of every 10 cases were

completely cleared up or definitely unproved

while using clearasil.

CLEARASIL WORKS FAST

TO MAKE PIMPLES DISAPPEAR

1 . PENETRATES PIMPLES . . . kera-

tolytic action softens and dissolves

affected skin tissue . . . permits

medication to penetrate down into

any infected area.

2. ISOLATES PIMPLES . . . antiseptic

action of this new type medication

stops growth of bacteria that can

cause and spread pimples.

3. ‘STARVES’ PIMPLES . . . CLEAR-

asil’s famous dry-up action

'starves’ pimples because it helps

to remove the oils that pimples

'feed’ on.

SKIN CREAMS CAN ‘FEED* PIMPLES

CLEARASIL ‘STARVES’ THEM

Oil in pores helps pimples grow and thrive. So oily

skin creams can actually 'feed’ pimples. Only an

oil-absorbing medication . . . clearasil, helps dry up

this oil, 'starves’ pimples.

•FLOATS OUT’ BLACKHEADS

CLEARAsil’s penetrating medical action softens and

loosens blackheads from underneath, so they float

out’ with normal washing. So why suffer the misery

of pimples or blackheads! clearasil is guaranteed

to work for you, as in doctors’ tests, or money hack.

Only 69< at all drug counters (economy size 9st).
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than the heartbreak of Gene Tierney. This

beautiful, mentally brilliant, wonderfully

brought-up girl simply cannot recover

from having lost the love of Ali Khan.
Currently, Ali is gone on the subject of

the lovely French model Bettina. There

are even rumors of his marrying her, just

as there were with Gene. If Bettina is as

worldly as she looks, she probably has

sense enough to wait and see, and not get

too involved.
Yet poor Gene should have been that

worldly, too, educated as she was in Eu-
rope, divorced from a Continental, Oleg

Cassini, accustomed to Hollywood and stel-

lar personalities of all kinds, and a moth-
er as well.

She wasn’t, though. I discovered this per-

sonally when I happened to meet her on

a plane bound for Mexico City three years

ago. I was en route to visit the Burt Lan-
casters down there during the shooting of

“Vera Cruz.’’ The moment I spotted Gene,

trying to hide from the photographers, I

knew she must be meeting Ali in the

Mexican capital. He wasn’t entirely free

from Rita Hayworth, legally, at that time,

and so it was infinitely easier for him to

slip into carefree Mexico than into our

country.
We were little more than airborne when

Gene began talking about Ali. Like any

other woman madly in love, she just

couldn’t keep off the subject. She had to

talk about him. She told how, originally,

he had tried and tried to date her and she

had resisted, afraid of his charm. Finally

she had yielded; after that she never saw

any other man. I particularly recall how
she called Ali “un homme fatal,” which

even my high-school French could trans-

late into “a fatal man.” I said to her that

I didn’t know the phrase existed. Like

everyone, I knew only the “femme fatale

crack as applied to women.
Said Gene, “I don’t think it does exist.

I think the phrase was made up just for

Ali.”

This month it is very sad to know that

Gene has been moved from the sanatorium

where she has been for many weeks, not

cured, but to go on to another where they

take more serious cases.

gas to go on to California. That’s how bro

they were before the “Marty” click. Th
decided to buy gas—and the hit picture, f

Academy nomination and all the rest fi

lowed.
So this time, flush and prosperous, th

puUed up to Abilene’s toniest mol
Whereupon the motel manager rushed <

to greet them with open arms. Joe v

agreeably surprised, not knowing his fai

had spread so far. It hadn’t. It just hs

pened that the motel had a lucky gu
per week, and this time Joe was it. 1

Mantells were given everything, for fr

and when they left Abilene they were p
with the whole town.
But the topper came when they hit H

lywood. First Joe was signed for Clim

on TV, as well as the Hope picture. Th
to top it all, Mrs. Mantell discovered th

after three years of very happy marria

she was going to have their first child.

Man in Luck
Do you remember Joe Mantell, who was

so good as Marty's pal he won an Acad-
emy nomination for supporting player?

Well, Joe comes up with the best good-

luck story of the month. He drove across

country late this summer to go into “Beau

James” with Bob Hope.
En route, Joe and his wife made a specim

point of stopping in Abilene, Texas. This

was because when they came West for

“Marty” Abilene was the point where they

had to decide whether they’d eat or buy

si

What’s with Katie?

I want to go on record as saying tho

think nobody surpasses Katharine Hi3
burn as an artist before the camera. To

^
mind there has never been a screen p
formance that touched hers in “Afrii

Queen.”
But just because she is so fine, it’s

yond me to understand why she choose

be such a difficult human being. Take
j

didoes recently while making “The Ra
maker” at Paramount. She wouldn’t p
mit a press agent on the set. She de)

any news cameramen to get within m
of her, and as for reporters—well, I

involved in that, quite innocently.

I’d been lunching with Burt Lancas
her co-star in “The Rainmaker,” and B
asked me to come on the set and see

shooting. Hal Wallis paled at the y'

idea, and I suggested to Burt it mi

not be the best way to please Miss H
burn. Burt just didn’t believe it. “V

should she mind you?” he asked.

So I went tiptoeing in and stood qui

at a safe distance. It wasn’t enough, hi

ever. Katie saw me and immediately
'

off the set. Now why? I had no inten

of questioning her, as she must h

known.
A week later Hepburn performed

well-reported stunt of refusing to let a

one talk to her or make a little publi

copy out of Shirley Booth’s luncheon m

They were lunching in the studio CH
missary, and Shirley, always a living i“

would have cooperated with the sti

boys. But not Hepburn. Then, as a I

defiant and childish gesture, she insi

upon taking the flowers off the table, to

them from the commissary back to

dressing room with her.

A great artist should be above such

capers.

GuoronKed by 'A
I Good HoustkeepingJ

This MBS microphone
ROAMS THE ENTIRE COUNTRY

TUESDAY. NOVEMBER 6 . . .

104

Largest-Selling Pimple

Medication in America (including Canada)

ELECTION DAY
to bring you the most complete, the fastest

possible scoring of the hottest Presidential

race in American history.

Your MUTUAL station will have this vote-by-vote account-

ing—with the service rendered by Kohler of Kohler over the

MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEA



What Can Money Buy?

(Continued from page 72)
'en desperation. It can happen to
tablished film stars. It had happened to

*irk. He was not at peace. He

—

I

Well, put it this way: This guy had, as
'ey say, run hungry. He’d started out
Dm a position close to flat on his back,

le seventh child of a not too well-off
[mily, and he’d scrambled. He knew
iockingly well what an unfilled larder
I IS, and even a full one could not pacify

! realization that it could be empty again,
le bad picture. One boxoffice turkey.
1
,
one of anything—movies and jungles

i like that—-and Kirk Douglas would be
ck as the little Demsky boy again, the
e who peddled papers in the desolate
wn of Amsterdam, New York.
‘I don’t know just what the beginning
s,” Kirk said now. “I know the middle
;ause this is the middle, and I think I
ow the end. But the beginning—all I

1 do is remember.
Start with ‘Champion.’ You remember
iiampion’?” It was Kirk’s springboard
ture, the Stanley Kramer independent
lut the vicious fighter. “All right, after
ampion’ was finished, I was miserable,
solutely miserable. I thought I’d failed,
lidn’t think I’d done a job. And there
re other things. My friends and ad-
Drs hadn’t wanted me to do it. I was
for the part of The Gimp in ‘Love Me
Leave Me’ at Metro. I guess I could
'e had it. But I didn’t think it was for

Besides, there was this promise to
,nley. Now we’d made the picture, and
fought I’d blown everything. I was like
guy in the picture—fighting, fighting,
ting, with no knowledge of pace, fight-

i
everything and everybody, still swing-
when there was no one to fight,
t was a crazy thing. You talk about
!ers. Mine could never be full enough,
r-compensation, maybe, for the hungry
s. But there was no peace, no inner
irity. I ate five times a day, like a
ving man, and that’s a psychological
ptom, you know. It sure wasn’t nour-
lent. I kept right on looking like a
who lived in a closet. I didn’t even
w what attainment would look like
not call it ‘success,’ shall we? I didn’t

ff that the satisfaction, the stability, has
ome from inside you. I hadn’t found
Aat the measure of a larder is not

!

)ly how many days it would last you.
s out there on the track running with-
even knowing where the finish line

I had nothing, but nothing. Then
mpion’—well, it did all right. That
me going. It didn’t do much more,

(latter what’s been written, but it got
ijoing. It was a point of departure.”
•jter ‘Champion,” there were many pic-
Mi. Some were good, and most were
( parts. “Young Man with a Horn,”
» Glass Menagerie,” “Detective Story,”

^
Bad and the Beautiful.” For Kirk

k ;las the actor—^fine. For Kirk Douglas
w man—nothing much. Anxiety con-
Wd to nibble away at him. He fretted
Ij never having appeared in a Broadway
®!ss (he still does). The larder could
I' low onto the lawn and it wouldn’t be
**

L
was alone. He was divorced

his actress-wife, Diana Dill, after
S' years of marriage, and today his
Pis think that was symptomatic. So
P was wrong?

^
lot of things,” Kirk now thinks. “But

levorst was, I didn’t believe in myself
* integer, a whole man. I didn’t give,

couldn’t take. I couldn’t recognize

^
mitations, so I kept on fighting wildly,

“ I suppose I wasn’t happy being a
with no control over parts

* jrection. Even when these were the

best, I had this feeling of being powerless,
isolated, no part of anything. I lived in a
community, in a little house I’d had my
lawyer buy me, but I wasn’t with the com-
munity. I had to live with Kirk Douglas
but there was no Kirk Douglas. There was
just this figure, who struck me as im-
probable, if he struck me at all. I went
to night clubs. I dated around. ITiank God,
it seems long ago now.

Show me a guy who dates a different
girl every night and front-rows at Mo-
cambo, and I’ll show you a guy who’s xm-
happy and is trying to prove something he
can’t prove. But I had to find that out the
hard way. Then I made the break. I cut
loose. I was Kirk Douglas, independent.
It could make or break me. But I had to
find myself. ‘Success,’ if you have to call
it that, was unimportant now. Or maybe
it was important—but I didn’t have it. No
salary, no fame, no number of filled larders
spelled it out for me. It was somewhere
within me or it was nowhere.”

Kirk stood up and stretched, revealing
the flexed musculature of an intercollegiate
champion wrestler.
“Now,” he continued, “I should be able

to say that, at a certain point, everything
changed.

^

That’s what they say, isn’t it?
But I can’t pinpoint it that way. There was
the Europe bit, of course.” There had
been a European phase for Kirk, which
gave him a strong sense of personal and
artistic freedom. “And naturally, Anne.”
Kirk married Parisienne publicist Anne
Buydens, whom he had met in Rome, in
Las Vegas on May 29, 1954. “And a steady,
warm sensation of growth and—and ease,
that I’d never had. But nothing all at
once. Then we came back here, and—

”

Momentarily, he groped. Then he sat
down and leaned forward with a kind of
athletic intensity.

“Start over again with the larder bit,”
he said. ‘This is for real. It’s what I’m
trying to say, I think. This is what’s hap-
pened to me because I’ve found myself.
Today it doesn’t make a bit of difference
if the larder’s empty. It doesn’t matter
what s in it or isn’t. Because if it is empty,
men I know today that Kirk Douglas can
fill it again. I’m sure. That’s the peace
I ve found, or the peace that found me, or
however it happen^, however you want to
say it. If I don’t do it acting, I can do it
other ways. I can direct or I can teach, or
I can go outside the industry and drive a
truck. I don’t think I’m bound and con-
stricted by doubt and egotism any more,
that hopeless deal where ‘Kirk is Number
One boy and nobody else exists.’

“There’s Anne and the children.” Kirk
has two boys by his former marriage, and
a son, Peter, by this one. “They’re Num-
bers One, Two, Three and Four. And
we’ve built our home now in Beverly Hills.
Do you realize, by gad, that I’m a citizen!^ part of the community! I’m—I’m solid!
This is everything!”
Then he reconsidered sharply, pulling

himself up with a laugh.
“What am I saying?” he said. “No, it

isn t everything. But the drive now is the
right kind of drive. I know when to
swing and when to coast. Sometimes they
ask you whether there isn’t a point of
surfeit, when you’ve got it made and slap
on the brakes and sit back. I’ve thought
of it. I’ve thought of teaching at some
ivy-festooned campus. I’d probably like
It—for about a month. But why should I
kid myself? When that month was over,
I d have to be back in the main stream
of competition or I’d blow a gasket. ButIm not nervous about it any more. You
know what I’m going to do when I leave

Deilemes out

A nice girl but not glamorous, until . .

.

First, she darkens and silkens colorless
lashes and brows with a touch of rich
Kurlene eyelash

cream every night.

Kurlene®
tube 50c* jar $1.00*

Second, Debbie shapes uneven eyebrows.
With gentle Twissors, the only tweezers
with scissor handles, she plucks wayward
hairs from under

Third, Debbie’s undramatic eyes become
bright, sparkling. She uses Kurlash eye-
lash curler to give a bewitching curve to
her lashes . . . new
beauty to her eyes.

Kurlash® $1.00

5ee what Debbie’s eye beauty plan can
do for you! Kurlash products at your
local department, drug or variety store.

Company, Inc., Rochester 4, N.Y.
(Also available in Canada)
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REDUCE—THIS WAY
Men don’t look twice at fat women. But

if you are overweight, or want to get

rid of large hips, legs or ankles—take

a tip from Dr. Munro.

Dr. Munro has perfected a simple re-

ducing diet that really takes off excess

weight—without depleting your energy.

And the remarkable part of this Slen-

derizing Diet is that you don’t have to

count calories. In fact, you better forget

all you ever knew about old-fashioned

reducing diets for this is today s new
wonder diet.

EAT
Roast Beef, Chops, Chickens,

Baked Custard, Pudding, etc.

MAIL COUPON TODAY

BARTHOLOMEW HOUSE. INC. Dept. WG-II56

205 E. 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y.

Send me postpaid, a copy of SLENDER-
IZING FOR NEW BEAUTY. I enclose $2.50.

NAME
Plea^iE* Print

STREET.

CITY. .. STATE.

Dr. Munro’s Slenderizing Diet is re-

markable in many ways. It is remarkable
because you don’t have to eat a lot of

salads—in fact, you stay away from them!

But you do eat real energy-producing
foods, such as roasts, turkey, fish, eggs,

clams, and lots of other good foods. And
you can eat yummy desserts, too! Yes,

you are supposed to eat such desserts as

mocha pudding, Spanish cream, baked
custard, vanilla ice-cream. Naturally, you
must prepare these dishes according to

the instructions set forth by Dr. Munro.

Don’t you lose out on the good things

in life. Get your copy of Dr. Munro’s
Slenderizing Diet—at once. Orlly $2.50

at all bookstores, or use coupon below.

you? I’m going across the street here and
play tennis. That takes concentration.

Used to be, I’d forget to change courts from
worrying about what I’d just left behind.

Always me, me, me. The wonderful thing

is the day you find out you really live

through others.”

For instance?
“Well, for instance, aside from my family,

I’ve got my own company now, and when
you’re making your own pictures you
find you have a couple of slightly divine

powers, like dispensing opportunity and
happiness. And the people you help, you
can see yourself through them, as-you were
or as you would have wished to be, and
that’s a real nice feeling. There’s this girl

Elsa Martinelli. We thought she’d be good

in one of the pictures. I called her long

distance and identified myself. She thought

it was a rib. I had a hard time getting

through. But when I did, she sounded
very happy, and I know I was. And she

turned out fine.”

Kirk made the motion of swinging a ten-

nis racket. “You know, in this business,

perspective isn’t always easy. Since being

a celebrity is sometimes a by-product, you
can stop seeing your own self. But I know
who I am. I’m the guy who hitchhiked

to college aboard the load of fertilizer.

I’ve never been anyone else. Nobody
knew me then. People do know me now.

But only I know that it’s the same guy.

The big difference is. I’ve finally found out

why I did it. There was a pattern, after

all. And the pattern’s all mixed in with

living and giving and knowing you’re

man enough to fill that larder. Not much
else matters, being a celebrity least of all.

That’s external and trivial, except to the

extent it’s good business. Everything else

comes from inside. And I thought it came
from the supermarket!”

Again,” with Grace George and C. Aubi
Smith, in which Hollywood’s beefcal

hero-to-be played a singing messeng

In “Three Sisters” with Katharine Corn
Judith Anderson and Ruth Gordon, he \

severely demoted—he was an offsti

echo. The war intervened almost mei
fully.

Kirk served well and honorably in

Navy aboard an anti-sub patrol in

Pacific, and came out a lieutenant.

Kirk Douglas, as the fringes of history

fairly well reveal now, did indeed ride a

load of fertilizer to college, and did indeed

have it rough in childhood. He was born

of Russian parents, Harry and Bryna
Demsky, in Amsterdam, a carpet and rug

center, the only boy among seven chil-

dren. That sounds like a likely set-up but

all it got Kirk was a cup of coffee any
time he had a nickel to pay for it. The
Demskys were wealthy only in their new-
found freedom in this country; Kirk’s

working-and-school day ran approxi-

mately fourteen hours.

Amsterdam’s Wilbur Lynch High School

will not remember him as much of a

student, but he did achieve a rather in-

tense brilliance in English and drama, and
got to be something of an orator and de-

bater. He also became dedicated to the

world of the theatre.

A year of unremitting work in an Am-
sterdam department store got him a post-

high-school grubstake of $163, with which

he assaulted St. Lawrence University in

Canton, New York. The assault was not-

ably successful, although our hero had to

work like a thirsty hound to get through.

He woimd up a 'grappler of high local

fame, as well as president of the student

body and head of the National Student

Federation of America. But he was still

first and last an actor. “I’ll always be one,”

he said recently. “Oh, I’d like to try

directing, sure, but I’ll always act. That’s

what I do.”

In New York City, Kirk’s early exper-

iences made St. Lawrence seem like a hot-

bed of posh luxury. He waited table,

starved in a rather unrefined manner, and

tried to learn his business. He did, too,

but his business wasn’t in very good shape.

Broadway had seen better eras and better

plays, and those in which Kirk got work
had a queasy habit of fainting dead away
shortly after birth. There was “Spring

a

4

Then fate perked up some. He goi

nice replacement job, stepping into

juvenile lead of “Kiss and Tell,” for a i

parting young man named Richard W
mark. This tossed him into a promis

radio career in daytime serials. But
|

theatre was his love, which in a way
too bad. For he performed commends
in two more far-from-commendable plf

and then in a third, titled “The Wind
Ninety.” Whatever the demerits of i

last, however, Kirk was so impressive t

Hollywood—via a double play f*,

Lauren. Bacall to Hal Wallis—brought 1{

out for a look.
|

There is not a great deal more to i

But what there is has to do with the

that Kirk, a multi-linguist who plays

banjo for relaxation, lately has been p

suing the personal-appearance trail, a W|

worn Hollywood route when a picture

to be sold as well as made. The exp

ence has both exhilarated and bemv
him. Within the insular boundaries of

industry itself, stars do not cause m
of a ruckus. East of Western Aveiji

Kirk has found it different. jp-

“It’s an education,” he recalled.^ “4 ‘

a pretty wonderful one. I think I’ll cl

treatise on it some time. The pictv

goers, I mean, when they see you re

walk and talk. Naturally their intere

great and you couldn’t be happier,

sometimes it’s baffling. The kids, the
j

whiz variety, them you love. As fa;

I can see, it’s a perfectly normal re

just the way I might do it or would

hadn’t somehow got on the other sid

the counter. But some of the others,

night a guy walked all the way aero

restaurant to tell me he’d never seen

in a picture and never intended to.”

Kirk’s favorite admirer, however,

one he encountered during the makin

“Champion.” The man was a membe
the crew and an exceptionally savage

who definitely was taking no lip from;

body, producer Kramer included. In

during his wild and woolly tenure, 1!

wasn’t a soul he hadn’t insulted—witl

exception of Kirk, at whom he gazed

from a distance, to Kirk’s vast r

But finally the man approached him
“Mr. Douglas,” he said, “you are |

to be great in this picture. It’s goir

make you!” ;

Kirk staggered briefly, then glowe

this dean of the local critics thoug

was so, then it must be so. “Thank

very much,” said Kirk, and turned ti^

away while his luck was running. Bt

was too late.

“Not at all,” said the man. And I I

you why. This fighter you play if

meanest, most vicious guy who ever i

And you are the most thoroughgoing

01

S

in

It

lal

,1

it’s ever been my displeasure to obs

With casting like that, how can you ir

For years,‘Kirk has preserved this f

“And the guy,” he likes to say now,

have been right, though I shudder to '|

of it. But it was a long time back ij

was running, and I never knew about;

larder. So now that I know whatf:

come of me, I often wonder how it is

him. Maybe he’s thriving, too. I cert

hope so.”

GO SEE : Kirk Douglas in “Lust for Life”.

»e
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There Was a Boy
I

(Continued from page 52)
help protect him from the individuality-
debasing influences of the publicity cap-
ital of the world.
Jimmy felt deeply that he, like many

ather enterprising young hopefuls, had
suffered too many indignities while run-
ning the gamut of the accepted methods of
''breaking into movies. Too many doors had
Deen slammed in his face. Too many casi-
ng directors and agents had treated him
with disinterest and disrespect. Too many
jnpleasant people in positions of influence
ind authority had demanded of him too
nuch flattering attention. Two years be-
jOre he had not been wise enough, aware
Fnough, confident enough, to know better
ban to play along with their degrading
fames. He had been a hopeful, naive boy
yho believed in those foolish prescribed
lethods for getting ahead in movieland.
jlut he had grown a good deal in New
cork, and he returned to Hollywood much
slier and much stronger.

! He arrived in Hollywood in an enviable
osition. He was there to take a starring
ole in Elia Kazan’s newest and most prom-
jing masterpiece, “East of Eden.” His only
'esire was to make the picture and return
|( New York and the Broadway stage. He
,tdn’t need Hollywood and, perhaps, Holly-
ood didn’t need him. But he had foimd
it one very important thing about him-
ilf which gave him the advantage: He was
competent and talented actor and had, as
'r as Hollywood was concerned, a sale-
ole commodity. If they were willing to
ly for his best, he was willing to sell it.

But talent was all he intended to sell
|em. He had established a rigid set of
mdards and values, most of them ad-
ring passionately to individual integrity
d basic honesty. He was determined to
ve no truck with the dishonest nonsense
prevalent in glamorville. There would
no great publicity campaign for James

)an, no star-studded crown to wear as a
se laurel wreath, no blind acceptance of
allow standards, no falling into the trap
believing that stardom brought with it

Ailment and completion. His aim had
an for a long time higher than Holly-
od and he didn’t mean to lose sight of
ultimate goal: to be a fine and accom-
shed artist. He knew he had a long way
go and a lot to learn before his day of
ival.

’he level of Jimmy’s standards had been
so high that the constant application
them would have been nearly impos-
;e for anyone. He must have known he
Jld falter and stumble, make mistakes,
he would pick himself up again and

'n from those mistakes. His ideals were
it and worth fighting for, and he was
ieated to that proposition. And along
way, he would not permit Hollywood to
y him in the permanent grave of stag-
on as it had done to so many before
• Hollywood would have to accept him
his terms, or not accept him at all.
fut this he was adamant.

•ly on the morning after he arrived,
bame to my apartment and announced
I he was taking me with him to the
Irt where he intended to get a suntan,
iper Kazan’s instructions. Within an
It we were on the road to my favorite
!rt retreat, Borrego Springs, about one
I'lred miles beyond Palm Springs,
nderstandably, Jimmy was excited
lit doing his first movie, especially since

to be directed by Kazan, for whom
Wad a great deal of admiration. He told
P)f the plans for the film and chuckled
ITie point over a comment Kazan had
BS- It was the director’s feeling that the

role Jimmy was to play could very well
put him in the running for an Oscar in
the next year’s Academy Awards race.
In our younger, more critical days we

had often joked about the Academy of
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences and
their yearly Oscar presentations as being
chauvinistic, heavily influenced by studio
prejudices and politics, too often ruled by
saccharine sentimentality, and generally
lacking the objectivity so necessary in
criticizing art. It was natural, therefore,
for me to ask him what his reaction
would be to winning an Oscar. He ad-
mitted that he was not really concerned
with the matter, but that he felt he would
only win the award as a result of giving
a performance that was too obviously good
to be ignored. In that instance, he would
accept it exactly for what it was—an hon-
est prize won in a fair game.
But he felt strongly that they would dis-

like him so intensely in Hollywood that
they would never vote him an Oscar, un-
less public opinion, for some reason or
other, were to force them. Noting the
Academy’s decision to grant him an award
next March due to the strong public re-
action to their neglect of him in last year’s
race, I can only marvel, though sadly, at
Jimmy’s astute perception.
Immediately upon our return from the

desert we went to Famous Artists, the
agency that was to handle Jimmy’s af-
fairs on the West Coast. Bearded and shab-*
bily dressed, we were led into Dick Clay-
ton’s office, where Jimmy met for the first
time the young agent who was to become
his friend and adviser. Jimmy had had over
a week to mull and brood about the Holly-
wood situation, so Dick, being his first
contact with the town that was a potential
threat to him, got the full brunt of his de-
fensive attitude. As best he could, Dick, a
charming guy with an easy manner for
handling temperaments, tried to show
Jramy that he was on his side, but Jimmy
did nothing to ease the strain. After about
an hour of discussing the plans and pro-
cedures for starting the film, we left Dick,
who must have felt he surely had a prob-
lem on his hands. Outside Jimmy re-
marked, “Nice guy. Guess I’ve got him
worried.” It was his intention not to give
Dick Clayton trouble, but slowly to invest
in hini his trust and confidence. He was
not going to make it easy for anyone. This
time they would all have to earn his con-
fidence.

For a while it was as though Hollywood
was a new place to Jimmy. There were
few, if any, old friends to look up, and no
oW ties to re-establish. He floundered a
bit at first, meeting new people and ad-
justing to a new life. With the help of
Dick Clayton he found a bright red MG,
a great improvement over the 1937 car he
had owned several years before, and grad-
ually began finding his way arovmd movie-
town again. He started dating some of the
young starlets he met. Karen Sharpe,
whom he had known before, and Terry
Moore went out with him frequently.
Jimmy spread out and enjoyed himself

for a few weeks, as if he were ridding him-
self in as short a time as possible of a
natural desire to sop up some of the old,
and once Tonattainable, superficial glitter
of Hollywood. By the time filming started
on ‘Eden,” he had had it and seemed
ready to settle down to the serious task of
creating a character.

It was during the filming of “Eden” that
Jimmy met Pier Angeli. The strong fasci-
nation they had for one another developed
into something fine and beautiful. Jimmy
sought her out and tried to spend much of
his time with her. When I asked him about

To all of us—who admired the talents

and dynamic personality of James Dean
his sudden and tragic death was felt as

a great personal loss.

Because his screen portrayals provided
so much pleasure we feel it only appro-
priate to peipetuate his memory by the

formingof a JAMES DEAN FAN CLUB.
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—
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5 Membership Card.
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Fill in the Membership Application below.

Enclose your $1.00 now. Remember when
we have reached our quota of members, the
books will be closed.

James Dean Fan Club Dept. 807
1124 No. La Brea Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif.

James Dean Fan Club Dept, sor
~ “

1124 No. La Brea Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif.

Enclosed is my $1.00. Please enroll me as a member
in the James Dean Fan Club. Send me by return mail all

the Free things that I get with my membership.

Name

Address

City __ State.
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her, he replied that she was a sensitive

girl with a wonderful mind, someone who
understood him and with whom he could

be at ease, but, he insisted, it did not go

beyond that. “Methinks thou dost protest

too much” kept running through my mind
as he denied the press’s implications that

there was something more serious than

just friendship behind their relation^ip.

There was something in his manner of

underplaying it that indicated a deeper at-

tachment than he would have cared to

have had known. About most matters he

could be flip, but about matters of conse-

quence he was often shy and guarded. It

is a known fact that Pier’s mother openly

objected to the relationship and made
things very difficult for them. They say

that when Pier married Vic Damone, Jim-

my stood across from the church and cried.

I do not know this to be true, but if he

loved her, it is something he might have

done. When Jimmy loved, he loved com-
pletely, and when he lost the object of his

love, he suffered completely.

As soon as “Eden” was completed, word
started to seep out that Warner Brothers

had a great new star in James Dean. The
studio screenings and audience previews

were drawing the best reactions, and it

was becoming a matter of great excite-

ment around town. Hollywood was abuzz

with the name of James Dean. Jimmy’s
anxieties mounted as the release date on

the picture drew near. Consequently, he

snatched at a chance to return to New
York to do a live TV broadcast and to

study. He seemed to feel an ominous fore-

boding of the sensational fame that was
to come out of his first picture, and was
hoping to maintain a degree of objective

sensibility and rationality about the situa-

tion by getting away from Hollywood, a

place where one can too easily begin to

believe what one hears about oneself.

In New York Jimmy touched once again

the fibres of those things that were really

important to him. He studied acting, sing-

ing, dancing, drums, doing occasional roles

on TV. Due to contract stipulations, he

was not free to leave Hollywood for Broad-

way, as he had wished, but was being held

for more picture work. So, while in New
York, he absorbed enough of the creative

atmosphere from which he, as an artist,

had emerged to last him through the try-

ing days ahead in Hollywood. He was de-

termined, at least, to return to New York
after each picture to reaffirm himself. It

was with reluctance again that he left th<

big city to return for the preparations o

his next film, “Rebel Without a Cause.”

Jimmy had long been a motorcycle en-|

thusiast, having owned several differen

bikes in Indiana as a boy. He had a nev

motorcycle in Hollywood and was prou(

of it, since it was by far the finest he ha<|

ever owned. He was a good cyclist am'

took pride in demonstrating the fact. Oftei!

he could be seen roaring down Sunsei

Strip in the direction of Googi’s, a favor
j

ite restaurant with the young film actor.'j

Kazan and Warner Brothers had warne^

him to stay off the bike while making
|

picture. The studio’s investment was to

great to risk an accident which might de;

lay filming for weeks or months at a tre

mendous cost. But they had no jurisdictio

over him when he was not filming, so h'

mounted his motorcycle and breeze

through town, enjoying the sensation <

liberation that every cyclist must kno'

and appreciate.

Ella Logan, a close friend of Kazan’s wh'

often visited him at work, developed a fej

of Jimmy’s craze for motorcycling^^ soo

after they met on the set of “Eden.” El.

is not only a remarkable performer ar

fascinating personality, but also a wome
intensely interested in creative your

people. She was immediately drawn
j

Jimmy and admired in him all the dynam
force and sensitive beauty that so mar

others had misinterpreted as arrogam

and an anti-social attitude. It was at oi

of the impromptu parties at her home
Brentwood, where she often invited your

people like Jimmy, Sammy Davis, J

Marlon Brando, that she asked Brando
speak to Jimmy about the inotorcycle. i

he was leaving, Brando advised Jimmy i

give up the motorcycle, pointing out th>

an actor with half a face was no actor
,

all. Jimmy seemed to shrug the incide

off. Ella feared the battle was lost, but

short time later Jimmy informed her tl;

he had disposed of the bike because it w
too dangerous. For a time, Ella and# me

of his close friends were relieved.

Then, just prior to the making of “Rebe

he bought his first real sports car, a Gc

man-built Porsche. He took it to Pa

Springs one weekend and entered the ro,

races, winning first place in the amatt

class the first day, and third place in 1

professional class the second day. It v

the first time he had ever raced a car a

he brought his trophies home to Hollywc

and displayed them with enthusiasm. It v
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ipparent that sports cars were going to

eplace motorcycles in his life.

It was at this point that most of Jimmy’s
riends realized that to make him give up
ports cars would be as futile as making
dm give up motorcycles had been. There
vould soon be something else, equally

dangerous, he would find to take the place

f the thrill he got from defying death in

racing car.

For a long time Jimmy had been addicted

3 the ecstatic pleasure he derived from
lie frenzy of speed and the emotional ex-
itement of taunting death. Although he
ad a normal degree of the fear of dying,

[ e intellectualized that in death there was
reat dignity and nobility. He reasoned that

^eath was ultimate and undeniable Truth.

; was, he claimed, the only thing he com-
letely respected. And he, like the buU-
ghter he wished some day to be, seemed
) have a morbid fascination for the things

e feared the most. There was nothing any
!E his friends could ever have done to

range his attitude.
' During the filming of “Rebel,” Jimmy
ipped into a different way of life. Perhaps

I was the essence of the role he was to

ay, or the mental unrest of the more
))mplex characters of the movie’s story
,iat made him want to re-experience the
msations of being lost, unwanted, and
fferent from the norm. Or, perhaps, it was
)t so much a matter of study and re-
^arch, but more a definite and strong feei-
ng he had that he, too, belonged partly to

at portion of humanity that is lost, alone,
id confused. In either case, as he once
it it to Ella Logan, “I like you, Ella,

au’re good. But, you know, I like bad
liople, too. I guess that’s because I’m so

imn curious to know what makes them
id.”

iBy “bad” I don’t think he meant pre-
lely “evil.” People with odd viewpoints
d strange modes of existence always in-
gued him. It was probably more in the
ise of “different” or “unusual” that he
ed the word “bad,” but at some point
ring his early Quaker background, he
ist have learned to associate “bad” with
Dse actions not conforming to the normal
d accepted patterns of conduct.
He met and befriended Maila Nurmi,
nous for her Vampira role on TV. Maila
a compassionate girl who understood
n and tried to help him where she could,
eir relationship, contrary to unfortunate
nor, was strictly one of friendship and
effectual rapport. With Maila and several

i

i their mutual friends Jimmy started what
1> been dubbed “the night watch.” In the
til damp hours of early morning, life in
^jllywood, as in any other place, assumes

S

weird but enticing perspective. The
rid becomes a place where lonely and
;htened souls can be free and secure,
dng shut out the terrifying life of day-
e. It is a place where misery is under-

pd, but forgotten, where sorrow is in-
but ignored. It is an easier place to

if you are afraid, or if you do not
tong. From this place, then, was bred the
is'it of the character Jimmy was creating
"“Rebel Without a Cause.”
;|y the time the filming of “Rebel” was
fished, Jimmy was already steeped in
Pparations for George Stevens’ next film,
;ant.” He had come to know Stevens
a the other people in the office as a re-
s' of hanging around during his off-
fi rs at Warners. One day, after reading
iu “Giant” screenplay which Stevens had
i| 'n him, Jimmy confided to Stevens that
I fi' vould like to play the part of Jett Rink.
, « was surprised to learn that he had
"(tally been considered for the role. As
“'^ens tells it, “Jimmy seemed amazed
“ we wanted him for the part and didn’t
Ssa to expect it.” When Stevens asked if
fisfelt he could handle the age change
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[Dangers
>f Delay

This new 130-page book explains many
Interesting facts about Piles, Fistula, Colon
disorders and Stomach Conditions as well
as associated ailments. Contains pictures,
charts, diagrams. Sent FREE. Write today.
McCleary Clinic & Hospital. 1123 Elms Blvd.,
Excelsior Springs 5, Mo.



"'I found
the secret to

a happy marriage

says Mrs. David Rosen who now
uses ZONITE to douche!

SAFE! Not only women about-to-be-
married, but also many married women
wonder about douching for feminine hy-

giene. Mrs. Rosen was married a couple of

years before she found out how important

it was to follow the proper method of

douching with a fountain syringe, using

an effective yet safe solution—like zonite.

EFFECTIVE !,No Other type liquid antiseptic-

germicide for the douche of all those tested

is so powerfully effective yet so safe to body
tissues as zonite.

HEALTHFUL ! ZONITE completely deodorizes,

promptly washes away germs and odor-

causing waste substances. A nurse once

advised Mrs. Rosen that if any abnormal

condition exists, she should see her doctor.

She said he would probably recommend
that she continue to use zonite.

DAINTY! You, too, can be one of the mod-

ern women who welcome the “peace of

mind” and daintiness that zonite gives

them after monthly periods and other

times. You can use zonite as directed, as

often as needed, without the slightest risk

of injury. Costs only pennies per douche.

use

Guaranteed by
I Good Housekeeping f

;oN
so safe yet

so effective!

POFMS WANTEDFor musical setting . . . Send
your Poems today for FREE

EXAMINATION! Aliy subject. Immediate consideration.

CROWN MUSIC CO., 1476-L Broadway, New York 36, N.V.
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WAKE UP
PARIN’ TO GO

Without Nagging Backache
Now I You can get the fast relief you need from

nagging backache, headache and muscular aches
and pains that often cause restless nights and mis-
erable tired-out feelings. When these discomforts
come on with over-exertion or stress and strain—
you want relief—want it fast ! Another disturbance
may be mild bladder irritation following wrong
food and drink — often setting up a restless un-
comfortable feeling.

For quick relief get Doan’s Pills. They work fast
in 3 separate ways : 1. by speedy pain-relieving ac-
tion to ease torment of nagging backache, head-
aches, muscular aches and pains, 2. by their sooth-
ing effect on bladder irritation. 3. by their mild
diuretic action tending to increase output of the 16
miles of kidney tubes.

Find out how quickly this 3-way medicine goes to
work. Enjoy a good night’s sleep and the same happy
relief millions have for over 60 years. Ask for new,
large size and save money. Get Doan’s Pills today I

from eighteen to fifty, Jimmy affirmed that
he was sure he could do it welL He was
assigned to do the role and began to learn
how to be a Texan.
As he was with most people, Jimmy was

inconsistent in his attitude toward Eliza-
beth Taylor when they first met shortly
before the start of “Giant.” The day they
were introduced Jimmy was charming,
even to the point of taking Liz for a ride
in his new Porsche. His whole approach
was contrary to everything she had been
braced to expect from him. She went away
thinking people were crazy for calling him
an anti-social odd-ball. The next time she
saw him she approached him in her usual
friendly manner, expecting from him the
same warm reaction she got the first day.
Instead, she was surprised when Jimmy
glared at her over the upper rim of his
glasses, muttered something to himself,
and strode off as though he hadn’t seen her.
As would anyone, she took this as a per-
sonal affront. It was not until they were in
Texas on location that she succeeded in
finding out the truth about the mystery of
Jimmy’s behavior.

At dinner in a Texas country club one
night, Liz found herself seated at the
table alone with Jimmy. After a long,

deadly, unbearable pause, she turned to

him and pointedly stated, “You don’t like

me, do you?” Jimmy began to chuckle. “I

like that,” he replied. The simple direct-

ness of her challenge had the kind of hon-
esty he appreciated. For the rest of the
evening they talked in a free and easy way
and, for the first time since they had met,
Jimmy let Liz pass through the tightly

guarded protective shell he often put up
around himself. After that, Liz stopped
taking offense at what he did and stopped
feeling hurt when he was moody around
her. She had discovered that his moods
and actions were simply a part of his com-
plex nature and were not meant to be
taken personally by those who were un-
fortunate enough to be around at the time.

Sanford Roth, the still photographer on
“Giant,” is an internationally respected
artist, having done photographic essays on
many of the world’s most famous artists

and intellects. As he slipped around the
set getting shots of the cast, he noticed that
Jimmy kept on him the same suspicious,

wary eye he kept on Warner Brothers
publici^ people. Studying Jimmy at close

range, Sandy began to see in him the same
qualities he had come to know in so many
of the other artists with whom he had
worked.

Finally Sandy approached Jimmy and
informed him that he would like to be his

friend. In plain terms Sandy explained that

he did not need Jimmy for anything, that

he was, in his own right, an artist of some
repute, and a man of sufficient means. He
made it very clear that he wanted to be a
friend solely because he admired Jimmy’s
talent and respected his way of thinking.

Once again the directness of the approach
so appealed to Jimmy that he responded
almost immediately. It was not long before
both Sandy and his wife came to occupy
a prominent position in Jimmy’s life.

When Jimmy discovered in the Roths a
source of intellectual stimulation and
growth, he developed a great spiritual need
for them; when he discovered in them a
source of love and comradeship as well, he
developed a great psychological need for

them. The Roths are people in their mid-
dle years, but their lives are so filled with
work and growth that they have and prob-
ably will always have a perpetual youth
about them. They imderstood Jimmy’s in-

satiable curiosity and desire for knowledge
and they offered him what they had. He
began spending much time with them,
dropping in at their home, raiding the re-
frigerator, playing with Luis, their Siamese

cat, and discussing things, all sorts^
things, with Sandy and Beulah, who hav

, an abundance of enthusiasm for everythin
worthwhile. The pattern of the “secon
naothers” was repeating itself, and little b
little he came to regard them as a famil;
The work on “Giant” was coming to

'

close. Jimmy was once again thinking <

the future. There was another road rac
at Salinas. There was time to make a tri

back to New York before starting o
“Somebody Up There Likes Me” at Metr !

There were thoughts on his mind of
long-delayed voyage to Europe, of anoth<
Broadway play, of all the studying 1:

wanted to do before he could become
director or a writer, of the possibilities i

a production company of his own. So man
things, and so little time. It seemed to I

the story of his life.
jA few weeks before the finish of “Gian

Liz Taylor went out and bought Jimmy
tiny Siamese kitten. She had noticed ho
exceptionally well he got on with tl

Roths’ unusual Siamese cat, Luis, and ho
well Luis got on with Jimmy, and si
wanted to do something nice for Jimm
She presented it to him in her dressir
room on the set and watched as Jimm'
speechless with gratitude, fondled the litti

creature.
In the days that followed Jimmy grew

love little Marcus, as he dubbed him. He
for the first time in many years he had
being he could love and be loved by, wi
less of a risk of losing that love. He w
attentive to the point of driving home fro
the studio at lunch to feed Marcus and 1

with him for a while. He even began gej

ting in at more reasonable hours to i

able to spend more time with the pet Ij

loved so much. He rigged a long cord wi
a knot at the end which hung from tf

two-story ceiling of his rustic living rooj
and sat by the hour chuckling at his lit!

friend as the kitten would smack the kn
with his terrible little paw, stalk it like
lion stalking its prey, cling to it and swi
like a miniature feline Tarzan, and
thrown in a tumble to the floor, where I

would shake his dazed little head and pr
pare for another attack. For all the amusj
ment and affection Marcus gave Jimn
Jimmy, in turn, gave Marcus his love a'

attention.
I

It was a shock to the Roths when Jimi'
announced, a few days after the finish
“Giant,” that he had given Marcus aw;
When they asked him why, he replied tl

he was too concerned for his friend a

realized that he led such a strainge a

unpredictable life that some night he mij
just never come home again. “Then,”
asked, “what would happen to Marcus
Less than a week after he gave Mart
away, Jimmy died near Paso Robles, Ca
fornia, never to return home again.

'

jJimmy is gone now, and I miss him. ,

of his friends miss him. Millions of his i

mirers and fans, who came to know If
through motion pictures, miss him. 1

there is no need for me to eulogize h
to sing out praises to him. There is no ni

to extol his virtues, and no need to h
:

his errors. He was here with us for a wh* c

but now he is gone. Let us be content p

have known him, if even for so shor^ f,.

time. Let his art be his memorial. Let
immortality be the tribute to his life,

the silent love of those who knew him c
a lasting symbol of the beauty of his si t

In his “Divine Comedy” the great cla i

poet Dante said, “Sorrow remarries us t

God.” I am content to know that Jinn :

is at peace in the consummation of a m ^

riage that, it seems to me, took place i i:

day he was born. The ll

you’ll see : James Dean in “Giant,” a G«

Stevens Production for Warner Brothers.

A



I J Dean Suicide Rumors

(Continued from page 53)
That remark would have brought a

wry, twisted smile to Jimmy’s thin, sensi-
tive artist’s face. Because from the first

morning when he found himself stuck
with the tab right up to the last night of
his life, Jimmy Dean viewed his mounting
fame with suspicion, distrust and, finally,

active dislike.

“My fun days are over,” he said more
than once, and by that he didn’t just mean
his days of irresponsibility, when he was
accountable for his actions to no one but

L himself. What he really meant was that
the days of struggle were over. He had
achieved so many goals, and again the
achievement had brought not fulfillment
but frustration. In his heart, he didn’t
aelieve that he deserved all the adulation
le won. Therefore, he thought the people
who rushed to tell him how great he was
Were phonies, seeking to curry favor with
i star. His moods deepened as his fame
inounted. His reputation for eccentric and
wen shocking behavior grew in direct
)roportion to his constantly increasing
eputation. He quarreled with close
Wends. He walked out on dates. He went
round, as several people have remarked,
jlooking like a tramp.” He would go for
lays without shaving.

1 Even Jimmy’s sense of humor had a
art in shocking his friends. A group of
'hem were not surprised, entering his
partment one night, to find a noose hang-
lig from the ceiling and candlelight cast-
ig eerie shadows on the wall. In a similar
lood is the set-up he devised for a cam-
ra study, in which a kitchen knife in a
jiirror became a threatening dagger.
Then, there’s the often-told fact • that
faila Nurmi, otherwise known as Vam-
m, sent him a picture of herself beside
1 open grave with the message, “Darling,
ime and join me.” Was that invitation

' his mind when, in the picture on the
)ening spread of this story, he stood
ansfixed, staring into a yawning ditch?
The more he withdrew from this world,
e more he seemed drawn to the other
arid. Jimmy Dean was always intense-
interested in the metaphysical. Even as
young boy in Fairmount High School he
rote a composition that said, “Why are

compelled to live in one world, to
mder about the other world?”
His deep attachment to the mother who
pd so young was undoubtedly at the
bt of this preoccupation with death and
lat, if anything, there was after death,
heartbroken young boy’s fierce refusal
believe that a beloved parent is gone
)m him forever is easy enough to un-
rstand. When this is heightened by a
dd imagination and fed by a self-
posed loneliness it could, as in many
ys it did with Jimmy Dean, become an
session. An obsession that Isecame part
his endless search for some truth which
could recognize as absolute and which,
:refore, he could believe in.

5y the time Jimmy had reached Holly-
iod, he was already steeped in books
1 philosophies having to do with the
ult. He had also begun to build his
vers of concentration to a degree that
5 almost superhuman. Anyone observ-
Jimmy when he learned to spin a rope
ter than a rodeo rider, or to master
le other needed skill, never failed to
inaent on his ability to cut himself off
ipletely from everything and everyone
und him for those periods of concen-
ion. He would sometimes force him-
to stay awake all night, deliberately

osing some trivial task to perform, so
• his concentrative powers, not fasci-
on with the work at hand, would be

never before !

so comfortable

so glamorous

so inexpensive
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only ^2

PETER PAN
.

•

FOUNDATIONS, INC.

Permanently shaped,

Jf-section, circular-stitch ed

cup^ with Smoothtex
lining! All-elastic back,

no-curl band. Shrinkproof.

Permanently perfect fit,

uplift, comfort! White
cotton broadcloth

,

32-36 A, 32-38 B, C.
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350 Childs Photo
PAID if used for adveriising. BIG 1)E*MAND for photos of infants and up to
18 yrs. May also qualify for FREE
CAMERA. Send ONE small photo for
approval. Print child’s and mother's
name, address on back. Returned two
weeks. NO OBLIGATION.

ADVERTISERS PHOTOS
6000-HY Sunset, Hollywood 28. Calif.

MATERNITY
STYLE CATALOG

SAVE MONEY—Shop by Mail! FREE cata- m\
log pictures hundreds of exclusive ma-
ternity fashions. World's Largest. Complete
Selection, Dresses. Suits, Mix & Match Sep

larates. Sportswear, Girdles, Lingerie: $2.98 Wl
I
to $22.96. Catalog mailed in plain envelope,

C RAW FORD’S
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drawme
YOU MAY WIN A
$375.00 SCHOLARSHIP IN
PROFESSIONAL ART
Winner gets a complete art course
—free training for a career in ad-
vertising art or illustrating. You’re
coached, individually, by profes-
sional artists on the staff of world’s
largest home study art school. Many
successful artists today are graduates
of this school, founded over 40 years
ago. Try for this free art course! Win-
ner also gets a drawing outfit and a
series of valuable art textbooks.

ART INSTRUCTION, INC. • STUDIO 10396
500 South 4th Street • Minneapolis 15, Minnesota

Please enter my drawing in your "Draw Me” contest
(PLEASE PRINT)

Nome

Address

County State OccuDotian

DRAW THIS GIRL’S HEAD
5 inches high. Use pencil.
Drawings for November
1956 contest must be re-
ceived by November 30.
None returned. VVinner
notified. Amateurs only.
Our students not eligible.
Mail drawing today.
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I Trapped My Man!
My sparkling smile won my wonderful man.

I was ashamed to smile until a dentist told

me how I could have a brilliant, captivating

smile with the regular use of lodent No. 2.

I was amazed when ugly Smoke Smudge

and Surface Stains disappeared after the

first few brushings. Take a tip from a gal

who knows ... get a tube of lodent No. 2

today and you too can

enjoy the glamour of a

r.iinrnntPPH hv Hollywood sHiile.

^large"LARGE ECONOMY
SIZE SIZE

47< S¥

20
DRESSES

YOU DISCOVER
how to earn extra money in spare time by

writing for FREE information; Macfodden

Publications, 205 E. 42 St., N. Y. 17, N. Y.
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postman bolonco plus C.O.D., postogo thorgos.
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MAIL ORDER MART
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MW-11
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I

I

{ City State

I Enclosed find $1 00 Deposit. I

I balance PLUS postage.
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I

I
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the thing that kept him fully alert around
the clock.

What did this have to do with the pos-

sibility that Jimmy might have been con-
templating suicide at the time of his

death? The Hindu philosophy believes

that, if v/e develop our powers of con-

centration to the fullest, we can penetrate

the veil between this world and the next.

Is that what Jimmy hoped to do? And
failing that, was he still so obsessed by
the will to know all, not only about this

world but the next, that the thought of

dying slowly took over the more abstract

thoughts about death? It is no secret

that he was constantly disappointed—in

friends, in love, in himself. The number
of his friends steadily dwindled. His love

of speed increased. He had moved from

a one-room apartment to an eccentrically

built house in San Fernando Valley, which

he had rented from his good friend, Nicco

Romanos, maitre d’ at Jimmy’s favorite

restaurant, the Villa Capri. But here, as

in his anartment, the dishes were seldom

washed, the beds were seldom made, the

floor was never swept. And here, as in

the apartment, callers were few, the lone-

liness he sought and then hated was con-

stant and the light burned far into the

night as he read or played the drums or

made recordings of his voice.

And then, a few weeks before “Giant”

was finished, when the ban against driv-

ing his racin.g car was lifted, a great many
things happened at once. Things that

might be explained by the word “coinci-

dence,” although they represent an amaz-
ing number of such things to have oc-

curred within so short a time.

Jimmy one day called over good friend

and insurance agent Lew Bracker and told

him he wanted to take out some insur-

ance. Lew wrote up a one-hundred-
thousand-dollar policy and Jimmy gave

him a check for the premium. The day

before Jimmy left for the ride to Salinas

that was to be his last. Lew met him on

the Warner Brothers lot and asked him
to name a beneficiary. Jimmy scratched

his chin, rubbed a finger along his lower

lip as he did when he was trying to make
up his mind about something, finally said,

“Make yourself the beneficiary.” Lew
explained that he couldn’t do that.

Jimmy thought again but could come up
with no immediate name, no one that

close to him. Besides, he was late. He
had to meet his mechanic and see that

everything on the Porsche was in shape

for tomorrow’s race.

“I’ll tliink about it,” he promised, and

drove off.

Lew never saw him alive again.

Jimmy’s father, to whom the boy never

felt close, has sued to be named bene-

ficiary, since he is the next direct relative.

About a week previous to that time,

a photographer named Frank Worth who
was also a fairly good friend of Jimmy s

dropped by to pick up a book on photog-

raphy which he had loaned Jimmy. He
was invited to sit down and have a drink

and hear some of Jimmy’s recordings.

“They gave me the creeps,” Frank re-

membered of this later. “They were all

about death and dying—poems and things

he just made up—about what it might be

like to die and how it would feel to be

in a grave and all that. I didn’t wait for

my book. I just got out of there, fast.”

Even after Jimmy’s death, however,

Frank found it difficult to believe that,

within ten days of that tragic accident,

Jimmy might have been thinking of his

own grave when he put those things on a

tape recorder. The people who went to

his home after his death say that the tape

recorders were wiped clean. The re-

corders are all in the possession of

Jimmy’s father, and it seems true that

they were wip^ clean, because a record

company has since offered large sums of

money for any recording of his voice.

Up until now, no such recordings have
turned up.
Less than a week before his death,

Jimmy parted with something very dear

to him—a gold Saint Christopher’s medal
given to him by Pier Angeli at the height

of their friendship. He handed it to Nicco
j

one day with the comment, “Here, I want!

you to have this. I won’t be needing it;

any more.”
Saint Christopher is the patron saint oil

travelers, and is supposed to keep them’

from harm on their journeys.
Like everything else about this strange

sequence of events, no single thing about i1

roused any suspicion in anyone’s mindi

It was only when they were all put to-j

gether that they seemed to add up to £

picture of a man who might have decidedj

that death would be simpler to face thar

life.

At the end of Mr. Bast’s story in this

issue, you will find yet another inciden-

which, looking back on it now, lends stilj

further strength to the rumors that begar,

shortly after Jimmy’s death, are growinjj

still. And there is just one more conver -

sation between Jimmy and another closi

friend which might shed more light oi

this puzzling question. This was a younji

man whom Jimmy had helped indoctrinati

j

into his own desperate search for trutl

and a way of life that held dignity anc

meaning. One afternoon, Jimmy cam'

back from a long absence to report tha

he had been spending the time witl

author Christopher Isherwood, who, lik!

Jimmy, also believes in the Hindu phi|

losophy of immortality and the search fol

an absolute. I

“I want you to meet Chris,” Jimmy saicj

“because I’ve given you the idea now, yo:

know what it is we’re trying to do, an.

I think Chris can help you carry it outJ

This was three weeks before Jimmy

:

death. This was about the time he aske

Lew Bracker to write out an insuranci

policy, and around the time he seemed t;

give up all interest in his friends, in h;

appearance, in everything but his rest

lessness to get back to his racing car. *

Jim DeWeerd, a chaplain in the Arm:
during World War II, a cultured man, an’

a man who exerted a strong influence o.

Jimmy's life, has said, “All of us ai',

lonely and searching, but because he w:'

so sensitive, Jimmy was lonelier and L
searched harder. He wanted to find fint

answers, and I think that I taught him '

believe in personal immortality.”

And, in a sense, Jimmy has won th;

persona] immortality, though not in tlj

way he might have thought to win it. F
has been dead for over a year, and yi

he is more loved and more revered tht!

ever. Someone said of him, not long ag

“They just won’t let him die
—

”

What other kind of immortality Jam;

Byron Dean might have found is some

thing we shall never know. Nor shall v

know whether, when he started out <*

that bright, sunny day on a trip thj

would have no return, there was, in r)

heart, any thought or hope that he migi

not come back. Even if he had th

thought, or that hope, the chances at

pretty good that the ^actual accident w I

an accident. The question that will nev;

be answered is, “Was it an accident .|

would have welcomed, had he any prem

nition of it? And if the end hadn t cor

then, on that dusk-shrouded road, wou

he have willed or wished it to come
J

another way, in another time?”
[

Questions that have no answers

questions that refuse to be stilled aslj

world mourns, and wonders. . . . The E»I
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WHERE TO BUY

PHOTOPLAY

STAR FASHIONS

To buy fashions shown on jxjues. 75-81, phone
the. stores listed below, mentioning PHOTorLAY.
Or write to store nearest you, enclosing a clip-

ping of the item you wish to order,

Carol Craig faille dress
BROOKLYN, N. Y.

—

Abraliam & Straus

COLUMBUS, o.—The Union Co.

DETROIT, MICH.

—

Crowley Milner
FORT WORTH, TEX.

—

Monnij:’s

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.—Mary’s
ST. LOUIS, MO.

—

Garland’s
WASHINGTON, D. C.

—

The Herlit Co.

Emma Domb princess dress
CHICAGO, ILL.

—

Morris B. Sachs
NEW YORK, N. Y.

—

Franklin Simon
OMAHA, NEB.

—

J. L. Braiuleis

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH—ZCMI
SYRACUSE, N. Y.

—

E. W. Edwards

•loniiy Herbert lace dress
1 ATLANTA, CA.

—

Rich’s

|,
BOSTON, MASS.

—

Filene’s

I
COLUMBUS, o.—F. & R. Lazarns

[ INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

—

Wm. H. Block
NEW YORK, N. Y.

—

Oppenheim Collins
PHILADELPHIA, FA.

—

Strawhridge & Clothiei
^ ST. LOUIS, MO.

—

Slix, Baer & Fuller

Fred Perlberg cbiffon dress
’ CINCINNATI, O.

—

Shillito’s

CHICAGO, ILL.

—

Chas. A. Stevens
PORTLAND, ORE.

—

Meier & Frank
i

I

Sleeker clutcb purse
1 BELOIT, Wise.—E. L. Chester
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

—

Evans of California
NEW YORK, N. Y.~Leeds Luggage Shops
MARION, IND.

—

Gil Roskin

'Mojiid bosiery
. CHICAGO, ILL.

—

Mandel Bros.
DES MOINES, lA.

—

Yoiinker Bros.
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

—

The Broadway
I MEMPHIS, TENN.

—

The John Gerher Co.
NEW YORK, N. Y.—Arnold Constable
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

—

I. Magniii

Exquisite Form bra
PEORIA, ILL.

—

Hecht’s Bonny Shop
SHEBOYGAN, wisc.—H. G. Prange
SPRINGFIELD, MO.

—

Heer’s
TAMPA, FLA.

—

The Mart

iJautzenaire girdle
ICHICAGO, ILL.

—

Carson Pirie Scott
CLEVELAND, o.—Highee Co.
MILWAUKEE, WISC.

—

The Boston Store
NEW YORK, N. Y.

—

Macy’s
WASHINGTON, D. c.—Hecht Co.

Playtex bra
30ST0N. MASS.

—

Jordan Marsh
IROOKLYN, N. Y.

—

Ahraliam & Straus
;leveland, o.—Highee Co.
NEW YORK, N. Y.

—

Gimhel’s
HILADELPHIA, PA.

—

Lit Bros.

Vnn Lord separates (p. 84)
i:HiCACO, ILL.

—

Kaufman’s (skirt only)

Color portrait of Anthony Perkins by

Fraker; June Allyson by M-G-M; stills

from "Giant" by Warners; Terry Moore
by Powo/ny; Marlon Brando by M-G-M.

FIND OUT what fun it is to

be a beautiful blonde. No
matter what your hair color

now— blonde that’s turned

mousey brown, brunette, red-

head — with Marchand’s
Golden Hair Wash you can

add a glow of sunshine or

lighten honey bright. Golden
Hair Wash is the tried-and-

true home hair lightener pre-

ferred for over 50 years. Not
a dye. Nothing extra to buy.

Fine for lightening arm and
leg hair, too.

Life is thrilling

when you^re a BLONDE
Be a fascinating golden-top—today!

At drugstores
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leadine: offices and Civil Service. 120 words per
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Typing available. 34th Year.
Schools in over 400 cities in
U. S.. Canada, Cuba and Hawaii.
WRITE FOR FREE BOOKLET
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DID YOU SEE
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ON

Mothers Friend

The soothing,

refreshing skin con-

ditioner that pene-
trates and brings
relief to numbing,
tingling muscles in

back and legs . . .

ends the dis-

comfort of
tight, dry
skin.

At Drug Stores Everyichere.

THE S.S.S. COMPANY, ATLANTA, GA.
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LEARN AT HOME THIS QUICK MONEY-SAVING WAY
Simple as A-B-C. Your lessons consist of real selections,

instead of tiresome exercises. You read real notes—no
“numbers’* .or trick music. Some of our 900.000 students
are band LEADERS. Everything is in print and pictures.
First you are told what to do. Then a picture shows you
how. Then you play it yourself and hear how it sounds.
Soon ’’ou are playing your favorite music.

STOP CHEATING YOURSELF OF THESE JOYS!
Popularity! New friends. Gay parties. Good times.

Career. Extra Money. Understand, appreciate and converse
about music. Learn lives and compositions of modern and
great masters . . . Relax! Banish worries and fnastrations.
Satisfy self-expression, creative urge. Gain self-confidence.

Mail coupon for Free 36-page illus-
trated book. Mention your favorite in-
strument. U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC.
Studio 2011, Port Washington, New York

FREE
BOOKLET

I
V. S. SCHOOL OF n^SIC, studio 2011

I

Port Washington, N. Y. !

I Please send me your FREE 36-page illustrated book. 1

I

I would like to play (Name Instrument!.
|

Instrument.
Have you
Instrument?.

I
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I

I
Address.

(Print Name)
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EASY!
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%\\w'
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THE GIFT TIE THAT "CURLS”

GET THIS
''HOW-TO-DO-IT” BOOKLET

Tells you how to tie dozens

of bows and special effects

Buy the King-Size Spool

and make Bows for every

occasion

T-116”^
2300 Logan Blvd.# Chicago 47, III.

|

Send me booklet on tying beautiful bows. I

I enclose 10^ in coin for booklet. I
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Address

-
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Citif
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You can learn practical nursing at home
in spare time. Course endorsed by pliy-

sicians. Thousands of graduates. 57lh

yr. One graduate has charge of 10-bed

hospital. Another saved $400 while

learning. Equipment included. Men,

women 18 to 60. High school not

Easy tuition payments. Trial plan. Write today.

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
211. 25 East Jackson Blvd., Chicago 4. III.

send free booliiet and 16 sample lesson pages.

^State- -Age .

FREE!
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* Richard Egan
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* Tony Curtis
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* Sal Mineo
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* Grace Kelly

w Roch Hudson

* Doris Day
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. Boy Rogers
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(Continued from page 47)

‘The Lonely Man,’ ” a guide explained to

a group of visitors.

Two of the actors were veteran scene-
stealers Jack Palance and Robert Middle-
ton. Still, it was the third actor who com-
manded the attention of those who
watched. He had no dialogue, but it made
no difference. Reminiscent of a stern,

young Montgomery Clift, his thin, sensi-

tive face was tense with inner conflict. No
words were needed to tell you that he was
close to heartbreak—and somehow you
had the feeling that when it came, your
own heart would break a little too. He was
that kind of actor. “Who is he?” A teen-
ager voiced the question for the rest of the

onlookers.
“Perkins,” whispered the guide. “New

boy. Plays Jack’s son in the picture.”

A pretty blond moved into the scene
with a fresh supply of hotcakes. The young
man waved them away, carefully avoiding
so much as a glance at the girl. “Tony’s in

love with her, but she’s his father’s girl,”

said the guide.
“She’s out of her mind,” murmured the

teenager. “Script or no script!”

When the director stopped the action to

give instructions to the actress, the young
man’s audience was still a captive one.

They watched as if compelled to wait for

a clue that would separate the real Tony
Perkins from the make-believe.
He slouched in his chair, stretching his

long legs under the table. But his expres-
sion remained unchanged, his mood un-
broken. Obviously he was a brooding fel-

low by nature.
He faced the director attentively, until

he suddenly became aware of the specta-
tors. But a brief, sweeping glance wasn’t
enough for him. His solemn eyes surveyed
each of them, and his look was the pene-
trating kind. For all his brooding, he
seemed to miss nothing.

Then, as he caught the eye of the com-
pany hairdresser, the intense young man
winked one solemn eye. If he’d stepped
into a corner to stand on his head, he
couldn’t have shattered the spell more
completely.
For everyone on that drafty sound stage,

there was no questioning the future of

Tony Perkins. Within the space of a few
wordless minutes he had managed to touch
the emotions of an informal audience, win
the loyalty of a teen-aged stranger, arouse
the curiosity of a set full of visitors—and,
having lulled the entire group into a seri-

ous mood, jolt them out of it with a wink.
It is safe to say that, given a few hours on
the screen, Tony will become one of Holly-
wood’s biggest stars.

You have to watch him, off the set, as
well as on. Today, when there’s a tendency
to place every newcomer in a category

—

such as brooder, individualist, rebel, shy-
type, cut-up, great lover—Tony defies

classification. Approximately one second
after you’re certain you have him pegged,
you find yourself reconsidering.
During a dramatic scene, he can tear

your heart out. Then he’s apt to amble
away from the cameras, grin the lopsided
grin and remark, “I’d like to do a comedy.
Maybe a musical. You know, I never
played any of these complicated, tragic

young men until I got into television. . .

At this stage of the game, he might well

be expected to be totally preoccupied with
Tony Perkins and his motion-picture ca-
reer. But his inquisitive nature makes it

impossible. As one of the Paramount pub-
licists can testify. . . .

What the publicist had in mind one day
was obtaining vital statistics for a studio

biography. With pen and notebook in hand,

1
T

she cornered Tony in the commissary. “My
mother’s Janet Perkins, non-professional,”
Tony began obligingly. “My father was
Osgood Perkins, actor. I don’t remember
much about him. He died when I was five.,

I was born in New York, April 4, 1932.” !

As she wrote, Tony leaned closer. Shej
looked up to find his nose a scant few!
inches from the top of her pen. “Short-^
hand. . . .” he said, in the tone that most
people use when discovering uranium.

,

Many questions later, having exhausted!
the publicist’s knowledge of the history
uses and theory of shorthand, Tonji
slouched in his chair. “I’d give you thE|

name of the hospital,” he said thoughtfully 1

“But it’s been torn down.” !

“What hospital?” i

“Where I was born.”
Oh, yes, vital-statistics-wise, Tony

proved the soul of cooperation. But in tht'

course of the afternoon she followed hin'

around to get the statistics, the publicisi
also learned about the beauty of Lone Pinei
the considerable acting talent of Waite!
Abel, how to pitch baseball, the weather hi
Florida, the merits of Chinese restaurants
and what was new with a fellow nameEj
Jug Smith. Jug’s name came up at the two

j

man college reunion which occurred oi

the steps of the soundstage when an olij

school chum happened along.
j

As the publicist has since said, “It’s bet
ter to approach Tony Perkins with a reste
mind, if you plan to follow his.”

It is also helpful to expect the unex
pected. While many newcomers take gres
pains to think up unusual items that wi
make the columns, the Perkins contribu
tions come as refreshing afterthought!
Unaccustomed as he is to publicity, he
like a babe in the woods. “I’ve gotten goo i

breaks in my career,” he once told a col

umnist. “But othei’wise nothing very un
usual happens.”
There was no doubting that Tony be

lieved it. “I meet a lot of interesting pec
pie on my way to work,” he went on, trj

ing hard to please.
Then, in answer to a raised eyebrow, I

casually explained, “I hitchhike.”
“You what?” Until that moment the co

umnist had been under the impression tji;

she’d heard everything.
Star or no, each morning Tony trudgi

down the hill from his apartment-hote
crosses Sunset Boulevard and stands on r

convenient corner. Within minutes, he h j

himself a ride—and invariably his deat
,

pan sense of humor comes into play. Pr
marily because drivers always follow ti i

same pattern of questioning. It began t
•

his first morning in Hollywood when (

low-slung convertible stopped for hi)
'

Surveying the deceptively youthful fa
‘

and the lanky blue-jeaned figure, t

driver inquired, “On your way to school

.

'

“No,” replied Tony. “I work.”
“Oh . . . where?”
“In movies.”
“And just what do you do in movies^!'

Tony mulled the matter and was stru i

with sudden inspiration. “I’m a stand-ii i

he said. “For Tony Perkins.”
“Hmmmm . . said the driver. “Dor '

believe I’ve ever heard of him.”
“That’s what I figured,” grinned Toil.

“But you’ll be hearing a lot about Pe^'

kins,” predicted Perkins. “He’s a new act

who’s really going places.”

When they’ve seen “Friendly Persui

sion” and “The Lonely Man,” Tony’s ben|

factors will know that they got the
|

straight from the actor’s mouth. “Butg
guess I’m going to have to stop sayia

things like that,” says Tony.
Although he’s going places—and inj|
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hurry—he’s never in too much of a rush
to lend a helping hand. On the Paramount
lot, he’s apt to be seen lugging anything
from a potted plant to an armful of books
—depending upon whom he’s run into and
under which load they were staggering at

the time. In fact, the word’s been spread
among the studio secretaries that it isn’t

even necessary to stagger.

On his way to lunch one day, Tony fell

into step with an industrious girl trying to

turn the pages of a book and juggle a large
handbag. “Let me take that,” he volun-
teered and reached for the handbag before
she could reply.
He swung it easily as they walked along.

“I don’t read as much as I ought to,” he
said, rather apologetically. “Just don’t
seem to have the time any more.”
Then he thoughtfully lapsed into silence

so that she could concentrate on the book.
“Well, anyway, I tried to concentrate on
the book,” the girl remarked as she related
the story later.

As far as the ladies are concerned, Tony
is like the boy next door who grew up to
be a prize. And when he dates a girl, she
may be sure that she’s the one and only.
“I’ve gone steady with almost every girl

I’ve dated,” he says. “I’ve never played
the field.”

Then comes the grin. “One contributing

of Tony is this unconventional

of “taxiing” Norma Moore to a party

may be that I’m a lousy dancer. It

me about five months to get used to

with a girl.”

s steady date while making “The
Man” was another New Yorker,

aine Aiken. She’s the pretty blond—and
e’s very much in her right mind. On one
their first dates, Elaine discovered Tony’s
ithusiasm for Chinese restaurants. “It’s

uncomplicated Chinese restaurant,”
assured her en route. “So they tell

C.

Once seated, they scanned the menu.
Ihop suey,” said Tony.
The waiter frowned. “Chow mein,” he
id.

Having ordered to the waiter’s satisfac-

m, they held their appetites hopefully in
leyance for a while. Then for another
bile. Tony caught sight of the waiter and
ntured to inquire when the first course
ight be arriving. The waiter consulted
watch. “It’s ten o’clock,” he said, and

ent away again.
“This is an uncomplicated Chinese res-
urant?” said Elaine.

“It’s just that we’ve run into a compli-
cated waiter,” Tony consoled her.

If Tony has learned to accept life’s little

setbacks in stride, it’s because he’s had
practice. Fired with the ambition to become
an actor at a very early age, he considered
schooling one such setback. Friends claim

that he was probably persuaded to attend

when someone pointed out that it was the

quickest way to learn to read lines. Tony
admits, “There were the school plays. I

guess I wouldn’t have gone to school if I

couldn’t have been in school plays.”

In compliance with his mother’s wish
and his own good judgment, he wound up
with quite an education. It began in a

small private school in New York and
ended at Columbia University. In between,
he attended junior high school in Brook-
line, Massachusetts, the Browne and Nich-
ols prep school in Cambridge, and Rollins

College in Winter Park, Florida.

Career setbacks—and they seemed great

ones at the time—he learned to accept
philosophically. His first part was a rather

minor one, that of an Easter egg in the

second row. “But I found out that there

were all sorts of things you could do with
an Easter egg role,” Tony grins.

He was fourteen when he signed for his

first season in summer stock. “It was 1947,”

he recalls. “At that time, summer theatres

were having to start all over again after

the war, and they were finding it hard to

locate apprentices. They began sending
representatives to schools to recruit peo-
ple.”

A stock company in Vermont offered

him twenty-five dollars a week and Tony
accepted, with boyish visions of being dis-

covered. The visions dimmed a bit when
the stage manager announced, “Perkins,
you can pull the curtain.”

He also helped gather props, paint scen-
ery, strike old sets, and put up new ones.

A first glimpse of the scenery shop might
have discouraged a less dedicated young
man. The shop was underground. “Seemed
about sixty feet under,” he remembers.
“Like a coal mine. We’d get up for air

once a day, have lunch and then go back
to the dungeon. But I was fascinated by
the whole business.”
One day they handed Tony a role in

“Junior Miss.” He was to play a character
named Haskel Cummings, the leading
lady’s first date. But small as it was, the
part meant that Tony would at last be
treading the boards in a professional ca-
pacity. At least that was what both he and
the director had in mind. First, however,
he had a taste of near-catastrophe.
Beneath the stage there happened to be

a passageway which led to the rear of the
theatre. On opening night, Tony ventured
back to watch the performance while
awaiting his cue. He leaned against the
back wall and became engrossed in the
action. When the doorbell rang on-stage,
his first thought was, “Now who could that
be?”
Then it came to him that it was supposed

to be Tony Perkins, alias Haskel Cum-
mings. “It was one of those experiences
that stop you cold,” he says. “Time really
stood still when I heard that doorbell.”
Breathless as he was when he reached

the stage, Haskel gave a creditable per-
formance. As the season progressed, Tony
was assigned other roles. “I was usually
somebody’s little brother,” he recalls. “But
I was always on time for my entrances.”
The following summer, Tony joined the

Robin Hood Theatre, a stock company in
Delaware. In all, he was there for five
summers. “I had the same job I had in
Vermont,” he says. “Except that this time
the scenery shop was in a cave where
they’d formerly kept wine and apples. It

was pretty wet—water kept dripping down
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the walls. And for company we had spiders

and snakes. But I was still fascinated.”

From Delaware, Tony’s conversation is

likely to jump to Florida. “I was given a

chance to play leading men when I went
down to Rollins,” he says.

“
‘Laura,’

‘Goodbye My Fancy,’ ‘The Importance of

Being Earnest’ were some of the shows.

And I did winter stock in Winter Park.

‘‘That’s where I goofed again. But, you
know, I like it when people don’t come in

on cue. Gives you a chance to take com-
mand . . . build some lines . . . save the

day. Maybe everybody doesn’t feel that

way,” he adds modestly.
“Anyway, Kay Francis had come down

to do a play. There was a love scene at the

end of the first act, and I was supposed to

interrupt it. But I got my entrance cues

confused and was a little late—more than

a little late. Eventually I heard Miss Fran-

cis ad-libbing, ‘Roger, where is that boy?

What’s he doing out there?’

“It could have been the longest
^

love

scene in the history of the theatre,” Mr.

Perkins says thoughtfully.

At the end of his freshman year at Rol-

lins, Tony decided that it was time to

tackle Hollywood. He was prompted by the

news that M-G-M had purchased the play

“Years Ago.” Since he’d done it in summer
stock, he could practically hear Culver

City calling for him. “So I went out with

the general idea of getting myself the part.’

He chose to go by way of New Orleans

and Arizona and made it in six days. Rid"

ing his thumb. “It was a non-stop trip,” he

recalls. “I slept in the back seats of the

cars. Nothing much happened—unless you
count the beer-truck incident. . .

.”

The beer truck, with Tony as a passen-

ger, was going up a hill when there came
a rather deafening noise. The truck came
to a quick stop and Tony and the driver

jumped out to check the damage. It was
considerable. The back of the truck had
flown open and the cargo was gone. “There

was a whole river of beer down the hill,”

he recalls. “About all we could do was try

and get the broken bottles off the road.

And, man, was it a hot day!”

When Tony reached Hollywood, he wan-
gled an introduction to George Cukor, who
was to direct “Years Ago.” It was then that

he discovered that no work was being done

on the picture at the time. “But I thought

I’d hang around.”
He was almost ready to leave when

M-G-M executives decided to test a pros-

pective leading lady and remembered the

young man who’d been haunting them so

effectively. “I was supposed to be on the

sidelines,” says Tony. “But Mr. Cukor sort

of made it my test as well as the girl’s. It

was a lot of fun to do, though I was sure

I’d done very badly.”

With this thought in mind, he returned

to Rollins. Months later, a telegram ar-

rived from Culver City. He read it. And
reread it. The picture was ready to roll

and M-G-M was requesting that he report

immediately for wardrobe fittings. A leave

of absence was arranged and Tony caught

a California-bound plane.

His welcome was a little strained. “My
fault,” grins Tony. “I hadn’t heard a word
about the picture and my first question

was, ‘Who’s in the cast?’

“They looked at me as if I’d just gotten

in from the moon. ‘Don’t you know?
“These days they talk about ‘New York

actors.’ Well, the reaction to me was,

‘Who’s this actor they’ve imported from

Florida?’
”

As Tony puts it, the picture—retitled

“The Actress”—didn’t exactly tear down
the walls. However, it did give him a start

as a professional. He flew back to Florida

to finish out his school year. Then, on the

theory that television work would come

his way when the film was released, he
transferred to Columbia University in New ||

York.
His reasoning was entirely correct. As a

result of “The Actress” he found an agent,

MCA. He also won good roles in televi-

sion. And from television, Elia Kazan chose

him to follow John Kerr in Broadway’s
' f

spectacularly dramatic hit “Tea and Sym- i *

pathy.”
As it turned out, Tony’s debut day was

a test of both actor and scholar. Asked if

he would play a matinee with Deborah i

Kerr, before Joan Fontaine arrived to take

over the part, Tony agreed. However, he

hadn’t reckoned with examination time at'

Columbia.
Hopes high, he broached the all-impor-

tant question. Might he postpone the exam
which was scheduled for the same day? ;

“Sorry,” said the professor. “No.” ? *
But the professor knew his Perkins. ;

“I’m sure you’ll manage both,” he added,l
not unkindly. m
Tony did, racing from classroom to

dressing room. The results of the exam
were quietly filed. But word of his out-i

standing stage performance was spread

the length and width of Broadway.
In July of 1955, director William Wylei

made a trip to New York to complete the;

casting job on “Friendly Persuasion.” He

was searching for a youthful actor whc^

could portray a teen-aged Quaker of the

Civil War years. Tony arrived for the

audition, took a quick look at the script
;

read for Wyler and his assistant. He walkeci.

out with the part.

It was only a matter of time beforeil

Perkins’ progress began to set Hollywooc ‘

on its ear. Actually, he first crept up oi
,

the town quietly, as a notice in a trade '

paper. The item said that he’d been signee j

for a movie. i|

Next, he was hearsay. Photographers 1

who can take stars or leave them, mostljli

without comment, visited the “Persuasion s

set to shoot pictures of Gary Cooper

They returned raving—about Tony Per^
kins.

j

Then director Wyler, rarely quoted oi
j

newcomers, was quoted and requoted, “
j

wish all actors were like Tony.”
j

On the strength of the rushes, he wa 1

signed to a long-term contract by Paraq

mount. And the studio, which generall
|

buys properties only for established star:
|

announced the purchase of “The Jim Pier I

sail Story” and “Joey”—for Tony Perkin:

While the scripts were being prepare!,I'l

Tony created the role of “Joey” on telei

vision, and made a record of the song froi

the show. Then he was given a co-starrin i

role in “The Lonely Man.”
On the latter set, it was obvious th^

Tony had come a long way—and that he I

acquired a host of rooters. And they wei

just as enthusiastic as the Theatre Ar

professor who had begun to boost Toni

back in 1951. “You should interview oi

leading man, young lady,” he told a far

magazine writer visiting the Rollii

campus. “This boy has what it takes. He

going to be a star.”

The writer politely explained that it wj

customary for fan magazines to run storii

on motion-picture personalities.

“He’s been to Hollywood,” persisted tl

professor. “He’s in ‘The Actress.’

Taking old school ties into account, tl

writer hedged politely.

“All right,” said the professor. A

right. But someday you’ll write a story (

Tony Perkins.” His tone implied that she

also eat her vintage 1951 words.

Well, professor, I know what you me;

and this is the story. I’d just like to ac :

that words never tasted so good! The Ei

BE SURE TO SEE ;
To"y Perkins in

suasion" and "The Lonely Man.

“Friendly P '

j
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Love on the Run
^ (Continued from page 71)
dawdling. While Don was working in “Bus
Stop” in April he was granted a day or so
off to get married. A few hours later he
was on his way to Arizona for location.
Then back to Hollywood. When the pic-
ture was done he and Hope flew to New
York, had the religious ceremony to seal
their mating, had to cut the honeymoon
short when Don flew back to the Coast for
his next film, “Bachelor Party.” Tied up in
a melee of unfinished packing and dental

) appointments, Hope couldn’t join him until
a week later. And to top it off, the happy
pair have discovered that they are headed

.

for parenthood—in February!
Winning and wedding the woman you

love, according to Don, can be mighty
strenuous when it’s combined with landing
your first starring roles in the movies. In

[fact, the career part was, comparatively,
a cinch. The way Don had it figured, he
was sure to arrive in pictures sooner or
later.

.
You see, this handsome specimen of

young manhood really couldn’t miss. He
grew up in the theatre. His father, Dennis
Murray, was and still is a well-known
director. His mother, Ethel Cook, belonged
to that picked group of the most glamorous

I

females in show business, the Ziegfeld
Follies girls. Don was born right in Holly-
jWood, because his father happened to be
[working as a dance director at Fox at the
time. The time was 1929. He was given the
full moniker of Donald Patrick Murray.
Twenty-six years later, like his father be-
fore him, Don signed his first movie con-
itract with 20th Century-Fox. But his life
has been full of such coincidences. . .

* When Don was nine months old, the
Murray family had trekked back East on
account of the depression, and Don got his
early schooling wherever his dad found
employment—Manhattan, Fort Worth
Cleveland. Finally, the family—there wasm older brother. Bill, and a young sister,
ithelyn—settled in East Rockaway out on
-lOng Island, and Don became an average
ligh-school student.
Well, maybe not so average. .

I

“I loved to clown,” Don confesses. “I’d
;iate to tell you how many times I was

the principal’s office for cutting up.”
When graduation drew near, the fellows
n the football team buttonholed the
omic. “Listen, bub,” they threatened. “No
lowning when we walk up to get that
iploma. We’re all graduating by a slim
largin. If you louse us up, we’ll murder
ou!

On the big day, Don appeared as serious
ad as dignified as a professor. His bod-
ies were startled at his unexpected, sober

^HO ARE YOUR FAVOR
V/i color / wont ^to seei .ACTOR;

performance, broke into snickers and
snorts and almost wrecked the graduation
themselves.

In high school Don had two chief in-
terests—sports and drama. In the first cate-
gory, he excelled as a long-distance track
runner, won his letter in football and
played a speedy basketball game. In the
second department, he began as early as
his freshman year to write and direct skits.

“It was easy,” Don relates. “I dug
through a lot of scripts my dad had stored
in a trunk. I stole a joke from one, another
joke from the next, wrote new lyrics to
old songs and figured out a simple plot.
Overnight, I had myself a show.”
The only trouble was that the youthful

writer-director didn’t feel his fellow stu-
dents were doing justice to his plays. “So
I decided to act in them myself,” he con-
cludes.

Of course, this wasn’t the first time Don
had performed. Many years before, when
his three-year-old sister was attending a
dancing school, the teacher sent out an
SOS for a small boy to appear in the an-
nual school presentation. Don, aged six,
was corralled. His job was to hide behind
a large umbrella while the little tykes
danced merrily away. At the end of the
number, the umbrella collapsed, Don
stepped forth, grabbed the prima ballerina
and ardently kissed her.
Perhaps Don’s parents had been aware

of their son’s acting talents from that early
age, for they loyally attended all of his
high-school performances and constantly
encouraged him to work toward the
theatre.

“When I graduated,” says Don, “it was a
toss-up whether I’d go to college in order
to get into semi-professional basketball or
enroll in the American Academy of Dra-
matic Arts in New York and study acting.
]^t I guess greasepaint was in my blood.
The Academy won out.”
Two things surprised young Don Mur-

ray when he started at the Academy. He
was astonished to see the adolescent
would-be actors and actresses spending
countless hours discussing the theatre,
psychoanalyzing themselves and every-
one in the profession, and dressing to the
hilt, as though they already were great
stars. But the biggest surprise was to dis-
cover that he, Don Murray, was not a
comedian, as he had always believed, but
a serious actor.

It happened when he was cast as a
tragic Scotsman in “The Hasty Heart.” All
of a sudden, the directors at the Academy
were taking notice of the youth. The well-
known drama coach, Paton Price, saw
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Acid Indigestion?

Heartburn?
Gas?

Wherever you are,

whatever you’re
doing— you can
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FOR THE TUMMY
Get TUMS today! 3 roll package—25<

HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS PAID...
each month by advertisers for boys & girls

pictures (6 mo. to 18 yrs.) for TV, Calendar &
Magazine ads. Your child has same opportu-

nity. Send ONE (1) small photo for approval.

Print Childs and mothers name and address
back. Returned in 20 days with report.

NO OBLIGATION.

HOLLYWOOD SPOTLITE, Dept. A K
1611 No. La Brea, Hollywood, Calif.
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Shrinks Hemorrhoids

New Way Without Surgery
^ence Finds Healing Substance That
Relieves Pain— Shrinks Hemorrhoids

For the first time science has found a
^®®hng substance with the astonishing

ability to shrink hemorrhoids and to relieve
pain — without surgery.

In case after case, while gently relieving
pain, actual reduction (shrinkage) took
place.
Most amazing of all — results were so

thorough that sufferers made astonishing
statements like “Piles have ceased to be a
problem! ”

.The secret is a new healing substance
(Bio-Dyne*) -discovery of a world-famous
research institute.

This substance is now available in sup-
pository or ointment form under the name
Preparation H* Ask for it at all drug count-
ers—money back guarantee. *Keg. u. S. Pat. Off.
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ENJOY A PERMANENT,
'^BIG PAY CAREER as a

^PRACTICAL
NURSE

EARN AT HOME WHILE LEARNING
FREE SAMPLE LESSON shows how easily you can

become a professionally trained practical nurse

by home study in a short time. NO HIGH
SCHOOL NEEDED. No age limit.

FOR FREE LESSON and

FULL INFORMATION

I
Post Graduate Hospital

I
School of Nursing

j
9D116 Auditorium Bldg.

I Chicago 5, Illinois

Name.
1

I
Address

I City State.

SWARoS"
Everybody’s doing it!

Beautiful portrait-quality

photos made from your

favorite. snapshot or portrait!

For Super-Speed service,

send 25c extra

Send picture and money tO:

WALLET PHOTOS, Hillside, N.J. Box Q-2
we pay postage MONET BACK GUARANTEE

'How to Moke Money with
- Simple Cartoons''^

^ A book everyone who likes to draw

'-^should have. It Is free; no

obligation. Simply address
FREE
BOOK

. ARTOONISTS' EXCHANGE
Dept. 5911 Pleasant Hill, Ohio

DANCING SHOES— SUPPLIES
Toe $5.95. Pads & Ribbons $1.00; Ballet
$3.29, Tap Shoes With Toe Taps. To Size 3.
$4.95, Lai'ger $5.45; Acrobatic $1.39. Crepe
Sole $1.95. Send Shoe Size and Foot Outline.
Leotards $3.85. Sheer or Mesh Opera Hose
$4.95, Mesh Tiffhts $5.95. Hula Skirts $3.25.
Send check or M.O. .Xdd 35c For Postage.

BATON—DRUM CORPS SUPPLIES
White Majorette , Bootspats, $2.98 postpaid.

SKATING SKIRTS—Complete Catalog 20c

QUINCON DANCE SUPPLIES
7 FOSTER ST.. Dept. P, QUINCY 69. MASS,

TWO LOVELY RINGS
Beautiful Engagement and
Wedding ring to match in

1/40 10-K R.G.P., set with
sparkling brilliants. Yours
for selling 82.00 worth of

famed Rosebud Products.

Orders Rosebud Salve oi

8 Tholene Camphor Oint-

ment to sell at 25t a box Or
4 Rosebud Perfume to sell at

50e a bottle. Order 4 Rosebml.
4 Tholene or 2 Perfume for 1 ring.

ROSEBUD PERFUME CO. Box 49 WOODSBORO, MARYLAND

BE FUN TO BE WITH

. . . even after “one of those days”

The off-to-school-rush, hurried

shopping and a million other de-

tails seem to pile up on "one of

those days.” When you feel tense

and edgy, Miles NERVINE can

be a help. You don’t want to feel

logy and dull. You want Miles

NERVINE. It simply helps you

relax, and eases tenseness. Follow

the label, avoid excessive use. Buy
Miles NERVINE— effervescent

tablets or liquid—atany drugstore.

Mui'ray in “The Hasty Heart” and imme-
diately got him a job in summer stock.

But don’t think Don was one of these
characters who was completely devoted to

his art. No, indeed! While he was study-
ing dramatics, he also worked as an usher
at CBS and played semi-pro basketball. In

j

the midst of this hectic routine, a Universal
Pictures talent scout caught one of his

Academy performances and flew him out
to Hollywood to test for a juicy part in

“Bright Victory.” When the test was over,
the studio decided Don, just eighteen, was
too young for the role.

“However,” said the executives, “we’ll
give you a contract. A nice ten-year con-
tract. We’ll train you, build you up, shape
you into something colossal.”

Even in those days, Don Murray knew
what he wanted. “I don’t want to be tied

to a cold business deal like that,” he
brazenly told the bigwigs. “I consider act-
ing an art, not a profession.”
“See here,” snapped the executives,

“you’re not Marlon Brando.”
“Well,” shrugged Don, “I’ll go back to

New York until I am!”

And thus the proud young man hot-

j

footed it back East, studied some more at

I
the Academy, and wore out several pairs

I

of shoes making the rounds of agents and

I

producers. He landed a few magazine
i modeling jobs and performed in spot
commercials for television. Then one day
he had an appointment to read for Ten-
nessee Williams, who was casting “The
Rose Tattoo.” Williams listened to Don
about ten minutes, tossed aside his script
and declared, “I'll sign you for the role of
the sailor.”

It was while Don was playing on Broad-
way in “The Rose Tattoo” that he and an-
other chap went out on a double date. His
friend’s date was a pert, petite blond, Hope
Lange. A couple of weeks later, Don went

j

to a party. Hope happened to be present,
i “Would you like to see ‘The Rose Tat-
i
too’ some time?” Don invited.

' “Yes,” Hope smiled.

I

Don got Hope a ticket the very next
j

evening. After the show, he took her out
to supper. “We sat up until three o’clock
in the morning, talking,” Don recalls. Talk-
ing about what? “Art!” Don laughs. “But,”

I

he confesses, “I knew from that moment
on that Hope was going to be my wife.
Maybe she didn’t realize it. After all, she

;

was still in junior college. I knew I’d have
’ to wait until she grew up.”

And wait he did. But when Don decides
a thing, brother, that’s it! When he went

!
on tour with the Williams play, he bar-

J raged Hope with letters. She didn’t answer
many of them, but that didn’t make any
difference to Don. He had made up his

^

mind.
' Like most healthy males, Don received
a greeting from his draft board along
about then. Because of his religion, he was

I

listed as a conscientious objector and was
1
assigned two grueling years of service as
a social worker in European refugee

i
camps.
“That was a great experience,” recalls

Don. “I can speak German and Italian

fairly well and I got to really know the
people in the German and Italian camps.
My duty was up in Christmas of 1954, but

1

I had just organized a special holiday show

j

for a camp in Naples. The refugees were
I
eagerly anticipating the production, and I

' didn’t have the heart to let them down. I

ended up staying another six months.”
When Don Murray finally stepped down

the gangplank in New York in May 1955,

who was there to meet him? Hope, of

course!

“He looked terrific and he looked ter-

rible!” remembers Hope. “I was thrilled to

see him, but at the same time, he had

been ill in Europe and he was as thin as

a rail.”

Immediately, Don took up his campaigi
for marriage. Hope still hedged. “I jus
wasn’t sure of myself,” Hope explains
“Don was a wonderful boy, but I couldn’
see myself settling down.”
Because Hope wouldn’t say the magi'

word, innumerable spats ensued. On eac)
occasion, Don would stalk off, vowing
“This is the end! Goodbye, Hope. You’l
never see me again!”
After one of these lovers’ quarrels, Doij

suddenly remembered the large Frenci
windows in Hope’s first-floor apartmem
“Why, anybody could just walk in oJ

the street!” he began to conjecture. Th
more he thought about the windows, th
more he worried. With visions of Hop
being strangled in the black of the nigh:
he sought his dad’s aid and, together, the
constructed a special lock. “But who wi
install the lock?” Don pondered. “Hd
brother-in-law? My dad? Or me . . .?

Me won out. Don phoned Hope, explain
ing he wanted to put a lock on the uh
safe windows. Hope agreed to let hii

come over. The lock was duly installei

The lovebirds kissed and made up.
That’s the way it went. Two kids in lov

bickering violently and arriving at peac
terms a week later. Then along came
play called “The Hot Corner.” Don w;
signed to a part and he begged, plotte

and pulled strings until he got Hope c

the payroll as an understudy. “We didr
let the rest of the company know we
been acquainted for years,” says Don. “5

when they saw us going out on dates, th?

thought the play had brought us romar
tically together.”
Without realizing what was happenin

Don and Hope got so busy with their rol

in “The Hot Corner” that they forgot
argue about marriage. Then the sho
folded in Boston, and on a cold, rainy Fel

ruary afternoon, the pair returned to Ne,

York. i

“Say,” mentioned Don casually, “doi'

you think it’s about time we got married!
“Maybe,” replied Hope.
Don went into one of his filibusters af

by four a.m. Hope had weakened and sa:

“Yes.” I

Coincidences already had been poppi
up in the young couple’s lives. They di

covered accidentally that their fathers h
known each other in show business yet

ago. On New Year’s Eve, when their fan
lies attended “The Hot Corner,” Doi
leading lady unexpectedly fell ill and Ho'

got her first chance to act opposite D
in public. “Their love scenes were ma
nificent!” recalls Hope’s sister, Mineli

who was present at this momentous eve I

Don and Hope also appeared togetl

in a TV play in New York quite

chance. Movie studios were beginning
sit up and watch them individually. Df

j

had worked in the television version 1

1

“The Skin of Our Teeth” and had j'l

done a Kraft show when Joshua Log!
singled him out for the role of Bo in

film production of “Bus Stop. Simul
neously, several studios had been nego

ating with Hope. Although it sour

stranger than fiction, a 20th Century-F <

talent scout wanted her for the part

Elvia in “Bus Stop.”
This activity was all happening in

late winter of 1955. Don and Hope w
already engaged. The wedding was onbF
matter of deciding when and where. Ij|

with commitments and contracts fiy9ii

around fast and furious, the young couW'*

scarcely had time to set the date. El
flew to the coast to act opposite Man .
Monroe. Hope followed to do TV. 111^

signed a contract with 20th Century-Fo;l
the kind of contract he’d always wanlB
Two pictures a year and twelve mon^.„
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T every second year to do stage work.
Then his studio offered Hope the same
ind of contract, she happily signed on the

otted line. A few weeks later, both signed
lother contract—marriage. They had a
diet, civil ceremony in Hollywood on
.pril 14, 1956. Three months later, on June
inth, there was a double-ring church
edding in New York.
“Hollywood was both fascinating and
ustrating,” admits Don. “I had been ac-
astomed to the theatre and live television

here you either do or die. But on a
lovie set, everything is upside down. You
;art with a scene in the middle of the
.;ript, switch to the last scene in the film,

ind up with the opening shot.

“Once,” he continues, “I thought I’d

layed a scene as well as I ever would,
ut after the director said, ‘Cut,’ there
as a protest from the technicians. ‘We
idn’t get a good snow effect!” So we all

aited until the artificial snow was going
!ill blast and then shot the whole scene
i/er again.”
Playing opposite Marilyn Monroe, ac-
irding to Don, was a wonderful experi-
;ice. “She never went temperamental. She
ways agreed with the director. And she
as the most patient person I’ve ever met,”
^calls Murray. “When I happened to muff
scene, she’d just smile and say, ‘Let’s

jy it over, shall we?’ ”

Actually, it’s a miracle that Don ever
)t through “Bus Stop.” He had endured
bad siege of pneumonia while in Italy

id, although he didn’t know it, fluid was
ill in his lungs when he went to Holly-
ood. Two days before shooting began,
;e old illness acted up—high tempera-
re, dizzy spells, weakness. But, gamely,
on was determined to go on. His drama
lach, Paton Price, flew to the Coast to
lilp out, got him dressed and drove him
the studio every morning. Joshua Logan
ot scenes around him when he was at
s worst. Hope arrived at his apartment
gularly around six to cook him hot meals
id see that he got to bed early.
“Don Murray’s a trouper if I ever saw
le!” commented Logan, when the picture
as in the cans.
In June, Mr. and Mrs. Don Murray re-
rned East for their second wedding cere-
any and their first real honeymoon. He
as well again, “Bus Stop” was completed
id at last, the couple had time to relax.
Hope now decided to go on a campaign
her own, determined to fatten up her
w hubby and garb him in clothes be-
ting a leading man.
‘Don used to be picky about his food,”
e explains. “He’s six foot, one and a
If inches tall and weighs a scant 170. I

stuff him with scrambled eggs, fried to-

matoes, bacon and English muffins with
plenty of butter at breakfast. I insist he
eat a good lunch and at dinner I give
him a big, nourishing stew or steak and
potatoes and huge hunks of pie.”

“She’s a good cook,” says Don admir-
ingly. “She can take a plain piece of filet

of fish and make it taste like a fancy dish
at Ciro’s.”

In the clothes department, Hope reveals,

“Don has always been the world’s most
miserable dresser. Purple socks, worn-out
ties, suits that hung on him like sacks.

Now I pick out his wardrobe, and I’m
slowly getting him into shape.”
But slowly. Last July, Hope met her guy

at a smart New York restaurant for lunch-
eon. He looked neat and handsome in his

tan summer suit, and she was very happy
over the progress she had made .... un-
til they left the restaurant and walked out
on the street. Then, to her horror, she saw
Don was wearing a shabby old pair of

basketball shoes!

The Murrays have one goal, above all

others. To have fun! “We swim together,
dance, indulge in hectic badminton match-
es, love to listen to good music,” Don de-
clares. “We plan to work together in pic-
tures, if possible. And, surely, we’ll do a
play together. Maybe even a musical.
Hope’s a marvelous dancer. My mother
was a singer and I’ve inherited a little of
her talent.”

They also plan a home and children in
the future. Right now, they live in Hope’s
one-and-a-half-room apartment (the one
with the windows) when they’re in New
York and they rent a larger apartment
in Hollywood.
One thing about this gay young pair

—

they know where they’re going and how
they’re going to get there. As Hope’s sis-

ter, Minelda, says, “They both have high
moral standards. They’ll never stoop to
anything that isn’t right. Don doesn’t drink
or smoke. In fact, he has a clause in his
contract stating he will never endorse a
tobacco or alcohol advertisement. Hope
smokes a little and takes a cocktail. But
I think Don’s example will change that.”
And, best of all, there isn’t the slightest

suggestion of professional jealousy be-
tween the two. “If Hope wants to act, that’s
all right with me,” Don has said. “All I

care about is that she’s my wife.”
As for Hope . . . “I’m glad Don’s be-

coming famous,” she declares in all sin-
cerity. “I’m in love with him and I’m very
proud of him.” The End

YOU LL ENJOY: Don Murray in “Bus Stop.”

Tennessee Ernie Ford
and his fwo delightful vocalists
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THE REAL GARRY MOORE
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LARRY DEAN

Lawrence Welk's singing sensation

all in the November TV RADIO MIRROR at all newsstands
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Special New Tablet

Relieves Monthly Cramps

for3 out of4 in Tests!

Amazing new formula developed

especially for female distress gives

greater relief than aspirin!

If you dread those “difficult days” each
month, listen! Science has developed a
special new tablet to relieve psiin, cramps,
and tense feehngs of monthly periods!
It contains a unique combination of medi-
cines— including blood-building iron.
Thus offers more relief than plain aspirin

!

In doctors’ tests painful distress was
reheved for 3 out of 4 women! Many
didn’t suffer even on the first day! They
also escaped much of the jitters and un-
happy tension so common as you ap-
proach that trying time of month.
So don’t suffer needlessly. Ask for

“Lydia Pinkham Tablets” at drug stores.

No prescription needed. See if they don’t
help you feel worlds better—both before
and during your period!

> Rarty Records
_ FOR ADULTS ONLY

THEY'RE TERRIFIC! Brand new series
of exclusive records Racy ditties and gay
parodies about those spicy. Intimate mo-
ments Really shocking, but so much fun

,
for you and your guests. Complete set of

4/^EIGHT different selections on^ finest quality 78 or 45 r.p.m records (state
choice), sent prepaid In plain, sealed pack-

|age for S4.95 (no c.o.d.’s). SPECIAL OF-
I FER: Two Different Sets of 16 Recordings
for only S8 95. For a thrilling adventure In
adult entertainment, order yours Today!

NATIONAL, Dept. 56-F, Box 5. Sta. E, TOLEDO 9. OHIO

ANY PHOTO ENLARGED
Size 8 X 10 Inches
on DOUBLE-WEIGHT Paper
Same price for full length or bust
form, groups, landscapes, pet ani-
mals. etc., or enlargements of any
part of a group picture. Original is

returned with your enlargement.

SendNoMoney 3 for $1^0
Just mail photo, negative or snap-
shot (any size) and receive your enlargement,
guaranteed fadeless, on beautiful double-weight
portrait quality paper. Pay postman 67c plus
postage—or send 69c with order and we pay post-
age. Take advantage of this amazing offer. Send your photos today.

Protesslonal Art Studios, 544 S. Main, Dept. SG-P, Princeton, Illinois

IT’S GREAT TO CLEAR YOUR SKIN

PSORIASIS
— the ugly scaly skin trouble

tf^MaeifDERMOIL
Enjoy the thrill of a smooth
clear skin! DERMOIL

formula used by many doctors. Amazing
results reported for over 22 years! No
matter how long you have suffered, write
for Free Book on Psoriasis with “Before
and After” photos of results, and
SEND 10c for generous trial bottle.

Satisfaction in 2 weeks or money
back. Sold by all Druggists.

LAKE LABORATORIES, Dept. 2504
Box 392S Strathmoor Station, Detroit 27, Mich.
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1 Can’t Get Rid of

I Dark or Discolored Skin,^
freckles, Skin Spots?'

HERE’S HELP! Mercolized Wax Cream

7 NIGHT PLAN Lightens,
Beautifies Skin WhileYou Sleep
Just follow the famous Mercolized Wax

i< Cream 7 Night Plan to a whiter, smoother,

lovelier skin. Smooth rich, luxurious Mer-

colized Wax Cream on your face or arms
iust beforeretiri ng each night for one week.

:!
,
You’ll begin to see results almost
at once . . . lightens dark skin,

blotches, spots, freckles as if by
magic! This is not a cover up cos-

metic: Mercolized Wax Cream
works UNDER the skin surface.

Beautiful women have used this

time-tested plan for over 40 years — you U
love it’s fast, sure, longer lasting results!

Mercolized Wax Cream is sold on 100% guar-

antee or money back. Start using it now

.

MERCOLIZED WAX CREAM
At All Drug and Cosmetic Counters

ADVANCE
ROYALTY 9lONGWRITERS

TOTHEWRITER

OF REST SONG
SELECTED

EAgi FAONTH

• Send youf songs or poems today.

Music composed for your words. Re-
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Why the "Rebel" Craze Is Here to Stay

(Continued from page 60)
steadily grown, until today Presley repre-
sents the new type of screen lover. As
Cary Grant once remarked thoughtfully
in an interview that looked back over
his own suave screen life, “Apparently,
the way to get a girl to fall in love with
you these days is to be insufferably rude,
neglect to shave for days at a time, show
up for a date wearing blue jeans and a
leather jacket and take the young lady
for a ride on the back of your motor-
cycle.”

This trend has not only created a new
kind of hero, it has made a legend of
James Dean, it has provided Elvis Presley
with enough money to buy a car for every
day in the week, and it has apparently
made a memory of the wholesome, clean-
cut, well-scrubbed, all-American boy
who respected his parents, went to church
on Sunday and stood up when an older
person entered the room.

' What brought about the change? And
iioes this new "heel worship”—this wor-
ship of all that is rebellious, unconven-
;ional, rude, even brutal—mean that this
generation of teenagers is any worse than
;he teenagers of ten or twenty years ago?
The answer from one expert, psycho-

inalyst Robert Lindner, author of “Rebel
iVithout a Cause,” is a flat and reassuring
‘Absolutely not.”
According to Doctor Lindner the need

|)f the young to rebel is so fundamental as
:0 be called an instinct. He goes on to
:ay, in his book “Must You Conform?”
hat any scientist would be amazed to
ind it necessary to defend this instinct,
|ny more than we should need to defend
ither instincts—such as the instincts to
at when we are hungry or to want to
leep when we are tired.

fhere are two ways in which this
istinct, this need to rebel, is carried out
y teenagers today. One is to act out
leir hostilities by acts of violence and
elinquency; the other is to merge, herd-
ke, with a group and be directed by
group mind. This would certainly ex-

lain the hysterical frenzy of the crowds
lat greet Elvis Presley at every perform-
ice—a mass hysteria that reaches its

i2ak by ripping off his clothes and,
hen he was in Miami Beach, Florida,
ir instance, by actually reaching up and
illing him bodily off the stage. As his
mng fan wrote in her letter, Presley is
:ting out the hostilities and the confusions
hich these teenagers all feel, and so he
asterminds, so to speak, their mass re-
dlions, acts them out on a stage as
ey would like to do. Thus, he becomes
eir hero.

That Presley feels and is aware of the
)wer this gives him is shown in one
'mment he made to an interviewer,
sked whether he minded the unfavor-
ile publicity and critical remarks he
ten receives in the nation’s press, Elvis
id gently, “Oh, I don’t mind. After all,
ey criticized Jesus Christ, too, didn’t
ley?”

Another secret of Presley’s fantastic suc-
;3s is the fact that the older generation
so violently opposed to him. The more
13y criticize him, the more his contemp-
faries are for him, especially since the
ticism can t hurt him. In other words,

I can defy the authority of which they
0 the victims, and so they cheer him on.
1 spite all criticism, the demand—and
'b price—for his services goes on sky-
1 :keting.

Itiut the admirers of this whole school
IJ young “rebels” overlook one fact:
iile Presley, Brando, Mineo, Dean and

the others are idolized for appearing to
fight against society and against author-
ity, in their private lives every one of
these young men is a complete conformist.
They are hardworking, church -going and
home-loving, ambitious for fame and suc-
cess. In other words, in their personal
lives the rebellious feelings which they
share with all young people have taken the
perfectly acceptable and even admirable
form of working hard in order to become
the masters rather than the victims of
their environment. It is unlikely that any
of them would ever be found in a scream-
ing mob of young people, working them-
selves into a frenzy while reaching for a
torn scrap of an idol’s clothing. Each one
of these young men, in fact, has an amaz-
ingly deep sense of responsibility toward
his family and friends, and their rude or
shocking behavior is reserved strictly for
the occasions when they are in front of
a camera or a microphone.

In fact, the wife of the owner of the
Crown Electric Company, where Elvis
was employed after graduating from high
school, says of him, ‘’When I first saw
him, with that wild hair and those side-
burns, I wouldn’t even have given him
an interview, much less a job, if a friend
hadn’t warned me not to let his ap-
pearance fool me. Within a week, his good
manners, his willingness—like his sing-
ing in the stock room—had won our hearts.
Like everyone else, we loved that boy.”
And now David Weisbart, famous as the
producer of "Rebel Without a Cause,” is
producing Presley’s first film, “Love Me
Tender,” for 20th Century-Fox.
With the first important money he

earned after fame struck. Elvis bought
his mother a car and bought a new home
for the family. He vowed they’d never
want for anything again. He made his
first radio appearances at night, after a
full day’s work. His other evening hours
were spent practicing, trying out new
songs, contacting people who might be
able to help him. He is a devoted son,
and of his younger days his mother says,
“He’d be content just to sit in front of
the radio or play the phonograph, thumb-
ing on the guitar we’d bought him, trying
to learn the songs he heard. I never
cared how many kids came over to the
house, nor how much noise they made, as
long as I knew they were all right—that
they weren’t getting hurt or into any
bad mischief.”

Young Sal Mineo comes from the same
kind of closely knit, devoted family, and
Sal’s mother, too, was strict in her in-
sistence on knowing where her children
were at all times and what they were do-

Like Presley’s mother, she encour-
aged Sal in his ambition to be an actor.
Though his family was far from wealthy,
there was money available for Sal’s danc-
ing, voice and dramatic lessons. His family
was never too busy to be interested in
what he was doing and thinking, and
that rnight offer some explanation as to
why, in these young people, the instinct
to rebel drove them on to fame and
fortune.

Mr. Mineo, who is a carpenter and
coffin-maker by trade, is very much the
head of the house and of the family, and
he refuses to accept any money from his
famous son, even though Sal’s earnings
are larger than his.

That s the kind of father I want to be
some day, ’ Sal says, "and I hope my kids
will look up to me the way we look up
to him. Man, when he says something, he
means it!”

As for vices, Sal’s only noticeable one
is a healthy liking for second helpings of
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dessert. These he can put away with no

appreciable effect on his slight but well

-

put-together frame. His favorite drink is

milk, or Seven-Up with a lump of va-

nilla ice cream added to it.

Like some of the characters he portrays

on the screen, Sal was raised in the shadow
of the “El” in a crowded, teeming Bronx
neighborhood. He shined shoes and sold

newspapers for extra spending money, but

he never had any time to waste hanging

out with the gang on the street corner.

He was nine years old when he had his

first small part in the Broadway produc-

tion of “The King and I,” playing one of

the king’s children, and he’s been working
and rehearsing every spare minute since.

When he’s in the East for TV appearances

or resting between movies, he lives at

home with his parents, his brothers and

sister. He never misses a Sunday mass

at the neighborhood’s Catholic church.

Although he has proved his ability to

hold his own in the street fights all boys

get into when they’re growing up, he

is a soft-spoken, beautifully mannered
young boy who stands when an older

person enters the room and always gets

to the car door ahead of his date to hold

it open for her.

Paul Newman, who did such an out-

standing job portraying Rocky Graziano

in “SomelDody Up There Likes Me,” is

a college graduate who tried going into

his father’s sporting-goods business be-

fore deciding on an acting career instead.

He attended the Yale School of Drama,
went into summer stock, played the lead

in “The Desperate Hours” on Broadway
and was then discovered and signed by
Hollywood and Warner Brothers. The
only signs of a “rebel” about Paul, a

married man with two young children,

are his liking for T-shirts and his refusal

to give interviews on his personal life or

to permit anyone to photograph him with

his family at home. He lives on Long
Island with his wife and children when
he’s not making pictures. They never ac-

company him to Hollywood because “It’s

important for kids to belong,” he says,
“—to be a part of a community.”
Off screen Paul still looks like a young

college boy, appearing to be much
younger than his thirty-one years. He
doesn’t drink or smoke. He’s restless,

tense and so eager to be pushing on to

something else that he gives the im-
pression of moving even when he’s stand-

ing still. He’s tolerant of almost any
shortcoming except laziness. If you want
to do something, according to Paul New-
man, why, you just go ahead and do it,

and there are few things you can’t achieve

by plain hard work.
Paul’s first movie role in “The Silver

Chalice” is something he prefers to for-

get. For a while after that it began to

seem as though his remarkable resem-
blance to Marlon Brando would mean the

end of his movie career. His role in

“Somebody Up There Likes Me” also

brought forth a few comments about the

similarity between Brando’s acting and
Paul’s, but there is so much about this

promising newcomer which isn’t at all

reminiscent of Brando that the com-
parison cannot really hurt him. Nor is it

apt to last through another picture.

Speaking of that, Paul said, “I happen
to be a great admirer of Brando’s, and
if people want to compare me with him,

it’s all right with me. But I think that all

this ‘comparison’ stuff is a form of laziness.

I mean, a writer can’t figure out how to

say what somebody has, so he just says,

‘He’s another Brando’ or ‘He’s another

Jimmy Dean.’ Actually, no one’s another

anything. Each of us has something pe-

culiarly our own—and I think that’s what
a writer ought to try to find out, and
write about.”

What Paul Newman has that’s pecul-

iarly his own is a sort of facial anonymity
which will allow him to play a wider
range of characters than most actors can

handle. He doesn’t look like an actor. He
could be the boy next door, the pros-

perous young businessman down the

street, the kid home from college, the

bully on the street corner, or the young
Army officer, which last he portrays in

his next movie, “The Rack.” Still studying

at Actors Studio when he’s in New York,

Paul is an outwardly gentle, soft-spoken

young man, an inwardly intense, restless

one. One of the waitresses in the little

restaurant near the Studio said admir-

ingly of him to a friend, “I just love that

man. I’ve seen him coming in here from
the time when he wasn’t anybody until

now when he’s really famous, and he
hasn’t changed a bit.”

Told about that, Paul smiled and said,

“Well, if she means I haven’t gotten a

new set of manners, she’s right. But, of 1

course, I have changed. There’d be some- |1

thing wrong with me if I hadn’t. It’s just H

that I haven’t changed in any way that 1

shows, and I don’t imagine I will.”

He still speaks in a soft voice, goes to

small, out-of-the-way, inexpensive res-

taurants, fixes his own car and is scrupu-

lously punctual for all appointments. Of
the rebellious young hoodlum he portrays

on the screen, Paul says, “He was just

mixed up. From the time Rocky knew that

somebody really liked him and cared about

what happened to him, he tried to

straighten himself out.”

Marlon Brando, who disliked his role

in “The Wild One” and protested against

playing that vicious a character, is one of

the gentlest and kindest people in the

world. It actually pains him to see anyone

suffer, and he will go miles out of his way
to help others. He tried several times to

get close to Jimmy Dean, to talk to him,

to try to help Dean understand himself

a little better. Brando also held out a

friendly hand to Mario Lanza when Lanza

was fighting to make a comeback.
Like the other “rebels,” Brando was

close to his family, adored his mother

and has a warm and close relationship

with his father, who is also his business

manager. He is devoted and big-brotherly

to his lovely sister, Jocelyn. While he got

into trouble at school plenty of times and

has shocked a good many people since then,

Brando’s rebellion and shocking behavior

—when it is shocking—is generally di-

rected at people who are either rude or

stupid or both. He avoids—along with

interviews on his personal life—big parties,

celebrity hunters and girls who feel a

silence is something to be filled with talk,

any talk. He asks fabulous sums of money
for any and all professional appearances,

but will work for nothing if his turn on

a stage will help some down-and-out
actor friend. His “vices” are a love of

classical music, good books and cats. He
doesn’t drink, and the only time he stays

up all night is when he has found some-

one exciting to talk to.

Jimmy Dean, too, rebelled against many .

forms of conforming, but this was mostly

in connection with himself as a movie

star. He hated that part of himself, and of

success. He wanted to be an actor, yes:

he wanted to be a great actor. But he

didn’t want to be stared at like a lion ir

the zoo or questioned about his taste ir

ties or women. His rebellion, too, tool

the form of competing, of determining tc

be better than anyone else at everything

It is normal for youth to rebel, and i

is normal for the ones who lack th<

courage to rebel themselves to cheer or

the ones who do break the mold, thos<

who appear to defy convention—and ge

away with it. But while they’re cheerinj

on their rebel heroes it might be well fo

today’s teenagers to give a little thought ti

the private lives of these young men

They’re rebels, too—all of them. Rebel

against failure, against laziness, agains

staying in the rut or the place or the joi

you happened to be born into. But in

stead of rebelling on street corners, wher

it doesn’t do any good, they rebelled b;

working nights as well as days, by re

fusing to accept the idea that they couldn

be better than they were. The whol

secret of their success can be summed u

by something Jimmy Dean was fond c

saying:
,

“When you fail, you try again, that

all. You never let them lick you—nev^-

Maybe, when the hysteria of the reb(

craze dies down, there will be time to Iwa

—and heed—words like those. The En

YOU’LL LOVE: Sal Mineo in 'Gianl”; Mario

Brando in “The Teahouse of the August Jloon.
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All the fun of the hilarious stage hit!

as eager beaver Capt. Fisby . .

M-G-M presents in CINEMASCOPE and METROCOLOR

EDDIE ALBERT
with

PAUL FORD • JUN NEGAMI • NIJIKO KIYOKAWA • MITSUKO SAWAMURA

ptyTyJOHN PATRICK fSY; VERM J. SNEIOER pyTchTp^wt.

Directed by DANIEL MANN Produced by JACK CUMMINGS



INSIDE STDRR
Cal York's Gossip of Hollywood

So Long Safari: Jane Powell is sick about

the $2,000 sunk in safari clothes and equip-

ment that is now gathering mildew in Nai-

robi. Janie had shipped her clothes ahead,

tliinking she’d follow soon, then got the

lead in “The Girl Most Likely.” By the

time the picture was finished, the African

rainy season was in full downpour. But

diminutive Janie is determined to hunt

those wild animals, says she’ll make it next

year. Rock Hudson, on the other hand, has

“had” Africa. He was glad to get an all-

expenses-paid trip there for “Something of

Value,” but he doesn’t care for anything

wilder than the Hollywood hills after this.

An Even Hundred: The day we saw Ann
Blyth on the set of “Slander” she was talk-

ing so excitedly about a hundred pounds,

we thought she’d won the Irish sweepstakes.

But it turned out she meant American
pounds. She’d just weighed herself and
found she’d gained two of them, bringing

her poundage to 100 for the first time in

years. Her Irish eyes twinkled when she

told us her formula—“spaghetti and pizza.”

Band-Aid Anyone ?: Doris Day’s son Terry
is more impressed with his famous mom
these days than ever before—and all be-

cause of a blister on her big toe. Doris is

kind of proud of it. too. and justifiably so,

since she got it playing tennis with famous
pro star Pancho Gonzales. At the Beverly

Hills Hotel, where she takes lessons, they’re

calling Doris the six months’ wonder; few

people play the game she does in that

length of time. But the wonder to us is how
Pancho can keep his mind on the game
across the net from the beauteous Dodo.

Fleeing Hollywood's dnidgeTy? Maybe, but Monty seems to enjoy friend's goodbye visit

4

George Nader’s pals now include a Joe

a Matt and the lovely Elsa Martinet

Pal Joey: When George Nader returne

from his “Joe Butterfly” Japan junket, 11

found a squirming bundle on his doorste

Friends who had noticed how George’s do
^

Matt, was moping about because the ca ,

refused to play with him had presentel

George with a boxer puppy. It was love < He

first sight for Matt and the boxer. Georg u

named him Joey, since he’s Matt’s pa!iD

It

Secrets That Will Out; Friends of Marily

Monroe returning from London glimpses c

her insist that she’s expecting. This coul

explain the stories published in Englan

which mentioned that Our Girl was gettin

a little hefty about the middle. It could als

explain the absences from the set of “Thl

Sleeping Prince,” although Sir Laurenc

Olivier insists that Marilyn was absent oni

once or twice and those times because of

virus infection. Sir Laurence also insist

that he thoroughly enjoys working witi

Marilyn and even hopes to work with he

again sometime. Well, that, like Marilyn’

suspected pregnancy, is a question tha

time will sooner or later resolve.

Barefoot Boy With Cheek: That about sum

up our hottest young leading man, Tom
Perkins, who, like the late Jimmy Dean, ii

getting himself quite a reputation for ec

centricity. When asked whether or not i

was true that he walked barefoot from hii'

apartment to the nearby supermarket to dc

his weekly shopping, Tony said, “It’s true i

all right,” and added, “but what I don’l

understand is why people think it’s strange,

After all, I just happen to like going bare-

foot.” And nobody really minds what Tony

does because he’s an altogether charming

Continued on page 8

ik.



I SONGS:
' Hollywood Or Bust

^ Let's Be Friendly

^ Day In The Country
It Looks Like Love

I

The Wild And
1

(i Woolly West

THEY’RE OFF!
On a laugh-a-second,
mile-a-minute cross-
country joy ride! And
when the boys hit

Hollywood—the laughs
are colossal and the

songs are stupendous

!

TECHNICOLOR

DEAN’S out to make merry!...
Anita’s out to make JERRY!

I

I

I

I

'A

I

t

f
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A PICTURE OF PROUD PEOPL-E, A L-OVE STORY, A CAVAL-CADE--

A CONFLICT OF CREEDS—A PERSONAL DRAMA OF STRONG LONGINGS
-A BIG STORY OF BIG THINGS AND BIG FEELINGS—THIS IS “GIANT”!

FROM THE
NOVEL BY

EDNA
FERBER
PRESENTED BYWARNER BROS. IN WARNERCOLOR starring

ELIZABETH TAYLOR • ROCK HUDSON
WITH DENNIS HOPPER* JUDITH EVELYN* PAUL FIX. SCREEN PLAY BY FRED GUiOL AND IVAN MOFFAT * music composed »no conoucteo bv dihitpi tiomkim



ANNOUNCING THE WINNERS OF AUGUST PHOTOPLAY’S

MR. MAGOO CONTEST

FIRST PRIZE
Bell & Hoivell 8 mm. movie camera

jcorge Miladin, Santa Monica, Calif.

SECOND PRIZE
\

Westinghouse portable radio

Patricia C. Naglie, Malden, Mass.

THIRD PRIZE
jCoIunibia record album, “Blue Rose”

Mary Davis, Dothan, Ala.

iMrs. Carmen Hnarakis, San Diego, Calif.

Patsy Maly, Sardinia, Ohio
Roderick J. Shadman, Emporium, Pa.

RUNNER-UP PRIZE
Driginal Mr. Magoo cartoon drawing

5ail Baker, Dallas, Tex.

Virginia Lee Barry, Hagerstown, Md.
fudy Bell, Southgate, Ky.
(oyce Berardi, Waterhury, Conn.

Mrs. Claire Bernier, Plainville, Conn.

Mary Borgen, Westby, Wis.

Mrs. Hugh A. Breeden, Jacksonville, Fla.

limmy Brooks, Atlanta, Ga.

Barbara Brosemer, Lombard, 111.

Mrs. R.M. Burgess, Dallas, Tex,

Oolores Carey, Portland, Ore.

Mrs. Kieth Champine, Crandon, Wis.

ludy Chelle, Gary, Ind.

Rita Crosetti, Atlantic City, N. J.

Robin Ann Cypent, Bartlesville, Okla.

Bob Doyle, Hinton, W. Va.

Jackie Doyle, Wethersfield, Conn.

Carol Drainer, Bremerton, Wash.
Nancy Elliott. New Orleans, La.

Rosemary Ellis, Newark, Ohio
Jerri Anne Foster, Sarnia, Ont., Can.

Margaret Fuller, Oklahoma City, Okla.

Janice Gauger, Clear Lake, S. D.

Rita F. Gregory, Muleshoe, Tex.

Virginia Hair, Lecompte, La.

Helene Harris, Willow Creek, Calif.

Janet R. Hart, Baltimore, Md.
John Hukill, Deer Lodge, Mont.
Mary Lou Hymen, Tacoma, Wash.
Mrs. M. Helen Ingalls. Atlanta, Ga.

Helen Jamison, San Francisco, Calif.

Marie Johnson, Woburn, Mass.

Bertil Jonsson, Akarp, Sweden
Candy Juno, Auburn, N. Y.

Victoria Just, Wood Lake, Minn.
Gary Kallaus, Richmond. Iowa

Pvt. Frank R. Kappler, Fort Riley, Kans.

Margie Kent, Chicago, 111.

Marjorie Rae Kewan. Eau Claire, Wis.

Mrs. Annette Kingsbury, Santa Ana, Calif.

Joann Kosut, Genesee, Mich.

Mrs. L. S. Llewellyn, Thornton, Colo.

Anne Mallory, Chicago, 111.

Jo Ellen McCormick. Columbia, Mo.

SP3 Donald R. McGowan, Fort Knox, Ky.
Diane Mercier, Redding, Calif.

Mrs. C. D. Miller, Key West, Fla.

Ellen Morrison, Snohomish, Wash.
Jane Y. Nakamura, Puunene, Maui, T. H.
Frances Nichols, Harrodsburg, Ky.
Stanley Novak, Bound Brook, N. J.

Kathryn T. Noyer, Erie, Pa.

Patti O’Donnell. Providence, R. I.

Mrs. Albert Olmstead, Grampian, Pa.

Pvt. Victor M. Padilla, New York, N. Y.

Lydia Pasquarielli, Bronx, N. Y.

Sgt. Worden M. Peters, New York, N. Y.

Patricia M. Petersen, Santa Monica. Calif.

Mark Peterson, Prescott, Ariz.

Theresa Pfannenstiel, Hays, Kans.

Denis Ryan, Portland, Ore.

R. G. Sandretto, Napa, Calif.

Mrs. George Schreck, Hollywood, Fla.

Elizabeth Sensoli, Melvindale, Mich.

June Stevenson. Vancouver, B. C., Can.

Mrs. Jay Sturtevant, Jefferson, S. D.

Agnes Suronen, Duluth, Minn.

Joanne Taylor, Oxnard, Calif.

Gregory Tomlinson, Slaton, Tex.
^

Donna Mae Uriu, Worland, Wyo.
Peggy Waletzky, Westwood, N. J.

Judy Whaite, Hop Bottom, Pa.

Darlene Whitfield, Monroe, Wash.
Merrilynn Woods, Granger, Utah
Frances Young, Lebanon, Ohio

BICK BENEDICT
was big enough to

stand up and take
what he wanted; and
biggest, one day,

when he crawled . .

.

LESLIE LYNNTON
--whether you loved
her In the open, or

hid it inside you
--you hungered . .

.

JETT RINK
was made of laughs
and lies and loving

looks; he was made to

get to the top--so he
could have the fun of

falling all the way down...

JAMES DEAN
PRESENTING CARROLL BAKER * STARRmS JANE WITHERS

CHILLWILLS- MERCEDES McCAMBRIDGE-SAL MINED
!

PRODUCED BY GEORGE STEVENSand HENRY GINSBERG • directed by GEORGE STEVENS • presented by WARNER BROS

P
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IIMSID
Continued from page 4

young man more loaded with talent than

anyone since Dean, although not at all like

Jimmy in either manner or appearance.

Even Tony’s eccentricities, such as they are,

are accompanied by a soft-spoken polite-

ness and a shy, boyish smile that would melt

the heart of even the meanest interviewer.

Tony’s up for five important pictures, big-

gest of which will be “Desire Under the

Elms.” And then, someday soon, we’ll un-

doubtedly see this lean, lanky young man
walking down the aisle to receive an Acad-
emy Award.

On Again, OfF Again: So it goes with Kim
Novak and Frank Sinatra. When George
Scullin was interviewing Kim for her life

story in Photoplay Kim insisted that she

never, never saw Frankie except when they

were working together, then she promptly
appeared at a premiere with Sinatra by her

side. No one can deny Frank’s charm, but

there are also a good many lassies about
town with scorched hearts who can attest to

the fact that this fire burns.

The Hollywood Story: Perhaps it’s not fair

to give the end of a story before you’ve had a

chance to read it. But unfortunately this sad
ending to Stephanie Griffin’s own story of

an unforgettable day in her life, beginning
on page 52, occurred after the story was
in print. It happens so often out here that

it’s almost a classic—the girl who becomes
a star and then walks out on the man who
helped to make her one. Sometimes the man
is a husband, sometimes an agent, some-
times a good friend. In Stephanie Griffin’s

case, the man was both husband and agent.

His name is David March and the one thing
David wanted more than anything in the

world was to find a girl he could build into

a star. He met Stephanie Griffin in New
York five years ago and he knew he’d found
her. But her stardom came slowly. So slow-

ly that again and again she gave up hoping.
Meanwhile, she and David fell in love with

Ann Blyth gained where other girls yearn to lose, pleasing husband )

McNulty as well as herself. And she had so much more to begin wii

one another. They had just been married

two years when Stephanie’s big break came.

All the months of making the rounds of the

studio casting offices, with David hammer-
ing away at directors, trying to convince

them that Stephanie was more than a beau-

tiful girl, paid off. She got an important

part in “The Last Wagon.” And for David,

it was to be a symbolic title. He went to

New York on a business trip and when he

came back, Stephanie told him they were
through. “Nothing really means anything

to me but my career,” Stephanie said tear-

fully. “It isn’t that I don’t love you, David,

it’s that I can’t love you. I have no love to

give to anyone or anything but my work
as an actress.” Well, this is what David

had always wanted—or thought he wanted.

A girl who would work as hard for stardom

as he would work for her. A girl who would
fight for it, suffer for it, make any sacrifice.

The Girl With the Hand-Span Waist: That’s

what Jayne Mansfield insists she is—a girl

with an eighteen-inch waist and a forty-

inch bust. “And,” she confides, “I’m firm all

over since I’ve taken to weight-lifting.” This

girl’s career is pretty firm, too, thanks to

one of those ironies of what is usually re-

ferred to as Fate. When Jayne was under

contract to Warner Brothers two years £

she spent her time posing for cheesecc

and fashion art. Then she took a part

a Broadway play that lampooned Hoi

wood, “Will Success Spoil Rock Hunter

At first, Hollywood was indignant. 1

when the play was a success, Hollywc

decided to make a movie of it. They did n

of course, put Jayne Mansfield in the r

she had made famous on Broadway,

stead, 20th Century-Fox cast her oppos

Tom Ewell in “The Girl Can’t Help 1

And she’s getting the star treatment, pr

ing again that Hollywood always wai

what somebody else wants first.

Over the Hurdles: When Director Edi

Dmytryk issued orders for Monty Clift a

Lee Marvin to study hurdle racing, in pn

aration for a “Raintree County” scene, 1

breezily announced he was already a him

champ. They gave him the horse laugh ur

he produced papers to show he still holds 1

Florida collegiate high hurdle record. N
ertheless, in the film, Monty wins the ra

Monty needs more than that to make h

completely happy, though; talk is that

feels strongly the desire for a rest fn

Hollywood, and will take off from our to'

for a long break soon.

Beautiful clothes gathering mildew in a far jungle! Jane Powell

and her husband Pat Nerney have a problem strange and rare thing to see even in blase Hollywood. He taught her weight-liftv
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Greasy creams leave a

dirt-catching oily film . .

.

and they’re old-fashioned

today because they cant
Teach DEEP dirt.

Almost any cleanser will take off surfaee dirt. But creams, even soaps, reach

only the top cell-layer o/ your skin. They can’t get down deep enough to clean

out embedded dirt— the kind that enlarges nose and chin pores.

Here, at last, is a new kind of facial cleanser. Using CAT-I-ON-IC attrac-

tion, it lifts out dirt and makeup from 5-cell-layers of your skin . .
.
gets

out dirt that soaps and creams leave behind. Result: a finer, purer skin!

‘Clean and Clear’ puts all other cleansing methods out of date! It’s

MILDER than cream, leaves skin toned but not dry; dewy but not greasy.

Start now! Build life-long skin beauty with ‘Clean and Clear.’ 1.25

riiis neiv kind of facial cleanser lifts out dirt

that greasy creams leave behind

!



1. How much protection can iO
you expect of a deodorant •

2. Do you know how to ^
"keep cool" in a crisis •

3» Can perspiration stains

be removed from clothes

4, When is one bath a day
more effective than two •

Girls: When in cloub^

use Artid--fo be suns J

You’re a smart young miss if you know
all the answers. Even smarter if you re-

alize that they add up to the daily use of

Arrid—the most effective deodorant you

can buy

!

Arrid now is fortified with the magic

new ingredient, Perstop.* That’s why

Arrid is IV2 times as effective as all

leading deodorants tested, atid the most

popular deodorant, too

!

j Be sweet and approachable any

hour, day or night. Just rub Arrid

in— you rub perspiration and odor out.

When the cream vanishes, you’re safe.

^ It's never too hot for comfort

^^•with Arrid. It protects you against

all kinds of unexpected perspiration.

Keeps you dry and comfortable even in

a crisis when your glands tend to gush

perspiration.

^ Protect your clothes with Arrid.

Perspiration rots fabric, bleaches col-

or out. Even expert dry-cleaners can’t

remove these stains. Arrid controls mois-

ture so effectively that your dresses stay

sweet as new.

A second bath isn't necessary

lU with Arrid. One a day will do. Just

towel yourself dry, rub in Arrid, and

you’ll stay soap-and-water fragrant up

to 24 hours. You can count on it

!

Don't be half safe.

Be completely safe.

Use Arrid . . .

to be sure.

10

434 plus fax.

Carter Products trademark for sulfonated hydrocarbon surfactants.

Your letters answered by
Spring Byington

WHAT
SHOULD
I DO*?

Q l’m a registered nurse. Three years

ago I went to work at one of our

local hospitals. I took the night shift, as

new employees must do, with the result

that I sacrificed sleep, a situation that of-

ten causes me to become highstrung and
nervous. Result: I talk too much. I gabble.

I’m afraid.

I don’t believe I have ever lied about

another person, but I know that I gossip

and chatter. I simply don’t seem to be

able to stop myself.

One night recently, when I was leaving

the hospital, after spending fourteen hours

with a dying patient, I happened to over-

hear the head nurse talking to another

nurse. “She is conscientious and kind-

hearted,” the head nurse said, “but her

tongue is hung in the middle.”

I am very fond of the head nurse and
always considered her a friend, so hearing

myself criticized in that way was really a

blow.

Since then I’ve striven to speak only

when spoken to, while maintaining a pleas-

ant manner, but now and then I have to

bite my tongue and leave the room to keep

from speaking.

Tell me. Miss Byington, are there other

“constant conversationalists” in the world?

If there are, what causes the trouble? Td
really like to know.

Roberta S.

Continued

: Ij,

Spring Byington stars in December Bride, as

seen on CBS-TV, Mondays at 9:30 p.m. EST.

lippgipi



"SAY 'MERRY CHRISTMAS’ AS THE FRENCH DO”
suggests Claude Dauphin, distinguished French actor.

Give the fragrance more French women wear than any other

.

GALA GIFTS FROM SI TO $2!

1 . Music Box plays a

love serenade. Six

glamour accessories 10.00

2 . Dresser Box: perfume,
toilet water,cologne, talcum,
purse perfume 5.00

3. Trio; cologne, talcum,
purse perfume 2.50

4. Duo-door Vanity Box,
six fragrant accessories 7.50

CREATED IN FRANCE-MADE IN U.S



New ultraviolet

photographs prove

Pond’s Cold Cream

removes dirt that other cleansing

only “skims over”

Pond’s

doep (deaiisiiig’s make a

lo\ ely difference . .

.

. . UOWlt

kin!

2. Then patch is vigorously

washed. She thinks her skin

is clean, but . . .

I. A test patch of dirt and make-up is applied. In photo

taken in ultraviolet light, patch shows up white.

3 . Even after brisk washing,

ultraviolet light shows
stubborn dirt still there!

4 . Proof Pond’s cleanses deep.

Right through imbedded dirt.

Pond’s cleanses a clear path I

12

Sheer, non-greasy powder base
—Pond’s Vanishing Cream

POND'^’

No other cleanser

removes make-up and dirt

more completely,

leaves your skin so fresh!

I>0]xr)’s Cold. Cream

WHAT SHOULD I DO?
Continued

A Well, now, Roberta, let’s not grieve
too much about your gift of gab.

Don’t forget that we get to know and un-
derstand one another through communica-
tion, and that the chief means of human
communication is conversation.

Also, I want you to know that I under-
stand your specific problem. A nurse is

dedicated to the welfare of others and must
handle a thousand and ojie details. A
nurse’s work gives her little opportunity
for self-expression because her concentra-
tion must be applied to others. Naturally
this builds up a frustration which can be
relieved by conversation.

If you really feel that you talk too much,
under certain pressures, why wouldn’t it be
possible to make use of your interest in
words in ways other than speech? Why
not try writing verses for your friends and
family when birthdays or other holidays
are to be celebrated? Why not cultivate a
group of pen pals, and relieve your pent-up
conversational urge by telling on paper
ivhat you feel and see and believe? Make a
study of words so that it is possible to
make the best use of them, employing them
as skillfully as the hospital’s best surgeon
uses his instruments.

Remember, too: There are far worse
things in this world than an agile tongue!

Q Although I am only forty-two, I have
been a grandmother for nearly four

years. I have three children, a daughter
twenty-three (the mother of my grandson),
a son seventeen who is going into the Air
Force next month, and a daughter fourteen.

I was left a widow when my younger
daughter was not yet two. I went to work
and loved it. Other women seem to resent
being breadwinners, but I enjoyed every
second of it. I was able to employ a capable
woman to take care of the household and
help with the children, and I must confess
that I had a good life.

Against my wishes, my older daughter
married when she was eighteen, and her
son was born a year later. Shortly after the
birth of the baby, my daughter’s husband
“took off,” and we’ve never seen him since.

My daughter was trained, fortunately, to

earn her own way, but she has insisted that
I give up my work and take care of the
baby. Please understand that she does it

in a sweet and affectionate way—“Mother,
you’ve worked long enough; you stay at

home and take care of Jimmy and I’ll earn
our keep.”—but the result is, that I am tied

down twenty-four hours a day and seven
days a week. My daughter is popular, so

her evenings and weekends are always
taken up.

The worst of it is that, while I was work-
ing, I felt alive and stimulated, but now I

feel—well, old. Am I being a selfish, re-

sentful old lady, or do I still have the right

to a life of my own? Or is there a way out

that hasn’t occurred to me?
Anna-Louise T.

A Apparently you are such a sweet-

natured woman, Mrs. T., it hasn’t

occurred to you that, by giving in to your
daughter’s “affectionate” insistence that you
assume her responsibility, you are abetting

her selfishness.

The adult obligation to teach younger
people the ways of life does not end always

when a member of the younger generation

marries. As you have said, your daughter

married against your wishes. Obviously, she

made a mistake. Now she should be made
to face the exact consequences of her youth-

ful stubbornness. / don’t mean to be cruel

Continued

I



Hat Box— practical off-round Personal O’Nite— richly lined,

shape, contour-molded wrist full deep pockets... divider for
strap, balloon pocket. $15. easy packing. $17.50.

Shwayder Brothers, Inc., Luggage Division, Denver 17, Colo. Makers of Samsonite Ultralite I

Samsonite lets you get a head-start on Christmas with

the most useful case a woman can own! Give her the

famous Samsonite Train Case that actually holds 52

travel needs, has a waterproof lining and plastic tray

for cosmetics and jewelry! Or the Hat Box and Per-

sonal O’Nite. All have special tongue-in-groove clos-

ures that seal out dust and

moisture . . . bright non-tar-

nishing drawbolts that won’t

jam closed or fly open acci-

dentally . . . “better-than-

leather” flnishes that wipe

clean with a damp cloth ! In

Admiral Blue, Saddle Tan,

Bermuda Green, Rawhide
finish (featured ), London

Grey and Colorado Brown.
from $19.50. Prices subject to existing taxes. Prices higher outside Continental U. S.

It’s earlybird Christmas shopping time with Samsonite Streamlite Luggage

Give the case that holds 52 travel needs I

Samsonite Train Case



Why break dates

when your face breaks out?

Hide hroken-out skin instantly ivith Tussy Medicare... it helps heal as

it conceals! No single cream, salve, or lotion can even begin to cover up

(and help clear up
)
problem skin like Tussy Medicare.

Hide and heal this easy ivay! First, super-cleanse "with Tussy Creamy
Masque. It delves deeper than soap; floats out irritating grime. Next,

use skin-colored Tussy Medicated Lotion as your make-up base. While

it conceals—it helps heal blemishes, because it contains germ-flghting

hexachlorophene ! Complete Medicare Set, $2.00 and $1.10. No tax.

For handy touch-ups—Tussy Medicare Stick! To look “spotless” all

day long, always carry a skin-colored Tussy Medicare Stick. And use it

faithfully every two hours to guard your skin from infection. $1. No tax.

p
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ANTI-BLEMISH

TUSSY Medicare

WHAT SHOULD I DOl
Continued

about this; I only want to point out to y

that you should not be the victim of t

youngster’s waywardness.
Wouldn’t it be possible for you to se

employment and then set aside a genen
sum to be paid as a salary to your daugh
for keeping house and taking care of t

youngster? And wouldn’t it be fair to

aside two evenings per week during whi
you could take care of the youngster,

that your daughter might enjoy some r

reation? Also, it seems to me that y

should have one weekend free, and yc

daughter might have the alternate wet\

end. Certainly a fifty-fifty split of weeke
time should be fair, as your present “

carceration” is not.

Essentially, you are responsible for yc

own welfare, and 1 would say that yc

welfare demands freedom from a burd

which is in no way a result of your actio,

Q I am twenty-four, a high school gn
uate, and single. I live with my p

ents, whom I adore. There are six childn

in addition to myself, in our family, a

all are married except my brother who’s

service and myself.

My problem is that I am mixed up en

tionally. As a ehild I was exceptionally si

although I’ve outgrown that. When I w

twelve, my teacher had a conference w
my parents. She told them I was too adi

for my years and that I should ma
friends with people my own age. But

really wasn’t interested. I liked to spe

my time reading or listening to the rad

I suppose 4’ve had four or five dates in i

life, but men don’t interest me and I ha

no desire to get married.

And there is the trouble. My mother

sixty-three and my father is seventy, and

they have pointed out, I can’t count

them forever for a home and companic

ship. Another problem is that I start on

job with enormous zest, and then gradua

lose interest as I master the work. I a

undecided—one day I am interested in o

thing, the next day in something else.

I am not unhappy, although I feel the

is something I am searching for. What,i V

don’t know. I don’t daydream about lo
j

or fame or success, and I do get annoy

with myself when I lose interest in a jc

I don’t want pity, just an honest opinic

Am I a hopeless misfit, or just what a

me?
Caprice

A in my opinion. Caprice, your lett

is fascinating because it reveals,

its tone of candid but unconscious modes,

that you have never been faced by a schc

problem or a job requirement that chi

lenged your abilities.

You have so much more to offer than h

ever been asked of you that much of yo

time appears to have been spent in a goo

humored withdrawal from boredom.

I think / have thought of the perfe

profession for you—one that needs yi

desperately and one that would demai

from you your greatest capabilities. Fi.

thermore, your calm emotional natu

represents an added advantage in the fie

I have in mind.

You should become a surgical nurse.

In an operating room (once you had coi

pleted a rigorous and difficult course

study) you would be exerting yourself

a challenging and demanding professio

Your emotional coolness and your intelk

tual zest would be engaged to the fulle:

Certainly I do not think you are a misf

I believe, with you. that you have bei

searching for a battle worthy of your nu

tie. In surgical nursing you would find i

I

L



IiOV6"X^t your skin to radiant perfection!

!

Look lovely ^ day long witL 'Love -Pat’

...never cakes, never turns orange-y!

With ^Love-Paf you’re radiantly hed.\xtii\i\...ahvays. It’s pressed

powder, plus foundation, with Revlon’s own skin-softening Lanolite.

Other compact makeups and loose powders change color. Only

'Love-Pat’ does not. It contains up to 3 times as much beautifying

oil! Never messy, like spilly loose powder— and its lovely natural-

looking bloom lasts ... for hours ! You’ll love 'Love-Pat’ ! Get some

!

New jeweler's Compact . . . gold
and tortoise-shell tone! It's truly

beautiful! Nine skin-matching
shades. Just 1.35 plus tax.
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Hair with the

fresh youngHALO look

Whistle

Clean
— for clear, liquid Halo

. , . unlike most shampoos . . . contains no

greasy oils or soap. Nothing to

interfere with cleaning action or dull your

hair with heavy, dirt-catching film.

Mild, gentle Halo leaves

hair softer, brighter . . . whistle clean!

CASTS
OF CURRENT PICTURES

j

BAD SEED, THE—Warners. Directed by Mervyn
LeRoy: Christine, Nancy Kelly; Rhoda, Patty Mc-
Cormack; LeRoy, Henry Jones; Mrs. Daigle, Eileen
Heckart; Monica, Evelyn Varden; Kenneth, William
Hopper; Bravo, Paul Fix; Emory, Jesse White. n

CHA - CHA - CHA~BOOM !—-QoXvimhxdi. Directed by I

Fred F. Sears: Peres Prado, Mary Kaye Trio, Hclen
\

Grayco, Luis Arcaraz, Manny Lopes, Themselves;

|

Bill Haven, Steve Dunne; Debbie Farmer, Alixl
Talton; Pablo, Jose Gonzales Gonzales; Nita Manay,\
Sylvia Lewis; Elvares, Dante De Paulo.

DEATH OF A SCOUNDREL—RKO. Directed by
Charles Martin: Clementi Saboiirin, George Sanders;
Bridget Kelly, Yvonne DeCarlo; Mrs. Ryan, Zsa Zsa
Gabor; Leonard Wilson, Victor Jory; Stephanie
North, Nancy Gates; Mrs. Van Renassalear, Coleen
Gray; Mr. 0*Hara, John Hoyt; Zina Monte, Lisa
Ferraday; Gerry Monte, Tom Conway; Mrs. Sa-
boiirin, Celia Lovsky; Herbert, Werner Klemperer;
Butler, Justice Watson; The Actor, John Sutton.

FRIENDLY PERSUASION—A.A. Directed by
William Wyler: Jess Birdwell, Gary Cooper; Eliza
Birdwell, Dorothy McGuire; Widow Hudspeth, Mar-
jorie Main; Josh Birdwell, Anthony Perkins; Little\

Jess, Richard Eyer; Mattie Birdwell, Phyllis Love;
Sam Jordan, Robert Middleton; Gard Jordan, Mark
Richman; Professor Quigley, Walter Catlett; Elder,

\

Richard Hale; Enoch, Joel Fluellen; Army MajorA
Theodore Newton; Caleb, John Smith.

JULIE—M-G-M. Directed by Andrew L. Stone:
Julie Benton, Doris Day; Lyle Benton, Louis Jour-
dan; Cliff Henderson, Barry Sullivan; Detective\
Capt. Pringle, Frank Lovejoy; Detective Cole, John
Gallaudet; Detective Pope,^ Harlan Warde; Detective\
Mace, Jack Kruschen; Ellis, Hank Patterson; Denice\
Martin, Aline Towne; Valerie, Ann Robinson; Pilot,

\

Ed Hinton; Co-pilot, Jack Kelly.

OPPOSITE SEX. THE—M-G-M, Directed by David
Miller: Kay, June Allyson; Crystal, Joan Collins;!
Sylvia, Dolores Gray; Amanda, Ann Sheridan; Gloria,]

Ann Miller; Steve Hilliard, Leslie Nielsen; Buck
Winston, Jeff Richards; Contiiess, Agnes Moorehead;!
Lucy, Charlotte Greenwood; Edith, Joan Blondell;:
Mike Pearl, Sam Levene; Howard Fowler, Bill Good-i
win; Olga, Alice Pearce; Dolly, Barbara Jo Allen;

i

Debbie, Sandy Descher; Pat, Carolyn Jones.

i

POWER AND THE PRIZE, THE—M-G-M. Di-
rected by Henry Koster: Cliff Barton, Robert Tay-
lor; Miriam Linka, Elisabeth Mueller; George Salt,

Burl Ives; Guy Eliot, Charles Coburn; Mr. Carew,
Sir Cedric Hardwicke; Mrs. George Salt, Mary As-
tbr; Joan Salt, Nicola Michaels; Rev. John Barton,
Cameron Prud’Homme; Lester Everett, Richard
Erdman; Mr. Chutwell, Ben Wright.

SECRETS OF LIFE—Disney. Documentary.

SHARKFIGHTERS, THE—U.A. Directed by Jerry
Hopper: Lt. Com. Ben Staves, Victor Mature; Mar-
tha Staves, Karen Steele; Ensign Harold Duncan,
James Olson; Lt. Com. Leonard Evans, Philip Cool-
idge; Chief Gordon, Claude Akins; Carlos, Rafael
Campos.

SILENT WORLD, THE—Columbia. Documentary.

TOWARD THE UNKNOWN—Warners. Directed

by Mervyn LeRoy: Maj. Lincoln Bond, William
Holden; Bx'ig. Gen. Banner, Lloyd Nolan; Connie
Mitchell, Virginia Leith; Col. Mickey McKee, Charles
McGraw; Maj. Bromo Lee, Murray Hamilton; Lt.

Gen. Bryan Shelby, Paul Fix; Maj. Joe Craven,
James Garner; Lt. Sweeney, L. Q. Jones; Polly

Craven, Karen Steele.

UNGUARDED MOMENT, THE—U-I. Directed

by Harry Keller: Lois Conway, Esther Williams;
Harry Graham, George Nader; Leonard Bennett,

John Saxon; Mr. Bennett, Edward Andrews; Mr.
Pendleton, Les Tremayne; Prof., Jack Albertson;

Josie Warren, Dani Crayne; Sandy, John Wilder.

VAGABOND KING, THE—Paramount. Directed

by Michael Curtiz: Catherine De Vaucelles, Kathryn
Grayson; Frangois Villon, Oreste; Huguette, Rita

Moreno; Tristan, Sir Cedric Hardwicke; King Louis

XI, Walter Hampden; Thibaitlt, Leslie Nielsen;

Rene, William Prince; Ferreboiic, Jack Lord;

Gen. Antoine De Chabannes, Gregory Morton.

WEE GEORDIE—George K. Arthur. Directed by

Frank Launder: Geordie, Bill Travers; The Laird,

Alastair Sim; Jean Donaldson, Norah Gorsen;

Geordie*s Mother, Molly Urquhart; Henry Samson,
Francis de Wolff; Geordie*s Father, Jameson Rad-
cliffe; Harley, Brian Reece; Rawlins, Raymond
Huntley; Helga, Doris Goddard.

YOU CAN'T RUN AWAY FROM /T—Columbia.

Directed by Dick Powell: Ellie Andrews, June Ally-

son; Peter Warnc, Jack Lemmon; A. A. Andrews,
Charles Bickford; George Shapely, Paul Gilbert;

Danker, Jim Backus; Fred Toten, Stubby Kaye;
1st Driver, Henny Youngman; Gordon, Allyn Joslyn;
Ballarino, Jacques Scott; #i Proprietor, Walter
Baldwin; Billings, Byron Foulger; Hotel Manager,
Richard Cutting; #2 Proprietor, Howard McNear;
#2 Proprietor's Wife, Elvia Allman.
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MOVIES
WITH JANET GRAVES

EXCELLENT VERY GOOD

GOOD ^ FAIR

Friendly Persuasion a. a., deluxe color

'/VVV With warmth and gentle humor, Dorothy McGuire

and Gary Cooper paint a portrait of a happy marriage.

Anthony Perkins, a highly attractive young man and a

forceful actor, gets his career into high gear as their son.

This Quaker family on an Indiana farm in Civil War times

also includes newcomer Phyllis Love and Richard Eyer,

first-rate child player. All have their problems, amusing

or touching. Gary and his preacher wife are at odds over

his fondness for music and for racing his buggy. Phyllis

waits for a soldier lover’s return. Tony wrestles with his

pacifist beliefs as others go to war. Richard has a feud

with his mother’s pet goose, a terribly bad-tempered bird.

Though the family speaks in the quaint “plain language,”

they’re real and lovable people. family

BEST acting; DOROTHY MCGUIRE, GARY COOPER

The brutal reality of war invades a Quaker family, as Dorothy and Cary ponder son Tony Perkins’ decision to go and fight

You Can’t Run Away from It
COLUMBIA;

CINEMASCOPE, TECHNICOLOR

Off we go again on that famous bus ride, with

June Allyson and Jack Lemmon doing the Colbert and
Gable roles in a spanking new version of “It Happened
One Night.” Sparkling with music, this lighthearted

comedy casts June as an heiress trying to join her for-

tune-hunter bridegroom. She travels incognito, but Jack,

an unemployed reporter, recognizes her and latches onto

the juicy exclusive story. As June’s loving, overbearing

father, Charles Bickford’s on her trail. There’s nice sup-

porting work by Stubby Kaye, as a cheerful fellow pas-

senger, Allyn Joslyn, as Jack’s ex-boss, and Jim Backus,

as a driver who picks up the hitchhiking pair. Producer-

director Dick Powell dexterously juggles the laughs, the

sentimental moments and the lively songs. family

Continued



AK>%J Continued

W'€€ Geordis go, technicolor

V'VV'V' A delightful British comedy, filmed

mostly in the magnificent Scottish High-
lands. gives an endearing role to Bill

Travers (seen as Ava Gardner’s Anglo-

Indian suitor in “Bhowani Junction”).

Wee Geordie is introduced to us as a small

boy, sensitive because he’s so under-sized

for his age. Hopefully, he takes a corres-

pondence course in muscle-building, and
because of this (he thinks) he proceeds to

grow up into the strapping, husky Travers.

Bill’s a modest, gentle soul, with no com-
petitive spirit at all; but bis pen pal, the

muscle-builder, persuades him to take up
the hammer throw. With the encourage-
ment of his eccentric boss (Alastair Sim),
Bill finally goes off to the 1956 Olympics
in Australia. His romance with the comely
girl-he-left-behind (Norah Gorsen) is com-
plicated when he meets up with an aggres-

sive lady on Denmark’s team. family

The Silent World COLU MBIA,
TECHNICOLOR

VVVV In an exciting documentary, filled

with a fine sense of adventure, Jacques-

Yves Cousteau takes us deep into the mys-

terious world of the ocean. Co-inventor of

the Aqua-lung and a pioneer in its use,

Cousteau leads a group of modern mermen,
swimming freely among marine animals

and plants of incredibly brilliant color.

They explore a sunken, coral-covered ship;

they find they’ve acquired a pet, an ugly

but amiable fish. Taking their ship, the

Calypso, on a scientific expedition, these

young men look instead as if they’re sim-

ply having a rousing good time. family

The Sharkfighters U..A.; CINEMA*
SCOPE, TECHNICOLOR

V'/V Here’s a brisk, commendably direct

action film, shot in eye-soothing Caribbean
locales. World War H is on, and Navy
officer Victor Mature has been assigned to

head a group conducting dangerous ex-

periments on an island off Cuba. They’re

trying to concoct a shark-repellent, which
downed flyers may release in the water

around their rafts. But the formulas they

devise must actually be tried out in the

shark-infested bay. Vic goes about his

work with bitter determination, for in the

Pacific he has seen some of his men killed

by sharks. Karen Steele is his pretty wife;

tall young James Olson, a likable new-

comer, is a chemist eager for combat duty;

Rafael Campos is a jaunty Cuban lad who
loses his life during a test. family

Julie M-c-M

A taut, hard-driving suspense movie

sets Doris Day to exploring the emotion of

fear in all its degrees. Married to Louis

Jourdan, a gifted concert pianist, she dis-

covers that he is jealous literally to the

point of insanity. He even admits that he

murdered her first husband, supposedly

a suicide, and he promises to kill her if

she should leave him. The law can’t help

With ardent kisses, Louis soothes Dot
fears, after the two have escaped deal

her, because she has no proof of his gu

or the sincerity of his threats. With t

help of Barry Sullivan, a loyal friend, s;

escapes Jourdan and goes back to her cj

job as an airlines stewardess. But her hi;

band does not give up so easily. Fra

Lovejoy plays a sympathetic police deti

tive, and Jack Kelly’s co-pilot of the plai

on which the breath-stopping climax tak

place. Some plot twists seem pretty w
—but similar events can be found in t

newspapers. fam

The Power and the Prize cinemasc

yyy Though star Robert Taylor perfori

capably, this drama of big business

notable chiefly as Swiss actress Elisabe

Mueller’s first American film. Combini

blonde Nordic-style beauty with Latin f

of temperament, she gives a sense

urgency to all her scenes. She and B
meet in London, where he has come on

business trip. Boss Burl Ives, a power;

and unprincipled executive, has sent h

to put through a devious deal that will ta

control of a British firm away from f

Cedric Hardwicke, its founder. But wh
Bob falls in love with Elisabeth, a DP a

a concentration-camp graduate, her stv

born integrity and utter honesty lead h

to examine his own standards critical

Mary Astor, as Ives’ wife, and Richa

Erdman, as Taylor’s associate on the tr

contribute understanding portrayals. B

Nicola Michaels, lovely in the Grace Kej

manner, seems ill at ease as Taylo

socialite fiancee. adi

The Opposite Sex m-c-m; cine?

SCOPE, METROCOI

yyy Glittering and witty, though lacki:

the elegant cattiness of the original, “T

Women” in musical dress provides a ge

erous helping of entertainment. The most

(Continued on page 2‘M
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DONt EVER
SHAMPOO
YOUR HAIR

without putting back the life shampooing takes out.

Restore Hfe, luster, manageability instantly

!

If you hate to shampoo your hair because it flies all over
your head and looks terrible for days, why don’t you face

up to the facts?

Every shampoo you try makes your hair too dry,
doesn’t it?

So what happens? After you shampoo, you have to wait

two or three days for the natural beauty oils to come back.

Then, just when your hair begins to look and act alive, it's

time for a shampoo again.

Now isn’t that silly!

Half the time your hair is so dry you can’t do a thing with it.

Simply because modern shampoos wash all the beauty oils

i out of your hair and scalp

!

!, But you aren’t the only one who has this problem. Millions

1 of women hate to shampoo their hair for exactly this same
t reason. That’s why Helene Curtis invented suave Hair-

^
dressing. And look what it does

!

i

The instant you finish washing and drying your hair, rub
I a little suave over your palms, and stroke through your hair

thoroughly. Then brush and arrange your hair . . . and look

at the amazing difference

!

Suddenly your hair combs, sets and arranges like magic!
It’s manageable! No wild wisps. Dryness is gone!

A miracle has happened!

Your hair is silky soft, bursting with highlights . . . with

the prettiest, healthiest-looking glow you ever saw

!

And it stays wonderfully in place, without the slightest

oily look or feel

!

That’s the miracle of Helene Curtis’ beauty discovery

—

greaseless lanolin—now in new suave ... a hairdressing so

wonderful that it makes your hair soft, beautiful, radiant and
manageable in 20 seconds after shampoo

!

So do as Helene Curtis tells you

“No matter if you are 16 or 60, don’t ever shampoo your
hair again without using suave to restore the beauty oils

you just washed out. Do this, and I promise you your hair

will be so beautiful, so satin-soft, so eager to wave, you’ll

get compliments galore!’’

Start using suave today ! Choose the liquid or new creme
SUAVE, whichever type you prefer. Available wherever cos-

metics are sold.
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SEE IT!

SEW IT!
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MORSE
Fotomatic

j

with Magic Rainbow Discs_.J

IT DARNS
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^ stitches

>ARENTS:

Guaranteed by
Good Housekeeping

FREL
r AO MORSE
smrFOTOmTICS

Win one of TEN Morse Super Fotomotic Sew-
ing Mochines to be GIVEN AWAY FREE EACH
MONTH in this Morse Contest!

HOW TO WIN: Get entry blank from your

nearest Morse Dealer, or fill in coupon below
in a few words. Paste on postcard and mail to:

Sewing Machine & Supply Corp.

122 West 26fh St., New York 1, N. Y.

OR 2615 W. Pico Blvd., Los Angeles 48, Calif.

“I'd love to own a completely automatic Morse
Super Fotomotic Zig Zag Sewing Machine because:

Nome

Address

City State

Phone No

4 Monthly Contests, starting October 1, 1956.
This Month's Contest Closes December 31, 1956.

SEWING MACHINE
and SUPPLY CORP.

ore#* the
Editer*s shoulder,,.
Meet the secret source of our scoops—the “Question Man’

“I Read About It in Photoplay”

It gladdened our hearts recently to read

of a poll conducted by a gentleman named
Sindlinger who is expert at such things.

Among other things, Mr. Sindlinger asked

his poll-takers to find out where movie-

goers had heard about the movies they

wanted to see. Quick-like-a-mouse came
the answer: “I read about it in Photo-
play.” How many of your favorite movies

did you hear about through an article or

review in Photoplay? We’d love to know,

so don’t hesitate to write us. Your letters

are always read and always welcome. . . .

For instance, it is thanks to the many
letters you have sent enthusiastically en-

dorsing our new policy of condensed book-

length features on the stars that we have

decided to continue it—with more bonus

stories, more reading time foniyour money.

Rock Hudson, Doris Day, Natalie Wood,
Elvis Presley—^they’re just a few of the

complete stories by top writers scheduled

for coming issues. Watch for them!

The Exciting Questions

When you were very young, and asked

questions which the grownups couldn’t

answer, were you ever told to ask “the

answer man”? Well, we’ve got a question

man here at Photoplay, and his job is to

anticipate the questions our readers are

going to ask about the stars, so that we
can find the answers. This month, our

question man really had us stopped with

questions like : “Who will be Elizabeth

Taylor’s next husband?” “Is religion in

Hollywood real or phony?” “How could

Judy Garland have gone broke on a hun-

dred thousand a year?” Somewhat doubt-

fully, we set writers and researchers on

the trail. And sure enough they came up
with the answers, which you will read

exclusively in January Photoplay.

Another Elvis Presley Exclusive

We gave you the first report on Preshl

in Hollywood and the first Presley pinu]l

in color. Now, we’ve cornered the mark]
on an Elvis Presley charm bracelet that]

perfect for teen-age gift-giving: An aut]

graphed picture of Elvis, a miniature

his famous guitar, a little hound dog arj

a heart-shaped dangle, all on a gold-platfl

link chain. To find out how to get one <|

Cary Grant left Sophia Loren in Spain to

hurrv home to a certain hotel in ISew York

Liza, Sid frolic because Judy again tr

uniphed at the Palacef yet she’s broke

more of these attractive bracelets, see “Li’

ing with Young Ideas” in the Januai

Photoplay. And you’ll find a full-lengt

story on Elvis written by famous columnii

Earl Wilson, plus exclusive color picture

Incidentally, those wonderful pictures (

Presley on pages 60 and 61 of the Noven

her issue were taken by Stan Waymai

Seeing Stars

New York is Hollywood’s second homi

and with the theatre season in full swin

we’re finding more stars in New York tha

in Hollywood. Undoubtedly, the favoril

hotel of the stars is the Plaza, of whic

Cary Grant once remarked, a little sadh

“This is one of the few places left wit

any real old New York atmosphere. Ever

time I come to New York I think I’ll fin

it gone, with some huge apartment builc

ing standing in its place.”

Well, the Plaza is still there, and amon

its recent guests we found Natalie Wooc

Tab Hunter, Cary, en refute from Europe t

California, and a favorite of ours, Ton

Perkins. We are happy to report that bein,

hailed as Hollywood’s most importan

young star has made only one change ii

Tony—he’s thinner than ever. He’s beei

rushed into one picture after another, an<

after you see him in “The Lonely Man,

you’ll know why. Look for another stor

on Tony next month. See you then.—LM
20



I’m the darling of the chess-set. Pawns, knights, even kings watch my every move. For whether I’m the White Queen or the

Black, I rule the board in my Maidenform bra. The dream of a bra: new Concerto* Wunderwire, the bra with the deep,

deep dress-up plunge. Wired beneath the cu^ in a wonderful “W”-shape that never pinches or presses, just caresses. p

Purest white or blackest black in delicate nylon lace. A, B, C and D sizes . . . 5.95. *REG. U.S. PAT. OFF. ©MAIDEN FORM BRASSIERE CO ., INC., N.Y. 16, N.Y,
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Diana Dors let Doris Day and Sidney in on

a secret only husband Dennis should know

I like Natalie Wood but I believe she’d

do anything for publicity. . . . Leslie Caron

has become difficult about making movies

in Hollywood, and they don’t have to coax

her for me. . . . Joan Crawford continues

to amaze me. New faces vanish after a

few movies, but Miss C. goes on and on.

. . . I wouldn’t be too surprised if Elvis

Presley’s big career turned out to be act-

ing, which is one way to get him to stop

singing. . . . Mona Freeman’s comment on

Presley: “The first time I ever saw him on

TV, I thought something was wrong with

my set.” . . . Barbara Rush should be do-

ing more. ... It seems that to be a movie

star (actress) you’ve got to have a large

bosom or talent. “Why must I be the

biggest this or the biggest that?” Dana
Wynter asked me. “Talent can’t be meas-

ured by a tape measure.” . . . I’m con-

fessing that “War and Peace” is not on my
list of favorite movies. As Jerry Lewis

said : “Too long. It runs for three hours

and nine days.”

Kim Novak is shedding her inhibitions.

. . . Bob Wagner sleeps in the raw in a

king-size bed. “I need plenty of space to

roll around in,” says Bob, “and I don’t

mean rock ’n’ roll.” . . . Ava Gardner
when asked “What is glamour?” offered

Lilly Dache’s definition: “All women know
what it is, but many do not know that they

know.”

I read that Tony Perkins is considered

a new Jimmy Stewart. And only a few
years ago Stewart was called a new Gary

THAT'S HOJLUVWOOD
FOR VOU

BY SIDNEY SKOLSKY

Don Murray told Sidney the remarkable circumstances under which he proposed to Ho

Cooper. Coop had to do it alone; he

wasn’t called a new anybody. . . . Janet

Leigh is sexier than she is given credit for,

or than the roles she plays on the screen.

. . . I’d say that Sheree North actually

started her picture career in “The Best

Things in Life Are Free.” Don’t goof, fel-

lows, keep it going. . . . I’ll give big odds

that Cleo Moore is never elected Gov-

ernor of Louisiana. . . . Get Frank Sinatra

in the right mood and he’ll go all out for

you. . . . Keep watching Lita Milan. She’s

so sexy, stacked and shapely that she could

be a blonde. ... At a cocktail party, Doris

Day looks as if she wants to leave. . . .

Don Murray told me that, although he

had been going steady with Hope Lange,

he only decided to marry her while play-

ing a love scene with Marilyn Monroe.

. . . Our Marilyn had quite a Q. and A.

session with the English newspapermen.

Q.: “Are you being completely yourself

in this press conference or acting a part?”

Our Marilyn: “I find I can be surprisingly

myself. Sometimes I wonder if it is me.”

Shelley Winters hasn’t allowed success

to change her. She was just as noisy,

boisterous and honest when she was try-

ing to make it. . . . “If a movie is not

about boy meets girl, there are a group

of critics who tag it Art,” William Holden

told me. . . . When you mention the name
of Garbo, Susan Strasberg acts like a

movie fan eager for an autograph. ... I

have looked at all size screens and read

many articles telling what’s wrong with the

movies. Believe me, there’s nothing wrong

with the movies that couldn’t be fixed

by doing away with television. . . . Sal

Mineo claims that most starlets are jtroof

Newlyweds Greg Bautzer and Dana Wytujj

agree on an important item: tape measuit

that you can fill out a form and still leal

it blank. i

I don’t give the Liz Taylor-Mike Top

romance eighty days, providing they’re i

each other’s company continuously i’

that length of time. . . . They dubbed in:

voice for Anita Ekberg in “War a:'

Peace,” but that’s all they put in. Evei

thing else is her own. . . . Mercedes A
Cambridge said it: “I think every wi

should take one day off a week and pi

tend she’s not married at all.” Dangero

thought. . . . Diana Dors changes h

sleeping position in bed weekly becau

she doesn’t want to get into a rut even <

bed. ... I didn’t believe Jayne Mansfie

was for real even while we were chattin

“My apologies to Dior.” said Jayne, “b

my philosophy, which I read in a hook,

that when it comes to wine, women

song, not one of them is good flat.” Tha

Hnllywood for VOU. I



INA
THE GIRL FROM
OLD VIENNA

Locked a secret

in her heart...

only one man
had the key!

» VICKI '

THE GIRL FROM
GAY PAREE

Walked out on

the one man
she couldn’t

live without!

^ MARIAN
THE GIRL FROM
ROMANTIC ROME

Men had made
her notorious...

money made them
interesting

!

KATHY^ ^
THE GIRL FROM

MAINSTREET U.S.A.

Had a mother

to guide her . .

.

and a conscience

to hold her back!

CinemaS*

giU GAY ADVENTURE

w0iL
j

giw m iiOiJ !

Four shapely beauties in Glamorous Hollywood
with a career in their grasp... men on their

minds ... and the excitement every woman ivants!

STARRING

GEORGE NADER JULIE ADAMS MARIANNE COOK - ELSA MARTINELLI

GIA SCALA ' SYDNEY CHAPLIN • GRANT WILLIAMS- JOHN GAVIN p

Written and Directed by JACK SHER Produced by AARON ROSENBERG • A UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL PICTURE
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LET’S GO TO TME
feminine cast is rich in personality and

eye-appeal. June Allyson is the loving wife

who loses husband Leslie Nielsen to conniv-

ing Joan Collins. Good-looking as ever,

Ann Sheridan is June’s wise friend. Dolores

Gray is the gossipy, selfish idler who
deserves to lose husband Bill Goodwin to

the more amiable Ann Miller. Contented

wife Joan Blondell keeps busy producing

babies; titled Agnes Moorehead does the

same acquiring husbands. Brief as Jeff

Richards’ role is, he registers strongly as

a lady-killing cowboy, scoring with his

“Rock ’n’ Roll Tumbleweed.” family

Tension at Table Rock rko,

TECHNICOLOR

ballad which is now a fixture

in Westerns here takes a terribly uncom-
plimentary turn, unjustly accusing hero

Richard Egan of cold-blooded murder.

Pursued by the taunting song, fleeing the

wreck of his reputation, Dick finally as-

sumes an alias. With orphaned little Billy

Chapin in tow, he comes to a frontier town

to turn the boy over to Billy’s aunt and

uncle, Dorothy Malone and sheriff Cam-
eron Mitchell. Cameron’s situation is

bitter : He has lost his courage, and a

gang of trail-weary cowhands is about to

hit the town and go on a smashing spree.

Slowly, Egan becomes involved, to play

a decisive role in the tense finale, family

Toward the Unknown warners,
WARNERCOLOR

)/'/)/ The imposing sweep of jets across

the sky and the solid acting talents of

William Holden and Lloyd Nolan give this

Air Force epic both visual and emotional

interest. Since Holden broke under brain-

washing in North Korea, commanding
officer Nolan is reluctant to reinstate him
as a test pilot at his California base. At
times, even Holden himself fears that he

may again crack under tension. Gradually,

he wins back his self-respect and the

respect of others as he meets increasing

risks. Nolan has an unacknowledged
problem of his own: He refuses to admit

that he’s grown too old to continue making
test flights. There’s a quiet rivalry be-

tween Holden and Nolan for the affections

of Virginia Leith, the older man’s secre-

tary. But romance is subordinate to the

Rivals in romance, Lloyd and Bill become
firm allies whenever take-off time nears

MOVIES Continued from page 18

thrills in the air, culminating in the

launching of a rocket-powered plane from

a bomber. family

The Unguarded Moment
U-I, TECHNICOLOR

No swimming, no singing this time

for Esther Williams. She does a creditable

job as a schoolteacher whose reputation

and life are at stake. John Saxon, an ex-

tremely handsome newcomer, ably plays

a high-school student warped by the

woman-hating attitude of his father (Ed-

ward Andrews). After writing Esther a

series of anonymous, obscene letters, John

tries to attack her. Frightened as she is,

she wants to help the boy, though police

detective George Nader favors a get-

tough approach. When Esther makes her

accusations, John blandly denies them and

It’s a moment of tragedy, but Esther and
George know it means hope forJohn Saxon

puts across the idea that she’s a frustrated

spinster, shamelessly chasing him. The

story goes a little overboard toward the

end, but in general it’s a serious study,

with some fresh angles. adult

Secrets of Life ruena vista,

TECHNICOLOR

VV The latest of Disney’s nature docu-

mentaries includes many fascinating shots,

though the picture as a whole seems slung

together in grab-bag style. It’s the story

of birth and the fight for survival among
plants, insects and water creatures.

There’s a crawly over-emphasis on the in-

sect world, but early sequences concern-

ing plants are amazing. Through stop-

motion photography done with incredible

patience, you see not only buds opening

into flowers before your eyes, but vines

twisting and thrusting and groping for

support like the living things they really

are. family

Cha-Cha-Cha-Boom! Columbia

Vv' Whipped up in the same carefree

manner as the popular “Rock Around the

Clock,” this unpretentious musical co

centrates on Latin rhythms. For the pu

poses of the plot, it’s imagined that Per
Prado and his men are discovered on

Cuban plantation by Steve Dunne, di

impresario. Sylvia Lewis, who joins Dan
De Paulo in some sensuous dance (

shrewdly helps to promote the deal. Tlj

hit scored in the U. S. by the new mu;
cians confounds (and secretly pleases

Alix Talton, Steve’s sweetheart and busl]

ness competitor. For variety in vocl
styles, there are the Mary Kaye Trio ail
Helen Grayco. fami

Death of a Scoundrel ri

y^V' Paralleling a real-life murder mystei

(still unsolved), this melodrama neat

casts George Sanders as a suave rogue, i

European who builds a fast fortune i

America by tricky means. He also attrac,

an assortment of women: Zsa Zsa Gabo
wealthy but money-minded widow; Yvonr

DeCarlo, shady lady who becomes Georgei

business associate; Coleen Gray, millio

aire’s wife; Nancy Gates, a secretary, d

Sanders’ downfall nears, the mov
switches from the light to the dramat

approach, and its hero-villain is never ful

explained. adu

The Vagabond King paramoun
VISTAVISION, TECHNICOL

Here are the beloved songs, wit

some lively additions, as the story <

Frangois Villon is retold. The lusty-voice

Oreste plays the poet-vagabond who leac

the rabble of Paris. Kathryn Grayson

the princess promised to him—temporaril

—by the king (the late Walter Hampdei
who furnishes the picture’s most enjo

able moments). Rita Moreno is Oreste

gutter sweetheart, and menace is abl

supplied by Leslie Nielsen and Gregoi

Morton. famii

The Bad Seed WARNE
I

y'y/ Some thrills are generated by th

deliberate shocker, with Patty McCormac
as a small girl who has inherited homicid:

tendencies from her grandmother, an

Nancy Kelly as the child’s distraugl

mother. Both are talented players; so ai

Henry Jones, as a dim-witted hired ma
who rouses Patty’s wrath, and Eilee

Heckart, as a woman whose little boy Wc

murdered. But the story remains uncoi

vincing, directed and acted in a theatric;

style unsuited to movies. adu

The Search for Bridey Murphy par
'

MOUNT, VISTAVISIC '

\/\/ The movie version of the controversi;

best-seller comes along belatedly, thoug

it’s persuasively acted and presented wit

simplicity. Playing the amateur hypnotis

Louis Hayward also serves as narrato :

Teresa Wright is the housewife who, unde
j

hypnosis, apparently goes back to a i

earlier life as an Irish girl of the earl|

19th Century. Kenneth Tobey is Teresa'
j

worried husband; Nancy Gates, Hayward

wife; Richard Anderson, the doctor wh

,

checks on the experiments. famu



NOW!
M medicated

help for

troubled skin

For beauty the modern way

MwiSHCiii

TEENAGERS!

Get results

from new

Dorothy Gray

SCRUB HT
Help clean, heal

and clear it up
in 3 easy steps...

1 . Medicated Scrub Soap prepares

tlie way for a better complexion-
goes way down deep to rout out

clogging dust, hardened oils, stale

make-up. Its special Oatmeal ingre-

dient stimidates local circulation,

helps your skin get rid of deep-seated

impurities, and so counteracts black-

heads and blemishes, quickly, safely.

2 . Next, cooling, soothing Medicated

Refining Lotion keeps troublesome

skin Ijacteria in check. Reduces con-

spicuous pores. Gives your skin a

smoother, finer finish.

3 . Finally, to promote healing of

blemishes, use protective Medicated
Blemish Cream with anti bacterial

action, every night.

IMPORTANT: Each Step must be fol-

lowed carefully, faithfully. Consci-

entious use of this Dorothy Gray
Scrub Set will really pay off with a

clearer, wondrously more attractive

complexion. Set, $2.85.

In Canada, too.

I



Address your letters to Readers Inc., Photoplay,

205 E. 42nd Street, New York 17, New York. We
regret that we are unable to return or reply to any letters

not published in this column. If you want to start a fan

SOAP BOX:

It is said that little things mean a lot. I’d

like to illustrate this fact by mentioning a

rising star in Hollywood and the courtesy

he has shown me. His name is Jeff Morrow.
Most people enjoy it when a star sends

tliem a photograph, but when one takes

valuable minutes to write a letter to an in-

terested fan, that really is worth raving

about. Of course, it must be remembered
that fans are directly responsible for the

success or failure of a. star, but how many
actors and actresses really give that per-

sonal touch to their devoted admirers!
In my opinion, Jeff has characteristics

which will keep his name uppermost in the

minds of motion picture fans. He has a

deep sense of humility, a gentle warmth,
and real acting ability.

To some girls, a letter from a movie star

wouldn’t mean too much, but to me such a

letter is a symbol of character. I believe

that Jeff Morrow is destined for big things,

if given half a chance. Remember, movie
fans—watch for the name Jeff Morrow.
With your support, he will make good!

Carol Ann Bostrom
Auburn, Massachusetts

I want to thank you for your articles,

“There Was a Boy” (James Dean), in the

September, October and November issues.

Thanks also for the beautiful pictures of

the greatest actor Hollywood has ever had.

Bill Bast must have loved Jimmy just as

we do to give such a beautiful story.

I would like to tell you about the magic
of Jimmy Dean. My husband, daughter and
I took a trip out West in July, and before

leaving I bought a notebook and put Jim-

my’s picture in it. Then, at each place we
stopped, I asked all the people I talked to

to sign my book if they would like a Special

Award from the Academy to be given to

Jimmy. We were gone three weeks, and I

came home with 334 signatures.

I sent the signatures to the Academy of

Motion Picture Arts and Sciences. They
read them and sent them back. In some
small way, we hope that this will help con-

vince the Academy to nominate Jimmy for

an Oscar for his role in “Giant,” and that

he will win. I would also like to thank all

the people who signed my Jimmy Dean
book in the hopes that he will receive a

Special Award from the Academy.
Mrs. Beatrice Johnson
West Toledo, Ohio

I am a seventeen-year-old girl and I feel

I am fairly intelligent. I would like to say

that I am fed up with all the unfair and
derogatory remarks about Elvis Presley,

such as, that he is “corrupting the morals

of teenagers,” that he is “distasteful, ob-

scene, a menace to society.” I’m under the

impression that the people who say these

things would also like to say (but don't

quite dare) that he is a strong contributing

p
factor to today’s juvenile delinquency, if

not a delinquent himself!

Well, this prime example of a “corrupter
of teen-age morals” is one who neither

26 smokes nor drinks, who loves and is de-

voted to his parents, who unselfishly bought
them a new home, who is deeply religious,

who is polite, genuinely sincere and loved
by all who know him personally, and who,
by a great gift of nature, possesses a very
rare and wonderful sense of music and
rhythm which enables him to disregard
convention and express himself so freely,

uniquely and without inhibitions.

I am afraid Mr. Presley’s way of express-

ing his natural emotions hits a little too

close to home. And there are those narrow,
brittle, frustrated minds who recognize this

and feel it, but are too ashamed to admit

Argument settled : Cliff

Robertson was in “Picnic”

Jeff Morrow takes extra

time out to write a fan

that they, too, have this (so-called) dis-

graceful, wild, restless desire within them.
If what I have said about Elvis Presley

indicates that he is an example to teenagers

of delinquency, then I’m afraid I’m all for

being a delinquent!
Pat Campbell
Van Nuys, California

I don’t usually write letters to movie
magazines, but in this case I feel I must!
You had the most beautiful story in your
September issue, and I couldn’t pass up a

chance to tell you how much I enjoyed it.

It was “All the Things Marriag.e Is Made
Of,” about the wonderful family of the

Alan Ladds. I sincerely say, “God Bless

them and their happiness. May it last for-

ever.”

Pat Adams
Antioch, California

This is not just a letter! It is an appeal

directed to everyone with an ounce of com-
|

passion in his body. It is written with love f

and understanding in behalf of a great art-

ist and a great lady for whom my heart

grieves. Time cannot dim the memory of

her superlative talents any more than scan-

dal could mar her wonderful image which
for years was my inspiration. When I close

my eyes and concentrate, I can see that

sweet, eager young face whose refreshing

classic beauty I shall remember always. I

long again to feel the warmth of her per-

sonality that captured a thousand hearts.

For a long time they were devoted hearts,

but where are those hearts now?
Ingrid Bergman is no longer the gay,

carefree, young Swedish girl who thrilled

me in “Intermezzo.” Time and anguish have
taken their tolls. Because she dared to be i

human, she is rejected. But I cannot reject

her, and I am not alone. In my eyes, she is

the “inimitable Ingrid,” an actress compa-
rable to Sarah Bernhardt, who deserves the

support of her own country, as well as that

of her adopted country, America.
I wish Ingrid could know how many of

j

us in America still remember her artistry,

her sensitivity, her incomparable portrayals

in “Casablanca,” “Bells of St. Mary,” “Gas- 1

light,” and many others. J

Can’t we forgive and forget? The Bible :

speaks of brotherly love, but where is it?
j

As a woman, as a human being, I ask you 1

to open the doors you have closed. Let In-
j

grid Bergman come back! S

S. Orlob
j

San Francisco, California
j

1

What a foolish man John Derek is! His
|

wife was a good mother, a thrifty person,
|

and worked hard at marriage—just what
every man wants. So she didn’t spend much

|

on clothes and the things that make a !

woman attractive to a man. Well, around
;

here, a man’s wife is attractive to him in
)

feed-sack dresses because he loves her. John !

doesn’t know what love is, and that’s put-

ting it mildly. I think Pati is really very
J

lucky to be rid of him. Now she can get a j

real man instead of a shallow boy. i

Mrs. Jack Ohl
Westgate, Iowa

j

QUESTION BOX:
|My sister and I were wondering if Tony
j

Curtis and Burt Lancaster did all their own i

stunts, including the “triple,” in “Trapeze.”

Could you tell us, please?

Betty Fields
Napa, California

Professional, well-known aerialists did

the stunts in “Trapeze,” although Tony
and Burt did go up on the trapeze in some
scenes .

—

Ed.

Could you please settle an argument? My
sister says that Cliff Robertson played in

“Picnic.” I say he did not. Who is right?

Lorraine Kusnier
Los Angeles, California

Your sister is right. Cliff Robertson I

played the part of Alan in “Picnic.”—Ed.
;

Continued .2t[t
.
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all-new Angel Face has

Ordinary dry pressed powder
“soaks up’’ moisture from your skin and
changes color— just as it “soaks up’’

these water drops— and discolors.

New “Stay-Fresh" Angel Face
won’t “soak up” moisture and darken

because Angel Face is triple creamed—
proofed against moisture discoloration!

Won’t streak ... won’t discolor

p

28

from skin moistMi*®!

POND'S ^

IS TRIPLE CREAMED

New! The “Date” Case— the very feminine new
fink compact with mirror and puff, 7^^*

.

Other
distinctive Angel Face cases— $1’''.

. . All in

8 new “Stay-Fresh” skin tones. »plus tax

Newest, most flattering

powder and foundation in-one—

So radiantly fresh! Hours after you

apply new triple creamed Angel

Face, your complexion still has a

smooth, delicate, almost pore-less

look. There’s no dry caking. No
discoloring in the “damp pore”

areas of your face. In just 5 seconds,

Angel Face gives you a complete

“Stay-Fresh” make-up. Perfect to

carry— it can’t spilL

W
READERS INC.

Continued

Did Deborah Kerr do her own singing in
“The King and I”?

Carol Arcella
Brooklyn, N. Y.

No, Marni Nixon did the singing.—Ed.

I recently saw “Away All Boats.” Will
you please give me some information on
William Reynolds who played Ensign Kru-
ger? Also, what is his next picture?

Jeannette MacLoud
;

Los Angeles, California
William Reynolds was born in Los An-

geles December 9, 1931. He was bitten by
the acting bug when he was four years old,

:

and drew applause with a recital of “The
|

Gingham Dog and the Calico Cat.” In 1949
|

he made his first attempt at crashing the
movies, and took any work he could get
while biding his time. An agent finally no-

ticed him, and got him some movie roles

which resulted in Universal-International
signing him to a term contract.

Bill married Molly Sinclair in Las Vegas,
in June, 1950. He is an avid reader, and
likes classical and modern music. Swimming

!

is his favorite form of recreation. He will

appear next in “Mister Cory.”—Ed.

Would you please settle an argument?
My friend says Pier Angeli is younger than

|

her twin sister, Marisa Pavan, and I say '

just the opposite. Who is right?

Lynn J. Fitzgerald
St. Louis, Missouri

You are. Pier was born about ten minutes
before Marisa on June 19, 1932.—Ed.

I saw “The King and P’ with my girl-

friend, and she says the Crown Prince was
played hy Sal Mineo. I say the part was
played by someone else. Am I right, or is

she?
Paula Melcher
Dorchester, Massachusetts

You are. The part of Prince Chulalong-

korn was played by Patrick Adiarte .—Ed.

CASTING:

Although I have read The Red Pony, by
John Steinbeck, many times, I just realized

what a terrific movie it would make, with

the right people in the wonderful parts. For
the part of Jody, the horse-loving boy, I

elect Tim Considine, plus Gregory Peck as

the stern father, John Wayne as Billy Buck,
and Betty Garrett as the hard-working
mother.

Chris Long
Wilmette, Illinois

After reading Darling Rebel by Florence

Sweet, I couldn’t get it out of my mind how
much I would like to see it as a movie, with

the following cast: Kim Novak as Marilyn

Boss: Rock Hudson as Carl Floyd; John
Ericson as Don Allen- Natalie Wood as

Polly Dawson; and Jo Van Fleet as Mrs.

Dawson.
Anonymous
Plainfield, New Jersey

With bigger and better Westerns being

filmed today, I can’t imagine why there

aren’t more of Zane Grey’s novels being

made into movies. His novels are a poten-

tial gold mine, and I’m sure someday
they’ll be recognized as such. I think his

Forlorn River and Nevada would be very

good with the following cast in both mov-

ies: Nevada. Clint Walker; Ben Ide, Tab
Hunter; Hettie Ide, Pat Crowley: Ina

Blaine, Natalie Wood. ;

Geraldine Bush
Genoa, Nevada



Makes your hairirJookb(M.be0^^ijii.!

Beaver Coat by Ritter Brothers

DuBARKY- the only alManolized

home permanent

!

• Lanolin waving lotion • Lanolin-treated end papers

• Even the neutralizer lanolized— contains Keralan!

Never before a home permanent like DuBarry! Actually curls

lanolin softness right into your hair at every step! Only DuBarry

gives you lanolin even in the neutralizer. And not just ordinary

lanolin— but Keralan, lanolin and protein all-in-one. Curls are softer,

yet so strong and lasting you can’t lose them unless you cut them off.

Simplest wave ever! No test curls. No ammonia fumes. No

dip-and-drip waiting. Just wind, wave, neutralize. You’re done in

minutes— set for months, with lanolin soft curls that look born

Perfect Home Permanent

with exclusive Keralan

(Gentle, Regular, Super)

or Pin-Curl Permanent,

Each $1.75 plus tax

beautiful! Only at fine drug and department stores.
©Richard Hudnut, 1956
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7 INNER GLOW COLORSAt last an all-day lipstick that just won’t

get that flat look—a lipstick that stays fresh

and glowing even when it’s been on all day.

Fabulous new inner glow lipstick glows on
and on—with soft, shimmering color!

INNER GLOW actually puts a dew-soft, trans-

parent color-guard on your lips! It’s the
new secret of lips that stay velvety-soft and
moist— of radiance that lasts without a

letdown all the livelong day! 79^ plus tax

CASHMERE BOUQUET C0SMETICS...^^2^^m

RHYTHM-lN-RED-bluered

PINK PLUM-deep pink

LOOK-OUT RED-true-red

PINK-A-BOO—rosy pink

TROPIC SUN-golden red

PEACH-OF-A-PlNK-rosy coral

CORAL— bright coral

/% briei
/

EXCELLENT VERY C I /

For fuller reviews, see Photoplay for the mo
indicated. Full reviews this month are on page

'/yv'v' AMBASSADOR'S DAUGHTER, TH
U.A.; CinemaScope, Technicolor: Delicious ron

tic comedy, shot in Paris. GI John Forsythe I

in love with Olivia de Havilland. She’s daugl

of the U. S. ambassador; he thinks she’s a Fre

modol. ( F) Octo

ATTACK!—U.A.: Slashing, often ho

fying drama of war in Europe. Strong all-male

is led by Jack Palance, as a lighting man, i

Eddie Albert, as an officer whose cowardice

dangers the GI's. (A) Novem

V'V'V'V AWAY ALL BOATS—U-I; VistaVisi

Technicolor: Imposing action movie of World J
i

11. Jeff Chandler’s the lonely skipper of a Pac

attack transport, with George Nader and Ke

Andes as officers. (F) Septem

BACK FROM ETERNITY^RKO: IN

suspense film finds pilot Robert Ryan’s pi:

forced down in the South American jungle, w

a passenger list including shady lady Anita I

berg and assassin Rod Steiger. ( F) Novem

BANDIDO—U.A. ; CinemaScope, De Li

Color: Vigorous adventure yarn about Mexit

1916 revolution. Soldier of fortune Bob Mitch

sides with rebel leader Gilbert Roland; so d

Ursula Thiess. (F) Octol

V'V'V'y' best things in life are fri

THE—20th; CinemaScope, De Luxe Color: Mi

cal success saga of the 1920’s. Gordon MacR
Ernest Borgnine, Dan Dailey are a composi

team; Sheree North is Gordon’s girl. (F) Noveml

BETWEEN HEAVEN AND HELL—20i

CinemaScope, De Luxe Color: Bob Wagner dra

a juicy role as a spoiled Southerner who’s

Army misfit in the Pacific. Terry Moore’s se

briefly as bis wife; Buddy Ebsen’s an Army jj

who changes Bob’s outlook. (F) Noveml
j

y'v' BEYOND A REASONABLE DOUBT
RKO: Ingenious but too mechanical thrilh

Writer Dana Andrews frames himself for murd'

keeping fiancee Joan Fontaine in the dark. I

plan goes awry. ( F) Noveml

VV'V BURNING HILLS, THE—Warners, W;

nercolor: Tab Hunter and Natalie Wood team e

pealingly in a suspenseful Western, as victims of

land-bungry cattle baron. (F) Octob

V'y''/'/' BUS STOP—2ntb; CinemaScope, 1

Luxe Color: In a touching comedy of love, Maribi

Monroe does her finest work as a honky-tonk g;

boisterously pursued by innocent cowboy Dt;

Murray, a welcome new face. (A) Novemb'
i

FIRST TRAVELING SALESLADY, THE I

RKO, Technicolor: Featherweight farce, set at tl:

turn of the century. With Carol Channing. Gingi

Rogers tries to sell barbed wire in Texas. Ginger

courted by auto pioneer Barry Nelson and ranchit

James Arness. (F) Octobi

V'V'V'V' HI(;H SOCIETY—M-G-M; VistaVisioi

Technicolor: Sparkling musical re-make of “T1

Philadelphia Story,’’ with Grace Kelly as the pe

fection-demanding society babe. Bing Crosby as h<

ex, Frank Sinatra as a reporter. (F) Septembi

JOHNNY CONCHO-U.A.: Unusual Wes|

ern. with Frank Sinatra as a no-good type gettin

by on liis outlaw brother’s reputation. Phylli

Kirk urges him toward reform. (.F) Novembd30



start enjoying this new safe way to feminine daintiness

GOOD ^ FAIR A—ADULTS F—FAMILY

LAST WAGON, THE—20th: Cinema-

Scope, De Luxe Color: In a cracking good frontier

drama, killer Richard Widmark shepherds a group

of orphaned teenagers (including Felicia Farr,

Nick Adams, Stephanie Griffin) through an Apache-

haunted wilderness. (F) October

LISBON—Republic: Naturama, Trucolor:

Gay tongue-in-cheek melodrama, with picturesque

Portuguese backgrounds. Ray Milland’s hired by
mystery man Claude Rains to rescue Maureen
O’Hara’s rich husband. (A) October

LUST FOR LIFE—M-G-M; CinemaScope,
Metrocolor: Beautiful film about the painter Van
Gogh’s turbulent life. Kirk Douglas gives an im-

passioned performance in the lead: Tony Quinn’s
excellent as Gauguin. (A) October

MOUNTAIN, THE—Paramount, Vista-

Vision, Technicolor; Splendidly forthright duel
of character between brothers Spencer Tracy and
Bob Wagner, as they climb to reach a wrecked
plane in the French Alps. (F) November

V')/)/ PARDNERS — Paramount; VistaVision,
Technicolor; Martin and Lewis give horse operas
a ribbing as they battle outlaws together. Dean
is a cowboy; Jerry, a rich boy; Lori Nelson and
Jackie Loughery are their gals. (F) September

1/1/ PILLARS OF THE SKY—U-I, Technicolor:
Brisk Indian-fighting yarn. Cavalryman Jeff

Chandler favors peace, but winds up under siege.

W ith Dorothy Malone. (F) November

|/l/|/ PORT AFRIQUE—Columbia, Technicolor:
Colorful whodunit, shot in French Morocco. Aided
by refugee Pier Angeli, Phil Carey investigates
his wife’s murder. (A) November

I/)/!/)/ SOLID GOLD CADILLAC, THE—Colum-
bia: Laugh-loaded spoof of big business. Small
stockholder Judy Holliday snoops into the di-

rectors’ dealings (they’re crooked), pursues Paul
Douglas, the firm’s ex-boss. (F) October

I/)/)/ STORM CENTER—Columbia: Well-acted
but too obviously rigged topical drama. Librarian
Bette Davis upsets ber town by refusing to throw
out a pro-Red book. (F) October

I/)/)/)/ STRADA, LA (“The Road’’) -Trans-
Lux: Beautiful Italian film (titles in English),
with Anthony Quinn as a traveling strong man;
Giulietta Masina, his gentle partner; Richard
Basehart, a wise clown. (A) September

^/^/^/^/ tea and sympathy—M-G-M; Cine-
mascope, Metrocolor; Sensitively and subtly done,
this drama casts John Kerr as a college boy ac-

cused of being a sissy. For understanding, he turns
to the older Deborah Kerr, wife of instructor
Leif Erickson. (A) November

)/l/l/ TEENAGE REBEL—20th, CinemaScope:
Fresh, heart-catching study of a parent-teenager
relationship. Wed to Michael Rennie, Ginger
Rogers tries to win over Betty Lou Keim, resent-
ful child of her first marriage. (F) November

)/i/)/ WALK THE PROUD LAND—U-I; Cinema-
Scope, Technicolor: Pleasant, fact-based Western.
Indian agent Audie Murphy tries to treat Apaches
fairly. Pat Crowley’s his Eastern bride; Anne Ban-
croft, an Apache. (F) October

1/1/1/)/ WAR AND PEACE—Paramount; Vista-
Vision, Technicolor: Impressive version of Tol-
stoy’s novel. Audrey Hepburn, Henry Fonda and
Mel Ferrer are Russian aristocrats vitally affected
by Napoleon’s invasion. (F) November
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...and you can prove it with a Palmolive bar!

INeew complexion beauty in just one minute? Yes, fair lady, yes! Because Palmolive care removes

beauty-robbing hidden dirt that casual cleansing misses. And only a soap as mild as Palmolive can cleanse so

deeply without irritatio.n . Start Palmolive care today, and see your true complexion beauty come through!

/
Hidden dirt is a beauty
thief! After ordinary,

casual cleansing with your
regular soap orface cream, rub

your face hard with a cotton

pad. Smudge on pad is hidden

dirt you've left behind. It hides

your natural prettiness!

^ Beautifully clean after

• 60-second Palmolive
facial ! Test again after wash-

ing the Palmolive way. Pad
stays snowy-white . . . proving

that mild and gentle Palmolive

care cleans cleaner, deeper . . .

without irritation !



f

SAL MINEO
CALLS
R A DATE

all YOU have





f

SAL MINEO Continued

SUDDENLY ITS YOU

DRIVING with Sal to your home

FLIRTING over a soda for two

DANCING the hours away

)

WOWING the home town when

you’re his date for the

premiere of his latest

movie \

Now find out how you can

“win” Sal Mineo for a day.

The rules are simple—the contest

is terrific details on page 73
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AWAY

Rock has news for any girl in love with a '^^born bachelor^’ • BY BEVERLY OTT

• When Phyllis Gates captured Rock Hudson she was cap-

turing the man who was admittedly Hollywood s Number

One bachelor. She was, furthermore, capturing a man who

had managed to elude some of the loveliest young women in

that or any other city. And not only lovely—clever, too.

Clever in the art of handling men, clever in the art of con-

versation, clever in the matter of knowing exactly how to

dress for any given occasion, drawing neatly and correctly

that invisible line between underdressing and overdressing.

How did it come about that they lost him while Phyllis

caught him? The obvious thing, and the easy thing, is to

say that those other charmers didn’t {Continued on page 102)

They wondered what Phyl had—besides Hudson!

THE MAN

WHO
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In which a girl who liked boys better than studies learns to like fame best of all

What has gone before: In Part I of this stran-

ger-than-fiction story, George Scullin described

Kim Novak’s early days in Hollywood and how
she was catapulted to stardom. He also told how,

throughout the fantastic dream she has been liv-

ing, Kim has perpetually had to fight uncertainty

and bewilderment—which, in itself, is a prelude

to learning what makes this amazing girl tick.

One of the nicer rewards of fame for

Kim Novak: being able to make life

easy for her parents. One problem

of fame: making her own life happy

PART II

• Last summer, the dazzling Kim Novak returned

from her triumphant tour of Europe to find herself

confronted with two of the choicest roles in Holly-

wood. One would co-star her with no less than Rita

Hayworth and Frank Sinatra in a lavish musical pro-

duction, “Pal Joey.” The other would give her the

title role in the highly dramatic film version of “The
'

Jeanne Eagels Story.” The latter assignment left Kim I

excited, but more than a little bewildered.

“Just who,” she asked, “was Jeanne Eagels?”

That is the kind of question that might stamp any

other actress as a “dumb blonde,” but not Kim Novak.

This exceptionally forthright young woman, disdaining

to pretend a knowledge she does not possess, is a firm

believer in asking honest questions and getting hon-

est answers. It is one of her most valuable assets, and

her questions about a picture usually end with her

being the best informed member of the cast.
i

So swiftly has Miss Novak skyrocketed to fame,

and so alluring and regal is she in all her glamorous
|

photographs, that a myth has been created to the effect

that she is too beautiful to have to work. Quite the

opposite is true. Within two months after getting the

Jeanne Eagels assignment, Kim not only knew all about

the tempestuous actress as she would appear in the

picture, but she was an authority on every phase of

Miss Eagels’ life. How does she do it?

“I’ve read everything I {Continued on page 82 )
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HERE ARE YOUR

PINUPS

For first report on

Presley in Hollywood

tunUh^aee





They’re calling him the greatest threat to established stars since

Tyrone Potver. They were all set to hate him, but they loved him.

Here’s the inside story

• “I’d sure like to take a crack at it,” Elvis Presley

I
was saying. “I know I could do it easy.”

The thing Elvis thought he could do “easy” was por-

tray the life of the late James Dean on the screen. Elvis

sat back on his haunches as he was kneeling in front of

us on 20th Century-Fox’s huge recording stage, con-

!
fiding his latest ambition to me and Dave Weisbart.

[

producer of Presley’s first picture, “Love Me Tender.”

Weisbart was also the producer of “Rebel Without a

Cause,” which starred Jimmy Dean, and he had come
to know Elvis better than anyone in Hollywood. He
agreed with Presley’s optimistic ( Continued on page 93

)

RIvis' conquests: left above. Army Archerd; second from top right, Nick Adams
and Natalie Wood; below that. Richard Egan and Debra I'aget ; plus hosts of fans
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As deeply stirring as the excitement of a man who feels himself touched

by faith is this story of Charlton Heston’s strange experience as Moses

BY HYATT DOW^NING

• Jesus said of Moses: “For if ye believed

Moses, ye would have believed me; for he

wrote of me.”

Can any man play the role of such a figure

and not be changed by it? That was the

question Chariton Heston asked of himself

when he was first approached, by Cecil B.

De Milie, to portray the Biblical character

in “The Ten Commandments.” Heston now
has an answer. It is a definite “No.”

“Moses was the greatest man who ever

lived,” says Heston. “Jesus cannot be placed

in the same category because He was divine.

Moses 'was the only man who ever talked,

face to face, with God. No one can study

the tremendous drama of the Exodus which
Moses led and not be profoundly moved.
No one can live it—as I did in the making
of ‘The Ten Commandments’—and not come
out a different person. The effect was—un-

explainable. The greatness of the man
emerges gradually, like dawn, until in the

end he towers above any other who ever

lived.”

Charlton Heston never pretended to be a
profound thinker or to have powerful con-

victions about his relations with his Maker.

“Chuck was never an extremely religious

person, in the generally accepted sense,” his

wife Lydia said after seeing him through the

experience of making the picture. “He was

reared in a conventional Episcopalian back-

ground, but this had no outward manifesta-

tions. Now, however, I think he feels that

Moses and ‘The Ten Commandments’ have

given him a profound insight. Entirely apart

from any convictions that he himself may
have, I believe his study of the Ten Com-
mandments has given him a greater feeling

about many things, including deep respect

for the beliefs of others.”

And there was more to the experience that

only Charlton himself could tell. No indi-

vidual can live through a great emotional

adventure and emerge in all respects the

same man he was before entering upon it.

It began with another man who is re-

markable in many ways—Cecil B. De Milie.

This shrewd and thoughtful artist had one

of the greatest casting problems in Holly-

wood history. He needed a young yet ex-

perienced actor—which Heston, with his list

of excellent but far from earth-shaking pic-

tures behind him, (Continued on page 78)





star in “Burning Hills,” but Tab’s been

to New York a lot more than I have

and I don’t think he’s nearly as excited

as I am. Besides, I’m looking forward

to seeing a lot of New York shows while

Tab is really sorry to be saying good-

% Hollywood, Friday: For weeks

now. I’ve been pestering my studio,

Warner Brothers, to send me to New
York, and they’ve Bnally given in. I’m

going there on a public appearance tour

to promote “The Burning Hills” and.

bye to his horse, Swizzlestick, for so

long. I certainly hope people don’t try

to blow this up into a romance. Golly,

I don’t know any girl who hasn’t been

practically married to Tab, and yet, as

far as I know, he’s never heen really

8

as told to LAURA LANE

Kicking up her heels, having herself a fling, Nat whirled

across the country and kept her diary for us—and you

serious about any girl. But enough of

that. Tomorrow I start to pack, and Tab
and I and my tigers will get on a plane

and set out for what I think is' probably

the most excitingly, breathtaking city

in the world.

0 New York, Monday morning: I

promised Photoplay I’d give them my
diary of everything that happens to me
on this trip, so here goes. The truth and
nothing but the truth and no cheating!

No saying I got flowers when I didn’t,

for instance, and right now the room is

as bare as a desert in wintertime. (I

hope Nick Adams and Scott Marlowe
read this and feel guilty.) But New
York is so exciting that not having

flowers waiting for me doesn’t really

matter. The two most beautiful sights in

the world, I {Continued on page 97)
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Applause for MM and frowns for Sir Laurence . . . Memories

“Poor” Marilyn

I feel sorry for Marilyn Monroe every time 1

think of her acting opposite so accomplished a pro

as Sir Laurence Olivier. In spite of all her fantastic

success, Marilyn has never before been in a picture

with a top male star. Dick Widmark was the near-

est she came in this category . But for all his fierce-

ness on-camera, Dick is a gentle soul. When Marilyn

gets a boy like Don Murray in his first screen role,

as happened with “Bus Stop.” it is, of course, a

walk-through for her.

Laurence Olivier is a smoothie who knows ever)i

Cleo has talent, brains and looks; John Smith is just

a friend. Both her career and romances are limping

acting trick in the book, and he is married to an

actress who knows any other tricks he might pos-

sibly have forgotten—the subtle-minded Vivien

Leigh. On-screen* Larry usually plays heavy roles*

but off-screen he is a witty, wily man. And, for all

his apparent dignity—which is really an act—he is

not the least bit averse to publicity. He knew

exactly what he was doing when he agreed to make

“The Sleeping Prince” with Marilyn. With his

alraost-wicked sense of humor, backed up by

Vivien’s equally laughter-given reactions, I am sure

it tickled him to stand in the background during

Bogey’s been a different man since his recent illness,

which seems to please Lauren and daughter Leslie



by

RUTH WATERBURYof Hollywood
for Ava Gardner and happiness for Victoria Shaw . . . Sweet talk from a new Tony Perkins

Newlyweds Victoria Shatv and Roger Smith have a

unique rule for their new home: No cooking allowed

with so many more pictures lined up, he probablj

won’t have a full week off for another year or so.

Which, to me, makes the following story about

Tony all the more appealing.

Not so long ago, Tony heard that someone had

said that his head had swelled over all his triumph.

So he went to a particular pal at Paramount and

asked if this was the general impression. The pal

said yes, it was.

Instead of being hurt or taking offense. Tony-

sought out the person who was supposed to have

been most offended by his uppityness, and apolo-

gized. After that he sat down and wrote to all his

friends of the press who had written nice words

about him. Then he called a dozen old friends and

the taking of all the news pictures, while Marilyn

and Arthur Miller took the important positions.

Larry’s last picture was a heavy piece of Shakes-

pearean drama, “Richard III.” A comedy is exactly

what his career needs—and he knows it.

Poor Marilyn. During the shooting of her pic-

j

tures, she always suffers spasms of nerves—she

“ails” in the old-fashioned meaning of that word.

So, on the days when she couldn’t appear on the

I

set of “The Sleeping Prince,” Sir Laurence worked

I

“around” Marilyn, rather than hold up production,

i

It’s enough to get a girl well in a hurry. Enough,

i

too, to make one speculate whether or not Marilyn

I

has at last met her master.

i A Word to the Wise

I

Tony Perkins, one of the fastest-rising young

f
stars, recently was quite ill. A high-keyed, too-thin

! fellow, Tony has had only a half-day off since he
landed in Hollywood more than a year ago. And

An experienced father, George Gobel offers

Debbie and Eddie some advice on parenthood

Ava, still stand-offish with Frankie, is friends

with actor Walter Chiari and Frank Silvestri

Socially, the Arthur Millers received a royal welcome

in England. At work, Marilyn was up to her old tricks

got them all together for a party. 1 predict that

Tony’s head won’t swell again. Getting over the

first rush of adulation is like being vaccinated

—

you’re protected against future threats of the

disease.

Learning the Hard Way
In the bliss of their honeymoon rapture, Victoria

Shaw and Roger Smith decided they would never

eat dinner out, even though neither of them knew

anything about cooking. Excitedly and hungrily

they dreamed of eating rare roast beef and York-

shire pudding, made according to the old English

recipes, and all sorts of other delectable dishes.

This, however, was {Continued on page 99)
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BY STEPHANIE GRIFFIN

THE
DAY
A

STAR
WAS
BORN

• I couldn’t sleep, and suddenly I gave

up trying. I leaned over to the night table,

switched on the light and lit a cigarette.

People are always saying things like,

“The hours crawled,” or, “I thought the

time would never pass.” For the first

time in my life, I knew what they meant.

As a model, as a hardworking yoimg

actress, and as a temporary mother with

two young sisters to raise I’d never

found any day that held enough hours.

But then. I’d never known fear before,

either. Now I was afraid. Now I was
asking questions that no one could an-

swer. Questions like, “What would hap-

pen to me if I didn’t get the part of

Valinda in ‘The Last Wagon’? Would
‘they’ give me another chance? Or
would the word go around that Steph-

anie Griffin had muffed her test—muffed
the biggest chance of her career—that

she simply didn’t have it?”

I remembered the old Hollywood say-

ing that, if you don’t get it right away
in this town, the chances are you won’t

get it at all. And I’d been in Hollywood
for five years. For five years I’d waited

and hoped and {Continued on page 88)

Here is how stardom came to

BY NICK ADAMS

• The day a star was horn I had more
troubles than a Ubangi with chapped

lips. The wolf wasn’t at the door only

because a few days prior Dennis Hop-

per and I had let him in and he starved

to death. Dennis was sharing my moun-

tainside home with me when I first

heard about “The Last Wagon.” We had
to siphon the gas out of our neighbor’s

truck in order to have enough for me to

get to the interview at the 20th Century-

Fox studio. It’s about twenty-five miles

from my mountain house in La Crescenta.

Things had been very bad at the

studios and, with the exception of a

half-day making a razor commercial, 1

hadn’t worked for four months. This

was hard to take. I had just made
seven pictures in a row since being dis-

charged from the service in January,

1955. Three of them had been Acad-

emy Award nominees (“Mr. Roberts,”

“Rebel Without a Cause” and “Picnic”)

and the other four were all done at

major studios. I had received good re-

views on all of them and had built up
a fair reputation as an actor. Yet over

a period of four {Continued on page 90)



9 A.M. Sweating out the telephone, wish-

ing she wasn’t so haggard—and afraid

3 A.M. and Stephanie is wide awake. “If

I don’t get this part. I’m through . .
.”

4 A.M. Her first quarrel with her hus-

band, and “Is fame worth it? Yes!”
4 P.M. Thirteen hours later Stephanie

is shouting to her family, “I GOT it!”

two young players. Not as you might think, because life, sad to say, is not like the movies

3:30 P.M. And Nick, too, is shouting, “I GOT it!”

3 A.M. Nick smokes his first cigarette,

sharing only warm room with Dennis

9 A.M. Phone is taken out, but Nick had it put back for one last call

I.

6 A.M. How many times can you

use the same coffee grounds?



BY PATTY DE ROULF

The boy asked the questions^ the man-to-be

tried to answer them. “Why am / lonely?

Why can’t i be as happy as other kids ?

Why? Why?” For John Kerr, the answers

came slowly, and the years of

searching inevitably left their mark

He saw her and thought, terrified, “f’m going to marry her /”



• Afraid ?

“Scared stiff is a better description,” John Kerr

corrected. “When I stop to think how far I’ve gone

and how fast, I’m petrified!”

We were talking at the bar of the Hotel Aioli in

the little French town, St. Tropez, where John, Pier

Angeli and Mel Ferrer had arrived last summer to

film “Harvest Thunder.” John ordered another

Compari-and-soda and sipped it slowly. “Yes, it’s

frightening,” he repeated. And when he looks at

you with those large, sorrowful eyes, you know he

is frightened.

“I try not to think about it,” he explained. “When
you think, you worry. You wonder where it’s all

leading, how soon the bubble will burst. Thinking

too much is my worst fault.”

Going to a table to order dinner, John walked

cautiously, as though he were uncertain of the very

boards he tread. He phrased his sentences care-

fully, as he continued the conversation, weighing

each word. He’s constantly searching for a ciga-

rette, constantly glancing about, constantly moving.

It’s all part of a deep-rooted sense of his inability

to understand what is happening today in terms of

his past.

“Five years ago, I was still a student at Har-

vard,” he said. “I thought I wanted to be a doc-

tor, then I switched to studying literature and finally

wound up majoring in the Russian language.”

Those were the days when John Kerr had no idea

which profession he would follow or where he

would find peace and happiness. Painfully shy,

sensitive, he was groping for something. He didn’t

know what.

Suddenly the fates tossed him into an acting

career. He had three Broadway plays, “Bernardine,”

“Tea and Sympathy,” and “All Summer Long,” in

quick succession. Then three movies, “The Cobweb,”

“Gaby,” and “Tea and Sympathy.” And now, “Har-

vest Thunder.” But acting was the last thing he’d

thought about back in college.

Born in New York City twenty-five years ago,

John is the only son of actress June Walker and

actor-playwright Geoffrey Kerr. “Our apartment

was constantly filled with professionals, who talked

of nothing but the theatre, movies and radio,” John

recalled. “I didn’t understand them, so I ignored

them. I retreated to my room to read a book.”

Early in life, .John says, he became withdrawn

and pensive. And alone. He was a little boy living

in an adult world. For companionship, he sought

out the heroes in the pages of famous novels. When
he was ten, the situation grew blacker. His parents

were divorced. His father returned to his native

England and June Walker {Continued on page 100)
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Win A
Grand Prize

of

Fourth and Final Set of

PHOTOPLAY’S Cut-Out

Picture Puzzle 'Contest

This is your iast chance

to enter this

exciting contest.

NOW is the time to send in

your entry! But first,

read aii the ruies

and instructions carefuiiy!

REMEMBER:
• You must send in all four sets of

puzzle pictures—32 in all—from the

September, October, November and De-

cember issues of Photoplay,

• All pictures must he properly as-

sembled with the name of each player

clearly indicated.

• Originality of presentation in sub-

mitting your entry is important. The

more clever your presentation, the

greater your chances will be for win-

ning.

• Final deadline far entries is mid-

night, December 15, 1956,

Clues
73 The hair is a nephew of the late Jean Hersholt

74 The eyes belong to the Screen Father of the Year

75 The mouth is a newcomer and yet to be married

76 The hair became a star while still in her teens

77 The eyes loved and lost a well-known dancer

78 The mouth is noted for its sunny smile



Contest Rules
1. In four issues—September, October, November and De-

rember

—

PHOTOPLAY has published cut-out puzzle pic-

tures of well-known movie actors and actresses. Eight cut-

out puzzle pictures have appeared in each issue. Each pic-

ture consists of the hair and forehead of one player, the

eyes and nose of another, and the mouth of a third. When
these are cut apart and properly re-assembled, the con-

testant should have eight complete portraits from each

issue, making a total of thirty-two portraits.

2. Clues to the identity of the players have been given at

^ the bottom of each picture page. These have been num-
bered to correspond with the number on each section of

I the cut-out puzzle picture. Each picture page has its own
i set of clues, which are important in identifying the players.

3. In addition to accuracy in assembling and identifying

the cut-out puzzle pictures, neatness and originality of

presentation will be considered by the judges. All thirty-

two cut-out puzzle pictures must be cut apart, assembled,

and pasted together with the correct name of the player

hand-written or typed below. Failure to do this will dis-

qualify the entry.

4. YOU MUST SEND IN THE ENTIRE SET OF THIRTY-
TWO PICTURES FROM ALL FOUR ISSUES OF Photo-
play. Partial entries will not be accepted. Tbis contest

ends midnight, December 15, 1956. All complete entries

j‘- received on or before that date will be considered by the

judges. No responsibility for mail delays or losses will be
assumed by PHOTOPLAY.
5. Entries should be mailed to; CUT-OUT PICTURE PUZ-

^ ZLE CONTEST, Photoplay Magazine, Box 1647, Grand
Central Station, New York 17, N. Y. You may submit as

many entries as you wish, but be sure that your full name
and address are attached to each entry. In case of a tie,

duplicate prizes will be awarded,

f,' 6. The <lecision of the judges will be final. All entries will

fi.
become the property of Macfadden Publications, Inc. No
correspondence will be entered into concerning entries.

I

7. This contest is open to everyone except employees, and
i’., iheir relatives, of Macfadden Publications, Inc., its sub-

sidiaries or its advertising agencies. Winners’ names will

be published in the April, 1957, issue of PHOTOPLAY.

PICTURE PUZZLE PRIZES
G-E Portable Electric Radio

A prize lo pride—this

handsome^ S-ivay radio is

precision-built in the

latest sStyle. Light in weighty

with excellent tone

and powerful receptioUy

it's guaranteed to provide

years of listening enjoyment,

indoors and out

Helene Curtis Gift Assortment

A special prize that includes

a complete assortment of

Helene Curtis* famous hair care

products. Kings Men Toiletries,

and Stopette. Practical and

pleasant—there's something

for everybody!

RCA Victor “Personal” TV

With built-in antenna, removable

stand
; you can carry it anywhere

79 The hair's big break came ns a champion

aO The eyes’ career has been furthered by Joan Cruwfor<l

81

The mouth, thoujih married, is all set for a bachelor parly

82 The hair ivas married on her birthday

83 The eyes recently became an American citizen

84 The mouth’s lendin;; men have all been dark-haired

Turn to page 80 for more prizes and cut-out puzzles 57



A marriage that has lasted sixteen years, three

children, success beyond his wildest dreams

—and the people he envies are the home-

less wanderers, the “knights of the road"

Looking out from a world of ivealth which he

earned himself. Bob Mitchum says gloomily,

‘7’m a bum.’* This is a story of what happens,

sometimes, when dreams come too true

BY ED MEYERSOIS



• “I’ve been married sixteen years,”

Robert Mitchnni announced on his last

wedding anniversary. Then he smiled,

wearily as always, for he was smiling

at himself. “That’s quite a record for

a bum.”

A glance at the complete record.

Iiowever, is even more amazing— for a

self-styled bum. Here is a man who
has not only been married sixteen years,

but to the same woman. Hob has three

children, four cars, and one home com-

plete with swimming t)ool. What's more,

he’s a steady man. having been gain-

fully employed in the same business for

thirteen consecutive years. And al-

though he claims he has no drive. Bob
started at the bottom of that business

and worked his way up until he is now
bis own boss.

He al.so claims he’s lazy, and he says

it as lackadaisically as any dyed-in-the-

wool bum. The record, however, shows

that in one ly[)ical year Bob made three

pictures. I hen spent seventy-six straight

days shooting "Not as a Stranger.”

•Since then, although he annouiu’ed that

be was about to take a year off, he has

starred in one him alter another: "Man
with the (inn.” (('.otuinued on jnigc 86)
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mie...

came

there were two people who loved

each other very much . .

or so they thought . . .

until someone named Kelly

along ... to teach them what

love was all about

BY ALJEAN MELTSIR

• At two o’clock on a quiet Sunday afternoon late

last June, Janet Leigh—wrapped in a white hospital

jacket, her wedding ring stripped from her finger

—

lay beneath the harsh surgical light of a hospital de-

livery room.

A rubber heel squeaked across the floor. The room
seemed full of pent-up breath. The nurses, whisper-

ing together, threw strange shadows across the ceiling.

Janet closed her eyes. It’s like waiting for Christ-

mas, she thought. Like waiting nine months for

Christmas. Drifting through time, she remembered
how, when she was a little girl, the presents were set

under the tree one week before Christmas, and how
unbearable it was to look at them and have to wait

and wait and. . . . Then, with a dull pain rolling up

like thunder from the distance and crashing against

her, she forgot everything but the present.

At 2:14 P.M., Kelly Lee Curtis was born.

“Janet,” the doctor said, bending over her. “Janet,

you have a girl.”

Her first feeling was relief. Her next was a joy

which far surpassed any Christmas she had ever

known. Then they placed the baby beside her and she

felt its warmth and its weight. {Continued on page 74)



DENNIS O’KEEFE

Be a Meeker Peeker like

Just what you’re looking for! Perfect gifts of

luxurious leather! The fine workmanship in a

Meeker is by craftsmen who work only with

genuine leathers. Meeker Handbags and

Billfolds are gifts of lasting beauty.

To make a BIG impression: A big, roomy Handbag. Two
pockets under flap hold make-up and matching Billfold.

Kip Calf in Black, Brown, Navy and Red. #50B5 $24-.OO*

Dennis O’Keefe and Mona Freeman,
starred in “Dragoon Wells Massacre,”

an Allied Artists release.

See the Fine Gifts of Leather by

that MONA FREEMAN is wrapping

Handsome gift fashioned of one piece of
leather for longer wear. Removable pass
case. Shrunken Steerhide in Brown and Tan.
#66-T1 $7.50*

In Handboarded Calf
with tooled design.
Patented expansion,
folds flat even when
full. In Brown.
#340-35 S10.00*

A deluxe Billfold with
exclusive expansion
construction, two
pass cases. Cowhide*.
Mahogany, Grey. Tan.
Ginger. #88-47 $5.OO*

The COMBO. It’s

a Billfold, a Make>
up Kit and a Clutch
Purse. .. all 'In-one!

In 16 delicious
colors. #510

$5.00*

THE MEEKER CO., JOPLIN, MO., NEW YORK OFFICE:
• Plus 10% Fed. Tax 347" FIFTH*”AVENUE •BBf



PHOTOPLAY STAR FASHIONS

On these pages, holiday glamour fashions and gifts for you, and

every lucky lady on your list. Right, darling Pat Crowley wears

party plaid insuring a brilliant entrance. In crisp, rustling taffeta

with shiny black satin bodice accents. Sizes 5-1.5. Red, turquoise, blue

plaids. By Natlynn juniors. About S23. Satin-toed pumps, by Capezio

A. Elegant handful of shiny black calfskin, a clutch bag with

adjustable strap handle, graceful contour flap. Nylon-lined and
stitched, with inner zipper pocket. By Meeker. .About S24 plus tax

B. Wanted— the pretty plastic rainboot. This one's a brand-new de-

sign, sleek to the foot, with side fasteners, non-slip soles. In clear

or smoke, three heel heights. By Rain Dears Imperial. About $2

C. Delectable bit of fluff in a blue nylon tricot petticoat, inset

with embroidered pettipoint lace, then flounced deeply with

nylon chiffon. Also pink, white. S, M, L. By Munsingwear. 55.95

D. For a well-turned wrist, a circlet of pink-toned pseudo pearls

on golden links. Its darling dangle, a gleaming chariot filled

k with smaller matching pink “pearls.” By Coro. $1 plus tax

^ K. Snow white and dreamy, party gloves in newly washable
glace kid, stopping short at the petaled wrist, and accented

with a large jeweled button. By Alexette Bacmo. 56.95

For how to buy giflf

mid jashions, see.

informnlion on itanc 77

1
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CHHISTMAS

YOUNG IDEAS;

PHOTOPLAY
STAR

FASHIONS

A. Smart anil roomy hat box for a gal on the go. In flyweight magnesium covered

in heavenly sea shades of scuff-proof vinyl. By Samsonite. $19.50 plus tax

B. Elegant new salad servers in black plastic, the lined Sterling handles tipped 9
with bright enamel. Jade pattern by Towle’s Contempra House. $13 with tax 1

C. A fun umbrella in black with its own slip cover of make-believe leopard^

whangee handle topped by a bone bracelet loop. By Giant Umbrella. About $7
'

D. Doodler’s delight, a cowhide belt with ball point pen on key chain for writing \

latest crush or school on its white leather appliques. Black, navy, red, tan,
i

brown, green. 22-30. $3.95 pp. Teen Trix, Box 68-P, Rockaway Park 94, N. Y.

E. Darling duds for the small fry. Pastel corduroy teamed with plaid cotton

:

trim and panties, waterproof-lined. M, L, extra-L. Party Sets by Playtex. $3.98 I

F. Evening clutch purse in soft crushed cowhide studded with brilliants. Big ;

zipper pocket, change purse, picture case. Boodle bag by Rolfs. $7.50 plus tax
'

G> Gift whimsey—the boudoir bonnet in white nylon tricot, sparked with rbine-

;

stones, Christmas wreaths, a fluff of lace to frame the face. By Kleinert’s. $2
;

H. New kind of stocking elegance for a special lady—wispy sheer nylons, bare

heeled, a pretty diamond of jacquard lace at the instep. By Aberle. $1.95

I. Luxury gift—the glamour scuff in dark red velvet, magnificently bejeweled
:

with gem-like stones set on a hand-embroidered design. By Capczio. $18.95

en-

twined in gilt. Sizes 7-15. By
Junior Elegance. About $18

BETTY LOU KEIM STARS IN

20th’s “teenage rebel’’

For dancing or floating

—

Betty Lou Keim’s cloud of

raspberry silk chiffon, gold-

en glitter added at front and

back in wide panels of Lurex

striped with silk. Also but-

tercup or blue. Sizes 7-15.

By Young Modes. About $40

For how to

buy fashions

and gifts,

see page 77



THE WIZARD OF BRAS

You’re a holiday pin-up girl . . . with a pretty plus . . .

a prettier lift ... in these curve-conscious Her Secret bras that

measure your feminine assets . . . adding to your

confidence and to you! Left; ask for 1613 with stitched-in

foam pads. Fine cotton broadcloth: white, black, pink,

blue, beige. 3.95. Right: ask for 1637 with the light shell,

elevating push-up pads. Lace, to wear with

straps or not. Black, white . . . 5.95, both. A, B, 32-36.

ft fine stores everywhere! hollywood-maxwell co., box 2351, Hollywood 26 . californu



A. Three-strand nerklace of lus-

trous almost-real “pearls” com-

bining round and new oval shapes,

tiny ringlets of brilliant rhine-

stones. By Marvella. S15 plus tax

B. Scarf treat—a length of pale

gray rayon satin woven with

black field flowers, sprinkled

with tiny “pearls” and rhine-

stones. By Baar & Beards. S7.50

C. Exciting new fool-the-eye pa- •

jamas that lonnge, too! Cotton

knit tapered pants, a striped
,

shirt with choirboy collar, black ^
bow. S, M, L. By Tempo. $8.95 0
D. Slippers for a light-footed ^
miss in red velveteen dotted with

confetti beads, handsomely shaped ^ '

hy a high, slashed throat, flat

wedge. By Cobblers. About $8 "I

I'll

Bj. Masquerade “mink” for a bud- ^
get purse, in Princeton’s luxury ^
fabric. Mutation. A cropped jack-®
et with round collar, jeweled S
links at neck, cuffs. Sizes 8-16.

Haft, Mann & Gaines. About $60

j

" YOUNG IDE
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STAR
t FASHIO?

S!arry*eyed Pat Crowley, living

it up at Christmas in a shining

flress with crisply belled skirt,

the sleeveless bodice draped
with surplice folds ending in

a giant shoulder bow. IrideS'

cent turquoise, black, violet,

navy crystal and acetate. Sizes
">-15. By Gay Gibson. Under $15

PAT CROWLEY STARS IN

“HOLLYWOOD OR BUST,”
A WALLIS-PARAMOUNT PRODUCTION

ALL PHOTOGRAPHS BY
BERT AND STAN ROCkFIELD

DRAWINGS BY ANDY WARHOL

For how to buy gifts

and fashions, see

information on page 77

F- Gift for a gracious home:
modern celery or bread tray, a

long gleaming shaft of silverplate r.

with squared ends, long, low
.

legs. By Gorham. S8.95 with tax^
66



90K NATURALLY LOVELY DAY

lAX FACTOR’S NEW lll-fi FLUID
•Fi ends the “made up" look once and for all ! Because Max Factor, the make-up
lister, has achieved in Hi-Fi a whole new range of high fidelity shades never
[ssible before.

(•FI does for color what high fidelity does for music! Reproduces perfect natural
lin tones that blend perfectly, naturally, with your own skin and stay soft and
^etty, in bright sunlight or glaring artificial light.

laid Hi-Fi goes on like a dream . . . easily, quickly . . . veils flaws and heightens your
m true beauty with fresh, lovely color.

fiu’if love the sheer-satin texture of Hi-Fi . . . the way it smooths and softens your
lin. It never streaks or smears.

MAKE-UP

NEW
HIGH FIDELITY
SKIN TONES

NEVER
BEFORE
POSSIBLE

iu'll love the Hi-Fi look . . . and the way it makes him look at you! It all began with
dor TV. Glaring lights of color television made existing make-ups appear hard,
iflattering. So the great TV studios called on Max Factor, who developed for their

I elusive use a new color principle in a make-up that stays smooth and radiant under
e most glaring light. And now Max Factor has created a new make-up for your
le, based on the same new color principle. Hi-Fi Fluid Make-Up!

Send in this coupon for “Try Size” Hi-Fi, enough for at ieast
TEN make-ups for oniy 25<t! You wiii aiso receive FREE Max
Factor’s new book “YOU AT YOUR LOVELIEST.”

Max Factor, P. O. Box 941, Hollywood 28, California.
Please send me my shade in the special “Try Size” Hi-Fi Fluid
Make-Up. I enclose 26^. My natural skin tone is (check one)

fair ivory medium ruddy olive tan
(pink&wliite) (creamy) (neutral) (rosy) (golden)

s the new idea, the young idea, the one make-up that makes you look just natu-
•lly lovely—d&y and night, in any light! Choose from six highly flattering, high
lelity shades in Hi-Fi Fluid Make-Up today. $1.75 plus tax at your favorite cos-
metics counters. FluidRouge in new high fidelity colors $1.25 plus tax.

Name
PLEASE PRINT

Street City Zone State....

L

1
- 12-56



YOUNG IDEAS:

PHOTOPLAY
STAR

FASHIONS
continued

JOANNE WOODWARD
WILL APPEAR NEXT
IN 20Tirs ‘^THE
WAYWARD bus"

Prettiest way to leei testivc—love*

ly Joanne Woodward, above, in sheer silk

organdy block plaid, the skirt whirling belo\«

u sleeveless, bowed bodice. Added: a black taffeta

bolero, silvery belt. 5‘IS. By Doris Dodson. About §25

W Above right: Pat in a pale, delicious dress, its brocade ^
shirt top cut to bare a pretty shoulder, adding glow with '

"diamond” buttons, gilt threads. The gentle chiffon skirt's buoyed

by a taffeta petticoat. Cray, gold, pink. 5-15. Natlynn Jrs. About $25

A* New party sweater—all feminine charm with appliques of pink roses,

velvet ribbon on heavenly two-ply Orion. 34-40. By Rosanna. About $15

B. Casual keynote, a creamy cowhide pouch bag, the hand-tooled design set

on suede. Movable strap, roomy leather interior. Clifton. $24.75 plus tax

Timely gift, a just-for-fun clock face paved with glittery “jewels” and

topping a tiny pillbox or powder case. By Fashion Craft. $4 plus tax

IK Earrings of sham baroque pearls and rhinestones showering from

airy filigree set with tiny glitter bits. By Grand Duchess. $6 plus tax

k F* Rainboots for the weather-conscious, with neat double fastening A
that slims the ankle, a deep tread to keep her high and dry.

1^^ AM heels. Gray or translucent plastic. Drizzle Boots. About 52

F. Handsome slippers that walk on a cloud, with

sky-high contour wedge, pretty quilted vamp.

puff leather pastels, or bright

holiday colors. By Huskies. $3.90

ream

To buy fashions and gifts,

see information on page 77



franchised by BUTIER BROTHERS • HEADQUARTERS IN CHICAGO

Cleans Your Breath T' Guards Your Teeth

Because No Other Leading Toothpaste

Contains GARDOL
TO GIVE YOU LONG-LASTING PROTECTION

AGAINST BOTH BAD BREATH AND TOOTH DECAY

...With Just One Brushing!

in over 2400 BEN FRANKLIN STORES

Unlike other leading tooth-
pastes, Colgate's forms an in-

visible, protective shield around
your teeth that fights decay all

. . . with just one brushing!
your dentist how often to

brush your teeth. But remember!
One Colgate brushing fights de-

cay-causing bacteria 12 hours
—or more!

Colgate’s with Gardol helps
stop bad breath all day for most
people with just one brushing!
Instantly sweeps away bacteria

that cause bad breath originating

in the mouth! No other leading
toothpaste* cleans your breath
while it guards your teeth like

Colgate Dental Cream with
Gardol!

Economy Size

Also 49<

29<, 15«

65cCArC for Children of All Ages!

Orll b to Use in All Water Areas!

MAKES TEETH WHITER— CANNOT STAIN OR DISCOLOR!

at your BEN FRANKLIN store

No Other Leading Toothpaste

CLEANS * CLEANS * CLEANS B?EATH

-ouARDs-6UARDS*GUARDSrH

Like Colgate Dental Cream

!

69



YOUNG IDEAS:

RECORDS
what’s

spinning

BY CHRIS DAGGETT

Whistling winter winds tell us Christ-

mas is just around the corner. Now is

the time to get out all the old favorites

and, perhaps, suggest to Mom or Dad
that you wish you had the new Four

Lads album by Columbia. “On the

Sunny Side’’ is a collection of gems
such as “Lazy River,” “Taking a Chance
on Love,” “On the Sunny Side of the

Street.’’ and “Side by Side,” brilliantly

played by the Claude Thornhill orches-

tra and warmly sung by the Four Lads.

. . . Tell the folks how your heart does

flip-flops over Frank Busseri. Frankie,

the smallest of the Four Lads, is a

baritone, with twinkling brown eyes

and a perpetual prank up his sleeve,

and is in charge of the Lads’ wardrobe.

Frankie loves horses, and his secret am-

bition is to own a racing stable some-

day. He also likes Italian opera, home-

made ravioli, and “the kind of girl that,

when you walk down the street with

lier, [leople know she’s the one.” . . .

Or you can tell the folks about Bernard

Torrish, fair-baired, handsome and seri-

ous. Bernie is the group’s gifted ar-

ranger and lead tenor. He plays guitar

and doesn’t like women who talk too

much. He prefers Wagner in opera,

hockey in sports, and is a “pop” song

composer in his spare time. ... Or tell

how you would like to run your fingers

through James Arnold’s hair. Slim,

dark and introspective, jimmy loves to

get wrapped up in a good book by

Hemingway or Melville. He keeps the

group’s accounts, and his greatest prob-

lem is dodging enthusiastic female fans.

. . . Or tell how Corrado Coderini thrills

you with his dashing good looks. Con-

nie is the dynamo of the group and is

serious only when he sings. He loves

to blow off excess steam playing tennis

or ice-skating. . . . Sold to the folks:

one album by the Four Lads.

John Mathias is one of the best all-

around athletes to come out of San
Francisco. So what has this to do with

records? Well, Johnny is presently a

Columbia recording artist. This nine-

teen-year-old singer has been working

professionally for only a year, but his

album “Johnny Mathias,” is extraor-

dinary. Johnny can jump from the ten-

derness of “Autumn in Rome” to the

violence of “Babalu,” the swing of

“Easy to Love,” the exotic “Caravan,”

or the rhythm and blues of “Angel

Eyes.” His improvised flights in all

tempos and moods are a reflection of his

awareness of modern jazz. Johnny hasn’t

decided yet which one of his four voices

he will use permanently, but he does

know that he wants to continue study-

ing music, dance and dramatics.

The Capitol album, “Velvet Carpet,”

finds George Shearing’s quintet sur-

rounded by strings and giving out with

some fine mood music. This album is

a thoroughly enjoyable and pleasant

quiet-hour fare. Especially appealing

is
“ ’Round Midnight.” Other choice

items include “September Song,” “A
Foggy Day,” “Dancing on the Ceiling.”

The Chicago singer. Johnny Holiday,

comes through in grand style on a new
12-incher for Kapp. Singing, for the

most part, tunes rarely done by today’s

.singers—such as “Why Can’t You Be-

have,” “Frenesi,” and “Adios”—Johnny



Rising star Betty Lou Keim shows

you howf to he a holiday eye-stopper.

Her party comhination is inky black

velvet tucked into a swirling

circle skirt in plaid taffeta quilted

with glittery Lurex. Criss-cross

lop, about $9. Red and black skirt, about

$15. Sizes 7-15. By Modern Juniors

She shall have music wherever

she goes, with Betty Lou’s glamour

phonograph under her Christmas

’'tree. It's a lightweight portable, com-

pletely automatic. Plays three

speeds, boasts a special amplifier for

high-volume clarity. In a dreamy sky blue

and white carrying case. By Philco. About $60

For how to buy fashions see

page 77. Phonograph at leading

department stores and dealers

displays a sensitivity of phrasing and a

warmth worthy of many hearings.

For your collection:

1. Art Mooney pays tribute to James
Dean via the themes of “East of Eden”
and “Rebel Without a Cause.” (M-G-M)
2. Jaye P. Morgan belts it out for RCA'

Victor with “Just Love Me.”
3. Don’t miss The Diamonds and their

version of “Ka-Ding-Dong.” (Mercury)

4. “Mama, Teach Me to Dance” is Edie

Gorme’s hottest number. (Coral)

5. For Epic, The Four Coins’ “Man-
hattan Serenade” should outshine all.

6. Sanford Clark, a new singing dis-

covery by Dot, debuts with “The Fool.”

7. Jill Corey’s “Let Him Know” is un-

like anything she’s done before. (Co-

lumbia)

8. Pat Boone sings the title song from
“Friendly Persuasion” for Dot. This
should be a hot contender for the Oscar.

9. If you missed it, get it now; Eddy
Arnold’s “Canadian Sunset.” (RCA
Victor)

10.

Keep up with the times with Dean
Martin’s “The Test of Time.” (Capitol)

American Modern . . . comfort in fashion.

Captivating, romantic styles reveal a

beautiful new you. So necessary for this

lovely look . . . the right figure line

beneath. Thanks to Skippies revolutionary

way with light elastics, your figure is comfortably coaxed

Skippies
by

J^ormfit
into beautiful, natural line . . . without bones or heavy fabric.

For that naturally beautiful look . .

.

be fitted today in America’s most

popular shape-maker,

Skippies.

tormfit
' CREATIONS

The beginning of beauty for every occasion . . . Skippies Girdle

No. 943. Nylon elastic net with firming front and back panels. 2V2"

waistband for midriff flattery. Snowy White. S. M. L. $7.50. Ex L.

$7.95 (Also available as Pantie No. 843.) Shown with "Life

Romance" Strapless Bra No. 382 in embroidered Nylon chiffon.

Wired underbust and new-shaping "cuddle-stay." $5.95

THE FORMFIT COMPANY • CHICAGO • NEW YORK • CANADIAN PLANT, TORONTO
71
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So Popular!

Hi-Low Witchery with gentle-touch Ribbon Wire^f

You’ll make Hi-Low Witchery the love of your life, when you see how it

molds you, holds you in alluring glamour curves; gives you X*appeal from

dawning to yawning!

The fabulous, exclusive Ribbon Wire is flat as a ribbon . . . can’t poke

or mark your fair, fair skin like old-fashioned round wire. And there’s no

connecting wire at the Divide to dig or press you . . . eaeh cup is individually

Ribbon Wired. Wear Hi-Low Witchery . . .
you’ll look so radiant and

feel so divinely comfortable.

A, B, C and D cups in bandeau and longline styles.

White or black nylon lace bandeau, $5.

White or black embroidered cotton bandeau, vqo"
D CUPS SLtOHTLT HIQHCR

becoming

attractions

A. Don’t just give dandruff the brush off!

Helene Curtis Enden dandruff treatment sham-

poo quickly relieves itching scalp, dissolves and

washes away unsightly scales, and with continu-

ing use reduces the formation of scales. $1.50

B. Right on hand for cold weather protection:

Soothing, lanolin-rich Cheramy skin balm is

specially priced from now to March first. 12-0*.

bottle with free dispenser top, usually $2.00,’*

will be 98f;« O-os., $1.00*.size will be 49f«

C. Because dry skin thirsts for moisture as

well as oil, Charles Antell Lanolin Beauty is

formulated to supply both. Quickly absorbed,

it may be used under make-up as well as

for cleansing and night-time care. $1.00*: 70^'*

D. Harriet Hubbard Ayer’s new Color Rinse

Plus Creme Conditioner smooths dry or dam-

aged hair while adding temporary color high-

lights. Six shades; 8 or., $2.00.* For limited

lime, price includes brush-top applicator bottle

L. Barbara Gould’s brand-new Beauty Tote

holds special sizes of four favorite skin and

make-up preparations, plus regular-size face

powder and lipstick. Waterproof, “shell finish"

case is lined in pale blue washable linen. $5,011*

'’pfi/.s tax

I
AT YOUR FAVORITE STORE, OR WRITE DEPT. P-12, EXQUISITE FORM BRASSIERE, INC.. ISS HAOISON AVE., N. V., FOR NEAREST STORE, fr.



Win a Date with Sal Mineo
{Continued from page 35)

This isn’t like any date contest you’ve ever read about or en-

tered before. In the first place, it is confined entirely to this issue

of Photoplay, which means the winner will be announced

within six weeks after this issue goes on the newsstands on

November 6th. The contest closes on December 9th. There will

be a wait of just two weeks after that before the lucky girl re-

ceives her telephone call from Sal Mineo setting up their date!

Another thing that makes this contest different—and that

made Sal not only willing but anxious to cooperate—is the fact

that it will serve some local, civic purpose as well as giving some

young girl the time of her life.

What You Will Win

Here it is!: Sal will spend one whole
day in your town, if you are the girl who
wins a date with him. The daytime hours
will be devoted to sports, meeting your
friends, driving around the countryside,
and generally doing the things you think
are fun. In the evening, Sal will meet the
sponsors of whatever charity or civic

undertaking Sal’s visit will honor—and
help. This might be the local chapter of

a national charity or a purely local cause.

How he can help—whether by being pres-
ent at a church supper, school dance or

tea party—will be decided when the con-
test closes.

After the activities for charity, Sal will

be your escort to the opening of his

Universal-International Picture, “The Liv-
ing End!” Universal-International is co-
operating fully with Photoplay, and the
opening of Sal’s picture will be in your
town, so that you, if you are the winner,
can attend as his companion.

Why We Asked Sal

Seventeen-year-old Sal, who shot to

stardom almost overnight after his appear-
ance in “Rebel Without a Cause,” was the
first star we thought of when we began
to plan this contest, because he is so

sharply aware of other people’s needs and
sufferings. Perhaps the fact that he comes
from a very closely knit family accounts
for this. Sal was not raised to think of

himself, but to think, always, of others.

For instance, he is always embarrassed at

people who say to his brother or sister,

“I want to meet that movie-star brother
of yours.”

“I didn’t want them hurt,” Sal said, “or
to get the idea that I thought I was any
better than the rest of my family.”
So when we approached Sal and asked

him whether we could “give him away”
for a day, he hesitated—until he heard the
details of our plan. Then he assured us
of his wholehearted cooperation.

How You Can Win

We’ve made the rules simple, and here
they are:

1 . Write a letter to Sal. Fill out the
coupon below and mail it in with your let-

ter. Get it in the mail by December 9th.

2 . Tell Sal, in your own words and as
briefly as possible, where you live, and
what you would like to do if you could
spend a day with him. Would you like

to go bowling? Play tennis? If you live

where it’s warm, would you like a beach
party? Or a wiener roast? And so on.

3 . Then, tell him what worthwhile charity,

youth organization, hospital or community
project you think could be helped by his

presence. It might be a good idea to dis-
cuss this with the principal of your high

school or with your local clergyman so
that you can be sure of group cooperation

if you and your town should win.

4

.

Tell Sal why you have chosen this

charity and give us the name of the person
who heads the organization in your town.

That’s all. Nothing to save, nothing to

buy, just the coupon to clip. It’s as easy
as rolling off a log. So get out paper and
pen, think about your ideal date, talk to

some adult about an organization to be
helped—and make your bid for a date
with Sal Mineo!
Anyone can win—it can be you. Every

letter will be read by the Contest Editor
of Photoplay and the most interesting

ones will be given to Sal to decide on.

Remember, this contest will not be re-
peated. It will be run only in this issue

of Photoplay. Entries must be post-
marked before midnight, December 9, 1956.

( 1

Sal Mineo Contest Editor

I

PHOTOPLAY Magazine
|

I Box 1646, Grand Central Station I

j

New York 17, N. Y.

I
Here is my letter to Sal Mineo. I am years old. My name I

I
and address is: I

I Name I

I Address I

I
I

I I

I City ^State I

> — .1
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YOUNG IDEAS: CROSSWORD PUZZLE Once Upon a Time

Across

1.

“— Persuasion”

8.

Star of “The Mountain”
15. Colman or Reagan
16. “My —” ( song)

18. Famous California product

( not movies)

19. Music for silents

21. Tab’s expert on this

22. “— and Peace”
23. Lush redhead in “Wicked

as They Come” (init.)

24. Senator’s wife in “The
Ambassador’s Daughter”

25. “Someltody Up — Likes

Me”
27. “Marty” — first in the

Oscar race

29. “The Outlaws Are — Town’’

30. Heroine of popular radio

daytime drama (init.)

31. "The Mountain" and “An-
astasia" were shot in dif-

ferent — of Europe
34. “— Day at Black Rock”
37. “Take — Easy” (song)

38. MacRae’s co-star (init.)

39. Now playing the Pharaoh’s

wife (init.)

40. “— I Loved You” (song)

41. Good sections in theatres

43. She plays 52 Down
45. Maureen O'Hara’s birth-

place

46. Gary Cooper likes to —
between takes

48. Nickname for star of “The
Unguarded Moment”

49. Steiger or Cameron
51. Marilyn’s ex swung this

53. “The Last Wagon” star

55. Fans— it up when Presley

introduced his style

56. “The — Twenties”

59. Welcoming her own
“Bundle of Joy”

62. Locale of early scenes in

“Moby Dick”
63. “— You” (song)

65. Star of “Reprisal!”

66. Star of “Bhowani Junction”

(init.)

67. You — Your Life

68. Flying-saucer film

70. “This — My Beloved”
( song)

71. Troublemaker in “The Last

Wagon” (init.)

72. Costumes of the “Julius

Caesar” cast

74.

“The — Was Indiscreet”

77. Louis Jourdan is a —
78. — stars sell movies

Down
1. “Back — Eternity”

2. In “Flight to Hong Kong”
3. “Anastasia” star

4. She’s Pharaoh’s sister

5. She's “Julie” (init.)

6. Heroine of “Toward the

Lhiknown”
7. Grace’s honeymoon locale

9.

“The — and the Prize”

10. “The Ten Commandments”
is set in the Old Testa-

ment —
11. Richard Basehart in “Moby

Dick” and others

12. Former film star, now TV
actor (init.)

13. Star of “Tension at Table
Rock”

14. In 9 Down, the heroine’s

accused of being a —

17.

She sang for 47 Down

20.

“The Opposite Sex” has two

26.

“Niagara” lover (init.)

28. Career girl in “The
Opposite Sex” (init.)

32. Bereaved mother in “The
Bad Seed”

33. Stars must know the —
and outs of show business

34. New blonde in “Giant”
35. Fonda and Huston both

played “Honest —

”

36. “Death — a Scoundrel”
38. “Love Me Tender” intro-

duces a — to the screen

40. “ Dreamer, Aren’t

We All?” (song)

42.

Current Bob Wagner role

44. Anne Bancroft in “Walk
the Proud Land”

47.

Type of dog featured in

“Lady and the Tramp”
50. Current Macdonald Carey-

Rhonda Fleming vehicle

51. Nickname of ex-Mrs. Grant
52. “— Rebel”
54. Fight promoter in “The

Leather Saint” (init.)

56. Don Murray lassoed

Marilyn with a —
57. Tony did his last “Trapeze”

act without a —
58. Roy Rogers’old rival (init.)

59. Star of “Beyond a Rea-

sonable Doubt” (init.)

60. What film cutters do
61. Game in “The Last Hunt”
64. In “Flight to Hong Kong”
65. She used to date Bing

67.

First-scene locale in “The
Man with the Golden Arm”

69. Kim's sex (abbr.)

73.

Star of “The Fastest Gun
Alive” (init.)

75. “I Married — Angel”
76. The Ladds’ son-in-law

(init.)

Answers to Crossword Puzzle on page 91

(Continued from page 61)
But before she could reach up a wave of
unconsciousness washed over her again.

Outside, in a telephone booth in the
waiting room, Tony Curtis waited anx-
iously for news. They had promised to
telephone him from the delivery room
the moment his child was born. He waited
and waited, but the telephone didn’t ring.
Finally, from a corner of his eye, he saw
a woman being wheeled down the hall.

Impatiently, nervously, he stared up at
the telephone. A moment later he realized
that the woman must have been Janet.
He ran the length of the corridor and,

stopping only for a few quick words with
the doctor and a quick glance at the
baby, he caught up with Janet.

“Janet!” he whispered hoarsely, ex-
citedly.

“Yes, darling?” She smiled and nodded
at him, but afterwards she could not
remember what she had said.

“Honey, you’ve got a little girl.”

“Yes, I know, Tony.”
“Do you know what she weighs?”
“No.”
“Six pounds, six ounces.”
“That’s a nice price,” she said happily

and went to sleep. . . .

It was a little over a year ago when
Tony Curtis and Janet Leigh decided
they were ready to have a baby.
They did not say anything to each

other for a while. Tony remembered

—

with every detail still hard and clear in

his mind—the night in 1953 when Janet
had lost her first baby, and he had been
two thousand miles away, helpless, not
even able to share the waiting with her.
Janet remembered, too. And she said,

“It was nature’s way of saying that some-
thing was wrong. And . . . perhaps we
weren’t quite ready to have a baby then.”
“And now?” Tony asked. She nodded.
“We decided we were ready to have a

baby,” Janet says today. “We decided we
were mature enough to be responsible
for another human being and to share
ourselves and our marriage with another
person. We knew that a baby would
change our marriage, but we weren’t
quite sure if a baby would make our
marriage stronger. That was something
we had to wait nine months to find out.”

“We found out,” Tony says.

“Yes,” Janet echoes. “We found out.”

“In the years we’ve been married,” says
Tony, “we’ve had our share of problems.
We’ve shouted at each other and slammed
doors and occasionally done worse. But
I don’t think you can show me a man
who’s been married even two years who
hasn’t been angry at his wife at least

once. I don’t think you can show me a
woman who’s been married two years
who hasn’t cried because of her hus-
band at least once.

“But we’ve really only had one basic

problem. For better or for worse, we’re
two strong people. We each wanted our
own way and we found it difficult to

compromise. If we had an argument,
the important thing was who was going to

win and who was going to lose. Usually
both of us were too stubborn to give in.”

“And too proud,” Janet adds. “Now,
since the baby, we have an easiness, a

closeness that we never had before.”

“It’s strange,” Tony says, “but we’re
more considerate of each other without
really trying to be.”

“Suddenly,” Janet adds, “it’s not just

my pride and my wishes fighting Tony’s
pride and Tony’s wishes. It’s both of us
thinking about someone else.”

“And it’s not a question of whether
Janet is going to win or I’m going to



win. It’s as if we have discovered an
unwritten law that tells us when to

compromise, when to give way.”
Every day that Tony and Janet are

sharing now is filled with new sensations.
Even their comfortable, yellowstone house
seems strange to both of them. Like people
lightheaded with too little sleep, they are
almost painfully sensitive to sights—

a

half-empty bottle tilted awkwardly against
a railing; and smells—the sweet-sour smell
of a baby’s room, the oily fragrance of
baby lotion. They are conscious of sounds
—the nurse’s footsteps on the stairs, water
boiling on the stove, or the wind whining
faintly through the chimney like a baby
moaning in a troubled dream.

It is Tony’s foot that is first to the
stairs then. It is Tony’s heart that beats
louder until he realizes that it is only
the wind. Then he turns, half-sheepishly,
and goes back to his chair. He is only
now beginning to accept his daughter as
a person. For Janet, this realization came
earlier and easier.

“It was the morning after Kelly was
born,” Janet says. “I looked at this lovely
thing that I held, with its arms moving
and its feet kicking, and suddenly I un-
derstood that this was a human being. And
I was amazed to think that I had carried
her inside my body for so long. When you
are pregnant, you think ‘baby,’ and you
talk ‘baby,’ but you don’t really know
what the word means.”
For Tony, it was different. “After I left

Janet in her room, I went to the nursery
and looked at the baby. I looked for a
long time, but she seemed no different

from any of the other babies in the
hospital nursery. There was no mystic
way in which I could have identified her.

The only thing I could do was read the

name on the crib and hope that they
hadn’t put the wrong baby there. I could
feel no emotion toward this one particular
baby. I think that you get attached to a
baby slowly. When it lives with you and
begins to recognize you and smiles for

the first time. Before that there is just

the new sensation of being a father.”

To Tony, that sensation was a mixture of

many intangible things. He was overcome
—quite literally overcome as though he
had been knocked down by a strong wind
—by a mixed feeling of joy and triumph
and the dismaying realization that he was
about to cry and, above all, “the feeling
that we had discovered something for

the first time, that we had done some-
thing that nobody else could do.”
Kelly Curtis is five months old now,

and the exquisite wonder of that sensation
has faded. Kelly is still too young to

crawl or talk, but she has already caused
changes in her parents that are out of

proportion to her weight and size.

“I feel more mature,” Janet says. “I

have to be. When there was only myself
to worry about, I could go on making
the same mistakes forever. When I look
at Kelly now, I know that each thing I do
is irrevocably important.”
And Tony says appraisingly of his wife,

“Janet has more assurance now. She still

can get upset and nervous over trifles,

but she’s more tolerant and more patient.

There’s something in her eyes, too, and
a new way she carries herself that I

can’t describe. But, somehov/, she’s more
beautiful now than she has ever been.”

Janet, who has always hated the dis-
order of having even one ashtray out of
place, has been in the throes of having
the house remodeled. The bathrooms are
unusable and full of coiled lengths of
wire. Pipes and conduits are sprawled
across the stairs, and electricians are
stamping over the roof and crawling
through the second-story windows. Janet
cannot shut her eyes to all of this, but she
finds the disturbance less important than

9052—Sew in time for Santa! Complete adorable wardrobe for your little one's favorite dolly! An easy

Printed Pattern in doll sizes 14, 16, 18, 20, 22 inches. Scraps will do—see pattern for yardages.

4855—Newest Printed Pattern, jiffy-cut! It’s all one piece—just pin to fabric, cut complete apron at

once! Pattern includes all three styles, applique transfer. Medium only. Each apron, 1 yard, 35-inch.

Send thirty-five cents (in coin) for each pattern to: Photoplay Patterns, P. O. Box 133,

Old Chelsea Station, New York 11, N. Y. Add five cents per pattern for first-class mailing.
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YOUNG IDEAS: NEEDLE NEWS
7089—Perfect gift for the new baby: booties,

cap and jacket made in a pretty pineapple

pattern. Easy to crochet. Directions included

for crochet in three-ply baby yarn.

676—Happiness birds—the luck-bringing blue-

birds to embroider on kitchen towels. Six gay

designs, 6x8 inches, and they’re charming.

751—Embroider this graceful old-fashioned-

girl motif on linens, in easiest stitclies. Add a

frilly ruffling of eyelet or lace. Transfer of one

motif 5 X 191/^ inches; two 31/2 x 14 inches.

Color chart and complete directions.

599—Crochet this graceful doily in leaf design.

It's easy and will look lovely in your home.

Use it as a centerpiece or scarf. Directions for

doily 15 X 32 inches in No. 30 cotton, smaller

in No. 50 cotton ; larger in string.

7263—Wrap-around apron is such a pretty

protection for kitchen chores, hostess duties.

Large flower-pocket matches potholder. Tis-

sue pattern, directions for apron in medium
size only. Transfer of pocket and potholder.

Send twenty-five cents (in coin) for each pattern to: Photoplay, Needlecraft Service,
P. O. Box 123, Old Chelsea Station, New York 11, New York. Add five cents for
each pattern for first-class mailing. Send an additional 25^ for Needlecraft Catalog.

it used to be. Even at the worst times. . . .

“Mrs. Curtis,” one of the electricians
said tentatively the other day, “have the
plumbers gone?”

“Yes,” she said thankfully.
“I think you’d better call them back,

ma’am. There seems to be water leaking
in the bathrooms.”
A year ago, Janet would have been

nearly hysterical. This time she was only
annoyed. And she was able to go into
Kelly’s room a few minutes later and
leave the strain and tension that she
felt behind her, dropping it at the door.

“If I have changed,” says Janet, “Tony
has changed, too. He’s more willing to
accept responsibility now. He used to
want to hide from responsibility if he
could. But when we knew I was pregnant
we had to sit down and plan. We had to
talk things out and think them out.
Whether we should buy a house; how
much money we had; how we should
budget for the time when I wasn’t going
to work. And Tony wanted to accept the
responsibilities.”

Tony doesn’t think that he has changed.
Or, rather, “I’ve changed,” he says, “but
not because of the baby. Having a baby
changes every woman. Her emotions
change, and so does her body. But to a
man, having a baby is really external. He
can’t nurture it. He can only stand on the
sidelines and watch and be a little awed.
If I were still a child, as I was two years
ago, being a father wouldn’t have made
me grow up.”
But they both agree that their life has

changed. “It isn’t any fuller,” Tony says.
“It was always full. But now it’s richer.”
“Richer,” says Janet, “but not in any

way that you can describe easily. I’m
not sure I understand it quite myself,
but it’s like this. The baby makes me
laugh, but it’s a different type of laughter
than I’ve ever known before. It’s just
such a true joy that the laugh seems to

bubble over, to come out in spite of my-
self.”

“Richer . .
.” Tony echoes. “When Kelly

was a month old, I went to pick out a new
car. And somehow this new car is more
pleasurable to me than any car I’ve ever
owned. And I know that it’s because the
baby is going to ride in it. I bought a new
suit, and the same thing happened. The
new suit was better than any other suit

because, when I wear it, I will be holding
the baby. I guess it is that having a baby
has made other things taste and seem good.”
Tony is quick to add that he and Janet

are guilty of reading things into the baby
that aren’t there yet. “She’s still half-

vegetable. She recognizes us, smiles at us
and coos a bit, but that’s about all. Most
of the time she eats and sleeps and eats

again and sleeps some more and gets her
diapers changed. And,” he adds, “she
cheated me out of something.
“Ever since I learned that Janet was

pregnant, I waited for the day that I

could speed toward the hospital, flag down
a policeman on the way, shout, ‘Follow me.
My wife’s having a baby,’ and weave
through streams of traffic with the sirens

screaming behind me. But Kelly decided
to give Janet labor pains at 7 a.m. on a

Sunday morning. Everybody else in Los
Angeles was sleeping. There was no
traffic to weave through. There was no
policeman. And I didn’t even get a chance
to run through the red lights. Every time
I came to a signal, it turned green!”

But then he smiles at Janet and he
doesn’t sound as though he minds being

cheated. He doesn’t sound as though he
minds anything. Because all is so right and
so wonderful now, for two of the most
adoring parents—and the happiest lovers

—to be found anywhere. The End

Make a note: Tony Curtis is in “Mister Cory.”

Janet Leigh was last in “Safari.”
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"For If Ye Believe
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(Continued from page 47)

was. He needed certain physical quali-
fications; these, too, Heston, his six-feet-
four-inch frame and his strong, expres-
sive face, were able to meet. But more
than that, what Mr. De Mille sought and
at last found was an innate gravity of soul,

a capacity to absorb and then to portray
instinctively the most profound human
personality ever to appear in the history
of the Judeo-Christian religion.

“I had watched Heston closely for some
time,” Mr. De Mille says simply, “and the
actor seemed to have what I needed.”

In his preparation for the role, Heston
read twenty-two volumes of a bibliography
on the life of Moses, after he had devoted
many long hours to the study of Exodus.
In the early days of the picture, a few
members of the cast were inclined to ridi-

cule him for his almost abnormal dedica-
tion to the role he was to play. During his

year of preparation, he was never seen
on the Paramount lot without a stack of
books under his arm. Knowing Heston
as a basically gregarious man, others in

the cast thought this savored slightly of
ham. They later changed their minds, how-
ever, when they discovered that he had
read all the books he carried with him.

Even Heston’s physical labors in getting
into condition for “The Ten Command-
ments” were formidable. When he was
chosen by De Mille for the role, the actor,

never a man to toy with his food—his

normal lunch is an outsize steak which he
devours with all the enthusiasm of a
hungry lumberjack—was toting 214 pounds
of bone, muscle and not much fat. When
Mr. De Mille told him he must slim down
to 194, Heston was mildly astonished, but
actors don’t argue with the great pro-
ducer. Aided by James Davies, physical
director at Paramount Studios, he went
to work. “He slaved ferociously,” Jimmy
says. “From January 17 until May 28,

he labored every Sunday except three.

Using two fifty-pound weights, he would
normally hoist 5,000 pounds each day in

a smooth up-and-over motion. Each work-
out lasted an hour and a quarter. When he
got through he was a lot of man.”

The spiritual preparation was even
harder—and more lasting.

During the filming of the picture, both
in Egypt and in Hollywood, Heston was at

first subjected to some good-natured rib-

bing, not only because of the seriousness
with which he undertook the role, but on
account of his striking, almost godlike
make-up. This never bothered him, and
he gave no evidence of self-consciousness.

Gradually the absorption which governed
his mind off the set as well as during the
actual shooting impressed other members
of the cast and crew. During the entire

period he seemed more and more thought-
ful, more pensive, than his friends had
ever known him to be. He became more
and more detached, and spent much of his

leisure time in his dressing room, listen-

ing to classical music. Rallied on this

point, he replied that music helped him
get into the proper mood.
Lydia Heston recalls that: “He seemed,

somehow, withdrawn into himself. One
day, after they had returned from Egypt
and were shooting on the Paramount lot,

I went to the studio and had lunch with
Chuck in his dressing room. He seemed
unusually thoughtful, and when I left I

kissed him goodbye. Immediately I sensed
a curious stiffening. Hurt and angry, I

blurted out; T’m your wife. Remember?’
It took a minute before he came back to

me and the real world around him. Then
he laughed, a rueful, almost embarrassed
laugh, and said, T’m sorry, honey. This
role really must be growing on me. I’m
beginning to think I am Moses.’

”

By that time in the making of the pic-

ture, the spiritual impact of their under-
taking had affected everyone involved in

it. A visitor to the lot, arriving in time
for the lunch break, saw the principals

and extras in their Biblical robes, bearded
and solemn of face, pouring into the com-
missary and across the street to the lunch
counters and cafeterias. Even in blase

Hollywood the contrast between the char-
acters and the world around them was at

first ridiculous. Seated at a table in the
commissary with Yul Brynner, John Derek
and others of the cast, the visitor looked
with raised eyebrows across the room to

where Charlton Heston sat alone, the
Biblical Moses to whom ordinary mortals
hesitated to approach. Amid the clatter

of dishes and high-pitched chatter of com-
missary conversation it was, to say the
least, odd.
“Yes,” the cast members answered the

raised eyebrows. “Maybe it strikes an I

outsider as pretty silly. But do you know
something? Making this picture has done
something to every one of us.”

Later, Mr. De Mille, talking about his

picture and what it had meant to its cast,

particularly Charlton Heston, was seated
in his office, a room completely filled with
oil paintings of Biblical characters: Queen
Nefritiri, played by Anne Baxter; Sephora,
played by Yvonne De Carlo; and many
pictures of Moses representing the three
stages of his career.

Members of the cast, including Heston,
Mr. De Mille said, had been taken over
the precise route which Moses and the
children of Israel traveled in their flight

out of Egypt. “I did this for a definite

reason,” he said. “I wanted Heston to

know, at first hand, the sufferings of the
people whom Moses led out of Egypt on
their journey from the Red Sea to Sinai.

“The desert,” Mr. De Mille continued,
“was the same ancient wilderness, under
the same blazing sun, that Moses stum-
bled through as the outlaw shepherd who
was to become the voice of God. I, for

one, am glad this desert hasn’t changed.
I went there to make ‘The Ten Command-
ments’ in the hope that some of Moses’
ancient inspiration would rub off on our
modern counterpart, Charlton Heston, and
on the crew of Hollywood technicians,
including myself.”

Asked if he had achieved this objective
in regard to Heston, Mr. De Mille said;

“I cannot see how it could be otherwise.

It is impossible to stand on the crest of

that most majestic mountain, Sinai, where
Moses stood and listened to the commands
of God, and not prove the Bible to your-
self.”

Continuing to speak of their memorable
trek through the wilderness, Mr. De Mille
said; “We went down the Nile road to Suez,
across the canal, then by car into Arabia, ,1

through the Sinai desert to the shore of '!

the Red Sea, then by camel through the
mountains to the Wadi Feiran and St.

Catherine’s monastery. Then we traveled
on foot up Jebei Moussa.
“We shot parts of the Burning Bush and *

Decalogue sequences on Sinai, and scenes
of Moses wandering in the desert on our •'

way back. All of it was strange and
wonderful and awesome. I know that

Chuck felt as I did. To stand on the peak
of Sinai was a deeply moving experience,
and to live for five days inside the mon-
astery itself was, perhaps, the most fruit-

ful of all that we saw and did. It was a
tremendously emotional experience.”

Anne Baxter, who played the beautiful

and tragic Queen Nefritiri (whom, his-

torians say, Moses loved), says: “I think v

there’s no doubt at all that Charlton was
deeply affected by the role he played. J
Moses, you see, had to be so subtly diff-

erentiated in portraying the three great , ;

phases of his life—those of the Prince of |«

Egypt, the outlaw shepherd, and the man -V

who led the Israelites to the Promised
Land—that it required interpretation of

the most delicate shadings. I, as the queen
who loved him, could feel how beautifully 4

'

he accomplished this.” ^
Speaking of the effect upon him as an W

actor and as an individual of the great W
scenes he played in depicting the life ofWith Lydia and Fray, who felt they’d lost Chuck during “Ten Commandments” filming
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Moses, Heston said: “Any actor worth
his salt tries to believe in the events
which he is trying to portray. For in-

stance, when I stood before the vast

throng of 12,000 people and 5,000 animals,

all waiting to begin their momentous jour-
ney into the Promised Land, and when I

raised my arm and cried: ‘Hear, oh, Israel,

and remember this day. . .
.’ I was as

tight, emotionally, as it is possible for a
man to be. Then, in the scene where I

stood face to face with God on Mount Sinai,

I was so immersed in the enormous im-
plications of what was transpiring that I

didn’t have to act at all. You can’t speak
those magnificent lines without having
your heart leap in your throat. It’s like

holding lightning in your hand.
“I always suspected an actor who said

playing this or that part brought him closer

to God,” Heston went on. “To make such
a claim was, I thought, presumptuous.
But I’ve had to revise that opinion some-
what. No actor on earth could go through
that stupendous role and not feel closer to

the Creator.”

The Ten Commandments” is finished and
Charlton Heston, whatever effect it had
upon him, must go on in the career
of a successful Hollywood actor. It might
well be asked: Will the great role of Moses
make every other picture which awaits
him in the future something of an anti-
climax? Does the brooding mood which
dominated his thoughts during the two
years of preparing for and shooting that
magnificent epic still press upon him?
While it is not true that the role he

enacted in “The Ten Commandments” is

still noticeable in his bearing, the im-
pact of the great personality he portrayed
remains with Heston to some extent. His
buoyancy, which at first glance appears as
youthful as it ever was, is diminished.
He is carefully meticulous in his consid-
eration for others. He has a new serious-
ness.

Recently, we watched Charlton closely

as he strode through his newest picture,

“Three Violent People,” playing opposite
the same actress who, with her beauty
and consummate art, helped make vivid
his characterization of Moses in “The Ten
Commandments”—Anne Baxter. It was a
post-Civil War story, and it called for

violent, uncontrolled emotions. The scene
was being enacted in a tawdry bedroom of

a sleazy Western hotel, and Heston was
playing it as if it were his first big chance
before a camera.
When the scene was finished, we asked

him, “Did ‘The Ten Commandments’ give
you anything that would carry you over
into a part like this one?”
Thinking first of his development as an

actor, he replied instantly, “No one could
work under Mr. De Mille and not come
out of it a far better performer.” Then
he paused. He was about to speak, and
then paused again. Our question, he re-
alized, was far more profound than one
relating to mere acting skill. What did he
get from having been the great Moses, from
having portrayed this tremendous figure
in the gigantic undertaking which was
“The Ten Commandments”? He seemed
to be searching for words and not finding
them.
He smiled, and said softly, “I hope it

has taught me to play lesser roles better.”
But he knew, as we did, that he had

not answered the question. Perhaps he
could not. Perhaps no man could. Having
been Moses, having talked to God, having
led a people through a wilderness to light,

having founded a new religion—even if

only in make-believe—how could any
man express the effect of that experience
in simple words? The End
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The Girl with the Lavender Lite

(Continued from page 38)

can find on Miss Eagels,” she explains in-

tently. “I found several of the books my-
self. I’ve put my friends to work digging
up more, and several authorities on the
theatre are helping me track down old
magazine articles. As I read, I mark down
passages that will help me understand the
script, and then I have these passages typed
out. Next I put them in order, like this.”

She held out some hundred pages of

typewritten notes. “I’ve almost got a book
—my own book—so I don’t have to hunt
through all the other books and magazines
to find the passage I want. The way I have
it arranged, these pages follow the script,

so every time I get ready for a scene, I’ll

have all my background material right
at hand.”
That may sound more like the academic

drudgery of a bookworm tban the glamor-
ous life of a movie queen, but for Kim it

was only the beginning. She dug out films
made by Miss Eagels that even her own
studio thought to be out of existence. She
has studied by the hour every move of
Miss Eagels’ hands, her facial expressions,
her seductive walk, her unique, exotic
technique of screen lovemaking, and her
regal way of wearing clothes. In the same
manner Kim has listened to sound tracks
of Miss Eagels’ voice. There are but two
in existence, because Miss Eagels died in
1929, after one of the most brilliant and
stormy careers in show business history.

This ability to concentrate and lose her-
self in her work dates back to Kim’s
childhood in Chicago. She was shy, self-
conscious and ill at ease to the point of
awkwardness with strangers. But, contrary
to most stories that picture her as a skinny,
bony-kneed, fiap-wristed object of ridicule,
Kim was as beautiful as a child as she is

today. And, far from making fun of her,
boys used to stand in line just to show off
in front of her. Unfortunately, this homage
only served to make Kim more self-con-
scious, and she would spend long hours of
solitude reading in her room rather than
face the strain of being the center of
attention.

Out of her frequent solitude grew a vivid
imagination, and out of her imagination
grew a dream girl who was neither shy
nor self-conscious. This dream girl could
act, sing, dance, flirt with boys, model
beautiful silks and sables, and win the
Miss America contest every year forever.
She was quite a girl, and Kim—she was
Marilyn Novak then—loved her. By the
time she was eleven, Kim could become
this dream girl at will.

And it was when she was eleven that she
met Norma Kasell, the girl who, more than
anyone else, started Miss Novak on the
road to fame. At that time Miss Kasell was
employed in the advertising and promotion
department of The Fair, a large Chicago
department store. One of her main proj-
ects was the development of The Fair
Teen Club. The club attracted teenagers
from all over the city, featured amateur
acts and fashion shows, brought in guest
artists appearing in Chicago theatres and
hotels, and once a week put on a radio
show over Station WGN. For a long time,
young Marilyn Novak had listened to the
programs, fascinated, and finally she per-
suaded her mother to take her to an actual
broadcast.
“That was twelve years ago, but I can

still see her when she came in,” recalls
Miss Kasell. Norma, herself, is beautiful
enough to be a movie actress, but she
prefers to be a wife and mother, and in
her spare time serve as Miss Novak’s ap-
pointment straightener- outer and secre-
tary. “She hung back,” Norma continues,
pulling her mother into a back-row seat.

It was a relief, really. So many of the
teenagers—a lot of them pushed on by
their mothers—well, let’s say they were
eager to get on the air. And they would
crowd me a little. It was refreshing to see
one hanging back, so I made it a point
to talk to her, and get her to the mike.”
Miss Kasell still marvels at what hap-

pened next. “I could hardly believe it.

This shy little creature, so big-eyed and
beautiful, was all at once the most poised
little young adult I have ever seen. I mean
it and I ve seen lots of them. Everything
was ad-lib, but she answered my ques-
tions so pertly, and spoke so clearly, and
even asked me questions. She was every-
thing an emcee could ask for.”
And what had brought about the trans-

formation? How had this shy young girl
suddenly emerged as a veteran radio per-
former?

“I asked her that myself,” replies Miss
Kasell. “And do you know what she said?
She said. Oh, I can’t act. I don’t know
how. I was just pretending I could.’

”

Kim Novak was born in Chicago on
February 13, 1933. For the benefit of
astrologers and numerologists, the exact
time was 3:33 a.m. and the exact place was
Room 313 in the St. Anthony Hospital.
Such a generous repetition of threes and
thirteens at the beginning of her life has
led Miss Novak to regard them as highly
auspicious numbers.
From her mother Kim got the blonde

hair and fair complexion which is the

delight of the photographers who work
with her. Another gift was an older
sister, Arlene. Had anyone been looking
for movie talent in the Novak family dur-
ing Kim’s undistinguished childhood, he
would have unhesitatingly picked Arlene.
Beautiful and talented, Arlene was the
one who excelled in dancing, singing and
dramatics; and she, too, was the gregari-
ous one who filled the house with friends.

The first noticeable change came when
Kim was ten. It was brought about when
Mrs. Novak enrolled her two daughters
in Saturday morning classes at the Chi-
cago Art Institute. “We wanted our chil-

dren to have what we had missed,” ex-
plains Mrs. Novak. “So every Saturday
I took them down to classes.”

To everyone’s astonishment, it was not
gay, outgoing Arlene but shy little Kim
who became the star pupil. Kim’s other
talent is drawing. With her customary
frankness, she has freely admitted that

as a high school and college student she
was definitely no whiz. But her interest

in art, plus the fact that she is a compe-
tent artist and sculptor in her own right,

is something she has shyly protected from
public scrutiny.

In other ways, too, Kim was blossom-
ing out. Arlene had met a fellow student
named William Malmberg, and from that

moment on there had been a rapid thin-

ning in the ranks of admirers who fol-

lowed her home. In a matter of weeks,
Arlene had given Bill exclusive icebox-
raiding privileges in the Novak home,
but he was not to enjoy the monopoly
long. Shy Kim, encouraged by her train-

ing as a model, and with her courage
further bolstered by her frequent appear-
ances on the air, was soon bringing home
icebox-raiders by the dozen.

Spreading her charms safely among the

many instead of concentrating on one
was a trait that was to continue into Kim’s
adult life. While Arlene was withdrawing
from circulation with the man of her
choice, Kim began playing a field that was
as wide open as the prairies.

Asked if she ever had any special boy-
friend, she now gives a stock answer. “I

wasn’t interested in any one boy. I just

was interested in boys.” This is also borne
out by her social career at Wright Junior
College, where she was a member of the

Alpha Beta Mu sorority. This group had
some rather antiquated rules governing
freshman girls—no smoking, no cock-
tails, no lipstick, no dates—that Kim
casually broke as a matter of course. She
smoked, got sick, and has never smoked
since. She mixed her own cocktail,

belted it down, and, except for a polite

sip of champagne at some Hollywood
social function, has never been able to

stand the taste of the stuff. But, with her
training as a model, she was able to teach

her sorority sisters many of the finer

points of make-up, to their eternal grati-

tude, and her breaking of their rules was
graciously forgiven. Finally, when the

sorority discovered that she could bring
in not only a boy for herself, but any
number of others to keep filled the dance
cards of all the dateless girls in the house,

the no-date restriction on her was lifted

for the benefit of all.

Kim sometimes wonders about it now.
“You know, I envied the happiness of

Bill and Arlene in going around steady.

Now they have a home of their own and
two beautiful children, and maybe I’m

the one who should be married and have
a house full of kids. But I never was in-

terested in a steady for myself. I don’t

know why.”
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But, though she had no “steady,” Kim’s

life has certainly not been devoid of men.

In fact, you might almost say it’s a story

of men, and you wouldn’t be far wrong.

However, unlike the stories of many suc-

cessful female stars who use men as

stepping stones on their way to the top

and then forget them, the men in Kim
Novak’s life are still staunchly with her,

and she with them, except that now their

ranks have increased in number.
Contrary to what is expected of a glam-

orous star playing opposite glamor-

ous leading men, Kim rarely mixes
socially with the heroes of her films. She
has her own reasons for her reluctance

to become emotionally and socially in-

volved off the set. But when she is asked

to state them, her expressive eyes grow
large and even incredulous. “Take Frank
Sinatra, for instance,” she says. “The
only way I could work with him was to

know him only as the character he was
playing in the picture. That way I could

feel sorry for him, and give him the sym-
pathy the part required. But if I joined

him at lunch with the rest of the cast, sat

around with him like the others do be-

tween takes on the set, and really got to

know him well, how could I then break
my heart over a dope addict fighting to

break the habit?”
The same can be said of William Hol-

den, Tyrone Power, Fred MacMurray, and
her other leading men. While on location

in Hutchinson, Kansas, during the film-

ing of “Picnic,” the cast would meet al-

most every evening for a cocktail or two,

followed by a congenial dinner in the

hotel restaurant. Present would be Bill

Holden, Rosalind Russell, director Joshua
Logan, producer Fred Kohlmar, and pos-
sibly six or eight others. But Kim was up
in her room on the top floor of the hotel,

eating her dinner alone while she studied

her script for the next day.

The rest of the cast worried about her
solitude, but they needn’t have. “I couldn’t

join them,” explains Kim. “I just couldn’t.

I knew them as characters in the picture,

I didn’t dare get to know them socially.”

M ac Krim is not only as close to a
“steady” as Kim has permitted any man
to become, but he is also her Rock of

Gibraltar in times of stress. From the
time she arrived in Hollywood he has
stood by her through all her emotional
storms. When things go wrong at the
studio, she may briefly burst into tears
for momentary relief, but most of her
emotion remains pent up until she can
release it on his shoulder in the evening.

There has been a tendency to make out
of Mac Krim an enigmatic figure that is

not in keeping with the facts. Where he
confuses everyone is in not conforming to
what Hollywood has come to accept as
the traditional escort for one of its stars.

He is not a playboy. He does not belong
to any Hollywood set. He dislikes per-
sonal publicity. And while he is hand-
some enough to be a leading man, he
wants no part of the acting business.
Mac explains it all very simply. “I

came to Hollywood because I was man-
aging five movie theatres in Detroit. Four
of them are neighborhood houses, and one
is a first-run theatre downtown, and I

came out to see about getting better pic-
tures. I stayed because I like California.
Not Hollywood, necessarily, but Cali-
fornia, where I can drive a couple of
hours in one direction for mountain ski-
ing, or a couple of hours in another for
surfboarding.”

As for Kim, he says, “I met her, liked
and admired her before she was a Holly-
wood star. Now that she is a star, I still

like and admire her. Stardom can’t
change something like that.”
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Nevertheless, Kim is still reluctant to

turn away from the lure of the open field

and the safety to be found in numbers.
On her tour of Europe she met Count
Mario Bandini, and had a thoroughly en-
joyable time furnishing a lot of founda-
tion for the gossip columns. While the

Count has made something of a specialty

of being seen with beautiful women, and
Hollywood stars in particular, he is a long
way from being exclusively a playboy.
He is a working member of the nobility,

his numerous investments interesting him
in several lines of business, from canned
tomatoes to motion pictures. It is not too

surprising, then, that when Kim was in

Cannes, in Rome, in Paris, at Lake Como
and numerous other places, the Count al-

ways found himself plagued with urgent
business affairs that required his imme-
diate presence in those very spots.

Unlike most of the dukes and counts
who followed Kim around, basking in the
reflected publicity. Count Bandini did all

that was humanly possible to avoid the
press. Not that he could do very much,
Kim’s footsteps being dogged by as many
as twenty photographers and newshounds
during most of her excursions. But she
was able to eat a quiet meal with him
now and then, for which she was duly
grateful. On the ship coming back, her
ship-to-shore telephone calls to the Count
nearly equalled the cost of her passage,

and there were many promises of meet-
ings in the United States in the immediate
future. Since then the future has be-
come less immediate.
“Phone calls are so hard to arrange,”

says Kim with a resignation that is not
excessively mournful. “You have to go
through so many exchanges from Holly-
wood that by the time you get Rome on
the phone, all you hear are crackles. Then
there is the difference of nine hours in

time. If I call the Count when I get home
from work at 8 p.m. on Monday, when his

phone rings it’s 5 a.m. on Tuesday, and
that’s no hour to call a man. And if he
calls me Tuesday evening. I’m just going
to work Tuesday morning, and that’s no
time to call me. Things just don’t seem
to be working out.”

A clue to the situation can be found
in a gift for Mac Krim that Kim brought
back from Lake Como. It was a handsome
Italian dressing gown that fitted Mac per-
fectly.

“How’d you happen to remember my
size?” he asked in surprise.

“Oh, I didn’t,” replied Kim innocently.
“But Mario was there, and you and he
are the same size, so I tried it on him
first.”

As the saying goes, when one boyfriend
becomes the model on whom gifts for an-
other boyfriend are tried, romance is still

a long way from the boiling point.
If Mac Krim has no serious rivals in

the romance department, he has several
on the professional side, and everything
would seem to indicate that for the next
three or four years Kim will be more in-
terested in her professional career than
in a domestic private life.

For director George Sydney, Kim has
already demonstrated her willingness to

work until she drops. Currently, she is

working so hard on her dancing lessons
that, as she says, “My feet have got blis-

ters on their blisters,” but she refuses to

stop. Each day she goes to the studio
hospital, has fresh bandages applied to her
feet and goes right back to work.
“As soon as the music starts, I forget

that my feet hurt,” she says sincerely.

And with convincing logic she asks, “How
can you get your feet toughened up for

dancing if you don’t dance?”
Then there is Freddie Karger, musical

supervisor of Columbia Pictures and ex-
husband of Jane Wyman. He is convinced
that Kim’s naturally husky voice with its

rich, seductive quality can be brought
up to professional standards if her sing-
ing continues to improve as it has up to

now. “She’s ready right now,” he asserts,

“but she needs more lessons to give her
confidence. With just a little more work

—

and Kim is the one who knows how to

work—her voice will never have to be
dubbed in again.”

And finally there is Benno Schneider,
Columbia Pictures’ dramatic coach, pos-
sibly the best of his craft in the world.
There was the time, for instance, when
Kim, surrounded by talented actors and
actresses, lost all belief in herself. “Who
am I to go on the same set with those
people?” she moaned.

“I met a girl like you in Moscow one
time,” Mr. Schneider told her, in an easy,

roundabout way. “The great Stanislavsky
was directing, and all of us had spent
years studying under him. He was the

man who originated ‘The Method’ which
is taught in the Actors’ Studio in New
York. We had worked hard, and we knew
‘The Method,’ but this girl, she had never
acted before in her life. And he gave her
the lead. Well, we resented that, so I

went up to him and asked why he gave
her the lead instead of one of the girls

who had worked hard for it for years. He
just said, ‘Wait and see.’

“The girl was a great hit. She got I

don’t know how many curtain calls. So
again I asked Stanislavsky, ‘How is it she
is such a great success? We study your

method for years, but she is better with-
out your lessons than we are.’ And he
said, ‘You are students, and need all my
lessons you can get. But she, well, it could
be that she doesn’t need lessons. She is

an actress.’

“Miss Novak,” Schneider finished, “it

could be you are exactly like that girl.”
Thus reassured, Kim went back to the

set and put on a performance that brought
about one of those rare accolades in
Hollywood, a spontaneous burst of ap-
plause from everyone, including the stage-
hands. Then another difficulty developed.
Kim looked her best, she walked at her
best, and she thought she was acting at
her best, but nothing was happening. No
one seemed able to give a thing.
Benno called her aside after the dis-

couraged director had announced a coffee
break. “You are modeling, not acting,”
he said.

“But what is the difference?” asked Kim.
“Not very much,” replied Benno. “But

a model must be seen, and an actress
must see. Beautiful women and beautiful
models, they get so accustomed to being
looked at, many times they think that is

enough, and do not do any looking for
themselves. But an actress, she must
look, and see what she is looking at, and
understand it. Now you go back, and look
at the other people, and forget about
being looked at yourself.”

It is a lesson Kim has never forgotten.
Many actresses can make a royal en-
trance in public, be seen by everyone,
and sweep regally on without a glance to
one side or another. But not Kim. When
she makes an entrance, she is seen by
everyone, be it at a premiere, in a hotel
lobby, or in a restaurant, but with her
there is a friendly difference. She is seen,
but she is also seeing.

Not that Kim is so lacking in showman-
ship that she is incapable of staging an
entrance when the occasion requires it.

Few actresses since the days of Nazi-
mova, Pola Negri and Gloria Swanson
have been able to get away with the
purple-tinted hair, the purple mascara,
and the purple accoutrements Kim uses.

That she does get away with them is a
tribute to her showmanship, yes, but also

a tribute to her naturalness. No one
complains. When her mother was in-

formed that Kim had taken to beading
her long eyelashes with purple mascara,
the response was an amused chuckle.
“That Mickey. What will she think of

next?” was her unsurprised exclamation.

On the other hand, Kim’s very success

is raising difficulties of its own. When she
first went to New York for location film-

ing of “The Eddy Duchin Story,” George
Sydney’s first instructions were that she

do nothing but wander around window-
shopping for a week. “Look at the people.

Get the feel of the whole city. Then you’ll

know how Eddy Duchin’s wife felt about
her city,” he urged.

For the entire week she roamed New
York at will, freely absorbing the atmos-
phere and gradually becoming a New
Yorker, without being stopped for a single

autograph. The experience was invalu-

able, but it is doubtful that its like can
ever happen again. With the release of

“The Man with the Golden Arm,” “Pic-

nic” and “The Eddy Duchin Story” within

a few months of each other, plus the pub-
licity that accompanied her enormous
personal triumph at the Cannes Film
Festival, Kim became an international

celebrity almost overnight. When she

returned to New York, requests for inter-

views, posings for photographers and
television and radio appearances came in

at the rate of 200 a day, and she was all

but mobbed on the streets.

The Girl Who Got fo
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Recalls Mac Krim ruefully, “I met her
in New York, and scarcely got to see her.

Finally I got her and Mrs. Novak up to

Yankee Stadium for a ball game; I thought
people there would be more interested in

the game than in Kim. Not on your life.

By the sixth inning even the umpire
would look around to see if Kim approved
the way he was calling the pitches, and
the crowd around her asking for auto-
graphs was backed clear up the aisle.

Then a police sergeant got to us, with an

I

escort, and told us if we didn’t leave right

away he couldn’t be responsible for Kim’s
safety after the game was over. We
never did find out how the game ended.”
Jeanne Eagels, whom Kim will portray,

I

was one of the greatest actresses, broken
on the rack of her confusion, finally taking
to drugs to ease the emotional pain of a
world she could conquer artistically but
not personally. There is very little pos-
sibility of anything like that happening
to Kim Novak. Beneath the purple eye-
lashes and the purple rhinestones sprin-
kled through her lavender-tinted hair is

still the strength and good sense of her
peasant heritage. There is, too, a strong
sense of self-preservation. This is the
thing that has made the men in her life

incidental to the work in her life. This
is the thing that keeps her clinging to

Mac Krim with one hand while she
reaches out the other hand to have it

i
kissed by royalty. This keeps her dates

' with Frank Sinatra infrequent and unim-
I portant. Aside from whether or not she
has any romantic thoughts about Sinatra
—and she has never permitted herself to
be quoted on this—Kim knows that Frank
Sinatra is one man to be taken lightly

and in very small doses indeed.

A galaxy of men have danced through
Kim’s lavender life and danced out again.

I She has lunched with Aly Khan and, ac-
cording to published reports, bitten his
ear lightly while dancing with him. She
was reported “engaged” to Count Ban-
dini and denied it by saying, “How can
I be engaged to two men at once?” She
has appeared at premieres with Frank
Sinatra, and young Nick Adams is her
willing slave. But something strong

—

tenaciously strong—keeps Kim toiling
steadily onward and upward toward a
goal which, in the beginning, she didn’t
want at all.

After “The Jeanne Eagels Story,” Kim
' will make “Pal Joey.” Once more she will
be teamed with Frank Sinatra. Once
more, undoubtedly, romance rumors will
link their names. Count Bandini may still

hover in the background. Mac Krim will
still hover at her side. Directors and
others with whom she works will be in
the foreground and the background

—

coaching, advising, scolding, pushing

—

making of her what the executives of Co-
lumbia Studios say, without equivocation
of any kind, will be “the greatest star in
America today.”
And when it’s over, when the shouting

has died away and the crowds melt and
the lights in the theatre go off; when Kim
Novak stands before her mirror in her
lavender apartment and slowly wipes
away the purple mascara and takes off the
purple eyelashes, only she will know
whether the decision she has made was
the right one. The decision was not
whether or not to be a star. The decision
was an even more difficult one—to be
what people thought her, to live up to
what people expected of her.

That, she has done, and as we say
goodbye to the girl with the lavender
life we can only make one prediction

—

that she’s here to stay. The End

Look for; Kim Novak in “The Jeanne Eagels Story.”
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The Richest Bum in Town

(Continued from page 59)
“Foreign Intrigue,” “Bandido,” and “Fire
Down Below.” He has scarcely taken a
month off, let alone a year, and he is now
busy making his hundred-and-tenth mo-
tion picture.

Why does Bob work so hard? “I believe
in restitution,” he says. “You’ve got to
put back what you take out.”
But it’s more than work alone that

distinguishes a man from a bum, it’s

pride—and Bob Mitchum is one of the
proudest men in Hollywood. He has never
been in debt, “But,” he adds hastily, “there
was one time I went in hock to Howard
Hughes. But that was paid back a long
time ago.”
And yet Bob, in spite of a record that

any other man would be proud of, keeps
calling himself a bum. He doesn’t tell you
ivhy he does this. In fact, he rarely stops
to explain his remarks or even to answer
direct questions. He simply thinks out
loud, letting flow what he calls his “stream
of consciousness.”

He often talks like a truckdriver and
swears like a trooper. He acts the cynic,
the tough businessman, the jaded playboy.
However, in spite of all his experience as
an actor, it’s an unconvincing performance
that fools no one. For Bob Mitchum is a
painfully articulate man who has not
only lived harder than most men, but
fought harder for understanding, searched
harder for the truth. And if he calls

himself a bum, it’s to sidetrack you from
calling him something worse. For the
truth is. Bob is a poet, and nowadays
“them’s fightin’ words, son.”

The notion that anyone as big as Bob

—

or as rugged—might also be a poet sounds
ridiculous. But Bob was hailed as “the
finest young poet” of Bridgeport, Con-
necticut, and the hometown paper used to
publish his works. The first was called,

“A Chreestmus Pome,” but a later effort,

written when Bob had finally learned to
spell, was to prove prophetic:

“I seek adventure and I find too
much.

Oh, if I were only rich,

I’d not be in this terrible ‘dutch’

—

I’d not be in this ditch.”

In retrospect, it sounds funny, but it

was serious when Bob wrote it. This
was no youngster, dramatizing himself
with pen and paper. The ditch was prob-
ably on the side of the road somewhere,
far from home. The terrible “dutch”
could well have been one of those awful
jams a boy gets into when he’s bumming
around the country, broke and hungry,
and it seems he’s had enough adventure
to last a lifetime. Except that the next
day or the next time he has a full meal
in his belly, he’s ready to start out again.
There can never be enough adventure.
Before he was twenty-one. Bob had

traveled in all forty-eight states. He never
finished high school, but he got a thor-
ough education riding the rods, living in
hobo camps, and dodging the yard bulls
in railroad yards. It was good expe-
rience for his writing. Even today, he
refers to the time he was in a Georgia
chain gang—his only crime being that he
was broke. But even then he was not a
bum asking for handouts. He worked

—

in stores, filling stations, amusement piers.

He took jobs as a farmhand, beach boy,
truckdriver, stevedore, bouncer, house-
painter, steel worker, track layer, cement
mixer, day laborer, quarryman, dancer,

p and contact man for an astrologer. He
was even a boxer once but soon gave it up.
“I never want to hurt anyone.”
Eventually, acting proved to be his best

bet. Bob had joined the Long Beach
Theatre Guild, a little theatre his sister

was interested in. And although he was
writing some scripts for CBS, occasionally
he also worked “in front”—meaning in
front of the microphone. An agent, hear-
ing him in a radio version of Gorki’s
“Lower Depths,” and noting his physique,
told Bob to look him up if he ever wanted
to go into pictures. Bob wasn’t interested.
On March 16, 1940, he had married Dor-
othy, the girl he had been going steady
with ever since he was sixteen. If he
was to be a family man, he would need a
more stable line of work than movies
could offer. And by the time the first

baby was on the way. Bob was working
at Lockheed. After a year at the airplane
factory, however, a doctor advised him to
quit.

“I was on the night shift and never got
any sleep,” Bob explains. “I thought I

was going blind.”

His family suggested that ' he try films
“since he was in Hollywood anyway.”
Remembering the agent who had once
offered to help. Bob went to him and
broke into pictures doing bit parts.

“It was a wonderful experience because
I made a number of friends in the busi-
ness among writers, directors and pro-
ducers.” Bob always jumped at the chance
of meeting new people. “There were a
couple of directors who would fit me in

anywhere. Sometimes there was nothing
left to play but an old Chinese laundry-
man, and I’d take it. I got to play every-
thing but midgets and women.”

It was valuable experience for a char-
acter actor, which is what Bob considered
himself. But then came Ernie Pyle’s
“The Story of GI Joe.” Bob was just

about perfect as the battle-fatigued officer

who knew the futility of war but was too
busy taking care of his men to make
speeches about it. The world-weary
young actor could understand Lieutenant
Walker’s sensitivity, his cynical disillu-

sionment. The way he felt about war was
the way Bob felt about life. And for the
first time, the screen captured something
of Bob Mitchum himself.
But for Bob Mitchum himself, “It was

a day of great embarrassment. Suddenly,”
he remarks with typical self-deprecation,
“I was a trueblue Harold the Hero.” His
reward was stardom, and a succession of

what he calls “Elmer the Excellent” roles.

But Elmer the Excellent was making five

thousand dollars a week. The Mitchums
moved into a home in Mandeville Can-
yon—not a movie star’s palace, but the
kind of comfortable home in which real

families are raised. Bob was able to give
his three children all the material things
that he himself had missed as a boy. But
most of all. he was free to indulge his

passion for giving gifts. One time, when
Dottie Mitchum flew to Dallas, Bob had a
surprise birthday gift waiting for her—

a

brand-new car all wrapped up in cello-

phane. And recently, on a trip to New
York, he spent hours going from shop to
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shop, trying to find just the right ame-
thyst bracelet to go with the ring he had ;

bought Dottie in Mexico. For his two
sons, there was “a thousand dollars’ worth I

of fishing equipment.” As for baby ij

Petrine—she can have the whole world! '

Bob can’t seem to buy enough presents
j

for his family, which makes it appear as j

if he is trying to make up for the fact I

that there’s nothing he really wants him-
j

self. He’s used to traveling light. If a i

tan gabardine suit is Bob’s trademark in
pictures, it’s because when he was start-
ing out, that’s all he owned. Even today,
he has only three suits. “It’s just as well,”

]

he explains. “There wouldn’t be room for '

more. The only thing that’s mine in the
house is a saxophone I’ve got hanging up
on the wall. I only take it down on
Christmas, New Year’s, and birthdays,
when I play such appropriate numbers as
‘Silent Night,’ ‘Auld Lang Syne,’ and
‘Happy Birthday to You.’ Then I’ve got

—

well, not a desk, but one drawer of it.”
!

If he was to feel crowded in his house,
he was to feel even more crowded in

Hollywood itself. “If only I hadn’t dropped
my pencil at CBS or my wrench at Lock-
heed!” he’d sigh, wondering how he ever
got mixed up in such a crazy business as
motion pictures. He early earned him-
self a reputation as a “Hollywood rebel,”

but he was not exactly a rebel without a
cause. “I’m against everything phony,” he
has railed, but he never included in that
the actors before the scenes or the techni-
cians behind them. He was referring to

“executives justifying their salaries.” One
of his chief complaints, for instance, was
inefficiency. “I hate waste,” he insists. “I

was taught to eat everything on the
plate.”

In spite of Bob’s outspokenness, how-
ever, executives invariably forgave him
because his pictures invariably made
money. And everyone else loved him.
He was fun. There was never a dull mo-
ment around Bob, and he’d literally give
you the shirt off his back. And yet, he
insists, “I have no friends.” He con-
siders this for a minute, then adds, “I have
no enemies either, and that’s bad.

“Actually,” Bob says, “I’m most at home
with the grips—you know, the old-timers
who have been working behind the scenes
in the studios since Wallace Beery was a
juvenile. They like me.” And he inter-

rupts to show you a thousand-dollar
watch. “Look,” he says, still touched,
still incredulous. “Even in Europe, the
grips pitched in to buy me this after we
finished ‘Foreign Intrigue.’ ” But most
important, to Bob, the film crews not only
like him, they understand him. “They
know I talk a stream of consciousness
and sometimes I fall flat on my face.”

But the public was to know it, too. For
we live in a world where our bad—not
our good—behavior makes the headlines.

Several years ago, the papers had a field

day with Bob, not caring whether they
hurt him, his family, or his career. Bob
made no excuses, but quietly went about
living it down. He understood that a

star has to accept headlines as “just one
more of the joys of success.” But oh,

what a terrible “dutch”!

“If I were only rich,” the finest young
poet of Bridgeport had once cried out.

Now he was. Only, something was wrong.
And five thousand dollars a week was
not the answer to life. The trouble was
that success had come too easily, and so

it had no meaning. Bob blames it on the

accident of his physique. But he also had
a personality that intrigued the public

so Hollywood used him as “a commodity,”



f
a brand name, packaged in the same tan

gabardine suit and served up in the same
hackneyed roles. All Bob had to do was
to memorize the lines, and even that came
easy. “I’m a quick study,” he claims.

“The first day of shooting on a new pic-

ture, I’ll walk on the set and ask: ‘What’s

the script?’ Everyone goes crazy then,

^ thinking I don’t know my part. And the

1 other actors complain that they’ve been

I up all night memorizing their lines. But
f I can get them right there on the set, with

^ one quick reading.”
* Bob admits that he had “arrived at the

I
point of just strolling through pictures.”

F The public liked him that way so the

^ studio kept him that way—and the studio

i’ had him under a ten-year contract. But
6 inside that “physique” there was a rest-

I
less spirit, and behind those droopy eyes
there was an active imagination.

L ike many another American with a
problem to solve, there was a time when
Bob would jump in his car and just drive

somewhere, anywhere. Only in his case,

somewhere was liable to be any one of the
forty-eight states, and anywhere was
preferably a little village with a popula-
tion of seventy -five or less.

“I’d come riding into town,” Bob recalls,

“like the Lone Ranger, and sure enough,
someone would come up to me and ask:

‘Ain’t you that feller who plays in them
Westerns?’ ‘Yep,’ I’d say, and like as not
he’d ask me to join his family for supper,
and I’d spend the whole night just talk-

ing to them.”
In a sense, it was like harking back to

the days of his youth when he went bum-
ming around the country. Only then he
was searching for adventure. Now he
was one slightly world-weary motion-
picture star trying to find some meaning
in life. He had lived too hard ever to

recapture innocence. Had he also made
things so complicated that he could never
return to simplicity?

He envied the bums, those “knights of

the road,” their simple, carefree life.

They were free of care, yes, but only be-
cause they had never assumed the respon-
sibility for anyone else but themselves.
And if they hadn’t done that, what could
they possibly know of love? And what
kind of life was it—always to live apart,
looking at happiness through the lighted
windows of someone else’s house? And
what was Bob doing himself, riding into

strange towns, when he had a house of
his own to go to? He should be making
his own happiness in it. For his life

might not have any meaning to it, but at

least it had love.

Although Bob still speaks of himself
as a bum, it’s more a habit now than an
accusation. For there has been a change.
He takes pride in his work, now that he’s
no longer under contract to one studio
but can pick and choose his own roles.

What’s more, he’s turned producer, which
allows him to use up some of his creative
energies.

He’s still restless, and ready to take a
trip at the drop of a hat, if he had a hat.
But now, he seldom makes a trip alone.
There’s little Petrine who likes to be
driven along the beach road so she can
look at the ocean. Then there are the
hunting and fishing trips he likes to take
with the two boys. But best of all, there
are the trips all over the world—to Lon-
don, Paris, Trinidad—usually on location
for a picture, and always with Dottie at
his side. They are very close, and she
loves him exactly as he is.

“And for me,” Bob says again, with a
wicked sidelong grin, “that’s quite a rec-
ord, too.” The End

You’ll want to see: Bob Mitchum in “Fire Down
Below” and ‘‘Heaven Knows, Mr. Allison.”
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The Day a Star Was Born—Stephanie Griffin

(Continued from page 52)

prayed for a chance like this and then,

when I got it, what did I do? I goofed.

But how did I know I’d goofed? Why
didn’t they call? Why didn’t they call?

Suddenly, I couldn’t stand it any longer.

I had to talk to someone. I lit another
cigarette and looked over at my hus-
band’s heavily — and happily — sleeping
form. The sight made me furious. Why
should David sleep so soundly when I was
going through all this torment? I gave the
covers a quick, angry jerk, thinking that
might waken him. I should have known
David better. He just slid more deeply
into the covers.

I stood there beside the bed, staring
down at him. Glaring down at him. What
a man, I thought grimly. What a husband!
How could he do this to me? How could
he be so indifferent to what I was going
through? I almost hated him. I wanted
him to wake up, to take me into his arms,
to tell me that I’d done all right, that I

had nothing to worry about, that the part
was mine. It was true that David March
was my manager, but it was also true that
he was my husband. And tonight—this

morning, rather—I wanted him to act like

a husband.
The illuminated dial of the little black-

and-gold onyx clock told me it was three-
thirty. It also told me that unless I wanted
to look like a wreck tomorrow. I’d better
go back to bed and try to get some sleep.

But I couldn’t sleep, and I hated anyone
who could: I sat on the side of David’s
bed debating how to waken him. I de-
cided to be cute. I bent down and blew
my breath in his face. His eyes opened,
and he stared at me.
He looked from me to the clock and back

to me again. He looked worried. “What’s
the matter?” he asked. “Are you ill?”

“No, just worried. David,” I said quickly,
“I’m sorry, but I just can’t sleep.”

Then he exploded. “You can’t sleep, so
I’ve got to be awake, too! What is this?

I need my sleep. I have an office to go to

tomorrow. I have my own work to do.

Sure, I’m your agent—but I’m your hus-
band. too.”

“But that’s just it
—

” and even as I said
it, I was hearing the words as though
someone were reading them back to me
and they sounded like a wail. A small,

childish wail. I went stubbornly on with
it, even while I watched the black March
cloud descending. “I don’t care,” I said.

sounding even more childish. “You are
my husband and I want you to act like
one. I want you to care about what hap-
pens to me.”
He sat bolt upright then and he talked

very quietly, the way David always talks
when he’s really angry. “Do you know
what you sound like right now, Stevie?
You sound like a sullen and disappointed
child. No one cares more about what
happens to you than I do. I’m your hus-
band, agent, manager, lover, all in one.
Now,” he said, “go back to bed and try to

get some sleep.” Then he relented and put
his arms about me. “If this is an example
of how you’re going to carry on every time
you’re up for a part, honey, this house
won’t be known as the March house, it

will be known as the nut house.”

That relieved the tension between us.

He reached over and snapped off the light

and in a minute he was asleep again. I

went downstairs and poured myself a
glass of milk, then carried it into the liv-

ing room and sat on the couch. All the
lights were out and the room was dark
except for the silvery beam of moonlight
that lay across the floor at my feet. It

reminded me, somehow, of my childhood,
of the times when I’d wished on the new
moon, or on a star. I thought of the day
I fell in love with David and of the nights
when I would lie awake, thinking about
him, wondering if he’d ask me to marry
him and wondering how I’d go on living

if he didn’t. Had anyone said to me then,

“’Which means more to you—your career,

or David?” I guess I just would have
stared, wondering how anyone could ask
such a silly question, and I would have
said, “Why, David, of course. What good
is anything without someone you love to

share it with?”
Yet here I was, with the last of the

moonlight spilling through the windows
before that early morning blackness that

would precede the dawn—here I was
telling myself that nothing mattered ex-
cept that part, that if I didn’t get it I was
through, licked. Slowly, on tiptoe, the
past crept into the silent, darkened room
and sat beside me to keep me company.

I thought of the early years in Valley
City, Ohio . . . and of how wonderful Aunt
Edith and Uncle Harry had been to me.
Poor Aunt Edith. Seeing my need, she
gave me love without reservation, and I

absorbed it like a blotter. But in so many
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away from Home . .

.
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ways I was a little brat. Yet I grew. Be-
fore that I had lived with my father in
Nevada, my mother in Hollywood. They
were separated, and we children suffered
for it. We were never together as a family.
When I was with Mother in California, my
little sisters were in Ohio; when I went
back to the farm there, Pat and Mikey
came out to live with Mother.
But in Ohio was peace, the beautiful,

rolling farm with its brick house and tall

white fence. There were other children,
ice-skating, tobogganing. I grew, inwardly
as well as physically. And there I won
the Shakespeare contest for my acting in
“Romeo and Juliet.” That moment was
the beginning of the dreams o' stardom
that had brought me here to this hour, to
this night, face to face with the future.
What nrice would I pay if I got the

part? What would happen to my life if

I didn’t? I tried to comfort myself with
the thought that if it was God’s will that
I get it, then everything would work out.
Success would have its good parts. I would
be able to do things for my two sisters,

Michalene and Patra, both out of my love
and out of a deep sense of obligation.
Michalene, or Mikey, the elder of the two,
still lives with us. Patra, or Pat, is happily
married. They have both known more
than their share of rough times, and if

God was going to grant me the opportunity
and the guidance, I would do everything
in the world for them. It was a promise
I made that night, a sort of forfeit to fate.

When I walked back to the bedroom, I

glanced at the clock. It was now 4:45 a.m.
I felt much calmer. I was full of remorse
for having wakened David. As I stood
looking down at him, wondering guiltily

how he was able to put up with me, I

felt a new surge of love for him. I realized
I wouldn’t know what to do without him.
I bent down and kissed him good night,
crept into bed and tried to fall asleep. I

didn’t know that I had succeeded until
I rubbed my eyes and saw that it was
9:30 in the morning. David had already
left for the office. Maybe by now he had
heard something, there had been some
decision. I dialed his number, my hands
shaking. “Have you heard anything?” I

gasped out the words.
“Not yet,” David’s patient voice came

over the wire. “Now look, honey, stop
jittering so much. No matter what hap-
pens, everything will turn out for the best.

If you’re supposed to get the part, you’ll

get it. Now relax and leave it to the Man
Upstairs.”

It made sense, but I didn’t want sense.

I wanted facts. I asked, “Why don’t they
call? Why don’t they let me know one
way or the other?”

“Look,” he said again, this time more
impatiently, “I have news for you. You’re
not the only actress in town. In fact, you’re
not even the only actress on my list.” His
voice softened, and I could just see him
grinning: “So don’t call me. I’ll call you.”

I heard the receiver click. I hated him
all over again. I hated myself. I had failed.

"

I turned away from the phone and wan-
dered around the house. I tried eating

some breakfast, but I wasn’t hungry. I .

put the radio on and switched it off

again. I wished that Mikey had not gone “

to school. I would have someone to talk

to. Mikey was always a wonderful audience
for me. I decided to talk to David again.

After all, what right had he, my husband,
^

to tell me not to call him?
I picked up the phone and put it down .

again. “Now what? Now what? Now •'

what?” The words went through my mind i
like a swarm of angry bees. The next
words were: “You didn’t get
Face it. Decide what to do



The phone rang. I stared at it, hating it.

Why answer it? It wouldn’t tell me any-
thing I wanted to know. But maybe—just

maybe. . . . Gingerly, I picked it up. I

breathed out a small, tentative, “Hello?”

Nick Adams, the young actor with whom
I’d tested, said, “Heard anything?”
He tried to keep his voice light, almost

gay. But the desperation showed through,

just as it did in mine when I said, “Not
yet. But, after all, it’s early.”

Nick said, “Yeah. But, kid. I’ve got

news for you. For us, it’s late. Well,” he
said, “good luck, kid.”

I said, “You, too.”

Slowly, reluctantly I hung up. Nick had
been someone to talk to, someone who
understood what we were both going

through. Then I was alone again.

I found myself remembering more of

David’s philosophy. “In this business,

Stevie, you’ve got to be a machine. If a

good part comes along and you get it, you
become well oiled in feeling and tempera-
ment. If a part does not come along, or if

you don’t do well in a role, you become
stagnant, rusty, disheartened.”

I’d seen people like that in this town,
plenty of them. People with looks, with
talent, but who had, somehow, just never
gotten the breaks. I’d seen them sitting

beside the dime-sized swimming pools of

cheap apartment houses, waiting for a

phone that never rang, hoping, pretending,

believing.

Was I going to join them? Was I going

to be one of the girls who said, “Oh, I

decided the part wasn’t big enough for

me”? Then I thought, realizing it all at

once, “I can say I didn’t want a career,

after all, that marriage was all the career
I wanted.” Just then the door opened.
David was home.

I went flying into his arms. “It’s been
the longest day, David! And they didn’t

call! They didn’t call!”

David said calmly, “Have you eaten?”
“Of course not. How could I?”

W^ordlessly, he marched me over to the
kitchen table and sat me down. It was
two o’clock in the afternoon. But for all

his outward calm and nonchalance, I knew
he was getting as nervous, as uneasy, as I

was. He was worried for me. He was
afraid for me. I could see it in the way
he fixed the bacon and eggs. David is a
wonderful cook, but today he was break-
ing the eggs, burning his fingers on the
handle of the coffeepot, forgetting the
toast until it was burned.

“It’s all right,” I said. “I’m not very
hungry. Let’s stop talking about me and
talk about you. What did you do today?”

I guess husbands and wives all over the
country sit in kitchens like ours and ask
one another that question. The only thing
that’s different about it when you ask it

in Hollywood is that out here you’re not
just applying for a job as secretary or
sales clerk or something like that. It’s

not a matter of, if you lose your job you
can pick up another. Out here, there’s
something that tells you this is your
big chance. If you muff it, you’re through.

Well, I tried to tell myself as I choked
down the bacon and eggs I didn’t want,
so what? You did your best. You’re still

a person, a human being. You’re still

Stephanie Griffin. You’re the girl David
wants to find on the other side of the door
when he opens it. You’re the older sister
Mikey wants to come home to, pouring
out her thoughts and her struggles and
her dreams. If you can’t live for yourself
any more, you have those people to live
for. You’re lucky, Stephanie Griffin, I

found myself thinking all at once. You
might fail as a star, but it’s up to you to
succeed as a person. As David’s wife, as
Mikey’s sister.
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It’s funny what thinking that did for

me. I’ll never forget it. It was the second
really big moment in my life. First, that
time when I won the Shakespeare prize

and knew I wanted, more than anything
else, to be an actress. Then this moment
of sitting here, listening to David and not
really hearing him, knowing that I wanted,
more than anything, to be a person. I’m
not sure, but I think I said a little prayer,
then. I left David, and I left our sunny
kitchen, and I left the blue canopy of sky
outside our window and I was alone for
that minute that it took me to say to

Someone, “Never mind all the rest of it

—

though thanks a lot for trying. The only
thing I want now is to have You help me
to be the sort of person who will never
again think that what happens to me is the
most important thing in the world.”

“Stevie!” It was David’s worried voice,

his worried face bending over me. “Stevie,

you look ill. Are you all right?”
“What?” I said. And then I said, “Yes

—oh, yes. I’m fine. I was just thinking
about something. David,” I said quickly,
“I’ve been wanting to tell you how sorry
I was about waking you up this morning.
That was selfish of me. Forgive me?”
“You know,” my husband said thought-

fully, “sometimes I think you’re even more
of a screwball than you are. This morning
you’re in the dumps and now, with nothing
happening, you’re suddenly walking on
air. Forgive you?” he said. “What do I

have to forgive you for? Don’t I love you?”
But as he was ready to leave the house
to go back to his office he paused at the
door and looked at me again. “Look,” he
said, “don’t worry about it. Remember, if

it’s supposed to happen, it will happen.”
For the first time in all the years I’d

heard David say those words I knew he
was right. I wanted the part just as much,
but I knew that all at once I was free

of the worst thing in the world—fear. I

cleared the table and looked at the clock.

I wasn’t thinking about the phone ring-
ing now, I was thinking that it was almost
time for Mikey to come home and I didn’t

want her to find me looking so haggard
and worried. I went upstairs and washed
my face and put on fresh lipstick.

At first, I thought I was hearing things.

I listened again. It was the telephone.
My voice was so calm that David said,

“Oh, then you’ve heard.”
“Don’t be silly—of course I haven’t

heard. What is it, David? It’s all right if

it’s bad news.”
“I don’t know what kind of news it is.

But Billy Gordon of 20th called and wants
to see me right away. One way or the
other, baby, this is it. I’ll call you as
soon as I know.”

I waited by the phone as the hands of

the clock moved from two to two-thirty,
to two-forty. I wasn’t afraid any longer,
but I wasn’t calm, either. I knew that one
way or another, I was approaching the
third most important moment in my life.

When the phone started to ring again I

sat there, watching it, listening to it,

thinking of the thousands of other girls

who had, at one time or another, sat

watching a ringing telephone, knowing
that when they reached for it their life

would be changed forever. Then I lifted

the receiver to hear David say, “Why don’t

you answer your phone, for Pete’s sake?
Kid, you’ve got it! You’ve got it! They said

your test was magnificent, that this is

the part that will make you a star. A star.”

The rest didn’t matter. The rest was
names—a Mr. Schriber and a Mr. Adler. I

would have to pass their approval. I said
“yes” and “no” and whatever I thought I

should say. None of it was making sense.
It was all too much, all too wonderful. I

didn’t know Mikey had come home until

her voice, small and frightened, reached
me. “Stevie,” she said, “it’s all right. What
if you didn’t get the part? Heck, you’ll

get another part, and meanwhile—

”

Then I turned around and she saw that

the tears that were streaming down my
cheeks were tears of happiness. “Mikey,”
I said, “Mikey, darling, I got it!” And
then I said, remembering the promise I’d

made, “Darling, from here on in, for us,

for you—it’s going to be Christmas every
day of the year.” And then I said, “You
know, Mikey, God is good. God is very
good, in fact.”

When David met me at the gates of

the studio that afternoon, he just held

open his arms to me and kissed me very
lightly and very tenderly. Then he said,

with David’s funny, crooked smile, “Honey,
didn’t I tell you just to leave it to the

Man Upstairs?”

He took my hand in his and together

we walked toward the long, low white
buildings of 20th Century-Fox. I saw
Nick Adams there, sitting on the grass,

waiting for me. He waved and came run-
ning to meet me. So did the world. With
all it had to offer, and all that I would pay
for these enormous gifts of fame and,

perhaps, wealth, and stardom.

And for me, Stephanie Griffin, age

twenty -two, that was the day a star was
born. The End

See: Stephanie Griffin in “The Last Wagon.”

The Day a Star Was Born—Nick Adams

{Continued from page 52)
months I had gone on only two interviews
concerning a possible role in a picture.

Dennis was on a twelve-week layoff

from Warner Brothers where he is under
contract, and so there we sat, burning
all the wooden clothes hangers to keep
warm. Just the other day, when I cleaned
out the fireplace, I found over three
hundred metal hooks which had not
burned with the rest of the hangers.

I don’t want you to think we had been
extravagant to be so broke. Sure, we had
both worked hard and often; but we were
broke when the lull at the studios started
because we both send money home to our
folks. In my case, I have a brother who is

studying to be a doctor in Europe, and
I’ve been sending him quite a bit of loot.

Dennis had had some tremendous doctor
and dentist bills, beside the very high
payments on his new Austin Healy sports
car. As for me, the house had run into
more expense than I’d anticipated, and
instead of about a hundred dollars a
month for upkeep I was shelling out about
two hundred and fifty a month. When I

bought the house I hadn’t figured on
taxes (both county and state), insurance,
electricity, water, repairs, and a seventy-
five-dollar phone bill every month. See,
unfortunately both Dennis and I at the
time had girls we were sweet on who lived
’way out in Inglewood, which is even
farther off than Hollywood. So if we got
off the phone in less than an hour when
talking to them, it was something to
celebrate. The bills were so high I was
thinking of having the phones taken out
and replaced with tom-toms.

P Well, as you can see, something had to
happen real soon or rigor mortis was
going to set in.

It was a very sunny Tuesday morning.

About eleven a.m. to be exact. Dennis had
just found a small cigarette butt after

scraping through the fireplace on his

hands and knees and I was in the kitchen
trying to salvage the coffee grounds we
had already used about a dozen times so
that we could have some coffee.

While I was making the coffee Dennis
walked down the road to get the mail; by
the time he got back I had breakfast
ready. We sat in the front room and
opened our mail while we consumed the
most important meal of the day, which
consisted of the weakest coffee you can
imagine, a small dish of peach ice cream
(which I had found in the freezer. We had
forgotten all about it), a small jar of

marinated herring a friend had left a
few months before, and some stale potato
chips on which Dennis insisted on pouring
pancake syrup.
The first letter I opened was from the

Southern California gas and electric com-
pany; they sent a real cute note saying
that unless they received a check for

$117.35, which was now the accumulated
bill, they would shut off our gas and
electricity. The next letter was from the
phone company, who also said that unless
we paid them $78.22 within five days we
might have use for those tom-toms.
Dennis insisted on opening the large

brown envelope I had received from the
Warner Brothers office in New York. I

let him because I already knew what
was in it. Warner Brothers, in New York,
always sends me the movie magazines
that have a story on me, or pictures. All
of a sudden Dennis burst out in a laugh
that made even the marinated herring
jump. He kept laughing and I kept asking,

“What’s so funny?” Then, as he fell off

the chair from laughing so much, he threw
me the magazine. After reading the page

that had my picture and a picture of

my house I also fell on the floor laughing.

You must admit it is a little funny,
when you’re in a predicament like the

one we were in, to open a magazine and
see your picture and your house and the

caption saying: “A shot of handsome Nick
Adams, his beautiful mountainside home
and beautiful sports car. Nick, the fastest-

rising of all the new stars, is no longer

the poor boy from Jersey City whose
father was a coal miner. Nick now has
everything every young man dreams about.

Money, a car, a beautiful home, dates the

most beautiful girls, eats at the finest

restaurants, and wears the best clothes.

And his career is zooming. ...”
My career was zooming all right—right

into the ashcan. That is, if I could have
afforded an ashcan. They were right about
two things: I did have a car and a home.
But as for money, and dating the most
beautiful girls, I didn’t have enough
money to get gas so I could just go and
look at all the beautiful girls. I had been
away from the finest restaurants for so

long that I had forgotten there were such
things as appetizers and desserts and finger

bowls. And as for clothes, Dennis and I

had a small but complete wardrobe—one
suit with ten changes of handkerchiefs.

So you can see that both Dennis and
I did have something to laugh about. The
story had been written about eight months
before when things were really going

smooth. Times had changed.
I stopped laughing when I looked at my

next letter. It said: “Unless your yearly

taxes of $124.55 are received at this office

within fifteen days your property will be
sold to the state. . .

.”

Dennis also stopped laughipg at that

one. The fun was over. Inside I began to

feel a little panicky, like the first time.



when I was in the Navy, that I saw a
MIG flying low over the water, heading
right for us with his wing machineguns
open full blast. Both times I wanted to run,

just run. But back there on the ship in

the Pacific there was no place to run to,

so you just froze and waited. What you
were waiting for you never knew, but
only one of two things could happen.
Either you lucked out or you didn’t. In
my case I’ve been lucky. And my luck
didn’t let me down that morning six

months ago either.

I let the phone ring only once. The
agent on the other end was happy to

hear I had given my other agent the
gate the day before. This new agent on
the phone, by the name of Henry Willson,
told me that 20th Century-Fox was going
to make a picture in just a few weeks
called “The Last Wagon” and that I would
be perfect for the second male lead after

Richard Widmark. Actually it was the
part of the heavy, he said, and they
wanted a name for it but then decided
to give it to a newcomer if they could
get a good enough actor.

He said that if 1 signed a contract with
him he would go out and work real hard
to get me a screen test for the role. While
fighting Dennis away from the phone I

told Mr. Willson okay. Dennis was going
out of his mind because he wanted to

know what was going on. He hadn’t seen
a smile like that on my face for four
months—except for a few minutes before
when we nearly killed ourselves laughing
at our own predicament.
Willson went on to say that the pro-

ducer and director of the picture already
had a considerable amount of interest in

me; they had seen “Picnic” and liked me
very much. The star of “Wagon,” Richard
Widmark, had also seen “Picnic” and
thought the funniest scene in the picture

was when Bill Holden bounced the basket-
ball off my head. So he also liked me.
Later I found out that there is a scene
in “The Last Wagon” where Comanche
Todd (Widmark) hits Ridge (that’s me)
right over the head with a chain. I guess
he figured I’d be good for the part be-
cause Bill Holden had already toughened
my head.
But seriously, I was never so excited in

my life. Not only did I need the money to
get out of hock, but also this role of

Ridge was a starring part. Above all, I

was excited about the fact that it was a
very dramatic and heavy role. I had been
playing these comical young kid parts
and none of the studios would consider
me for anything dramatic. It seemed like

I was destined to play comedy forever.
I told Mr. Willson, “Listen, Daddy-o,

you get me a screen test for this part and
I guarantee you I’ll get the part. I don’t
care if I have to test against Marlon Brando,
Laurence Olivier and Gregory Peck com-
bined. I need the money, the part, and I’m
going to get it. I’m not going to take no
for an answer.”
The agent said, “Okay, keep your shirt

on. Stick around the house. I’ll be calling

you this afternoon and let you know what
happens when I talk to them.”
After hanging up, I turned to Dennis:

“Man, if you ever prayed, you better start

now. Everything, man, just everything is

solved if I get this part. Not only will

it be worth about ten grand, but I’ll

break out of the kid roles!”

Well, for three hours Dennis and I

didn’t do anything but stare at the clock,

then at each other, back to the clock, back
at each other. To be very frank with you,
I was getting pretty tired of looking at

both Dennis and at that clock.

I couldn’t watch that second hand go
around one more time. It was now 3:30
p.M. and Willson hadn’t called yet.

It was just a short ring at first, and we
looked at each other and wondered if it

would ring again or if it was just our
imagination. It seemed like we waited a
million years. Then it rang again and I

nearly tore the phone out of the wall
grabbing it so quickly. It was Willson.
“Get over to 20th right away and see

William Hawks, the producer, and Delmer
Daves, the director. They’re expecting you.”

I didn’t even answer him. I just dropped
the phone and leaped out the door and
into my car. I knew as soon as I touched
the starter there wasn’t any gas in it.

Dennis was just coming out the front
door as I jumped out of the car and
yelled to him, “Find an empty can some-
place, quick.” I knew where the small
rubber hose was because just a few days
before I had found it in the back yard.
By the time I got the hose from the

garage Dennis was running toward me
with an empty can. My wonderful neigh-
bor (God love him) who lives about a

ANSWERS TO CROSSWORD PUZZLE ON PAGE 74

Across

1. Friendly
8. Spencer (Tracy)

l.S. Ron (Ronald)
16. Ideal

18. orange
19. organ
21. ice

22. War
23. A D (Arlene Dahl)
24. Myrna (Loy)
25. There
27. ran
29. in

30. H T (Helen Trent)
31. areas

34. Rad
37. It

38. S N (Sheree North)
39. A B (Anne Baxter)
40. If

41. loges

43. Keim (Betty Lou)
45. Erin
46. nap
48. Es (Esther Williams)
49. Rod
51. bat

53. Dick (Widmark)
55. ate

56. Roaring
59. Debbie (Reynolds)
62. inn
63. Near
65. Madison (Guy)
66. A G ( Ava Gardner)
67. Bet
68. “LEO” (“Linidentified

Flying Objects”)
70. Is

71. N A (Nick Adams)
72. togas

74. Senator
77. Frenchman
78. name

Down
1. from
2. Rory (Calhoun)
3. Ingrid (Bergman)
4. Nina (Foch)
5. D D (Doris Day)
6. Leith (Virginia)

7. yacht
9. Power

10. era

11. narrators

12. C N (Conrad Nagel)
13. Egan (Richard)
14. Red

17. Lee ( Peggy)
20. Ann (Sheridan. Miller)

26. R A (Richard Allan)
28. A S ( Ann Sheridan)
32. Eileen (Heckart)
33. ins

34. Baker (Carroll)

35. Abe
36. of

38. sensation

40. I'm a

42. GI
44. Indian
47. Pekinese
50. “Odongo”
51. Babs (Barbara Hutton)
52. Teenage
54. C R (Cesar Romero)
56. riata

57. net

58. G A (Gene Autry)
59. D A (Dana Andrews)
60. edit

61. bison

64. Rush (Barbara)
65. Mona (Freeman)
67. bar
69. fern, (feminine)
73. G F (Glenn Ford)
75. an
76. R A (Richard Anderson)
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hundred yards from my house didn’t even
hear us as we siphoned about two
gallons of gas out of his truck and then

made the hundred-yard dash uphill to

my place in six seconds.
As I was pouring, Dennis asked how I

was going to make it all the way to 20th

and back on two gallons of gas. I didn’t

have much time for talking but he under-
stood when he saw me load into my car’s

trunk all the empty Coke, Seven-Up,
beer, ginger ale, and rootbeer bottles that

had been sitting in the back yard for about
six months. I just waved as I took off

down the mountain, and in one motion
was at the bottom of the hill, cashed the

bottles, filled the tank (for the first time
in three months) and made it to the Fox
lot, got up the stairs to the producers’
office and collapsed in the waiting room. I

did all this in forty-five minutes. The
normal time would have been an hour
and a half. My father always said, “Make
the hay while the sun shines, Nick.”

I told the secretary I had an appoint-
ment with the producer and director and
that I was here and what was she waiting
for. I’d been waiting at least five seconds.
She told me that they would be with me
in just a few minutes. I wanted to sock
her but I figured that I would be wrong
and that I really had better slow down
and not let them think I’m too eager.

I got my second breath by the time
they were ready for me. As I entered the
office where Mr. Hawks and Mr. Daves
were, I commenced to give the greatest
performance of my career. Did you ever
try to act independently wealthy, secure
and very successful while keeping one
pants leg down over your sock because
there are three holes in it? And did you
ever try to be reserved and quiet and
poised while the producer and director

told you all about the story and how great
the part is and do you think you can do
it? I wanted to jump to my feet and say,

“Are you kidding? This part was made
for me. In fact, there is no one else in

this town who can play the part better!”

All this was going over and over in my
mind as they talked. I wasn’t listening to

a word they were saying. I just kept
thinking how badly I wanted and needed
this part. And how I couldn’t say to them
what I was thinking. I had done that at

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer when I was up
for the Rocky Graziano story and I didn’t
get the part—because it looked like I

was too desperate for it, and a lot of
people think you can’t act when you’re
desperate. I’ve got news for them.
At that particular moment, watching

those two gentlemen, not hearing a word
they were saying, just watching their
lips and hands move in describing the
part to me—yes, at that moment, I could
have made any living actor look like a
popcorn thief. I could have conquered
the world—because I was desperate, like
I’d never been before. Finally I heard
what it was that the director, Mr. Delmer
Daves, was saying: “We should like to
make a test of you for the part of Ridge on
Thursday. Here’s the test scene. Be in

make-up about 9 a.m. . .
.”

My hand took the test scene from the
director and my tongue formed the words,
“Thank you,” and my legs moved me to
the door, down the steps, and to my car.

I was still numb as I pulled into the drive-
way of my house. Dennis came running
out. He had to reach in, shut off the
motor and open the door for me. He kept
asking me what was wrong, but I just
couldn’t say anything. Finally he saw the
test scene in my hand and realized they

P were going to test me. He yelled, “Snap
out of it, you jerk, they’re going to test
you!” Then he ran inside the house and
the next thing I knew I heard “Conquest”

blaring over my hi-h speaker. Dennis
had turned it up full blast and my body
began to tingle. I began to smile. Next I

saw him standing in the doorway with
the test scene between his teeth, a cork-
screw in one hand and a bottle of cham-
pagne in the other. He was opening the
bottle and mumbling something about
finding more empty bottles in the neigh-
bor’s back yard. That’s how he got the
champagne, because he knew I was going
to get the test. (My poor neighbor, God
love him.) I got out of the car, ran to

Dennis, grabbed the champagne from
him, took a mouthful, he grabbed it back
from me, spilling it all over me, he took
a mouthful, I grabbed it back from him
and all the time we were laughing.
Both Dennis and I knew that if I was

given a chance to make a screen test for

the part I wouldn’t goof. We both knew
that 1 had the part and all my problems
were solved the moment the director

handed me the test scene back at 20th
Century-Fox. Because, as I said, watch
out for anyone who’s desperate. You get

power that you never dreamed you had.
I was nearly washed over the side during
a rough sea in the North Pacific once. And
as I slid along the steel deck on my stom-
ach, being carried by a giant wave closer

and closer to the railing, where I could
easily slide through into a very big, lonely
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and rough ocean, my hands and fingers were
trying to dig a hole into the steel deck.
Later, when they wrapped my hands in

bandages, they looked like raw meat. I

did something that under other circum-
stances would have been impossible: I

kept from being washed over by clinging

to flat, hard, slippery, wet steel. That’s
what you can do when you’re desperate.
What a scene! Dennis and me jumping

all over the place drinking and spilling

champagne, “Conquest” blasting on the
hi-fi set. Then I call up Natalie Wood
and tell her the great news, and tell her
to cancel everything to come up to my
house because we’re celebrating.

Well, after much celebrating it was
again quiet on my mountain. Natalie had
brought her girlfriend with her and the
four of us had built a fire in the fireplace

(with wood from my neighbor’s back
yard, naturally). Natalie had lent us some
money and Dennis and Nat’s girlfriend had
gone down to the bottom of the hill and
come back with hamburgers, potato chips.

Coke and all that sort of jazz. We laughed
and sang and made big speeches and Den-
nis kept eating all the food. I had forgot-
ten that he was a growing boy. Well, as
I said, it was again quiet on my mountain,
because Nat and her girlfriend had left

after Dennis and I fell asleep.

I woke up about five in the morning
and found Dennis sleeping in front of the
fireplace. I woke him up and asked him if

I had been dreaming or if I really had got

the test. He grunted “Yes,” and I made my
way back to my bedroom and fell asleep,

after saying, “Thank you, God.” That
was the day a star was born.

The next six days came up with a lot of

excitement and experiences, too. Things
I’ll never forget, like the night before the

test. How Dennis and I sat in the bathroom
from about 8 p.m. until 4 a.m. (because
the bathroom was the only warm spot in

the house, because of the water heater)
discussing the part and the test and the

way it should be done. How 1 was real
confident the next day during the test

and what a really good actress tested
with me (an unknown girl by the name
of Stephanie Griffin), and how glad I I

*

was when I heard she got the part. Then
;

“

another disappointment—my agent told
me that we would have to wait until

i P<

Monday, to give them time to make up P'

their minds. ' b

What a miserable, dragged-out weekend si

that was. Monday never seemed to come. 1>

Then Monday finally did come. I leaped at “ h

the phone when it rang. And they wouldn’t t

know until Tuesday! That was bad enough, 1

but on Monday I found out that everyone s

else had been set and signed for their
roles. It took me a while to get the mes- I

sage my agent was trying to send me— i

that the thing that was holding us up was i

money, and if I didn’t accept their offer,

I wouldn’t get the part.

I guess I really blew my top then. I

grabbed up the phone and more or less

gave them the idea of what I thought '

about them and their offer. Then I sat 1

there beside that phone that had more or
j

less run my life for me for the last few I;-

days. I looked out the window and could
see Dennis sitting out there taking a sun- ^
bath, and I knew he was just as nervous
and edgy as I was but he was just trying
to keep busy doing nothing so he could
stay out of the way. This was a decision •

that I had to make all by myself.
Then the front doorbell rang. It was the

man from the telephone company. He sr:

looked real sick and real sorry, standing
there in the doorway telling us he had to 'j,

take out the phone. I asked him if I could 51,

make just one more call and he said sure. .j.u.

In fact, he looked relieved and a little

happy thinking that maybe he could help \!

me. I dialed the number, wondering if it

was too late, but luck was on my side.

“You’ve made the right decision, Nick,”
my agent told me seriously. “Right now,
money isn’t important. Someday, maybe,
it will be, but right now, it isn’t. The im-
portant thing is that this is a part you can
make come to life on the screen. This is

a part you can make people believe in.

You’re a real lucky guy. Every actor in

town was after this part. Good luck, kid.”

I put the phone down slowly. The man
from the telephone company didn’t say
anything as he went about taking out the
phone. He didn’t know whether the news
had been good or bad. But I knew. I knew
that I was on my way. A combination of

luck, timing, talent, opportunity—all the
things that are necessary in anybody’s
career had all worked for me.

Well, I won’t bore you trying to drag out
the ending. There’s that old saying, them
that has, gets, and I guess I’m no excep-
tion to the rule. I’ve just finished co-star-
ring with John Derek in “Showdown
Creek” for United Artists, and I have six

starring roles all lined up in a row. And
my neighbor (God love him) doesn’t have
to worry about his gas, bottles and fire-

wood any more.
Maybe, someday, if I become really

famous. I’ll want to forget that day when
a star (I hope!) was really born. But
right now, I sort of like remembering it,

all of it, starting with Dennis searching
the fireplace for a cigarette and me in the
kitchen looking for used coffee grounds.
I like remembering how happy that guy
from the phone company looked when he
could let me make one more call before

he took out the telephone. And I like to

think that maybe my neighbor knew all

along about the gas and the bottles, and
that maybe the one thing that makes me
feel so good is the knowledge that peoole
are pretty swell. The End

Don’t miss: Nick Adams in “Showdown Creek.”



Presley Takes Hollywood

(Continued from page 42)

wish. “I’m sure,” said Dave, “that Elvis

could do a good job of portraying Jimmy.”
Elvis had been sitting in an awkward

position for several minutes, with no ap-
parent discomfort or pain. His legs were
bent up under him, yet his spine was
straight. His head was slightly tilted, and
his right arm was folded across his chest,

his hand holding his left elbow, his left

hand thoughtfully stroking his smooth chin.

He chewed nervously, unconsciously, on
some chewing gum.

'

“I think I could do it easy,” Elvis re-
peated. He was still on the subject of

I filming Dean’s biography. “I want to play
that more than anything else.” Then he

1
shook his head, as if to bring himself back
to the present and to the fact that he

[

was capturing Hollywood just as he’d

I
captured every audience he’s ever faced.

1 1 was the first day of work on “Love
!
Me Tender.” Elvis had started out by

i explaining to producer Weisbart, almost

B

shyly, “I don’t know much about this

business, so I learned the whole script

—

I everybody’s parts.” He smiled, and his
I smile, too, was shy, almost ashamed.

Elvis’ fingernails were worn ’way down.

I

He ground them nervously as he stood in

the recording room. He had no guitar to

hold onto. He noticed the pianist had
left, and he walked over to the piano, sat
down, and started pounding out a boogie
beat. At first it was rusty, then it picked

i up and became quite good. Elvis should
( have been taking it easy—the recording
i session was still ahead of him, and he
'I hadn’t eaten any lunch. Oh, yes, he’d had
(I a cup of coffee, if you could call it that

—

; the cup was half-filled with cream,

j

“He only eats when he knows he should
1' eat,” his manager, “Colonel” Tom Parker,

informed us.

During Elvis’ first week on the 20th lot,

we heard nothing but raves about him
from the studio policemen, secretaries,

fellow actors and actresses, right on up
to the top producers. There hadn’t been
this much excitement on the lot since
Tyrone Power was the big new threat.
By contrast, when Jimmy Dean was new

at Warner Bros., the report that went out
about him was, “What a character we’ve
got over here. He acts like a sloppy pig

' and dresses to match.”
Elvis is the opposite. When we saw

him, he was wearing black and white
shoes, brown slacks, and a pink satin
shirt, cut like a doctor’s or barber’s jacket.
A fan, he confessed, had made it for him.

j

“How about this!” he laughed. “Isn’t it

1 something? I look like a doctor in a
' Technicolor hospital!”

Elvis, who doesn’t smoke, reached for
another stick of chewing gum and stared
rather moodily off in another direction.
Then his attention came back to the pres-

' ent again.
When we asked him whether he could

explain Jimmy Dean’s great following,
and what phenomenon caused that fol-

, lowing to increase after Dean’s death,
Elvis had a ready reply.

'

“I think they believe that he represented
them,” he explained. “He acted like them,
and he acted for them. He was today’s
youth, he shared their problems, their
likes and dislikes. At least he did so more
in ‘Rebel’ than in ‘Eden.’ ‘Eden’ had more

I

specialized problems. When he died

—

' well, they mourned him for themselves

I

even more.”
I And what about Elvis’ success? Is it due

to the same phenomenon which caused
Jimmy’s success?

“Gee, I don’t know. All those move-
ments I make seem to mean so much to

them. I don’t really know what it is that
causes it to happen. Sometimes, when
I’m up there on stage, I might just close

my eyes a minute, real tight, or bite my
lip, and that does it to them. I might put
my hand up hard against my forehead,
or maybe reach down and straighten my
pants cuff or rub my ankle, and they
scream. I just don’t know what it is. But
it seems natural.”
The musicians—two guitarists, a drum-

mer and a pianist—returned from their
“break.” Ken Darby’s trio took its place
at one mike and Elvis went over to an-
other. They were ready for a take. The
red light went on at the stage door, music
conductor Newman counted “one-and-
two-and-three,” and the music started
beating. Elvis got the downbeat from
Darby and started singing “There’s a Leak
in This Old Building.” He kept the beat
with his body, slowly moving back and
forth. There was no hand-clapping, foot-
stomping, or finger-snapping. Elvis moved
slowly, his arms leading his long, wiry
frame, back and forth in tempo. It gave
everyone the urge to rock with the beat,
to clap hands with the tempo. Even
the walls were aching to shake. When
the number was completed, all the crew
clapped hands. Every face wore a smile.
Then Ken Darby asked the boys in the

booth to play back the recording. Elvis
stood nervously in a corner of the stage,
waiting. He noticed a couple of boys in

another corner who had been quietly
watching and listening. Their faces were
tense, too. They were Nick Adams, who
had been a good pal of Jimmy Dean’s, and
Dennis Hopper, also one of Jimmy’s bud-
dies, who does a great job in “Giant.”

Elvis went over to them, said “Hi,” just

as the playback cue thundered through
the huge stage, which was sprinkled with
only a handful of humans. Everyone was
motionless with anticipation. Elvis strained
to urge the first note from the mammoth
loudspeakers.
Nick and Dennis listened—and they

looked. They looked at Elvis as if he
were someone they knew, someone thej'

had known before, perhaps.

The number ended and everyone agreed
it would be a natural top-seller. Elvis
went over to Ken Darby to discuss
changes for another take.
Nick Adams, wearing his usual saucy

hat, was acting as serious as we’ve ever
seen him—off-camera, that is.

“You want to know what kind of guy
Elvis really is?” he asked. “I’ll tell you.”
Nick proceeded to give us the story of

how, a few days earlier, Cameron Mitchell
had pulled out of Elvis’ film. Cam had
been scheduled for a supporting role, as
one of the “heavies” in “Love Me Tender.”
Nick didn’t know why Cam pulled out,

but he did know one thing—it would be
a great role for himself. We could have
told Nick that Cam was mad at the studio
for giving him a secondary role, especially
after RKO had offered him a starring role
which his 20th bosses had turned down.

It’s no secret around town that Nick’s
a go-getter, and he went after the part
by beating the bushes in the front offices

at 20th. While roaming through these
“badlands,” Nick bumped into Elvis. And
before Nick knew what had hit him, Elvis
was saying: “Gee, I think you’re a swell
actor.”

It didn’t take Nick long to tell Elvis
how much he’d like to be in his film. He
told Elvis how he’d played a “heavy” in

“The Last Wagon.”
“Gee,” said Elvis, “I’ll tell Mr. Weisbart

to look at ‘The Last Wagon.’ ”

Weisbart, at Elvis’ request, went to see
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the film. Although he finally decided Nick
was too young for the role, the point Nick
had to make about Elvis was: Here’s a

guy who’ll go to bat for you at a mo-
ment’s notice!

Dennis Hopper winked to us, “I’m going
to start singing soon, too. And I’m not
kidding—I’m taking lessons.”

The biggest surprise about Elvis and
his singing had been revealed to us earlier,

when he gave us a private concert. For
the first time (professionally), he sang a

soft, ultra-slow ballad. He invited us
over to the quaint music bungalow on
the far west side of the 20th lot. It was
away from the bustle of traffic and from
the big stages. It looked like the kind of

cottage Walt Disney would have built for

Snow White and Prince Charming. This
was where Elvis felt relaxed, comfortable.
Ken Darby sat at the grand piano at

the far end of the living room. Elvis stood
a few feet behind him, and in front of a
tall, stained-glass window. He stood erect,

as if he were in a choir.

Ken started to play the soft melody. I

hardly knew that Elvis had started to

sing, as his voice, barely louder than the
piano, was saying: “Love me tender. . .

.”

His voice was pitched slightly higher
than in his usual rock ’n’ roll tunes. It

had a lot of resonance, vibration, and Elvis
was on-key for every note, no matter how
long, short, high or low.
The expressions on his face were kind

and lacked any of the familiar exaggera-
tion of his mouth, eyes, or shaking of his
head. He sang each word with the mean-
ing he (and Mrs. Ken Darby) had written
into it. When he finished, it seemed only
normal to express our amazement.
“People think all I can do is belt,” he

said. “I used to sing nothing but ballads
before I went professional. I love ballads.
I love to sing slow, but seldom get to do
it.” He continued to explain that as a
boy, an only child, he would sing like
that when he trioed with his mother and
dad in church. “It was a small church,”
he explained, “only seated about 75. You
couldn’t sing too loud, there.”

Elvis plans to sing the slow numbers
on his next cross-country tour, to prove
he’s a singer, as well as an entertainer.
He was glad that the title of his first film
was changed from “The Reno Brothers”
to “Love Me Tender.” The latter identi-
fies it more as a story which stars Elvis.
“Reno Brothers” would have made it

sound like a Western.

Richard Egan, by the way, plays Elvis’
older brother in “Love Me Tender.” The
story takes place in the Deep South in

1865, just after the Civil War, and tells

about two brothers. Elvis plays the role
of the younger brother, who does not go
to war. Dick Egan, who plays the older
brother, does go to war and is believed to
have been killed. During the war, Elvis
falls in love with Debra Paget and mar-
ries her. His family doesn’t tell him that
Dick had planned to marry Debra before
he was “killed.”

We don’t want to give away the whole
story, but be forewarned that Elvis, in his
first movie, is killed. However, he dies
a valiant death and for a worthy cause.

“I was plenty scared that first day,”
Elvis admits. His honesty was well-
founded, for he had never done a lick of
acting. “Not even in school,” he says.
Dick Egan, remembering how tough it

was to get started, sort of took Elvis under
his wing. “This is a fine, honest boy,”
Dick told us.

When Elvis confessed, “I don’t know
how to read lines at all,” Dick laughed

P
and said, “Don’t think about reading
lines. Don’t worry about being an actor.
Just go out there and be yourself. Be

„ _
natural—be Elvis Presley.”
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There had been a lot of discussion about
“coaching” Elvis in acting. Perhaps some-
one should be hired to teach him the fun-
damentals. Perhaps someone like Natasha
Lytess, who took another phenomenon,
Marilyn Monroe, and made her into an
actress.

Director Robert Webb and producer
Dave Weisbart had considered this, but
they also had hoped Elvis would display
enough natural acting ability to get by
without coaching, which, in turn, might
bury his unique appeal. So they held out
against getting him a coach until after they
could see how he looked in the “rushes.”
As soon as the first film came back from

the laboratory, Webb and Weisbart dashed
into the projection room, viewed Elvis’

first scene and decided: no coaching. At
least, not as long as he continued to

handle the scenes and lines that well!

Ben Wright, the film’s dialogue director,
was assigned to go over lines with Elvis
before “takes,” but this was not out of
the ordinary. Every film’s star does the
same thing, if only to be sure he knows
his lines—and sometimes the right day’s
work!
“One of the best ways to describe Elvis,”

Dick Egan smiled as he watched him
walk into the commissary, “is just to say
he’s a real nice fella.”

Elvis had been equally, if not more,
impressed by Egan, and appreciated Dick’s
assistance in giving him self-confidence.

As a matter of fact, Elvis was impressed
by everyone at the studio who had lit-

erally given him the A-1 welcome treat-
ment. Having been an only child, he es-
pecially enjoyed the camaraderie, the
friendly feeling in making films.

We asked Elvis if he had any favorites
in movies. “I love ’em all,” he smiled.
“But I’ve got one special gal. And she’s

the only gal for me. But she keeps me
64,000 miles away.”
Who, we asked, could this gal be?
“Debbie,” he smiled. “Debra Paget.”
Later, in the commissary, Elvis and his

cousin Gene Smith, with (jolonel Parker,
were at one table, and Debra, her mother
and sister were at another. When Elvis
was called away for a few minutes, we sat

down with Debbie.
“What’s this about cold-shouldering

Elvis?” we asked.
“What!” Debbie exclaimed.
We explained.
“Oh, that,” she laughed. “Well, there

are all sorts of ways to travel, and 64,000
miles is pretty far! Actually, I’ve known
Elvis better than anyone here, because of
the Milton Berle TV show we were on
together. And I’ve done the spadework
here, preparing everyone for him—and I

mean to let them know what a nice guy
he really is.

“However,” Debbie added, “I’ll admit
that my impression of Elvis, before I

met him, was the same as many others
who don’t know him. I figured he must
be some sort of moron. Then I met him

—

and believe me, this boy isn’t. The best
way to describe his work, I think, is to

say it’s inspired.”

Colonel Parker is quick to kid about
anything he and Elvis do in terms of dol-
lars and cents. We noted one of the studio
press agents was wearing an Elvis Presley
fan club button, and we asked when and
how we could get one.

“We’ll have to check you over,” Colonel
Parker said. “It’s not that easy, you know
—to get the fifty-cent buttons. Besides,”
he laughed, “if we make it too easy, no
one will want to get one.” Elvis made no
comment, nor did Elvis’ cousin. Gene.
A studio visitor, probably the daughter

of an important theatre owner, came into
the alcove where we were eating. She
wanted Elvis’ autograph, but she was so

nervous, she couldn’t say anything, just
giggled. She stuck a pen and piece of

paper in front of Elvis. He smiled at her,
signed his autograph, and thanked her,
without putting her to any embarrassment.
The studio commissary hostess came in

and said there was a phone call for Elvis
from New York. He was set to answer it

when the studio press agent checked,
found it was a fan calling, and stopped
it. Then he issued an order to stop the
calls in there.

If all the calls for Elvis were put
through to his office on the lot, his secre-
tary (he had to hire one while at 20th)
would do nothing all day but pick up
phones. When it became known that Elvis
was staying at the Hotel Knickerbocker
in Hollywood, there were 237 phone mes-
sages for him at the end of the first day!
The studio workers, who were used to

seeing every top star in the business,
found themselves saying such things as:

“I was certainly very big at my house
last evening when I told my daughter I

saw (sat next to, or heard) Elvis on the
lot yesterday.”
Up to this point, Elvis had maintained

his complete humility and appreciation of

what had happened to him. For example,
when Ed Sullivan was hurt in an auto
accident, one of the studio men thought
it would be nice if Elvis sent him a note,
along with a picture taken at the studio.

Elvis autographed the picture to “Mr. Ed
Sullivan.”

Elvis had a strange introduction to

Movietown. The young man with the
many expensive cars arrived in Hollywood
without any car—and right in the midst
of a taxi strike. So he found himself be-
ing chaufifeured around town, and to work
each morning, in a 20th Century-Fox
limousine.

H aving been brought up in a Tennessee
farm community, Elvis took no chances
about relying on his experience to ride a

horse. He headed out to “Fat” Jones’
ranch in the San Fernando Valley, and got
his spine accustomed to the saddle, in-

stead of his Cadillacs. Of course, he didn’t

overdo it. The horse he rode was “Old
Jim,” who has been “breaking in” movie
stars for over fifteen years, and who knew
just how gentle to be.

Elvis also kept in shape with his favor-
ite pastime—tossing baseballs at milk bot-
tles at a near-by amusement pier. On his

first Saturday night in Hollywood, he had
headed for the Long Beach amusement
park and had won seven stuffed teddy
bears before the crowd recognized him.
P.S. He returned to the hotel with none
of the prizes!

His collection of stuffed animals—mostly
“hound dogs”—increases daily. In fact,

there is no more space for them in his

hotel room. However, judging from his

future film schedule, Elvis will probably
buy a mansion in Bel Air big enough for

all his dogs, stuffed and otherwise. Be-
cause Hollywood’s verdict on Elvis is that

he’s here to stay, and he has signed up
for three pictures in all. He gets $100,000
for his first, $150,000 for his second, and
$200,000 for his third. After that, Elvis

has confided to friends, he and Colonel
Parker plan to form their own production
company.
All in all, Elvis is a “real nice” boy with

a real cool head on his shoulders, and he’s

taken Hollywood the way Grant took
Richmond—leaving the “enemy” out-
numbered, out-flanked and unable to say
anything except, “Nothing like it has hap-
pened before.”
Chances are, nothing like it will happen

again, either! The End

Vnu won’t want to MibS: Elvis Presley in “Love
Me Tender.”



"This Is My Story

(Continued from page 44)

at the poor old persecuted cop on our beat.

But I still had to learn to live, in the

full and rewarding sense of that word. And
today I know that until recently I had
never really lived at all.

Sadly enough, there are far too many
folks who never live. Certainly there are

too many Maggies who, because of weak-
ness, loneliness, fear or sympathy, stop

halfway in life and just hang there and
gather moss. Some use their parents as a

comfortable crutch because they are afraid

of making a life of their own.
Then, on the other hand, there are some

parents who have no thought of prevent-
ing their children from leaving home; they
just make them so comfortable that, with-
out meaning to, they discourage the whole
idea. This was true of a friend of mine

—

a charming, stimulating, brilliant woman,
who made her daughter so happy at home
that for years the girl wouldn’t get serious

about any boy. She didn’t want to leave
the lovely apartment or her mother’s ex-
citing, glamorous friends. She loved going
to Europe in the summer and to Florida
in the winter, and it was too good a thing
to give up for any struggling young man.
As she frankly put it to her mother one
day, “Why should I get married? What
could they give me that you don’t?”

Which echoes the sentiments of a father

I know who keeps his tribe under an iron
thumb and keeps all of them under the
same roof with him. Sons, daughters, in-

laws, grandchildren—the whole caboodle
of them living there together, too close for

ordinary comfort. And the father is so
strong, he’s made weaklings of the rest

of them, or rather they’ve allowed him to.

One son could have been a brilliant sci-

entist, but his father insisted he follow in

the family brokerage business, too. His
daughter’s husband was about to leave
her, but she still couldn’t break away and
go with him. The son-in-law was a nice
guy and he loved his wife, but he was just
too miserable living that way. One day
I sat the girl down and talked her into
moving out and getting a house of their
own. The father bought it for her—he
refused to let go completely—but she’s so
happy now, living her own life.

If you can just break the pattern, you’re
home-free. Yet, I’m sure this father, just
as many other fathers and mothers, doesn’t
even realize how much he’s warping all

the others’ lives.

Certainly my mother would never con-
sciously do this. Nor would I have done
it to her. But sometimes circumstances just
bring this about, and the pattern is just as
hard to break. I was tied to my mother
from childhood primarily because of my
own determination to help provide for her,
and because she needed me.

If it hadn’t been for my mother, I would
never have gone to Hollywood. She was
the whole inspiration for me getting us out
of that bloody Casbah where we lived in
the tenement section of Detroit. Mom had
worked hard, very hard, since she was
nine years old. When I was a kid she
worked as a “tackspitter” in an aut'’^r)bile

factory for a long time, tacking upholstery
into the car seats. She would come h -'—

3

at night with her hands bleeding—wh re
she’d missed. Seeing her hands like that
infuriated me, and I vowed that someday
I’d make it all up to her. I was determined
she wouldn’t go through life and not live
at all. Never have anything. I decided I

would be a movie star, and I dedicated
myself to the day when Mom would have
all the necessities and comforts life holds.

Our relationship was in reverse. Mom

was in essence my “child.” I took care of

her and I worried about her, and during
my teens I was her best friend and her
provider. I tried to be everything to her,

to make up for the years she’d given up,

struggling to feed and clothe my sister,

Marion, and me.
Later on, after I went into show business,

I needed Mom all the time. She traveled
with me and took care of me. She was my
third hand. She cooked for me, sewed for

me, helped me with my costumes, and she
was my Gal Friday. The whole works.
When I married and this turned out un-
happily, Mom was always helping me with
my problem. She was just always there.

Thus we were unusually close. Too close.

Finally I realized this, but breaking the
pattern of such close relationships neces-
sarily takes time. It seems almost un-
believable now, but when my children,

Lindsay and Candy, were born, it was
hard for my mother even to acknowledge
them at first. I was her baby and she felt

she was losing me.

I knew it was essential for Mom’s future
happiness for her to have a life of her own
and to feel free of me. I bought her a
house in the San Fernando Valley, and in

a sense that became her child. I hoped this

would give her some roots and security
of her own, and eventually it did. When
she married my stepfather, she began
building her own life, and gradually di-

vorced herself from mine.

She gave me her “final notice” the last

time I went out on the road to play night-
club dates. One night, in my dressing
room. Mom said, “Betty, this is the last

time I’m going anywhere with you.”
Throughout that trip she kept worrying
about her house and her garden. She was
more concerned about the devil-grass back
home than about her daughter’s night-club
act. And since I married Alan Livingston,
she’s let go completely, and she knows how
happy I am.

If you can just break the pattern, if you
have the honesty and the courage to try

—

that’s the important thing. My difficulty

was there were just too many patterns of

thinking, feeling and living that needed
breaking before all the pieces could fall

into perspective and I could know what
it means to live fully—as I am now.
Growing up, I had personality problems

no one’s even named yet. And I’ve always
been probably the greatest living authority
on that well-worn word—insecurity. Dur-
ing most of my early years, I was a miser-
able misfit. My sister, Marion, was the
pretty one, the popular one, the good one.
I was homely and lonely and too loud.

Being loud. I’d found, was the only way
I could attract any attention.

“Poor” is a relative word. And if you’ve
never experienced it, it’s hard to explain
the kind of poor we were. Sometimes my
husband, Alan, gets to reminiscing about
how tough times were during his school
days. He’ll say, “I’ll never forget when I

was going to college. I had it so tough
then. Some days I had only a dollar a day
to eat on.” That really breaks me up.
College, yet! “Yep—that’s real tough,
Alan,” I’ll joke. “Rough deal. If our whole
family had a dollar a week, we were
well off.” I can’t remember when I first

learned my father had deserted us and run
away with another woman. I just always
knew it. The way we lived, you couldn’t

hide anything—our life was too bare.

Sometimes, with a kid’s imagination, I

would have the strange feeling that he was
watching me. When I was eight years old

I almost died of pneumonia, and one day,
while a neighbor was sitting with me, a
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man came to our door and asked how I

was. I always felt he was my father , . .

but I never knew.
I never wanted to see him anyway. All

my life I felt nothing but hatred for him.
Today I can be more adult and more toler-

ant, weighing the differences in my par-
ents’ ages and temperaments, and realizing

how humanly difficult the circumstances
might have been. But watching my mother
working so hard and seeing her suffer and
knowing my father had deserted us, I

really hated him then.

During all the years of struggling, I

never heard from him. Then six years
ago, when a national magazine was doing
an extensive cover story on me, their re-
search staff traced my father to Sawtelle
Veterans’ Hospital in Santa Monica, Cali-

fornia—right next door to me. He had shot
himself only four months before. He must
have known where we were, but he never
tried to contact me or to cash in, and that
sort of cleaned him up with me. I’ve al-

ways wondered how he felt seeing me in

movies, knowing I was so near—and re-
membering how he’d run out on me.

w ith my father for a first example, I

grew up having small use for men. I was
a bitter kid anyway, and the type of men
Td meet didn’t inspire any girlish visions

of orange blossoms and old lace. Living in

tenements and singing in bars, I saw the
worst side of men. Nor were they at-
tracted to me. I never had a real boy-
friend until I was nineteen years old. I

wasn’t the type guys would ask for a date.

I was too self-sufficient. Men didn’t feel

needed with me. You have to play all the
womanly angles to be desired, and I’d

never played any of them. Furthermore,
I had neither the time nor the experience.
I’d been working all my life and I had no
time to learn how to play games. I’d been
in a man’s shoes all the time and, in a
sense. I’d been raising my own family.
I was always battling with men, always
competing with them, and I just didn’t
know how to go about being womanly.
And, I must add, marriage and the fam-

ily institution as I saw them offered small
attraction anyway. There were sixteen
families packed into our tenement house,
and every family had a few extras living
with them. The women were always argu-
ing, the kids crying, and the men were
always beating up their families.

These were our neighbors, and I couldn’t
stand any of them. Neither could I stand
the dirt. I was a fanatic about cleanliness.
I only had one dress, but I had to wash
that dress every night. It’s hard to ex-
plain, but this was very important to me.
This was the only thing that made me
“different,” above the mob.
And there was another thing—the tre-

mendous desire to better our situation, to
be a success so I could take my mother out
of that rat trap. This was like a fever
with me, and I was going to get us all

out of there if I had to blast us out. And
the way I sang, I just about did.

If I hadn’t been able to assume the bur-
dens when I did, I don’t know what would
have happened to us. I’d been singing,
after a fashion, since I was three years
old, when my sister and I sang and danced
for the customers in the “blind pig” my
mother ran then.
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While I was still under age, I started
'-inging in clubs and bars around town.
You were supposed to be sixteen years old
and accompanied by a parent to even visit

those places. I never went, except to sing.
I would make up and try to look older
an.d go over to some club. Sometimes they
bad “Amateur Night.” Other times I wou'd
just go over and sit by the piano player
and they would let me sing. The customers
would throw money on the floor, and some

nights I would make ten or twenty dollars,

which was a big help to my mother. And
on some nights, two truant officers would
find me and escort me home.

I’d been on speaking terms with some
of the truant officers before. By the time
I was twelve, I was twenty years old in

looks, experience and emotion. I was bitter

and full of hate, and I’d decided the
whole world was wrong. I had no respect
for anybody. I’d throw tomatoes at the
cops on the beat. I had gangs, and we’d
go into a dime store and prowl around.
But for the miracle of God, I could have
gone wrong about then. Real wrong. But
that was about the time Mom and Marion
and I all started going to church.

We went to the Holy Roller Tabernacle
in the neighborhood, and I thought the
evangelist. Brother Kline, was the most
godlike man I’d ever seen. I can still see
his face—it just shone. And I loved going
to church there. We’d go each Sunday
and stay all day. The congregation would
get pretty emotional, they’d sing hymns
with a lot of spirit, and they would talk

in “unknown tongues.” One night I saw
a woman who was blind “talk to the
Lord” and see. This was miracle enough
for me. This was just about the greatest
thing that had ever happened to me.

I went through a year of wonderful reli-

gion, guided by Brother Kline. After that
year I could never go back to being the
little monster I was before, because I’d

gotten religion and I’d learned the rule.

Brother Kline had taught me that, if I

believed and if I prayed, whatever I

wanted would happen. You had to get
the bitterness and hatred out of your
heart, and you had to replace them with
love and understanding. 'Then, if you had
faith and prayed, it would happen.

This gave me the confidence I needed,
and it changed my whole life. Now I be-
lieved I would make it. Instead of just

having the fight and the desire to succeed,
now there was faith and prayer to carry
me through. And down through the years,

just before any important performance.
Mom and I knelt in the wings and prayed.

What I wanted, what I prayed for, was
success in show business. To become
famous enough and to make enough
money to break the pattern of living for

us. I never gave marriage, or a happy
home or family, a thought. I just wanted
to be a movie star. I wanted to be ac-
cepted and loved—and one person, one
man, wasn’t enough. Everybody had to

love me. I’d been too lonely too long.

Through the magic of motion pictures

I soon had millions of new friends. And
eventually, through the magic of birth, I

began to mature more, personally. When
Lindsay and Candy were born, I learned
the womanly things. How to feel more
feminine. How to give something of my-
self. And how not to feel so self-sufficient

any more. Having a child does this. With
a child you have to give yourself so com-
pletely, if you’re a good mother. And the
minute a baby’s born and they put it in

your arms and you feel this tiny warm
sweet something who needs you, all your
phony defenses melt away. My babies
loved me for myself. They weren’t think-
ing, “What can I get out of my mother?”
All they asked was love and security.

Marriage, however, was a less haopy
experience. When my first husband, Teddy,
and I were married, I thought this was it.

I’d never had a home or a lot of relatives,

and Teddy’s strong family ties seemed to

insure a lasting relationship. But our mar-
riage proved to be a mistake. And about
this time I lost all heart for show business.

Why? I was worn out physically, men-
tally and emotionally. A succession of

things happened, but none of them were
big enough to matter if I hadn’t already

been too exhausted to go on. I was really
fed up, and I was ill. I needed to rest and
get a new slant on the business—and on
Betty Hutton, too. I told myself show
business had brought me fame and money,
but no personal happiness. But then, from
the very beginning, that was all I’d asked
for, and prayed for—success and fame.
Then I met the first man who had ever

loved me for myself. A man who thought
Betty Thornburg, of the Battle Creek and
Detroit tenement Thornburgs, was worthy
of all his love and respect. To me,
this was an almost unbelievable and a won-
derful thing. When I met Alan, I was so
destroyed inside he was able to meet the
real girl, stripped of everything—all the
ego, the defenses. Alan had never known
Betty Hutton, the performer. He fell in
love with me.
After we first met, we’d sit for hours

discussing our lives, and I would be
amazed to hear myself telling him all these
things I’d never told anybody before. Actu-
ally, this wasn’t necessary, for Alan knows
me very well and he’s even told me a
thing or two about myself. When I shout,
he knows I’m just defending myself, and
he will say, “You know what’s wrong with
you now, Betty? You’re embarrassed and
you’re just taking it out on me.”

I’ve always thought of myself as a strong
sister, and for years I’ve battled and com-
peted with men, but here’s a man much
stronger than I. He lets me rave and rant
and he doesn’t say a word. Then when I

get through he says quietly, “Now, Betty,
this is what we’re going to do.” And
brother, it is!

Alan’s a brilliant businessman and he
comes from a fine background. He can’t

understand why I belittle mine. He’s doing
his best to straighten me out.

“Don’t be ashamed of your background,
Betty,” he keeps telling me. “You shouldn’t
be. Think how far you’ve come and what
you’ve done. I would give anything to

have had your background and to have
achieved what you have. Don’t fight it—be
proud of it. You’ve been tested and you
know what you’re made of and what you
can do. So few of us ever find out.”

I had never thought of my life quite this

way, but then Alan has helped to give me
a healthier realization of everything.

I’m back before the cameras, but my
career doesn’t consume me any more. I’m
taking time to live. Oh, I work hard and
I still get good and upset when things go
wrong, but it just isn’t my whole life any
more. In the past, when I finished a picture,

I would start pacing and asking, “What’s
next?” Nowadays it’s different. I couldn’t
wait to finish “Spring Reunion,” and pack
the whole family off to Lake Tahoe. The
fever’s gone. My career is no longer a
frantic thing.

Nor am I fighting myself any more. I

know now that everything that happens
to each one of us has its own meaning and
worth. All the shouting and the praying
and the crying and the hating. And out of

my countless experiences has come ma-
turity and tolerance and understanding
and a better picture of what’s really worth
fighting for. The important thing is to

bank each experience and draw on it

when you need it in life.

I’m happy that my background should
be of help to me in guiding my daughters.
Like any mother, my thoughts and prayers
are for them. But whatever the future
brings. I’m not afraid. There can’t be
anything that I’m not equipped, out of my
experience, to help them handle. And this

is reason enough—and reward enough—
for all the pain of the darkest years that

have been. The End

Look for: Betty Hutton in "Spring Reunion.”
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ing, are the view you get when a plane
circles over the International Airport in

Los Angeles at night and over La Guardia
Airport in New York in the morning. The
nighttime sight in L.A. is breathtaking.
A whole valley of lights stretched out be-
low you, marching right to the foot of the
distant mountains. In New York, there’s

that magnificent skyline of buildings that

.=eem to be thrusting their spires right into

the low-hanging, early-morning clouds. I

find myself thinking about the people who
work in those offices, about the hurrying,
scurrying executives. It must be exciting,

I find myself thinking, to be a captain of

industry. But I’m glad I’m what I am.
Being a movie star is hard work, but it’s

fun, too. The traveling, meeting new peo-
ple. And the expense account. That’s the
most! Of course, the studio only lets me
charge everything because I’m actually
working on these tours. I have seven in-

terviews to give just today, for instance.
Darn—someone’s at the door. I’ll bet it’s

Dorothy Atlas. Well, diary, see you later.

• Tuesday night:
Brother, am 1 tired! Tab Hunter can take
it—in fact, he seems to thrive on it. And
do the kids ever mob him—don’t they just!

If I didn’t like him so much. I’d be jealous
of him. I hope no one’s going to blow that
item up into a romance rumor the way the
columnists and all blew up those rumors
about me and Nick Ray, who’s just a close
friend of my family’s—and Raymond Burr,
and I don’t know how many others. Even
Scott Marlowe. Sure, I dated him and all,

but there’s never been anyone I’ve really
been serious about. Nick Adams and I gave
everybody quite a scare when we went to
Las Vegas and started pricing a marriage
license and asking how long it took to get
married. But Nick and I are both too
serious about our careers to do anything
foolish. When I do marry, thouffh, I’m
pretty sure it will be a spur of the mo-
ment thing because that’s the way I am.
Now I guess a few more people will worry!
But I’m just eighteen and it’s fun to have
Nick and Scott both calling me practically
every day. Yesterday, Nick called at one
o’clock in the morning! I’d have been furi-
ous if I hadn’t been so glad to hear from
him. Four interviews again today and two
TV appearances and another magazine edi-
tor is due in about half an hour, and after
that Tab and I go out on a picture layout.
Then we get our reward: We go to see
Sammy Davis, Jr., in “Mr. Wonderful.”

• Same night, 12 o’clock:
I feel like Cinderella. Just came back from
seeing “Mr. Wonderful” and Sammy Davis,
Jr., was iust that. Sitting up in bed, writing
this, I can look out the window and see the
tired horses and the hackies waiting beside
the carriages that drive people in love
through Central Park for five dollars a
ride. Of course, tourists hire them, too,

but usually it’s honeymooners you see
sitting in back, holding hands, while the
horse goes clip-clopping along, not paying
a bit of attention to the cars roaring by.
I don’t know why, but with the street
lights on down there and a sort of early
autumn mist creeping in off the river I

find myself thinking of Jimmy Dean and
how he used to tell me about walking
through Central Park at night, sometimes
alone, sometimes with a girl. He was broke
and awfully lonely during those years. New
York’s a wonderful place to be if you have
money and success and all and can stay at
a place like the Plaza, but it must be a sort
of scary place to be alone in, or to be broke
in. And yet every year, thousands of kids
like Jimmy Dean come here with their

the Loose

dreams of success and live in furnished
rooms and ride the subways and sit alone
at night, just hugging their dreams to them,
waiting for the next day when they can
start out again. I’d have done that, too, if

I’d had to, but I’m glad I didn’t. There’s
the phone and Nick’s call. Just in time,

too. I’m getting sleepy. Good night, diary.

• Wednesday afternoon:
I’m a little ashamed of myself today. I

really blew my top this morning and
threw the temperament bit when my
clothes came from Danny Linden in Holly-
wood. I took one look and I said, “Hide-
ous. Absolutely hideous. How could that

man be so stupid!” Miss Atlas insisted I

try them on before bundling the lot of

them up and sending them back, and I

sounded pretty sullen as I said, “Well, all

right.” And was my face red when each
and every one of them fitted like a dream
and, of course, looked altogether different

on than they’d looked off. Another lesson

in making snap judgments. A writer from
one of the big weekly magazines just

called and wants to do a story on me. I

had to give him names and addresses of

everyone I know in New York and Holly-
wood so he could ask them questions
about me. I’ve often wondered what hap-
pens to people who get famous if they’ve
done anything they’re ashamed of. I mean,
once people start writing about you they
find out everything. Good thing there are
no skeletons in my closet! And speaking
of closets, I go on a mad shopping spree
tomorrow. New York clothes are so much
smarter than the clothes you get in Holly-
wood. I want a pink raincoat with a belt,

for one thing, and glamorous, sexy-looking
negligees and nightgowns. Sometimes I

wish I didn’t look so normal and healthy.
I’d love to be a femme fatale, all hollow-
eyed and hollow-cheeked. I only weigh
ninety-five pounds but I still look dis-
gustingly healthy. I’m wearing my hair a
new way—straight bangs across my fore-
head and very short at the sides—and that
makes my face look fuller. Now it’s five

o’clock and time to go to the TV studio.

Tab’s been looking awfully depressed to-

day. Wonder what’s wrong with him?
Must remember to ask him. See you later.

• Wednesday night:
Nick and Scott both sent flowers and the
living room smells like a flower shop! It’s

great, though, and I love them both, ex-
cept that you can’t love two people at one
time, can you? Or can’t you? Sometimes
I think being young is pretty grim. I mean,
there are so many decisions you have to

make—big decisions—decisions nobody can
help you with. That reminds me of Tab.
I talked to him at dinner—about the only
meal we have that isn’t spent with inter-
viewers, though sometimes even then we’re
being interviewed through mouthfuls of
food. But Tab feels his career’s in a real
rut. He was feeling great after “Battle
Cry,” but now he doesn’t think he’s going
anywhere. He feels he’s growing out of
those “boy next door” roles

—“Even the
boy next door has to grow up sometime,”
he told me moodily, “so why can’t I?” He
thinks his studio ought to find a real gutty
sort of role for him. I think Tab ought to
fall in love with someone. It’s easier to

work out your life if there’s someone really
close to you to whom you can pour out all

that you’re thinking. Somebody besides
your family, though families are great,
too. That’s one of the wonderful things
about having a close friend. One to whom
you can tell anything and who will under-
stand. I want the friend to feel the same
way about me. Sometimes Nick or Scott
calls me up at some crazy hour of the
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morning, like one or two o’clock, if we’re
feeling low, and maybe talk for an hour.
Well, there’s the phone. Wonder which it

is? Nick or Scott? And then to bed.

• Thursday:
It’s hard to believe the week is almost
gone. Exciting! Well, next we go to Chi-
cago, then St. Louis, then home. But I feel

pretty much at home right here, in New
York, to tell you the truth. I have my
three tigers on the living room floor and
everybody flips over them when they come
in. Each one squeaks in a different key
when you step on it—the mama tiger, the
littler tiger and the baby tiger. Nick Ray
started my collection. He gave me the first

one when I finished “Rebel Without a
Cause” and I’ve been getting them from
special people or for a special occasion
ever since. Have to go to a place called

Hackensack, New Jersey, for a public ap-
pearance. See you later.

• Thursday again:
We were mobbed! Tab’s coat was torn,

Miss Atlas coat was practically torn off

her back, and I had my feet tramped on so
many times they’ll never be the same!
I’m soaking them right now while I finish

this because tonight Tab and I are going
to the “War and Peace” premiere. I didn’t
really mind the mob scene because I know
it’s just because the kids like us, but
sometimes it’s almost a little frightening.
Boxes of clothes arrived today and I’ve got
to see what I bought. A pale blue filmy
negligee and half a dozen pairs of panties.
Had the devil’s own time finding them
because I wear a size five. Same with
dresses. Even in the junior department I

couldn’t find a size five. Maybe I’d better
grow a little. If I don’t stop nibbling on
the wonderful candy people are sending
me. I’ll be growing in the wrong direction!
Golly, but I’m tired. This is a three-room
suite, and it’s been filled with interviewers
from nine in the morning until five at night.
The phone never stops ringing and tele-

grams keep arriving. It’s a three-ring
circus and I love it. Jeepers, it’s almost
six. I’d better dress for dinner. I’m wear-
ing a black lace dress over a pale, pale
pink faille lining. It’s skin-tight and I

have to wear my Merry Widow bra so that
I don’t look too sexy, because I don’t think
that’s in good taste. I bought a jeweled
black velvet purse and I’ll carry that with
me and maybe I’ll go real elegant and do
the long white kid gloves bit. That’s an-
other fun thing about New York. Every-
body dresses up here, especially at cock-
tail and dinner time. There just isn’t any
“cocktail” time in Hollywood because no-
body gets home from the studio until six
o’clock or later and by then it’s time to
start thinking of dinner. Not that I drink,
because I don’t, and I was furious about
those silly stories that said I was seen with
Scott drinking cocktails. That’s the most
ridiculous thing I ever heard of. Actresses
just can’t afford to drink. Everybody knows
that liquor puts on weight quicker than
anything and it does things to your skin,
too. Darn! The phone again. Time to dress
for dinner at Sardi’s. Kid, I tell myself,
you’re really livin’. I am, too.

• Friday:
Having breakfast in bed as I write this,
which is beautifully luxurious except that
I’m one of those people who can’t sit still

for very long and I’m wandering all over
the place, eating as I go. I have breakfast
in bed every morning at home, too. My
mother’s done that for me for as long as
I can remember. No wonder I don’t really
want to leave home, though, of course,

P someday I’ll have to. It’s not right to stay
in the nest too long. Maybe I’ll leave be-
cause I’m getting married or maybe just to
have the fun of my own apartment. Pause

yo

for a New York Times interview. Wonder
if I can receive a reporter in a negligee?
Better not. I’ll wear the pale yellow. Very
little-girl looking.

• Friday, later:
The Times man wanted to know how I

refer to myself—as a child wonder, a child
star or a starlet? I got a little annoyed at
that; I hate “fresh” interviewers. Told him
I refer to myself simply as an actress. He
put it down, but he didn’t look very con-
vinced. Someone from the New York Stock
Exchange just called to sell me some
stocks. I guess all movie stars are supposed
to be rich. Wish I were! The Times man
was impressed by the fact that I didn’t
have a stop put on my calls. I said, “Why
should I? Anyone who knows where I am
is probably someone I want to see.” Miss
Atlas and Tab just came in. Tab wants me
to go to a movie with him. Will do. Every-
one envies me all these dates with someone
as handsome as Tab. All we talk about,
though, is our careers. That’s all for now.

• Saturday:
Tomorrow night we leave for Chicago. I

wish the time hadn’t gone so fast. I’rn

sitting curled up in a big chair in the
living room, my lunch on a tray, trying to

Her trip to New York made Natalie sure
again she wants to live at home with Mom

remember all the things I’ve forgotten to

remember. I’m wearing some of the new
dreamy underwear I bought here—a white
bra that’s just a wisp, really, and tiny,

lace-trimmed panties. I feel nice and
wicked, sitting like this, with pedicured
toes and manicured fingers all done in

platinum nail polish. There I go on that

femme fatale bit again, but I guess it’s all

just part of wanting to be grown-up and
be a kid, too. That’s what my mother’s al-

ways telling me—that every teenager in

the world has the same problem, wanting
to be free and independent and yet afraid

to be, still needing people who care about
you to help you. Well, today is a last

spurt of shopping and then tomorrow is

church and rest before we take the plane
to Chicago. Wonder if Chicago will be as

much fun as New York? I doubt it, but
here goes!

• Chicago, Monday morning:
You say, “ten days” and it doesn’t seem
like a long time—or does it? In ten days
I’ve met dozens of people I never knew
before, signed autographs for and ex-
changed greetings with thousands of

others. In Chicago, we were mobbed as

we were in New York, but, of course,
Chicago holds none of the magic of New
"^ork or Hollywood. You land at a dingy
airport that has a little lunchroom attached
to it and no feeling of excitement. Chicago
is sort of a small town that has the popu-
lation of a big city, but that’s all. I mean,
it’s sprawled out, with small town-big city
feeling all mixed up together. The most
beautiful part of it is Lake Shore Drive,
with the big apartment houses that look
as though their faces had just been washed
yesterday, and the houses set well back on
perfectly-kept lawns. Warners’ publicity
woman, Maggie Waite, took over the job of
companion here. Tab and I did a radio and
TV show and then went out on Howard
Miller’s yacht. It’s named The Disc
Jockey since, as you may know, Howard
is one of Chicago’s leading disc jockeys.
Had dinner at Chez Paree. Met Spike
Jones and Helen Grayco. Loved the show
Then another TV show and so to bed.
It’s midnight and Nick called to say he’s
glad I’m working my way home. I told
him “working” was the word for it! To-
morrow we start home.

• Tuesday:
Tab and I devoted the whole day to sight-
seeing, with the photographers following
us everywhere. Went to the Top of the
Rock in the Prudential Building. Saw the
whole city laid out at our feet. Had lunch
up there. It was a wonderful sight. Later,
had our picture taken standing beside the
lions in front of the Chicago Art Institute.

Then we went to a famous ice cream parlor
and a famous book shop. Everywhere we
went, the fans were there ahead of us.

Dinner in the Ambassador East’s Pump
Room. Tab and I danced. When we le^'t

the hotel, I was touched by a group of

Puerto Rican children who had come there
to serenade us as our luggage was being
packed into the car. Then we went to

Howard Miller’s TV show. I was grateful
to Howard for not asking me to tell how
I got started in movies one more time.

Instead, Tab and I discussed techniques of

acting and what is the best way to get
ahead. As usual, we argued. We had free
hours until the plane was scheduled to

leave at 2 a.m. Tab decided to go hear
Lurlean Hunter because he likes the way
she sings “Lonesome Gal.” Maggie and I

wanted to just walk up and down the
streets, soaking up the last bit of Chicago
atmosphere. Then we rushed to the air-

port, only to discover the plane was an
hour late. I was so tired I was slaphappy
so I decided to put on a show to keep
everybody, including myself, awake. I

pulled my turtleneck sweater up over my
eyes and brushed my hair down over my
forehead, picked up a “Little Lulu” book
and started to read it. That sure startled

everyone. I am an extrovert. And I do
like to entertain. Everybody laughed. But
Maggie was miffed with me when they
weighed our luggage and mine was sixty-

six pounds over. She said I could have at

least left my three tigers at home!

• Wednesday:
Back in California at International Airport.

A studio car took me home where I met
my best friend, Barbara Gould. The two
of us have rented a cottage at Malibu for

two days.

• Sunday:
I did nothing but sleep and talk to Barbara
about the trip. We finished our weekend
by cooking dinner for Nick at his house.

I caught Nick up on all the things I hadn’t

told him over the long-distance phone and

we spent the rest of the evening discussing

life, actors, politics, psychology, and what
have you. And so ends the diary of Natalie

Wood—at least, for now. The End

See: Natalie WWl^n “The Girl He Left Behind.’’
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before they discovered Vicki is accident-
prone. The night they gave their first din-
ner party, Vicki cut her hand on a broken
cup so severely that she had to be rushed
to the hospital and have several stitches

taken. A few weeks later, when they were
entertaining again, Vicki tumbled off a
ladder, on which she’d climbed to get

some canned goods, and nearly broke her
arm. The final payoff came the evening
one of their guests brought her three-
year-old son with her. The little boy went
quietly to bed and to sleep, and everybody
forgot him. Just as they were putting the
meal on the table, the toddler got out of

bed and fell against Vicki’s night stand,

upsetting a vase of flowers and cutting
himself badly.

Final result; “Now,” says Roger firmly,

“we eat all meals out—including break-
fast.”

Ups and Downs of Stardom
You can understand why actors believe

in soothsayers, charms or any form of

fortune-telling when you know the case
of newcomer Leslie Neilsen. If you saw
“The Vagabond King,” which was made
two years ago but wasn’t released until
last September, you may remember Leslie
in the role of Thihault.

In “The Opposite Sex,” a musical version
of “The Women,” Leslie showed up as a
delightful leading man, opposite June Al-
lyson and Joan Collins. Yet he probably
wouldn’t have got his chance if Steve
Forrest hadn’t kicked over the traces a
year back. Steve was hot stuff at M-G-M
then, but when they presented him with
a role in “Forbidden Planet,” he rejected
it, saying the role was too small for him.
So M-G-M dropped him off the contract
list, put Leslie in the space epic—and both
were hits.

Poor Steve, who has talent as well as
looks, still hasn’t become a big success.
However, players aren’t always wrong

in turning down roles. Poor Kathryn
Grayson tried to buy herself out of “The
Vagabond King” after the first week’s
shooting, but they wouldn’t let her. It

certainly would have been much better
for her if they had.

Love Comes to Lori

Happy encouragement to all those who
fear that “nice” girls can never really get
anywhere romantically is this month’s
news about Lori Nelson. Sweet and re-
fined little Lori is finally in love, and is

loved, and the object of her affections
couldn’t be more ideal. Because how
much more desirable can a man be than
to be barely thirty, very handsome, un-
spoiled, energetic and a self-made mil-
lionaire? That’s Lori’s beau. His name is

Bob Peterson, and he’s the publisher of
a whole flock of auto-racing magazines.
Only a few years ago. Bob came to Los

Angeles as a smart kid with a smart pub-
lishing idea—to put out a magazine just
for hot-rod enthusiasts. By a crazy coinci-
dence, Lori’s greatest personal success has
been in a quickie film, recently released,
called “Hot Rod Girl.” The title is the
coincidence, and Bob had nothing to do
with it. Nobody expected much of it, in-
cluding Lori. She wanted to do it only as
a change of pace, to prove she could play
something other than gentle girls. But the
movie is prospering almost as much as
Bob’s magazines.
That Bob, who could have his pick of

the glamour gals, chose Lori doesn’t as-
tonish Hollywood too much. Lori is like
Ann Blyth. She lives quietly with her
folks, dresses conservatively, is serious

about her career, and radiates a kind of

lady-like sex appeal that even such a
worldly character as Dean Martin found
very potent. Last winter, when Dean was
separated from his Jeanne, Lori was the
girl he pursued. They could be seen danc-
ing and dining in the glitter spots, and you
could see Lori was very amused by Dean’s
wonderful antics.

With Bob Peterson, however, Lori is

radiant. I won’t be a bit surprised if they
have already announced their engagement
by now.

Lady Luck’s Stepchild

Cleo Moore is a girl who’s had more
hard luck than most in her movie career.
First, under contract to Columbia Pic-
tures, she found herself cast in one prison
role after another until she began to feel

like a girl convict. Released by Columbia
at her request, Cleo had several offers
from independent producers. There was
talk of casting her in “The Jean Harlow
Story” and in the re-make of “Red-Headed
Woman,” the Katherine Brush novel that
helped make a star of Jean. But neither
bright promise materialized, and Cleo is

still holding out against any more B pic-
tures that might consign her to movie
oblivion. With talent and looks, plus the
ability and willingness to work hard,
Cleo’s is one of the many stories that hap-
pen in Hollywood which seem to have no
explanation. Maybe 1957 will be her lucky
year. Meanwhile, her romance with movie
executive Charles Simonelli is on ice. Oc-
casional escort John Smith is just a friend.

Incidental Information
It’s all, all over with Piper Laurie and

Gene Nelson. Funny, how Gene can get
the girls but not hold them. Like his ex-
wife, Miriam—then Janie Powell—now
Piper. . . . Every cloud should have a gold
lining for the newest member of the Eddie
Fisher family. Debbie’s friends baby-
showered her with golden gifts, including
gold-handled toothbrushes, gold porrin-
gers, and gold spoons. Hollywood, it would
seem, has tired of the silver-spoon treat-
ment. . . . His serious illness has changed
Humphrey Bogart and made him almost
sentimental—he who has always hated
any expression of sentiment, probably be-
cause his mother was an artist who drew
cute baby pictures and painted Christmas
cards. Says Bogie of Lauren Bacall, who
is less than half his age, “I must say the
old lady has stood by me quite wonder-
fully during this period.”

Romantic Merry-Go-Round
While Frank Sinatra was in Spain mak-

ing “The Pride and the Passion,” he
seemed most interested in Peggy Connelly,
the luscious model, whom many people
(probably including Peggy) thought
Frankie was very serious about. Also, no
matter what Frank and Ava say, they
did see one another in Spain, at private
houses and at dinner parties. Frank also
flicked a very attentive eye at vivacious,
very young, very beautiful Carmen Se-
villa, Spain’s greatest star. Back in Amer-
ica, just in time for the Democratic
convention, Frank did a lot of wining and
dining with Betty Furness, an old friend
of his. If that old feeling wasn’t still in
their hearts, there in Chicago, they surely
gave a good imitation of it.

In the background of Frank’s life there
is always Nancy Sinatra, a real love of a
girl, who would take him back tomorrow
if he’d so much as invite her out for a
soda. There’s young Nancy, too, nearly
grown-up and Frank, Jr., of whom Frankie
is becoming increasingly proud. The End
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The Searching Years

(Continued from page 55)

brought up her son the best way she

could.

John interrupted this description of his

childhood, turned to a waiter and ordered
our dinners in perfect French. He’d studied

at Harvard, he explained briefly. Then he
went back to his story.

“It wasn’t easy for Mother or me,” he
said. “Mother had to work to support
me. She was always either busy in a

Broadway play or on the road with a show.
I spent a lot of time in boarding schools.”

An intelligent, impressionable boy like

John needed security in those years

—

needed it desperately. But it wasn’t to

be found. When Easter and Christmas
holidays rolled around, other youngsters
gleefully packed up and journeyed home.
Not John. He remained at boarding school.

His mother was on tour, his father in

England. There was no home for him.
That’s when John began to think—and

to think too deeply. Why was he always
by himself? What was going to happen
to him in this strange, lonely world?
Where was the happiness other kids knew?
Where was he going?

Perhaps it was because he had been
hurt a good deal in his young life that

John decided he’d like to help others.

When he enrolled at Harvard, he regis-

tered for a pre-med course.
“I stuck it out a few months,” John

reminisced, with his first faint smile. He
seldom, smiles, almost never laughs.
“Then,” he continued, “I realized I didn’t

know enough physics and chemistry, so I

transferred to literature. That was much
easier. The next year, I decided I ought
to shape myself for some sort of pro-
fession. A diplomatic career sounded in-

triguing, so I began studying French and
Russian.”
John went on to talk about his life. Ac-

cording to him, the first bright note was
sounded as a result of his interest in

Slavic languages. In the fall of 1951, he
had enrolled in a course in Serbo-Croatian.
Sitting in the classroom near by was a
slender, pretty brunette from Radcliffe.

When John looked at her, he felt a flurry

of butterflies in his stomach. He remem-
bers saying to himself. “I’m going to

marry this girl. And I don’t even know
her name!”

In his bashful way, it took John two
weeks to work up enough courage even
to say hello. He learned from roll call

that the coed’s name was Priscilla Smith.
After a month of shy “hellos,” he finally

invited Priscilla to the movies.
“I thought he’d never ask me!” Pris-

cilla has since confided. “I’d been harbor-
ing an awful crush and was dying for a
date. I guess it was that rare thing—love
at first sight.”

From the first date on, John and Pris-
cilla had no doubt that someday, some-
how, they would be married. “I still hadn’t
made up my mind about a career,” said
John. “You can’t get married without a job.”

Inevitably, the theatre beckoned. In
1946, Jiuie Walker had been engaged to
appear in summer stock at the famous
Cape Playhouse in Dennis, Massachusetts.
“Johnny,” she said, “we’re together so
little. Why don’t you come up with me?
I’ll get you a job as an apprentice.”

Agreeably, .Johnny went. Being an
apprentice meant wearing dungarees,
hauling props, painting backdrops “and
cleaning up the johns,” Kerr recalled. He

p
received room and board in exchange for
his services. In spare moments, he could
catch a dip in the surf. Afternoons, he
could be with his mother.

John tagged along to the Cape the next
two summers. In 1948 something hap-
pened. Something mighty important. A
member of the cast suddenly got a Broad-
way engagement, packed up and left. The
director needed an actor in a hurry. It

was a small part. He approached John.
“Can you do it?” There was no time for

John to think about a decision. If there
had been, he probably would have said

no. “Okay, I’ll try,” he replied.

Kerr’s first performance was so good
that he was asked to appear again. This
time with Gertrude Lawrence in “O Mis-
tress Mine.” Once more, he acted with
unusual ability.

“But after the Cape season,” said John,.
“I started at Harvard and almost forgot

about the theatre. I never really wanted
to act. I’d been too close to the theatre
and had seen too much suffering in it.

Somehow I drifted into college dramatics.
In my senior year, I appeared at Harvard’s
Brattle Theatre in ‘Billy Budd.’

”

One night after “Billy Budd,” the famed
producer, Guthrie McClintic, wandered
into the young man’s dressing room.
“Kerr,” he said, “I liked your perform-

ance. If you’re in New York, come and
see me.”

Color portrait of Sol Mineo by Bert Six;

Rock Hudson by Barbier from Globe; Kim

Novak by Marshufz; Elvis Presley by Way-

man from Rapho Guillumette; Janet, Tony

and Kelly Curtis by Miller from Globe.

This was a shock to John. “I still hadn’t
figured on acting for a living,”' he de-
clared, lighting a cigarette. “I didn’t know
if McClintic actually meant it. You see.

I’d heard a lot of big talk and promises
that never materialized in the acting game.
I wondered if I’d get to New York and
McClintic would say, ‘Who? Kerr? Never
heard of him!’

”

John described how he decided to take

a chance. For one thing, there was Pris-

cilla. He had to get a job if he wanted to

marry her. Therefore, with Priscilla more
than the theatre on his mind, he ventured
to New York and phoned McClintic. Sur-
prisingly to John, McClintic remembered
him and asked, “Can you come over to-

morrow at ten?”

When John arrived in McClintic’s office,

he was tossed a script and told, “Read for

me.” John read. The producer listened.

“All right,” said McClintic. “Show up
for a cast reading next Tuesday. Take the
script home. It’s a new play called ‘Ber-

nardine.’
”

John walked out of the office as though
he were treading on thin ice. Could this

be it? Was he really going to be hired

for Broadway—just a few weeks out of

college? He kept shaking his head. No,
this couldn’t be John Kerr. Something
this good couldn’t be happening to him!
Tormented with worry and fears, John re-

turned to his mother’s apartment, where
he was living. June Walker, well schooled
in the heartaches and pitfalls of the thea-
tre, didn’t have much to say.

“I don’t want to advise you, Johnny,”
she explained. “In the theatre, everyone
must stand alone and work out his own
destiny. If I encourage you and you fail,

you may feel I’d given you false hope. Tf

I don’t encourage you and you succeed,
you might lose faith in me. But just know,”
she added warmly, “that whatever hap-
pens, my love will go with you.”

For the next few days, John continued
to fret and ponder the prospects of Broad-
way. Not openly, but deep inside himself.

For such is his extraordinary self-control,

he never betrays the emotions which are
surging underneath. Finally, the morn-
ing before the first cast reading, he turned
to his mother.
“How much do you think I should ask

if they hire me?”
Wisely, his mother replied, “How much

do you think you’re worth?”
John shrugged. “I’d like to get a hun-

dred and fifty a week.”
“Then that’s your answer,” smiled June.
That first reading took place around

a large table set on the bare stage of an
empty Broadway theatre. Although he
appeared calm enough, inwardly John
was a bundle of nerves. Later in the
afternoon, when the reading was over, the
company manager struck up a conversa-
tion and walked John out to the street.

“Say,” said the manager, “we haven’t
talked about salary.”

“No,” answered Kerr, mentally calcu-
lating that he’d come down to an even
hundred if need be.

“How about two hundred and fifty a

week?” asked the manager.
Kerr gulped. “Ye-ah, sure! That’ll be

all right!”

The first thing John did, after saying a

hurried goodbye to the manager, was rush
to the nearest phone booth and call Pris-

cilla at her home in Massachusetts. “We
can be married . . . I’ve got a job ... I

can support you. . . . Two hundred and
fiftv a week!” he told her in one breath.

But John’s rose-colored dream almost
exploded in thin air a few weeks later.

After a period of reading around the table,

McClintic was ready to stage the action.

John followed directions carefully, striv-

ing to do the best he knew how. From
time to time, he noticed whispered confer-

ences in the wings. The producer, the

writer, the stars apparently were talking

about him. What was it all about? What
was wrong? At last, he found out. There
was a feud going on. One faction wanted
Kerr in the play; another group thought
he was too inexperienced. John’s heart

sank. Just as he’d feared, it had all been
too good to come true! Then suddenly,

the pro-Kerr side won out. And nobody
was sorry. Critics raved over his per-

formance in “Bernardine” and called John
Kerr “the most promising young male
actor of the year.”

John smiled again, just slightly. “On
December 28th, 1952, in Milton, Massa-
chusetts,” he said softly, “Priscilla and I

were married. We took up housekeeping
in a small, antiquated walk-up in New
York’s Greenwich Village.”

Priscilla settled down to providing John
with a homelife he’d never really known.
She washed his socks and shirts, sewed on

missing buttons. She bought cookbooks

and learned to whip up elegant dishes on

a strict budget. As was inevitable, there

was a period between “Bernardine” and

John’s next play, “Tea and Sympathy,”
when no paychecks were coming in.

Both enjoyed music and when they had

money began collecting records, mostly

classical. Priscilla, who plays the piano.



discovered John had a fine singing voice,

and she started inviting friends in for

musical evenings. John loved these eve-

nings. After a while, at Priscilla’s coax-

ing, he became brave enough to sing

authentic old Russian folk songs for the

crowd. Everyone was amazed. They didn’t

know he could sing, let alone in Russian!

“Yes,” John admitted, “I can read, write

and speak Russian fluently. So,” he added,

with that typical apprehension, “if the

bottom ever falls out of acting, I can
always become a teacher.”

That’s John Kerr for you! Never sure

—even now, with movie offers coming right

and left. “I guess there’s no reason to

worry so much,” he uttered thoughtfully.

“It’s just a bad habit. Maybe I’ll change
eventually. I’m trying.”

After a lengthy Broadway run in “Tea
and Sympathy,” John appeared in “All

Summer Long,” in which his mother
starred. “It was a great experience, work-
ing with Mother,” he recalled. “I portrayed
her son, and we had some good, powerful
scenes together. But she never gave me
any advice or criticism. She’d already
taught me to stand on my own feet. That
was the best advice I’ve ever had.”

John could have been in Hollywood a
lot sooner. After his triumph in “Bern-
ardine,” he received a rush of calls. “But
I wanted the right kind of part,” he ex-
plained. “I waited. When ‘Cobweb’ came
along, I knew that was for me.”
One thing about John, if you met him

on the street, you’d never suspect he
I was an actor. Sure, he’s good-looking

—

I
six-feet tall, light-brown hair, steady blue
eyes. But he dresses conservatively,

mostly in browns and grays. He acts con-
servative, too. “You don’t have to lead

j

an artificial life,” he pointed out, “just

because you’re an actor. In fact, if you’re
really working hard, you can’t. There
isn’t time.

“Take Hollywood,” he continued. “It’s

not all cocktail parties. For the most part,

it’s a real grind, a long, fatiguing day.
Scenes are shot one after another. Every-
thing is hurried. When you get home
at night, you’re ready to put your feet up
and rest.”

In that hurried Hollywood pace, John
told me, he learned to play tennis, cour-

I

tesy of M-G-M, His role in “Tea and
i Sympathy” called for this athletic feat.

“Now, I’m crazy about the game. I try
to get to the courts whenever I’m free.”

M-G-M also got John’s singing voice
in trim for his number in the same movie.
“It required quite a lot of takes,” he con-
fided, grinning modestly. Then he proud-

;

ly added, “But when you hear the song,

I

that’s really me!”
Hollywood presents one big problem to

John. Studios are always miles from any-
where and John had to drive to work. “I

} hate to drive!” he stated. “Maybe I con-
t, centrate too much and think too much
; about all the other cars and the traffic and

the lights. Who knows? All I know is

that sometimes I get into my car in the
morning and feel like getting right out

> again and staying home.”
1 But more important than all the minor
i irritations, John has a home—a real home
i of his own. He, Priscilla, their twin daugh-
( ters, Jocelyn and Rebecca, born in May,
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1954, and a beagle named Joe had been
commuting between New York and Hol-
lywood. And John had been doing his

usual deep thinking and worrying about
the situation. Should they make their resi-

dence in the East or in the West?
“I love New York at night,” said John,

as he lighted another cigarette. “All the
plays, the concerts, the fine restaurants.

On the other hand, I love the weather
California offers in the day. I fretted

about a year and finally worked it out
mathematically. You have eight hours of

day and three hours of night, not counting
time out for meals. California won.”
This July, the Kerrs purchased a delight-

ful, colonial-type home in Westwood Vil-

lage. And the very first thing John bought
for the house was a huge dark-red leather
chair. “It’s my chair, and mine exclu-
sively,” he declared, with another slight

flicker of a smile. “I’ve yearned for one
all my life. If I’m home, that’s where
you’ll find me, reading the paper or
watching television.”

At this point, John interrupted to tell

the waiter in careful French that he’d like

some cafe au lait. Quite a discussion fol-

lowed, for the French have milk in their

coffee only in the morning, which this was
not. Eventually, the waiter returned and,
looking very offended, served the cafe au
lait.

“It’s the closest I can get to American
coffee,” John explained, dropping in a
sugar cube. “Where were we? Oh, the
house! I hated to leave it, but I had
scarcely a month there before I had to

pack up and fly over here. Worst of all

was leaving Priscilla and the twins be-
hind. But I did have two big expectations
to brighten my journey.

“I was flying across the ocean on a
British Overseas Airways plane,” he con-
tinued, “and I expected, at last, that the
English personnel would pronounce my
name, which is English, correctly. What
happened? They called me ‘Mister Cur.’

Nobody wants to call me ‘Car,’ ” he finished.

The other expectation was a long-post-
Doned reunion with his father. “We’d
been corresponding, but it was better to

see him in London and talk with him,” said
John. “My father’s very interested in my
work, but he didn’t like ‘Gaby.’

”

After a day’s stop in England, John flew
on to St. Tropez, the remote fishing vil-

lage on the French Mediterranean. “Noth-
ing to do here,” John sadly commented.
“The two big activities are walking to the
center of town to buy a Coke or strolling

in the other direction to a beach where
everybody sunbathes in the nude. Once
you’ve made these two excursions, you
sit around.”
Once more in his life, John was alone.

Of course, he could have passed time chat-
ting with Mel Ferrer, Pier Angeli and
others in the cast. But John didn’t. He’s
not the sort to mingle with the gang. He’s
quiet, aloof. “I’ve talked to you longer
than I’ve talked to anyone,” he confessed.
After a rough day of shooting on lo-

cation, John said, he usually spent the
evening in his hotel room, writing home-
sick letters to Priscilla.

“She’s my inspiration,” he declared sol-
emnly. “She boosts me when I’m in the
dumps. She cheers me when I’m sail-

ing high. I used to think I had to give
her security, but she has given it to me!”
Where is John Kerr going?
“I don’t know,” he replied. “It’s fright-

ening. I have plans. I have dreams.
Maybe I’ll do a Western. I’d like to direct
someday. But I don’t want to think too
much of the future. That’s when I get
scared. Don’t think. Just live. Don’t
dare look ahead. It’s all too grand right
now.” The End

You’ll like: John Kerr in “Harvest Thunder.’’
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The Man Who Almost Got Away

(Continued from page 37)

really want him, that, like Rock, they
considered their dates with him to be
strictly for fun and laughs.
Oddly enough, however. Rock never did

feel that way. He is the farthest thing
from a “ladies’ man.” Rock likes to feel

comfortable with people, he likes to settle

into friendships as easily as settling into

an old pair of shoes. He doesn’t like to

have to make an effort, to invent con-
versation when there is none. Another
thing he doesn’t like is to have things
planned for him.

“I am,” he will tell you lazily, “strictly

a ‘spur of the moment’ guy.”

And yet there was certainly nothing
“spur of the moment” about his decision
to marry. He was a bachelor for twenty-
nine years, eleven months and twenty-
three days before he and Phyllis gravely
and solemnly said their “I do’s.” In those
twenty-nine years. Rock had eluded older
women and younger women, ambitious
women and lonely women; women who
were impressed by being seen with Rock
Hudson, the movie star, and women who,
like Lori Nelson, Terry Moore, Betty
Abbott, Barbara Ruick and a half a dozen
others, were, quite simply, delighted to be
with Rock Hudson, the man. Even now,
when Rock is happily married to Phyllis,

girls like Terry, Betty and Lori sing his

praises, and Terry will tell you frankly:

“I only had two dates with Rock, but
my husband will understand what I mean
when I say that I’ll never forget those
two dates. Maybe it’s because I had ex-
pected to find Rock sophisticated or bored
or both. Instead, I found him to be com-
pletely unspoiled and natural. He not
only appreciates anything you might do
for him, he tries constantly to think of

some little thing to do for you. And be-
lieve me, that’s rare in any man, much less

in someone who’s accustomed to having
people fall all over him every time he
appears somewhere!”
One of the things Terry remembers

most vividly about her dates with Rock
is the time when she admired a toy dog in

a drugstore window, but said nothing about
it until they were two blocks away from
the store. When she mentioned that some-
day she’d have to come back and buy the
dog to add to her collection of toy animals.
Rock ran back and bought it for her.

“I never met anyone more genuinely

sensitive to other human beings,” Terry
says, and adds, “except my husband. Come
to think of it, maybe that’s why I fell in

love with him,” she says reflectively, “be-
cause he reminded me a little of Rock.”

Lori Nelson, no slouch when it comes
to the date department, is glowing in her
memories and reminiscences of Rock as

a bachelor.
“Actually, I don’t think I had more than

three or four dates with Rock,” Lori re-
calls now, “but what I liked most about
him, I think, was the fact that he had
such a wonderful sense of humor and
he was so easy to get along with. He’s
always happy. I never saw him in a bad
mood. He can get along with anyone, and
he’s ready to fall in with any plans.”
Despite Rock’s insistence that he’s

“strictly a ‘spur of the moment’ guy,”
Lori remembers how impressed she was
by the fact that Rock always made dates
ahead of time, and was always on time.

“In fact,” Lori sums up her opinion of

Rock as husband material, “he has the
qualities of the kind of man I’d like to

marry.”
Betty Abbott, whose romance with Rock

seemed definitely headed for the altar,

refuses to be quoted on why she lost him,
explaining, “After all, it’s not as though
I’m someone who wants-—or needs—to see

her name in print. Whatever it was, it’s

over, so why talk about it?”

But these were just a few of the many
top Hollywood glamour girls with whom,
from time to time. Rock’s name was linked
romantically. And when his surprise mar-
riage to Phyllis Gates was announced,
there were others who had been hoping
more seriously, and who made very little

effort to hide their chagrin. “What,” they
said, “has she got that I haven’t got?”

Phyllis, herself, would be the last to

answer—or even attempt to answer—that

question. She just doesn’t know. Perhaps
Rock doesn’t know. Except that when he
begins to tell you about Phyllis, or about
his life with her, you can read between
the lines and know what Rock’s good
friend, George Nader, means when he says:

“One of the things I like best about
Rock and Phyllis is that they realize their

happy marriage was the result of the
right person at the right time. When that
comes, you do it. Before then, you don’t.”

A great many words have heen written

about the fact that Rock had said he S

wouldn’t marry before he was thirty, and i

implying that somehow, when that magical 1

number was reached, he would automat-
ically fall into the arms of the nearest
woman. Nothing, of course, could be fur-
ther from the truth. Rock and Phyllis were
ready for each other, in every way, when
they met and fell in love. They knew what

^

they wanted—from love, from marriage,
j

from themselves.
On the other hand, there are parts of

marriage that did not and do not come
l

easily to Rock. When he married Phyllis, i

Rock was a bachelor in the exact meaning :

of the word. He was a man who had lived
!

alone, accounted to no one but himself
and his studio for his comings and his

i

goings. Then two words, “I do,” changed I

his status in a matter of minutes. Suddenly
he was sharing his home, his hours, his
habits, his life. He became responsible for
the happiness and comfort of the girl with
whom he had fallen in love. And because
he knew that, in marriage, love and shar-
ing are mutual matters, he could only hope
that his wife would understand if a good
intention went astray now and again.

“Fortunately, Phyllis has a way of under-
standing,” he grins in the manner of a
comparatively new husband. “And it’s a
wonderful thing. You hear a lot about
born bachelors. I suppose there are any
number of them around. But believe me,
no man is a born husband!”

Actually, Rock has had to work hard at

the job of being a husband, and those
girls who thought he was “perfect husband
material” might find comfort in knowing
some of the problems encountered in being
married to a “bom bachelor.” For in-

stance, Rock was in the habit of arriving

home from a hard day at the studio and
promptly shedding his coat and shirt.

More often than not he shed them on the

nearest chair, as his tie had always had
first claim to the nearest doorknob and
anyone knows better than to toss a pair

of shoes on the furniture. The place for

shoes was out in the middle of the floor.

After the wedding, it was Rock himself

who concluded that the habit had to go.

“When someone else is living in the same
house, you automatically try to be neater,”

he says valiantly. “At least you try to

try,” he adds.

But the man who must be housebroken
at the age of thirty is not housebroken
easily. Take the case of the non-existent

closet space. Rock hadn’t given the matter

much thought until his bride began to un-
pack her suitcases. It was Phyllis who
discovered the closet full of shirts.

Undaunted, she found another closet

—

the one that happened to be jammed with

suits. By deft rearranging she managed to

cram in her own belongings. Yet, follow-

ing this, she ran headlong into what
seemed an insurmountable problem—that

of drawer space. There was none, due to

the fact that Rock was still in the process

of furnishing the house. There were simply

very few drawers. “I’m afraid we’re going

to have to buy a bureau,” she told him.

He placed the order immediately. “The

bigger, the better,” were his instructions.

On the date set for delivery. Rock came
home with the general idea of admiring

the new acquisition. He located Phyllis in

the kitchen. The bureau, however, was
missing. “Honey, I’m sorry,” he said to his

wife. “They promised they’d bring the

bureau today.”
“Oh, they did,” his wife replied casually.

“I had them put it in the attic.”

“Phyllis, that’s a crazy place for a

bureau,” said Rock, not unkindly.

“Sure,” she agreed, “but it happened to

be too big for the bedroom door.”

HERE’S
HOLLYWOOD

WITH

Martin Starr

up-to-the-minute

behind-the-scenes

happenings in the

film capital—Hollywood

Listen to one of Hollywood’s foremost screen reporters—Mon-

day, Wednesday, Friday, 6:45-6:50 p,m., NYT—over the

coasl-to-coast MUTUAL network.
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Although the tragedy was momentarily
a major one, Rock recalls the incident

fondly, and gives with it a big hint as to

why Phyllis won out where others had
failed. “I guess it was the way she took
it,” he says. “She began to laugh and that

got me started. Pretty soon what might
I have turned into our first quarrel be-

came a big joke.” He looked thoughtful.
“That’s one of the wonderful things about
Phyl—you can always count on her sense
of humor. And, I might add, her complete

I

control over any given situation.”
I The situation Rock best remembers oc-

]

curred on a morning after a night before.
I The Hudsons had had guests who’d stayed

until the smaller hours. When the door-
,

bell rang at ten a.m.. Rock and Phyllis

were still asleep. It rang again and Phyllis

raised a drowsy head. “Rock,” she said,

“are we expecting anyone?”
“Uh . . . ubb . . . ugh,” said Rock.

I

“Rock, I think we have company.”
He opened an eye. “Couldn’t be,” he

; mumbled. “They said they’d call if they
were coming.”

;
“Who said?”
“Hmmmm?” The other eye struggled

open. “Oh . . . ummm . . . well, the studio

j

wanted to take some pictures. Wasn’t
definite. Told me if it was definite they’d
call.” Both eyes closed. “Didn’t call,” he
finished weakly and pushed his face back
into his pillow.

The Hudson doorbell is not one to be
ignored. “Better answer,” suggested Phyllis.

^
Rock got to his feet and struggled into

? a robe. On the front steps he found a

,1 publicity man, several cameramen and
two electricians. They were surrounded by

I
photographic equipment. “Good grief,”

> moaned the publicist as he caught sight

I of their subject. “I forgot to let you know
li we were coming.”

j
Their host led them into the living room

and returned to the bedroom to rouse
Phyllis. “I guess a lot of wives might
have been upset,” Rock recalls. “But do
you know, the only thing that bothered
my wife was the fact that we had to

keep them waiting while we got dressed?”

He goes on. “Phyllis worked in an
agency before we were married, so she
knows this business. Still, it’s one that
can get terribly confusing at times. All
the same, people from the studio have
told me that whenever they call her

' and talk to her about something we’re
supposed to do or something that’s

going to happen, she gets the picture
right away.”
But don’t get the idea that Mrs. Hudson

is just her husband’s yes-woman. She
has a very definite mind of her own.
“Take the matter of dinner,” says Rock.

' When they dine at home, Phyllis does
the cooking. Mealwise, Rock still main-
tains many of his bachelor tastes. “But
at home I eat fairly sensibly,” he admits.
You’d have to lunch with Rock to ap-

preciate this statement—as Martha Hyer
could tell you. Martha, his co-star in
“Battle. Hymn,” joined Rock at a U-I
commissary table one noon and could

i
hardly down her own meal for watching
Rock go through his order. She looked on,

I fascinated, as he consumed a dish of chili

and then a dish of cottage cheese. When
he’d finished he asked Mabel, the studio
waitress, for a chocolate nut sundae.

,
“That’s more like it,” sighed Martha.

I

And she meant it, until the sundae
; arrived and Rock began to sprinkle it
'

with salt. “Hudson,” said Martha. “Does
Phyllis really whip up these exotic dishes
for you?”

“Well,” said Hudson. “No.” Then he
added helpfully, “But she’s come around to
my way of thinking about sour cream on
steak. Now that’s the greatest!”
Martha pushed away her own dessert.

“Let’s get back to the set,” she suggested
weakly.

Phyllis and Rock both have definite

tastes and definite ideas, and they don’t
always coincide. “We’re very positive
people,” Rock will tell you. “We’re always
making positive statements about things.”

But compromises are spontaneous in

the Hudson household. When Phyllis moved
into Rock’s bachelor abode, there was
little furniture. When he’d had company
and needed another chair, he had simply
dashed out to the patio and lugged in a
piece of garden furniture. He’d planned
to complete the house gradually. “No
decorators for me,” he’d announced pos-
itively. “I don’t want my house looking
like a department store window.”
At the present time, a decorator is

working with Phyllis.

On the other hand, however, upon
entering the Hudson house one can’t help
noticing a large red-plaid chair which
would never fit into a decorator’s scheme
of things. Phyllis knew it. She also knew
that Rock would love that chair.

Sometimes their compromises mean that
each goes his (or her) own way. On Phyllis’

birthday. Rock sat her down on the couch
and ordered her to close her eyes. She
heard him disappear for a few moments,
then return. She felt him placing some-
thing in her lap; something soft and
fluffy, with two ears and a cold nose.
Phyllis had become the owner of a puppy.
“Name’s Joe,” Rock informed her.

“Never!” retorted Phyllis. She settled

for Demitasse. Demi, for short—a moniker
which makes Rock shudder. “Here, Demi,”
Phyllis will call.

“Here, Spike,” Rock says amiably.
Rock has always been a generous man,

a thoughtful one. He’s the sort of fellow
who’d give you the shirt off his chair if

you admired it. As a husband, he outdoes
himself. Possibly because there’s some-
thing about the way Phyllis’ face glows
when she’s surprised.
Shortly after their wedding. Rock took

his wife by the hand and led her out to

the garage. There she found a brand-new
black Ford, with red-leather upholstery.
It was tied with a large red ribbon.

“Happy wedding gift,” were his words.
Phyllis was glowing. She was also cry-

ing. “I’ve never seen so many tears,” says
Rock. “But they were happy tears.”

The next surprise was a mink stole.

Someone printed the news of the pur-
chase in a column before Rock got it home.
That nearly killed him. Nowadays he goes
shopping with the caution of an under-
cover agent.

As for going anywhere else, the Hudsons
rarely ever do. “There’s just no point in

going out as much as we used to,” Rock
says. “You don’t want to—when you have
someone to go home to.”

Phyllis smiles as she hears him say that.

It is a secret smile—a woman’s smile—and
a smile any other woman can under-
stand. It is the smile of a woman who was
intelligent enough to know what she
wanted, and lucky enough to get it. As
for those others, “I don’t care how many
women there might have been in his life,”

says Phyllis. “All that matters now is

that I’m the woman.”
The secret of her success is a simple

one, and she’ll tell it to you gladly and
cheerfully. “I guess,” she will say simply,
“that Rock and I were right for each
other, or it never could have happened

—

could it?”

Let those who have loved and lost take
comfort from that—and from the fact that
somewhere, for each of them, whether or

not they have found it, there is some-
one who is right for them. The End

Don’t miss: Rock Hudson in “Giant” and “Written
on the Wind.”
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It*s time to vote! Here is your chance to elect your favorite stars and
movie of 1956. Don’t delay—mail your Gold Medal ballot today!

STARS MOVIES
1. Adams, Julie

2. Allyson, June
3. Angeli, Pier

4. Baxter, Anne
5. Bergman, Ingrid

6. Bogart, Humphrey
7. Borchers, Cornell

8. Borgnine, Ernest

9. Brando, Marlon
10. Brynner, Yul
11. Burton, Richard

12. Cagney, James
13. Calhoun, Rory
14. Campbell, William

15. Caron, Leslie

16. Cassavetes, John
17. Chandler, Jeff

18. Charisse, Cyd
19. Collins, Joan

20. Cooper. Ben
21. Cooper, Gary
22. Crain. Jeanne
23. Crawford. Joan

24. Crosby, Bing

25. Curtis, Tony
26. Dailey, Dan
27. Danton, Ray
28. Davis, Bette

29. Day, Doris

30. de Havilland, Olivia

31. Derek, John
32. Douglas, Kirk
33. Egan, Richard

34. Ekberg, Anita

35. Ewell, Tom
36. Farr, Felicia

37. Ferrer, Mel
38. Fisher, Eddie

39. Fleming. Rhonda
40. Fonda, Henry
41. Ford, Glenn
42. Forsythe. John
43. Gaynor, Mitzi

44. Gobel, George
45. Granger, Stewart

46. Hayward, Susan

47. Heflin, Van
48. Hepburn, Audrey
49. Heston, Charlton

50. Holden, William 98. O’Hara, Maureen 1. Alexander the Great 68. Last Wagon, The
51. Holliday, Judy 99. Olivier, Laurence 2. All That Heaven Allows 69. Leather Saint, The
52. Hope, Bob 100. Paget, Debra 3. Ambassador’s Daughter, The 70. Lieutenant Wore Skirts,

53. Hudson, Rock 101. Palance, Jack 4. Anastasia The
54. Hunter, Jeffrey 102. Parker, Eleanor 5. Anything Goes 71. Lisbon
55. Hunter, Tab 103. Parker, Fess 6. Around the World in 72. Living Idol, The
56. Johnson, Van 104. Pavan, Marisa 80 Days 73. Love Me Tender
57. Jones, Shirley 105. Peck, Gregory 7. Artists and Models 74. Lust for Life

58. Jourdan, Louis 106. Perkins, Anthony 8. Attack! 75. Man in the Gray Flannel
59. Kaye, Danny 107. Podesta, Rossana 9. Autumn Leaves Suit, The
60. Kelly, Grace 108. Power, Tyrone 10. Away All Boats 76. Man Who Never Was, The
61. Kerr, Deborah 109. Presley, Elvis 11. Bad Seed, The 77. Man Who Knew Too
62. Kerr, John 110. Reed, Donna 12. Bandido Much, The
63. Ladd, Alan 111. Reynolds, Debbie 13. Barretts of Wimpole 78. Man with the Golden
64. Lancaster, Burt 112. Richards, Jeff Street, The Arm, The
65. Leigh, Janet • 113. Rogers, Ginger 14. Benny Goodman Story, The 79. Meet Me in Las Vegas
66. Leith, Virginia 114. Roman, Ruth 15. Best Things in Life Are 80. Miracle in the Rain
67. Lemmon, Jack 115. Rush, Barbara Free, The 81. Moby Dick
68. Lewis, Jerry 116. Russell, Jane 16. Between Heaven and Hell 82. Mountain, The
69. Lollobrigida, Gina 117. Russell. Rosalind 17. Beyond a Reasonable Doubt 83. Never Say Goodbye
70. MacLaine, Shirley 118. Ryan. Robert 18. Bhowani Junction 84. On the Threshold of Space

71. MacMurray, Fred 119. Saint. Eva Marie 19. Bigger than Life 85. Opposite Sex, The
72. MacRae, Gordon 120. Scott, Martha 20. Birds and the Bees, The 86. Our 'Miss Brooks
73. Madison, Guy 121. Sernas, Jack 21. Bold and the Brave, The 87. Pardners

74. Magnani, Anna 122. Shaw, Victoria 22. Bundle of Joy 88. Patterns

75. Malone, Dorothy 123. Sheridan, Ann 23. Burning Hills, The 89. Picnic

76. Martin, Dean 124. Simmons, Jean 24. Bus Stop 90. Port Afrique

77. Martin, Dewey 125. Sinatra, Frank 25. Carousel 91. Power and the Prize, The
78. Martin, Tony 126. Stack, Robert 26. Catered Affair, The 92. Proud and Profane, The
79. Mason, James 127. Stanwyck, Barbara 27. Cha-Cha-Cha Boom! 93. Proud Ones, The
80. Mature, Victor 128. Stewart, James 28. Come Next Spring 94. Public Pigeon No. 1

81. Mayo, Virginia 129. Strasberg, Susan 29. Conqueror, The 95. Ransom!
82. Miles, Vera 130. Sullivan, Barry 30. Court Jester, The 96. Rawhide Years, The
83. Milland, Ray 131. Tamblyn, Russ 31. Court-Martial of Billy 97. Rebel in Town
84. Mineo, Sal 132. Taylor, Elizabeth Mitchell, The 98. Reprisal!

85. Mitchell, Cameron 133. Taylor, Robert 32. Crime in the Streets 99. Revolt of Mamie Stover,

86. Mitchum, Robert 134. Todd, Richard 33. D-Day the Sixth of June The

87. Monroe, Marilyn 135. Tracy, Spencer 34. Diane 100. Richard III

88. Moreno, Rita 136. Turner, Lana 35. Eddy Duchin Story, The 101. Rock Around the Clock

89. Murphy, Audie 137. Vera-Ellen
36. Edge of the City 102. Rose Tattoo, The

90. Murray, Don 138. Wagner, Robert
37. Everything but the Truth
38. Eastest Gun Alive, The

103. Safari

104. Santiago
91. Nader, George 139. Wayne, John

39. Eirst Traveling Saleslady, 105. Searchers, The
92. Nelson. Lori 140. Wayne, Pat The 106. Serenade
93. Newman. Paul 141. Widmark, Richard 40. Forbidden Planet 107. Sharkfighters, The
94. Nielsen. Leslie 142. Williams, Esther 41. Foreign Intrigue 108. Solid Gold Cadillac, The
95. North, Sheree 143. Wood, Natalie 42. Forever, Darling 109. Somebody Lip There Likes

96. Novak, Kim 144. Wyman, Jane 43. Friendly Persuasion Me
97. O’Connor, Donald 145. Wynter, Dana 44. Fury at Gunsight Pass 110. Spoilers, The

Vote for your Favorite Stars

and Movie of 1956

BEST MALE PERFORMER.

BEST FEMALE PERFORMER.

( List Star by number)

(List star by number)

BEST FILM OF 1956.

(List picture by number)

Mail your ballot to: PHOTOPLAY GOLD MEDAL
AWARDS, Box 1893, Grand Central Station, New York
17, N. Y. Ballots must be received no later than Decem-
ber 31, 1956. You need not sign your name.

45. Gaby 111.

46. Giant 112.

47. Glory 113.

48. Goodbye My Lady 114.

49. Great Day in the Morning
50. Great Locomotive 115.

Chase, The 116.

51. Guilty 117.

52. Harder They Fall, The 118.

53. Helen of Troy 119.

54. Hell on Frisco Bay 120.

55. High Society 121.

56. Hollywood or Bust 122.

57. Hot Summer Night

58. Huk! 123.

59. Indian Fighter, The 124.

60. Iron Petticoat, The 125.

61. Jubal 126.

62. Julie 127.

63. Killing, The
64. King and I, The 128.

65. Kiss Before Dying, A 129.

66. Last Frontier, The
67. Last Hunt, The 130.

Star in the Dust

Stranger at My Door
Tea and Sympathy
Teahouse of the August

Moon, The
Teenage Rebel

Ten Commandments, The
Tension at Table Rock
That Certain Feeling

Toward the Unknown
Trapeze

Tribute to a Bad Man
True Story of Jesse James,

The
23 Paces to Baker Street

Unguarded Moment, The

Walk the Proud Land

War and Peace

Westward Ho, the

Wagons!

While the City Sleeps

You Can't Run Away
from It

Young Stranger, The
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THERE ARE THREE BRECK SHAMPOOS
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Beautiful hair has natural softness and lustre. A Breck Shampoo
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—
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Advised by more doctors for complexion

care than any other soap.

Dazzling at the dance—That Ivory Look is

so radiantly bright and clear. Why not

change to regular care with pure, gentle

Ivory today? Let the magic of mildness

work this same enchantment for you—give

you that dazzling, fresh look

—

That Ivory Look!

I

More doctors cLdvLse Ivory ttian any otlier soap
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